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KELLERMANN COMING BACK.

ADMISSION SCALE AT

$1.50

The
week

NIXON'S SUGGESTION

IS S. F.

5,

headliner

Annette Kellermann,

will be

$50,000 IN "PILATE'S

The production

next

Palace

the

at

ter" at the

re-

turning to that house f 4t ' dun weejes,.
•

.

sto.cjc

10

CENTS

DAUGHTER.
Daugh-

of "Pilate's

Century opera house

,one, in a financial sense.

is

a

It is

before commencing reHea<rsafs 'in the'. .said' "that George H. Brennan, who
revue that has been writtV fcy.^Ann most actively appears in the show's
Caldwell, with music by .'Viftbr /Mer*
-management, has a list of stockholdThe show, under. tbe.jngtnafce- ''
bert.
him, "representing about
'.crs behind
ment of Lew Wiswell, :w3(*ijikke/it!j..'
.

Manager,

Newspaper Campaign for Lower ThePromises Reduced Schedule for High-Class
Legitimate Attractions.

in Pittsburgh

ater Prices,

Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
In reply to the campaign carried on
by Charles M. Bregg, of the GazetteTimes, for lower theatre admission,
Samuel F. Nixon has written an answer, calling attention to the fact that
everything nowadays is higher, including price for labor and rent, but promising that as many 11.50 plays as possible
will be produced by Nixon.
The letter is:
"I have read your column for the past
*eyeral weeks in regard to prices for the
different theatres.
certainly agree with
I
you that seats from $1.00 to $1.50 would add
to the receipts of theatres for attractions
that are worth that much and no more.
Of
course, as you understand there are attractions which must get $2.00.
You no doubt
noticed the business we did last week with
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" at the $1.50 scale
and I am going to try and get as many good
attractions as possible to play at that price.
must take into consideration the fact
that our prices have remained at $2.00 for
a great many years, a.though everything else
has Increased in large proportion, for Instance, rent and labor of all kinds
but if we
look at the condition of the country we will
find that you are right In the suggestions
which you made In your paper.

We

;

"Yours very

truly,
F. NIXON."

"SAMUEL

playwright, has arranged with Gus Hill
for the production of a new piece that
will carry an all-female cast.
A lady
press agent, advance agent, manager,
electrician

The

said.

is

original title

Women

Rule," but it is understood
be replaced by another name
to be selected by Mr. Hill.
McGuire will also produce a new
war drama in three acts on Christmas
day. The cast is being selected now.
in the tanks to sound its
It v*' op<*

the

this will

i

TOl.

New

\t

>

TO KEEP AWAY.

k managers and producer?
a1
have !een planning tours through
c iuii.
V.n.rica, the West Indies and
<

•

people

Kellermann

the

for

GIRLS TOO FLIGHTY.
Chicago, Dec.

TAKES OAKLAND RECORD.
San Francisco, Dec. 2.
The Oakland theatre record for receipts was taken last week by "The
Bird of Paradise," with Leonora Ulrich,

The

McDonough.

at

amounted

to

gross

$11,594.

SAVAGE ATTACHES.
Topeka, Dec.

3.

Henry W. Savage of New York today attached the box office receipts of
"Little Boy Blue," and filed suit against
Sydney H. Smith, manager of the company, alleging Smith owes him $300 in
royalty and $700 as his share of the
show

since Sept. 14.

tied

up

all

the

mon-

the company, together with costumes and scenery. The paper was
ies of

served while the troupe was giving a
Performance before Salina Shriners in
("onvention Hall.

2.

Girl ushers will be taken out of all

theatres,

new

a

if

plan engineered in

It is
carried out.
held the girls are too flighty, and unable to cope with emergencies that
arise in the case of fire or panic.

the city council

is

PICTURES AT DALY'S.
Commencing Monday, pictures
replace

"Yosemite"

at

will

house remains under the same management, which presented the revival that
the reviewers pronounced passe.
Frank Keenan, the principal player
in the show, announced early in the
week he had discovered a new policy
for the house, but the picture departure
will prevail, although it has been reported a clause in Charles E. Taylor's
lease for the theatre prohibited film.

Theatre

Co.

of

Missouri

to

recover

$14,000.

The

Tootle

theatre

owners

claim

that the court of Jackson county, Mo.,

rendered a judgment of $4,000 against the Shubert Co., but that
the Shuberts have not paid anything
of this amount. In addition the Tootle
Co. avers the Shuberts owe it $1 ).000
more for unpaid rent of the Tootle
in

1913,

Neilson-Terry, in "Twelfth
Night," closes at the Liberty to-night.
Phyllis

The Shubert Theatrical Co. was
made the defendant Wednesday in the
Supreme Court in a suit by the Tootle

The company

the production sent to the store house.

probably
will
Neilson-Terry
return to England.
There is nothing
slated to follow into the Liberty and
the house will remain dark until some
time about the holidays.

Miss

The Century has been rented for the
show for four weeks, at a figure reported to exceed $2,000 weekly. The
same company first engaged the (Madison Square) Garden theatre, but later
relinquished it.
"Pilate's Daughter" was originally a
New England product, and once play-

ed publicly at Roxbury, where it left
New York should "see
it.
The piece opened at the Century
Not much has been
Thanksgiving Eve.
heard of it since, and so far none of
the stockholders, among whom are
(in
the show
several New Yorkers
business), has expressed any hope of
One stockholdsecuring a dividend.
er, with a $1,500 investment, said Wednesday he didn't know what the show
opened to, or had drawn since then.
the impression

CLYDE FITCH'S MOTHER'S
In

Federal

the

Wednesday

Alice

of the late Clyde

M.

SUIT.
Court

District
Fitch, the

mother

Fitch, brought suit

H.
York, and Sallie Unof Louisville, alleging they took

for infringement against Courtland

Young, of
derbill,

New

theme of their story, "The Liars,"
from Clyde Fitch's play, "The Truth."
Miss Underbill wrote the- story and
Young's Magazine published it in Oc-

the

tober.

HILLIARD IN PICTURES.
Robert Hilliard has

finally

listed

to

He

has been
engaged to play the central character
in the picturized version of "A Fool
the call of the pictures.

There Was."

PLAYED ONE SHOW.

NEW PLAY AT

GLOBE.

London, Dec.
Laurillard

'

\<\

place "^"..cena,

-

theatre.

be disbanded and

will

550,000 in certificates sold.

The

Daly's.

NEILSON-TERRY CLOSES.
SUES FOR RENT.

'-

•

engage
show.

it

was "When

*

thing there at present.
In Jamaica martial law has been declared and in other points theatrical
business is nil.

and an all-female stage crew

will also attend as a side attraction,

'

'

sections have
been advised by native business men
the time is inauspicious to send any-

The attachment

the Chicago

some time in January.
For the vaudeville date Miss Keller-

start

the country near those

profits of the

Anthony McGuire,

,

mann will receive $1,250 weekly.
The Palace booking was made
through Rose & Curtis, who will also

ALL-GIRL PRODUCTION,

Wm.

.

with a ne

show

;

;o,,mith

mow
J?n.

9.

at

will

the

2.

re-

Globe,

William Morris took "Mrs. Temple'^
Telegram" on tour last week. He pla.',~
(Thanksgiv'j n _
ed one performance
Day) in Columbus and then closed^^
and returned to New York.

VARIETY

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS FIND
NOVEL BUSINESS GETTERS

SAILINGS.

FAMINE IN FEATURES.
(Special Cable to

London, Dec.

2.

Following tradition closely, there
a dearth

is

of suitable material for fea-

on music hall bills throughout
country during this time of the

tures

One Town. Patrons Allowed
Programs in Another. New York
House Tries "Finding a Husband" as "Special Night."
for Subscriptions Tried in

Own

to Select Their

the

through Paul Tausig &
Sons, 104 East 14th street, New York:
Dec. 5, Adeline Genee, Verna Vanoni, Serge Litavkain, Mrs. Jack Lorimer (Lusitania).
For Paris via Marseilles:
Eleanor Woodruff (MaDec. 7,

Reported

Varibtt.)

year.

Pantomime claims most of the feature people, and, along with the effect
of the war, the music hall managers

donna).

STOLL GETS ALFRED LESTER.

are going to have a hard time securing
Marinelli's
given in H. B.
favor some time ago.
The case arose over dates at the Co
liseum, procured by the agent for the

Manager Frank Gerard of the
Orpheum, Brooklyn, in an effort to increase the number of regular subscrib-

decision

ers in his theatre has offered a prize
of a pass for Saturday afternoons to
all school children who secure a certain number of paid in advance eight-

week

artist.

postponing a Marinelli date
Coliseum, Hicks booked two
others there, to be played before the
one procured by Marinelli, who then
successfully sued for commissions on
After

subscriptions.

Hartford, Dec.

2.

December business, Manager Thomas H.

To

forestall the usual

slump

the

at

a voting contest

The

bill.

theatre

will
is

(Special Cable to

The

The Jefferson, a B. S. Moss pop
vaudeville theatre on 14th street, tried
a "Husband-getting" "Special Night"

in this issue.

MANNERS' PLAY OLD.
(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Dec. 2.
Hartley Manners' new play which
is to be produced by Sir George Alexander was written some years ago for
Nat C. Goodwin, then called "GauntJ..

let's

Olympia,

week when

the artists on the
re

where

Varibtt.)

London, Dec. 2.
Liverpool, smashed

the co-operative record last

publicity.

Tuesday, when volunteers from the aijdience were invited upon the stage****
Several from both sexes responded,"
with resultant amusement. The affair
is described in the review of the Jefferson performance, appearing else-

Pride."

PLAYING TURNS.
(Special Cable to

Harry VVeldon

2.

playing matinees
at the Palladium and appearing evenings at the Victoria Palace and Oxford.
The Lancashire comedian is
is

working in pantomime at his afternoon performance at the Palladium.

"PETER PAN" AT XMAS.
Varibtt.)
London, Dec.

2.

For the first time in many years
Pan" at the Duke of York's
theatre here will be produced without
Pauline Chase in the title role. Madge

"Peter

will

play

tion as usual will

it.

go on

one of the largest Iii»lls to the Provinces.
It belongs
,io jfios$ Empires.
ity of n

t

3,500, is

••

•

COUNTERFEIT MONEY ON HIM.
St.

Louis, Dec.

2.

Lee Odell, 23 years old, known to
vaudeville as "The Handcuff King,"
was identified here yesterday as a man
who had passed a counterfeit $10 bill
grocery Nov. 9. He was arrested after leaving an Iron Mountain
train and had one counterfeit $10 bill
in his pocket with six others in his
grip.
One counterfeit had been passed
at Bonne Terre, Mo., through which
the train had passed.
The Government is taking great inat a local

a dangerous one that at times has
passed through banks and more than
30 of the bills have been detected with-

the

in

last

They bear

is the thinness of the paper
on which they have been photograph-

Odell said he had been given the bills
by a man from Oklahoma, and that he
was to have met the man in St. Louis.

The

identification of Odell

was made

London, Dec.
ace Jan. 10 in

2.

appear at the Palan hour and a half revue-

FANNY BROUGH DEAD.

yesterday.
Miss
an old theatrical

Three of the hig Broadway cabwere visited \y the crook within
the last two weeks.
She has cleaned
up several hundred dollars' worth of
clothes.
The police and the managers
of other cabaret establishments have
been warned to be on the lookout for

the actress, died here

Brough comes from
family and was 65

A

tryout-crook rrlade his appearance
Bronx theatre Sunday night, Paul
Decker, on the bill, lost a gold watch
and chain in his dressing room.

at the

ALLAN EDWARDS PLACED.
(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Dec.

2.

2.

re-

permission to appeal against a

dancer,

died

wounds received at
Sir Edward was

Saturday

from

the battle front.
a Captain in the

Third Battalion Black Watch
ment, and was 42 years old.

regi-

vehicle should not prove
fall

back on

his*

old sketches to complete the engage-

ment.

TOMMY GRAY EXPOSED.
Syracuse, N. Y., Dec.

"This

is

Tommy

said

2.

me"

a terrible hard job for

Gray,

playwright while here

vaudeville

the
last

week,

lis-

tening to the material he had furnished
Frank Tinney for use in the Irving
Berlin "Watch Your Step" show which
opened Thanksgiving Eve.

"Frank keeps
time.

I

manded

me on

the

jump

never saw a fellow
as

much

stuff

all

who

for his

the

de-

money

he does. I haven't even had a
chance to see the town, so busy doping
out new ones for him have I been."
Mr. Gray passed out these remarks
after the first performance.
Among
the New Yorkers who journeyed to
Syracuse to see the premiere was
Gene Buck, himself a word juggler of

will hereafter be attached to the

mott

Wil-

Circuit.

London, Dec. 2.
Nella Webb, an American girl who
has fairly established herself over here
as a favorite, will appear in America
shortly after New Year's, making her
vaudeville debut at that
native country.
S.

time

in

her

Bentham has booked Miss
your

side.

retire,

Split.

London, Dec.

clerk

informed

the

New

share his sleeping parlor with his cor
temporary.
The next morning, while at brea*.
fast, just before catching an early train
back to a regular town, and with Mr.
Gray snoring away above stairs, Gene
started to laugh.
His fellow-diners
wanted to know the cause. "I suppose
I ought not tell this one on Tommy,"
he replied, "but I can't hold it in. You

2.

hall,

that line he gave us last
night about working overtime for Tinney? Well, when I got up in a hurry
on the call this morning, I rushed

about looking for Tommy's comb and
brush. The only thing I could see in
the room besides, right on the dressing
table, was an inch-thick joke book."
Sir George's Exclusive Dinner.
(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

as a "single"
Sir

Williams' Transfer Bookings.
(Special Cable to

Varibtt.)

London, Dec. 2.
Bransby Williams has transferred his
Christmas bookings from the Hippo-

drome

the

Yorker there was no vacant room.
Mr. Gray magnanimously offered to

remember

Hedges Brothers and Jacobson, almost the best splitters in vaudeville,
seem to have done it right this time.
Fred and Alvin Hedges sail for New
York Saturday, and Jesse Jacobson
an outside London
next week.

some repute. It was early in the
morning when Messrs. Gray and Buck
decided to go to bed. Gene had not
registered upon arrival, expecting to
leave the same night. When ready to

quite

London, Dec. 2.
Allan Edwards, formerly booking
manager for the Hippodrome, Nottingham, has joined Fred Wilmott and

opens at the Queen's theatre, Poplar,

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

new

as

her.

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

KILLED IN BATTLE.

sical

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

week

all

se-

out.

Best Splitters Finally

Edward Stewart Richardson,
husband of Lady Constance, the clas-

Hicks' Appeal Not Allowed.

this

room until
Then she

Sir

the remainder of the program.

i

left.

evening wrap and walks

2.

years old.

by James M. Barrie.
The present revue will be taken off
and straight vaudeville will make up

London, Dec.

lects the best

Webb on

let

mour Hicks was

lingers in the dressing

of the others have

M.

by a young woman.

the

successful Lester will

while the others are dressing

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

Fanny Brough,

will

in

and states she is there to try out, making use of everybody's make-up and

NELLA WEBB SOON HERE.

London, Dec.

Gaby Deslys

belt

comes

weeks commencing Christmas, a new
sketch with four people, entitled "The
If

have been visited by a female crook within the last few weeks.
The party works the female dressing
room the singers use. She usually

aret

2.

Alfred Lester, one of England's best
known comedians, who works along
the lines of bucolic characterizations,
has been contracted by Oswald Stoll
to present at the Coliseum for nine

'Longshoreman."

and the only means of

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

Varibtt.)

attractions, sure to be on
Christmas, will surpass anything
that has gone before.
this

in St. Louis.
the earmarks of bona-

detection

time.

(Special Cable to

vaudeville

Varibtt.)

London, Dec.

ten

two weeks
all

fide currency,

Christmas

GABY IN BARRIE REVUE.

short

arets

•

The producat

round

ed.

(Special Cable to

Titheradge

bill received 13 per
over their salaries, as booked.
The Olympia, with a seating capaclit.

terest in the case as the counterfeit is

Varibtt.)

London, Dec.

headliners for their halls for the next two
weeks' bills.
It is thought the famine in headline
are

A "TRYOUT-CROOK."

GOT OVER THEIR SALARIES.

of

lots

(Special Cable to

theatres.

Several of the restaurants in the cab-

compose the

getting

Moss Empires

these two dates.

in

Cullen of the Palace is allowing his
patrons to pick the bill. The six acts
receiving the highest number of votes
in

attractions for their

to the Palace.

London, Dec. 2.
George Alexander will this week

celebrate his 25th anniversary of London management at a dinner which
will be attended by Royalty, but the
society press will be excluded.

No publicity of any kind will be attached to the exclusive affair.

;

VARIETY
SIG.

NEWARK TO HAVE LOEW SHOWS

Syracuse, Dec.

Sig Sautelle,

CIRCUIT TAKES MAJESTIC THERE
Will Oppose Keeney's and Proctor's. Reported Loew Gets
House 50-50 On Net Profits with Landlord. Also Goes
Into Several New England Towns, for Booking.

in

Dec. 2.
operate the
Majestic theatre commencing Dec. 21,
if the agreement now drawn for the

formed the Court McMahon told him
ten per cent, would be taken out for
the booking agent's commission. Doti

goes through. The Loew
people are doing business direct with

possible for him (McMahon) to board
the troupe for $75 a week and that $7

Newark, N.

Circuit

J.,

will

transfer

the landlord of the house.

Loew

derstood

pays

It

certain

un-

is

fixed

charges, dividing the net profits equally

with the owner.

The house has had

located about seven
Keeney's, also playing

from

blocks

is

According to understandquestion will arise regarding
A. Shea continuing to book

vaudeville.

ing

a

Harry

Keeney's bills, as Mr. Shea also books
acts with the Loew Circuit.
F. F. Proctor also operates pop vaudeville in Newark.

said that

was im-

it

man would be asked.
McMahon, according to Doti, took out

additional for each

$2 or $3 for baggage.
Doti's share after all deductions

Doti and

$95.

several policies since opening.

The Majestic

McMahon

added

McMahon

was

argued for

three hours, the former finally getting
a check for $90, a five-spot being lost

somewhere between

George

known all over the United
by the circus that bore his name,
has filed voluntary papers in bankruptcy
States

Federal Court at Utica, N. Y. The
paper shows liabilities of $33,103 with
in

assets of $3,815, part of
of circus stock

now

which consists

winter quarters
Y.
There are 50
in

Cortland, N.
creditors, the largest of which is his
wife, who holds three notes aggregating about $22,000.
Sautelle started

in the circus business near Boston, when he bought a
small show from Orin Hubbard in 1875.
In 1885 he went "broke," but three
years later started from Syracuse with
another show. Later he conducted a
canal circus, moving his show on canal

boats along the Erie and Oswego canals
and giving performances in all the
towns along the route.

NESBIT GOT 'EM COMING.

Night" held

in the

Vaudeville

Club, will be given

New York

Roof,

Comedy

Sunday night on

when

Comedy Club

the recent-

The Empress, Danbury, and Hoyt's,
Norwalk, Conn., are now being
booked through Abe Feinberg, of the

ly-formed

Loew

secured for that evening. Tickets of
admission are one dollar each.

agency.

life

talk jabs.

COMEDY CLUB CLOWN NIGHT.
A revival of the former "Clown

the

So.

private

will hold the

event.

A

Evelyn Nesbit and Jack Clifford reopened in vaudeville Monday, at the
Orpheum, Brooklyn, their first stopping place in the twc-jiaUy sin^e first
appearing at Hammerstefr/s.
The advent of Miss Nesbit. as an
Orpheum headliner started iMjs.uess, in
large proportions over in -the Baby
Borough, the house beir( g .sold, out
completely during the early part of the
week.
.

.

large

list

of entertainers has been

TANGUArS THROAT ALL RIGHT.
Eva Tanguay's throat has been behaving itself during the enforced rest
she has had for the past couple of
weeks, and Miss Tanguay returns to

Chicago, Dec.

2.

C. Satterlee,

near

The Loew

FAIRS CONVENTION.

SAUTELLE BANKRUPT.

WILLIAM LAMPE.

The

2.

24th annual convention of the

American

Association

Expositions

is

torium Hotel.

and

Fairs

of

in session at the

The program

lined calls for an address of

Audi-

as

out-

welcome

by Mayor Carter H. Harrison, and a
response by President
of Hamline, Minn.

J.

C. Simpson,

For Thursday eve-

ning the program arranged is as follows: "Live Stock Exhibits at Fairs,"
R. J. Zinzer, Kansas City, Mo.; "Admission Live Stock Exhibitors," I. S.
Mahan, Oklahoma City, Okla.; "Live
Stock Entries," T. H. Canfield, Lake
Park, Minn.; "Rules and Regulations
Showing Live Stock at Fairs," A. P.
Sandles, Columbus, O.; "Poultry," Albert E. Brown, Syracuse, N. Y.
Friday morning the program of
papers comprises: "Speed and Admissions Thereto," H. J. Kline, Cleveland;
"Organization and Administration of
Admission Department," J. W. Russ-

wurm, Nashville; "Auto Races," G. W.
Dickinson, Detroit; "Auto Exhibits,"
Charles
Downing,
Indianapolis;
"Ground Sanitation," E. L. Richardson, Calgary, Can.

The afternoon

ses-

sion will be devoted to papers on "Cooperation, Local and State," J. W.

Newman,

Frankfort, Ky.; "School ExM. McDonald, Jackson,
Mich.; "County Exhibits," W. R. Melloe, Lincoln, Neb.; "Relation of Fairs
to State," F. L. Davis, White River
Junction, Vt.; "Machinery," W. H.
Stratton, Dallas; L. P. Randall, Trenton; J. P. Mullen, Fonda, la.; "Police
Regulations,"
K.
James
Hopkins,
Princeton, 111.
hibits,"

J.

New York vaudeville Monday, appearing at the Orpheum, Brooklyn.
In her song repertoire will be two or
more numbers never previously sung
by Miss Tanguay. They were written

This evening the members of the association were tendered a banquet in
the crystal room of the La Salle by the

The song reperEverybody," "Want
Wild With Me," "Miss

ace later. Friday night the 24th annual banquet of the association is to be
held at the Auditorium Hotel.

by Blanche
toire

Western Vaudeville Managers' Association with a theatre party at the Pal-

Merrill.

"Hello,

is

Someone

to

Go

Tobasco," "Wait Until Pavlowa Sees
Me Put It Over," "Method in My Madness," "Sticks and Stones," "Outside
of That, You're All Right."
Following the Brooklyn engagement
Mis? Tanguay plays Keith's, Philadelphia, opening at the Colonial, New
York, the Monday after.

GOUDRON

Paul Goudron
Booking Co. this week to become a
member of the Western Vaudeville

Manager's Association staff.
Goudron was formerly with the Sullivan-Considine Agency, but left that
organization with Fred Lincoln, when

GETS M'MAHON IN COURT.
New Britain, Conn., Dec. 2.
P.

the latter established the A. B. C.

McMahon,

proprietor of the
former Keeney's theatre, got riled Nov.
30 when Paul Doti, leader of a band of
musicians playing the McMahon house
last week, stated in court the show
man had not given him his full salary.
S.

WAITING IN BUFFALO.
Buffalo, Dec. 2.
unusually large number of vaudevillians are lingering in Buffalo in
search of work, anxiously awaiting for
conditions to improve across the bord-

An

McMahon tried to have Police Chief
Rawlings arrest Doti on a perjury
charge and the latter's refusal to jail
the musician resulted,

McMahon
upon the

is

it

landing a blow with his

fist

chief's chest.

15 musicians

ment

were contracted to play

McMahon's house

$250 for the
week. He says he was "impelled" to
board at the Hotel Bronson for $75.
Doti alleges the first rub came when
$25 was deducted because he (Doti)
was not going to work the following
:.r.

!..

many

Canadian

theatres,

in

Candian vaudeville.

"A CALIFORNIA CABARET/'

for

I

when

er

temporarily closed because of the war,
are scheduled to reopen.
All signs point to an early improve-

alleged, in

Doti said he was booked here by
Freeman Bernstein, of New York. His

•IV

IN ASS'N.
Chicago, Dec. 2.
left
the Affiliated

Chicago, Dec. 2.
Hall is offering a mixed bill this week, called "A
California Cabaret."
Texas, a strong
man, is featured, and there is a posing

The American Music

Mr

.

Lampc

come dy with
Cast of
is

the

I>:

!'...

)'

five

"Gem

is

HEADLINING the INTERSTATE CIRCUIT,
"ONE FLIGHT UP."

presenting

Ivy

Ashtoti

Root'i

a soiiuus touch,

includes Edith Reeves, Robert Russell, Hazel Ragland, Carl Kahn. This sketch
Production" of 1914-1915.
Booked direct. Solid. Keeping Everlastingly At It

::'.vs«.

act.

The. Chicago Examiner

of the project.

is

back
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HAMMERSTEIN'S 0. H. POP BILL
BRINGS PROTEST FROM PROCTOR
Opening of Small-Time Vaudeville at Lexington Avenue Opera
House Starts Something with Opposition Close by. Proctor Said to Have Threatened Legal Proceedings. Hammerstein's Is Going
to Remodel.
The pop

vaudeville policy that start-

Ham-

ed Thanksgiving Eve at Oscar

Lexington Avenue opera
house is said to have brought a protest from F. F. Proctor, who plays the
merstein's

of a show at his 58th street
The Proctor protest against
Hammerstein booking the Lexington
Avenue appears to have had no more

smoothly

Hart wanted his

Mr.

until

share of the commissions on the foreign
bookings. Then came the suit. Judge
& Priestly, English solicitors, have the
Hart end to look after.

Bowling Green,

than Hammerstein's

own

protest

against the Broadway theatre, when
that house, close by the Victoria, recently opened.
The Broadway did not book through
the United Booking Offices, nor is the
opera house, now under the direction

Arthur Hammerstein, securing,

of

its

acts from the U. B. O., althcugh Hammerstein's Victoria, the big timer, does

get

its bills

there.

The opera house

is

playing nine acts

twice daily on a split week at 10-15-25The seating capacity is 3,000. Night
business has been very good, with the
matinee light. Cut rate tickets are

Gertie Vanderbilt is again alone.
She and her new dancing partner,

James Clemens, have
able

to

money

split, being unconsecutive time at the
asked for the turn.

get

MASON STAGING JAP

ACT.
much for

Jack Mason, who did so
Singer's Midgpts through staging the
Httle ones' final

song and dance num-

ber^ h£S, been called in to give Mme.
Sumfcc, the. Japanese prima donna,

in the neighborhood for the afternoon performances. "Special Nights"
are Wednesdays (Try-outs) and Fri-

representative

day (Surprise).

Interstate Circuit in the south, reached

out

Among

the

playing the opera

acts

since opening are Fields and
Lewis, Truly Shattuck, Chadwick Trio,
Conlin-Stcel Trio.

house

Arthur Hammerstein and
Mr. Proctor are said to have discussed
the matter without any conclusion be-

Celia

Bloom Comes

to

Town.

a death in a members family. Albert
Von Tilzer and Dorothy Nord were

Karl

for

Hoblitzelle's

Miss Bloom will
remain here about a week, making her
headquarters in the United Booking
Offices.

the

UNITED'S MANAGERS MOVE.
The

of the United

same time Proctor threatened

to

the Palace Theatre building

booking
ritory,

which

franchises,

limit

ter-

both have with U. B. O.

was

It

said

this

week Oscar Ham-

had finally decided to remodel Hammerstein's Victoria theaThe
tre at Broadway and 42d street.
merstein

alterations

will

require

at

least

90

floor,

street corner, leaving that space avail-

ably

for

rental

asked.

store

a

of

$30,000

The

necessarily

close.

for

annually
Jan.

when

15

is

to

has

be
will

been

15

seems

ing

Besides having to display his birth
when accused of being a German, in London, Ernest Edelsten, the
agent over there, will have to defend
in action for an accounting and settlement brought against him by Max
certificate

New York

Hartford, Conn., Dec. 2.
After a month of experience as manager of the Star here, Rev. Harry E.
Robbins has retired from the amusement business. Lack of knowledge of
financing theatrical enterprises is given
as the cause of the preacher's failure.

Next week will be the final one this
season of Harry Lauder's tour on this
This week he is in Boston, and
side.
will play new England one-nighters for
his final week.

The Lauder show, under

the William

Morris management, played to $18,000,
according to report, at Morris* New
York theatre last week. The early
part of the stay there started somewhat
light, but picked up toward the finish,
the house playing to $3,900 Thanksgiving and $3,400 the day before.

CHICAGO SCAMPER.
Big White Rat Scamper in honor of
our Big Chief, Frank Fogarty's visit
to Chicago will be held at the Bismarck Hotel, Thursday, Dec. 10, at
All

members

M.

W.

now

oc-

and Harry Carlin.
on the north side of the
vacated by Robinson, will prob-

be given over to those in the
United having no desks at present, with
Dr. Lauder (E. F. Albee's son-in-law)
securing one of the offices for

FILM ACTOR

WAR

gramed, did not play through illness.
Howard and Syman got the job.
The Sam Mann Players left the Hippodrome, Baltimore, bill Monday, replaced Tuesday by La Belle Titcomb.
Wednesday Miss Shaw agreed to
Upon
play the Palace next week.
Hammerstein's hearing of it, a protest
was lodged, with a priority claim for
Miss Shaw's services under the circumThis was recognized by the
stances.
Miss Shaw
United Booking Offices.
accordingly withdrew from the Palace,
to fulfill her postponed week on "The
Comer." Walter C. Kelly goes into

VICTIM.

Pathe press announcements this
week recorded the death in the European war of Rene Alexandre of the
Comedie Francaise, who had posed for
Pathe cinema productions. Two employees of the firm's Jersey City plant

have been wounded in battle, Rene
Monca and M. Tricot, who joined the
French army upon the opening of the

Orleans, Dec. 2.
When the Emma Bunting stock
opens at the Lyric, Atlanta, next week,
George Whittaker will supplant HayMr.
den Stevenson as leading man.
Stevenson has given excellent service,
but he was only called in because Whittaker and Miss Bunting quarrelled.
In private

turned

home

LABOR DISPUTE SETTLED.
Portland. Ore.. Dec.

NEW AGENCY

He fell during his
for his eyes.
turn and a peculiar injury to the optic
makes him see everything
nerve

double.

Kane

is

the son of Police Lieutenant

The new Orphcum opened Sunday

known among

franchise.

H. B. Marinelli

The boycott has been
last

in

week,

branch.

to
2.

5.

(Special Cable to

Nokes.

formerly

make

his

appearance in picmade by the Imp
Reeves may become a

first

tures in a film to be

(Universal).

permanent picture player.
Headliners at Columbus.
Columbus, O., Dec.

2.

The

vaudeville policy at Keith's has
been changed, to permit the placing of
a headline attraction on the weekly
bills.

Variety.)

London. Dec.

STARRING LOUISE MEYERS.

Reeves, the English comedian,
of the "drunk," is shortly

originator

Nella Webb (New York).
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Barker. Edward Laurillard, Joseph Laurillard, George Grossmith, Edna Grossmith. Emmy Wehlen. Mr. and Mrs.
James Blakely, Mr. and Mrs. Lauri
DeFrece, Austin Hurgon, "To-night's
the Night" Co. (Lapland).

of

2.

the

Moss Empire booking committee, is
due in New York Sunday by the Meffentic.

New York

REEVES BEFORE CAMERA.

3,

William

mem-

agents; Mr. Matthews
was formerly with B. A. Rolfe, and of
late has been booking in the U. B. O.
Family Department; Mr. Steimel some
months ago was connected with the

May.

Dec.
Dec.

Its

effect since

Michael Kane.

A musical comedy has been secured
by M. S. Rentham, for Flo Ziegfeld.
who wishes to star Louise Meyers
next season in it.

this

bers are Jack Henry, Treat Matthews
and Oscar Steimel. Mr. Henry is well

afternoon after the compromise of one
of the longest labor fights the city
has seen. The settlement was effected
in a conference attended by John W.
Considine, owner of the Orpheum

London, Dec.

ment

Mrs.

is

FIRM.

agency firm started

the United Booking Offices.

2.

(Special Cable tn Varihty.)

to receive medical treat-

Miss Bunting

receiving a franchise for "the floor" of

ACROBAT "SEES DOUBLE."
re-

life

Whittaker.

A new

Additional Sailings.

week

UP.

New

Billy

acrobat, this

instead.

BUNTINGS MAKE

war.

his sole use.

2.

show

R. A. U. and

likely

Cincinnati, Dec.

bill

too near the top of the program to be
Lillian Shaw discovered she
satisfied.
had a muffled voice. The Conlin-Steele
Trio and the Farrell-Taylor Trio were
placed in two of the vacancies, the
other remaining closed.
Adler and Arline played Monday at
the Palace, but the double engagement
they had for this week (Royal, Bronx
also) prevented their continued appear
ance downtown owing to the Palace's
bill arrangement.
Whiting and Burt went into the Palace, New York, program Tuesday.
At the Columbia, Grand Rapids, Monday, Irene and Bobby Smith, pro-

the Palace

of the

A. A. A. who are in Chicago next week
are invited to attend. Big doings.

agent.

Hart and Edelsten entered
in a mutual booking agreement a few
reasons ago for the interchange and
placing of American and foreign turns.
Everything seemed to be moving
Messrs.

is

offices

Tom Kane^an

Hart, the

Offices floor in

Erie),

The

time.

HART SUING EDELSTEN.

Fea-

tures will be the policy.

the alterations

commence, but April

more reasonable

which a

meanwhile

Victoria

given as the date
are to

36x36,

Booking

cupied by E. M. Robinson and his staff.
Mr. Robinson, besides having charge
of the bookings for many houses, is
office manager of the agency.
Three rooms are occupied by him
as the new quarters. His staff of bookers includes Ray Hodgdon, Johnny Collins, Harry Mundorf, Chester Stratton,
Joe Goodman, Howard Graham (book-

The orchestra seating capacity
be increased to 1,050.
This will
remove the box office from the 42d

days.
will

a

on the northwest corner

at

bring legal proceedings against Hammerstein, alleging damage under the

able

suite

was also reported

It

2.

New York Monday.

Tluirsrlay

ing reached.

Place, a wealthy merchant.

bert

eleven-thirty P.

Bloom, the Chicago booking

Celia

IN.

The house was
theatre in this place.
recently purchased by his father, Rob-

and her Geisha girls at Hammerstein's
this wreV, a regular production environment.
The turn is under the direction of
H. B. Marinelli.

Hammerstein

looked as
though a submarine had struck it Monday morning at rehearsal. Three acts
Williams, Thompson and
went out.
Copeland were obliged to leave through

O., Dec.

LAUDER'S LAST WEEKS.

TWO-ACT SEPARATES.

theatre.

The

Alfred VV. Place, a noted missionary
to China, who has occupied prominent
pulpits in the United States, has taken
over the management of the Chidister

same kind

effect

OUT AND

PREACHER-MANAGERS.

Two Shows New Year's Eve.
The Colonial is advertising two performances for New Year's Eve., the
second to conclude at 12.45.

VARIETY

VAUDEVILL1ANS IN REVUES;
SEVERAL NOW PREPARING
& Erlanger Have One, Cohan & Harris Another, with
Winter Garden Getting Ready Its New Production,
While Lew Fields Proposes Same Style of Musical
Show. "Chin Chin's" Success Prompting
Them.

Klaw

Vera Maxwell and Andrew Braney
opened their engagement on the New
York Roof Monday evening. They are
dancing a Spanish Polka, Syncopated
Waltz, Fox Trot and "The Bell Hop,"
the latter an origination by Miss Maxwell.

The

revues proposed for
around Yuletide production will call for
many vaudcvillians. The producers of
this style of musical

show

men
A number of

are instruct-

ing their hooking

to secure prin-

cipals.

variety

people

have signed.
The two assured revues are Cohan &
Harris' "Hello Broadway," by George
M. Cohan, and Klaw & Erlangcr's
revue, with book by Glen MacDonough
and music by Raymond Hubbell. The

&

K.

E. show likely takes the place of
announced Zicgfeld's "Mid-Winter

the

BERT LEVY

several

Levy, the vaudeville artist-ensigned an agreement this
week with Lewis N. Selznick, general
Bert

tertainer,

manager
appear

pictures under the

in

The Broadway managers

are follow-

chopped up entertainment. It
bids fair to succeed the customary "musical comedy" New York has grown

direction

D.

of

was run down by an auto
week and internally injured.

\V. Griffith,

serious.

is

No

Free List.
Barber Shop" as an
produced at Hammerstein's

Positively

When
act

"Sully's

is

(week Dec. 21) the free list for the
house will be so wholly suspended that
even "Booking Office" won't pass any
one through the door.
People on the program for that week
be principals

will

know

to

Charles B. Dilling-

so well.

production, will bring another revue to
New York Tuesday night at the Amsterdam. It is "Watch Your Step."
Vaudevillians are now being negotiated with for the K. & E. revue. The
firm

said to have sent out a call for

is

woman" who

a "big

has not hitherto
appeared in that particular kind of a
show. Besides Mr. Cohan and Willie
Collier in the "Hello Broadway" production,

have

been engaged
Louise Dresser, Belle Blanche, Sidney
Jarvis, Tom Dingle and Jack Corcoran, and Ressa Kasta.
there

H.

MOORE

ILL.

Detroit, Dec.

James H. Moore,

the vaudeville

ager, with houses here
ter,

in

is

a

local

and

hospital

in

2.

man-

Roches-

ago.

Grady, in the Family Department of the United Booking Offices,
Billy

was removed

to

the

HosTuesday

Polyclinic

New York, at 2 a. m.,
morning, where he was immediately
operated upon for appendicitis.
pital,

MOORE RECOVERING.

is

New

U. B. O.,

Bonnie Glass is dancing at Rector's
Of the prowith George Richmond.
fessional staff in the dancing cabaret,
none is allowed a special table on the
floor excepting Miss Glass, although
Margaret Mudge, who does a "singing
waltz," must have a table for her specialty, but leaves it immediately after-

The habit of "special tables"
ward.
for dancers comes from the New York
Roof, where the dancers insisted a
clause in their contract provide for a
certain stage box to be reserved for
their use each evening.
Louise Alexander and Jack Jarrott
have teamed up for a vaudeville turn.
They will open in Chicago, playing the
middle west big time, after rehearsing

DIPPEL'S

ever

come

to

this

going to add her
to the cast of "The Pink Domino" at
44th

the

is

The

Street.

lady

that

is

causing the Herr Director to congratuis

Yona Landouska,

Mile.

formerly of the Comedy, Paris.
She
is going to introduce her tango in all
its glory in the second act of the opera
comique, with the assistance of Einar
Linden.

"MISS DAISY" RENAMED.
The

former
Philip
Bartholomae
show, "Miss Daisy," which has been
renamed "At the Ball," after playing
a week of one nighters between here
and Chicago, will open at the American Music Hall in the Windy City
Christmas week.
T. Roy Barnes will be featured.
Other principals will be Alice Hagermar Anna Wheaton and Donald McDo; ,-.'i.
Pict j
i^/'CfuiZ

;u
i

.

i.l.

I

C

'

in

l«J'...-.V.

••>

-.-«*

»

Man

Sailing.

Variety.)
London, Dec. 2.
inccted with the pic-

'•!'.»//

;e

Duque and Gaby will dance at Flo
Amsterdam Roof commencing Dec. 7. They are French. Duque
Ziegfeld's

said to have been the dancing
teacher of many professional dancers
who are now well known over here.
The foreign couple specialize on the

is

The

Maxixe.
feld

week

following

going to put on a

Zieg-

revue
for the Roof, realizing some strong attractions arc necessary to continuously
draw where there is a charge at the
door. The Amsterdam
Roof revue
will be on the French order, with 12 of
the best looking girls that can be secured for the purpose.
is

little

to

sailed

They

left

f

r

the In-

The Claridge

on the Lap-

Shanley s restaurant at Broadway
and 43d street is doing between $35,000 and $40,000 weekly. It has no
dancing, but docs furnish a cabaret.
Last Saturday the restaurant did about
$6,000 on the day, feeding 2,600 people.
The Sunday business drops to around
The Shanley caba et show
$3,000.
costs about $1,200 a week. The restaurant has been open at its present
stand four years. Until entertainers
were inserted into the bill of fare, its
The near
future was problematical.
est competitor to Shanley's is Rector's
restaurant, cabaret and ballroom on
two floors, doing between $80,000 and
$90,000 monthly, most of this representing bar checks, as against the Shanley majority of kitchen orders.

dressed

somewhat exclusive evening
and becoming quite the

cense, something the place did not pos-

when starting^^The Broadway
charges 25 cents at the gate, with no
further fee. It is picking up somewhat in business, but is an expensive
proposition to handle owing to the
value of the property, the dance hall
covering a triangle. "A white band
plays.
The only other dance places
downtown in New York where admission is charged are the New York and
Amsterdam Roofs (one dollar each).
sess

set,

fad in certain circles.

Admission

is

by

membership

card
(if
not known).
Printed information is left on each table, requesting the ladies when dancing, to remove their hats, thereby eliminating the danger of too many collis-

although when some of the old
boys that dance there get going, it's
just as well to keep out of their way,
for they roam around at will.
ions,

The music
Some

trouble is to the fore
orchestras make dancing
through their music, and others impede it. It's peculiar what poor judgment is often used by leaders in this

again.

respect.

as
Billy Gane's Broadway Dance, at
Broadway and 47th street, reopened a
couple of weeks ago, with a liquor li-

clears the centre of its

main dining room on the second floor
at night, for a Dance Club, presided
over by Grace Field. Miss Field is
dancing with Frank Cox. She formerly danced at Rcisenweber's with A.
Baldwin Sloane. The Claridge is attracting a

TANGO DANCER.

dancer that has
country and he

French Lick.

bination and engagement.

York, as formerly.

Herr Director Dippel is patting himself on the back and touting the fact
that he has secured the "only dyed
in the wool-blown in the bottle" tango

rapidly recovering and wll in all

two weeks.

at that resort.

diana town Thursday. M. S. Bentham,
the vaudeville agent, arranged the com-

probability be able to resume his vaudeville tour in

table

the order of the

at

Los Angeles, Dec. 2.
Victor Moore, operated upon for
appendicitis while playing the Orph-

cum

week or so and

now

from the United Booking Offices
branch in Chicago, instead of from the

recovering

from an operation for appendicitis. Mr.
Moore was operated upon two weeks

for the last

reservations are

Detroit Booking Changed.
Detroit, Dec. 2.
Commencing Dec. 7 the bills for the
Family theater here will be booked

late himself

JAMES

away

The Castles are said to have been
guaranteed $1,500 weekly by the Shuberts, to take over the 44th Street theater roof (Folies Marigny), with a percentage of the receipts.
The Castles
danced at the Amsterdam Roof Hallow'een night, receiving for that one
evening $300. The management spent
$600 more in advertising it. The Amsterdam Roof has had but one losing
week since opening.

the sketch.

in

after the

ham, the owner of the "Chin Chin"

Paula Loomis made her first appearance at the Broadway Rose Gardens
Monday. She was formerly with the
the
Shanley
cabaret.
Incidentally
Rose Gardens have been turning them

day

Los Angeles, Dec. 2.
Dorothy Gish, of the Gish Sisters,

is

ing the "Chin Chin" success in going

fea-

DOROTHY GISCH HURT.

Her condition

another
said to have the "revue" thing hanging heavily on his mind, while William
Morris at the New York theatre contemplates a form of vaudeville performance after New Year's that may be a
"revue" of another sort.

film

the details of which are to be
disclosed shortly.
tures,

here last

Fields

of novel

series

a

The Winter Garden is also preparing
for its new show, to go in there dur-

Lew

World, to produce and

of the

in

Revue."

ing February.

SIGNS.

A few places' uptown have a popular
admission scale.

Sometimes the music sounds
whoever selected it last

though

played at a convention of undertakers
or graduated from a Sunday school
class.

Some

of these fossiled leaders

should send a representative to Rector's and ask
Banjo Wallace there
what he is using most for rags and fox
trots.

An
been
public

Pittsburgh, Dec.
investigation of cabarets

ordered
safety.

by
It

the
is

2.

has

department of
announced that

during the Christmas season managers
arc inclined to open things up a bit.
No duublful vutigs will be allowed.

8
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THE ONLY WAY

WITH THE WOMEN
By Thm

The
tional

article

appearing

in last

Guard of Actors," did not go unnoticed.

commenting on same.

Some

of the letters of

ferred to the article as "splendid."
that they

Many

letters

actors

who

approved of the organization of actors as represented by the White Rats,
actors

and actresses

that the

was unwarranted.

was both natural ami expected that the actor and actress should
with the article as it dealt with the subject that is most vital as affecting
It

feel pleased

his

and her

business; namely, the question of salaries.

The many abuses

may

that

and actress have been a party
the belt

to,

You
human to

but cutting of salaries— no.

one's pocketbook

when you touch

perhaps the actor

theatrical profession,

exist in the

and

it

is

not

are hitting below

agree to the cut

without a loud, long protest.

A

prominent

artist

arguing the other day, said:

theater, with the lone exception of the artist,

the price of

moving pictures paid

to the film

There

who has had
exchange

is

is

no one

in or about the

their salary reduced.

the same.

on to say that for years the theaters have been coining money.
wealthy and suddenly along comes what the manager claims

He

Even

further went

Managers have become
is

hard times and he

immediately wants to cut salaries, demanding that you share in his losses but never
suggesting that you share in his profits when he is making a profit.
Within the crowd where this discussion was taking place, was a booking manager
who took exception to what the actor said. His contention was to the effect that
the actor has raised his salary to such a figure that it was impossible for the manager
to live, hard times or no hard times. He said that salaries must be adjusted or managers would go bankrupt.
The actor in reply asked the question, if that is true, why was a certain act paid $900
in excess of what they had been receiving the very week the managers had written
No, said the
letters to all agents that their acts would have to cut their salaries.
actor, artists are not overpaid.

All this talk of fabulous salaries being paid to the

There may be a few over-night novelty or freak acts in
vaudeville that for a few weeks receive large salaries, but the standard, bona fide act
in vaudeville, legitimate or circus, is worth every dollar he or she receives.
To the group assembled, a member of the White Rats who was one of them, asked,
"Do all of you boys belong to the White Rats?" Among the group were some who
admitted that they did not belong but could give no good reason why they were not
members. "Well," said the White Rat, "I have listened attentively to the discussion,
pro and con, and my opinion as to the solution of the problem is for every man and
woman appearing on the stage as an actor or actress, to join the White Rats. When
all are in, a committee can be formed of prominent players in all branches of the profession, players who are unbiased and who will recognize the managers' as well as
the players' rights and who will place before the manager the cause of the artist in a
actor and actress

is

sense to the serial picture

little

and the audience
American thought so too, for
"Zudora,"

re-

"

made by

Very

have been received

comment came from

Several letters received from managers stated

but that there was no truth in the statement
cutting of salaries at this time

"rot."

at

the

it

was

roundly hissed Wednesday afternoon.
Evelyn Cunningham appeared early on

showing a pretty cloak and
white dress. The dress was trimmed
in black velvet and fur.
Miss Cunningham sang four songs. Flester and
Edwin are man and woman with the
man in sack suit and the woman in
evening clothes. It is not a good combination.
Miss Edwin wore a white
and black dress, changing to a black
one for the last song.
In a sketch
called "The Tangle," the woman wears
the

boudoir costume, consisting of a
white pink silk petticoat, jacket, and
cap trimmed with white lace.
The
woman of Barton and Lovera appears
in a purple velvet cloak, changing to a
Spanish dress of red, draped with a
yellow shawl.
She does an Isadora
Duncan snake dance in a white dress,
trimmed in yellow fringe. "On the
Riviera" has four girls dressed conventionally in evening gowns of no
a

particular date.
Field,

the

to be inexhaustible.
One evening she
appears in a simple little white gown,
sleeveless and very low-cut, the next
is a black one, a gorgeous creation,
lightly girdled near the arm-pits with

tassled cord, falling in straight cling-

ing folds, then again in a smart gown
own design, quite individual, of
turquise blue muslin de soie that clings
to her splendid figure as she danced
of her

an old "polka" to the huge delight of
the

The "Ginger Girls" show at the Columbia this week goes in for eccentric
dressing. The chorus didn't wear one
conventional dress.
The nearest was
the opening number, when the larger

are willing to help us.

girls

knocking the

White

Rats.

me

White Rat member, "do not stand around
manager, knocking the agent and knocking the Rats. Get in. Join the
Make known your grievance with the managers and if you are against

"In conclusion,

let

say,"

said the

having your salary cut, which undoubtedly you are, why through the Organization
we can take up with the managers this great vital matter.

"The managers are human.

They

meet us. They respect our Organization
as we respect theirs.
If our Organization becomes a tower of strength through a
great membership and our demands are fair, there will be no need of any drastic action
so you who do not belong to the White Rats—join. As an individual (of course there
is an exception to the rule) you can do nothing.
Through Organization much good
can be accomplished."
will

RATS' THANKS.

On

behalf 'of the White Rats and
their friends who attended the Scamper held at the Club House, Wednesday evening, Nov. 25, we wish to thank
the following artists who helped to
make the evening very pleasant:

Miss

Irene

Franklin,

Mr. Burton
Green, Mr. Harry Houdini, Mr. Willie
Weston, Mr. Bert LaMont's Cowboy
Minstrels, Rathskeller Trio (Messrs.
Mitchell, Garron and Leo), Mysterious
Capt.
Spaulding,
Martin
and
O'Hare.

members

show.

Lois

Josephine

footlights

Monday

received

matinee

over
a

the
doll

dressed in duplication of herself.

was a pretty

It

At Hammerstein's
(her second) week Miss Josephine

this

idea.

A

is wearing a new wardrobe.
dress
of white lace ruffles with sapphire blue

sash was the
blue velvet

first.

A

crown added

lace

hat with

to this pretty

The second change was

frock.

also

but had underbandings of
green. An old fashioned crinoline was
of three flounces of net with taffeta
bodice.
All Miss Josephine's dresses
are daintily made and trimmed with tiny
of

lace,

chiffon roses. Adele Ritchie is getting
her money's worth out of the green velvet dress and cloak. Several weeks ago

was worn by Miss Ritchie
It must have seen service over the circuit.
Mine. Sumiko
wears several handsome kimonos, as do
this

outfit

at the Colonial.

her little dancing geishas.
Flo
Irwin in a corking good sketch is
dressed becomingly in navy blue chiffon over white.
Her hair was carefully
coifed.
With Miss Irwin is
Janet Findlay, dressed exactly as Anna
Arline (Adler and Arline) was last week

sequins.

looking.

doesn't

In fact the entire production
represent
much money in

The girls looked particularly
well in the "Tipperary" number, all in
clothes.

Scotch kilts. Jane Le Beau is featured
over Augusta Lang, but only on the
program, for Augusta has it over Jane
in looks and voice.
Miss Lang, a good
looking brunette, dresses very well. Her

gown was

perfect in detail.

The

foundation was pink satin covered in
gold lace. A cape effect was done in
brown net. A black lace dre^s was
equally good looking.
For "Carolina"

Miss Lang wore pale blue. Miss Le
Beau might be forgiven if she would
select songs suitable to her voice. Her
first dress was her prettiest.
Tt was
black and white striped satin, outlined
in brilliants,

same house. The girl of the
Conlin Steele Trio was stunning in a
riding habit made on boyish lines.
It
was a pale buff in color. It is surprising how little these costumes are employed on the stage, and yet they are
becoming to almost any one. A change
is made by the young woman to a pink
chiffon dancing frock having a bodice
of brilliants.
A cloak with diamond
straps is also worn.
at this

of the club.

wore black dresses dotted in silThey might have been
discarded also for they were cheap
ver

first

WHITE

rest of the

also

charming young
president of the Dance Club holding
nightly meetings in the main restaurant of the Hotel Claridge, is one of
the
most devoted worshippers of
"Dame Fashion." Her wardrobe seems
Grace

White Rat, "do you know that the White Rats have as friends
who are willing to lend their aid to the White Rats in bringing about a settlement of
differences between the artist and manager, such men as Hon. Frank Walsh, personal
appointee of President Wilson, who is Chairman of the Industrial Commission, Hon.
Seth Low, President of the Civic Federation, and Hon. Samuel Gompers, President
oi the American Federation of Labor?
These men," said the White Rat, "are big
public spirited men who want harmony, who want to help right a wrong and they
said the

Le Beau. Leah La Ray, a soubret,
makes several changes all on the same
lines.
Not very pretty were Miss La
Ray's clothes, but they went with the

bill

dignified manner."

"Why,"

Skirt

week's edition of Variety, under the caption of "Na-

made trouser

fashion

The

waist was rose color, the cape of the
stripes also lined with rose. A ha* of
white wings was becoming. An Ind'an
number was done very well by Miss

Rita Gould (at the American last
week) was dressed in style a little extreme for this house. The women in
front couldn't quite make out what Miss
Gould was really wearing. Louis Pincus solved the problem for them. He
called it a night gown trimmed in fur.
It was a straight dress from neck to
hem, trimmed around the skirt and
neck with white fox. An ermine coat
and cap went with it. The woman of
Powell and Howell, on the same bill,
was prettily dressed in black and
white.

The

Nicholas Ice Rink is open.
professionals
attend,
among
them Dazie, the famous little dancer,
who is going in for skating this winSt.

Many

ter.

She has

found

it

a

wonderful

exercise to keep her muscles in condition.
Dazie has a beautiful skating
It
is
French model coat
a
sweater, sash and toque. She anticipated the indoor ice season by secursuit.

ing
last

costume while in Europe
the
summer. If more of the women

of the stage adopted skating for a pastime they would find it doing them a
world of physical good. It wouldn't
be long before they could walk the
street against a light breeze without
demanding a fur coat, real or imitation.

VARIETY
The Orpheum,
Dec.

J.

New

Times Square,

CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

....

LONDON

66 bis,

Rue

eral public's attitude

St. Didier

was

Jos. Kilgour

Irving S. Cobb, war correspondent
for the Saturday Evening Post, will be
given a "beefsteak" at the Green Room
Club Sunday evening, Dec. 13.

For So Much" for the New
ing.
William
lngersoll
played the

engaged
"So Much
York open-

especially

for the role of Steadinan in

originally

role.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Adrertising copy for current issue must
reach New York office by Wednesday midnight.
Advertisements (or Europe and New York
City only, accepted up to noon time Friday.
Advertisements by mail should be accompanied by remittances.

Virginia Pearson has been engaged
"The Fallen Idol" and will play the
role Mary Nash originally rehearsed.

for

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

M

Foreign

*

Single copies, 10 cents

Nance O'Neil

New York Mon-

left

Hugo Bryck, representing the Austria-Hungary Composers, Authors and
Publishers, is in New York. While
here on business Mr. Bryck is endeavoring to obtain funds for his country's red-cross society.

day for the Pacific Coast, where she
is

to play the lead in a film feature.

The Black Family,
Entered as second-class matter at

New

York.

and

Harry Leonhardt
Vol.

No. 1

XXXVII.

now booking

is

the

vaudeville bills for Proctor's 5th Avenue.

Benrimo

is

staging

"Lady Luxury.

The

Palace, Philadelphia, is
playing a straight picture policy.

now

Eva Terrell is to have a new play
written by Ed. DeGroote, who wrote
"Little Miss Winsome," which recently
closed.

Blanche Friderici

will

remain with
Me.

the B. F. Keith stock, Portland,

DeLisle and Vernon have dissolved

Joe P. Mack has recovered from his
recent illness, and says he is very grateful to his

many

him while

partnership.

friends

who

called

a

Harry Bobker became the father of
boy Nov. 19.

Marie Flynn has replaced Dolly Castles with "The Midnight Girl."

The Opera House,
destroyed by

fire

Gallatin, Mo.,

production.

expected here a month
ago from Europe, will arrive Sunday
on the St. Paul.

The

Rials,

German

act,

Austrian,
over here to play

is hot on the trail
Franklyn Clifford, who made the
rounds of the dramatic agencies last
week and declared he had been engaged to manage the Playhouse, Passaic, N. J.
Lorch says it is all bosh.

Inez Ragan, the Pacific Coast leadwoman, who opened at Bridgeport
as lead with the new Calburn Stock
Co., has handed in her notice.

Y.,

Irving Place theatre company
play one performance in Ithaca, N.

Monday

jump

night.

to the college

The company will
town for the single

performance and then return to
York again.

New

Diero and Mae West open on the
Circuit next week.
It is a joint
booking, through Frank Bohm.

Alice Gale is to appear in vaudeville
two weeks, after which she will return to the cast of "Today" when that
piece reopens after the holidays.
for

Oza Waldrop returned to the cast
Chicago company of "A Pair

The
Guy
of

Mrs. George Mooser and son, after
a trip around the world, lasting nine
months, returned to New York this
week.

and Gray, announced to open
the Harlem opera house Monday

last,
first

not appear there
half of next week.
will

until

was held before Mr. Justice
last week.
Mrs. Morosco is with
the "Watch Your Step" show.
trial

of

Sixes" Thanksgiving.
She had been
out of the show through an accident.

at

divorce action brought by Mrs.
Leslie Morosco against her husband
(brother of Oliver Morosco), is pending in the New York Supreme Court.

Harry Bishop, formerly with
is

now with

the

other road company with his wife,
Eileen O'Malley, playing the principal
feminine role.
Lawrence has several
pieces in view for his new tour.

an American born young man,
has won fame abroad as a violinist,
arrived in New York from the other
Riici,

who

side Tuesday.

Fay Odell, of "The Happy Widows"
company, is in St. Vincent's hospital,
Toledo, where she recently underwent

Riici had contracts for
engagements, but the war
cancelled them. He's here to play vau-

deville

& Friedman

Anson has been engaged by

Ames

Winthrop

firm.

Mary Grey

has been engaged for the
role of Diana with "The Bird of Paradise" playing the Pacific coast.

Loew

"Children

for

of

Earth," placed in rehearsal Wednesday.
Ames is directing the staging per-

Mr.

sonally.

Leslie

Rita Gould's route on the
cuit has been taken up by
Barnes.

such a rumpus

it

was denied

officially

and efforts were immediately put forth
Now,
to disavow any such intention.
they are asked to take part in all
charitable "melon cuttings" and have
even gone so far as to try to carry
out a scheme for the exclusive benefit

members

of

of the

musical, dramatic

and variety professions.

It

has for

its

cbject the creation of opportunities of
small engagements for those out of
work and enabling them to earn a lit-

A series of entertainments
be given in London under the
patronage of Queen Alexandra and the
proceeds of each entertainment will
be divided between the artists who appear.
Better late than never.

tie

money.

will

Speaking

entertainments,
the
under the auspices
of the Actresses' Franchise League, has
undertaken the organizing of entertainments of a popular character for
the various training camps.
Gaston

Woman's

of

theatre,

Meyer, the London manager, is to have
the matter in charge and an executive
committee, composed of Nina BouciCecilia Loftus, Decima Moore,
Robert Courtneidge and others*, will
lend assistance. They may, however,

cault,

Thurman,

II.

years >\a^c

for

ville

Gertrude

M,"f.ii,».

th'-

Ed

); r

li.r,

\

.•

Mr

i,i;.

settled

i

operation.

tions

i

jm>

fr

re

i

v

manager

there,

".il'if.an,
:.;,:)

Tit-

:;pointed
'i

I

Frank H. Thompson, of the Thompson shows, is recovering from a recent

Marinclli arranges the time.

who

of

succeeding
resigned.

:jk<* charge this week.

'
(

!:;..;,

m*

'

Masonic is still un>Ter Shubert attrac<»

time.

now, entitled "The Girl Who Went AsAt a suburban theatre where
the show was appearing recently, a
huge sign was painted which read:
"The Girl Who Went Astray Twice

tray."

A lot of "nuts" have enlisted in the
English army hoping to return Colonels (kernels).
(Bad enough without
the diagram.)

NEW

ACTS.

"Prune Center Painters," four people, and a mechanical horse, has been
prepared by Alice May.

"The Beat,"

a

comedy drama written

by Ben Barnett, will be produced for
vaudeville by one of two producers

now

after

it.

Watertown, N.

and comprising
Sandy, Ray Coolidgc, William Reese, Jack Stack, Robert E. Rofinct, Harold Raddcr, Elon
R. Howland, Harry Stowcll and James
Jones, intend to tour northern New
York towns.

Hoddy Wilcox,

Ferris De Rohn, aged 20, was arrested at Allentown, Pa., Monday on the
charge of larceny.
De Rohn entered
the dressing room of Miss Mackie, in
the

Lyceum

cused had
son.

theatre

there and stoic
apprehended the acthe articles on his per-

When
all

opening in Syraact and part-

new

ner.

Y.,

Billie

Chas. and Fannie Van, at the Grand,
Syracuse, next week, will go back to
their old act.

Orchadee,

new

ballet

with
turn.

seven

dancers,

in

Orchadee formerly

with Pavlowa (Stoker

Charles

jewelry.

is

cuse this week, with a
minstrels, organized

several

»yer of Keith's Louis-

n:

cir-

There is a popular-priced melodrama
touring the provinces of England just

Dorothy Brenner

in

A. E.

if

The Red Cross

Leo

the Parke, Daniels

objection to actors participating in the
This started
National Relief Fund.

Nightly."

William Lawrence, who closed his
road tour in "Way Down East" Saturday night, is planning to head an-

an operation.

Feist

it

theatrical profession.

strike a snag.

The

European

Loew

toward members
At first
was alleged there was considerable
the

Theodore Lorch

The

Silver

Gobert Belling and his foreign animal act have been routed for the Loew
time by Frank Bohm.

a

Trio,

upon

the

Blossom Seeley has engaged to play
in
the forthcoming Winter Garden

Marcantoni

of

ill.

ing

was

a few days ago.

the

both failed to come
United time booked by Paul Durand.
It is thought the members have joined
the armies in their respective countries.

will

Franklyn Ardell in "The Suffragette"
opened on the Loew Circuit this week.

London, Nov. 20.
There seems to be a revulsion of

of

York.

Majestic Theater Bldg.
Pantages Theatre Bldg.
18 Charinj Cross Road

PARIS

opinion here in the matter of the gen-

theatre in the latter city.

in the

Robert Sherman.

President

O'Connor,

J.

be placed in tab form for vaudeville by

Inc.

LONDON NOTES.

Marie
David Warneld company,
is in the Providence hospital, El Paso.
She was severely injured in a fall in the
Julia Reinhardt, understudy of

Bates

"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" may

Published Weekly by

VARIETY,

Portland, Ore., opens

22.

&

Bierbauer).

McNaughten, with a com-

pany

in sppport, opened in a sketch at
Schenectady, N. Y., this week.

Hyman Adler and Co., four people,
dramatic sketch, "Solomon's Bargain,"
by James Horan, special setting (Alf.
T. Wilton).

Vaughan Glaser and
sketch.

Glaser

is

Co., dramatic
former stock star.

VARIETY
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LONDON IN WORST OF SLUMP;
HOPE FOR PEACE BY FEBRUARY

Chicago, Dec.

Jack Lait,
H. Kaftery
for

Even with Early End of War, Legitimate Theatres Would
Probably Suffer Further Depression from Financial
Reaction. "Peg" Claims It Has Not Had Losing
Week, and "Perlmutter" Continues
Winner.
(Special Cable to Varibty.)

London, Dec. 2.
good business

The extraordinarily

here
since war was declared has taken a
It is admitted now conbig change.
Charles
ditions are at their worst.
Hawtrey. the actor-manager, goes as
far as to say that if there is no improvement in three months, there
won't be more than two legitimate

which prevailed

the

in

theatres

houses open in London.
Nevertheless three new houses are
now being built in London. There is
a feeling in inner theatrical circles the

February, but
that there will be a reaction caused by
that
conditions
financial
Knglund's
may make things even worse than
This, however, it is
they are now.
not believed, will be a lasting condi-

war

will see its finish in

tion.

At the Aldwych "The Earl and the
Girl" revival

playing

is

"The Glad Eye"

at

last

its

the

St.

"His

James

an-

At the
Order"

other revival, closes Saturday.
closes this week.

week.

Strand,

House in
The cast has been

on half salaries during the run of the

testimony will be in by Monday next
and counsel can sum up.
Mr. Pollock yesterday gave information as to the part he played as a judge
the

in

"Peg O'

My

Heart"

Comedy

at the

slowly at
claimed there has never been a losing
week. The actors in the cast offered
to cut their salaries, but the management stated they would be paid in full
as long as the show's business covered
Six thousand dolrunning expenses.
lars is being done weekly, of which a
Saturday
big percentage comes in

very

started

first.

It

is

night.

and Perlmutter" is still
making money. This attraction at the
"Potash

probably withstand anything short of a Zeppelin attack. The
only other house doing business is the
Ambassadors, situated on a side street
in the West End.
Charles Cochran,
of Olympia fame, is running a short
revue there with only a few people in
the cast.
This theatre will not seat
many more than 500 persons.
Queen's

will

Daly's

"George

theatre,

known

Edwardes Gold

years as
Mine," has

for

been closed since the end of
son

last sea-

JOHNSON-HITCHCOCK SUIT.
The

Washington, Dec. 2.
marking ChanPollock's and Rcnnold Wolf's
fixing

of dates

ning
reading of Philander C. Johnson's "Dr.
Fakcwcll" and their beginning of work
on "The Beauty Shop" occupied most
of

the

last

two days' session

Hitchcock-Johnson piracy

suit

of

the

in

the

Equity court here. Monday's sitting
brought a wrangle as to the admission
of expert testimony.
The ense will probably take up all
this week. !ut it is expected all the

He

contest.

This

DeKoven contest.
Mr. Wolf stated
suggested

that

the

Pollock had

idea

of

"The

Thumping Legacy"

to him in 1911, and
"The Beauty Shop" had been suggested to him by Mr. Hepner at dinner in New York in the latter part of
that

1911.
He insisted that he had had no
previous knowledge of Johnson's man-

uscript.

is

organizing a roa>. tour

is

Lait's play, open-

Kockford, 111., Christmas Day.
but one enterprise of the new

plans announced this
week include the production of a comedy with songs named "Maggie Magee"
with Emma Carus scheduled for a
summer engagement at the La Salle;
a farce for Kitty Gordon called "Safety

Other

firm.

Miss Gordon's vaudetour, and a new drama for Evelyn

First" to follow
ville

The

Nesbit.
in

stated

In his cross examination, Wilton J.
Lambert, Johnson's attorney, brought
out that the contract for "The Beauty
Shop" was not made with Cohan &
Harris until April, 1913, and that it was
after that time Pollock and Wolf began to write the play. Pollock insisted many of the notes from which he
and Wolf wrote the play were made
prior to the Cohan & Harris contract,
having been Mr. Johnson's claim
it
that his manuscript was accessible to
Mr. Pollock from November, 1912, until May,
1913, the time it was in the

in

Denver, Dec.

2.

partnership with John

in

"Help Wanted,"

ing

last

named

enterprise

is

association with William Morris.
Lait & Raftery will also conduct a

general publicity bureau, in their head-

Masonic Temple building.

quarters,

Portland, Me., Dec.

Robert Scott, who

is

2.

playing Morris

Pasinsky with the New England company of "Potash and Perlmutter" was
removed from the Jefferson theatre after the performance Saturday night to
the Maine General Hospital.
Mr. Scott was attacked with acute
appendicitis during the performance,
but refused leave the stage until after
the finish of the performance. He was

operated on Sunday morning.

"The New
Henrietta" which Joseph Brooks is
all-star

revival

of

sending on tour will open in Indianon Dec. 23. Eileen Errol who
is at present with May Buckley stock
company in Cleveland will leave that
apolis

nesses.

Quiller,"

B.

Smith

plays.
in

testified

He

part,

said

was

he had writthat

based

"Foxy
upon

company got

65 per cent.

Victor Mor-

and J. C. Ragland went to Chicago
from here to consult with Jones, Linley

&

Schacffer regarding a reorganizathe company with a view to
placing it into1 the La Salle following
ick

of

tion

"The Candy Shop."

members

New

to

two

All but one or

of the organization returned

York, their fares being paid.

The venture

$18,000

is

loser

on the

season.

When

the

Musicians'

company arrived here the
Union refused to permit

members with

their

the organization

agreement

manded

full

plan

to

work

and de-

After the musicians

pay.

were taken care of the crew also demanded full salary. These amounts,
together with bills due in Denver,
amounted to about $1,300 and left about
$2,600 of the attraction's share to bring
the company back on.
The amount

was

a

little

short of what

so several of the

was required,
members who had in-

dependent means elected to remain

Denver

after

company

the

in

All

left.

members signed a release in full to
management before leaving here.

the

ACTORS' FUND BENEFITS.
Thursday representatives of the three
big actors' clubs met members of the
Finance Committee of the Actors' Fund
the

for

object

of

raising

$150,000

public.

procurement by the defense of precedents showing the admission of testi-

120

on the week, of which the

$6,000

to going west.

pany.
Dec. 20 is the date set for the openEmily
ing of "On Trial" in Chicago.
Ann Wellman will have the Mary

a printed

ten

attraction played

to

Ryan role in this company.
The Chicago date for "My Lady's
Dress" is Dec. 14. The company will
play Washington and Toronto prior

organization to join the revival com-

not allow him to answer the question
Daniel Frohman and Henry L. Miller were also called as expert wit-

of expert witnesses.

Best Girl" closed

The

through benefits for the Fund.
Daniel Frohman, president of the
Others atFund, was in the chair.
tending were Marc Klaw, William
Harris, Harrison Grey Fiske, Charles
Burnham and Sam A. Scribner of the
Actors' Fund, and William Courtleigh
(Lambs), George M. Cohan (Friars)
and F. F. Mackay (Players).
A meeting will be held Dec. 9, when
the plans then discussed will be made

personal opinion. The outcome was
an agreement that the testimony of
Mr. Thomas be admitted pending the

Harry

"My

OPENING DATES.
The

Sam Harris testified that he had not
had any previous knowledge of "The
Beauty Shop" play until the first act
was presented to him.
Mrs. Johnson, wife of the author, testified that, with her husband, she had
visited Daniel V. Arthur in Yonkers,
in June, 1914, and they were told that
as a judge in the DeKoven contest
he had read 35 or 36 manuscripts and
that Mr. Pollock had probably read a
similar number.
Considerable time was taken up
Monday in an argument which' followed
the introduction on the stand of Augustus Thomas, ar<hor of 70 plays.
Counsel for the deiense endeavored to
have him tell the Court whether or not
in his examination of the manuscript
of "Doctor Fakewell," from
which
Johnson states part of "The Beauty
Shop" by Pollock and Wolf were
taken, he rfad observed any points' of
similarity.
Objection was taken. The
testimony of Mr. Thomas, declared Mr.
Lambert, would be merely a matter of

mony

wealth plan the
here Saturday.

on the commonwealth

TAKEN TO HOSPITAL.

2.

weeks on the common-

four

.vfter

to carry out their

uscript at that time.

first

piece.

DeKoven

he consented to act as judge on
the explicit understanding that
he
would not be compelled to read any
manuscripts unless there be a tie for
the award.
He again denied that he
had any knowledge of Johnson's manthat

CLOSED IN DENVER.

JACK LAirS PRODUCTIONS.

Plans are afoot to send out "The
Yellow Jacket" (not "Yellow Ticket")
some time after New Year's. Charles
D. Coburn's play.

PERUGINI DIES.
Philadelphia, Dec.

4.

Signor Pcrugini (John Chatterton)
died today at the Edwin Forest Home,
Holmesburg. He had been there since
January. Pcrugini was about 60 years
of age. He was one of Lillian Russell's
His last appearance
early husbands.
was with "The Yellow Jacket."

The deceased's

final

no flowers be sent to

was

that

his funeral,

and

request

those caring to make a last tribute to
memory, donate a sum to the
his

Iambs' Club for the benefit
needy in the profession.

of

the

book, but the Court would

Neither

could

find

anything

"The Beauty Shop" which would
lead them to believe piracy had been
practiced. All of them had read both
plays and one or two had seen the
in

play staged.

"WATCH YOUR STEP" CUT.
Detroit,

Dec.

2.

The Charles B. Dillingham "Watch
Your Step" show at the Detroit opera
house this week is not the performance
at Syracuse last week, as
have been expected. The "Cuts"
commenced after the first performance,
the first to go being the "Automat"
scene, which carried away with it W.
Mr. Fields' hit
C. Fields, the juggler.
was undisputed, but he had been placed
to close a slow moving scene, with no
other position open to him.
Rene Gratz is also out of the performance, replaced by Sallie Fisher.
There may be other changes before the

tnven

was

show

first

to

'opens

at

the

Amsterdam,

New

York, next Tuesday night.
New scenery is being painted for the
production.
said here the management is
is
It
looking to Irving Berlin's songs to
carry the show above all else, the
youthful composer having no less than
seven hits in the score.

The show has been doing big business here so far and is greatly liked.

VARIETY

SHOWS AT THE BOX OFFICE
IN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
No

Material Improvement Since Last Report. Theatrical
Business Fluctuated in November. Cut-rate Tickets
Preventing Actual Cash Receipts Becoming Known
in Many Instances. Four Broadway Theatres
Now Playing Pictures. Others Expected to
Close Until Christmas.

Theatrical
ably

business

up

pick

notice-

November.

during

during

often

fluctuated

not

did

It

month,

the

giving managers hope one night and
heart's disease the next.

On

way

looked for

is

coming

the holidays,

until

Nothing

country.

over the

felt

startling in a business

good

a

at

time this year, Xmas and
New Year's falling on Friday.
Thanksgiving was light on the matIn
inee, with a big night business.
New York Friday evening following
was equally as good in the $2 houses

theatrical

through the large crowd in town on
their way to the Army and Navy football game.

The unlimited number

ing

secure

The

in

difficult

it

receipts.

office

a two-dollar theatre
be purchased for one dol-

that

fact

may

becom-

lar in certain ticket agencies, is

ing

so

known

well'

agency

is

who want

The

that

is

of

Nixon,

the

at

The show

doors a line

which have theatre-go-

Thanksgiving week busi-

best

"Follies"

its

particular

the cut rate.

reported

ness

one

attracting to

of automobiles,
ers

mak-

is

several instances to

box

reliable

ticket

disposed of

legitimate attractions

for the

cut-rate

of

being placed and

tickets

closed

to

Ziegfeld's

Pittsburgh.

$23,000

on

the

week, playing to $6,150 Thanksgiving
Day. It opened at the Illinois, Chicago, this week.

Four Broadway theatres commenced
playing pictures Monday, and intend
to continue the policy until Christmas.

One or more may retain it
The houses are the Casino,

indefinitely.

39th Street,

New Pork theatres.
Other Broadway theatres are expect-

Harris and

ed to either play pictures or close un-

Variety's monthly
business at the

estimate

New York

the

of

box

offices

"A

Pair of Silk Stockings" (Little)
Doing hardly anything,
(7th Week).
similar to the previous report on this
play. Takings about $3,200 last week.

"Chin

Chin"

(Montgomery

and

Stone) (Globe) (10th Week). Getting
around $17,000 weekly.
Enormous

drawing powers of
minished.
While

this

show not

speculators

di-

have

been caught with a few tickets now
and then box office is turning an overflow nighly info other musical comedy
theatres.
Front seats still bringing
h«Kli pre mums.
Last week four pertr.i macros
(Thanksgiving and Satur.-iv

matin; ^s

and nights)

i!e pr.t V;isiness

way over

at

a $2.50

the $20,000

•nark.

Class.

aj

liepertpire

(FbyiJis

NeiJ-

Park,

Week). No hope held out.
"So Much for So Much" (Longacre)
(1st
Week). Opened Friday night.

"What It Means to a Woman" closed
Saturday, lasting a week, and doing $1,800 gross.
(5th
Week).
"Susi"
(Shubert)
Moved from Casino Monday. Commenced well at Shubert. Was fluctuating at Casino much as "High Jinks"
started there before settling

long run.

"The
Week).

Coming

"The

"Utah"

of

late,

doing about

$6,500

last

"The Garden
(1st

Week).

opening

Week).

Street)

week

$6,800

claimed

for

first

and $7,200 last week.
(Manhattan O. H.)
(7th
Doing very well, around $16,-

there,

"Life"

Week).
000.

Marie Tempest

(com-

(repertoire)

edy) (5th Week).
About $4,500 last
week. Miss Tempest's personal following responsible for showing.
"Outcast" (Elsie Ferguson)
(Lyceum) (5th Week). Doing business
Miss Ferguson's success
all the time.
very pronounced. Character of piece

Between $8,500 and $9,000

aiding.

last

week.
Trial"

(Candler)

(16th

Week).

Season's earliest hit and continuing to
big receipts, between $11,000 and $12,-

"Papa's Darling" (New Amsterdam)
Week). Season's biggest flop.
May have done $6,000 last week, including Thanksgiving. Termed a very
bad show, but held in to keep house
open. Leaves Saturday. "Watch Your
Step," Dec. 8.
(1st
"Polygamy"
(Playhouse)
(5th

Week).

Opened Tuesday

night.

No-

should draw, nature of story at"My Lady's Dress' left as
tractive.
business turned for the better, doing
about $8,000 its last week.
"Pygmalion" (Mrs. Pat Campbell)
(Wallack's) (8th Week). Move downtown, got $6,800 first week there and
$7,400 last week. A manager said Mrs.
Campbell is breaking her^Agnp into
tices

Brooklyn

from

Colurr .•"«*
1

*\ t

by

it.

Debutante"
succeeding
dropped fast of late. Did
about $9,000 last week.

business.

Longacre.

Good
May-

"The

day,

week, with indications of a run before
it.
Half-priced tickets and giving clubs
reduced rates has helped business.
"Innocent" (Eltinge) (13th Week).
Around $4,000 last week. Leaves Saturday.
House dark until Xmas.
"It Pays to Advertise" (Cohan) (13th

Developing into one of the
biggest hits in town. Doing between
$11,000 and $12,000 with sufficient advance to guarantee long stay.
"Kick In" (Republic) (8th Week).
Business improved since moving from

Saturday.

from Utah" (KnickerWeek). Leaving Satur-

Girl

$7,500 weekly.

big

to

many "novelty plays" around.
"Damaged Goods" revived for short

bocker) (14th

Week).

off

notices but couldn't get started.

combination of Charles
Frohman's held up steadily at around
(6th

down

Did about $8,200 last week.
(3rd
Big Idea" (Hudson)

Three-star

"Experience" (Booth)

better over the Thanksgiving holidays.

Grand opera

run to succeed

Started very badly, first two weeks
hardly getting anything, but picked up

and Wal-

a

ported.

"Diplomacy" (Empire) (7th Week).

Libtrty

(2d
Princess
Players
(Princess)
Week). Best repertoire of sketches
house has yet had. Expected to prove
substantial draw.
May go over $4,000
this week.
(2d
"Pilate's Daughter" (Century)

haps too

000.

is:

.1

(10th

Going along to a substantial

playing the
lack's.

"Dancing
Around"
(Al
Jolson)
(Winter Garden) (8th Week). Holding at about the same as previously re-

"On

the holidays.

til

"Daddy Long Legs" (Gaiety)
Week).

success at about $7,000 weekly.

the whole a slight improvement

was

son-Terry) (Liberty) (2d Week). Got
about $5,000 last week, holiday greatly
helping.
No general interest.

11

last

of Paradise") (Park).
Splendid notices on the
Saturday.
Should draw

"The Hawk" (Faversham) (Elliott)
Another show that
(9th
Week).
moved, although commencing to slide
before leaving Shubert.
last

About $6,800

week, $5,700 week before.

'The

Law

of

(10th

Week).

the

Land" (48th
About $5,000

seat,

is

without

at the Auditorium, at $2

doing a

getting

business,

but

sensational

re-

fair

any

Society has taken to the idea
pretty well and the engagement looks
l ke
a fair success.
Blackstone Maude Adams has been
doing a good business, but has not been
able to pack the house in "The Legend
of Lenora."
Cohan's "Under Cover" has been
doing in the neighborhood of $7,000
Did $8,000 last week.
Cort—"A Pair of Sixes" still drawing
fairly well and is getting over $7,000
weekly. Last week with the holiday
turns.

:

—

—

aid, $8,100.

Gaxrick— "Peg

My

o'

Heart" is
Did

getting around $8,000 weekly.

still

$9,-

600 last week.

La Salle—"The Candy Shop" got
over $9,000 last week and the indications are that it will keep this gait up.
Olympic— "Potash & Perlmutter"
getting around $15,000 weekly.
Powers'—"The Misleading Lady" is
picking up and the play will probably
remain for some time.

PROSECUTING PLAY PIRATES.
The

United

Association
playbrokers.

Protective

Managers'

going after the pirate

is

When

the

old associathe "pirates"
got into swift action and appeared to
be getting bolder and bolder until the

away

tion quietly passed

newly formed managers' body got
busy in the courts.
With Lignon Johnson, the Association's attorney, directing the investiga-

has made prog-

with the aid of cut-rate tickets.

tions, the Association

"The Lilac Domino" (44th Street)
(6th Week). Getting better, but still
not big nor anywhere near capacity.

ress in the fight to stop wholesale play
pirating.

$7,600 last week, $5,200 previous week.

Lyall, operating the

"The

Columbine"
Marriage
of
(Punch & Judy) (4th Week). Small,
new house poorly named, and show
not attracting. Closes Saturday.
"The Miracle Man" (Astor) (11th
Week). End of run in sight. About
$5,000 last week.
"The Only Girl" (Lyric) (5th Week).
Profited by
removal from smaller
theatre to Lyric. Doing extremely
good and looks substantial. $12,000
last week.
Should have a run on its
notices, the best of the season.
"The Phantom Rival" (Belasco) (9th
Week). Falling off for past few weeks.
About $7,000 last week.
"Twin Beds" (Fulton) (17th Week).
Holding on fairly. $9,100 last week.
"Under Cover" (Cort) (15th Week).
Not doing enough to remain much
longer. $8,100 last week.
"Wars of the World* (Hippodrome).
Matinees picked up last week, but
house running way behind. Will do
better this month, past the holidays.

At Cincinnati

week one Darrell H.
Royal Manuscript

Co. of Cincinnati, was brought up for
trial.
He threw himself on the mercy
of the court and a fine of $100 was
imposed.
Three other alleged "play pirates"
are under indictment. They are Alma

Barton of Watcheer, la.; Frank Petty,
Indianapolis, and
Herbert Wilding,
Fort Wayne, Ind. Four other playbrokerage firms are under investigation.
Most of these agents sent out letters
to managers saying that they had a list
of plays of no use to them (the brokers), and that they could be obtained
at $3 apiece.

Among

those listed are

"Baby Mine," "The Purple Road,"
"The Easiest Way," "Bought and Paid
For," "A Fool There Was," "Fortyfive Minutes from
Broadway," "The
Chorus Lady," etc.

A fine results from the first offense
and a prison sentence may be imposed
for the second, but so far no one has
been imprisoned, acording to Attorney
Johnson's statement.

"Yosemite" (Daly's)
(2d
Week).
About all this revival got was* pub-

"INNOCENT" CLOSING.
H. Woods has decided that at
one of his houses in New York
is to remain dark from Monday until
Christmas and after Saturday night
"Innocent" at the Eltinge will lay off.
The theatre will be reopened ChristA.

licity.

None

last

Broadway houses that
started a picture policy this week had
anything to brag of, up to Wednesday.
Even the best picture of the four was
of the

not drawing the early part of the week,
while the poorest ©ne did between $15
and $20 gross Monday and Tuesday.

least

mas Day with the production of "The
Song of Songs." Calvin Thomas has
been engaged for one of the parts.

Chicago, Dec.
JBuiinci.t

took a

little

2.

spurt for the

will

lease

the

cast

Daly's Saturday.

He

of "Yosemite" at

,
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IMPROVED BUSINESS IN SPOTS
ENCOURAGES SHOW OPTIMISM

ACTRESS LABELED "UNRELIABLE."
A young actress in this town (with

Has More Hopeful Outlook, Despite Approach of
Warfield Stands 'Em Up In Los Angeles. Otis
Skinner Does Well in New Orleans.

Holidays.

Dec.

Philadelphia,
livery theatre

improvement

in

2.

is benefiting from the
general conditions and

things theatrical are beginning to as-

How

sume a more hopeful outlook.

venture" with Ann Murdock comes to
Harry Lauder, on
the Hollis Dec. 21.
his single week of twelve performances
at the Shubert, is underlined for next

Monday by "Panthea."
"The

long this improved condition will continue in face of the approach of Christmas and the beginning of a Billy Sun-

day revival campaign here early in
January is problematical. A big tabernacle for the revival is being built not
far from the center of the city, and
the campaign will be under way for
about two months beginning Jan. 3.
Two shows new to this city opened

At the Broad
Frances Starr played "The Secret"
and had a fair house. At the Adelphi
"To-Day" was installed and the house
was fair. "Potash and Perlmutter" at
the Garrick is going big. "High Jinks"
"The
is doing fairly well at the Lyric.
Queen of the Movies" is getting along
Monday, both

serious.

nicely at the Forrest.

St.

Louis, Dec.

2.

"Fanny's First Play" opened at the
Shubert Sunday night to the largest
crowd of the season for a first night.
The advance sales are good, Manager

At the Olympic Maude
Adams, in "The Legend of Lenora,"
and "The Ladies' Shakespeare" opened
to almost capacity Monday night, and
the advance is good.
"The Little Cafe" advance sale at
the Olympic next week is exceptionally good, and "The Blue Bird" is doing
Stoltz reports.

nicely for the

Crinolifie Girl" at the Colonial

week and "The Girl from
open Monday to probable
capacity as there is no competition
for this musical production which is
is

on

its last

Utah"

will

booked.
In stock John Craig will use next
week "In the Bishop's Carriage."
"The Yellow Ticket" at the Tremont
will be succeeded Dec. 28 by "Seven
Keys," expected to come in for a run.
Business continues to hold up fairly
well with the moderate prices prevailing and the crowds showing the war
depression mainly by indulgence more
frequently in the picture houses which
are springing up overnight and may
mean a crash before many months simply by overdoing a good thing. Washington street is beginning to look like
indefinitely

a

midway.
San Francisco, Dec.

"When Dreams Come

2,

1914.

True,"

with

Joseph Santley, got about $7,000 at the
Cort last week.
The indications are
that the show will do about the same
this week.
May Robson in "Martha by the Day"
is at the Columbia with business very
light The Gaiety is holding up nicely.
"Damaged Goods" at the Alcazar looks

"The Whip,"

also in

at the Majestic, is

its

doing

New

The
is

ad-

large.

second week

Orleans, Dec.

not a certainty that "Dancing
Around," with Al Jolson, now at the
Winter Garden, will go on the road
after closing at that house next month.
It

is

The Shuberts

are considering whether

to hold Mr. Jolson there to head the
next production, shortly to go into

preparation.

fairly.

2.

Skinner is doing well at the
Tulane this week. "The Winning of
Barbara Worth" is a draw at the
Burlesque stock at the Dauphinc is
outdrawing the dramatic stock organizations at the Bunting and Lyric.
Announcement has just been made
that "Cabiria" with Don Filipino band
and Suzanne Lehman will begin an
extended engagement at the Lafayette
27.
Dec.
Herman Fichtenberg is
handling the enterprise.
sion of "Life's

The

film ver-

Shop Window"

Valeska Suratt will head the women.
is also engaged.

Blossom Seeley

HARLAN

IN CAHILL SHOW.

Daniel V. Arthur engaged Otis Harlan for a role in the play which is to
serve as the vehicle for the trio of

2.

Next week brings John Drew in "The
Prodigal Husband" to the Hollis, succeeding Margaret Anglin in "Lady
Windemere's Fan."
Drew's engagement is limited as "The Beautiful Ad-

role

his

in

go home and rest.
She immediately dashed to the office
of the other manager and with the aid
of the authoress signed a contract which
called for a salary of $100 in excess of

what

management

Weber

the

had

Instead of returning to the
night rehearsal of the Weber piece she
sent a note stating that she was ill in
bed and her physician had advised her
she would have to remain quiet for at

agreed

to.

month.

least a

With

the

arrival

Weber "smelled

a

the

of

note Joe
got in

He

rat."

touch with A. H. Woods and Cohan &
Harris, thinking the actress was negotiating with either, but found that not
Saturday Edgar MacGregor, genso.
eral stage director for H. H. Frazee,
and Fred. Latham, who is staging the
Weber piece, met in the Hotel Astor
and as a result of the discussion that
ensued the young actress has been
labeled "unreliable" by both, who now
say neither wants her for his producLater one of the stage directors
tion.

relented and as a result the actress
started rehearsals in the Frazee piece.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

of Nat Goodwin's
Book, an autobiography, bearing the
imprint of Richard G. Badger, Boston,
have just been issued, in rough form
for review purposes.
To say that the comedian treats him-

Sample

copies

putting

self frankly in print is

it

that

manager

will

worse.

own

ideas

Goodwins.

Here

win's

Alfred has been engaged "to
stage the production which
will be
placed into rehearsal next Monday.
Julian

Longacre Show Postponed.
to

"So Much for So Much," scheduled
open at the Longacre theatre Wed-

nesday
until

evening,

tonight

has

been

(Friday).

postponed

The

decision

was

reached after a late rehearsal
Tuesday, to give Joseph Kilgour, lately
joining, time for additional rehearsals*.

of

Mrs.

several

the
his

is

Good-

own

brief

Law" and

arc "Within the

Yellow Ticket."
The former
(William Spaeth, manager), playing
Newark this week, lays off until two
days/ before Christmas when it will
oorn on the S-H circuit in Baltimore.
H.

(Geo.

agent)
week, lays off
two weeks before Christmas and then
take up S-H bookings.
"The White Squaw" is being organized this week by John Sullivan, who
has an opening booked for Monday in
Baltimore, on the S-H time.
latter

tie

playing

Paterson

Florida,

this

TRENTINI FRIGHTENED.
Pittsburgh, Dec.

Emma

2.

was rushed from
Union depot to the Mercy hospital
upon her arrival Sunday evening. She
declared her right leg was paralyzed
but doctors, after making an examination, told her there was nothing the
Trentini

matter with her.
Last week in Detroit there was a
smallpox scare, and Trentini determined she would be vaccinated. Her
managers would not hear of it, as it
would keep her from the stage two
weeks. She persisted. It was then arranged secretly for the doctors to go
through the form of a vaccination, but
to inflict no more than a few harmless
scratches.

En

route to Pittsburgh the Trentini

went to sleep. She became excited and telegraphed ahead for an invalid chair and hospital ambulance.
When it was all over, Trentini was
foot

satisfied she did not have "lockjaw of
the leg," as she put it.

NO XMAS LAYOFF.
looks as though

one road show
go right through December without the customary week-before-X-Mas
It

My
My
My
My
My

first

wife was an angel;
silly woman;
Roman Senator;

second a
third a

fourth a pretty
fifth

layoff.
It is H. H. Frazee's "A Pair
of Sixes" company, with Paul Nichol-

son and Miss Norton.

This company
the

—

all

The author
many phases

little

thing;

best

is

said to have been

money maker

of the four
"Sixes" Frazee has out, the NicholsonNorton show drawing an average of
$6,000 weekly.

"FALLEN IDOL" READY.
Joe Weber's new play, "The Fallen
Idol," is to have its first stage presentation

in

Washington Monday, where

remain all week. From Washington it goes to Providence for three
days and then to New Haven for three
By that time a line will have
days.
been gotten on the piece f r a New
York showing.
it

summary:

present.

week.

mild-

His discussion of his matrimonial
partners borders closely on poor taste
and his reference to his enemies even
ly.

At
present but two, Marie Cahill and
Richard Carle, have been placed under
A third is to be added next
contract.
stars

will oc-

Dec.

"The

Interest centers, of course, on

cupy the Greenwall next week. R. M.
C'hisholm recently took over the house.
Boston,

mas.

the

production "The Fallen
Idol." She rehearsed for a while. Manager and stage manager were very well
satisfied with her work.
Late last week the young actress received word H. H. Frazec wished to
see her. The appointment was for an
hour when the actress was called for
rehearsal with "The Fallen Idol." She
appeared at the rehearsal, but as the
hour for the appointment drew near
she complained of being ill and the
humane stage manager advised her to

Otis

Crescent.

last

forthcoming

GOODWIN'S

David Warfield in his second week,
playing to capacity business. ForbesRobertson who follows Warfield is expected to do quite as well.
vance sale for the engagement

prominent

a

for

They

the

ago

young actress was engaged by Joseph

Weber

of A. H. Woods' road shows go
on the Stair-Havlin time after Christ-

will

JOLSON MAY HOLD OVER.
2.

weeks

Several

years.

like a winner.

Shubert next week.

Los Angeles, Dec.

a rather enviable

reputaticn for herself within

few

Philadelphia

made

her sister) has

SHOWS FOR STAIR-HAVL1N.
Two

will

woman.
discuses

matrimony

in

an abstract proposition, as: "I do not recognize as sanctified any ceremony that can be annulled
by a fivc-thousand-dollar-a-year judge."
The writer too often scolds and at
such times he comes before the reader
as

most unattractive guise. But in his
anecdotes, his little intimate discussions of stage
nl les who were his
friends, he is altogether delightful.

HEARN TO QUIT

"SUZI."

Lew Hcarn, the comedian, is
the cast of Lew Fields' "Suzi"

to leave

Dec. 12.
Mr. Hearu says the manager did not
feature

him

sufficiently

in

the

billing

matter and ads.

in

i

The bwok

is

4

most interesting and as

an intimat* picture of a career, well
worth reading.

HENRY MILLER,
When

STAR.

company of "Daddy
Long Legs" is sent on tour Henry Miller will be starred in the title role. The
company will make a tour of the Pacific
Coast.

the second
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Ryan A Lee

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

(December 7)

In Vaudeville Theatre*, Playing Three or Less Shows Daily
(All houses open (or the week with Monday matinees, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orpheum Circuit. Theatres with "Loew" following name are on the Loew Circuit.
Agencies booking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Circuit
cuit-"U. B. O.,'„ United Booking Offices-"W. V. A.," Western Vaudeville Managers' Asso-

-"M," James

C.

p

„

New York

HAMMERSTEIN'S
(ubo)
'The Slave Ship"
Cross A Josephine

Dooley A Sales
Fitzpatrlck

Josephine Davis
Lorn a Hlgyl
Leon's Models
v COLONIAL (ubo
Ethel Barry inoio Co
i

Wilson

Matte

ft

WUla Holt W.ikiMfld
Clark fc HerKmnn
Nan Halperin
Okabe Troupe
Cros8tnan

Anthony

Stewart

ft

Mack

ft

"Mysterious Russell
Sherman A Uttrey
Lady Alice's Pets
Arthur Barat
PROSPECT (ubo)
Carus A Randall
Clark A Hamilton
Elinore A Williams

Le Hoen A Dupree
Bowman Bros

Schreck A Perclval
J Kelly

"Ideal"

Lucas A Fields

Sadie Sherman

Alpine Troupe
Parlllo A Frablto
Dooley A Rugel
Skaters Bijouve
FULTUN (loew)

AMERICAN

Lou Anger
ft

Robt Hickman Co
Bernard A Finnerty
Mills A Rhodes

De Bourg Sisters
"Twice a Week"
Billy Morse
4 Readings

Laddie Cliff
Sophye Barnard

Madden

p anta

Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.).
M atthews (Chicago).— "B B O," Broadway Booking Office.— ,rPr," Proctor Circuit.

ciation (Chicago)-

(loew)

W

Coombs A Aldwell
(Four

to

fill)

2d half

BOULEVARD

(One

Nlblo

A

(Two

to

'Village Cabaret"
Chretlenne ft Loulset

3

Webb

ft

Edmonds A

Stone

ft

Duffy
ROYAL (ubo)
Nesbitt ft Clifford

Mario

ft

Courtney Sisters
Ball

West

ft

Oenaro

ft Bailey
Horellk Family
Allan Dlnebart Co

Raymond

O'Donnell
(ubo)

ft

BROADWAY

Musical Cotters
Reeves ft Warner
Qeo Richardd Co
Hallen ft Fuller
Zena Keefe

Moon"

"Girl in

Krazy Kids
Whitfield & Ireland
Mirano Bros
(One to fill)

PALACE

(orph)

Kellermann
Keane A Window
Marvelous Manchu-

Annette
rians

Hussey A Boyle

Co
Edwards

Bessie Clayton

Flanagan

ft

Mr Hymack
Lillian Shaw
(One to

fill)

8TH AVE

Chas
"Bell

Basil

John Troupe
to fill)

LINCOLN

(loew)

The Parshleys
"Winning Widows"
Isabelle Miller Co
Lane A Tlmmons
Kelt A DeMont
(One

to

fill)

Ada Latham

ft

Ringers"

to

fill)

DELANCEY

(loew)

Four

"Dairy Maids"
Hallen A Hayes
(Three to fill)

ORPHEUM

O'Nell

A Dixon
Waterbury B A Tenny

(loew)
Stewart A Dakln

Jeanette Adair
Franklyn Ardell Co

Byron A Langdon
"On the Revera"
Frey Twins A Frey

Howard's Bears

(Two

to

COLUMBIA

(One

to

(Four

to

fill)

fill)

2d half
Barton A Lovera

to

(loew)

Japanese Prince

(Two

American Comedy 4
Barton A Lovera
(Three to fill)

2d half
Ethel Golden
Carroll Gillette 4

Murphy A Lachman
(Others to

fill)

PROCTOR'S 125TH

(Four

2d half

Lamb's Manikins

W

J Kelly

"When Women Rule"

to

Jeanette Adair

Owynn A

Andrew Mack
Frank Gardner Co
Duqueane Comedy

Hess Sisters
10 Dark Knights
Richard Wally

7TH AVE

(loew)

4

Richard Wally

(Two

to

(Three to

fill)

Armstrong A Clark
"Last Hope"

Hurnham Yant Co
Richard A Brandt
PROCTOR'S B8TH
Uayroff A Wilbert

Browning A Field

Henry Bobker
De Bourg Sisters
Mason A Dixon
Burnbara Yant Co
"Twice a Week"
Dickson ft Rambler S
Laurent Trio
2d half
(Taston Palmer
Frledland A Clark

Murray Clayton A D
Wilton Sisters
Versatile Trio
Caroline McLaln Co

Barney & Victoria
4 Rlcbardtnls

PROCTOR'S 23D
Li

Viva

Paulino Saxon

Bud Marlow
Wabl A Abbott
Caroline McLaln Co
Miller A Kresko
Wyatts Lads A Lassies

Mme

2d half

Do Pinna

Lyrica

Schreck A Percival
(Three to fill)

GREELEY

(loew)

Altoff Children

"Justice"

Hallen A Hayes
(Three to fill)
2d half
Gobert Billings Circus
Viola Duval
Rosa Fenton Players
Connors A Witt

(Four

to

fill)

Brooklyn

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Kva Tanguay
ft Le Malrc
ft McCano

Conroy

Mystic

Baker*
Will Ward 4 Glr^
li'oganny'a

Emmy's

Hurt Wheeler Co

ORPHEUM

(ubo)
with

(ubo)

Hlanche Rln»: <\i
Bert Fltzgibbop?
Joe Cook
Rosle Lloyd
R^sett A F -ott

A Kaiser
Hearn A Ely
Kaiser

Montgomery Co
Hovnrd Co

(Two

T'M

;

f'n.

fill)

Mario A Trevette
Weston A Young

Emmy's

Pets

(Three to

fill)

(loew)

Simpson A Deane
Gertrude Cogert
Kin Kald Kilties
Dave Ferguson
(Four to fill)
2d half

0*0 ?uffy G A Lewis
H^tween Trains"
fi-i

(nho)

wuh

.Ir'.n^

town)
!-•

to

2d half

Loved

Inrk

Altoonn.

ORPI

A Williams

GLOBE

Is half

(loew)

"Between Trains"
Corcoran A Dingle
Howard's .Bears

Easton)

'Splits

Pets

JAMES

Force

Manning Sloane Co
The Romania
Sherman DeForest Co
Fields A Brown
Jorge A Hamilton
Allentown, |»a.

When
mi"

(loew)

(Three to fill)
2d half
Sherwood Trio
"The Criminal"
Force A Williams
Corcoran A Dingle
(Four to fill)
ST.

Llttlo Jerry

F'i

fill)

ORPHEUM

r.vron

Carlllo

A Ltrle Hurch
Martin A Fibrlnl
Dupree A Dupree
Fritz

HUSHWICK

(Three to

Gall Stewart
2d half
Montague's Birds

bill

Scandal"

•

I'

West

ve to

fill)

Buffalo
f

-if

SHEA'S
mghl

(uhn)

Sis

Eva Taylor Co
Correlll A Gillette
Joyce A West
Mr A Mrs C DeHaven
Bush A Shapiro
"When It Str' Home" Marshall Montgomery
Sophie Tucker
Olivers

Dogs
Cleveland

Plplnskl's

HIPPODROME

Calvary
Talpen Chinese Tr

"The Crisis"
Fred Dupree

A Nesbltt
Cummin A Seaham
Paine

Charleston,

8. C.
(ubo)
Savan-

VICTORIA

with

(Splits

Vinton A Buster

PIEDMONT

(Splits

with
boro)
1st half

2d half

Ray Meyers

RawlsAVon Kaufman
Sorettl A Antoinette

MAJESTIC

(orph)

McMabon A Chappelle
Nelusco A Hurley
Brent Hayes

Gormley A Caffrey
(orph)

Eddie Foy Family
Harry Tlghe Co
Lambertl
Stafford

Co

ACADEMY (wva)
Aerial Eddys
Gordon Bros
Walsh Lynch Co
Bob Hall
Edelweiss Girl
2d half
Two Zyls

A Francis

McVICKBR'S

(loew)

Morris A Allen
Smith A Farmer

Frank Stafford Co
Wolgas A Girlie
Musical Lunds
Andrew Mack
White's Circus

Eva Prout
Andrew's Opera Co

AMERICAN

(loew)

Morton Jewell Troupe
Carmen A White
Victoria 4
Murry Livingston Co
2 Georges
Maslroff Troupe
2d half

Marshall P Wilder

Tower A Darrell
Hartley A Pecan
David Kalekoa

"Grey of Dawn"
Trio
EMPRESS (loew)
Halsted St

Recklleas

(Open Sun Mat)
P Wilder
Tower A Darrell
Hartley A Pecan
David Kalekoa
"Orey of Dawn"
Marshall

Recklless Trio
2d half
Morton Jewell Troupo
Mueller Bros
Murry Livingston Co

Carmen A White
Victoria 4
Maslroff Troupe
COLONIAL (loew)

Francis Murphy
Edna Aug

Lennox 4
Richard the Great
Rose A Moon
Ellsworth A Linden
2d half

Marco Twins
Edna Aug
"Motor Madness''
Richard the Great
Alice Hanson Co
3 Mori Bros

LYCEUM

Horton

Mnew)

Creasy A Dsyne
6 American Dancers

Newhouse Snyder
Harry DeCoe

(Two

Murphey A Foley

Bence Co

"Thro Skylight"
Nell McKlnley
MoClure A Dolly

Kohomo,

Ind.

8IPB (wva)
A M

Smiletta Bros
Olive Vsil Co

Allmsn A Nevina

A

Dorsch

Russell

2d hslf

"A Good Felow"
Lafayette, fad.

FAMILY

(Ubo)

ORPHEUM (wva)
Lavine Ctmeron 8

Madison A Laird
2d half

Grand Ranlda, Mich.

4 Society Girls

(Ubo)

G

Gordon Bros A K
"Light Housekeeping"
Wilson A Larsen

Ray Meyer*

Dancing Maddens
ORPHEUM (m)
Jack Gardner Co

Don Carney
Eva Wescott Co
Lohse A Sterling

Gertrude Van Dyke

(One

Savoy A Brennan
Wright A Davis

Ind.
(wva)
(Open Sun Mat)
"A Good Fellow"

la.

ORPHEUM

Frank Wilson
Boland A Holtz
"Matinee Girls"
Eleanor Habor Co
Cleo Gascolgne
(One to fill)
NEW GRAND (wvh)
Murray Love 8
Lou Chlha
O'Connor Bentley A
Martini A Matmllllan
2d half
Millard Bros

W

Howe A Howe
4 Slickers

Ka

Kant Liberty, Pa.
(ubo)

Altus Bros

Walton A Brandt
Hilda Hawthorne

"Lawn Party"
Sara Ash

Bounding PattorsonH
Krimonton, Can.
PANTAOBS (m)
"Water Lilies"
Harry Girard Co
Hamilton ft Barnes
Qulnn B ft Marlon

Bogsrd A Nlchol
"Bway Love"
Goldsmith A Plnard

Billy Swede Hall Co
Kalmsr A Brown
Lao Aaaelea

ORPHEUM

"Bought A Paid For"
Harrlabnrajt Pa.

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Twlsto
Leonard A Wlllard

Burbam A Irwin
Hunting A Frances
Will Oakland Co
Irene Tasker Co

Gertrude Hoffman Co

Swor A Mack

C Nugent Co
Cameron A Gaylord

J

Pekln

Florette

S Motssttls
Joe A Lew Cooper
Ashley A Canfleld

fill)

2d half

(Open Sun Mat)

Maxim's Models
2d hslf

ORPHEUM

Hammond,

Carlos Bros

Ksrl

C Gllllngwater Co
Lockett A Waldron

ORPHEUM

Standard Bros

American Girls
Kumrl Bush A Robin
Wm Bsnce Co

"Young America"
LlaeolB, Boh.

A Olbney

Wood A Lawson

to

fill)

«, Mleh.
(ubo)

lotte)
1st half

Blcknell

to

3

Sorettl A Antolne
(One to fill)
2d hslf

Hall

Fleming Co

BIJOU

Jones A Sylvester
Australian Choppers
Greensboro, N. C.
PIEDMONT (ubo)
Charwith
(Splits

(ubo)

Wm

(Two

Harry Jolson
Dainty Marie

Co
Ward Baker
Vaughan Glaser Co
Ruth Roye
Loretta Twins

PROCTOR'S

(loew)

A Richards
Romain A Orr

The Parshleys
Porter A Sullivan
Louise Galloway Co

Leslie

Kllaaheth, N. J.

fill)

Shrlner

Mabel Fltsgerald

Hllllar

to

BMPRBS8

Paul Klelst Co
Mabel Fltsgerald
Winona Winters
Thomas A Hall
Fort William, Can. Klutlng's Animate

(ubo)

SHERIDAN SQ

C<

3 Hlckey Bros
Ida Dlvlnoff

"Bway Love"
Goldsmith A Plnard

COLUMBUS

JAW
Bert

PogH

ORPHEUM

A White

Thomas A Hall

Alexander A Scott

(\ib;ir«-t

Cycling Brunettes
Kaaaaa City.

Karl
Maxim's Models
Ft. Wayne
TEMPLE (ubo)
Baron Llohter
"Glory of Ireland"

Schwarc Bros
Kathryn Durkin
Chas Weber
Les Balvaggls
Chas Ahearn Co
Detroit

Princess

Wm

4 Society Olrls
2d hslf

Gardner Trio
Burns Gilmore A
Hennlngs

(ubo)

David Walters Co
2d half
Dick DeLorls
4 Juvenile Kings
Armstrong Co
Oreat Lester

Kumrl Bush A Robin

(loew)

Dnlnth.

MAJESTIC

Patrlch A Otto
4 Bolls Bros
May A Kilduff

Hogart A Nlchol

Wm

ORPHEUM

A

Kalasnasoo, Mleh.
King A King

2d half
3 American Girls

Dea Molneo

Stewart

Williams Co
Connolly A Navelty
Mometa Five

"Young America"

(Open Sun Mat)
Edwin Stevens

FAMILY

Tom

Florette

Montrose A Sydell
Calts Bros
Wilson A Wilson
Morris A Beasley

(ubo)
Altoona)

3 Boy Scouts

BIJOU (ubo)

L

with

1st hslf

(One to fill)
PI I at. Mien.

Moore Llttlefleld Co
(One to fill)

TEMPLE

JOBBStOWB, Pa.

MAJESTIC
(Splits

Barnold's Dogs

Kitty Francis Co

Weston A Leon

Stlokney'a Circus

(ubo)

Bottomley Troupe
Zlska Co
Harvey Trio
Fall River, Maaa.
ACADEMY (loew)
Siddons
Duffy Oelsler A L
"The Criminal"

Phillips

Oddone

Cummlngs A Hadings
Kremollne A Darras

NEW GRAND

Whipple Huston Co
Kirk A Fogarty

Whitney's Dolls
2d half
Ben A Hasel Mann
"The Tangle"

2d half
Ernie A Ernie
Nick Santora Co
Mclntyre A Harty
Woodford's Animals
Denver, Col.

EMPRESS

Aubrey A Rich
Frank Bush
Seymour A Dupree
BvaasTlllo. lad.

Weston A Young

Nap"

Adair A Adair
Marie Fenton
Alco Trio

"Green Beetle"
Young A Jacobs
Will Rogers

Hen

"Little

Morris Cronln Co
Lydell Rogers A
Chief Caupollcan

Norah Bayes
Rooney A Bent

Hayward

A Hughes

Comfort A King

ORPHEUM

fill)

PALACE

Adelaide

DaaTllle, lad.
LYRIC (wva)
"The Masqueraders"

Don Carney
Eva Wescott Co
Beaumont A Arnold
Keno Welch A M

(One to

Claire Rochester

(ubo)

(Open Sun Mat)

Nlblo's Birds

Weber Dolan A Fra

Colombo*

Chauncey Monroe Co
C.
(ubo)
Greensft,

ORPHEUM

Richard" Bros
Hattie Urma

Greater City 4
Dennis Bros
2d half
"Enchanted Forest"

Holmes' Pictures
Marks Bros Co
Chas Ross
Curson Sisters

Vandlnoff

1st hslf

JaekaoBvUle. Fla.

Frank Markley
Burns A Lynn

Ben Jerome's Revue
Chas Wayne Co
Hopkins A Axtell

KEITH'S (ubo)
A Louie
Two Pucks
Mr A Mrs McGreevy

nah)
Olympic Trio
(Three to fill)
Charlotte,

(Ubo)

Maxine Bros
Roach A McCurdy
Shannon A Annls
C A F Usher

PANT AGES (m)

4 Phillips

Clintons

Brie. Pa.
(ubo)

COLONIAL

Rosa

(loew)

Russell's Manikins

Birmingham, Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)

(ubo)

la

Majsstlo Musical 4
Lucas A Fields
Mile Martha Sisters

111

Al Hall

A DeLong

Milton

Young Namba Family

Pop Ward
"The Tangle"
Ben A Hasel Mann
Manhattan Trio

John P Clark

KEITH'S

Allen

Van Hoven

Livingston Trio
Club Room 4
Cushman A Sunderl'd

(Splits

Sisters

Chick Sales

Bird

EMPRESS

Walker A

4 Gordon

Dodsoa

Reenes

4

Edgar Berger

Marga de

is the Life"
2d half
Angell 8tsters

De Leon A Davis

Cincinnati

El Cleve

Four Roeders
Three Lyres

.Y.

1st half

Dolly A Mack
Murphy Nichols Co
Dugan A Raymond
Robt DeMont Trio
Butte

BIJOU (ubo)
"This

Fitch B Cooper
"Bell Ringers"

Mueller Bros
Matthes Trio
Dlerlck Bros

town)

Jnehoon, Mlea.

Navigators
2d half

»>

The Bremens

Allen-

SheT"

Is

Versatile Trio

(loew)

1st half

Smith A Jerome
Mullaly Plngree Co

"Colonial Days"

Mr A Mrs Allison
Elliott A Mullen

Howard
Ixmi

N

(loew)

Bostoa
KEITH'S (ubo)

fill)

STAR HIP

(ubo)

with

(Splits

Who

Parlow Sisters

All)

Bnaton, Pa.

ABEL O H

James Grady Co
Sampson A Douglas

'^Seminary

PROCTOR'S

Joe Pino
Adeline Denettl Co
Sam Llebert Co
Wlnfrled A Martin
Wyatts Lads ft Lassies

Dorothy DeSchelle Co
Williams A Wales
Empire Comedy 4
Btlllaaav Meat.

Joe Jackson
Fred Bosman

Gossett

Albanny,

2d half

2d half
Jean Bentley

Diamond A Brennan

(loew)

Barney A Victoria
Reede Nelson Co
Mills A Rhodes
Zenda Troupe
2d half
La Viva

Blllle

(ubo)

Jack George

fill)

Coombs A Aldwell
(Two to fill)

'A

WINONA BEACH

"Sunnyslde of Bway"

Novelty

Jordan A Stanley
"Just Half Way"
La Titcomb Revue
Equillo Bros
(Three to fill)
2d half

Rlanos
Dancing Buds
Seaton
De Leon A Davis

.1

David Walters Co
Bay City. Mleh.

fill)

SHUBERT

Madge Caldwell

Patrlch A Otto
4 Soils Bros
May A Kilduff

Ward

fill)

WARWICK

Stellow
Cargell Bros
2d half
Girard A Gardner

Lawrence Hurl A Fall
Jacob's Dogs

Armstrong Co

Les Casados

Dorothy Dodge
Hyde A Williams
"Stage Struck Kids"
Lthel Golden
to

Battle Creek. Mica.

BABCOCK

2d half
Will Hart

Chicago

Ash A Shaw

Bonlta A Murphy
Johnson A Deane
Tameo
(Two to fill)
Hope A Rice
NATIONAL (loew)
Splssell Bros A Mack Ethel Mae Barker

(Others to

"School Playground"
Nat Wills
Gere A Delaney

Adeline Denettl Oo
Barrett A Bsrl

Wallace A Brook

Baby Helen
Frank Mullan*

fill)

King A King

FLATBUSH

(One

Girls

HIPPODROME

Wm

Canton's Athletes

Joe Welch

Chlng Hwa Four
The Heddere
Alice Teddy

Great Lester
Cycling Brunnettes
2d half

Lane A Tlmmlns
Chas Deland Co

2d half
The Parshleys
Geo Randall Co

Claudius A Soarlet
Clara Inge

BIJOU (ubo)
Dick DeLorls
Juvenile Kings

fill)

to

Bert Brrol

Henshsw A Avery

4

Nlblo A Riley
Robinson's Elephants

fill)

Van A Ward

(loew)

Von Hampton A J
Duquesne Comedy 4
(Four to

Mrs Gene Hughes Co

(Three to

fill)

Harry Cutler

Joe Welch
Klass ft Bcrnle

(ubo)

Arthur Prince

(Two

(loew)

Griffith

ft

Baltimore

MARYLAND

Wlllard Hutchinson Co
Burton A Hahn
(Three to fill)
BIJOU (loew)
Lyrica
Robinson's Elephants
Wlllard Hutchinson Co
Brown Harris A B
(Three to fill)
2d half

Harrison A
Kelly Forest
Pekinese Troupe
Connors A Witt
Ross Fenton PI ay ere
Lamb's Manikins

Kelt A DeMont
Ethel Mae Barker
B Kelly Forest

Sinclair

"Neptune's Garden"

fill)

(loew)
Klein

2d half

Galvln

Juliet T

2d half

2d half

to fill)

A

Kelly

(ubo)
A Part

Ward

Walter

La Titcomb Revue

Carbrey Bros

Van A Ward Sisters
10 Dark Knights
Weston A Keith
i

Atlaata* Ga.

FORSYTHE

"Last Hope"
Clayton A Lennie
Texico

I

(Three

Mile Martha Sisters
2d half
"This Is the Life"

Phillips
Beth Challlse

A toff Children
Florenzi

Musical 4

Majestic

Gorham A

2d half

Frank Gardner Co

Robins

Lane

fill)

Harvey Girls
Macart A Bradford

Bain

ft

Riley

2d half

(Two

to

(loew)

Lambert ft Ball
Ed Morton
Burns
Hughes

Dodson A Gordon

The Berrens
Circus Billy McDermott

Gobert Billings

"Arcadia"
3 Kelos
Macart A Bradford

ft

Angelle Sisters

Waterbury B A Tenny
Hess Sisters
Geo Randall Co
Johnson A Deane

"Arcadia"
Ronalr A Ward
Kin Kaid Kilties
Cabrey Bros
"Just Half Way"
(Four to fill)

Francis
ALHAMBRA (ubo)
Douglas Fairbanks Co
Toby Claude Co

Warren

"Dream Orient"
Abo Harbor, Mich.
BIJOU (ubo)

A Bowen

Brooks

Franklyn Ardell Co

IS

Mysteries

(Three to

111ft

EMPRESS

(loew)

Blanche Leslie
Patrleola A Myers
Polxln Bros
Esrl A Curtis

Henry Lewis

Nana
Hartford, Cobb.
POLI'S (ubo)

Gray A Graham
"School Dhys"

Wlllard

Bertha Creigbton Co

PANTAOBS (m)
Lander Stevens Co

McCormlck A Irving

York

Rigoletto Bros

Cooper A Smith
Orr A DeCosta
Novelty Al Roses
Indlnnanolla.
LYRIC (ubo)
Ncal Abel
"Hop Kees Dream"

Brucf

Togan

Bruce DuffK Co
Mub.'i Ford

Max A

Mack L OrUi
SylvoMcr Schaeffer

De Mlehle Bros

BUI Prultt

oolavlll*-

Julia Curt I*

Lowell, Mnaa,

KEITH'S

Hilling's Seals
(Two to fill)

Mr A Mrs Gordon

Geneva

ft
I

Kilduff
Neuss A Eldrld
2d half

(ubo)

Co

Deeri*

KEITH'S (ubo>
Meyako Duo

May A

KEITHS

Richardson
Tri.)

Print* a

W

Mosber Hayes A M
"Fixing the Furnace"
Rlrhards A Kyle
(Cf>ntln:;r.!

(ubo)

Arco Bros
Norwood A Hall
Ray t Milliard
Dorothy Meuther
Musical Gorman*

Wms Tbomp
Gordon
to

\'zz<

.4

A

Rice a

Or

V\RIE1 Y
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DERICK M.MSCLO
«I4\mvm\\v#
The

cost

of

\^N\

competition

for

busi-

ness at New York theatres, and presumably elsewhere, has so greatly in-

creased operating expenses during the
past few years it would seem the time
has arrived for prudence to step in
and take an iron hold on the matter.
Not so very long ago, a one-hundredline display advertisement in a daily
newspaper was an actual rarity. Fifty
stands, one hundred eight-sheets, two
hundred and fifty three-sheets, a thousand one-sheets and twenty-five hundred half sheets were considered adequate billing, with renewals for washdowns and fresh one and half-sheets
and an occasional new three-sheet to
go over the routes during a run. Attractive mounted lithographs for lobby display and for the choicest win-

dow
lery

the

locations

amply

sufficed,

and gal-

photographs served perfectly for
newspaper layouts.

Contrast this with prevailing methods of exploitation, with their expensive painted boards, their costly flashlights, columns, even whole pages, of
display advertising in the dailies, elec-

tttAtat

.^^

agers

maintain

outlay

all

the

present

the

reckless

others will stick to

it

on the principle that they are "meeting competition" and protecting their
interests.

And

it

is

so easy

on a matter of
I

have before

me

leading

daily

three

lished in

nowadays

to unite

this kind.

They

Norfolk, Va.

contain,

recommend

the

show

to

and emphasize the point
regardless of what burlesque used

to be, it has reached a condition of
decency and merit that justifies the
patronage of the most exacting theatre
goer.
Norfolk is technically a onenight stand, although possessing a
population of over 80,000.
It is one
of those communities in which everybody knows everybody else and they

are all very zealous in their guardianship of the "F. F. V." distinction.

observance

of

the

conventions

signs at prices running far up into
the hundreds of dollars each outside

Strict

maintenance, which includes frequent relamping and the high
toll charged for current, and the elaborate lobby displays of large and in
many cases hand colored flashlight
And eagerness to outdo
photographs
the other fellow will lead to new devices that will run expenses to still
greater figures unless a halt is made
and some sort of agreement entered
into that will not only stop the mad
rush but will bring a return to the
sane methods of former days.

and noses tilt high in disdain of the
slightest approach to indecorum.
The
mental chastisement that would fall
upon a newspaper editor having the

tric

the

cost

of

1

There is one thing only that commands prolonged patronage, and that
attractive entertainment.
Efforts to
turn failure into success have been reis

warded only by promptly overcoming
defects in a performance, supplanting uninteresting dialogue and scenes
and situations with material having the
"punch."

characterizes

of a great success travels

on such speedy wings

reaches everywhere within forty-eight hours, even
in this big city, and within a fortnight
it extends throughout the country generally.
And this is not accomplished
by frantically rushing into a vortex of
expense. A solid hit proclaims itself,
requiring only the simple methods of
advertising that keep alive its title and

name

it

which it is
being
presented.
Expending large
sums of money in efforts to bolster up
a failure never has accomplished its

the

of the theatre in

purpose, as many producers can testify
Thorough advertising
to with sorrow.
is indispensable and wholly essential,
but insatiate desire to dwarf the operations of competitors in this particular

has led to extravagances that should be
checked by united action upon the part
of managers and result in a saving that
could not be regarded as false economy. But. so long as one or two man-

social

intercourse

temerity to lead its readers into the
presence of a coarse, vulgar show is
beyond human perception. Ten years
ago The Virginian Pilot, that veracious,
aristocratic
and
tender-conscienced
chronicler of events in the punctilious
little Southern city, would not have
dared mention the name of a burlesque

show, much less commend it for the
entertainment of the populace.
Yet
that very paper starts its review of
"Girls from Joyland" with this pointed
exoneration and unequivocal endorsement:
"Those who go expecting to see
something risque, or anything at all
offensive to the

most

critical, will sure-

be disappointed in Sim Williams'
burlesque, 'The Girls from Joyland.' It

ly

is

Knowledge

their

absolutely free from any objection-

and is purely a scintillatlaughable girly performance, full
of life, color and good music."
And the half column critique concludes with this hospitable declaraable feature,
ing,

tion:
" 'The

come

from Joyland' are wel-

Girls

visitors

But the lack of sufficient activity to
overcome sameness ad nauseam in musical numbers cannot be condoned.

from the
newspapers pub-

their readers
that,

It

clippings

under spread heads, reviews of the Sim
Williams "Girls from Joyland" performance that occupy from half to
three-quarters of a column.
These
publications

^^x\\^V^\*S^

may

be regarded
as unreasonable upon the part of these
loyal supporters of burlesque to exhibit any sign of impatience when a
"book" is not changed more frequently
than once in four or five seasons.
ness in the shows.

i»

Surely times have changed for burlesque!

Five of the last eight shows at the
Columbia theatre have included the
"Tipperary" song in the musical numbers.
While this is a strong testimonial to the popularity of that ditty, the
fact must not be lost sight of that it
is possible to give the public too much
of a good thing. There is a very large
regular, weekly patronage at burlesque
theaters all over the circuit, and the
people that constitute it have a right
to expect at least some degree of new-

REEVES' DIVORCE ACTION.
7, Mrs. Al Reeves will
appear before Judge Frederick D.
Crane in the Nassau County Supreme
Court at Mineola, L. I., and through
her attorney, Surrogate John J. Graham, will ask for $5,000 counsel fees
and $250 a week alimony. The motion will be opposed by Dr. Philip J.
Brennan, representing Mr. Reeves.
This will be the first step in Mrs.
Reeves' proceeding for absolute di-

Monday, Dec.

The trial of the case will besome time in December, according

vorce.

gin

to its place

on the calendar.

"BEHMAN SHOW" NEXT SUMMER.
seemed like old times at the CasiBrooklyn, last week, with Lew
Kelly and "The Behman Show" playIt

no,

ing

capacity audiences
with unusually good attendance at the matinees.
Thursday
and Saturday nights after the house
had been completely sold out, all the
available space on the stage was disposed of at a dollar a seat.
An amusing incident occurred Thursday night. While the first act was on,
Manager Jack Singer, standing in the
lobby, heard a German band playing
the "Tipperary" song in an adjacent
saloon.
Hastening to the place, Mr.
Singer engaged the musicians to come
upon the stage and add their efforts to
the "Tipperary" number which is used
for the finale of the act.
Entirely unknown to Mr. Kelly and the other
to

practically

nightly and

members

company, the itinerant
were quickly hustled onto
the stage, and the surprising innovaof the

musicians

tion resulted in

ILLNESS NOT SERIOUS.
Florede, whose very serious
was reported two weeks ago,
writes from Newark sanitarium, VerNellie

illness

ona, N.

her condition

J.,

is

not serious.

Miss Florede says, "I have a slight case
of tuberculosis, • not an 'aggravated'
one, and expect to return to the
'Golden Crooks' long before the season
is over.
My trouble is all caused from
overwork and a cold I did not take
care of in time."

ten curtain calls.

Mr. Singer has been awarded the
summer run at the Columbia theatre
which will begin Monday, May 17.
The show will be revised to accord
with the importance of the engage-

ment and

will be announced as "Lew
Kelly (Prof. Dope) in 'Nobody Home'."
This title which is peculiarly suited to
Mr. Kelly, was copyrighted some time

ago by Blutch Cooper.
Mr. Singer
heard of it and when he sought to purchase it from Mr. Cooper, Blutch
magnanimously, and without any consideration transferred

Grand,

New

Haven, Dec.

The Grand opera

house,
to the

14.

will

Dec.

14,

lo Girls."

The week

will be split with

Bridgeport, the shows going from the
Gayety, Brooklyn.
Title

The

Change Temporary.

reinstated "Transatlantics" will

under

play

the

Girls" for three

title,

"Blue

Ribbon

weeks only.

After Cincinnati, (Dec. 19) the original title will be resumed and the show
will proceed to take up "The Daffydills'

"

••

FROLICS OF 1914" ATTACHED.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
Several attachments were brought
against "The Frolics of 1914" before
the burlesque show left the Academy
last Saturday. All claims were bonded.

The

largest attachment

alleged

was

for $700,

be due Emile Agoust by
James D. Barton. Mr. Agoust based
his attachment against the show on a
statement alleged to have been made
by Barton in Detroit, he owned the
production.
to

route.

Pete Clark's Long Contracts.
Peter S. Clark has reengaged Harry
Bcntley and Bert Wiggin, leading
comedians of the "Rosey Posey Girls,"

and three years, repeetively.
Earl and Marie Gates and Walter and
Jane Pearson for two years, and Harry
S. LeVan for one year.
for

to Mr. Kelly's

New Ha-

Extended
be added
opening with the "Monte Car-

ven,

it

manager.

five

Changes Improved Performance.

The people who succeeded Florence
Bennett and Sam Adams in "The
Trocaderos*" have apparently improved
the performance. A letter from Frank
Finney, star of the organization, accompanied by a clipping from the
Providence Journa 1
George
states
Banks in the eccentric comedy part has
registered an emphatic hit and that
Dorothy Clark, in the prima donna
role, has proven entirely satisfactory.
,

SOUTHERN TOWNS OUT.
Richmond
the

will be eliminated from
Extended, Dec. 12, and Norfolk,

Dec. 26.

The shows
lantic City

will

fill

the

week

at

At-

and Trenton.

Married on Pittsburgh Stage.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 2.
Josephine Mowrey and Albert Hilliard, both of the Watson Sisters burlesque company, were married on the

stage of the Gayety Thursday night.

The audience remained

to

witness

the ceremony.

Folly

Renamed Gayety.

The name

of the Folly, Chicago, has
been changed to the Gayety. It will

open on the Main
"The Taxi Girls."

Circuit Dec. 12 with

VARIETY
GINGER GIRLS.
The "Ginger

show, vitalized

Girls"

and refreshed by the introduction of
several new, spirited and thoroughly
produced musical numbers, was
brought to the Columbia theater Monday of this week.
In one part or another, this show
has been seen at that house every
season since its opening five years ago.
This does not detract from the excellence of the performance and production, however, but it certainly is not
conducive to large patronage at a theawell

tre,

and good looks.
With such an organization and equipment it is a genuine pity that "The

agility

Ginger Girls" has not been provided

new material

with

for the present sea-

To

out.

all

that see this

and week

in

show

for the

amplitude of highly
The diolog
enjoyable entertainment.
is scintillant with bright witticisms and
genuinely mirthful humor, there are
time, there

first

many

is

compel unrestrained, hearty laughter and it is presented by performers who measure up
that

situations

with the best in their respective lines
There is a prodigal investof work.
ment of beautiful and obvio sly costly
scenery and costumes of original design and harmonious color-blending,
and pronounced skill in stage manage-

ment

is

visible

every detail of the

in

presentation.
If

were possble to prolong the

it

present engagement at the Columbia
for a sufficient length of time to
bring its attractiveness of the performance to the knowledge of all
the theatre-goers in New York, and
thus create a new, general patronage
unconfined to those people who regularly or intermittently attend burlesque
shows, I am convinced it could remain
profitably at that house for a protracted run. But this is' impossible, and appeal may be made only to the habitues
of the Columbia, all of whom, it may
be assumed, have witnessed the performance two or three or more times.
Of the details of the production
is little to be said that has not
been reiterated time and again.
Ed.
Lee Wrothe is still giving his inimitable characterization of "Janitor Higgins," an impersonation to which he
contributes the natural and developed

there

that

talents

the

constitute

true

per-

Jane Le Beau repeats her suc-

former.

cess of former seasons by the skillful

handling of the leading feminine role

and by the extreme cleverness of her
impersonation of the Indian girl. Augusta Lang, a newcomer in the organization, makes a fine appearance and
plays the ingenue role altogether satisfactorily.
Miss Lang has an excellent mezzo-soprano voice.
Leah Le
Ray, the soubret, meets all the requirements of her position. Owen Martin
is a manly looking and thoroughly capable straight and shows his versatility
played character bits.
account
of his -nfeebled condition due to a recent operation in a Toronto hospital,
was unable to appear in the first part
of the show, but he made his presence
several well

felt

New York is scheduled to have a
number of new productions before the
first of the new year.
Otis Skinner in "The Silent Voice"
is reported as booked to open at the
Empire Dec. 14.
The new Selwyn & Co. piece, "Rolling Stones,"

is

forceful, masKlondike sherMax Fehrman, who has been seen
advantage at the Columbia on for-

iff.

to*

mrv
out

fici'iisinrr
<

t

;•

.car

"lb."

»-b" r

entitVil

•'

Wtbot

i

i"-

.(••;.

p.

f'-

all

that

is

possible

an part.
organization is
man passing notice.

\,c-r
in
i.

his

i..i.
t

the

young women

Nashville, Dec.

The Hackett

stock,

A. H. Woods, who recently took
over "The Song of Songs" from
Charles Frohman, plans to give its
New York premiere at the Eltinge
Dec. 28.
"Lady Luxury," the former F. C.
Whitney show, is slated to open at the
Casino Dec. 21.

STOCK CHANGES.
Albert Roscoe, who has been playing leads with the Shubert Stock in
Milwaukee, leaves the company on SatLela Lee will also leave the
urday.
company at the same time. She will
be replaced by Lila Shaw.

Suzanne Jackson and William Sullivan, with the Grand Opera House
stock, Akron, O., leave Dec. 12.
Valerie Valaire has been engaged to
play leads with the Keith stock in the
Bronx, replacing Justina Wayne.
James A. Bliss has been transferred

by O. D. Woodward, of Denver, to
the American stock,

2.

headed by NorMarion Nichols,

man Hackett and
opened at the Orpheum in "Our
The piece was handsomely
Wives."
mounted by Edwin Vail, stage direcThe company includes Jessie ParJeanctte Connors, Lola Crandall,
Carl Reid, Harry Hoy, Fred LeDuke,

tor.

With 700

Omaha.

realized

in

for

charity.

produced

be

Plains, N. Y., Dec.

2.

Carl Hunt has arranged to install a
stock for a winter's engager*ent at the
Newell, opening Christmas week.

Syracuse, Dec.

in

Dec.

2.

mammoth

Later the show
other cities for

Lewis J. Morton has everything set
a comic opera company to open
at Rand's opera house, Troy, N. Y.,
Dec. 14 and not 21st, as first reported.
The opening bill will be "The Man
Who Owns Broadway" and the second week will be "The Tenderfoot."
Fred S. Lorraine will manage.
for

STOCKS CLOSING.
Omaha, Dec.

2.

up that the Eva Lang stock
company at the Boyd closes Saturday
night.
Business has been off.
Notice

is

Duluth, Dec.

Walter

3.

Baldwin is winding up his
stock stay in Duluth Saturday night,
his company closing then at the Lyceum. Baldwin may return here next
S.

The Corse Payton

Busch and

Co. has been un-

The

act.

gave

performance

no

Tampa
the

theatre
night of

Busch's death.

GLEN SMITH SUICIDE?
Glen Smith, a third-class passenger
on the "St. Paul," an American Line
boat that sailed from New York Nov.
14, was found missing Friday, Nov. 2
and is believed to have committed suicide
by jumping overboard. Smith
gave his occupation as an actor and
the American Line officials have asked
the White Rats to locate his relatives
if possible, although
Smith is not a

member

of the organization.

George C. Tilyou, of

Steeplechase

Parks and inventor of scores of amuse-

ment devices, died Monday in his
home, 37 Prospect Park West, Brooklyn, 52 years- old.
Heart disease was
the cause of death.

Frederic Thompson once said Tilyou had more ideas
for keeping people merry than any
other showman in the United States.
Tilyou amassed a fortune in his enterprises.
A widow and three sons
survive.

Carl Henry (Henry and Francis) 33
years of age, died Nov. 30 at Saranac
Lake, N. Y. The body will be sent

home

his*

stricken

in Freeport, L.

but

a

short

He was

I.

time

ago,

and

Ritter, formerly of Ritter

and

A/enue back on
house, and the
Brooklyn house becomes dark this Sat-

went

urday.

Foster, died in Boston

to Saranac for relief.

Max

Monday

after a

He leaves a widow,
the vaudeville stage as Grace
Foster, and a brother, Henry Ritter.

long
Salem, Mass., Dec. 2.
Lester Lonergan closed his stock
company last Saturday.

Busch's

Lake offered a mental

telepathy

able to put the Lee
the map as a stock

CHAS.

illness.

known on

Extended

Amboy.
Perth Amboy, New

at Perth

Majestic,

Jersey, is now playing Extended shows
for three days following Jersey City.

Tom Nolan Replaces
Tom Nolan has replaced

Burke.

Burke
the "Lon-

Billy

the Irish character part in

don Belles."

TRYING BELASCO PIECE.
The

Ira Hard stock company at Mt.
Vernon is to tryout a piece entitled
"The Admiral's Angel" for David

Belasco.

Hammer will have the leading
while Marie Caroll will play the

injyenue.

TOWLE

DIES.

F.

Towle was manager of the "Ben Hur"
company playing at the Nixon theatre.
He was in the employ of K. &
E. for 17 years'. For 12 years he acted
as manager of "Ben Hur." Last season
he had the Stratford-on-Avon Players
on tour under his own management.
He is survived by a widow and two
David Towle, in. advance of
"Ben Hur," and Mrs. Ruth Mitchell
Harris.
Eddie Cohen, who managed
"Ben Hur" last season, went to Pittsburgh on Tuesday night to take over
the management of the attraction. He
was with the company last year.
children,

Kinzie Higgins, aged about 45,
brother of David Higgins
("His Last Dollar") of late appearing

married,

Towle, for many years
associated with Klaw & Erlanger as
a company and business manager, died
suddenly in his room at a hotel in
Pittsburgh Tuesday morning.
Mr.
Charles

Ina

for burial.
father lives in Yonkers, N. Y.

Von

The authors are Wade Davis and
Mahlon Duganne.

The

Young Busch lived with relatives at
Gamner place, Brooklyn, where his

2.

Arrangements were made this week
for the Corse Payton stock, now playing the Lee Avenue, Brooklyn, to open
at the Weiting Monday.

charity.

role,

2.

phur Springs here Nov. 27 for a swim,
George T. Busch, aged 24, of the vaudeville act of Busch and Lake, playing
the Tampa theatre, sank to a watery
grave, an attack of heart failure believed to have caused his death.
The
body was recovered three hours later.
His partner was in the water at the
time but was unable to find him under
water.
Lake's reward of $50 for the
body was won by a local diver.

to

Pittsburgh,
the cast, the

musical comedy, "The College Hero,"
opened in the Schenley theatre Monday night. Boxes were $100 each and
The house is sold out.
all were filled.
It is expected about $15,000 will be

in

Dec.

Fla.,

into the pool at Sul-

body was brought

White

IN CAST.

700

J.

BUSCH DROWNS.
Tampa,

32

April.

will

T.

As he plunged

Players, operated

under the municipal idea, inaugurated
its third stock season Nov. 30.

due at the Harris Dec.

24.

by a

in the last act

The Northampton

GEO.
2.

Maurice Schoenfield.

COMING EVENTS.

Frank (Bud) Williamson,

terly impersonation of a

STOCKS OPENING.
Northampton, Mass., Dec.

ker,

son.

40 per cent, of whose support comes

from the same people week

in

are graceful and pretty and desirably
vivacious, and they sing and dance uncommonly well. Indeed, they are all
so exceptionally capable as to suggest
an assemblage of what are known as
"end workers," which is the designation applied to the two or four girls in
all shows that are picked for chorus
prominence on account of their unusual

15

in

a

vaudeville

morning

in

sketch, died Tuesday
the Lutheran hospital,

Brooklyn, of pneumonia.

News

of the death at Sheffield, Engweek, of John Kurkamp, well-

land, last

known musician and former

vaudeville

has been received by relatives in
Louisville.
Kurkamp was 47 years old
and a native of that city. For several
seasons he was in vaudeville with a
musical sketch and for the last five
years he was connected with a comartist,

pany headed by Martin Harvey, the
English actor.
He is survived by his
widow, son, and five sisters. Burial
was at Sheffield.

The
died in

father of

New York

Lawrence
Nov.

27.

L.

Weber

VARIETY
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NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Pr«««nUtion, First Apooaraoco
or Reappearance la or Around

Initial

New York
"The Slave Ship," Hammerstein's.
Josephine Davis and Billy Geller,
Hammerstein's.
Leon's Models, Hammerstein's.

Wilton Lackaye and Co., Hudson,
Union Hill.
Annette Kcllermann, Palace.
Keane and Muriel Window,
J. Robert
Palace.

Lorna Higyi, Hammerstein's.
(Reappearance), Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Annette Kellermann (Reappearance),

Tanguay

Eva

Palace.

"Village Cabaret," Alhambra.
Rosie Lloyd (Reappearance),
wick.

Han Ping

Bush-

Chien.

"Pekin Mysteries" (Magic).
20 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

Colonial
a Chinese magical act of five
came over to this country as
"The Pekin Mysteries," but the billing
appears to have been altered since, to

This

is

people.

It

Han Ping
He

Chien, the principal
can stand featuring.
His work at palming and magic is very
fine at times, especially with the palmfeature

of the turn.

The magic is of the familiar Chinese sort, made popular here by Ching
Ling Foo. Han Ping Chien is a much
younger man and is an animated magiFor comedy he
cian, always smiling.
ing.

has a funny tapping of a brass plate
with a stick that he does after each

grows quite funny. The bowls
of water and things of that kind in
It

trick.

the Chinese line are well done, with
some variation in the matter produced,
also the appearance and disappearance
Toof the same large earthen bowl.
ward the finish two of the young men

have some remarkable contortions while
doing the Chinese spinning of plates,
and a youngster in the act does some
ladder balancing on poles that's worth
The biggest trick Han Ping
while.
Chien does is not wholly pleasant for
an American audience. It is the insertion and withdrawal of several short
sticks into and from the nose. But the
too big for him to take out.
might be rearranged somewhat to break up the plate spinning
and contortion with the magic, bringtrick

The

is

act

around to a strong finale. But
Chinese magical act Han Ping
Chien has a very good one; as good,
not better, than any that has ever
if
His people are
played on this side.

ing
as

it

a

bright looking, the setting looks good
and the turn goes through with a live-

$ ime

liness.

-

Reddy and O'Connell.
Rathskeller Duo.
12 Mins.;

One.

Bronx O. H.
Boys doing usual rathsk< llcr stuff.
Boy at the piano holding up what there

The

singer has hardly
He
any voice and no personality.
might sing on the key, but he refuses
The act will do only on the smallto.
is

to the act.

est of small time, and then only because of the popular numbers used.

Flo Irwin and Co. (3).
of the Press" (Comedy).
20 Mins.; Full Stage.
Hammerstein's.
Flo Irwin has a worthy successor to
"Mrs. Peckham's Carouse" in Edgar
Allan Woolf's latest, a 20-minute comedy with a neat little theme, a reasonably strong climax and a collection of

"The Lady

splendid

crossfire

The scene shows

comedy

material.

the interior of

Larkin's (Miss Irwin)

office,

Nora

the prin-

cipal being a versatile press agent. Her
daughter (Janet Findlay) is in love with
the son (Junius Matthews) of the candidate for Gubernatorial honors (Hug
The opening introduces the
Jeffrey).

prospective son-in-law to the press
agentess with some smart patter following the disclosure of the love affair.
The boy's father has firmly refused to
allow his son to marry into the Larkin family, whereupon the lady of the
press decides to bring him around to a
position where he will request her permission for the match. Through the
son, she learns something of the candidate's past and brings him to her office with the announcement that she
has been retained by his opponent to
handle his campaign. During the ensuing scene Miss Irwin, sampling a
nerve tonic she is booming, accumulates a short "souse," the final adjustment coming shortly after with the return of the son and the father's acquiescence to the marriage. The skit
contains any number of good comedy
angles and situations, but as yet the
cast has not become sufficiently accustomed to their characters to take full
advantage of the opportunities provided by Woolf. Both men are a bit
off in type and delivery, particularly
Miss Irwin
Jeffrey as the candidate.
is at her best in this role and with a
few weeks' work should develop the
piece into a standard vehicle.
Miss
Findlay, with little to do, did it as well
as one could expect.
At Hammerstein's the sketch went over nicely.

Wynn.

Hussey and Boyle.
"The New Chauffeur"

(Talk

James Hussey and Jack Boyle have a
two-act that is a comedy number, the
fun-making contributed by Mr. Hus-

Hebrew funnisms, and Mr. Boyle's
excellent "straight" work, also singing
(he scoring roundly with "Carolina").

sey's

a comical double ver-

Mr. Hussey
recalls Willie Howard (Willie and Eugene Howard) in his stage work, but
has some distinctiveness of his own and
a personality that is worth much to
him.
Hussey is using "My Last Dollar" with the orchestra drowning him
out, that/*was done for a long while
by Harry Fox. He also employs the
goat-smell joke Frank Tinney has become identified with. But withal these
two boys immediately become a standard turn.
They have been playing
around New York, on other time, under
an assumed name. No reason for that,
they belong on big time. They followed

sion of a popular number.

numbers full of light entertainment and were one of the two

three light

ning.

Colonial

Monday

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK
IoltUl Frosoatatiosi of Legltiamate
Attractions la Now York.

Palace.

The program

at the Palace this

week

announces "Arnold Daly in 'Ask No
Questions.' " Nothing is said regarding
the supporting company, except in the
cast of characters that follows the in-

troductory

This is just as
the only one that
worth consideration in the act. As

well, for
is

billing.

Mr. Daly

is

it is one of the "Anafrom the pen of Arthur
Schnitzler. The same one, in fact, that
John Barrymore appeared in. It was

for the playlet,

series

tol"

reported last week that the only reason Mr. Daly had for doing this playin

let

New York was

to

show Win-

throp Ames he could play the role of
Anatol, Mr. Ames, to the contrary
notwithstanding.
Be that as it may!
Mr. Daly did play Anatol on the stage
of the Palace theatre for exactly 17
minutes Monday night and played with
a moustache and a monacle. The combination, that of the monacle, which
supposedly is English, the moustache
which was decidedly German, Mr.
Daly's
accent
which
is
decidedly
Irish, and a playlet adapted from the
Hungarian, was well worth sitting
through, if only to witness the fact
that Mr. Daly did not ask the ques-

upon which the entire playlet is
built.
In the version that Mr. Barrymore played the recollection is that
the question of the young woman's
fidelity was put and answered and, of
course, therefore, the playlet was a deal
more interesting. There is not a question

tion regarding Mr. Daly's acting in the

answered without the aid of his hypnotic power. He
is a very clever artist, though it looks
playlet that could not be

Mr. Ames was right when
he said "But not for 'Anatol.'" The
playlet does not give Mr. Daly oppor-

as though

tunity to display his capabilities as a

comedian, and as he made his mark as
desciple of Shawism, he had best

a

return

to his earlier meat and feed
that to vaudeville audiences as long as
it.

Dawn),

"The

Debutante"
(Hazel
Knickerbocker (Dec. 7).

"Watch Your

Amsterdam (Dec,

Step,"

8).

"The Tangle."

Comedy

Sketch.

15 Mins.; Full Stage.

American Roof.
"The Tangle"

is

new Roland West

a

been
seen in vaudeville sketches, but the
business and comedy of the piece always retain their hold upon the women.
A nephew of a wealthy uncle will receive $50,000 if married within a specified time.
The uncle visits the boy,
who maneuvers through the wife of
another man (who has gone away for
a few days) to pose as his wife while
Two babies interuncle is around.
fere with the plan, with the usual complications.
The nephew is played by
a young man who indicates a moving
picture experience in comedy reels.
The girl handles herself satisfactorily,
and the uncle does as well.
sketch.

Its foundation has often

Signor Bagonghi.
Burlesque Riding.
8 Mins.; Full Stage.
Palace.

Signor Bagonghi

midget with
after being
fastened to a rope with a block and
pulley attachment does a number of
grotesque feats on the back of a horse
while the animal careens around a
circus ring.
The midget is assisted
by a man and a woman who act as
ring master and pulley attendant. The
is

acrobatic tendencies,

a

who

greater part of the comedy is attained
through the rider occasionally missing
horse, evidently on purpose, and
dragging through the air at the end

the

making efforts to capture
At the Palace Monday night
the act opened the show and enterof the rope,

the steed.

tained very well in that spot, with the
house only about half seated.

and

Colonial.

big hits at the

(2).

17 Mins.; Full (Interior).

they will receive

Songs).
19 Mins.; One.

The two boys had

Arnold Daly and Co.
"Ask No Questions."

eveSime.

Lane, Plant and Timmins.
Piano Act
12 Mins.; One.
Orpheum, New York.
Three men and a piano, contributing
the conventional trio singing specialty,
particularly well arranged and with
sufficient light comedy and harmony
to lift it above the stereotyped classification of a "cabaret act."
Dressed
in brown walking
suits,
they
open
with "A Hundred Years from Now"
going into "Tulip and Rose," a splendid ballad with excellent harmonizing
qualities.
"My Wife's in Europe" follows, rendered by the comic, a stout

good voice and equally
good delivery.
A parodied operatic
song allows for the introduction of the

individual with

pianist's

falsetto.

In this

number

the

comedian would do well to eliminate
his efforts at fun, giving the soloist
the required attention. A novelty number, utilized for an encore, could be
consistently replaced, since it has been

a

bit

outworn

for

such an important

place in an otherwise excellent repertoire.

Plant
and Timmins
nicely with the best in

Lane,

measure up
their line.

Wynn.

"At the Foot of Kileau."
Dramatic.
34 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).
Hippodrome, Los Angeles.
Los Angeles, Dec. 2.
Story and setting are Hawaiian in
atmosphere,
resembling
somewhat
"The Bird of Paradise." One of its
best features is the hula hula dance

by a number of

girls.

lighting

are

effects

The

scenic and

elaborate.

The

tenuous, but well told within
the sketch limit.

plot

is

Grace and Henney.
Songs and Dances.
8 Mins.; One.
Columbia (Nov. 29).

With

all

the confidence imaginable,

Grace and Henney walked out as
though they had the world by the ears
and exactly three minutes later justified their demeanor. They opened
with
the
Big,

conversational version of "Great,
Bashful Doll," following with a

series of double

that will

dancing arrangements

make some

fixtures lace

of these

Broadway

up their dancing shoes and

go into secret

practice.

find plenty to do.

They should
Wynn.

VARIETY
Mme. Sumiko and Co.
Songs and Dances.

Webb and

(5).

"The

6 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

16 Mins.;

Hammerstein's.

Colonial.

Sumiko,

Shizuko,

Hanako and Takaori.
week route, nor the
fangled

names

Fusako, Teruko,
No, not a split
of

basis

new

a

but the programed sur-

lyric,

Mme. Sumiko's

of

cast of Japanese dancers, direct from the Impe-

Tokio, this week at the
is said to be
the first Japanese prima donna mezzo
soprano of Tokio, but for a showing at
Hammerstein's the rep doesn't imply
very much. The sextet, Takaori in the
orchestra leader's chair, offer a series
of songs and dances with Mme Sumiko
rendering "My Hero" in English, between kimona changes. A special set
designed by Prof. Lenzo Kita of the
Imperial backgrounds the production,
while some dazzling styles of hair dress
created by Mme. Kinoshita, also of the
Imperial, are displayed by the princiTakaori, musical director of the
pals.
Imperial, arranged the music. The costumes are from the costume department of the Imperial. A Jap number
is used for an opening with a short
dance by the girls coming next and
preceding the finale, the English solo
by Sumiko. With all the businesslike
description the turn is considerably
short of requirements. If Sumiko becomes sufficiently Americanized to have
a production built by Ned Weyburn, a
scenic set painted by Lee Lash, consult Mme. Frances on some costumes,
arrange for a flock of modern orchestrations, and get next to some spitcurls, it might be a sensible move to
migrate back to the Imperial, Tokio,
theatre,

rial

The Madam

"corner."

and

from HamWynn.

herself as direct

bill

merstein's,

New

York.

Burk and Walsh.
Piano, Talk and Dances.
12 Mins.; One.
Broadway.
The young men forming

move along slowly with

team

this

a routine of

and business until they get busy
with their dancing and then they
scored substantially. The boys should
devote more time to dancing and less to
opening talk. One does Laddie Cliff's
old dance effectively. Good pop house
talk

act.

Burns.

Italian Minstrels."

One.

Webb

and Burns, two men dressed

and

Verdi original idea, embellished it with
music, and mingled the music with
songs and talk. During the talk there
is
the shoving about, mild slapstick,
with duets and solos while singing and
The act looks as though it
playing.
came from the small time. It was "No.
2" at the Colonial, following another
In the early spot it
singing number.
may go along, if cut down to about
12 minutes. The fault now is too much
monologing, one of the men (comedian) during his bit at the end giving
an imitation of a woman undressing in
her boudoir, something James T. Pow-

made

stage,
ville.

ing

familiar on the legitimate
and others have done in vaudeThere is the usual laugh-mak-

quality

this sort of

some

Reed and Nelson.

"The Chief of

Dramatic Sketch.

Dramatic Sketch.

24 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Parlor

16 Mins.;

Setting).

as Italians, have taken the Clark

ers

17

(among the women) for
thing. The comedian goes to

lengths in

Sitne.

it.

Fifth Avenue.

Acting that would hardly be convincing everywhere pleased the Fifth

Avenue during

It is taken from the story of
L'Aiglon and is depicting the son of
Napoleon with his father's ambitions,

but a

weak

The company

came in for a good share of applause.
The character acting of the old man,
the friend of L'Aiglon, was the main
strength, though the heavy man was

foreign
of the

usual routine performed on chairs and
Two men and a woman, the
tables.
On the
latter filling in now and then.

had considerable trouble
wkh the surroundings and made it apparent they were working under diffitrio

The big trick misses, as the
majority of audiences have been educated up to a point where an act of
this kind must have something up their
sleeve at the finish or they will pass
The trick is a bit
along unnoticed.
of balancing by one of the men on a
culties.

ably forgotten Bernhardt or Maude
Adams, so this young woman will be
safe while on those circuits.

One.

and woman act that starts
on the Brice and King orThe woman makes the effort of

finishes

and tables. So many are
from a high pyramid that
when this chap merely balanced himself on two of the legs of a chair it
was not enough. The Siddones merely
show flashes of ability through the act.

The two do

ent.

Brice very apparthree

numbers as

duets, with each singing a solo.

The

the singing, good voices belonging to both. Of the five numbers
feature

is

one at the finish, "Rag Picker,"
does the most.
While standing still
and depending only upon the singing
the pair can please, but in the dance
line they are not far enough advanced
to attempt it.
"No. 2" they managed
to pass through the last number.

the

De Bourg

12 Mins.; Full Stage (Parlor Set).

Fifth Ave.

Character Studies.
12 Mins.;

One.

Two girls, apparently French, employ a small packet of parlor tricks,
doing some kidding in French and
using two plants for further comedy
efforts.
Pretty old stuff throughout
and the usual fun that can be had from
well worn Continental comedy.
The
act will do
in
certain
small time
houses.

Fifth Avenue.

Leon and Co. (3).
Magic and Illusions.
Broadway.

The Leon act proved most mystifyLeon handles himself like a mas-

ing.

and produced divfrom the folds of a magic

ter of the black art

ers articles

The

cloth.

by

executed
sisted by

a

The

men.

routine

well

are

He is asyoung woman and two
Leon.

miss

little

and

in the cabinet

used

tricks

the

is

figure

most

effective

me

again."

feats

Among

the

was the catching

from the air with a long
outfit by Leon and the
closing illusion wherein a suspended
'mimi
.ilkd with water and
glass

of pigeons
butterfly

net

»

st r u;M><

only
U;<

ii.

'

i

is

;»

\

<

<

\

'.'cil
•
!

I

for a brief period,

with the

good

fitted

as a

dressing room table makes his changes
on the stage. The first, a Hebrew,
gives one the idea he has seen Ben

Welch, and

in

German,

Cliff

Gordon

Before the character
studies, Bobker does a straight number
and finishes with an Italian song and

can be recalled.

some talk.
worn and

The

idea

is

pretty

well

comedian has quite

the

a

time getting over.

illusion tricks,

and following each disappearance and
reappearance she bobs up with the expression "It's

a suit-case

act.

girl

curled

"Essau."
Trained Baboon.
10 Mins.; Full Stage.

it

over on

small
;

monk

;V

round the sm

laughs.

s:

i"

»:

•'.:;•••:
<

'

••.

;o
its

a

Another
run

free

cs bring

in

wom-

young,

should not

short,

tight-fit-

low necked dresses, trans-

parent sleeves, peekaboo

waists

and

with painted and powdered faces, pa-

themselves after the fashion of

woman of the red-light
On top of the preachment

street
1

districts

.

against dressing to catch the eye of
the men was further talk against women playing cards for money, drinking

and smoking cigarettes. The act tells
of the arrest of a coarse looking in-

from

an eight-months' whaling cruise, who,
upon the police chief's examination,
tells that he accosted a much-painted
and over-dressed
girl
whom he
thought was demimonde.
Sailor Joe
says he started for a dance hall,
anxious to see a woman's face again.
The halls were all closed, so Joe piped
off the first miss that came his way
who resembled the type he was familiar
with in the lower world. He encountered a "society miss" and his jailing
followed.
Mrs. Beecher, head of the
Woman's Federated Clubs, calls on the
chief and insists that an example be
made of the man. The chief tells Mrs.
Beecher what he thinks, without mincing words.
After Joe is called, the

summoned.

girl

is

ion

sufficient

to

Arrayed in fashany man

make

tells* the chief that she
had been at a local hotel, played bridge
whist for money, drank four or five
highballs and cocktails and had smoked
cigs.
The chief calls her a "common
gambler" and bawls her out in plain,
unmistakable English. He then orders
both women to go home and the cur-

tain

falls

like

charity,

as the chief says, "Reform,

well acted.

begins at home." Fairly
Great for some neighbor-

hoods, but likely to slip in others.
Spicy billing and plenty of fanfare
about "why men go wrong" might
it

a

week
it

at Hammerstein's.
Othmight do a Humpty-Dumpty

the bigger houses.

in

Jefferson.

Good German comics, who would
do a whole lot better if they did not
talk so much. The act has a big comedy opening in a picture, that outdoes any Keystone. The team is shown
thrown from their boarding house.
While on the stoop a telegram arrives'
offering them an engagement at a theatre providing they arc there by two
It

then

is

1.45.

their

The comedy

efforts

to get to

They arrive on time
playhouse.
and dash onto the stage. Once there
they run through a musical routine
the

is

things,

the

19 Mins.; One.

comes through

The monk goes through the usual
routine displayed by all those gone before, but there is enou^** remedy to
pet

ting skirts,

erwise

Weber and Ford.
German Comedians.

o'clock.

Fifth Avenue.

attractive

themselves up

rig

get

Bobker with

18 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

shapely,

particularly

look twice, she

Sisters.

Magic

doing a

Henry Bobker.

today,

dividual, a sailor lately returned

Sherman and Uttrey.
Songs and Dances.

pile of chairs
fall

of

rade

of

imitating Elizabeth

The Siddones are a trio of
equilibrists who have much

en

the

one deserving of credit.
Napoleon was at no time
the actress called for in this role. But
the small time audiences have prob-

der.

American Roof.

point being driven direct that the

The son

and

10 Mins.; Full Stage.

two women, the

of the law to

officer

really the only

A man

Equilibrists.

Roof the

constitution.

Alhambra.

(3).

Three (Interior).
Harlem Opera House.
"The Chief of Police" is nothing
more than a sermon preached by an

night.

13 Mins.;

The Siddones

Tuesday

sketch

this

Police."

that

enough

is

comedy
ments

talk.

without

the

The work on

alleged

the instru-

them over nicely without the talk after the comedy opening the film makes for them.
will get

Brenner and Wheeler.
Songs and Dances.
25 Mins.;

Two

(Special Set).

Fifth Ave.

Dorothy Brenner is a dandy looklittle bonde and the man is on the

ing

up-to-date juvenile order.
They have
very neat offering, with the action

a

supposed all to happen at a bazaar,
for which they have a special setting.
During the act Miss Brenner does a
kid character that really stamps her
one of the best in this line. A good

comedy runs along and fits in
between numbers. Wheeler is
a good dancer and has a good voice.
This act could be used nicely on the
vein of

nicely

big time, in an early spot until fully

developed.

VARIETY

IS

Mae

Ethel

Jackie Marks.

Barker.

Mins.

12

Columbia (Nov.

29).

A petite little Miss who deals almost
exclusively in classics and who handled
the most difficult spot of the Columbia

with no evidence of nervousness
nor extra effort, corralling one of the
She doesn't sing, confining her
hits.
time to four selections on the violin
and at the completion of her specialty
she looked sufficiently strong to hold
down almost any position in any kind
bill

With

house.

a

Miss Barker

handling
reach her

proper

will eventually

she carries all the requireappearance, ability, personality

for

goal,

—

ments
and all.

One.

12 Mins.;

One.

;

Columbia (Nov.

of

PALACE.
There

Songs.

Violiniste.

Wpnn.

"The Passenger Wreck"
Comedy Drama.

(5).

21 Mins.; Full Stage.

Jefferson.

All
Another of the "movie" acts.
of the action leading up to the final
minute tends to show a very poor
melodramatic sketch, but the twist
comes when the picture director dashes
down the aisle, with the camera over
his shoulder and "bawls" the actors

Then

for their "rotten" performance.

wakes up and applauds.
The act is a little too long and talky
With
leading up to the "moment."
the script pruned down a bit and the
action speeded there is no reason why
the turn should not do nicely for feathe audience

29).

Jackie Marks, a hefty youngster, decidedly English with an English diarepertoire and style of delivery,
have to Americanize his specialty,
strengthen his talk to some extent and
shorten the time required for costume
changes to earn recognition on this
lect,

will

side.

Marks scores

his points

nicely,

looks well in a clean make-up, and can
get a character number over, but his
offering has not been properly constructed nor reconstructed for America.

He opens with a comic ditty called
"What's Good Enough for Father Is
Good Enough for Me," with some dialog during the chorus that doesn't fit
any too well. Then comes a military
number, probably entitled "In the Royal Artillery," the change necessitating a
stage wait that should be overcome.
The third and closing song brings
Marks out in widow's weeds for one
of those irresistible airs with a line
that might be the title.
It is "I'm

Looking

for

Man

Another Old

to Be-

Where My Other Old Man
Off."
Jackie's
widow is his
gin

Left
best

with the soldier affair running
a distant last. It should be replaced.
effort,

The talk throughout is
As soon as Marks begins

rather weak.
to realize the

routine of that type of two-act.
is
the usual, she passes

The

woman

but
The boy with her does
that is all.
some very nifty stepping, and has a
voice with which to handle popular
stuff nicely.

applause
is

the

The

act gets

29).

Then

on this alone.

surprise.

A

fight

and construction necessitating its
classification in that grade for the

rial

principals possess ability for better endeavors. The skit bears a slight re-

semblance

there
first

querading as a servant and carries nu-

the

at

a good laughing
vehicle for the "pop" time, the mate-

in theme and business bits
"Swede" Hall's "The Finish"
played by Lorraine and Dudley. It
deals with the suspicious wife, mas-

by and wins

to Billy

entrance between the members of the
team as to who should take the bows
and the girl drops
all in pantomime
Another female impersonaher wig.

merous complications that result in the
expected laughs. They were a big hit.
Wynn.

The team 'with
tor, but a good one.
the right sort of material will hit the

"The Twist-

bipger time.

15 Mins.; Full Stage.

—

—

Dramatic Sketch.

Bronx O. H.

Ward and

A man

Northlane.

Songs and Dances.
14 Mins.; One and Three.

An exceptionally clever pair who
should eventually develop their present

offering

time turn.

into

a

satisfactory

Miss Northlane is an
whose appearance

tractive blonde,

bigatis

a

valuable asset to the combination, although her head gear is not quite as becoming as it could be. Ward is up to
the minute with his footwork, has

shown some good judgment

in

the ar-

rangement of the turn and selected the
numbers with more than average care.
The pair were a bier hit at the City and
look capable or holding
tion on the better grade

down
bills.

and a woman are the princoncerned in the playing of "The
Twist." Their names are not programmed, but whoever they are the
work that they are doing in this sketch
show that they have either had touring
cipals

City.

a posi-

Wynn

Fox and Jennie
Dolly should have been down in the

that

Harry

that

is

next to closing spot on the bill. But
evidently
this
was impossible because this team was playing at the
Prospect,
Brooklyn, as well.
Hal
Forde, who appeared in the lower position, was not quite strong enough for
it
on a Palace bill, although he undoubtedly can hold the spot in other
houses.
The Monday night performance was
fully 20 minutes shorter than the matinee show.
This was gained by cutting the running lime of the acts in
the early section. The Lcightons, who
were to have appeared second after
opening, were not in evidence and Adler and Arline replaced them, doing
ten minutes of their novelty hypnotic
burlesque, which proved a laugh. The
show started with an overture at 8.11

and

the

final

curtain

was run down

Following the overture a Weekly was shown.
This was
followed by Signor Bagonghi (New

at 11

p.m. sharp.

Acts\ who did only eight minutes.
Maurice and Florence Walton have
revised their act for their second

of

vaudeville

great

a

week

Maurice has the making

at the house.

offering

away

this valuable asset for stage purposes he has started something the
others will find trouble in following.
This week he is doing two comedy
numbers as encores to the act proper
and they were far and away the best
After presenting the
of the turn.
usual four dances he offered a ball-

The Cappelins have

At the opening a man and woman
appear and run through the usual

could have been made for the betterment of the playing quality of the
show at the Palace this week, and

of

Sketch.

Columbia (Nov.

Jefferson.

that

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cappelin.
14 Mins.; Full Stage.

One.

13 Mins.;

suggestion

from the dancing. He is a comedian.
This he has proven time and again
while working in the various dance
palaces about town, and in being the
first one of the dancers to make use

Comedy

Songs, Piano and Dancing.

one

between the Strand and
Broadway he may develop into a good
big-time single, for he seems to possess all the other essentials.
Wpnn.
difference

turing purposes on small time.

Jacquet and Foley.

but

is

or stock experience in the legit. They
both know how to use their voices in
putting over lines and how to handle
a

situation.

The

act

itself

like a hit. but takes a flop

starts

off

toward the

end. The turn looked like big time
material at the opening, but as the finish came into view the possibilities for
even small time vanished. However,
if the script is taken in hand
and the

seven or eight minutes of dialog
rewritten and the act restaged there
is a good chance for it

last

of the Fox Trot, showshould be danced and as
some of our very best little dancers
The burlesque brought
really do it.
the first real applause of the act. This
he followed with a sailor's version of
the Turkey Trot as Maurice witnessed
rrancisco resort. Another
it in a Sir,
scream.
Mr. Fox and Miss Dolly preceded
Arnold Daly, who closed the first part
of the bill. Harry wants to watch out
with that "fag" stuff or he'll overdo
He is too good a little entertainer
it.
to resort to this means for laughs so

room version

ing

how

it

Mr. Daly and his comfrequently.
pany presented "Ask No Questions"
(New Acts) and were heartily rewarded for their efforts.
Mile. Lucille and "Cockie," the human bird, opened the second half of the

and got away very well, even
though "Cockie" did take a piece out
of Mile. Lucille's lip when he kissed
her and she had a hard time stopping
bill

the flow of blood. Bessie Clayton, presenting her series of dances, is now
in her third week at the Palace and
the greatest tribute to her act is that

not

a

the house
left
although several
immediately after, with still

single

person

until her turn finished,

parties left

two turns

to come.
The
Mr. Forde was next.
does not care for a single man

in

of the prize spots of a Palace

bill,

public

on'

no

matter who he is. Of course the fact
that Miss Clayton fainted after her act
and had to be practically carried on
the stage to acknowledge the insistent

made it all the harder for
Mr. Forde. Nevertheless, after he once
got under way he interested the audi-

applause,

ence.

Henrietta De Serris and her models
closed the show. Eight art reproductions are shown. The bas-relief work

was

the strongest favorite with the au-

The

dience.

final

groups "The Defense

of the Flag," with the good old Stars
and Stripes played up strong, was a
great applause winner.

AMERICAN ROOF.
The Roof patrons

are going to get
of pictures the same as the
downstairs customers if the present
running of the show is continued. The
their

fill

of this

first

week

a

comedy

reel

was

used during intermission and a tworeel episode of a serial closed the show.
The few extras the Roof held Monday
night might be accounted for by the
picture, rather than any name on the
program.

The show was comedy from
finish

with the

start to

going to

hit of the bill

Harry Cutler in the second spot. What
would have done in a better spot would have been hard to say,
but he cleaned up easily where he was
placed. Cutler is using some new songs
in his act, the Wilkie Bard "Chrysanthemum" number showing up probthis fellow

ably the best of the lot, this chap handling it to good advantage.
A strong
finish was made with the English rag
time version, which called for an encore after applause.
The headline honors were bestowed
upon the Hess Sisters and "On the
Rivera." The Sisters ("No. 4") brought
but fair returns. The "Haunted House"

number failed to get them anything.
The little dance at the finish received
the most attention. The "Rivera" act
was minus the special set on the roof.
The act lost a lot by not having it, as
they were forced to work in a bare
stage with but a few chair* and tables
around. Some of the people have musical ability but fail to impress through
self-consciousness. This act was (riven
the second after intermission and put
ovpr a nire hit.

The American Comedv Four, next

to

closing, got lauehs with their old-time

slap-stick

comedy.

The

four

men have

kept up with the times. The comedy
and makeup are those used years ago.
To the Eighth avenuers the rough comedy was highly amusing. The men do

some good harmonizincr.
Barton and Lovera closed the first
The man gets a good laugh on
his entrance and keeps them coming
throughout the act. The dancing of

half.

the

woman

does not seem to get much
gives the man a chance to
This connle closed the
it.
half as well as could be expected.

excepting
burlesque
first

Tom

it

!5mith opened after the

comedy

Smith has some
"nut" comedy reallv amusing and had
the audience guessing whether he was
kidding them or not. His song is much
too old and should be replaced with
something more recent. Good returns
reel at intermission.

tor this chap.

The Siddons. "The Tangle." and
Swaine's Cats and Rats. New Acts.

VARIETY
ALHAMBRA.

was rather roughly mishandled this week with the desertion
of three numbers prior to the Monday
opening.
The addition of two extra

King Comedy reigns supreme at the
Harlem house this week. Of the nine
acts showing six have a goodly share
of laughs and all seemed to be gratefully accepted by the Alhambra crowd,
which turned out in quite large num-

bill

turns

help

partly

pointment,

the

balance the

disap-

program running one

act short for the week.

One

could

hardly

credit

the

show

with any particularly entercaining qualities although occasionally some one
broke the monotony long enough to
collect individual honors, the first being the Conlin-Steel Trio with the appearance of the sixth card. The addition of some new comedy dialog and
business has strengthened the turn
somewhat, although it is one of those
sure-fire affairs that can hardly fail
anywhere. The girl sets the pace for
the other two, keeping the action at a
high percentage throughout. The third
member makes a neat appearance, fills
out the picture nicely and adds to the
general excellence of a thoroughly enjoyable turn.
Turelly followed the Pathe views
with a short repertoire of classics on
the harmonica. Turelly did as well as
one could expect with his specialty and
position, after which the Farrell-Taylor
Trio with a man replacing the woman,
working blackface, labored through a
strenuous period without any visible
results.
Taylor's voice was in bad
shape which handicapped the three to

some

degree.

Adele Ritchie was a decided hit with
new routine of popular numbers, using "Rover" to open and "Tipperary

Mary"

to close, a sextet of Shapiro's
in

Tommy

Atkins uniforms

song in the auHelp Each Other"

assisting for the latter

ditorium.

"Let's

was another applause winner.
E. F. Hawley and Co. in "The Bandit" were probably the bill's biggest
hit,

opening after intermission

at that.

The

perfect portrayal of the principal
characters, combined with the extreme

tension of the theme seemed to hold
the gathering semi-spellbound and the

brought the turn home. The balance of the honors rightfully belongs to
Ball and West and Cross j.nd Josephine, the latter (second week) in next
finale

to closing spot, the

duo of men follow-

ing Hawley.
Foster Ball's character
impersonations,
although apparently
familiar to many present, were voted a
unique treat. The couple got a reception at either end of their routine.
Cross and Josephine were a natural
hit, Cross using "The 5.15" for his solo
number. The couple's general appearance,
ability
and repertoire bring
them up to the top notch class in vaudeville doubles and while the circumstances were not entirely in their favor Monday night, they walked away
to their usual gait.
La Graciosa's appearance was preceded with an announcement by Loney
Haskell calling especial attention to the
number, without a single walkout recorded.
The series of special drops
lends considerable class to the general
picture and Rinaldo's light and color
effects

call

Arthur Wimperis, the English musicomedy and revue book writer,
probably would have been proud of hi?
efforts if he had been in the audience
His
at the Alhambra Monday night.
"optimist" gag, conceded the best of
any revue in England when used at
the Palace, London, was seized by two
cal

Alhambra that
Mabel McCane swung it

of the features at the
First

and then later down on the bill
Carus made use of the same hit.
There is a tag to the cag regarding a

for

intermittent

applause.

For a closing number La Garciosa
measures up somewhat ahead of the
average posing act.
and Mme. Sumiko

Flo Irwin and Co..

(New

Acts),

Wynn.

The

poor business at the

stories of

Colonial were not borne out by the
Monday evening attendance. The house
was very big on what has become recognized as the worst theatre night of
the

week

season.

this

was

It

said

about the Colonial the same condition
of good attendance has existed for the
It might be
past four or five weeks.
attributed

work

part

in

of William

energetic

the

to

Wood,

who has compiled

the manager,
list of 2,500 of

a

most prominent families in the vicinity.
To these Mr. Wood industriously applies himself through circularizing.
One of the residents on Mr.
Wood's mailing list was there in perthe

over,

son, Mrs. Louis Bernstein, wife of the

Emma

publisher.

If the

pessimist that neither turn used.

were to make prci-.T inquiries, they would no doubt !je able to
get more out of the quip.
Miss Cams was the head liner, and
with the aid of Carl Randall, a dandy
dancer, sht* more than held the position.
Miss Carus, though inclined to
carry the actions in her Irish song a

two

ladies

to the broad side,

little

made her

sing-

ing numbers do very nicely. She also
gets much comedy out of her dancing
Randall, with nis splendid ecefforts.
centric dancing, came in for a good
share of the applause which was plenThe last number the
tiful for the act.

do in the costume of about the
70's was good for comedy.
The big laughs were about evenly
divided between Homer B. Mason and
Marguerite Keeler and Conroy and Le
Their present vehicle, "MarMaire.
ried," shows Mr. Mason to be the ideal
comedy sketch man. His "souse" at the
start is a scream, and after this, when
"plumb sober," he is just as funny.
Miss Keeler deserves as much credit
pair

a

harmonists

bers.

night.

"No. 2" held

COLONIAL

HAMMERSTUN'S.
The
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the capable

for

The

girl role.

way she handles

the

act closing the first part

a big laughing hit. Conroy and Le
Maire appeared next to closing and had
the audience with one steady laugh all
the way.
Joseph Howard and Mabel McCane,
with the aid of a new idea and the
machine,
picture
firmly
.Jyolished
themselves. The first bit ot \*ik went
over nicely, but the singing of a few
old songs, composed by Mr. Howard,
was received almost with cheers. During the act Miss McCane showed no

was

nine costumes, all very atMr. Howard could have sung
a few more.
The Sharrocks in their novel skit,
"Behind the Grandstand," both amused
and interested the audience in a very
big way. Their mind reading is done
swiftly and does not at any time seem
less

than

tractive.

inclined

to

drag.

Comedy was

well

placed throughout the act.
Parrillo

and

Frabito,

the

"Street

Singers," with their vocal and instru-

mental efforts, finished very nicely.
The boy with the big accordion has a
splendid way of working and the song

man was there all the time. Finishing
with a "nance" number the latter quite
made the crowd shout and was forced
to

do

a short

recitation.

The Alpine Troupe
made a good opening

act

There were four distinct successes on
the program.
The firct came in Hussey and Boyle (New Acts), and immediately after Carrol were Douglas Fairbanks and Co., with Fannie Brice, next
to closing, completing the hit-quartet.
Miss Bricc did what many another
would not have done, followed a conflicting act on the same bill.
Her work
is very similar to that of Jimmy Hussey's, so much so Miss Brice had to
forego much of her dialog, but getting
over with the songs.
Both of these
funny people have many of Harry Delson's ways. As they win out so easily,
Delson should get a chance now and
then, it would seem.
Miss Brice used a couple of new
songs in addition to her usual ones.

The newer numbers were "Such
a "Yiddish" number in which
hand

figured,

a Suit,"
a stage

and the Ca r

-

Webb and Burnt (New
are

an Italian duo, on

the Clark and Verdi plan.

Immediately after came Ralph Riggs
and Katherine Witchie, who dance,
sing and carry their own leader. When
Mr. Riggs first reached New York he
was a corking good soft shoe dancer

He appears to
have sacrificed that and his prospects
tor the "modern" thing, which is all
wrong, although it explains the "No. 3"
spot.
Mr. Riggs and Miss Witchie
might as well get away from the society stepping.
Let the others who
Mr. Riggs
can't stage dance do that.
is also muffling his singing voice and
has collected some affectation, including an English accent that never came
from Chicago. It sounds more like the

ot the eccentric order.

Lamb's Club.
When Harry

with his six-

Carroll,

cylinder grin, struck the stage immediately following intermission, the audi-

ence applauded loudly. It was a "good
reception," and the house kept it up
throughout, almost stopping the show,
when Harry, closing with "Tipperary
Mary," had Jules Lcnzberg, the leader
for the house, do a violin obbligato that
became a dandy string rag. It brought
unbounded applause for both. Very
few would have stood for the musical
director getting this chance to show
his popularity, also playing, but Harry
is a good natured little chap, and Jules
is

not a bad fellow himself, also a mat-

inee idol up that way. Mr. Carroll sang

"Schneider's Grocery Store," "Land of
My Best Girl," a rag, ani his medley
Bernstein and all
(all published by
good). The McBanns, juggling, closed
the performance.
The program, at the space allotted to
the intermission announcement, says
"Patrons returning to their seats as
quietly as possible during intermission
During intermiswill be appreciated."
sion

is

when Mr. Lenzberg does

his act

grows bald
young, Jules can recall when he shook
hairs out of his head while working
that same head off for his boss.
the

in

he

If

pit.

ever

Sime.

and "Let's Toddle," a rag

that Fannie closed with a dance to the

melody of "At the Ball."
The program was peculiarly arranged
otherwise, besides the two similar in-

The

dividual players.

had singing, with

four turns

first

two of them con-

taining dancers also. It made the program very ding-dongy up to Han Ping

Chien

(New Acts)
The second

closing

the

first

held two
singing turns out of four, giving little
diversity in a program of nine acts.
part.

section

Mr. Fairbanks is again playing "A
Regular Business Man," with Patricia
Collinge
piece,

his

as

principal

handled

by

support.

The

Fairbanks,
who has become somewhat acrobatic
in it for the return visit, can easily go
over the route a second time, through
his very breezy playing.
Isabel West
does the widow very nicely in it.

The show opened with a Weekly that
was weak enough to suit anyone. Reba
and Inez Kaufman followed with a
character

change singing

appearing

little

girls,

STOCK PARTNERS SEPARATE.
The Hackett-Morgan
furnish

Spooner

the

musical

theatre,

Players,

stock
the

in

at

who

Saxe's

Bronx,

will

undergo a change this week, when
Gertrude Morgan, the leading woman,
Ivaves, breaking up the Hackett-Morgan combiration, which has been playing together for ten years.

Ruth Mitchell will play the leads beginning next week, the company being
known in the future as the Hackctt
Players.

Mr.

who

turn.

\'i<

<>

neatly sing

They gathered in considerable applause for the opening >|mt.
A
couple of novel little twists in the turn,

and dance.

of wire-walkers

with their poses in the bronze,
closed a corking good bill.
tillians,

Mrs. Bernstein said she had
Harry Carroll sing her husband's songs.
Mrs.
Bernstein reached the Colonial in her
pretty
Ford, which
white painted
stood outside.
During the performance an officer came into the lobby,
and told the attendant to tell whoever
owned it they could not permit baby
carriages to stand at the curb.
Mr. Carroll justified the box office
expense of his publishing firm by carrying off the hit of the Colonial bill.
paid her admission to hear

They

Acts).

together with the girls and their appearance, struck the house as just right.

ST.

LOUIS STOCK PAYING.
St.

Tor the
St.
I

first

time

Louis, Dec.

in

2.

the history of

Louis stock has paid for a lengthy

criod.

The

Park

and

Shenandoah

playing musical comedy and
drama alternately with two companies,
have been pretty well attended for
more than seven months.
George
Natanson,
Roger
Gray,
Louise Allen, Mabel Wilbcr and Sarah
Kdwards. head the musical company;
Marion Ruckert, Mitchell and Carson
Davenport, the dramatic.
theatres
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LONDON

who

de Courville,
uver the destinies oi the

Albert

pair tell the audience that they have an

HIP'S REVUELondon, Mo v.

i'.

presides

London Hippodrome, is entitled to much praise lor
having produced last night, at that
new revue in eigfot scenes. It
manner of means the
show that has been presented

house, a

not by any

is

greatest

condiconsideri&K
t! e
that prevail here and the con-

mere,

but,

tions

sequent necessity tor economy of expenditure in the way oi salary lists, he
lias

done remarkably

well.

The new revue is entitled "Business
Usual." It was written by L. V.

as

Lucas and Mr. de Courville. Mr. Luone oi the star writers ot
is
"1'uuch," and he also is responsible
His work here is ottor the lyrics.
cas

tered in the

name

Mark

of "F. VV.

'

for

reasons best known to himself. He
need have no cause to be ashamed of
especially the lyrics.

it,

The story

naturally

is

of

a

a trick
lyric, and whenever the audience expects them to say that it's a baby
family.

addition to the

17.

trivial

It

is

something else is mentioned. It has
been said that Miss Loraine has never
been to the States. If this be so she
has done remarkably well in catching

American idea of putting over a
song and dance.
Another "in-and-outer" is Morris

the

typical vaudeville

Harvey. Some of the things he did
were excellent. Others, including his
conception of the make-up and dialect
of "Abe Potash" resembled a genuine
characterization about as much as it
Harry Tate,
did a Scotch Highlander.
always full of ideas, gave a sketch of a
suburban English house-holder fortifying his home against the onslaughts of
the Germans. m Some of the things he
said and did were excruciatingly funny
this scene, but it fell short at the
huish through the lack of a "punch"
Henry Leoni is the
for its curtain.

in

though it has some pertiThe music
nently serious moments.
has been arranged by J. M. Glover,
who has not been equally happy in hit-

did nicely in various bits, but the cast

ting

is

character,

it

off.

The program

very careful to state
that the musical compositions were
"arranged" by Mr. Glover and not
is

Many

composed.

of

the

principal

American origin, and,
fact, the big march evolutions prior
the closing, entitled "The Allied

numbers are
in

to

of

Mags," are unveiled to the tune of
"Keep on a-Dancing." The best of the
musical numbers of English origin are
work of Herman Darewski.
During the progress of rehearsals
rumor were rife regarding the "sub-

the

a hue, manly, virile one.

tenor and

is

He proved

that

ica

when he was

some years

in

It is probably the first revue ever
produced in the West End without an

artist in the cast.

The scenery

the costuming

tine,

is

good, and the program is an innovation for an English musical production, in that it can be readily deciphered.

Summed
a

up: "Business as Usual"

is

hit.

lime idiocy" of de Courville in entrusting the dances and ensembles for "Business as Usual" to Harry Hall, a slender, youthful

over here

last

looking man
year from the

who came

New York

Winter Garden to act as assistant to
Ned Wayburn. It was said that Hall
was just a working stage manager who
timed the scenes and did the usual
connection with WayHe a creator!

clerical

work

burn's

productions.

in

Oh, dear no! Not Hall!
Wrong
lous for words!

Too

ridicu-

again.

All

credit to de Courville for his perspica-

BROADWAY.
Show ran late Monday night. About
11.30 when the last act made its exit.
Business appears to be picking up, a
of affairs probably due to the
slash in admission.
Ten acts, an Imperial animated song, a funny reel comedy, weekly events pictured, and another installment of the "R U in Merry
state

Throng?"

(local)

show.

rounded into

It

comprised the

series

fairly

good en-

tertainment.

Unity More is the soubret. She has
been loaned by George EdwarJes. It
would be a stroke of good luck if Mi.
Edwardes were to recall his "loan."

Luce and Luce opened with their
musical turn. The act runs in much
better shape now that the team has a
new closing number with a drop in
"one" and costumes to match. Dressed
in the regulation "fox hunt" garb they
offer a huntsman's selection with the
woman handling all the trap effects.
This resulted in big applause.
Burk
and Welsh (New Acts) were followed
by Charles Sweet. It's the same old

The leading woman

act but

Hall and full honors
to Hall for having created absolutely
new "business" throughout in the production of the numbers.
The cast on the whole is competent,
city in selecting

but

a

lacking

comely

in

woman

individual

is

brilliancy.

Violet Loraine,

of large stature

and
For

good and otherwise.
instance, in her opening song she
pranced up and down the stage emit-

alternately

ting howls, re-inforced by the chorus

good

still

for the laughs.

The Georgalas Trio

is the Georgalas
Brothers and an addition in the person of a young woman, who appears
about the middle of the act and permits
one of the^boys to crack small targets

and not one word of the lyric was intelligible.
Somebody might suggest to
Miss Loraine that the bit of business

the right and left of her face and
also shoot a garter target off her right

coythe

boys go about their
sharpshooting in a most serious way.
Good act for the pop houses. Cotter
and Bouhh-n were programmed, but in

of

raising

ly

while

stage

one's

skirt

in

front

marching up and down
grows a trifle monotonous'

A

if

few minutes afterwards Miss Loraine had a corkim;
duet and dance with Ambrose Thorne,
entitled "We've Been Married Just a
Year."
This is an old idea in America, consisting of a lyric, in which the
persisted

in.

to

This added a

lee;.

ering

that

their

place

ters.

One

manner
for

their

little

spice, consid-

the

appeared the
girl

affects

a

Y

.lerie

The

song routine.

girls

A

S's-

Fanny Brice

of working, but takes too

granted.

Donovan and Lee were next to closing and were a sure-fire hit. It's the
same old breezy Jim Donovan, kidding
in his usual way and causing much
laughter with his Irish stories about
Clancy. Jim's new partner comes up
She sings and
to all expectations.
dances well and proves a capital
For an en"straight" for Donovan.
core she did an Irish jig that brought
down the house. The Runtons closed
the show with their juggling, the man

doing

all

An

the heavy work.

effective

act for the time.

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.

others

not expensive and the substitution of
other artists for any one or all of them
should have no appreciable bearing
upon the value of the entertainment.

American

Acts).

Amer-

Several

ago.

should remain contented with small
time bookings.
Eddie Girard and Jessie Gardner
were a laughing hit. The Five Murketeers appear to be the Four Musketeers with a young woman added.
The latter plays the violin. She could
pay more attention to her facial makeup. The men are strong on vocal pyrotechnics. Act thoroughly enjoyed at
Leon and Co. (New
the Broadway.

much

might revise

"sister act" that

All the talk about hard times goes
when one lamps the
for Sweeney

crowds that are flocking to the Harlem
opera house nightly. The place surely
has them coming strong, and every indication points to the capacity attendall winter.

ance keeping up

Tuesday night standing room was
The show gave big
a premium.
There was sufficient novsatisfaction.
elty and entertainment to round out the
"Delivering the
bill in good shape.
goods" seems the answer for the Harlem's new lease on life.
Maglin, Eddy and Roy, comedy acrobats, started, and were a laughing hit.
The men have some old "bits" but
they got over big at the Harlem O. H.
The trio have a number of bully good
at

Marie Scott King,
acrobatic tricks.
and "The Chief oi Police" (New Acts).
There was an old Mary Pickford picture with the photography away off.
"At the Woodbine Inn," two men and
a woman, had snap and dash and a
line of comedy that was relished.
Next came Sol. J. Levoy and the
m.p. version of "California and You."
This i^'-ie thing with the songs is
a draw at the H. O. H., but the makers are hewing too close to the theme
of others that have gone in review.
The picture takes the song writers,
plural in this case, and has them out
getting the inspiration.
In almost
every song the picture has the writers

snd composers riding in autos, eating
and drinking and then jumping frantically about while working the song
cut with lead pencil and piano.
Too
much "sameness" may spoil the novelty
and entertainment of this departure.
Theo and her Dandies didn't accom-

much

Theo

abbreviated
attire in the illuminated balloon swung
out into the audience.
It's the old
crane effect but put Theo in great
favor.
Theo now permits two or
three persons
to
in
the audience
climb in the basket and take a ride.
This was surefire. Fox and Burkhaxdt
plish

until

in

JEFFERSON.
Someone has become

active

within

week at the Jefferson. Just
what it was that attracted Tuesday
night, whether the very good small
time show of 10 acts or the special atthe last

traction, a raffle for a husband,

mat-

The house was jammed.
In the raffle for a husband, the management discovered a comedy stunt^
ters not.

that takes up a half an hour of time and
keeps the audience in an uproar
The management adverthroughout.
tises that a husband is to be drawn for
on a certain night. On the evening in
question numbered coupons are given
to each person entering the theatre.
Then, before the drawing the house
manager makes an announcement to
the effect that it is the purpose to

promote matrimony among the patA certain number of numbers
rons.
regular
will be drawn prior to the
Those
drawing for the surprise.
whose numbers are called who are
eligible and willing to commit matrimony are invited to step on the stage.
Tuesday night seven girls and eight
or nine boys came forward. Of course
a number were plants, but this did not
detract from the value of the "stunt."

Then
girls are eliminated first.
the favored young woman is given her
Of course the
choice of the boys.
girl and boy finally paired off are the

The

But there was a
making the selection.

plants.
in

lot of
If the

comedy
couple

care to present themselves at the theatre next Monday night and are willing to be wed in full view of the
audience the management will give
start in life by furnishing a
The
five-room apartment for them.
"stunt" in itself is so good it might
once or twice a
easily be worked

them a

month.
Adlon and Co. opened the bill. Aldon is a pantomimic juggler and his
company is his assistant. It is a good
small time comedy juggling act. Joe
Pino (New Acts) had the second place
and pleased.
Barrett and Belle with the comedy
talk, singing and dancing were next,
and managed to get some applause,
although the act they are doing is of

more or
Foreman and Co.

the type

less extinct.

Edgar

dramatic
sketch of circus life interested very
much, and was a favorite with the 14th
Jacquet and Foley (New
streeters.
Acts), singing and dancing.
The Six Berlin Madcaps with their
fast routine of acrobatic dancing were
Weber and Ford (New Acts)
a riot.
(working under the name of Knight
and Irwin) got over very well with
a German comedy musical act, even
in the little

talk was full of "old boys."
closed the first part of the show
following them came the draw-

though the

They
and
ing.

Simian performers sure keep Gillette
busy keeping them apart and keeping

A Pickford reprint entitled "The
Stronger Love" opened the second
part.
"The Passenger Wreck" playing under the name of "The Great
Diamond Robbery" (New Acts) was
enjoyed, although until the finish of
the act it looked weak.
Burt "Gone" Melburn in his blackface monolog had to work rather hard
at his opening, but when he left them
they were asking for more. The Aldo
Rrothers with their comedy bar act

the

closed the

talked and sang with big results.
pair could stand better patter.
Gillette's

stage

Monkeys

paraphernalia

closed.

in

This

The

position.

bill.

.
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Ptttshsuvk

GRAND

(Continued from Page 13.)

Mew

Lyschbarff* Va.

TRENTON

Geo Smedley

LOEW

(Two

to

Memphis

ORPHEUM
A Emma Ray

Dainty

"Red Heads"

A D

Corbett Sheppard
Asahi Quintet

The Oaudschmldts
Minneapolis

(Two

to

fill)

Lyles

Francis McGinn Co
Merrill A Otto
Mile Maryon Vadle Co
O'Brien Havel Co

A Hoag

Sun Mat)

Open

Walter Terry Olrls
Gardner A Revere
5 Mowatts
4 LaTourralnes
Two Kerns
Oa-den, Utah

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Parlss
TroTollo

Richmond A Mann
Moore A Elliott
Bell Boy 3
Gasch Sisters

Moew)

Von Hampton A Joce-

Grace DeWlnters

Gwynn A Gossette
Burton A Hahn

Co
Harry Thomson
Cycling McNutts
Richfield

(wva)

Omaha
ORPHEUM

Heuman Trio

The Gouldlngs
Chas Grapewln Co
Harry Tsuda

Anita Primrose Co

Emersons

Montreal

Act Beautiful
Weston A Clare
Hans Kronold
Mr A Mrs D Crane

(ubo)

Kremka Bros
Morris Golden

Keno A Mayne

Duo
Ottawa, Can.

Soltl

"Eloping"
Belle Baker

DOMINION

A Yates
McLellan A Carson
Morris

(One to fill)
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

(ubo)

Ioleen Sisters
Hopkins Sisters
Julia Nash Co

McDevltt, Kelly
Treat's Seals

A L

(Two

Pern. Ind.
WALLACE (wva)
2d half
Florence Modena Co
Olive Vail Co

Readings

"Law

Plains"

of

2d half
Zenda Troupe
Seaton
Rae Broche Co
Club Room 4
Farrell Taylor 3
Naabrlllr, Tenn.
PRINCESS (ubo)
Selblm A Olorlnl
Blllle

American Girls
Kumrl Bush & Robin
i

Clark
Yoscarrys

Billy
>

Newark. N.

J.

A F

Leonard A Haley

Charley Diamond 3
Blanche Colvln
Reede Nelson Co
BonTta A Murpby
Walton A Vivian

(loew)

Waring

"When Women Rule"
John Troupe
to

fill)

2d half
"Spider A Fly"
Drowning A Field
Bqulllo Bros

(Two

to

1st half

A Raymond

Bliss

riteglbbons
Ned Nestor A Girls
('onlln Steele Trio
•

vr

Harry La Van Co

New Orleans
ORPHEUM
A Watson
H Brockbank Co
Hlckel

Jeanne Joraelly
"Motoring"
Eadle A Ramsden
Mile Ansonla Co

Ward

Bell

A Ward

(ubo)

Williams A Segal

May Duryea

KEITH'S (ubo)

Is

Song Birds

Homer B Miles Co
Adler A Arllne
Doyle A Dixon
Berko
Hoey A Lee

3teffy

to

Devine A Williams
(One to fill)

(loew)

fill)

2d half
Japanese Prince
Clayton A Lcnnle
Ben Beyer A Bro

A Edith Adams
Pearl A* Roth
Leila Davis Co
Dr Fred Cook
Gen Pisano Co
RIcHmnnri. Va.

LYRIC

(ubo)
with Norfolk)
1st half
La Crandall
Mlskell A Miller
(Splits

Burr A Hope'
Foster A Lovett
Dalla Freese Co

ROANOKE

(ubo)

Lynch-

with
burg)

(Splits

Marie Dorr

Luplta Perea
Primrose Four
Houdlnl

Gibson A Dyson
Mr A Mrs Cappella

Emmet De Voy Co

(One

Miller

"Bungalow Girls"
fill)

TEMPLE

Saernmento

(ubo)

All)

(loew)

Pike A Calame
Fcnnen A Fox
Chas Deland Co
3 Crelghton Olrls
Stalne's Circus
2d half
Flying Russells

"Stage Struck Kids"
Klass A Bernle

Csrr Twins
(0m, to All)

KNICKERBOCKER
rioew)
Caldwell

Madge
LeRoy A Harvey
Hurry Cutler
Arthur A Orace Terry
to

flJl)

L'd

half

Jordan A Stanley
(Five, to

fll!)

(ubo)

Togo Troupe
Eddie Ross
John R Gardner Co
Cardo A Noll
Moran A Wiser
Jack Gardner
"Bride Shop"

ORPHEUM

Shentons

(Two

to

Hunting

& Tempest

(m)
Maids
Co

Hugo Lutgens
El wood A Snow
Leon A Adeline 81s
San Pranelaco

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Princess Rajah
Minnie Allen

Barry A Wolford
Genevieve Warner
El Rey Sisters

Platov A Glaser
Travilla Bros A Seal

Burt Markett
Jack A Forls
Hubert Dyer Co
(Others to

fill)

EMPRESS

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Canarls A Cleo
Bill Robinson
Robbe A Dale
Svengall

Haydn Burton A H
Black A White
Saalnaw. Mien.
BIJOU (ubo)
Jean Rentley
A Mi

6 Shaw

Dorothy DeSchelle Co
William A Wales
Empire Coim.ly 4
2d

hah

"Sunnyalde of

Hway"

Cartmell

A Harris

EMPRESS

(Open

Sun

(loew)
.

Mat)

Davis A Matthews

Hoyt A Warden
Mcintosh A Maids
Bernard A Harrington
Fred Hildebrand
Nichols Nelson Tr

PANTAGES (m)

(Open

Sun

Mat)

Claire Rawson Co
Creole Orchestra

Spokane

ORPHEUM

(loew)
Corbett

Warner A
Nip A Tuck
"Bower or Melody"
Princeton A Yale
Melnotte Twins
Aerial LaValls

PANTAGES (m)
(Open Sun Mat)
American Beauties
Cora Simpson Co

Dolly Connolly Co

New

(10-11)

(Same bill as Sacramento this Issue)
Savannah, Ga.

BIJOU

(ubo)
with Charleston)

(Splits

1st half

Chas Thompson
Craig A Williams
Nonette
Malta A Bart
to

fill)

Schenectady. N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Nina Payne
Manning Sloane Co
Foilx A Barry Sisters
WrlRht A Rich
Raker De Voe Trio
Talking Horso
Ed Heron Co
Pesci A Termini
2d half

Mr A Mrs Allison
"Law of Plains"
Aubrey Yates
rush man A Sundert'd
The De Bars
Oail Stewart
Parisian Trio
to

fill)

Scran ton. Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
"Lonesome Lassies"
Could A Ashlyn
Sylvia Loyal A P
De Michelle Bros
Azard Trio
Louise

Mayo
Seattle

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Pierre Pelletler Co

Capt Scorcbo
(One to fill)

Vancouver. B. C.

LOEWS

Haven)

Mack A Williams
Fisher A Edwards
Spfld only)
Pearl Bros A Burns

Crane Wilbur Co
Boxing Kangaroo
2d half
Naldy A Naldy (extra

Stockton

YOSEMITB

(orph)

(8-0)
(Same bill as at Sacramento this Issue)

Syracuse, N. Y.
(ubo)

Victoria, B. C.
(loew)

A DePaula
Chas L Fletcher
"Wine"

DeWltt Young A

PANTAGES (m)

S Howe Co
Ten Bonamors

C,

Sis

Gene A Arthur

A Jones
Doris Wilson Co
Right A Albright
Spiegel

A Scofleld
Terre Haute, Ind.

Pierlot

(ubo)

Harvey Trio
Zlska Co
Bottomley Troupe

Mario A Trevette
Archer A Bel ford

A White
nen Beyer A Bro
to

2d half
Dennis Bros
Greater City 4

fill)

2d half

Slddons

camp

The scenes

(One to fill)
Winnipeg;, Can.

F Semon

-*

Josephine Dun fee
Australians McLeans
4 Danubes
Mr A Mrs J Barry

PANTAGES (m)

Josefsson Troupe

"The Crooks"
Novelty Quartet

KEITH'S (ubo)
The Kramers
Mack A Barton
Ray Dooley 3
Fisher A Green

Three Guys
Evans A Sister
STRAND (wva)
The Hlmps
Ruth Roden
Moore Brown A Christ
Bonnie Sextet

"Song Revue"
(One to fill)

SHOWS NEXT WEEK.
NEW YORK.
"A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS"

Llttlo

work).

(Montgomery

and

(Rth

Stone)

—

Clone (11th week).

CLASSICAL REPERTOIRE
Terry)— Liberty

by Catherine Henry, scenario
was tried out by the
National Stock at the Elysium theatre,
Nov. 24.
Eugene West and Hazel
Bawden had the leads.

Columbia College and a gold mining

Marie A Billy Hart
Frod V Bowers Co

Hopkins A Axtcll
rhas Wayne Co
Jerome's Review
Toledo, O.

(3d

2.

act play,

in

(Phyllln

week).

Nellien

of the play are laid in

Colorado.

ORPHEUM

"Enchanted Forest"

Orleans, Dec.

Simpson A Desne
Pop Wsrd
LeRoy A Harvey
Manhattan Trio

Chas

Weber Dolan A F

"CHIX-CIUN"

New

"The Grand Chance," a new threewriter for Selig,

Phillips

(Two

be given later by popular vote.
play is planned as a road production for next season.
will

The

LOEW

Fla.
(ubo)
(Opens Sunday night)

2.

sentation at the Jefferson Nov. 29 by
the Pearl Stock.
A permanent title

Beltrah A Beltrah
Wayne 8
Waaktnaton. D.
KEITH'S (ubo)

Waterhnry. Cess.

Tampa,

VARIETIES

Hamilton, O., Dec.

Hawthorne A Inglls
Gordon
Fox A Dolly
Brandon Hurst Co
McMahon Diamond A C
Doris's Dogs
Lorraine A Burks

TAMPA

PLAYS STOCK-TRIED.
"The Play Without a Name," in
three acts, by Carl Mason, local playwright, was given its first stage pre-

Nichols Sisters

Kitty

Laurie Ordway

of

Mellor

Marie Fltzgibbon

Tacoma

Majesty's.

WU"—Savoy.

VICTORIA

Larry Comer

Great Leon

"KINO HENRY IV."— His

Dixon A Dixon

Walter Leroy Co
Harry Breen
"Telephone Tangle"
Mullen A Coogan
3 Jahns
(ubo)

(7th

MARRIAGE OF COLUMBINE"— Punch
Judy (5th week).
MIRACLE MAN"— Astor (12th week).
ONLY GIRL"— Lyric (6th week).
PHANTOM RIVAL"— Bel aaoo (10th
week).
"TWIN BEDS"— Fulton (18th week).
"UNDER COVER"— Cort (16th week).
"WATCH YOUR STEP'*— New Amsterdam
(Dec. 8).
"WARS OF THE WORLD"— Hippodrome
(14th week).
"YOSEMITB"— Daly's (3d week).
LONDON.
"A COUNTRY GIRL"— Dsly's.
BELOIAN PLAYS— Criterion.
"DOUBLE MYSTERY"—Gsrrlck.
"EARL AND GIRL"— Aid wych.
"HIS HOUSE IN ORDER"— St. James'.

"THE
and
"THE
"THE
"THE

"ODDS AND ENDS"— Ambassadors.
"OUTCAST"— Wyndhsm's.
"POTASH A PERLMUTTER"— Queen's.
"THE LITTLE MINISTER"— Duke of York's.
"THE IMPOSSIBLE WOMAN"— Hay market.
"THE GLAD EYE"— Strand.

Four DeKocks

W

TEMPLE

Street

week).

"MR.

Sheer A Herman
Haley A Haley

Weber A Captlola
C A F Van

Maud A Granto
Frances A Ross

week).

(11th

"THE LILAC DOMINO"—44th

"MILESTONES"— Royalty.

Brady A Mahoney
Edwards Bros
PANTAGES (m)
Imperial Opera Co
Sherbourne A Mont

Wanda

Yorke's Dogs

week).

THE HAWK" (Wm. Faversham)—Maxlne
Elliott (10th week).
"THE LAW OF THE LAND"—48th Street

Wales.

Llda McMillan Co

Mozart 5
Gordon Eldred (for

Knickerbocker (Dec. 7).

"MAMBBNA"—Globe.
"MERCHANT OF VENICE "—Princes.
"MISS HOOK OF HOLLAND"— Prince

Bessie's Cockatoos
3 Lorottas
Dolce Sisters

1st half

PANTAGES (m)
Dancing Nerleds
Strenuous Daisy
Davis A Walker

(One

Edward George
Harry Fern Co

Mass.
POLI'S (ubo)

San Jose Cal.
(orph)

HUDSON (ubo)
Eddie Howard
Stuart A Kelly
Maurice Wood
Wilton Lackaye Co
O'Brien Dennett A C
Carl Rosins Co
James Thornton
Barton A Lovera
Utlca, N. Y.
SHUBERT (ubo)
Military Dancers

Baker Troupe

Brenner A Wheeler
Azard Bros

VICTORY

Baker De Voe Trio
Talking Horse
Ed Heron Co
Pesci A Termini
Chas Glbhs
Union Hill. N. J.

(6th week).

DEBUTANTE"
(Hassl
Dawn)—
"THE GARDEN OF PARADISE"— Park (3d
"THE

Cavano Duo

Reml A Ballengeri
O'Neal A Walmsley

week).

"8UZ1"— Shubert

A Brown

3 Rlanos

2d half
"Bought A Paid For"

week).

week).

Nina Payne
Felix A Barry 81sters

A Francis
A Hayes
Knapp A Cornelia
The Moxarts

(17th

DAUGHTER" — Century (3d
"POLYGAMY"— Playhouse (2d wsek).
PRINCESS PLAYERS— Princess (8d week).
"SO MUCH FOR SO MUCH "— Longacro (2d
"PILATE'S

Birds

2d half

Allen
Stone

Ferguson)—Lyceum (6th

"ON TRIAL" Csndler

Parisian Trio
Fields

(Elsie

week).

Burt Wheeler Co
Sherman DeForest Co
The DeBars

Burkehart A White
Rae Eleanor Ball
The Grazers
McRae A Clegg

GRAND

"OUTCAST"

Co

Stafford

Reisner A Gores
"The Beauties"

Arthur Whltlaw
McConnell A Niamey er
Great Harrahs

(One

Montague's

(Open Sun Mat)
Ismed

(Splits with

(6th week).

All)

Troy. N. Y.

Bisters

for Spfld only)

Chas Howard Co
Ethel Oreen

ORPHEUM

1st half

The Frescotts
Willie Weston
E F Hawley Co
Donovan A Lee
4 Lukens

PANTAGES
11 Minstrel

(Open Sun Mat)
"Way Down East"

J Ardath Co
Doc O'Neill

Hallen A Hunter

San Diego

Johnny Johnston Co

F

M

Rosdell Singers
Lockarte A Leddy

(Two to fill)
Rarln* Win.

KEITH'S (ubo)

Wynn
GLOBE (ubo)

Saunders A Von Kuntz

Isabel Fletcher

"The Elopement"
Mae West
Barnold's Dogs

.

Sprlngsfleld,

Tltanlo
I.

Roanoke, Va.

Lady Sen Mel

ALHAMBRA

Spring-

Wh«re Ignorance

fill)

KEYSTONE

(One to

Held)

HSaale

Oakland Sisters
Mahoney A Tremont

Temple Quartet

POLI'S (ubo)

I

Burke A Burke
Altken Flgg A Duffy
Flynn's Minstrels
BROADWAY (ubo)

to

Teddy McNamara Co

2d half

J

(Two

(PANTAGES (m)
(Open Wed Mat)

Billy

Daly A Healy

•I

fill)

with

(ubo)

Sisters

Whittle

VICTORIA

New Haven
(Splits

E

Stantons

(One to fill)
Providence, R.

(Two

(loew)

Wormwood's Animals
(Two to fill)

3 Kelos

Bessie

Nevebnrsjh. N. Y.

(Two

W

L A

Scamp A Scamp

COHEN O H

GRAND

Morln

Newport A Stlrk

Rlchardlnls

Aubrey Yates
Walker A 111
"Candy Shop Girls"
Rae Broche Co
Drawee Co
2d half
Cabaret Dogs
3 Dancing Buds

Nelson

(One to fill)
Philadelphia

Gallager A Carlin
Billy Rogers

LYRIC.
Sullivan Harris
4

fill)

Dorsch A Russell

Bud Marlow

EMPRESS

"Winning Widows"
Bryan Sumner Co

Little

Rube Dickinson
Three Types
Llbby A Barton
White A Jason

Geo A Lilly Garden
Hippodrome 4

"Dairy Maids"
2d half
Nelson Waring

EMERY

A Clark
Chain A Templeton
Sam Llebert Co

to

lyn

Kurtls* Roosters

Walton Sisters
Barto

>

(loew)

Ethel A Lucy Baker
Lelghton A Robinson

Ryan

3eorge Beane Co

COHEN'S

W

(Open Sun Mat)
Frank North Co
Bertha Coghlan Co
Martin Van Bergen

Florensl

Girls

week).

"KICK IN"— Republic (Oth week).
"LIFE"— Manhattan O. H. (8th week).
MARIE TEMPEST CO. (Repertoire)—Comedy

5 Martslls
Ethel Whiteside Co

Sonth Chicago

ORPHEUM

Dunlay A Merrill
Reed's Dogs
Agnes VonBrachdt
Pansrakeensle. >

Van A Schenck
S A K Morton
Darrell A Conway
YONGE 8T (loew)
Bean A Hamilton
Rockwoll A Wood
A mo A Stlckney
Nowlln A St Clair
Owen McGlveney

(loew)

GAIETY (wva)
Two Zyls

O'Connor Bentley A
Martini A Maxmllllan
Salt Lake

Kane

Howard's Animals
The Langdons

ORPHEUM

2d half
Murray Love 3
Lou Chlha

(m).

Dlero

Sioux City

(loew)

Ka

Princess

Maurice Samuels Co
Nadell A
Oxford 8

PROCTOR'S
Wlnfrled A Martin

4 Slickers

"Sidelights"

PANTAGES

(One to

Transfleld

Howe A Howe

Amoros A Mulvey
Meredith A Snoozer
Pisano A Bingham

.

PANTAGES (m)

(

(loew)

Cabaret 3
Alvln A Kenny

Elphye Snowden

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Zertho's Dogs

EMPRESS

.

Baltus Bros
Skipper K A Reeves

DeLuze

LaVler
Brown A Jackson
"Love In Sanitarium"
PRINCESS (wva)
Millard Bros

B Van Co

Billy

Finn A Finn
Hermlne Shone Co
Ernie Potts Co
Purcella Bros
Joe Kelsey

Splnette Quintet

ORPHEUM

Ryan A Tlerney
Mljares
Byrd Frost A C

3

DeHaven A Nice

Trovato
Ellda Morris
Imhoff Conn A Cor

Nellie Nichols

English

Viollnsky

Oakland

(Open Sun Mat)
Anna Chandler
Cole A Denahy
Kramer A Pattlson

Landry Bros
Roubls 81ms
Delmore A Light
E E Cllve Co
The Cleveland!
Ford's Review
PANTAGES (m)
James J Corbett

EMPRESS

Brown A Rochelle
G rover A Richards

fill)

Chas McOood Co
Royal's Dogs
St. Paul, Minn.

Mercedes

ORPHEUM

week)

(full

Qulroga

4

Sylvester

Portland* Ore.

Conroy's Models

Hyams A Mclntyre

ORPHEUM

Edith Browning Co

Nolan A Nolan

BAM Foster
Ollmore A Castle

Chlnko
Minnie Kaufman
John Gelger
LaFrance A Bruce

EMPRESS

"DAMAGED GOODS" (Richard Dennett)—
Hudson (Dec. 7).
"DADDY LONO LEGS "—Gaiety (11th week).
"DANCING AROUND" (Al Jolson)—Winter
Garden (9th week).
"DIPLOMACY"— Empire (8th week).
"EXPERIENCE"— Booth (7th week).
FRENCH DRAMA—Century Lyceum (4th
week).
GERMAN STOCK— Irving Place.
"INNOCENT"— Eltlnge (14th week).
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"— Cohan (14th

Toronto
SHEA'S (ubo)

Nine White Hussars
Cantwell A Walker

(orph)

Valeska Suratt Co
Rae Samuels
Cantor A Lee
Transatlantic 8
Aileen 8tanley

ORPHEUM

Billy Van
Murphy A Kline

Frans Lobar

(One to

(ubo)

Dare Austin Co

mond)

Milwaukee

I

HARRIS

Marcella's Birds

1st half

MAJESTIC (orph)
Henrietta Crosman Co

NEW GRAND

Sulli-

(ubo)
Richwith

(Splits

Lai Mon Kim
Kingston A Ehner
The Astalres

UNIQUE

A

COLONIAL

Corrodlnl's Animals
Bankoff A Olrlle
Collins A Hart

Grant

fill)

van
"Between 8 A 0"
(One to fill)
Norfolk, Va.

"Mary Ellen"

A

Fly"

Holllngshead

Sam Hood

Miller

A

"Spider

2d halt

BAM

Foster
Jeanette Spellman

John

Rochelle* H. Y.

(ubo)

(Splits with Roanoke)
let half

Lonla

St.

COLUMBIA

(ubo)

Aurora of Light
Stewart A Donobue
Arnaut Bros
Jarrow
"Serg't Bagby"
Leonard A Russell
Trizle Frlgansa

21

Director

Von

It

has a short cast.

Mitzell Leaving.

Baltimore, Dec. 2.
Max Von Mitzell, stage director for
ihc Poli Players in this city, will sever his connection with the Auditorium
after this week.
His successor has
not been announced.

FORSBERG

CO. SATISFIED.

Robert E. Irwin, manager of the Edwin Forsberg Players at the Orpheum,
Newark, denies a story from Buffalo
that Cliff Stork and Mabel Brownell
are returning to his house. Irwin says
Forsbcrg has a two years' lease on the
Orpheum and has no intention of leaving until

its

expiration.

MOVING PICTURES

22

STANDARD POLYSCOPE SCHEME
COMES TO A SUDDEN HALT
Harry Tammen, Henry Seligman, James Stillman, Big Names
Mentioned During Promotion of New Program, Reported
to

Have Lost

Interest in

The formation and organization of
what was promised as a 20-reel weekly
program under the name of the Standard Polyscope
ly halted this

& Program Co., suddenweek and several of the

men who had

previously been declared
be interested in its formation announced their retirement.
to

Myron Fagan, financial editor and
agent of the Scripp-McRae syndicate
of newspapers, declared he had retired
from participation in the enterprise, except that he stood ready to handle its
advertising if in the future it developed.
In the early stages of promotion it
was declared H. H. Tammen, of Den-

was an interested party and that
Henry Seligman, the New York banker, and James Stillman, might participate in the venture.
It was said this
week these men had merely been approached and their views on the proposition secured.
They were not imver,

pressed with the possibilities of the
plan and never agreed to go into it,
it was claimed.
The plan was to line up 22 film exchanges to handle the product of six
or seven film manufacturers including
Eclair, Balboa, Ramo, Goebel, Blanche

and M.

&

S.

The prospect was
turers were

the admission
them.

appreciates too thoroughly the popularity the masses have given her on
the sheet to even think of taking ad-

vantage cf

FINANCING TOPICAL EVENTS.
The obtaining

of the exclusive picrights of the Yale and Harvard
football game this season by the Coloture

Motion Picture Corp., has opened
up a new field for the moving picture
manufacturers and a new source of
revenue for the college athletic assonial

invest $2,500 each. To date, it
derstood, about 12 exchanges

is

un-

have
The film manufac-

who were to contribute to the
program have not yet, as far as could
be learned this week, definitely comis

Friends of Mary Pickford went on
the
warpath
for
her
following
Variety's story last week of the re-

newal of Miss Pickford's contract with
the Famous Players Feature Film Co.,
at $2,000 weekly for 52 weeks commencing in January next, when her
present agreement with the same firm
at $1,000 a

week

expires.

Miss Pickford's friends objected to
the statement in the story Mary had
asked that the new contract give her
the option of
for

demanding

that the price

"Pickford films" produced by the
he doubled to exhibitors, and

Famous

that exhibitors

would have

to increase

the

state

censorship

law

possible for picture
theatres to operate Sunday was startit

ed yesterday when a delegation of 30

members

of the Exhibitors'

League

men was

games

with glimpses of the crowd in the
Yale Bowl and general surroundings.
The success of the arrangement is
said to have been very great, the picture people booking the picture into
400 houses, many of which played it for
a full week.

placed before him

by several speakers. It was charged
that J. Louis Breitinger, the chief censor, is not a practical man, that he
hasn't sufficient knowledge of the business and should be removed from office.
Senator Penrose was informed
that the Board of Censors is now
charged $2.50 per reel on about 233
reels each week and that the cost to
the exhibitors aggregates $30,000 annually.
This large cost is. due to the
fact that the censors' insist on charging the same fee for passing upon duplicate films as they do for the original.

FAMOUS ADVANCES RELEASE.
The Famous Players has advanced
the release date of "The Sign of the
Cross," scheduled for February, to Dec.
21.
It was decided the appropriateness
of the subject to the pre-Christmas
period should be taken advantage of

The

feature

is in five

reels with Will-

iam Farnum as Marcus.

FOR

JAIL

M.

After listening to the appeal for the

Penrose replied that he would be glad
men and
that he would do as much as possible
to co-operate with the picture

P.

ACTOR
2.

E. S. Ferris, formerly a picture ac-

was sentenced to four years in the
penitentiary by Judge Craig yesterday.
He was convicted of contributing to
tor,

the law. It is probable that a bill repealing the present law, which may of*

14 years old.

The

Culluni. Arthur F. Pierce, Jr.

Thomas

$500.0<M).

and

Clarence

Corporation.
A.

Capl-

Kennedy, Malvlna

Ifrltton,

Brooklyn.

of

X. Y.

\1unleyyAmuBem<-nt Co.
Amusement park.
Timothy F. Murphy, I^ura A.
William Munley. Stapleton,

Capital. f 5,000.
Kelly, Brooklyn

question of Sunday opening was
Penrose's attention,

called to Senator

make any promise as
His attention was also
drawn to a bill being framed by the
Department of Labor and Industry at
Harrisburg which, it was asserted,
would impose building restrictions
which would make trouble for exhibbut he did not

itors.

;

Howe's Brownvllle Theatre Co. of Brooklyn.
11.000.
C. Royal
Frazer. Earl A.
Wllllnm M. O. Wntson, New York.
l-umax Manufacturing Co., films of New
York.
Capital. $50,000.
William H. Orlffen;
Cupltal.

if

there

is

ing to pay the Polish actress the price
that she is asking.

Nazimova expressed a willingness to
appear before the camera in any of the
Ibsen pieces with which she has been
Doll's
"The
identified,
preferably

There were no
Billie Burke when approached
takers.
by a feature producer some time ago
House," for $10,000.

Colorgrnph Laboratory,
pictures.

Capital.

Inc. of

New York

$L'5.000.

Jas. J. Atkinson!
Alhrrt E. Osborne, Preston R. Myrlck, of New

York.
Manuscripts
Ine..

of

New

Universal Society of
York. Capital. $UO.OOO.

HelmherK. ThomaH
J.

IiOckhart of

New

F.

Writers.

Anna

T.

McMnhon and William

York.

also asked $10,000 to appear in a picture

production.

Among

the announcements from the
week appear these release dates:
In "The Tigress. " Dec. 7; Mabel
aferro In
The Three of Us," Dec. 14;

this

Petrova

Alco
Olga
Tali-

"TU-

Punctured Romance" (U. S. and Canadian rights purchased from Max Sennet),
Dec. 21. and "Springtime." wit* Florence
Nash. Dec. 28. The first release of the new
year will be "The Garden of Lieu," with Jane
Cowl, on Jan. 4,
lle'H

its latest

pro-

Wiggs of the Cabbage
through the World Film Cor-

Patch,"

poration.

Its

will

be

released Jan.

18

output

future

marketed also by the World.

"Mignon"

will

be

Other releases will be "The Lily of Poverty
Flats," based on Bret Harte's poem
"Her Letter, His Answer and Her Last
with

Beatriz

Michelena.

Edward Sheldon's play "Salvation Nell" and David Graham PhilLetter,"

"The Price She Paid."
from the Alco headquarters Monday made it appear that
lips'

A

story

statement

the retirement of the California Corporation was caused by the action of
the Alco directors in declining to distribute the "Mrs. Wiggs" subject. The
Alco, says the statement, was willing
to handle other California Co. subjects,
but the Coast manufacturers insisted
"Mrs. Wiggs" be distributed in the
regular way. On the deadlock the two
concerns parted company.
The Alco released a split feature,
"Lina Cavalieri," for the Pacific territory and another subject (unnamed in
the statement) for the east and middle

west, as substitute for "Mrs. Wiggs."
The Alco this week announced that

it

had paid $100,000 for the United States
and Canadian rights of "Tilly's Punctured Romance," the 6,000-foot Keystone comedy, which it would release
Dec. 21.

Marie Dressier applied to the courts
prevent

to

that

it

this

interfered

transaction,

with

her

alleging

property

rights in the film.
Justice Newberger
refused to issue an injunction, pointing out that the lease of the film on
the "state rights" plan by the Keystone
to the Alco would work no injury to
Miss Dressier. The contract between
Miss Dressier and the Keystone Co.
stipulates that the film shall remain
the joint property of the two parties

and shall not be sold.
A Life Photo Film Corporation statement said that Bernard Loewenthal,
treasurer and financial manager of that
concern, was in negotiation with WalHoff Seeley, looking to the enlargement of the manufacturer's contract
with the distributors.
ter

PICTURE RIGHTS, TOO.
London, Nov.
English dealers

will-

D:<rr.

V. II. Smith. James H. Miller, New York.
Krlterlon Film Corporation of New York,
pictures.
Capital. $1.100,O00.
C. II
Ayres,
H. E. Rellly. II. F. RhatlRan. H. E. Rlngholm.
P. R. Buland, of New York.

week, releasing

late last

in pictures, that

any producing firm

Motion Picture Cor-

duction, "Mrs.

$10,000 FOR NAZIMOVA.
There is a strong possibility Mme.
is

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Properties

appointment of

session of the State Legislature.

Nazimova may appear

Albany. N. Y., Dec. 2.
International Scenario Authors' Corporation.
Capital. $L'f».0<tO.
Marie E. Hartltng, C. 8. Mc-

Ooyrr

reducing the charges

for the

censors informed as to the business,
will be presented early in the coming

The complainant was Florence Wag-

tal.

substitute

a

fer

and providing

juvenile delinquency.

Photo-play

the effort to secure the repeal of

to that phase.

Los Angeles, Dec.

ner,

stated.

repeal of the censorship law Senator

in

California

poration retired from the Alco program

of

Pennsylvania enlisted the aid of United Sates Senator Penrose.
The delegation called on Senator
Penrose at his office and the case of

was

William

NOT SO ABOUT MARY.

of

and to make

modi-

game, but had to satisfy themselves

mitted themselves to the venture.

most active promoter

fication

for the repeal or

as they wished without payments. This
year the weeklies were unable to secure actual scenes of the Yale-Harvard

In the past the weekly news

ciations.

pictorials secured such scenes of

turers

Cooper, of Chicago, a son-in-law of
John F. O'Connor, who is making his
New York headquarters in the law
offices of Nobel, Esterbrook & McHarg, 115 Broadway. Mr. Cooper was
unable to prepare a statement of the
concern's
affairs
when approached
Wednesday afternoon, being pressed
for time, he said.

A movement

The

2.

It was asserted that the cost of state
censorship is not the only burden which
the exhibitors have to carry, but that
municipal and Federal war taxes are
also to be reckoned with.
Overproduction and hard times have made it
impossible for more than 25 per cent,
of the exhibitors to make a profit, it

that the manufac-

$125,000 to
the working capital on the basis of $4,000 per reel per week released under
the program. The exchanges were to

Its

at their expense.

it

CALIFORNIA WITH WORLD.

Philadelphia, Dec.

the movie

That is not so about Mary, who has
not changed with her rapid advancement to the fore of picture players,
fay her friends, who also remark she

to contribute

signed agreements.

when showing

charge

HELP ON REPEAL

in

22.

pictures are hav-

some trouble over a recent ruling
owner of the dramatic rights
a book or other manuscript controls

ing

that the
to

the picture privileges to the composition.

All recent contracts between author
and producer of plays have a clause
bearing on the subject, but there are
innumerable old productions that did

not provide for this situation.
The Monopol Film Co. of New York,
and several others, wiade picture productions of "Carmen," which are being offered on the market here, and

now

the Cines people of Rome claim
to have secured the exclusive picture

rights* to tne work from the author,
threatening to" proceed against all

others.
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LONERGAN QUITS THANHOUSELL

INJUNCTION REFUSED.
Cincinnati, Dec.

Judge Gorman
Court

last

in the

Common

week refused

2.

Pleas

to enjoin the

Park theatre of Northside and the ArW. Bush,

C.

of Powhattan, Kan.,

has pur-

and opened a movie house at that

chased
place.

When

Rev. H. B. Robbins, rector of St
James, Hartford, read his resignation to his
congregation Sunday he ended a parish row
that started several months ago and culminated when the rector opened the Star theatre
as "an educational playhouse."
When the
rector presented "The House of Bondage"
him, many of his supporters criticised him,
and when, on Thanksgiving eve, a turkey was
raffled at the Star the last straw was broken.
The rector said the raffle was held without
his knowledge, but the theatre manager says
that the rector thought It a great Idea as a
business booster.

reel English picture,

"Called
Back," made on the other side under the direction of Oeorge Tucker, the American director, with Jane Oall, the former leading woman
of the Universal, Is to be released by the
Cosmofotofllm Co.

Paul Cromelln, president of the Cosmofotofllm Co., returned this week from a two week's
trip.

"Help Wanted"

is

A company

play.
cific

An

shortly to be a picture
week for the Pa-

left this

make

Coast to

Is

being

Talt's Table Golf Is a side diversion of Carl
Laemmle's, of the Universal. The Talt Specialty Co. has been formed to handle the Indoor Bport.
Rob Tausig Is in charge of the

eastern distribution.

Wm.

O.

Schmidt has opened

the

Feature

at 367 Fulton street, Brooklyn.
It is the only feature film service located In
that borough, which swarms with picture
bouses.
Brooklyn Is so chock full of film
places, most of the exhibitors over there are
hanging on In the hope of finding a purchaser.
Hardly a house In Brooklyn playing straight
pictures but is losing money.
Some of the
picture places with a seating capacity of
LOGO to 1,200 are getting a $15 or $20 gross
dally play.
Perhaps Mr. Schmidt knew about
that before opening his office, but he may be
able to give Brooklyn exhibitors a cheaper
service than they are now securing, and that
will help

Jeanette Bageard has been appearing In
the film production of "The Fight," which
Oeorge Lederer is producing.

a whole

lot.

The Universal declares there

Is

no founda-

When "The Rose of the Rancho" was given
a private showing at the Belasco theatre on
a Sundav evening, the audience wondered who
arranged the exhibition. Before the reel started
"atmosphere" was created by a scenic showing,
and a caorus was employed for further effect
It appears not only the audience appreciated
the staging, for last Sunday night at tbe
Strand, S. L. Rxlnapfel, manager of that house,
wss presenteu with a silver cup as a token
of remembrance of his gratuitous and pleasing
effort
Messrs. David Belasco and Jesse L.
L.as*y were the donors.
It was Mr. Rothapfel to whom the picture makers entrusted
the private show.

Picture theatre owners at Watertown, N. T.,
are making loud complaints at the Inroads
on their patronage being made by evangelist
Blederwolf, who Is conducting a series of revival meetings tnere in a specific tabernacle.
The evangelist who patterns his speeches after
those of Billy Sunday has been drawing Immense crowds for the past two or three weeks
while the theatre patronage has fallen off.

Edwin August began work

this week on the
picture he will produce for the Kinetophote at its Coney Island studios.
first

Oscar Eagle will direct "Runaway June," the
Reliance serial to be released early In January.
Director Frank Crane Is busy selecting the
cast that Is to support Lew Fields in the fivereel production of "Old Dutch," which is
to be
reduced at the Peerless studios. Mr. Crane
£ as Just completed
the production of "As Ye
Sow," in which Alice Brady is featured.

The World Film Corporation has secured the
m rl
ni .. ^ hu )° tbe famous Bret Harte story
M liss." and will produce the same as a fivereel feature at the Peerless studios.

"The Renegade" is being adapted for film
purposes by Capt. Leslie T. Peacocke.
The
picture version will be in four parts. One of
the big scenes is to be the massacre of
a
troup of cavalry by Indians.

Frederic L. Ferguson, msnager of the New
Branch of the Oeorge Klelne Attrac-

York

pictures

"Life's

Shop Window,"
the Wisp" and

Elmo," "Will o'
"The Thief" on the complaint, of the
"St.

Norwood Amusement
and

Liberty

Columbia

Co.,

Imperial,

theatres,

the

The B. A. Rolfe Co. this week engaged
Orrln Johnson to play the lead in "Satan
Sanderson," a forthcoming production for
the Alco program. Jane Orey will be In sup-

Judge Gorman said there was no evidence to indicate the defendant had any

plaintiffs

knowledge of the original contract.

The Pathe plant on this side Is said to have
received this week war views so horrifying
they could not be used for public exhibition.

Tom

Terriss's first production for the Kinetophoto
Corporation
will
be "A
Man's
Shauow," work on which began in the concern's Coney Island studio this week.
Anne

Luther, a former Lubln star, wia be seen
opposite the English actor In the feature.

Edwin August, who Joined the Klnetophote
forces recently, this week began work on his
first klnetophote feature.
Bliss Mllford, formerly Edison Co. leading woman, will head the
August cast
filmed

in

Trade scene

of

the World

In

"The Pit"

Fort Lee, last
to have been the largest

Saturday,

studio,

is said
interior set ever constructed

In

this country,

measuring 80x120 feet
Picture house managers in Hartford have
solved the problem of "closed Sunday." They
give benefit performances on the Sabbath,
turning over to a charitable organization all
receipts in excess of actual expenses.

The second picture feature with Marguerite
Clark will be "The Crucible," announced by
the Famous Players for release In the Paramount program Dec.

14.

Supporting John Barrymore in the Famous
Players' production of "Are You a Mason."
Hickman, the original Billy of
the stage version Charles Dixon, Charles Butler, Ida Waterman, Dodson Mitchell, Helen
Freeman, Jean Acker, Lorraine Hullng, Harold Lockwood and Kitty Baldwin.

NEW
If the

"TALKER" PLAN.

laboratory experiments of Dr.

Dinshah P. Ghadiali are successful,

it

won't be long until the theatres will
have the pictures "talking" upon a different plan
from that evolved by
Thomas Alva Edison or any of the
other electrical geniuses.
The Ghadiali invention will have

emanate from the picture
figures as they move to and fro upon
the photoplay screen. In the former
"talking pictures" the sounds came
from the side or back of the stage
the

The

of the Blnghamton, N. Y., managers to rive picture shows Sunday will come
to final issue in that city's councilmanlc
chamber Monday evening, when the new ordinance prohibiting all Sunday performances
comes up for final vote.
fight

The new Strand, Syracuse, owned by the
same Interests that operate the Strand, Buffalo,

scheduled for opening Feb.

le

1.

M. L. Bennage, who managed Hammersteln's
Lexington opera house, during Its former
regime of features, has severed his connection
and is now promoting a picture circuit.
Several picture men are after the lease of
the Crescent
Bronx, the Anderson-Zlegler
house which formerly played Stalr-Havlln
shows.

Eleanor Woodruff sails for Paris December 7
via the Madonna to take up active work for
the Red Cross.
last

urday

last.

Mrs. Lonergan retired from

the employ of the
time.

Mr. Lonergan

New York

company

left

A

corporation has been formed to
the Ghadiali invention. Pictures
are being worked out at an experi-

boom

mental laboratory.

the newspaper field

to

Hite, president of the corporation,

Hite.

There

is

a strong belief in film

when

the latter

makes

his re-entry into

the active film producing

PROTEST SUNDAY SHOW.
Portland, Me., Dec. 2
much stirred over the
agitation of the Sunday show question
following the appearance Sunday night
of a company billed as the Yiddish

This town

is

Players at the Jefferson theatre and the
of the Federation of Churches
for the arrest of the theatre manager.

demand

The performance was for the
Hebrew Biblical Society.

the

of the
police,

benefit of

Officers

Federation complained to the
refused to act without a

who

warrant.

Now

ST.

St.

sary.

invested in the last four years in St.
Louis picture theatres now in operation is the conclusion of a report made
here by John T. Fitzsimmons, picture

show magnate.
class picture

St. Louis has 37 firsthouses, having an aver-

ing in value from $10,000 to $15,000
shows valued at $3,000 each. In all St. Louis has 121 piceach, and 15 tent
ture places.

The number

of picture houses which

have closed here

in the last two years
a negligible qnantity.
Many plans
are now under way for the opening
is

new

of

ones. Last week Harry Buckmanager of the Columbia, opened

ley,

a

new

picture house adjoining the theIt is called the Strand.
The
down-town picture houses are unable
to accommodate the daily attendance,
atre.

WILBUR LEAVES PATHE.
With the completion

of "The Perils
of Pauline," in which he has been a

Crane Wilbur retires from
Pathe forces. He was with the

principal,

LASKY ENGAGEMENTS.
Two

engagements made by Jesse L.
week were Rita
Jolivet,
of
"What Every Woman
Should Know," and Harry Woodruff.

1

Lasky

Gentleman of Leisure."
The engagement of Miss

Harry Mestayer, recently

at the Princess.
a PP car ln * n « Plcturlzatlon of
"Stop Thief," to be done by Oeorge Klelne.

Jolivet had
not been finally closed up to Wednesday, but it was reported it would be
within a day or so.

w T£tt'-wm

Dixie Rurker. youngest daughter of Col
Oeorge K Armes. IT. S. A., has Joined the
Essanay in Chicago.
Is In

the

"Runaway

making by the
June."
The

the combined work of
Randolph Chester and Lillian Chester.

Thanksgiving Open-Air Show.
theatre in the Bronx,
playing straight pictures, gave an openair show Thanksgiving night, throwing
open the air-dome attached to the thea-

The Burland

GTeonce

H# 1 Horiwlnw. of the Balboa Co.. Is In
xr
New J
York again. He's out with an announcement that his company will give nway $1,000
•

In

prizes for the best

letters replying to the
"Who Pays'" A serial, twelve separate Alms, will be Issued by tbe Balboa.

tre proper for the occasion. A capacity
audience watched the film in the open.

query:

Clara Kimball Young appeared in several of
uptown. NVw York, thenters last week,
Lola,
the feature film In which she
figures, was on exhibition.
the

where

for pictures this

The latter immediately started for the
Coast to commence on the feature "A

Dr. Arnold Oenthe, a Fifth avenue photographer, has bepn retained by the Reliance to
advise on lighting effects In studio work.

entitled

2.

That more than $2,400,000 has been

despite their number.

Protestant churchmen declare they will carry the matter up to
the city fathers and the courts if neces-

3026 Olive street, St. Louis.
R. L. White is In charge.
Oeorge J. Belhoff,
formerly Philadelphia manager for the World
Corporation, has been appointed Cleveland
manager.

is

121.

Louis, Dec.

the

office at

picture serial

field.

LOUIS HAS

organization four years.

A new

cir-

Mr. Lonergan may be again
associated with
Edwin Thanhouser
cles that

If the present plans of two New York agents
go through Billy Sunday, the evangelist, will
be the central figure In a picture feature
which they have in mind.

Reliance,
scenario

and

over the Edwin Thanhouser
interests. It is stated the cause of Mr.
Lonergan's retirement from the company is that a new regime has become
active in the management of the concern's plant since the death of Mr.

the

fft

same

age value of $40,000; 69 theatres rang-

week signed a con-

The World Corporation inaugurated Dec

at the

become associated with
Thanhouser at the behest of Edwin
Thanhouser, when the company was in
its infancy.
He was a close and intimate friends of the late Charles I.
in

tract for $1,000 weekly to pose in pictures.

a branch

New

in

Rochelle, severed his connection Sat-

"talk"

to give the impression that the picture
subjects were doing the talking.

;

Thanhouser picture company

who took

will be Alfred

William Farnum

The new Bates theatre, at Mohawk, N. T.,
opened Monday, playing pictures. The building stands on the site of the old Varley theatre.
Frank E. Dunham Is manager.

the

claiming an exclusive contract for the pictures in Cincinnati.

office,

tion for the statement that William Randolph
Hearst Is a stockholder In that corporation.

cade theatre of Avondale from using

William H. Tooker has signed a long term
agreement with the Life Photo Film Co.

The Board

made

Steps are unuer way to get "Blue Jeans" for
the pictures, but the royalty asked Is said to
be prohibitive.

Booking

York.

the feature film.

to have Bmmett
Corrlgan play his old role In "The Deep
Purple" In Its forthcoming plcturliation.
effort

New

Building,

port

The "Seats of the Mighty" will be released
next Monday. The picture opened this week
at the Casino, New York.
The new four

Candler Theatre Building, for the past
year, has resigned.
He will book a circuit of
motion picture theatres in New York State
from headquarters in the Strand Theatre

tions,

Lloyd F. Lonergan, for three or four
years general supervising director and
chief of the scenario department of the

TOM TERRISS
Producing and starring

In

famous TcrrlsB plays

for the Klnetophote.

It is the first time around New York
an open-air performance has been given
at this time of the year.
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Dustln

Farnum

appear

will

There was

a. benefit at

In

PARAMOUNT BUYS ABROAD.

PAYING SPECIAL TAX.

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
By GUY PRIOB.
Los Angeles.

unwonted

week, particularly

The Paramount

this

activity

will depart from its
custom of using only American-made

Monday and Tues-

on the part of New York and
Brooklyn theatre owners to comply
with the new special tax which the
government has imposed upon the

day,
Camllle
Sellg

Astor

playing

Is

the

with

leads

Co.

Several

moved

companies

Universal

the

of

new ranch studios

to the

have

at Universal

City, Cal.

Al Christie and Eddie Lyons are
nating as directors for the Nestor.

now

alter-

The Photoplayers of Los Angeles are planning their next grand ball.
Carlyle Blackwell has added a half-dozen
players to his Favorite Players organisation.

Myrtle Steadman has set a record for herplaying In two pictures at the same

self,

time.

n?w buildings have been constructiDcevllle, the home of the New York

Several
ed

at

Motion Picture Co.

George be ban, who was starred In a picrecently by Thomas H. I nee, will be
b-\ck from Italy before the Christmas holidays.
The actor went to Naples to secure
ture

several scenes for his photoplay.

Prosperity Note: Raymond B.
boy director," has a new auto.

West, "the

Renee Gardner
has

decided

going Into pictures. He
the musical comedy

la

leave

to

stage.

Sidney Harris Is out of the movie business
and Is going on the road with a theatrical
company.

Gordona Dennett, who
pany a few weeks ago,

left

will

the Sellg comreturn to the

screen soon.

charge.

In

All moving picture and opera house
owners must pay the tax, due Nov. 1
last, and if not paid by Dec. 1, will

GENERAL

Imp

Kalem

K

Lubin
Pathe

Bison
Chrystsl
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B

L
E
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Essanay
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G

C
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P

Reliance
Majestic

MaJ

N

Rx

T

M

Princess

Ft

Komic

Ke

Beauty

Be

Ape

Apollo

R

La

H

Hepworth

DEC.
MUTUAL.— Out
Keystone

title

one

reel of

about

7—MONDAY.

1,000 feet

J

GENERAL F.— Just

a

Kid,

dr.

B

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

T

;

8—TUESbAY.
;

Happiness, com, Be.
GENERAL F.— Cousin Pons, 2-reel dr, B;
In Dutch, com. K
He Made His Mark, and
Dobs at the Shore, split-reel com, L; Saved
by a Watch, dr, S Sunshine and Shadows. 2reel dr. V
The Rose at the Door, dr, E Mrs.
Trenwlth Comes Home, dr, S-A.
UNIVERSAL. The District Attorney's Brother, 2-reel
dr, G
S
Vivian's Cookies, and
Whose Buby, split-reel com, C; The Widow's
;

;

;

;

;

Last, dr, N.

DEC. 9—WEDNESDAY.
MUTUAL The City of Darkness. 2-reel
Br; The Girl

in

Question, dr,
Rel.

;

S-A.

dr,

No.

144,

dr,

Keystone title not announced
Mutual
Weekly, No. 102, M.
GENERAL F.— For Her People, dr, B The
;

;

;

Man from

L

the Sea, 2-reel dr,

Hearst-Sellg
News Pictorial, No. 82, S Pure Gold, dr, V
Sophie's Sweetheart, w-com, S-A.
;

;

;

UNIVERSAL.— Three men Who Knew,
dr, I
His New Job, coin, Ster.
dec. 11—Friday.

2-reel

;

MUTUAL.— Fortunes of War, 2-reel dr, K
B
In the Conservatory, dr, Pr
In Wild
Man's Land, com-dr, Maj.
GENERAL P.— And She Never Knew, dr,
B The Bold Bandit and the Rah Rah Boys,
com, K Oh Moonshine Mountain, dr, L One
Kiss, com, 8
A Strand of Blond Hair, com,
V The Best Man, 2-reel dr, E Every Inch a
;

;

;

;

;

;

dr.

A; The Forest

will better appreciate what
is after a personal visit to our Banking Offices.
Service book on request.

daily/.

Picture* «f

An

excellent trick

in

the presentation

other points in the later portions of the feature
French and German artillery are shown movAll
ing into action amid bursting shells.
these views are halr-ralslngly vivid and the
reckless driving and riding of the soldiers
Is calculated to make any audience sit up and
take notice. All the "war stuff" is excellent
In the highest degree, and the material has
been so skilfully handled that it contains
nothing that could possibly give offense to
partisans of the warring nations.
The picture has one staring defect. At the outset an
Incident of a prank wnlch drives a man Insane occupies an entire reel with action that
has little to do with the rest of the tale. Interest Is aroused in one set of characters and
then permitted to lapse, the result being that
the audience feels itself hoaxed.
The story
Waldo, son of Baron Von Kraft, Is driven insane when his girl friends, in a thoughtless
prank, put a skeleton In his room. His sweetheart In atonement enters a convent. War Is
declared, and the fighting forces attack and
defend the convent. Baron von Kraft, a German, enters the French lines to deliver dispatches captured from a French messenger,
in hope of trapping the enemy.
His son's
sweetheart, now a nun, unwittingly discloses
his nationality and he Is executed on the altar
of the chapel, the same shot killing the nun,
who falls across his body In the shadow of the
cross.
This bare resume indicates nothing of
the grip and power of the picture, which,
aside from the defect mentioned, is, perhaps,
the most Interesting peace sermon yet put on
the screen, and In addition a revelation in
camera
acting
and
studio
direction.
It
clinches the Dyreda Company's claim of "Art"
in its firm name.
:

;

King, 2-reel dr, S-A.

N

UNIVERSAL.— Their Ups
;

The

and Downs, com.
Adventures of the Nimble Dollar, dr, P
;

Little

Gray Home,

2-reel dr, Vic.

DEC. 12—SATURDAY.
MUTUAL.— On the Edge, 2-reel dr,

Rel

;

Keystone title not announced Percy, the Milliner, com, R.
GENERAL P.— Saved by Their Chee-lld,
melo-drama, B
The Flying Freight's Captive, dr,
K Sam and the Bully and The
Fresh Air Cure, split-reel com, L; How to Do
It and Why, or Cutey at College, 2-reel com,
V The Stenographer, dr, E Broncho Rllly's
;

GENERAL T The Mystery of the Yellow
Sunbonnet. 2-reel dr. K A Recent Confederate
Victory, 2-reel dr. L; The Abyss, dr, S; The
Athletic Family, com. V; A Matter of High
Explosives, com. E
The Fable of the Bush
League Lover Who Failed to Qualify, com,
;

Dom

;

Reader of Minds. 2-reel dr,
Her Brave Hero, c&ni, MaJ Limping Into

Thieves, nn-1-dr,

3- reel

DEC. 10—THURSDAY.
MUTUAL.— Not of the Flock. 2-reel

The

;

Price of Silence, 2- rel dr, K
Through Desperate Hazards, dr (Kith of "The Beloved Adventurer" Series), L; Mystery of the Seven
Chests, 2-reel dr. S The Moonshine Maid and
the Man, dr, V Crystals, Their Making, Habits
and Beauty (cduc), and Buster Brown Causes
a Commotion, com, split-reel, E Sweetie and
the Hypnotist, com, S-A.
UNIVERSAL— The Outcome, w-dr, I Terence O'Rourkc The Inn of the Winged Gods,
2-reel dr, Vie
Billy's Charge, Juv-com, Ster.

DEC.

Genii of the Vase, com.

For the Mastery of the World,
Universal Animated Weekly,

;

Eclr;

;

No. 47, Rel.

MUTUAL— The

unless otherwise noted.

UNIVERSAL.— The

the Darkness. 2-reel dr.
not announced Our Mutual

of

;

;

;

Dad, w-dr,

;

S-A.

UNIVERSAL— Love

Higher Ambition,
ers, 2 reel

w

dr,

dr,

B101.

Disguised, com. J Her
Frnt; The Trail Break;

5

"Our Service"

of this portion of the action. Is that the whole
view Is shown from the organ loft with a
At
glimpse of a nun playing a Te Deum.

Doss

Mutual

G S

guns.

KB

Domino

to

You

by the powder smoke and all but
trampled by the artillerymen serving their

Rel

Thanhouser
Kay-Bee

Eclr

Frnt
Vic

M

(Saturday in-

the

scured

A

American
Keystone

Universal' Ike' V.'.V.V.V.V.'U I
Sterling
Star

is in

Banking hours 9 A.

ling of massive action pictures, nothing better
has been seen than this work directed by J.
A large part of the drama
Searle Dawley.
takes place inside a German church, defended
by a battery of French artillery and demolished by the shells of the attacking Germans.
The Illusion of real warfare, with bursting
shells, collapsing walls, falling men and rolling smoke of battle, is extremely impressive
One detail that puts
In its graphic realism.
the "punch" over with utmost force Is the
celebration of a mass by the priests, while
the nuns go through their devotions half ob-

VIZ.I

Gaumoat

I

B101

paid on Checking accounts.
(Requisite Balances.)
P. M. daily.
cluded.)

It is in four parts and a marvel of stunning
war action and dramatic power. In the hand-

the new serial. The "Craig Kennedy" stories came before the public
in the Cosmopolitan magazine, owned
by William Randolph Hearst.

Royal
Lioa

The subject

2%

PRINCE OF PEACE.

Pauline," will collaborate with Reeves

Frontier
Victor
Gold Seal

Kl

"What

accounts.

Deposits and Withdrawals can
be made by mail with safety.

The Dyreda Art Film Co.'a second release
under the World Film Corporation banner. Is
again a universal peace sermon like the first.

of

Perils

in

Rex

S-A

Kleine
Melies

called

Reviews «J Aba

has been made under which the feature will be exploited
in the Hearst newspapers.
Charles L.

Eclair

is

York.)

on Interest
paid
(Semi-annually.)

FEATURE REVIEWS

Exploits' of Elaine."

Powers

Selig

first

the

It

New

4%

Sidney Rankin Drew.
The following will speak the lines: Mr.
Drew, S. Rankin Drew, Mrs. Sidney
Drew, Edwina Robbins, Paul Scardon
and J. Herbert Frank.

Arthur B. Reeves, creator of the
"Craig Kennedy" scientific detective
short stories, will write the new Pathe
melo-dramatic serial, to be released in
14 episodes (two reels each) beginning
Dec. 28, under the general title, "The
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V

Girl,

of

Moon Saw," by

INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS,

;

don.

indefinitely.

RELEASED NEXT WEEK
MANUFACTURERS

A

(Under the Supervision of the
Banking Department of the State

time since the Vitagraph
Vitagraph (former Criterion) a speaking playlet will be produced at that house Sunday night It
will be a Vitagraph affair from start to
finish, given in conjunction wi'h the
regular daily program and will continue

more comes under the tax

Goddard, who wrote "The

Vitagrsph
Biograph

"The

for the London Film Co. and
Motion Picture Sales Agency of Lon-

For the

REEVES TO WRITE SERIAL.

produce a picturization of Charles
K. Harris' Song, "Always in the Way."

Gimbel Brothers

during the

features,

'Bankers
NEW YORK

leased

payment.

will

will release

English

SPEAKING AT VITAGRAPH.

cause a 50 per cent, additional penalty
besides a criminal liability in case the
tax was ignored completely. The drain
on the tax offices brought an extension
of timewas granted until the collectors
could take care of all the tax applicants. Any show house having 250

Another Song Filmed.
Agreements were signed this week by
which the World Film Corporation

it

Columbines"
and
Dickens's
"Christmas Carol."
The Paramount people secured the
pictures through the Cosmofotonlm
Co.,
which handles the American

An arrangement

The Morosco Photoplay company Is occupying its new offices In Los Angeles, Charlie
Eyton being

the

.rights

of taxation.

A party of 200 photoplayers attended the
Corona Road race in California last week.

when

holidays

Two

country, during the present war crisis
abroad. The tax does not hit the picture and legitimate theatre owners
alone, but they come in for their share

chairs or

pictures

SEATS OF THE MIGHTY.
Sir Gilbert Parker's novel of colonial Quebec, made into a six-reel feature, was shown
at the Oasino Sunday night after being several times delayed.
It bears the brand of the
Colonial Motion Picture Corporation and Is
released In the World Film Corporation program. The picture has many fine points Its
big scenes are highly effective and the company
Is
one
extraordinary
of
strength.
But it does contain faults of narration perhaps Inseparable from the adaptation of so
long and complex a history of events. Much
nf the action takes place In studio sets and
this detail of exposition detracts somewhat
from the interest, audiences having come to
depend much on scenic beauty in the open as
;

«m

save reel are Indicated.

an aid to illusion.
The production Is an
elaborate one and the cost of settings must
have been large, not to speak of the costuming and properties. These matters of detail appear to have been handled by an expert.
Furnishings and costuming at all times
carry conviction, from the court dress in
those scenes having to do with DuBarry and
La Pompadour's Intrigues in Paris to the
uniforms of the soldiers on Quebec heights,
that famous battle forming the climax of the
piece.
In spite of the picturesqueneas of
the photoplay, the story is unwleldly. For example it took more than a reel to establish the
basis of Capt. Morey's possession of the state
secret of the Du Barry letters.
All this
came before the Introduction of the love story,
and aroused early Interest In characters who
were of minor Importance or no Importance
at all
In the story proper.
This illustrates
one phase of scenario making from novels,
the tendency seems to be to attempt too much.
In the present instance 17 characters are listed
by name on the program.
It is almost Impossible to follow the multiplicity of character
and story relations that arise from so large a
number of persons. The limitations of the
screen make necessary the utmost simplicity
of story, and quite aside from the artistic
consideration, the fewer important characters
involved the better.
The scenario writer has
attempted too much In this case.
Little, if
anything, is made of the characters of Mathilde, Voban and Bigot, but their introduction
In a vague, shadowy way obscures the main
tale without making clear their relation to the
action.
The battle scenes at the end were excellent and there was something of a thrill in
a trick handling of the explosion of the palace.
The exposition of the dramatic story of
Doltalre, Capt. Morey and Allxe was clear
enough to anyone who had read the book, but
the rapid shift of events must have been distracting to anyone unfamiliar with the original.
As an example of massive and Impressive studio directing, the feature Is really
notable.
Not less Imposing is the array of
names in the cast. Including Lionel Barry-

—

—

more, MUllcent Evans, Glen White. Louis
Meredrith (who did splendidly In the small
part of Mathllde). Grace Leigh and Marjorle

Bonner among others.

BELGIAN

WAR

PICTURES.

Four reels of topical pictures of the European war, exploited In most positive manner

as being views of actual hostilities, are being
offered at the 3JUh Street theatre as an educational feature under sponsorship of the
Chicago Tribune.
Newspaper exploitation of
the film may put it over.
But there is little
,

In the views
sational.
On

themselves to make them senthe facts as they come on the
screen one would be Inclined to the belief
that the Tribune war photographer once or
twice came within the cone of lire and secured Llm material fit for exhibition, and on
this basis tho promoters, in an effort to start
something, have arranged a vast amount of
other matter of about the force of the ordinary material released since Aug. 1 in the
topical picture weeklies.
The best material,
in a dramatic sense, Is an actual battle scene
(taking the lecturer's word for it without
reservation) near Mallnes.
A group of Belgians In their trenches Is shown.
Occasionally one of the fighters drops wounded and Is
replaced by a fresh man. There Is a certain
business-like frigidity about the affair that
carries conviction.
In
another place the
shewing of a house within the Belgian lines is
portrayed convincingly.
There is an utter
absence of dramatic effect in the whole film

VARIETY
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paper has turned out a great advertiser for
Tribune, although It may not reach as
people as the Chicago paper would like
to see it reach, at tha 30th Street's admission

the

RALPH KELLARD IN

many

Decidedly

must ba said that the

It

flamboyant advertisements of "An actual war
picture'' that have been displayed regarding
this film are not lived up to by tha plotures
themselves. More conservatism In tha billing

Distinctive*

TERION

I

And

25-60.

prices.

would give the Chicago Tribune among the

new multitude of people Its name will now
reach for the first time a better reputation
for reliability than the present state of affairs will allow the casual auditor to retain
of "the world's greatest newspaper."

YOU

HAVE HEARD EXHIBITORSMY SAY
"OH,

sues*

1

the business in

Was

I

am

YOU who

it

SHARE

fatting

MY TOWN."

WELL,

said it?

THE BUSINESS

Next Week (December

YOUR THEATRE. It has tha QUALITY,
it has tha SERVICE, It has tha PRICE, it is
JUST what YOU hava bean waiting for. In
to

other words,

we meant

THIS SP ELLS COOPERATION,

the greatest business asset in the world today.

The good book oayst "HE who

"DECIDEDLY DISTINCTIVE."

key

THIS

IS

hesitates

," but get in touch with our NEAREST
EXCHANGE to be CONVINCED of this fact
or cannot we see you PERSONALLY in our
own HEADQUARTERS? Those who hava
seen our film ara ENTHUSED over our program. YOU can now see our product for
YOURSELF and know what we mein when
we say that the KJMTERION PROGRAM is
is

is

Our

always hanging out for you

NOT A PROGRAM ON PAPER,
PROGRAM ON FILM.

latchII.

—USE

IT IS

A

222

West 42d St

Permanent

NEW YORK

—

NY

Hagans

NYC

TORT

M.

CITY
Byron
under

The Tribune

Is said
to have secured permission for its
views from the Belgian government under
an agreement which calls for the payment to
the Belgian Relief Fund of one-half the
profits.
If looked upon as a "commercial"
from the Tribune's standpoint, the Chicago

A

Langdon

174

E

71st St

way
through VARIETY'S
best

to insure

prompt

receipt of

your

It can't

go wrong. No forwarding. No

be changed weekly.

ONE

LINE, $5

Name

YEARLY

in bold face type,
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MARBLE

and

'THE LAND OF DYKES'*
JOHN W. DUNNE. Mgr

In

.

Conroy A LeMeire care Shuberts
Cook Joa Variety N Y
Corradinl F care Tausig 104 E 14th St

&

N Y C

NYC

Curtis Julia Keith's Indianapolis
Curzon Sisters Keith's Cleveland

(If route,

permanent address

will

& Conway Shea's Toronto
D'ArvlUe Jeanette Montreal Indef
De Felice Carlotta Variety San Francisco
De Long Maidie Variety N Y
Devlne A Williams Varietv N Y
Derkin's Animals Keith's Boston

A
A

Galvin Forsyth Atlanta
Leighton 167
45th St N

W

Y C

La Count Beealo care Bohm 1547 Bwav
La Croix Paid Fountain Pk Louisville

NYC

Lamb's Manikins
L6EW CIRCUIT
Direction, FRANK BOHM

SYBIL

7),

Lyric,

Birmingham

NYCNYC

Lambert & Ball Alhambra
Lane A O'Donnell Royal Bronx

FRANK LE DENT
DEC.

Dooley Ray Trio Keith's Toledo
Doyle & Dixon Keith's Providence
Duffett Bruce & Co Keith's Louisville
Dupree & Dupree Orpheum Brooklyn

14,

Leslie Bert

PALACE, SOUTHAMPTON. ENG.

A Co

Variety

N Y

E

W

Emmott Mr

A Mrs Hugh

Erroll Bert

Maryland Baltimore

Fagan
Fields

227

A Byron care Cooper
Teddy Variety N Y

1416

46th St

N Y

Bway

NYC

NYC

JACK
In

Leonard

A

7),

Empress, Los Angeles

Russell Grand Pittsburgh

Original "Rathskeller Trio"

Frank J Herbert Vitagraph Studio Bklyn
Frey Henry 1777 Madison Ave
Galloway Louise

Blanche Leslie
Next Weak (Doc.

Care

VARIETY, New York

VAUDEVILLE

& Co Grand Pittsburg

York.

be inserted during any open time)

Kelly

Keno A Mayne Orpheum Montreal
Keuling Edgar Louis Variety N Y
Kramers The Keith's Toledo
Kramka Bros Orpheum Montreal

Langdons The Shea's Toronto

(52 timet).

VARIETY, New

Kammerer A Howland Rehoboth Mass
Kelso

Darrell

IN

Send name and address, permanent, route or where playing,
with remittance, to

N Y

NYC

AND SEVEN LITTLE FOYS
time, $10.

-

Gillette Keith's Cincinnati

Claude Toby Alhambra
Claudius & Scarlet Maryland Baltimore
Cross A Josephine Hammerstein's

delay.

same space and

N Y

~
Dominion
Ottawa

MARY

SAM

I

May

NYC

ordan A Dohertj Variety N Y
Johnstons Musical Empire Glasgow Scot
Joaalaaohn John Iceland GUsaa Co Variety
Juliet Forsyth Atlsnta

Elisabeth Mary Variety London
"Eloping" Orpheum Montreal

Address Department

N Y

4 Variety

arrow Grand Pittsburgh
A Harrison Poll Springfield
i arvis
ohns Trio Grand Syracuse

10 Wellington So London Eng
Ce Dora 9 Riverside Ave Newark N J

Next Week (Dec.

The one

N Y

Hayward Stafford A Co Orpheum Omaha
Haywards The White Rats N Y
Hermann Adelaide Pierpont Hotel
Howlsnd A Leach Palace Chicago

-

N YC

JIM

! !

Hayama

"
Iole
een Sisters

DIAMOND and BRENNAN
"Nlftynonsense"

REGARDING MAIL

Variety

S.

Carr Nat

Correlli

4 Australian

Hamilton Jean Touring England
Harrah Great Pantages San Francisco
Hart Maria A Billy Oipheum Winnipeg
Havtlaas The Variety N Y

Inge Clara Variety

EARLY
BENTHAM

and
Direction,

Windytown reaching New York.

H

A Monkeys Variety
Barnum Duchess Variety N Y
Big Jim F Bernstein 1493 Bway
Bower* Fred V A Co Variety N Y
Barnold's Dogs

BYAL

ing the center back
the bottom of the screen is arranged a mimic
grave-mound ten feet long, such as might be
heaped over the graves of dead soldiers. The
lecture which accompanies the pictures is a
model of terseness and simplicity, delivered by
a man with a fine deep voice and a crisp
British enunciation.
The pictures were taken
bv Edward F. Welgle, war photographer for
The name of the "Chicago
the Tribune.
Tribune" is fully sprinkled over the reels,
and the commonly accepted opinion of these
pictures Is that the Chicago paper, which
modestly proclaims itself on the sheet as
"The Greatest in the World," grabbed at the
opportunity to advertise Itself all over the
country by a series of "war films," starting
at the Studebaker, Chicago, where, with the
untold publicity given It by the Tribune, and
half pages in every other local daily out
there,
the Studebaker did from $1,400 to
$1,600 a day, the fame of the receipts in

makes Its most convincing alibi (as the
ecturer takes care to point out in advance).
There isn't a thrill from start to finish, exept .a the belief of the auditor that he is
patching actual war events.
The poorest
tudio director In Ue business could have
lade the scenes triply effective in a dramatic
ay with a force of posed actors at $2 a day.
Jither the Tribune's photographer has chosen
is views with poor Judgment, or too timid
dltlng of the film has destroyed its force.
rvln Cobb's written descriptions of the field
which
re almost as graphic as the pictures
»
as much a booBt for Cobb's able work as a
There Is rather too much
ap at the film.
cenic material, such as the flight of Antwerp
efugeeB across the river, the burning of
ilege, scenes of desolation In Termonde, Antwerp and A lost, and other manifestations of
wreck the war has wrought.
Make no
tie
ilsta*e, these scenes are striking and lmressive. but mere scenes of unpeopled wreck
re rather disappointing when one's expec talons have been aroused to the point of lookag for a visualization of war's actual clash
nd conflict. The feature is very well put on
The stage is especially
t
the 39th Street.
Broken trees litter It
et with wood wings.
[ere and there stands a boulder and occupy-

N Y

Crawford Variety

TUT

Offices

of the stage Just

rhlch

B

A

Barnes

NYC

1600 Broadway, 6th Floor

Temporary Headquarters

Gardiner Trio Temple Detroit
Genaro A Bailey Royal Bronx N Y
Gere & Delaney Keith's Indianapolis
Gillette Lucy Keith's Providence
Glaser Vaughn A Co Temple Detroit
Glenn Carrie Variety N Y
Godfrey A Henderson Variety N Y
Gray Trio Variety N Y
Grees Karl 3 Mariahllf Str Bingen-Rhein Germ
Guerite Laura Variety London
Oygl Ota Variety N Y

Abates Edward Variety N Y
Adams Rex A Co Variety N Y
Adelaide & Hughes Grand Syracuse
Adler & Arline Keith's Providence
Alice's Pets Bushwick Brooklyn
Alpine Troupe Prospect Brooklyn
Ardath Fred J Co Keith's Philadelphia
Aubrey & Rich Colonial Erie

Bowers Walters & Crooker Her Majesty's
Melbourne Aus
Bracks Savon care Tausig 104 E 14th St N Y C
Brady A Makoney Loew's Vancouver B C
Brooks WaUJe Variety N Y
Buck Bros Miles Pittsburgh
Busse Miss care Cooper 1416 Bway

MICA FILM CORPORATION

7)

Players may be listed in this department weekly, either at the theatres they are
appearing in or at a permanent or temporary address (which will be inserted when route
is not received) (or $5 yearly, or if name is in bold type, $10 yearly.
All are eligible to
this department.

WE WORK WITH YOU
YOU WORK WITH US

YOU ARE PERFECTLY
SATISFIED WITH THE
BUSINESS | YOU ARE
NOW GETTING, THE
NEXT COLUMN WILL
NOT INTEREST YOU

2.

Ralph Kcllard will open as leading
man of the Auditorium Stock Dec. 6
in "The Argyle Case," replacing Harry
Hollingsworth.
Mr.
Hollingsworth
will produce a show of his own, it is
understood.
Mr. Kellard has been at
the Alcazar, San Francisco.

Where Players May Be Located

naver

YOUR TOWN

of

K. C.

City, Dec.

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT

of

mind if you ara only catting YOUR SHARE,
you ought to ba ASHAMED of YOURSELF.
The KJtlTERION PROGRAM dsmands and
will bring

Kansas

E.

GARDNER

"CURSE YOU, JACK DALTON"
Direction,

HARRY WEBER

Lipmsky's Dogs Keith's Cincinnati

Littlejohns The Variety N Y
Lloyd Rosie Bushwick Brooklyn
Lorraine A Burks Keith's WushinKton
Lowes Two Vsriety N Y
Lyers Three Keith's Boston

M
Mack & Harton Keith's Toledo
Mack & Orth Keith's Louisville
Madden & Fitzputrick Hatnrm-rstt'in's N Y
Manny & Roberts Variety N Y

('
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TOM
TERRISS
The Famous English Player
Has Joined

the

KINETOPHOTE
WW ?*
IA5KV

jtmuttt
LOflG ATCRE THEATRE/

/It/ Ijb^l) V.

W.4o™ 5TREET,

JESSE LlASKy

SAMU&jfiOLDFISH

PKlSlOtHT

TRfAi &*f*t HANAttft

N.Y.C.

CECIL BDtMILLE
OlIltCTOA

Mr, Terriss will Produce and Star
the Famous Terriss Plays under
the K. C. Emblem

in

2Ri&

tCMCMN.

iTiininiv^Ti^Hiiimntfiiuiiium

]

A

Kinetophote Feature is
an Assurance of Merit

THE KINETOPHOTE
NEW YORK

126-132 West 46th Street

Telephone: *6072 Bryant

Mardo & Hunter

25

N Newstead Ave

St Louis

Montgomery Marshall
Morton Ed Alhambra

Harry Weber Presents

3

Keith's Cincinnati

NYC
N

MARCONI BROS.
The Wireless Orchestra

Nash

Juila Co Orpheum Montreal
Nestor & Del berg Loew Circuit
Nelusco & Hurley Grand Pittsburgh

Niblo's Birds Colonial Erie
Nlblo
Spenser 363 12th St Bklyn
Nlchol Sisters care Delmar 1493 Bway

A

The stimnd portrayal of an agonized
souls triumph through suffe^inrj, over

SHAYNE
MATTHEWS"DREAMLAND"

.

threatening evils-

And Company

Released December 21st
Produced by 4 he

Maya A Addis

Variety

N Y

N Y

Variety N Y
McCormick & Irvine Bushwick Brooklyn
McMahon Diamond Co Keith's Washington

MISS

NORTON

Mayo Louisa

DANIEL FRONMARHhm^ DWtsr IOWINSPORTERT«cKnlc«l

YORK.

Drector

W

330
51st St N
Keith's Ixiuisville

Meredith Sisters

Mcyakos Trio

ZUKOa.FW.idtM,

executive Offices.
213-229 W. 26th STREET, NEW

In

McCree Junle Columbia Theatre Bldg

BU§»VUHM
ADOLPH

AL

BOB

Middleton & Spellmeyer Freeport
Morris & Beasley Loew Circuit

Y C
L

PAUL
-

NICHOLSON

En Route

"A PAIR OF SIXES" CO.
Coddles

T.

BOGGS JOHNS

I

BIRD?
? MYSTIC
Orpheum
U. B. 0.

Direction,

NYC

HARRY WEBER

Noble A Brooks Tivoli Sydney Australia
Nosses Musical Seipp's O H kokomo 111
J C & Co Orpheum Montreal

Nugent

O
& Co Orpheuai Las Angeles
O'Brien Havel Co Orpheum Memphis

Oa.-.land Will

O'Neill

Doc Keith's Philadelphia
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FILM

BEATRIZ MICHELENA

CORPORATION

"Mrs. Wiggs of the

LEWIS

J.

Announce

SELZNICK,
their

Vice-Pres.

Appointment as

Sole Distributors of the

Cabbage Patch"
The Famous

Distinctive Feature

Liebler Stage Success

RELEASED JANUARY

Productions of

4th

THE

" Mignon "

CALIFORNIA MOTION

After the Great Opera

PICTURE CORP.
In Preparation

"Salvation Nell"
By Edward Sheldon

" The Price She Paid "

By Bret Harte

By David Graham

Dramatized by Marlon Russell

Home

Office,

130

W.

46th

St.,

18th

In Preparation

"lily of Poverty Flats"

WORLD FILM CORPORATION,

With the Same Star

RELEASED JANUARY

Lewis

J. Selznick,

Phillips

V.-Pres.

New York
Branches Everywhere

Branches Everywhere

Parshleys The Columbia Grand Rapids

Harry Weber Pretests

MILTON POLLOCK
In Geo. Ade's

Comedy.

Popular Plays and Players

"SPEAKING TO FATHER"
*

Primrose Four Keith's Philadelphia
Prince Arthur Maryland Baltimore
Pruitt Bill Keith's Indianapolis

PRESENTS

The Beautiful and
N Y
San Francisco*
Renards 3 Variety N Y
Reynolds Carrie Variety N Y
Rice Hazel 340 W 46th St N Y

Versatile Dramatic Star

POSTERS

Reeves Billy Variety

Reilly Charlie Variety

Madame

Richardini Michael 10 Leicester Sq London

W.

E. Ritchie and Co.

THE ORIGINAL TRAMP CYCLIST
DEC, APOLLO, VIENNA, AUSTRIA
Rochez's Monkey Music Hall 2 Maiden
Gardens Maiden Eng
Roehm's Athletic Girls Variety Chicago

& Ward

Ronair

Variety

Hill

REELS
of FILMS with
1,000

$3.00

Olga Petrova

N Y

VITAGRAPH

KALEM
PATHE

IN

CINES

A
Amusement Producing Co.
H. M. Horkheimer, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
E. D. Horkheimer, Sec. and Trees.
Manufacturers of Dramatic Feature Films

The Pictures Beautiful/*
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

known as

U

Play of Intenseness and Vitality

IMP

••

The

Tigress

"Where the

HEPWORTH

BRONCHO

BARKER

and many exclusive subjects. First
first

served.

popular

Write

REAL FEATURES

44>th St.,

New

York.

In
L

(

}'«f*

nHor'M

h;

,

nd

The meet

are

admittedly

films.

from

We

offer

$2t

to SM.

Posters one, three and six* sheets.

Exclu-

Branches Throughout the United States
S12f

st h

1 b w?y.

Universal Motion Picture Presents

"DAMOK

7

at

lists.

cc

Phone Bryant

New York Theatre

for

money makers

sive features always for sale.

INVESTIGATE!!!

W.

RELIANCE
NESTOR
SOLAX
CRYSTAL
VICTOR

K. B.

them with posters

lit

EACH

Keystones and Plckford

RELEASED ON ALCO PROGRAM DEC.

at

PYTHIAS"

Orchestral Music

Knights of Pythias

E\lco

Film Corporation

est 42<! Slrec*

NEW YORK

Independent Film
Brokers
802 Vine

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

—
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SEND IN COPY
FOR

VARIETY'S
9th Anniversary

Number

There is not too much time yet remaining. Have your announcement in the best theatrical advertising medium of the year.

An
is

ad in time saves money, and an advertisement in
an investment.

Below u a copy of a
it* member*:

letter the

White Rata ha* kindly seat

out to
Dear

Sir

and Brother:

The Anniversary Number of VARIETY will be published DecemAs VARIETY is the medium of the WHITE RATS ACTORS'
this Organization is anxious to see its membership thoroughly
represented in the advertising columns of VARIETY'S BIG NUMBER.

ber 25th.

UNION,

VARIETY is advocating proper organization for the actor, has
advocated the essentials and conveniences of proper organization,
therefore should be encouraged by the actor. It has attained a position
in the field of theatrical trade journalism that is a remarkable triumph
Its circulation is unquestioned.
in itself.
The paper is undoubtedly
bought and read by every important manager, agent and artist all over
the entire world.

When "The Player" suspended publication through an agreement
VARIETY the cause of the White Rats was takeu up by VARIETY
and VARIETY has stood by its agreement with our organization, and
with

is only fair that we should lend our
when we have an opportunity to do so.
it

efforts to support the

paper

With

its selling qualities as its foremost recommendation and its
connections with your organization to recommend it as well, we
suggest you consider VARIETY in placing your holiday advertising

official

appropriation.

^With thanks for your consideration of the above, remain,
Fraternally,

(Signed)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

VARIETY

VARIETY
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MOSE GUMBLE,
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BELCHER,

Secretary

JEROMEH.REMICK&CO.
GREAT NOVELTY SONG
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F. E.

Mfr. Professional Dent

President
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ON THE 5.15

&£f

Q~cC\JL+A9

BulMo^h

ANOTHER

Do You Know?
Made in America

f*
BY

MURPHY

That Vaudeville'* biggest novelty and best staged animal act was

and did not come from Europe and was not forced to cancel years
of work owing to the war and as we are not booked for the
rest of our existence, but are offering more in entertainment, novelty, stage beauty and box-office power than any similarly priced
attraction

ROSE & CURTIS

invite all

This

Week

the
the
the
the

(Nov.

Next

30)

New York

WM.

MAUD

ROCK

and

Featured la

The

FULTON
Candy Shop"

EN ROUTE

SAVOY
and BRENNAN
SHOW GIRL AND THE JOHNNIE
VARIETY, New York
4c

Nauriet

Stanley Forrest Durhank T.ns Anpelcs
Stanton Walter Variety N Y
St Elmo Carlotta Variety N Y

5.15.

(Dec.

Texico Variety

Billy

N Y

211

JEROME

H.

Variety

B Van Harbor N H

REMICK

W.

46th St.

228

9M Market

N Y

N Y

Viol in sky

Orpheum

FRANK EVANS

S.15.

CO.

REMICK & CO.
Tremont

St.

Seattle

Von Hoff George Variety New York

DOROTHY

NORD
VON TILZERMAXand
HART

Hope Vernon
U. B. O. and Orpheum Time

4k

BOSTON

AA

& Arthur

H.

DETROIT
St.

137

SAN FRANCISCO

N Y

Direction,

by

NEW YORK

ALBERT
Muriel

1114

JEROME

7)

Bushwick, Brooklyn

Direction,

Hazel Varieties Terre Haute

& Grand Evansville
& Stone Echo Farm
Stanley Aileen Variety N Y
Stafford

5.15.

PUBLISHED BY

New York.
New York.

Taylor Eva & Co Keith's Cincinnati
Tdldy Alice Maryland Baltimore
Toyo Troupe Temple Rochester
Treat's Seals Dominion Ottawa
Ttcvitt's Dogs Grand Pittsburgh
Valli

Sherman & Dc Forest Variety N Y

5.15.

Copyrifht

Stephens Leona 1213 Elder Ave N Y
Sutton Mclntyre A Sutton Variety

Van
Skatelle Bert

Week

B. F. Keith's

Hear the Whittles Blowing,
Your Ingersoll it tlow,
Down the Track the't going,
Bang! goet the Gate on the

5.15.

managers to see

Dec. 14— B. F. Keith's Colonial,
Dec. 21— B. F. Keith's Alhambra,

MARSHALL

CHORU
On
On
On
On

LADY ALICE'S PETS
B. F. Keith's Royal,

and

Majestic

Theatre

Fort St.

Bid*.

AAAAA
WILLIE WESTON
VAUDEVILLE
IN

Booked

Solid.

Direction,

MORRIS A FEIL

Whipple Huston & Co Orpheum Jacksonville
Wills Nat Grand Pittsburgh
Wilson Doris 8c Co Tampa Tampa Fla
Woodchuppers Australian Columbia Grand
Rapids

W
Walton & Vivian 9 W. ORth St N Y
Wcbl) Si Hums Alhamhra
Weber & Capitola Grand Syracuse

THE CASTILIANS

W.

CHICAGO

NYC

M

Zazell H
Co Interstate Circuit
Zoeller Edward care Cooper 1416 Bway

NYC

VAJtllTY

REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS AND COMPANIES IN BURLESQUE

LEW KELLY

MA1T KENNEDY

"PROF. DOPE"

"LIBERTY GIRLS"

Johnnie Jess

JACK CONWAY

"BOSELAND GIRLS'*
"GYPSY MAIDS"
"GLOBE TROTTERS"BEAUTY, YOUTH AND FOLLY"

Featured with "Star and Garter"

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
Room 4U Colmhla Thoatra BM*,
Now Yorh

JAMES CBbtdO

T.

COOPER

W. DINK1NS

Helen Jessie Moore

Foot Shown that Hat* Gob* Over

Featured with

BILLY WATSON'S "BIG

SHOW

Phil B.

—

LEO STEVENS

And His

IMM

w«
Direction

HURTIG * 3EAMON

JACK SINGER ProsoaU

Lillian

Fitzgerald

FANNIE
VEDDER
MiMpnwrt, JACOBS A JERMON

Foaturod with

Abe Reynolds

"ROSELAND GIRLS"

AND

It

Jwbm

E.

INGENUE, Th«

("Match")

GMa"

LEW KELLY
And

LON HASCALL

JS&2L

(Staff*

FEATURED

"BEHMAN SHOW"

a TANGO GIRLS'' CO.

THE

LEO HOYT
WIumV

CORINNE FORD

IN

COLLEGE GIRLS"
Mu Sptefol

Whtrt managora

-A NOVEL CREATION"
"AUTO GIRLS"—lfl4-lf

EDNA RAYMOND

York.
Girls

"Prta* Wlnnors" Co.

Seymour
NOT A STAR-A COMET
"AUTO ClRLS M-lil4-lS

I

NELLIE FLOREDE
"GOLDEN CROOK"

BURLESQUE ROUTES
(Week Dec. 7 and Dec. 14.)
Al Reeves Beauty Show 7 Gayety Washington
14 Gayety Pittsburgh.
American Beauties 7 L O 14 Empire Newark.
Auto Girls 7-1) Stone O H Blnghamton 10-12
Van Culler O H Schenectady 14 Corinthian
Rochester.
Beauty Parade 7 Star Cleveland 14 Gayety Cincinnati.

Beauty Youth & Folly 7 Gayety Baltimore 14
Bijou Richmond.
Behman Show 7 Casino Philadelphia 14 Empire Hoboken.
Ben Welch Show 7 Columbia Chicago 14 Engle-

wood Chicago.
Big Jubilee 7 Star St Paul 14 Gayety Milwaukee.
Big Revue 7 Corinthian Rochester 14 Garden
Buffalo.

Big Sensation 7 Penn Circuit 14 Murray Hill
New York.
Bohemians 7 Victoria Pittsburgh 14 Penn Circuit.

Bon Tons

New

7

Casino Brooklyn

14

Music Hall

York.

Bowery Ifurlcsriuers 7 Gayety Milwaukee 14
Columbia Chicago.
Broadway Girls 7 Cadillac Detroit 14 Haymarket Chicago.
Cabaret Girls 7-0 Jacques O H Waterbury 1012 Gllmore Springfield 14 Howard Boston.
Charming Widows 7 BHou Richmond 14 Academy of Music Norfolk.

CO.

of

Moulin Rouge

dero Philadelphia.
City Belles 7-0 Majestic Perth Amboy 14 Gayety Baltimore.
City Sports 7 Troeadero Philadelphia 14-16

New Nixon Atlantic City.
College Girls 7 L O 14 Westminster

Provi-

dence.

Crackerjacks 7 Garden Buffalo 14 Star Toronto.
Dreamlands 7 Gayety Minneapolis 14 Star St

7 Star
cess St Louis.

14 Prin-

Buffalo.

Kansas

City.

ioo

Laughs s

is

sino Philadelphia.

Own Show 7 Casino Boston 14-16
Grand Hartford 17-19 Empire Albany.
Million Dollar Dolls 7-0 Empire Albany 10-12
Marlon's

Grand Hartford

14

Gayety Boa ton.

Mischief Makers 7 Grand Boston 14-16 Worcester Worcester 17-19 Empire Holyoke.
Monte Carlo Girls 7 Gayety 'Brooklyn 14-16
Grand New Haven 17-19 Park Bridgeport.
Oriental 7 Murray Hill New York 14 Academy of Music Jersey City.
Passing Review of 1914 7 Howard Boston 14
Grand Boston.
Prize Winners 7 Westminster Providence 14
Casino Boston.
Robinson's Carnation Beauties 7 Gaiety Boston
14 Columbia New York.
Roseland Girls 7 L O Gayety Minneapolis.

Rosey Posey Girls 7 Oayety Omaha 14 L O 21
Gayety Minneapolis.
September Morning Glories 7 Century Kansas
City 14 L O 21 Gayety Chicago.
Social Maids 7 Gayety Montreal 14-16 Empire
Albany 17-19 Grand Hartford.
Star & Garter 7 Empire Newark 14 Empire
Philadelphia.
Zallah's Own Show 7 Academy of Music Norfolk 14 Gayety Philadelphia.

Minutes,

rtkSHS

Comedy

Original

rLA-ELEGTRICiry.

Indianapolis.
Gayety Girls 7 Columbia New York 14 Orpheum Paterson.
Garden of Girls 7 Academy of Music Jersey
City 14-16 Majestic Perth Amboy.
Gay New Yorkers 7 Empire Philadelphia 14
Palace Baltimore.

r

3?ECl\L
6oLp DtfOP.

r

Empire

Brooklyn.

Gay Widows 7 Gayety Philadelphia 17-10
Grand Trenton.
Ginger Girls 7 Orpheum Paterson 14 Casino
Brooklyn.
Girls

from Happylnnd 7-0 Bastable Syracuse
Lumberg Ttlca 14 Gayety Montreal.

10-12

ELECimCAL-VENUS^CO.

LEON and CO.

AND

<c
I

N

& Garter Chicago

Liberty Girls 7 Princess St Louis 14 Gayety

bury 17-19 Gllmore Springfield.
7 Savoy Hamilton Can 14 Candillac Detroit.
Follies of the Day 7 Englewood Chicago 14
Gayety Detroit.
Follies of Pleasure 7 Columbia Indianapolis 14
Buckingham Louisville.
French Models 7 Gayety Chicago 14 Columbia

14

14

7 Gayety Kansas City 14 Gay-

Fay Foster Co

Empire Hoboken

Detroit

Hastlng's Big Show 7 Gayety Buffalo 14-16
Bastable Syracuse 17-10 Lumberg Utica.
Hello Paris 7 Star Toronto 14 Savoy Hamilton
Can.
Heart Charmers 7 Standard St Louis 14 Century Kansas City.
High Life Girls 7 Standard Cincinnati 14 Empire Cleveland.
Honeymoon Girls 7 Gayety Toronto 14 Gayety

Paul.

7

Gayety

Cleveland.

Gypsy Maids

Eva Mull's Show 7-0 Grand New Haven 10-12
Park Bridgeport 14-16 Jacques O H Water-

Gay White Way

7

Gayety Toronto.
Globe Trotters 7 Palace Baltimore 14 Gayety
Washington.
Golden Crook 7 Gayety Pittsburgh 14 Star

Happy Widows
ety Omaha.

Cherry Blossoms 7 Star Brooklyn 14 Troca-

actors,

Lovemakers 7 Music Hall New York 14 Cafrom Joyland 10-12 Grand Trenton 14
Gayety Brooklyn.
Girls from Follies 7-9 Worcester Worcester
10-12 Empire Holyoke 14 Olympic New
Girls

la

to purloin

and actors to PUfsr Material

Co.

Francis Elliott

and tha I College Boya

MARTELLE
com

Dinettes,

-Prlao

JAMES TENBROOKE

MACK and IRWIN
VAN and PYNES

Florence Mills

LOR HASCALL
Maaafor)

SIMON LEGREE

ION

Presen«

NASA
U

FEATURING AND BREAKING BOX OFFICE RECORDS FOR THE

BYRON

•f

With

it

Gladys Sears

tho

"Behmaa Show

U. B. O.

LANGD0N

99

VARIETY
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS AND COMPANIES

JACOBS & JERMON'S
I

MMi*t

Colrabia Tbtatrs

irtadvay

ait! 47th Strati,

New Ysrk

TSar BILLY WATSON
OFFERS

GIRLIE SHOW"

biuy WATtori" BIG

WANT

COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT
CO.'S HOUSES

Watsons "ORIENTALS"
OOOP-LOOKIMO QIRLS ALWAYS

MOLLIE WILLIAMS
"The Only Female Star

Thanks

in

Burlesque"— Fred McCloy.

from Charts* Waldron, Mauiica Jacobs, Phil. B.
and Barnsy Gerard.

for offers

SAMMY WRIGHT

NK
it.

SSsa?T
THEM ALL
I

Dave Marion

I

31

IN

BURLESQUE
A RIOT

III

N

B.

BURLESQUE

BARCLAY

"Barclay's poculiar mannerisms aro obviously unstudied, and his apparently natural
idiosyncrasies are singularly refreshing In those days of monotonous sameness *
FREDERICK M. McCLOY. In VARIETY.

Dave Gordon
Presents

"GIRLS OF THE GAY WHITE WAY"

SIMMONDS, STEWART and LAKE'S
"AUTOGIRLS" CO. Offer
MADELINE WEBB
HARRY M. STEWART FRANCIS ELLIOTT
JAS. J. LAKE
BILLY HALLMAN
CAROL SCHRODER
TEDDY SIMMONDS
HARRY SEYMOUR
SALLY STEWART
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT, lfl4-lS
.

Al Rssvss says: "Ths biggest riot
I'vo
over had in my show I*'

AT LIBERTY
227 W. 41th
Nsw York

Addrsss

St.

Si«"

GORDON and MURPHY-Fmk
PREMIER ACROBATIC DANCERS

Charles Robinson "^^.^^"
SEASON 19U-19U

FEATURED WITH

COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT CO.

5
WITH BERNARD

MORRIS
With

and

ft

Fnaturoel

Comadiaui

Season

NOW AND ALWAYS

HARRY

[Hickeyl

"Queen Rose

of the

With
Flossie

1I14-1S.

HUfm^ftTsCAMON

Rosebud Gsrden of Girls."— McCloy

Pittsburgh.

Nixon Atlantic City
7-i) New
O H Blnghamton 17-19 Van CulO H Schenectady.
Taxi Girls 7 L O 14 Gayety Chicago.
Tempters 7 Olympic New York 14 Star Brook-

Tango Queens
14-10 Stone
ler

Personal Direction,
Henry P. DUoo

LE VAN

CLAIRE DE VINE
DAVE MARION'S OWN

NRY
Presents

"REVIEW OF

lill"

(Columbia Circuit)

Woman

Leading

Dixon's "Rtvifw of 1115"

CO.

Season

DIXON

F>.

MARGIE CATLIN

MANAGEMENT

FENNESSY A HERR

U

ALWAYS WORKING

pire Toledo.
7 Miner's Bronx New York
14 L
21 Empire Newark.
Winning Widows 7 Empire Toledo 14 Star ft

Happy Widows"

SIMONA/

in Variety.

Transatlantiques 7 Buckingham Louisville 14
Standard Cincinnati.
Trocaderos 7-» Grand Hartford 10-12 Empire
Albany 14 Miner's Bronx New York.
Watson Sisters 7 Gayety Cincinnati 14 Em-

Watson's Big Show

14-15.

-THE BIG REVIEW OF IfiT

"AMERICAN BEAUTIES" CO.

Sydell's London Belles 7 Empire Brooklyn 14
L O 21 Westminster Providence.
Tango Girls 7 Empire Cleveland 14 Victoria

JACOBS & JERMON

Anna-ARMSTRONG and ODELL-Tommy

UDIE M E

IN/1

"GOLDEN CROOK"
Management,

"Gay New Yorkers"

WITH "BOWERYS"

Sam Micals

With

ZEISLER'S

CAMPBELL

"BROADWAY GIRLS"

Babe La Tour

"BON-TON GIRLS"

FRENCH MODELS"

WILL FOX
Joe

with

"CRACKER JACKS"

GEO. H. WARD

A DAT'

SAM SIDMAN, GERTRUDE HAYES and an All-Star Cast
BIGGEST HIT IN BURLESQUE SINCE "WINE, WOMAN AND SONG"
NEXT WEEK (DEC •). GAYETY, DETROIT
With

H.

Harry Cooper

NEW

SOMETHING

SSX&s "FOLLIES

F"IIM
IM
CHARLES
WALDRON

Chooceeta

IN

AT LIBERTY
for burlesque, musical

comedy or

pictures

Address 81 Buena Vista Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.

Carter Chicago.

lyn.

----#«.
.

*

A»

-?\
.0

V»«n
/.*

*
.

W-

World's Greatest

Boomerang Throwers

'?'""*%

Big Hippodrome Attraction
llU-14-NEW YORK HIPPODROME
1»14— BARNUM
AND BAILEY CIRCUS
Season

A Feature

Attraction

In

the

Bill

at

GREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME
CHICAGO
Next Week (Dec.

7)

the

)

VARIETY

=

32

f*bo

Hoot

Refinad

for

Professional*.

#5*5

Haadaomelv Furnlahed
Staam Heeted Rooma
Bath and Every
convenience

NOW AT

67

THE ST
Broadway and

A

Fireproof Building.

o o 0NE

TWO

5

IN

A

$1 TT
DAY

ROOM
Biff

Ave.), N. Y. City
Stona'a Throw from Broadway

,N

A

"X"
$1 DAY

Mi

150 Furnished Apartments
HENRI COURT

THE ANNEX

7S4 and 7SI Ith AVE., at 47th St.

fireproof

Tel.

buildin

just completed, with nan
somely furnished three and

Bryant

THE CLAMAN
Tel.

four-room apartments complete for housekeeping. Private bath, telephone, elec-

nished.

tricity.

RATES:

$12

UP WEEKLY

Bryant

4ld ST.

and

Comfortable

up

$8.00

Prices, $3.50, $4.00,

excep-

West

St., off

7th Avenue,

$2.50 to $5.00
1M rooma, scrupulously dean, hatha on ovary
Telephone 41SS Greeley
Phono Bryant

staam heat,

NEW YORK

electric light

.

Prop.

Talaphone Bryant

Z3a7

Furnished Apartments

and Rooms
c

323jWest 43rd Street/ NEW

~"^£^»$'jS$"' '**<
i

Staam Heat

*•

HOTEL TAFT
Rooms Sec—75c with uae
with privata
doubla.

bath

of bath; and
daily single or

$1.M

YORK CITY

Catering to the comfort and convenience of the pro tea aion

Privata Bath, 1-4 rooma.

$5

and

Rooms

OME
INGERS
INGING

OME
ONGS

ST.,

"'CHARLIE

Adams Doc
Albrutus Al
Aldro Mitchell (C)
Alexander Russell

$1.50

Topping the

M

NEW YORK

1890

name,

letter

NEW YORK

Bryant

is

in

Anderson Ernest

Anson A E
Armento Angelo (C)
Austin John

B
Backus Frank

$2 a week.

All Conveniences.

Rehearsal Rooms.

Banjo-Phiends
Barclay Bessie
Barnes A West
Barnold J V
Barret Harry
Barton George I,
Bates Louis
Bayer Lillian

Bonner Alf
Bowers Dave
Bowsen Chas (C)
Boyd Mrs Ernest
Braddock & Lelghton
Bradford Ike

Brandon Doris &
Brandon Marie

Beandry Gene
Reane C Thornton
Beers Leo
Bell Peggy
Bennett Goo & Mae
Bennett Joe

Benson Marlon

Bisaett Joe
Bogga Ida May
Bonlta Miss

Brown Charloy
Brown Win (C)
Boutenback Ed
Burbank N C

(

B.

C

Burns William
Bush Herman (C)
Byron Roy

J

Bernie Mrs Louis
Bertram Louise

Calloway

Tom

(C)

Bimbos The (C)

Cameron Daisy (C)

Birch A Birch

Carey Geo

"BILL"

LANT
Bill at

JO

Bailey Leo B (C)
Baker Jesso E
Baker Nat
Bancroft C James

"BOB »

•»

ANE,

follows

Abbott May
Adler Hyman

ST.,

With Private Bath,
Parlor Bedroom and Bath, $2.50

to

Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name. letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.

$4

3514.

for 2 persons, $1.00.

M

LETTERS
Where C

EL
MARKW
WEST
NEW YORK
49TH

W. 48TH

New York.

SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL RATES

220

310

38th St. and 6th Ave.
$4,

w

2M W. 41ST STREET
Hotel for gentlemen.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING

Up

Rates to the profession— $3,
weekly, aingle or double.

Phone Greeley

Tel.

Three and Four Room Apartmanta
Large rooma $4.M and up

F URNIS HED APARTMENTS

*

^ £?*

I

I

•*

">

THE RENDEZVOUS OF "THEATRICALS BEST'
TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY

and gaa

Gee. P.

TO
A
U U LI U

With Wine

MUSIC ROOM FOR USE OF GUESTS

1944

YOU

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WON'T FORGET
St
Near <tb **•
I ft I |
DINNE
Lunch 41c.
|*j|| || I I 1 1 Ho,w"- w~k »w

Ill-Ill West 4tth

Weekly

floor,

A CALL
WILL
CONVINCE

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

UP WEEKLY

ARTHUR

38th

$4.50 Weekly

Private hatha.

UNDER MANAGEMENT OF THE OWNER

252-254

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM SHOWER BATHS
EVERYTHING NEW

4293-6131

tionally
clean
three and
four -room apartments, thoroughly furnished for house-

keeping.
Jlf.at

W

S2S and ail

3431

Decidedly clean, four and
five-room apartments with
private hatha, carefully fur-

NEW
YORK CITY
NEW BUILDING
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
w th Hot and Cold
QA
Dfi#nm4»
OHROUITlO Running Water

Telephone
1862 Bryant

'

TOWN

112, 114 law til W. 41th ST
Tel. Bryant 8560 8561

and VARIETY.

Sole Proprietress

TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

Stoam Heated, Centrally Located in the Theatrical District in the City of
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience- of the Profession.

New

City.

Northwest Cor. 42d Street and 9th Avenue

Every room has hot and cold running water, electric light and
long distance telephone.
T. SINNOTT, Managar
EUROPEAN PLAN
Phono 1520 Greeley

IN

Bryant

DANI
HOTEL FOR GENTLEMEN

ROOM

Reductions to Waakly Guests

CLEANEST

7117

Ono block from Booking

PAULINE COOKE.

Hotel Plymouth
New

'Phono

Offlcee

W. 44th STREET

38th St. (Between

\

14 1 1 I

'
y\ 99
' «s * •* - - n-

and

Loew's Orpheum This

ION,

Week

1MMINS
and a Big Hit.

IIM
ALLEN-EPSTIN

VARIETY

33

ACTS COMING TO CHICAGO STOP AT

HOTE.L CARLE/TON

HOTEL VAN CORTLANDT
W.

142-146

JUST EAST OF

NEW YORK

STREET

49TH

BROADWAY

AND

STATE, ARCHER AND 2STH STREETS
FREE USE OF ALHAMBRA HIPPODROME STAGE FOR REHEARSAL
THEATRE AND HOTEL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

UP.

PURPOSES.

A home-like transient snd family
every room.

Centrally located, good service, absolutely fireproof.

Telephone

hotel.

Restaurant and Grill equal to any

Rooms

large, light, airy

in

$7 00 WEEK
ROOMS WITHTHEPRIVATE
BATH
NEW, MODERN
PROOF

Moderate Price*
and well furnished.

SPECIAL RATES to the profession,

NORMANDI

up,

we want your business

Walk

CHAS.

A.

WELLINGTON HOTEL
Wabash Ave. and Jackson

NEW YORK

W. 40TH

ST.,

Theatrical

$4-00 up.

Housekeeping rooms,

17.00

PUT THIS

IN

YOUR DATE BOOK

BILLY "Swede" HALL

42-44

BROADWAY

hotel within throe minutes' walk
Price, $340 up, single;
Theatres.
up, double.

$1.00

all

Coudray Peggy
Crollus Dick
C rum It Frank P
Curran Thoa A
Curwen J Patrlc

Evelyn Bertha
Everette Fannie

Fay Eva
Fero

De La Tom Twins
Delmore Arthur

WEST 47TH STREET, NEW YORK

(Juat off Broadway)
Beat location in town.
Kitchenette apartments; Single and double rooms, with bath.
Attractive prices to the profession.

MRS. REN SHIELDS,

Catering to Vaudeville's Blue List

Schilling
107-100

West

House

Rehearsals.

Carey Jas

T

Carr

Nan

Music Room for
'Phone 1050 Bryant

Cates Band
Clare Leslie
Clark Alice

Carle Grace

(C)

IF

Vm Slot, IM Wool 41th

It.

^^gHg

NEWIYOlK

STEAM HEAT AND HOT WATER

Bryant. All Modern Improvements
Fsuvette, 'The Tsngo Chsmber Maid"
1103

F

Clark Dorothy L
Clark Hazel
Clark Thomas J
Claudius Mrs D
Claus Florence
Clayton Una
Clifford Frank
Clifford Nell (C)

Cohen Victor
Holllnge Patricia
Collins Dunstan
Collins Will F (C)

Combine O L

Cooper B (C)
Cote Walter H

Dettmar Family (C)
Devlne Harry
Dlzon Dorothy
Dixon LaPelle
Doherty Bell
Doncourt Jack
Dooley Bill (C)
Downard Kitty (C)
Dreyer A Dreyer
Dunbar George

Dunn John

Fine Jack
Fisher Philip J
Fisher A Quinn
Flo A Wynn
Florence Baby (C)

Cotty

Win

Hoyt Hal

Humphrey John Van
Dyke
Hunter Mrs Belle
Hutchcraft Edna

Edwards Gus
Edyth Rose

Egomar Emilie

H

Elklns Betty
Elliott Clyde

Emery Ray
Eno Jack (C)

Chas (C)
.Johnson Jesse P

Johnson Lawrence (C)
Jolson Harry
Jones

Gerard Frank

(C)

Tom

Lester Loral ne (C)

Lue Pall

Lucottl Charles

Lyons A Cullum

M

McCormack A Irving
MacDonough Zeta
Mack Marwln

Mann Hasel
Mann Wm F
Manny Charlie
Marlon Marls

Marshall Eileene
Marshall Fern (P)
Martin Mrs 8 (C)
Martyn A Florence
(C)

Melvern Babe
Merles Cockatoos
Melville Ethel

STRAND THEATRE

Charles

M

(C)

A

Kaufman A

Lillian

Tbos E
Keenan Frank

Gordon James

Kelly
Kelly
Kelso

N

Lew
Mae
Billy

Nash Mrs John
Newport A Stlrk
(P)

Kempton Geo (C)
Kennedy Frank
Kennedy Joe
Klernan James A
Klmberly Leon
Kimbcrly A Mohr
Kyle Ingram (C)

Hsekler H J
Hallen A Hunter
Hal lock Guy R
Handler Mrs Oscar
Harcourt Daisy
Harcourt Leslie
Hardin Arthur (C)
Hardy Adele
Harris Bob (C)

W

Kelly

Kemp Robert

Gert Jess
Gluckstone Harry
Gordon A Elgin

Moore Florence
Morgan
H
Moyes Frederick

La Ford (C)
Lalnt Geo (C)
Lane Henrietta
Langdon Joe (P)
La Tour Irene
La Voile Olga F (P)
Loo Jack A Kitty
Lee Jeesle (C)
Lees The
Leon Mrs Leo

Nicholson Paul
Nokes William
Norcross A Holdsworth
Norrls Mrs C I
Northrop Brownie
Morton A Lee (C)
O'Brien

Palfrey Edgar (C)
Pantrer Geo (C)
Pape Thareaea
Paris

316),

New

Lionel

Parry Bert
I'arshley Musical

Penny

A

Petterson

TO-DAY

BUILDING, 1583 Broadway (Room

Blily

Os-Ko-Mon
Owens May

Benham

TAILORS

Isabella

(C)

Karle C Richard

YOU WANT.MORE MONEY FOR YOUR ACT YOU MUST WEAR THE MUCH TALKED OF CLOTHES FROM

Hardy

(C)

Mlllken Bob
Miller

Montgomery

K

Francis Milt
Fredericks Mr R
Frldkln Boris Tr (C)
Friendly Dan

Gates Ethel A

Leonard Mrs Frank
Leonard A Haley
Leonard Mrs Ora
Leslie Frank

Mason Harry
Matthews Jas C (C)
Mays Margaret (C)

W

Jetrl

Groggs Valera
Gross Louisa

Eddlngton Gertrude

James

Howard A Under

Inge Clara
Irwin Chas

Gordon Nettle
Graff Karl

Dupont Brownie
DunvilleMlHs L
Dyson Harold

Elfers

W

Zell

H

MEAL SERVICE AT ALL

Private Baths.

Phono

Maud

48th Street

NEW YORK
American plan.

HOURS.

The

ft

Harris Dorothy
Harris Geo H Harris
Harrison Claire L
Hart Will
S
Harvey
Hayashl Frank (C)
Hearn Miss J
Heclow Cbas (C)
Henderson C (C)
Hlckey Miss (C)
Highly Emll
Hlldroth Robert (C)
Hlnes Flossie
Hoffman Al (C)

Ford Mabel
Ford Sisters

DeLong Maldle
De Mar Paul (C)
DeMUt Gertie

IM

WEEKLY RATES

Flckett George

Davenport Pearl
Davis George Kinkatd
Dayton Lewis (P)
DeGrant Oliver

WEST OTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

114-116

Headquarters
to All Tbeal

Theatrical

D

CLARIDGE APARTMENTS,
22*

Prop, and Mgr.

HOTEL BROADWAY. DETROIT
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J1MSEY JORDAN, Mgr.
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MO.

Ten Minutes' Walk

NEW YORK, Between Broadway •** Sixth Ave.

HOTEL

Prospect Avenue
CloVOseUld
I Minutes' Walk from Theatre*

SPECIAL

A. RILEY, Manager

CAMPBELL,

E. E.

4051

European Plan, rooms $2.50 up per week. Double rooms,
Steam Heat. Baths on every floor.

The TALGARTH
1024

REGENT HOTEL, 101 N. 14TH
NEW REGENT HOTEL, 101 N. 14TH
METROPOLE HOTEL, 000 N. 1ITH ST.

per week.

COM* AND
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ST. LOUIS,

IN/ION
104-lOi

Blvd.

CHICAGO

Proprietor

AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS
Telephone Bryant

PhB>Jsl|lhi>

Rates to the Profession

POPULAR PRICE RESTAURANT

HOLLINGSWORTH,

COOKE'S HOTEL

CAFE CABARET EVERY NIGHT

KING EDWARD

to 30 Theatres

Formerly

Theatrical Hotel of the Better Class"
Walnut Street above Eighth

Opposite Casino Theatre

115-155 WEST 47TH STREET, Just Off Broadway.
"The Very Heart of New York"
Absolutely Fireproof
Rooms, 250 Private Baths
EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE
Rooms (Running Water) $1.00 and Upward. Room and Bath, $1.50

Five Minutes'

SHERMAN'S HOTEL
"A

PHILADELPHIA

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

IN

i^WTPAtf^ri
Tf
T
Vy AX A Vs^k
A aUIwe

TNIU U00KS Of Ttl UMIfT DOWNTOWN THtaTlfJ

VICTORIA HOTEL
Formerly

359

WITHIN

We

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

417-19

Dad'sTheatrical Hotel

NEW

FIRE

IN

Rooms with use of bath $1.50 and up. Rooms with bath $2 and
Parlor bedroom and bath $3 and up, for one or two persona.

York.

Pitman
Mrs Victor

VARIETY

.M

Thazer Harry Bell

MME. SUMIKO
Japanese Prima Donna
Assisted by four real Geisha girls

Hammers tein's

this

week (Nov.

Direction, H. B.

L'ozuiui

Thomas H
Thomas Ray (C)
Thornton A
Miss

U

Walker Nell
Walters Selma
Walton Burt A

(C)

V
Vulli

Tlanita
Tilton Lucille
Tojettl

K

Arthur

Vale Betsy (C)

A

Townshend Beetle
Trotter & Stafford (C)
Turner Edith

Vance Beatrice
Vann Mrs Jack (C)

W

Willis Twins
Lottie

Ward Herman

Yates Hetty

Washburn Dot (C)
Weber Family
Weinberg Charles

Youmans Ephraiiu

Yorke Alice

White Elsie
Williams Harry
Zulda Cutltng

Willing Julia

Waldo Grace

CORRESPONDENCE

30)

MARINELLI

Unless otherwise noted, the following rcporti arc for the current week.
Phlllbrlck Will
Phillips Al

H

Richardson Lady Constance
Riley Ona

Pounds Mrs H
Powers Julia (C)
Print Hill

(C)
Robertson
Douglas
(P)
Rockwell Louise (C)
Rodgers Eddie
Roehm Will (C)

((')

Pudig Mart
Purcell

Pete

Roman Huge H

Rorke Frances
Ress A J
Roys The

Qulnlan & Richards
Reese Lola (C)
Reynolds Carrie
Richards & Montrose

Schmidt Lillian
Scott & Wallace

(C)

Self Charlie
Sbattuck Truly

Shean Billy
Sheldon Bettlna

S

Sauber Harry

Sisters

Taylor Nelda

Smith
(C)
Smith Thomas
Snyder & Hallo
Spink Oeorge

Terry Arthur ft Grace
Tetserwarl Kame (C)
Texico

Terris

f H If A (f
\jmUAUV

Harry F

Stanton Walter
Stark Leo
Stevens Pearl
St roes A Becker
Stuart Austen
Stuart Marie B

Sherman Sarah (C)
Slgler R C
Silvers Barney
Silver James
Sire L S

EM

Russell Flo

St Felix
Stafford

Tom

]

The Ben Greet Players gave two performances at Hull House last Saturday.

Charles Heedy is the new assistant to Fre<
Ackermann in the box office at the Majestic

Andrew Mack will headline
theatre the week of Dec. 7.

listed

Circuit of

Gen

Ida

among

Heras

of

the

Heras

jWv

Theatres

Manager

FRANK VINCENT

Theatre Building

Palace Theatre Building

New York

New York

City
Ml

1

It is reported that the Belgian war picture
at the Studebaker uld over* $9,000 last week

HODGDON

S. K.

Family

the sick.

For Booking Address:

For Booking Address:

l

Mrs.

MARTIN BECK

ALBE.E

General Manager

Palace

McVicker's

The Orpheum

Circuit of Theatres
F.

at

R. L. Jacoby, manager of the Alhambra,
has been sick with an attack of the grip.

B. F. Keith's

E,.

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE:
MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING

City

VARIETY

STOP SHOWS
CLEAN UP
KILL 'EM
KNOCK 'EM OFF THEIR SEATS
MAKE 'EM STAND UP AND YELL
CREATE ANY RIOTS
BUT

D K

I

IN
WATSON

LILLIAN
The Grace Hay ward stock company Is of"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"
week ut the Willard.

DRALLIW

fering
this

John IJunny, seen recently at the Auditorium with his own show, is at the Victoria
this week.

AND THE 20TH CENTURY MIRACLE SPIRIT VISION'S D'ART

•Help Wanted," which has JUBt closed the
circuit of S.
up nicely.

The

jr>Oth

Heart"
Dec.

will

ft

RE-ENGAGED

H. houses in Chicago, cleaned

be

of
celebrated at

"Peg
the

o'

Booking

Company

is

now

Hibben

The Marcus Loew Western offices are this
week moving into handsome new quarters in
the North American building.
The Boosters' Club has enlarged its nuarters In the Morrison hotel building and is now
in a more flourishing condition than ever.
All records in the history of the Olympic
were broken, so it is averred, on Thanksgiving night, when the house drew $2,001.

"My Son"
come

to

has run

Is

is the title of the play which will
the Princess after "Kitty MacKay
course there.

drome, treated the employee of hit theatre to
a (big Thanksgiving spread at his theatre
Among
after the show last Thursday night
the guests were Mr. and Mrs. George Webster.

The Chicago Dramatic Society under the direction of Harold Heaton will give performances of "The Builder of Bridges" at the Fine
Arts theatre, Dec. 4-0, for the benefit of the
United Charities of Chicago.
There la a rumor along the local Rlalto that
"At the Ball," a musical comedy by Phillip
Bartholomae and Miss Alice Gerstenberg. will
arrive at the American Musle Hall on Christmas eve. This piece was formerly called
"Miss Daisy" so far aa the record shows.

its

announced that advanced prices will
be charged In at least two theatres for New
Year's performances.
At the Illinois, where
It

H*>nry Peters, formerly of Peters & Styler,
manager of the nrgyle theatre on the

formerly well known in
the "Loop" box offices, is now at th eWilson
Cullen.

Avenue theatre as treasurer.
Betsey Mooney i Cross & Mooney) did not
Donlta. as formerly announced, but has
gone with "The Follies of Broadway," where

join

she

Is

is

the "Follies" hold forth, the top price will
be $3, and at the Olympic $2.60 will be the
price to the general public.
Just what the
"specs" will ask Is a matter of some con-

The Georgettys will go with the Worth ClrThey will open April 10.
cua for two years.
lfUTi. and make Australia.
C.

YORK, JANUARY

Abe Cohen, manager of the Midway Hippo-

North Side.

Goorge

NEW

OPENS

Harry Foster has joined Field and Wlnehlll
They are plugas pianist in place of Green.
ging Leo Feist's songs.
Affiliated

Is

singing the prima dona role.

"When the Angelus is Ringing," Robert M.
Lee's play, is to be revived soon by Jack Lalt
and John Haftery, who have formed a company to promote the piece. It was put out
early in the season but taken off quickly because of adverse conditions In the one-night

benefit will be given at Cohan's Grand, Friday afternoon, Dec. 11. On that occasion all
the stars of the dramatic and vaudeville stage
in town will appear.

stand districts.

Nora Bayes will be hack at the Majestic
week of Dec. 7. making one of the quickest

the

Trlxle Frireturns on record In that house.
will be seen there the following week.

ganza

"Potash & Perlmutter" will reach its 150th
performance at the Olympic, Dec. Ifl.
It is nnnounred that "The Misleading Lady"
will remain at Powers' Indefinitely.
It is snld that "The Whirl of the World"
possibly return to Chicago for a week
at the Garrfck some time In January to
lude the run of "The Passing Show" in

may

house.

W

*

'#

huge minstrel show
ity

to

be staged

being

is

arranged

at the Auditorium,

»i William F. Ryan and Leu M. House<*4stage manager and business manager,
Senator James Hamilton Lewis
,ely.
.

other prominent
part In the big show.

aLU

Colonel Hill

politicians

Thompson has

left

will

take

the America

Hospital, and is on his way to recovery. Miss
Violr* Sllverhart. recently with "Little Lost
ri .*!»-r." i.i
n the hospital, where she recently
n.,.' rw,'.'
n operation for appendicitis. Miss
I'v; ';
/
jer, who has been an Inmate of the
been discharged,
!,..*,
r some time, has
Jon be seen on the stage again.
,

'<-r
Chlrngoans hear that Will T. Gentz,
•m
press agent for the Chicago Granri
.i*-'.Company. Rlvervlew Park and other
ventures, is now with the United Fll"^ F n
Ire In New York.

(Bernard Ulrlch, mgr.).—
Century company in grand opera.

BLACKSTONE
Ann Murdock

CAN MUSIC HALL
:i.

(Edwin Wappler, mgr.).—
"The Beautiful Adventure,"

COHAN'S (Harry

Ridings, mgr.).— "Under
doing a healthful business.
(U. J. Herrman, mgr.).— "A Pair of
Sizes," still getting good box office returns.
FINE ARTS (Albert Perry, mgr.).— Universal feature films.
UARRICK (John J. Oarrity, mgr.).— "Peg
o' My Heart," playing to good houses.
ILLINOIS (Augustus Pltou, Jr., mgr.).—
Zlegfleld Follies opened Sunday night to a
packed house.
LA SALLE (Joseph Bransky. mgr.). "The

Cover."

still

CORT

—

Candy Shop," a good show playing

r.).

— Vaudeville.

(Joseph

Gar-

to

good

business.

OLYMPIC

(George C. Warren, mgr.).—
Perlmutter," still the big bounding
town.
POWERS' (Harry J. Powers, mgr.).— "The
Misleading Lady," doing a growing business.
"Potash
of

hit

ft

the

—

B. Olover,

mgr.; agent,

Orpheum). Bill ran smoothly Monday afterCharles Mcnoon with very few hitches.
Ooods and company opened with novelty gymnastic work.
The Trans-Atlantic Trio had
Harry
second place, where they pleased.
Bcrcsford and company were on in third place.
The piece is on the quiet order and does not
make much of a stir, and yet it has an appeal to those who like the quieter things in
vaudeville.
Milt Collins, who seems to have
taken the mantle of Cliff Gordon, got ever
easily with his line of talk.
He has some
very good lines, and he puts them over well.
Dainty Marie, an acrobatically inclined young
woman, offers sensational feats and her pleasing personality adds greatly to the effectiveMr. and Mrs. Jack Mcness of her act
Greevey have a new line of stuff and their act

with a whoop.
They are prime
Chicago, and were received with
Henrietta Crosman and her
company offer a new war sketch called "Thou
It has a few moments of
Shalt Not KIM."
Bobby North
keen Interest, but Is too talky.
has a good routine of songs, and he sings them
with unction. He had to respond to numerous
Paul Conchas, a strong man, who
encores.
has numerous sensational tricks, closed the
bill.
His act was of such interest that It
He is asheld the audience almost intact.
sisted by Julius Neuman, who brings a good
line of comedy to bear on the situation which
goes

over

favorites

great

in

warmth.

helps materially.

GREAT NORTHERN

i

;•

in,

opened Monday night.

MAJESTIC (Lyman

playing "The Man
from Italy" and is billed to play Detroit, Dec.
14, finds that Mr. and Mrs. Murray Livingston
There
Clayed the Michigan town last week.
as been a coufusion in names In the acta,
which has caused a lot of trouuie for Murry
Livingston, with agents.

Murry Livingston, who

1915

4th,

AUDITORIUM

jecture.

The Chicago Examiner's annual Christmas

TOM

NOVEMBER MTH

WEE GEORGIE WOOD

May Vokes, in "A Pair of Sixes" at the
Cort, will probably go into a musical comedy
now being written by Phillip Bartholomae.

booking Hector's cafe, Edward H.
having the matter in his charge.

Performance at

after the First

Garrlck,

».

The

Week

My

r

l.

lor the Entire

KEITH'S UNION SQUARE,

performance

PRESENTING

MYSTERIES

mgr.;
Is

W.

HIP. (Fred Eberts,
V. M. A.).— Dill on the night shift
time variety running smoothly.

of the big

The Chung Ling Hee Troupe of Chinese acrobat-, mid juKglers In bcudllne place deserved
the spot.
They offer u surprising number of
good tricks, and a sensation or two that put
the act in a limelight of public favor.
The
act is handsomely dressed and is away out of
Irving A Yates, rotund and full
the ordinary.
oiler
of fun,
an act called "The Two Drummers." Both the act and actors were seen recently In one of our larger houses, where the
act had the same name but the actors were
under different appelatlonB. At any rate, they
went well, and took the house by storm. "Fun
On a Playground," one of the Innumerable
school acts, had a spot where it worked out
well.
It has several good jokes, a song or two
of some moment and it runs smoothly.
Argo
is a harpist of the shock-headed style.
He
plays In a pyrotechnlcal manner and bis personality gets him by easily.
Holman ft Co.
offer a sketch called "The Merchant Prince."
it is a little play in which there are several
opportunities for gusts of laughter which were
forthcoming Monday night.
The Jeunets, a
sensational acrobatic act, opened the bill.
These two people, a man and a woman, do
stunts that have not been seen In this section of the country before, and do them deftly
and with much celerity. The act is of the big
time style, and would fit in well In any big
bill.
Nice and Nice, two women who dress
in a neat style and have a good line of songs,
had second place spot In the bill where they
gained more or less attention.
There have
been better acts than this and worse, but they
gained applause and fitted Into the bill nicely.

PALACE MUSIC

HALL

—

(Harry

fact that there was so
ence was a bit satiated.

known

much

of It, the audiAileen Staley, who Is

Chicago and liked, had the audience
with her from the start.
She has a pleasing
personality, a good voice and her line of
songs is of the popular order. Her songs were
all received with enthusiasm.
Lean and Mayfield were on in headline position, where they
cleaned up.
Lean is a Chicago favorite and
has an ingratiating style.
He was onoe a
favorite at the La Salle and his following 1*
still
with him.
Miss Mayfleld is also well
known in Chicago on account of her connection
with "The Military Girl," a musical
comedy that had a long run in this city.
Since they were last sren In Chicago in vaudeville they have added much to their act In
the way of Interesting matter. Hugh Herbert
and Co. have a sketch called "The Sons of
Abraham."
Herbert is doing some good
work, as he Is a finished artist
His supporting company is not up to the standard, but
the act goes very well.
Oustave Hartsbaln,
who has one of the minor roles, does It with
such finish that it stands out prominently.
The Gaudsmlths, an eccentric acrobatic act,
opened the bill. This act is out of the ordinary, and has features that put it in a class
by Itself. The canines are admirably trained
and add greatly to the general effect. Oeorge
M. Rocsener does some character work that
puts

in

him

In the

favor of the public at once.

Cohan

& Harris* New Revue "Hello Broadway"

PLACED BY ROSE & CURTIS

Sam

Chip and Mary Marble, programed for number three, did not appear.
It was announced
that Miss Marble was sick with ptomaine
poisoning, and Hobby North, on the bill at the
Majestic, came over to All the gap.
Manuel
Qulroga, a Spanish violinist, making his first
American appearance, works without footlights and has a sensational style.
He Is assisted by a piano player.
His work is unique
and his technlc is perfect. For actual merit
he puts it over anything that has been heard
In the Palace for some time.
The music lovers
In the house were especially pleased with his
work. The Volunteers, a male quartet, had a
spot next to cloning that handicapped.
They

DINGLE and JACK CORCORAN

Engager! with Messrs.

Singer,

mgr.; agent, Orpheum). Singing predominates
In the bill this week, and there Is a laok of
comedy. The singing act% are good, but the

—
VARIETY

36

Stan

OVERCOAT
OR SUIT
NOTHING CAN

BE

WARDROBE
SHOW

IT

a

TAKEN AFTER NIGHT

and Delivered for Next Matinee

to the

SPECIAL TO PROFESSION

MATCH A

to the minute" in

everything that appeals

Dry Cleansed

GOWN

Up

man

of fashion;

GENT'S SUIT

DRY CLEANSED

DRY CLEANSED

Particularly in Evening

PRESSED
fiat

Mack's
Garment
s
.00
at 20

O'HEARN
1554 Broadway. N. Y.

&

M.

Drs.

MARY

OO \A/
,

SLIGHTLY

NS

A Ntmhaf

IS

Call

GOOD WITH US

and talk

ever

California State building, considered
to be one of the Panama Exposition's
architectural displays, was dedicated
finest
Saturday afternoon, Nov. 22.

The

by

—

many

final preparations for the Screen Club's
annual ball to be held at the Coliseum
Saturday night, November 28, have been com-

The

flrBt

A RUCKEL
N.T.Oty

pleted.

way

of introducing the number,
most interesting line of songs,
and
which they put over easily. Myrtle and Jiminle
Dunedln, billed aB Australian artists,

sen-

Five of the downtown cafes have been
granted dancing, but the long list of restrictions

which accompanies the nrlvllege makes

cabaret proprietors
never before used.
the

enforce

a

The
that
tired

"The Vulture and the Victim"

the title
of a forty-people sketch based on a local
tragedy now being rehearsed with the promise
of being produced In one of the downtown
houses as a feature attraction In the near
Is

future.

SAN FRANCISCO

to
the reports received here
the British merchantman, Vanuijk.
bound or this port, carrying sixty-three rases
of Argentina's Panama Exposition exhibits,
was sunk by a German warship off of the Rio
do Janeiro coast.

According

last week,

VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAGES' THEATRE BLDG.
Phone, Douglass 2213

pop priced" combination
the
the outlying districts report busiThis Is due to the
ness lsym the Increase.
result or the recent election determining that
the state remain wet. so the managers claim.
Several

houses
the Princess,
suffering from blood poisoning of the finger.
at

is

The Lewis and Wolff musical comedy company nowplaylng In Phoenix. Arizona, has enDrina Mack to play prima donna roles.

<ag«>d

Face Imperfections Corrected
Broadway

NEW YORK

Call or Write.

said that the number of unengaged
people at present In town exceed
record of all past seasons.
Is

dramatic

of

In

T.

39

YEARS

HABERDASHER

Ortfer.

Broadway
New York City

Prompt and

1578-80

M

DENTIST Strand Theatre

569

BROADWAY

SEVENTH AVE.
MELROSE AVE.

Bldg.

ness prevailed In the office of the agents and
producers.
Perhaps this was due to it being
Thanksgiving week, but it looks as though
the present conditions have got the managers,
agents, producers and performers all guessing.

Butler,

daughter of Ike Tuchler,
M. A. circles, has been en-

it

Purine his engagement at the Cort In
"When Dreams Come True." Joseph Santley
and his dancing partner went out to the Exposition grounds nnd created what he calls the
"Tower of Jewels Dance" on a tiny platform
erected on the highest point of the
Jewels building.

that two or three parties
the future possibilities of

Manager Bauer, of the Wigwam,
gaged Charles Alphln to furnish the

SCENERY
DROP CURTAINS

are
the

Tower

of

was shown In theatrical clrweek than other week so far
seemed that an unusual quiet-

Lee Lash Studios
308 to 316 East 48th Street

has enand

Broadway

bills

productions of the new Wigwam
Musical Comedy "tab" company, which was
organized to replace the Carter Co., which
closed there Saturday night, Nov. 28.
Carter
and his company will play a short engagement
In Eureka, after which they will go to Honolulu for a return engagement.
the

direct

C. H. Drown, an active stockholder and director of the Western States Vaudeville Assoation, returned from the East, where he has
been for a number of weeks concluding somo
business deals and affiliations for the W. S.
V. A.
Brown was accompanied by his wife,
who was suffering acutely from throat trouble
and had to secure the Immediate services of
a physician.

Offices

LONGACRE BUILDING
WANTED.—

Straight slack wire walker; must
be able to do four good tricks and patter. Address, Salmon, 6117 Calumet Ave., Chicago,
Apt. 2-B. Phone Englewood 5113.

(

The sudden appearance

"Rube" Welch on
the rlalto one day last week started a fresh
hatch of rumors about the American theatre.
of

So

far nothing has been learned about the
attraction slated to open the house.
A few
weeks back it was said that both Bob Fargo
and "Rube" Welch were each negotiating to
furnish the opening show, but now It seems
that the policy of the house has not been determined on, which, of course, prevents the

management from making any announcements.

ATLANTA.

Musical Comedy and
Burlesque People
In all lines. Good looking young Chorus Girls
who can sing and dance. Good black face
comedienne. Apply by letter only, stating full
particulars. Jeanotte Dupre (Room 413), Fitzgerald Building, Broadway and 43rd St- New
York.

The World Film Co. has taken over the
Grand on a two-year lease and will offer
feature films.

Emma Bunting comes to the Lyric for a
two weeks' stock engagement 7.
Her first
appearance will be In "What Happened to
Mary."

By R. H. MeCAW.

FORSYTH
V.

I*.

().).

(Hugh

— "Seminary

mgr.
Cardoza.
Scandal," goes

;

agt.,

well;

Jac'rson, hit of bill
Diamond and Brennan, big; Lottie Collins, Jr.. fine; Charles
and
Hart, apThompson, scores
Collins

.Foe

;

SPECIAL SERVICE FOR VAUDEVILLIANS

Lehigh Valley Railroad

;

plause

Craig and Williams, liked.
(Billy Holmes, mgr.).— Stock, start-

Rochester $7.00

nicely.

All

;

BIJOU
ing

off

ATLANTA.— "High

7-8;

Jinks,"

Maude

Adams

to follow.
Hyman,
8.
(A.
films; good business.

GRAND

war
rlw» here last
It
this season.

said

Is

considering

Savoy and have even gone so far as to enter
negotiations with a view of opening the house
some time In December. While nothing definite can be learned, the rumor comes from
such a source it looks as though there might
be something In it.

who has been

stage director
nt the Alcazar for years, will not go on tour
with Pennison's "Damaged Goods" company
Mr. Butler will stay here
as first planned.
while the role he was to play In the production will be filled by Norman Hammond.

Fred

Less activity
In

St.,

Tel. 2478 Bryant

strictness

into

music.

Tuchler,

Hand

MODERN METHODS

dally arrival of mall reservations for
at the Cort during the forthcoming
Robertson Indicates
of Forbes
So far his
that he will play to big business.
repertoire has not been announced.

Sold by all Druggists and Department Storea everywhere for 50c
or you may obtain generous lampie by tending 10c in etaapa.

Alma

•

Tneairica/

tollable.

engagement

baa been used by ladies of refinement for
erer 75 yean. It will not harm the tenderett
in tnd it positively guaranteed by ut.

prominent

MUST Please, or
You MUST Return It."

716-718

The

X-BAZIN

the

under similar name.

seats

DEPILATORY POWDER

It

Medals

Cosfifmss to

Co., Inc.
It

paged hy a Chicago producer to create a role
Id a forthcoming musical comedy production.

than ever make necessary the removing of objectionable hair by women who take
pride in their appearance.

1122

New York

14S2

HARRY HYHAN

DR.

— m^e

j

Street

Here

You Meet

The Modern Dances

DR. PRATT

In pried

ESTABLISHED

PROFESSIONAL RATES

Dave WilBon, carpenter

•!

Opp.Eltlnge Theatre

TO PROFESSION

Easy Payments.
Bryaat HIS

much

West 42nd

"Every Article You Buy

and Broadway

229 West 42d

WORN AND NEW.

Buch Costume

have a novel act in which they do some
sational "bike" work on wires and get
the Kood graces of an audience at once.
act is well dressed and is of such caliber
it would hold a house that had not been

25

572

McSHAN

J.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING

YOUR CREDIT

by too

St.

Phone— Bryant

SPECIAL RATE

217 Waaeiaftaa SL.

no longer at

no way connected with any store

"MY POLICY"

H. Schlesinger

Timna Building, 42d

other clothes at $20.00

a novel
offer a

in

ARTISTIC DE,NTISTRY

have proved it by
an impartial comparison with

First Actor

am

1

and

Fiaest of modern porcelain work. Restoration of •bape, shade
and appearance of aataral tooth accomplished.
Modern and most approved method* ased. Consultation invited.

We

havi-

si

in

easy enough, of course, to
make a claim like that, but it is
equally easy to prove it

HALL

4M7

Phone 6153 Bryant
Open Day, Night and Sunday

It is

Ask the

b#l

Dress Wear.

The Columbia
closed.

It

stock

mgr.).— Feature

burlesque house, has
boxing club.

will be turned Into a

Toronto $10.8$
Chicago $18.00
Buffalo $8.00
S eel Cars, Lowest Fares. Special
Baggage Service.
.

a Want Anything Quick
'Phone W. B. L1NDSAV. E. P. A.
Brrant 4212
A.J. t'MMONS. G t ». A.
Ticket O
B'way ai
id St.
If Y«.

VARIETY

Charles Herwiiz

WARDROBE

Author of the host comedy acts la vaudeville.
Ask The FWa Sull/a, Mr. and Mrs. Mark Murphy, Leila Davis A Co, Quintan and Richards,
Yrdeir Emmett * Co, Tom Williams dk Co..
and hundreds off others.

I.

MltLERv 1SS4 Broadway,

U.

STRONG
DURABLE
-

Shoes.

and

Shoe*

CHAS.

Acrobatic
Spea
All work
at short

cialty.

made
notice.

Write for Catalog 4

Nat M. Wills' material*

"l write atf

JAMES MADISON
AUTHOR FOR MANY HEADLINERS
BROADWAY, NEW YORK (Room

1493

W.

43-45-47

16th

St

We

Say

HESS

New York

LEATHEROID MFG. CO.

Urftva

in Color and
QatBty Quarantood

KENNEBUNK. MAINE

Factories:

Yat

It

Msaoraadum Ditt Book

<

Froo

Book the Art

•

LETER HEADS
Contracts. Tickets, Enyatopaa. Pros

STAGE MONEY. Uc Rook

MOSS ^^f^SSSK^CHIMQO

PHONE 971 JOHN

JOHN

45

ST.,

NEW YORK CITY
lyn

—NEW

flat.

;

niKr.).— "Whirl
Players,

Removed Perasaaeatly

the

of

No

electric needlca,

•olutioa,

fine

showing

Nowell,
in

pretty

In con

method

and
Harmless.

every
caaa. ao matter how
complicated

GAYETY (J. C Sutherland, mgr.). "The
Charming Widows," usual large audiences.
PALACE (W. L. Ballauf, mgr.). Al
among
Receipts
Show."
Reeve's
"Beauty

ia

DR.

—

MARTON.

M.

J.

CaeaaWt.
MIt-fS tway.

largest this season.

the picture houses doing good business
the resort.

PftinlcM

parable retails
attained by out

—

well.

,

P*«e employ*!

mgr.).

"The MaBter

Elton is seen at his best
Three-quarter houses.
in the title role.
COLONIAL (C. F. Lawrence, mgr.).— "The
Makes out
Winning of Barbara Worth."

;

ao

ao burninc «•
ao powder or

•uide,

Edmund

Mind."

Harry Lauder is announced for a matinee
performance 9 at the New Nixon.

Mail Orders Carefully Filled.

Superfluous Hair

(Tunis F. Dean,
World." draws big

AUDITORIUM (Wedgewood

— Poll

Bide

;

audiences.

;

;

;

NELSON

H.

401, Aator Theatre
1S31 Broadway

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

NEW

42d St-, near Times So..
22S
58 3d Ave., near 14th St.
Catalogue V.
illustrated
Send for

ORCHESTRA
A

;

;

29-Dec. 2, "The Traffic."
3, Edgar Selwyns
new play, "Rolling StoneB."
NIXON (Harry Ilrown, mgr.).— Nov.
29-Dec. 2 (burlesque). "The Auto Girls;" 3.
Vaudeville
De Pace Opera
Betty ; Monk
Tom Glllen Village Choir Doris VerCo.
non in "The Finish" Photoplay. 0, "Tango
Queens."

Oth Ave., near Slat St.

Suite

;

funny.
(George Schneider, mgr.; agta., Ind.).
"Cheyenne DayB," over big Ross and AshFour
ton, original
Four Frazlers, do well
HaKgins, amusing; Hallen and Burt, good;
Sadie Fondelier, pretty.
FORD'S O. H. (Charles E. Ford, mgr.).—
Large houses.
"The Third Party."

By LOUIS WILLIAMS.
APOLLO (Fred. E. Moore, mgr.).— Nov.

West

Booth and

Interesting

Co.,

r

rewritten.
nice,
quiet
office where you can talk to a man who
will five you just what you want.

Ilayward,

ATLANTIC CITY.

Sll

DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES
REMOUNTING. Cisb or Credit
and

"Making Ui

MUSIC ARRANGED
PIANO
cheotrations

Latelle

of

Songs taken down from voice. Old or-

W.

Good shows continue to do well In Atlanta
and the Southeast while inferior attractions
are starving.
Otis Skinner has fine houses
here, but "The Trail of the Lonesome Fine,"
second time in the city, failed to draw expenses.
Primrose and West's Minstrels also
lell

iSggJS,

HEMMENDINGER

E.

of Herald

HI6H GRADE
MAKE-UP

Telephone 6177 Chelsea

Yon rarest

Last

417)

r •pj-.xraweTTST

R. LYNCH
Theatrical Dept.
Sole Makers and
Distributors

Ballet

Phone, Bryant S27S

SAVE
EXCESS
BAGGAGE

LIGHT

ifo o Theatrical
t •
a a d

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

XX TRUNKS

PROFESSIONAL

%ttsT i
CLOG.

S. Pat. Offic*

W. 45th St., New York City

56

REGISTERED MJSI

Manufacturer

-TCholaoa

INC.

Costumes and Millinery

TRUNKS

LeatheroicT

TRUNKS

New York

SIS),

FRANK HAYDEN

SPECIAL

CHARLES HORWITZ
Broadway (Room
Phono g4t Qrnoloy
1412

37

All
in

"•iraE

Climbing

the
course of
Garden theatre, Park avenue and Clay street, Lee Ortman, .'to years old, lost his balance and fell
4(> feet to tbo pit of the shaft.
He died several minutes later while being taken to a

A new amusement

pier in Ventnor, a downSaturday night, Nov.
the diversion.
Other
are
planned for the
summer. The pier was built by Ventnor so
that residents would not have to resort to
the expedient of going to Atlantic City for
their amusement.

shore resort, opened
with dancing as
amusement features

28,

that Got the Bookings'*
Author for Vaudeville Stars

L. A.

I

HANDY, a*We Aim!
Room

Broadway.

1413

Now York

321

LEON BEREZNIAK
Lawyer

TO THE PROFESSION
US W. Monroe

CHICAGO.

Street

ILL.

Almyra

Sessions,

PLUSH DROPS CHEAPalaea.

accomd-annd, nil colons nnd
Easy terms | most aell. Write or wire
LAPP SMITH. 244 W. 46tk 8t„ Now York.

"THE PRICE HE PAID"

MARYLAND

J.

Poem by

nance by not having a red gas light above
each exit, was settled Monday In Criminal
2.
A point was raised, however,
which may effect a change in the wording
of the ordinance.
Mr. Schanberger told the
Judge that he had red electric lights over
the exit doors, while the ordinance specifies
gas lights.
The theatre manager said electricity was supplied from a private power
plant and that the theatre had been declared
one of the safest In the country. The Judge,
commenting on the case, said that while Mr.
Schanberger's lights might be better than
those provided for in the ordinance, that
law had not been complied with.
The case
was settled on recommendation of the state's
attorney.
Mr. Schanberger will take the matter up with the building inspector.
Court, Part

C.

;

;

Ella Wheeler Wilcox
to

United

(Warner's)
nearest you.

the

;

Exchange

McMabon. Diamond and Chap-

;

entertaining;

—

nth

St.,

New

By

;

,n.

VICTORIA
Must

248

W.

;

Co.,

much

;

agts..
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Now York

Col.
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AND HOW TO FEED

FREE

H.0UY CLOVER, V.t

any address
by the author

W.

Ill

list St-,

Nsw York

Theatrical Reproduction

Photo Co.
Reproductions, Enlarge! •nta. All Kinds of
irs promptly attended
holography. Mall ordon
to. Sittings at any time er ky appointment.
Call and see us, or write far price liat.
250 W. 42d Su Now York
V ROSS, Prop.
»air* American Tr»*atr*
OptKM

~ voks like
,

rrf;v *»*• • rtuff.

Gnerrini

2*4

WEST

42nd STREET,

SIEGEL

NEW YORK CITY

UNEXCELLED AND COMMODIOUS
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ALL
>naale

Co.

Columbus

270

Ave.,

San Francioco
Marwfaeturers af High Grade Accordions

Reduce

m^L

El

Your Flesh

1
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Graf'i Ill nitrated booklet tellof thf lateet eelMtlSe tyttem
(Invented ky Dr. Beroonle of Pari*
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FREE.
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it

INSTITUTE
DR.

for Particulars

Medical
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ii?
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THE ELECTRO MEDICAL

Sm2f?

IM

of

from any part of tke body ky

painlett electricity.

Official Dentist toth

I IN/I
Phone
Terms
THE IM STREET ViTEHetflY HOSPITAL
Ample Space for Rehearsals—Safe, Sanitary, Comfortable Quarters
SOO-SIO East 2Srd St, Now Yarn City* Panne O ram e ra y 17

Improved
Berlin)

of

Dr. JULIAN
,

vr V Scenery

v

Mailed
to

flesh

PAt^urgh,
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Seventh Avenue, near Mth Street
Phone 2581

C. Rowoil

S*'idio

, '

Dog Diseases

fit Special for professionals only.

MME. BELMONT
Lloyd

Secret
no*

BOOK ON

OOOLTZ.

to call and see aur millinery. You will be delighted with the exclusive
models we show. Styles for every occasion.

Ave.

Bryant

;

N.-N.).— Onaip, pleased; Velde Trio, good;
Lucille Tilton, fine physique and voice; Eve-

York.

1215 F ;<»

WW. S4th St.

nr. 42d St.
4400

Phono

;

laughter.

(IVarce & Scheck, mgrs.

J.

(Robert Q. Larsen, mgr.; agt,
U. B. O.).— Blanche Ring went big. although
her newest songs are not a duplicate of her
former successes
Allan Dlnehart
his
in
sketch was a first-time act here and went
big, sharing second honors with Brltt Wood
the Cromwells opened with speedy Juggling,
and Piantadosl and Fields had second place.

;

Columbus St"«r;e,

The Austin

Ave,

KEI..TS

;

Carr and

VELVET DROPS
Three second-hand, perfect condi*'
E. Price, care

004 fth

BOSTON.

Lorctta Twins, did well.
HIPPODROME (Charles E. Lewis, mgr.
agt., Loew).
Dancing Macks, good; Merlin,
humorous
Sam Mann Players, brimful of
comedy but did not take well
Klass and
Bernlc, score
John Troupe, daring Deland,
low,

;

sell.

THEATRICAL HATS
purposes turned out at short notice.
Main Office and Factory
Branch

;

ton, excellent

Writs

Can Make If

for stage

The indictment against Frederick C. Schanmanager of the Maryland, charging
him with falling to comply with a city ordi-

DOOLBT.

;

We

berger,

;

Famous

Great S-Part Feature based on the

If o a Hat

M. FluegelMi

Indians were formerly members of a Wild
West show, which disbanded for the winter.

Schanberger, mgr.;
agt., U. B. O.).— Grace La Rue, big reception
Gould and Ashlyn, extremely good
"The Green Beetle," grips
Gallager and
Carlln, amusing
Lyons and Yosco, perfect
harmony
George N. Brown, novel
Leroy,
Lytton and Co., wholesome comedy
Ed Mor(F.

'If

Manufacturer of

who formerly danced on

K.

In

of 28 Cherokee Indians, including
children and 7 women, have Bettled In
Paradise Grove, on the Franklin road, where
The
they expect to remain for the winter.

IALTIM0RL
By

shaft

A band

the Garden Pier and later at the Jardin De
Danse, Montreal, Can., will open a tea room
on the Boardwalk above the Steel Pier Dec.
1.
Afternoon dances will be held and Miss
Sessions, who possesses an excellent lyric soprano, will sing.

New and

elevator
construction at the

12

The stage of the Minstrel Hall of the
Pier has been enlarged to a depth of
twelve feet.
the former small
It was on
stage that Frank Tlnney, Raymond Hitchcock and other famous stars first gained
recognition In the theatrical firmament.

AcU

an

hospital.

Steel

M l Write

down

Cor.

-

B'way.

39tfc

Director
Street

Phone Bryant 2**0.

—

—

-;

—

;

;

VARIETY
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THE GREATEST AMERICAN SONG WRITTEN
BRAND NEW IRISH MARCH SONG THAT WILL SWEEP THE COUNTRY

A

T
I

MACDONALD

By

CARROLL

and

HI

We

have
to

NEW COMIC SONG

wonderful

a

acts

known

to

us,

order

in

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
Dorothy and Madefilled well;
In dancing were another firstFord
here and went acceptably
and Truly brought a good trained dog, and
Lane and O'Donnell closed fairly acceptable,
although not holding the crowd exceptionally.
agt., U. B.
BIJOU (Harry Gustin, mgr.
O.).
Pop vaudeville. Big business In small
which

time

act

;

—

BOWDOIN
O.

).

— Pop

(Al Somerbee, mgr.; agt., U.
acts advertised big with great

success.

PARK (Moe Mark, mgr.).— Should open
Monday with Paramount Service. Attempt is to be made to make Park Boston's
Strand
$100,000 has been spent In alterations and renovations in the historic old $2
next

;

house.

HOLLIS

(Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— Margaret Anglln on last week In "Lady Windemere's Fan."
Fair.
COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).—
Julian Eltlnge in "The Crinoline Olrl." Last

Show well liked.
(E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Omar"
opened Monday night to capacity.
Big advertising campaign and clever press work
helped.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— 13th week
week

to

fair business.

MAJESTIC

of William uodge in
Closing date
ness."

TREMONT

"The Road
not

yet

to Happiannounced.

(John B. Schoeffel. mgr.).—
Second week of "The Yellow Ticket" not taking any too well because of crude third act.
Seven Keys" announced as underline.
BOSTON (Robert Jeannette, mgr.).— Pictures.
Audacious move, which at present
looks as if it might make good.
PLYMOUTH (Fred Wright, mgr.).—Cyril
Maude In "Grumpy" holding up consistently.
Engagement seems unlimited.
CORT (John "Eddy" Cort, mgr).— "Peg,"
13th week to good business.
Has succeeded
in introducing the Cort to thousands of persons who have never been in this comparatively new theatre, which had a tough run
of luck broken by the booking of "Peg."
SHUBERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.). Harry
Lauder for a single week with dally matinee.
Entire floor is being sold at $2 and the high
schedule Is hurting patronage, although the
total receipts will probably average as high
as with a lower scale.
CASTLE SQUARE (John Craig, mgr.).— "A
Midnight Bell."
Excellent.
Collapse of the
stock opposition here has again left Craig
with a stock gold mine.

—

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

(William H. McDonald, mgr.). The Paramount Service went
well at this bouse supported by an orchestra comprised of grand opera musicians.
NATIONAL (Charles J. Harris, mgr.; agt.,
B.
U.
Feature reels going well here,
O.).
the Burns film opening this week.
LOEWS GLOBE (Frunk Meagher, mgr.).
Pop vaudeville finding a hard battle because

—

—

of

a

mgr.

surfeited

territory.

JAMBS

ST.

Loew).

agt.,

;

— Pop

(William

Lovey.
Excel-

vaudeville.

not to

&

CQ.. 2M

Romance," should do

well,

West 47th

O'Hara being very

popular in Buffalo.

FAMILY

Cyril Maude, playing at the Plymouth at
present in "Grumpy," together with Elsie
Mackay, his leading lady, will produce Sir
James Barries one-act play, "A Platonic
Friendship," for the first time In America,
Dec. 8.
will
be given at the Boston
It
opera house at a matinee in the form of a
benefit.

helps.

LOEWS ORPHEUM

— Pop

(V. J. Morris, mgr.).
Excellent.
Batcheller,
mgr. )
capacity.

vaudeville

GAIETY

(George

"Trocaderos,"

CASINO

.

(Charles

mgr.).—

Waldron.

"Oayety Girls," excellent.
GRAND (George E. Lothrop,
"Girls

From

the

HOWARD

mgr.).

Fair.

Follies."

(George E. Lothrop, mgr.).
"Mischief Makers" with house bill. Capacity.

Fan,"

lips'
play,
production.

Is

"The

rehearsing Charles
Divine Friend," for

Philearly

Another picture house will soon be opened
Franklin Park as a winter and sum-

near

The entrance will he 150 feet
theatre.
height and lighted brilliantly enough to
It is being built
be seen for several miles.
by W. F. Reams ft Co. Funk * Wilcox were
mer
in

the

BUFFALO.
By CX.TDB

P.

RBI.

STAR

(P.
mgr.).— "Every
Cornell,
C.
woman," despite its return engagement, opened
big.
Marie Dressier, last half, In "A Mix
Up."
Advance sale big.
(John R. Olsher, mgr.). The theatre this week has been engaged by the
Womans' Union for the presentation of a

—

TECK

klrmess.

Undoubtedly

the

biggest

benefit of Its kind ever attempted in

Buffalo.

Next, "Passing

F. Graham, mgr.).— "French
Froliqu*"" return, play to big houBe. 7, "The
rka "
Cr&cltGI

(W.

OLYMPIC (Charles W. Denzinger, mgr.
Hoey ft Mozar, with six merry
maids, appear as head liners, in a miniature
musical comedy act which Is very capable of
tilling the place ; Williams ft Sterling, get over
big
The Musical Crockery Shop is a real
novelty ; Prime Ward, clever
Leon Sisters ft
Co., appreciated
pictures close. Business good.
REGENT (M. B. Schleslnger, mgr.).— First
run feature pictures doing but fair business.
Easy access to uptown theatres draw greatly
from the patronage which early favored this
picture house. Rumor has it that pop vaudeville may be used if pictures alone fall.
ACADEMY (Jules Michaels, mgr.; Loew).—
With a real circus tent erected over Its main
corridors, and labeled "Main Entrance," management this week is featuring a bill of exclusive circus acts.
Even the sawdust has
been included, and In speaking of Indoor circuses the unusual attendance drawn speaks
well enough of the caliber of entertainment.
ConIncluded in the bill are the following
dorf,
double-headed
eight-foot
giant
the
Torellls's Dogs and Ponies, The Five Martels,
The Great Henri, Art Johnson, Sandor Bros.,
Westley's Seals and Samora, and to close the
circus atmosphere is continued in the showing
of two reels of "Sports and Travel in Africa."
FRONTIER (Charles Boew, mgr.).— Full
evening performance of movies pack house
agent, Sun).

—

Show

of 1914."

GAYETY (J. M. Ward, mgr.). "Girls from
Happyland," played to good houses.
Next,
Hastings "Big Show."
SHEAS (Henry J. Carr, mgr.; U. B. O.).—
Sam & Kitty Morton, got over big Van ft
Schenck, big hit; Mabelle ft Ballet, featured
bill
Darrell ft Conway, scored The Langdons,
went well Reld ft Ross, pleased Dlero, fair
Howard's Novelty, spectacular pictures con;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

clude.

STRAND

(Harold Edel, mgr.).— Clara Kimball Young in "Lola." first half; "The Locked
Door," last half.
Doing good with exclusive
pictures.

MAJESTIC (John

Laughlln, mgr.).— Return

of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," well received.
Good company and production beautifully staged.
Flske O'Hara In "Jack's
7,

:

nightly.

PLAZA

agents, Mc(Jacob Rosing, mgr.
Mercerau, food;
Dee). Van ft
Hanson ft Drew,
Animals, clever
Tyronne Trio, excellent
Kimball
Bros., hit
Marcus ft Whipple, fair pictures.

Mahon

Mable's
pleased

;

—

ft

;

;

;

;

Cily

The fraternal order of Orioles have engaged
seais for the opening performance of
"Old Heidelberg" to be played by the BrownellStork stock company at the Lyric next week.
The Kenmore

an
Movies

village council have Issued

order closing all theatres on Sunday.
were formerly allowed.

Coming attractions at the Teck are "The
Story of the Rosary," "The Hawk," "Life,"
"Suzl," "Panthea," "Experience," "Kitty MacKay" and "The Third Party."
Twelve members of the "Cracker jacks," next
week's attraction at the Garden, will put on

some special work at the All-theater employes' dance to be held at German-American
hall Dec. 7. Raymond Hitchcock is among the
many notables who have promised to be in attendance.

Florence Crosby, recently of Churchill's, New
York, Is appearing at the Park Hot in classical
songs this week.

;

The exterior work on "The Palace," the
Mark Brock new movie theatre in Sheldon
now been completed and the In-

CINCINNATI.

V. MARTIN.
agt..
(John F. Royal, mgr.
Gere and Delaney, opened fair;
U. B. O. ).
Richards and Kyle, much laughter
Mosher,
Hays and Mosher, great Harry Breen, went
strong
George Rolland and Co., In good
Belle Baker, big
Sylvester Schaffer, very
big; caught on slowly, hut Interest increased
until It became genuine enthusiasm toward

—

;

;

;

;

;

end.

EMPRESS (George A. Bovyer, mgr. agt,
Loew). Frevoll
Bessie Le Count; "Home,
Elsie Gilbert's
Sweet Home ;" Gene Greene
girls and dogs
Reddlngton and Grant.
GRAND (John Havlin and Theodore Aylward. mgrs.
agt., K. and E.).
"The Little
Cafe;" 6, BUUe Burke In "Jerry."
LYRIC (C. Hubert Heuck, mgr.; agt. Shubert).— "Peg O' My Heart" with Elsa Ryan;
"Whirl of the World."
6,
WALNUT STREET (George F. Fish,
mgr.; agt, S.-H.).— "The Blindness of Virtue;" 6, "The Round Up."
OLYMPIC (Willis Jackson, mgr.; Colum"The Winning Widows," feabia No. 1).
turing Daisy Harcourt.
STANDARD (Charles Arnold, mgr.; Columbia No. 2).— "The Tango Girls."
GERMAN (Amandus Horn, mgr.- stock).
"Unsere Kaeth," Sunday night only.
;

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

"Peg O' My Heart" seems destined to have
another great week at the Lyric. "Peg" was
show to play three weeks last year,
two weeks In succession.
the only

Daisy Harcourt, English concert hall singat the Olympic this week was on the
bill when the theatre ran vaudeville

er,

terior finishing will be rushed to completion,
with a view of opening by Christmas.

opening

in 1906.

Acknowledged by press and public

GREATEST ANIMAL ACTOR.
VOKES.

HARRY

By

KEITH'S

Square, has

Alfred Latell

Hew York

St.,

;

;

architects.

gigantic

C.

;

GARDEN

Margaret Anglln while using "Lady Wlndemere's

(E.

restrict

1,500

Long, mgr.).— "Zudora"
and "The Path Forbidden" draw big.
LYRIC (G. S. Schleslnger, mgr.).— BrownellStork Stock continues with "The Girl In the
Taxi." The Inducement made to ladies to attend on Monday evenings, in that each are
given a chance to draw a (5 shirtwaist, has
packed the house on the opening nights. AtNext
tendance wanting remainder of week.
week, which, it is understood, is to be their
last in Buffalo, they will play "Old Heidelberg." 500 reserved seats are offered at 10c.
for all matinees, four being played weekly.
HIPPODROME (Henry Marcus, mgr.).—
The lowering of prices has somewhat improved business at Shea's new movie palace.
The same high class picture program Is offered this week, "The Rose of the Rancho" and
"The Bargain" being featured. Special music

lent.

;

house.
B.

LOEW'S

they

Cameron

line

we are going to
make it common.

that

THE WORLD'S

Assisted by

ELSIE

Presenting the laughable pantomimic success,

"A DOG OF FANTASY"
ALL NEW
direction, H. B. IVIARIIMEH-l-l

Permanent Address, Driscoll Apartments, Geary and Jones Streets, San Francisco,

JUST FINISHED

TWO SEASONS WITH THE HARRY LAUDER SHOW
ATTRACTION.

Cal.

AS THE FEATURED VAUDEVILLE

—

;;

—

—

;;

;

;;

VARIETY

EVELYN NESBIT
AND

JACK CLIFFORD
M ARINELLI

Direction, H. B.
—

EMPRESS

(Cy Jacobs, mgr.). Alios HanRose and Moon, big; Jolly and
Theo. Bamberg, excellent
Alien
Miller and Co., good sketch
Mueller Bros.,
harmony Mori Brothers, fine.
HIPPODROME (Ben Starr, mgr.). Berne
Troupe, headlined
Kennedy and Burt, good
Ye Old Song Revue, hit of bill Carson and
Wlllard, laughs
Llbby Blondelle, pleased
Morocco Troupe, strong
Wood's Animals,
son,

THE RENDEZVOUS OF THE

fair;

Wild, good

THEATRICAL PROFESSION

"The Night Before Christmas"

;

;

La

Monte Btuckey bas Joined tbe Dunn and
Major Co. at Great Bend, Kan.

—

Paritienne

Parker and

Rout
Cblcksa,

— Helen

Duck,

Houses good.

SAM

S.

Butler,

excellent.

SHUBERT

(Earl

Ware

GRAND

(Miss Meta Miller, mgr.).—
"Teas of the Storm Country."
GAYETY (Matt Smith, mgr.).—Rosey Posey

Girls.

Beef,

VeaL

CENTURY

;

and

;

mgr.).— Taxi

Donegan,

(Joe

PALM GARDEN

Alleen Van Biers Joined "The Beauties," a
Jesse Lasky act playing Orpheum time, here
Saturday as leading woman.

M.

;

EMPRESS

(Harry Toilette, mgr.: Loew).
George and Lily Garden, well received Bogert
Dinkelsplel's Night
and Nelson, big laugh
School, entertaining; Eugene Emmet and Co.,
;

Stanton Boys, fair Prof. Wormvery good
head's animals, good.
PANTAGES (Carl Walker, mgr.; Pantages).
—Marie Chevllle, artistic dancers "Be Game,"
very good Saunders and VonKunts. entertainE. M.
ing
Rossdell Singers, well received
Bonnell, fair; Mimic of tbe Titanic disaster,
mediocre.
;

;

;

;

;

"The

Fine Music

Shepherd

Little

with Sarah Padden,
In

RAZZETTI A CELLA, Props.
—Kings of tbs Roast Meats—
Originators in this stylo cooking

Bargain

of

Row,"

reported to have closed

is

Wamego, Kan.

REPUBLIC

Watson, mgr.; Levey).—
fair; Chase and Janls,
entertaining; J. W. Clifford, good; Beaudolns,
Damonto Brothers, medipassably pleasing
(Al.

Cunningham and Rose,
;

ocre.

HIPPODROME

(Lester

—

Fountain,

mgr.;

Western States). Orange Industry, excellent;
Ted MacLean and Co., very good Ethel Davis,
exceptionally good Early and Lalght, passably
pleasing Arthur and Sullivan, fine Rosards,

NO BRANCHES.
TELEPHONE. 4723-Bryant.

;

;

;

;

fair.

MAJESTIC— "The Whip."
MASON.— "The Auctioneer."
MOROSCO.— "A Stubborn Cinderella."
BURBANK.—
— "Tbe Right of the Seigneur."

INDIANAPOLIS.
By C. J. CALLAHAN.
SHUBERT MURAT (J. D. Barnes, mgr.).—
Nell

1-2.

CENTURY.

O'Brien Minstrels.

ENGLISH'S
Seeing

(Od.

New York"

mgr.).—30-1-2.

George Stegner is now Morosco's representative at the Morosco. Charley Eyton having quit to assume management of the Morosco

"Bald-

3-4-5.

pate."

LYCEUM

(Phil

Photoplay company.

Brown, mgr.).— "Damaged

Goods" opened to good bouse.
KEITH'S (Ned Hastings, mgr.; agt., U. B.
Neptune's
Garden;
Burton
Holmes;
Mack and Orth
Bruce and Duffet
Julia
Curtis
Shannon and Anlss Meyako Sisters

O.).

a

•

;

;

;

•

-

covered.

BBB1

^

will
.

T.

C.

B.

"

m?

Cunningham,
A.).— Vaudeville and

mgr.

;

agt..

pictures.

It

H

"J

MAJESTIC (J. E. Sullivan, mgr.).— "Uncle
Sam's Belles" opened to crowded bouse.
COLUMBIA (G. E. Black, mgr.). "Blue
Ribbon Belles" to good business.

—

KANSAS CUT.

;•

Orapewln and

laugbs
Hans Kronold, appreciated
Alexander and Scott, big
Duffy and Lorenzo, pretty act
Soltl Duo,
good dancers
Charles D. Weber, Juggler
Act Beautiful, artistic
Co.,

;

TV

TOM GILLEN
known

;

the world over an

Louise Gunning
Madre homo

Is

wintering at her Sierra

Oliver Morosco has returned
nual duck-bunting trip.

from his an-

Tom O'Day makes bi-weekly trips to Los
Angeles from Ban Francisco to look over the
Gaiety enterprise.

"FINNIGAN'S FRIEND"

;

;

H

QHflHHj

vn

By RVIfaUX M. OKBUSB).
ORPHEUM (Matin Lehman, mgr.).— Charley

local Gaiety company announces that
will bring Frank Daniels. Harry Bulger.
Jeff D'Angells and other stars here for special engagements after the first of the year.

The

pictures.
(C.

Orph.).— "Song Revue,"

mgr.;

pleased;

agt,

Ray Sam-

"When Caesar Ran

excellent;

uels,

a Paper,"

Will Rogers, popular ; Cantor A Lee,
Weston A Leon, registered
entertaining
Brent Hayes, enjoyed
CRYSTAL (William Gray, mgr.; agt,
Trio,
Bellboy
excellent;
Loew). Trovello,
"A Baby Grand," entertaining Gasch
One
Sisters, clever; Richmond A Mann, good.
ORPHEUM (Tom Saxe, mgr.; agt., Loew).
—"The Editor," interesting The Overtone,
Coin's Dogs, pleasing novcomedy honors
Three AmHelen and Wilson, good
elty
erers ; clever.

good

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

DAVIDSON (Sherman
Ind.

).

— Feature

film;

Brown, mgr.*
good houses.
6,

agt.,

De-

Wolf Hopper.

SHUBERT

A. Nlggemeyer. mgr.).—
Stock in "Disraeli," excellent business.
PABST (Ludwlg Krelss, mgr.). German
stock in "Ueber den Wassern," good busi"Plaehsmann als Erxleber" next.
ness.
(C.

—

GAYETY

East).
houses

— Ben

W. Whitehead, mgr.;

(J.

Welch

AUDITORIUM

ditorium

(Jos.

Symphony

Good

show.

agt.

opening

Orleb, mgr.).—Aucapacity
Orchestra,

C.

house.

MINNEAPOLIS.
By O. W. MILBM.
ORPHEUM (O. E. Raymond, mgr.).— Mercedes and Mile. Stantone. headliner, mystifying, big hit; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Crane,
Frederick V. Bowers and
delightful dancers
;

good; Charles F. Semon, amusing; Finn
Byrd Crowell, St. Paul soand Finn, fair
Frank
prano, second appearance this season
Co.,

Scored

another

Opera House,
(Nov.

emphatic hit at the Bronx
York, Nov. 22. This week

New

30), Colonial,

Wilson, trick cyclist,

Philadelphia.

Loewen Brothers have abandoned musical
comedy at the Century temporarily. Pictures
will

fair.

—UNIQUE
"Love In

(Jack Elliott, mgr.; agt., Loew).
a Sanitarium," headliner; PurRose Troupe John La Vler
cella Brothers
Brown and Jackson.
NEW PALACE (Roy C. Jones, mgr.).
Martini and
Princess Ka?; General Plsano
Four
John O'Connor and Co.
Maxlmllllan
Vanls; Lou Chlha.
GAYETY (William Koenlg, mgr.).— Pat
White and the "Big Jubilee."
SHUBERT (Wright Huntington, mgr.).—
Huntington PlayerH In "Mrs. Wiggs of the
Ethel
Cabbage Patch." with Charles Gunn
Grey Terry. Jessie Brink and Louise Gerard
"Little MIsr Brown"
In the leading rolen.
;

;

;

;

Henry Kolker has gone to Chicago.
He
appear In "His Son" as soon as Manager
Morosco can secure a theatre to produce It.

:

—

;

Charles Farwell. a theatrical writer of San
was here for a few days last
week.
Francisco,

Ken Victor, who was seriously Injured while
doing a sensational loop-the-loop act In an
automobile at the Hippodrome, has fully re-

;

GAYETY

By P. O. MOROAh.
MAJESTIC (James A. Hlgler,

;

-

—

deville

last

off

;

1

Dorla's Dogs.
LYRIC (H. K. Burton, mgr.; agt., U. B.
O.).
Rattling Nelson, well received; Harrison West Trio, very good
Geo. Day and
Co., fair; Zlsha and Co., good; Nick's Roller Skating Girls, excellent
Myles
2d half
McCarthy and Co., The Engfords, Bensee and
Balrd, Lillian Watson, Soils Bros.
FAMILY (C. Harmon, mgr.; Sun). VauMile.

;

Burbank treasurer, took a
week and diligently ex-

Ervast.

;

—

;

"The Girl Question."

aw'

-

Miller,
Pictures.

again laid up with tbe

J. A. Vandervetter, managing editor of tbe
Salt Lake "Telegram," is here in tbe interests of Salt Lake's offer to secure a franchise
in the Coast baseball league.

;

;

Pabst Boar on Draught
tiU 2 A.

U. B.
(Clarence Drown, mgr.
Co., well received: "Poor
Claude Golden, cleverly
Old Jim," very good
White and
done
Martin VanBergen, good
Jason, artistic dancers; Frank North and Co.,
Rube Dickinson, big laugh
entertaining
Three Types, pleasing.

— Bendlx

;

Girls.

SERVED AND TAKEN OUT ALL DAY.

ORPHEUM

O.).

;

AUDITORIUM

Pork,

is

MILWAUKEE.

Steward, mgr.).

"The Revolt." Good crowds.
(A. Judah, mgr.).— "Excuse Me."
in

Stock.

Lamb,

Open

IN MASON OPERA HOUSE BLLXL

GUY PRICE, Correspondent

;

;

Squab,

£&,%_

LOS ANGELES OFFICE

—

Hot

Seattle to di-

plored the nearby marshes for ducks.

VAJUETTS

Australian Waitos, good.
OLOBE (W. V. Newklrk, mgr.). Four
P revests, novel acrobats* Badlna- Bruce Co.,
laughs Le Bruns, opened Harris and West,
good
Wilson and
Chamberlain,
pleased

41st Sts.

John Blackwood
Willie

fine;

;

*

bet,

to

gout.

few days

LOS ANGELES

;

Ave^

at

;

;

Ith

closed

Havensvllle, Kan., last weak.

;

ROTISSERIE

Harry B. Cleveland goes
rect stock productions.

;

;

be installed.

;

follows.

BAINBRIDOE (A. O. Balnbridge, Jr.).—
In
Balnbrldge
Players
"Your Neighbor's
Wife."
Excellent performance, with Florence Stone. Louise Farnum, Henry Hall and
John Dllllon In the leading roles.
"The

Woman in the Case" follows.
METROPOLITAN (L. N. Scott, mgr.).—
Gilbert and Sullivan Opera Co. in "Pinafore,"
"Trial by Jury." "The Mikado," "Pirates of
De Wolf HopPeniance" and "lolanthe."
per, Arthur Aldrldge. Jayne Herbert, Gladys
Caldwell and Idelle Patterson.
"Manon Leecaut." with Llna Cavallerl, follows, after
which come "Hanky Panky," "Under Cover"
and "Fanny's First Play."

THE MALE PATTI
Home Again
Direction,

New Gowns

J KIM IK

New Songs

VARIETY

40

DREANO

GOODWIN

AND

World's Greatest Talkative Woman
Man Who Dances on His Shoulders
After Opening at Fifth Avenue Theatre, Booked Solid on United Time

WHO

Our Scout, JACK FLYNN

DID IT?

ABE

JOE

EDGAR BERGER

THE HEDDERS
IN

"SNOWLAND"
Direction, H.

Sam

GOOD OPENING NUMBER

HARRY

BART McHUGH.

Barton

"Tht

Sltont
Direction,

Tramp"

MAX HART

to start the

hill tight,

FITZGERALD.

J.

apply to

Falaco Theatre Bid*..

Now York

City.

and

Shapiro
LOEW

BOOKED SOLID

HARRY GIRARD SS

CIRCUIT

THE PELOTS
"Fun

In a

Tavtrn"

"THE LUCK OF A TOTEM"

Offers

RAY

FRANK

Bush

Playing Keith Time.

For a

A REAL ACT

Purcella

"The Jimmle Valentine Twins"

LOEW

BOOKED SOLID

Featured with "French Models."
Week Nov. IS, St. Louis, Mo.

JUGGLING WATER FOUNTAINS

CIRCUIT

PETE

Direction,
Despite reports that the Miles theatre had
been sold to Rubin and Finkelstein the deal
fell through and Charles H. Miles, the owner,
vaudeville.
The
reinstate
haH derided
to
theatre has been running pictures for several months.
Ten cents will be the admlsslon fee and there will be four performances
dally.

Manager Balnbrldge

of

COMING

MACK

Both house and company managers

"A GREAT FEATURE

MARIE KING SCOTT JCil,

company

Milton

mopolitan.

TULANR
in
CKKSCKNT

Armand Balendock

Hagan

Fred
AND COMPANY OF

HAITI! INK (Lew

Hose,

SIX

"THE P

•

R

L

II

•

J

II

A

Hunting stock in
LYK1C (C. 1). Peruchl, mgr.). PcruchlCiypzene Players In "Thorns and Qrange Blos-

—

soms."

New

Direction,

ALAMO (Will Gucringer. mgr. ). -VaudeOKPHKUM (Arthur White, mgr. )— Best

Diamond and Virginia,
Fred Sosman. scored deWharry Lewis Quintet, charming
cisively
Interlude; Clark and Verdi, capital number;
;

;

the Cos-

has an extra cap which he

Mrs. Skinner is appearing with Otis Skinner
his new play at Tulane this week.
She
Mr. Skinner In New Orleans about
15 years ago.
Her former stage name was

married

Maud Durban.
At

small-time theatres, where acts aro
between pictures, artists constantly
nbout their position on the bill.
Comedians will not appear after Ford Sterling, and actresses In sketches positively relocal

York. Dec. 7-9

PETE MACK.

fuse to follow Mary Plckford.
Managers are
compelled to use advertisements after nearly
every picture, where formerly they were employed to separate the shows. The scheme is
not working any too well, however, because
a really striking advertisement often "queers"

some

of the acts.

PHILADELPHIA.
capital comedy artist; LllMan Herleln, striking singer with beautiful
costumes
Pauline, great showman.

Willard

Simms,

Kd
taken

;

8th

Throunk
over

the

nnd

Otto Pfanchuken have
business management of the

Lyric.

By JOHN

J.

(Eugene

L.

GLOBE

—

BURJVES.
Perry,

AMERICAN SEASON

IN VAUDEVILLE
NEXT WEEK

(DEC.

PAT CASEY

6),

mgr.

;

agt..

U.
B.
O. ).
Two Improvements inaugurated
this week have given a considerable boost

ALICE LLOYD
Repveeentative,

at

leaves at his barber shop In order that his
tonsorlalist can furnish nn alibi for his being
next.

ville.

of the season.
bill
opening, did nicely

playing

inserted

Live Wire Sketch of Real Life

Harlem Opera House,

Tom Campbell

Is

complain

(With Special Setting Complete)

mgr.).— Stock bur-

Schiller, mgr). -Emma
"The Perils of Pauline."
A.

burlesque

In

lesque.

(E.

stock

MEN

In a Dramatic Sensation

ning of Barbara Worth."

HINTING

the

In years.

Society

Skinner

new home.

Joined

Dauphine Sunday. Jack Hubb
has been engaged to open next week.
The
at the

disagreement with Manager Huntington, Raymond Wells withdrew from the
Huntington Players at the Shubert and was
engaged by Manager Balnbrldge of the Bainbridge iMnyers as leading man, to succeed
Henry Hall, who has filled that position since
the opening of the theatre.

SAMUKL.

for their

floor

Barry

did splendid business last week, presenting the funniest burlesque show seen here

After a

NEW ORLEANS.

t.

Local dancing act using old mats as a hard-

wood

company

llv O. M.
fT.
Campbell, mgr.).— Otis
C.
"The Silent Voice."
(T. C. Campbell, mgr. ).—" Win-

said,

Bur-

either

RE-ENGAGED FOR CHICAGO. DEC.
FOLLY THEATRE

K

the Balnbrldge has

amateurs will present Arnold Ben"The Honeymoon" at the Little theathe Woman's club on Dec. 4 and 5.

for

lesque or Vaudeville."

decided to put on a big revival of "The Blue
Last Beason he
Bird" for Christmas week.
did "Snow White," and" so successful was the
presentation that It ran for two weeks.

nett's
tre of

Savoy

Lucille

Bros.

ORPHEUM, SEATTLE
All Communications

VARIETY, New

;;

;

VARIETY
NIXON

prestige and
class
the Olobe.
of
to the
These are the elaboration of the bill to eight
acts and the Issuance of reserved seat checks
The change will unfor the night shows.

(Thos.

doubtedly attract a higher class of patronComedy is the predomiage to the house.
nant note in this week's show, and although
the movement lacked speed Monday afternoon it was thoroughly enjoyed by a house
nearly
Clemenzo
was
capacity.
which
eccentrics,
pair
a
of
musical
Brothers,
opened and were given quick appreciation
when they displayed some novelties in music
The Dohertys made good in
and comedy.
the second position, for which J. Hunter WilMr.
son and Efflo Pearson were programed.
and Mrs. Arthur Cappelen kept the comedy
fdlng at a good rate in a skit called "Hiring
A Maid" and were followed by Kathleen, who
was a pronounced hit in spite of numerous
Her four numbers were not arhandicaps.
Cftnged in their best order, but her general
attractiveness and the Joyous quality of her
youth won out and she proved herself a
Bert Wheel*
e!»vcr impersonator and actress.
er and Co. proved laugh producers of high
The Chung-Hwa Comedy Four, Chinaorder.
men, scored with their singing and comedy
and were followed by Smith, Cooke and
Bfandon, who had the house weary with
The Lavan Trio were a strong
ljughter.
alpsing act and held the house seated until
they had concluded their daring aerial acro-

KNICKERBOCKER.— First

Dixon
Lee Beers
tieorge Randall and Co.
;

Kennedys

;
;

;

second
$hupiro
Sullivan and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
ters
ing

;

;

O'Nell

half:

Macland Pingree
Harry Rose Danchalf
Thomas and
Sullivan
Rhea Sis:

;

Esmonde Bur*
Lawton.
WILLIAM PENN— Harrington Reynolds
'The Haberdashery ;" Willie Weston
in
Francis Dooley and Corrine Sales; Williams
Mang and SnySylvia Loyal
and Segal

7,

Habn

Tom

;

;

;

;

der.

Hur" v

filled yet.

plauded.

VICTORIA (George

Gallagher, mgr.).— "The

Big Sensation" drew well.
ACADEMY (Harry Smith, mgr.).— "Trip to
Paris,"

BROADWAY.-- Harry

Kirke

Hazel

Cooper;

;

—

;

;

;

;

GRAND.— Eva

Fay
Fern

Sylvester

;

Meehan

and

Blgelow

Foster.

Bill

;

KEYSTONE.— Banjophiends
Conley
Thatcher
;

Raven

Red
"In

Warren

;

and
and
Four

Hayes
York;" the

Trio

New

Old

Brooks
and
and Phelps

Harry
Newhoff

;

;

;

Bards.

James and Agnes Duvea appear in the Sheridan Square after every matinee and demonstrate the new dances.
The audience is invited to come on tiic stage and participate In
the dansante.
It Is a success, Judging from
Monday's throng.

PORTLAND, ORE.
B. ANKUN.
HEILIG (W. T. Pangel, mgr.).— "The Poor
Little Rich Girl," 24-21); "Bird of Paradise,"

B%

30-2

(Geo.

Eaker,

L.

"Merely Mary Ann," 22-2S

;

mgr.).

— Stock:

"Ready Money,"

20-5.

ORPHEUM

Conlon, mgr.; agent.
J.
Rajah, headliner Jonny
Minnie Allen, very good
Genevieve
Imhoff, Conn and Coreegg; funny
Warner, very pleasing El Rey Sisters, opened
Barry & Wolford, fine.
good
EMPRESS (W. H. Pierung, mgr.; agent,
Loew). 22, Davis and Mathews, fair; Wardell
and Hoyt, fair; Mcintosh and his musical
Maids, big hits Bernard and Harrington,
headliner; Fred Hlllebrand, laughs; NicholsNelson T roup, very clever.
PAN ri GES (J. A. Johnson, mgr.; agent,
FranclB Clare,
direct).- "Yesterday's" with
headliner; New Orleans Creoles, special added
attraction
Arthur Whitlaw, good
Roy and
Anna Harrah, pleased McConnell and Nlemeyer, very good
pictures.
B.

O.

).

COLONIAL.— Vaudeville,
HART'S.— Vaudeville

with

splits

and

the

(C.
— Princess

laughs

— Vaudeville
BROAD.— Frances Starr

and

;

—

"The

in

GARR1CK.— "Potash
Retting good houses

and

in

Perlmutter" is
second week here.
to a

its

ADELPHI. — "To-Day" opened Monday
house.

LYRIC— Second week
CHESTNUT ST. O.

of "High Jinks."
H. -Fourth week of
feature film. "The Spoilers," and business
continues good.
WALNUT.— "Little Lost Sister" had a good
house Monday night, beginning a week's stay
at popular prices.

"The Winning

7,

of

Bar-

Worth."

ORPHEUM.— "The Governor's Boss" at
popular prices for the week.
An open date
next week will be filled by Emilv Smiley
heading a stock company in "Sappho."
LITTLE. Second week of "Hindle Wakes"
by the resident company, with "The Constant Lover" added as a curtain raiser.

—

AMERICAN.— "Wildfire,"

stock.

CASINO.— Blutch

Copper's "Globe Trotters"
opened Monday for the week.
GAYETY.— "The Girls From Joyland" for
the week, with Frank Wakefield.

EMPIRE.— "The

Girls

TROCADERO. — "Tango

the

of

Gay

White

for the week.

ARCH.— Dark.

DUMONT'S.— Stock

;

LYRIC

(Dan

Queens."

ST.

Vaudeville Circuit
(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)
BEN J. FULLER, Governing Director

All correspondence to National Amphitheatre, Sydney.
porarily closed, owing to War Conditions.

American Booking

Tem-

Office

AMUSEMENT
ROBINSON
CORPORATION
ETHEL ROBINSON
Now
SAMUEL

booking

TUCK

L.

Fair

FELIX REICH

^av

%IC

Season.

acts for ltlS Park and
Sensational Acts Wanted

Consumers Building, Chicago,

III.

performers going to Europe make their steamship arrangements through
e f°" ow n ff have:
/O USa Ernesto
Sisters, Edwards, Ryan and Tierney, Ergotti Troupe, Gertrude
^^y^^P /
Everett, Pearl Evans, Bert Earle, Elliott Savonas, Mary Elizabeth, Ellis and
McKenna^ Harry Edson, (filbert Eldrid, Glen Ellison, Gordon Eldrid & Co., Edgar and Cedar.
mjaj

of all

Q-f

*

Empire Comedy Four.

PAUL TAUSIG A SON, 1M

E. 14th

New York

St.,

German Savings Bank Bldg.

ROOK INC
uvyivinu

B

City

Telephone Stuyvesant 1IM

AMALGAMATED
B. S.
*•

Vaudeville Agency

MOSS, President and General Manager

MOSS CIRCUIT
PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT
PLIMMER CIRCUIT

-

Artists and Acts of every description suitable for vaudeville can obtain long engagements by
BOOKING DIRECT with us. Send In your open time at once or call

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
Offices Columbia Theatre Bldg.-TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK-Telephone Bryant +4tt
t

B.

0.).— Mr. & Mrs. Carter Do Haven, headline,
scored
Lydla Harry, hit
Marshall Montgomery, did well
Llplnskl's Comedy Dogs,
unusually good
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Wilde,
laughs
Eva Taylor Co.. good; Corelli & Gillette, novel
Farber Girls, pleased
Reynolds
4 Donegan, good.
MILES (Harry Wood, mgr.; agent, Loew).
Cook & Stevens, big Oscar Lorraine, excellent Charles & Sallie Dunbar, scream
"When
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Co.,

scored

;

Anna Eva Fay,

headline, good
Empire Trio, very good. Best
bill since opening.
Capacity.
HARRIS (C. R. Buchhelt. mgr.; agent. U.
B. O.).— Bob Walters Co., big; Ameta, pleased
Archie Nicholson & Co.. excellent; Wilson &
Laurson, pleased
Hemmer & Rice, encored
;

;

;

Llllle,

good

;

;

"The

LOUIS

Freeman Bernstein
Manager, Promoter and Producer of Vaudeville Acts

A. WALSH.
(David E. Russell, mgr.).—
Nettle Carroll, Juggling Nor-

Alber's

Bears.

mans, Gertrude Van Dyke & Bro.. Summers &
Gonzales, Ernest Rackett, Seymour Duo, Burns
& Acker.
GRAND (Harry Wallace, mgr. ). -Dunbar's
Dragoons, Pallenberg's Bears. Jack Hawkins
& Co., Bob Albright, Chase & Latour, Heras &
Preston, Tabor & Clair, LeRoy & Cahill, Rose
Garden.
COLUMBIA (Harry Buckley, mgr.).- Nora
Bayes, Johnny & Emma Ray. Prince Lai Mon
Kin. The Astalrs, Mljares, Bankoff & Girlie*
Kingston & Ebner, Lew Hawkins.
OLYMPIC (Walter E. Sanford, mgr.).—
Maude Adams.
SHUBERT (Melville Stoltz, mgr.).— "Fan-

nys

Sth Floor,

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

(Harry Wallace, mgr.).— "Fine
Walsh,

(Joe

The Maddens, fine HagAda Webber, clever.

TjrClalre, laugh

;

:

SHERIDAN SQUARE (Frank H. Tooker.
mgr.; agent. IT. B. O.h— Little Nap, headline,

Rickard's

Combined

HUGH McINTOSH,
NEW

.

J.

Phones:

ARTIST REPRESENTATIVE
If

stock.

FRED LINICK

you are looking

M

for a real live wire, write,
wire or phone
St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Tel. Central 2468

West Randolph

Associated with ED.

A RECOGNIZED

PAUL

VAUDEVILLE TEAM OF COMEDIANS

DEMI AM.

ORPHEUM (E. C. Burroughs, mgr.).—
Music predominates with Gus Edwards' "Matinee Girls" as the headliner; Elsa Ruegger.
very pleasing Merrill & Otto, please Eleanor
Haber & Co.. furnish the thrills in a sketch
Roland & Holtz, pleasing; MaeRae & Clogg,
well
Blnns & Bert furnish comedy
liked

Guarantee

2t

THAT HAVE A REPUTATION
call.
LOU

weeks work. Write, wire or
S to 7

Write or Wire

pictures continue to find

H.

favor.

EMPRESS

S. Greening, mgr.).— James
Sampson & Douglas. Ward Sis-

(Gus

Co.,

Russell's

21t.

Bldg„ Chicago,

III.

WEEKS
THE NEW

;

The Orpheum Travel

ters.

SHEAN, Room
Crilly

;

Grady &

L.

;

;

niu'-h

WYERSON.

WANTED FOR TABLOID

Minstrels,

El

Cleve,

J.

Los Cas-

ados.

Orpheum Theatre

NEW

PRINCESS (Bert Cfoldmnn, mgr.).Slx
Cathryn Chaloner, Berry &
Abdallas,
2d half, Rhoda Royals
Berry. George I>>e
Cornedv Cirrus.
STAR (John P. Kirk, mgr.).- -"Bowery Burlciquers" proved one of the best shows here
this season.

ALOZ

Booking Agency

MONTREAL,

Bldg.,

METROPOLITAN

(L.

N.

Scott,

Miss Drown''

J*Hf»C«

T.

A

)

;

i^pHOWS bAILY-2
STANDARD ACTS ALWAYS
lookJef RsprmMativs

Vfl.

Al'DITOKU'M (Charles
\V.

7

JULES DELMAR,

SPOKANE.
ROT OH.

BY

GEO. A. McDERIMIT, Mgr.
BROOKLYN'S CLASSIEST VAUDEVILLE
HOUSE

SfM'MKIlT (Frank Priest, mgr). HuntingNext,
ton Players in "The Common Law."
"The Chorus \jsn\y."

mgr).

FIATBUSH THEATRE

P. Q.

;

N.

;

Inc.

High-Class Vaudeville Attractions. Artists desiring New York representation
Suite 1*1-2-4, PALACE THEATRE BLDG., 1544 Broadway, New York City.
8696, 8699 Bryant.
of

"Hanky Panky."

:

Josle O'Mcars, good.

"HUCHMAC," Sydney

GENE HUGHES,
Manager

Four Hanlons. scored
Frank Rush,
amused Weber & Wilson, good Mack & Bar;

Governing Director

TIVOLI THEATRE, SYDNEY— AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFICES, 312 Strand Theatre Bldg.

write or wire.

mgr.).— "Happy

PARK (William Flynn, mgr.). "The Yankee Prince."
SHENANDOAH.— "The Conspiracy."
GARRICK.-War Pictures.
STANDARD.— "September Morning Glories."
GAYETY.— "Champagne Belles."
ODEON.— Newman talks.

(

AUSTRALIA
Capital $l,2M,Mf

Office:

NEW GRAND CENTRAL— Pictures.
German

Theatres

Capital, S3.Mt.tM

Registered Cable Address t

Head

ton, entertained

;

Tivoli

Widows."

VICTORIA.

New York

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

"Prince of Pllsen." with John W. Ransom-,
opened n week's engagement. The house showed Its hearty approval of the company, score
Next,
and settings by frequent applause.

;

Cable, "Freeborn,"

LTD.,

Harry

Feathers."

PRINCESS

PUTNAM BUILDING, NEW YORK

Phone, Bryant M14

First Play."

AMERICAN

II y

IT.

;

hit

CIRCUIT

J.

FULLER-BRENNAN

RAYMOND

By

PITTSBURGH.

&

VAUDEVILLE

JENNY WEBSTER, Prop.
1M North La Salle St
FISHER, INC., Seattle; BERT LEVY CIRCUIT. San Francisco
GEORGE H. WEBSTER, General Manager

Suite

EDWARD

with

Affiliated

minstrels.

ny GEORGE H. SBLDES.
GRAND (Harry Davis, mgr. agent,

ortv

WEBSTER
THE
CHICAGO
9

HIPPODROME

ST.

We Grow Tp"

mgr.).— Stock,

Flood,

from Egypt."

Secret"

Pinafore."

Carrie

sailings of boats for Australia for all first

;

;

films.

opened Monday to a lair house; will stay
two weeks.
FORREST.— Second and last week of "The
Queen of the Movies," business average. 7,

Way"

Can arrange from throe to Ave weeks between
Communicate by wire or letter.

;

;

;

Girl

films.

ALHAMIiRA.

bara

Novelty Feature Acts.

for

house.

largo

Johnston,

VAUDEVILLE

Work

Far West. Steady Consecutive

class acta.

a chorus girl with Zlegfield's
"Follies," fell on the stage in Baltimore and
as a result reached here with her foot in
a plaster cast.

U.

la the

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

;

Allegheny.

fair

The Best Small Tim*

Lola Hilton,

BAKER

CIRCUI

INDEPENDENT

Frltzi Scheff.

;

Trio; Oberita Girls; Blocksum and Burns;
Daley and Healey
Dare, Austin and Co.
NIXON. Irene West; Victorson and De
Johnny Neff
Seymour's
Forrest
Happy
Artie Hall
Juggling Burkes.
Family
Co.

not

LYCEUM (C. R. Wilson, mgr.).— Fiske
Ollara drew big house, which liked "Jack's
Romance" immensely. 7, "A Fool There Was."
SCHENLEY (Harry Davis, mgr.; stock).—
Theatre given over to charity play, "The College Hero." 7, "The Ghost Breaker."
CTAYETY (Henry Kurt/man, mgr.). -"The
Beauty Parade" drew full house, much ap-

;

;

ton and

7,

ALV'iN (J. P. Reynolds, mgr.). Trentlni
and Clifton Crawford in "The Peasant Girl,"
drew full house, trifle disappointed in music.

batics.

and

mgr.).—"Ben

Kirk,

opened to fairly good house.

41

York, mgr.; agent,

L>,.»-:{. Pnker Play. is
4-.Y "•Milestones."

Iti

"Little

LOKW'S
i-itN.

many;

(.loflpph Muller. mgr.;
T2, HeHHle'H Cockatoo's,

Week

Three

Lontta,

Instrumental

n*|.

.*.hhi>A

work

THE MIDGET EQUESTRIAN
|

THIS

WEEK

5IGR
(Nov. 30)

PALACE,

NEW YORK

IAGONGHI

Manager, A.

SALA

1

—

—

;

;
;

—

;;

VARIETY

42

PARAMOUNT BE=j

B

PICTURES

fe=3H

PROFESSION
TO THE
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

» RESTAURANT

WOLPIN'S BAKERY

West 45th

156

Street

Open Day and Night

(3

Steaks, Chops,

Doors East

of

Broadway)

Town

Corniest Placo in

Game and Seafoods

Largo Assortment of French Pastries Baked in our own Day-Light Bakery

OUR MOTTOt BETTER FOOD—MODERATE PRICES
Bryant

Coffee Here as

2127

MEET ME
AT

OTTO'S
WEST

ST., not.
Delicious Pastry

Cooking Unexcelled

Prices

Modorate

CHOPS

STEAKS

OYSTERS

Nowhore Else

It

Restaurant and French (Bakery
BROADWAY AND SIXTH AVE.

44TH

1ft)

Quick and Clean Sonde*

You Get

NEVER CLOSED

rpAll f\il T I.PP

,N HIS

TOM DAVIES

OWN SKETCH

"Checkmated"
Locw's

Fully protected

American,

December

3-5

COMEDIAN PREFERRED
ADDRESS

CARE VARIETY. NEW YORK

S„

F.

Grade Emmett and Co., In sketch,
Vaudeville In Monkeyland, a novBrlerre
Blanche Sloane, sensational
elty
and King, good Dillon Shepard Trio, excel3 Brownies, entertaining Lemaire and
lent
Dawson, laugh producers.
SHEAS HIPPODKOME (A. C. McArdle.
mgr.; agt., U. B. O.). Behind the Scenes
with Mary Pickford. headline attraction The
Salambos, big novelty Harry Ralph and Co.,
The SeeStewart and Hall, good
scored
The Holdsworths, pleased
good
backs,
Orpheus Comedy Four, laughs.
OAYETY (T. R. Henry, mgr.). Hastings
7, "The Honeymoon Girls."
Big Show.
celved

;

amusing

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

good

A

Lid a McMillan

:

popular sketch

Co.,

Brady * Mahoney, good
good doner.

Clarke Walker,
(E.
mgr.
direct).— Week 22, DeKock Brothers,

snappy acrobats
Haley A Haley, applause
"The Kidnapper," ordinary Sheer & Herman,
some laughs Imperial Opera Company, draw;

;

;

log card.

SPOKANE (Sam W.

—

Fisher).
Week
Sherland. Flfl
George Lorenzo.

Von Roesendael and
among the profession-

and former professionals participating.

months

ago.

During

all

that

time she lived with her parents and her husband called only on Sundays.
She told the
court he was Jealous and kicked because she

wore a

split skirt.

From

seats were

tree for poor kiddles,
I* announced, will be held at the Pantages
theatre December 26 by Mrs. E. Clarke Walker, wife of the manager.

— 'The
Kay."

Appeal,"

opened

(L.
well

B.

"Kitty

Mac-

mgr.).—

Sheppard,

friends.

7,

Chicago

Pictures.

GRAND

(A. J.

East" drew well.

Small, mgr.).
7,

Tribune

War

— "Way

Down

"Rebecca of Sunnybrook

Farm."

SHEAS

(J.

;

;

and

Trix,

Winnie Hennlngs, capital

clever
Ward
pleased.
;

Baker,

LOEWS YONOE STREET
agt.,

Loew).

—Jimmy

good

;

Helen

Amoras

;

(J. Bernstein,
Britt, well re-

bill at the Orpheum is decidedly
singing nature, but there is enough vait highly entertaining and well

As
vance

most

(Dr.

;

;

;

Quality of attraction Is
applause.
Improving at the Miles, and as a consequence business Is Increasing.
ORPHEUM (H. P. Williamson, mgr.; agent,
Pantages). Four Casters, excellent; Pearl ft
Irene Sans, applause; Mr. A Mrs. Robyns,
Jack ft Bessie Gibson, skillful
good sketch
cyclists; Scott A Wallace, pleased; Godfrey A
Henderson, novelty.
FAMILY (E. E. Klrchner, mgr. U. B. O.).
—Scotch Players Co.. comedy playlet Camm
A Thelra, ventriloquists Dave Stewart, hit
Harris A Helena, fair; Archie A Gertie Falls,
Reat SaFields A Hanson, amused
laughs
haras, very good Morton A Wilson, very good.
ler

Trio,

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

The Acknowledged Headlinar

of All

popular

own company

of

models from

the

fifteen

—

ningham).— "At the Casino," tabloid; Mile.
Frlgone, "Hunting Morn," Douglas Robertson,
Zeda A Hoat, Rudel, Donegan A Rudel, Wallace A Brock, Musical Stlpps, Lang A Coulter,
Vonselfreld, Marjorie Mandeville, the Great

—

DeLasslo.

DETROIT (Harry Parent, mgr.). "Watch
Most elaborate musical comedy
Biggest house of the
seen here this season.
season greeted opening performance Monday
Smith,
night.
Charles Dillingham. Harry
Irving Berlin, R. H. Burnside, Thomas P.
Gray were on hand for the opening. Cast Includes Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Castle. Frank
Tlnney, Brlce and King. Elizabeth Murray.
Halligan and Sykes. Harry Kelley and Renee
Exceptionally good-looking and wellGratz.
Next. "Everywoman."
trained chorus.
GARRTCK (Richard H. Lawrence, mgr.).
"Kitty MacKay." Business fair. Next, "Peg."
with Elna Ryan.
LYCEUM (A. R. Warne. mgr.).— "September Mom."
Next. "Maggie Pepper."
GAYETY (George Ctaenet. mgr.). "Honeymoon Girls." Next, "Moulin Rouge Girls."
CADILLAC (Sam Levey, mgr.).— "Hlgb
Rollers. "
Next, "New Broadway Girls."
FOLLY (Hugh Shutt, mgr.).— Stock BurYour Step."

—

lesque.

AVENUE

(Frank

Rurglar and Lady."

Drew.

WANTED—Lady
One who
Artist.

I

is

a

care

of

Sculpture

the selection of subjects so
of colored lights so skillful
fascinating.
Again, as last
week, in spite of its homely theme, the favorite was the Angelus, denoting a dincrimination on the part of the audience that
must please art lovers.
fine,

the results are

Henriette de Serris

of

effects.

"The Angelus" was accorded a
welcome and the concluding number
"The Defense of the Flag," was a
in white with
the St.irs and
Stripes affording a gorgeous dash of coloring.
Millet's

great

entitled,

masterpiece

Nov.

Ith, Keith's Royal,

This

New

Week

York; Nov.

lfth, Keith's,

VARIETY,

the Los Angeles "Tribune"

Paris. The productions arc both in color and
in bas-relief and many noted paintings have
been followed with the most startlin^ly realistic

of

AT THE ORPHEUM.

selected professional

Academy

Partner
or Web

contortionist

have sccnerv and wardrobe.

A. FONTAINE,
New York.

From

mgr.).— "The

Next. "Sold for Money."'

good and the use

audience.
is
the remarkable series of
living reproductions of famous works of art
presented by Henriette de Serris and her

;

so physically

is not accorded adhonors proves to be the
from the viewpoint of the

This number

;

;

The Henriette de Serris, living reproductions of classic and modern works of art,
were as strong a mark of favor yesterday
as last week. The posing of the models is

Posing Acts

usual, the act that

headline

—

Co.,

;

Inc.

Present

The new

riety to ktcp
worth while.

;

Paul C. Duliti. mgr.; agent.
Loew).— Edmund Hayes In "The Piano MovCaesar Rlvoll, versatile
ers," many laughs
Jones & Johnson, very good Yvonne, pleased
Ed ZoelSchrodes & Chappelle, clever skit

MILES

VANS,

IMK

"Examiner"

;

;

Shea, mgr.; agt., U. B. O).
Arthur Prince, In a class by himself Charley Case, laughs
Treat's Seals, well trained
Sisters,

Baby Helen, excellent
singing
Toyo Troupe,
Wiser, well liked

;

(O.

"Adele." with a strong company, received
a fine reception.
John Park, a native son,
had a most cordial reception from his nu-

John

:

their

Moran &

7.

PRINCESS

merous

Bride Shop," admirable production
Jack Gardner, distinct novelty John R. Gordon & Co., amusing; Cardo & Noll, made a hit
pleased.

Solman. mgr.).
;

(C. O. Williams, mgr.; U. B. O.).

—"The
with

yTORONTO.
MARTLHY.

ROYAL ALEXANDRIA

AT THE ORPHEUM.
of a

TEMPLE

(M.
W. Schoenherr, mgr.;
Sun). Allaire, good; Bradley Martin
funny Murray A Leith, clever Seven
Orandos,, musical; Lee Chandler A Co., novel;
Kelso A Sidney,
Four Palletts, painters
laughs
Cbarbino Bros., good.
NATIONAL (C. R. Hagedorn, mgr.; agent,
Doyle). Musical Tabloid; Ray A Francis, The
Brennans, Vera Shellman, Royer A French,
Alverados Goats.
PALACE (C. A. Hoffman, mgr.; agent, Cun-

A

R

By JACOB SMITH.

The annual Christmas

mgr.;

the Los Angeles

DETROIT.

sold.

;

A Becret marriage romance was officially
ended by the courts here when a divorce was
granted to Verda T. Vesey agalnist Edward A.
Veney, violinist at the Silver Orlll and Dreamland.
The wife testified that they were married in 1012. but kept their wedding dark
three

all

John McCormlck.

4,

It

Cohn. mgr.; agent,
22, Four Bonnells. Dorothy
Moore
2d half
Dr. Henry

Jane Tyrrell, August
Juliette Happen vere

until

when "Alias

during the first week,
Jimmy Valentine" was the hill,

B.

The Baker players yielded the Auditorium
theatre to the local Red Cross at the matinee
and evening, November 28, and two performances were given to capacity.
Sarah Truax,
als

at the

times

PANTAGES
agent,

The openlne of the Baker Players In stock
Auditorium was very successful. Three

;

Edwards Brothers,

;

Pierre, mgr.).— Fay FosParis.
mgr.).
Wlthrow,
(N.

STAR (Dan F.
7, "Hello
Co.
MASSEY-HALL

ter

COLUMBIA

agent.

Washington f Nov.

(Nov. 30), B. F. Keith's Palace,

ZS,

Keith's, Philadelphia.

New York

VARIETY
Moat

of tke

London Halls nave ataaa aa tke

outside lavltiae; tke public to earns la out of tke
dark.
ar» II sallss frees tke coast of France
this weak, aad our tkaatra looks Hke a Zappelln shad, so ws ara watcklne; aad Ustsnlne;.
Ths nlekts hare ara aa black aa a cafs tail in
ths coal shad.
EntertnlnJne; tha wouadod soldiars ia ths
hospitals every wask certainly la a plaasurs
and tkejr saaka soms audience. What a ray of
sunshlas It la la thair lives!

FRANCES
CLARE

W«

Ol'

Man St-M

U

still

with

"Their Little
Friends"

VARIETY, LONDON.

']

"Yesterdays99

A

Varioi, Perry and Wilber

Girl

la

with us.

Infolkstoaely yours,

CONNORS

GUY RAWSON

GAVIN and PLATT

Delightful Starr -»«
Booked Solid
Direction

CHRIS

The PEACHES

Youth

WITT

BROWN

O.

Neat Week (Dec

7)

Francisco

Pantanae, San

TOURING
Pkoas Usl-M Passaic
7 Hawthorn* Ave^

DEAR

Clifton,

N.

J.

SIME:--

DO YOU REALLY
THINK THIS LITTLE AD IS
DOING ME ANY GOOD?
ALLEN MILLER

fjnd

Booked Solid

Imperial
Pekinese

Direction,

Troupe

CO.

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

THOSE MUSICAL WIZARDS

ARM

aid STICKNEY
Direction,

FRANK BOHM

THEODORE TENNY

Mystery

Shangtan
Six Chinese Wonders.
Anna Held Jubilee Co.

FRANK BOHM

Jamie MeCrae

BARNEY MYERS

Lately Featured with

FRANK

LONG TACK SAM
Owner aad Proa.

By

Direction,

All communications te

Solo

Circuit

SAM-GOOD
J. CURTIS
BYE BOYS"
fa

KENNEDY and REEVES
RETURN ENGAGEMENT

SKIPPER,

— Loew

VARIETY. Now York

EMILY

and Carson
Jerome
RIOLAKD'S CIRCUIT. AUSTRALIA
TniIw

VENTRILOQUIST

HEARN-ELEY

HELEN

"WANTED, AN ANGEL"
HOFFMAN
Direction MAX GORDON

Presenting

By AARON

ARTHUR PRINCE

4— Wllhat Troupe-4
GEO. VON HOFF
N

C

O
V

O

M

E
L

E

Mitchell

D

Tha

—Garron—Leo

Entertainers
to
Trio
Royalty
Geo. Mitchell, Bua. Mar., White Rata Club
Rathskeller

I

T

A

Y

N

RAYA HEMONDE
A
OR
IS "HE"

IS "SHE"

Sends them out talking

— draws

SHE?

business

PAT CASEY OFFICE

NEW YORK OPENING SOON
AMERICA'S
PffO PP6D IM

AT THE

(fM0*» o* co*»c

Little

Prvrrott)

to see rne- see dy—
MEAN •SHefcTDV- VCt- OUTS
I

sauJ

f\

PF\lK OF-

Direction,

HOOFTERS BlUUED
IS

THIS A CO/Air/DCMCC

TH£

WfeCAir

yttTHC

a

Psrssasl

llmiiant,

NKK MAULEY

PRESENTS

Touring Pantsfes Circuit
:

f\fni$T\

_^

Jed and Ethel Dooley

f,

On

HARRY LAUDER SHOW

Just Before Mr. Lauder

FRANK WHITMAN

BEGS HIS IMITATORS TO REFRAIN FROM USING
HIS TITLE, "THE DANCING VIOLINIST." COPYRIGHTED 1902. CLASS D, XXC, NO. 1391.

EN

Playtea U. B.

REFINED MUSICAL ARTISTS

c»'

Enroute

K

Frad Ward

TRANSFIELD SISTERS

OR DOES IT KCALUY
H
^P«Y TO ftDOERTiSe?
^^01(W&Mflf»HftLL

MARION WEEKS
THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA

I

AiSiO

OWN PRODUCT

THE LELANDS
PAINT-O-GRAPHISTS
PLAYINQ UNITED TIME

Direction,

ALF. T.

WILTON

"The Count^The Maid"
A MUSICAL COMEDY
Libretto by Walter

ONE ACT
WALTER L, ROSENBERG

IN

MacNamara
Music and Lyric by

WITH
H. HERBERT BROSKE
IRENE MOORE
BLANCHE BOONE
AND COMPANY OF 11 PEOPLE

VICTOR KAHN

Continuous Laughs
Clever Comedians
Melodious Music

Pretty Girls
Magnificent Costumes
Beautiful Scenery
Excellent Singers

VARIETY

=
•

At B. F. Keith's Palace, New York
>

Next Week

(Dec. 7)

Ss

Returning to vaudeville for a limited engagement
-

(By kind permission of Mr. L. C.

Personal Direction,

J.

R.

WISWELL)

SULLIVAN

/

Vaudeville Direction

ROSE & CURTIS,

Palace Theatre Building

TEN CENTS
fc>

1
B

VOL. XXXVII. No.

2.

NEW YORK

CITY.

PRICE TEN CENTS.

VARIETY

n Announcement
in

VARIETY'S 9th Anniversary Number

judicious investment, for

(published December 25th)

is

a

VARIETY holds a unique position in the field of

,

theatrical trade publications
ticular

inasmuch as

it

amusement branch, but covers the

does not specialize in any parentire field,

and therefore can

give results that even a general advertising campaign through every theatrical publication

cannot return.

Order
To

guarantee a prominent position in the Anniversary Number,

necessary to have your copy reach us at the earliest possible

it

will

be

moment

Don't Fail
To be represented in this, the single annual special number VARIETY issues.

>

Vol.

XXXVII. No.

NEW YORK

2.

AMSTERDAM THEATRE RECORDS
BROKEN BY NEW "B ERLIN SHOW"
9

Big Advance Sale. "Debutante"

started in immediately after

ing

Tuesday night

at the

its

open-

Amsterdam,

to shatter all records for receipts held

by the house. The holder of most is
"The Merry Widow" which made its
famous run at that Klaw & Erlanger

last week.
seven acts, five are now
offered at reduced prices.
The Orpheum Circuit will continue to book
the house, the new managers only taking over the lease.
The Empress has discontinued vaudeville and it is reported burlesque will

Instead

to $2,800

with the newspaper scats off the countWednesday night the receipts were
larger, with the probability the show
will draw over $22,000 weekly on the

up.

eight performances.

The advance

this early is the largest the

sale

house has

ever had.
It is reported Mr. Dillingham is receiving 55 per cent, of the gross at
the Amsterdam, and that the "Step"
show is costing the producer around

His other
weekly to operate.
huge success, "Chin Chin," at the
Globe (Dillingham's own house) is
likewise doing capacity there, about

$9,000

Hambridge is organizing a dramatic company to play New York City
one night a week for the next 11 weeks
with a dramatic stock company. The
company is to play five nights each

is

said to have

agreed before the premiere

Tuesday

would furnish the score for the
next Dillingham revue, to be produced
between now and September, next.
The other musical show opening this
week, Monday, at the Knickerbocker
("The Debutante") with music by Victor Herbert, did over $1,000 Tuesday
that

lie

and Wednesday night, attributed mostly to the drawing power of the Herbert
name. Otherwise not much hope seems
to be held out for the Hazel Dawn
show, which was not over-favorably

1

SHOWS CLOSING

DULUTH ORPHEUM CHANGE.
Duluth Dec.

Because

of

dull

business

IN

to

Variety.)
Dec.

Outcast"
Dec. 19.

Duke

"The

the

Jamestown, N. Y., Dec. 9.
"Peg o' My Heart" companies

Two

were 20 miles apart Dec. 5. The Virgie
Carvel "Peg" was at Meadville and
the Dorothy Mackaye company at
Erie.

SUIT.
Los Angeles, Dec. 11.

11.

A

suit for

$10,000
lie

C.

is

breach of promise

asked, has been

May, a well

known

Little

Min-

actress, against

of York's, and

"The

real estate operator.

Wyndham's

at

will

J.

filed

which
by Nel-

in

coast picture

H. Johnson, a local

Chicago, Dec. 9.
Celofonte Cainp.ininl, director of the
Chicago Grand Opera Co., has instituted damage suit against Abraham

Mussbaum.

of

the

same

organization, for $50,000 for alleged defamation of character.

OrGertrude Hoffmann act
broke her wrist.

Julia Carle while dancing at the

9.

pheum

Or-

slipped

in

the

and

10.

acting

is

the arrange-

ments. It is said a five-year booking
contract will be entered into, and the
first road show stop there Dec. 21.

LOEW LOSES COLUMBUS.
The Empress,

O., Dec. 9.

new house

a

located

the south end of the city, changed
from Loew's vaudeville this* week, to a

in

straight picture show.

PICTURE SERVICE RUMOR.
A

strong report was

week

this

filiation

going

about

there might be an af-

that

before long between a couple

of the larger service corporations

which

Frank Stacy, former president
local musicians

hand union
Tuesday.

Fields

said

concluded

fully

new

to

week he had

this

proceed

with

his

may

be
ready some time in February.
Mr. Fields is in negotiation with two

plans

for

a

revue,

that

well-known stage women, either one of
whom, is an agreement is reached, will
head the company.

NAME

K.

&

E.

REVUE.

The revue Klaw & Erlanger have

in

preparation may be called "Fads and
Fancies." Tt will be founded on a production of that title Julian Mitchell

9.

of the

union and of the stage-

was elected mayor here

recommended
Paul

said

to

show.

to the firm.

Morton and Naomi Glass are
have been engaged for the
Another vaudeville team was

offered a contract for $500 weekly, but

asked $750.

CAUSE TO CELEBRATE.
(

REVUE GOES ON.

FIELDS'

Lew

he

Springfield, Mass., Dec.

CAMPANINI ALLEGES SLANDER.

Chicago,

of

Circuit in

saw when across the pond, and which

close

UNION MAN, MAYOR.

bandmaster

Loew

furnish feature films to exhibitors.

BREACH OF PROMISE

of Holland," playing at

the Prince of Wales,
ister" at the

Hamburg is now producnew comedy pictures for

ROUTED CLOSE TOGETHER.

LONDON.

London,
"Miss Hook

the

play

Dancer Breaks Her Wrist.
Los Angeles. Dec.

noticed in the reviews.

several

the U.

"Mrs. Dane's Defence" is to be
production and the opening
"stand" is to be the Hotel Plaza, New
York City, Dec. 16. Following this
the company is to play Newark, N. J.,
Passaic, Brooklyn and one other town
yet to be decided. Agatha Brown and

(Special Cnblr to

attraction,

ing

first

Theodore Von Eltz are
leads with the company.

Aaron Jones,
for the

Columbus,

Al

studios.

week.
the

traveling westward.

that Miss Fuller will leave the Vic-

Several other changes have been
made recently in the force of directors
at both the Imp and Victor studios.
C. J. Williams, one of the Universal
directors, is now acting in the same
capacity for the Vitagraph. The new
dramatic director to succeed Edwin is
Lorimer brought from one of the coast

J.

$17,000 weekly.

Irving Berlin, the composer of the
music and writer of the lyrics in the

terday to attach the Hippodrome, St.
Louis, to the Loew Circuit through the
big vaudeville house there becoming a
regular stand for the Loew road shows

LOEW'S

tor shortly.

GREATER CITY CIRCUIT.

"Watch Your Step" opened

win, the leading dramatic director for

is

shortly.

start

theater.

Amsterdam

of

CENTS

ST. LOUIS HIP.
Chicago, Dec. 10.
Negotiations were in progress yes-

Edwin joined the Universal a short
time ago coming from the Edison at
the same time that Mary Fuller left
that company to join the Universal as
The general opinion
leading woman.

pheum changed management

10

UNIVERSALE LOSS.
The Universal received a shock last
week when on Saturday Walter Ed-

sudden withdrawal was that Edwin and
the management had different ideas regarding making pictures.

Doesn't Look Too Good.
Amsterdam Theater Records.
The new "Berlin show," as Charles
Dillingham's
production of "Watch
Your Step" is called along Broadway,

PRICE

12, 1914.

the Victor company, left the Universal
company. The reason given for the

Charles Dillingham's Production of "Watch Your Step' Jumps
Ahead of "Merry Widow's" Receipts in Early Part of

Famous Run.

DECEMBER

CITY, SATURDAY,

ROSS SAYS HE'S THROUGH.

Special Cable to VAnTFTY.)

London, Dec. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Dutch Daly celebrated
Mr.
their 40th anniversary Tuesday.
Daly, an Amerirnn has been in Eng:

is reputed to
have saved more money than any other hall artist in England.

land nearly 25 years, and

Asbury Park, N. J., Dec. 9.
J. Ross says he is going to

Charles

The Rossthe stage for good.
Fenton farm near here will reopen in
January and be conducted as an allyear-round establishment by the com-

quit

edian.

VARIETY

TOO MUCH "STAR SPANGLED"
ACROSS CANADIAN BORDER

PARIS THEATRES TO REOPEN.

minion border comes an open
all

Union Syndicate

des Artistes Lyriques and other the-

Montreal is tired, heartily tired, of
being fed upon "Star Spangled BanThe United States, we
ner" music.
know, is God's own country. That's
so

many Americans come

to

Canada. But although we are very
fond of our cousins across the border

weary of "Dixie," "Yankee
Doodle" and other American national

we

are

LEWIS WALLER IN ACCIDENT.
London, Dec. 9.
Lewis Waller is at present in the St.
Albans Hospital, suffering from inreceived

juries

motor

a

in

accident

which happened while he was driving
from Birmingham to London Saturday night, after he had finished playing
in that city.

The actor ditched his car to avoid
running over a pedestrian on the road.
It is expected that he will have to remain in the hospital for three weeks.

If

we remember

of the chorus

members

rightly, the

wore Union Jacks (and

other garments). This show made a
They even dug out the
great hit.
S. R. O. sign— and used it.
The Montrealer is appreciative of
burlesque and vaudeville though he

may be cranky on "high brow"

stuff.

Why not pay your audience the
small courtesy of using music that
they like? British entiment in Canada is strong just now and some British music would make a pleasant sup-

plement to

"It's a

Long, Long Way

to Tipperary."

SAY FROHMAN

IS

RIGHT.

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Dec.

The London

dailies are

London, Dec. 9.
When the new play is produced at
the St. James by George Alexander,
Marie Lohr will be his leading lady.
It

be shown

will

Baltimore, Dec. 9.
After a number of successful years

member

as a

of grand opera ballets in

of Austria and Germany, Mollie Nesdidal is stranded in
this city, after having taken refuge
from the war zone. She is penniless
and efforts to obtain a position in Baltimore have been unsuccessful, as she
is not only unable to speak English,
but her dancing is not suitable for the
plays nowadays.
the

large

cities

Mr. Frohman for

MANNERS

IS

ABOUT.

his decision.

Broadhursf s Romantic Play.

JANIS-NORWORTH-DILLINGHAM.

(Special Cable to

London, Dec.

(Bpoofl CaeU lo Vajubtt.)

London, Dec.

9.

Elsie Janis returns here in February

to optn at the Palace in a production
which will be shown in March.
Later Miss Janis will return to America to appear in a Charles Dillingham
show. In it also Jack Norworth, now
in England, will be the leading man.

George Broadhurst is writing a romantic play for George Fawcett. The
scene is to be laid in a mythical kingdom and no uniforms will be worn.
"Peg" Pulling

"Peg

all

My

o'

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

week,

among music

in

hall

other

its

Comedy

last

conditions

Open

(Special Cable to

Well.

Varibtt.)

London, Dec. 9.
Amelia Stone and Armand Kalisz
opened this week in "Monamour" and

John Kurkamp Dies.

excellent impression.
Up
IntHy Kalisz has been playing the

made an

(Special Coble to Varibtt.)

London, Dec.

came
a

when

the

on this
receipts totaled up to

considering

Stone- Kalisz

artists

during the war.

John Kurkamp who first
England from America as

Varibtt.)

nearlv $3,000.

distress

relieving

and

side,

London.

London, Dec. 9.
Heart" established a

creditabre record at

professions

in

(Special Cable to

ARTISTS RELIEVED.
London, Dec. 9.
The Arts Fund started under the patronage of Queen Alexandra has united

9.

until

9.

to

singing

juvenile

pnrt

in

"The

Red-Heads"

while Miss Kalisz has been resting.

Cavella, Margiet
Coleman, Elizabeth Ford, Edward Figaro, Alfred Ford, Peter Hangseppin,

Lawrence Perry, Lizzie Pate, Albert
Santo Santuccia, Donis Sayler,
Samuel Whyte, Frank Warner.
Stark,

STEEPLE JACK CLOWN.

undue demonstrations,

The managers have

events.

promised to reserve an additional percentage, over and above the usual poor
for the wounded and distressed,
and a minimum of 13 per cent of the
gross receipts will be handed over to
the authorities. This, of course, does
tax,

not include authors' fees.

Some of the Paris houses will consequently take down the shutters by
the end of the month.
At present there are only a few picture theatres open, where business has
been highly satisfactory. The Etoile
Palace has been used as a home for
Belgian refugees, this being a private
of
direction
under the
M. Combes. Soldiers have been lodged
at
the Alhambra, but arrangements

enterprise

been

made

for

their

transfer.

for destitute artists have

been installed at the Jardin de Paris,
and at the Eldorado.
Some of the
smaller acts keenly felt the effect of
the sudden closing of the concert halls,
and there has been some distress
among that class, relieved as far as
possible by private charities.
Many of the actors are at the front,
and many will be missing when peace
declared.

is

The Big Wheel

is about the only rewhich has kept working.
Big
crowds visit this place on Sundays,
where a picture show and a second-

sort

in

the ad-

"Magic City" was used as a preliminary recruiting depot for the British
and American volunteers who joined
the French ranks.
"Luna Park" has
been dismantled.
M. Rosien is still in charge of the
S.

A. L. offices (affiliated with the

White Rats of America), with Frank
Mauris

met

as

assisting.

usual

The committee has

since

done good work

August, and has

in assisting to relieve

the distress among the poorer artsits,
deprived of engagements by the closing of all concert halls and theatres

throughout France for so many weeks.
Business among
the
agents has
naturally been almost nil, and many
have temporarly closed, while others
pay visits to their offices once or twice
each week to look for mail.
There is every sign, however, that
business is to begin again, and December will see, possibly, the reopening of almost all the Paris theatres.
E. G.

The Grand,

Nov.

Paris,

either of patriotism or disapproval or

U.

Varibtt.)

taken

Alma Carmos, Roy

mitted to the censors, and every pre-

concert are included
mission fee of 12 cents.

London, Dec. 9.
Hartley Manners, the author, is
about wearing a mustache and goatee
to conceal the marks of. his recent
accident

is

9.

Arriving on the Maitai from Australia last week were:
Servaics Le
Roy, Talma Le Roy, James Bosco,
Eyra Buckley, George Blood, Nellie
Plood, Mellice Blood, Harry Carmos,

caution be taken to keep the audience

rate

Varibtt.)

(Special Cable to

This step

their houses.

Soup kitchens

WAR REFUGEE STRANDED.

French

to grant per-

on condition that the program be sub-

have

in January.

9.

land this season.
The papers state that it is a pity,
but owing to conditions they do not
the least blame

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

commenting

on the Charles Frohman announcement he will do no producing in Eng-

in

MARIE LOHR LEADING.

the

Paris,

of

mission to the theatre managers to re-

present

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

tunes.

There was once a burlesque show
that came to town and did chorus
marches to Canadian and British airs.

groups

atrical

government has decided

orderly, against

may

to read. It

self:

why

has been attached to
the Martin Harvey touring companies
for the past few years, died here last
week.

letter for

be the last straw
tor some forms of show entertainment,
but the appended letter speaks for it-

you

conductor, and

San Franciso, Dec.

by the Syndicat du Spectacle, compris-

open
Montreal, Dec. 9.
Hearken all ye burlesque show managers, vaudeville teams, musical acts
and others! From this side of the do-

SAILINGS.

26.

In response to a petition presented

ing delegates of the

Shows and Acts to "Lay Off"
Montreal Sends Out
the U. S. in Favor of Native Land Ditties. Intimates
Better Applause Results May Be Secured.
Appeal for

Nov.

Paris,

A

by a French

29.

who, in
more peaceful times, is an "English
clown" in a continental circus and well
known under the name of Williams, is
being told from the trenches. A German machine gun was causing much
damage to a French squadron in a
trench which could not locate the position. Close by was a part of a chimney
stack, 30 feet high, and Williams offeat

soldier,

it.
The lieutenant in
knew nothing of the clown's

fered to climb

charge

private calling, but gave permission.
Williams divested himself of a heavy

and slinging his* rifle on his back
he climbed the stack as easily as a
monkey, although parts fell away beneath his touch. From his position he
coat,

was able to
of

signal the exact position

German gun, and

the

before

scending he calmly took aim

at the

de-

gun-

ners and fired six cartridges.

The brickwork seemed

sway

to

at

each shot, and Williams' comrades
shouted to him to come down, and
finally appealed to the lieutenant to order him to do so. The soldier-clown
then dropped his rifle to the ground,

and jumped head-first onto a tiled roof
20 feet below, rebounded from it like
a ball of rubber and alighted on his
feet on the ground.
He then assumed
the position he always took in the
circus after performing a trick, with
his

fingers behind

his

ears,

and with

my new turn:
the death leap." Williams is cited by
his general for the Legion of Honor.

a grin

announced "That's

MAY BE NO

TIVOLI.

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

The

London, Dec. 9.
shareholders
of the Tivoli
Hall (now an open lot) are

Music
meeting

this week to discuss the feasibility of either selling the site or re-

building
building

the

music

hall

there.

The

was torn down about a year
ago and it was expected that a new
one would grace the Strand this
Christmas, but between trade union
building disputes and the war the site
has nothing on it as yet.

OTHERS FOR THE FUND.
(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Dec.

9.

The Moss Empires, AlharmSra London and the Variety Controlling Co.
have all followed Alfred Butt's example and are giving 10 per cent of
the

gross

put

on

of various

charity benefits
various theatres controlled by them to the Variety Artists'

KENDREVV.

at

the

acts

week Dec. 21. Among the features will be Nat Wills and W. C.

Benevolent Fund.
This should net the fund quite a
sum, as benefits are as plentiful as

Fields.

wa

Syracuse,

will

play

10

•

pictures here.

—

VARIETY
Detroit,

of a theatrical trade

weekly paper was put to the

and

test,

became a vivid illustration of the loose
methods of that particular journal,
when it printed on its back page of
the current week's issue a full page
advertisement, a condensed reproduction of which appears herewith.
The name of the act advertised,
"Nemsey and Yllis," spelled back-

wards, reads "Yesmen and Silly." A
"reading notice" which is also published on this page, appeared in the
same issue of the paper carrying the
In it the
advertisement.
fictitious
ridiculous statement

is

made

two

that

dancers traveled from Australia to
Tokio, to give a special performance
Mikado, and that the
before
the
Mikado presented the dancers with a
medal, they refusing to accept pay or
The "reading notice"
transportation.
was printed in the trade weekly withNeither
out the change of a word.
was the page advertisement published
by the paper paid for, nor any deposit

CHANGE PORTLAND'S LINEUP.

the foolishness of the stavements made, and forward both to the
trade paper.
its

face

The

NEIGHBORHOOD
Proctor's

58th

St.,

OPPOSITION.
Lexington

the

Ave. opera house and the Plaza have
entered into a spirited neighborhood
contest

to advertise their respective
vaudeville. All three houses are located closely together.

The Lexington Ave. opera
its first

pop vaudeville week,

house, in
last

week,

did a $3,000 gross.

Portland, Me., Dec. 9.
lineup of Keith's Portland hold-

The

trade paper which printed the
advertisement and the "reading notice"
is*
the same sheet that some months
ago secured a certain element to contribute inflammatory articles against
the White Rats, and later is said to
have written letters to members of the
White Rats offering to pay them, if
they would answer the letters. No Rat.
could be found who would do so.

ings

undergoing

is

revision.

The

Star closed Saturday night to undergo
extensive repairs. It has a capacity of

persons which will be enlarged
addition of a balcony and

1,300

by

the

~~

gallery.

After Jan.

:

Keith vaudeville will be
transferred from the Bijou to the Star
to make room for such legitimate at1

tractions as come to the Bijou.
At
other times the Star will play pictures.
It is probable the Keith interests will

close

their

Nickel

old

theatre

(pic-

tures).

Loew Booking Grand, New Haven.

New

Haven, Dec. 9.
pop vaudeville.
Four acts are booked in by the
Loew Circuit. It has been reported the
house plays Columbia burlesque commencing next week.

The Grand

is

playing

San Francisco, Dec. 9.
managers say

9.

looks as if musical tabloids would
take the place of the pop vaudeville.
The National has put in two companies, comprising 44 people in all, and
will continue them as long as the business holds up; this week the Columbia
put in a tabloid troupe of 15 people.
It is said the Palace is also thinking of putting on tabloids. This would
leave the small time vaudeville field
in the hands' of the Family.

Trade Weekly Illustrated. Also
"Reading Notice" Carrying Ridiculous Statements
Without Changing a Word "Nemsey and Yllis,"
the Advertised Act with Names Reversed
Read "Yesmen and Silly."
reliability

Dec.

It

Reliability of a

The

PANTAGES BARS VARIETY.

PUTTING IN TABLOIDS.

THEATRICAL TRADE PAPER
PRINTS FICTITIOUS PAGE AD

The

local

Pantages'

Alexander Pantages has instructed his
house managers to bar Variety representatives

from

all

Pantages'

the-

atres.

This action has been taken, it is said,
through a letter appearing on the
White Rats' page of Variety Nov. 27,

warning vaudeville

artists

to

assure

themselves over a Pantages' contract
before accepting it, owing to the inof the White Rats' attorneys,
O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll, to secure service on Pantages in New York
City, in the action brought by Fagan
& Byron for cancellation, against the
Pantages' Circuit.
The New York
courts held in that case the service
made on Louis Pincus, the New York
representative of Pantages, could not
bind his principal, as Pincus was acting as agent only for Pantages, although engaged with Pantages on a
ability

weekly salary basis, and having his office maintained by the Pantages Circuit

Alexander Pantages has not been

in

New York

City for over two years.
In other actions against the same circuit, it has been necessary to forward
the papers for service to the state of

Washington, where Pantages resides,
and the trial of the actions will have
to take place in that state.

The paragraph in the letter in
Variety, written by O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll to the White Rats, that
Pantages probably disliked, was the
following:

NEMSEY AND YLLIS

IN

"There is' but one thing left for the
performers to do, and that is to re-

AMERICA.

Andrey Nemsey and Anita Tills, Australia's famous solcety duo, have arrived
In America to play a special engagement
over the Orpheum tour, starting at the

Orpheum theatre, San
week (December 21).

Francisco, holiday
This Is the first

visit to these shores of this famous couple, who are known as the society dancers In all countries across the Pacific.

ANDREY

ANITA

NEMSEY AND YLLIS

sure that the Pantages Circuit means
to give to them a contract upon
which they can hold some individual

Australia's Premier

or corporation, or on which they will
be played."

They have danced

for Australian royalty,
requests of the Mikado,
to Toklo to give Just one performance before the court. Mr. Nemsey has

and, by special

Society Dancing

went

a medal given him by the Mikado, as the
two famous dancers refuSed to take anything

but
Tt

trip.

their

transportation

was the whole

talk of

for

OUfer by

UCHUOH

Duo

IMNT08H, la*. Qorvminc

D.

Long Branch, Dec.
Eva

FIRST TIME IN THE STATES
Beginning a tour of the Orpheum theaters at San Francisco

Chiistmas (December

21st)

Carrying special scenery and wardrobe.

Week
Agreed by press and

public to be

on it made. The letter containing the
"copy" told the paper the act would
a

settlement in a series of in-

stallments.

There is no Australian act or people
by the name of Nemsey and Yllis, and
there is no Australian act or any turn
booked for the Orpheum Circuit that
might even suggest that title. And who
ever heard of "Australian Royalty"?
The "frame up" for the theatrical
"weakly" came about through a couple
of

people

sheet.

The

discussing

this

publication had

particular

made many

statements and indicated through
them its entire policy of furnishing
trade news and information was thoroughly unreliable. To test the matter
one of the men suggested a page advertisement of an Ret that never existed be drawn up, together with a
"readinp notice" that would hear on
silly

"WOMEN ONLY" SHOW.

Dliwtor.'lUaktnl'a Ttmn)

the

Japan and

Australia at the time.
We know thnt after America has seen
this couple they will be booked for the
big Eastern vaudeville houses, too. They
refer by permission to Hugh Mcintosh, of
Mr. Mcthe Rlckards tour. Australia.
intosh said to Mr. Nemsey as he was getting on the boat : "Andrey, you and Anita
are going to be the biggest sensation the
States has ever had as dancers," and Mr.
Mcintosh Is a good Judge of a vaudeville
act In any country.

make

fuse to enter into engagements with
the Pantages Circuit until they are

THE ACME OF TERPSICHOREAN PERFECTNESS
Introducing for the

first

time on any stage the up-to-date dances

of Australia, including our

own

origination

THE KANGAROO TWIST
(Pirates

Keep

Off)

on three successive tours of the PJ'kurd time
and scored phenomenal successes in India, South Africa, Japan,
Manila and Honolulu.

Have

toplined

—Not a teniporary

sensation, but a staple, standard,

so billed.

Everything was carefully arranged to
prevent the attendance of a single man,
but one fellow concealed himself in the
top gallery to acquaint himself with
the proposition, expecting to hear some
fast "inside stuff."

After perilously near strangulation,
not to mention the many other inconveniences essential to his position, he
underwent a tortuous period only to
hear the stereotyped questions and answers anent the patron's connubial desires and Eva's ideas and "thoughts" as
to what the future should bring for
them.

Admission was 15
drew capacity.

cents,

Sunday Closing

Communications Care Orpheum Tour, Enrouto.
Regards to

all

and the

af-

fair

permanent

success.

(P. 8.

9.

mind reader, while playing at the Broadway, gave a special
performance Sunday "for women only,"
Allen, a

our Australian friendn in the States.)

in

Kansas.

Atchison, Kan., Dec. 9.
James K. Busscy, R. A. Williams,
Perry Rhine and Eric Rhine, theatre

managers of Pittsburg, Kan., have
been charged with violating the Sunday labor law by operating their theatres cm tlie Sabbath.

VARIETY

KANSAS

HOME WEEK

CITY'S

WITH

TURNS

25 NATIVE

Western City Giving Benefit at Which All Professional Talent
Claims Kansas City as Their Home. Operatic, Legitimate and Vaudeville Represented.
Kansas

A
sas

25-act vaudeville bill

City

bill

—

— an

all

practice must cease after Dec.

9.

Kanar-

project

big

the

is

Dec.

City,

ranged for Kansas citizens the night of
Dec. 22. The proceeds will go to the
Red Cross, the idea being that of Mrs.
Laura Nelson Kirkwood, chairman of
the local chapter.
The participants

donate

will

will

star,

has been

playing

do a

"Too Many Cooks,"
Mary Keiser, con-

in

single.

on the bill.
The other acts are mostly vaude-

cert soprano, will appear

ville

Among them

people.

York end of the bill.
be 50 cents to $2.

The

prices will

BAND LEADER WARNED.
Baltimore, Dec. 9.
Giuseppe Creatore, the band leader,
and Raffaele Ficeto, alleged to have
impersonated him in advertisements
and public performances, faced each
other again Monday in the United
States District Court, before Judge
Rose.
The first time was early this

when Judge Rose

perpetually enjoined Ficeto from advertising himself
as Creatore or holding himself out to
be Creatore.

Their appearance this time was
caused by alleged violations of the injunction by Ficeto.
petition

filed

in

It

was alleged

court

that

in

Ficeto

had continued to impersonate Creatore
in band concerts, the last time being
Oct. 26 in New York.
It was also
alleged that Ficeto had endeavored to
defeat the injunction by calling him-

"Oratore," which might readily be
mistaken for "Creatore." Judge Rose
would not impose a fine, but if the inself

junction

is

violated

again,

he

said,

Ficeto would be severely punished.

firm

is also in negotiation with
Fields for the same piece.

Philadelphia.

managers

Harold Atteridge is writing
book for the new offering.

"ENCORE"

Dec.

office,

and 25 cents each on

tickets

purchased outside but presented at the
The Club also received 10 per
door.
Between
cent, of the bar receipts.
turns dancing on the ballroom floor
was indulged in. The party broke up
shortly after 2 a. m. (the roof's closing

Among those on the program Sunday
night were Truly Shattuck, Marie LaHarry Cooper Wohlman and
Abrahams, Harmonious Four, Baby
Peterson, and Vernon Castle.
The Comedy Club proposes to hold

varre,

C.

a renewal of the annual ball inaugurat-

the

ed by the late Vaudeville Comedy Club.
It will be held Easter Monday at Terrace Garden.

"COPY ACT' TAKEN OFF,
26.

The Encore of today takes issue with
Variety's London report on the alleged dearth of novel material in the
English music hall. Varied received
its
information regarding the dearth
of material from one or two of the
more important booking managers' in
London.
If

to

"copy act" of Bert Levy, the artist, was removed from the Hammerstein Lexington opera house program

Wednesday
tions

known

gle exception

Gerald Griffin.
compelled to admit the
absence of German and Austrian artists from the London market; add to

The Encore

this

American defection and the

the

new

lack of

and

tions

is

is

native vaudeville produc-

be readily discernable
that,
as
repeatedly
in
stated
Variety; there is a dearth of novelties
at present in the English music hall
world.
Directly underneath
the
Encore's
printed objection to Variety's asertion
with regard to the scarcity of material
is a paragraph that reads suspiciously
like

it

will

one that appeared

cently

pretty

indicating
closely

this

Variett rethe Encore scans
American publicain

tion.

afternoon, upon instrucfrom Arthur Hammerstein, who

took the summary action immediately
upon having the fact of the "copy"
brought to his attention.
The act was known as Tody.

the Encore had taken the trouble
a canvass of the agents who

that none of the acts booked from
America to open in England since the
war began have come over. The sin-

has decreed that the

over the future bookings of his vaudeville
theatres,
including the new
Keeney theatre in Brooklyn, to open
January.
Mr. Keeney was in French Lick,
Ind., early in the week, enjoying the
baths and the weather among other
in

things. It is said Harry A. Shea, who
has been placing the vaudeville bills at
the Keeney houses, has notified Keeney
he will not continue to do so unless
given a contract to book for a term of
years.
Shea has been doing the work
on a verbal understanding.

The change

booking agents that
Keeney has been
brought about through the Loew Circuit taking the Majestic, Newark, which
it will open this month.
Mr. Shea also
books acts, and a great many of them
on the Loew time. Keeney's in Newark will be considered "opposition"
when the Loew regime starts at the
in

Majestic.

A story that the Keeney houses had
been placed in the Moss & Brill agency
was merely a story, up to Tuesday,
though a likelihood if Shea steps out.

MARRIES A CONGRESSMAN.
Baltimore, Dec.

A

wedding of unusual
place at noon Saturday
suite

Belvedere

of the

when

Congressman William Gay Brown, of
West Virginia, was married to Izetta
Jewell Kenney, of Babylon, N. Y.
Until recently the bride was the leading

woman

of

the

Poli

Washington, but now

On

the stage she

is

company

is in

Follette got the other.

Jack Wilson's voice obliged him to
bill, before opening
Monday. Dooley and Sales doubled
from Hammerstein's for the vacancy.
Roach and McCurdy did not open
leave the Colonial

in

as Izetta

At one time she was leading
woman for Nat Goodwin, and also for

Jewell.

several of the

Belasco
productions.
This is the third time the Congressman
has been married. He has one daughter.

SWORD SWALLOWER

them.
After the

initial

merstein's,

Lou

performance at HamAnger and Lillian
Shaw left the bill. Frank Whitman replaced Mr. Anger, and Miss Shaw returned to the program Tuesday mati-

nee.

Wednesday Schooler and Dickinson
"The

Maude D'Auldin, sword
swallower, miscalculated length of her
esophagus and subsequently lacerated
her throat during attempt to digest a
long pointed blade and was removed
to the hospital where her life was despaired of for a time.

Palace,

Girl

New

York,

From Milwaukee"

bill,

reaches London
with information the English papers
then wonder how they missed may account in some way for the Encore's
readiness to take up a matter it had
often

Mrs. Alsop at "The Corner."
Mrs. Alsop, enjoying some local
prominence in a social way, has been
engaged to appear at Hammcrstein's
week after next (Dec. 21).
It will
mark her stage debut.

A

record was established by the Loew
Monday, the entire string recording after Monday's shows without
a disappointment.
Circuit

CRANE WILBUR'S OWN

CO.

Crane Wilbur, the hero of "The Perils
Pauline,"

of

at

the

head of his

Orpheum Opening.
Kansas

City.

Dec.

The new Orpheum (Orpheum
will

Lehman

open Dec.

9.

Cir-

with Martin
continuing as the Orpheum's

resident manager.

19,

Castles Dancing at Dinner.
1 hrough the persuasiveness of Irving Rcrlin, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cas-

dance

at the

dinner to be given
by the Friars Sunday night to Mayor
Mitchcl, at the Astor,
tle will

own

company, personal direction of Charles
F.

Atkinson, Boston,
New England.

is

at present tour-

ing

Lee-Tashman Marriage.
9.

While playing Milwaukee last week
the "Song Revue" lost another girl in
marriage, but not her services, when
Lillyon Tashman became the wife of
Al Lee (Cantor and Lee) on the same
bill.

Three Acts
K. C.

with

substitut-

ing.

9.

Madame

the

left

CUT.

Los Angeles, Dec.

The

day.

vaudeville.

known

Hippodrome, Cleveland, Monbill was closed up without

the

at

the bridal

Hotel

one of the spots. La

Cliff filled in for

9.

interest took
in

IN AND OUT.
James Thornton and Carl Rosine
were two absentees Monday from the
Hudson, Union Hill, program. Laddie

Milwaukee, Dec.

The Variety

cuit)

for

A

make

have been importing acts from America it would have readily discovered the
agents have received offers of booking
for every American turn of consequence they have submitted to the
managers. It could also have learned

KEENEY DOESNT WORRY.
Frank A. Keeney seems to be the
only one concerned who isn't worrying

looks probable

hour).

9.

ronaere have received a jolt from Director Porter of the Department of

who

box

WRONG.

IS

London, Nov.

who have been

using prize drawines. country stores
and similar methods of attracting pat-

Public Safetv

W.

not investigated, but which looked from
the office chair as though it couldn't be.

POLICE STOP "PRIZES."
Theatre

Joe Jackson has been placed under
contract by the Shuberts for their new
Winter Garden production. The same

Sisters,

Fritchy, of the Fritchy Concert Direction here, have been arranging the New

a

its various forms has
been of great aid in many houses and
it is likely that a vigorous protest will
be registered against the police order.
One house had a Ford automobile as
the weekly prize and gave one away
every Friday night.

be repeated Jan. 30.
Tickets of admission sold for one
dollar each. The night was damp and
dismal, but the Club realized around
The New York theatre manage$300.
ment (William Morris) received a 5050 split of all tickets sold through the

are the Six

Kathryn Durkin,
Nat Nazzaro Troupe, McConnell and
Simpson, Newhoff and Phelps. Among
the others are John Havens, operatic
Enid May Jackson, stock;
tenor;
Hazel Kirk, prima donna; Karl Kirksmith, 'cello soloist (recently back from
Europe);
Margaret Carroll,
stock;
Aerial Utts, acrobats; Lee Johnstone,
of "A Modern Eve;" Jane and Lotta
Salisbury and Hal Donohue.
Al Trahern, former Kansas Citian,
now in New York, and Walter A.
Kirksmith

year,

prize drawings in

JOE JACKSON WITH SHUBERTS.
opera

Nielsen,

given the headline position on the bill.
Jean Gauntier, picture producer and
Clarence Oliver,
star, also will appear.

now

The

their

services.

Alice

15.

REPEATING "CLOWN NIGHT."
The "Clown Night" held by the newly formed Comedy Club on the New
York Roof last Sunday evening, will

The war
over here.

sent
It

in

One

Family.

one family complete

contained three separate

The last to arrive was
Comedy Dog Circus. The other

vaudeville acts.
Jcnet's

two are the Gaudsmidts and Olympia
Desvall.

VARlSTY
•*M*MU*MMMa*BaB*«

WARRANTS FOR CHICAGO AGENTS
FOR VIOLATING

ILLINOIS

LAW

Labor Commission Has Eleven
Against Booking Agents Who Work Without License;
Also Those Who Have Desk Space in Agents
Offices. No Names Given Out.
Inspector of State

Chief

9

Mrs. Carl Henry will appear

Dec.

Chicago,
9.
Knight, chief inspector, Illinois
Slate Commission of Labor, has issued
11 warrants which will be served upon
booking agents who violate the law by
working without license, issue receipts
without the stamp that makes them legal and those who rent desk space
from agents and work on percentage.
None of the names is divulged but
arrests are expected in the near future.
R.

J.

EDISON PLANT DESTROYED.
reduced

Fire
plant,

night

Edison

tfie

picture

West Orange, N. J., Wednesday
The Edison loss is
to ashes.

formerly of musical comedy. Act will
be known as Mrs. Carl Henry and
Brother. Mrs. Henry, when appearing
with her late husband, was profession-

known

ally

as Nellie Francis.

TANGUAY'S RECEPTION.

to record their opinions as to her re-

turn

by answering "Hello" after one
which read: "If you
me and you're glad to see me back,

of the song's lines

immediate cause.

opinion in the affirmative.

Within were the costly patents
and inventions of the celebrated in-

saved.

ventor.

The Edison

throws between 3,500
and 4,000 persons out of employment.

The

loss

building containing

all

and which contained
cameras and m. p. apparatus of

immense value was a

total loss.

Charles Lawlor's Act Disbands.
Charles B. Lawlor and Daughters
have disbanded. The two girls, Alice
and Mabel, will do single turns.

NEW ACTS.
Sam

Baerwitz has produced a new

act called

"A Modern

Faust."

Jack Shepard and Marie Hyde in a
skit, "A Quiet Stroll," by
James Thornton.
Mercedes Clark is to offer a new act

new comedy

shortly.
Billie

say hello."

The

Smythe, formerly of Smythe and

Hartman (now with Toby Claude) is
producing a new act for Marie Hartman in which she will use a male assistant. Mr. Smythe is also about to
produce a sketch for four people written by H. V. Esmond.
"The Yachting Party," a tabloid produced by Jeannette Dupre, opened at
the Olympic, Brooklyn, and has been
booked.

IS OFF.
The proposed new agency formed by
Jack Henry, according to his statement, has been declared off.
Treat
Matthews and Oscar Steimel were the
other members.

The cause

''bottoming" at Hammerstein's next week, is an English boy,
a "lightning calculator."
He recently
tame over and was tried out at HamThe Royal
merstein's opera house.
Ciasgoincs, at same house next week,

among

booked

in

there by Jack

Levy. Mrs". Bud Fisher, added to bill,
Pauline Welch.
formerly played as

Now

doing new single. Program will
read, "Presented by Mr. Arthur Hammerstein."

is

said

known only

The

largest

number

of stage hands

was booked by Jack Levy.
Ned Wayburn, who produced the act,
engaged four electricians, seven property men and 11 grips, besides a stage
it

manager. The cues for the mechanics
cover several pages. Almost all lines
of dialog ends with a cue for one of
the stage hands'.
It

is

the

"Club

to

bookings,"

i.

New York

or elsewhere,

unless

Club Department, or permission is given in writing for them to appear elsewhere.
A violation of this means the cancellation of contracts. This has been
brought about by Conroy and Lemaire, who, having a long route in
the United theatres, accepted an engagement to appear at a club booked

booked through our

Conroy and Lemaire were

by Loew.

they played the Club,
their time would be cancelled. They
decided to retain their time in the
United, and not play the Club.
if

Marcus Loew program for
this same club, the artists were announced as coming "Direct from the
Palace Theater," or, "Direct from
In the

Hammerstein's."
(Signed)

E. F.

never seem to realize people
show business are much good until

in

Artists holding contracts booked
through the United Booking Offices
are prohibited from playing any club
in

Many

e.:

private entertainments:

ALBEE.

they want to run a benefit.

—

Revenge Note. We always thought
Gene Buck was a heathen, now we're
sure of it. The "Joke Book" Gene referred to had the following billing on
"Holy Bible" placed in his room
it,
by the Gideons. How could any one
expect a feller who hangs out with
"The Follies" crowd to know what a
Bible looks like?
(Can this be an
alibi, Gene?)

—

There

a bellboy in a Detroit hotel
a very familiar way of saying
"Right" to any orders he is given.
Upon investigation we found out he
is

who had

used to be a top mounter with an acrobatic troupe that stranded in the
town.

We can't think of a sadder sight
than a chorus girl saying "Good-bye"
to the John who carries her grip to the
railroad station.

SOPHIE TUCKER SOLE HEADLINER
M. Schenck, general booking
manager for the Loew Circuit, sent
out the following statement this week:
Miss Sophie Tucker has been
booked by me to headline all of my

What You Hear

Jos.

bills.

the

Owing

week

to a misunderstanding,

of Nov. 16, at McVicker's

theatre, Chicago, J. K. Emmett was
billed above her. This occurred dur-

ing the absence of Mr. Aaron Jones,
woh alone was acquainted with the
terms of our contract with Miss
In justice to Miss Tucker, I wish
is the absolute headliner on all the bills she plays on

"I heard

Furthermore, she
our theatres.
is fully deserving of the honor, as
she is making good and doing business for us.
(Signed) JOS. M. SCHENCK.

"I

unconfirmed

rumor

Dec.
says

9.

to see

the costumes;

they're great."

"Where does Georgie Cohan

usually

sit?"

"They say the Big Punch

in the

is

third act."

"Do you know any

of the newspaper

critics?"
"It's funny you always see the same
people at opening nights."
"Will you look at who She has with
her tonight 1"

"Can you imagine what

could do

I

to that part?"

"Well,

pan

all

let's

go outside and hear them

»

it/

Loyalty Note.

— Harold

Attridge

ways wears evening clothes

al-

the

to

atres.

the

Western Vaudeville Managers' Assowill
affiliate
fair department
with a big carnival company.

ciation

me

tell

opening nights at the Shubert houses
and a business suit to the K. & E. the-

DEPT REPORT.
Chicago,

An

came

just

they

in

FAIR

at a First Night
was very bad the night

it

they opened out of town."

to say that she

ever carried by a vaudeville act, and
more than a traveling show usually
needs, are in "The Slave Ship," first
presented at Hammerstein's' Monday,

where

relative

Miss Tucker.

the trio.

RECORD STAGE CREW.

to

Harry Fox says actors are foolish
help otic-arm men, they can't ap-

plaud for them.

production staged by

first

Mr. Wayburn since his recent return
from vaudeville. The act is asking $2,500 weekly for vaudeville time, according to report.

Now

that a Broadway theatre has
wagon with a picture machine going up and down taking pictures and

a

showing them at the theatre, it's getmore dangerous than ever for a
married man to walk along the Gay
White Way.
ting

ONE GOOD BARBER GONE.
The

present

outlook

'em close market

is

in

that one

the

shave

good bar-

THEATER ROBBERS.

ber will have gone after the week of
21,

when

"Sully's

to be reproduced

is

II,

foreign turn,

of the disruption

to have been a private one,

Dec.

Zerah

house gave a vociferous

entire

AGENCY FIRM

the Edi-

son photoplays
films,

like

By

The following was sent out this
week by the United Booking Offices,

notified that

During one of Eva Tanguay's numbers, entitled "Helly Everybody," the
eccentric comedienne, at the Monday
matinee at the Orpheum requested the
audience, the banner one of the season,

Two million
estimated at $7,000,000.
is covered by insurance.
The fire originated in the inspection
building, an exploding film being the
The laboratory building, some distance away from the burning ones, was

vau-

in

deville with her brother, Billy O'Keefe,

TOMMY'S TATTLES.
THOMAS J. GRAY.

UNITED'S "CLUB" RULE.

Reading,

Barber Shop"

Walter

der

stein stage.

Sully himself will be in the produc-

$12.50 for the week's run. Sully noticed

Loney wanted him and

sent the figure

After Sulhas the hundred in cold cash, it's
almost a certainty the barber business
will have to look out for itself, for Sully will want to keep on acting.
ly

to $100.

It's still

Pa.,

Dec.

arrest

upon

of this city

10.
is

a

Allentown, Pa., Dec 11.
Stewart l)e Rolm, arrested for robbing actresses at the Lyric theater,
was sentenced t<> a term of years in
the Huntington Reformatory.

Loney Haskell made the arrangements with him. Loney started with

tion.

up

Howard

uncharge of stealing
$250 fnun a Lancaster theater.

upon the Hammer-

S.

there.

MABELLE SHERMAN
and
ARTHUR UTTRY
In Dainty Bits of Musical
Direction, M. S.

BENTHAM

Comedy

Additional Sailings.
(Special Cubic to Vartbtt.)

Dec.

0,

London, Dec. 10.
IVnnell and Tyson (Baltic).

VARIITY

8

ting that

WITH THE WOMEN

shown

By The Skirt
Some one

is

trying

put

to

over a

novelty as a cabaret dance icature on

New York

the

Roof.

It

is

called

a

"Fashion Parade" and seems a good

man who manufactured

"ad" for the
the gowns.

It

is

very interesting to

women, but they could

same

see the

thing at any of the leading stores
where a similar parade occurs at the

Men are
beginning of each season.
not interested as a rule in overdressed
models, so whether they attract business to the New York Roof at a dolThe
lar per remains to be learned.
gowns shown, eight in number, were
very beautiful, but there are always
women

at

the tables equally as well

black dress heavily jetted.
With this
frock was worn furs ot white fox and
black lynx.
A Nile green worn by
her in the last act was very good
looking.
Elizabeth Brice's wardrobe
was carefully chosen.
blue velvet
street costume was
followed by a

A

gown.

white satin evening
Fisher was lovely in
pale

of

green.

Sallie

a

hoopskirted

A

robin's

egg

was equally pretty to her. The
had an air of up-todateness.
It was the same as going
blue

gowned, so why feature models?

entire production

Berlin can well be termed
"Father of Ragtime." The present dancing craze he is responsible for.
In "Watch Your Step" (at the Amsterdam) Mr. Berlin has soared to
heights never before reached by an
This is just a
American composer.
beginning, for stored away in the Berlin brain tank are lyrics and music
enough to supply musical shows for
The production was
years to come.
beautifully staged. Helen Dryden, who
designed the costumes and stage sets,
is the artist who makes the cover of
Vogue so attractive every month.
Miss Dryden made each chorus girl
look like a Vogue model, and as that
magazine has become the inspiration
for all modistes in New York City,
it goes
without saying the costumes
worn by the chorus of "Watch Your
Step" were stunning. The scenery was
dainty and unique, running to the pastel shades.
The "law office de dance"
was like a dainty tea room. Stenographers in blue velvet trimmed in
white, with the new laced boots so
popular just now, were on the stage

through a wonderful fashion sheet.

Irving

the

when

the

curtain

tan

Then came

rose

the skirts
very full and edged in coral velvet A
few wore grey and coraL Then the
"countdy cousins" appeared in hoopskirts of every color conceivable. The
stage was a riot of color. Eight girls
girls

in

taffeta

appeared for a
cloth dressed,

frocks,

moment

trimmed

in tan broad-

in beaver,

with

muffs to match, also large velvet

tail-

With Charlie King in his "Follow Me Around" number were 12 of

ors.

the

smaller

girls

in

black

velvet

trimmed in white fox. Fur
was used for trimming most of the
gowns in the production. Even this
pajamas in the "Pullman car" scene
were fur-trimmed.
One set of costumes was especially attractive. The
color scheme was pale blue and mauve,
the skirts ruffled and edged in a light
brown fur, and the bodices had wide
belts of mauve. The finale of the second act was a wonderful blending of
dresses,

colors.

In

the

third

act

the chorus

wore evening frocks of the latest design and coloring.
The production is
indeed a fashion display worth attending.
The principals were dressed in
a way showing much thought
Mrs.
Castle of course was there with the

of

put aside. The kimonos of this troupe
are not only elaborately embroidered

With her
extreme style she affects.
hair bobbed like Buster Brown Mrs.
Castle was all class, until she opened
her mouth. Mr. Castle has taught his
wife all his dance steps; why not teach
her his
wonderful English accent?
Elizabeth Murray was splendid in a

dress

in

gorgeous in detail Emevery description are
a rug that is all too hastily

Danse des Follies, above
A msterdam' was well filled Tues-

but are fringed as well. Nan Halperin,
at the Colonial, has Ad Newberger
written all over her.
Is she a NewMiss Halperin sings a
berger And?
song about her personality. Rather a
sense of humor has this little miss,

aided by

some wonderful

day night. Mile. Gaby, dancing with
Duque up there as a new attraction
can't show any of our professional
dancers anything.
She is too heavy,
too robust for this sort of work. Mile.
Gaby didn't even look Parisian. Rather
her costume was 8th avenue.
Mrs.
Sam H. Harris, among the dancers
at the Follies that evening, wore a
stunning street frock of tan duvtyne,
trimmed with beaver. Billie Allen, a
professional dancer who was also present, but as a guest, sat at a table with
her limbs crossed to her knees, apparently oblivious of her surroundings, and also apparently not caring
what kind of a floor it was.

Josephine Davis at Hammerstein's is
a good-looking miss who shows good
style in dressing.
Miss Davis appears
in a crystal two-flounce dress belted
with gold. A hat with aigrettes was also
lace over pink with a touch of blue. A
blue brocade velvet draped gracefully

was the last dress. Lona Hogyi at
Hammerstein's is a large woman
dressed

indifferently

in

cerise

satin.

Corinne Sales (Dooley and Sales) at
Hammerstein's and Colonial this week
is
wearing different clothes on each
stage.
This shows versatility. Mr.
Dooley is becoming a Grand Past Master in asking for applause and the
strange part is he gets some. Sophye
Barnard appears in one gown. It is

Of

well chosen.
ting

to

the

graceful folds.
jet

flowers

crystal

it

is

tight-fit-

where it falls in
There is a pattern of

knees,

woven

into

the

crystal

which gives the gown a costly look.
The Si "Water Lillies are a dandy
looking bunch of diving girls. Their
bathing suits are in one piece and dar-

v

A

material.

wedding gown, quite the prettiest thing
seen on the stage this season, was worn
while Miss Halperin sang a very clever
song about syncopation. The dress was
complete as to detail, even to veil and
bouquet. Clark and Bergman's "Society Buds" (Colonial) is an act which will
never grow tiresome. It is too full of
novelty and good spirts. Ethel Barrymore took at least eight curtains Monday matinee. She packed the Colonial
to suffocation. In a dress and cloak of
coral velvet Miss Barrymore looked
regal.
A change was made to a neglige of white trimmed in swansdown.

Ziej (eld's

the

"The Gaiety
bia,

made up

is

APPEAL FOR FOREIGNERS.

is

broideries

Girls,"

at

the

of specialties

Columand not

One musical act
always good ones.
was bad. Ina Hayward of this* company of musicians, dresses in a poor
Zella Russell is the one female
style.
in the show worth watching. Her pianologue is always a pleasure to listen to.
Miss Russell wore a white lace dress
in the first act.
It had a Shepherdess
drapery of gold color taffeta. A poke
bonnet was most becoming. A white
and green suit was pretty. In yellow
chiffon with design of velvet brocade
Miss Russell did her specialty. Mae
Holden is the soubret and did very
nicely until she began to sing. As for
clothes Miss Holden is changing most
of the time, but only showed one costume worth while. This was a short
yellow dancing frock.
The chorus
open both acts with the same costumes, rather unusual for burlesque.
One number was vulgar and seemed
intended. The girls enter wrapped

so

of America.

Dear

they revealed also lisle thread stockings and liberal use of garters.
Material must be scarce when one show
uses a scene word for word from another one.
This show has the bar
scene where the comedian obtains two
drinks for one. It is done even to the
cigar

bit.
But still, it was done so long
ago and so often since that no one
it

as a

little

the
in

regrettable

conflict

Europe, several

mem-

bers of the International Artisten Loge
are stranded in England, unable to
leave and unable to work. The I. A.
L. sent 1,000 marks for the partial relief of its needy members in England
and the V. A. F. acting on I. A. L.
instructions', administers the fund, as
follows:

Five weekly for a single member, 7-6
member and 10 weekly
where both husband and wife are memThat fund is diminishing very
bers.
rapidly and unless replenished, even
for a married

little assistance must stop.
ask you,
Therefore, sir, may I
through your organization, to endeavor
to find I. A. L. members in America
and let them know the state of affairs.
Of course the V. A. F. by its constitution may not give money for charities
and although we have a Benevolent
Fund here in England, which would
no doubt assist if applied to, I personally would prefer that I. A. L. members only contribute to the I. A. L. war

that

relief fund.

Cash sent to Mr. Fred Herbert, Secretary of Variety Artistes' Federation,
London, W. C.

18 Charing Cross Road,

England, and marked I. A. L. (Don't
mention the word "Fund" on envelope)
will be faithfully administered on the
conditions' laid down by the Lodge. I
hope lodge members of all nationalities

working

in

America

will act quick-

ly for the relief of their less fortunate

Brother and Sister artists

Yours

land.

(Signed)

now

in

Eng-

faithfully,

ALBERT SCHAFER.

WHITE RATS DRAWING.
Drawing for life membership or
White Rats Realty bond will take place
at the next meeting
Tuesday, Dec. 15.

of

the

Lodge,

in

and slowly unfold, showing
fleshings relieved by a chiffon bow.
This was at the footlights. If done
further up-stage perhaps it wouldn't
look so raw. In the "Averne" number
the girls turn back their skirts to show
roses sewed to the lining. In doing so

will claim

Sir:

Owing to
now raging

mantels

information for

the Columbia

White Rats Actors' Union

Secretary,

shows (if they don't know
it)
this "two drinks" thing was the
most popular comedy scene on the old
Western Wheel.

SUE FOR COMMISSION.
Albany, Dec. 9.
O. H. Stacey, of the Knickerbocker
Athletic Club, and O. J. Perrin, treasurer of the Empire (Columbia Amusement Co.), are suing F. F. Proctor for
$2,500 each, claims for commission
arising out of Proctor's purchase of the
Colonial, Albany.

Stacey and Perrin allege they conducted successful negotiations for the
house, acting as Proctor's agents, with
Morris Kantrowitz, owner of the
Colonial. The house was on the market at $98,000.
Proctor, according to
the papers in the suit, promised the
agents commissions on a sliding scale

from $2,000

to $5,000 if they could get
the property for $90,000 or less.

A. A. A. Marries Non- Professional

ingly short.

on good authority,
Dorothy E. Watson, of Watson
and Brother (Harvey Dunn) and a
member of the A. A. A.'s, was married
quietly in Toledo some time ago to
It just transpires,

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Helen Stewart, right from Rector's,
is
at the Colonial.
Miss Stewart is
wearing a dancing frock not good
enough for a vaudeville stage. It was
an Empire made in bands of Dresden
ribbon the skirt so scantily made as to
require an ugly split up the back. The
Okabe Japs, Colonial, have a stage set-

that

The regular meeting
White Rats Actors' Union

of the

America will be held
Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1914,
the White Rats Building, 227
of

in

West

46th Street,

at 11.30 P.

New York

M. sharp.

City,

•

Newton

J.

Johnson, of Detroit, a non-

professional.
is now working
Western Vaudeville Managers'

Miss Watson's act
for the

Association.

VAftllTY
A

daughter was born to Mr. and
Lew Orth (Lew Orth and Lillian)

Mrs.
Dec.
Published Weekly by

VARIETY,
O'Connor,

J.

J.

Edith Lyle has returned to the
Claude Gillingwater sketch, "Wives of

Inc.
President

New

Times Square,

CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

York.

Ifsjestic Theater Bldg.
Pantsges Theatre Bldg.
18 Charing Cross Road

....

LONDON

PARIS

66 bis,

5.

Rue

St. Didier

the Rich."

The Shuberts have abandoned the
proposed all-star revival of "Shenandoah."

(Miss) Carrol ^cComas, who
have been the leading woman
Band Box Theatre company,
from the organization because

was

Advertisements for Europe and New York
City only, accepted up to noon time Friday.
Advertisements by mail should be accom-

Marty Shea has had another son
added to

his

Mr. Shea

family.

is

a

golf enthusiast.

panied by remittances.

SUBSCRIPTION

H

Annual
Foreign

i

of

sent over the

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Pickens Dec. 3. Mrs. Pickens
was formerly Pauline Bartholdi. The
new arrival will be christened Dorothea
Theresa Pickins.

New

Entered as second-class matter at
Vol.

XXXVII.

York.

Blanche Ring opens shortly for a
tour of the Orpheum Circuit. Following that, she will appear next fall in a
new play written by Mrs. Catherine
Chisholm Cushing.

Tex., are no longer given.

at

Dallas,

The

Inter-

road shows

Porte,

Mary

substituting.

be played
this season.

la.,

Balsar, late

of

will

The

agency

Sheedy

supplying

is

Sunday vaude-

its

A. G. Schade, formerly of the Four
Schades, is now managing the Majestic (Thielen & Goldberg, lessees),

Bloomington,

until the following day.

has a house there.

ville

111.

vaudeville, has

joined a picture company.

Loew

NEW DEPARTMENT

Circuit next week.

Bob Johnson, National

Printing Co.,

a father.

is

&

Barton

tion

Jule

The Morgan, Kennedy and Hutton

since

Monday

company

of

turn without giving notice.

night.

Louis Bennison
a

is

ris,

dissolved partnership at the HarPittsburgh, when Hutton left the

arranging to take

"Damaged Goods"

to the

The new Sayre (Pa.) theatre
opened about the first of the
Manager W.

Coast.

will play

Albert Roscoe will retire from the
Shubert Stock, Milwaukee, Saturday.

Hershel Hendler commences a tour
of

Loew

the

Eva

The Cirque de Paris
for

several

is

at present a

hundred

Belgian

pop vaudeville.

Elsie Faye, operated on recently for
a serious ailment, convalescing at At-

City.

William

J.

Parr, former supervisor of

Ward, Albany, were married

Dec. 28,

Hat Harry,"

comedy based
planned as a new

The Orpheum,

Jersey City (Heights),
playing straight pictures, having
given up the vaudeville policy for the
is

Frances Stafford, of the
Stafford Co.,

is

Hayward-

The

reported reopening with vaudeville Dec. 21 of Keith's, Atlantic City,
No date has been set for
is incorrect.
resuming big time vaudeville there.

For the

first

time

was

since the theatre

Ching Ling Foo may play the Orpheum Circuit to San Francisco, taking
boat for China from the Coast.

J.

Raber under

sentence for the killing of
Cherry de St. Maurice in Sacramento.
Raber was formerly an entertainer.

death

"Queenie," a leopard with the Olga
Celeste animal act, struck
bolt, Jr., of the

Dec. 3 and

confined to the Hotel

Rome, Omaha, with pneumonia.

of the theatrical profession

are being asked to sign a petition for

just

a

on Tad's cartoons, is
show production by Joseph Hart.

Members

Avenue

opera

without a show
are filling

in.

in

built,

house,
in

years, perhaps

the Euclid

Cleveland,

December.

is

Pictures

E.

Ash-

Broadway, Lorain,

inflicted

above the

W.

latter's

an

ugly

elbow.

O.,

wound

No

seri-

ous results are entertained.

Mabelle Estelle, a Newark stock
vorite,

plays

a

one-act

sketch

fa-

at

Keeney's the first three days of next
To detract from the Kecney
week.
draw the Bijou has engaged Corse Payton as a feature at the same time. Payton at one time had stock at the present Keeney's,

Newark.

Among

Rochelle.

so far are

turns

Stella

those volunteering

Mayhew and

Billie

Taylor and Louise Dresser.
Carl F. Pederson collected $5 recentin small amounts from players on
the same bill and sent it to the Showfolks' Tuberculosis colony, Albuquerque, N. M. The secretary asks Vabmtt
ly

make

this

acknowledgment

Connelly,

T.

A.

theatre

for

over a year

N.

to

A benefit will be given at Odd Fellows Temple, Rochester, N. Y., Jan.
20 and the receipts turned over to Jules
C. Rieff, formerly of the Rieff Brothers,
unable to work since last April, owing
to illness. Rieff has a serious affliction
of the eyes and is otherwise physically
impaired.
Remittances may be sent
to Fred H. Van Horn, treasurer, committee,

John White, of Galveston, Pa., owner
of the Lyceum, Elmira, N. Y., says
that he has decided to manage the Elmira House himself.

Brooklyn a short time ago.

month.
"Silk

bath Society.

clemency for Samuel
Rothest, a cabaret singer, and

the Fifth
in

refugees stranded in Paris.

lantic

The house

Monday, placed

Circuit

The benefit performance of "The
Second Mrs. Tanqueray" with an allstar cast, announced for Wallack's theatre last Sunday night, was stopped
through the intervention of the Sab-

year.

Murray and Mack start again on the
road Dec. 20 at Waukesha, Wis. It's
the same old Ollie Mack, but a new
Murray.

by Epstin-Allen.

shelter

Melarkey.

J.

will be

several

Christmas entertainment,
for the poor children of New

big

stage.

&

act

Delmar can use

his

Broadhead, has leased
James L. Drohen, of
Dunkirk, owner of the opera house
there.
Connelly will return to the

theatre, Baltimore,

Carl Gordon, of Gordon, Harper &
Gordon, is the father of a daughter

new Charles Frohman producwhich opens at the Empire Mon-

day.

the

Kirby are now booking the
and houses in
Holyoke, Pittsfield and No. Adams.

Byrne

New

who

Farber,

replacing
hat been drafted

for the

lessee,

This move is the result of an investigation that has proven the outdoor amusement purveyor is tired of the stereotyped "gush" printed by
the so-called "Outdoor" amusement publications.

company.

at

Wednesday,

manager of the Samuels opera house,
at Jamestown, N. Y., has quit, and the

gardless.

Garretson are putting out
Girl and the Tramp"

"The

another

Dexter joined "Diplomacy"

Empire

Ed.

another page of this issue VARIETY inaugurates a Park, Fair
and Carnival Department to be continued weekly in connection with its
various other features. In establishing this department, VARIETY, in
accordance with its policy proposes to publish the newt of the field re-

On

who

New York

Elliott

to

Harvey De Vora Trio open on the

be

Hor-

is a sea capenjoying his pap's
hospitality.
The latter's boat was recently captured by the Germans, but
released when the U. S. papers were
shown.

Leslie

Daly's theatre with

will

Circuit with

Paul Scott's son,

tain, is in

the

show, the house playing a straight
picture policy throughout the week.
Scheduled to open last Monday with
the photo attractions, bad weather
forced a postponement of the opening

state

daughter.

La

is

Loew

vehicle,

tense Clements in the Coghlan role.

for

Sunday vaudeville shows

at

girl,

No. 2

Born, recently to Mr. and Mrs. William E. Ashbolt, Jr., Lorain, O., a

No more

Retta Giffen, of "The Story of the
Rosary," is out of the cast owing to
illness.
During the Albany engagement this week Louise Eades, an Al-

signed.

Colonial Monday night was
completely bought out by the Hebrew
Sheltering Guardian Society.

former

"The Obstinate Miss Granger,"

bany

The

Rosalind Coghlan's

ill-

ness.

Corbin Shields, manager of the Trenton theatre, Lynchburg, Va., has re-

Single copies, 10 cents

doned

retired

ADVERTISEMENTS
Adrertising copy for current issue must
reach New York office by Wednesday midnight.

Proctor's Leland, Albany,' hat abanits two acts of vaudeville.

to

of the

78 Stillson street, Rochester.

Leo Maase, the former foreign agent
over here, who was held in Germany
at the opening of the war, has told
some of his troubles in a letter dated
Nov. 12 from Dusseldorf, to Maurice
Rose, of Rose & Curtis.
Maase said
he expected to be called to the German
Landsturm, but there were enough
young people without him. When certain he would not be called Maase arranged to return to America. Upon
obtaining his passport he could not
raise sufficient funds,

and when

finally

securing money, he couldn't get
currency (English) changed in

German

the
the

After that difficulty had
been overcome, Maase could not get a
boat to New York, so he became a
war correspondent for a Dusseldorf paper.
Before entering show business
city.

Maase was a newspaper man. The
week before the letter was written
Maase says his brother, an officer in
the
German infantry, was brought
home wounded, and he remarks war is
strenuous.
Maase concludes with
information that he will embark for
this

country at the

first

opportunity.
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MARINELLPS LONDON LICENSE
AS BOOKING AGENCY REFUSED

JOE WEBEB'S COMEDY DIANA.
Washington, D. C, Dec.

"The Fallen

Idol,"

Denver, Dec.

Joe Weber's new

Guy

four-act play by

Bolton, had

its

premiere at the Belasco Monday, with

Enemy" Feeling Raised Against German Agent.
Solicitors Have Hope of Winning on Appeal. Opposition

"Alien

to Marinelli Reported

Varibtt.)
London, Dec.

The

application of H.
for a

Ltd.,

renewal of

B.

Emanating from Business

its

9.

agency

li-

was refused last Friday when the matter came up before

cense

in this city

the Licensing Board.

The

was some similarity between
"The Beauty Shop" and Johnson's
play, "Doctor Fakewell."
In the afternoon R. H. Yeatman,
there

Marinelli,

decision will

be appealed from by the agency.
The opposition to granting the
Marinelli agency a renewal arose from
the birthplace of the title holder of
the corporation, H. B. Marinelli, now
He is a German, alin New York.
hough he left his native land when a
youngster and has lived in France since

counsel for the plaintiff, declared the
whole case resolved itself into two
phases:
(First)
the opportunity of
Mr. Pollock to read
and
become
familiar with the ideas contained in
Johnson's manuscript while entered in
the DeKoven Prize contest, and (second) through the medium of
Mr.
Hitchcock.
UJ

i

then.

was brought out

hearing
that Marinelli applied last spring for
naturalization papers in Paris, that he
It

at

the

married a Frenchwoman and owned a
home in that country, that he is not
an officer of the corporation bearing
his name, and that all stockholders in
it, with one exception, are Englishmen.
The exception is an American.

Reports reached New York some
time ago of a movement in London by
some agents (Marinelli's competitors)
there to interpose an objection to the
Marinelli renewal.

The

"alien

enemy"

reason was not accepted over here, an
impression getting around the motives
were more selfish than patriotic.
The Marinelli agency has been advised by its solicitors that the license
will probably be granted on the appeal, and the agency meanwhile, has
to be weaned
notified its acts* not
away by other agents.

Renee Graatz Sails Home.
Renee Graatz, who opened with the
new Dillingham show, sailed back to
the other side last Saturday.

Gene Greene Got Hoarse.
Chicago, Dec.

Gene Greene was forced

voice.

BARTON'S STAR, SCRANTON.
Scranton, Pa.,
D.

(former

More complaints

against the play pirates are coming in.
Ed. W. Rowland,
of the

Rowland

&

Clifford attractions,

has collected evidence in an effort to
show that the Florence Johnston Co. is
"pirating" the R-C show, "The Rosary," using the same title and billing
without any effort to cover. The matter will be taken up by the United
Managers Protective Association.
A company in the west is alleged to
be playing "Bought and Paid For" un-

"The Price She Paid." If
one play that is "pirated'' more
than any other it is this William A.
Brady-George H. Broadhurst piece.

der the
there

title

is

Dec.

9.

Barton reopened the Star
Progressive Wheel House)

Monday with "The Froliques of 1914"
having capacity at both performances.
As has been customary since "Billy"
Sunday visited here, the ministers were
in evidence, but have not "talked for
publication" as yet.
Harry Storms,
well

known

locally,

is

managing the

TOM RYLEY'S
is

Court No. 1 Monday, and decision reserved.
Augustus Thomas, who had
been recalled from New York, and
Professor Wilbur, of George Washington University, offered an analysis of
the two plays, the former contending
that they

the

were entirely dissimilar, while
endeavored to show that

latter

the

bitter realization strikes

his wife, Christine,

marital

ties.

enamored

of

He

bound

him that
him by

to

also sees that she

is

young sculptor.
him from further pain

by

Suicide relieves

is

a

and worry.
Bruce McRae was a splendid, vigorous type of sculptor.
He injected
action and spirit into his scenes and
his audience with him.
John
Miltern was the young musician, a
character he admirably played and
sustained with excellent thespian emotion.
Alice Lindahl came up to expectations in the role of the wife. Her
emotional moments were well played.
Virginia Pearson was exceptionally

carried

good as Cara Marx. Minor roles deserving mention were held by Charles
B. Wells and Robert Schable. A comedy part capably and superbly handled was that by Marie Chambers.

OH, YOU UNION HILL!
Lew Dockstader is delivering a
grade, blackface

monolog

high-

in the char-

acter of Roosevelt, in vaudeville.

make

a pro-

duction this spring in which he is to
star Isabel Lane.
Miss Lane is at
present with Mr. Ryley's "Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" production. The new
piece is entitled "The Lady From

Abroad."

The
Girl"

9.

manager of "My Best
company, which passed through
stage

a period of difficulty
fore last, beat

up

here

C.

J.

week

be-

Raglan d here

Sunday a week ago, discoloring the
manager's eye and changing the general contour of his face with

the aid

manager had pulled
a knife. There was still $52 coming to
the stage manager.
There are yet
three or four members of the company
in town, but they have managed to go
to work in various capacities here.
of a cane after the

The cause of the attachment made
here by Victor Morley last week was
the refusal of the company to continue
playing while the management of the
company had the handling of the funds
as they came in at the box office.
Manager Peter McCort of the Tabor
Grand, where the attraction was playasked the star of the organization
attachment to prevent
the company from closing and darkening the house for the balance of the
week.
Manager McCort has made a stateing,

to take out the

ment

to the effect that the star's at-

tachment of the receipts on his claim
of $1,754 due as back salary was active
for but six hours Friday and was released immediately after an understanding had been reached that Mr.

McCort was to handle the funds as
they came in, and after musicians,
stage crew and other sundry expenses
were paid the remainder was to be divided pro rata among the members of
the company.
Mr. Morley's share in
the final settlement was $90. This the
comedian waived in favor of the more
tieedy

members

of

the

organization.

When

Mr. Dockstader played Union
Hill recently, one of the women in the
Hudson theatre audience remarked she
"never knew Roosevelt was so dark."

Black Patti Co. Held Up.

STAR.
to

New

Orleans, Dec. 9.
troupe got as far
as Baton Rouge, La., when it was held
up by the Frisco Road for money due

The Black

Patti

on transportation. The report reached
here today the company has been unable to proceed further on the journey.

"ROBIN HOOD" AGAIN.
Reginald de Koven's operatic masterpiece "Robin Hood" is to go on
tour again. Adolph Mayer is organizing the company, which is to use the
production of the company in which

Hegeman and Truss were

interested
season. Those interested are negotiating for the right to use the title
of The de Koven Opera Company and
last

they

have

principals

secured

who were

a

number

of

the

with the organiza-

tion last year.

MOSES IN PLAY FORM.
Pittsburgh, Dec.

Charles

Phillips,

press

and

now bridegroom,

lyric

drama

agent,

9.

poet

while visiting
Pittsburgh with his wife, Ethel von
Waldron, of the Fiske O'Hara company, said he had written a three-act
entitled

"Moses,"

in

which

ircidents of the law-giver of Israel
are set forth in verse of great beauty
and exalted dramatic spirit.

AWAIT JOHNSON DECISION.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 9.
Final argument
in
the
JohnsonHitchcock case was made in Equity

with a word of thanks. The play was
staged by Fred G. Latham.
Victor Valdecini, Italian musician,
when nearing the pinnacle of success
is overtaken by disease as the result
ot marked dissipation. Gradual paralysis forces him to give up his music and

Star.

Thomas W. Ryley

PLAY PIRATING GOING ON.

10.

to leave the

stage of McVicker's last night after
playing three shows through a hoarse

J.

large

lem that works up some interesting
climaxes.
Author Bolton was called
to the footlights, but excused himself

Competitors.
(aptcial Cable to

audience in attendance. The
piece is a combination of comedy and
tragedy with a blend of the sex proba

BEAT UP THE MANAGER

9.

Kellermann's "Girl Act."

The

set in use at the Palace this week
Annette Kellermann's diving act will
be employed by T. R. Sullivan, her
manager, and Rose & Curtis. Miss Kellermann's agents, to equip another turn
having eight young women, who will
sing and dance, besides diving.
The
act will be billed as "Annette Kellermann's Girls" and be ready in about
a month.

for

"SUZI" LEAVES SHORTLY.
Lew Fields' musical comedy produc"Suzi" will go on tour in about
two weeks, making way perhaps for
the Weedon Grossmith production entitled "To-Night's the Night" which is

The opening

TOM WISE BUYS

Dec. 25.

H. Sothern and wife, Julia Marlowe, who have been recuperating at
their home up in Connecticut are both
greatly improved in health and expect
to return to New York for the winter
within the next fortnight.
E.

DAZIE OUT OF "LUXURY."
Mile. Dazie has retired

from the cast
"Lady Luxury" and the management have taken Emelie Lea for the
of

role.

CAN USE MISS CLARK.

PLAY.

San Francisco, Dec. 11.
Charles and Albert Kenyon's comedy
drama, "Battling Bill," which was recently produced at Jie Alcazar for the
first time on any stage, has been purchased by Thomas Wise.

is

SOTHERNS RECOVERED.

tion

due Xmas or New Year's week, although this English piece and people
may go into the 44th Street.
Charles Mason has been rehearsing
for the Lew Hearn role in "Suzi" at
the Shubert. He may go into the show
Monday. Mr. Hcarn leaves it Saturday.
The management has also been considering John Slavin for the vacancy.

date

An

was under way Monday to
engage Marguerite Clark for the Ruth
Chatteron role with the Henry Miller
Company of "Daddy Longlegs." Miss
Clark is under engagement in the
effort

Famous

Players, for pictures.
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SHOWS

IN 'FRISCO.
San Francisco, Dec.

NEW EQUITABLE CONTRACT MAY
1915

1,

United Managers Protective Association Has New Form of
Playing Agreement Under Consideration* President
Klaw Writes Actors 9 Equity Society That the Matter Will Be Given Proper Attention.
9

An equitable contract perfectly satisfactory to both the legitimate playand the producing managers may
be agreed upon any day although the
ers

matter

not expected to reach Anal

is

agreement
ne wyear.

until after the

first

of the

The Actor's Equity Asociation

re-

cently submitted a form of contract
passed favorably upon by the board of
directors to the United Managers Protective Association and last week Marc
Klaw, president of the Association,
wrote the Actors' body the equitable
contract matter would be given action
within the near future although the
theatrical conditions were so chaotic
and unsettled that the subject could
be taken up more conclusively later on.

fic,"

the

company which
engagement at

a

finished

Hippodrome in this city last Saturday was
permitted to go to Atlantic City where
three-day

the

they are playing this week.
"The Traffic" stranded in Wilmington two weeks ago.
Upon learning the company was
playing here, Miss Hillman had the
box office receipts of Saturday's performance attached. The amount claimed as back salary was $108. As $99
was realized at Saturday night's performance Miss Hillman agreed to take
$65 on account and let the troupe leave
town, upon the manager promising to
send the balance from the first performance in Atlantic City.

"FOLLIES" DOING CAPACITY.

WOODS

12 FAIR WEEKS.
Through a shrewd piece of booking
foresight on the part of Vic. Leighton,

who

routes the attractions for the A.

H. Woods office, that manager will
have a number of his attractions in
San Francisco at the Columbia while
the fair

on.

is

Twelve weeks
that

theatre

of time

for

Woods'

are held at
attractions

period the Golden Gate
town will be flooded with visitors.
One of the attractions' is Julian Eltinge in "The Crinoline Girl," which
cpens June 15 for an indefinite en-

during

the

gagement. The Eltinge show will start
for the Coast immediately
after its
Chicago engagement.

Chicago, Dec.

9.

Flo Ziegfeld's "Follies" has been do-

ing there last week.
of the house

is

The money

been the daily report of the show to
headquarters in New York. "The Follies" is giving nine performances a
week.

New

For

Year's Eve the Illinois admission scale has been advanced to $3.
The show is here for four weeks
longer.

D'ORSAY COMES

his

"Earl

Pawtucket" tour of the Canadian
provinces Saturday in Quebec.
Returns not up to expectations.

aged Goods" close their four weeks'
stay at the

Co. show,

$30

Hudson the new Selwyn &
"The Spotlight Man" moves

an indefinite stay—;'
This show, with Douglas Fairbanks,
Zelda Sears, Edna Aug and George Sidney started rehearsals at the Hudson
in for

Monday.

a performance of "Big
last

week, and was

laid

Jim Garrity,"
up for a time

as a result.

Hamilton Revelle, on
rehearsal

"Secret

of

way

to a

Strings,"

was

his

Broadway at 42d street in the
Monday when he was run down

crossing
rain

by Edith Taliaferro in her auto. Revelle was only slightly injured.
Forrest Huff, of musical comedy
fame, whose voice has been getting a
rest,

may

join

a

new Broadway

pro-

duction.

DAILY NOT ENOUGH.
for

"Was She To Blame?" convinced

that

there

was no

Salary.

Dec. 9.
By giving a bond to Maude Hillman,
former leading woman with "The TrafJ.,

isfaction.

The Gaiety is playing pictures this
week, the Kolb and Dill show having
gone to the Morosco, Los Angeles. Announcement is made "A Stubborn Cinderella" will be the Gaiety bill next
week.

show aver-

its tour in Wisconcrossed his fingers on the state and
mapped out a new route through Iowa.

at

IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles', Dec.
Forbes-Robertson opened to a

salaries.

was explained to the players there
was nothing there to pay with. The
company was being run by Harry
Traub, Louis Bar and Abe Plhom.
The Grand opera house management
has taken the company over and it
It

is

Spokane, Dec.

9.

Katherinc Herbert, leading woman
with "Milestones" underwent an operin

a

local

hospital

Sunday

for

The company played here

week and although suffering the
utmost, agony Miss Herbert appeared
for three performances. She is recoverlast

ing rapidly.

was

success at

about

said

Trial," the

Cohan

to

&

New

Candler theatre,

the

in-

Harris,

York.

The sketch was written by James
McKeon, and produced by Jack McThe principals were not proClellan.
gramed. The act is not playing this
week, and it is reported no bookings,
have been entered for it.

(The sketch referred

New

under

detail

in

to

Acts

CLAIMING " KICK
Waterloo,

fair

is

revlewe*

in

this

is-

augurs well for a successful engage-

away"
left

May Robson is
"Martha by the

at

the

Mason

in

Day." The show
is
doing nicely although Warfield's
engagement at the same house took the
edge off of her business.
Oliver Morosco is still boosting the
Children's Hospital benefit with stars
as added attractions.

SHOWS

IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, Dec. 9.
Business has been slightly better in
the "loop" theatres the past week. The
"Follies" at the Illinois has been doing
banner business and "Potash & Perlmutter" is still keeping up a good gait.

"The Candy Shop" at the La Salle
is growing in popularity and looks as
though it were in for a run. "The
Misleading Lady" at Powers' has taken
life and will be kept
there for some time. At the Princess
"Kitty MacKay" has been drawing a
discriminating class of people, who like
that sort of a quiet play.
"Under

Cover" and "A Pair of Sixes" still condraw well and "Peg O* My
Heart" at the Garrick is still a magnet
of some power. Vaudeville houses are
holding their own and the outsorting
houses have also felt a little touch of
prosperity.

SHOWS

IN

NEW

prices

is

9.

9.

week,

last

is

reported

having.

Pacific

Coast and that privilege took

away Mack's right to use it otherwise.
Bachman says "Kick In" is an extended form of his playlet, "The Getaway" and that its third act is actually
the playlet

itself.

SHOWS CLOSING.
Jamestown, N. Y., Dec. 9.
"Oscar and Adolph," musical show,
and "Don't Tell My Wife," comedy,
hit the

rocks

in this vicinity last

week.

Kansas

City, Dec. 9.
production, "Fannie's
First Play" will close after this week's
engagement at the Shubert here. The
members of the company all will return to New York. Bad business apparently is the reason.

The Shubert

"The

Beautiful

Adventure,"

in

which Charles Frohman is now starring Ann Murdock, closes its Chicago
engagement Saturday night at the
Blackstone, Chicago, and after laying
in

open

New York

all

next week will

Boston Christmas week.

in

attracting

houses at the Tulane. "To-day" is
getting some business by reason of its
sensational subject.
Burlesque at the
Dauphine is running along profitably.
The Lyric stock is doing nicely. The
Greenwall is not doing much with the

fair

feature film "Life's

Dec.

here after the local engagement for
New York to institute injunction proceedings against the A. H. Woods offices and Willard Mack to stop further
performances of "Kick In," both at a
show and a vaudeville playlet. Bachman claims that he was given absolute
rights to the Mack sketch while on the

off

ORLEANS.

Orleans, Dec.

IN."

la.,

Charles Bachman, playing "The Get-

ment.

Shop Window."

BRADY'S DAVIS' PIECE.
A.
Brady placed Owen

William

Davis' new comedy drama, "The Sinners" into rehearsal, Monday.
The
piece is intended for a hearing out of

town about Jan. 1.
John Cromwell and
will

continuing.

ACTRESS OPERATED ON.

"On

fringe

9.

house at the Majestic and the outlook

"Alma" popular
the

an added attraction by

SHOWS

New

DIDN'T PAY SALARIES.
Saturday night the stock
Grand, Brooklyn, did not pay

as

players,

sue.)

sin,

gallstones.

Elizabeth, N.

profit in his

aging $30 a day on

ation

Maude Hillman After Her

Denis got a fair start at the
Alcazar with prices ranging to $2.
The LaLamar and Bosco Co., in
mysteries, opened at Cort Sunday and
registered $1,500. The show gave satSt.

tinue to

Ted A. Wilkin, advance man

ACCIDENTS.
Charles Scofield, comedian of the
Crescent stock, Brooklyn, was hit above
the eye accidently with a lamp during

local

on a new lease of

IN.

Lawrence D'Orsay closed

week

last

week.

Ruth

9.

20-minute sketch called "Trial by

Jury" played at the Loew's Empress

indications point to a sell-out on the

limit

This has

$2,129 a day.

A

in

ing capacity at the Illinois since open-

of

"SPOTLIGHT" AT HUDSON.
When Richard Bennett and "Dam-

opened to

San Francisco, Dec.

"The Auctioneercapacity at the Columbia and

David Warfield

BECOME REALITY BY JAN.

"ON TRIAL" INFRINGED.
9.

Smithson Putting on "Girls,"
Plans are on to produce "The Girl
of Girls" about Jan. 1, arrangements
being made by Charles A. Shaw, business manager. The piece was written

be

the

in

as well as a

cast

number

Alice
Brady
of the -new piece
of the players who

were supporting Grace George in "The
Truth."
"The Sinners" is scheduled
for
production
in
Wilmington on
Dec.

28.

by Edward Paulton and Oreste Vessella.

The

stage

direction

will

KLEIN'S

be

under Frank Smithson.
Rehearsals have been ordered for the
new show, "The Shoestring Philanthropist." by Charles Mortimer Peck,
in which Charles Grapcvvin is to star.

entitled

NEW

PLAY.

new play has been
"The Guilty Man" and will be

Charles

Klein's

produced around the
hy Al H. Woods. It
\nc's "Les Coupable."

of the year
based on Cop-

first
is

VARIETY
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AND COMPANY

LIEBLER

A new

$325,000;

ASSETS $300,000

will

J.,

Morange with a
amount were the

claim

for

petitioners.

a

in

(Special Cable to

Judge

necessary funds to conduct the busi-

It

tract

standing that Liebler paid for adver-

Max

Josephson, attorney for the
Liebler's, in a statement stated the liabilities were about $325,000 and that
The
the assets were about $300,000.
filing of the petition was due to the
insistence of a few creditors according to the attorney, who also states
that the

war

due for the

in

Europe

is

in a

This,

is

it

why Cyril Maude was able to
get 60 per cent of the gross receipts

said, is

at

ness.

and transportation.

tising

Wallack's while he could not get
than 50 per cent from other

better

New York

managers. Maude is also
on a certain guarantee.
The Lieblers had to deposit $10,000
in England to bind
Phillis Neilson
Terry's
contract
under which she

New
Sam Bernard

with

Bond

"The

in

Belle of

E. D. Eldrege

Street."

is

to be

manager.
understood here that Mr. Ber-

local

It is

close

with

season

his

Hugo

Bryck,

who

well on tour.

Tuesday of this week, Mr. Dittenhoefer ordered "The Garden of Paradise" at the Park theatre, closed. It is
on this production that Liebler & Co.
are said to have spent $40,000 before
the first curtain went up.
Monday
night the members of the company
were called together by the receiver
and a proposition was made to them
to continue on half salary, and the actors for the greater part were willing
Dito play under these conditions.
rectly after this report word of the
closing was ordered.
The report of the failure did not

NEW

Annie Russell has a new
is

PLAY.

play,

which

to be placed into rehearsal within

two weeks.
Rehearsals were started

the

the other side. The purchasers of the
plays were A. H. Woods and Henry W.
Savage, Woods taking two and Savage
the other.

ley

Wednesday

bination

for

which

in

the

com-

tri-star

Marie

are

Cahill

Carle.

"The Alien" is the title of a
company is to put on shortly

Room

services

free

to

the

producers of the charity musical comedy, "The College Hero," confessed

Sunday night

in

Oakland police

sta-

he robbed scores of society
girls and
matrons in the Schenley
Theatre dressing rooms. There were
tion, that

700 in

tire

as a try-

"MIRACLE MAN" ON TOUR.
Cohan & Harris' "The Miracle Man"
engagement at the Astor
Theatre Saturday and go on tour.
"Hello Broadway," the new Cohanwill close its

William Donovan, a make-up expert,
his

Collier revue, will reopen the theatre
during Christmas week.

"THE WHIP" RESTING.

Saturday at San Diego,
around here until after

when
Lake

it

resume

will

laying off
Christmas,
route at Salt

rights of the various big
productions that the Liebler firm holds

Nashville Judgment Affirmed.
Nashville, Dec. 9.
The decision in the case of the Vendome Theatre Co. (Staub & Sheetz,
Mittenthal
proprietors)
against
the
Amusement Co., wherein a lower court

the'rights

awarded the former $400 damages

rumors for some
was embarrassed.
The receiver stated that he hoped to
realize a great deal from the sale of
bad been

constant

the

past

firm

the picture

of.

Klaw & Erlanger
in

are reported inter-

the reorganization of the af-

and one story has it
they arc a creditor to the extent of
When Liebler fc Co. flopped
$70,000.

fairs of the firm

for

Mittenthals to produce
a show at the Vendome, according to
contract, was affirmed by the Court of
Civic Appeals last week. Justice Wilson banded down the opinion.
failure

of the

Russell belongs to the A.

J.

Small Cir-

Rochester, Dec. 9.
for the past two

The Baker, which

has been dark, will reopen
Christmas Eve. The house is to be
devoted to popular priced plays presented by the Holden Players.

years

Portland, Me., Dec.

The

its

Stock opened
Tuesday evening at the Casco theatre
(now known as the Little theatre) with
"The Marriage of Kitty." Marie Pavey
and Charles Derrah are leads. Others
are Joseph Lawrence, Frank Dawson,
Belle
John Junior,
D'Arcy,
May

Frank Dawson is stage direcThomas Kennon of the Even-

tor and

ing Express-Advertiser will attend to
the publicity.

Sioux City,

la.,

Dec.

stock.

Stamford, Conn., Dec. 9.
is to open here in
opening bill will be "The

Wakeman

Emily

The

Concert."

STOCK CHANGES

his notice.

Grand Opera

New

in

the local engagement.

Mr.

company

l'emberton
at

At
will

bis theatre in

its

9.

conclu-

install

Havana.

Max Von

the

9.

Mitzell, stage director for

Players at the Auditorium,
tendered his resignation
last
week, will not leave the employ of
S. Z. Poli, but will be transferred to
Worcester, Mass., where he will have
charge of the stage directing of one
Poli

the

who

Poli's stock companies.
He
be succeeded here by Arthur
Hoyt, with Poli before.
A few other changes have also been
announced at the house, and rumors
are to the effect that changes in the
cast will soon be made.
Lionel Keen
has assumed the duties of treasurer,
succeeding Amos Harriman.
Howard
Huff, brother of Grace Huff, the lead-

of

N. O.

Orleans, Dec.

New Orleans is to have an opera season after all. The Sigaldi Opera Co.,
an Italian organization, is coming to
the French opera house for 27 performances, commencing Dec. 17.
Gilbert Pemberton, the Cuban impresario, has assumed the direction of
sion,

9.

Morgan Wallace is to open a stock
company here. He is at present in New
York organizing the company.

Baltimore, Dec.

Italian

9.

Moore-Pavey

City.

Wouldn't Stand For Cut.
Hoboken, N. Y., Dec. y.
The Gaiety Theatre stock is to have
a new leading man.
Julian Noa refused to stand for a cut and handed
in

cast.

9.

cuit.

Los Angeles, Dec. 9.
"The Whip" company, playing the
Western time, will temporarily close

as a surprise to Broadway. There

time

Ottawa, Can., Dec.

Arrangements have been made for a
stock, now forming in New York, to
open here at the Russell, Dec. 21. The

Haines.

Robberies.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.

offered

piece the

out for William Elliott.

week.
Austin, Lionel

from the attraction.

who

21.

STOCK TRYOUTS.
"The Admiral's Angel" is being tried
out in stock in Mount Vernon this week
for David Belasco.
Ina Hammer and
Pell Trenton are playing the leading

this

Advertising by Phonograph.
Syracuse, Dec. 9.
The Empire trying something new.
"Adele" is here the latter part of the
week. The house management has a
phonograph in the lobby, playing airs

Confessed Dressing

Dec.

MORLEY WITH CAHILL.
Daniel V. Arthur signed Victor Mor-

the next

In the cast will be J. W.
Pape and Folette Paget.

Norfolk, Dec. 9.
Vincent have decided to

&

abandon vaudeville at the Orpheum
here and install a permanent stock

represents

roles.

MISS RUSSELL'S

Wilmington, Del., Dec. 9.
Plans have been made to install winA comter stock at the Playhouse.
pany is being engaged in New York.

Wilmer

Austria-Hungary Composers, Authors
and Publishers Society, sold the rights
of three musical shows while here. Mr.
Bryck is slated to sail on Saturday for

and Richard

After "Innocent" closes at the Eltinge this Saturday, it will remain inactive until Christmas, when a road
tour will commence, Pauline Fredcrick remaining at the head of the cast.

leads himself.

the

SOLD THREE PLAYS.

"INNOCENT" FOR ROAD.

failure.

S. Lawrence, now in New York,
engaging a new stock company to
open at His Majesty's Montreal,
Lawrence will play
Christmas Day.

His future

measure

Included in the assets of the firm are
a lease of the Plymouth theatre, Boston, said to have earned a net profit
of $25,000 last year; the play "Grumpy,"
with Cyril Maude as the star, said to
have turned in a profit of $40,000 last
year and reported as earning between
$4,000 and $5,000 profit a week at present in Boston; "Joseph and His Brethren" is credited with a profit of $30,000 last year, George Arliss in "Disraeli" with $25,000 and "The Garden
of Allah" with $35,00. Nothing is said
regarding the earning of the latter
three companies this year.
It is understood, however, that "Joseph and
His Brethren" has not been doing very

ested

Haven, Dec. 9.
Shubert theatre,
open Friday night

S.

seating 1,700, will

said to be

played.

melodramas.

Del

BERNARD CLOSING SEASON.

London, Dec. 9.
is said that Cyril Maude's confor America with the Lieblers

provided for Maude furnishing the
company and players with the under-

will offer the better

a

is

show around New Year's.
plans are unknown.

Varivtt.)

play

probability

all

straight picture policy.

nard will

present at the gathering.

like

Hough appointed Irving M. Dittenhoefer receiver of the firm.
Mr. Dittenhoefer in turn appointed George
Welty as his general executive manager of the firm's affairs'.
The receiver was authorized by the court to
continue the firm's business for 60
days and issue paper to obtain the

come

from the Shubert back to the K. & E.
advanced $50,000.
There was a meeting of the creditors at the Liebler offices on Saturday of last week and Mr. Erlanger was
side the latter firm

Rochester, Dec. 9.
will install a new
stock in the National, Christmas Day.

Vaughan Glaser

He

will

The new Sam
Last Friday involuntary petitions in
bankruptcy were filed in the United
States District Court against Liebler
& Co. Harry Askin, of Chicago, with
a claim of $1,000; Joseph Kornhauser
with a claim of $500, and Gates &

to be built in Tren-

is

architect.
It

Producers Forced Into Involuntary Bankruptcy. Irving M.
Dittenhoefer Appointed Receiver to Continue Business
of Firm. "The Garden of Paradise" Closed by His
Order Tuesday.

theatre

by Schimm and Steel that
seat 3,000. Thos. W. Lamb is the

ton, N.

FOR

STOCKS OPENING.

TRENTON'S PROGRESSION.

FAIL

Mr.

will

ing

woman,

is

now superintendent

place of Charles Weaver.

in

"

VARIETY

BILLS

(December 14)

Id Vaudeville Tbaatras, PUjimg Thraa or Lass Shows Doily
(All houses open for the week with Moaday matinee*, whea not otherwise indicated.)
Theatre* listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orpheum Circuit. Theatres with "Loew" following name are on the Loew Circuit.
the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Agencies booking
,r
Circuit
:uit— "U. B. 0., United Booking Offices—"W. V. A./' Western Vaudeville Managers' Assoion (Chicago)—"P," Pantages Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.).
ciation
-"M," James C. Matthews (Chicago).— "B B O," Broadway Booking Office.—'Tr," Proctor Circuit.

PALACE

(orph)

(Running Oraer)
Gordon A Kicca
j arrow
KlggB & Wltehie
Blanche Ring
Doyle A Dixon
Chretlenne ft LoulBut
Clark ft Verdi
Annette Kellermaun

(One to

nil)

HAMMBR3TKIN3
(ubo)

The Slave Ship
Zerah 11
Gould ft Ashlyn
Jack Gardner
Bert Levy

Davis
Chain ft Templeton
Livingston Trio
AMERICAN (loew)
Laurie ft Aleen
Ernest Psntser Co
Eddie Foyer
'Happened in Yonker
Grace Fisher

Cole Russell

ft

Wm

Weston Co
Johnson ft Deane

Gobert Welling
(One to fill)
2d half
Msrtin ft Clark
Hutchinson Co

W

Tlmmons

Mrs Bud Fisher
Genaro ft Bailey
Van ft Schenck

Swain's

Royal Gasgolnes
Nayon'a Birds

Thomas ft Shapiro
Mr ft Mrs H Emmett

E

Moore

J

ALHAMBRA

(ubo)

Franklin ft Green
liogunny's Bakers
Allan Dlnehart Co
Raymond ft Caverly

Frits ft Lucy Bruch
Fridkowsky Troupe
•JulietU Dlka

•Leonardl
Skaters BIJouve
COLONIAL (ubo)
Nesbltt

Clark

Clifford

ft

Hamilton

ft

Lambert

Ball

ft

Doc O'Neill
U Lelghtons
Alice's Pets

Lady

Norrla

ft

Honomor Arabs

ROYAL

Clark

Conroy

(ubo)

Bergman

ft

ft

(loew)

Hess Sisters

Brown Hants

B

ft

Rose
(Three to fill)
2d half
Bob Tip Co
LaBelle Tltcomb
Estelle

Hager

Co

(loew)

to All)

LeMalre

Rosle Lloyd

Hugh Herbert Co
Edwin George
Kurtls' Roosters
•Parillo ft Frablto

The Canslnos
Dupree ft Dupree

BROADWAY

McDowell

Melbourne

Co

(Two

Tr

Billings

to

fill)

ORPHEUM

(loew)
Elisabeth Cutty

Lou Hoffman
Macart ft Bradford
Martin ft Clark
(Three to fill)
2d half
Estelle

One

to

(loew)

Julia Rooney

Jack 8ymonds
Kin Kald Kilties
Buck Bros
(Three to fill)

ft

Bodlne

(Two

to nil)

FIFTH AVE

1st half
Remple Sisters

2d half
Robinson's Elephsnts
Lyrics

Co
Gardner Vincent Co
Lowell ft Esther Drew Coleman Goets
Lew ft Mol Hunting
(Three to fill)
Jewell Comedy 4
7TH AVE. (loew)
Cbas Sweet
Louise ft Ferara
Nash A Evans

"Stage Struck Kids"
Delro

Aeroplane Girls

Slddons
(Three to fill)
2d half
Ethel Mae Barker
Buck Bros

PROCTOR'S 125TH

Gaston Palmer
Mints A Palmer
Irene Hobson Co
Joe King
Club Room 4
•Yachting Party"

Ward

ft

Delmar

Livingston Trio
2d half
De Vole Trio

May Evans
"Twice a "Week"
Wright ft Rich
RuBsell Walker Co
Manning Sloane Co
Carter Waters Co

The De Bars

PROCTORS 23D

Al Leonhardt

Rajah Co
May Evans
John Le May Co
Al Coleman

All

Wyatt's Scotch Lade
Chain A Templeton
Navigators

2d half
Dancing Buds
Irene Hobson Co
Mlntz A Palmer
Charley Diamond Co

.">

Rtllle

Snm

Seaton
Llebert Co

Wlnfried A Martin
Lawrence A Hurl Falls

PROCTORS 68TH
Wahl A Abbott
Mr A Mrs Frle
CTuards Water Nymphs
3

Dancing Buds
Llebert Co

Sam

nillie Seaton
Winfrled A Martin

Hilly

A Maud Keller
2d half

Harry Leander
Seymour A Wlllams
Kae Brooke Co
Joe King
Nina Payne.

Mse West

Kin Ksld Kilties
Connors ft Witt
(Three to fill)

GREELEY (loew)
3 O'Nell Sisters
Old Soldier Fiddlers
Lloyd A Brltt
Swain's Cockatoos
(Four to fill)
2d half
Belleclalre Bros
"The Understudy"
Elizabeth Cutty
Armstrong A Ford
(Four to fill)

BOULEVARD
Herman

(loew)

Seitz

Jeanette Adair
Barnold's Dogs
Hallen A Hayes

Richard Wally
(One to fill)
2d half
Saunders
ft
Old Soldier Fiddlers

Rowers

Phillips

ft

(Three to

SHUBBRT

Troupe

Ward

ft

Bisters

Wlllard Hutchinson Co
Colemsn Goets
to

Wm

White
fill)

Brooklya

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Douglas Fairbanks Co
Maggie Cllne
"Lonesome Lassies"
Hussey A Boyle
Okabe Japs

Weston Co

Jesnette Chllds

Pepplno

Bowers

Ssunders

ft

Co

Pattee's Girls
(One to fill)
2d hslf
Florensl

Co

(loew)

Shubert

"The Understudy"
Hsger ft Goodwin

Whiting A Burt
Brandon Hurst Co
Toby Claude Co
Van Hoven
Dooley A Rugel
Eddie Ross

A

Flemen Co
Madison ft Laird
Tiny May
Margaret Brann Sis
Bay City, Mleku

Belley

BIJOU (ubo)

to fill)

King

Chss Deland' Carr Co
Celtic Trio

(loew)

McCabe

Sandy Shaw

Blmm Bomm

Kllduff

ft

"Salvation Sue"

fill)

WARWICK
L ft

King

ft

Patrick ft Otto
4 Bolls Bros

Msy

Howard's Bears

3d half
Dick DeLorls
4 Juvenile Kings

Wm

Bit

Armstrong Co

(Three to fill)
2d half
Billy K Wells
Duquesne Comedy 4
(Four to fill)

Greet Lester
Bflllags, Moat.

BIJOU (loew)
Jesnette Chllds
Edmonds ft Bssll

LsVler

LaBelle Tltoomb

BABCOCK

R

Blrsalaajhaaa
(ubo)

Mrs

ft

LYRIC

Emmett La Crandafl
Roach ft McCurdy

H

Hess Sisters
Byron ft Langdon
Harvey DeVora 3
Richard Wally

(Two

to

fill)

FULTON

Lyrlca

2d hslf

Pop Wsrd

Vsn

Wsrd

ft

Sis

Pekinese Troupe

Prim

Polly

Archer A Belford

LIBERTY

(loew)

"Man A Law"

K

Wells
Howard's Bears
Billy

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
Robinson A Kay

Arno A Stickney

Edmonds A Basil
(Two to fill)
Albany. N. Y.

PROCTOR'S
Nlns Payne

"Law

of the Plains"

Aubrey Yates
3 Rlsnos
The De Bars
Fagan A Byron
Edgar Blxley Co
Theodore Ducet Co
2d half
Josle Dresden
J C Lewis Co

Wopman A

AUentowu,

ORPHEUM
(Splits

with

Lillian Herleln

Burr
Billy

Pa.
(ubo)
Easton)

1st half

Nolan A Nolan
Jack Pope

Hope
McDermott

ft

"Neptune's Garden"

(loew)

Geo B Reno Co
Byron ft Lsngdon
Phillips ft White
Robin
(One to fill)

Frank Markley

Russell's Minstrel

H

(m)

Hamilton ft Barnes
Qulnn Bros ft Msrlon
Hilllsr

(ubo)

nah)

M

Antoinette
PIEDMONT (ubo)
(Splits with Greensboro)

Kaufman Bros
Henshaw ft Avery

Ramona Ortiz
Frank Whitman

Lefevre Duo
GLOBE (loew)
Fanton's Athletes

Franklyn Ardell Co
5 Merry

Youngsters
(Five to (111)
2d half
Florence ft Lillian
Karl Emmy's Pets
Murry Bennett

Lamb's Manikins
(Four to fill)

JAMES

(loew)

Uno
Sherwood Trio
Ben ft Hazel Mann
"The Criminal"
Lamb's Manikins
(One to fill)
2d half

Simpson A Deane
Nelson Waring
"The Tangle"
5 Merry Youngsters
Plrcblannl Troupe
(One

to

Kaufman

(loew)

Sisters

Musical Byrons
Clayton ft Lennle
Herbert Brooks Co
."

(Four

to Oil)

2d half
O'Nell A Dixon
Whitney's Dolls
Jordan A Stanley
Whitfield

Daveaaort,

COLUMBIA

Gene ft Arthur
Granto ft Maud
(One to fill)

Sarah

MAJESTIC

(ubo)
Powell's Minstrel

(One

Muslcsl Avollos
St Jsmes Co

Anderson

Stan Stanley 3

fill)

TEMPLE

Welter C

Msrzella's Birds

Msslroff Troupe
2d hslf

Fernandes

May Duo

Murphy

Foley

McMshon ft Chspelle
"Lawn Party"
Dalath.

Cole

(loew)

Halsted St
(Open Sun Mst)

Four

Morris A Allen

Frsnk Stafford Co
Smith A Farmer
Wolgas A Girlie
Gene Green

Finn

A Ireland

Tex Tommy Dancers
(Three to fjlj)

Denahy

ft

Finn

ft

Francis McGinn Co
ft Psttlson
Mile Maryon Vadie Co
Mercedes

Kramer

NEW GRAND
Russell

ft

(wva)
Church

Copeland A Payton

Baron Llchter
4 Regale

2d hslf

Eva Prout
Senator Murphy
Marco Twins
Andrews Opera Co
Gene Green

Andrews Opera Co
Marco Twins

Msnola

Morocco Six
2d half

Hennlngs
Murray K

4

ft

Allen

Smith A Farmer

Frank Stafford Co
Wolgas A Girlie
Lew Shank

McVICKERS

(loew)

Anderson A Burt
Oollett Storkes A
Elsie Gilbert Co

(wvs)

2d half

Lady Lou

2d half

3

L

Victoria

Four

Mueller Bros

Orphea

STAR HIP
N'orrlne

(loew)
Coffey

Chase & LaTour
Wood's Animals
2d half

Geo Wlchman

(ubo)

Edgar Berger
Lee ft Cranston

Frear Badsett A F
Rrle. Pa.

Milton

Pletro
1 Melvlns

Nlns Bsphey

COLONIAL (ubo)
Lus' Vs Japs
Hunter A Chapelle
Schooler & Dickinson
Tom Jones Co
Blleah***

*

J

PROCTOR'S

Reddlngton A Grant
Tarraen ft White

fit!)

KEITH'S

II

Riley

A

Twins

O'Neill

Pauline Saxon
Heed Nelson Co
S»-erman DeFnrent Co
Thatcher A Dean
1

ewls's

Animals
2d half

Montagues Bird*
Laurent Trio

Mr A Mrs

Wm

Morris

Maker DeVoe 3

Cecil Jefferson

Wilton

Cevene Troupe

Quards Water Nymphs

Sisters

Empire Comedy 4
Moore's Young Ann
2d half

Max Bloom

Llaeola

ORPHEUM
Morris Cronln Co
Lydell Rogers ft L
Chief Csupollosn
Adair ft Adair
Marie Fenton
Aloo Trio
Gertrude Coghlln Co
Loajaaeaort, lad.
COLONIAL (ubo)
Musical Fredericks
Davltt

ft

DeLong

81s

Co

Plstel

Psrk Rome

ft

Francis

Yoscsrys
(One to fill)
2d half

5

2 Bartells

Taylor A

Arnold
A noggs

Homer
Mary Gray
Fink's

ft

Dolson

ft

Duval
Gordon

2d hslf

Co

Brown

Simmons

ft

ft

Wertx

Loa Aasalea

ORPHEUM

Elphye Snowden Co
Bros ft Baal
Hunting ft Francis
Hubert Dyer Co
Will Oakland Co

Travllla

Burnham

ft

EMPRESS

Irwin
(loew)

Canarls ft Cleo
BUI Robinson
Bobbe ft Dsle
Svengsll
Hsydn Burton ft Hsyd
Black A White

PANTAGES

Terry

ft

(m)

FIJI Girls

Five Mowstts
La Tourrslne 4

Gardner

ft

Two Kerns

Revere

Loalsvilla
KEITH'S (ubo)
Pantser Duo
Nevlns A Goodman

Mr A Mrs J McOreevy
A Gillette
Mr A Mrs C DeHaven
Playground"
(One to fill)
Lyachbare;, Va.

Circus

TRENTON

(ubo)

(Splits with Roanoke)
1st half

Morsn ft Welssr
Ooskley Hanvey ft D
Harry Beresford Co
Msrshsll Montgomery
Pekln Mysteries
LYRIC (ubo)
Kelly

(ubo)

"School

to

ladlaaapolla.

&

BIJOU

Harry Cooper Co

Kelos

(Two
l,*wis
Hill

Laaalaa. Mleh.
Jean Bentley
Hawley ft Hawley
Dorothy DeSehelle
Williams A Wsle

Coralll

Thomas A Shapiro

Bob Hsll

LeCount

Flessle

Hartford, Coaa.
POLI'S (ubo)
Josephine Davis
DeMlchelle Broa
Bert Wheeler Co
Gsllsger ft Csrlln
Dooley ft Ssles
(Others to fill)

Olive Vail Co

Phllllpis

Morris

(Ons to fill)
Hasnaeaad, lad.
ORPHEUM (wva)
(Open Sun Mat)

Arno ft Stickney
Chas Deland Carr Co
Bob-Tip Co
(One to fill)

Elkhart, lad.

"Wsy Down Essf

ORPHEUM

Mrs Csppelln

Hohokea, Bf. J.
LYRIC (loew)
ft Ksy

AMERICAN (loew)
Murphy A Foley
Senator Murphy
Eva Prout

ft Lowell
Florence Modens Co
Jonss ft Sylvester
4 Mllas

Mint

ft

Ellis

ft

Hodge

Chas Da Vesux
Jesnette Spellmsn

Robinson

Co

Anlte Primrose
8 Emersons

FAMILY (ubo)
B ft Mora

Zlsks

2d half

Hueman Trio
Geo A Beane Co

Morocco Six

sfleh
(Ubo)

Msrshsll ft Cumby
Moralls Bros
2d half
"Cinderella Girls"

(Open Sun Mat)
Grant ft Hoag

Andrew Maek
Chase ft La Tour

Tyrrslls

Billy ft Edith Adams
Leila Dsvls Co

la.

ORPHEUM

Co

Bestrlce McKensle
Dollies Dolls

Lafayette* ladU

Splits with Charlotte)
1st half

Mr

The Volunteers
Hsrry Breen
The Osudsmlths

Andrew Mack
Three Van Stsats

Phillip!

(ubo)
Kelly

The Langdons

Cevene Troupe
Clark ft LaVere

EMPRESS

(One to fill)
Detroit

(loew)

McClure ft Dolly
Jack Strouse

ft

Duo

Hlnes ft Fox
The Gouldlngs

Adams * Ouhl

Chas ft Anna Olooker
Park Rome ft Franols
Root O'Connor Co
Dolson ft Gordon
Johnson Howard
Fart Wllllasaa, Caa.
ORPHEUM (wva)

Arnaud Bros
BUI Prultt
Chauncey Monroe Co
Frsnk Fogsrty
Maxlne Bros ft Bab
(Two to fill)
Greeaaboro, S. C.
PIEDMONT (Ubo)

Hsrry DeCoe
Soltl

2d half
Bast"

"Way Down

Rose

DeSohelle

Wale

COLUMBIA

H

Shelton

W

Graad Raatda,

6 Amerlcsn Dsncers

2d hslf

ft

Danclne;

Sun Mst)

(Open

Floyd

Escorts

ft

ORPHEUM

Agnes Ahesrn Co

COLONIAL

GTolnes

ft

De* MAlee*

Evs Moiart

ft

Jerome's Revue
2d half

(Others to fill)
2d half

(loew)

ft

Fred

ft Young
Day Co
Mary Gray

Ft. Wayaa
TEMPLE (ubo)

Wm H

Stewart Sis

ft

ft

Fiddler

Moore
Geo

Woodford's Anlmsls
Harrison West 8
Lucas ft Fields

fill)

Hennlngs Lewis

Smlletts

Empire Comedy 4
Moore's Young Ann

(Open Sun Mst)
Rose Troupe
Burke ft Harris

(wva)

Harry Holmsn Co
Sid Lewis
Rice Elmer ft Tom
(Others to

to

EMPRESS

Kokoaeo, lad.
SIPS (wvs)
Zlska Co

(ubo)

Hawley

ft

(loew)

Wilson A Wilson
Morris ft Beasley
Oddone
Kitty Francis Co

Mteeu

(Others to fill)
2d hslf
Jesn Bentley

Dorothy
Williams

Frank North Co
Martin Van Bergen
Rube Dickinson
Three Types
Llbby 1 Bsrton
White A Jsson

Dogs
Btennen
ft

ft

fill)

ORPHEUM

fill)

Du Mars

Young

I*»a**v

Dlsmond
Ryan ft Tlerney
Byrd Frost ft C
The Salvaggis
to

mat,

is

Ireland

ft

fill)

Hawley

(Others to

(loew)
LUllsn

BIJOU
Max Bloom

Dr Cook

PALACE (orph)
Hyams ft Mctntyre
Donlln ft MoHale
Miss Fairbanks Co

to

Lew Cooper

ft

EMPRESS

2d half
Franklyn Ardell Co
Musical Byrons
(Three to fill)

Troupe

Florens

Tooney ft Norman
Gormley ft Caffrey

ACADEMY

lav

(ubo)

2d half

Loysl's Dogs

(One

(Two

Newhouse Snyder Co
Lockett ft Wsldron
Fredericks Slemons Co

Montroee A Sydell

Crane Wilbur

Padrten

When Love

Cateaare.
MAJESTIC (orph)
Trlzle Frlgsnss
"Matinee Girls"
Sig Borgonghl
Eva Taylor Co
Nellie Nichols
Mack ft Orth

Llplnskl's

Whitfield

ORPHEUM

Colonial Belles

Calta Bros

ACADEMY
ft

Wm

Edwin Stevens Co
Msck ft Walker

(One to fill)
Fall River. Mann.
Florence

Massey A Bolton
ft Hibbard
Flemen Co
Madison A Laird
Tiny May
Kisui City
Curtis

Joe

Young

ft

2 Carltoaa
2d half
Csrter The Greet
Marie Stoddard
Dunoan ft Holt
Kelley ft Drake

Lew Hawkins
Marine Band
White ft King
Rice ft Morgan

Chattanooga

Frevoll

fill)

ORPHEUM

ft

Moore

Harriet Burt
Chip A Marble
Nat Wills
"Aurora Light"
Danville, lad.
LYRIC (wva)
Jack Trainer
2d half
Heras A Preston
Venlta Gould
Pearl A Roth
"Dance of Cities"

let hslf
Charlotte St Elmo

Bostosj

KEITH'S (ubo)
Ethel Barrymore Co
Cheerbert's Troupe
Wllla Wakefield
Adler ft Arllne

ST.

Savan-

(ubo)

Mclntyre ft Harty
Dunbar's Drsgons
Richard Mllloy Co

Ray Dooley 3
M Pollock Co

Charlotte, N. C.
with

NEW GRAND

Colaeabua
KEITH'S (ubo)
A B Smith

I

2d half

Three Guys
Evans ft Sister
Rvaaavllle. Ind.

Sylvester Schafer

"Water Llllea"
Harry Oerard Co

VICTORIA

E Puck

ft

Margaret Brann Sis

PANTAGES (m)

Fisher ft Green
Smith Cook ft B

Calgary

PANTAGES

Kalasaaaoa, Mlrh.

Josefsson Icelanders
Cronell Corley Co
Exposition 4

Han Ion Broa

Craig ft Williams
Gaylor ft Wlltale
Vinton ft Buster
The Berrens

MAJESTIC (ubo)
"Bought A Psld For"

KiMoetes, Caa.

(ubo)
Military Dancers

Tom Kuma

ft Jackson
"Love In Sanitarium"

(Four to fill)
2d half

Mr

(loew)

Purcella Bros
Joe Kelsey

Brown

Chas McNnuKhton Co
Dick Thompson Co
Leon Sisters
Jimmy Edge

McCane

ft

(ubo)
Bolton
HI board

2d half
"Bought ft Paid For"

•Cooper A Smith
Francis A Florette
BUSHWICK (ubo)
ft

Massey
Curtis

Neddy James

(Three to

BIJOU

Wm

COLUMBIA
ft

Ronalr ft Ward
D Deane's Fantoms
Joe Welch

Bryan Sumner Co
Manhattan Trio
Carl Damann Troupe
Battle Croak, Mien.

Pattee's Girls
(Two to fill)

Wsrd

Weston

1st hslf

Luce ft Luce
Dick Merry
Helen Orayce Co
Connolly ft Nsulty
Hewitt Burns ft T

HIP

EI Cleve

Allen-

town)

Annls

James Grady Co
Sampson A Douglas

Sorettl

fill)

Lswton

DeWltt ft Stewart
"Danoe of Fortune"

Sisters

Mr Quick

Bart

ft

(One to

Rice Sully ft Scott
Four Mllsnos
HIPPODROME (loew)

Nan Halperln

Howard

Malla

Willie

Engel

Ward

ft

Marx Bros Co
Cleveland

(loew)

1st half
2 Kelso Boys
GUmore ft Csstle
E ft
Foster

Angelo Patrlcolo
Gleason A Houlihan

ft

EMPRESS

Whipple Huston Co

Anna Held's Daughter
Kramer ft Morton

(Two

(loew)

fill)

(Splits

E F Hawley Co

fill)

Shsnnon

(ubo)

with

(Splits

Stusrt Barnes
"Sergt Bagby"
Leonard ft Russell

Les Casados

Atlaata. Ga.

Clayton ft Lenaie
Cliff Bailey
to

Wood

FORSYTHB (ubo)
Novelty Clintons

MARYLAND (ubo)
Kitty Gordon Co
Fox ft Dolly
Bonlta A Murphy

Belts

Horion
Brenner & Wheeler

My Hymack

BIJOU (ubo)
3 American Girls
Kumrl Bush A Robin
"Hop Kees Dream"
Karl
Maxim's Models

fill)

2d hslf

Hermsn

Brltt

3 Hedders
(Others to

OH

ABELS

KEITH'S (ubo)
Vandlnoff ft Louie
Claire Rochester

SHEA'S (ubo)
Connolly 4 Wenrlch
Allan Brooks Co

Minstrels'"

Nonette

(loew)

Fletcher

fill)

NATIONAL

3 Harvey Girls

LeVall

DeCosts
The Msgleys
Doris's Dogs
ft

2d hslf

Thasma
Gene Muller 3
Richards ft Montrose

Bert Errol

(One

Rose

Ernest Pantzer Co
Laurie ft Aleen
Macart ft' Bradford
Lloyd ft Brltt
v

Courtney Sisters
Flanagan ft Edwards
Fred J Ardsth Co

Cliff

Robin

Capt Kldd, Jf
Otto Brothers

(ubo)

Miles Co

Blmm Bomm Bit
Johnson ft Desne
Maurice Freeman
Carbrey Bros

2d half
Delro
Carl Statser Co
Gobert

•Petticoat

Ana Arbor, Mich.

PROSPECT

Carl Ststzer

Harvey DeVora 3
Archer ft Bel ford
Pop Ward
Robinson's Elephants

(Two

ft Girls
Clifton

Fsnnle Brlce

Homer B

Bush

fill)

LINCOLN

ft

FLATBUSH

Goodwin

ft

(Five to

Hsnlon

(Two

fill)

DELANCEY

Mae West

Julia Curtis

•Bradley

Cockatoos

(Three to

Wsrd

Will

Nina Nestor Co
Lear A Fields

Carbrey BrosAlpine Troupe

Vsn

Pepplno
ft

Lewis

ft

Pekinese

Lou Hoffman
Lane P

Fields

Orr

Bantoa. Fa.

BasTalo

NEXT WEEK

Mew York

13

Eddie Howard

Kenney A Kramer
Rawls A Von Kaufman
Lohse A Sterling
SfesspM*

ORPHEUM

Valeska Suratt Co
The Sharrocks
Cantor A I^ee
Margo De La Rose
Chas MrGoods Co

(Two

to

fill)

ftftlwaake*
(orph)

MAJESTIC
f'hlng Ling
Belle Baker

Homes

Foo

Pictures
Natalie A Ferrari
Bert Lamont Co
Hilly 8 Hall Co

Jacksonville, Fla.
ORPHEUM (Ubo)
(Opens Sunday night)
Milt Collins
Olympic Trio
M A B Hart
Continued on Page 24.
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At the time the Columbia Amusement
consummated its plans to include
the south in its operations there was

BY FREDERICK

tion

'The Mischief Makers" had comwiped Richmond off the burlesque map. And as Norfolk was too
distant from Washington or any other
point on the circuit to warrant its retention, it was decided by the parties in

the

interest to eliminate

in

mond.

Co.

no sign of the business disturbances
that have since developed in that secof the country consequent upon
European war. The start was made
August and at the outset there were

indications that

satisfactory

industry in the south grew steadily
worse, with the result theatrical business suffered to such an appalling extent the

Wells people and the Columbia
considering the situa-

after

directors,

tion carefully, reached a perfectly amic-

able agreement to withdraw burlesque

from the south.

Richmond and Norgave assurance of profitable
returns and were retained on the circuit. Business was good, and a steadily
growing regular clientele indicated the
approval of burlesque by all classes of
theatre-goers.
The daily newspapers
Of

all

the cities

folk only

commended

the

shows

in

unmeasured

terms and things moved along serenely
in

particulars until

all

Oct.

when

19,

"The Mischief Makers" opened in Richmond. The people of that city were
inclined

look askance at

to

the

first

announcements of the approach of burlesque, and it was only after the appearance of the initial two or three
shows that public confidence was acquired. This city was in the second
week of the career of "The Mischief
Makers" on the Columbia Circuit, and
the directors of that corporation, relying upon reports concerning it, had

taken the show over from the Progressives.

The exhibition threw the Richmond
community into a spasm of disappointment and violent resentment. Disregarding the mandates of the Columbia
Amusement Co. for clean shows, this
organization cut loose and gave a performance of a character so objectionable the Chief of

arrested the local

Police peremptorily

manager

of the Bijou,

charging him with permitting an
decent show.

in-

tion.

ers to decisive action for self-preservation.

reports of this sensational proceeding struck the town like
a holt of lightning out of a clear sky.

Women

patronage ceased instantly and
50 per cent of the men that had become
constant in their attendance yielded to
popular clamor and remained nway
rather

than

status or fur

factory

jeopardize

their

some other reason

social
satis-

themselves.

After the unfortunate engagement of the appropriately named "Mischief Makers," efforts
t«»

were made
aled

in

overcome the stigma

thereby,

without avail.
death-knell had been sounded.
hut

The acceptable shows
were nut equal

that

it

along with Rich-

The

failure

cre-

The

followed

to the task of resuscita-

of

the

Liebler concern,

news of which caused not the

slightest

surprise in theatrical circles,

is

an illuminating example of the contention
advanced in this column last week. The
steadily increasing recklessness that has
marked managerial operations during
the past ten years and whose object is
to go the other fellow one better in
competition for business, has brought
expenditures to a point where absolutely nothing less than sensational success
can avert serious loss.
When it is
stated that the cost of producing "The
Garden of Paradise" was $65,000 the
fact is revealed that the current expenses of that organization must carry
an item, of $1,000 a week for practically
two whole seasons before a profit can
be declared. The Liebler directors
either calculated upon an extraordinary
success for their show or they made
their bet haphazardly with their eyes
closed. But, according to the papers in
the involuntary bankruptcy proceedings, it appears they were betting with
other people's money.

And right here is the situation that
has involved a great many theatrical
operators from time immemorial, and
that has damaged the credit of the people in the show business with very few
exceptions.
A number of years ago
actually the most important theatrical
operator in this country, if not in the
world, was apparently proceeding on
the high tide of success. Great theatres
bore his name as manager and many of
the most famous stars were playing under his direction. In the midst of this
serenity, a newspaper received a "tip"
that the affairs of the famous international operator

were not

soundest condition.
Investigation developed
the accuracy of the unsuspected situation.
A five-line paragraph intimating
the fact appeared in the paper the next
morning. When the manager reached
his office along about noon that day,
he observed an unusual number of people standing around the entrance to the
in the

in which his offices were loand he encountered others in his
walk through the halls that led to his
private rgom.
Before he had time to
open hfs desk, he was quickly approached by his confidential financial
man and informed that the men he had
passed were his creditors and that the
moment had arrived when he must
make an assignment. Within five hours,
after desperate and unavailing efforts
had been made to stem the tide of disaster, the great manager's lawyers were
at work drawing up the papers in involuntary bankruptcy proceedings.
It
was a case of a man doing business
on other men's money, and it required
no more than an obscure paragraph in
a newspaper to stir those virtual back-

building

The newspaper

MS CLOY

pletely

warm

as

weather abated receipts would increase
Jake Wells,
to the point of profit.
whose theatres constituted the southern
route, and the executives of the Columbia Company agreed that the outlook
was entirely favorable. But conditions
affecting practically every important

M.

cated,

MAY WARD'S

KICK.

May Ward

The

Company was

unfortuwith presumably
many other producing firms in that it
was found out. And for the financial
integrity of the whole show business it
to be sincerely hoped that those
is
managements that are skating along on
thin ice may be able to fix their fences
so as to avert the calamity that has
befallen the producers of "The Garden
of Paradise" and other great spectacles.
A few years ago it was possible for
business men to issue untruthful statenate

Liebler

compared

as

ments of their condition, when called
upon by commercial agencies or by
their individual creditors, without fear

of punitive consequences under the
criminal law, and in this way continue
But by
to hide their true condition.

recent enactment, under which Henry
was recently convicted, the punishment for this offense is fixed at a
fine of $500, or a year in the peniten-

Siegel

In other words, "foura mighty dangerous tem-

tiary, or both.

flushing" is
porization to resort to in this day and

generation.

All of which leads to the logical conthat the exercise of common
sense preliminary to a business undertaking, and sagacious meditation when
possible calamity hovers near, are preferable to the almost certain conse-

has retained Franklin
Bien to begin suit against the Columbia
Amusement Co. for an alleged breach
of contract, the complainant alleging
the circuit made overtures to her and
promised a route on the Columbia Circuit.
This, she alleged, has not been
done. The Columbia contract is said
to have been a verbal one, made on her
behalf by her husband, Freeman Bernstein.

The May Ward and Her "Dresden
was formerly a Progressive
Wheel attraction. At the bursting of

Dolls"

that wheel, Miss

Ward

a few weeks, and

was about

wild-catted for
to

make

a

month's stay at Gerson's Prospect in
the Bronx, when the date was canceled, and the Ward show started on

Columbia time.
few weeks have been given the
show by the Columbia, which it is said
the

A

has told Bernstein his show will be
played when possible.
Bernstein last

week booked the Ward Company

for

Shubert houses in Hartford and
Providence, but canceled after the first
Hartford performance.
This week the show is laying off.

the

BURLESQUE IN EDMONTON.

clusion

Edmonton Can. Dec. 9.
After two years' absence burlesque
returned to the Lyceum last week
when A. B. Basco's musical comedy
company opened with "the Chinese

quences of seeking personal exaltation
expense of prudence, or to adherence to impudent superciliousness

Ambassador."

The company

at the

the

at

sacrifice

of

valuable individual

and

Among

Madge

And

within the range of this shot are

number of operators that are not
much farther away than a hop, skip and
a jump from Times square.
a

Three Towns in a Week.
The Grand opera house, Bethlehem,
and the Orpheum, Easton, Pa., will
hereafter be played
the Majestic, Perth

tended,

in

connection with

Amboy, on

coming between

the

Jersey

ExCity

The former town will
two days, Easton one and Perth

and Baltimore.
get

Amboy

Will H. Ward, recently replaced by

Andy Lewis

as principal

comedian of

Dave Marion's "Dreamland," has been
engaged by Louis Talbot for the Eva
Mull show.

SCRANTON MAY GO
first

IN.

quite likely that beginning the

of the year, the

Columbia

players

are

Saturday matinees

at 35 cents top.

Gayety Opening Delayed.
account of striking electrical and
metal workers, the opening of the Gayety, Chicago, has been postponed until
Thursday, Dec. 17.
The house has
been completely remodeled and refurnished and was to have begun operations Dec. 13.

On

City-Trenton

Commencing

Jan.

4

Split.

Atlantic

City

Trenton between the
Gayety, Philadelphia, and the Gayety.
Brooklyn, on the Extended Circuit.
will

with

split

Ida Melrose Married.
Ida Melrose of the Pat White Big
Jubilee show, and William Jones, electrician
in

of the company, were married

Minneapolis Nov.

25.

theatre,

Scranton, will be included in the Extended Circuit to fill the gap between
Philadelphia and Binghamton.

ASKING LYCEUM RENT.
Washington, Dec. 9.
brought against Andrew Thomas and Sherman H. Dudley
by the Empire Circuit Co. of Ohio to
Suit

the

Van Martin, Al Houston, May Thompson, Etta Rue, Frank
Confer. The attraction is playing seven
night "shows
with Wednesday and

three.

Ward Goes With Talbot

is

came from
engagement

Shuler,

Atlantic

It

fifteen

under the direction of Al On-

are.

ken.

support.

of

the coast for an indefinite

has been

recover $1,083 for rent claimed to be
due for the Lyceum theatre.

AFTER WESTERN HOUSES.
Charles E. Barton, of the Columbia
Amusement Co.'s general offices, left
for the west Wednesday afternoon to
conclude arrangements for taking over
two important theatres for the Extended Circuit.

While

in that section of the

country,

Mr. Barton, acting for General Manager Scribner, will make some changes
in the

present Extended route,

VARIETY

GAYETY GIRLS.
Gus Fay and "The Gayety Girls,"
brand new bib and tucker, came
Monday

the Columbia theatre

week and gave

sented on the stage of the Columbia
in

to

of this

performance that reg-

a

istered one of the greatest hits of the
Aside from the excellence of

season.

the cast and the noteworthy work of
the large chorus, the chief point of
commendation is the wholly attractive

theatre.

Consistent with their determination
present a wholly new "Gayety
Girls'" show, the Jacobs & Jermon
have this season introduced an entirely new cast of principals with the exception of Mr. Fay, the star of the
He appears as the
organization.
to

musical num-

runtund German, and in his new surroundings gives fresh evidences of the
entertaining skill he possesses in such
Mr. Fay reveals actlarge measure.
ing abilities of the kind that denote

point in the performance
that gives a hint of former days is the
prison scene, last utilized by Fay three

wide experience and careful training,
and he accomplishes the main object
of his efforts, which is to create laughter, with perfect ease and without re-

newness of everything. This includes
book, scenery, costumes and the "business"

displayed

in

the

bers.

The only

seasons ago. And even this has been
so completely rewritten as to have lost
practically all semblance to the original, in addition to which it is played
in a

new and very much more

An unaccustomed

effective

has
been given to the general formation of
the show and this, too, accentuated the
freshness of the presentation and accomplished a welcome and thoroughly
setting.

twist

appreciated innovation.
The first part was* over at 9 o'clock
and after the usual ten-minute inter-

May Holden and Harry Evans

mission

and highstarted the olio with
ly creditable singing, dancing and talka lively

ing specialty in "one." Following this
the Hayward Sisters in a superbly and
arrangement of
lighted
artistically
velvet draperies gave

maroon colored

course to the buffoonery so common
to players of this type of characterization in burlesque.
As a ruuning-mate to the star, Harry
K. Morton impresses very strongly.

There

no performer

is

in this division

work or

in any other diviobservation extends,
that includes in his range of talents
such diverse ability as does this comedian.
Starting with an ingenious and
in itself laughter-compelling make-up,
Mr. Morton exhibits an aunusually
good singing voice, he gets full value
out of every line he utters, he dances
extraordinarily well, he does acrobatic
work so skilfull in its execution that
he would be justified in making it a

stage

of

sion, so far as

specialty,
fect

and

mimicry.

my

his Irish dialect is per-

With such a fund of
wonder Mr. Mor-

a musical act that was remarkable for
its pronounced novelty and cleverness.
The prison scene, ocupying 20 min-

talents,

and here was where a
hit closely approaching a veritable riot
was scored by Mickey Feeley, very
ably assisted by Mabel McCloud. Mr.
Feeley's tumbling was the amazement
of the spectators and the dancing and
acrobatic work of Miss McCloud so
stirred those in front the team was reWhen
called time and time again.
the drop in "one" descended on this
scene and the stage men brought a
piano in view an outburst of greeting
denoted the approach of a Columbia
Zella Russell, "The Dainty
favorite.

Conspicuous for her grace and
charming personality, Miss Russell

utes, followed,

Queen

of the Ivories," took her place

instrument and gave the audience 12 minutes of perfect entertainment. With rare skill and commanding effect, Miss Russell rendered a
at

the

repertoire

included

that

from the

classic to rag,

everything

and

in sweet,

ton

is

it

little

makes a rousing

perfectly

qualities
that
constitute
the
ideal
soubret, contributes her full share to
the enjoyment of the spectators.
Mr.

Feeley renders valuable assistance in
several well-played bits and Harry
Evans makes his presence felt by a

performance that is peculiarly pleasing by reason of its unconventionality.
Arthur Heller is entitled to a special word of praise for an effectively
handled bit and Joe Mullen and Ina
Hayward, by the excellence of their
work serve to round out a cast whose
assembling signifies the skill of John
G.

Jermon

in

the delicate task of or-

more shows upon

and altogether enjoyable olio, the performance moved to the concluding act of
the burlesque olio, the performance
moved to the concluding act of the
burlesque.
variety

in

word and

was

It

the
it

literal

was

all

varied

entertainment

of

meaning of the
so skilfully dove-

and so briskly performed, the
audience hughly enjoyed every mo-

tailed

ment

of

it.

was as close to the
show in form, merit and

It

ideal burlesque

genuine worth as has ever been pre-

fe-

male member of the company and
Miss Holden, a springhtly, good-looking girl, with an abundance of those

applause.
distinctly

per-

this

succeeds as the leading

ganization.

this

in

formance.

well-modulated tones she sung a number of fetching songs of a semi-comic
turn that elicited hearty laughter and

From

hit

The Columbia Amusement Co. would
be singularly fortunate
its

if

there

circuit

of

were
the

"Gayety Girls'" kind.
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Mr. Howard, of the management, appears to be the active party with the
troupe, of which Sam Green and Chas.
Brown are the featured comedians.
Mr. Howard has a nice little coterie
His choristers especially
of people.
look good and are well proportioned.

one of the few burlesque companies where the girls appear in tights
often that doesn't weary the audience
It

is

looking at the nether limbs.
The performance follows
type, first part, olio

old

the

and burlesque.

It

opener, where the most work is
done by everyone, although Messrs.
Green and Brown get their biggest
the

laughs in the burlesque. Some of the
fun is through the familiar "undertaker-measuring" and a table scene,
but they also work in nicely with a
singing number, asking the audience
plant is where a woman prevents a boy
ing from the gallery.
Another good
to suggest songs.
This is all planned
for
in a

comedy, most of the replies cornbox from going upon the stage.

The

piece

is

called

"Two

Days."

It

thrown together.
No author is programmed.
In the "business" and dialogue at times is considerable freedom, and it gets pretty close
to the border, but there's no going
is

merely

behind the record in this case. The
Friday night audience held about onehalf women and girls.
They laughed

men at
women almost

heavily as the

as

some

everything,

going into
and Brown's

of the

over Green
Neither one of these comedians apparently makes any great efhysterics

comedy.
fort.

ence.

They seem to know their audiA violinist named Carl Delato

toward the finish of the show.
He was programed in character as Sam
Green's son, and did not look unlike
him.
Delato was "discovered" in St.
Louis, and for what they probably got
him at, he will do, playing fairly.
Mae Alberta is the soubret and
principal number leader.
She's an attractive little girl, who works nicely
and is entitled to the position. May
Brown is the prima donna, looking

did a bit

with

pleasant voice.
Several
of the men are in the olio, and most
all of them
get in for the "Clown
well,

a

Bank" number
It

is

that closes the

a grotesque

band

in

is

neatly done, and

much comedy.

fills

in

to avoid

In fact, this

show

excrcmely well diversified, and because of this, perhaps runs to a better
average than it really is as a performance.
But the means are not so imis

CITY BELLES.
This

James Fulton and Joe M.
Howard's show on the Columbia's Extended.
It
played the Murray Hill
is

week, and to excellent business
if
the Friday night audience was the
criterion of the week.
That evening
had a "Country Store" for extra attraction, but
attendants around the
theatre said the show had been doing
last

business.

portant

—

it

is

the result.

Golden and Clarke, a couple of
young men, most remarkable for their
singing, although dancing, opened the
olio.
Next was a posing number, notbad at all of that sort, with about 10
of the 18 girls appearing in it.
After

came the Musical
who wore evening

show the Extended
"The City Belles" L there,

a burlesque
like,

down

right

the line, including dressing

Some of the Main Line
would do more business if
they were hooked up as well.
and

settings.

attractions

IMPERIAL, ST. LOUIS, SOON.
Beginning Sunday, Dec. 27, the attractions on the Main Circuit of the
Columbia will play the Imperial, St.
Louis, instead of the Princess, with the
Watson Sisters as the opening show.

Many

have been made during
more to bring about
Repeated conferences bethis change.
tween James Butler and others in interest have failed of results because it
was impossible to get the many individuals concerned to agree upon
efforts

the past year or

terms.

The Imperial
tiful

and

country.

one of the most beau-

is

capacious
It

was

theatres

in

built in 1893 for

the

John

Havlin and Oily Hagan and was called
Up to three years ago it
was operated by Mr. Havlin, who

The Hagan.

changed its name to the Imperial, first
as a high class house and afterwards
as a part of the Stair & Havlin Cirburning of Pope's theatre,
when it resumed playing leading attrac-

cuit until the

tions.

This policy was maintained until the
opening of the New Century on the site
of the old Pope's.

It

then reverted to

owner, Louis Cclla, and for a short
time was under the management of the
Oppenheim
Brothers,
subsequently
forming a part of the Lawrence Weber
its

chain of theatres.

Extensive alterations are being made
the Imperial and upon their completion it will be one of the most modin

ern in the country.
The Princess will hereafter be devoted to high class picture exhibitions
on the order of the Strand, New York.

first part.

other time the two principal comedians
forming a singing combination, and
again a quartet figures in the action.
It

As

AL REEVES' CHARGES.

costume that

gets plenty of laughs, besides giving a
good, swift hurrah finish.
At an-

too

one convicting him of producing his
"marvelous sounds" by other means
than his mouth.
patrons

speed to the ends, particularly

gives

though they should
not have been placed in "two" against
the same drop used for the model
Dave Kindler, the whistler,
scene.
closed the olio. Dave gets away with
it, going as far as to offer $500 to any-

olio musical turn,

Vcrdis, three boys,
dress, and did a fair

A

counter-charge was made by Al
Reeves this week in the divorce action
commenced by his wife, Alameda Fowler Reeves.
Mrs. Reeves mentioned
as
corespondents members of the
Reeves "Beauty Show."
In his complaint Mr. Reeves alleges acts of impropriety by his wife
with two men, in New York and
abroad.

NEW HAVEN NOT
Owing

IN.

to a hitch in the negotiations

between P. F. Shea and the managers
of the Grand opera house, New Haven,
the inclusion of that theatre on the Extended will not be effected.
Consequently the shows will lay off
three
days between
Brooklyn and
Bridgeport.
t

VARIETY
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FERARI SHOWS CONTINUE.
among the car-

Current speculation

managers and follow-

nival proprietors,

regarding the future of the carnithe late Col. Francis
Ferari bearing his name, was put at

ers,

owned by

val

The

unseasonable weather and December
shopping has caused a slump In the rink
business, but, with the holidays now upon
uu, rink managera are looking aheau to their
busy season which generally comes during
January and February.
Despite the commercial conditions this year,
there are more rinks In operation than in
previous seasons, as a number of ball rooms
have been converted Into roller rinks.
The best evidence that the rinks are having an extraordinarily good season Is the
fact that two of the largest and most popular
convention halls have been utilized for roller

—

skating.

The Coliseum, Chicago, under the management of L. M. Richardson, has a ten weeks'
lease and Is doing big business.
It is a common occurrence to see from 800 to 1,500 skating nightly.
With the Rlvervlew rink, under
the management of P. Harmon, and the Madison Gardens, conducted by Q. McCormack,
enjoying a good season. It means the revival
of roller skating for Chicago.
A city of Its
size could well support five up-to-date rinks
tind not conflict with each other.

Madison Square Garden, New York, opened
aa a skating rink under the management of
E. N. Tuttle this fall, and from the beginning up to the time the rink was discontinued for future bookings (that will appear
at the Garden) drew enormous crowds. Other
rinks well patronized In New York are the

Palm Garden at Hunt's Point, managed by
Myron Plnke, and the Grand Central Palace.

The Madison Square Garden of New York
and the Coliseum of Chicago, that have been
operating so successfully will eventually lead
the way to what promises to be a prosperous

—

season.

Preparations have been made by prominent
men, who make roller skating their business, to erect mamoth skating palaces In two
cities that have a population of 250,000 and
If present plans materialise they will
be in operation early In the fall.

000,000.

The present season will undoubtedly be a
busy one for both the amateur and professional speed skaters. The World's Championship Meet held in Detroit last March created so much Interest throughout the country rink managers are again beginning to
hold races for the state championship, to
determine the title holder who will later take
part In the big meet.
There will be more
professional skaters In the field this season than ever before. A number of the best
amateur skaters have turned professionals.
Leon Klmm Chicago winner of the amateur
mile championship at Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, St. Paul, 1912-13, and again last
year In Detroit, is one.
From the speed
Mr. Klmm has displayed In his past performances he will make a number of the professionals skate some to beat him.

Another good boy who will join the ranks
of the professionals this season Is Elmer Eckmnn, of Chicago. He holds several amateur
•—
records.
Two English skaters, who made a good Impression last season in several contests they
took part In. Including the Detroit races, are
A.
Egllnger, Amateur Champion of Great
Britain, and Bert Randall, Chesterfield, England.
Like Klmma and Eckman, they are
now enrolled among the professionals.

The world's skating contests will be
divided into two parts this season, the amateurs to hold forth In the city that makes
the highest bid. under the management of
the Western Skating Association.
The old
standby, Julian T. Fitzgerald, will be In
command. The city most likely to get the
meet is Milwaukee. It is a good town and
one that appreciates real contests.
The professional championship meet rests
Chicago, Kansas
City,
Columbus,
Charleston. W. Va., New York
and Detroit.
New York, with its Madison
between

Cincinnati,

Square

Garden,

would

be the logical place
the Gardens can accommodate thousands of people.
To hold
such a contest in New York would be a
great boom for the profession, and would
undoubtedly be the greatest ever held. Only
recently the state championship races were
hold In Now York.
Some 4,500 people saw
Willie Hlackburn win the state title from a
large field of skaters.
to

bold

the

races,

as

Great things wore oxpected of Frank Bacon
at the World's Championship Races held In
Detroit last March.
Frank devoted from one
to two hours per day to training three months
before the races took place; consequently
he was not in good condition when the proper
time came, having gone stale from overtraining— a lesson that should be beneficial
to others who are seeking laurels.
When Bacon is right they have to skate at a pretty
fast clip to beat him.
If

J.

R.

Hayes can be Induced

sufficient seating capacity In the

to

install

Wayne Gar-

dons Rink, Detroit stands a good chance of
landing the big meVt, as It Is the most centrally
located.
The Wayne has been the
scene of more World's Championship contesta than in any other city in the countrj.

The new Arcadia Roller Skating Palace,
Fouth 5th street. Minneapolis, opposite Court
House, will open for the season Dec. 5.
The management In charge (Cornelius Lane)
lias the reputation of being a hustling man-

and he wl" endeavor to make Minneone of the best roller rink towns In

ager,
apolis

With

country.

the

ideas, he

no doubt

his

many

up-to-date

will.

Manager Geo. J. Stelnhorst, of the Palace
Rink, Medina, N. Y., Is having a successful
season.
Mr. Stelnhorst claims there Is nothing like good attractions; they get the people
coming, but, of course, one must be governed
by what pleases his patrons most, and that
is the success of sll good paying rinks.
Geo. A. Williams,
the Coliseum Kink,

manager and owner

of

Plattsburg, N. Y.. who
has been connected with a number of en*
Interprlses throughout the United States
cluding rinks at Warren, Pa., Ithaca, N. Y.,
and Butler, Pa. reports his rink Is doing
an excellent business.

—

—

ANDRESS "COMES BACK."
Rumor

has had

it,

during the past

An-

three or four days, that Charles

would be identified with the
Floto-Buffalo Bill shows next
Mr. Andress has been identiseason.
fied with the biggest of the tent shows
for many years, but retired from active
Recently he
service eight years ago.
dress
Sells

has been active in the field of amusement journalism. It is generally conceded that he knows the circus business, and his latest venture may surprise a few.

Mr. Andress is going to start a minA
"merry-go-round"
trust.
deal has been closed between Mr. Andress and C. W. Parker, of Leavenworth, the largest manufactures of
carousels, under the manufactory name
When
of "The Parker Carry-us-all."
the deal was closed Parker was $30,000 to the good and Andress was booked for an early spring delivery of three
of the latest types Parker machines.
Machine No. 1 will be placed with the
Sells Floto-Buffalo Bill Show and will
be managed by Mr. Andress' son, Cass.
The locations of the other two machines remains unknown, but it is said
both are booked with large circus aggregations.
Mr. Andress will be the
first to have a riding device with a big
circus in this country and will have a
few other concessions with the Sells
Floto-Bill show next season.
iature

A

letter

carriers'

9.

main

at-

traction, opened last week in the Second Regiment Armory and lasted until
Wednesday night. The grand total at
the gate was nearly $20 and the last
seen of Theodore S. Pratt, the optimistic young promoter,
was when he
was moving rapidly down Broad street
in a direction which would lead him

to

the

now

Pennsylvania

station.

He

$25

for

amounting

their

privilege.

man-

full charge.
George W.
Coleman was appointed general agent

ager and have

full charge of the advance. JohnWallace will continue in charge of

the concessions, a position he has held
for several years.
Carl Tournquist

remain general superintendent and
Ralph Smith and Doc Stearns will al-

will

so remain.
Offices have been established at 156

W.

84th

New

street,

Wyatt and Coleman

where

York,

will

things

start

about the first of the year.
Present intentions of the management are to open near New York about
May 1. The show is now quartered at
Lake View, N. J., where it is being
generally overhauled. Twenty-one cars
the property of the show, will be used
for transportation next season.
off

SHOWMAN'S LEAGUE SLIDING
Chicago, Dec. 9.
By their own admissions, in a statement sent out after a meeting of the
organization at the Wellington Hotel
here during the week, the officials of
the

Showman's

League

of

America

admit the death-rattle has been heard.
The meeting was held Friday afternoon (Dec. 4) and the chair was occupied by Vice-president Charles Andress, who left it temporarily when
of President W. F.
himself
were tendered.
Cody's resignation was accepted but
upon request from his fellow members,

the

resignations

Cody

and

showed
was

the financial report

a balance on hand of $2,230.70, it
conceded the organization was

near

the

success

hoped to make

it

not

its
founders had
and a motion was

introduced asking that the affairs of
the league be closed and that the cash
on hand be turned over to some

worthy charitable

institution

affiliated

with the amusement world.

$650 was also unpaid.
Pratt paid $300 in advance
for lights and altogether parted with
something like $1,500 in the venture.
The Philadelphia Letter Carriers'
Association and the company of which
Pratt was a member were 50-50 on the
to

receipts.
The vaudeville acts concerned were Val Vino, a juggler, the Powell
Troupe, aerialists; Seabert's Horses,

Illness.

Louie Berger, of the Harrington Great
Southern Shows, arrived In Chicago this week
from Natches, Miss., following an unbroken
run of 01 weeks without a close or lay off.
Mr. Berger will remain in Chicago for a couple
of months visiting his mother.

Ed A. Evans, proprietor of the Evans Shows,
has closed his show, which has gone into winter quarters at independence, Kan. Mr. Evans
is spending a few days with the gang at Wellington and reports a fair season.

Doc Allman closed his show and Is winterAllman Is In Chicago
ing in Lancaster, Mo.
at present.

James Patterson and Harry Noyea, bis general agent, are laying plans to capture some
of the contracts from the big fairs.

himself and family.

Sam

Rich

tent

super-

vision Florida appears to be the

Mecca

the tent managers are making for at
present. An agent who reached Broadway from a sudden closing in .Louisiana

says at least 15 tent shows were encountered by him which were headed
for Florida stands.

here from

Is

New York

Amusement

terest of the Fair

In the in-

Co.

Mort Westcott, proprietor of the Westcott
Shows, has arrived In Chicago for the winter.
J. Frank Hatch, of Motordrome tame, attended the convention of the Fair Secretaries
in Chicago last week.

Mr. and Mrs. Baba Delgarlan arrived in
Chicago from Shreveport, La., where the World
Mr. and Mrs. Delgarlan will
at Home closed.
spend the winter in Chicago.

Among those of the carnival world visiting
or wintering in Chicago are Felice Bernard i,
Walter Stanley, Harry Wright, A. H. Berkley, A. A. Powers, John Martin, Al Gorman,
Wm. Judkins Hewitt, Ed Jassop, Fred Beckman, Bert Earl and many others.

Wm. Aiken, or Gallon, Ohio, who will have
own show next season, met Col. C. W.
Parker, of Leavenworth, In Chicago last week
and closed a deal whereby he leased from the
Carry -Us- All company, a three-abreast machine which will be transported on wagons. A
private car and dining car was also leased
from Mr. Parker by Aiken.
his

who had

Maurice Llghtstone,

four concessions

with the Col. Francis Ferari Shows United,
this season, win be with the same aggregation
next season and have for bis partner in the
venture Max Altman, of New York.
of the Gentry Brothers
Charles Sparks, proprietor of the
shows, Butch Fredericks, legal adjuster of the Sparks shows, and Frank Sweeney, special agent of the Hagenbeck-Wallace
shows, were among the circus men seen In
Chicago this week.

Lon Williams, agent

shows,

Sparks

Fred Klass, concessionaire, made his final
stand of the season In Macon, Ga., and has
arrived In Chicago for the winter months.

STATE FAIR DATES.
Interstate

Fair— Sionx

Oklohama
21-Oct

City,

Fair

State

Iowa— Sept

— Oklahoma

20-25.

— Sept

City

2.

Missouri State Fair— Sedal la— Sept 25- Oct. 2.
Utah State Fair— Salt Lake City Sept. 26-

—

Oct

3.

Wyoming

New

Jersey

Oct.

Fair

State

—Douglas— Sept. 28-Oct

Fair

State

1.

—Trenton— Sept.

27-

—

Alabama State Fair Birmingham— Oct 4-16.
Interstate Fair— Muskogee, Okla.— Oct. 4-9.
Texas State Fair— Dallas Oct 16-31.
Montgomery Exposition and Fair Montgomery

—

—

18-23.

North Dakota State Fair— Fargo—July 20-24.
(Vancouver Exhibition
B.
Vancouver,
Vancouver Aug. 13-21.
Co.)
Iowa State Fair Des Moines— Aug. 25- Sept. 3.
Interstate Fair St. Joe, Mo.— Dates later.
Forest City Fair— Cleveland, Ohio— Aug. 19-26.
Ohio State Fair Columbus Aug. 30-Sept. 4.
Minnesota State Fair— Hamline Sept. 4-11.
Nebraska State Fair— Lincoln— Sept. 6-10.
Indiana State Fair Indianapolis Sept. 6-10.
Michigan State Fair— Detroit— Sept. 6-15.
Rochester Exposition— Rochester. N. Y. Sept.

—

Inability to get consecutive bookings
and with feature picture programs thoroughly booked in nearly all the cities
and towns enroute, many tent shows
are planned for a winter tour of southern states where Jack Frost is an un-

known visitor.
Of the territory under

Dill Rice, of the Rice and Dore Water Carnival, has furnished a home in Chicago and
will make this the permanent residence of

—Oct

TENT SHOWS SOUTH.

Rent

Rsisrf, on* of the best known carnival
men, tor years proprietor of the Famous Nat
Relss Shows, and last season general agent for
the Johnny J. Jones shows, Is spending the
Mrs.
winter in Chicago at the Wellington.
Relss Is convalescing nicely from a recent

with
nie

-

Young Mr.

Harry Dunbar, and Serpentina.

urer last year will act as general

is

said to be in Baltimore.

In addition to the six acts the mourners included a band, and a number of
7
concession * holders who paid from $15
to

Wyatt, assistant manager and treas-

Though

carnival with half

a dozen vaudeville acts as the

After a consultation with the execuMrs. Emma Ferari, widow of
the late owner, anounced the selection
of the folowing carnival wen who will
be identified with the Ferari shows
during the 1915 season: W. L. (Bill)
tive staff

Mr. Andress withdrew his resignation,
resuming his chair.

9

CARRIERS CARNIVAL FLOPS.
Philadelphia, Dec.

to-day, when it was announced
Chicago that the show would again
take the road next season.
rest

in

CHICAGO'S CARNIVAL NOTES.
Nat

C

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

6-18...

Kentucky State Fair -Louisville— Sept. 13-18.
Kansas State Fair Hutchinson— Sept. 11-18.
Wisconsin State Fair— Milwaukee Sept. 11-18.
South Dakota State Fair— Huron— Sept. 13-18.
Interstate Fair of Spokane Spokane Sept.

—

—

—

—

13-18.

New York 8tate Fair— Syracuse— Sept.
Tqpeka Fair— Topeka Sept. 13-17.

—

13-18.

State Fair— Springfield— Sept. 17-25.
Tennessee State Fair— Nashville— Sept. 20-25.
Interstate Fair of Memphis -Memphis— Sept.
26-Oct. 2.
Montana State Fair— Helena— Sept. 20-25.
Mississippi State Fair— Meridian— Oct. 18-25.
Louisiana State Fair Shreveport— Nov. 1-13.
Illinois

—

Cotton Palace— Waco. Tex.— Nov. 6-21.

;;;

.
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FAIRS AND CONVENTIONS.

CARNIVALS9 WINTER QUARTERS.
Crandoll

AmuMmtDt

World Fair Shows

Co. (H. E. Crandell), Box. 351. Port Arthur, Tex.

When

President Simpson took a vote by ballot, as to the location of the 26th annual convention of the American Association of Fairs
and Expositions, at the conclusion of the banquet Friday night, It looked aa thpugh Chicago would again win out. However, after the
fifth or sixth vote. Ban Francisco Jumped Into
general favor, and at the close of a hot contest. It was unanimously voted that Frisco
should have It, doubtless by early In November, In order that tbe visiting delegates may
be given an opportunity to view the most
modern tactics and policies of the big fair.

Dodson). 332 Third street, Columbus, Ind.
Rico 4k Quick AmuMUMiit Co. (W. L. Quick). Dursnt, Okla.
CoL Lagg Greater Shows (Chat. Kalotkia and Sam Axebroad), Midland, Pa.
Skowa (Doc Hall). Hot Springs, Ark.
Allman Broe. Big- American Skowa (Doc Allman), Lancaster, Mo.
DeKreko Brothers Skowa (DeKreko Bros.), 435 Main Ave., San Antonio, Tex.
Hamlin United Skowa and Carnival (J. A. Hamlin), Torrington, Conn.
Groat Sutton Skowa (F. M. Sutton), Madison, 111.
Davis Carnival Co. (L. J. Davis), 733 S. Leavitt St.. Chicago, 111.
Tanner Carnival Co. (Dr. B. Tanner), Colby, Wis.
Laos W. Waakburn'a Mighty Midway Skowa (Leon Washburn). Norfolk. Va.
Blaster's Combined Skowa (George W. Biester), Williamsport, Pa.
Croacoat Amuaamont Co. (H. S. Wheeler), 328 Locust St., Hagerstown, Md.
(C. G.

Aiken Amuaamont Co. (Will E. Aiken), Gallon, O.
Fred Ekrlng Amuaamont Co. (Fred Ehring), Savannah, Ga.
Harry Hunter Skowa (Harry C. Hunter), Youngstown, O.
Wabash Amuaamont Co. (Henry Hodgers), West Terre Haute, Ind.
Landee Bretkera Carnival Co. (J. L. Landes), Arlene, Kans.
Great Nortkweatarn Skowa (F. L. Flack). 51 E. Market St., Akron, O.
GoedeU Skowa (C. M. Goodell). Sheffield, 111.
later Amuaamont Co. (Louis Isler), Chapman, Kans.
LanaVs Modal Skowa (A. E. Lange), Elberton, Ga.
Hart* a Mighty Skowa (R. M. Hart), 310 S. Clay St., Louisville, Ky.
Mack's United Skowa (C. M. Maxwell), New Lexington, O.

W.

R. Mellor, of Lincoln, Nebraska, former
president of the Association, succeeds
President John C. Simpson, of Hamllne, Minn.
This election placea President Mellor In the
chair at once and he will preside at the big
meeting here In February, when the secretaries
will again meet
A. L. Sponsler. of Hutchison, Kansas, succeeds Mellor as vice president
and Charles Downing, of Indianapolis, Is reelected secretary and treasurer.
vice

Patrick Greater Skowa (B. H. Patrick), Hazleton. Pa.

Walter Savldge Amusement Co. (Walter Savidge), Wayne, Neb.
Peerless Exposition Skowa (C. F. Mitchell), Vandergrift, Pa.
Great West Amusement Co. (DeAlva & Goodrich), Box 296, Winnipeg, Can.
Joe. G» Ferarl Greater Exposition Skowa, Mariners Harbor. N. J.
Greater Hippodrome Skowa (Weider & Morrison), Barnesville, O.
Keene * Snippy Model Skowa (F. Keene and W. W. Snippy), Springfield, N. Y.
Liberty Skowa (Solomon & Dorman), Box 273, Scranton, Pa.
Metropolitan Greater Skowa (Boom & Tice), Gaiety Theatre Bldg., N. Y. City.
Roaell'a Famous Skowa (F. A. Rozell), Hartford, Ark.
Lexle Smltk Amusement Co. (Lexie Smith), Linton, Ind.
Keppler Skowa (C. J. Keppler), Cotton Palace, Waco, Tex.
Southern Amusement Co. (Don C. Stevenson), Laredo. Tex. (P. O. Box 390, Galveston, Tex.)
Riley Amusement Co. (L. O. Riley), Williamson, W. Va.
Kline's Golden Ribbon Sbows (Anna and Ben Kline), 1433 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Capt. Lotlip's Skowa (Capt. Latlip), Burlington, Vt. (P. O. address, 36 W. Newton St., Boston,

Mass.)

Macy'a Olympian Skowa

(J. A. Macy), Kansas City. Mo.
Follow A McClellan Carnival Co. (Poliow A McClellan), 84 Bell St., Seattle. Wash.
Louis Amusement Co. (E. W. Weaver), Box 987, Atlanta, Ga.
Majestic Amusement Co. (W. Reid), Portland, Ind.
Ratkerford Greater Skowa (Irving J. Pollack), 519 Lyceum Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stlnnette'e Southern Skowa (H. M. Stinnette), Kokomo, Ind.
Jeldsnan A PolHe Skowa (Teidman A Pollie), Box 587, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Commerc ial Amuaement Co. (W. G. Hoffman), L. Box 75, St. Paul, Minn.
Harry Copplng*a Shows (Harry Copping), Reynold sville, Pa.
Tke Wortkem Skowa (C A. Wortham), San Antonio, Tex.
The World at Home, North American Bldg., Chicago; winter quarters at Davenport,
Rice at Dora Water Carnival (Rice & Dore), Montgomery, Ala.
Hampton), Hamilton, O.
Hampton'a Great Empire Showa (Mrs.
Great Patterson Shows Has. Patterson), Paola, Kans.
Curran'a Greater Showa (Chas. F. Curran), 310 Pulaski St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Con T. Kennedy Shows (Con T. Kennedy), Leavenworth, Kans.
A. B. Miller Shows (A. B. Miller), Kansas City, Mo.
B. R. Parker Skowa (B. R. Parker), Leavenworth, Kans.
Weatcott Showa (M. B. Westcott), Chicago, 111.
Col. Francla Ferarl Showa United, Patterson, N. J.
Tom W. Allen Skowa (Tom W. Allen). Leavenworth, Kans.
Metropolitan Showa (C E. Barfield). Columbus, Ga.
Krauae Greater Skowa (Ben Krause), Philadelphia, Pa.
Ed A. Evana Greater Showa (Ed A. Evans), Independence, la.
Capital City Amuaement Co. (Lew Hoffman), St. Paul, Minn.
S. W. Brundage Showa (S. W. Brundage), Leavenworth, Kans.
Howard Greater Showa (W. L. Howard), Helena, Ark.

St.

la.

CIRCUS WINTER QUARTERS.
Bailey Circus, Bridgeport, Conn.
Sella, Floto-Buffalo Bill Showa, 237 Symea Bldg., Denver.
Layton'a Big Clrcua and Real Wild Weat (C. Layton), 45 Bloomfield Ave., Newark, N. J.
Mighty Haag Showa, Box 992, Shreveport, La.
Al G. Barnea WUd Animal Show, Venice, Cal.
La Tena'a Wild Animal Clrcua (A. Downie), Havre De Grace, Md.
MlUer Bretkera and Arlington's lfl Ranch WUd West, Hot Springs, Ark.; Ranch at Bliss.
Okla.; office, 136 W. 52d St., NT Y. City.
Rlngllng Bretkera' Clrcua, Baraboo, Wis.
Sun Bretkera* Clrcua (Pete Sun), Central City Park. Macon, Ga.
Wkeeler Bretkera' Greater Skowa and Great Stampede WUd Weat (Al F. Wheeler), Oxford. Pa.
Seibel Bretkera' Animal Show, Watertown, Wis.
Ckaa. Harris' Clrcua and Animal Show, Schuylerville, N. Y.
Julia Allen'a Wild Weat, 4830 Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Coburn Bretkera' Wagon Skow, East Palestine, O.
_
„
De Vaux Dog and Pony Skow (O'Brien, Welsh & Thompson), 1101 S. Figuerva St., Los Angelea,
dt

One of the most important resolutions passed during the convention related to the matter
transportation of exhibition live stock at
the fairs. The contention of many of the stock
men and secretaries is that in the event a
horse or cow, or, In fact, any exhibition animal. Is killed or Injured In transportation, the
ralTrodds have refused to make good at the
actual value and have In the past insisted on
a purely commercial settlement, often paying
the owner fifty or seventy-five dollars when
the horse (or other animal) has been valued
at a thousand dollars or better. A lower rate
of transportation will also be asked of the
R. R. people by the committee detailed on the
matter of live stock transportation.
of

Freed'e Animal Skow (H. W. Freed). 60S Grant St., Niles, Mich.
Klnjackety'a Frontier WUd Weat (F. L. Kinjackety), 175 Front St., Salamanca. N. Y.
Yankee Roblnaon Showa (Fred Buchannan), Granger, la.
LaMont Bretkera' Show (G. R. LaMont), Salem, 111.
Hewe'a Greater London Shown, Peru, Ind.
Gollmar Bretkera' Skowa, Baraboo, Wis.
Colorado Grant Skow (Mrs. Colorado Grant), Sparta, Ky.
Boyer Famoua Skowa (J. H. Boyer), East St. Louis, 111.
Robinson's Famous Skowa, Peru, Ind.
_
m,
Old Dominion Skowa (Weeks ft Towsley), 328 St. Lawrence St., Montreal, Can.
Hagenbeck-Wallace Skowa, Peru, Ind.
M. L. Clark A Sona Skowa, San Antonio, Tex.
Jokn H. Sparka Skowa, Salisbury, N. C.
Woody Brothers Skow, Afton, Okla.
Frank A. Robblna Skowa, Fair Grounds, Trenton, N. J.
,

CARNIVAL ON STATE STREET.
Chicago, Dec.

An

ideal

9.

temporary location for an

indoor carnival
C.

When O. W. Dickinson (Detroit) concluded
the reading of hla paper on automobile races,
so Impressed were the members of the Association that a committee was appointed to
call on the American Automobile Association
and advise them that the tracks were controlled by the fairs and that tactics very dfferent from those employed In the past by the
A. A. A. would have to be considered in all
future speed events.
E. L. Richardson (Calgary) did not attend
convention this year and was not replaced, likewise, no representative appeared
from Wlnnepeg In tbe place of Dr. A. W. Bell,
who died a few months ago. J. W. Stark of
Edmonton was also among the missing from
the far north country-

the

Much regret was expressed when It was
learned by the delegates that Louis N. Brueggerhoff, tbe live wire from Shreveport. would
be unable to attend the convention. "Bruggy"
was one of the most active delegates at the
1013 convention. Don Moore of Grand Forks,
N. D., also failed to ahow.

secured by

has been

H. Armstrong, the freak exhibitor,

who had shows

at Riverview, Chicago,

and with "The World
nival

company,

this

Bloom and Whitey

Home"

at

car-

and Claude

year,

The boys

Tate.

have secured the big room at the southwest

corner

streets,

hoff buffet
street

of

State

and

Adams

formerly occupied by the Berg-

and

cafe,

just

across

the

from Peacock's jewelry store and

The Fair store.
The affair, which looks

like

a

big

money-getter, owing to the thousands
of transients on the street in this section

doing their Christmas shopping,

was promoted over night Monday of
Armstrong rushed a half
this week.
dozen freaks over and had the frameup completed in time to open Tuesday night. Mr. Armstrong is billed as
manager and Bloom and Tate as his
assistants.

A number

of concessions

have been placed and the Teddy Bear
and Doll so familiar to those who play
the paddle-wheels are on sale in conjunction with a big stock of Christmas novelties and toys of all kinds.
The project is being closely watched
by the many carnival men who are
wintering in Chicago.
The carnival
has been named The Yuletide, Bazaar

and Wonderland.

—

—

Probably 10O men Identified In the fair and
other outdoor amuaement field attended the
banquet given by the association of fain and
expositions at tbe Auditorium Friday night
A seven-act vaudeville bill waa presented with
the compliments of agencies and other lines
catering to the patronage of the fair eecro-

Messrs. Reich and Tuck and Ethel RobinRoblnaon Amuaement corporation, entertained a number of the
son, of the local offices of the

delegates at luncheon Thursday.

The keenest rivalry of recent yeara la looked
for when the local fair booking managera place
their attractions before the aecretarlea hare
In each of the offices there la
in February.
at least one representative who haa worked
for "the other people" and thua the lnalde
policies of the offices are not quite ao confidential as they might otherwise be.
George Coleman stepped In from the east
and reported a very suooesaful aeaaon with
the Col. Francis Ferarl Showa. He haa purchased an Intereat In a ladlea' reGdy to wear
department store 'and will conduct II until the
blue bird starts to alng.
It looked aa though a apeclal train had arrived from Leavenworth, Kan., whan the well
known managers. Col. C. W. Parker, Tom W.
Allen, S. W. Brundage and Bd. L. Mains and
several others, entered the lobby of the Wellington Hotel.

Little Joe End says he will wager he waa
at tbe Fair In Macon, Oa.
While on hla way
from Macon to New York he stopped off at

He la of the Fair Amuaement Co.
which supplies hundreds of oonceaalonarea all

Chicago.

over the country with toys.
California Frank, after putting hla ahow
at Davenport. la., decided to apend a
weeks in Chicago.

away
few

It

was reported Con

T.

Kennedy waa

In

looking over the grounds of the Bx-

Frisco

Sosltlon, but he couldn't mlsa the big Fair
ecretarles' meeting In Chicago, ao he atepped
on a train and arrived fn Chicago Dec. 8.

Fred

Klass,

concessionaire,

made

hla

last

stand In Macon, Ga., for thla aeaaon, and will
spend the rest of the winter In Chicago.

Doc Berry, who handled the front of Del
Garlan's Oriental ahow with the World at
Showa, left Chicago for the big fair
On hla way he will atop
at San Francisco.

Home
Following la a list of the name of secretaries
and delegates who attended the convention
here last week
Q. W. Dickinson, Michigan
State fair
Charles Downing, secretary, Indiana State fair H. J. Kline, Forest City fair,
Cleveland J. W. Russwurm, Nashville. Tenn.

at several citlea.

:

;

Cal.

Charles B. Kohn and Mort H. Singer entertained about R6 guests for the Menara.
Marsh, of the W. V. M. A. fair booking department, at a dinner, theatre party and ball, at
the Hotel Sherman and Palace Mualo Hall
Wednesday night The dinner waa a success
and there waa a constant popping of the bombardment of the French artillery de Vln. After
the dinner the party wltneaaed the bill at the
Palace, then hopped back acroaa to atreet
where the merry, merry chorua glrla from the
"Follies," "The Candy Shop" and the Modela
from "Potash A Perlmutter," Joined the guests
and hosts In a hop which lasted until about
three and then

tarles.

Although It Is conceded aviation was a big
box office magnet at many of the state fairs
this past season, tbe matter received very little comment during the convention and Is
thought that some new Ideas In this line of
entertainment will be introduced during the
February meeting.

E

Barnum

N. Mcllvalne. A. J. Breltenateln, Horace
Ensign, Ben Rosenthal, Joa Bnumann and
Messrs. Barnea.

C.

;

;

Frank

Memphis

Fuller, Interstate fair,

;

Wright baa hla plans for the coming
Nobody knows hla In-

A. T.

season up his sleeves.
tentions.

Wm.

Strlplln, State fair, Mississippi ; A. E. Brown,
N. T. State fair ; Mr. Murphy, of Rochester
Mr. L. P. Randall, New Jersey State fair;

A. Wornell, American Royal Live Stock
Association, Kansas City, Mo.
Art Nelson and
John Stlnson, Missouri State fair; Mr. Hlgby,
Wyoming State fair; H. L. Cook, secretary,
Interstate fair, St. Joe, Mo.
Claude Barnes,
Secretary, State fair of Tennessee Mr. Brown,
president, Alabama State fair
John Simpson,
secretary, Minnesota State fair Charles Cameron and A. R. Corey, president and secretary
Iowa State fair; L. Rube and A. McKenzle,
president and secretary Wisconsin State fair
Chas. Nash, secretary, North Dakota State
fair; C. M. Mcllvalne. secretary. South Dakota
State fair; Joe Morton, secretsry, Interstate
fair of Sioux City
W. R. Mellor and Joe Roberts, secretary and president Nebraska State
fair; Horace S. Ensign, secretary. Utah State
fair; Robert L. Cosgrove, Secretary. The Interstate fair of Spokane
A. J. BroltenstHn and
W. Coffey, secretary and president, Montana
State fair; W. C. Brown. Vaacouver Exposition Co.
A. L. Sponsler, see-ftary, Kansas
State fair; Wm. 8tratton, secretary, Texas
State fair; I. 8. Mahan and Mr. Warren, secretary and president. Oklahoma State fair
Sam Lux, president. Topcka fair; F. L. Eaton.
president, Interstate fair of Sioux Clfy W. H.
Jones, N. T. State fair; C. IT. Anthony. Indiana State fair; Thos. H. Canfleld, Minnesota
."ite fair O. A. Olson, V. P., Towa State fair,
and others.

H. A. Bledy, of the Evan's Showa, saya how
natural It Is to be In Chicago after being away

two long yeara.

J.

;

;

C. S.

Hatch, manager, and Bd. Talbott, gen-

eral agent of the World at Home Show,
among the boys at the Big Meeting.

were

;

;

;

Dan M. McOugln, prop, of the Columbia
Hotel, Davcuport, la., a friend to all oarnlval
and circus people, Just had to do It Be with
the boys at the Big Meeting, and he aure waa
welcome.

CLAIMS ORIGINATION.

;

Since Nat Reiss and Bill Rice have

made such

a success with their indoor

;

;

carnival

there's been

who

"The Days of '49,"
no end of argument as to

novelty,

actually originated

it.

A. A. Powers, of Chicago,

who

has

;

;

been identified

the

carnival world

Bostock-Munday days, claims
Mr. Powers presented the
attraction as "Slippery Gulch" or "The
Days of '49," at the No-Tsu-Oh celebration held in Houston this fall, and
since the

he's

A number of the delegates who arrived In
the f\tj bpfore the convention and a number
of other friends of the F. M. Barnea fair booking offices, were fclvcn a novel dinner whon
Messrs. Barnes and Bnumann wpre the hosts
the Midway Gardens Tuesday evening.
at
Knunh ostrleh served an the principal course.
Those attending were K .1. Curtln. <*!. N. Nash.
A. L. Sponsler, I. J. Mahan. Thnrles pnfPel"
James Cunllffe, E C. Talhott. Charles Cameron. Mr. Hlaby, Joe Morton. Chas. Downing,
Chas. Anthony. Tom Canflpld, Wm. Stratton.

in

"it."

the success of the venture has brought
many more carnival men and also

many arguments
the proposition.

as

to

originality to
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CABARETS
sz
The dancing event

of this week was
American debut Monday night at
the New Amsterdam Roof of Monsieur Duque, of Paris, where Duque is

the

to have occupied a local promience equal to the vogue Vernon Castle
has attained in New York.
With Du-

said

dancing partner, Mile. Gaby
(not "the"
Gaby-Deslys).
All the
professional
dancers in town who
were loose for the evening went up to
the Amsterdam Monday night, with
their hissing voices trained to the minBut none hissed, for after watchute.
ing Duque and his partner, the natives
felt
better satisfied with themselves.
Duque may be Paris' best dancer, and
if
he has that rep there, it was too
had for him the war ever started. He
will never reach anything like fame
over here.
Reported to be the star
Maxixe dancer of the world, that
won't get him anything on this side,
nor will his dancing. Besides a Maxque

his

is

ixe that could be but classed as ordi-

Duque and Gaby did a fast onestep that showed nothing.
Perhaps in
their routine of the two dances, there
were a couple of steps, new over here,
nary,

worth copying nor worrying

not

but

Duque

over.

is

a heavily set

man

of

years, and Gaby is rather
Their advent, debut and performance do nothing farther than to
say it is doubtful if any foreigner can
excel the American professional dancer
in the modern work, at least not to
the
satisfaction
of
Americans.
It
is hardly likely Duque will draw business onto the Amsterdam Roof. The
Roof commences matinees this week
(Wednesday and Saturday) with the

over

30

stout.

two professionals presiding.
sion

is

Admis-

free in the afternoons.

Douglas J. Luckhurst is dancing in
Healey's main dining room afternoons.

The

Castles,

four days of the
attendance only the
(including Sunday). Anlast
three
other dance hall of the same grade
nearby is reported in about a similar
For a time both these places
state.
made a mint of money for their proA larger and more expenprietors.

ing at

the

all

week, with a

first

fair

out place also in Harlem
can be had for the asking, it is said.
sively

fitted

The San Suci is to be reopened.
Paul Salvain is said to be the man back
of the operating company. Gil Boag is
to be the active manager. The restaurant is to be known as Mae Murray's
San Suci. Miss Murray will have two
young society boys as her dancing
partners.

sat throughout his orchestra's performance.
It sounded a little bully,
but Banjo is the affidavit-swearing
kind of fellow and you have got to beAccording to what he said,
lieve him.
musicians were taking up all of the
table space just listening to him. Wallace is there with "dance music," sure
enough, playing the rags on "Watch
Your Step" before the show got into
town.

hour the professional dancers and entertainers drift to Joel's.
«i

•Horse

Friday.

Show Night"

at

Healy's this
the horse

Ten ponies from

show will be taken up the elevator and
onto the floor of Healy's dancing floor
It has been done before up
cabaret.
there.

cabaret department said
last week that if the orchestra leaders in some of New York's dance places
would go to Rector's and listen to the
Variety's

numbers Banjo Wallace
played, they would have a better line
on what to give their dancing patrons.
repertoire of

Mi*. Wallace affirms that within 24
hours after the paper came out he observed in Rector's four leaders from
as many prominent Broadway hotels,

Bright Light belt and passed the word
warning in regard to the observance
of the closing hour.
At midnight a
number of the Inspector's lieutenants
made their appearance at the doors of
of

all

the places along the line and for

the greatest part

all

Walsh, a cabaret entertainer at
(Columbus circle) for some
winters past, has been engaged by the
N. Y. Motion Picture Corporation for

at the

comedy work.

[he

alterations.

opened
about

it

with

2,000.

as the

When

the building is removing picture

will be as a

a

seating

Billy

manager

Gane

capacity

of

will continue

of the place.

Avenue, has had a dance

Fifth
laid

in

the rathskeller dining

Oak

in

Chicago, Dec.

9.

There is a dearth of dancing material around Chicago at present and
the managers of the better class of
places are digging and directing every
effort to secure names to head their

Word

the manager.

is

Jules Keller, of Maxim's is interested
a project to establish a large year

There
resort at City Island.
be a hotel with a cabaret-dancerestaurant,
and a special reserved
'round
will

beach front on Long Island Sound for
bathing purposes.

San Francisco, Dec.

has been sent east

As a departure from
aret

style

Walsh,

of

9.

the regular cab-

of

amusement,

the

Odeon

Manager

Cafe,

is

pre-

paring to give the patrons "tabloid"
grand opera with their meals. The
operas will run about 30 minutes with
girl numbers between the two night

shows. Some time back he drew good
patronage with light opera in "tab"

form as the

attraction.

Cincinnati, Dec. 9.
Charles Muscroft, formerly singing
at the Chester Park club house, has
gone to the Gait House, Louisville, to
take charge of the cabaret there.

to several folks in touch with the step-

New York to be on the watch
any of the better known dancers
who would like to come west.
pers in
for

Saturday night Inspector Dwyer, of
the Fourth District,

made

a tour of all

Detroit, Dec. 9.
Hotel, just remodeled, is planning to install cabaret enIt will be the first hotel
tertainers.
or cafe in the city to offer such at-

The Livingstone

tractions.

upon assuming charge

of the

44th Street Roof, will receive
a guarantee, it is said, of $1,500 weekly from the Shuberts, as the dancers'
share of gross receipts.

An elaborate celebration is being
planned for the formal opening of the
newly
remodeled
and
redecorated
Magnolia Palm Garden, Louisville,
Dec. 15.
A number of cabaret features are on the program.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Sebastian

re-

mark

that their salary was not attached
the Palace, Chicago, during their

at

recent engagement there,
stated

Edward

E.

when

it

was

Pidgeon had com-

menced

suit on an alleged breach of
contract, he having secured an engagement for the act to appear at Atlantic
City last season. The Sebastians claim

the Atlantic

City date was called off

hv mutual consent.

A

large,

popular

dance

Harlem way, where a

place

up

charged
the guests for each dance, may be
rented for private parties and balls
next season. The place is doing nothfee

of

Several

have been unsuccessfully tried
out with a view to attracting the dancemad public. First the place charged
an admission of 25 cents and served
nothing but soft stuff and charged for
Later a bar license was
each dance.
secured and the charge for the dancing was dropped, but this, like the preceding policy, also took a flop.

bills.

floor

room

Cafe, at 23rd street and 8th

policies

dancing

comers were

Bronson Douglas, formerly treasurer
Grand opera house and Proctor's

avenue, of which he

Sunday night witnessed the passing
of the Broadway Dance as a resort
for the steppers.
Monday morning a
sign was tacked on the box office stating the establishment was closed for

late

However, those that
turned away.
were within doors went on with their
wining, dining and dancing.

Billy

Faust's

theatre
Joel's is still the only all-night dancing place anywhere within walking distance of the main stem, and is getting
the greater part of its play after the
curfew rings out at 2 a. m. After that

the cabarets and dance places in the

is

BANQUET OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF FAIRS AND EXPOSITIONS AT AUDITORIUM HOTEL, CHICAGO, DURING THE
ANNUAL CONVENTION, DEC. 3-4.

24TH

VARIETY
NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Presentation, First Appearance
or Reappearance In or Around

Initial

Now York

The
3

II,

Half).
Kilties, 7th

Ave. (2d Half).

Eva Tanguay.
Songs.
27 Mine.;

One,

appearance after a three-year inis one of the most satisfying and
convincing demonstrations of artistic
endurance on record. Celebrating her
return at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, amid
most discouraging weather conditions,
ville

terval

the cyclonic personification of individualism and eccentricity is packing them
in her same old inimitable style,
giving a half dozen new numbers and
sending them home as thoroughly
For her repertoire
pleased as ever.
in

Miss Tanguay has selected some dandy
songs with eccentric themes and selfconscious lyrics, an unmistakable vein
of typical Tanguay comedy running
throughout. The opening song, "Hello, Hello Everybody" is a great introductory number with a catch line for
the audience, allowing them an opportunity to audibly explain their pleasure
at Tanguay's return.
house echoed their sentiments as one Tuesday evening, which
must have made the recipient feel good.

displeasure

The

entire

Want Somebody To Go Wild With
Me" follows and then comes a quartet

"I

numbers that none but Miss
Tanguay could handle under any circumstances. "A Method In My Madness," "When Pavlowa Sees Me Go
Over," "Sticks and Stones" and "Outof freakish

side of

That You're All Right" with

the seemingly non-perishable "I Don't

Care" as an encore by demand. To
attempt to explain the Tanguay wardrobe would but pen one's ignorance on
clothes.

It's

tinct class.

a wardrobe in

To

classify

its

own

Tanguay

in

dis-

any

particular vaudeville groove, as an attraction, would be equally foolish. She
simply seems to be vaudeville's single
greatest drawing card.
At the Orpheum she is repeating her former sucWpnn.
cess which tells everything.

Warren and

"The Slave Ship" (Melodramatic).

Hammerstein's.

Hammerstein's.

Billy Geller at the piano, Jo-

"Nobody Does

Francis.

fill

in

while

They

nice vaudeville act.

were "No. 3" at Hammerstein's Monday
night,
through Lou Anger having
walked out of that position after the
matinee. It was pretty early for Miss
Davis, but they wanted her far enough
away from Lillian Shaw, another single
on the same bill of the same style.
Evidently they didn't get Miss Davis
far enough away from Lillian, for Miss
Shaw, who had a spot far down, also
retired from it after the matinee. Perhaps Tuesday Miss Davis was given a
She deserved it, but
better position.
had no complaint from her reception
"No. 3," which was sufficient in itself
to prove Josephine Davis is there.
Sime.

Rosie Lloyd.
Songs.
20 Min.; One.
Bushwick.
After a long absence Rosie Lloyd
returned this week. She is as attractive looking as ever and appears more
youthful, with a figure over which her
gowns fit like gloves. Miss Lloyd's
first number is a Spanish song that
shows possibility.
Her second is
It has the snap
"Charlie's Popper."
characteristics of the songs used by
members of the English Lloyd family.
"Wonder Why," a comedy number,
does nicely in the manner Rosie puts
This is the number that will
it over.
appeal to the boys and should prove
for Rosie the same kind of a hit "What
are You Getting at Eh" has been for
her sister, Alice. For the closing "It
Takes an Irish Heart to Sing an Irish
Song" fits in. It appealed mightily and
made a good closer for a repertoire of
otherwise English songs. Rosie Lloyd
will continue in the good graces of the
American people and any big time bill
will be helped along by her.
She has

ed

songs and

is

dress-

in the best of taste.

Colonial.

A man and woman team
some singing and dancing the

offering
latter in-

terspersed with acrobatics.
Closing
the show the act seems rather a novelty. In another spot they would not fare
so well on a big time bill.
Opening
with a song, which they manage to
their way through, the team
holds attention. This is followed with
an acrobatic dance after which the man

"kid"

offers a specialty that will earn

him the

of the "dancing acrobat."
This
followed by a double closing number

title
is

which

has* a

comedy appeal and

the act over nicclv.

gets

of "The
In
superb, scenically.
the best play production

Ned Wayburn's production
Slave Ship"
that

way

it

Whitfield-Ireland Co. (3).
Belle Of Bingville" (Comedy).
13 Mins.; One (Special Drop; Ex-

"The

terior.

Broadway.
Whitfield and Ireland have been doing a "double" but have added a third
person. Two affect typical rube make-

mannerisms and
two men, one works

ups,

the

Broadway the

dialect.

Of

"straight."

act got the

most

the

At
at-

tention on the eccentric dancing and
the girl's witty remarks. The trio fin-

ished strong.
a-day.

Good

act for the three-

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK
Presentation of Legitimate
Attractions in New York

Initial

"Driven," Empire (Dec. 14).

is

is

ever in vaudeville. The set is a ship,
looking almost practical, so complete is
Any number of effects are
it in detail.
worked in connection with the boat,
upon the deck of which all the action
occurs. The opening of the act, showing a fog slowly lifting in Charleston
Harbor, brings applause, and later when
the anchor is brought up, with the picture machine showing a very fine rolling
sea effect, the boat pitching meanwhile,
the audience realizes that in producing
this act, Wayburn has accomplished
something. It is always a pity that a
production of this sort needs a "story."
It is almost impossible to secure a story
to fit the bigness of the rest in 25 minutes.
In the Wayburn act the story is
of a slave ship, carrying blacks in the
hold (these seen through a transparency), and a brutal captain, who has
the daughter of an American Admiral
aboard for ransom. When her sweet-

Dobson, U. S. N., steals
aboard to rescue her, the ship's master
imprisons the Lieutenant, and decides
to hold the daughter for his own purposes. But there is a revenue cutter in
the offing. The Admiral's other daughter, Elsie, has sliped aboard as boy.

Annette Kellermann.
Diving.

One and

12 Mins.,

Full Stage.

Palace.

Annette

Kellermann's

return

to

vaudeville brings back her former diving act, preceded with an apology for

Miss Kellermann
"one" in clothes, explaining
that a popular demand for tights has
necessitated her reappearance with the
same old tank act. From this she proceeds to full stage with a demonstraunprogressiveness.

opens

in

tion of diving that leaves her reputation unquestionable as the peer of single diving acts.

Those who hadn't seen

Miss Kellermann before were continually busy admiring her form, while
those who were familiar with the figure
were busy watching the display of aquatic ability that makes Kellermann a
distinct

novelty

as

far

goes.

as

vaudeville
Wjfnu.

heart, Lieut.

The stowaway

a fine collection of

Acrobatic Dancing.
6 Mins.; Three.

It" to

Miss Davis is off stage climbing into
another clothes outfit. This couple

compose a

Co.

25 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).

Davis returns to New York
vaudeville as a song singer classified
as a "single."
Miss Davis sang "San
Francisco," "Slowest Gal in Town,"
the waltz number from "The Taxi
Girl," a "Yiddish" comic, and "Long
Way from Home," changing gowns
three times. Miss Davis' appearance is
no small part of her turn. She looks
good. Mr. Geller plays a rag medley,
his own -arrangement likely, and also
sings

Orpheum, Brooklyn.
Eva Tanguay's metropolitan vaude-

or

Ned Wayburn

Songs and Music
19 Mins.; Two.

sephine

Frescotts, Hudson, Union Hill.
O'Neill Sisters, Greeley Sq. (1st

Kin Kaid

Josephine Davis and Billy Geller.

With

Hammerstein's.
Mrs. Bud Fithcr, Hammerstein's.
Royal Gasgoines, Hammcrstcin's.
Grace Leigh, Hudson, Union Hill.

Zerah

19

discovered and put to
work. She signals the cutter, which
finally comes to the rescue, but not before a bolt of lightning has answered
the imprisoned girl's appeal to Heaven
for timely help against the fiery passions of the brutal Cap. This scene is
also shown through a transparency revealing the Captain's cabin in the boat,
although the lightning bolt comes down
on a direct wire from the flies. The
story is very melodramatic, and the language of it is written in the old metier
style, the action taking place just before
the Civil War. The audience appears
to take the tale very seriously, however,
and comment upon it, also the acting as
though either could be improved very
much under the circumstances. A final
picture in another scene shows the principals adrift on a spar, later rescued by
the cutter; and then everybody (excepting Wayburn) takes a curtain, walking across the stage, with the "villun"
roundly hissed. The large force of
stage hands employed is also allowed
to see the front of the house. Wayburn
has done noble work in this piece, that
should make vaudeville talk, for it's
probably the best set boat with scenes
ever placed on any stage. It should be
the big act of a regular thriller. There
are nine principals and about 10 supers.
The act must have been responsible for
the capacity house Monday matinee,
and Monday night despite the weather,
it drew in the best attendance Hammerstein's has had on that evening for a
Sime.
good many weeks back.
is

Morton and Hart.
Singing and Dancing.
12 Mins.; One.
Grand O. H. (Dec. 6).
Two men, who will always do nicely.
Both in comedy and dancing the boys
show up well and also have a nice
way of singing songs.

Tameo.

Hand

Writing.

17 Mins.; Three.

Fifth Ave.

Tameo may have appeared
Palace, London, about

at

the

two years ago

and may have been quite a favorite
with the high brows there. If so, since
then, the Japanese chalk spreader has
added many new features. Tameo does
everything that could be possibly done
in the way of hand-writing with either
and both hands. He writes different
words with each hand backwards, forwards, right side up and up side down.
His new big feature though is when using a black front drop upon which he
writes head-lines from a daily paper
while the audience asks him questions
which he answers. He writes these
head-lines backwards while he talks.
Tameo has a very novel turn and belongs on the big time for besides being
a wonder with the chalk, he has acquired a keen sense of humor.
Bert Crossman and Helen Stewart.
Modern Dances.
9 Mins:; Full Stage.
Colonial.

Bert Crossman and Helen Stewart
have worked out their own conception
of how the modern dances should be
performed and are showing them in
vaudeville.
Of course Crossman and
Stewart haven't been working in one
of the big dance palaces in New York,
nor have they their own orchestra, or
instead of opening the show they
would have been featured in the billing and have been given a good spot
in the running order of the show. They
offer three dances, opening with a Prize
Waltz in which they display much acrobatics, a gavotte, for which they use
the same music as does Pavlowa for
her gavotte and therefore invite comparison with that artiste. The closing

number
tia,"

for

is

entitled "Whirlwind Demenwhich a whirling shutter is

used with the spot giving the turn a
grand hurrah finish. They went very
well in the opening spot

VARIETY
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Evelyn Netbit and Jack
9 Mins.;

One;

"Mysterious Mr. Russell."

(34).

Full Stage;

(5).

(4).

Two

Mins.;

20

Special

Four

Sets;

every audience seeing Evelyn
Nesbit at the present time had seen
her when opening in her first vaudeville venture at the London Hippodrome last year they could not but
appreciate what really hard work she
must have done since then. At her
Hip,
first appearance at the London
Miss Nesbit meant nothing but a
"name act" and was very close to
stage-fright during the run of the
dancing turn she then did with Jack
Clifford.
Monday night at the Royal
in singing two songs alone Miss Nesbit displayed the confidence of a head
line "single" who has been succcessful.
Also in her dancing the improvement
is remarkable.
Before a velvet drop in
"one" Miss Nesbit first sings an Italian
scng with a patter chorus out of which
she gets enough to return and sing
another.
"Tipperary Mary" with the
Shapiro sextet assisting.
(This week
they are wearing evening dress instead
oi the garb of Tommy Atkins).
After
her song efforts Miss Nesbit and Mr.
Clifford do five minutes of whirlwind
rag dancing that received almost an
ovation. In fact the two were forced to
do an encore, which consisted of a new
fangled whirl round. It is pretty safe
to say that with the assistance of Clifford Miss Nesbit is established as a
regular vaudeville attraction besides
being "some" draw, for the Royal
Monday night was packed, and it sureIf

ly is a big house.

Dec.

1).

San Francisco, Dec. 9.
by Jury" is just that. The
first scene shows an Italian on trial for
his life.
He killed a contractor for not
paying him wages justly earned. After
an Irish and Swedish witness testify
the Italian is placed on the stand. He
supposedly gives such a realistic description of the circumstances leading
up to the murder the jury is impressed.
That is the impression the audience
gets. When the Italian begins the nar"Trial

rative the lights

with

street

out.

You

contractor

see the

plotting

with an employment agency proprietor
to beat the Italian out of his

him out of
scene shows the
turn

his

wages and

home.

The next

home, with
his wife and child starving.
Scene
three shows the street again and the
starving foreigner meets the contractor.
He demands his money; a
Italian's

The Italian follows the
down the street, and when

fight ensues.

contractor

Last
stage two shots are fired.
scene shows court room and the jury
is returning with the verdict which re-

off

sults

the Italian's discharge.

in

The

based upon the recen^ murder
of a contractor for deliquency\ in paying wages. At present the papers are
idea

is

full of it.
The sketch is pulling good
business as a result of being produced
at the right time to reap the benefit of
the publicity the murder has received.
It abounds with good comedy and is

capably acted.

(6).

go

the

On

the whole

it

proved

to be very acceptable.

Sketch.

20 Mins.; Full Stage (Exterior).

Grand O. H.

William

(Dee*. 6).

A

corking good idea goes with this
dealing with the taking of a
dramatic moving picture.
When the
players become more familiar with the
characters, they will get no end of
sketch

A

producer, two male
actors, three women characters and a
camera man are the principals.
Instead of running 20 minutes the sketch
should be speeded up, with about four
minutes out of the present playing
big

laughs.

time.

Monologist
17 Mins.;

stein's

Monday

night

anyone

who

The two women

in th.> turn are

most

pleasing to look at, with only the whiting for dressing, and the reproductions
have been selected with good judgment.
This turn holds a pose as long as Mar-

J.

usually consists of a monolog.

He

is

from other monologinasmuch as he does not have the

little

different

entrance to the
stage. This of course makes it a little
harder for him to get started than it
for the others of his craft.
is
He
opens with a few Irish stories that get
a laugh as he tells them and follows
this by reciting a dramatic poem and
closes with a talking song.
On the
Roof Monday night he was a favorite
with an audience largely composed of
usual

fanfare

at

his

womenr

models did, "breaking" in the same
way and instantly returning to position.
As a pretty artistic number that might
be embellished with another setting
surrounding the box, Leon's Models
will go in anywhere.
As an undraped
posing number, without any extraor-

Cappell and Morrison.
Songs.
10 Mins.; One.
Grand O. H. (Dec. 6).
Two boys wear evening dress and
sing songs, singly and together. One
does an imitation of Harry Lauder,
while the other sings a number in a
very affected bass voice.
For some
small timers the pair would prove use-

dinary feature,

ful.

cel's

it

is

desirable.

Sime.

but

graduated
does not size

recently
It

up as big time material. The setting
The nais of the office of an asylum.
ture of the place is not disclosed until

Four
wants to rob the

the finish.

men

in the act.

safe, in

Each

which there

is

Each man brings some tools
and begins work on the strong box,

$3,000.
ir.

only to have one of the others interOne little chap finally
rupt him.
rounds the other three up, placing
He then
each in a separate room.
tries to open the safe. In maneuvering
he makes a noise and the other men
rush out, one turning out the lights.
This "nut farm" sketch is amusing in
a number of places and it is a bit odd.
The present cast is good enough, and
for an occasional big time showing but
not as a steady thing, the comedy work
will do.

Carl Statzer and Co.
Sketch.
19 Mins.; Full Stage (Office).
Columbia (Dec. 6).
Carl Statzer is probably the blackface
comedian, he having the principal and
only comedy role. It is that of an applicant for an office boy job securing
the position in a detective agency, mistaking the boss' wife for a female burglar, securing her jewels, and later
handing them over to a thief who had
The
slipped through the window.
piece starts off nicely, with the negro
character well played, but takes a decided slump toward the finale, when
becoming illogical, and sounds badly
written, as though the author had
gone so far, then told the players to
fix the remainder themselves'. Through
the poor finish the piece will have to
remain on small time.
Sime.

Comedy

Bushwick.

Arthur Barat is direct from the London halls, according to the program.
This young man takes up more space
than is generally allotted to an opening act for the anouncement.
Barat
uses bottles, chairs and glasses to show
his balancing on.
His best tricks are
on two high ladders that meet at the
Barat
top, on which is a platform.
does balancing on the two hind legs
of a chair and at one time balanced on
bottles and then again on glass saucers.
The balancing at this height is what
should prove big time material for
this chap, as there are any number of
equilibrists who do balancing on the
two legs of a chair. Arthur Barat
takes
his
work calmly and goes
through his routine smoothly,
The
young woman who assists is dressed
nicely and helps. Barat will do for an
opener on the big time bills.

Lona Hogyi
Clay Modeler.

One.

11 Mins.;

Hammerstein's.

Lona Hogyi is a foreigner, speaking
English with a slight accent. She uses
her voice to announce the subjects of
her modeling in clay. There are three
of these, the final

one a German waiter,

how

he looks when "tipped"
and his disgust at a non-tip. Of course
the only thing that could attract atten-

as he

is,

a clay modeling turn is the
In this instance, a woman
modeling may be the extenuating circumstance. Miss Hogyi is pleasant appearing, and wears a gown that is high-

tion

in

individual.

ly slit in the

The model-

proper place.

ing itself is ordinary, and apparently
derived from the German idea of seeing
Sime.
things.

Zena Keefe.

Kelly is a stock star. He
has in his time played many parts and
thrilled many a fair maiden's heart
with stage heroics. But ever and again
Mr. Kelly decides he would like to
have a shot at vaudeville and just as
often does he present a "single" which

William

ists

thought about the bill at all wondered
why they were given the "No. 2" position.
The act should have been opening the second part. In bas reliefs the
posers are excellent, in pose and figure.

One.

sketch

from the small time.

American Roof.

a

Leon's Models De Luxe.
9 Mins.; Full Stage (Usual Set).
Hammerstein's.
Before Leon's Models were half
through their first pose at Hammer-

Kelly.

J.

Equilibrist
10 Mins.; Full Stage.

Bushwick.

A

Loew's Empress, San Francisco (Week

Robert Kelly and Co.

Sketch.
15 Mins.; Full Stage.

Scenes.

Royal.

Arthur Barat

(4).

Comedy

Dramatic.

(Special Velvet Drops).

Comedy

by Jury"

"Trial

Clifford.

Songt and Dances.

O'Rourke and Atkinson.
Songs and Talk.
10 Mins.;

Songs.
10 Mins.;

One.

Columbia (Dec. 6).
"Leaving all joking aside," says the
man of the mixed team, as the couple
go in for a song cue. But they hadn't
been joking, and that's seems the matter with the act.

The

talk in the turn

sounds as though taken from a 10cent book on how to become a monoa plump young womenough with numbers,
though not adopting a becoming style
of dress. The man is all wrong, from
logist.

The

girl,

an, does nicely

his evening dress in the afternoon, to
harmonizing, and "harmonizing" is
quite strongly tried for.
Their songs
are good, but the talk will have to be
changed or taken out before they can
get very far outside of the smaller
small time.
The man, big and not
unlike Bob Fitzsimmons in appearance,
needs the most improvement. Sime.

One.

Broadway.

Zena Keefe is doing a "new single."
She retains the boy impersonation
from the other turn but makes it an
important number in her present rouMiss Keefe makes a dandy-looktine.
irg boy. She does an Italian number
in native costume and follows it with
"Tip Top Tipperary Mary" which put
her in bigger favor. Miss Keefe was
dressed becomingly in Ireland's noted
For the closing she sang and
colors.
danced to "Rag Picker," attired in a
Miss Keefe is
pretty evening frock.
growing and improving at the same
time.
She's an attractive miss and
handles

herself

pression on her

well,

a

splendid

im-

Broadway showing.

Ada Latham.
Comedy Dramatic Sketch.
Charles and

19 Mins.; Full Stage (Parlor).

Thompson and Thompson.

Fifth Ave.

Miss Latham is again a waif in this
though a grown up one. Her tough

Dancing.
5 Mins.; Full Stage.

act

Grand O. H. (Dec. 6).
A man and a very young girl fail in
an attempt to show modern dancing.

but

It

is

theatre

said

the

pair

reside

near

where they showed the

act.

the

comedy

efforts

pathos

quite

provide

shows

considerably.

up

The

worn one but the comedy
for

a

few

trips

many

laughs

action
the
story is a
should carry

over the small time.
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Celtic Trio.

Maris La Varrs.

The

Song*,
12 Mini.; One.
American Roof.

Songs.

Shadowgraphs.

10 Mins.; One.

14 Mins.; Full Stage.

A

composed

trio

of

two women and

a man, who dress very well and make
a pleasing appearance, offer a number
of old Irish ballads. They have worked
out a singing routine that consists of
solos, duets and trios. All of the members have nice voices and they manage
to get over fairly well on early in a
small time program.

Marie La Varre starts

good

cided

dressed,

La

A

looks.

Varre

retain

to

Shadowgraphing and sharpshooting
are two vaudeville pastimes long since

did not round up the big applause re-

girl,

well

little

for

Miss

the

favorable

the

The

spot

early

first

was "Tango

a rag song; next, "Hm, Hm,
That's Right," a novelty number she
did very well (though it has been done
before in vaudeville by a pianologiste);
her third was "Come Back to Me," deGirl,"

Musical Cottas.
15 Mins.; Three (Special Drop).

Broadway.

The Cottas, man and woman, did not
accomplish as much with their talk as
they did with their music. Flashy finish with the illuminated wheels from
which the pair extract sweet music.
Surefire musical "flash" for the pop circuits.

Five Bell Ringers.
Musical and VocaL
14 Mine,; Full Stage (Special Velvet
Hangings.)
Fifth Ave.
Five men presenting a very neat appearance handle the bells in good shape
though singing of the "close harmony"
kind stands out a bit stronger than
the

part

gives

men
who

of

them
a

their

billing.

performance

The

boy soprano

will always be a favorite
pop houses. Turn was a riot

in

the

at

the

Fifth Ave.

Bonita and George P. Murphy.
Talk and Songs.
10 Mins.; Full Stage (Interior) (3) One.
(7)

Bonita and George P. Murphy while
doing an amusing act have failed to
secure strong enough material to fit
their own talents. Bonita sings a song
at the start and does it well.
Murphy
is funny as always but it seems that
the couple should have secured a well
connected comedy scene instead of letting the laughs go scattered as they
do.
They make a very nice working
couple and everything they do they do
well. The two finish in a duet that gets
over nicely. Bonita as usual looked
very striking.
Rice.

Fifth Ave.

They

that her looks

(girl

and man) make

he pulling a

their en-

sled,

the

Halkings to

A

comment.

revived

sufficiently
call

for

special

is

utilized

plush curtain

for the exhibition, with a screen cen-

tered in the drop. The ottering is divided into four sections, cards being
used to announce their introduction.

The

first

is

a hunting scene with the

accompanying atmosphere, the animated figures, etc., after which a view of
the sea is shown. Then comes a Bowery view with a glimpse of modern
warfare winding up the routine. The
Halkings contrive to introduce some
light

and color

effects into their spe-

giving the scenes a touch of
naturalness that helps increase the interest.
The finale shows a skirmish becialty,

tween a dreadnought and a land fortification, climaxed with the arrival of
an aeroplane, accompanying shots, etc.,
and finally the American flag. The
turn is the best of its kind seen around

Operatic

10 Mins.; Full Stage.

16 Mins.;

Great Northern Hip., Chicago.
Chicago, Dec. 9.
This act is neatly put up, both the
man and the woman wearing white
garments with a touch of red color on
their hats. Their apparatus is new and

Three men who seem to have all the
essentials of a good singing turn, but
have badly mixed up a routine at present both weak and lengthy. The tenor

some time, carrying a touch of progressiveness and a novel style of construction that looks worthy of big-time

in

Wynn.

Monti Trio.

quick and

and their work is
They perfom some

deft.

really startling feats and get applause
right through their turn on account of
It is
the astonishing tricks they do.

an act of unusual merit and would
in nicely on any big time bill.

fit

Monolog.
15 Mins.;

One.

Poli's, Springfield,

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 9.

his debut in vaudeville with con-

metrical

heroic

posing and a novel

recitation

of

the

and
For the

trials

tribulations of a picture hero.

he verbalizes a picture of himself
as the center of a lachrymose portrayal of the downward path of a counNovel in construction the
try maid.
delineation in rhyme stands out as the
worthy part of the time consumed,
otherwise the name itself should draw.

dress-suit quartet, only
one probably has a bigger hatting
average for hitting bad notes. The big
tenor might do better as a single.

selection,

Wynn.

Full (9).

good comedy acrobatic team for
either end of any small time and some
of the big time bills. The team has
been "canned" by an Adam Sowerguy
and arrive at the railroad station just
While waitin time to miss the train.
ing for the next train they reconstruct
the act. The straight does some very
good tumbling while the comedian
shows good falls that get laughs. The
act

is

worth while.

of the preceding bills

Margois'

mannikins

While the

show.

opened

mechanical

the
figure

show has worn off much of its novelty
a comedy finish put the Margois in big
favor. Silver and Gray did better with
their singing than anything else. The
act is dressed cleanly and that is also
an asset
"The Pool Room" had them both
laughing and guessing. Fred C. Hagan
is playing the dope and while he inclined to give the role a stagey,
preachy characterization he makes each
As there are a million and
line tell.
one pool places around the 125th street
neighborhood the act had far more
reaching effect and the company got
applause at the closing. It sure is a
great little sermon for the boys with
a desire to hang around doing nothing.
A Keystone comedy fell below the
Purcell and Bergere
usual brand.
This pair
scored with their voices.
sing well together and in the pop
houses when they strike up the popular numbers score nicely.
Hugh Cameron has revived the
former Harry Tighe act and has injected a lot of breezy comedy into his
lines as the college janitor.
It did
well.
It's a one-man act to be sure,
but is comedy which the pop devotees
can easily and readily comprehend.
Inness and Ryan cleaned up in a
good spot Maude Ryan kids iu her
same merry vein and gets away with
it.
Her wardrobe made the Harlem
women open their eyes and she has
several nifty outfits' that look like a
million in the three-a-dayers.
Inness
also looks better and his voice was
heard to better advantage in this
house than in a bigger theatre.
Three Kawana Brothers disclosed
a variety of Japanese show tricks.
There were juggling, foot balancing of
the painted barrel and a fast acrobatic
finish.
Splendid act of its kind.

may

in this act.

nate

which
of

Fifteen minutes is too long, and for
the closing spot on the Roof this week
with a two-reel picture to follow, this
act played right up to eleven o'clock.

Swaine has a number of ordinary looking cats that have been taught a couple
of tricks each.
They go through the
jumping or running over obstacles

The

rats are

made

go through the same routine as the
cats.
As an act that is different
Swaine's Cats and Rats should prove

15 Mins.; Full Stage.

sists

15 Mins.; Full Stage.

to

Mind Reading.
Rajah

Swaine's Cats and Rats.

without wavering.

Ali Rajah.

woman

be the

man

or the

interesting.

Nothing to desig-

which.

The

conthe

cles,

Marie Scott King.
Talk and Songs.
11 Mins.; One.
Billed as the "Hoosier Girl" Marie

so as to get the best effect they will

Rajah worked around New York early
the fall and held attention. What
the acts needs most is real showman-

Hopkins' neighborhoods
combines a monolog with several songs
with a countryside atmosphere.
The
audience liked her immensely.
She

do nicely on any small time

ship.

has some old jokes in her routine.

One.

Two

6).

well in the opening
but the solos maimed the
good impression and gummed up all
The
possibilities of a safe passage.
turn will have to undergo reconstruction to make proper connections.

They harmonize

Ali

13 Mins.;

Criterion Four.

Vocal.

has a splendid range with another of
the three carrying a likeable falsetto.

some

turns that

have.

A

Mass.

Widely heralded as the hero of the
Crane Wilbur
of Pauline,"
"Perils
siderable

One.

LcRoy and Lane,
Comedy Acrobats.
10 Mins.; One (1);

Crane Wilbur.

Rathskeller Duo.

The usual

by

is

Van and Belle,
Boomerang Throwers.

Connors snd Witt.

small timer.

this

but the former

art,

attention.

finish

she seated
upon it. He talks and his talk is not
very funny. She dances and is lively.
With the aid of a frosted window pane
on the drop representing the exterior
of the girl's house, they present a
novel chorus song. The act is a good

10 Min.; One.
Grand O. H. (Dec.

dead branches of the

are important, perhaps the most so,
and these should stand her in better
stead in other branches than vaudeville, with the ability to get over a
Sime.
song to back them up.

made

Songs, Talk, Dancing.
13 Mins.; One (Special Drop).

trance,

material, Miss

show
La Varre must consider

tastefully arranged,

Fifth Ave.

Hope and

voice than the first two songs would
indicate, also that she could stand instruction on placing her voice, although
her phrasing was extremely good. In

classified as

that

voices get the

especially the

lot,

her soprano voice,
signed to set
and Miss La Varre concluded with
"Tipperary Mary," finishing for her
very nicely. "Come Back to Me" disclosed that the girl has more of a
off

figuring herself as

half of the

with a big

immediately
audience
forms upon seeing her. She did four
numbers at the Columbia Sunday, in an
opinion

first

She has de-

blonde

requires but

it

Business held up the

week despite inclement weather. The
first half show gave satisfaction but

off

advantage to a "single."

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.

Halkings.

boys, evidently from a cabaret.
I»oth have nice voices and make a
fairly good appearance, but are handicapped at present with a song routine
that they are doing.

Newly arranged
bill.

the

is

act

man going through

audience and pointing to various artior holding them while the woman,
who is blind-folded, describes them.
Ali
It is interesting to small time.
in

Scott
in

King

the

in

the attire

best

known

Sis
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WATCH YOUR
Irving

and

lyrics

step/'

Berlin,

music

groomed

terrific hit

dam

who
in

ptrformance

was "Berlin"

the

all

"Watch

Your

the production for the

scored by

theatre

STEP.
wrote

it

Tuesday
in
all

at the

Amster-

night,

its

New York

hrst

City.

It

over the house after

hnale,
act
second
smashing
the
although the regulars in front had
conceded New York's biggest musical
success this season to the show after

the hrst act.

But Charles B. Dillingham on the
other end of the production can't be
Mr. Berlin furnished the
overlooked.
biggest part of the piece; Mr. Dillingham produced it, and those who saw
the opening showing at Syracuse immediately detected Mr. Dillingham's
expert handiwork in the transformation of the playing and the running,
from the Syracuse premiere. Up the
state an "Automat" scene, of quite
some pretension, with an excellent un-

comedy idea that had been
up to bring W. C. Fields upon

derlying
built

the stage in his billiard table juggling
was wholly eliminated, in-

specialty,

cluding Mr. Fields,

who was

the un-

But
hit of that performance.
scene slowed up the hrst act.
Other touches as deft in their general
effect went to prove that as a managing producer, Mr. Dillingham is there
It may also explain why in
a mile.
the worst season in years he had the
biggest hit in town ("Chin Chin" at
the Globe) before "Watch Your Step"
came in at the worst time of the worst
season to steal some of the laurels of
the other Dillingham attractions away
doubted
the

from it.
But credit any one, Harry Kelly, the
principal comedian,

who

is

doing the

work of his career in this show
and was the individual all-around hit
of the Amsterdam evening, or Vernon
best

Castle,

who

is

disclosing

that

for

a

professional dancer he is one dandy
performer, or Elizabeth Murray, who

can sing rags as no one else can, or
Frank Tinney, who hit the bull's eye
three times after waiting until 10:10
for his first appearance, or everybody,
and Irving Berlin, in his first "production work" stands out like the Times
building does in the square.
That youthful marvel of syncopated
melody is proving things in "Watch
Your Step," firstly that he is not alone
a rag composer, and that he is one of
the greatest lyric writers America has
ever produced. The same second act
finale on "Old Operas in a New Way"
held the rapt attention of the house
through the words to the airs of the
masters. Lines here and there brought
laughs, and the story in song between
the ghost of Verdi (Harry Ellis),
who asked the people on the stage not
to rag his classical songs, and the stage
crowd replying in verse, with the musical
rewrites
accompanying,
nearly
brought the packed house to its feet.
Mr. Berlin came on the stage in response to the clamor, making a neat
little speech, in which he said good
songs were not good unless sung by

good

artists.

The song

Dancing Teacher Now" (Mr. Castle),
Parade" (Miss Murray),
'They Follow Me Around" (Charles

"Minstrel

King), "When I Discovered You"
(Brice and King), "The Syncopated

of the night

was "A

One-Horse Town."

Others nearly as
big (in the order sung) were: "I'm

A

on paper and did even better

well

the

the running.

(hrst act finale), "I Love to Have
Boys Around Me" (Miss Brice),
"Play A Simple Melody" (Sallie Fisher and Mr. King).
The song hits were plentiful enough
practically guarantee that "Watch
Your Step" will have a larger score
book sale than any musical attraction
After the auin New York in years.
to

dience thought the musical department
had been exhausted, Berlin came back
in the third (and last) act with a solar
plexus in "Simple Melody."
There is great team work in this
show. Castle did as much as any one
Mrs. Caselse for the universal good.
tle dressed elegantly and was always
welcome until she comenced tinging.
The Castles did all of their dances
during the action. Besides rags Berlin wrote a Polka that was very pretty,
and he intermingled ballads with trots,
which, including the grand opera medley, gives "Watch Your Step" all the

kind of music there

All of his material (all new as well)
was written by Tommy Gray (Harry
B. Smith wrote the "book" of the
piece). Tinney saw Flo Ziegfeld in

and over the footlights said,
"Hello, Ziegy, I'm not doing the same
stuff here I did for you, am I?" Tinney, looking toward an upper box, refront,

marked, "Don't worry, Edna, I'll make
good." And he did, so well, Mr. Tinney doesn't need the cornet he is now
playing as a substitute for the bagWilliam (Billy) Halligan, Mr.
pipes.
Kelly and Mr. Castle all did straight

Tinney

at

the

different

periods.

Mr. Halligan, though a recognized
comedian, is doing straight throughout. Dama Sykes is there with a very
small bit, having lost most of her role
when the "Automat" scene went out.
Kelly did not overdo at any time,
and the audience .grew very friendly
disposed. He scored heavily in "one"
(with Halligan "straight"), using some
of his dog stuff from the vaudeville
turn.
The dog put in some comedy
on it own account, not rehearsed,

when

it

sers legs.

started

Once

in

biting
in

Kelly's

trou-

a while the dog

missed the trousers, but got the

leg.

Charles King and Elizabeth Brice
were given the choice "soft songs" and
put them over strongly with their able
delivery.
They are a fine couple to
handle a Berlin song, for you know
what they are singing about. Sallie
Fisher replaced Renee Graatz in the
ingenue role. Miss Fisher sang well
enough, but she could be termed an
improvement on the creator of the
part.
Harry Ellis with his splendid
voice shone brilliantly upon the opera
house stage set, and also as Verdi.
Justine Johnson looked very pretty
in the first act. R. H. Burnside staged
the show.
While no unusual movements came out from chorus work, excepting a dancing octet near the finish,*
the music needed very little beyond

De Witt Coolman,

musical director with the show, in order that the
lyrics would surely get over, held his
the

The Palace

carries a great vaudeville

show this week, great because of its
comedy strength, its construction and
the presence of a string of prominent

have long since quali-

specialties that

The headline honors went

to Blanche

individual

for

fied

headlining honors.

Ring, and she accordingly was award-

The Monday night program introduced

ed the second after intermission spot.

a

alteration

slight

form,

running

in

"When

bringing Annette Kellermann up from

is good for a number
on the dialog and Miss Ring's

closing spot to the intermission period,

The German, as played by Charles L. Winninger, was a source of much amuse-

C. Kelly. Not a walkout was registered
and Mr. Kelly gave the packed house
their admission's worth himself. Every

ment to the Teutonic Bushwickians.
The side remark of the star's that she

one of his yarns found a great reception and his dialect tales brought

was going to the "Cheese Maurice"

enough

may account

classification

The

condensed

version

of

Claudia Smiles"
of laughs

personality

did

rest

the

for the nifty stepping.

Bert Fitzgibbon, following, had the
audience at his mercy.

ready comedy employed by Fitzgibbon
is

exactly the kind that goes over with

Brooklyn audiences.
"Tipperary"

The parody on

was probably good

for

the biggest laugh of the act, filled to

overflowing with roars.
Of those in the first half the honors
went to Rosie Lloyd (New Acts),
Joe
next to closing the first part
Cook was on just before Miss Lloyd,

and made them laugh. The Bushwick
patrons do not see this sort of comedy
as easily as* most audiences and Cook
had to work pretty hard to get the
laughs coming freely. Cook must be
good to the boy he employs as his assistant for

if

there ever

was a fellow

who worked it is this chap.
The second position had Sherman
and Uttry who sang well enough, but
the dancing at the finish did not help
any. The man has a good heavy voice
and harmonizes nicely. The girl looks

and handles the solos as well
would want. Mr. Uttry is wear-

attractive

as one

white front with his dresssuit and while dancing it began to creep
out.
Arthur made no attempt to tuck
ing a

it

delegating the closing task to Walter

stiff

back.

The show opened with Arthur Barat
(New Acts) and "Mysterious Mr. Russell" (New Acts) closed the first half.
Bissett and Scott opened after intermission and their dancing was well
liked.
The boys kept the encore solo
work up too long Monday night when
the audience felt as if they had had
enough. For hard shoe dancers these
two boys are there with the best
The show closed with Lady Alice's
Pets which proved a novelty that held
the house in. The male assistant does
much announcing. He should cut out
the heavy penciling of his eyes. The
rats in the act have been well trained,
and as a novely closing turn fits in
nicely.

The Weekly Pictorial is now openshow and Monday night the
entire house was seated when the first
act made its appearance.
ing the

music unsteady at times at the Tirst
performance, but he accomplished in
this way what every one had thought
would be the impossible, a large
chorus making words intelligible.
You will be able to see "Watch
Your Step' at the Amsterdam any time
Sim*.
between now and June.

response
of

to

the

Kelly

give

Palace's

the

biggest

single hit since its opening.

The rough and

is.

Mr. Tinney started right in on his
first appearance to kid the front row.

for

PALACE.
_

Walk

itself.

hit

BUSHWICK.
The weather was as bad in BrookThe
lyn Monday as anywhere else.
Bushwick suffered. The show looked

Bessie Clayton, in her third week,

is

short of her original hit and looks

little

good for another month's run. This
week she added with a carded announcement, a "Fox Trot" that makes
the other similar efforts of the multitude of dancers that "worked" vaudeMel
ville look like something easy.
Craig's harmonists add considerable to
the general picture.
The Farber Girls found quite a task
before them with their dialog, although
the

numbers, which show something

sensible in the

way

of selection, carried
Their general

the girls through nicely.

stage appearance is much in their favor,
but the comedienne should endeavor to
eliminate the suggestion of self-consciousness that seems to predominate
to the general detriment of the specialty.

Hussey and Boyle were a big

hit

from

the start, Hussey's characterization carrying the comedy section to the highBoyle makes a splendid
est realm.
straight," looks fine and sings fully up
4

to expectation.

The boys have some-

thing that should keep them continually
busy on "big time" and that particular
"time" needs as many good two-men
turns as it can get.
Cheebert's Manchurians opened with
their rather novel acrobatic turn, a
good starter for any theatre, its uniqueness making it exceptionally desirable
The queque bit gives
for the Palace.
it a good exit and should be featured
at present.
The whirlwind
might be better dropped to allow
for the queque work in a spot, without
music. It's somewhat away from anything in vaudeville and its sensational

more than
finale

features create favorable

comment any-

where.

Flannagan and Edwards were a decided hit with their skit, although the
surroundings created a contrast that
didn't collect the appreciation due them
work.
Schooler and Dickinson overworked

for their

to

some degree, the boy's

sole efforts

running a bit long, even to a tiresome
period, although his ability remains unquestioned. The operatic medley is as
good as the best heard around here in
some time, but his previous solo ran to
an unusual length.

Hymack held interest with is quick
changes and of course Miss Kellermann
(New Acts) held her own with anything present.
Wynn.

VARIETY
He

night to lecture.
at 11:05 Lillian

told the audience

Shaw could

not appear

that evening, having been stricken with

ap

matinee perform-

illness after the

Loney explained

If

ance.

all

Lou Anger

left

show

the

because the "No. 3" spot brought him

Miss Shaw was

nothing at the matinee.

following Josephine Davis, and while
this

may

not have been her reason,

it

might have helped some.
The bill ran through the night show

two turns short

consequence, but

in

with starting late with a long and user
less

Business
night

It wasn't

good

customary length.

its

a bad

bill,

with a corking

Water Lillies,
when at the New

York

Different
theatre last summer.
and better looking ones are in the
turn now, with an exception or so, but
this is the original case of where you
girls

If the girls

don't see their faces.

go over the

circuits

at the

Tuesday

house within

It isn't the

fault

and the blame goes to the

weather.
headliner

is

Ethel Barrymore,

and the Colonial

is

doing a good mat-

The

Barrymore

inee business, .Miss

ing large audiences of

attract-

women.

The

around with
Willa Holt Wakefield moved up from

bill

was

slightly switched

opening the intermission to next to
closing the

Nan

with

exchanging places

first part,

The show ran

Halperin.

for

a solid three hours' opening with a picture at 8.10.

Following the weekly, which started
proceedings, Bert Crossman and

the

Earl's Six

finish,

dressed as they were

was the worst

of the show,

Keystone comedy to open, the

show ran

Colonial

the

at

the last five weeks.

the walk-

outs at Hammerstein's he would be a

busy boy.

AMERICAN ROOF.

COLONIAL

HAMMERSTElrfS.
Loney Haikell got a chance Monday

could

in their present

bathing costumes, they would surely do
business for any house. Since it is a
diving act, there is no real objection to
it The union bathing suit is cut as low
at the chest and as high at the hips as
the law will allow. Other than that the
girls have only shoes on.
It's about a
yard of cloth that removes them from
the Turkish Bath dressing class. They
held the house in, men and women, and
it was a big Monday night crowd, especially with the weather against busi-

Helen Stewart (New Acts) did

their

modern
show nicely. Anthony and Mack have a good comedy
conversational turn with Anthony as
semi-acrobatic version of the
dances, starting the

an Italian and

The

Mack doing

straight

and gets a lot of laughs'
and the act will do nicely on big time,
although it is a little short and could
talk is fast

stand slight padding.

The

Okabe Japs followed and

eight

worked like Trojans for 11 minutes,
putting over one of the solid hits of
the bill. They are offering a combination acrobatic, balancing and risley
routine far and away the best shown
in

New York

for

some

time.

Gladys Clark and Harry Bergman
in Jesse Lasky's "Society Buds" were
the finishers of the early section. The
is a clever miniature musical comedy and the two comedians of the cast,
act

ness.

Next to closing were Cross and Josephine, in their third week, putting in
the old travesty just to make it different
for their final period there. Wellington
Cross is singing Remick's new one,
"The 5:15," a good comic with the

"Casey Jones" melody. Another turn
to get over in the second half was
Madden and Fitzpatrick in "The Wanderer." These boys play so easily and
nicely they just ingratiate themselves
into the good favor of the audience, and

can do as they please.
Sophye Barnard opened after intermission, but Sophye, like some others on
the bill, took an awful chance when she
fooled around with the applause. There
wasn't enough left to make her sing
"Swanee River," but she did, contralto,
too, showing how easy the "double

after that they

voice" thing really is.
Of course the
better the singer, the easier, and Miss

Barnard

is

both

a

good singer and

looker.

Clifford Robertson and Vincent Erne,
walked away Tuesday evening with the
honors of the performance. In producing the act Lasky has worked out
a fashion review that is very charming
and brings applause. There are eight
stunning beauties in the chorus who
help along in great shape.
Opening the second section Miss
Halperin was a riot with three songs
and two burlesque character impersonations.
The first few seconds of
talk at the opening keeps one guessing
as to what the little lady is about to

Her

offer.

a

little

first

different

sonality"

song, "Personality," is
from the other "Per-

numbers

and

particularly

Miss Halperin. Her "Ragtime Wedding" number which she follows with is a work of art The "aoubret" and "prima donna" each received
their share of laughs and her closing,
something about an Indian Cabaret,
suited to

Dooley and Sales juggled with the
and nearly lost their audience. They were "No. 4." J. Francis

was also well

certainly playing the limit to get the
"hands" and even the comedy attempt
to stand off the stuff doesn't commence

Miss Barrymore in the one-act play,
"Drifted Apart" by Sir Charles Young,
followed and at the conclusion there
were many tear-dimmed eyes in the

applause,
is

The

turn got the most on
Dooley's finishing song.
Dooley will
only hurt himself by jockeying too
to hide

much,

it.

and

Miss

Sayles'

continuous

isn't

this artiste "puts

audience.

The

In this case it
the way that
over" that counts.

liked.

the number,

it
it

star's

of Charles Dalton,

is

company

consists

who

plays the husband, and quite well, too, for the most

laughter isn't of any special aid.

part.

(New

Josephine Davis and Billy Geller
Acts) got it over "No. 3." Leon's Models were "No. 2" and Lona
Hogyi opened the show. Both under

Edward Warren and Toots' Francis
(New Acts) held the audience in at the

New

end of the program. Dooley and
Sales also appeared as substitutes for
the Jack Wilson act.

Acts.

Sime.

tail
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ROYAL

There was a show given on the
American Roof the first half of the
week that came mighty near being big
time in its calibre. Nine acts, a Keystone comedy in lieu of intermission,
and the third episode of a serial. Five
of the nine acts were of big time speed
and the audience which crowded the
roof in spite of the horrible weather
thoroughly enjoyed every minute of
the performance.
The management of the American
has evolved some scheme or other that
attracts the women strongly, for of the
audience present Monday night there
were several hundred women unaccompanied by male escorts. They were a
great audience for comedy material
and the bill gave them plentiful opportunities to laugh.
Franklyn Ardell in "The Suffragette" was easily the hit of the bill.
Ardell held the stage for 19 minutes,
clowning through for the entire time
and kept the audience in constant

screams of laughter.
There is one
thing about Ardell and that is each
time that you see him you are certain
to see a different act from the one that
you witnessed previously. There is always a new gag or a new bit of business and although the manner in which
it is presented would seem to indicate
that it is extemporaneous humor the effectiveness with which it gets over

might say

it

has been carefully studied

out
Lonzo Cox with his silhouette novelty opened the bill.
His offering is a
very clever one and it can open any
small time bill. The Celtic Trio (New
Acts) with a repertoire of Irish ballads
followed and passed in fair shape. The
show really got its start with the third
act. Schreck and Percival with a comedy acrobatic specialty. This team displayed big time speed and put over
a laughing hit of large proportions.
The girl is as cute a little person as
has been seen for some time in an act
of this nature.

William

Kelly

J.

(New

Acts), the

stock star favorite, told stories, recited a dramatic poem and generally
pleased down next to closing the first
part.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Emmet in
"A Quiet Evening at Home," closed the
intermission and went over very nicely.
After a comedy film Sadie Sherman
opened with songs and impersonations,
getting over fairly well
Down next
to closing following Franklyn Ardell,

Keene and Sharpe put over a
hit

Sharpe

Keene

is

is

who

will

undoubtedly find his way into one of
the revues before long. He has much
personality and an inimitable manner
of putting his

comedy over

the foot-

lights.

The Four

Victors with their wellworked-out routine of acrobatics closed
the vaudeville portion.

The one disappointment of the bill
was the serial episode, "The Mystery
of the Old Cheese Maker," was the
of the installment, which, while
photographically perfect, was produced
from a scenario that was very laugh-

Bronx

the
of

public

or a

Monday

night

goodly share

turned out to see Evelyn Nesbit

it

(New

and Jack Clifford

Acts),

for

while other features were on the

bill,

nothing was there in the

way

of a

drawing card except the headliner. The
Royal that has not boasted of big
houses lately was packed Monday evening.

The show had a hard time getting
started and the audience was in quite
a solemn

Of

mood

for the first three acts.

Lane

and O'Donnell in
opening position, obtained laughs, but
it's a pretty tough job for any clown
to come through when the audience is
cold (and Monday they were damp besides this) and start them with dumb
antics.
The big fellow in his funny
antics will always get over.
Outside
of this he is a great ground worker.
Robins is an imitator of musical
instruments, getting comedy by taking
the instruments which he docs not play
out of a funny suit of clothes.
Here
again while having a pleasing and funny
way the act was not strong enough
to move the audience up to an encourse,

thusiastic pitch.

Genaro and Bailey who came next
could not get their talk over with any
definite result
After the talk there is
the dancing that this team has been
identified with for so long a time. This
netted them quite a lot, but the cakewalk at the finish always will land for
them. The audience evidently would
like to see the old

walk brought back

again.
It fell to

down

the

the Courtney Sisters to pull

first hit

of the evening.

The

with the big voice a«nd her
funny facial efforts brought the house
down to the stage level and then the
show began. The girls had to come
back, and then some more.
Allan Dinehart, assisted by Marie
Louise Dyer, in "The Meanest Man
in Town," closed the first half.
Dinehart has a pleasing way and gets a
lot of laughs for his efforts.
Miss
Dyer while with a very good speaking
voice should remember a house like
the Royal is a big one and be certain
she could be heard in all parts of it.
During the action Miss Dyer's back is
turned to the audience nearly all the
time, and it was very hard to follow
the story on account of her modulated
big girl

voice.

solid

a clever pianist and

the type of comedian

Despite the heavy rain

In quite a novel front drop

mond and Florence Bain
comedy and song

Ray Ray-

score,

both

Raymond has a very nice voice and he
knows how. to use it.
Ball and West followed Miss Nesbit,
and in this hard position managed to
with

efforts.

hold it up. The work of the character
man is at all times of the best.
W. Horelik's Ensemble is a Russian

dancing act though Russia is not mentioned in the billing.
Seven men do
great work and three girls look well.
The act is there and can close any bill

title

able.

The moment

that the announce-

as

it

A

did this one.

scarlet fever epidemic has closed

ment was flashed the serial was to be
shown two-thirds of those in front
walked out.
Those who remained

everything at

laughed at the serious points.

ported.

New London,

Wis., but

Opera House and poor business is
likely to close it.
Over 40 cases rethe

,

VARIITY
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NEXT WEEK.

BILLS

Continued from Page

EMPRESS

Creasy A Dayne
Erole Potts Co
Alexander Co
Charles Weber

lamed

Rae Eleanor Ball
"The Besutles"
Carloe Bros

Boland * HolU

Loughllo's Dogs

Abeam Co

Roy A Arthur
Vslentlne Vox
j K Emmett Co
Ogden Quartet

Dominion (ubo)
Rand's Dogs
Paula Frebonl (local)

Three Donala

NEW ORAND

Chaa

Ottawa, Cam.

Keno A Mayne
(w*a)

The Blmhoa
Ruth Rod»n
Moore Brownie A C
Sextet

Bonnie

Montreal

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Treats Seala
Moore A Yatea
julla Naah Co
Helen Trlx

W

C

Chaa A Fannj Van
Capt Sorcho
Ml. Vtraoa, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

Adeline Dentti Co
De Voe Trto
Manning A Sloane
Ida May* _ _Ruaaell A Datls
to

A Conway

Darrel

MaBelle A Ballet
Morris Oolden
Kremka Bros
Para, lad.
WALLACE (wTa)
(Open Tbura Mat)

Day Is Co
A Shelton
(Two to fill)
Philadelphia

Flelda

(One

"Eloping"

(ubo)

3 O'Nell Sisters

Donegan Rudel A D

Talt

"Eaau"

(ubo)

Luplta Perea

Maboney A Tremont

Neal Abel

Marjorle Dayton Co
Joe Cook
Balo Broa

Wesley*

lerwavk, M. J.

LYRIC (pr) M
Cuahman A Sunderland
jack Atklna

Fern A Zell
Tbereae Miller

Cody
Baker De Vole 3
Corae Payton Co
Laurent Trio
2d balf

_

4

Riley A O'Neill Twlna
Marie Donla
Burna A Manny
Naah A Evans
Thatcher A Dean
Corae Pajton Co

Club Room 4
Lewla Animate

"Butterfly

Xwwwarajkf M.

COHEN'S O H

BA

IT.

(loew)

fenny

Waterbury
Gardner Vincent Co
Trio
8 Keloe

(ubo)
Paul La Croix
Williams A Segal
Melodious Chaps
Trelnor A Helen
Great Leon
Devlne A Williams
SylTla Loyal
BROADWAY (ubo)

Mabel Fonda Co
Mlnola Hurst Co
Oeo Nagel Co
Clark A McCullongh
Walters A Walters
Merry Makers

KNICKERBOCKER
(loew)

Carbrey Broa

DaTies Co
Armstrong A Ford

Tom Da* lea Co

Jeanette Adair
Barnold'a Doga

John

fill)

ORPHEUM
Emma Ray

Corradlnl'a Animals

Bankoff A

Slddons

Olrlle

A Hart

Lai Mon Kim
Kingston A Ebner
Bocfcelle. N. Y.

LOEW

Connors A Witt
Krazy Klda
(One to All)
2d half
Harry Rose

(Two

to

fill)

Norfolk, Vn.
(ubo)
Rich-

VICTORIA
with

(Splits

ALHAMBRA

King A Red
Fletcher L A McCabe
Joe A Mloa Adelman
Sandy Shaw
Lady Minstrels

1st half

Ward A Partner
W
Howard A Syman
Inglls

(Open Sun Mat)
Genevieve Warner

Chas Howard Co
El Rey Sisters
Lewis A Russell
Williams A Wolfus
Fremont Benton Co
Ethel Green
PiatoT A Olaser
Cartmell A Harris

PANTAOES

(m)
(Open Sun Mat)

Claire Rawaon Co
Creole Orchestra

Arthur Whltlaw
McConnel) A Nlemeyei
Great Harrahs

Utah

ORPHEUM

Inglls

Arthur Prince
Mosher Hayee A
(Three to All)

HARRM

(ubo)

(Icew)

Blanche Leslie
Pstrtcola A Myers
Poliln Bros
Earl A Curtis

rah am

"School Days"

A Grovlnl

(ubo)

Stepp Goodrich A
"Mary Ellen"
Howard Chase Co

K

FftaiaAal*. H. J.

PROCTORS

Brownstone. Rysn A G
Charlie Diamond 3
"Twice a Week"
Al Carelton
Cabaret Dogs
2d half
Versatile Trio
Wahl A Abbott
Roed Nelson Co
Dawson A Olllette
Sherman DeForest Co
Fertlaad, Ore.

ORPHEUM
Pierre Pelletler Co

Nine tfT hfte Hussars
Cantwell A Walker
Cblnko
Minnie Kaufman
John Oelger
La France A Bruce

(IS- 10)
bill

(ubo)
Norfolk)

Jed A Ethel Doolev
Conroy's Models (f.w)

ROANOKE

(ubo)

(SplIU with
burg)

Lynch-

Charles-

with

Plerlot
Spiegel

Am Trumpeters (do
not go to Lynchburg
2d hslf)
Williams A Culver

Red Raven 3
Arthur Geary
Bush A Engel
"

Ward Baker

Hennlngs
JAW
Gsrdiner
3
Loretta Twins

Ellda Morris
Sebastian A Bentley
(Others to nil)
EMPRESS (loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Davis ft MattbewB
Hoyt A Wsrdell
Mcintosh A Maids
Bernard & Harrington
Fred Hlllebrand
Nichols NelBon Tr

BIJOU (ubo)
Dick DeLorls
4 Juvenile Kings
Wra Armstrong Co
Great Lester
2d half

King & King
Otto

Soils Bros
May ft Kllduff
"Salvation Sue"
Salt Lake

4

ORPHEUM

A Mann

Moore A Elliott
Bell Boy Trio
Gaach Bisters
PHLNCEaS (wva)

Heuman

A

Geo

A Rosalia

UKANJJ (Ubo)

Meyaaos Trio
iureJiy

"Bong Revue"
a iUng

A Webb

Co
Scraatoa, Pa*
POLl'S (ubo)
Brooks A Bowen
Ishakawa Japs
Jack Allman Co
Morton A Auatin
fill)

Seattle

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Leo Zarrell Trio
Alexander Broa

Avon Comedy 4
Family
McKay A Ardlne
Kolb A Harland
Mai A Francis
Bell

EMPRESS

ttiewari a uonaghue
Louie Williams Co
"Girl From Milwau-

(loew)

Warner A Corbett
Nip A Tuck
"Bower Of Melody"
Princeton A Yale
Melnotte Twins
Aerial La Valla

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Chas Orspewin Co
Harry Tsuda
Weston ft Clare
Hana Kronold
Moore A Haager

(Two to fill)
South Chicago

OAYETY

"Trip

to

(wva)

ParU"

(2nd half)

Hodges A Tynes

Spokane

PANTAOES

(m)

(Open Sun Mat)
Bcndlx Players
Ward ft Curren

Jlu Jltsu Troupe

Jos Jefferson Co
Eugene Trio
Miller A Vincent

Danny 8lmronns
Ted A Uno D red ley
Jules Marceau Co

Wright A Lane

WU"— Savoy.

"ODDS AND ENDS"—Ambassadors.
"OUR BOYS" Vaudeville.
"OUTCAST" Wyndham's.
"PEG O* MY HEART"—Comedy.
"POTASH A PERLMUTTER"—-Queen's.
"THE EARL AND GIRL"— Aid wych.
"THE LITTLE MINISTER"— Duke of York's.
"THB DOUBLB MYSTERY"—Garrlck.
"THE FLAG LIEUTENANT"— Haymarket
"THB GLAD EYE"— Strand.

——

KNIbjaTS

WERE BOLD"—New.

R

sad news.

Imperial Opera Co
Sberbourne A Montgom
•ry
Sheer A Herman

Lonesome

Three Baltus
Transneld Sister*
Vleterla. M. C.

bw c.
(ubo)

LoEW
Dancing Kennedys
Jordan A Stanley
"Between Trains"

Evans, of "The Trail of the
Pine," died a few days ago
Bristol, Tenn.

Griffith

(m)

Haley A Haley
Four DeKocka

KEITH'S

Dec

home in Rochester. The son
was called home from Chicago by the

(Others to All)

(m)

Gamble, father of Albert A.

Gamble, lightning calculator, died

in

James Driscoll, professionally known
as Carter Hotchkiss, died suddenly of
heart disease in Harrisburg, Pa., Dec.
Driscoll dropped dead as he was
3.

He formerly lec"Creation" exhibition,
His wife died last
Coney Island.
March. A daughter, Virginia, 16 years
running for a

tured

at

train.

the

old, survives.

Whitney's Dolls

Larry Comer

(Two

Trio
A Beltrah

VARIETIES

to All)

2d half

Kaufman Sisters
Lee A Noble
Ben A Hasel Mann

Terra Maata, lad.
(ubo)

Carur

"The Criminal"
Tabor A Green

Marie Stoddard

Duncan A Holt

Uno

A Drake

Wlaalaasr

All)

ORPHEUM

2d half

Blsa Ruegger
Merrill A Otto
Miller A Lyle*
McRea A Clegg
Eleanor Habor Co
French A Bla

Dunbar's Dragoons
Mclntyre A Marty
Richard Mllioy Co

Moore A Young
2 Carltona
Talcela,

O.
KEITH'S (ubo)
Nelson A Nelson
Hilda Hawthorne
Dolan A Lenbarr
Prlmroee Four
Eddie Foy Family
Mullen A Coogan

Pittsburgh, Dec. 9.
Carter Hotchkiss, a vaudeville actor,
died on the street in Harrisburg, Pa.,
Thursday afternoon. The coroner is
investigating, in the belief Hotchkiss
committed suicide. The dead man has
a daughter, Virginia Hotchkiss, living

on West 117th

Anna Chandler
(m)

Cummin A Beaham
Argo

STRAND

Aua Woodchoppera

(wra)

Meehan A Pearl
Mattie Choate Co

Taraata
SHEA'S (ubo)
Ryan A Lea

street,

New

Philadelphia,

PANTAOES

Whltney'a Qlrla
"Justice Of Peace"
Nevlna A Erwood

Rice Bros
La Vine Clmeron 3

Balllngerl

Baker Troupe
Sloax City

"MR.

2 at his

(m)

PANTAOES (m)
Whirlwind Beautlea
Cora Simpson Co
O'Neal A Wslmsley
Reml A

of

OllTOAlY.

Ideal

8 Mowe Co

to

LONDON.
"A COUNTRY GIRL" ^-Daly's.
"HIS HOUSE IN ORDER"— St James'.

F. J.

James J Corbett
DeLuxe Girls
Skipper Kennedy A

Kirk A Fogarty
Kicnarda to roe

(One

WORLD"—Hippodrome

THE

OF

(16th week).

"WHEN

Lou Anger

(ubo)
(Open* ttunday Mat)
Hap tiandy Co
Haitle Urina
Louie Bates Co

Kelley

week).

"WARS

Walea.

Mra Gene Hughes Co
Morton A Glaaa
Jack Wilson Co
Sherman A Ultry

TAMrA

Wayne

wv

"MILESTONES"— Royalty.

Sophie Bernard

kee"
Arthur Huston
Taaeaa, Fla.

Beltrah

Nellie Kingsbury

(Others to

(UOO)

Ten Bonamora

Fagan A Byron
Fayden O'Brien 3

-«^.

Clinton A Rogera
Theodore Ducet Co

PANTAUBS

McOeviU Kelly A L
Mr * Mra Wilde

PANTAOES

,_„

(8th

"KINO HENRY IV"—His Majesty's.
"MAMEENA"—Globe.
"MISS HOOK OF HOLLAND"— Prince

PAMTAGBS

(10-17)

W

h

Street
_

Tbe Romania

The Cleveland*
Ford's Review

(orph)

(Same bill as at Sacramento thla issue)
ayracausa, M. k.

TEMPLE

48th
„

Street

"THE MIRACLE MAN"— Astor (18th weak).
"THE ONLY GIRL"—Lyric (7th week).
"THE PHANTOM RIVAL*— Belaaco 11th
week).
"TWIN BED8"— Fulton (18th weak).
"UNDER COVER"— Cort (17th week).
"WATCH YOUR STEP"— New Amsterdam (2d

LOEW 8
Landry Broa
Rouble 81ms
Delmore A Light
B E Cllve Co

2d half
a Cnurch

Zlnka fanna

,

aj>

Vaacaaver, B. C.

Copeland A Payton
4 Kegels
Baron Lichter

YOSEMiTB

Alklson

Flelda A Browning
The Seebacke

Trio

Beane Co

Anite Primrose Co
3 Emeraona
Russell

Week).

HUDSON (ubo)
Twlsto
Johnson A Wells
The FreecoUa
Dun A Stevens
Grace Leigh
Valerie Bergera Co

Parise
Trovollo

Richuiaud

(12th week).

"Law of the Plslns"
Uaioa HilL N. J.

(Open Sun Mat)

A Williams

5 Bell Rlngera
3 Rlanoa

TEMPLE (ubo)
Bert Leslie Co

Mr A Mrs D Crane
bcuwars liros
EMPRESS (loew)

Couiiort

La Viva

3

a White

let balf
A Scofleld

Zenda Troupe
Montagues Birds
Chaa McNaughton Co
DeLeon A Davla
The Romania
Wopman A Morton
Clinton A Rogera
Dick Thompson Co
2d half
Bernard A Flnnerty

Egier

1st half

ft

Issue)

PROCTOR'S

Chaa Thompaon
Gibson A Dyso
Fltzpatrlck £ White

Patrick

aa at Sac-

thla

Sekeaeetady, N. Y.

2d half

(14-15)

Wilson Co

(orph)

Jack Oeorge

"Red Heads"

Maye A Addis
Msurlce Wood

Saa Joae CaL

VICTORY

Strickney'a Circus

ORPHEUM

Joe Morse
Carom A Thiers

(m)
(Open Sun Mat)
Staley Blrbeck Co
Edgar A Ely Co
Qulnn A Mitchell
Joe Lannlgan
Three Kratona

Rozella

Rooney A Bowman
Lillian Doone Co
Paul Klelst Co
(One to fill)

Trovato

Fields Bros

Wilson Broa

ton)

(wva)
(Open Sun Mat)

with

(loew)

Holmea A Riley
Cameron DeVltt Co

Massac, Wla.

ORPHEUM
Selblnl

fill)

(Open Sun Mat)
Golden A Weat
Sallio Stem bier Co

(Split*

fill)

Vaughn G laser Co
Burns Kilmer A G
Saeraaaeato

Bi\ s

to

EMPRESS

Savaaaak, Ga.
BIJOU (ubo)

Fanton's Athletes
to

(Two

ramento

Harry Jolson
"Between Trains"
(One

Monkeys

Johnny Johnston Co
Minnie Allen
Princess Rajah

(Same

2d half

Dancing Kennedys

McWsde Co

8HERIDAN

(loew)

Simpson A Dee.ne
Karl Emmy's Pets
"The Tangle"
Murry Bennett
Tex Tommy Dancers

Ruth Roye

M

Two Dorothys

H

ORPHEUM

Grsy A

Hawthorne A

Violin Besutles

mond)

Hawthorne A
(Two to nil)

larar*

GRAND (ubo)
Flying Henry a
Pielaon A Ooldle
McConnell A Simpson

J P

EMERY

*'rau* Wilson
ZerLQo's Dogs

PANTAOES

Girls

Tango Chief

(loew)

2d half

Gordon

A Barry

OKfHEUM

„

LAND"— ^
M

"THE LILAC DOMINO"—44th

5 Bell Ringers
Joele Dresden
J C Lewis Co
Brenner A Wheeler
Jorge A Hamilton
Lawrence A Hurl Falls
24 half
Zenda Troupe
Aubrey Yatea
DeLeon A Davla
Edgar BUley Co

(Oy*n nun Mat)
buutuart

"THE LAW OF THB

PROCTOR'S

a*asu«

_
Dawa)—

(Hasel

(Wm. Faveraham)—Maxln*

(11th week).

Elliott

Bernard A Flnnerty

Mr A Mra

DEBUTANTE"

"THE

Knickerbocker (2d week).

T.

fj.

(6th weak).

"THE HAWK"

9"

Tray,

Rooney A Bant
Young A Jacob*
Lamoertl
Wealoa A Leon
Hlckey Broa
Brent Mayas
Kremolln* A Darraa'

ou

(Loew)

Paul Stephena

(orph)

Houuinl

(td

week).

"Between 8 A
Harry Cutler
Japaneaa Prince
Savoy A Brennan

(Open Sun Mat)
ImhofX conn A Cor
Alfred Bergen
Barry A Wolford

ORPHEUM

"8UZ1"— Sbubert

Van Dyeka

Home"

COLUMBIA

"SO

(Other* to All)

YON OB ST

Sophie Tucker
Six Olivers

MUCH FOR 80 MUCH"—Longacre

Baby Helta
Frank Mullane
Stewart A Dakln
Jonas A Johnson

8trik<

It

Reibner A Uorea
Cieo viaavuigue

Slay man All Arabs

Adelaide A Hughes
Chick Sale

Roaaoka, Va.

Von Hampton A J
Harry Eogellsh Co
Duquesne Comedy 4
Reyen A Roy

The Aatalrea

New

Three Lyrea

fill)

McGinois Bros

ft

Collins

Jrck dymonds
"Stage Struck Kids"
(Three to

Diamond A Virginia

1st half

fill)

2d balf

(One to fill)
2d half
Hallen A Hayes

1.

(ubo)

Olga

(Splits

Florenzl
to

KEITHS

LYRIC

Tom

(One

Brown Harris A B
Waterbury B A Tenny
(One to fill)
Prorldeaee, R,

"Whan

Togan A Geneva
Saa Fraaclaco

Evereat'a

"The Squaw Man"
RJehaaoad, Va.

Mae Jarker

Celtlo

(One to

A Rose"

OLOBE

Ethel

fill)

Alexander Klda

Tbomaa A Hail
Seala

Y.

Geo B Reno Co

Felix

WM PENN

Prince A Deerle

Hartman A Varady

Wilson A Lenore
"Seminary 8candal"
Paull A Boyne
Frank Perry

Klnao

O

2d half

(ubo)

(m)

(loew)
(U

(Open tun Mat)
Joyce * Wast
Clark e\ Rosa
Bush A Shapiro

Bruce Rlchardaon Co
York Trio

(loew)

Salon Singers
Bert Fltxglbbons
"Telephone Tangle"

A

PANTAOES

Gladys Vance
10 Dark Knights
Belleclalre Bros
lo

Adeline Sisters

(Lander Stevena Co

N

H

A

ass Dlcajo

Walker A 111
Fitch B Cooper
(Two to fill)

(Two

GRAND

(ubo)

PRINCESS

2d half
Rronston Ryan A

Hugo Lutgena
El wood A Snow
Leon

Dawaon A Olllette
Rae Brocke Co
(Two to fill)

Eva Tansjuay
Lane A ODonnell

Talt

(« to All)
Naafcvllle, lad.

Qulgg A Nlckeraon

COHEN'S

The Lelaods
Morrla A Manlon
McMabon Diamond AC

fill)

PROCTOR'S

Poaajakocaalo,

KEITHS

Ryan Rlchtleld Co
Harry Thomaon
Cycling McNutta
PANTAOES (m)
(Open Wed Mat(
11 Mlnatrel Maida
Iaabel Fletcher Co

Portrkeerter. N. Y.

Fiddler

Alice Teddy

2d half
Qulgg A Nlckeraon
Cabaret Doga

PANTAGES (m)
Dancing Nerelda
Strenuous Delay Co
Laurie Ordway
Darls A Walker
DeWltt Young A Sla

Leila

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
A Lucy Baker
Raga Lelghton A Robin
Grace DeWlntera

Wanda

Ida Dlvlnoff

»HBUM
ORPHEUM

Ethel

Nichols Sisters

Ilermlne Shone Co
Blnns 4 Bert
UNIQUE (loew)

jaokaao

Meenan'e Doga
Claude Oolden

EMPRESS

Chas L Fletcher
"Wine"

ORPHEUM

ORPHEUM

A Del'aula

Meller

Omaha

mnaeapolfci

(loew)

Dlaon A Dlzon

13.

"A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS"—Little

(Oth

York.

Dec.

9.

William J. Moore, who built the
Grand opera house and the Criterion
theatre, both at Bridgeton, N. J., and

managed
when he

sold the property

Camden

theatre, survives him.

the latter until a year ago,

and retired
from business, died suddenly Sunday
morning at his home in Bridgeton.
He was 63 years old and had been
prominent in public affairs. One son,
Edward B. Moore, manager of a

week).

"CHIN-CHIN"

(Montgomery

and

Stone)—

Olobe (12th week).

"DADDY LONG LEGS"—Gaiety (12th week).
"DANCING AROUND" (Al Jolson)— Winter
Garden (10th week).
"DRIVEN"— Empire (Dec. 14).

EXPERIENCE"— Booth (8th week).
FRENCH DRAMA—Century Lyceum
week).
GERMAN STOCK— Irving Place.
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"—Cohan

(5th
(loth

week )

KICK IN"— Republic
"LIFE"— Manhattan O.

MARIE TEMPEST

(Elale

CO. (Repertoire)— Comedy

Ferguson)— Lyceum (7th

week ).

"ON TRIAL"— Candler

city.

(10th week).
H. (Oth week).

(7th week).

"OUTCAST"

Los Angeles, Dec. 9.
Cox, an actor with the Kalem,
aged 22, a nephew of Thomas Wise,
the legitimate star, and son of Mrs.
Adelaide Wise, died at his home in this

Tom

(18th week).

"POLYGAMY"— Playhouse (3d week).
PRINCESS PLAYERS—Princess (4th

week).

Jennie Collins, sister of Ida and TheBlueford (Carter and Blueford)
died at Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 28 aged
resa

40.

VARIETY

ARGUING CASE TO DISSOLVE
THE MOTION PICTURE "TRUST"
Government's Suit to Prove The Motion Picture Patents Co.
and Its Distributing Exchange, The General Film Co.
A Combination in Restraint of Trade Argued in
Philadelphia.
Philadelphia,

Dec

With several large stacks of

9.

testi-

mony which has been taken daring the
past two years Edwin P. Grosvcnor,
to Attorney General
Gregory, and a truit-bttiter of note,
began hii argument yciterday on behalf
which
of the government in its suit
was filed August 15, 1912, to dissolve
the so-called "motion picture trust'"
Thii "trust," the government alleges,
ipecial Militant

hai io gained control of the manufacture and distribution of picture filmi

and apparatus that independent manuhave
facturer*, jobbers and theatres
been forced out of business. The argument, which, it is believed, will last
three days, is being heard by Judge
Dickinson, in the United States District Court here.
Opposed to Mr. Grosvcnor are
Charles F. Kingsiey, James H. Caldwell, Henry Melville, Charles K. Zug,

Samuel C. Edmonds, James J. Allen,
H. K. Stockton, George F. Scull and
Archibald R. Watson, all of New
York; Melville Church, of Washington, D. C; George Willis and Fred R.
Williams, of Baltimore; former Congressman R. O, Moon and David J.
Myers, of this city.
There are 13 corporation defendants
and 11 individual defendants named in
These are the
the government's suit
Motion Picture Patents Ccs principal
defendant; General Film Co., Biograph
Co., Thomas A. Edison, Inc. Essanay
Film Manufacturing Co.,

Kalem Co,

George Kleine, Lubin ManufacManufacturing Co*
Polyscope Co*
Pathe Freres, Selig

Inc.,

turing Co., Melies

Vitagraph Co. of America, Armat MovCo* Frank L. Dyer, Harry
N. Marvin, J. J. Kennedy, Samuel
Long, J. A. Borst, Siegmund Lubin,
Gaston Melies, George K. Spohr, W.
H. Selig, Albert E. Smith and William

ing Picture

Pelzer.

Mr. Grosvenor opened his argument
with a history of a recital of the allegation! of the government The com-

merce alleged to be restrained by the
trust, according to the government, is
a

commerce

and, to

in positive motion films,
a less extent in motion pic-

tare appliances and apparatus.
Commerce in positive films constitutes

about 95 per cent of the total
merce relating to the art

com-

It is alleged that the combination
was formed in the latter part of 1908
by practically all the manufacturers in
Picture films at that time doing business in the United States and that it
•till
continues.
About January, 1909,
according to the government's contention, all the manufacturers
after long

negotiations with each other, adopted

uniform methods of doing business and
uniform non-competitive prices. This
*as accomplished, the government al-

leges, by all entering uniform agreements with one company, the Patents
Co., which controls every patent ever
sent to the Patent Office at Washing-

ton relating to the picture business.
Following the combining of the different concerns, according to the government, a list of theatres was prepared and no film exchange was al-

lowed to distribute films to any theatres except those named on the list
All the others were blacklisted and discriminated against, it is averred.
Mr. Grosvenor continued by declaring that the trust declared enormous
dividends on royalties illegally demanded and obtained from theatre owners
and lessees. The exacting of royalties
was not limited to films, according to
the government attorney, but the manufacturers of projecting machines who
are also in the monopoly forced $2
weekly payments on all machines, despite the fact that many were bought
and paid for before the combine was
formed. He quoted at length from the
testimony taken at previous hearing
describing the methods which were
used by the trust in forcing exchange
men out of business.
Mr. Grosvenor, at the outset of his
argument, related to the court the principles of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law,
under which the suit was brought, as
they had been interpreted by the Supreme Court in the Standard Oil case,
tobacco case and others, and briefly
pointed out how the alleged unlawful
acts of the defendants come within the
scope of that law.
The government's lawyer said that
the restraint of trade could be objective
or subjective. Objective restraint, he

imposes restrictions upon the
third party, while subjective restraint
said,

brought about by conspirators who
eliminate competition among themselves.
In the present case, both objective and subjective restraint was resorted to, he argued, as the defendants
not only suppressed competition among
themselves, but interfered with the business of third parties the middleman,
or film exchange operator, and the picture theatres. In support of the governments' allegation that the restraint
of trade along the lines above mentioned is lawful, Mr. Grosvenor cited
seventy-five decisions of the Supreme
Court in other cases.
is

—

Mr. Grosvenor said the directors of
the General Film Co., the distributing
agent for the trust, unanimously voted
over $3,000,000 out of the earnings of
the company to be used in buying up
all exchanges.
In giving the court an
estimate of the value of business controlled by the General Film Co., Mr.
Grosvenor told the sourt that it paid
7 per cent dividends on its preferred
stock and 12 per cent on its common
stock.
In addition to that, he said, it
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never borrowed a dollar for the purposes of acquiring the other exchanges,
but in so doing used money that it
had already earned.

Within a few monthi after the formation of the General Film Co* Mr.
Grosvenor said, it became and now
remains the sole diitributing agency of
The defendants acthe defendants.
complished this result, it is stated, in
part buying, in the name of the agency,
sixty-eight of the exchanges, and in
part by withholding supplies from other
exchanges so that they were compelled
to go out of business. Of the 116 exchanges handling the products of the
defendants in 1909, it was declared, only
one survives. The sole survivor is the

Greater New York Film Co. It has
been permitted to exist it was stated,
only through the persistent application
to the courts for protection.

Mr. Grosvenor said that 512 theatres
throughout the United States were
forced out of business by reason of the
Patents Company cancelling the licenses
so they could not get films. One hundred and forty-seven theatres were refused licenses to start exhibiting films
controlled by the company because it
was believed by the officers of the
Patents Company that they would not
adhere to the rules of the trust, he said.
He argued that the combination granted
no quarter when it cancelled the
licenses of sixty-two theatres because
they had loaned or sub-leased films
leased to them by the General Film

Company.
To show the extent of the business

at

the present time, Mr. Grosvenor cited
records which estimated that about 20,000 films are in transit daily between
the manufacturers, the General Film
Co. and the exhibitors.
Attorney Charles F. Kingsiey, of
New York, commenced the opening
argument on behalf of the defendants.
He first denied that the defendants were
guilty of the alleged unlawful acts
charged by the government, and then
related to the history of the picture
business from the defendant's point of
view.
Several picture machines were assembled in the courtroom as exhibits in
the case and in explaining the usefulness of the different patents involved in
the case, demonstrations were given
by the counsel for the benefit of the
court The courtroom was not darkened, however, and no moving pictures

were shown.

MRS. WILCOX THINKING.
From the Kinephote comes the

an-

nouncement that Ella Wheeler Wilcox
has secured as her collobrater, Jack
Rose, made famous in the recent

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
By GUY PRICK.
The Btatlo olub bu plana completed for
second annual ball Jan. 20.

Adele Farrlngton (Mrs. Hobart Bosworth)
played In her first ploiure the other daj.
Blele Janls has completed her first picture
at the Bosworth, and la now well into tne
second.

his

Charley Van Loan Is writing scenarios exfor Bosworth.

clusively

Dick Stanton has returned from Ban Franand Is bach at lncovllle again.

cisco

Marry Rattenbury

On

the subject

more material

partnership
think there is

of the
"I

for deep thought in one

hour's talk with Jack Rose than in the
best sermon I ever listened to."

playing leads for the

Is

Universal.

Helen Holmes
pneumonia.

Is HI.

—

bhe

Is

threatened with

Louise Glaum of the
Stop— look listen
N. Y. Motion Picture Co. has a new auto.
Louise Is some dare-devlL
!

Frank Montgomery and Mona Darkfeather
have severed their associations with the Feature Players. They are as yet unsigned.

Ray took a day

Charlie

off

recently

and

visited his friends at the other picture campe.

Max Flgman denies that he will organise a
film company of his own. He Is with the Masterpiece to stay, he says.
Roy Stewart has
been engaged with the Masterpiece.
Charles Clary is receiving the Jibes and
taunts of his friends these days. The other
week he was driving a mule In a picture when
the mule ran away and Charles was quits
badly bruised.

Linda

Griffith

Miles, Inc.

Bo

playing with the David
Charles Fleming.

Is

Is

George Rlsard has gone to the Sacramento
river district to take pictures.

ALCO TAKESALL STAR.
The Alco Film Corporation has purchased outright the plant, good will
and all other assets of the All Star
Film Co., one of the manufacturers of
feature pictures which has contributed
to its program, and will operate it

The

first release of the All Star under
the Alco regime will be "The Garden
of Lies" featuring Jane Cowl, Jan. 4.
The Alco has up to this time been
purely a distributing concern.
The
asquisition of the All Star brings it.
Harry
into the manufacturing field.
Reichenbach, publicity man of the

become manager
The concern was un-

Alco, will probably
of the All Star.

der contract to turn its product over to
the Alco, the agreement having more
than a year still to run.
It has a studio in Yonkers, N. Y.,
manufacturing plant in the same place
and several feature productions in
course of completion.
The purchase of the property was
but one of the announcements this
week from the Alco headqupjfl***. The
B. A. Rolfe Co., another manufacturer
allied with the program will release 16
features a year instead of 10 as its
old contract called for, and the Life
Photo Film Corporation will release
12 instead of

They will collaborate on
a series of scenarios for release in the
United Film Service (Warner's Fea-

Mrs. Wilcox said:

Is now comfortably ensconced
new office—the Moroeoo Feature Film

Charley Bvton
In

company.

Becker case.

tures, Inc.).

lta

18.

CAUSE OF DIPHTHERIA.
Binghamton, Dec

9.

That old stores converted into picture theatres have been the cause
of the spread of diphtheria in this city
is

the charge

Daniel
to

made by Health

S. Burr,

stem the

who

Officer

leading the fight
threatened epidemic in
is

this city.

FAMOUS HAS MASON.
Announcement from the Famous
Players this week records the engagement of John Mason as a photoplay
star.

He

will be featured in a produc-

by the Famous Players of "Jim,
the Penman."
tion

In many of the houses, the officer
says the ventilation is bad and the
space between the sloping and the old
floors is pointed out as a possible
breeding place for the germs.
The
public schools also are being thoroughly

examined.

VARIETY
BB
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BUILDING

LAW DISCOVERED.
Boston,

FILM FLASHES
The Orpheum, Chicago, managed by Jonas,
Liolck fc Scanner, established a new day's
record for gross, with a striking lobby advertisement and "Lola" as the attraction.
The Dryeda Art Film Go. will ploturlae the
Charles K. Harris songs, "Always In ths Way"
and "Break the News to Mother," to be released In the World Film Program.

A
the

speclsl copy of "Your Girl and Mine."
World's suffrage special, was dispatched

Washington

to

this

week

to be exhibited at

dinner party at the home of Mrs.
Edward H. McLean, daughter-in-law of John
McLean, publisher of the Washington
Mrs.
McLean Is Interested in the Votes
Post.
private

Woman

campaign.

"The Seats of the Mighty." the World speclsl film, goes Into the Auditorium, Los Angeles, Dec. 14, for an Indefinite engagement
H. C. Drum, Coast manager for the World,
engineered the deal.

Ruth Roland, formerly one of the Kalem
leads, has signed with Balboa for three years
The
to play opposite Henry B. Walthall.

Balboa

enlarging

Is

plant at Long Beach,

Its

CaL
late

changes In the

executive staff of the Progressive Corporation.
Colonel Powers, the former president, has
been replaced by Judge Austin. William Melhulsh Is secretary and treasurer, while his
son has been appointed vice-president.

Dental Is made from the New York end of the
Keystone tha*t Charles Chaplin Is severing
connections with the Keystone the last of December. Chaplin has been the centre of many
reports of late. One was that be was quitting
the Keystone to head a comedy company of
his own.

No more

are

scenarios

outside

being

cepted by Thomas H. I nee, managing
of the Kay-Bee, Broncho and Domino

acdirector
studios.

William Garwood of the Universal forces has
been assigned to the Imp, with Violet Merseresu as his lending woman. Garwood for a
long time has been with the American Co.
Helen Leslie is now attached to the Rex,
directed by Frank Lloyd.

Peggy

Burke

is

playing

the

with

leads

Quality.

Robyn Adair and Luclle Ward are recent
American forces.

acquisitions to the

Bmll

C. Jensen will hereafter be located in

Chicago as assistant manager to Felix Feist,
la charge of the Celebrated Players' ITllm
Co. there.

Victor Potel (Slippery 4911m) Is reported as
recently marrying Mildred Pam of Chicago.

Paul Capallanl, of the Pathe (foreign company) la reported as having fallen on the
of battle.

finishing
the
In Chicago Bellg has put
touches to "A Texas Steer," with Tyrone
Power playing the lead.

There's a little picture house In Bast New
Tork that has an electric sign bearing the
word "Strand."

The Peerless took several scenes of the
Broadway Rose Gardens the other afternoon,
which

will be used as

The

World

Film

In a
floor

a cabaret feature
The dancing

new picture It is making.
came in for its share of

attention.

Corporation

the

at

next

Charles Marks has sold all his holdings in
the Pierrot Film Co. to that corporation and
retired.

Capt. Leslie T. Peacocks wishes Vajubtt
deny in his behslf that ha sanctioned the
use of his name by the Balboa Company In
connection with that company's scenario eontest
to

The Marquis of Queensbury wrote a play
long ago entitled "The Light"
Last season
a producing firm headed by Schuberlng A
Lamb brought It out in New York, but it
failed to Illuminate.
The piece was resurrected by the Peerless Co. for a picture.
Lynchburg, Va.
The National theatre opened recently. The
theatre Is on Main street owned and operated by M. L. Hoffheimer, under the local

management

There have been some

field

brought against the president
Ohio state convention.

a

R.

for

hibitors' Association at their meeting late
last week, by resolution called for the recall
of President M. A. Neff because of his retort In the trade Journals to the association
members' criticism of his attempt to start a
film publication.
Charges will probably be

The San
grand

ball

Ths

of B. A. Daniels.

Francisco

Screen

Club's

was a big success Nov.

Turner

first

28.

Dahnken Company has

and

reincorporated under the name of the Turner
Dahnken Controlling Company of San
Francisco, with a capital of S2.500.000. of
which |1,000,UOO worth of preferred shares
were privately underwritten in London, Bng.
The new concern will operate and control
a ohain of picture houses throughout the
West and may engage In the manufacture

and

of films.

During the first week in December one of
the San Francisco film manufacturing concerns complained that It was impossible to
secure the raw film necessary to complete the
orders on hand.

A new film manufacturing company has
appeared in San Francisco under the name
of the Creatonia Film Creatine- Co.
Arthur Kane, assistant to General Manager
Lewis N. Selsnlck of the World Film Corporaon a tour of exchange inspection. He
Is scheduled to go as far south as Dallas, Tex.,
and may continue on to the Paciflo coast
tion, is

"Shadows of a Great City," the old melodrama, written by Joseph Jefferson, will be an
early release of the Popular Plays and Players Co. (Alco).
In it will appear Adelaide
Thurston and Thomas Jefferson, son of the
actor-author.

The Alco equipment department

this

week

Installed a projecting machine and screen in
the Russell Sage Foundation building in Bast
22d street Films will be used in the welfare
work of the philanthropic institution.

Alco has an option on the services of Margaret Wycherly.
The feature program company will probably put on a film version of
"Ths Primrose Path,7 written for Miss Wych'

erly by her husband.

Bayard

Veiller.

The United Film Service has established a
Cleveland branch at 418 Summit street, in
charge of Bert Dlener.
Unlted's

list

This

is

No. 43 in the

of exchanges.

Max Flgman'ln "The Truth Wagon"

will

shortly be released in the Alliance program.

Davison's Film Agency of London, England,

has

in

reparation "Life of Poverty Flats," by Bret
E[arte.
Marlon Russell made the dramatization.

will handle the output of the Kinetophote Co.
in the United Kingdom.
T. H. Davison, head
of the British concern, sailed from Now York
for homo this week after signing the contracts.

Dec. 28

the date set for the release of
"Springtime," Florence Nash featured, by
the Alco.
Is

The Minnesota Motion Picture
Association will hold

Minneapolis

May

8-7,

Exhibitors'

next convention In

Its

George K. Henken has assumed the New
York representatlveshlp of the Photopisyers'
Weekly published In Los Angeles.

The Claremont (135th and Broadway) has
reduced

Its

scale of admission.

1915.

Carlyle Blackwell heads the cast for "The
Last Chapter," which is announced as the
January release of the Favorite Players' pro-

Ruth Hartman,
Sheen an and William

Klrby,

duction.

Ollle

J.

Brunton

will

John

man, has a band and cabaret entertainers as
a special feature every Monday night Business is reported good at the Empire.

also

be in the picture.

Fred Mace will have to go to Pennsylvania
She
to face charges of abandoning his wife.
caused his arrest In New York late last week
and Magistrate Marsh held him for extradition.

"Paramount Progress"

the title of an
is
the first Issue of
publication,
wblch came from the press a few days ago.
picture
theatres
It
Is
for distribution in
showing Paramount Program features and
contains attractive special articles by prominent film men.
Interesting

A woman and two cameramen concerned In
a proposed parachute leap from the Brooklyn bridge late last week for a weekly were
arrested, but discharged In court
The Cleveland Branch

The Empire (Westchester avenue, Bronx),
managed by Frell. P. Williams, a former road

of the National Ex-

The 'World Film Corporation Is putting out
some road outfits of "The Land of the Headhunters."
One opened In Sesttle Monday
night for a tour of the Pacific Coast

Lew Fields each day troops to the Peerless
studio where he Is enacting the lead In a
film version "In Old Dutch."
Work on the
picture was started last Friday week. Frank
Crane is directing the picture which will be
completed In about four weeks.
Ths Work;
Film Corporation will market It Crane anticipates having between 4,500 and 4,800 feet
of the Fields' film.
The feature "Wildfire,"
with Lillian Russell has had the finishing
touches put to It and will be released Jan. 2T>.

Edward Breeze, owner of the Princess theatre (pictures) at Flemlngsburg, Ky., has purchased the Pastime theatre at Augusta, Ky.
H. L. Nicholson of Lexington will manage the
Pastime.

Dec

PHILADELPHIA'S BALL
Philadelphia, Dec. 9.

9.

The remodelled park on which $100,000 was gpent in improvements by a
new syndicate known as the Park

Everybody had a good time at the
Exhibitors' League ball last night
nearly 2,000 were there, the merry

Moe Mark,

throng including picture stars of varying magnitudes, directors, script writers, exhibitors and film company offi-

Theatre Co. and headed by

Lynn and New York,

of

in the building

struck a snag

and theatre laws Mon-

day night which has involved a legal
tangle which threatens to cause trouble
throughout Massachusetts, especially
in the picture houses.

The Park was widely advertised as
"The Boston Strand" and The Paramount Service press department gave
it a good advertising campaign before
opening date, delayed nearly a
month because of more extensive alterations that were originally planned.
the

Monday afternoon word was
from Mayor Curley's

received

he would
not sign a license for the house as a
picture theatre although willing to give
office

a license for vaudeville, theatrical and
dramatic entertainments. The management was informed that if a picture
entertainment was put on that it would
be in direct violation of the law.
At first the New Yorkers thought it
was a hold-up, but when they called at
City Hall they were confronted by Corporation Counsel Sullivan and Building

Commissioner O'Hearn and shown
some laws no theatrical manager in
Massachusetts apparently knew had
gone into effect a few months previous.

The new law

cials.

The

scene

where the

was

a theatre

use as a moving picture house" must
be of first-class construction.
First
class construction in Boston means the
elimination of a wooden stage, wooden
roof and even wooden floors. If the Park

had not been given $100,000
worth of improvements and had been
left in the shabby condition in which

theatre

operated for many years as a prosperous $2 syndicate house there would
have been no legal bar to its use as
a picture theatre. But when "altered"
it came under the new law.

A

hundred theatres in Massachusetts, big and small, are said to be affected by the new law and Mayor Curley had so much pressure brought to
bear upon him that instead of closing
the house up tight on its opening night
he consented to the matter being settled in the equity court by application
for an injunction restraining the Park
from doing business.
The charges are two. One is operating a picture theatre without a license,
based on the Mayor's refusal to sign
because of the law in question. The
other is operating a picture house

which has been "altered" and not made
of first-class construction

when

altered.

being allowed to do
business illegally, according to the
Mayor, out of courtesy only. The superior court will not give its decision
before the end of next week and the
test will affect every house in Massachusetts which has been built or altered for picture entertainment.
is

WORLD'S PRIVATE ORGAN.
The World Film Corporation
the

first

organ used

in

will

a pro-

room in its own exhibition
place in the Leavitt building.

jecting

brilliant

Hawley on the arm of Romaine Fielding led off the line in the grand march.
Among the many who attended were
Vivian Martin, Clara Kimball Young,
Louise Hough, Edmund Breese, who is
playing in legit, at 'the Adelphia, CeKing Baggot, Lottie
celia
Loftus,
Briscoe, Clara Lambert, Arthur John-

Walker, James L. Daly,
Edwin August, Claire
Whitney, Hughie Mack.
The committee in charge consisted
of M. J. Walsh, N. Fisher, J. Pollon,
D. Sablosky, W. Cropper, Louis Hopkins, J. F. McMahon, Morris Spiers and
J. Emmanuel, chairman.
Lillian

son,

Cissy Fitzgerald,

WAR TAX

CLOSES HOUSES.
Louisville, Dec. 9.

The war

tax on theatres which went

month has

been responsible for the closing of a
number of movie houses in Eastern and
Central Kentucky towns. Among the
theatres closed are those at Burgin,
Liberty, Morehead, Sadieville, one of
two at Hazard, and others in the mountains.

PITTSBURGH'S FINEST.
Pittsburgh, Dec.
Pittsburgh's

picture

finest

9.

theatre,

costing $90,000 has been designed by
the East Liberty Amusement Co., and
will

be built by spring.

An

organ cost-

ing $15,000 will be installed. The seating capacity will be 1,400. The site is
on Penn avenue, at the further end of
the East Liberty business district

W.

Dicken has sold the Keller
lot in Lincoln avenue on
which the buyer will erect a $10,000
movie theatre, the first in this district.
C.

company a

Admission Prices Cut
Louisville,

Dec.

9.

Following a visit of J. J. Murdock
of the United Booking Offices, a reduction in prices was decided upon for
the Mary Anderson theatre, which is

devoted exclusively to feature films.
The former top price was 20 cents.

The new

prices are 10 cents afternoon

and night for lower

floor,

and

in

the

balcony in the afternoon 5 cents, except Saturday and Sunday, when top
prices will prevail.

FLORA FINCH'S WANTS.
Finch of the Vitagraph Co.
last week by Leffler
& Bratton with a view of placing her
in a number of short scenes on the
legit stage.
Miss Finch when offered
$500 weekly declined, wanting $1,000.
Flora

install

was

with the stars. The fact that the government's suit to dissolve the "trust"
began yesterday in this city did not interfere with the happy spirits.
It Was nearly midnight wnen ormi

it

The house

held,

into effect the first of the
specifies that

"built for, converted to or altered to

Hall,

Horticultural

in

ball

was approached

VAfcllTY
DISTRICTING COUNTRY.

NEW CORPORATIONS.
Albany, N.

Deo,

T..

In

t.

Cox. of New York
Capital, $10,000. Picture plays, eta
Weber, Dare Lewie, Philip Fried-

Joe W«k«r Prodwelasj
City.

Max

man.
K.

HL

Players

Llaeolm

Co.

Capital,

George Thorms,

Photo Plays.

26,000.

i heodore De Moulin, of New York,
James W. Bailey, Cold 8prlng a, N. T.
Lloyds FUbs RoaoTatlks; Co. Capital,
11.000.
B. J. Brown, O. R. Stevenson,

Edna Oreenberg.

C. L. Chester. Inc.

Capital.
hy.
llliam
Qlass,
«
New York.

$6,000.

Broadway

Picture photograCarolyn Cheater.
A. Mclnnes or

Edward

C.

Clarossoat

Co.

Capital,
and res-

General amusement
Albert Erklns, H. 8. Steward,

$26,000.

taurant.

W. W. Wood, of New York.
BlasJ PoMleatloa Corporation.

Capital, $6,000.
General publlahlng business
and picture plays. Florence Lipnlcke,
George Troak, Walter N. Sellgeberg, New
York.
Lo Roy Photo Play Exhibiting; Corporation.
Capital,
Jacob
$6,000.
B.
Agins, Israll Hoffman, Lena Hoffman, of
New York.

Ricker White,

Francis

society woman of Larchmont, N. Y.,
has joined the Reliance company as a
picture actress.

She became interested

photoplay when taking part this fall
in some of the scenes the Reliance
serial staged in and near the fine residence of the Whites in Larchmont
Up to that time Mrs. White had been
in

the

leading

spirit

in

society

in

atricals

amateur

circles

the-

Larch-

in

THE PERFECT
sales

its

World Film Corporation has

plan, the

divided the United States up into four
districts, south,

New

England, central

and Pacific, each district to be handled
by a manager. W. R. Scates was this
week made district manager for the
central division and left for Chicago to
establish headquarters there.
H. C.

Drum

handle the Pacific Coast

will

di-

vision.

Managers

will later be appointed to

handle the

New

the south.

The

England

and

district

New

territory about

York

will

main

office here.

be handled by the World's

Work began

a

Jr.,

of

FILMING "OLD DUTCH."

SOCIETY MATRON IN FILMS.
Mrs.

reorganization

the

this week in the Fort
Lee studio of the World Film Corporation on the picturization of "Old

which Lew Fields will be
George Hassell and Vivienne
Martin, who had important parts in the
Dutch"

in

featured.

stage production will appear in the
screen version. Upon the completion
of the picture Fields and Miss Martin
will return to "The
High Cost of
Loving."

mont

"MINA" BEGINS DEC.

17.

The first release of David Horsley
comedies under the Melies franchise
in the Motion Picture Patents Co.,
will be released Dec. 17 in the General
Film Co. Program.
The new brand is "Mina," the first
selection of "Red Seal" having been
abandoned. "Mina" is the abbreviated
form of "Made in America."

The Miles, Minneapolis, started playing four shows a day Dec. 8. C. H.
Miles has denied that the Miles Hip
there has been leased to anyone.

the

MANUFACTURERS
GENERAL
Imp
V
Vitegrsph
B

Biogrspn

Kalem

K

Lubin
Pathe

Pthe

S

the leading role

in

their

new

both picture houses, have
been sold by the Active Real Estate
Co. to Morris Spiers, president of the
Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania.
Albert M. Greenfield represented the
Active company, which is a subsid-

Earle-Mastbaum

The consideration
amounting to

$126,500.

sessed

of

$130,000.

syndicate.

was not
mortgages

of the sale

disclosed, but is subject to

value

Col

Joker
Universal Ike

J
U I
Ster

Sterling

both

The

total

properties

asis

Rel

T
K B
Dom

Domino

M

Mutual

G S

The subject

one reel of about

is in

1,000 feet

Princess

Pr

Komic

Ko
Be

Besuty

Apo

Apollo

R

Ln

H

F.—The

Willow
Lone Isle,
2-reel dr, K; A Perilous Passage, dr (14th
Adventurer" series), L;
Beloved
of "The
The Lure O' the Wlndlgo, 2-reel dr, 8 The
of

Sheriff

B; The Smugglers

Oulch, dr.

of

;

Love, dr, V; The Flirt, com, B;
X, com, 8-A.
UNIVERSAL.—The Mill Stream, 2-reel dr.
I; Lizzie's Fortune, com, Ster; The Wayward Son, dr. Vic

Greater

Madame Double

MUTUAL.—The
Dom; Keystone

Sister,

dr,

dr.

;

2-reel dr,

2-reel

F.

;

K

;

It

Political

title

Feud,

Weekly, No. 103, M.

GENERAL F.— Red

2-reel

dr,

not announced; Mutual

Dye,

and

A

Natural

Mistake, split-reel com, B; When the Blind
2-reel dr, L; Hearst- Bel Ig News Pictorial, No. 84, 8; A Question of Clothes, com,
V; Snakesvllle's Blind Pig, w-com, 8-A
The Thrilling Adventures of Count Veraoe,
com, Ml.
UNIVERSAL.—Within the Gates of Paradise, dr. 1; Ambition, 2-reel dr, Rx; The
Fatal Hansom, com, Ster.

See,

December is—Friday.

Be;
Younger
—Her
Ma] The Barrier of Flames,
T.
—A Scrap of Paper,
GENERAL
Cupid Backa the Winners, com,
com-dr, B

MUTUAL.

At Dawn,

unless otherwise noted.

DECEMBER 17—THURSDAY.

DECEMBER 14—MONDAY.

DECEMBER IS—TUESDAY.

shall street,

MaJ

Roysl
Lion

GENERAL

Philadelphia Theatres Transferred.
Philadelphia, Dec. 9.
The Plaza theatre, on the east side
of Broad street, between Ritner and
Porter, and the Century, at the northeast corner of Erie avenue and Mar-

of

Rx

Mel

Mi

Reliance
Majestic

Thsnhouser
Kay Bee

Eclr

Frnt
Vic

Kl

Key

Hepworth

Perils of Pauline."

iary

C
N
P

Frontier
Victor
Gold Seal

G
A

American
Keystone

B101

Rex

Amb

Ambrosio
Columbus
Mina

VIZ.I

Gaumont

I

MUTUAL.— In Tune. 2-reel dr. A; Keystone title not announced; Our Mutual Olrl,
No. 48. Rel.

serial,

by

fire of satire

MUTUAL

UNIVERSAL

Eclair

E

Kleine
Melies

Strand Theatre Co. have instituted injunction proceedings against the New
American Theatre Co. to prevent it
from advertising Paramount pictures.
The two firms that started the action
claim they have these pictures for their
theatres exclusively.

"The Exploits of Elaine," which they
are to produce as a follow-up to "The

running

and Lelpslg.

Powers

S-A

Essanay

9.

Arnold Daly has been placed under
contract by the Pathe company and
will play the part of Craig Kennedy,

lin

Bison
Chrystal
Nestor

L

Edison

New

DALY WITH PATHS.

It is this

to Dee. 19, inc.)

Selig

Washington, Dec.

by Olaas.

Olass that puts the picture into a genuine
comedy olass with the character work fairly
The feature has been adewell sustained.
quately staged, particularly the model disAbout a half dosen women
play of gowns.
descend wide stairs arrayed in low cut raiment of a stylish make and before the camera
they look real.
They may have been borrowed for the occasion but it matters not as
la
they give the picture a classy aspect
portraying Hebralo types of the sort that the
Olass stories have made familiar it is hard,
very bard in fact for the players to refrain
from exaggerating them in an effort to make
them appear ridiculous. In this picture the
players must be given credit for not too
farcically extending the opportunities given.
The story tells of the experiences of Oertie
who becomes a model when a garment house
salesman admires her and in order to have
her around, wires his firm he has found a
a "perfect 86." With Mayer and Nathanson
the girl remains through the good graces of
Morlts, although Mayer doesn't appear to care
a tinker's tinkle what becomes of her. The
house salesman gives Oertie the once over
and takes her out for a real feed. In recovering from the night out Oertie sends in
her resignation and on top of this comes an
offer from a rival cencern at double her M.
Mayer Co. receives an
A M. salary.
oruer from a princess with instructions from
In
the salesman to send Miss Oertie along.
a quandary and as a last resort Mayer, the
She's in
boss, goes to Oertle's apartments.
neglige and notloeably careless about exposing hsr ankles, and right there Mayer falls.
Oertie and Mayer call on the princess and
a big order is the result Then comes the
wooing of Oertie by Mayer, her consent and
the wedding repast. The film runs along in
Fairly well photographed.
a happy groove.
The action is supposed to take place In Ber-

WEEK (Dec 12
RELEASED NEXT
INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS,

INJUNCTION OVER PARAMOUNT
The Casino Theatre Co. and

THE LAST EGYPTIAN.

"Si."

Montagu* Olass' stories of Hebrew life In
the shop and in the borne found their way
to the etase in the "Potash and Perlmntter"
production and now they bob up before the
picture camera in "The Perfect 88," a fourpart Eclectic. At an uptown photoplay house
last week the oaptlone of the pictures caused
more laughter than anytnlng else. The captions are nothing more than "humorous observations" of Morlts Abramowsky, written

Cured Hubby, and Weary Willie's Rags,

split-reel com, L ; The Man from the East,
dr. 8; Out of the Past. 2-reel dr, V; The
Vanishing of Olive, dr, E; The Loose Change
of Chance, dr, 8-A.

UNIVBR8AL-— Such a Mistake, and The
The Ghost
Glass Pistol, split-reel com, C
The Boy
of Smiling Jim, 2-reel w-dr. O-S
Mayor, dr, N.
;

;

MUTUAL.—The Game

of

Life.

2-reel

dr,

K B Trapped by a Heliograph, dr. A When
Fate Rebelled, dr, Pr.
GENERAL F.— His Prior Claim, dr. B;
;

;

the Keyhole, com.
Strategy, dr, L:

Through

K; The Com-

The Tall of a
edlenne'a
Coat, com, 8; Who Was Who In Hogg's HolThe Colonel of the Red Huslow, com, V
sars, 2-reel dr, E; The Olrl from Thunder
Mountain, 2-reel dr, 8-A.
;

—

UNIVERSAL. Hla Dog Oone Luck, com.
and Here and There In China with Homer
Heart of the HUls.
Croy. educ. split-reel. N
;

3-reel dr, Vic.

DECEMBER 19—SATURDAY.
MUTUAL.—The

DECEMBER 16—WEDNESDAY.
MUTUAL.—The

Silent

Way,

dr.

A;

The

Panther, 2-reel dr, Br; The Joke on Yellentown, w-com, Rel.
GENERAL F.— The llate That Withers, 2-

K

The Bomb. 2-reel dr, L The
The Egyptian Mummy, com, V
Christmas Eve, dr. E; Two Pop-up

reel

dr.

Test, dr, 8

On

;

;

;

com, 8-A.
Father Won Out, com,
Ascent of the Ingrar Nellaon, educ,
split-reel, J; A Game of Wits, 2-reel dr,
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 144, U.
Eclr
Fables,

UNIVERSAL.— How

and

;

Beast of the Tear, 2-reel

Keystone
Kisses, com, R.

dr.

Rel

;

title

not announced

;

Two

GENERAL F.—The Bond Sinister, dr. B;
The Black Diamond Express, dr (Feature
"The Hazards of Helen" aeries), K; Who's
Who. and Shall Curfew Ring To- Night, splitreel com, L; The Lady or the Tigers, dr, 8;
The
Mr. 8anta Claus. 2-reel comdr, V;
Birth of Our Saviour dr, E; Broncho Billy's

of

Christmas

Spirit,

w-dr, 8-A.

UNIVERSAL— The

dr,
tier

B101
title

;

Christmas Spirit, 2-reel
His Doctor's Orders, com, J Fronnot announced.
;

"The

Last

Egyptian"

w

a

flve-reeler

(Alliance Program) nroduosd by the Os that
bears all the earmarks of a story one might
read In a popular fiction magasine with the
"By Rider Haggard" line under the title. It
Is aa fantastlo a tale ae any that Mr. Haggard has ever conceived and therefore makes
a very good feature story of the lighter
cert, and the feature should be a moat interesting one for exhibitors who eater to a
middle class patronage. The scenario relates
a story of the last of a line of desoendents
of Egyptian kings, Kara by
Kara
name.
learns from his grandmother, hla sole surviving relative, that Lord Roane, aa English noblsman, had dishonored his mother
his veins, together with the blood
of Kings, there is the blood of a perfidious
unbeliever. Before passing away she delivers
into his keeping the key to the secret burial
Elaoe of his race and exacts a promise that
e shall be avenged on his mother's betrayer.
Then the real events of the story begin to

and that ln

take form and work out Kara takes enough
treasure from the vaults of hla ancestors to
carry him to Cairo, where he is received as
a prince of casts, and comes upon Lord
Roane, his son and the letter's daughter.
Lady Aneth. Kara pays court to the young
English girl, having first fleeced her rather
at cards to the extent of $00,000, and the girl,
to save the parent from disgrace, consents
to marriage,
Kara, oonoelvlng that his revenge will be complete when he takes the
girl
from her relatives, and after going
through a mock ceremony of marriage places
her ln his harem. However, he Is betrayed
by one of his followers who has a lust for
English gold, and a young Englishman who
la In love with the girl spirits her away on
his yacht.
Kara goes into the desert and
obtains the aid of roving river olrates who
agree to capture the yacht and make prisoners of Its passengers until Kara shall deliver
a ransom, after which they are to torn over
their prisoners to him.
The yacht Is taken
and Kara goes book to the vaults to secure
sufficient treasure to oomplete his scheme
He Is followed into the vaults by the father
of the girl, who, after a terrlflo struggle,
overcomes the Egyptian and closes the doors
of the vaults on him that he may die with
his ancestors.
On leaving the vault he la
mistaken for Kara by a discarded favorite
of the harem and stabbed to death. The sollower of Kara, who turned traitor. Anally
brings about the release of the captives by
leading the pirates to believe that there
a number of English troops advancing to
take them, and they make way to save their
own skins and all ends happily. The ItaHag
members of the caat are J. FarreU MaoDonald and Vivian Reed.
The picture was pro-

duced under the direction of L. Frank Baum,
who has done some very good work In It,
and the prints were made by the vans Co.
The production ln a soenlo cense, although
made la California, la possssssd of any quantity of north African atmosphere.

THE CONSPIRACY.
Charles Frohman stands sponsor for this
four-part Famous Players Oo, feature, released ln the Paramount program Deo. IB. It
Is a detective story with a multitude of thrills
and—wonder of wonders—an enlivening touch
of real humor. This leavening of T» irrfiiro,
with the grace of neat comedy oomes as a woJoome relief to rather too much Intense dramatlo product from the studios. John msrson Is featured. The feature Is from the dramatic work of Robert Baker and John Mmerson.
Emerson (his name does figure rather
extensively, doesn't it?) is the delightful old
writer of detective fiction, who figures almost
unconsciously in the solution of polios mysteries,
an exquisite characterisation, which
gives the rather complicated and heavy mystery tale a splendid contrasting touch of sunpis human portraiture. The picture has many
excellencies little touches of the dramatic
craft that give it force and an air of restraint
that gives It conviction.
For example (as
illustrating the stagecraft employed)
when
Margaret Holt, the girl detective first enters
the rooms of Pedro Alvares, she la on the
verge of discovery by a woman who knows her
Identity for several scenes, a capital example
of stage suspense.
Again after the murder
of Alvares. her escape is all but accomplished, when further complications Impede it and
the action hangs again by a thread. To exemplify the restraint, there la a drug fiend involved ln a subordinate part,
fluch a role
would ordinarily have been a temptation to the
film director for exploitation.
In thte Instance, the part is splendidly balanoed.
The
character eppears but briefly, performs only
the sctlon necessary to the part and disappears again. These minor Items are picked

n

—

at random from memory In nn attempt to Indicate the thoughtful, studious preparation

and handling that mark the entire work. The
Fiolnt is that the effort shows Intelligent handing to an extraordinary degree. There is no
Insistence on detached lnoldent to secure a
scenlo effect or a dramatlo "punoh." The one
defect seems to be that the action la slow In
getting Into swing snd the dramatlo preparation Is unwieldy a defect which Is common.

—

appears, to the screen adaptations of stage
pieces.
This point has been touched on often
In these oolumns, but Its Importance excuses
such Insistence. The picture exemplifies anIt

other element of feature production, economy
of footage.
Every action la reduosd to Its
lowest possible term of film. A message is to
be sent. The sender Is seen to enter a telegraph office. Without Interval a messengerboy comes Into the office of the sender snd
delivers the wire.
The whole story is there,
although moot directors Insist upon showing
the sender In the set of entering the telegraph office, writing the message, paying for
It, business of the operator sending It and the
operator at the other end dispatching it by a
mrHHmKerboy.
Four of the usual operations
eliminated and nothing lost.
Little economies such as these make for cohesive action.

VARIETY

28

Breaker,"

(Thost

made by

the J<

L. Lasky Co., and released this week Id the
Paramount program, features H. B. Warner

"Jimmy Valentine" fame) In the role
adventurous Kentucky feudist who beThe
comes Involved In Spanish Intrigue.
Lasky policy of using dramatic successes for
screen adaptation always assures an Interesting story. In the present case the main narrative Is sharp and clear and contains well
Tne playing of
balanced dramatic values.
(he of

of the

He manages to Inject
excellent
character of Warren Jarvls certain
elements of Jaunty humor which save It from
It Is this air of gentle
stilted staglness.
joshing that saves the story from ridicule.
Warner

Into

Is

his

a workaday common-place

The spectacle of
American performing spectacular feats
valor against a crowd of Spanish bandits

of
in

going it pretty strong
a medieval castle
In a melodramatic way. but Warner's smooth
style of playing lends the action certain conThe picture has one minor bit of
viction.
poor judgment Warrens negro servant who
accompanies him on his expedition into the
"haunted" castle, is made to disguise himself
The "bit" has no
in a suit of ancient armor.
purpooe In the film story, and must have been.
Introduced in a vain effort to inject comedy.
At another
If that were the object it fails.
point the murder of the Prince of Aragon la
The dramatic value of the incident
pictured.
to arouse suspense, but the film slipped
Is
Most of the settings are interiors, Indeed,
up.
there are only a few bits of natural scenery,
Lasky directors have managed to give
the
but
their settings a capital touch of picturesqueWarner's supporting company is exness.
cellent Rita Stanwood as the Prlnoess Marie
Theodore
Theresa is a charming picture.
Roberts has a trifling part in which his abiliA host of
ties are given no opportunity.
minor characters do satisfactory individual
work, although the audience is not always
sure of their identity nor their relation to the
is

main

tale.

THE SIREN.
The Siren
As the title

a foreign slx-reeler (Pathe).

is

indicates it is of a woman at
able to enmesh in her net any
of simple birth married to a
older than herself, but thinks

many charms,
She

man.

man much

Is

The husband dislightly of married life.
covers this and In a fit of frensle strikes her.
She leaves his home, going to Paris, enterAmong them
taining many admirers there.
his
is a nobleman, and he wants her to be
She is rather surprised and quickly
wife.
email
a
in
life
take
up
to
city
leaves the

Here ahe meets a young married
fisherman who falls for her charms and is
found out by his mother. The mother goes
the
to the family doctor (the husband of
siren) and asks him to get her son out of the
The doctor calls on
clutches of the woman.
his wife, and is greatly enraged, but she
greets him with cold haughtiness and finally
makes him bow down to her In a sudden
village.

burst of

and passion.

love

THE WALLS OF JERICHO.
of Jericho" is

a

five-reel pro-

Offioe Attractions) of the play
similar title in which James K. Hackett
In the feature Edstarred some years ago.
mund Breese is the star. In advertising this
feature the producing firm will undoubtedly
make stock of the fact that the play Is by
Alfred Sutro; that Mr. Hackett and Miss
Mannerlog starred in the piece at the Savoy
theatre and that Mr. Breese la In the presThe coupling of these 'acts
ent production.
should give the film version of "The Walls of
a strong box office draft but after
Jericho
the picture has been shown there are few
that will go out and become word of mouth
There is no big punch
advertisers for it
to the film production that will make an
For this the adapter of the
especial appeal.
film version may be taken to task, and no
orltlcism, no matter how harsh, will be sufficiently pointed to fully point out what a

of

mess he made

of

TRAPPED BY CAMERA.

little

detail defects throughout and when summed
up in their entirety they all go toward makMr. Breese Is the
ing the picture defective.
only member of the cast worthy of his hire,
but even battle as he would he could not
overcome the handicap the scenario, pro-

duction and suportlng cast placed on him.
Claire Whitney played the female lead.

THE MARKED WOMAN.
"The Marked Woman," a plcturlied version
in

parts

five

of

Owen

play

Davis's

of

the

same name, is marked for release in the
World program Dec 14. It takes extraordinary Interest from much highly effective war
endless scenic beauty and excellent
acting by a capital company of photoplay era.
Dorothy Tennant Is charming In the leadaction,

ing role.
O. A. C. Lund directed the picThis Is the third of the Davis plays
shown by the World Film Corporation. The
play was written as a whoop-hurrah melodrama with all the emphasis on swift acThe drama
tion and highly colored incident
comes on the screen much more convincingly
than it probably did on the stage, but the tale
has the defect almost universal In plcturlxed
plsys that multiplicity of important charac-

ture.

ters

and

complex

plot

developments

some-

times obscure the storyThis was particuFor exlarly true In the opening passages.
ample it was not altogether clear what urged
Olga to go half round the world to reach
Port Arthur, for what reason she claimed
the Russian ambassador as her father, nor
why the leader of cossacks fled after the killThese things
ing of a child by accident
may have been apparent to a reader of the
play.
They were not to a watcher of the
screen.
Such minor lapses, however, are
mere Incidents In a thrilling feature film. A
considerable part of the action takes part In
China, and the studio sets are marvels of
oriental luxury and beauty.
It was said the
First Battery of New York was part of the
body of troops that figured in the storming
of Prince Chlng's castle. Certainly they rode
and charged with all the dash and abandon
Pauline herself never had
of real artllery.
more exciting adventures than came to Olga,
the Russian girl who was foroed Into a marriage with a Chinese prince In order to save
She was
the life of her American lover.
shipwrecked with great realism, kidnapped
by Boxers, branded by the Russian police,
When
Eersecuted and generally maltreated.
er American lover returned to rescue her
from the clutches of the Chinese husband, her
little eon was killed and the story ended with
the topical sermon against war, probably Inserted by the scenario writer who did the
play Into its screen version. The effort Is a
real thriller and well up to the World's high
standard.

Third of the Detective Webb series. It Is In
four parte, bearing the label of the True
Feather Co. The action Is taken from. the
A professor named
diary of Stewart Webb.
Samuel Humphrey appeals to the police to
stop a spooklsh annoyance in his home. Certain nights his rooms are visited by a strange
intruder, who disarranges books, pencils and
other articles upon his desk. The visitor even
sharpens the pencils and plays other pranks
to worry the professor, but otherwise does no
harm. Above Is the apartment of an army
captain who has some military plans on which
he works at home on certain oatea. The poDetective
lice fall to discover any clues.
Webb is called in. Webb Is In a sort of a
The next morning he is found
dlver'e outfit
unconscious and bound and gagged. The m.
Many feet
p. camera is brought Into play.
of celluloid are used In showing how the machine is set up and how it works. The camera
with its powerful flashlight Is not harmed a
bit when a mysterious long-bearded individual
enters the room and then disappears so suddsnly the party of watchers in the next room
The only clue was a key
didn't see him.
which fitted the captain's cabinet upstairs.
The plans are missing. Webb discovers a
secret panel which leads through some mysterious cavernways and up Jagged sides to an
outside well standing by an old road. Webb,
disguised as a barber, awaits the bearded boy
In the nearby barbershop at an early hour the
next morning. When applying the lather he
slips on the handcuffs and regains the government plans. Then back through those mysterious passageways go the detective and the
mysterious stranger to give the old professor
and the chief of police a little surprise, it's
a long way to the end. Seemingly a waste of
Story could have been told in two reels.
film.
That underground secret stuff makes the trick
look harder. Picture has a foreign aspect It
will make best impression In the avenue neighborhoods where they are lees exactfng as to
detail

and consistency

of picture scenarios.

MORE THAN QUEEN.
"More Than Queen" Is a four-reel Pathe
It is hand colored and should get
The story deals with a queen of an
over.
imaginary European country. A duchess who
drama.

wishes to secure the throne for herself plots
against the queen, making use of her husband,
A certain post is to be
the prime minister.
filled and the queen has selected one man
while the duchess sees that ahould he be put
In the position her chances would be very slim.
The queen has a little son for whom she Is
trying to save the throne. The man whom she
wishes to put In the position of trust Is in
love with her, but he knows that he can not
make her his wife on account of her little son
and because she Is the queen. The castle Is

The nobleman

The husband
fisherman and husband meet
tells the other two he is married to the womis overcome
fisherman
The
seek.
an they
and falls to the ground, hurting his head.
see
He is carried home. The woman goes tothere
him against the doctor's orders. While
the flshmerman's mother with a sledge hammer puts the woman out of the way. The
leading lady is not of the usual siren or
vampire type, nor is she possessed of the
physical charms a "siren" should have. Her
acting is good in spots though not impressive.
The male characters show little class, tie
doctor looming up beyond the rest The picture should have been left on the other side,
with the hope some war bomb would find its
way to the storage place. Six decidedly long
reels .but sUll only 1.000 feet each.

"The Walls
duction (Box

many

There; are

his prebellosn attire.

THE GHOST BREAKER.
The

what might have been a

great picture. "The Walls of Jericho" In its
original form was a play with a punch and
There was a big scene that has
a moral.
not since had Its equal In any society drama.
But all of this the scenario writer has seen
own
fit to discard so that he might write his
version and the transportation of the tale
has weakened the story beyond measure.
There is a lengthy Introduction of two reels
The scene Is
to what was the story proper.
laid in America, while In the original AusThe American scenes
tralia was the locale.
Here the
are supposedly taken in Montana.
producer has taken his hand at "atmosphere"
and placed a sheriff of the period of 1840
(such as Holbrook Hllnn played In the original of "Salomy Jane") Into the scene where
every one else Is to all purposes of the present day, at least as far as costume Is conThis Is brought out with particucerned.
larly startling effect when the sheriff walks
into the London scenes of the picture with

DAILY RELEASE KEY.
VARIETY has Imam irate* a aisaple tabulated ft
of review* far
the Dally/ Film Releasee, Herewith there la printed a copy of the
code ratlag?, Natalag? will fee anted reajardlaa; photography aah
The service releasing In Indicated by aa laltlal.
tJeolarly
CODE.
Bxeellent

1

S

Pro-

Release
Date.

12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/

2
4

5
5
6
6
6
8
6

12/ 6

gram. Reels.
2
O
1
Bertha the Buttonhole Maker.
1
Broncho Billy's Judgment... O
1
O
It's a Bear
1
U
The Higher Impulse
1
U
Fldo's Dramatic Career
M 2
A Question of 'Courage
1
M
Mr. Hadley'o Uncle
The Lion, the Lamb and the
2
U
Man
Title,

The House

of D'Or

The Amateur Detectives
And Percy Made Oood
The Crystal Olobe
Jealousy

12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/
12/

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

The Tattooed Man
Out of the Darkness
His Prehistoric Past

The Outcome
Our Mutusl Olrl, 47
Other People's Business
Hearst-Sells;

News

Just a Kid
Crystals
Buster Brown
The Price of Silence

8 Limping Into Hspplness
8 Ttie Reader of Minds
8 -The Master Key, No. 4
8 Oettlng Acquainted
8 The D I s t r 1 c t Attorney's
Brother
12/ 8 Vivians Cookies
12/ 8 Whose Baby
12/ 8 The Rose at the Door
12/ 8 Mrs. Trentwith Comes Home,
12/ 8 He Makes His Mark
12/ 8 Dobs at the Shore
12/ 8 Sunshine and Shadow
12/ 9 The Forest Thieves
The Girl In Question
12/
12/ 9 The City of Darkness
12/ 9 The Genii of the Vase
12/ 9 Animated Weekly
12/ 9 The Abyss
12/ » A Matter of High Explosives.
12/ 9 A Recent Confederate Victory
12/ 9 The Athletic Family
12/ D

The New York Hat

M
K
K
K
K
M
M
U
M
M
O
O
O
O
O

M
M

U

M

U

1
1

Fair

Bad

Act- ProSub. Story, lng. ductlon.
Remarks.
8
D
8
8 Story disjointed
8
8
2 Farcical finale
C
D
2
2
2 Ususl B. B. type
3
3
C
8 Misses fire
D
3
3
3 Stereotyped
C
2
2
2 Dog Principal actor
Bully good picture

Dill

C

3

3

8

Old stuff

D
C-D

3
2
3
2
2
3

3
2

2
2
3

Entertaining
Seversl laughs

C

2
2

D
D

1

C

2
2

C

D

2

2
2
3
2
2
2

2
2
3
3
2
3

D

3
4

2
3
2

H
H2

D
E

2

2

2

C

2

1

C

3
23
2
2

2
2
2

1
1
1
1

1

W
c
W
D

2
2

D
D

1

C

2

U
U
O
O
O

D
C
C

D
D
C
C

O
O

M
M
M

S
4

1

1

2

D
D
D
D

U
U
O
O

1
1
1
1

W

<7

2

D

O
O

1

1

C

Interesting

Plenty of action
Silly

Gripping

Rough Comedy
Very old
Too much like weeklies
Amusing
Fair

1

2
2
1

1

2

2
2
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
3

2
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
3
2
2
3

D

1

1

C

3

3

C

1
1
1

1
1
1

D

Inconsistent

Different

Fair
Mediocre
Exceptional
Attractive

Improbable
(Western.)

Intense.

Old stuff

Powerful

3
3

Silly

2

Light comedy

2 Serial
2 Idea old
3 Oood Idea ruined
3 Silly
2 Child featured
2 Likable
2 Too many captions
2 Morbid
3 Ordinary
Variety
1
New Idea
2 Slow
1
Exciting
1
Fast
1 Reprint

Gimbel Brothers

Bankers
NEW YORK
"
(Under Urn Supervision of tha
Banking Department of tha State

of

4%

Now

York.)

paid on Interest
(Semi-annually.)

accounts.

Deposits and Withdrawals can
be made by mail with safety.

2%

paid on Checking accounts.
(Requisite Balances.)

Banking hours 9 A.
P. U. daily.
cluded.)

at

to 5

(Saturday in-

better appreciate what
is after a personal visit to our Banking Offices. Service book on request.

You

will

"Our Service"

the scene of a big ball when the hall catches
and the queen's little boy Is rescued
The lover leaves and a
In the nick of time.
little while later the little boy Is out riding
when his horse runs away. He Is thrown and
The queen feels It Is useless to rekilled.
main on the throne longer, aa both her lover
and son are gone, so she glvee It up to the
prime minister and the duchess, and starts out
She locates him
to And the man she lores.
and they begin life over again. The big fire
scene Is well worked out. The story is practically nothing, the picture relying on the
color effects. Some exceptionally fine settings
are used.
fire

DAMON AND
"Damon and

PYTHIAS.

Pythias," the six-part pnoto-

which the Universal opened the
New York theatre last week, comes up
As
to its most enthusiastic advance notices.
an example of pretentious artistic film production it Is a notable achievement
Its
play

with

spectacular effects are splendid, Its small artistic touches delightful and Its scenic and
photographic qualities uniformly excellent
The whole work represents a high attainment
of the cinema art.
The cast Is most satisfactory. Only eleven principals are named on
the program, but no better organisation has
been seen on the screen. The characters play
naturally and with a certain stately grace
that Is most convincing. The story of ancient
Qreeoe calls for particularly Intelligent acting.
The slightest strut or the smallest detail of
overacting would have spoiled the Illusion.
That the players avoid any such mistake Is
the highest testimony to their discretion. The
ancient dress lends Itself so easily to travesty
that ordinarily the modern actor Is a spectacle for ridicule In Its flowing draperies.
These camera sctors wsar their togas without
self -consciousness, and gracefully. The women
are always lovely pictures.
One scene, set
in an exquisite garden, has a series of dances
by a bevy of pretty Greek maids. A skilful
artist with paint and brush oould not hsve
msde them more lovely, nor could the composition have been Improved on canvas.
This Is
but one example of general excellence that
runs througnout the whole picture.
For
breadth and smashing massed effects the picture baa never been excelled.
Some of the
views of the approach of the Syracusan army
to the beleaguered city are In the highest
degree Imposing.
Their entrsoce into the
sacked city, with the rush and whirl of galloping charioteers has a real thrill for the
most Jaded. The ssms Is true of scores of
other big scenes. The press ststement Is 3,000
persons were concerned in the production.
It
easily believable.
Much more remarkable
the skill with which these big bodies of
supernumeraries have been manipulated. The
Illusion of terror during the battle scenes Is
perfect and the destruction of an ancient
city by a barbarian horde is meet Imposing In
its realism.
To begin to note with anything
like adequacy the capital bits of good work
would be a considerable task.
Taking one
point as sn Index to the whole quality. It Is
perhsps worth noting thst In the scene near
the end, In which the grief of Hermlon st the
departure of Damon Is pictured, Cleo Madison
weeps with real, practical tears.
A closi
view of this detail Is given In order thst
there may be no doubt about It It seems unIs
is

gracious to pick flaws In what Is geoerslly
so fine a work, but several views of the chariot
race are poorly handled.
The screen shifts
from the excited crowd In the arena to sbow
the chariots racing along a deserted country
road.
The story Is a model of clear scenario
construction.
Interest In the story proper
never for s moment baits and the dramatic
values are well developed. Among the principal
players
sre William Worthington as
Dsmon, Herbert Rawllnson aa Pythias, Anna
Little as Calanthe and Miss
Madlaon as
Aiennlon.

Still

retains her drawing power, playing to capacity business the
entire week in Orpheum Theatre, Brooklyn

So happy was the public
at
of

to see

EVERY performance

Eva Tanguay back

in vaudeville that

the audience spoke with her-- -shouts

"HELLO EVA," "WELCOME EVA," "BRAVO EVA," came

in the

opening song.

NEVER HAS THIS BEEN HEARD OF ON ANY STAGE.
Eva Tanguay STILL
"Little
"Little
"Little
"Little

REMAINS

the highest paid
on the stage today.

SINGLE

artiste

self denials"

passing words of sympathy"
nameless acts of kindness"
silent victories over favorite temptations"

These are the threads of gold which when woven together gleam out
so brightly in the pattern of

life.

Performers booked for Orpheum, Brooklyn, can look forward to a
happy week. John Hall (stage manager) has the interest at heart of
every one playing the theatre.
Let credit be given where
not be overlooked.

it is

due.

Here

is

one instance that must

THANK YOU, MR. HALL

!
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THE FOREMOST FILM CLASSIC EVER
(•PRODUCED IN AMERICA.
Produced by the

PLfflfERSmW
ADOLPH ZUKO It, President.
DANItL rROHMAN.Msn^m^

Director

tOWIN S

PORTEfcJedwteei

D.r««4or

Executive Offices.
'«

213*229 W. 26m STREET,

famous

NEW YORK.
EST

REGARDING MAIL
The cia beat way

to Insure

prompt receipt

of

your mall

Is

through

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT

! !

VARIETY'S

Where Players May Be Located
Next Week (December 14)

Address Department
It

No forwarding.
ba changed weekly.

can't go wrong.

May

ONE

LINE,

IS

YEARLY

No

delay.

(52 time*).

Name in bold face type, same space and time, fit.
Send name and address, permanent, route or where
VARIETY, New York.
(If

route,

Players may be listed in this department weekly, either at the theatres they are
sppearing in or at a permanent or temporary addreis (which will be inserted when .route
All are eligible to
is not received) for (5 yearly, or if name is in bold type, $10 yearly.
this department.

permanent address

will

playing,

with remittance,

to

be Inserted during any open time.)

Abeles Edward Vsriety N
Variety

Adams Rex * Co

A.

Y

N Y

Adler ft Arline Keith's Boston
Adelaide ft Hughes Keith's Providence
Alco Trio Orpheum Lincoln

ROLF
PRESENTS
To be followed by

MABEL

ORRIN

TALIAFERRO

JOHNSON

/*

appearance
on the screen)

(his first

IN
IN

"THE THREE OF US"

"SATAN SANDERSON"

BY

BY

RACHEL CRUTHERS

HALLIE ERMINIE RIVERS

ALCO PROGRAM
Produced by THE ROLFE PHOTO PLAYS,

Inc.

1493 Broadway, New York

VARIETY
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TIMELY WORDS
The announcement

of the Alliance

Program was somewhat

of a

surprise to the trade in general.

Not

who knew

however, to those

so,

the

many months

scheme and

patient labor spent in crystallizing the

of

in building the

machinery of the gigantic organization.

The wheels have been turning

since the 12th

day of October,

increasing in velocity and speed, until today the Alliance stands
forth a tower of strength, and

growing stronger every day.

The advertising of the Alliance has been honest. No false
promises have been made. No wild statements of financial backing
have been disseminated. What difference does it make to the exhibitor if plain Jim Smith or a high sounding financial name is
behind a company? The exhibitor's only interest is the picture on
the screen, and the sole aim of the Alliance Films Corporation is
to place on its program the best feature films that can be had,
and it has done so.
The Alliance Films Corporation is not hampered or controlled
by any manufacturing company. It reserves the right to buy film
on the screen, and it sets the standard for its film productions.
This plan his the complete approval of such manufacturers as
are sincere in their determination to produce good film and really
put the

money

into them.

The quality of the productions will increase steadily. It must
not be forgotten that the Alliance Program was launched in the
midst of certain conditions existing in the trade, and that it has
steadily pulled away from these conditions. It has accomplished
wonders in a very short time, and in the near future will stand
apart and alone and unquestionably the best program in the world.

—

M

Future announcements will show that the biggest and best
things in filmdom are being done in the Alliance ranks, and that the
exhibitor handling the Alliance Program will have reason to con-

IVflOA'
ALL-AMERICAN" SELECTION

Name

Position
Loft End
Loft Tacklo
Loft Guard

Monarch
Santa Barbara

Alhambra
ThUtlo

,

Punch

Full

Paragon

R*«erve

Back

Drama
Comedy
Comedy
Drama
Comedy
Drama

Set 6 Educ.

B. E. Clements.

Asst. Coaches

HONORABLE MENTION
wish to mention "Exhibitors" of "Theatre" college who have shown
great promise this season and trust that I may get in more personal touch
with them so as to get a better line on them. I predict you will see them
on my selection next season.
Each one of my "All-American" selections have passed the stage of inexperience by their previous work in the last five years and are without a
doubt able to cope with this
I

—

Make

IN

reservations

THE COUNTRY
NOW

from

MICA FILM CORPORATION
Sixth Floor
1600

W. 46th

Leavitt Building, 126

Street,

New York

City

A

National Favorlta backad by

Worth

A

Million Dollars

of Publicity.

TRIUMPHANT TOUR OF

"Our Exchanges."

THE BEST TEAM

Alliance Films Corporation

Drama
Drama
Comedy

Criterion Star Subject" of "Kriterion" College
"Mica Film Corporation."

Manager
Head Coach

COBE, General Manager.

J.

Cornedj

Trump

Santa Barbara
Navajo
Nolege (Capt.)

A.

College

Centre
Right Guard
Right Tackle
Right End
Quarter Back
Left Half Back..
Right Half Back.

Alhambra

gratulate himself.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Crane Wilbur
(Himself)

Hero

"The

of the

Famous

Sarlal Picture

Pauline"

Perils of

Tha bast advert! sad Plctura Star now bafora tha
Public

appearing

personally

at

the

head of His

Own Company.
Playing to Capacity Audiences Everywhere

Return dates breaking all records. The Public clamoring to sea this world-famed
a Thousand Photoplays.
For open time, terms, etc., etc., address

Idol of

CHARLES

F.

ATKINSON,

Manager Qulncy Adams Sawyer,
211 Tremont

Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

VARIETY
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Wm.

Bradr

A.

Picture Plays

=
=

Inc.

Co.,
Present*

{ALICE BRADY]

Jl vitalyi&orous five part

drama by

I "AS VE SOW" I
By

the Rev. John Snyder

Arrange Bookings on this through

WORLD FILM
CORPORATION
LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK

Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

WEST

13t

34

44TH

ST.,

NEW YORK

Branches Throughout the U.

S.

and

Canada

m

in

"Where tha

REAL FEATURES com

INVESTIGATE!!!

Ill

W.

4tth St*

from"

Nam York. Phone Bryant

Amusement Producing

I12t

Co.

H. M. Horkhelmer, Pre*, and Gen. Mgr.
E. D. Horkheimer, Sec and Treas.
Manufacturers of Dramatic Feature Films

known as "The Pictures

Beautiful/*

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

REELS
of FILMS with
1,000

POSTERS

Qmosivowen

at

EACH

$3.00

1

VITAGRAPH

CINES
IMP
K. B.

HEPWORTH

BRONCHO

BARKER

KALEM
PATHE

and many exclusive subjects.
first

teresiirresisiibleinappealMowrea

RELIANCE
NESTOR
SOLAX
CRYSTAL
VICTOR

served.

popular

Write

money

for

makera

Keystones and Plckierd

noohngWnieyour nearest umieaucchanse

First coma,

lists.

The moat

are

admittedly

films.

We

them with posters at from $2*
Posters oae, three and six-sheets.

to

UNITED FILM SERVICE

fM.

Exclu-

Alexander Kids Keith's Providence
Lady Pets Colonial
Alpine Troupe Bushwick Brooklyn

Independent Film
Brokers

Byron

NYC

Alice's

Barnes

Philadelphia, Pa.

inc.) NY'.

offer

sive features always for aale.

802 Vine St.,

warners features

(

A

B
Crawford Variety

* Langdon

174

E

71st St

N Y C

SAM

N Y

In

Ctljei

Barnold's Dogs & Monkeys Variety N Y
Barnum Duchess Variety N Y
Big Jim F Bernstein 1493 Bway
Bowers Fred V A Co Variety N Y

28arrpmore

Bowers Walters & Crooker Her Majesty'*
Melbourne Aus
Bracks Seven care Tausig 104 E 14th St N Y C
Brady A Mahoney Empress Tacoma Wash
Brooks Wallle Variety N Y
Buch Bros Variety N Y
Busse Miss care Cooper 1416 Bway

IN

BYAL

and
runx-Mo.
Direction.

EARLY
bpntuiu
M
BENTHAM
M.

«j
S.

Cole

& Denahy Orpheum

"DAMON
& Lee Orphrum Memphis
Carless Ilros Keith's Minneapolis
10

9

Newark N

Duluth

t

£ bway

J

and

PYTHIAS"

Part*—Orchestral Music
Endorsed by Knights of Pythias
In •

Wellington So London Eng

Riverside Ave

Mgr.

Universal Motion Picture Pre sen ta

Cantor

C*™" Nat
Dor,
^

DYKES'*

New York Theatre

VAUDEVILLE

NYC

RJffX

MARBLE
THE LAND OF
and

JOHN W. DUNNE,

NYC

7XSC

MARY

CHIP
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS AND COMPANIES IN BURLESQUE

JACOBS & JERMON'S
I
Broadway and 47th

Columbia Theatre Building,

T

£»'

BILLY

Street,

New York

WATSON

OFFERS

WATSONS "BIG GIRLIE
COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT
CO.'S HOUSES
BILLY

WATSONS "ORIENTALS"
SHOW"
W^I^T COOP-LOOK NQ GIRLS ALWAYS
I

MOLLIE WILLIAMS

A RIOT

III

N

FREDERICK M. McCLOY.

"GIRLS OF THE GAY WHITE WAY"

Presents

SIMMONDS, STEWART
"AUTOGIRLS" CO.

GERARD'S

«Cn
I ICQ
rULLILO

Sieve

PREMIER ACROBATIC DANCERS

with

"BON-TON GIRLS"

FEATURED

THE

GUS FAY'S "GAYETY GIRLS"

Management,

JACOBS A JERMON

IN

COLLEGE GIRLS"

NOW AND ALWAYS

HARRY

Gladys Sears
"TANGO GIRLS" CO.

Johnnie Jess

JACK CONWAY

Featured with

Featured with "Star and Garter"

BILLY WATSON'S "BIG SHOW"

Direction, Phil B. laaac

LOR HASCALL
Manager)

SIMON LEGREE

Lilian Fitzgerald
Management Jamea E. ("Blutch") Cooper

'Prime

Francis Elliott
"AUTO GIRLS"— 1914-15

Prima Donna, "Prize Winnera" Co.

•^^mm

Harry Seymour
NOT A STAR-A COMET

NELLIE FLOREDE
"GOLDEN CROOK"

"AUTO GIRLS"— 1914-15

&

Josephine Variety

N Y

D
Montreal Ind'f
Variety San Francisco
** Long Maidie Variety N Y

j£Arvillo Jeaaette
JJ* Felice Carlotta

Y C

With

DAVE MARION'S OWN

NRY

SYBIL

JIM

DIAMOND and BRENNAN
"Niftynonsenae"
14),

CO.

Season

14-15.

DIXON

F».

"THE BIG REVIEW OF

lfl5"

MANAGEMENT

MARGIE CATLIN

FENNESSY A HERK

"Happy Widows"

ALWAYS WORKING

ROSS
SNOW
AT
for burlesque, musical

comedy or pictures

Address 81 Bnena Vista Avenue, Yonkers, N. Y.

SAMMY WRIGHT

Al Reevea aayat "The biggest riot
I've
ever has! in my show!"

FRANK FINNEY
CHARLES

Sam Micals

A William. Variety N Y
Michelle Bros Poli Hartford
& McHale Palace Chicago

Donlin

Next Week (Dec.

of 1915"

H.

WALDRON

CO.

Devine

De

Woman

Winners" Co.

EDNA RAYMOND

NOVEL CREATION"

Leading

DixM't "Revise

LIBERTY

LEO HOYT

"ROSELAND GIRLS"

<-rosi

(Stage

"BEHMAN SHOW"

Featured with

A

(Columbia Circuit)

Anna-ARMSTRONG and ODELL-Tommy
Presents

Coaroy
LeMaire care Shuberts
Cook Joe Variety N Y
Cerradinl F care Tausig 104 E 14th St N
yint Mr and Mrs D Orphcum St Paul
^ronin Morris & Co Orpneum Lincoln

Direction.

Hnry P. Dixon
"REVIEW OF 1115"

Direction, lias Spiegel

"PROF. DOPE"

"A

Personal

LE VAN

[Hickeyj

CLAIRE DE VINE

In

"GOLDEN CROOK"

With

Babe La Tour

LEADS

I
AA V"

GORDON and MURPHY-Fnnk

Florence Mills

Featured with

LAKE'S

OF f\
THE LI

I

AND

LEW KELLY

and

Offer

With SAM SIDM AN, GERTRUDE HAYES and an All-Star Caat
BIGGEST HIT IN BURLESQUE SINCE "WINE, WOMAN AND SONG"
NEXT WEEK (DEC 14), GAYETY, TORONTO

Abe Reynolds

Zella Russell

VARIETY.

Dave Gordon
BARNEY

AN ENTIRELY NEW PRODUCTION AND BOOK.
NEXT SEASON.

COMEDIAN

In

SOMETHING NEW

BERT BAKER
IRISH

BARCLAY

B.

"In appearance and method he closely resembles Frank Daniels when that present-day
.elebrity was winning his spurs in the Charles H. Hoy t farce comedies."

GOOD NEWS FROM THE FRONT

Harry K. Morton

BURLESQUE

HARRY M. STEWART FRANCIS ELLIOTT
MADELINE WEBB
JAS. J. LAKE
BILLY HALLMAN
CAROL SCHRODER
HARRY SEYMOUR
TEDDY SIMMONDS
SALLY STEWART
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT, 1914-15

"The Only Female Star in Burlesque"
Fred McCloy

IN

IN

Palace, Chicago

MAUDI

WITH " BOWERYS "
Hurno

'•AMERICAN BEAUTIES" CO.

'Queen Rose of the Rosebud Gardca of Olrls/'-McOoy la Variety.

VARIETY
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STEINS

Compliments

HARRY

G.

MELVILLE, Manager

CHICAGO WAREHOUSE

BUY NOW FOR SPRING DELIVERY

NEW TOY MANUFACTURING

make it
NECESSARY THAT YOU BUY NOW
—OR AT LEAST TO—

Present European conditions

20

NOW

PLACE YOUR ORDER

SOUTH MARKET STREET, CHICAGO,

IN

STUFFED TOYS

LOWEST PRICES

N.

AND GIVE YOURSELF A CHANCE TO

MAKE A

ILL.

MANUFACTURERS OF EVERYTHING

ORDER TO GET

IN

CO.

B.— Watch

for

Our New Ones

Merry Christmas and Happy

PROFIT

DEAL DIRECT WITH THE

28-30

New

for 1915

Year to

All

OFFICE AND FACTORY
West 20th Street, New York, N. Y.

IMPORTERS
1915

JAPANESE GOODS
FOR

CATALOG—NOW READY
1108 WELLS ST.

Chicago White Metal Co.,

Carnival and Fair Use

CHICAGO

A REAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT
IMPORTED PEARL NECKLACES

S2S

Ogawa

lustre

silvery

fully

equal

to

You can not duplicate this for i times this
Genuine Pearls— in necklace, with Solid Gold Clasi
SEND AT OUR RISK: On approval, through
See one and you'll order another. _
price.
cto. In stomps ana wo sond It on approval by
any Express Cot, or direct to you. Sond
MONEY BACK IF NOT
express. If ordering direct, pines $3.M In envelope, and sond NOW.

WE
8

SATISFIED.

Ws

MAHARANEE PEARL CO.,

are responslbls.

Madison Street

Consumsrs

Bid*.. Chicago,

111.

JACK
In

E.

GARDNER

TO FAIR SECRETARIES!
do business with imitator*?

POWERS

A. A.
Is the originator of

Address

all

"SLIPPERY GULCH**

communications

direct. 1297

or

"THE DAYS OF

'4f"

Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILL.

FELICE BERNARD!

H

Hagans

4 Variety

Fields

Teddy Variety

Erroll

Fagsn

Bert

A

X

A Mrs Hugh

227

W

46th St

N Y

Prospect Brooklyn

Byron core Cooper

1416

Bwsy

NYC

Kammerer & Howland Rehoboth Mass
Kaufman Bros Keith's Boston
Kelley Walter C Temple Detroit

LONA HEGYI
E. J.

MOORE

The Gabby
Trickster

ONLY
First

This

FIRE and

21,

PALACE, BLACKPOOL, ENG.

Lelands The Keith's Philadelphia
A Co Temple Rochester

Leslie Bert

Blanche
Leslie
LOEW
CIRCUIT

Lady Clay Modeler
Time In America

Week (Dec. 7) Hammerstein's, New York

HAMMERSTEIN

LEON and CO."
PRESENT

The

Lamb's Manikins

DEC.

Gallagher & Carlin Poli Hartford
Gardiner Jack Hammerstein's

NYC

NYC

FRANK LE DENT

J

Frank J Herbert Vita graph Studio Bklyn
Frey Henry 1777 Madison Ave

NYC

Kramers The Keith's Columbus

Langdons The Orpheum Detroit

Johnson & Wells Union Hill New Jersey
Jones Tom & Co Colonial Erie
Jordan A Doherty Variety N Y
Johnstons Musical Empire Edinburgh Scotland
Josefssohn John Iceland Glima Co Variety N Y

VAUDEVILLE

A Leighten 167 W 45th St N Y C
A Mayne Dominion Ottawa
Y

Keuling Edgar Louis Variety N
Kirk & Fogartv Tampa Tampa

LOEW CIRCUIT
Direction, FRANK BOHM

Ishakawa Japs Poli Scranton
Ismed Orpheum Minneapolis

Elizabeth

Emmett Mr

ROSE a CURTIS

NYC

I

IN

Keno

HYMACK

MR.

I

AND SEVEN LITTLE FOY1

Kelso

Laherty Columbia St Louis
La Mont's Cowboys Majestic Milwaukee

N Y

Hayward Stafford A Co Akron Youngstown
Hsywards The White Rsts N Y
Hermann Adelaide Pierpont Hotel
Howland & Leach Palace Chicago

N Y

CO.

La Count Bessie care Bohm 1S47 Bway NYC
La Croix Paul Fountain Pk Louisville
La Fevre Duo Keith's Boston

"At Mlssltt Junction"

Concession DepL, N. American Bldg., Chicago

MUELLER &

L

Hamilton Jean Touring England
Harrah Great Pantages Oakland
Hart Mario a Billy Majestic Milwaukee
Havilans The Variety N Y

Hsyama

F.

17M N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111.
Manufacturers Shooting Galleries and Amusement Devices. Send for our new catalogue.

Kurtis Roosters Royal Bronx

N Y

Variety

4 Australian

Direction,

Mary Variety London
"Eloping" Dominion Ottawa

HARRY WEBER

George Edwin Royal Bronx N Y
Gleeson9 & Houlihan Keith's Baltimore
Glenn Carrie Variety N Y
Godfrey & Henderson Variety N Y
Gordon & Elgin Variety New York
Gray Trio Variety N Y
Grees Karl 3 Mariahilf Str Bingen-Rhein Germ
Guerlte Laura Variety London
Gygi Ota Variety N Y

with

Dooley Ray Trio Keith's Columbus
Dorio Mme & Dogs Prospect Brooklyn
Dorr Marie Keith's Pittsburgh

GET THE BEST FOR YOUR MONEY

"CURSE YOU, JACK DALTON"
Direction,

Why

Co.
&CHICAGO

Gaudsmidts The Temple Detroit
Gay lord & Wiltsie Orpheum Jacksonville

Superbly Matched Two-Carat Pearls of

60

translucent

Upon Request

Catalog

Talrito

WATER

WEEK

DEC.

Direction,
P.

SMITH

SENSATIONAL
SPECTACULAR

MYSTERY
Featuring and Breaking Box
Office Records for the U. B. O.

VARIETY
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ITS TIME TO BEGIN TO COMMENCE TO START

YOUR PLANS FOR THE
You've perhaps noticed a beginner

in a

poker

Luck— It's

SEASON

1915

game— HE NEARLY ALWAYS WINS— But—That's Not
because he's Carsful.

EVANS & CO.

H. C.
"Sat in" for the

first

time this season with a sensational line of the World's

BEST NOVELTY DOLLS, TEDDY BEARS,
STEINS, PILLOW TOPS
And we wars "CAREFUL"
—And, although we were up against a lot of "Old Timers" who "knew the game," and did a lot of "Four Flushing." we "stood pat" with
our hand and drew a "Full House." We "saw" every bet in fact, we "raised" once in a while- and at the final "show-down" we "raked"
the "pot."

in

—And—WE'RE GOING TO DO THE
SAME THING NEXT SEASON
We've never been accused

of

pulling a "cold deck," either, and

that's the reason,

MR. CONCESSIONAIRE
you 'should demand a "show-down"--"caH" every time— get
that you have had a fair,
just share of the "pot" and
square "deal"-and we will GUARANTEE that if C. H. EVANS & CO.
has the "deaF'-YOU'LL WIN.

That

?

KNOW

YOUR

-J?

v'

And—
Remember—H.

EVANS &

C.

y

h

CO.

5
\^\

LEADS THE WORLD ON HIGH QUALITY AND LOW PRICES
IN THE WORLD'S BEST

ttttP

?fA
•yv»'

PADDLE WHEELS
COUNTRY STORES AND OTHER LIKE EQUIPMENT
BIG CATALOGUE AND CIRCULARS FREE

H. C.

EVANS &

CO.

W. Van Buren

75

•

Chicago

St.,

•••

•

-•-•

Harry Water Presents

L. e:\as is

3

Original "Rathskeller Trio"

VARIETY, New York

Care

Tba Wlralcaa Orchestra

Marx Bros Co

Lipinsky's
ley's Dogs Palace Chicago
)gers & Lydell Orpheum Lincoln
Lydell Rog

N

Lmlejohns The Variety
Lowes Two Variety N Y

M

BRACKMAN-WEILER
—OF CHICAGO-

MARCONI BROS.
Keith's Cincinnati

LEADS THE WORLD IN THE LINE OF

SHAYNE
MATTHEWS"DREAMLAND"
And Company

NY

Manny & Roberts Variety
Mardo & Hunter 25 N Newstead Ave

St Louis

Majra

Maya

LEATHER SPECIALTIES AND PREMIUMS

N Y

NY

McCree Junto Columbia Theatre Bldg N
McMahon & Chappelle Temple Detroit
Meyakos Trio Temple Syracuse
Meredith Slaters

330

ORIGINAL NOVELTIES

In

4k Adatts Variety
Lairfaa Variety

W

51st St

FOR

Y

CONCESSIONAIRES—STREET WORKERS
DEMONSTRATORS AND CABARETS

N Y C

Umeyer Freeport L I
Middleton & Spellmeyer
Montgomery
rry M Keith's Indianapolis
Moran & Wiser Keith's Indianapolis
Morris & Beasley Loew Circuit
Morton & Glass Keith's Washington

?

CO,

"Ask Any Fair
or
Carnival

MYSTIC BIRD?

Man"

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG

U. B. O.—Orpheum
Direction,

"He
'Lrwa

Laeky

Cantiftstlsn

Artlela Fill
of Boi

Dm

6

it

VALUE OF CONTENTS
.$0.10
.15
Talsua...

Trlnola Stain Remover Soap.

WneeM

Borates'

Caw.

Dlaplsy

In

Medes Triple Ext. Perfuse..
Pearl Dentifrice Tooth Soap.
Glycerine and Batterrailk Soap
Pineapple Cream Soap
Medeo Shampoo Hair Tonic.
.

.50
.25
.10

25
.50

25

Maleo Catlele Soap

Empreu Caeimber Cream...
My Lady Tar for Shampooing.
Empreu Face Powder

^_

.50
.25
.50

•asa#
THINK

»»

OF

IT

I

-. rwarM

..
ARTICLE!
.
. JI.

; 2L.
-•»»""
.

DC*
araeii
*ACW

~$3 J5

Total Value
Whrn you show

Ems

Fill six*
Stera Slit.
x 13 V4 laehai

customer this gorgeous raae,
ttK array of flnc toilet goods will dazzle her eye, and
wlirn At the end of your spiel you sUte the low price
of

$1.00
This

all

this,

the

dollar

Is

at shown above, cover padded with parOnly one Winner of oar 37 Varieties.
Quantity price to agents, 50e each.

M. DAVIS SOAP CO., 6*1 Davis Block

222 North Det Plalnet

Street

CHICAGO, ILL

You Right"
337

Aurora,

FOR THE
STREETMAN. DEMONSTRATOR
PEDDLER, CANVASSER, FAIR WORKER
CONCESSIONAIRE, ETC.

My

goods are right.

My

My Service
A

rn

*Es*-J«

Dec.

3,

1914.

PLAY BALL MACHINE
TO
ON THE

Right

Trial Order Will Convince

You That

WILL CONTINUE

Right

is

IN

My Catalog Today
BEFORE YOU FORGET

Write

III.,

VARIETY:—
CANT GET CUT READY FOR ISSUE. JUST TELL THE
PARK AND CARNIVAL BOYS THAT THE ORIGINAL

prices are right

is

What I Say

FREE

Brackman-Weiler Co.
W. Madison St, Chicago.

WHOLESALER OF
NOVELTIES, SPECIALTIES, ETC.

yours

$1 25.

IT'S

ED HAHN

oatflt.

ple cloth.

C.

for

your

Treats

HARRY WEBER

THE

PAST,

SCORE

AND THAT MY

1915

DOLLAR SACKS AS
CATALOG IS READY.

for

14 A HIM 35*
"/Hill

w

MadUon
CHICAGO, ILL.
-

J. J.
St

-

FOX THEATRE

BLDG.,

RUBENS, Mgr.

PLAY BALL MACHINE
AURORA, ILL.

CO.

VARIITY

36

fhe

ReAned

Hosne

ft

tor

Professionals.

Handsomely Furnished
Steam Heated Rooms
Bath and Every
venience

NOW AT

67

THE

HILDA

ST.

Hotel Plymouth
Now

A

Fireproof Building.

o ONE

T
$1 DAY

TWO IN
5
A
"X"
DAY ROOM

Big Reduction* to Woskly Guest*
Every room has hot and cold running water, electric
long distance telephone.
EUROPEAN
Phono 152* Greeley

CLEANEST

PLAN

EDWARD

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

SINNOTT, Manager

T.

776-78-80 Eighth Avenue

150 Furnished Apartments

Betwcx

somely furnished three and
four-room apartments complete for housekeeping. Private bath, telephone, elec-

RATES:

$12

St

I2S and ISO

Decidedly clean, four and
five-room apartments with
private hath*, carefully fur-

Comfortable

Bryant

Tel.

New fireproof buildin
just completed, with hsn

tricity.

7M and 751 tth AVE.,

tt 47th

3431

Bryant

Tel.

S1I.M up

$8.00

and Phone in
Each Apartment

Private Bath

4293-6131

and

UP WEEKLY

252-254

West

ARTHUR

38th

St., off

is* rooms, scrupulously clean, baths on every
Telephone 4155 Greeley

I

MUSIC ROOM FOR USE OF GUESTS

TURNING THEM

Gee. P. Schneider, Prep.

Telephone Bryant

IT"

I I

2317

and Rooms

Complet

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
NEW YORK
the

Housekeeping
323 West 43rd Street.
Clean and Airy
Private Bath, 3-4 rooms. Catering to the comfort and convenience
for

Heat

$8

HOTEL TAFT
Rooms

Sec —75c

with use
with private bath $l.t* daily

of bath;

and

single

or

double.

profession

of

Up

38th St. and 6th Ave.

New York.

Rate* to the profession

—$3,

$4,

$5

and

$•

kly, single or double.

MARKW
EL
WEST
NEW YORK
SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL RATES

49TH

Rooms

ST.,

With Private Bath,
Bedroom and Bath, $2.50

for 2 persons, $1.00.

Parlor

$1.50

JO

H

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310

W. 48TH ST„

Renards 3 Variety N Y
Reynolds Carrie Variety N Y
Rice Hazel 340
46th St N Y
Richardini Michael 10 Leicester Sq London

Teddy Alice Keith's Philadelphia
Tsuda Harry Orpheum Sioux City

W

W.E.Ritchie and Co.
THE
Monkey Music
Garden^ Maiden Eng

Rochez's

Roehm'a Athletic
Ronair

ft

Ward

Hall

2

Maiden

Hill

Valli Muriel ft Arthur Variety
Van Billy B Van Harbor

N H

Hope Vernon
U. B. O. and Orpheum Time

Direction,

N Y

WM.

and

FULTON

Featured In "The Candy Shop"

ALBERT

Pantzer

Duo

Parrillo
Peal son

&
&

Keith's Louisville
Frabito Royal Bronx N Y
Goldie Grand Pittsburgh
Pekin Mysteries Keith's Indianapolis
Pietro Colonial Erie

Harry Weber Presents

PAUL

MISS

-

NICHOLSON

ILTON POLLOCK
In Geo. Ada's

Comedy,

"SPEAKING TO FATHER"

En Route

"A
Coddles

DOROTHY

VON TILZER

EN ROUTE

Direction,

NYC

NORTON

FRANK EVA»S

Violinsky Orpheum Portland Ore
Von Hon George Variety New York

MAUD

N
Nallia ft Bert Forsyth Atlanta
Nash Julia Co Orpheum Montreal
"Neptune's Garden" Orpheum Birmingham
Nestor Ned & Sweethearts Loew Circuit
Nlblo A Spenser 363 12th St Bklyn
Nlchol Sisters care Delmar 1493 Bway

Pair of Sixes" Co.
T.

Prince Arthur Grand Pittsburgh
Pruett Bill Columbia Grand Rapids

SAVOY
and BRENNAN
SHOW GIRL AND THE JOHNNIE
VARIETY, New York
Sherman

ft

De Forest Variety N Y

Skatelle Bert

ft

Hazel Alcazar Springfield

Empress Decatur
ft Stone Echo Farm Nauriet

Stafford

N Y

Rellly Charlie Variety

San Francisco

Texico Variety

NORD

W
Walton

ft Vivian 9 W. 98th St N Y
Wakefield Willa Holt Keith's Boston
Ward Will & Girls Bushwick Brooklyn
Weston Willie Maryland Baltimore

WILLIE WESTON
VAUDEVILLE
IN

Booked Solid

N Y

Whiting

&

Direction,

MORRIS

ft

FEIL

Burt Bushwick Brooklyn
Keith's Boston

Whitman Frank
Wilson Jack

Reeves Billy Variety

and

MAX HART

&

N Y

Stanley Aileen Variety N Y
Stanley Forrest Burbank Los Angeles
Stanton Walter Variety N Y
St Elmo Carlotta Variety N Y
Stephens Leona 1213 Elder Ave N Y
Sutton Mclntyre ft Sutton 004 Palace Rldg

BOGGS JOHNS

Noble a Brooks Tivoli Sydney Austrslis
Nosses Musical Fox Aurora 111

N Y

Girls Variety Chicago

Variety

ROCK

All Conveniences.
Rehearsal Rooms.

NEW YORK

ORIGINAL TRAMP CYCLIST
DEC, APOLLO, VIENNA, AUSTRIA

Phone Greeley 3SM.

220

$4 to

Day*.

1890 Bryant
KICIA/ VsfnDnf
iVItlN
nltVV
2W W. 41ST STREET
Hotel for gentlemen. $2 a week.

Tel.

and Four Room Apartments
Large rooms $4.§t and up

Th

CITY

w~*

*

HoU

AWAY NIGHTLY

Furnished Apartments
I

Near 6th Ave.

DINNER

I

with wine

steam heat, electric light and ga*

Phone Bryant 1M4

#!#%
Ih

St.

Lunch 40C.

Weekly

floor,

EIGHTH AVENUE

A
II
U U LI I U X£ :r~
THE RENDEZVOUS OF "THEATRICALS BEST'
4»h

108-110 West

NEW YORK

7th Avenue,

$2.50 to $5.00

Office

776

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WON'T FORGET

UNDER MANAGEMENT OF THE OWNER

E

47th and 48th Streets

4td ST.

exceptionally
clean
three and
four-room apartments, thoroughly furnished for housePrivate baths.
keeping.

nished.

UP WEEKLY

W

j

NEW YORK

THE CLAMAN

THE ANNEX

HENRI COURT

BURTIS, Mgr.

E.

and

light

Steam Heated, Centrally Located in the Theatrical DUtrict in the City of
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession.
lit 114 to. 111 W. 41th ST
Tel. Bryant 8560 8561

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES »Q.

The Edmonds

Furnished Apartments

TOWN

IN

and VARIETY.

Sole Proprietress

ttb Ave.), R. Y. City
Throw from Broadway

$l

ROOM

On* block from Book la*
Office,

Stone's

IN

A

554
Tel. Bryant < 555
7833

'Phono 7117 Bryant
Acknowledged aa tko test
to stop at In Nov

tlaco

©rk City.

PAULINE COOKE,

W. 44th STREET

1Kb St (Between Broadway and

99

& Co

Keith's Washington

N Y

Tanguay Eva Keith's Philadelphia
Taylor Eva ft Co Majestic Chicago

M

Zarell H
Co 4018 Michigan Ave Chicago
Zpeiler Edward care Cooper 14ft Bway

NYC

VARIETY

37

ACTS COMING TO CHICAGO STOP AT

HOTE.L CARLE.TON

HOTEL VAN CORTLANDT
142-146

WEST

BROADWAY

JUST EAST OF

A

Centrally located, good service, absolutely fireproof.

Telephone

hotel.

in

STATE,

NEW YORK

49TH STREET

IN

IN/1

VICTORIA HOTEL

PHILADELPHIA

Wabash Ave. and Jackson

NEW YORK
WEST 47TH STREET,

CHAS.

J.

104-106

W. 40TH

ST.,

NEW week.
YORK, Between Broadway a»«J Six*
rooms,
Housekeeping

European Plan, rooms S2.5S up par
par week. Steam Heat. Baths on every

$4M

Double

Ave.

rooms,

up.

$7. OS

floor.

JIMSEY JORDAN, Mgr.
Phone Oreeiey
Greeley

Catering to Vaudeville's Blue List

107-le*

Wast

249

plan.

HOURS.

MR.

MEAL SERVICE AT ALL

Music Room for
'Phone 1050 Bryant

Private Batha.

Weat

14

Blossoms

Cherry

(Week

20-23

American Beauties 14 Empire Newark 21 Casino Philadelphia.

Auto Girls 14 Corinthian Rochester 21 Garden
Buffalo.

Em-

pire Toledo.

Beauty Youth & Folly 14
Music Norfolk.

Behman Show

14

Brooklyn.
Ben Welch Show
Gayety Detroit.

L O

21

Academy

of

Empire Hoboken 21 Empire
14

Englewood Chicago 21

Big Jubilee 14 Gayety

Milwaukee 21 Star &

Garter Chicago.
Big Revue 14 Garden Buffalo 21 Star Toronto.
Big Sensation 14 Olympic New York 21 Academy of Music Jersey City.
Bohemians 14 Penn Circuit 21 Olympic New
York.

Bon Tons 14 Music Hall

New York

21 Casino

Philadelphia.

Bowery BurleBquers 14 Star & Garter Chicago
21 Englewood Chicago.
Broadway Girls 14 Haymarket Chicago 21
8tandard St Louis.

DU

Ginger
Hall

refined

14 Casino
York.

Girls

New

Brooklyn

21

Muslo

from Happyland 14 Gayety Montreal 2123 Empire Albany 24-26 Grand Hartford.
Girls from Joyland 14 Gayety Brooklyn 21-28
L O 24-26 Park Bridgeport
Girls from Follies 14 Murray Hill Now Tork
Moulin Rouge 14 Gayety Toronto 21

21

Globe Trotters 14 Gayety Washington 21 Gaiety Pittsburgh.

Happy Widows

14 Gayety
ety Minneapolis.

Omaha

21

LO

Gay-

Hastlng's Big Show 14-16 Bastabls Syracuss
17-10 Lumbers Utlca 21 Gayety Montreal.

Hello Paris 14 Savoy Hamilton Ont 21 Cadillac Detroit.

Heart Charmers 14 Century Kansas City 21 L
O 28 Gayety Chicago.
High Life Girls 14 Empire Cleveland 21 Victoria Pittsburgh.
Girls

Honeymoon

14 Gayety Buffalo 21-28
Hastubie Syracuse 24-26 Lumberg Utlca.
Liberty Glrlg 14 Gayety Kansas City 21 Gayety Omaha.
Lovemakera 14 Empire Philadelphia 21 Empire Hoboken.

Grand

14 Trocadero Philadelphia
Atlantic City.

L O

Aca-

City Sports 13-16 New Nixon Atlantic City 21Blnghamton 24-26 Van Culler
23 Stone
O H Schenectady.
College Girls 14 Westminster Providence 21
Gayety Boston.
Crarkerjacks 14 Star Toronto 21 Savoy Hamilton Ont.
Dreamlands 14 Star St Paul 21 Gayety Mil-

TARR STUDIO
(FORMERLY THE APOLLO)

THEATRICAL AND COMMERCIAL

waukee.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Mull's Show 14-16 Jacques O H Waterbury 17-10 Gilmore Springfield 21 Howard

Evn

Boston.
Fay Foeter Co 14 Cadillac Detroit 21 Haymarket Chicago.
FollleR of the Day 14 Gayety Detroit 21 Gayety Toronto.
Follies of Pleasure 14 Buckingham Louisville
21 Standard Cincinnati.
French Models 14 Columbia Indianapolis 21

Buckingham
Gaioty Girls 14
Brooklyn.

Removed from 122 Sett 44th

Orpheum Paterson

Garden of Girls 14 Gayety
Gayety Baltimore.

21 Casino

Philadelphia

Gay New Yorkers

14 Palace Baltimore 21
ety Washington.
r.nv White Way 14 Empire Brooklyn 21

665 Eighth Avenue, Cor. 42d
100 8x10 Reproductions $8.00—100 5x7 $3.50.

Gay-

Careful and Personal Attention Given to All Orders by

L O

SAM PLATNICK,

2S Westminster Providence.
17-19 Grand Trenton 21

DU R

—

Closing the show, Orpheum, Brooklyn, This
Following the wonderful

artistic novelty

And holding them

St.

Specializing Flash-Lights, Large Size Portraits and Reproductions.

21

Gay Widows 14-16 L

and

St. I*

Louisville.

Gayety Brooklyn.

The most

Prop, and Mfr.

Headquarters
to All Thsotros

Girls

H

Gayety Pittsburgh

Beauty Parade 14 Olympic Cincinnati 21

New Nixon

City Belles 14 Gayety Baltimore 21
demy of Music NorfoTk.

Dec. 7 and Dec. 14.)

Al Reeves Beauty Show 14
21 Star Cleveland.

Theatrical

Gypsy Maids 14 Princess Bt Louis 21 Qaysty
Kansas City.

Boston.

Charming Widows 14 Academy of Music Norfolk 21 L O 28-30 L O 1-2 Grand Trenton.

nUILESOUE 10UTBS

CAMPBELL,

E. E.

Ten Minutes' Walk

Gayety Buffalo.

City
Light Housekeeping

Howard Boston

WEEKLY RATES

Golden Crook 14 Star Cleveland 21 Olymplo

MO.

21 Star Brooklyn.

AND MRS. ED KENNARD.

Cabaret Girls

HOTEL

Prospect Avenue
Cleveland
I Minutes' Walk from Thoatroa

SPECIAL

REGENT HOTEL, 100 N. 14TH
NEW REGENT HOTEL 101 N. 14TH
METROPOLE HOTEL, 000 N. UTH ST.

Girls of

SSth St.

New York
Reasonable Rates

48th Street

NEW YORK
Ameri

344
J44

FURNISHED ROOMS

House

Schilling

The TALGARTH
1024

A. RILEY, Maaacor
ST. LOUIS,

MONFORT

4SS1

PUUofelphU

Cincinnati.

Proprietor

AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS
Telephone Bryant

COOKE'S HOTEL

Rates to the

POPULAR PRICE RESTAURANT

HOLLINGSWORTH,

A.

Blvd.

CHICAGO

Just Off Broadway.
14S-1S5
Absolutely Fireproof
"The Vary Heart of New York"
EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE
Rooms, 25S Private Batha
Rooms (Running Water) $1.M and Upward. Room and Bath, S1.5S
to St Theatres

Formerly

Theatrical Hotel of tho Better Class"
Walnut Street above Elgktk
I

WELLINGTON HOTEL

IN

Walk

SHERMAN'S HOTEL
"A

CAFE CABARET EVERY NIGHT

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Five Minutes'

TT T
V^JLAA V^/*.V* KJ 9 lL#Iw<

Opposite Casino Theatre

KING EDWARD

Formerly

PHTPA^n

417-19 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
WITHIN THKE ILO0KS OF TEN LAtaCST DOWN-TOWN THEATIEt

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

NEW

WEEK

ROOMS WITHTHEPRIVATE
BATH
NEW, MODERN FIRE PROOF

Moderate Prices

Rooms large, light, airy and well furnished.
Room* with use of bath $130 and up. Rooms with bath $2 and up.
Parlor bedroom and bath $3 and up, for one or two persons.

SSS

UP.

home-like transient and family

every room.

Restaurant and Grill equal to any

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION.

ARCHER AND 20TH STREETS

FREE USE OF ALHAMBRA HIPPODROME STAGE FOR REHEARSAL
PURPOSES. THEATRE AND HOTEL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

AND

$4.00

seated, besides pleasing

them

Gen'l

Week (D

Manager

.7)

— Would like to follow her every week
Direction, HARRY FITZGERALD

V \RIE1 Y

Barnett

Son
Opened Monday, Nov. 30th,

it

new

in their

Both Members

act

This Club

n

By JUNIE McCREE

And now

first

April 19, 1915, United Time

open week

Direction,

SAM SHANNON

NELLA

On

WE

the Ocean

En Route

for

New

York,

Due Saturday

Desires to express her appreciation to English managers for setting back

her dates to enable her to spend her Christmas Holidays at home.

RETURNING TO ENGLAND
resuming engagements
Manager,

I.

W. HEIN

IN

FEBRUARY

there.

Sole Representative,

ERNEST EDELSTEN

VARIETY

^rrrrrrrrrrrr
JEROME

H.

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

REMICK,

MOSE GUMBLE,

President

r

Mgr. Professional Dept.

JEROME

rn

BELCHER,

F. E.

Secretary

REMICK & COMPANY

H.

N

IN

ANOTHER

GREAT NOVELTY
SONG

"CASEY JONES"
BY

MURPHY and MARSHALL
tt

ON THE

CHORUS
On
On
On
On

5.15
JEROM

NEW YORK
W.

219

228

Hear the Whistles Blowing,
Your Ingersoll is slow,

the 5.15.

Down

the 5.15.

Bang! goes the Gate on the 5.15.
1114 by JEROME H. REMICK A CO.
PUBLISHED BY

the 5.15.

Copyright

BOSTON

4Cth St.

the 5.15.

Tremont

137

St.

the Track she's going,

SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT
W. Fort St.

Ml Market

CHICAGO
Majestic

St.

Theatre

wwwwwwwwwww

AA\^

Marion's Own Show 14-16 Grand Hartford 1719 Empire Albany 21 Miner's Bronx New
York.
Million Dollar Dolls 14 Casino Boston 21
Columbia, New York.
Mischief Makers 14-10 Worcester Worcester
17-19 Empire Holyoke 21 Murray Hill New
York.
Monte Carlo Girls 14-10 L O 17-19 Park
Bridgeport 21-23 Jacques O H Waterbury
24-26 CTllmore Springfield.
Orientals 14 Academy of Music Jersey City
21 Oayety Philadelphia.
Prise Winners 14 Oayety Boston 21-23 Empire Albany 24-26 Grand Hartford.
Passing Review of 11*14 14 Grand Boston ?123 Worcester Worcester 24-26 Empire Holy-

Tango Queens 14-16 Stone

Carnation Beauties 14 Columbia
New York 21 Orpheum Paterson.
Roseland Girls 14 Gayety Minneapolis 21 Star

NOTICE

21 Gayety Minne-

September Morning Glories 14

L O

Gay-

21

Empire Albany 17-19 Grand

Girls 14 Oayety Chicago 21 Columbia
Indianapolis.
Tempters 14 Star Brooklyn 21 Trocadero Philadelphia.
Transatlantiques 14 Standard Cincinnati 21
Empire Cleveland.
Trocaderos 14 Miner's Bronx New York 21 L

Charie Wilins
Of

Princess St Louis.

Zallahs

Own Show

Grand Trenton.

14

L

21 Empire Newark.
Columbia Chicago 21

L O

21-28

L O

24-2«

LETTERS

"FUN ON THE BENCH"

AM

claim I
POSITIVELY THE ORIGINATOR of the Spotlight Pantomime Dance
which is Copyrighted and Fully Protected.
ANYONE DOING SAME WILL BE PROSECUTED to the fullest extent of the law.

CHARLIE WILKINS.
Pal-

Direction.

London Belles 14 L O Westminster

Empire Toledo 21 Columbia

Watson s Big Show 14
Winning Widow. 14

WILKENS AND WILKENS

Hartford 21 Casino Boston.
Star A Garter 14 Casino Philadelphia 21
ace Baltimore.
Sydell's

Sisters 14

Chicago.

Proclaimed to be the Best Lazy Pantomime Dancing Comedian in the World, presenting

I

ety Chicago.
Social Maids 14-16

Taxi

O 28 Empire Newark.

St Paul.

L O

Howard Bos-

ton.

Watson

Robinson's

apolis.

O H Blnghamton

17-19 Ollmore Springfield, 21

oke.

Rosey Posey Girls 14

Bid*.

MARK A.

LEVY.

Jr.

Where C follows name, letter i. in
Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety s San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letter, will
not be listed.
P following name indicate, postal,
»
advertised once only.

Providence.

Tango Girls

14

Victoria

Pittsburgh 21

Penn

A

Circuit.

Bernle Mrs Louis

May
Adam. Doc
Abbott

O
R

aueen Of Electricity

C

PROFESSION
TO THE
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

O

I

WOLPINS BAKERY

G
I

156

N
A
L

Large Assortment

Week (Dec.

of

Broadway)

Town
in

our own Day-Light Bakery

BETTER FOOD—MODERATE PRICES
Coffee Here as

You Get

It

Nowhere Else

New York

Bates Louis

Bayer Lillian
Beano C Thornton

Boggs Ida May
Boutenback Ed (C)
Bowsend Cha. (C)
Boyd Mr. Ernest
Boyd A St Clair
Boyne Hasel
Brlckert Carl
Bri.co Emmett (C)

Brook. Walter

Brown Bros 6
Brown Charley
Biown William (C)
Brunnelle Margery

Burn. Williams
Byron Roy

The

Cameron Grace (C)
Carey Geo

AND LAUGHING

Jewel Comedy

UNITED TIME

B
Bailey Leo (C)
Baker Jesse E
Bancroft C James
Banjo Phlends
Barnett Jack
Barton George L

Bellraontes
Bennett Al

Blrchland Jack
Mr. Joe

Blssett

Ansen A E
Armento Angelo (C)
Armln Walter
Avery Bert

Benson Ermine
Benson Marlon J

INOINO

Its

i

Doors East

Game and Seafoods

French Pastries Baked

OUR MOTTO

train

7) City Theitre,

of

Mr B

Anderson Ernest

Street
(3

Coxiest Place in

Bryant 327
This

West 45th

Steaks. Chops,

Allen

» RESTAURANT

Open Day and Night
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Addl. Margie
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WONDER WHO'S
IN YOUR

"I

WARDROBE
SHOW

NEXT

HEART"

TAKEN AFTER NIGHT

By CHAS. K. HARRIS

Dry Cleansed

Now being sung from Maine to California
by America's most prominent Ballad Singers.
If you ever sang "I'm Wearing My
Heart Away for You" or "I've a longing in
My Heart tor You, Louise," you can realize
what this Ballad means to You.

and Delivered for Next Matinee

GOWN

By LEO

to

»

PRESSED

O'HEARN

me)

1554 Broadway, N. Y.

EDWARDS

THE FAMOUS STRAND QUARTETTE and
successfully introduced in "The Belle of
Bond Street," by HUFF & VON BUSING.

MARY

Tune Advertised.

England. Sung and introduced
by Ethel Levey, in London. Now the hit
of both Continents.
First Time Advertised

The

of

hit

,00

oo \*y n s

SLIGHTLY

EDWARDS

NORA BAYES*
Now

and

D. COBB
Ballad hit.

WILL

sensational

being sung by her over United Time.

One

repertoire

Makes Me Think
of Home, Sweet

Home"

tremendous

hit.

DR.

Everything

About You But
the Boys"
By LEO EDWARDS and WILL D. COBB
Can be used as either Single or Double.
Extra versions, suitable for Lady or (»entleman.

"Cotton Pickin'

Time

in Dixieland"
(Buy a Bale)
By JOS.

E.

HOWARD and MABEL McCANE

This is the song that these artists created
a tremendous sensation with in the South
and successfully introduced at Hammerstein's and the Colonial Theatre the last

two weeks.

"WHEN ANGELS
WEEP"
(Waltr

of

Peace)

By CHAS. K. HARRIS
Specially for dancing acts and dumb acts.
This is the Greatest Waltz ever written in
This Country. Send for it. Orchestrations
Free to Any Act in the World.

Carle Grace
Carter Tom

Chlen Han Ping
Clark Alice
Clark Dorothy L
Clark Hazel
Claudius Mrs Dane
Clayton Una
Clifford Frank
CUft Lillian

H

Cohen Victor
Colllnge Patricia
Collins Dunstan
Collins Joe (CJ
Collins Will F

Connelly Laura
Connor Mrs Geo B (C)

Creamer

Billy

Crockett Thos J
Crouch Clayton
Crollus Mrs Dick

Crumit Frank P
Cullen Mrs James
Curran Thos A

Curwen^

Patrick

Curzon Sisters

Darley Brian
Davenport Pearl (C)
Davis Viola
DeAlma George

Deane Sabel
DeLalse May
DeLaTom Twins

Doling Maidie

DeMar Paul (C)
Dettmar Family (C)
DeVaro Chas
Dllworth Lillian

Dixon Dorothy
Dodge Hilly (C)
Donnellys The
Dooley Billy (C)
Dorr A Monroe
D'Osta Fred
Doncourt Jack
Drapers The

Dunn

Sisters

Duahan Peggy

DuV.il! Helen R
Davenport Pearl

of these songs may be had
at Woolworth, Kresgc, Kress and McCrory
Ten-Cent Stores throughout the Country.

Regular copies

K.

HARRIS

PUBLISHER
MEYER COHEN,
No.
"I

701

St.,

YEARS

easy enough, of course, to
claim like that, but it is
equally easy to prove it.
It is

make a

We
ThmstHeml

C%atum%9

tm Ordir.

Inc.

Broadway
New York Gty

Reliable,

have proved it by making
an impartial comparison with
other clothes at $20.00

Ask the

First Actor

You Meet

Prompt and Money Saved

MODERN METHODS
dentist Strand Theatre Bid*

Manager
New York City

Seventh Ave.
(Columbia Theatre Bldg.)

NEVER WANTED ANYTHING
SO GOOD—SO BAD*

Fickett George

Fine Jack
Fisher Philip J
Fisher A Qulnn
Flske A Fallon
Fltzglbbons Ned
Fitzglbbons Edward
Flo A Wynn
Florence Baby (C)
Fontaine A
Forrester A Lloyd (C)
Florence Sidney (C)
Fredericks R
Friendly Dan

Gates Carlo A
Gerard Frank
Gert Jess

M

(C)

A

Gilbert Allle

Gordon Mary
Gordon Nettie
Graff Karl

Fred M (C)
Gross Louise
Guerro & Carmen

Crifflth

La Kola Mrs Harry
Lancaster Ina

G

Kuentzle J C
Kyle Ingram (C)

Le Ford (C)
Lalnt Geo (C)

Eddtngton Gertrude

Edge James
Edyth Rose

James H (C)
Ellis Mrs G Ray (C)
Ellsworth Eugene
Emerson Eddie M
Emery Ray
Emmet & Emmet
Enbe*rg Chas (C)
Ensor William
ElferH

Evelyn Bertha

Farnum John
Faust Victor (C)

Fay Mrs Eva
Faye & Tennlen
Fenton Marguerite

Opposite Strand Theatre

LaVelle Olga

Hannah

NEW YORK

'~e Jack A Kitty
Lee Jessie (C)
Leon Leo

"At the Screen
Club Ball"

Toronto $10.55
Rochester I7SS
Chicago $1S.M
Buffalo $S.M
All Stool Cars, Lowest Fares, Special
Baggage Service
Iff

much

in evidence.

Ask any member.
Holiday Cravats,

Shirts,

Hosiery. Haberdashery and
Gift Novelties in Exclusive
Assortments with Special

You Want Anything Quick—
W. B. LINDSAY, E. P. A.

'Phone

Bryant

Leonard
Leonard
Leonard
Leonard

Norcross & Holdworth
Norton Dixie

Bessie

Frank
Ora
& Healy

O
O'Urlen
O'Brien

Lockwood Helen
London Louis
Lowe Harry B

O'Neill

Merrily yours,

Kaufman &

Lillian

K«ate C Harrison

W

Kellog Edna
Kelly Eddlt T
Kellv Eddie (C)
Kelso Billy (P)
Kemp Robert
Kempton Geo (C)
Kleserllng Richard

Faye

Os-Ko-Mon
Owens May

Lucotti Charles

Lyons & Cullum

M

Phkc Helen (P)
Palfrey Edgar (C)

Mann

Pape Tharesea
Peaters Zetta

Billy

Maree Ida
Marquo Lucille (P)
McAlpine Olga
McConnell Lulu
McCormack & Irving

Penney & Pitman
Pen ival Mabel
Pettcrson Mrs Victor
Philbrick Will

H

Phillips Al

Face Imperfections Corrected

HABERDASHER

BROADWAY

1578-80
716.718 SEVENTH

569

MELROSE

AVE.
AVE.

DR. PRATT
McDonald Frank
Megher Jack (C)
Melodious Chaps 4
Mcl^eon Miss

Melvern Babe
(C)

Merkel Sisters
Mersereaux Louise
Meyers Charlotte

Qulnlan

Montambo Nap
Montgomery Chas
Montgomery Musical
Moore Bob
Mora Tess (C)
Morgan W H
Morrell Maude (C)
Mud*e Martin (C)
Murphy Harry P

•

"MY POLICY"
"Every Arid* Yea Bay
Here MUST Please, or
You MUST Return It."

N
Nash Mrs John
Newport Hal

Broadway

NEW YORK

Call or Write.

Pounds Mrs H
Powers Julia (C)
Prello Chas F (C)
Pudlg Mart

D

Melville Ethel

1122

|

Piutro

<

Xell J
(C)
Keller Margorie

Bobble
English Jack
Oelsclilegcl Charles

Lester Lorraine (C)
Livingston Grace

Mack Marvin (C)
Maitland Harry (C)

Prices.

4212

A. J. SIMMONS, G. E. P. A.
Ticket Office B'way and 42nd St.

HABERDASHERY

Hutcheraft Edna

K

CITY

Lehigh \MIey Railroad

NAT LEWIS'

Carrell

.Jackson Gayuelle M
Johnson Jesse P
JoTinson Lawrence (C)
(ones Tom

BROADWAY

724-26 7th Ave.

Edwin

Latell

SPECIAL SERVICE FOR VAUDEVILUANS

Hoyt Hal
Hudson Lillian
Hughes John J
Hurst Roger

Ingraham Mitchell
Inman B
Irving Emily

1582

Lane Henrietta
Laus Gus
I^each

was very

H
Hale John S
Hall Wlllard L
Hallock Guy R
Harcourt Leslie
Hardin Arthur (C)
Harris Bob (C)
Hargser Pearl (C)
Harris Dorothy
Harris George H
Harrison Claire L
Harrison Gladys
Hart Will
Hayasbi Frank (C)
Heclow Chas (C)
Henderson C (C)
Herskind Fritz C
Highly Emll
Hlllman Chas F
Hlnea Flossie
Horter Katherlne (C)
Howard A North

Howard A

Klmberly Leon
King Frank O
King Mr A Mrs
King Qua

I

' E

Egomar Emllle

CHAS.

Co.,
ovar

HARRY HYMAN

Crackles Billie

Like

it

39

1115

Cooper Bella
Corry Miss O C

" I

and talk

Mm*

T*4.247t Bryant

ESTABLISHED

PROFESSIONAL RATES

Cline

D. BRYAN
The song that will perpetuate the composer's name forever and a sensational song
nit with any singer on the American stage.
Wherever it has been sung it has been a

FRANK

the late

Call

MtM m

1482

Buch Costume

Chang C F

By

lapftri

HARRIS

Harris Ballads. No Ballad
complete without it.

of the real

singer's

"It

K.

tl

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH US

Bryant

By CHAS.

Rate

229 West 42d

WORN AND NEW.

Easy Payments

"WHEN DID YOU
WRITE TO
MOTHER LAST"

A

SPECIAL RATE TO PROFESSION

"SUNBEAM SAL"
By LEO

it

Mack's
Garment

J.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING

"MY TANGO GIRL"

i* 4M7

Phona WO Bryant
Opan Day, Night and Sunday

of "Isle d'Amour"— This is
the greatest effort of this gifted composer.
A feature with TOSE COLLINS.

The composer

First

MATCH A

GENTS SUIT
DRY CLEANSED
I1.M

(Come

IT

SPECIAL TO PROFESSION
DRY CLEANSED
$1J«

"CHERIE

OVERCOAT
OR SUIT
NOTHING CAN

BE

&

Richards

R

Racey Edward
Kidney Jim
Ray no Mrs Al
Reese Lola (C)
Re* an Hazel (C)
Reynolds Carrie
Rlrhanlg & Montrose
Richardson Lady C S
Riley Oua (C)
Roberts Sam
Rockwell Ixiulse (C)
Ito.hra Will (C)

Nicholson Paul

Rooney Julia

Nokes William

Ross A. J

VARIETY
Charles Horwitz

WARDROBE

Author of the host comedy acts in vaudeville.
Sully*. Mr. and Mrs. Mark Murphy, Leila. Davis dk Co., Quintan and Richards,
Yrdeir Emmett A Co., Tom Williams A Co..
and hundreds of others.

Ask the Five

TRUNKS

(Room

Leatheroi tf?
U.

MILLER, 1554 Broadway,

1.

Cheleea

Tel. SSSS-7
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Theatrical

and
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Write

made

at

R. LYNCH
Theatrical Dopt.
Sol* Makers and
Distributors

CHAS.

short

notice.

for Catalog 4

We Say

LETER HEADS
Envelopes, Free Samples,
15c Book of Herald Cuts, 2Sc.

STAGE MONEY,

CROSSLF^g^K^. CHICAGO

JOHN

ST.,

JAMES MADISON

1493

AUTHOR FOR MANY HEADLINERS
BROADWAY. NEW YORK (Room

417)

St

16th

HESS

MAKEUP

je

URiftrn

IENNEBIME. MAINE

K

Factories:

PHONE 971 JOHN
45

Wills' material

Telephone 6177 Chelsea

HEMMENDINGER

E.

w

wrlu J( Nat M.

New York

LEATHEROID MFG. CO.

Contracts, Tickets,

W.

43-45-47

Yst

It

'4

.

You Forest

Lett

Phone, Bryant H7I

SAVE
EXCESS
BAGGAGE

DURABLE

am Shoes.

W. 45th St., New York City
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XX TRUNKS

LIGHT
STRONG

W.23SSTJ
iSlMl and
CLOG. Ballet
Acrobatic
^n y^jM WW\ |*^Bj**enW
Shoes a Spe^^f^TlT-j^^W ^T cialty.
All work
^B

trunks

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

S. Pat. Office

PROFESSIONAL

Manufacturer
o

^ Boots

^ gjafj

INC

Costumes and Millinery

REGISTERED »RIT«8S

New York

SIS),

FRANK HAYDEN

SPECIAL

TRAOC MARK.

CHARLES HORWITZ
1442 Broadway
Phone 2S4S Greeley

41
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DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES
REMOUNTING. Cash or Credit

NEW YORK CITY

Mm

Art of

Deli Seek
"Mtkltf Up"

MUSIC ARRANGED

ORCHESTRA

PIANO

Songs taken down from
chestrations
office where
will five you

voles. Old orrewritten.
quiet
nice,
you can talk to a man who
Just what you want.

W.
Suite

A

NELSON

H.

Astor Theatre Bldg.,

491.

Broadway

1S31

Mail us your photograph and
Dollar and we will send you
100 Stamp Photos, gummed and per-

Color and

in

Quality Guaranteed

One

POWDER-ROUGE
and CREAM
„
Have
been used by the

These

stamps

are

invaluable for advertising; mediums, being always ready to

meunt

tth Ave., near Slst St.
Z2S Wsst 42d St.. near Times Sq.
SI Sd Ave., near lfth St.
Send for illustrated Catalogue V.
Mail Orders Carefully Filled.

novelties,

SOL PUDLIN CO.
17«A

Roth Dave (C)
Roy & Francis (C)
Rozella May
Russell May
Russell Robt

iii

Writs Acta that Gat the Bookings"
Author for Vaudeville Stars

14B Broadway,

Room

Author'* Arent

Nsw York

S2S

LEON BEREZN1AK
Lawysr
TO THE PROFESSION

CHICAGO, ILL.

MS W. Monros Street

fat*

ami. ii7

PLUSH DROPS CHEAP
New

and second-hand, all colore and alee*.
Easy tenant an net sell. Write or wire
LAPP SMITH. 244 W. 46ta 8U Now York.

H

Tetserwarl

Kame

«.

im

at.,

Stevens Pearl

powder or
Paste employed.

Incotn-

a»w »««

DR.

Washburn Dot (C)
Weber Family

Uosuml

Sylva George
Sylvester Harry (C)
Syman Stanley

Vale Betsy (C)

K

reliable, to taks cars of
Steady Job for right man. Writs or
This week (Dec. 7), Majestic, Houston,

Next Week (Dec.

Tex.;
tenia,

14),

Majestic, San

An-

Tsx.

MAX GRUBER

Taylor Nelda

HTI-71 Sway.

Wells Corlne (C)
Werner Oustav

Wheeler Naomi
White Belle
Wilkes Ruth (C)
Williams Foster
Willis Twins
Williams Harry
Wilson Miss E. B.

Woods Ed
Worth Sisters (C)
Wright Rosewell (C)

Victor the Great
Vernon Doris
Vlerra Geo

Tendehoa
Terrls

W

Mrs Tom

MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Accordu
279 Columbus Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO
AT LIBERTY—Light Comedian
For Juvsnils Parts
Address, A. B., VARIETY, New York

VELVET DROPS
Three second-hand, perfect condition. Must
E. Pries, cars Columbus Storaga, 241 W.
•f<
•

ftth St..

Now

Youmans Ephrlam

C* II IP A flf\
****""***/
^

Can Make

It"

Manufacturer nf

THEATRICAL HATS
for eta*,

purposes turned out at short notice.
Mala Office and Factory
Branch
444 Ith A ve„ or. 42d St.
2S4 W. S4th St.

Phone

^m&

M

Unlets otherwise noted, the following reports arc for the current week.

Ws

M. Fluegelmn

Yates Sisters

Yorke Alice

CORRESPONDENCE

44S9

Bryant

to

BOOK ON

Dog Diseases
AND HOW TO FEED
H CLAY GLOVER, V. 1

FREE

any address

by r>» author

114

W.

Slst St.,

Nsw York

The Modern Danoes
—more

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE:
MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING

than ever make necessary the removing* of objectionable hair by women who take
pride in their appearance.

X-BAZIN
AUDITORIUM

(Bernard Ulrlch, mgr.).—
grand opera repertoire.
(Edwin Wappler, mgr.).—
Ann Murdock In "The Beautiful Adventure."
COHAN'S (Harry Ridings, mgr.).— "Under
Cover," still drawing good houses.
CORT (U. J. Herrmann, mgr.). "A Pair of
Sizes," still a magnet of considerable drawing

Century company

In

BLACKSTONE

power.

FINE ARTS

(Albert Perry, mgr.).— Univer-

sal feature films.

Garrlty, mgr.). — "Peg

GARRICK (John J.
o'
My Heart," nearlng the end of a record run.
LA SALLE (Joseph Bransky, mgr.).— "The
Candy Shop," a sound

hit

and

doing

good

business.

OLYMPIC

(George C. Warren, mgr.).—
Perlmutter," doing a land office

"Potash A
business.

ILLINOIS

(Augustus Pitou, Jr., mgr.).—
Zlegfeld's "Follies" packing them to the doors
at every performance.

JULIAN
SIEGEL
STREET, NEW YORK CITY
WEST

Dr.
204

—

POWERS' (Harry J. Powers, mgr.). "The
Misleading Lady," playing to growing houses.
MAJESTIC (Lyman B. Glover, mgr.; agents,
Orpheum).— Nora Bayes swept onto the stage
In a smashing yellow gown Monday afternoon
and took the house by storm. She sang a list
of optimistic and patriotic songs that won her
an easy triumph.
She was recalled a half
dozen times and finally compelled to sing a
lot of the old favorites, and to make a speech
before the house would allow her to go. But,
while Miss Bayes was a big hit, there were
others on the bill who also came In for their
share of honors, and among these were Will
Rogers and Pat Rooney, to say nothing of
"When Caesar Ran a Paper" and "The Green
Beetle," an elaborate act that closed the performance. Nelusco ft Herley opened the show
with acrobatic work, Juggling and shadowgraph work.
They work easily and offer a
neat repertoire of stuff. Brent Hayes, who Is
a virtuoso when It comes to handling the
banjo, was on In second place, where he enOfficial Dentist to

42nd

SPECIAL RATES

York.

Female high-class society dancsr at ones.
*<*•] bs of very good appearance.
Call 3.34
%\ M. Saturday. Mr. Dancer, United Booking
Ufl>ces, Room
SCO, Palace Theatre Bldg.

a Hat

"If If s

Mailed

—

GUERRINI CO.

MARTON.

M.

CbmmUt.

Must bs sober and
wire.

bow

Vance Beatrice
Vann Mrs Jack (C)

GROOM WANTED
horse..

J.

Ward Herman

(C)

snd
Harmless.

complicated

Thompson Walker

Stross ft Becker
Sullivan James F

Painless

•arable results
attained by eat
method in every
case, no matter

Walker Nell
Walters Bob

Troy R
Turner Edith

H-

quid*, no

W

(C)

Stone Marie

Wallace (C)
Shattuck Truly
Shean Billy
Sheehan Carl (C)
Sherman Sarah (C)
Sire L S
Smith E M (C)
Smtletta 8 (C)
Smith Thomas

electric needle*, no
solution, 00 burning

free

Thomas Ray (C)
Thurston
Thurston Leslie

Tolans Musical (C)
Trebors The
Trotter ft Stafford (C)

Stoeffler Isabella
Stoeffler Louis

ft

No

thea—

MEYERS MAKE-

Tilford Lew
Tilton Lucille

St Felix Sisters
Stafford Harry F
Sterling Kitty

S
Sawyer Delia
Scott A Keans
Scott

Bowery, N. Y.

Spellman Jeanette

(C)

R«novod Pennaeeativ

profes-

which

will be glad to
send samples on re-

every line. Long season. Address
Room 415, Columbia Theatre Bid**
Nsw York.

HANDY,

caii.

I

years.

we

'tabloid people

A.

of

SO

Send

letter-

quest.

NA/AIMi

L.

for

Best
they are the best now.

heads, Business, Advertising,
Society,
Visiting Cards, etc.
Special quotations
on larger quantities,
also
other
photo

Sll

-I

on

sion

Superfluous Hair

^^

S*

forated, site of the ordinary postage stamp,

UNEXCELLED AND COMMODIOUS
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ALL

4*
*#%

bbwbj

ft^l

n
I

the

WHITE RATS

DEPILATORY POWDER
hat been used by ladles of refinement for
ever 75 years. It will not h a rm he tenderest
akin and is positively guarantee* by us.
t

Sold by all Druggists snd Depart*
rncnt Stores everywhere for 50c
er you nay obtain generous sample by sending 10c is stamps.

—

n?

Waaeiaglae

St..

N.T.Cny

You Can
Reduce
Your Flesh
Without Drags,
Diet or
Send

for our
descriptive
booklet telling how.

TO THE PROFESSION

THE ELECTRO-MEDICAL

sbvjb

W\^M

Term.
Phone
THE tetfJ SHEET VETERINARY HOSPITAL
Ample Space for Rahearsals—SeJa, Sanitary. CssnfortaMe Quarters
Its-lit East Srd St, New York CHjri Pnono Hiaiinj 17

HALL A RUCKEL

DR.

<or Particulars
Osr.

INSTITUTE
OaUr, Medical Director
131 Wad 59111 ttrset

1 way.

Pbeae tryaat

IMS

VARIETY
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MOST DISTINGUISHED BALLAD SUCCESS

SINCE "MEET

Orchestrations in

All

FRANK TYLER DANIELS

Music by LEO

FRIEDMAN

Keys

Dance and Band Arrangement

BY THE SAME WRITERS

THE ONLY OFFICIAL MARY PICKFORD SONG

BIG HI

SWEETHEART
Superb Two-Step and Fox Trot

146 West 45th St.

Prof.

Mgr. EDDIE

DOERR

way through. Tlghe has a fund of good
and the act went over very big.
Jack Curtis, of Rose A Curtis, was in town
this week looking over some acts.

in

"DANCES OF

1830"

Frances White, of "The Candy Shop," has
been suffering from an attack of tonsillitis.

ROSIE LLOYD
Touring

NEXT WEEK

in

(Dec.

MEET ME
AT

OTTO'S
WEST

Quick sad

vm Servi ce

44TH

ID

KEITH'S ROYAL,

Restaurant and French [Bakery
bet. BROADWAY AND SIXTH AVE.
Pastry-—Cooking Unexcelled

STEAKS

Waldemar Young

city

Prices

Oene and Willie Hayes enter-

before.

tained in an engaging manner and got by
easily.
The house, at the opening of the night
shift Monday, was packed from footllght to

and holds the Interest throughout. Taken as
a whole, the bill was well balanced and offered a varied entertainment which was thor-

Cabaret."

1

oughly appreciated by the Monday afternoon
audience.

HIP.

(Fred Eberts.
mgr.; W. V. M. A.).— Brisk bill with several
unique features, with comedy predominating.
Van A Belle (New Acts) opened with boomerang throwing and got applause throughout
their act.
Charles Bowser A Co. got plenty
of laughs. The act is bright and has numerous
odd situations which are well worked out.
The Three O rah am Boys, who dance, make a
good appearance and do some tall stepping.

One

of

the

men

did

that got him round
The act went over big. Kenny A Hollis, who
have a good line of comedy, were also in the

running and Eckhoff A Gordon, a comedy musical act, gave eminent satisfaction.
Buckley's animals were one of the big hits of the
bill,
carrying off applause honors.
These
animals are wonderfully well trained and offer
tricks that have not been duplicated in this

mood

to

MUSIC HALL (Harry Singer,
Orpheum )
Eddie Foy and all
Foys were on In headline place,
where they more than made good. Since last
seen here Foy has changed his act and Improved It greatly. He opens with a telephone
scene and injects a lot of fun in his con-

PALACE

mgr.
his

;

agents.

.

—

little

versation over the wire.
The youngsters are
lively and they go through their paces with
alacrity.
Frank Fogarty was in a bad spot
Monday afternoon, following the Foys. but
even at that was able to get over very big.
He told a lot of new stories as well as
many of the ones that have made him famous
and got a lot of applause. He was given a
better spot at the night show, where he went

much

better.

Roy Cummlngs and Helen Olad-

ings opened the

bill

with their

"A Night

Glorias, who have been
Rector's, will go to the North
an Indefinite stay.

in for

with her Yiddish character song.
Miss
Leon offered some good "rag" numbers between songs.
C. H. O'Donnell & Co. in a

hit

sketch called "Flashlight Cragln." The act is
along the crook order and O'Donnell, as a
policeman, is very strong.
The two women
who assist are also adequate and enact their
roles with class.
The young man in the
sketch over acts and detracts from the class
of the act.
Harry Tighe and Blanche Babette,
seen III "In Vaudeville," a bright skit, do a
little too much singing.
They get laughs all

a run.

line of quality, although the quantity
not so great as formerly.

Ben Linn, with the John Bunny show,

Word has been
Madame Wanda is

received in Chicago that
very sick at her home in
Spokane, Wash., and is not expected to sur-

vive.

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAGES' THEATRE BLDG.
Phone, Douglass

2213

I

—

ORPHEUM. Johnny Johnson, excellent;
Princess Rajah, successful in closing position;
Minnie Alien, clever; Genevieve Warner, appreciated
El Rey Sisters, did nicely, opening
spot; Will Oakland, liked; Charlie Howard
(holdover), favorite- Dorothy Toye (hold*
over), well applauded.
EMPRESS.— Bernard A Harrington, excellent
Matthews A Davis, passable
NicholsNelson Troupe, did well, closing Mcintosh A
Musical Maids, fine; Wardell A Hoyt, good;
Fred Hillebrand, fair. An added act was s
trapeie turn by a man and woman, opening
bill successfully, and a Chinese boy impersonating Chiney girl splendidly.
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.).— Le Roy
;

;

;

;

Talama and Bosco

COLUMBIA

Co. (first week).
(Gottlob, Marx A Co., mgrs.).—

David Warfleld Co

(first

Ruth St Denis Co

(first

week)

GAIETY (Tom O'Day, mgr.).— Pictures.
A Stubborn Cinderella" next week.
ALCAZAR (Belasco A Mayer, mgrs.).—

WIGWAM

comedy and

week).
Bauer, mgr. ) .—Musical

(Joseph
vaudeville.

PRINCESS

(Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.;
Levey). Vaudeville.
Morris, mgr.
agent, W.

agent,

Jones A Crane will put 'Tanhandle Pete"
In the one night stand districts, opening
Christmas day at Henry. 111. Jack Rellly will
be in advance of the attraction.

Is

under the care of Dr. Max Thorek, having sustained a broken arm in an automobile accident.
Adolph Schrage, one of the players
with the Yiddish company at the Empire, is
a patient at the American Hospital suffering
from pulmonary hemorrhage.
Among those
discharged from the institution this week
are: Mrs. Ralph Russ, Mrs. Phyllis May
Derby and Joe Buckley.

Investigating the origin of the blase.

—

REPUBLIC (Ward
S.

V.

;

A.).— Vaudeville.

Bothewell

Browne

is

preparing

to

return

to the stage.

Among

the

new members

of the Old Friends

Club of America are the following: Al. H.
Woods. Alexander Carr. Lou M. Houseman,
Andy Rice, John G. Warren and John J.

William Jossey was an over-Sunday

visi-

tor here.

Two more

Garrlty.

palaces

at

the

Exposition have

been accepted as complete

who plays the chauffeur
"When Caesar Ran a Paper," did not put
an appearance Monday night at the Ma-

Joseph
in
in

jestic,

Roberts,

and one of the stage hands had

to be

The Swedish Dramatic Club of this city U
preparing to give a play at some early future
date.

impressed into service.

After several weeks of rest Adele Belgrade
on the stage In

made her reappearance
"Damaged Goods."

W. S. Butterfleld has removed his offices
from Battle Creek to Chicago, and Is now
handling all his business from the twelfth
floor of the Majestic building.
He has twentyfive theatres under his control.

Fred
role

The

American Muslo Hall Is dark, and
remain so until the holiday season opens
The "California Cabaret." which played
the house for one week, did not find a very

name

warm welcome.

If

the

present

negotiations

are

closed,

it

is said, Monte Carter and bis "tab" musical
comedy company will open at the Savoy in

James Wlngfield,

of the Central States Circuit, announces that his booking for January

1493

Butler will be seen in the leading
a revival of "Shore Acres" at the

The 1015 Musical Comedy Company Is the
of the organisation
replaced
which
Monte Carter and Co. at the Wigwam.

will

BUILDING,

of

Alcazar.

up.

HI

PUTNAM

for

The Garden Theatre. 8310 North Marshfleld
avenue, was damaged to the extent of $15,000
by fire last Monday. The city authorities are

NNOUN

Bryant 44M.

American

"The Whirl of the World" will come to the
Garrlck for two weeks, beginning Dec. 27.
After that, "The Passing Show" will come

MAX
(Suite 4*2)

appearing at

Harry Mestayer has been engaged to play
one of the leading roles in "On Trial." which
will come to Cohan's Grand later In the season.

in a

They work In one, with a special
drop, and have an ingratiating style with them
that gets over the footlights easily.
They
make a neat appearance and they are graceful.
They really deserved a much better spot.
They close their act with a fast dancing finish that puts them over easily.
Lambertl.
who impersonates musicians, was on in second
spot in the afternoon and was moved to closing placo at night. Kremollna A Darras Bros.,
who had closing spot In the afternoon, were
put up to open Monday evening. Ceclle Weston and Louise Leon won the favor of the
audience quickly. Miss Weston made a special

some sensational

steps
after round of applause.

it was an audience that
show appreciation for every-

the top gallery^ and

was In a
thing.

is

Gaston Ooudron is no longer with the Affiliated Booking Company.
He resigned when
Paul Ooudron left that company.

Dancing among diners has been Introduced
In most of the fashionable downtown cafes
under the new rule by the city council.

CHOPS

NEVER CLOSED

in the

With the advent of Paul Ooudron with the
"Association." Richard
Hoffman has been
transferred to the cabaret department.

NEW YORK

and William Jacobs took the house by storm
with their act "When Caesar Kan a Paper."
The skit is full of real humor and broad
travesty, running at a brisk gait from start
Will Rogers, who is familiar to
to finish.
every one who frequents vaudeville houses,
did his rope-throwing, accompanied by his dry
and droll remarks, and made one of the big
He was dragged back
hits of the program.
upon the stage by Pat Rooney, where he aided
that performer in creating a lot of laughter.
Tim McMahon and Edith Chapelle, seen recently at the Palace Music Hall, where they
were a big hit, duplicated their former success in "How Hubby Missed the Train." This
ad
skit is side-splitting and the two playe's
the house with them all the way through.
Pat Rooney and Marion Bent were on next to
closing, where they were prime favorites.
Rooney "kidded" the other acts on the bill
and won a big reward of applause and laughter.
"The Oreen Beetle" had closing place,
where it held the audience Intact. The act
is a bit lugubrious, but it is admirably acted

GREAT NORTHERN

Tom Faxon, formerly with Leo Feist, Is now
managing the North Star Inn.
Warren Warren, who baa been with the
Marcus Loew western offices for some time,
has resigned and will make new connections.

The

Delicious

OYSTERS

tertalned In hie usual style.

ST.,

American Vaudeville.

14).

Mandel's restaurant will Inaugurate a cababeginning Dec. 15.

ret,

145 No. Clark St.

and February are the best he has ever had

fun,

NOW AT THE NEW YORK ROOF

Inc.

CHICAGO:

the

ARMAND -^REVERE

N E

I
Number

Great Single, Double. Trio and Quartet

PARKE, DANIELS and FRIEDMAN,
NEW YORK:

DREAMLAND

IN

DREAMS

PALACE
Words by

ME TONIGHT

the near future.

I

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

V\RIK1 Y

Will You

Buy a $3,500 Automobile lor $1,050?

On account of sickness I will sell my beautiful Stoddard-Dayton speed roadster, which, with extras, cost over $3,500.00. It is a special
model, only a few others like it manufactured, and it was delivered from the Stoddard-Dayton Shops just three weeks ago. It has been
-ompletely overhauled and guaranteed perfect 58 horsepower and can do sixty miles an hour as easily as it will throttle down to five. I
Beautifully uplearnt to drive it in one day. It has electric lights with generator for same, also two extra tires on demountable rims.
;

holstered body, semi-enclosed for winter use, and seats three comfortably. Total cost for upkeep a month (including garage, gasoline,
If you are in the market for an automobile, few brand new machines, costing
little more than a dollar a day.
etc.) is only $35.00

—

I know you will jump at this bargain after you
It is just the auto for one who admires class and durability.
Please write, stating what time is convenient for you, and you can have any demonstration you desire. Address

$2,000.00, can equal this car.

have had one

ride.

GOOD

CAR, care VARIETY, New York.
Basing the opinion upon the reports of sevadvance agents and managers of one
night stand attractions the show business In
the interior and southern part of the stat< Is
not in a healthy condition.

"Beauty, Youth and Folly" company, packs
theatre at each performance.
PALACE (W. L. Ballauf, mgr.).— "The
Globe Trotters," do not trot out such large
crowds.

said that owing to the poor quality of
this season's road shows many of the Interior
managers show a spirit of Independence when
approached for time for the usual one night
stand show and state emphatically that they
prefer to play good feature movies.

Francis X. Bushman, the picture actor, who
Is a Baltlmorean, appeared in person Friday
night at a motion picture theatre on Pennsylvania avenue, and made a little speech to
He suggested that if any one
the audience.
should like his acting they might send him a
postal telling it to him.

eral

It Is

received here that "The
Poor Little Rich Girl" which recenUy played
the Columbia and was booked to tour the
Canadian northwest got as far as Portland
when It was decided to cancel the Canadian
time and reroute the show back down the
This move, so It said, was actuated
coast.
by the conditions said to prevail In Canada.

Word has been

and drew a big house on opening night, continuing with good advance sale.
Next, "Help
Wanted," first time at popular prices.

OLYMPIC (Charles W. Denzinger, mgr.).—
Five acts, of unusual merit for this house, appear this week. Eckert A Berg, In an Oriental
operetta, entitled "Blossoms," headline
Vesta
Wallace, a dainty little singing comedienne,
has a manner distinctly her own which greatly pleases
Leshsix & Annita, are good enter;

;

Mott A Maxfleld, have some real comthe 6 Dublin Colleens, score big hit pic-

tainers

edy

;

;

.ngs.

(Joe W. Payton, mgr.).— "Old Heidelberg" is the week's attraction offered by the
Brownell-Stork Stock company, with much
success. 1,200 seats occupied on Monday evening by fraternal order of Orioles.
Opening
next week, the same cast remaining intact,
the Lyric Stock Company will present "Camllle."
Prices lowered with change of policy
10, 20 and 30 cents being charged.
Matinees
daily.

BALTIMORE.
J. E. DOOLEY.
Schanberger, mgr.; U.
(F.
Arthur Prince, different from the
B. O).
rest; Mrs. Gene ft Co., clever; Henshaw 4
Avery, full of fun; Clara Inge, dainty little
Bert TCrrol, scores ; Chung Hwa
comedienne
Claudius ft ScarChinese Four, real novelty
the Hedders, good; Alice
let, much applause
Teddy, well educated bear.
HIPPODROME (Charles E. Lewis, mgr.
Loew). Edward Davis A Co., little vulgar;
"On the Riviera," beautiful; Rochler*s dogs,
splendidly trained ; American Comedy Four,
Blssett ft Bestry, win
voices harmonize well
favor; Dolly Prim, best voice In show; The

Dy

C

MARYLAND

—

Due to a complication in bookings, the
Colonial, playing Stalr-Havlin attractions, will
"Within the Law" will
be dark Dec. 21-24.
be there for two performances on Christmas Day and two performances following day.

;

;

—

;

Hassmans,

thrill.

VICTORIA (Pearce ft Scheck, mgrs. agent,
N-N.).— De Vere ft Lewis, pleasing; Guy BartMercedes Beck ft
lett Trio, variety of songs
Slgnor Frani
Co., full of humorous situations
Stress ft Becker, fare well.
Troupe, very good
mgr.;
agent, Ind.).
NEW (George Schneider,
—"Consul Pedro," shows human Intelligence;
Kearney, Buckley, Cook ft Co., much laughter; De Ball ft Mulcahey, Tine showing; Swan
;

;

;

;

ft

Oday, entertaining; the

Music, good

;

Four Emperors

Mayne A Wynne,

of

graceful.

—

performances
Benefit
mgr.).
"Ben Hur."
every night greatly Increases audiences.

AUDITORIUM (Wedgewood

Nowell, mgr.).
—Poll Players in "The House of a Thousand
Miss Grace
Candles," appear to advantage.
Huff, the leading woman, Is not at her best
Fair-sized houses.
as the heroine.
White Squaw."

OAYETY

Lawrence, mgr.).— "The
Business pretty quiet.

(C.
(J.

F.

C.

Sutherland,

—

14,

dark.

Xmas

week, Julian Elttnge.
GAYETY (J. M. Ward, mgr.).— Harry HastNext,
ings' big show, doing big business.

"Honeymoon Girls."
SHEA'S ( Henry J. Carr, mgr.

—

;

agent, U. B.

O.).
Despite the coming of Christmas, there
has not as yet been noticed the usual lull in
patronage. The Zara Carmen Trio, open and
Frank Mollsn*
carry awav some apnUuse
Flo Lrwln ft Co., appear
follows, with success
as a special attraction, winning instant favor
Baby Helen, delighted Matthews, Shayne ft
:

;

FORD'S O. M. (Charles B. Ford, mgr.).—
Best business of
"Lady Windermere's Fan."
hows here this week.
ACADEMY OF MUSIC (Tunis F. Dean,

COLONIAL

By CLYDE! F. RBI.
(John R. Olsher, mgr.). "Passing
Show of '14," opened to capacity. Next, "The
Appeal."
STAR (P. C. Cornell, mgr.).— Following its
record week, enjoyed during the engagements
of "Everywoman" and "Marie Dressier," the
Star again opened with good house, "Kitty
MacKay" being the week's attraction. A percentage of Monday evening's receipts went to

TECK

the Wellesley College Benefit.

mgr.).—

;

headlined, and easily filled the place
Ryan ft Lee, reBros., are a laugh
turn in new act, and won usual favor; Slgnor
Bagonghl, good.
ELM WOOD (A. F. Erdmann, mgr.).— This
week, "The Mystery of Edwin Drood," "Salomy
Jane" and "The Road to Yesterday."
MAJESTIC (John Laughlln, mgr.). The
Majestic, Buffalo's only popular priced theatre
playing road attractions. Is enjoying this
week, with Flske O'Hara, In "Jack's Romance," the first real box office week of the
season. O'Hara has always been popular here
Co.,

Hanlon

;

—

O'CONNOR
\Af

STRAND (Harold Edel, mgr.).— Doing big
business with exclusive features.
First half,
"The Walls of Jericho"; last half, "The
Tangle."

GARDEN

(W.

Graham,

F.

Crackerjacks" have went big
of the best on second wheel.

BUFFALO.

;

movie theatre at High

Ariel,"

and Michigan avenue, opened Monday,
Joseph Welte will manage the house.

7.

Both Mable Brownell and Clifford Stork
have decided to remain in Buffalo, and will
carry the leads In the new Lyrlck Stock Co.
Melodramatic stock will be featured. 14 "Camlllc," following "The Deep Purple."
Same
cast remains, Duke Wellington handling the
publicity work.

;

tures close.

LYRIC

Trying to atone for their past life, Edgar
Grow, a former drunkard, circus acrobat, and
Philip Harvey, a reformed burglar and safeblower, vho are making pilgrimage on foot
from Philadelphia to San Francisco and return, were in this city last week, making addresses in churches and at religious gather-

The "New
street

mgr.).— "The
week. One
Next, "Revue

all

of 1915."

HIPPODROME (Henry Marcus, mgr.).— H.
B. Warner In "The Ghost Breaker," opeofod
good week.
Last half, "The Conspiracy."
Business fair, In accordance to what It baa

G. 8. 8chleslnger, former manager of the
Lyric, Mark-Brock's stock house, has been
transferred to the Regent, their new Main
street movie theatre.
M. B. Schieslnger has
been called to the New York offices of the
same enterprises.
In altering the policy of
the movie house, they are featuring this week
the Milano Quartet in grand opera selections,
with great success. The quartet also appears
on the afternoon bill of the Academy, the only
Loew theatre In the city.
"Uncle Tom's
Cabin" and "The Education of Mr. Plpp" are
the film offerings.

Among the frequenters of city court on
Tuesday morning was one Mile. M. Duancllle,
who claimed to be a former tlgh rope walker
with Barnum A Bailey. She was given 90 days
in the penitentiary on an intoxication charge.
The Poles
matic club.

have organised a
They have a membership of
of Buffalo

dra6v.

been.

PLAZA (Jacob Rosing, mgr.; agents, McMahon ft Dee). Lee ft Lee, open with hit;
Taylor Watt's Trio, applause
Harry Green,
good Curry A Pope, fair Chas. McDonald A
Co., feature bill.
Movies close.
ACADEMY (Jules Michaels, mgr.; Loew).
This Is International Week at Loew's only
pop vaudeville house, each act appearing being from a different nation of the world.
The "Five Old Veterans." headline, arousing
patriotism Harry Culper Is the British entry,
and a real comedian Maklna Bros, come from
Japan, and are a sensation The Itala Quartet, scored big hit; Larkln A Perl, from far
off Abyssinia, go over big
Delafere, a clever
Impersonator, portrays the folk of other countries not represented.
"The Master Key," In
picture, concludes an excellent bill.
21, Car-

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

negie Alaska-Siberia, expedition In picture.
FRONTIER (Charles Boew. mgr.).— Full
performance, movies, featured by music. Doing good.

CLEVELAND.
By CLYDE E. ELLIOTT.
COLONIAL (Robert McLaughlin, mgr.).—

Emma Trentlnl and Clifton Crawford in 'The
Peasant Girl." Good business.
OPERA HOUSE (George Gardiner, mgr.).—
"The Passing of Hans Dlppel." Good business.
HIPPODROME (Harry Daniels, mgr.).—

Maxlne A Bobby, good Roach A McCurdy, applause Shannon A Aniss, entertaining Claude
Usher, hit; Burton Holmes' Pictures,
instructive; Four Marx Brothers ft Co., hit;
Charles J. Ross, good Curzon Sisters, applause.
MILES (Charlee Dempsey, mgr.). Edmund
Hayes, fair; Chas. Eggleston, Mabel Scott,
Peggey Coudray ft Co., good Oscar Lorraine,
applause; Charles and Sallie Dunbar, good;
Mason and Murray, applause; Edward Clark,
;

;

;

A Fannie

;

applause.

PRISCILLA
Mortimer,
applause
row hit
Fouchere.
;

Prof.
wek of
sketch,

;

Armand
the

is

14th

for the Plaza
his new scenic

billed

with

the

war

"The Fall of Antwerp."

Lyric.

;

Harris

and big business.

good produc-

QRBEN

fa"

I

I

;

PROSPECT.— "Help Wanted."
tion

and

;

applause.

Co.,
ap8ebbl McNeil, very good
White Duo,
and Cory, applause ; Reetlvo,
entertaining.
;

Payton, brother of Corse Payton of
Htock fame, has assumed management of the

(Proctor Seas, mgr.).— Ull Ian
hit; Virginia Le Orande and Co.,
Free Brothers, good Col ton ft DarTrask ft Montgomery, entertaining

GORDON SQUARE.— Sahera A

plause
novel

Joe

—

;

I

X

PP

MIKE

NELLIE

O'CONNOR and ORBEN
(Late comedienne Six O'Connor Sisters)

(Formerly of Six American Dancers)

In a Novel and Up-to-date Combination of Mirth, Melody and

PLAYING

UNITED

TIIVI

Merit and

Some Stepping

V\*IE1 Y

DREANO
Man Who

GOODWIN

AND

After Opening at Fifth Avenue Theatre, Booked Solid on United

WHO

Our Scout, JACK FLYNN

DID IT?

HARRY GIRARD
Offers

Woman
Time

World's Greatest Talkative

Dances on Hit Shoulders

MINO

and
CO.

O

MARIE KING SCOTT

"THE LUCK OF A TOTEM"
A HEAL ACT

Weber, Dolan
watch us

JUGGLING WATER FOUNTAINS
Direction,

NEW

and

GROW

!!

W. V. M. A. Circuit
DAVE BEEHLER, Rep.

good.

CLEVELAND (Harry Zucker, mgr.).— "8apho," with Arling Alclne, big business.
GRAND "Sapho," business good.
STAR (C. J. Kittz, mgr.)— "Beauty Parade."
One of the season's best burlesque perform-

—

ances.

EMPIRE
Girls."

(Bert McPhall,
Big business.

Acknowledged by press and public

Alfred Latell
direction, H. B.
Permanent Address,

Driscoll Apartments,

GREATEST ANIMAL ACTOR.
VOKES.

Hoosier Imitators

METROPOLITAN (Fred Johnson, mgr.).—
Metropolitan Players in "Our New Minister,"

Frazer

on the

PETE MACK

»K
8k,0,a "

mgr. ) .—"Tango

THE WORLD'S

Assisted by

ELSIE

Presenting the laughable pantomimic success,

"A DOG OF FANTASY"

NEW
MARINELLI

Geary and Jones

ALL

Streets,

San Francisco,

Cal.

CLOSING WITH THE HARRY LAUDER SHOW AS THE FEATURED VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTION AFTER
TWO SEASONS IN WILMINGTON DEC. 11TH.

8th

AMERICAN SEASON

ALICE LLOYD
IN VAUDEVILLE
NEXT WEEK
Representative,

JP.A.TT

(Dec. 13),

ORPHEUM, PORTLAND, ORE.

L/ASEY

All Communications care

VARIETY, New York

;;
:;

; ;;

VARIETY
TEMPLE

(C. G. Williams, mgr.

Monday

rehearsal
favorite;

10)
Leslie

Bert

off,

De Coe,

U. B. 0.
;
Glaser, big

.— Vaughan
a Co., many laughs;

Ward

Baker, very good; John
Ruth Roy, hit;
A Winnie Hennlngs, good Burns, KUner a
Loretta Twins, pleased
Orady, entertaining
Gardner Trio, good dancers.
MILES (Dr. Paul C. Dulltz, mgr.; agent,
Loew; rehearsal Monday 10). Oracle EmMonkey land, very good
mett, good sketch
Blanch Sloan, aerialist; Walter Bower, good
Brlerre & King, very good ; Lemonologue
maire & Dawson, went big.
OHPHEUM (H. P. Williamson mgr agent,
rehearsal Monday 10). Gertrude
Pantages
Van Dyke, excellent; Savoy & Brennen, very
amusing Happy Jack Gardner, novelty sketch
Guy Baldwin Trio, wire artists; Wright A
Standard Bros., athletes.
Davis, good
FAMILY (E. E. Kirchner, mgr.; agent, U.
Gordon Bros. A Kangaroo, immense
B o. )
Harrison West Trio, good; Crotty Sisters,
good Kells A Haffner, refined Stuart A Hall,
Wilson a Laursen, good Dancing Maidbit
Hemmer A Rice, comedy sketch.
ens, good
COLUMBIA (M. W. Schoenherr, mgr.
agent, Sun).— Musical Tabloid, company of
15, with Larry Boyd, producer and manager,
takes the place of four vaudeville acts ; Frank
A Louise Rose, big hit; Burroughs a Co.,
laughB University Four, encored Brick Bros.
A Edna, very good. Tabloids will continue at
the Columbia If they prove a drawing card in
;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Moore a Haager, did well ; Ida Dlvln;
excellent; HIckey Brothers, great; Harry

dinary

DfiTIOIT.
By JACOB •MITH.

place of vaudeville.
NATIONAL (C. R. Hagendorn, mgr.; agent,
Doyle).— Tabloid. Still popular and drawing
Davles & Kline, Tom Greeley, Marbig.
lettes, Marie Genaro, Crowley A Newton, Phil

—

thriller.

EMPRESS (Cy Jacobs, mgr.). "Through
the Skylight," very funny playlet; Nell McKlnley, cleaned up as usual ; Shrlner a Richards, bright
Murphy A Foley, nifty dancers
Romalne A Orr, hit McClure & Dolly, good
The Nelsses, skating novelty.
HIPPODROME (Ben F. Starr, mgr.).—Carl
Berch ft Co., laughs galore; Five O'Connor
Sisters, very big
Love A Wllbut, good ; Kelso
A Sidney, pleased; Blel A Gerard, fine Three
Hastings, great; Dancing Duo, good.
GLOBE (W. V. Newklrk, mgr. ) .—Little
Maxwell Holden,
Lord Roberts, headlined
Davett A
novelty ; Bennet ft Adams, fine
Oda Bergere, pleased
Duvall, good sketch
ElDoro ft Co., Jugglers.
SAM S. SHUBERT (Earl Stewart, mgr.).—
"Fannle's First Play." Good week.
(A. Judab, mgr.).— "Fine Feathers."
Fine houses.

Tbe Best Small Time

;

—

DETROIT (Harry

Can arraage from three to five weeks between
Commuoicats by wire or letter.

Suites

Affiliated

;

EDWARD

with

woman."

GAYETY— "The Happy Widows."
CENTURY— "Sept-ember Morning

Glories."

SAMUEL

Arthur J. Kelley and his wife have closed
with Murphy's Comedians.
H. Kline Wilson, now with Moredock A Watson's Minstrels, expects to enter vaudeville

L.

CADILLAC

way

(Sam

Levey,

w

Robert Pawley has closed with the ArringStock Company and is back In Kansas

OaF^ef
-w

Trio, Elfie Fay,

The Detroit members of the I. S. T. S. E.
demanding an increase In wages. Stage
managers want their salaries Increased from
$25 to $35 per week, while the employes demand an Increase from $18 to $25 per week.
The Detroit Theatre Managers' Association
met Tuesday to consider the matter. The managers may concede to a small increase but not
are

amount asked.

the

(Clarence Drown, mgr.

U.

;

A

Gertrude Hoffman

city.

B.

Co.,

fine.

Freeman Bernstein

;

;

:

Manager, Promoter end Producer of Vaults tills Acts
i

;

Cycling McNutts, pleasing.
(Carl Walker, mgr.; Pantages).
—"The War of the Tongs," exceptionally
good
Leon A Adeline Sisters, entertaining
El wood A Snow, fair Work A Play, ordinary
Hugo Lutgens, good Colonial Minstrel Maids,

Ita Floor,

;

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

PANTACTES

It

expected

Is

the

new Franklin

Harry

REPUBLIC (Al. Watson, mgr.; Levey).—
Clifford, pleasing; The Harrys, clever;
Lester A Moure,
LeRoy A Hall, ordinary
good Mathews Trio, fair.

of

irrciAMAFOLIS.

By

CALLAHAN.

O. J.

8HUBERT MURAT

Barnes, mgr.).—
18, Indianapolis Orchestra; 26 and 26. "Whirl
of the World."

ENGLISH'S

;

Destiny."

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

COLONIAL.
MA.TEST1C
ama Panales."

COLUMniA
of

Pictures.
E. Sullivan,

(J.

(G.

E

Black,

mgr.).

KANSAS

"Follies

CITY.

Br RVISVLL M. CRwrjlaV
ORPHEUM (Martin Lehman, mgr.).— Cressy
* Dayne. very big Charlie Ahearn's Cycling
•ct, laughs
Six American Dancers, extraor;

MM, 109

Phones:

Iff

Krelsler.

Governing Director

Bryaat.

WEEKS
THE NEW

ALOZ

H.

J.

now with the Regal.

MONTREAL,

AUDITORIUM

(Joseph

HOUSE

P. Q.

C.

Orelb,

2—SHOWS DAILY—2

mgr.).

neapolis, is in this city.

Auditorium Symphony Orchestra.

Ralph Deming, Mason opera house owner,
has returned from a successful duck hunt. He
landed the limit every day he went out.

new leading woman of the Shubert Theatre Stock, made her first appearance
Monday evening In "Tongues of Men."

Beatrice Nichols of the Burbank organisafrom her vacation.

MILWAUKEE.
Br

P. O.

MOROAN.

agent,
A. Hlgler, mgr.
Orph.). Henrietta Crosman, excellent; Hyama
A Mclntyre, bis; Manuel Qulroga. pleased
Nellie V. Nichols, fine: Ryan A Tlerney, encomedy
Alleen
(Taudschmldts,
tertaining
Mljares, fair.
StRnley. registered
agent.
CRYSTAL (William Gray, mgr.
Loew). "The Strongest Tie," excellent; Clark
& Rose, pleased Three Donalu, entertaining
Ogden Quartet, good Roy & Arthur, fine.
(George Omsby. mgr.; agent,
loew).— Valentine Vlt. clever; Three Dixie
fJIrfs. good; Fltzslmmona A Cameron, please;
r'harmlon Trio, entertaining; Charlotte, fine.
DAVIDSON (Sherman Drown, mgr. agent,
Tnd.).— Gilbert * Sullvan Opera Co. and De
Wolf Hopper. Pig houses Indicated for week.

—

;

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

:

;

ORPHEUM

'The House

Pondage" follows.
RTfrPERT (C. A. Nlggcmeyer. mgr.)
Khnhert Theatre Stork In "Tongiwn of Men."
The Powers Within" next.
PAHST (Ludwlg Krelss. mgr ). Pabut Orr
of

—

Stock In "Kammcrmuslk ." first time In
America. "Die Schuetzenllesel" next
Whitehead, mgr ).— "flowGAYETY (J
ery Burlesque™."
Good business.

man

W

asked his general:

lafrNagUtf..
'How's the ad-

By O. M. SAJaVBU
TULANB (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— "Alma."
CRESCENT (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— "One
Day."
DAUPHINE (Lew Rose, mgr.).— Stock bur-

The war tax was the last straw that eloaed
the opers house at Thlbodeaux, La., for the
season, according to Manager Nolan.

lesque.

"blinders."
The Slgaldl

OREENWALL

MAJESTIC (James

JULES DILMAR, Mdef
ance?"

NEW ORLEANS.

to

I

STANDARD ACTS ALWAYS

I^elah Lee,

slstently

tion is back

Minneapolis

OtO. A. McOmMIT, Mbt.
BROOKLYN'S CLAJBIEST VAUDEVILLE

SMinaneaHiBMBM

Merle Howe, a theatrical treasurer of Min-

Ferris is here from
stage a big ball New Tear's.

FUTBOSH THEATRE

Boohing Ages
bourn Theatre•Uidg.

B. Cleveland and the Lasalle Player*
have taken to the road, playing a few "onenlghters" before going into San Diego.

Harry

Dick

Inc.

Write or Wire

will be Installed.
Is

fLSMal

Manager of High-Class Vaudeville Attractions. Artiste desiring New Yorh repi
write or wire. Suite 1M1-2-4, PALACE THEATRE BLDG* 1M4 Broadway, New York City.

;

mgr.).— "Pan

Pleasure."

;

Aunt."

(Ad.

LYCEUM (Phil Brown, mgr. ) .—"Bought
and Paid For," opened to good business.
KEITH'8 (Ned Hastings, mgr.; U. B. O.).—
Nat M. Wills, "On the School Playgrounds,"
George Roland. Mr. A Mrs. Gordon Wilde,
Richards & Kyle, Bill Prultt, Mosher, Hayes A
Mosher. Gere & Delaney.
LYRIC (H. K. Burton, mgr.; U. B. O.).—
First half, Frank Cotter, excellent; Ross &
Farrell. well received
Hodge & Lowell, hit
Pearl & "Roth, very Rood
Diving Models,
Rall-Ooe.
scored
Inst half, George Moore.
Harry Ellsworth A Co.. Paden A Reed, fl
Diving Models.
FAMILY (C. Harmon, mgr.; agent, Sun).—
Jarvla A HarAdeline Lowe & Co., novelty
rison, scored
De Halte & Edwards, very good
Ttaomns A Newman, excellent.
OAYETT (C. Cunlngham. mgr. agent. C. T.
B. A). -Vaudeville and pictures.

LTD*
AUSTRALIA
Capital

feta^em

Capital,

GENE HUGHES,

pleasing.

(J. D.

Miller, mgr.).— "Threads
14, "The Little Cafe."

New York

Registered Cable Address t "HUGHMAC/* Sydney
Heed Omcet TIVOLI THEATRE. SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
NEW YORK OFFICES, SliStrand Theatre BMg.

;

Jules Mendel

now following the Miles
Is
giving two hours of pictures preceding the regular afternoon show with no
extra charge.
Tbe pictures start at 12.90 and
run until 2.30, when the regular vaudeville
program begins. Any person who buys a ticket
can remain through both shows.

of

HUGH McINTOSH,

;

HIPPODROME (Lester Fountain, mgr.;
Western States). Royal Hawaiian Serenaders,
exceptionally good Zlnka Pania, artistic dancer MacLean A Lee, passably pleasing H. R.
Renter and Blue Jacket Four, good; Juggling
Watson, fine Armstrongs, very good Ham-

when burlesque

Theatres

Tivoli

Combined

The Century has again abandoned musclal
comedy, putting In pictures until Jan. 15,

The Orpheum

Freeborn,"

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA

;

MASON.— "The Auctioneer."
MOROSCO.— "Louisiana Lou."
MAJESTIC— "The Whip."
TRINITY AUDITORIUM.— Serato

Saginaw, Mich., which will play Pantages vaudeville, will be ready to open by Jan. 1.

policy

Rickard's

Jack

BTJRBANK.—"Charley's

theatre,

Cable,

;

mock A Nelson,

who demand* back salaries. The company Is
owned by John Nicholson, of Chicago. John
Gllmore, manager, could not be located.

PUTNAM BUILDING, NEW YORK

;

;

Dec. 5 by creditors of the visiting burlesque
which traveled under the name of
The creditors In"For the Love of Mike."
clude principals, stage hands and chorus girls,

Vaudeville Agency

Proaoaoat nasi General Manager

MOSS
SSC
CIRCUIT
PRUDENTIAL
PROD
CIRCUIT
PLIMMER CIRCUIT
•

EMPRESS (Harry Folette, mgr.; Loew).—
Lucy Baker and Ethel Baker, passably pleasing
"Rags" Lelghton and Robinson, ordinary De Wintress, remarkably good RyanRichneld Co., big laugh Harry Thomson, well

;

company

B. S.

;

;

The funds of the Folly theatre were attached

City

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED POR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
Ofaosei Colombia Theatre Bldg.-TIMES SQUARE. NEW VOBX-Teseaaeae Bryant oof

Co.,

A Mack,

—

James H. Moore, of the Temple, is rapidly
recovering from his recent operation.

MOSS,
IOSS.

B. S.

ROOK INC

cleverly done.

A mammoth electrical display has been
It conerected in front of the Miles theater.
The Miles now has
tains 2,000 electric lights.
tbe best lighted front of any theatre In the

New York

E. 14th 3L,

Artist* nasi Acta of every aeecrlptlea suitable fer vaudeville can obtain long engugeaeeats by
BOOKING DIRECT with us. Send la your open ttaao at once or call

clever ; Miller A Vincent,
Claude
;
Meehan's Canines, fair
Golden, entertaining ; Joseph Jefferson, Blanche

received

111.

Emerson and Baldwin, Frans Ebert, Edgertons, Sam Elton, Elgona Bros.,
j^ e Florimonds, Frey Twins, Ford Sisters, Fay 2 Cooleys and Fay, Elsie Fay
Mort Fox, Melle Fregolia, The Falcons, The Finncys.

'

DV/vri\.ir*\J

PRICE, Correspondent
30,

acts for 1MI Park nasi
Sensational Acts Waate*)

Europt make their steamship arrangements through

AMALGAMATED

VARIETY'S
LOS ANGELES OFFICE

;

Season.

Telephone Stuyveeent 13M

;

,

Fair

PAUL TAUSIG A SON, 1M

LOS ANGELES

ORPHEUM

Tem-

Office

Consumers BuiUUag, Chicago,
of all performers going to
us. The following have:

City.

Bender A

mgr.).— "Broad-

Girls."

booking

TUCK

FELIX REICH

ton

O ).— Week Nov.

American Booking

AMUSEMENT
CORPORATION
ROBINSON
New
ETHEL ROBINSON

been learned.

good Swor
very good

Sea Fraadece

VaodeviDe Circuit

Ail cerresoeaeenoe to National Amphitheatre, Sydney.
porarily closed, owing to War Conditions.

Sarah Padden and her "Little Shepherd of
Bargain Row" company did not close last
week In Kansas, as was reported, but are doing good business on the one-nlghters, It has

GUY

Prop.

LEVY CIRCUIT,

General Manager

(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)
BEN J. FULLER, Governing Director

(Miss Meta Miller, mgr.).—
Stock, "The Argyle Case."

Next, "In the Vanguard."

Moulin Rouge."

Salle St.
Seettlei BERT

WEBSTER,

FULLER-BRENNAN

GRAND

AUDITORIUM

SM MASON OPERA HOUSE BLDG.

LYCEUM (A. R. Warner, mgr.).— "Maggie
Pepper." Next, 'Girl of My Dreams."
AVENUE (Frank Drew, mgr.).— "Sold for
Money." Next, "King of the Opium—Ring."
GAYETY (George Chunet, mgr.). "Girls of

H.

;

;

(Richard H. Lawrence, mgr.).—

GARRICK

"Peg."

North

FISHER, INC.

J.

GEORGE

;

_

sailings el beets fer Australia for all first

CIRCUIT
WEBSTER 1M VAUDEVILLE
THE
JENNY WEBSTER.
La
CHICAGO

;

Parent, mgr.). "EveryNext week, Mrs. Campbell.

Novelty Feature Acta.

fee

class acta,

;

—

Dogs.

VAUDEVILLE

Far West. StsaaVCeaeecvoVe Work

la the

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDO, SAN FRANCISCO.

soon.

Vaudeville will be discontinued
after this week.
PALACE (C. A. Hoffman, mgr; agent, CunJerome
A
Lafayettes,
ningham). Flying
Barry, Bates A Christy, Agnes A Kayne, Rudolph A Lena, Holman Bros., The Wilson Trio,
Marvel & Mcsslck, Fox A Brown, Cook A HamA Mrs. Everett Brown, Ganglers
ilton, Mr.

LaToska.

OIROUI

;

Chlsolm,

M.

(R.

mgr.).—

Shop Window."

"Life's

LYRIC
CTypzene

(C.

mgr.).— Peruchl"Ten Nights in a Bar-

Peruchl.

D.

Players

In

room."

HIPPODROME
ALAMO (Will

(Jake Miller,

mgr.).— Vau-

deville.

Ouerlngcr,

mgr.).-— Vaude-

ville.

ORPHEUM

(Arthur White, mgr.).— Jeanne
considered, Blanks alone In
Ernette Asorla Co., Httle dancers,
motoring through here Eadle * Ramadon, Intermittently entertaining
Plckel & Watson,
laughs
Bell & Ward, valuable through Mlas
Pell
Harrison P»rookbnnks. propitious war
Jovlelle.

vaudeville

voire

Some

of the spotlight singers here are nslng

French O. H.

In

Italian

Opera

"Alda," Dec.

opens

at

the

IB.

looked like a dark week for tho Tulan*
but Manager Campbell at the eleventh hour
hooked In Adelaide French's production of
It

"Alma."

Mabel Oypzcne naya that apsis arc merely
"props" for cloth uppers.

;

;

;

;

"Flne Feathers" comes to the Creacent next
t .|c.
and will be followed by "The Old Home
strad," after which the houae goes Into stock.

wo

;

sketch, enhanced by remarkable Juvenile.

Strictly

orchestra

"Orcen Stockings" will be the opening bill
of the Perry Haawcll stork at the Crescent.
Tamo? n Stanton la the latri-t. addition
the Dauphlnp's burlesque stork

to

Former manager of the French opera bnup<\
who onllstrd In fhp French army, bap Just
been discharged for Insubordination.
He In-

•

—

personal. Howard Rohs Is now the
at the Dream World
Al Shear Ih
the seats and floor of hi* alr-

rnvenettlng

domc

for the winter months.
"Jack" Oroy.
with her unlmprarhahly blond hair, Ih om- oi
tho end women at the Dauphlne.
Jerom*»
Ahrain-: is gettlnu a divorce.
Lnrhman and
Samuels are Remlcklng at the Alamo
'I'on/
Kennedy ban Invented s slapstick-holder
There wae a promising actresa here la?t week
who promised to pay, but did not. Apprised

—

;;
;

;
;

V\RI1TY

Closed
in Indianapolis last

(Dec.

Saturday night and
7).

playing the Grand, Chicago, and Green Bay, Wis., this week

is

Playing for the

LEW

W.

V. M. A. this entire season and booked solid.

M. GOLDBERG, Manager.

f

I

—Am

Coming

to

New York Next

Season.

EMPRESS

(Gus S. Greening, mgr.). "Lot*
a Sanitarium" John La Vler ; Joe Kelsey
Pic*
Bros. ; Browne and Jackson

that Claire Whitney, leading lady of "Life's
Shop Window," a slx-reeler at the Oreenwall,

in

waa 'some

Purcella

looker," Jack Israel waited
half hour at the stage door.

her a

for

;

;

tures.

PRINCESS.— Princess Ka Four
Millard Bros.
Howe and Howe

Slickers;
Pictures.

;

;

PITTSBURGH

Murry Love Trio;

U. B.
—Chlng Ling Foo, hit; Trlxie Prlganta,
scored "Sergeant Bagby," went big
Stewart
;

O.).

;

;

Donahue, eccentric
Arnaut Brothers, ecLeonard ft Russell, encored Sam Aah,
pleased
Aurora of Light, very pretty. Big

ft

;

centric

;

Absolute Family

excellent house.
ft

laugh

agent, Loew).
Co., headline, scored

Robinson,
Brothers, best of kfnd In weeks

;

agent, U.
(C. R. Buchheit, mgr.
O.).— Mile. Marietta's Birds, hit; Murphy
Klein, excellent
Billy Van, scored
Sylves;

;

;

ter, very good
Morgan Chester A Co., good
Dare Austin, pleased; Nolan A Nolan, good
The Colvins, scream.
SHERIDAN SQUARE (Frank H. Tooker.
;

;

—

mgr.; agent, U. B. O.). "Lawn Party," headline,
pretty
Jarrow, headline, big laugh
Hilda Hawthorne, applauded
Bounding Pattersons, good
Walton A Brandt, pleased
;

;

;

Altus Brothers, fair.
NIXON (Thos. Kir, mgr.).— "The Quaker
Olrl" drew big house despite lack of stars.
14, Blllle Burke.
ALVIN (J. P. Reynolds, mgr.).— Frltxl
Sob efT, In "Pretty Miss Smith," drew good
house.
14. "The Passing Show."
LYCEUM (Charles Wilson, mgr.).— "A Fool
there Was," with Eugenie Blair, packed the
house. 14, "September Morn," first time here.
8CHENLEY (Harry Davis, mgr.; stock).—
"The Ohost Breaker," well played, good house.
14. "Teas of the Storm Country," first time
here.

(JAYETY (Henry Kurtsman, mgr.).

— "Gold-

en Crook," capacity. Best show this season.
VICTORIA (George Gallagher, mgr.).— "Bohemian Burlesquers, " good business.
ACADEMY (Harry J. Smith, mgr.).— "Jolly
Girls," show good ; house good.

The Yale Dramatic Association is bringing
They are "St. Barfour plays here Dec. 29.
tholomew's Eve." by F. W. Tuttle
"The
Ghost," by Jerry Bundler
"The Stranger,"
by A. F. Jenks, and "Behind the Beyond,' an
adaptation from Stephen Leacock.
;

TRUST FUND

amount you may desire can
be created by you on the payment of about 6%%
annually in advance on such sum, and this
will guarantee your family an annual income of 12%
of the amount of the trust fund, payable in monthly
installments, commencing one month after your death
for a period of years, and on the expiration of that time
the capital will be paid in cash and so provide your children either with a dowry or sufficient capital to go into
of any

"

business.

In addition to this income,

10%

celebrating

Is

Its

of the trust fund will

be paid immediately on your death to defray necessary
expenses and provide for ready cash.

be deducted from the trust fund.

This

10%

will not

This trust fund will

make it impossible for your widow or beneficiary to
make poor investments and thereby become financially

PORTLAND, ORE.
B. AN SOU.

The Trustee

is

an old-established Company with over
of assets and over six million dollars

of undivided dividends and surplus.

BAKER (George L Baker, mgr.).— Stock.
ORPHEUM (Thos. Conlon. mgr. agent, T
;

Llnls

Bertie Ford, opened,
Russell, fine
Miss Fre-

30.

A

;

scream

Co.,
Alfred Bergen,
much applause Carlos Sebastian A Dorothy
Bentley, pleased: Herbert Williams A Hilda
Wolfus. hit; Robert Everest's "Monkey Circus" closed.
EMPRESS (W. H. Pleron*. mgr. agent.
Loew). Week 3*>, Golden ft Went, fine: Sally
Stembler A Brother, hit
Msble CameronAlan Devltt A Co., laughs Virgil Holmes A
Marjorle Riley, pleased Wilson Bros., scream
Slayman Alls Hooloos, closed.
PANTAOES (J. A. Johnson, mgr. agent,
direct).
Three Kraytons. opened: Little Caruso A Brother, pleased
Jon Lanlgan. good
Edgar Atrhlnson Ely A Co.. scream Dunn A
Mitchell, laughter: Slaley Rurbork & Slaley.
very good
pictures.
;

JULIUS

;

—

B0HM& SON, Inc.

1600 Broadway
Tel.

By

C. J.
(E.

Stock.

C.

mgr.).—

Bur-jug-ha.
:

;

;

SPOKANE

(Sam. W. B. Cohn, mgr.; agent,
Fisher).— Week 29. first half. Viola's comedy
circus, Jermon & Mack, A. Fred Roberts ; second half, the LaTours, Hammond ft Owens, A.

The police stopped what was to have been
a series of exhibition boxing matches between
Joe Conley and Billy Nelson at the Spokane.

James Devereux

of

the support of

Joined

the Baker players has
E. E. Cllve, playing

"One Good Turn" on the Loew
been

replaced

the

In

He

circuit.

organization

stock

has
by

John M. Klelne.

TORONTO.

By BABTLBY.
ROYAL ALEXANDRA L. Solomon,

mgr.).

-Marie Dressier in "A Mix Up," large audi14, "Kitty McKay."
GRAND (A. J. Small, mgr.).— "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," highly pleased. 14, "Maggie Pepper."
SHEA'S (J. Shea, mgr.; agent, U. B.
Sam & Kitty Morton, went big; Van a
Schenck, clever; Ma Belle and Ballet, pretty;
I^a Toy Brothers' good
The Langdons .entertaining
Diero, fine
Jack Reid ft Gabrlelle
Ross, entertaining Claude M. Rude and a fea-

O.-

;

(J.

Bernstein,

Owen McGlveney

sented.

in

Sykes,"

"Bill

Kreat
Etnel Whiteside & Co., a hit Bean t
Hamilton, pleased; Rockwell & Wood, funny;
Arno ft Stiokney, clever; 5 Martells, sensational
Dave Nowlin ft Gertie St Claire,
pleased
Geo. Armstrong, interested.
;

;

B.

O.).

sketch
Co., well received

Minerva Courtney ft
Allbrlght & Mack, good

Bryant 8667-8.

McArdls,

(A.

sensa—Hardeen,C. bigcapital;

The Scotch Players,
;

in

Gordon

ft

;

Mack,
Kinlet.

pleased; The ShllllnRs, fine; Maclyn Arbuckle

Belgian

County Chairman.

M. P. special

fea-

(O.
Sheppard. mKr.).-On
B.
Battlefields in motion pictures, drew

"My

OAYETY

114-116

Mercedes
Herman 8hone and Co. Kramer
and Pattlson
Ernie Potts and Co.
Anna
Chandler; Cole and Denahy Finn and Finn:
Pictures.

J.

well.

20-5,

PAUL
BFMHM.

;

De Luxe

PRINCESS

Burn."

;

Skipper,

;

;

James

In "The
ture.

;

ORPHEUM

here

;

;

ST.

—

Kennedy ft Reeves, popular
girls, act needs strengthening
Corbett, big box office help; Baltus
troupe, nice work.
good

tion;

;

mgr).

direct).

(E. Clarke Walker, mgr. ; agent,
Week 29, TransfleTa Sisters, playing

mgr.; agent. U.

:

Flood,

;

;

PANTAGES

SHEA'S HIPPODROME

:

to

& Marion Cleveland, funny Rouble Sims, entertained
Edwin Ford & Co., very effective.

—

:

LYRIC (Dan

di-

;

;

—

mgr.; agent,

Muller,

LOEWS YONGE STREET

;

;

"Money

(Joseph

—

mgr.; agent. Loew). This is the first anniversary week and an excellent bill wa« pre-

.

;

O.).— Week Nov.

LOEWS

rect).
Week 29, Landry Brothers, spectacular ; Delmore ft Lights, songs, new ; E. E.
Clive & Co., clever sketch, well played ; Claude

ture Mutual Weekly.

For further information write to

T

B.

;

;

"The Test."
very clever

—

pictures

;

"Dis-

raeli."

mont Benton A

N. W. T. A.).—6-9. "The Only Son"; 10-12,
"Pair of Sixes."
EMPRESS (Sam W. B. Cohn, mgr. agent,
direct).
5-6, Richards ft Pringle's minstrels;

;

mgr.). 12,

Pangel,

T.

__

BOYCB.

B.

(Charles York, mgr.; agent,

ence.

ft.

(W.

Bachelor's

(

embarrassed.

fifty million dollars

HEILIG

"The

in

Fred Roberts.

;

The Academy of Music
40th anniversary this week.

mgr.).-.

Scott,

Nat C. Goodwin.

SPOKANE.
AUDITORIUM

HARRIS
B.

N.

(L.

Next.

By JAMBS

;

hit.

A

METROPOLITAN
"Hanky Panky."
Chorus
Romance."

Protection

Mason A Murray,
clever
Buch
Frank Morell,

;

A

Barnes

;

Pictures.
Kirk, mgr.).— Pat White's

P.

SHUBERT.

MILES (Harry Wood, mgr.;

William A. Weston
—
Mile. Fleurette, pleased

STAR (John
Co.

Players
—Huntington
Lady."
Next week, "A

;

;

bill,

;

Second half: Martini and Maxmillian; O'Connor, Willing, Bently and Willing; Lou China;

By GBOBQB B. 1BLDHS.
GRAND (Harry Day la, mgr. agent,

CORNNEW

WEST 47TH STREET,

moon

Lady's Dress," 14.
(T. R. Henry, mfcr.).— "Honey"Girls of Moulin Rouge," 14.

Olrls."

STAR

(Dan

F.

Pierce,

mgr.).— "Hello

Paris."

YORK

(Jusc off Broadway)
Best location in town.

Kitchenette apartments; Single and double room*, with hath.
Attractive prices to the profession.

William Watson, aged 55, father of the Watson sisters, burlesque stars, and uncle of Mary
Piekford, was anphyxlated by illuminating
pas Sunday night last In his aprtment hera
The tragedy was due to a leaky gas tube.
The deceased was a fine musician and at one
time traveled with a minstrel show. By trade
he was a bookbinder but retired several year*
ago.

VARIETY
how are you feeling? Oh, S«-M. And
Oh, about Mvra and eight-pence in the

Hello,

you?

FRANCES
CLARE

pound.

And

at that

I'll

hot a lot of you Americans

and

wish you wore hack OVER HOME.
At present we could mention a lot more things
about the war than Gen. Sherman did, hut Slme

them in.
London Halls have a sign
ON IN OUT OF THE DARK.

GUY RAWSON
with

>•
f

1

won't put

Most

COME

Bowers, of "Bowers, Crooker A Walters," has
a £*0 ring over hero that ho won at a raffle.
Better take a trip over. It's worth it.
Plontyofcoldwoatherly Yours,

Virdon, Perry aid Wilier

GAVIN and PLATT

DEAR

Clifton,

N.

ALLEN MILLER and CO.

ARNO

and STICKNEY
Direction,

Prop.

In

Junie McCree

By
Direction,

s

c
c
E

c
c
E

s
s

s
s

BARNEY MYERS
EMILY

FRANK

u

u

VARIETY, New York

and Carson
Jerome
RICKARD»S CIRCUIT. AUSTRALIA
Taurine

ABE

JOE

Bush

SUCCESSFULLY ADVANCING

ami

Shapiro

BOOKED SOLIP

LOEW CIRCUIT

VENTRILOQUIST
HMyrrHf^o, AjecjT^/s

IN

Wg-nT/jC

"SNOWLAND"
Direction, H.

Sam
"The

Oiouer

BART McHUGH.

Barton

Silent

FRANK

E%Q£PrTHf\T

r««.ro<v was a /or
fir orttt\) J thil Lnvo5K*k /$
Book-go; stvu^ AtAVcMto
h Colo; 6/r^cc martva/ /»
AtrffA/O/A/6 R€<ePTro*i± mr r«te*

Tramp"

U>iLi-*nn a*\ack

P irectton, jjj AX HART

*«*

BtQOtono-

a ««-*- rumrr yfcery SJeJ;
f^g-

RAY

Purcella
The

Owner and

J. CURTIS
SAM"GOOD
BYE BOYS"

FRANK BOHM

THEODORE TERRY

THE HEDDERS

LONG TACK SAM

SIME:-s

Lately Featured with

All communication* to

Sole

VON HOFF

GEO.

THOSE MUSICAL WIZARDS

REEVES
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Six Chinese Wonder*.
Anna Held Jubilee Co.

BROWN

J.

Mystery

Shangtun

Delightful Story of Youth
Booked Solid
Direction
CHRIS O.
This Wsek (Dec. 7)

Pan ta gee, San Francisco
Next Week (Dec. 14)
Pantagee, Oakland

DO YOU REALLY
THINK THIS LITTLE AD IS
DOING ME ANY GOOD?

and

A

^H

The PEACHES
TOURING
Phone 1381-M Passaic
7 Hawthorne Ave.,

KENNEDY

and

"Yesterdays"

VARIETY. LONDON.

SKIPPER,

Troupe

"Their Little Girl
Friends"

out,

of the

Imperial
Pekinese

Bros.

Jlnunlo Valentine Twins"

LQEW

BOOKED SOLID

TRANSFIELD SISTERS
REFINED MUSICAL ARTISTS

CIRCUIT

THE PELOTS
"Fun

In a Tavern"

Touring Pantagos Circuit

ARTHUR
PRINCE
"
"J

BUSINESS

l

Care of VARIETY,

GOOD

IS

NEWPORT mdSTIRK

M
FRANK WHITMAN
With

THE RECKLIESS
Ths Greatest Gymnasts In the World
Booked Solid Until 1117 LOEW CIRCUIT

New York

S

KNOCKALOUTS, IN MA BARBER'S BUSY DAY"
DEC 14, BIJOU
IN PHILADELPHIA.

WEEKS

HE STANDS ALONE

S

EN

7)

THE LE LANDS
PAINT-O-GRAPHISTS
PLAVIMQ UNITED TIME

Direction,

THIS

Halperin

•THE DANCING VIOLINIST"
WEEK (DEC HAMMERSTEIN'S, NEW YORK
DIRECTION HARRY WEBER

THIS

ALF. T.

WILTON

Direction,

M.

AMERICA'S

Little

7)

HAMMERSTEIN'S

BENTH AM

OWN PRODUCT

MARION WEEKS
THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA

Direction, Fred

Ward

Playing U. B. O.

WEEK

(December

S.

Personal

M sn i gs m w

t.

NICK HAN LEY

A HIT ON ANY

Heon's; Jfflobete be

luxe

BILL
Direction,

Rose

&

Curtis

VARIETY

LEWIS

SELZNICK
GENERAL MANAGER OF
THE WORLD FILM CORPORATION

pleasure in an-

great

takes

nouncing that

the famous artist-entertainer,

personally

known to more people than
artist

will incidentally introduce

(by novel

wonderful talent as an
besides presenting his charming

methods)
artist,

is

on the stage, will apremarkable photo-plays which

any other
pear in

who

his

personality which has

won him

a host

of friends all over the world.

Bert Levy

is

a royal entertainer and

an entertainer of

royalty.

Those exhibitors who desire the Bert
Levy photo-plays should communicate at once with the nearest office of

the

ION

IL-IVI
LEWIS

130 West 46th

Street,

J.

SELZNICK, Vice-Pre«ident and General Manager

New York

City

36 Branches in the United States and Canada.

,"\

TEN CENTS

VARIETY

The Press Notices on
u

this

Page Speak for Themselves
RAND DAILY MAIL

SUNDAY TIMES"

Johannesburg, Transvaal, Oct.

25,

'14.

Johannesburg,

South Africa
seat at the Empire

EMPIRE'S

last week
took my
quite unprepared for the subsequent discovery.
I imagined that I was to be regaled
with a programme of average interest and
that there would be nothing out of the ordinary to record. I was quite wrong. There
was Laura Guerite to record.
Laura is the only visitor to the Empire
who haa made me waver in my allegiance to
Estrellita— I mean the unspoiled Estrellita of
the first visit. In Laura we have an artiste
whose abilities cover a wider range than
those of the Californian artiste with the
broken English accent. Roguishness and seductivness were the secrets of Estrellita'*
appeal. Laura Guerite can be roguish, seducsatirical or widely humorous,
tive, dramatic
and last week she has been giving us a taste
of her quality in all these directions.
Laura might have suffered as many visitors
to Johannesburg have suffered in the past,
from being anticipated. Some entertainers
when they come to this country, seem to leave
their own repertoires in cold storage someI

where

in

England and to

fill

A,

Oct.

2t,

'14.

There could hardly be two opinions about
new programme submitted at the Empire
Palace last evening; it was one of the best
that the enterprising management has put on
for a considerable period, and that ia saying
a good deal, as patrons will be ready to admit.
For one thing, it was the opening night of
the Laura Guerite season, although quite
apart from the debut of the famous American comedienne, the programme did not con*
tain a weak turn. As a result, the audience
—and its size must have gratified the A.
T. T. and Bob Young— spent a thoroughly
satisfactory evening.
Laura Guerite ia undoubtedly one of the
most entertaining artistes who has happened
along of late. Getting right there with her
first- song— speculations concerning Mrs. Rip
Van Winkle while Rip was taking his pro*
tracted sleep— she had the house watching
and listening with the keenest pleasure as
she served up three other numbers a comic
song. "Get Out and Get Under." and another
which any title might fit. With her vivacity,
facial
expressions,
vigorous actions ana
amusing business, she has a style different
from that of other comediennes who have vis*
ited these parts. It may be added that the
the

—

artiste wore some striking costumes made
by Reville and Rossiter, dressmakers to the
Queen of England.

their wallets

with stuff belonging to their more successful
Thus "Get Out and Get
contemporaries.
Under" and "Who Paid the Rent for Mrs.
Rip Van Winkle" may be regarded at the
present time as old friends. We have heard

.4

comedienne's art.
Her rendering of the "Rip Van Winkle"
number was, in another way, equally clever.
Another number dealt with three phases of
entertainment: The old form of transpontine drama, the circus and the rag- time craze.
Each phase was depicted with just the right
Whether serving up
note of caricature.
the old-fashioned heroine, the nimble-footed
lady who combines circus riding and showmanship—which is an euphemism for "swank"
—or the abandoned ragtime-cum-tango expert, Laura is as near perfection as possible.
She has an irresistible smile, sn eye full of
unspoken words, a vast significance of gesture, and she is as nimble as a whippet. In
addition, she wears a number of slap-up costumes made by a firm whose wonderful series of exhibits at the Franco-British Exbewildered all
hibition of some years ago
feminine London and set many mouths waterLaura Guerite is a very great artiste,
ing.
and I have no hesitation In bracketing her
with Ada Reeve. She ought to fill the Empire for the entire duration of her stay.

20 Weeks

in

in

TRANSVAAL LEADER"
Johannesburg, South Africa.

LATEST EMPIRE SUCCESS.
The Laura Guerite season at the Empire
opened last night with eclat. Laura in tact,
is not the simple Miss which her old-fashioned

them through the vehicle of many singers,
and this is why I say that Laura "might"
have suffered. Fortunately, she didn't suffer,
because we cannot be said to have heard
either of these two songs until now. "Get
Out and Get Under," as rendered by Laura
Guerite seems like an entirely new number.
It was a brilliantly clever example of the

2 Weeks

S.

NEW PROGRAMME.

name might

lead you to expect—that is. of
if you had never heard of her, which,
after all, is improbable. Miss Guerite's fame
as the original singer of "Get Out and Get
Under" has preceded her, and it was with
that festive ditty that, after propounding the
problem— who paid the rent for Mrs. Van

course,

Winkle?— she gathered

fresh

and fragrant

laurels last night. The newcomer has ail the
qualitiea.
brilliant
presence, ravishing
frocks, a delightful American drawl— those
one can define. It is less easy to describe

A

s personality which fascinates with a voice of
boyish charm, an inimitably rich repertory
and suggestive glance and movement, and
a mischievous gilt of antic grace and mimicry.
But, however it was achieved, the result was never in doubt, and Miss Guerite
had to come forward at last and thank the
house for a "glorious reception."

"THE STAR"

A

Complete World's Tour
AFTER

10 Weeks

Australia

Bombay

Then returning

to

America

in

South Africa

Johannesburg, Transvaal, Oct. 2§ 14
It was for Miss Laura Guerite that "Get
Out and Get Under" was written, and you
have to hear the creator sing it to understand how it so quickly became one of the
rages of ragtime. Miss Guerite is a tempest,
a whirlwind of shapely proportions, and
beautifully gowned, as the ladies' papers have
it.
Her facial expression is convulsive, and
her attitudes— well, they are her own. She
works up to a fine crescendo by beginning
with a clever, quiet song entitled "Rip Van
Winkle " and in the ena carries everything
before her by her pulsating, insistent, vehement staccato singing. She is one of those
artists who are popular from the jump off,
and goes one better with every appearance.

6 Weeks

in India

2 Weeks

in Calcutta

via China, Japan, Honolulu to

San Francisco

Vol.

XXXVII. No.

NEW YORK

3.

MANAGERS' ASS'N ON TRAIL
OF SEVERAL PLAY PIRATES

regis-

tered against the play pirates on the

by managers and producers' to

road

the United Managers' Protective Association.

Tuesday Attorney Lignon Johnson,
of th<* U. M. P. A., received a wire
from Salt Lake City, informing him a
company registering at one of the principal
hotels there was plagiarizing
"Peg O' My Heart." Straightaway Mr.
Johnson began the proper steps to put
a stop to any further piracy and bring
the company, manager and producers

use

resources possible it will
endeavor to have the next session of
(January
Parliament
the
Canadian
all

the

sometime) adopt drastic
measures that will safeguard the playwright, especially the dramatic playwright, in the Canadian cities and provinces, the law at present not being
very specific upon that point.
Mr. Johnson is proceeding legally
protective

against five stocks, alleged play pirates,
and he is taking steps to prevent fur-

Arrests will likely folther pirating.
low indictments to be secured throughout the country.

to justice.

These pirating companies,

Attorney Johnson says that while no
against

"blacklist"

these
pirating companies can or will be declared by the Managers' Association,
that the law protects against the socalled pirates in such

actors

in

an ironclad way

it

appears,

travel in ramshackle cars or otherwise,

sometimes travel under canvas, carry
no billing, no routes, nor prearranged
bookings, but jump about here and
playing pieces that unquestionably appear to be plain play piracy.
there,

that he, in behalf of the Association,
will fully deal

SUNDAYS BREAKING BADLY.

with them.

According to the law against alleged
play piracy,
actors,

it

is

possible to arrest the

managers and house managers,

and the

posters,

necessary, for
participation in the alleged piracy, and
along these lines it will be necessary
bill

if

to proceed to stop the wholesale play
stealing.

With due

any

person
sharing in the unlawful production of
a play upon proof of piracy may be
subjected to a $1,000 fine and a year's
imprisonment.
For the past week George Mooser,
of the Oliver Morosco forces, has been
seeking the whereabouts of the Gibney
Stock Co., which has been reported as
openly play'ng the "Peg" show, title,
'»:.'"
;« rri|
id all, without permission
l-.iv ri

*

c ''•'
"

i'

*

t

ibute to the

Morosco

of-

ntrol the exclusive book-

i

<t

'"r
1

-

notification,

f

ucing rights to the piece
States and Canada.
As
Managers' Association can

The long

stretch of

bad "Sundays"

Juliet, after a

to

the

why

the gallery at every performance virtually ruined her act.

Two
son

when

and since then it has been the inclemency of that day.
One "Sunday" manager said this week
he had had but two Sundays so far
the receipts equaled those of last

A New York manager who

season.
plays Sunday vaudeville shows is reported more than $6,000 behind to date
this fall.

NAT GOODWIN'S GROSS,

$35.

Winnipeg, Dec. 16.
When Nat Goodwin peeked through
at his matinee audience, he estimated
It was $2 too high.
the house at $37.
The audience had its money returned
upon dismissal.
If

you.

don**

advortlM In VARIETY
pdvartlM at all.

men found

the reathey watched Juliet's turn

plainclothes

from the loft. She changes costumes in
view of the audience that is, behind
a large umbrella. She had a young
negro holding the umbrella and from

—

the gallery the color of her assistant
could be seen, result naturally, in this

—

don't

SHOW

Hippodrome
Wars,"

had

better retire

from the

bill

and she

did.

GENARO AND BAILEY SPLITTING.
After

an

association

of

18

years,

Dave Genaro and Ray Bailey, who are
wedded in private life, will separate.
The separation really occurred after
the Tuesday night show at Hammerstein's, where the couple started the
week. Wednesday matinee Miss Bailey
did not appear, and informed the management she was "through." Mr. Genaro immediately

took possession of

the scenery used in the act, and collected two days' salary.
According to Mr. Genaro, the separaThe act is as well
tion will be final.

known

as any in vaudeville.

It is

there have been made.
One story is to the

effect a proposal has been made to Marcus Loew
to take the house over for an enormous vaudeville bill in the nature of
entertainment at popular
circus
a

prices.

JUBY'S THEATRE PARTY.
When

Pottsville,

murder case

Academy

Dec.

restive

the

at

watch

last

night's performance at the

Orpheum.
This is the first time such a thing
has happened in Canada.

WEEK ONLY

IN

ATLANTIC

Atlantic City, Dec. 16.
Keith's Garden theatre will open
with a big vaudeville bill for one week

only commencing Dec. 28, to catch the
holiday crowd.
Johnny Collins in the United Booking Offices is preparing the special bill.

NOT SO FUNNY.
Boston, Dec.

16.

week had a lot
of fun with Ethel Barrymore in the
movies while she was playing Keith's
17.

Music here, the
largest legitimate house in the coal
regions, burned to the ground today.

The

became

prospect of being locked up for another night, they were taken in a body,
under guard of two under-sheriffs, to

but

Burns.

Pa.,

18.

the jury in the Grace Beggs

The Bowdoin

Pottsville,

of

present attraction, shortly
after the holiday season.
It is not mentioned what will succeed that attraction, nor whether any
preparations for a new production

Mr. Genaro, any serious
trouble between himself and wife oc-

Academy,

the

its

Winnipeg, Dec.

Jufiet

Manager Cardoza decided

CENTS

week said
"The War

lose

will

10

CLOSING.

ftport about this

part of the woods: jeers and hisses.

busi-

ness,

when

appealed

an effort to determine

curred.

Sunday

stormy two days with

She

midweek.

police in

down all day. Early
warm weather ruined

the

HIP

A

16.

the gallery at the Forsyth quit the bill

recently, says

season the

Dec.

Atlanta,

since the season opened did not stop
with last Sunday, when the rain pelted
in the

PRICE

19, 1914.

MIGHT HAVE KNOWN BETTER.

in

Attorney Lignon Johnson Has Evidence to Indict Five. Pirates
Growing Bold, Using Plays Under Cover on This Side
and Making no Pretense at Evasion on Other Side
of Canadian Border.
More complaints have been

DECEMBER

CITY, SATURDAY,

of

this

"Why pay a dollar to
Barrymore when you can see

by advertising
see Ethel

her in pictures for a dime?"

together with nine adjoining buildings.

SUES FOR CRITICISM.

Marinelli License Rehearing.
(Special Cable to Varibtt.)
London. Dec.

George D. Haage, a Reading musician, brought suit heir today against
the Reading Times-Telegram, demanding damages in $5,000 for the publica-

Reading, Pa., Dec.

A rehearing on

the

application

17.

for

the renewal of the agency license for
II. P.. Marinelli, Ltd.. has been granted.
It will be heard Dee. 22.
The license was refused at the last

Licensing
the
meeting of
Board, on the ground the agency was
headed bv a German.
regular

tion

of

a

musical

criticism

in

17.

that

newspaper which he declares was unfair and malicious.
Haage was manager of a concert in
which Francis McMillen appeared, and
concerning which the alleged unfair
comment was made.

CABLES
ii

GAG" OUT OF PRODUCTION
BY MANAGERIAL INSTRUCTION

Charles Dillingham Protects Bert Leslie's Material, Inadverdently Placed in "Watch Your Step" When That Show
Played Outside New York.

A protest against a borrowed "gag
was removed from the Charles Dillingham show, "Watch Your Step" while
the piece played in Detroit. It belonged
to Bert Leslie, who had used the line
The "gag" (about
in his vaudeville act.
the "tolled bell") was inserted after the
opening performance in Syracuse. It
was employed during a table scene, in
which three of the principals took part.
Each one of them, from vaudeville, pro-

Hippodrome; William Ward, press
agent for Oswald Stoll; Robert Loraine,
also on the wounded list among others.

The

numerous

played
in
Detroit, the newspaper reviewers
mentioned that some of his material
had been used in the show. Investigation by Mr. Leslie brought out the
Leslie

and

its

War

money
its fair

proportion of recruits to the general
army, is certainly entitled to dignified
recognition in connection with the support and defence of the English realm.

BROADHURST, THE CRITIC
London, Dec. 16.
George H. Broadhurst, the American playwright, reviewed "The Man
Stayed at

Home"

for the Daily

Mail.

piece

Royalty.

It

(Special cable to Varibtt.)

PAUL MURRAY, SOME SCRAPPER.
(8 pedal Cable to Varirtt.)

f*.

London, Dec. 16.
Paul Murray, formerly a booking
agent here and who enlisted, spent two
weeks in the Regimental hospital, owing to a
at

wound

in

the foot, received

the front.

Upon

leaving

the

hospital

was offered an honorable
from service. He declined

Murray

discharge

London, Dec. 16.
Acts for the halls have grown so
-

scarce circuits requiring them are giving private guarantees to the artists

engaged for amounts over the probable
share they would receive under the cooperative division plan in effect.
In some instances even abnormal

have been contracted for by

salaries

the circuits with

desirable headliners.

it.

VESTA VICTORIA'S VERDICT.
PROFESSION WELL REPRESENTED.
The

lists

number

ing the

who
names

compiled

have

London, Dec. 7.
in London show-

of professional people

enlisted,

contains

many

of stage notables.

(Special Cable to Varibtt.)

London, Dec. 16.
has been entered against
the Moss* Empires in favor of Vesta

A judgment

Victoria for $16,000.

for

recruits.

"Too Much Money."

Arthur Collins' eldest son Dick

member

London
now home

of the

is

and Mrs. Fred Terry's son, Denis, is a
lieutenant in the Eighth West Surreys.
Robert Courtenidge has a son, Charles,
serving with the Fifth Dragoon Guards.
is

in

the

Argyll Highlanders.

Leo Dryden

with the Legion of
Frontiersmen; Walter de Frece, with
the Sportsman's Corps; Cyril Younghusband, manager of the Alhambra, has
returned wounded; Laurie Graydon,
Richard Winslow, stage manager of the
is

action

was

ZANGWILL'S-BOUCHIER DRAMA.
(Special Cable to Varirtt.)

London, Dec.
Israel Zangwill has written a

Arthur

Bouchier.

It

16.

drama

is

called

a

ment and is
suffering from
wounds George Edwarde's only male
child, D'Arcy, is in the ranks.
Leonard
Boyne's son, Lytton, is also laid up
with wounds contracted in action. Mr.

GAIETY MUSIC HALL?

and as

juvenile and this

made Harry

peevish.

Pilcer has been assisting Gaby in
her productions, in Europe and in
America, for about three years. It
specialize

in dancing.

It is further reported Harry will return to America unless negotiations
formulating place him in another pro-

SHOW BUSINESS

London, Dec.

There

is

on^or

IN PARIS.

Dec. 16.
Vaudeville on a small scale is being
given in Paris. The Moulin Rouge is
open, with a mixed program of small
acts and pictures. The prices are 1 fr.,
2 frs. and 3 frs. for fauteuils. Business
good.
The Kursaal, Concert Mayol and
some other small halls have also
opened. The Olympia is making arrangements to open as a cheap house
for a time, 1 fr. to all parts being proposed.
The entertainment will be
small acts and pictures.
No promenade is allowed in Paris
for the present; everyone in the auditorium must be seated.
There is every indication show business will pick up about Christmas. It
is

possible

after rent

Then

longer.

from

Arrived

Sonoma, Dec. 9;
and
Carson,
Jerome
Troupe, Mercell and Bell,
Great

16.

on

Australia

the

Dumitrecu

Tom

Kelly,

De Witt

Reported through Paul Tausig &
Sons, 104 East 14th street, New York:
Dec. 12, Lillian Webb (St. Paul);
Arthur Warwick (Megenic).

LAUDER WORTH
Though

$1,000,000.

sailing but last Saturday for

England, Harry Lauder expects to return over here and again take up a
tour under the management of William Morris around Feb. 1. It is the

Scotchman's intention to then make a
long stay on this side, summering in
the Adirondacks with Mr. Morris, and
probably playing the better known
beach summer resorts for a few performances in the hot weather.
Mr. Morris is said to have paid the
Scotch star $4,500 weekly during the
tour of 16 weeks over here just ended.
Immediately prior to that Lauder
played 20 weeks in Australia at $5,000
a week. He is said to have left Australia with $100,000 and took as much
more back from his American visit,
having received phonograph record
payments and song royalty also while
here.

Lauder is reputed to be worth at the
present time nearly $1,000,000, all out
of monies saved by him from stage
work. As a thrifty Scot in a country
of thrifty ones, Mr. Lauder is credited
with occupying a class all his own.

MOBILIZING IN WINNIPEG.
Winnipeg, Dec.

Winnipeg

is

16.

the central mobilization

point for western Canada. The military
is
making business especially
good at the picture houses. 3,000 sol-

about

diers were drawn to this city, and another 3,000 are promised.
Until the arrival of the soldiers show
business was light.

there will be a general

LONDON STILL DARKER.

revival.

(Special Cable to

Kept "Alien Enemy" Out.

Van Dyck,

Toronto, Dec.
to have

a singer,

Varirtt.)

London, Dec.
16.

ap-

peared at Loew's Winter Garden here
week, was stopped at Windsor,
Ont, Monday morning by the author-

London is to be
month through vhe
side illumination of

still

darker

16.

next

prohibition of out-

shop

fronts.

this

and had to return to the States.
This is a bad time for German or
Austrian artists to attempt entry into
Canada. They are looked upon as alien

BEST MONDAY OF SEASON.

ities,

Philadelphia, Dec.

16.

The Keith staff at the Chestnut street
house says Eva Tanguay, opening Monday there, drew the best Monday business of the season so

far.

16.

talk about that negotiations

the leasing of George

however receipts may drop
day Jan. 15, for a few weeks

enemies.

(Special Oabl* to Varirtt.)

are

26,

he puts is, "never to return again."
Trouble, as reported in Varibttj some
time ago, has been brewing since the
couple opened at the Palace. It is in
the form of one Basil Hallam, the
juvenile lead in ihe Palace revue. Basil
is a dapper looking chap of the English Johnnie type who before his efforts at the Palace was a George Edwardes man but never before had he
the opportunity to become famous.
His work, however, in the Palace
revue made him a big London favorite at the start of the production.
It is said that Gaby, like her English sisters took quite a liking to the

last Friday.

Scottish regi-

Harry Lauder's boy, John,

The

brought on a breach of contract. The
trial was before a jury, and the judge
delayed entering the judgment pending a legal argument over the action

probably not known to the present generation of Americans that Sir
Chas. Wyndham is a veteran of our
Civil War, serving first as surgeon and
afterwards as a soldier. He is of course
too old for active service now, but has
associated himself with Sir Arthur W.
Pinero and others in the Artists Emergency Corps for Home Defence. It is
making use of Earl's Court for drilling
It is

16.

Paris,

LONDON PAYING HIGH.

San Francisco, Dec.

Pilcer has finally decided to

Gaby Deslys on Dec.

leave

opened Dec. 10 at the
was favorably received by

the critics.

facts.

London, Dec.

Harry

duction here.

The

SAILINGS.

(Special Cable to Varirtt.)

was he who started Gaby to

(Special Cable to Varirtt.)

Who
when Mr.

benefits for all sorts of

in addition to its services,

tion,

formance.
Last week

between

Funds, personal contributions of

tested against the use of the line when
its source was brought to their atten-

and upon Mr. Dillingham being
informed, he ordered it out in the middle of the Detroit week, although it
brought a strong laugh at each per-

theatrical profession,

irS OFF WITH GABY-HARRY.

Ed-

wardes' Gaiety, London's home of
musical comedy, by responsible parties,
who may wish to convert it into a
music hall.

Government's Crystal Palace.
(Special CabU to Vartrtt.)
London, Dec. 16.
The Admiralty has taken over the
Palace grounds.
The public
be excluded, commencing in Jan-

Crystal
will

Collins

French Rights.

Secures

(Special cable

f

Varirtt.)

London, Dec. 16.
Arthur Collins, the English manager,
has secured the rights for France to
"Potash & Perlmutter."

uary.

SINGERS WAR VICTIMS.
New Orleans, Dec. 16.

Coliseum's
(Special

Word was

received here this week
that Fontaine, a noted French tenor
of the New Orleans French Opera Co.,
and M. Combes, the baritone for four

years at the French opera house here,
have been killed on the firing line.

War

CnbU

Lillian Lorraine Preparing Act.

Sketch.

V» m gi f >
London, Dec.

Lillian Lorraine

ttt

16.

"My

Friend Thomas Atkins" is a
war sketch produced at the Coliseum

Monday.

It

is

the usual of

its

sort,

act

for

vaudeville.

is

preparing another

She recently

left

"The Whirl of the World." Miss Lorraine will be booked for the twice daily
by M. S. Bentham.

the Allies triumphing over the PrusIf

sians.

you

don't

advcrtlsa in VARIETY
advert!** at all.

don't

—

VAUDEVILLE
ADELE MORAW.

APPLAUSE SUGGESTED
(Reproduced from a -page of the Orpheum, Los Angeles, program.)

CHAT

"A LITTLE PERSONAL
PPLAUSE,

9

measure of popular approval; the lack
spells for him adverse comment.
-^
"No applause is indifference and nothing is worse than that, for
from indifference an actor has no means of judging his effect upon his audience
and having thus no criterion, he is at a loss to know whether or not he has
to an actor,

his

is

—

-*-

pleased.

"To be en rapport with his audience, an actor must play on it much as does*
Ergo, there ^must be corresponding return
master on a piano keyboard.

a

of effort, in the

form

of sound

—no

pianist can get

music out of a dumb instruwhether or not he is striking

he play a soundless piano, how can he tell
the right notes?
"So it is with an actor and his audience; if he receives no response, he cannot
If his act is approved by
be sure that he has pleased and awakened emotion.
of his effect, and if it is good,
hand-clapping and laughter or tears, he
can continue; If bad, can rectify it.
"Los Angeles is notable among
circuit houses for its indifference,
Not that the shows* do not please here; not that the
in the way of applause.
audiences are actually not delighted with the performances not that. But it
is known as a 'hand-cuffed' city; one where applause is itintingly given, and
grudgingly proffered. Why, is a problem. Perhaps it is mere thoughtlessness.
here, done his level best,
But many a performer has come into the
and walked cff, especially at a Monday matinee, 'licked' for the week.
"Applause if merited is the actor's one mead of reward, and is an inspiraT t means harder work on his part, better performances, and more
tion to him.
ment.

If

LOCATING "NEMSEY AND YLLIS."

Adele Moraw, the prominent International

comedienne,

America

for a limited tour of the east.

arrived

in

—

ORPHEUM

—

bill.

"Tlr.nk

"SWEET MISS BILLIE BURKE."
Atlanta, Ga., Dec.

4.

over.

Editor Variety:

am

a life prisoner confined in the
U. S. prison at Atlanta. I have been in
I have no
prison since July 8, 1891.
friends (if I have they are keeping it
I

Hammerstein's does not intend buying
shop if the afterpiece gets

his barber

The

"Sully" thing,

if

successful,

lead Mr. Haskell into digging up
of

the

showing

old

afterpieces

for

a

may

week

known and

original "singles" of

ago, stood

day

by command.

They
pheum

Her American debut will take
in one of the New York theatres

place

at an
Arriving with an enviable
reputation, Miss Moraw is expected to
prove one of the most successful European importations of the theatrical

early date.

year.

Loew Leaves Waterbury.
Waterbury, Conn., Dec. 16.
theater here is dark this
week, Loew vaudeville having discon-

The Loew

tinued last Saturday.
Poli's is the only local theatre playing vaudeville at present.

WOMAN JUGGLER

INJURED.

Kansas City, Dec. 16.
Mrs. Earl McClure, of McClure and
Dolly, at the Empress "here last week,
was severely injured in a fall on the
stage Sunday night She fainted while
juggling three clubs, perched on her
husband's shoulders 17 feet above the
and
McClure

stage,

fell

to the floor.

fell

with her and was slight-

Mrs. McGure suffered serious
concussion of the brain.

ly hurt.

utter state of

Burke.

is warped, the
and the whole thing is

I

am

sure she will be the
prisoner.

life

remain very respectfully and anxChristmas and a Merry
One to you all, whether or no you remember me.
Sam Moore, No. 22.
Atlanta Ga., Box 1106.
I

additions daily are being added

Cabaret Barber
Hammerstein's next week as

holiday attraction, when the free
be sent on tour.
Other than the several comedians
who may be gathered from the bill,
including Sollylee, Tommy Gray has
will

volunteered, also

Bob Russak and

his

looking mob of sorg pluggers.
Others
are
for
anxiously
waiting
Loney Haskell to give them permission to act.
Loney is preparing the
scenario and
ying to convince Sully,
swell

f

also

a

not there.
Cincinnati, Dec.

principal

in

the

sketch,

that

16.

Although Nemsey and Yllis were
reported from Newport as on their
way to this city to settle for an advertisement, they have not yet arrived.
The paper that So easily trusted them has asked the Federal authorities to locate the team, along probably with many other missing debtors

same

sheet.

known

the

as

"making a

act

the profession.

KEENBY RETURNS.

the

list

and
which don't get much time "Nemsey
and Yllis," to make it plain they are

Frank A. Keeney returned to New
York Tuesday from a stay at French
Lick Springs, Ind., and immediately
arranged for his new Brooklyn theatre
to open the second week in January.
Keeney has negotiations under way
for new booking arrangements for his
houses, and up to Wednesday it looked
as though an affiliation outside the
Harry Shea offices would be made,
with Keeney retaining the right to
book without restriction.

to the cast of "Sully's

at

now

calling the turns just breaking fn

in

"SULLY'S" CAST.

Shop"

16.

claiming to be the original
Yllis" said they were
stopping at the Hotel Astor up to last
Saturday, when the publicity drove
them out, along with an unpaid board
bill.
Two people composed the turn.
They mentioned they were going back
to Australia, as they had been well advertised on this side and could get all
the big paying jobs they wanted at
home on the strength of the publicity
over here.
The act denied it had ever appeared
before the Mikado of Japan without
being paid for it. and threatened to
sue the paper making that statement
for damages, as it hurt their standing

iously awaiting

New

Chicago, Dec.
older vaudeville acts are

"Nemsey and

is

The neck

Santa Claus for a

said

practiced.

down and out.
Now, I very humbly beg you to ask
some of the stage people to look and
see if they can not find one discarded
but good guitar, as a Christmas present
for a soul who is quite down and out,
and if not will you please ask Sweet
Billie

Hugh

sawdust fraternity this
holler" and in
other lines, it is called "the baby act,"
something the same paper has often

enough to make a
was cast aside by its for-

split

is

to

ment.

An

dog howl. It
mer owner.

hands

Australia.

Newport, Ky., Dec. 16.
team saying they were Nemsey
and Yllis walked through this town
on the railroad tracks, headed for
Cincinnati.
They said they were on
their way to pay for their advertise-

is

good one.

have

their

wharf the other

Circuit,

Among

and the awful gnawing desire to be the Master of the Guitar,
hungered as I have been for years for a
I

at the

they had lost the Orbut heard they could
get an opening on the Fox time around
New York, and would break the jump
by playing three days for Gus Sun at
Hamilton, O.

of the

destitution

back

waving
Mcintosh in

The

I any prospects
acquiring my birthright (liberty).
I have neither any reason to offer why
I
should be the object cf your kind
indulgence any more than any other

The one

down

A

of

my

16.

phony
Yllis,

mighty quiet) nor have

prisoner, excepting

the

printed in a trade publication a

on the other side and
has repeatedly appeared before royalty

some

weekly

right along.

who resembled

ad of Andrey Nemsey and Anita

the comic type

—

the entire
it over."

'pep' to

couple

probably one of the

KNOWS

ORPHEUM

San Francisco, Dec.

A

is

Moraw

Miss
best

has

TOMMY

GRAY'S "JOKE BOOK"

GENE BUCK, who

alleges to have tern it on the dresser in
Tommy's room at the Hotel Onondaga, Syracuse. Mr. Gray, in refutation of rhr charge, stated
The dl. <jven;r says the
last week in his column in VARIETY, it was a Bible Mr. lurk hhw.
only thing about the book he can not positively recall is whet he r the name it the bottom was
"J. Rellitn" or "J. Miller."
.

ketched from

memory by

Shea's

request

been declined so
If

you

don't

for

a

contract

has

far.

advertise In VARIETY
advertise at all.

don't

VAUDEVILLE
ONLY ONE BIG TIME HOUSE ON
POLI CIRCUIT AFTER DEC. 28

Hammerstein

Loew were
stein

Going in Stock that Day, in Middle of Season.
Scranton, Only Left in the Big Time Division.
Change in Some of the Poli's Bookings.

Poli's,

since the house started that policy.

It

usually plays stock in the spring.
The Poli theatre at Bridgeport,

Conn., playing vaudeville and which
has been booked by James Clancy, will
hereafter be booked by P. Alonzo, the

booking manager
Booking Offices.
Poli

in

the

United

more, the wife of the English actor
hurried to Washington and explained
to the authorities in the State Department that she was Mr. Errol's business manager and signed all papers for
him. After some discussion, the officials agreed to let the actor have the
dresses upon the payment of the duty,
amounting to $75. A telegram was received from his wife about 3 o'clock,

saying the trunks could

house will thereafter
week with Poli's, Bridgeport.
Poli

split

the

plies all of the Poli small time theatres

not booked direct by that circuit. As
far as could be learned however, no
such order had been issued.

booking houses

playing in opposition to some of those

booked by the Family Department of
the United, and this is said to have led
to an agent here and there being called
upon to explain how his acts happened
be playing against theatres linked
with the U. B. O.
After Dec. 26 there will be but one big
time vaudeville house on the Poli Circuit, at Scranton.
It is not improbable
the Poli houses will all be playing threea-day vaudeville shortly.
to

The

ap-

clothes.

IRWIN'S SKETCH.

sketch to be played in vaudeville
Irwin will first be seen at the

May

by

New

York, Jan.

James E.

11.

Plunkett placed the act on the big time.
Christmas week Miss Irwin is returning to New York in "Widow by
Proxy," at the Standard, reviving the

week only. She played
week over Thanksgiving

piece for that
it

in

for a single

Brooklyn.

cing from the effects of a third acci-

dent within a very brief period. Just
before sailing for these shores he
sprained his ankle, while on shipboard
was thrown out of
his collarbone
place and a fortnight ago he had an
encounter with a taxicab which marred

Hammerstein

installed a

Sunday
was $800 at the pop prices,
with the week showing a correspondvaudeville

Last

policy.

Atlanta, Dec. 16.
Rochester, of Atlanta, in
vaudeville, deserted the stage at Cincinnati to become a Salvation Army
worker, according to letters written
Claire

Miss Rochester said
she was convinced by observations on
here.

BIXLEY AND FINK REUNITE.
The former team of Edgar Bixley
and Henry Fink will return to the
vaudeville stage Dec. 28 at

and

Hammer-

continue over the
circuits after that week as of yore.
Since separating Mr. Fink has become extremely popular as a boniface
through his "Tokio" cabaret restaurant on West 45th street.
stein's,

Starting

Monday

the

14th

ST.

Street

theatre, in addition to offering its reg-

pop vaudeville will present a tabloid stock feature by a company headed
by Priscilla Knowles.
The opening bill will probably be
"Woman Against Woman," which will
be produced under Harry Huguenot's

Among

stage direction.

members

will be

Frank

the principal

Elliott.

providing a number
or artists their first vaudeville attempt
in America at the Winter Garden Sunday night.
Henry Listz, a foreign
basso, Adele Morrow, a Continental
comjedienne, and Mabel Riegelman, the
grand opera singer, are to appear
ther^
is

WARDROBE SEIZED FOR DUTY.
Baltimore, Dec.
seized
the

$400
wardrobe Friday morning of Bert Errol, the female impersonator, who was
playing at the Maryland, and carried it

Custom House.

It was declared
had been brought into
this country without a bond and without duty having been paid, about six
weeks ago.
As nothing could be done in Balti-

to the

the

clothing

Pop Returns

16.

officials

Loew

controversy, the

sible addition to their

circuit.

Nothing had been consummated up
to yesterday.

Proctor's 58th Street theatre, with
the same policy, has been badly hurt
by the opposition, according to report.
also said

purchasing

Proctor

an

interest

is

in

considering
the opera

house.

some of the artists' own volition and
some for other reasons. Among them

may
who

be mentioned Arthur Playfair,
has gone to the Ambassadors;
Marie Mitchell, now playing the principal role in the touring production of
the Empire revue "Europe"; Florence
Sweetman, who has the leading feminine part in the Royal, Birmingham,
pantomine, which includes George Ro-

Nora Delaney and Fred Emney;
Dickey Thorpe, who has joined one of
Arthur Wimpecis' productions.

bey,

The

Kansas

The new Orpheum

DEC.

old

Orpheum

Orpheum

same

bill

for the re-

will likely revert

back to the owner.
The opening was unavoidably postponed one week.

JOE MACK MANAGING.
Mack assumed active management of the new Elsmere theatre in
Joe

the Bronx this week and proposes to
change the policy of the house from
feature

films

to

to

New

York.

Dec. 28, the Monday following the
departure of the Universale picture
policy at the

New York

The sponsor for the new production
be made at the London Opera
House is said to be Humphrey Bram-

with a somewhat
For principal boy he
has engaged Claire Romaine.

gentleman

a

varied

career.

straight

vaudeville

A number

wealthy actors and
each provided a bed

of

actresses have

the King
for wounded soldiers in
George Hospital, among them being
Maxine Elliott, Sir Johnston and Lady
Forbes Robertson, Mrs. Kendall, Sir
George and Lady Alexander, Sir
Squire and Lady Bancroft, Sir Charles

Wyndham.
George Formby topped the program
the Olympia, Liverpool, last week,
on which occasion the artists, working
on the co-operative plan received 113
at

per

over

cent,

makes

a

salaries,

full

new record

Morris will again place pop
vaudeville and pictures on the stage.
It

is

possible that before

the date

Mr. Morris will hit upon a ntw
title to call the show, having discard d
the "English Music Hall" idea as
-

arrives,

<i

tenable at this time.

Acts in Empire, North Adams.
North Adams, Mass., Dec. 16.
The Empire, a house seating 1,500,
built last year, has been purchased by
B.
M. Taylor from the Sullivan
Brothers. Taylor also owns the Richmond here and has been in vaudeville
for ten years.
The house from now
on will play 12 acts weekly, booked
from the United, under a new advertising policy introduced by manager
with
Charley
formerly
Winston,
Keith's National, Boston.

also

made by

a

bill

which

since the adoption

of the 50-50 scheme.

The previous

headed by Formby.

97.
Plunkett agency

E.

ceived a wire this

re-

week from Os-Ko-

Mon, an Indian appearing in vaudeville
in the middle west. The message asked
Mr. Plunkett if he could book the act,
as the Indian was carrying in it, his
97-year old grandfather who was a certain "clean

up"

all

over.

Another Pittsburgh Pop House.
Pittsburgh, Dec.

Two-act for a Week.
While "The Society Buds" is laying
off next week, Gladys Clark and Henry
Bergman, the two featured players of
it, will appear at the Orpheum, Brooktheir former
lyn, as a "two-act" in
baseball singing and talking skit.

rec-

full salaries,

CARRYING GRAND-DAD,
The James

theatre, Wil-

liam

holiday

the

City, Dec. 16.

mainder of next week. Martin Beck
will be here for the premiere of his new

The

for

to

theatre will open

Dec. 26, at night, with the
that plays the old

26.

engaged

cast

production of "Robinson Crusoe" at
Grand, Leeds, includes Marie
the
Blanche, Irene Dillon, George Ali, Jay
Laurier, Frank Haytor, Thomas Redmond, W. H. Powell.

hall,

ORPHEUM OPENING

extent.

There have been several defections
from the cast of the Palace recently,

people became

interested in the opera house as a pos-

some

his features to

ord was 95 per cent, over

Walter Hast

Custom

The weight of Proctor's protest at
one time threatened to bring into question whether the Victoria's United
Booking Office's franchise had not
been violated, but this was avoided,
with the result that after Proctor and
Hammerstein failed to agree upon a
mutually satisfactory settlement of the

during the month.

"FIRST TIMES" AT GARDEN.

sounds very
press agency.
Miss Rochester has
been playing steadily in vaudeville and
is billed at the Grand, Syracuse, next
week.

deals with.

theatre.

TABLOID STOCKS AT 14TH

taining them.

dispatch

opposition to his 58th Street theatre,
with Hammerstein's Victoria playing
the big time bills from the same
agency (U. B. O.) that Proctor also

likely

slumming trips, etc., that her life's
work was saving sinners, not enter-

The Atlanta

ing increase of patronage.
It is reported that F. F. Proctor
renewed his complaint against the
opera house playing pop vaudeville in

is

4.

convales-

Something

week.

this

since Arthur

It

ular

PRESS WORK?

relatives

MAY
Palace,

A story around this week said the
United Booking Offices had instructed
"United agents" not to place acts with
the James Clancy Agency, which sup-

is

own

peared on the stage in his

The Palace, Hartford, commencing
Monday, will also have its bills booked
by Mr. Alonzo, splitting the week with
The New Haven
Poli's, Springfield.

The Clancy agency

be obtained

Custom House and Errol

the

at

now

is

Lexington Avenue opera house

the gross

Hartford, Dec. 16.
Commencing Dec. 28, Poli's big time
vaudeville theatre here will play stock,
discontinuing the vaudeville in the
middle of the season for the first time

Hartley Manners

Hammer-

may develop from the conferences.
The theatre has been doing business
pop

London, Dec.

Marcus

and

talking over the

proposition

Poli's Hartford,

LONDON NEWS.

LOEW AND OPERA HOUSE
Oscar

16.

The American on the northside has
been renamed the Kenyon and opened

Monday
under

irght

the

pop

with

management

vaudeville,

of

Thomas

Kenyon, the owner.
If

you

don't

advartiM

In

advarttao at

VARIETY
all.

don't

VAUDEVILLE
TALBOT'S HIP, ST. LOUIS
TAKEN OVER BY CREDITORS
Manager Selected by Loew Circuit, Reported
Have Booking Agreement with Theatre for Long
Term. Biggest House in Town. Did Terrific

to

Resident

Business

When

First

Opening at

A committee

City, Dec.

16.

began to
Hippodrome and

of creditors

Talbot's
placed it under the active management
of Joseph R. Donegan, general manager of the Butler interests in this
F. L. Talbot, of St. Louis, who
city.
recently quit the Hippodrome there,
has resigned from office in the local
establishment, but retains his stock.
R. N. Childs, of St. Louis, is president
operate

new company and

of the

also

of

St.

Louis,

is

J.

White,

S.

secretary.

The

house is doing fair business with independent vaudeville.

Chicago, Dec.

16.

Harry Earl has been engaged by
Aaron J. Jones as the resident manager of the Hippodrome, St. Louis,
which was recently taken over for
bookings by the Marcus Loew agency.
The Hippodrome is St. Louis' biggest
When first opening it played
theatre.
a big

pop vaudeville

called a "circus

bill,

show" at a 10-cent scale of admission.
For months afterward a crowd stood in
before the box office in all kinds
of weather waiting to gain entrance.
line

have sufficient appreciation to help make
a 'good audience' in some of the houses
that are starving to death.

Such

is

Monday

on the Loew

Circuit,

New show arrangements

Clifford

hearsing "The Shadow." Dec. 29 Mr.
Frohman will present Otis Skinner in
"The Silent Voice" at the Liberty. "I
It" is the title of

a farce to be produced later in the
This piece will be preceded
season.
by J. M. Barrie's 50-minute play
"Rosalind." In May Mr. Frohman will
.bring a company of musical comedy
all-star organization.

It

They

Feil).

and Burke have

will

with

Elizabeth

Henry Thies,

The Charles Frohman office issued
an announcement this week that Monday Ethel Barrymore commences re-

from England.

&

(Morris

act

artists

is

reunited.

be an

are to ap-

pear in a series of specially arranged
20-minute scenes, each written by a
prominent dramatic or comedy writer.
It is also Mr. Frohman's intention to
keep his Empire and Lyceum theatres
open throughout the coming summer.

FANNIE WARD'S CASE.

Skallerup,

Nelson,

soprano;

and Beulah
appearing at the

violinist,

Jr.,

dancer,

Midway Gardens, Chicago.
Hazel Moore, under Louis Sidney's
direction,

dancing

new

shortly present a

will

act.

nue opera house. It necessitated considerable of a change in the Victoria
program for this week.
Oilie Oden,
who appeared at a
Hartford (Conn.) Poli house last we^k
in "The Isle of Wishes," opened in a
single act at Keith's, Boston, Monday.
She is a toe dancer and can sing.

Rene Davies

is
in the east again
constructed a rather original
specialty around a novelty Jap number, utilizing an Oriental set and the
services of a Jap youngster for the

having

piece.

leged alienation of affections of John

Wooster Dean, an

role.

to

actor.

"On

THE IRONY OF FATE
A group of actors, out of employment,
were gabfesting at 39th street and
Broadway this week. After all the talk
pro and con about hard times, business
of!, companies being called in and no
jobs of any kind for the thespians, the
oldest advanced this theory:
"If the theatres are only doing half
business but are keeping open just the
same why can't the managers recognize
he profession more and let the actors
spend an afternoon or evening absorbing an atmosphere that isn't the same
thing over and again at the dramatic
agencies?

"There

are,

any number of shows

New York where
ciously distributed

in

could

who

could

prove they were bona fide legits and
were waiting for i chance a join some
company.
'They could let in a <c;*ain number
at a certain hour wuh'ut iiurting any
prospective business aftrr
all

I

.tni

the

of

"The Whirl

standi».-g

agency

o.

c\
-

visits

rtain time.

the corner

made but

the Upper East Side/' by Herbert Hall Winslow.

Minnie Dupree has accepted a sketch
from Edward Charles Carpenter entitled "Bread Upon the Waters," which
she has in rehearsal. Pierre J. LeMay
will again be her leading man.
The
cast also includes Laurence Atkinson
and Allan Lee. (Chamberlain Brown
agency.)

Charles Horowitz has written: a

new

"The Future Soldier," comedy, for
Irene Hobson and Co. (2); "What
Happened to Little Eva," comedy,
Elsie Shannon and Co. (2); "The Man
Hunters," with Ida Miller (making her

act,

Oza Waldrop Married.
Chicago, Dec.

16.

Oza Waldrop, of "A Pair of Sixes,"
was married Monday night at the residence of Edward R. Fifield in Sheridan Road to Edgar J. MacGregor.

English-speaking debut in a dialect
character role, Miss Miller being a well

Millionaire's Play Tried.

known Yiddish actress); "Peace at
Any Price," farce, for George Roache

fill

the free list included those

'Here

Baltimore as the principal woman
of the World," playing
the Lillian Lorraine role.
Miss Guinan will go to the Coast
with the company. It starts the tour
Dec. 28 at Chicago.

in

the profession judi-

up some
of the empty seat sections without any
I0S9 to the management.
Of course
it would be up to the houses to
see that

with

Texas Guinan Changes Shows.
"The Little Cafe" has lost Texas
Guinan, who retired from that show
through throat trouble. She reopened

St.

Louis, Dec.

11.

Lewis B. Ely's new play, "The Quicksands" was tried out here last week in
stock at the Park, with Mitchell Harris,
Leonora Bradley and Marion Ruckert
in the leads.
Mr. Ely is one of the
wealthiest residents of St. Louis, and
the author of "Tar and Feathers."

Groundwork

of piece

strong and
offers an excellent opportunity for a
capable star, although dialog needs cutting.

is

the

and Co.
fantastic

and Co.

(2),

and "Encouragement," a

farce,

for

Josephine

Sachs

(2).

Brooklyn Suburban

The

Circuit.

Amusement

Co. is slowacquiring a picture circuit within the
suburbs of Brooklyn. Two of the newest picture houses it has under its control arc the Brooklyn Manor and the
Garden theatre, both on Jamaica avenue
Hilldalc

week

first

She

is

in vaudeville for
receiving $500 for

Hammerstein engagement. Origbooked for next week, Mrs. Alsop was called upon to take up the
featured position Monday when "The
Slave Ship" was sent over to the Ham-

the

inally

The

merstein opera house.

grams

early pro-

of the Victoria had her as the

underline for next week's

"The End

later altered,

bill,

but were

of the

World"

being held over instead.
Mrs. Alsop did not note the change
the advance billing, and when informed she was not on next week's

Hammerstein

bill,

insisted

tract called for Dec. 21,

her

con-

and she would

hold the management to it.
Her attorney made an appointment Friday
to talk it over with Arthur HammerLoney Haskell said Mrs. Alsop
stein.
had "made good," but they had only
provided for one week.

"The Slave Ship" moved from HamVictoria
Sunday to the
same management's Lexington Ave-

be

are

It's

Mrs. Alsop.

merstein's

burned

later.

Mrs. E. B. Alsop, the headliner at
Hammerstein's, grew angry enough to
consult with her attorney Thursday,
upon learning she is not to remain
there another week.

in

Bernays Johnson has formed a new

FROHMAN'S PLANS.

Want To Do

Harry,

-w.^
Archie Colby has leased a new comedy sketch, "The Girl from Macy's," to
Roland West.
It will be produced
shortly with Marietta Craig in the title

night.

announced

Alec Lauder, brother of

"trying out" his songs this week preliminary to a Broadway engagement

Fannie Ward has been sued by Mrs.
Sarah Jennie Gertrude N. Dean in the
Supreme Court for $100,000 for the al-

Stockton, Cal., Dec. 16.
playing split week

Garrick,

vaudeville

Tudor Cameron and Bonnie Gaylord
have again dissolved their stage partnership.
Mr. Cameron has Johnnie
O'Connor once more as partner. Miss
Gaylord's former associate, Bertie Herron, is now appearing with Milt Arnsman.

the

irony of fate."

GARRICK, STOCKTON, BURNS.
The

"break in" a new vaudeville sketch
next week at Yonkers.
will

will

nowhere to go or do until something
I haven't the price of
does turn up.
a theatre ticket but I'm sure that I

Didn't

MRS. ALS0P AN0BY.
actor,

Jack Campbell and a Mr. Mclntyre
open on the Loew Circuit next
week as Smith and Campbell.

10-Cent Scale.
Kansas

NEW ACTS.
N orris, the legitimate

William

TALLEST MAN DIES.
Buffalo, Dec. 16.

William Witte, better known to the
profession as Donald MacDonald, the
tallest man in the world, is dead.
Witte stood seven feet five inches,
but when with P. T. Barnum, who conceived the shoe with a concealed lift,
he measured seven feet ten inches in
heighth. For years, when not appearing as the giant with numerous circuses, he traveled with the Kilties
band as drum major. Death occurred
at his home, 842 Prospect avenue, after a ten days' illness with pneumonia.
Burial was made at Marinette, Wis.,
the home of his father and brother.
His wife is living in Australia.

LIONS BUSH INTO AUDIENCE.
as

The six lionesses in
Mme. Marie Andres'

the act known
Lions, escaped

into the audience at the Moss & Brill
86th Street Wednesday afternoon and
half a dozen persons were injured in
the panic which ensued.

A

policeman

the hospital,
bluecoats fired
animals.
One of the
is

in

wounded when other
volleys

beasts

at

was

the

killed.

Mme. Andres was

held on a technical charge of felonious
assault yesterday.
Bail was given by

Frances Ferrari, owner of the
which were part of her late husband's show.
The animals escaped while being
transferred from the stage arena to the
shi; ping cages.
A male quartet was
sinning "in one" when the beasts
leaped into a proscenium box.
The terrified audience abandoned
hats and coats and raced for the exits.
The doors were locked after one of
Mrs.

lions,

the lions gained the alleyway.
The
escaped beast was driven into a nearby building and shot, while the others,
imprisoned in the theatre, were driven
'

-ick

to their cages.

ly

between Richmond

Hill

and Brooklyn.

Business Off in Chicago.
Chicago, Dec. 16.
The holiday slump and cold weather
have gripped theatrical Chicago and
business has fallen off perceptibly.

NEWS

WHITE, RATS

8

CABARET NEWS.

GET TO WORK
Every clay on the road 1 meet men and women who complain of conditions in
the theatrical profession, but when 1 ask them the question as to what they are
doing to help alleviate these conditions, they are at a loss to know what to say
in reply.

A

prcat number I meet are members of
dues, tut evidently not active in the affairs of
at meetings they always have an excuse for
1 tell you. ladies and gentlemen, that is the

—

the White Rats, paid up in their
the White Rats; I never see them

non-attendance.

trouble with the profession. They
are not active enough. What is needed in all organizations is active workers,
who attend meetings, join in debate, help the cause by their presence at meet-

even though they say absolutely nothing.
Do you know that the White Rats have within their ranks the best in show
Men and women who represent something. Just glance over the
business?
following life members of the organization: Corse Pay ton, Frank Fogarty,
Bobby Gay lor Ed. Keough, A. A. Ford, Harry Kelly, Fred Niblo, Frank Fay,
Thos. P. Russell, Thos. Welch, Alf Grant, Rohelia Inza, Chas. H. Farrell, Frank
North, Harry Coleman, W. W. Waters, Junie McCree, Happy Jack Gardner,
Lon Hascall, J as. F. Dolan, Colie Lorella, Edward Clark, Dr. Carl Herman,
Chauncey D. Herbert, Fred A. Stone, Hal Groves, Jules W. Lee, Dave Montgomery, Will J. Cooke, Frank Evans, Samuel J. Curtis, Geo. W. Monroe, Geo.
LeMaire, Thos. J. Ryan, Edward Garvie, Edward Castano, Robert L. Dailey,
Gordon H. Eldrid, Bert Levy, Eddie Ross, Ernest Kluting, Gladys Arnold,
Robert J. Higgins, Cecil Emmett, C. E. Willard, Dorothy Vaughan, Tom Smith,
Jos. P. Mack, Greg Patti, Harland Dixon, Sam Morton, Bert LaMont, Will H.
Cohan, Dick Lynch, Johnny Jess, Ralph Lohse, Pat Rooney, Henry Bergman,
Leon Emmett Marie A. Russell, Tom Nawn, Dick Hume, Gerald Griffin, Patsy
Doyle, Jack Conway, J. P. Griffith, Geo. E. Delmore, Chas. McPhee, Al Jolson,
Alice Lloyd, Chas J. King, Tom Lewis, Tom McNaughton, Lillian McNeill,
Burt Green, Jack Nolan, Walter Sanford, Eddie Foyer, Tim McMahon, Will
Rogers, J. J. Hughes, Ben Black.
The above men and women alone are a wonderful organization and, backed
up by the thousands who pay their dues annually, we have the greatest Artists'
Organization in the world, and if every man and woman within our ranks would
become active, bring in one new member a year, the great good we are accomplishing at the present time a year from now we would treble.
By increasing our membership we would be increasing our treasury. With
increased capital we would be in a position to help enact laws, regulate conditions and materially assist the entire profession to a greater degree than even
what we are doing now; so those of you who are members get busy, bring in
ings,

new members, become

—

active.

Preach White Rats. When you meet a member of the profession who is not
a White Rat and he asks you what good it will do for him to join, tell him what
good it has done for you and your profession.

FRANK FOGARTY.
ELECTED RATS.
The following were duly elected to
membership in the White Rats at the
meeting held Tuesday, Dec. 15:
Fred R. Stanton, Conrad Stemski,
Ford West,* Terry Sherman, Mortie
Hyman, Chas. Olcott, Medley Barrett, Edlon Durand, Paul Van Dyke,
Ali Ben LaHassin, Babe Lewis, Harry
H. Richards, Samuel L. Shank, W.
Donald Mackintire, J. J. Hughes, Leo
Stevens.

In

Affectionate

Crane Wilbur, Gilbert Gregory, Lee
Kohlmar, Chester R. Nelson, James
Davis,
Van Shrum, Arthur Mann,
Leon Levy, Jas. R. Marshall, Thos.
O'Brien Havel, Arthur HaveL

Brother Eddie Foyer

of

Our

10,

1914.

sincere sympathy

is

ex-

tended to his family

additions to the already long
list of Life
Members of the White
Rats, having taken out his life card

from

lations

all his friends.

relatives.

PASSED FIRST VOTE.
The applications of the following
passed first vote at the meeting held
Tuesday, Dec. 15:
Edw. C. Derkin, Milton B. Pollock,

covers,

writing the book for the
will stage it.

is

Ned Wayburn

Life Membership.

Cliff

trots of the season,

Hess

Berlin.

Playing "cooch" music for a one-step
the latest in the New York dance
places.
Bustanoby's at 63rd street,
gives a "special night" during the week.
Last one was "Turkish Night," and an
is

orchestra composed of Turks furnished
most of the music. The house was decorated to create the atmosphere, and
the "cooch" music naturally followed.
Some of the dancers liked it and some
did not, but it gave all an opportunity
to put in a few wriggles they never

thought of before.
Chicago, Dec.

become the fad for Chicagoans
have cabaret performances at all
their banquets and the organization that
attempts a big feed without much entertainment on the side is not considered
of very much moment. This means that
vaudeville acts are in demand almost
every night in the week, and some of
the shows given are as elaborate as
any on the regulation stages.
Louisville,

is

not

men

White Rats; therehappy that Ben won

in the

everybody

is

you

don't

advartiM In VARIETY
ndvortUo at alL

don't

well-known member of the AssoAmerica called at
the office the other day and purchased
ciated Actresses of

a Life Membership for her husband,
with the statement she could think of
no more appropriate present for him.
In view of the fact he is in the far
will no doubt read this arbefore he receives the card, we
refrain from mentioning the name un-

West and
ticle

til

the next issue of Varietx
are wondering

To many who
what to buy
the

friends,

just

their husbands, wives or

suggestion

that

a

Life

White Rats or the
Associated Actresses of America is an
Membership

in the

welcomed.
"Fogarty's Scamper.
Chicago, Dec. 16.
White Rats were out in full force for
the scamper given Frank Fogarty at
the Bismarck Hotel, Dec. 10. Mr. Fogarty made a speech in which he stated
that the organization had collected $3,000,000 due to actors on contract without going to law and of this sum $4,000
in

16.

the

in

Keith theatre building had its opening
Thursday night coincident with the
local engagement of Pavlowa.
The

Chicago

the life members made were
Leonard Hicks, Blanche Stafford, Phil
McMahon, Sam Sidman and Will RogThere were five other applicaers.

admission of 50 cents includes dancing

tions

^490

There

no

is

bar.

for

was

week.

Business

up

picked

of last week, and

thf.

was given the credit
and Andrew Braden

"Fashion Parade"
.

Vera Maxwell
left

the

list

of

dancers there Saturday.
They are
framing for vaudeville. Armand and
Revers are added to the professionals
on the Roof.
Mile.

Gaby

left

the

Am-

sterdam Roof after one week there.
They were expected to start some-

Ethel

Redmon

is

in

J.

Cooke, secretary of

the

Fred Lowenthal made a humorous
speech, and Dr.
at some length.

Max Thorek

also spoke

REVISION DIDN'T SUIT.
Boston,

Dec.

16.

John Drew found out that the revised third act of "The Prodigal Husband" was far from what he wanted
and Charles Frohman is reported to
have agreed with him. The play
continue as presented originally.

New

will
seat,

Year's

will

Eve

in Chicago.
Chicago, Dec.

16.

said all the theatres in the "loop"

It is

one

prices

Moegling, one of Cin-

cinnati's best professional dancers,

of

cuts in salary.

but
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 16.

The sum

organization, made a speech for the
good of the order in which he advised
the members not to stand for any more

Les Carongeots, a

pair of European
and fantastic dancers, have just
arrived from the other side.

membership.

realized during the day and

Will

night.

"The Fashion Parade" at the New
York Roof was held over for this, its

this year.

Among

and luncheon.

a

out.

If

Dec.

good luck was heralded with

question of doubt but what Ben Black
and Ivan Black are two of the most
fore,

16.

It has

classic

as there

TIMELY XMAS SUGGESTION.

A

to

BerT Black was the lucky man.
It may be said truthfully that Mr.
satisfaction

believed she will never be

is

it

able to dance again.

acceptable gift will without doubt be

%

thing but turned over.

popular

was written by

.private secretary to Irving

ning, the

Black's

danced at the Havlin Hotel and the
Recently they sevGrand Dansant.
ered their connection with the Grand
Dansant and opened a studio of their
own on East Fourth street, opposite
If the patient rethe Hotel Sinton.

"Beets and Turnips," one of the best

Fox

Duque and
Winner of

much
and

the

At the meeting held Tuesday evedrawing took place for life
membership in the White Rats and

R. A. U. No. 1094

Died Dec.

among

during the last week, and he has since
been the proud recipient of congratu-

Memory

Gene Buck
Revue,

somewhat on the Roof toward the end

latest

&obt. &>cott
W.

is

attribute

primarily to violent exertion in dancShe and her husband, Harry
ing.
Moegling, gave exhibitions at the OrLater they
pheum Roof Garden.

second

LIFE MEMBER.

They

goes on at
first time Dec 28 will be the first attempt of its sort to bring Paris to New
York in a dancing cabaret. The revue
will run 40 minutes, probably divided
into two parts.
There will be comedians in it, also a singing team, and 16
chorus girls, the best lookers Flo Ziegfeld can find, and they are guaranteed
not to be overburdened with clothes.

The Rose Garden Dansant

Sincerely yours,

Surgeons hastily operated.
Mrs. Redmon's illness

of dying.

Revue" that
the Amsterdam Roof for the
"Midnight

Ziegfeld's

for

(Cohan's

New

Grand)

Year's

will

night.

raise

Most

advance seats from $1 to $1.50 per
which will bring the majority of

a serious condition at Bethesda Hospital, suffering from a hemorrhage of
the stomach.
She fainted while at-

seats at $2.50 while a good many will
demand $3.00 for reservations.
The vaudeville houses are planning

tending

to give

the
performance of "The
Whirl of the World," at the Lyric last
week, and for a time was on the verge

them

to

midnight shows. It will allow
make double receipts without

raising the regular fees.

VARIETY
Frank A. Keeney's new Brooklyn
house opens Jan. 9, if nothing delays.

Hkiety

Tommy Gray sent himself a wire at
the opening of "Watch Your Step" at
the Amsterdam.
It
read: "Tommy
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New York
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cess.

Hope Tinney's stuff
Thomas J. Gray."

is

a big suc-

relative.

66 bis,

Rue

St. Didier

ADVERTISEMENTS
copy for current issue must
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York.

The

New

Oarrick,

York,

passes

stage

vaudeville

will revert to its

stage

Harrigan.

his

Green,

force

from the booking control of Charles
Frohman the first of next May. It
owner, Mrs. Edward

now

tour-

of

the

theatre,

of

formerly

the

Louisville,

house,

Mary Anderson
when that was a

has been appointed

H. Thurman

to succeed Leslie

George St Leon, who has been with
the Weis & Moxon show, "Polly of
the Circus," has bought out the interest of Clarence Weis and he and Wil-

who

I
for

sailed

One week Hammerstein's booked an
that drew in a lot of men who

act

acted like women and then they
booked one that drew a lot of women
who looked like men. That's neutral.

has

The

At the conclusion
Santley engagement
Los Angeles,

of
at

Joseph

the

the

Majestic,

"When Dreams Come

in

| a||||||||||||||

|-

LAST CALL

Homer Lind announce

Kathryn Hayes
America last week.

give him the route.

South

&

The
Minn.,

legitimate
is

thousand copies struck off the medal
the Mikado gave him which he intends
to, throw out to the audience at the
Guppy and Fogg,
finish of his act.
The Juggling Lay- Off s, Hideaway and
Cutting, The Mysterious H-H's and
the Flour-in-the-Face Brothers have
been booked on the same bill. Miss
Yllis has her wardrobe packed in an
invisible trunk.

It

Rose Stahl
stay at the

the

FOR

now comes

will

open an

Illinois,

10.

"Jasper/* the dog act, and Felix and
Vaire open on the Loew Circuit next

cause
Ford.

VARIETY'S

indefinite

Chicago, Jan.

full

out that Frank Tinney

initial;

it

is

H.,

making

name Frank Hokum Tinney.

One of the New York papers laid
"Watch Your Step" was a novelty be-

Pipestone,
independently.

theatre,

now booking

Vaudeville

Nemtey
Nemsey has had ten

Mr.

Yllis.

has a middle
Janet Beecher is to replace Alice Lindahl in "The Fallen Idol."

Happened

Never

Circuit has given a route to

Ulllllllllllllllllllllllllll||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ll | llllll|||||||||||a||

the birth of a son.

,

Santa Claus has all his Props ready.
He's now waiting for his agent to

become manager of the Masonic.

I

Mr. and Mrs.

By

manager of Keith's theatre there

No. 3

.

TOMMY'S TATTLES.
THOMAS J. GRAY.

is

with

Clifford's troupe is

William

Pantages Theatre Bldg.
18 Charing Cross Road

PARIS

Clifford

again

ing Florida.

Majestic Theater Bldg.

LONDON

Vol.

Gray,

back on his road
show, "Believe
Me." Clifford had to cancel for a time
and go back home to Urbana where he
was called by the serious illness of a
Billy

route

I

contained no jokes about a

it

|

The one cent war tax on telegrams
does not worry the agents at all. They
still send their wires collect.

f

According to reports there ire no
than six revues about to be put
It is funny all the new
in rehearsal.

week.

Bernard and Roberts, after a reunion
lasting seven months, split again last

Number

9th Anniversary

I

less

names they can

week.

Fox and Leonard are late acquisito the Harvey D. Orr show,

TO BE PUBLISHED
DECEMBER 25th

I

tions

"Million Dollar Girl."

find

for a vaudeville

showl

|
What You Are Hearing Now.
"]
'I

don't

know what

to get her."

Ml

have you any friends in the
wholesale business?"
"I'll
be glad when Christmas is
'Say,

Joseph Robert Poulin, Jr., is a newcomer to the family of Dr. and Mrs. J.
R. Poulin.

Advertising

Frank Shore's musical comedy company is booked to open a road tour
around the

first

Forms

over."

"They have everything they want

S

Close

of the year.

Monday, December 21st

now. it
"I believe in giving useful presents;

they're cheaper, too."

"What good

No

"disappointments were reported
in the big time booking department of
the United Booking Offices Monday.

The
cago,

•niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii;

Ham Moxon

producis

now

playing southern territory.

Booking Co. of Chiannounces it is booking F. L.
Majestic,

La

Crosse,

Nigel Barre is no longer dancing with
Joan Sawyer at the Persian Gardens.
He may enter vaudeville with Audrey

Maple as a partner.
returning to "A
Pair of Sixes," at Chicago, and Ethel
Jackson is leaving to join the western
Elizabeth Nelson

True," Jan.

9, Philip Bartholomae will
company's tour. Santley will
immediately take up a tour over the

Orpheum

Circuit

The Basco
stroyed by fire Dec. 7.
Musical comedy company had practically all their possessions stored in the
dressing rooms of the theatre. They
had played three weeks at the house.

W. Savage recently
attachment
proceedings
against the Sydney Smith show, "Lit-

The Orpheum Circuit in the Palace
Theatre building intends placing its
booking department in one suite, tearing down the present partitions divid-

Boy

Blue," the latter is still out
and going alone to nice business. The

route through

Oklahoma proved most

profitable although

no one

in

New York knows

of

the show.

at present

the future route

"Look
"What
affent?

bunk any-

doesn't

buy

me

relations have

you?"
have here."
going to give our

at the list I

are

we

With the cut we got!"

a musical

director and violin player,
was deported from Rochester, N. Y.,
to Canada last Monday by Federal In-

spector Martin.

Ross entered
spection
and

He

is
charged that
country without inunaccompanied by a
19 years old.

It

is

John P. Slocum emphatically denies
that there is any danger of his show,
"The Quaker Girl," closing. It was
inadvertently printed in the Variety
the first week in December that his
show was attached by Victor Morley
in Denver.
The show in mind was the
defunct

"My

the Barber is* billed to open
Hammerstein's next week.
He'll
be there Monday afternoon, anyhow.
Sully

at

this

Although Henry

tle

that

Tobias Ross, on the small time as

parent.

instituted

all

hope the wifr

"How many

(vaudeville).

The Lyceum

theatre and Casino cab(formerly the Majestic stock
aret
Edmonton, Can., were dehouse)

"I

is

started that present thing?"

neckties again."

close the

is

company.

it.

The show

Affiliated

Koppelberger's
Wis.

ing

will continue the

tion as heretofore.

how; who

Best Girl."

Things

You

Will

Not See

in

This

Column.

"What they got for
"What they wanted
Parody

on

"The

Christmas."
for Christmas."
Night
Before

Christmas."

Papa?

my child; what is it?
Does Santa Claus visit the

Yes,

too?

lay-offs,

LEGITIMATE

10

IRVIN COBB LECTURING.
Cobb, who has seen service

"Peg" Did $7,000 That Week.

ANDERSON'S MUSICAL STOCK
TRY-OUT IN LOS ANGELES
Same

Man

Takes Morosco Theatre, To Place
Gaiety, 'Frisco, With.
Rork Will Be Manager. Company
Engaged In New York.

Moving Picture

Policy

Sam

week but that since the outfit struck
Atlanta his salary had been cut to soup
He declared he
three times a day.
couldn't bark on soup and asked a writ

Los Angeles, Dec. 16.
Anderson is to
take over the Morosco theatre here
after Kolb and Dill complete their engagement this week at the house.
Sam Rork will be manager for Mr.
Anderson's company, which will pre-

of attachment on a

in

New

baboon
know what
the

York.

Billy

is

Wingate,
to

make

his

headstill

has

further north.

Mr. Rork was east recently and engaged some principals for the company.
The opening attraction may be "Mile.

17.

Variety- "Peg o'
My Heart" did but $3,000 week before
last at the Comedy must have been an
The original
error in transmission.
cable read $7,000.

The statement

in

PLAYWRIGHT DIVORCED.
Utica, Dec.

16.

Mrs. Jennie L. Stoddard, wife of
George E. Stoddard, playwright and
author has been granted an interlocutory decree of divorce by Justice De

policy under the Andersen direction is similar to the one inaugurated by the picture man at the
Gaiety,
he
San
Francisco,
which
for that purpose.

,

JOLSON OUT WITH SHOW.
was decided by the Shuberts this
to send the present Winter Garden attraction, "Dancing Around," on
It

week

the road, following

its

closing in

Among the engagements this* week
by the Shuberts for their next Winter
Garden production is Belle Ashlyn
(Gould and Ashlyn), at Hammerstein's
this week.
William Gould may continue as a
monologist in vaudeville after his partner enters the production in February.
Until then the couple will play variety

Mrs.
Stoddard named Adele £.
Schoenhard, known professionally as
Peggy Pendleton, of Bay City, Mich.,
as co-respondent.
She accused her
husband of living with Miss Schoenhard in Chicago last July.
Mr. and
Mrs. Stoddard are natives of Utica.
Mrs. Stoddard has returned here and is
conducting a small store.
Stoddard
did not defend the suit.
The divorced husband is the author
of "The Royal Chef" and "The Isle

CHORUS GIRL ELOPES.
Frederick, Md., Dec.

The

bride

months ago,

BROOKS' MUSICAL COMEDY.
Jos.

W. Brooks

is

said

to be look-

ing for people to play a musical comedy or farce he has in view, that will

only require a chorus of

12.

vaudevillians

have

groom three
when her company played
met

the

Hagerstown. After the wedding they
returned to Hagerstown to seek parental forgiveness.
If

you

don't

advartiso

in

VARIETY

don't

advortiM at alL

REVIVE AGED DRAMA.
Pittsburgh,

"Iphigena

was presented

in

Dec.

moving panorama

sating

of

film

that

have added thrills placed to
through Mr. Cobb's descriptions.
will

it

SHOWS OPENING.
"Ole, the Fall Guy," has been adopted as the title of the new road at-

John G. Rae will put out Jan.
was written by Ida Weston Rae.
Rae now has out "Lend Me $200."
"Damaged Goods" is going out in

traction
It

4.

another edition under Leffler-Bratton's
direction, Dec. 28.
L-B have another
"Damaged Goods" playing the StairHavlin circuit.
E.
Carpenter is sending out
J.
"School Days," which opens Dec. 24 at
Glen Cove, L. I. The show will play

WRITING NEXT "FOLLIES."
The assignment

to write the book and
the next Ziegfeld "Follies"
production has been placed by Flo

of

lyrics

Ziegfeld, with Gene Buck, who will attend to both ends. Dave Stamper, as
usual, will collaborate with Mr. Buck
on the songs, furnishing the music.

According

to

report,

Ned Wayburn

stage the next "Follies" production Flo Ziegfeld will make. Mr. Waywill

burn

putting on the "French Revue"
Amsterdam Roof.

is

for Ziegfeld's

REOPENS NEW YEAR'S.
The Sam Bernard show, "Belle of
Bond Street," now laying off, will resume New Year's week, with a route
of two months after that now laid out.
The piece may close at the expiration

been

mentioned in connection with the next
Garden show.

Kuripidcs'

war

16.

in the piece.

Several

be the nearest thing to real

to

views that have yet been seen over
here, containing pictures of armored
trains, activities in the held and a pul-

east.

Frances M. Williamson, 19 years old,
of Philadelphia, a chorus girl in a comedy company, and William M. Nichols,
of Hagerstown, Md., eloped last week,
and were married by the Rev. Dr. E.
H. Lamar in this city.

dates.

New

Al Jolson, featured with the
production, will go along with it.
The selection of chorus girls for the
incoming Garden production was made
Wednesday and rehearsals under the
direction of Jack Mason will shortly
commence. Mr. Mason will stage the
York.

abroad as war correspondent for his
paper, will start out shortly on a lecturing tour, under the direction of Edgar Selwyn, using 4,600 feet of Gaumont war pictures that Walter Rosenberg controls for this side.
The Gaumont pictures are claimed

Angelis.

of Spice."

The Morosco

numbers

London, Dec.

Irvin

BELLE ASHLYN AT GARDEN.

Modiste."

built

got the writ, a deputy got
and now the county doesn't
to do with it.
out of pure cusscdness, as
laid bare to the newsit,

he termed
papers the innermost secrets of the
museum, going so far as to expose the
fact that the "wild woman from Mexico" was a man who had to shave
twice a day.

quarters here and will open a plant in
the vicinity for pictures, although
maintaining the one he already

baboon the show

He

carried.

sent musical successes that have gotten

Bronco

Vajuwtt.)

He Opened

G. M. (Bronco Billy)

over

(Special Cable to

16.

of that time.

Taurus"

for the first time in sev-

decades Saturday night by the
dramatic class of the School of Design
of Carnenie Institute of Technology.
The drama was produced by Prof.
Thomas Wood Stevens and was a suc-

"SECRET STRINGS" PLACED.

eral

H. H. Frazee will bring Lou-Tellegen

Longacre theatre in the play en"Secret Strings" Dec. 28.
It is
not decided at present what disposition
will be made of "So Much For So
to the
titled

cess.

Much,"

after that date.

WAITING FOR PRODUCTION.
Woods has accepted the farce
Want Money" and is to produce it

A. H.
"I

some time

DRESSLER SHOW AT 39TH.
The^Marie Dressier show, "A Mix

February.
Marcin has
had four manuscripts accepted within
the last year but has not had a production as yet. "Are You My Wife?"
is slated for production by H. H. Frazee with Roy Atwell as the star. Cohan & Harris have two other pieces
by the same author.
in

Up,"

r

open

at the 39th Street the-

New

Year's week.

The Shade" Title.
Arthur has decided to
name the piece in which Marie Cahill
and Richard Carle are to star "90 in
the Shade."
Rehearsals were started
this week.
Among the recent engagements is Vida Whitmore.
"90 In

Daniel

MUSEUM SECRETS EXPOSED.
Atlanta, Dec. 16.
Robert Lee Wingatc, banjoist and
barker for a downtown museum, told
the court the other day be was lured
from home by the promise of $10 a

will

atre probably during

TAMEO KAJIYAMA,
The Noted Handwriting Master.
a special arrangement, his new act, featuring a most remarkable psychological discovery,
entitled "The Quadruple Concentration," in which he listens, talks, reads and writes simultaneously,
will be shown at the New York Palace. Sunday, Dec. 20.
Week Dec. 28, Hammerstcin'a Other New York opening will be announced in next week's

By

issue.

V.

Lew
Lew

Fields' Revue in April.
Fields has decided to postpone

his revue until

some time

in

April.

.

LEGITIMATE
BROADWAY'S RUSH OF REVUES
CALLING ON VAUDEVILLE

SHOWS

IN 'FRISCO.
San Francisco, Dec.

The production
by

derella,"

Gaiety

the

Co.

Baltimore, Dec.

at

Cinthe

opening.

its

David Warfield, finishing up his fortengagement at the Columbia,

Rumored Added

night's

Kellermann Show May be Another Revue.
One More Reported Preparing Secretly.
"Watch Your Step" Does $16,300 in

Them.

to

"BEN HUR'S" BAD LUCK RUN.
16.

"A Stubborn

of

Gaiety got a good start on

Several Productions Planned Having Others

11

doing

is

big.

an injury he received

"Mutt and

Still

opened

Jeft"

fairly

well

The second and

Performances.

Talma-Bosco Co.

week

last

the

at

of

the

Cort shows

There are

at least half

dozen revues

course of construction or in con-

Nearly

templation.

all

of the produc-

nd a few others have

ing managers

been inspired by the success that the

two Dillingham shows have attained
and from the first of February until

way

into next

season the production

is

to be flooded with revues of

one type or another.
revue

Harris

"Hello

The Cohan

&

Broadway,"

in

George M. Cohan and Willie

which

Collier are to be featured, will be the

The

next to hit town.
ent

date at pres-

Christmas night at the Astor.

is

Reports that have leaked from rehearsals are to the effect that the

show

is

After that will be the

Otis Skinner opened
the

is

to be ready in

Mitchell

Julian

doing

the

The Lew

Fields revue will be done

along in April some time. In the meantime two or three others are in the
The Annette
course of preparation.
Kellermann show may be one. Another is being written by Clare Kummer and it will be placed into rehearsal
within the next month. The managers
who are behind the latter production
are keeping their identity secret for
the present.
They have dropped the
fact, however, that they propose giving Broadway a big musical revue at
$1.
All that the producers are waiting for is the assurance of a theatre
with sufficient capacity.
One of the
big features for this piece is an "unknown" woman dancer from Europe.
They propose to call this revue either
"Dining and Dancing" or "The Revue
Beautiful."

The

Kellermann show is casting
about for a composer.
Victor Herbert's terms are said to have been prohibitive.
Carroll
Harry
was approached. He will likely do tlft musical end of the next Garden attraction,
as he did of the present and last one
there.

The "Chin Chin" and "Watch Your
continue on their capacity way.
The advent of the latter
big Dillingham hit into New York last
week appeared to help the Winter Garden business, where the best business
of the run thus far was registered.
"Watch Your Step" coupons are selling at from $4 to $8 apiece for front
Step" pieces

row
Chin"

s.f.-ts.

still

)

.iMrcr

:.rci'u;;-.ii

"

<

.

the

early

"Chin

ord.

One

specu-

to the smallest

night at

crowd seen
It was

to

tighten up the local vaudeville market.
Any number of managers and agents

Wednesday.

are out scouting for vaudevillians who
will fit into the various pieces.
Several engagements are close to consummation.

what would otherwise be a
dark week, and because of the inferior
company and age of piece, is doing
The Olympic was to have
nothing.
been dark this week but a switch in
Skinner's plans opened it. Next week
"The Passing of Hans Dippel" is also

"Damaged Goods"

this

took

week due

an

16.

Bostonian and

in part to

following

set satisfactorily

week.

This

and

It

NEW

ORLEANS.

luck.
The week before
Charles F. Towle, manager of "Ben
Hur" for 16 years, died suddenly.

lowed by bad

the

company

arrived in this city

scenery and costumes became
soaked with rain and had to be dried
by hot air from the Academy heating

the

plant.

Ethel Williams, a chorus

company,

girl in the

dangerously ill at the
Woman's Hospital with Bright's disease and pneumonia.
She was taken
is

Wednesday

ill

night just before the rise

of the curtain at the

Academy.

Wednesday about 25 of the extra
men in the show were found smoking
in the dressing rooms on the stage and
were discharged. Thursday two of the
horses used in the chariot race were
taken ill and could not be used.

The

records

the

at

Academy

of

Music show that 16 years ago, when
"Ben Hur" first played at the Academy
a woman dropped dead in the audience.

seems about

s ttled

Fire which started at 10 o'clock

the Shuberts

place the Trentini show, "The
Peasant Girl," at the 44th Street theatre, following the run of "The Lilac

Domino" in that house.
"The Peasant Girl," which

also has
Clifton Crawford, has been doing a big

business out of town, getting $15,000
last week at the Colonial, Cleveland.

The show
stock

Doc
Street,

Plains,
in

the

is jointly shared by CornGest and the Shuberts.
Hunt, manager of the 44th
has taken the Newell, White
N. Y., to try out a stock policy
Westchester county seat.

&

Girl" will suc-

Park

Still

Open on

Sufferance.

Boston, Dec.

a

ripe this season.

the

AVENUE, WILMINGTON, BURNED.

will

which is drawing only fair under heavy
expense, and "Seven Keys" at the Tremont to succeed "The Yellow Ticket"
which did not do as well as was ex-

is

an

Philadelphia, Dec. 16.

leisurely.

ceed "Pinafore" at the Shubert where
none too optimistic view of the success of the big Hippodrome production has been taken by some.
The Hollis is scheduled to get a reWilliam
vival of "Diplomacy" with
Gillette, Blanche Bates and Marie Doro
following the close of Ann Murdock
early in January and the booking announced last week of Robert Mantell
switched,
in "King John" has been
probably just as well at this season of
the year although this type of production has always done fairly well here

in

ing the Panama-Pacific Exposition and
ever since it opened it has been fol-

TRENTINI AT 44TH.

month will bring
three openings on-the same night. "A
Pair of Sixes" comes into the Wilbur
to replace Hodge's long run in "The
Road to Happiness," "Suzi" will open
at
the Majestic, replacing "Omar"

"The Midnight

IN

dark.

28th of this

field

dark

Orleans, Dec. 16.
"Fine Feathers" with a capital cast
is doing the best business in town. At
the Tulane are pictures.
Burlesque
continues at the Dauphine.
Dramatic
stock is doing little at the Lyric.
The Lafayette and Greenwall are

duction of "Pinafore" scheduled for
the same day at the Shubert was this
week postponed until the night before
Christmas in order to prevent a sad
first half and also to get the big tank

and the

scheduled

previously

New

week brought nothing.
Next Monday will have Ann Murdock in "The Beautiful Adventure" at
the Hollis and the Hippodrome pro-

pected.

a

SHOWS

more of the
town which

each other one week and then bring

The

is

week.

hunch several openings pitted against
the

Shubert

in part to the pre-holi-

day financial condition of the average

nothing

play

to

expected slump

at the

in

filling

IN BOSTON.

freakish bookings for this

staging.

Olympic

Monday

16.

When

Business

Erlanger are to do,

Louis, Dec.

St.

unusual after such good attendance during the past few weeks. Business for
Skinner picked up a little Tuesday and

Boston, Dec.

in his

Little, treasurer

when

Academy,

riding

The "Ben Hur" company is on its
way to San Francisco to appear dur-

IN ST. LOUIS.

six performances' last week, playing to

SHOWS

was

collided with another occupied only

last,

going

Cohn

Mr.

of the seat.

SHOWS

Amsterdam tickets since the preThe show did $16,300 gross on

over $3,000 Saturday night.
The rush of revues is

Six stitchts

machine
by
a chauffeur.
Mr. Cohn was thrown
forward and his head struck the back
of the

at a local theatre this season.

unset.

January,

head.

miere.

new Winter

&

the

mail are the biggest in the history of

most of them shor. of supplies at
the opening and after.
Many have
been willing to pay as high as $4 each

Garden show, as yet unnamed and date
"Fads and Fancies," which Klaw

for

seats

the Cort theatre.

progressing nicely and looks like surefire.

for

Forbes Robertson engagement here by

left

for

market

Reservations

is
said to have taken $25,000
worth of tickets out of the box office,
paying cash, and getting the tickets at
$2.25 per. Other "specs" held back on
the report of one of their fraternity
who saw the show out of town. This

lator

an automobile

were required to close a wound
automobile with John

fair business.

in

in

Saturday night.

collision

at the Alcazar.

16.

Edwin J. Cohn, the new manager of
"Ben Hur," which played at the Academy of Music last week, was unable
to leave Sunday with the rest of the
company for Washington, because of

The Park,

closed

under

the

16.

new

building laws as exclusively explained

week's Variety is being allowed
under tolerance pending a
decision by the Supreme Court on arguments heard last week, former Attorney General Herbert Parker appearing for the theatre and Corporation Counsel John A. Sullivan of City
Hall appearirrg in the defense <>\ the
contentions of Building Commissioner
O'Hcarn who says the house must
in last

*

to continue

close.

day night resulted
the

Avenue

Mon-

in the destruction of

theatre,

Wilmington, owned

by Mrs. Lulu C. Baldt, of this city. The
The
loss was estimated at $50,000.
house was operated by the Avenue

Amusement Co., of which Gement C.
Miller was the head.
It was crowded when Manager John
Demarec noticed smoke coming from
the basement beneath one of the boxes.

Seeing that there was a fire which
might become serious, he sprang to the
stage and announced:
"There is a slight fire in the basement. There is ample chance for all to
get out, but for God's sake go out
quietly and don't lose your heads."
This announcement, made calmly and
in a reassuring tone, brought obedience
and not a person became excited as all

marched
flames

to

the

spread

street

quickly

unhurt.

and

soon

The
the

house was a mass of flames against
which firemen were powerless.
The only injured were Alvan Bennett and Ernest Taplio, both operators.
The house opened Jan. 11, 1886, and
was destroyed by fire Dec. 23, 1888.
If

you

don't

advertise in VARIETY
advertise at all.

don't

WITH

12

Belle Ashlyn had

it

her

all

own way

were through at
Hammerstein's .this week. Here is a
She could make
girl with real talent.
even a grouch laugh. Miss Ashlyn has
freak acts

the

after

wardrobe. Her entrance is
a scarlet brocade dress having

a stunning

made

in

gold lace

A large flop hat was
For her second change a
flounced skirt was topped

ruffles.

also worn.

white lace
with a long waisted effect in green velMrs. E. B. Alsop is pigeon-toed.
vet.
For a tall woman she is most awkward.

But as a freak act

Hammerstein's

at

Mrs. Alsop perhaps will

drift

away

into

most of the freak acts
Alsop wore a gold affair
over lace petticoats. Mrs. Bud Fisher
oblivion where

Mrs.

go.

could be classed among the freaks, also
resorting to her marriage name for recognition. Her entrance was made in a
cloak of brocade with an orchid velvet

bottom and edged in black lynx. A
gold head dress trimmed in paradise
was also worn. A pink taffeta made
simply was pretty. The skirt was very
ice

The bod-

having four deep tucks.

full,

was high waisted and belted with

black velvet ribbon.
was becoming. In

A

large flop hat
Mrs. Fisher

fact,

should always wear a hat. Blue chiffon ruffles formed the foundation for
her third change. The last dress of her
four changes was an evening gown of
white satin. Ray Bailey wore for her
opening number a tailor-made suit not
up to date in lines. A black evening

gown trimmed
ter taste.

A

in brilliants

was

in bet-

The woman

Royal Gascoignes was typically
English in a blue dress touched up
with lace and pink ribbon.

of the

The Alhambra was

filled

Monday

afternoon to hear Irene Franklin. HarAnd Miss
lem likes Miss Franklin.
Franklin made those Harlemites sit up
when she tripped on in her several
stunning changes. The most striking
was a Poiret coat of white velvet
trimmed in sealskin and lined with the
largest check in captivity.
A small
black hat trimmed with paradise was
jauntily perched on Miss Franklin's
head. An entrance dress was a robe of
Father Green is getyellow crystal.
ting stout, although he denies it. The
Sister Bruch is neatly dressed in white
lace and pale blue taffeta. Allan Dinehart and Louise Dyer have a charming
sketch.
They are two very pleasant
individuals, even if Mr. Dinehart over
makes up. Miss Dyer as the typist
wears a black serge dress, tastefully
made. Juliette Dika is a woman with

marvelous

figure.

French

nicest of the

She

is

quite the

women who have

Under a rose
invaded these shores.
colored cloak Miss Dika wore a dress
of

solid

dream,
Laura

work

but

interesting,

Hope Crews

nevertheless,

doing her best

is

Miss Crews dresses the
part superbly.
A black panne velvet
street

in

it.

dress

worn

is

the

in

first

act,

with a handsome set of mink furs. A
neglige of green velvet was trimmed in
ermine. A gorgeous evening gown is
of greenish silver heavily trimmed in

jet

that

perfectly

fitted.

A crystal ^own draped in coral chiffon
was lovely. In a simple country dress
white lace with blue taffeta hip
drapery Miss Dika was at her best.
Jesse Bijouve in a skating act had a
had fall when her partner dropped her
in
the neck swing Monday matinee.
For a costume Miss Jesse wears a rose
colored chiffon and crystal coat effect.
of

"The Phantom
is

a

distinct

novelty.

Most

of

it

is

a

Marie Revere, the
a lively little blonde who
The
puts her songs over with vim.
women all have very good voices. The
chorus is composed of 16 girls, all in
the "chicken" class.
They are young
and nice to look at. They make several changes. The curtain going up on
cially

in

soubret,

the

S KiRT

Mrs.

OBITUARY.
Mary Amanda

tights.

is

act

first

,h.

widow

Howard F. Kenny in Philadelphia. She
was 79 years old and with her death

A

number was done in plantation costumes of bright red with large white
"Tipperary" was done in pink
dots.
tights and purple uppers, with gold
The opening of
capes lined in red.
the second act was costumed especially well.
The smaller girls were in
soubret dresses of Persian silk and
white flouncing. The larger girls were

the last of

evening dresses of pink satin with
Russian blouse of different colored

neapolis.

Allen is wearing a tan broadcloth of
the short-waisted style.
"A Night in
the Park" is a lively act comprising
five men and two girls, also a fountain.
The girls are diminutive in size
and dress nicely. A hoopskirt dress of
lace ruffles is worn by the smaller one.
The other makes two changes. From
a black velvet Nesbit dress she goes
into an all white one.
Miss Deen
(Johnson and Deen) does very nicely
in clothes. A cloak of chartreuse color
was daintily pretty. It covered a longwaisted pink taffeta dress. This was
followed by a white satin evening gown

Miss
trimmed in bands of crystal.
Deen sang "Tipperary Mary" without
the six dressed-up boys from the publisher, and made good without them.
Lincoln Square,
is a cute kiddie who will bear watching.
This youngster has talent. Beth
dresses in a pretty way. Three of her
dresses are the long waisted effect with
sashes.
One accordion plaited dancThe
ing frock was especially dainty.
woman of Wilkins and Wilkins dresses
very neatly. A coral chiffon and velvet
dress was followed by a dark brown
made in redingote style. Pretty hats
Miss Belare worn with each dress.
ford (Archer and Belford) also on the
Lincoln Square the first half is a stout
woman with a pleasing voice. Her
dress was black crepe de chine with a
The
jet bodice relieved by a red rose.
little miss of the Harvey De Vora Trio
appears first in a white and black street
dress, followed by a dancing frock of
white lace over pink with a broad blue
girdle and a panel back of the pink.
The bodice was outlined in brilliants.
A couple of disturbers sitting in an
upper box Tuesday night were beautifully
handled by the management,
which remindc me of the great difference in the conduct of the Colonial,

Beth Challies,

at the

down the street, when the late
Dave Robinson reigned there for Percy
No wonder the Colonial
G. Wjlliams.

•further

did business
Williams.

"The
Murray
It

is

Girls

burles»|ue

Columbia
ail

"dirt"

Steppe,

From

Hill this

much

those

in

days

for

is a

shows

i

have

this season.

and

the

doesn't

seen

It is

many
at

free

comedian,

overdo.

.

good show.

better than a great

He

the

from
Harry

is

cipal

an

Hebrew comedian. The prinwomen, Ycsta Lockard and Ger-

tn.dc Ralston,

art-

Capt.

striped

made

in

silver.

J.

K. Saviera, a

member

of Col.

Old Soldier Fiddlers, died last
Saturday in Boston of Bright's disease.
He was 69 years old. The body was
shipped to the widow's home in MinCapt. Saviers is the fourth
old soldier to die since the organization of the act.

Mable Re-

changes, among
which were a gold colored accordeon
plaited, a white satin made very short,
and a kid dress of purple velvet. Miss
Lockard has a good idea of dressing.
From purple tights in which she looked
stunning, Miss Lockard changed to
an all black dress and did an olio
number in black and silver. An all
green costume worn in the last act
was equally good to look at. Miss
Ralston can also wear tights to good
advantage.
Her dresses were pretty
flow

generation of

Pattie's

in

chiffon

elder

the

Forepaughs has passed away.

several

Frank E. Bartlett, brother of Jessie
Bartlett Davis and Josephine Bartlett
died at his Brooklyn home, 46 State
;

Dec.

street,

11,

Guy

He was

aged 68 years.

Fremont

father of Belle

Bartlett and

Bartlett.

Scott died at the Maine

Bob

good looking, espe-

Mem-

orial Hospital, Portland, Me., Dec.

10.

43 years of age. He
had been stricken with appendicitis
A brother of
Thanksgiving Day.
Charles Robinson, the comedian, Mr.

The deceased was

and well made.

appeared for some time as a
team with Sam Howe, billed as Howe
and Scott.
Scott

TWO SELWYN
It's all

OPENINGS.

arranged for Margaret. Illing-

ton to open at the Harris Christmas
Eve in "The Lie," the new Henry Arthur James play which Miss Illington
and Co. have been rehearsing for several weeks.
No out-of-town opening will be set,
the show opening "cold" in New York.
The Selwyn offices has also arranged for its other new play, "In
The Limelight" (first entitled "The
Spotlight"), which
for Selwyn, to

E.
telle,

cer.

IN

at the

Year's Eve without any
trip out of New York.

|Who Pasted Away Dec.
[And

preliminary

James B. Creighton, an old minstrel
father of the Three Creighton

died at

Bolton, author of "The Fallen
Idol," the new Joseph Weber piece, is
now at work rewriting the new play
version of "The Sea Wolf," which Ben
Stern, Doc Livingstone and Manny
Greenberg will see gets a regular road
production prior to its proposed entry
is

his

children's
J.,

Dec.

home

in

slated for presentation

after the holidays.

James McCarthy, stage hand at the
Majestic for four years, died of pneumonia, Dec. 11, at the people's hospital.

Mrs. Carl Henry
Desires to express her deep appreciation of the sympathy of kind
friends extended to h

New

11.

Hartford, Conn., Dec. 16.
Emilia Bartoletti, premiere danseuse
with the Marion show at the Grand,
was preparing for the afternoon performance Monday, when she received
a telegram announcing the sudden
death in New York of her husband,
Richard Brown, and left immediately
for that city.
Brown had for years
been well known as an actor in comedy roles. The cause of his death
could not be learned.

York.

piece

Creighton Bros, and Billy Reid,

Brunswick N.

Guy

New

1913]

man and
Sisters,

The

10,

PAT. KEARNEY
Two Sons, JAMES-EDWARD]

Hudson New

"SEA WOLF" AS PLAY.

into

MEMORIAM OF

MY BELOVED WIFE

James Forbes wrote

open

Jones, the father of Hazel Skadied in New York Dec. 2 of can-

S.

Mr.

the Follies" at th

week

clean.

as-

many

for

Kane at the American Tuesday made three changes. Her clothes
seem to be over trimmed. A gray
charmeuse was laden down with cerise
bows. Hanging badly was a lace dress
made in flounces.
For "Tipperary"
Miss Kane wore a lace dress combined
with green.
The girl of Laurie and
Ethel

spotlessly

Forepaugh,

John Forepaugh who was

years with his
brother, Adam Forepaugh, the head of
the well known family of circus managers, died Saturday night of heart
trouble at the home of her son-in-law,

sociated

the girls in sailor
fox trot

finds

of

suits,

.limiting

Rival" at the Bclasco

By

steel.

black jet hat heavily para-

dised topped this costume.

a

WOMEN

THE,

in

her recent bereavement,

the loss of her beloved husband

Carl Henry

CARNIVALS, FAIRS, PARKS AND RINKS
INDEPENDENT SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS

BILLPOSTERS' AGREEMENT.
Syracuse, Dec.

gates to the International Alliance of
Billposters and Billers to continue the
agreements now in force for two years
more and provide better working con-

»

Joaos Amusement Co., H. D. Jones, prop., Anderson, Ind.
Doaaldsoa's Masamoth Museum* 182 Bagg St., Detroit, Mich.
Coylo*a Museum. £. R. Coyle, Mar., 3438 Lucas Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
McFalla* Trained Animal Show, Prof. McFalls, prop., No .Baltimore, Ohio.
Naaora' Family Showa, F. Nazor, prop., Ontario, O.
Ruaaolls Fasaous Shows. Rob Russells, prop., Franklin, Va.
Tumor's Woadariaad Show. M. A. Turner, prop., Maryville, Mo.
Starratfs Shows, Howard S. Starrett, prop., West Nyack. N. Y.
Riplojr's Big Toat Show, Geo. W. Ripley, prop., Homer. N. Y.
Electric Photo Show, Frank Dungan, prop., Nardin, Okla.
Goldoa Rod Floating Thoatro, R. Emerson, prop., Pt. Pleasant, W. Va.
Hibbard's AUiod Shows, Happy Hi Hibbard, prop., Albia, la.
Kbit's Watsr Circus, Ben. F. Karr, prop., 1016 Osage St., Leavenworth, Kan.
Boaaotf a Big Showa, Billy Bennett, prop., Milaca, Minn.
Angler Broa. Big Shows, Angler Bros., props., Missouri Valley, la.
Bacsnaan'a Anli-e 1 Show, John F. Backman, prop., Paola, Kan.
Athiasoa's Toat Show, Thos. Atkinson, prop., 647 Twelfth St., Detroit, Mich.
Burh's Animal Show, Jack Burk, prop.. R.F.D. No. 2, Box 205, £. Houston, Texas.
Caasolmaa's Minstrel and Vaudeville Show, C. S. Casselman, prop., Box 96, Vandalia, Mich.
Dashlagtoa's Vaudovlllo Dog dt Posy Show, J. J. Dashington, prop., Moline, 111.
H. C. Moore's Showa, H. C. Moore, prop., 2145 7th Ave., Troy, N. Y.
Smith's Wild Wast Museum, Col. F. Smith, prop.. Independence, la.
Wasters Vaudovlllo Co* Jester & Swain. Mgrs., High Point, N. C.
Woodworth'a Big Tea la One Show, G. F. Woodworth, prop., 1420 S. Wayne Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
Shill's Dog. Pony sad Vaudovlllo Show. Chas. L. Shill, prop., R.F.D. No. 2, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
Herbert-GUpin Showa, Ed. S. Gilpin, Mgr., Mill Shoals, 111.
Groat Millar Show, R. M. Miller, prop.. Swanwick, 111
W. H. Dolliagor Amusomoat Co, Wm. H. Dellinger, prop., Box 372, Vincennes, Ind.
Mysterious Marquette Entertainers, Geo. JL Margetts, prop., Chicago, 111
B. H. Nye'e Teat Dramatic Co* B. H. Nye, prop., Marietta, Ohio.
WUlman'a World Wondere, G. F .Willman, jbrop., Austin, Mont.
Curdt's Shows, Ed. C. Curdt, prop.. Greenville, S. C.
AadorsoB's Dog, Posy sad Vaudovlllo Show, 5. B. Anderson, prop.. Marble Corner, Ind.
Benjano'a Show, J. J. Benjano, prop., Paola, Kansas; offices. 1720 Corsican Ave., Dallas, Texas.
Kelly'e Moral Amusomoat Co- Robert Kelly, Mgr., Harrodsburg, Ky.
Draamlaad Pavilioa Thoatro, E. S. Hightower, prop., Paola, Kansas.
Joaos' Poorloss Woadors, Prof. A. L. Jones, prop., Durham. S. C.
Ka DeU-Kritchfteld Show, J. S. Kritchneld and Al Ka Dell, props., Marseilles, III.
Nichols Bros.' Park Jk Fair Attractioas, A. W. Nichols, prop., 87 Alvarado Ave.. Worcester, Mass.
McNulty's Ovorlaad Show, Darnold & McNulty, props., Box 63, Parkersburg, W. Va.
Stewarra Zoological Garden, Capt. Stewart, prop., 519 Furman St., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Hippodrome Co.Ts Big Toa la Oao Show, Chas. J. Heron & Holly Bigelow, props., Worcester, Mass.
Livuigstoa's Supremo Show, J. Livington, prop., Sturgis, Mich.: offices 21 N. 5th St., Lafayette, Ind.
PrlBco Malay Pit Shows, Esse Weltch, prop., Kanaaa City,
Hilling's CoBcossloB Co- A. L. Huling, Mgr., Pontiac, 111.
Eiler'e Animal Circus, C. P. Eiler. prop., 410 Seegle St., Chicago, 111.
Bradoa's Ovorlaad Show, F. Braden, prop., Doylestown, Pa.
Kotrow ex Trovor, Wm. Ketrow, Mgr., Anderson, Ind.
Harry LuMn Wild Aalmal Show, Harry Lukin, prop., Thorn St., Reading, Pa.
Maraa Bros. Medley Show, E. D. Martin, prop., 1656 So. 7th St., Richmond, Ind.
Raymond's Vaudovlllo ex Comedy C©„ J. J. Frank, Mgr., 60 Sheldon St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Frank H. Thompsoa'a Toat Show, Frank H. Thompson, prop., Buena Vista, 111.; office, Aurora, 111.
Thoa. B. White's All Star Vaudovlllo Co- White Amus. Co., props., 212 So. 26th St., Louisville, Ky.
Photo Drama ex Vaudovlllo Co, W. A. Dorman, prop., 7th dt McGrille Sts., Longview, Texas.

Ma

"THE ZONE" TODAY.
San Francisco, Dec.
That's

what

they

have

christened

They did
having considered numerous

the big street—"The Zone."

so after

other names, because the object of the
fair is to celebrate the completion of
the Panama Canal. "The Zone" is just
3,000 feet long and divided into 14

This arblocks by cross avenues.
rangement makes the principal section
of the big show easily accessible from

Among these 14
other points.
blocks the locations of the biggest and
best attractions have been evenly divided so that each block will appeal

all

Aside from
strongly to the visitors.
the hundred big shows spread over
"The Zone" 275 concessionaires and
their assistants will add to the merry
excitement of this quarter. Not counting the booths, stands and small buildings which will be used for concessions, 100 imposing buildings of various
designs and styles of architecture have
been erected to house the big shows
All these
a cost of $10,000,000.
buildings and palaces of pleasure face
"The Zone" in an even line, making
it a mighty attractive thoroughfare.
The shows located upon "The Zone"
Some have been seen at
are many.
other expositions, while some were deat

signed especially for this event.
At present, among those which loom
Frederic Thompson's "Toyup are:

Grown-Ups," situated right
the beginning of "The Zone" (from

land
at

entrance).
The Aero(which reaches 274 feet in the
is another new and novel device

Van Ness

the
16.

.scope
air)

catering to the public for the

first

time.

resembles a high tower and with
its full swing will circle through the
air much like a huge pendulum of a
"The Dayton Flood" has been
clock.
exhibited elsewhere. It occupies a nice
location and is considered a good atA reproduction of Yellowtraction.
stone Park is another novel feature,
sure to appeal to many. "The Battle
of Gettysburg," "The Submarine ExIt

"Creation." "Roadtown," "The
Grand Canyon of Arizona" and "The
'49 Camp" are only a few of the shows
to be seen on "The Zone" when the

ditions for the men who travel ahead

opens.

The men who represented

Feb. 20 arrives

it

will find

"The Zone"

It is said that the spectacles
alone in this section represent an outlay of 1500,000.
The following rules will govern "The
Zone": No saloon or suggestive dancLights out at 11, exing permitted.

ready.

cept

Sundays.

Good,

clean

wholechance

some amusements only.
No
games nor gambling. To enforce the
rules and operate the shows and so on,
"The Zone" is t?oing to give employment to 7,000 people.
"The Zone" looks like a huge suc-

J.

D.

If

you

don't

advertise in VARIETY
advertiao at alL

don't

cir-

R. M. Harvey (Wallace and Hagen-

beck) and E. D.

Warner

(Sells Floto).

There was no discussion about wages
as that was settled some time ago, and
the

continuing

matter of

the

It can't help being a good on a.
Tha now
will number among tha big onaa
with the old beads back of lt--Vlc. Levitt and
Henry Meyerhoff. There will be 25 can and
some hand-carved
fronts
from
England.
Winter quarters at Brighton Beach, N. Y.,
Race Track.

show and

Spike Wagner, general agent of tha InterShows, arrived from the South and
spend a few weeks In Chicago.
He baa
made his plans for tha coming sea-

national
will

not yet
son.

Lew
among

Morris, the old-time side enow man,
the boys at the Wellington and

looking

la
la

fine.

agree-

ment was the only matter before the

The men who represented
the circus organizations were empowered to make arrangements for all
the circus men of the United States

conferees.

and Canada.

Bernard! left here Saturday to Join
wife at Kansas City and look after hla
concessions.

Felicl

his

many

Baba Del Oarlan and his entire Oriental
troupe have opened up a store-room show on
a very prominent corner on State street, Chicago.

jj<

Harry O. Melville, Chicago manager of the
New Toy Company, claims be has a new toy
novelty for the coming aeaaon.
•

KIT CARSON SOLD OUT.
Cincinnati, Dec. 16.

The Kit Carson Wild West Show
is no more.
It was sold at auction at
Terrace Park, near this city. Buflalos,
horses and mules of the outfit, appraised at $4,697.50, brought $4,452.75.
There were 36 buyers. After paying
expenses of care-taking, $3,607.61 is left

to the credit of the estate.

Three buffaloes were knocked down
and $50 apiece. A showman bought them and had little competition.
Draught horses' that had
pulled band wagons and animal dens
were in big demand. Several dairymen
bought trick mules and said they would
tackle the job of making them haul
milk wagons.
Then an ancient horse, crippled by
falling from a box-car, was led out
and the auctioneer apologized for his
appearance.
The crowd looked on

at $80, $70

sympathetically.

body

bid.

None

looked

It

No-

laughed.

poor old

like the

factory.

the country.

"Going, going,"

droned the auctioneer; "sold for $1.25."
The Kit Carson Show was thrown
into bankruptcy in the Federal Court.

For the

first time In aeven years the Johnny
Jones show closea and will apend a law
remodeling and buldllng new paraphernalia at Tampa.
J.

weeks

Fred Beckman and Bert Barl laft tba Windy
City for Peru, Ind., to put on a reproduction
of "The Daya of '40" under tha auspices of
the Elka, for one week.

The carnival topic la that tha lforrlaon hotsl
be the headquartera for tha boya aftsr
the old Wellington leavea us.
will

George Coleman, general agent of the Franwill leave Chicago Jan. 1

cis Ferarle ahow,
for New York.

George J. Pollack, of the Rutherford Greater
Showa, with headquartera In Pittsburgh, la
expected In Chicago shortly.

There will be some Christmas apread at tha
Gunther bote) this year at Ban Antonio. Manning B. Plets la chairman of tha committee
of arrangements.

The third stand of the Relas and Rloa reof "The Daya of '40" will open

production

South

at

of the B. P. O. E.

has placed a permanent ban on the carnival. This action came after long conis

Bra,

nndsr

the

CIRCUSES.
Chicago, Dec. 10.

George Degnon, contracting agent of tha
101 Wild West, leaves Chicago to apend tha
rest of the winter In

New

York.

Traband, promoter, with tba Kraosa
Greater Shows, came in from St Louis to
spend the holidays.
Doc.

and

a surprise to the car-

of carnivals since their origin.

given that many of the
smaller towns have used questionable
methods in prize contests, etc., thus
bringing reflection on the good name
is

of the order.

will

winter his show at Brunswick* Qa.

Steve Woods, general agent with tha Wortham Shows, passed through New Orleans a few
days ago on his way to New York.

world as the Elks have been idenin the promotion and production

The cause

Chrlatmaa

Bend,

auspices of the Moose Lodge.

J. C. Obrlean. of the Obrlean Greater Minstrel, showing under canvas, cloaed hla aeaaon

ELKS BAN CARNIVALS.
The Grand Lodge

tified

Temple, Tex.

for the fertilizer
give $1.25," said a young

"I'll

man from

nival

Chas. F. Currana, manager of the National
Co., Is apendlng a few weeks at

Amusement

was doomed

fellow

Kboda Royal

Is

A. H. Halite

Is

at

Hot 8prings, Ark.

back from South America.

K. G. Burkoot Is still showing New Orleans
and Is undecided as to when be will go Into
winter quarters.
Morris*

Miller,

American Shows,
Hot Springe.

proprietor
Is

wintering

of the Great
his show In

The boys around the Wellington would like
hear from D. D. Dally, t of the Roberta
United Shows.

to

Former Skater Marries.
Baltimore,
G.
ville,

Dec.

16.

Milton Rogers, once in vaudewas married here last Wednes-

day to Aimee M. Calwcll.

Both

.Jnke Schelngold. after selling bis merrygo-round. hHH opened up a rulD coat store In
Cleveland, Ohio.

live

Sailor Hnrrls. lot superintendent for Oorninn'R Greater Shown, Is expected In Chicago
noon.

the
has

Tom Ilurrt. of the Tlarkoot Shows, baa
BtnrU'd n rini«l<nl eonieoy In New Orleans and
Ih doing fulr business.

in this city.

The bridegroom

is

engaged

oyster and produce business.

won

cess from any angle.

for

the

W. H. Horton (Ringlings),
Newman (Barnum and Bailey),

Chicago, Dm. 16.
Con. T. Kennedv arrived from New York
and various parts In the Bast Dae. 21 and laft
at onco for San Franclaco.
Tba boye should
not be surprised to see him have a big attraction at the Exposition.
Goo. will have a
No. il show next season.

cuses were

sideration and

Ninety per cent of "The Zone
There remain 70
stands completed.
days to finish the rest of it, and when

in

the advertising cars.

hibit,"

fair

CARNIVAL NOTES.

16.

Agents for the circus combinations
have made an agreement with the dele-

Todd's Water_Show. J. A. Todd, prop., Saliaaw, Okla.
prop., Grand Meadow.Mir
Mayor's Big Tont Snow, E. Meyers,....
Woodstock, Ga.
11* Co., Joe Sanford, prop., Wo
SaafordTs Vaudeville
pa vrs/aj Casey,
\>«bv/ aiii
111.
Jack Swift'* Shows, Jack Swift, prop.j
Van Hauson's Tent Show, J. J. Van Hausen, prop., Box 26, Highland, Kansas.
Terry's Show, Dickey & Terry, props., Little Sioux, la.
Miliar Bros. Big Shows. Miller Bros., props., Fair Grounds. West Liberty, la.
Duaa's World's Bast Shows, Wm. L. Dunn, prop.. Red Oak, la.
Burtoa'a Dixi* Mtastrala, Harry Burton, prop.. Flowerfield, Mich.
Elaaa, Tho Fat GlrL Show, Elma Moore, prop., Oil City, Pa.
Houatoa's Famoua Shows, Fred. L. Houston, prop., Box 5, Bradley, Ark.

13

a

number

of

prizes

for

in

He

roller

skating and at one time was considered one of the best in this city.

.lohn Z'-ngn has contracted to furnish bis
hnnils for tlir«f carnival companies for next

mason

He

raiiKcmcnt.9.

Is

now

In

New York making

ar-

BURLESQUE

14

While the domestic affairs of men
women of prominence in other divisions of stage work are revealed to

standing of

never lessening frequency through published reports of
divorce proceedings, it is a very long
time since anything of a similar nature
has come forward with reference to
Whatever may
people in burlesque.
be the cause, the fact remains just the
same, and it must be taken as a favor

of the insolvent the

and

with

public

the

commentary upon

able

the

of

bility

people

the moral
engaged in

stathis

branch of the business. Unfortunately,
however, there is a case of this character approaching that gives every advance indication of being one of the
most sensational that has ever been
Last week a justice of the Sutried.
preme Court at Mineola, L. I., granted
Mrs. Al Reeves $350 a month alimony and $1,000 counsel fees pending the determination of her action for
divorce
from her widely
absolute
known husband. The complaint filed
by Mrs. Reeves teems with shocking
details that are not less revolting than
the charges that are made against her
in the counter-suit that has been filed
by Mr. Reeves.
This incursion upon the long-maintained serenity among the people of
highly deplorable.
If it
had arisen through the conduct of
people of less prominence, or of whom
their confreres had no particular right
to expect protection of their good
name, the circumstances would pass

burlesque

is

or no damage to the moral
serenity of the men and women of
the burlepque stage. To a very great
extent the burlesque business in this
country is individual.
Its operations
are so intimately a part of the Columbia Amusement Co. that anything affecting the status of any one of its
integral parts must reflect for good or
for evil upon the name and standing
of that great corporation itself.
Burlesque in America is the Columbia Amusement Co. The thousands of
people that constitute its personnel,

with

management and on the stage,
so perfectly well known to one an-

both
are

little

in

other that the salutations "Mr." and
"Miss" and "Mrs." are rarely indulged
in.
To a greater extent than in any
other business in the world, anything
that affects the standing of one individual affects

all

of the others'.

enough that a person

is

It is

"in burlesque."

To

such a degree does this mutuality
extend, the financial credit that is given
one operator is enjoyed by all the others just because they are a part of the
Columbia Amusement Co. This condition has its very serious disadvantages
as well as its advantages. There are
many separate concerns operating in
the burlesque business and each is held
responsible

for

the

obligations

it

in-

have frequently heard merchants, hotel keepers and others that
extend credit to these people make the
remark, "He's all right.
We never
worry about our accounts with burlesque people."
And this with no
thought of investigating the individual
responsibility.
Let one of these separate managements fail and the present
curs.

Yet

financial

tution

place

I

integrity of

would
in

suffer a

jeopardy

the whole insti-

shock that would
the
commercial

all the others, even including that of the Columbia Amusement
And the bigger the name
Co. itself.

more damaging the

consequences.
Just

how

Columbia Amuse-

far the

ment Co. would go

extention of
sustenance to an embarrassed unit of
its business, should such a contingency
arise, cannot be speculated upon. Happily, however, there is no surface indication of cause for apprehension in
this particular.
It may be taken for
granted that the directors of the Columbia Amusement Co. have so firm a
grip upon the guiding helm of their
business and are so perfectly familiar
with possible existent shoals, they are
in a position accurately to perceive and
measure the distance of storm-clouds
and proceed accordingly.
The fountain head of this great concern may not be able to guide the morin the

and compel the

B* Frederick m. mcCloy
CARNATION BEAUTIES.
Robinson

Charlie

strikes

the

enjoyable singing and all 'round
make her the ideal soubret,
added greatly to the favor in which she
is held by the regular clientele of the
Columbia. James X. Francis, a classy
straight, and possessing an uncommonly agreeable singing voice, adds materially to the enjoyment of the performance and Frank Mackey renders
valuable service playing the German
opposite Robinson.
Other bits are competently performed by Joe Feeney and Gus Knoll, while
ure,

true

burlesque note in his "Carnation Beauties" show even if he has failed to
reach the standard of class in the details of the production.
And a real
burlesque show sans class is preferable
to a talky, pointless, two-act affair that
has nothing else to commend it than
a display of beautiful scenery and costumes.
Quality in cast and sartorial accessories
are
But
wholly admirable.
weighed in the balance with those elements in a burlesque show that patrons of this form of amusement enjoy, they go up like a feather against
a nugget of gold. The Robinson show
keeps the auditors laughing or applauding with little cessation throughout
the performance and in the accomplishment of this there is never the slightest
indulgence in offensiveness.

cleverness,

Mabel Lee makes a distinct hit in an
ingenue part that is full of good material.
Edith Marcell deserves a word

manner in
number in the

of praise for the delightful

which she leads a
Chinese scene.
In the olio Feeney
characteristic Chinese
novelty and that is so

and Knoll do a
dance that is a

well executed it
merited hearty applause.
Miss Wilbur does a turn of popular
songs which she sings delightfully and

well

elicits

sort of personal conduct that will avert

The comedy is good, there are many
highly amusing situations and the mu-

a recurrence of the Reeves scandal, but

sical

rendered,

Frank Mackey, Bobby Raymond, James

so complete is its control over the business aspects of the concrete institution
it can at least scent danger to its solidarity and overcome it before a crisis

have the desired ebulliency and snap.
These qualities, plus a rattling good

Francis and Irving Blackman, constituting the Beauty Comedy Four, keep
the audience in good humor by the
general excellence of their work.
Mr. Robinson has assembled an unusually attractive chorus which is distinguished by youth and comeliness
and whose singing abilities are far
above the average.

als of their associates

reached.

is

do not hesitate to express the opinany management or individual
in burlesque that fails to be represented
in an important way in the Anniversary Number of Variety will feel some
pang of regret, at least when he
glances through the columns of that
Selfpublication a week from today.
effacement from its pages will mean
an oblivion that is not in keeping with
the spirit of advancement that should
I

ion that

the operations of people to
whom publicity means so much. "Not
And
in it" is a significant expression.
it will be a literal case of not in it to

direct

that are so short-sighted as to dis-

all

regard this unusual opportunity for acworld-wide and convincing exploi-

tual

tation.

Are you

The

last

forms close Monday.

in it?

features,

excellently

embrace the constituents primarily
necessary to the success of this type
of entertainment and they are found in
abundance in Mr. Robinson's offering.
The customary two acts with an olio
between is departed from, thus giving
the formation of the show an unusual
turn. The first scene of the first part is
followed by the olio, after which there
is an elaborately presented finish that
consumes 15 minutes. This delays the
intermission until close to ten o'clock,
but it is so well handled and there is
so much attractive entertainment given,
the audience shows no sign of the impatience that might be expected of people accustomed to having the intermission come around 9.30. It is an innovation, anyway, and anything that tends
to newness is welcome in these days
olio,

of similarity in details.

Although

Mr.

the cast, this

is

Robinson dominates
by no means a one-

man show.

MARION'S LICENSE REFUSED.
Philadelphia, Dec.

16.

In the Ocean County Court yesterday Judge Carmichael refused to grant
a liquor license to the Marion Inn, a

new hotel just built in the central part
Tom's River, N. J., and named after
its owner, Dave Marion, the burlesque
actor.
The application was in the
name of Frank Tilton, who a month
ago ended his term as Sheriff of Ocean
of

County.

The Court took the ground that
was no necessity for another

there

licensed hotel, there

now being

two.

Burlesque Sure Now.
New,, Haven, Dec. 16.
Burlesque is certain at the Grand.
It commences Dec. 28, playing the Columbia attractions. The contract was
entered into yesterday in New York.
Chicago's Columbia All Summer.
Chicago, Dec. 16.
Plans are under way to keep the Col-

umbia open

all

summer.

to arrange a big, elaborate

It is the idea

show, some-

thing on the order of the roof garden
variety, with smashing choruses and
many gay and giddy features.

REAL MONEY GIVEN AWAY.
"The Girls from the Follies" management attempted some publicity this
week at the Murray Hill theatre where

show

the

o'clock

Monday

playing.

is

bags of money

one

at

were

(real)

thrown from the roof of the theatre.
It

was

announced

previously

this

would be done.

When

money

the

twirling started,

however, there were but a few people
around.
A crowd numbering about
three hundred soon gathered and there

All the principals are given
opportunities to score and they give
an even, well-balanced performance.

were some good scrimmages for the

Mr. Robinson's material is all new to
the patrons of the Columbia. This is
his first appearance at that house in
three years, and the heartiness of his
receptions at every performance during

borhood of 42nd street and Lexington
avenue at that moment was Charlie
Levey, who has the candy privilege of
Every time Charlie
the
theatre.
dropped some coin he was cheered for
an encore until all that could be heard
above the noise of the scuffle was his
name.
From the front of the house it
didn't look as though the people were
going to spend the money they received in the scramble to buy seats for

the

week

indicates his popularity. This

comedian,

always versatile
emphasizes these
qualities
by the introduction of a
Chinese characterization in which he is
intensely funny.
The dialect he has
adopted to aid him in this bit indicates

excellent

and

distinctly original,

his resourcefulness, and his make-up
and dress, together with his antics as
the "Chink," keep the audiences in convulsions of laughter.
Mr. Robinson's
new monolog, which he gives in the

bags as they dropped.
The most popular man

in the

neigh-

the matinee.

The bags probably held 20 to 30
cents each, of the smallest change, and
the total amount "thrown away" may
have reached

a rapid succession of sparkling
witticisms and he keeps his listeners
constantly interested and amused.

$7.

olio, is

Gladys Wilbur, the statuesque and
beautiful prima donna of the organization,

displays a fine voice of evident

and she sings her numbers
with exceptionally good effect, and by
her commanding presence and skillful
acting easily ranks with the best leading women in burlesque.
May Bernhardt, whose laughing eyes, petite figcultivation,

$350
In

the

Reeveses,

WEEKLY ALIMONY.
divorce

Mrs.

actions

of

Alameda

the

Al

Fowler

Reeves was granted $350 weekly alithe trial, by Judge
Crane at Mineola, L. I., last Saturday,
with an additional allowance of $1,000

mony pending

for counsel fees.

•dvortiM at

all.
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STOCK

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT REDUCED
ONE CHAIN ONLY NEXT SEASON
68

Shows and

73 Theatres Will

Travel, with Likelihood All

Make Up One Continuous
Shows Will Play

Chicago, Dec.

All

in

will be

made

who

Circuits.
conduct

will

as a feature pic-

it

ture theatre to take the place of their

Columbia Amusement Co.

present Empire, which is to be demolished in the spring to make room
for a new street.
Just what will be done, if anything,
to continue Providence on the Colum-

commencing next

season.

As

ent constituted, the corporation

at presis

hand-

shows and there are 81 theon the circuit. These will be reduced to 68 shows and 73 theatres un-

ling 73

atres

new

der the

bia Circuit has' not as yet been decided

upon.

order.

be but one circuit.
routes will be laid out with a
view to securing the greatest money
returns to all of the shows and theWith the obliteration of the
atres.

There

PENN ROUTE CHANGE.

will

The

between
line that this
the attractions and houses, shows that
are now going to the Murray Hill and
the Olympic, for instance, and that do
Columbia or Miner's,
not play the
Bronx, are quite likely to be booked
in all of the New York houses, and the
same procedure will be followed in all
season

exists

A

change

will

be made

beginning

Circuit

Dec.

Penn

in the

28

in

men, who

ager of the Casino, Philadelphia, have
pulled off an immense business-getting
stunt for the four days preceding
Christmas.
They have arranged for
the Philadelphia Loyal Order of Moose
to have a four days' herding of the

Moose.
There are 20.250 members of this
order in Philadelphia and each one has*
taken four tickets good for any performance from Monday to Thursday,
In

inclusive.

these

81 000

shows

will

order to accommodate
persons, two midnight

be given, one Tuesday and
the other Thursday nights. It will happen on the four worst days of the entire theatrical

season.

COLUMBUS

IN EXTENDED.
Dec. 28, the Empress,

Beginning
Columbus, O., will be included in the
Extended, coming between Cincinnati
and Cleveland. This closes* up a gap
in the east caused by the withdrawal
of Richmond and Norfolk.
The Empress Is a new theatre, opened five weeks ago as a Loew vaudeville house.
It is located on High
street between the Public square and
the Southern Hotel. There is a large
seating

Harry

capacity.

"Tango Queens"

is

Hastings*
scheduled for the

date.

Newark, Dec. 16.
Mabelle Estelle has signed with the
Edw. Forsburg players here, opening
at the Orpheum Dec. 28.

"Gay White Way.'»»
will
place Harry Ward
as principal comedhn of "Girls of the
Cay White Way" Monday.
in

.

fc

Richmond,
William
Lucille

Wade

Scott,

LaVerne stock

Va., Dec. 16.

manager of the

Empire,
announces several changes.
Laura
Walker has been engaged as leading
at the

woman.
Viola Fitzpatrick, Jack Crosby and
Olive Blakeney, who gave in their notices upon failure to grant a request
for more money, are being replaced.

Philadelphia, Dec. 16.
Jackson,
late
leading
woman of the Gaiety stock, Hoboken,
N. J., will join the stock at the American here Monday as lead, succeeding

May

Enid

Frances MacGrath.

Portland,

Me., Dec. 16.
character woman,

Frances Young,
and Dorothy West, ingenue, joined the
Moore-Pavey Stock Co. at the Little
theatre this week.

$1,000
Negotiations

ROYALTY.

are

stock production

in

on

for

Greater

the

first

stock,

Brooklyn,

planning

to

Grand over there for
payment of $1,000.
The Grand recently came
at the

WESTMINSTER LEASED.
will

cease to be a burlesqr^ house at the
end of the present season Tt has been
leased by Att»ee %•., & Lovrnburg

a royalty

a cropper

as stock under a tri-managcrial admin-

and the new stock regime
will be conducted under the auspices
of the A. I. Naam drygoods company,
which controls the house.
Mary Young is engaged as leading

woman.

the opening attraction.

open the house
la.,

Dec.

Morgan Wallace, heading

his

Sioux City,

Isabelle

stock.

woman.

will be the leading

the other players are Walter

Gertrude Keefe, Millie FreeChatles Siddons and Messrs.
Dixon, Emerich, Miss Wilde and others, with George Fox as the comedian.
Frank M. Readick has been engaged
The opening bill will be
as producer.
"Over Night," with a musical comedy
yet to be announced to follow the second week.
Poulter,

16.

own

Dec. 26, rvith Iona McGrane as leading woman. The opener
will be "Our Wives."
siock, opens

man,

STOCKS CLOSING.
Buffalo, Dec. 16.

The

Cliff

Stork-Mabel Brownell Co.

closes their

engagement here Saturday

The

night in "Camille."

com-

entire

*•

pany

back

be

will

New York

to

although the proposed return to the
Chicago, DeC.

16.

Frank Livingston, director with the
at the Wilhas resigned from that organi-

lard,

zation and will open a stock

Hippodrome,

the

at

company

Peoria,

Sunday.

The opening# bill will be "Officer 666."
Eugene McGillan has been engaged
as director for the Grace Hayward
company in the place of Mr. Livings-

Shubert, Newark, has been abandoned.

Leominster, Mass., Dec. 16.
of the stock under William
A. Grew's direction which closed SatFriday, have gone back to New York.
The Grew stock had not been a howl-

Members

ing success.

Youngstown,

ton.

Feiber

Chicago, Dec.

16.

completed by Jan. 1, a stock company will
go into the Orpheum, now playing vaudeville.
No definite announcement of
who will run the company has been
the Palace. Rockford,

111.,

Montreal, Dec. 16.
His Majesty's theatre starts with a
stock company next Monday.

roster

of

the

Percy

Haswell

was completed Monday. The
company opens in New Orleans, December 25, with the leads played by
Miss Haswell and Albert Paterson.

Others will be Florence Pendleton,
Theresa Daly, Madge West, Angele
Ogden, S. K. Fried, Russell Fillmore,
James Morrissey and Lynn Osborne.
The opener will be "Green Stockings."

Rollo Lloyd was busy Monday engaging people for the new Wilmer &
Vincent stock which opens at the Colonial, Norfolk, Va., Dec. 28.
Lloyd
will be the Colonial's stage director and
also

play parts.

Minneapolis, Dec. 16.
Bainbridge, Jr., announces a
stupendous stock production of "The
Blue Bird" for Christmas and New
A.

and

G.

Majestic, in

open Dec.

About

100 supers have been lined

special

attention

is

paid

to

16.

company

closed

at

Dec.

moved

12,

scenic equipment.

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 16.
Charles Pease, for a long time connected with different local theatres.

21

in

where

Pa.,

to

the

it

will

"The

Family Cup-

The Canton

initial bill.

be kept open with pictures.
The Feiber & Shea stock company
at the Grand, Akron, was also discontinued Dec. 12, and the house will play
combinations for the rest of the season.
L. B. Cool, district manager of
the Feiber & Shea interests, is making
Voungstown his headquarters while he
spends most of his time on the circuit.

house

will

Topeka, Dec.

The Carter-Robinson Stock Co.
the Orpheum here yesterday and
Muskogee,

for

Okla.,

where

it

16.

quit
left

will

make another attempt. In the two
months' stay at the Orpheum the organization realized $75 above expenses.
A hoodoo has rested on the Orpheum
opening.
a Kansas City theatrical
concern will occupy the Orpheum with

since
It

its

said

is

pop vaudeville and pictures.

Eva Mull Show Renamed.
The former Eva Mull show has been
renamed the "Follies of 1920." The
first stop under the new cognomen is
at the Howard, Boston, next week.

JOHNNY SLAVIN GETS

IT.

Johnny Slavin gets the Lew Hearn

'in

the

Erie,

board" as the

Year's weeks at the Bainbridge Playhouse.

and

Canton,

organization

the

O., Dec.

Shea's stock

is

made.

The

&

Grand,

the

New York

of "Within the Law," the reorganized

has been selected as manager for the
Baker when it reopens Christmas
night as a stock house. The Holden
Players will present "Dora Thome" as

local busi-

stock

istration,

The Westminster, Providence,

Among

If

produce the piece a week and a half

Ross Snow
Ross Snow

Randolph

will

with

night

by

Sackett

Grace Hayward Players

Thereafter the route for the week will
be Monday, Beaver Falls; Tuesday,
McKeesport; Wednesday, Greensburg;
Thursday, Altoona; Friday, York, and
Saturday, Reading.

Grand

opening;

Monday

quence of the Cambria, Johnstown, becoming a dramatic stock house on that

STOCK CHANGES.
Walt Leslie, ahead of the Bert Baker
"Bon Tons" show, and Billy Vail, man-

&

conse-

the cities.

RECORD THEATRE PARTY.

Gatts

Abramson & Middleton, two

the general conduct of the opera-

tions of the

from

rc-lcased

ness

Very important changes

16.

The Warrington, Oak Park, has been

Theatres, Replacing Present Arrangement of

"Main" and "Extended"

STOCKS OPENING.

role in "Suzi"

Monday

and

will first play

it

next

Adelphia, Philadelphia,
where the show opens then for a three
weeks' stay, afterward moving to Bosat the

ton.
If

you
r

don't

advert!**

admits*

in

VARIETY

«t «n.
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Meyako

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

(December 21)

In Vaudeville Theatres, Playing Three or Loss Shows Daily
(All houses open for the week with Monday matinees, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orpheum Circuit. Theatres with "Loew" following name are on the Loew Circuit.
Agencies booking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Circuit-"U. B. 0./ r United Booking Ofnces-"W. V. A.," Western Vaudeville Managers' Association (Chicago)— "P," Pantages Circuit— "Inter," Interstate Circuit (booking through W. V. A.).
— "M," James C. Matthews (Chicago).—"B B O," Broadway Booking Office— ,TPr," Proctor Circuit.

New York

Harry Bloom

UAMMERSTEIN'S
(ubo)

Fox a Dolly
Valerie Bergere Co
"Edge of World"

Ruth Roys
Oraoe Drum
"Sully '• Barber Shop'
Moore A Yatea
Solly Lee
McLellan A Carson
(One to fill)

PALACE

(orph)

Ethel Barry more
Jack Wilson Co
Qulroga

Murphy A Nlchola
Toby Claude Co
Rochess Monkey
Reynolds a Donegan
Kaufman Bros
The Magleys

MU

ROYAL

(ubo)

Howard a McCane
Blckel 4 Watson

Bronston Ryan A
Zenda Troupe

AMERICAN
Kaufman

U

(loew)

Sisters

Schlavonl Troupe
Subers A Keefe
"Between Trains"
Jasper
Jeanette Adair

Wlndmoutons
(Two to All)

U. Kelly Forrest

"Just Half Way
Martin A Clark
2 Bryants
Lloyd 4 Brltt
Force 4 Williams
Wlllard

(One

to nil)

Bert Brrol

BROADWAY
LaVenere's Models
Alice Harwood
Collins 4 Beymore
"Review of 1014"
Elliott

Diving

4 Mullen
Nymphs

Salon Singers
Chief Cookname
Alf James Holt

Roeber 4 Tunlson
Coulter 4 Ollday

4 Mary Lang
Swan 4 Bombard
Billy

PROCTORS 125TH
Wllllsch

4 Anita

Mary Ambrose
Howard Chase Co
Harry Bloom
Seymour 4 Williams
Bronston Ryan 4 O

Lawrence 4 Falls
2d half
The Romania
Josle Dresden
A O Dunoan
George Hall
Evans 4 Wilson

"Cathedral Choir"
Thatcher 4 Dean
Sherman DeForest Co

PROCTOR'S BOTH
Al Leonhardt
Maude Earl

A O Duncan

"Cathedral Choir"

Fern 4

"Law

Zell

of Plains"

Thatoher 4 Dean
Three Rlanoe
2d half

Lawrence 4 Falls
Pauline Saxon
DeLeon 4 Davis
Ben 4 Etta Hastings
Clubroom 4
Red Cross Mary
Aubrey Ystes
The De Bars

PROCTORS 23RD
Livingston Trio

PROSPECT

(ubo)

Kitty Gordon

Rayno'a Dogs
Lancton Luoler ^o
Stuart A Keeley

BU8HWICK

4 White

Phillips

(One

to

(Two

half.

GREELEY
Sayce

Co.

Polly Prim
Florensl

(Two

to

W

(One

to

(loew)
Stlckney

Arno 4
DeVon Sisters
Hokey Pokey
Johnson 4 Deane

to

BOULEVARD

(loew)

Coleman Ooets
"Dairy Maids"
Avellng 4 Lloyd
The Halklnga
(One to fill)
2d half

Perclval

(loew)

Mae West
Kanayaws Trio
(Two to All)

Polly

Bisters

(loew)

Beth Challls
Simpson 4 Deane
Hess Sisters
"When Women Rule"
Wlllard
Hallen 4 Hayes
J DuBols
2d half

W

Kanayawa Trio
Bennett 4 Llsetti
Dlero
"Stage Struck Kids"

Mae West
(Two

to

Schreck 4 Perclval
2d half

COLUMBIA

(loew)
Strickland

2 Bohemians

Lady Lou
Marathon Four
Capt Staldlng
(One to fill)

4

Saunders

Edward O'Rell
Barnold's Dogs
Johnson 4 Deane
(Two to fill)
(loew)

Will Morris
Boyce 4 Castor
"Spider 4 Fly"
Ethel Mae Barker
"Stage Struck Kids"
Gobert-BIUlngs Circus
2d half
Lew Fltzglbbon
Weston 4 Keith
Coleman Goets

"Dancing Maids"
Subers A Keefe
(One toJni)

LIBERTY
Collins

4

(loewr

Clifton

Louis Adelman Co

Naldy A Naldy

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
(loew)

DeVere A Lewis

Edward O'Rell
Madden A Clogg

Mario A Trevette
"Man A Law"

George Hall
Club Room 4
Reede 4 Nelson
Ben A Etta Hastings
Sherman DeForest Co
2d half
Wllllsch A Anita

Lloyd

A Brltt
Mr A Mrs H Emmett

(One

Mary Ambrose
Pagan A Byron
Fern A Zell

"Law

of Plains"

Henry Frey
to Oil)

WARWICK

(loew)
Fletcher Llbby 4 M

Tiffany

(One to

fill)

Mack A Plngree

2d half

Simpson A Deane

Kdltb Clifford

Jeanette Chllds
Frsnklyn Ardell

(Three to

Phillips A White
4 Wlndmoutons

(One

to Oil)

glddons

All)

2d half

Co

Mac Barker

Ethel
Cliff

Bailey

(Four

to

fill)

.

(One to

fill)

Bangor, Me.
BIJOU (ubo)

fill)

Chas Bowser Co
Bessie Kaplan

(Two

fill)

Andrew Mack

2d half
to

Lasaale A Raymond
Sam Barton

Knight A Raymond
Mendelson Four
(One to fill)
Battle Crook, Mien.

Lou Hoffman
"The Elopement"
Armstrong A Ford

Boy

City.

Boun A Lester
2d half
Massey 4 Bolton
Curtis A Hlbbard

Moore A Elliott
Bell Boy Trio
Gascb 91sters

Birmingham
LYRIC (ubo)
Bungalow Girl
Spiegel A Jones
Sorettl A Antoinette
Nonette

John A

Emma Ray

Nipper Luplno
Corrlndinl's Animals

Ronton

KEITHS

(ubo)

"Hiram On the Farm"
Van & Scbenck
Hoganny Troupe
Rynn & Lee
Marie Fltzulbbons
Lucy Gillette

Noisy Students"
Houoken* N. J.

3

The Hassmans

Fanton's Athletes

(Four

Reddlngton A Grant

Bonnie Sextet

KEITH'S (ubo)
Vandinoff A Louie
Cummlngs A Gladlngs
Mr A Mrs McGreevy

to

fill)

(loew)

Mljares

(One

to

fill)

Frevoll

COLONIAL

(ubo)
Colby

Carbrey Bros
Ronalr A Ward
Robinson's Elephants
(Five to fill)
2d half
Anna Bernard

Matthes Trio
Willy Zimmerman
"Thro Sky Light"

(Splits

Lou Hoffman

Bessie LaCount

Paul Gordon

Tommy

Texas

Edmonds A

Dancers

Basil

(Two to fill)
Bridgeport, Conn.
POLI'8 (ubo)
Roeder's Invention

Klmberly A Mohr
"Eloping"
Michael Bros
Ben Hatton A O

Buffalo.

LYCEUM

Adelaide 4 Hughes
Misses Campbell
Dooley 4 Sales
Australian Woodchop's
Sid Baxter

Butte
(loew)

Puree la Bros
Joe Kelbey
La Vler
Brown A Jackson
"Love in Sanitarium"

Calgary

PANTAGES

Chattanooga

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

Donegan Rudel 4

4

(ubo)

Ferrari

T

Chlng Ling Foo

A Edith Adams

3 Hlckeys

A Wild

2d half
"Musical Conservat'ry"

Lean Co

Will Rogers
4 Georgettes

(One to

fill)

ORPHEUM

Doone Co
McNIsh A McXish
DeMarce Animals

Miller A Vincent
Ward A Cullen

(wva)

Lillian

2d half

McNeil Trio
Dickens A Floyd
Copeland Draper Co
3 Flying Kays
(One to fill)

McVICKERS

(loew)

Chas Ledegar
Three Keltons
Greene & Parker
Inez McCauley Co
Jim Morton
Cooke & Stevens
Lo-Ve & Wilbur
Oddone
Miller Moore & Gard
'Elgbt-for-get-me-nots'

Neffsky's Dancers

Fall River, Mane.
(loew)

Anna Bernard

Eugene Trio

EMPRESS

Geo A

Lll

(loew)

Garden

Bogart A Nelson

Hippodrome 4
Eugene Emmett Co
The Stantons
Wormwood's Animals

Dea Molnea

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)
AIco Trio
Cressy A Dayne
Lockett A Waldren

Mark A Walker
Metzettls
Ida Dlvlnoff
Act Beautiful
.>

Kmmy's

Pets

(One to fill)
Flint, Mich.

BIJOU

(ubo)

King A King

A

MAJESTIC

(Ubo)
with Altoona)

Aiken Flgg A D
Jack Pope
DeWitt Burns A T
(One to fill)
Kalamusoo, Mich.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

The Parsbleys
Jordon & Doherty
Day Co
Geo
Winona Winters

W

2d half

McNeil Trio
Doyle A Elaine
4 Seasons

Mary Gray
Jordon Glrla

Ksbmr City
ORPHEUM
Cross A Josephine
Claude OUUngwater

Co,

Rae Samuels
Morris Cronln Co
Ashley A Canfleld

Bankof A Girlie
(One to fill)

EMPRESS

Otto

(loew)

Burke A Harris

4 Soils Bros

May A

Kllduff
"Salvation Sue"
2d half

Dick DeLorls
4 Juvenile Kings

Wm

Foster

A Losella
A Bart

(Splits

2d half

Armstrong Co

Great Lester
Cycling Brunettes

Mualcal Avollos

Wm H

St James Co
Anderson A Golnes
Stewart 81s A Es

Kokomo,

Ind.

8IPB (wva)
Newkirk A Evans
Leila Davis Co

81s

Claudle Tracey

Graad Rapids, Mien Johnson Howard A L

COLUMBIA

(ubo)

Blcknell

Brown A McCormlck
Keno A Mayne

Claude Golden
Jos Jefferson Co
Meehan's Dogs
Bendlx Players

ACADEMY

la.

(ubo)

Alex Thomas
Scott 4 Stone

Binns 4 Burt

Monks
Wood A Wyde
Kennedy A Rooney
Hurst Watts A Hurst

ACADEMY

M

Johnstown, Pa.

(ubo)

Gallettl'a

Patrick

A L

Cunningham 4 Marlon
Frank's Wild West
Cecil

E A

Malla

Carbrey Bros
"The JElopement"
Armstrong A Ford

Jolly

Gran to A Maud
Lozella

Bertha Crelghton Co
Mullen A Coogan
Flying Martins
Danville, Ind.

Werner Amoros Tr
Johnny O'Connor Co

4 B Hart
Lamont's Cowboys

Empire Comedy 4
2d half
"Sunnyslde of Bway"
Jacksonville, Fla.
ORPHEUM (ubo)
(Open Sun Night)

Bert Fitsgibbon

Edward Berger
Monty A Dot
Lucille A Cockle
Primrose Four

Davenport,

Gabrlelle

Qilmore A Castle

Harry Jolson
Duquesne Comedy 4
Bob Tip Co
(One to All)

COLUMBIA

A 4 G Goldlng
(One to fill)
PALACE (orph)

A Roas

(ubo)

Williams A Davie
Dorothy DeSchelle Co

Italian Musketeers
Lottie Williams Co

2d half

2d half

Arthur Prince
Belle Baker
Frank Fogarty

A Young

W

Cameron A O'Connor
Dogs
Colnsabua

Billy

(orph)

W

fill)

BIJOU

WUUama A Wale

EvaaavUle. lad.

Weston

Helen Hardy
Grace Cameron
Johnson Howard

Chicago

Jackaon, Mich.

Leonard Anderson Co
Dotson A Gordon
Smlletta Bros A Mora
2d half
Nick Santora Co
O'Connor Bentley A

NEW GRAND

Hodges A Tynes

Ezra Kendall Jr Co

Frank Rogers

Kumry Bush A Robin
Crelghton Bros A B
Flying Kaya
2d half
Judson Cole
Bogart A Nlcoll
Richard Malloy Co
Field Wlnehlll A G
4 Mllos

Zlska Co

Geo Damarel Co
Madam Marlon
Grant Gardner
Taylor A Arnold
Geo
Moore

Nat Nazzaro Troupe
Cleveland

A Fan Usher

Trixie Frigania
Sylvia Loyal Co
LYRIC (ubo)
Angell Sisters

Pope A Uno

Herman Tlmberg

LYRIC (wva)

D

Nevlns A Erwood
Cummin A Seaham

Dunedln Duo

KEITHS

Annie Abbott
Kramer A Morton
Jacob's Dogs

Argo

Bruce Duffet Co
Two Pucks
Nora Bayes

Pekln Mysteries

The Salvanos
Howard A Syman

Whitney's Circus
"Justice of Peace"

Francis

ttt

KEITH'S ubo)
Flying Henrys
Nevlns A Gordon

Llplnskl's

Savan-

Five

Brie. Pa.
(ubo)

A Ethel Dooley
Vaughan Glaser Co
Tony A Norman

1st half

Musical

Udmontou, Cub.

PANTAGES (m)

COLONIAL

Jed

8. C.
(ubo)

with
nah)

Usher Trio

April

Nelson

Evans a- sister
Caarleotou,

Haney A Long

to

—

Ray Dooley 8
Claude

Edward George

(Two

Melroy Sisters
2d half
Millard Broa
(One to fill)

Willie

Three Guy»

VICTORIA

(loew)

fill)

Stuart Barnes

1st half

Elkhart, Ind.
(wva)

HIP (ubo)
A Nelson

(m)

Josefsson Troupe
Cornell Corley Co
Exposition 4

Allen-

town)

Bonlta

to

Indlnnnpolla.

(ubo)

with

Hurvey Girls

(Two

Bunion, Pn.

ABEL OH

Stalne's Circus
(Two to fill)
2d half

Louis Adelman Co

ORPHEUM

Ned Melroy

Willie Bros
Julia Curtis

M

(loew)

2d half
3 Dixie Glrla
Eldrldge A Barlow
Belzebub
Morocco Six

Ward

MAJESTIC

McKlnley
Wright A Clayton
Hal Davis Co
Wilson A Wilson
3 Ambler Bros
Orrin Davenport Tr
Nell

Carmen 4 White

SHEA'S (ubo)

(Splits

Hong Kong Mystery
Olympic Trio
2d half
Montrose 4 Sydell

Humid Kails Pasha Co

Henry Lewis
Royal Gasgoines
Hasel Klrke Co
Coatee K 4 J

EMPRE8S

Nell McKlnley

STAR HIP

2d half

Otto

Mr A Mrs F

3 Sldelloa
Chris Lane

The Avltne

Tiny May
Blllloan. Mont,
(22-28)
Paiise
Trovollo

Ward Co
Norman A Claire

Rae Eleanor Ball
Schwarz Bros
The Grazers
Zertho's Doga

The Bimbos
Ruth Roden
Moore Browne A C

Harry Cooper
Dolan 4 Lenharr
Fred Sosman

(ubo)

J

H

Golet Storts 4 L
Elsie Gilbert Co
Bessie LaCount

Duquesne Comedy 4

Marx Bros Co
Lillian Shaw

BABCOCK

Demareat

Carl

Von Hampton A

Will

(wva)
Beeman A Anderson

2d half

"When Women Rule"

Wm

Flemen Co
Madison A Laird

ORPHEUM

3 Majesties
Al Abbott
Keller A Wler
2d half

Natalie

BIJOU (ubo)

Watklna A William
2d half

Anderson 4 Burt

Neal Abel
Wesley's Seals

"Bought A Paid For"

K

LYRIC (loew)
DeVere A Lewis
"Man A Law"

Mary Gray

fill)

1st half

NEW GRAND

Kinzo

(One to

H

Ward Co
Will
Coatee
A J
Julia Nash Co
Wilfred A Roberts
The Havilans

(Open Sun Mat)

Chas Bowser Co
Chase 4 LaTour
Cevenne Troupe

Belleclalre Bros
(Three to fill)
2d half
Van 4 Ward Girls

BIJOU (ubo)

Geo W Day Co
Winona Winters

In.

Mr A Mrs D Crane

AMERICAN (loew)
Hilton 4 Hughes
Bessie Kaplan
"Dollies Dolls"

GLOBE (loew)
Elizabeth Cutty

McNeil Trio
Doyle A Elaine
4 Seasons
Jordon Girls
2d half
The Parsbleys
Jordon 4 Doherty

Dnlntk.

"Dollies Dolls"

(Five to

(Splits with Lewlston)
1st half

Morey'a Titanic

Lillian Lynd
Walker 4 111

Maud

M

Avellng A Lloyd
"The Understudy"
Harvey DeVora 3

fill)

LINCOLN

Geo B Reno Co
Macart A Bradford

Harry Cutler

BIJOU

fill)

ORPHEUM

Celtic Trio

Gossett

2d half
Cevene Troupe
Chaae 4 LaTour

Robinson's Elephants

A Dickinson
Eddie Foy Family
Stewsrt A Donaghue
Edward Marshall
LaRoy Lytton Co
Schooler

Frevoll

Hershel Hendler
Gardner Vincent Co
Ronalr 4 Ward

(loew)

Gypsy Countess

Golet Storts A L
Elsie Gilbert Co

Reddlngton 4 Grant

fill)

2d half

Kurtls' Roosters

HIPPODROME

(loew)

Hasel Mann
Deanes' Fantoms
Madge Maitland
Wlllard Hutchinson Co

Rube

4

Gillette

"Squaring Accounts"

4

Ben

A West

Cameron Girls
Corel 11

Barron

Bauer

Weston Co
Prim

Robin
(One to

Ball

to

Dancers

I

Hymack

to All)

Gwynn 4

(Two

Lydla Barry

2d half

2d half
O'Nell 4 Dixon
Wlllard Hutchinson Co

Wm

MARYLAND (ubo)
"Neptune's Garden"
Raymond A Bain

4 Ward
Mr 4 Mrs H Emmett

Martin 4 Clark
Dlsro
Franklyn Ardell Co

Kaufman

Abou Ben Hamud

Northlaln

Browning 4 Field
Lady Lou
Harry Cutler
fill)

"School Playground"
Leonard A Russell

fill)

Mareena Nevarro 4
Rube Strickland

Deane's Fantoms

to

Lillian Herleln

fill)

FLATBUSH

Llsetti

NATIONAL

Burr 4 Hope

2d half
DeVon 8 latere
Joe Welch
"The Tangle"
Hallen 4 Hayes

(One

(ubo)

La Crandall
Vinton A Buster

Lonso Cox

Billy

(One

FORSYTHB

Force 4 WUUama
Joe Welch

Maud Tiffany
Ko Ko Carnival

4

Empire Comedy 4
Atlanta. Gn.

FULTON (loew)
Jeanette Chllds

Robin
(Three to fill)
2d half

Schreck

Gabrlelle

2d half
Boyce 4 Castor
Tom Davles Co
On the Riviera"
Manny 4 Roberts

Florensl

4

2d half
Williams A Wales
Williams 4 Davie
Dorothy DeSchelle Co

fill)

to

M

Gavano Duo
Keene A Window
Helen Qrayce Co
Ann Arbor, Mich.

'Sunny side

Bailey

Cliff

Tommy

Texas

Norcrosa A Holdsworth
Jessie Standlah
Dancing Lavarrs
PALACE (ubo)

Detroit.
(ubo)

TEMPLE

Mr A Mrs O Wilde
Arnaut Bros
Bagonghi

Andrew Mack
Anderson A Burt

KlnKald Kilties
Bob Tip Co

2d half
Keller
BUI A

BIJOU (ubo)
of Bway"

SHUBERT (loew)
4 Dixon

(Two

fill)

DELANCBY

Bennett

4 Nord

Nell

(Two

Pop Ward
Ben 4 Hasel Mann
Hokey Pokey
J DuBole
to

Herrmann Co

Tllier

Lonso Cox

fill)

2d half.
Beth Challls

(Three

Von

town)

Virginia Warren
"The Criminal"
Harvey DeVora 3

(loew)

(ubo)
Johnswith

(Splits

Barnold'a Dogs

81s.

Wm. Weston

ORPHEUM

(loew)
(Halsted St)

(Open Sun Mat)

Van A Ward Sisters
Edmonds 4 Basil
Geo Randall Co

ORPHEUM

Altoona, Pa.

4 Hamilton

Adelaide

(ubo)

2d half
Skating Bear
Fltxsimmons
Marie Ellne Co

Ideal

O

to All)

ORPHEUM

(SpUU with Easton)

Peter Golden

"Telephone Tangle"
Ed Morton
Mario 4 Duffy

fill)

2d

Macy A Walsh
Alleatown, Pa.

CAR

(ubo)

Clark

"Mysterious Will"
Lavan A Martin
Jack Wallace A Bird
Bennett Sisters

Bray ton
Geo Brown Co

Anthony A Mack
Dan Burke 4 Girls

Courtney Sisters
Chick Sale

Four Rubes
Mabelle Fonda Troupe 8 O'Nell Sisters
Armstrong 4 Clark
FIFTH AVE.
(Four to fill)
1st halt

Theo Ducet Co

The Casinos

"The Tangle"

4 Brennaa
"Just Half Way"
Weston 4 Keith

Flanagan 4 Edwards
Hartman 4 Varady
Frits 4 Lucy Bruch
Frldkowsky Troupe

Loulset

7TH AVE. (loew)
Thomas 4 Shapiro
3 Harvey Girls
Felix 4 Wars

Harry Carroll
Okabe Japa
Lady Alice's Pets
Hennlngs
J 4
Orr 4 DeCosta
Harris 4 Manlon
Dupree 4 Dupree
Carus 4
Whiting 4 Burt
Little BUI/
Brandon Hurst Co
Hoey 4 Lee

A

Co
Mrs Gene' Hughes Co
Lambert A Ball
Doc O'Nell

2 Bohemians
"Sfider 4 Fly"
Madge Maitland
Jasper
Jones 4 Johnson

(ubo)
Randall

Matthews Shayne Co
Marlon Murray Co
Burns Kilmer A Grady

2d Half
Madden A Clogg

Martin 4 Fabrlnl
Barto 4 Clark
Gregory Troupe
ALHAMBRA (ubo)
Annette Kellermann
Huaaey 4 Boyle

COLONIAL

Zenda Troupe
DeLeon A Davis
Fayden O'Brien 3

Franklin A Green
Clark A Bergman
Chick Sale
Chretlenne

Y.

If.

PROCTOR'S

(ubo)

Seven Bracks

2 Bryants

W

ORPHEUM

Albany.

4

Haveman's Animals
4 Lawrence
John R Gordon Co
Frank Terry
Linton

Brooklyn

EMPRESS

Sisters

El Cota
ST. JAMES (loew)

"Aurora of Light"
Harry Brooks Co
3 Marconi Bros

Seymour A Dupree

Hammond, Ind.
ORPHEUM (wva)
(Open Sun Mat)
East"
2d half)
Hodgea A Tynes
Harrlaburg, Pa.

"Way Down

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Holly A Mack
Emmett Devoy Co
Lewis A Norton
Dream Pirates

Josephine Davis
Dirkln's
(One to

Animals
fill)

2d half

Pope A Uno
Harry Ellsworth Co
Crelghton

B A

FAMILY

Bogart A Nlcoll

Holmes Picture
Ray L Royce
"At the Devil's Ball"
2d half

Madame Pavla
Newkirk A Evans Sis
Copeland A Payton
Santley A Norton
Pallenberg's Bears

Lanalng, Mich.

BIJOU (ubo)
Dirk DeLorls
Kings

4 Juvenile

Wm

Raymond A Caverly

King A King

Heathei

Doria's

Dogs

(ubo)

Kennedy A Melrose

Hartford, Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
The Veterans
Felix A Barry
Josle

".o

Bel-

mont
Young Namba Troupe
Lafayette, In*.

Armntrong Co

Great Lester
Cycling Brunettes
2d half

Patrick
4

A

Otto

Soils Bros

VARIETY
Mar 4

Kildufl
•Salvation Sue'

I.ewlaton, Me.
MUSIC HALL (ubo)
with Bangor)
(Splits
1
lit half

Marco Bros
Sully Family
The Stanleys
The Stelllngs
(One to fill)

Uaeola

ORPHBUM
Frank North Co
Libby * Barton
Martin Van Bergen
Rube Dloklnaon
Gertrude Coghlan Co
Three Typea
White ft Jason
Loffaaajaort, lad.
COLONIAL (ubo)
Betty Wella
Bat Nelson
Field Winehlll ft Q
2d half
The Mozarts
One String Karl

Kumry Buah ft Robin
Loe Aaselee

ORPHEUM

"Red Heada"
Bllda Morris
Corbett Sheppardft D
PlatoT ft Olaaer
Chaa Howard Co
Travllla Bros A Seal
Klphye Snowden Co
(loew)

A Matthews
Hoyt A Wardell
Mcintosh A Malda
Bernard A Harrington
DstIb

Fred HUdebrand
Nichols Nelson Tr

LoaJsvllle

KEITH'S (ubo)
The Kramers
Harriet Burt

A DeLong

Milton

Sla

Moran A Welser

Coakley Hanrey A D
Harry Beresford Co
Marshall Montgomery

Doga

Treritt's

Lowell, Mause.

KEITH'S (ubo)
Tuttle'a Parrotta
4 Melodious Chaps

}[cDeritt
oe Cook

K

A Lucy

Smith Cook A
Adler A Arllne
Toyo Jape

B

Tait
Otto

& Talt

ORPHEUM

Valeska Suratt Co
The Sharrocka
Cantor A Leo

Margo De La Rose
Chas McGoods Co

Two

to

fill

New RocaeUe,
LOEW

N. T.

Lamb's Manlklna

(Two

to fill)

2d half

COLONIAL

with

(Splits

mond)
1st half

Claude M Roode
Chain A Templeton
Doris Wilson Co

A Ryan

Innes

ORPHEUM

Crossman Co
McDermott
Rooney A Bent
Young A Jacobs
Kremallne A Darras
Weston A Leon
Frank Wilson

Milwaukee
MAJESTIC (orph)
Houdlni
Blossom Seeley

Co

Tlghe A Babette
Lambertl

ORPHEUM
(Open Sun Mat)

ORPHEUM

NEW GRAND

(wra)

Co

Mattle Choate
Rice Bros

LsTlne Clmeron 3
(One to fill)

Moatreal

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

Banoya
Frank Mullane
Darrell
Lorella

A Conway
Twins

Three Lyres
"Song Revue"
(One to fill)
Nashville, Tenn.

PRINCESS

(ubo)

Wurnelle
Llghtner A Jordon
Rawls A Von Kaufman

Ed Gray

A

lfewaarsa, N. Y.
(loew)

Bauer A Saunders
Pop Ward
"The Understudy"
Connors A Witt

Ko Ko Carnival

2d half
Juggling McBanns
Hess Sisters
iBabelle Miller

Lamb's Manikins
<One to fill)

Helm

Carmencita
2d half
Chabot & Dixon
Norton A Ayers
Sam Phillips Co
Brown Harris A B
Barton A Lovera
(ubo)

(One

All)

to

EMPRESS

(loew)

(Open Sun mat)
Golden A West
Sallie Stembler A Bro

Holmes A Riley
Cameron DeVltt Co
Slayman

"Lonesome Lassies"
Fisher A Green
Doyle A Dixon
Pederson Bros
(Others to fill)
HARRIS (ubo)

Johnny Johnston Co
Brown A Rochelle
Alfred Bergen
Bertie Ford
Barry A Wolford
PANTACTES (m)
Claire Rawaon Co
Creole Orchestra

Mice.

r.

BIJOU (ubo)
Massey A Bolton

A Hlbbard
Flemen Co
Madison A Laird
Tiny May
Curtis

Wm

Juletlnl's Dogs
Lala Selbinl Co

2d half

"Bought A Paid For"
Broun A Lester

Four Hagans
Howard A Chase
Seller Waters

Lake

Salt

ORPHEUM

Arthur Whltlaw
MoConnell A Nemeyer
Great Harrahs

ORPHEUM

Utah

(loew)
Cleo

Canaiia A
BUI Robinson
Bobbe A Dale
Srengall

H

Colonial

Belles

Lew Cooper

Joe A

Edwin Stevens Co
Bertlsh

Boland A Holtz

Hermlne Shone Co
(One to fill)
Ottnvre. Cni*.

DOMINION

(ubo)

Holmes A Buchanan
Chaa A Fanny Van
Flo Irwin Co
Helen Trlx
Hanlon Bros
to

Zlska Co

J arrow

Eddie Ross
Juliet

Yorke's Dogs

Chip A Marbel
Dooley A Rugel
Alpine Troripe
Brunelle Sisters
Bessie Clayton Co
GRAND (ubo)

Chan Thompson
Mildred A Ruth
Jas Thompson Co
Alexander Kids
Morrlsey A Hackett
Robin's Elephants
GLOBE (ubo)

Hazel Moran
Santos A Hayes

Hanlon A Clifton
Frankle Fay A Glrla
(Three to

fill)

NIXON

"Buyer from Plttsbgh"
Plalafleld. N. J.

PROCTOR'S

Caryl A Grlndell
Mar us A Clements
Mr A Mrs
Morris

(ubo)

Emmett's Doga

ORPHEUM

Trio

Beltrah

A

Chas Loder Co
Hallo Bros
"Melody Maids"
Onatp

WM. PENN

(ubo)

Geo NagH Co
Lady Sen Mel
Morton & Austin
to fill)

COLONIAL

(ubo)

1st half

Price A Price
Joslo Flvnn A Maids

Dan A LUllsn Oaks
Oberta A Girls
(One to fill)
2d half
Lunnette Sisters

N

A Frablto
Comfort A King
Bert Leslie Co
Dlas's Monks

Parlllo

(loew)

Herahel Hendler
Gardner Vincent Co
R Merry Youngsters

The Hassmans

Geo Randall Co
Jordan * Stanley
Belleclalre Bros
(One to fill)

Rnofn*. Wl«.

ORPHEUM

(wva)
(Open Sun Mat)
Japs

Imperial

Hodge ft Lowell
Wm Morrow Co
Bob Albright
Fink's

Mules
2d half

Jack Trainer

Richmond. V*.
LYRTC (ubo)
(

Splits

with

Circus

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Amoros A Mulvey
Meredith A 8noozer
Plsano A Bingham

Norfolk)

1st half

Lohse A Sterling

(wva)

"Cinderella Girl"
2d half

Adams A Guhl
Spokane

ORPHEUM

Troy. N. Y.

PROCTOR'S

1st half

Talt

Marie Lavarr
Hazel Klrke Co
"Rough House Kids"
Henry Lewis

Royal Gasgolnee
2d half

Kenny

PANTAGES (m)
(Open Sun Mat)

"Day

at Ellis Island"

Oxford Trio
Nadell A Kane

VICTORY

(orph)

(25-26)
as at Sacthis

Issue.)

Sevnaaaa,

MAJESTIC
(Splits

with

fta.

(ubo)
Charles-

ton)
1st half
Albert Ruget
Jeanette Spellman Co
Louis Bates Co

Roach A McCurdy
"Prince Charles"
Schenectady N. Y.

"The Shoplifter"
Frank Whitman
Josle Dresden

Evans A Wilson
nrenner A Wheeler.
Chas Buckley
.Tlmmy Edge
Margos Manikins
2d half
Gillette A Monroe
Tx>on Sisters Co
Bennett Sisters

Many A Walsh
Walton A Vivian
RUly Wild
Jack Wallace A Bird
Dotty King
e>rnntnn. Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
Venetian 3
Adair

F A A

ORPHEUM

ramento this issue)
Syr*cn«c, M. V.
(ubo)

(Special Festival Bill)

(Running Order)

Kaufman
A Sulllvnn
A Murnhy
Diamond A Virginia
Wohb A Burns
W. C. Fields

Vornle
Porter
Ponlta

rlnlre Rochester
Milton Pollork Co

TEMPLE

»ubo)
work. Com-

splits
lUl'-a)

with

loleen Bisters

Three Baltus
Transfleld

Sisters

WaNhlasrtnn.

KEITH'S (ubo)
ClecRon A Houlihan
Hark a Verdi
Nnn Hnlperln

'Ono

James J. Morrison and Co. (New
Acts) presented "The Cross Roads," a
long drawn out protean sermon against

to fill)

2S,

Shubert,

Fllnore A Wllllnms
Pole ft Donnhy
Franclg McCInn Co
Mile Marvnn Varllo
Jpannn Jomelll

Mercedes

Moore A Haager

seats in the rear of the orchestra

and balcony, with the gallery almost
The boxes held caentirely empty.
Inside the house it was very
pacity.
cold above the lower floor and the audience for the most part sat in their seats
as though frozen.
La Belle Annita (New Acts) opened
the show. It is a combination comedy
juggling and posing act. The comedian
gets the act over. Browning and Dean
with blackface comedy comprising talk
and parodies were on following and
passed fairly well.

Alice Teddy
Shannon A Annls
niancho Ring Co
Mmc Dore«» Dors

Wlnnln*»tr

Hn«snn
Den.

PANTAGES (m)
James J Corbett
DeLuxe Girls
Skipper Kennedy ft R

ORPTTWM

Nnt Wills
full

(m)

1 1 Whirlwind Beauties
Cora Simpson Co

Vletarie. W. C.

(orph)
(23-24)
(Same bill as at Sac-

Harlem opera house
week was way

the

below the standard for entertainment
the house has set for itself in the past.
Only seven acts on the bill, padded out
with an ill. song and six reels of pictures.
Two two-reel subjects and two
single reelers were shown!

empty

Melnntte Twlna
La Vails

Aerial

PANTAGES

at the

half of

filled.
It was mighty cold on the street
and the biting wind undoubtedly drove
There were a few
in quite a number.

C.

LOEW'B
Warner A Corbett ,
Nip A Tuck
"Bower of Melody"
Princeton A Yale

A Walmslcy
Reml A Balllngerl
Baker Troupe

Stae%tan

mencing

aaeea-rer. B.

first

By the time that the first act appeared at 8.20 the house was fairly well

O'Nell

YOSEMTT8

(Last

Syracuse)

Lorraine A Dudley

3 Malestlcs
Al Abbott
Keller A Wler

ft

the

Chung Wha Four
La Hoen A Dupreece

Bonnie Sextet
2d hslf
Beemnn A Anderson

Wills

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE.
The show

Roxy Larocca

(loew)

(9th

"TWIN BEDS"— Fulton (20th week).
"UNDER COVER"— Cort (18th week).
'WATCH YOUR STEP"— New Amsterdam (8d
week).
"WARS OF THE WORLD"— Hippodrome
(16th week).
LONDON.
"A COUNTRY GIRL"— Daly's.
ZOETEBEEK"— CriMONSIEUR
"CE BON
terion.
"HIS HOUSE IN ORDER"— St. James'.
"KINO HENRY IV."—His Majesty's.
" M A M EEN A"— Queen's.
"ODDS AND ENDS"— Ambassador's.
"OUR BOYS"— Vaudeville.
"POTASH A PERLMUTTER"— Globe.
"THE DOITBLE MYSTERY"— Garrick.
"THE FLAG LIEUTENANT"— Haymarket
"THE DYNAST8"— Klngsway.
"THE SOLDIER'S WEDDING"— Lyceum.
"WHEN KNIGHTS WERE BOLD"— New.

Watson

ple,

Roy A Arthur
Ogden Quartet
Tower A Darrell
J K Emmet Co
Clark A Rose
PRINCESS (wva)
The Bimbos
Ruth Roden
Moore Brownie A C

GRAND

2d half

Walker A 111
Frank Whitman
Fayden O'Brien 8

2d half
Tleber's 8eals

Duo

EMPRESS

A Monroe
Fagan A Byron
Leon Slstera Co
Roxy LaRocca
Billy Wild
Louis F Leo
Dotty King

Gillette

Dec.
24,
splitting
thereafter with Tem-

Carlos Broa
"The Beauties"

Street

week).

Rex's Circus
rtlea. IV. Y.
SHUBERT (ubo)
(Dark 1st half, opens

Harry Tsuda
Weston A Clare

48th

Street

(

Williams A Culver

Billy

—

I

John P Wade Co
Grace De Mar
Roee Coghlan Co
Jlmmle Lucaa

Donlln A McHale
Diamond A Brennan
Billy S Hall Co
Ryan A Tlerney
The Salvaggla
Gormley A Caffrey
St. Pwtil. Mfaa.

Soltl

bill

ramento

(orph)

"Matinee Girls"

Chas Ahearn Co

Agnes Von Brachdt
Dunlay A Merrill
3 Kratons
Saa Jane Cul.

(Same

9t. I.onlw

COLUMBIA

Hyams A McTntyre

DOMINO"—44th

week).

"Mysterious Will"
LaVan A Martin
Chas Buckley A Co
Brooks A Harrla
4 Tornadoea
Ualna Hill. W. J.
HUDSON (ubo)
Caron A Herbert
Warren A Conley

A B Dwyer

Faversham)— Maxlne

"THE LIE" (Margaret 111 ngton)—Harris
Dec 24 )
"THE ONLY GIRL"— Lyric (8th week).
Belasco
(12th
"THE PHANTOM RIVAL"—
'

•

Paine A Nesbitt
GTuadaloupe
Springfield, Mass.
POLI'S (ubo)

A

(13th week).

3 Kelos
(One to nil)

"The Crisis"

(Wm.

(12th week).

"THE LILAC

Dogs
The Dunbara
Edmund Hayes Co
Walter Brower
Slgsbee's

(Open Sun Mat)

22).

(4th week).

"THE LAW OF THE LAND"

The
Yvonne

PANTAGES (m)

(8th

\

Elliott

(loew)
Brlghtons

Tal Pien Troupe
Fred Dupres

"POLYGAMY"— Park

"THE HAWK"

YONOEST

Minstrel

Russell's

Ferguson)— Lyceum

"ON TRIAL"— Candler (19th week).
"POOR LITTLE THING"— Bandbox (Dec.

Knickerbocker (3d week).

Henry E Dlxey
Muscano Broa

James Grady Co
Sampson A Douglas

(Elsie

wook

(

u/< >f*W

Yvette

Sisters

week).

(8th

"OUTCAST"

"TONIGHTS THE NIGHT"— Shubert (Dec.
24).
DEBUTANTE"
(Hazel
Dawn)-"THE

Three Hedders

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Les Casadors

"DADDY LONG LEGS"— Gaiety (13th week).
"DANCING ABOUND" (Al Jolson)— Winter
Garden (11th week).
"DRIVEN"— Empire (2d week).
"EXPERIENCE"— Booth (9th week)
FRENCH DRAMA— Century Lyceum (6th
week
GERMAN 8TOCK— Irving Place.
"HELLO BROADWAY" (George Cohan Revue) — Astor (Dec. 25).
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"—Cohan (10th
week
"JUST HERSELF" (Lydla Lopokova)—Playhouse (Dec. 23).
"KICK IN"— Republic (11th week).
"LADY LUXURY"—Casino (Dec. 25).
"LIFE"— Manhattan O. H. (10th week).
MARIE TEMPEST CO. (Repertoire)—Comedy

PRINCESS PLAYERS— Princess (5th week).
"SONG OF SONGS" -Eltlnge (Dec. 22).
"SO MUCH FOR SO MUCH"— Longacre (4th

Toroato
SHEA'S (ubo)
Connolly A Wenrlch
Alan Brooks Co
,Brltt Wood

(Open Sun Mat)
lamed

"Sidelights"

Cabaret 3

PROCTOR'S

to All)

2d half
Elizabeth Cutty

GAIETY

Bounding Pattersons
BUI Prultt
Gardner Trio
Jack Kennedy Co
Mullen A Stanley
Sylvester Schaffer

South Calcaico

Brooks A Bowen
Nanon's Birds

Montgomery A Moore

Hopkins Sisters
Luplta Perea

Dogs

Prelle's

Saa FVeaelaco

B Van Co
Imhoff Conn A Cor

Cheebert's Manchuria's
Woods A Woods 3

Adair A Adair
Cleo Gascoigne
Fredrlka Slemons Co

(Open Sun Mat)

Alvln A

KEITH'S (ubo)

Harry DeCoe

Dave Manley
Newsboys Sextet
Sutton Mel A S

Billy

Prawfdea ea, R. I.
KEITH'S (ubo)
Lew Dockstader

ORPHEUM

(Open Sun Mat)

3 Musketeers

DeHaven A Nice

T.

Nefeskey Troupe
2d half
Geo Damarel Co
(Four to fill)
Toledo, O.

6 American Dancers
Alexander A Scott

Stone)—

and

)

(ubo)

Monks

Wood A Wyde
Kennedy A Rooney
Hurst Watts A Hurst

Marceau Co
sIout rity

Talt

EMPRESS

Gallettl'B

Danny Simmons

Prince A Deerle

A Monkey

(loew)

(m)

(Montgomery

Globe (13th week).

Berrens

VARIETIES

(10th

week).

Terre Hante, lad.

Wright A Lane
Jlu Jitsu Troupe
The Bradleys
Jules

A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS"— Little

•CHIN-CHIN"

(ulo)

(Opous Sun Mat)
Olympic 3
Mr. Quick
Gaylor A Wiltsle
Craig k Williams

Home The

Strikes

Sophie Tucker
6 Olivers

York Trio
Togan A Geneva

Vlollnsky

Juggling McBanns
Lester Trio
Whitney's Dolls
Armstrong A Clark
Lutz Bros
2d half
Shovlnl Troupe
Joanette Adair
"The Criminal"
Connors ft Witt
Gobert Billings Circus

EMERY

PANTAGES (m)
(Open Wed Mat)
Lander Stevens Co
Bruce Richardson Co

A Bentley
Williams A Wolfus

Belt rah

COHEN'S

Gray A Graham
"School Days"

Sebastian

Larry Comer
Peasrakeet»*fe.

(loew)
Blanche Leslie
Patricola A Myers
Polsln Bros
Earl A Curtis

ORPHBUM

(loew)

Landry Bros
Rouble Sims
Delmore & Light
E E Cllve Co
The Clevelanda
Ford's Review
PANTAGES (m)
10 Bon amors
S Howe Co

Wayne

EMPRESS

Terry A Fiji Glrla
•'
Mowatta
Gardner A Revere
La Tourralne 4
Two Kerns

Avon Comedy 4
Bell Family
McKay A A -dine
Koll A Harland
Hal A Francis
(One to All)

It

TAMPA

A Cumby

Joe Roberta Co
The Engfords

SHOWS NEXT WEEK.
NEW YORK.

Four DeKooka
Tasaaa, Fla.

El Cleve

Gertrude Hoffman Co
(Others to fill)

PANTAGES (m)

Alexander Proa

When

We'd

Saa Dtearo

Leo Zarrell Co

(One

Jere Banford

(Thrpe

Wm

Bud Marlow

Laurent Trio
2d half
Devaro A Zemater
Nina Payne
Honeyless Honeymoon
Wilton Slstera
Guards Water Nymphs
Pertlaad, Ore.

EMPRESS

(Open Sun Mat)

Ann Tasker Co
Jack A Forts

W

fill)

Jean Challone
Leroy & Pshill
Ladella Comlques

Max

(ubo)

Pletro

I

Arabs

All's

Imperial Opera Co
Sherbourne A Mont
Sheer A Herman
Haley A Haley

Australian McLeans
Wallensteln A Freebey
EMPRESS (loew)
Joyce A West
Valentine Vox
Bush A Shapiro

PANTAGES

Rey Sisters
Lewis A Russell

El

Wilson Bros

Cooper A Smith

Dewar's Circus
Wilson A LeNolr

Exposition 4

COHEN OH

Nellie

LeBolt

Bert Merkett

Philadelphia

Ulllputlans

Bud A

Patsy Doyle
Relnle Davles Co

KEITH'S (ubo)

Tom Mahoney

Walter Browne Co

Swor A Mack

8Un SUnley 3

Brgottl'a

Hank Smith

Genevieve Warner Co
Asahl Quintet
Fremont Benton Co
Cartmell A Harrla
Dorothy Toye

Busse's Dogs

Horellk Family

Hana Kronold
Hlnes A Fox
Chas Grapewtn Co
UNIQUE (loew)
Joggling Nelson
Btuart Black Co
Crawford A Btoderlck
*Te Olde Halowe'en"

(21-22)

fill)

Princess Rajah
Minnie Allen

Pera. fad.

Mlaaea polls

to

ALHAMBRA (loew)
3 O'Neill Sisters

SHERIDAN SQ

(wra)
(Open Thura Mat)

Relsner A Gores
Loughlln's Dogs

ORPHEUM

DMnty English 3

WALLACES

Leo Carrlllo
Loyal's Animals

(One

L

Sacramento

Lutz Bros

PANTAGES (m)

Seattle

Marahall

Bertie Fowler
ffordon Bros
Rublnoff Trto

Tacoaaa.

(Open Sun Mat)
Rebla
Mr A Mrs J Barry
Costa Troupe
Fred V Bowers Co
Chas F Semon

STRAND (wra)
Dancing Tyrrells

(m)

Tong Wars
Golden Troupe

Frank Bush
"Mary Ellon"

ORPHEUM

McDevitt Kelly A
"Lawn Party"
Walter C Kelly

Countess Nardlnl
Scotch Players

Gordon A Rlcca

(Two

Mack A Orth

fill)

2d half

Arno A Stlckney
"Between Trains"
Harry Jolson

PANTAGES

Brothers Averdeen
Louise Eschell Co

Rigoletto Broa

(ubo)

The Volunteers
Harry Breen
The Baudsmiths

Jones A Johnson
Fitzgibbon

Lew

GRAND
(ubo)
Rich-

Van Hoven

Rochester

Marzella's Birds

Co

Isabelle Miller

Plttuharah

Stalne's Circus
(Two to fill)

Stlckney's Circus

The Langdons

Barton A Lovera

to

Seymour's Dogs
Farber Glrla
Allen Dlnehart Co

TEMPLE

Henry Frey

(One

Kennedy A Kramer
Whipple Huston Co
Ward Baker

loew

(

Mel A 8
Newsboys' Sextet
Brooks A Bowen
Nanon's Birds
2d half
Tait A Talt
Balterlnl 4
Klmberly A Mohr
3 Musketeers
Marie Lavarr
(One to fill)
lfew ttrteaaa

l

W

KNICKERBOCKER

Ward
Dwyer
LAB
Sutton

ORPHBUM

Billy

Louise Galloway

Franklyn Co
Leonard A Dempsey
Josie Flynn A Maids

1st half

Haydn Burton A
Black A White
Oaeak*

Meaapkle

H

The Randa

POLI'S (ubo)

Norfolk. Va.

Trorato

EMPRESS

New Hsves.

17

drink.

Co

In the spot next to closing the real
show appeared in the Morin
Sisters,
Blanche Parquette and Co.
(New Acts) Trebor's Seals closed.

hit of the

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

18

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK

Mack and Co.
Comedy Sketch.

Chas.

Presentation, First Anpaaraaca
or Reappearance In or Ars>ws4

Initial

New York

The
"Sully's Cabaret Barber

Shop"

(after-

"What

by

new comedy

Mack,

piece), Hammerstein's.
Grace Drum, Hammerstein's.

man and woman, has humor

Quiroga, Palace.
Murphy and Nichols

bring out.

(New

Act), Pal-

ace.

Gregory Troupe, Royal.
Burns, Kilmer and Grady, Orpheum.

Anne

Sutherland

considering

H. Van Buren, leading man in
stock, petting ready in a new sketch.
A.

=^^=

Mrs. E. B. Alsop.
Songs and Dances.
12 Mins: One.
Hammerstein's.
It is

comes

also,

whether an act

like this

especially

at

Hammerstein's, just for the fun of the
thing or seriously, or is impelled to
take a chance for a week or so on a
dare, a bet or by her friends. Mrs. E.
B. Alsop was Effie Pope, a southern
married Edward B.
Alsop, a wealthy aged Pittsburgher in
1912.
A separation followed, and Mrs.
Alsop came to New York, met a circle
of people who got out and around often,
also received publicity through her marriage, with its consequent happenings.
All of this made the path to an engagement at Hammerstein's easy of access, especially as the house was short
a feature there this week, just before
Christmas, and at least there might be
placed dependence upon many of the
friends Mrs. Alsop seems to possess.
They thronged the theatre Monday at
both performances. In the afternoon
there were some there not over friendly,
particularly the Poillon sisters (Katheryn and Charlotte), who were barred
out of Hammerstein's for the disturbance they created while Mrs. Alsop was
before the footlights. On the other side
of the house was Mrs. "Tom" Pierce
and a* larger crowd, evidently drawn
there by Mrs. Alsop and took sides with
her.
With all these sympathizers and

when

girl,

she

those who were not, the front rows of
boxes loefked more like a delegation of
Suffragists who prefer masculine looking clothes, than anything else. For a
stage performance Mrs. Alsop, a tall
blonde, sings and dances in the latter
with the aid of two men, one on either

you

don't

adverse

sort of

In

advertise at

that one
Rime.

VARIETY
all.

don't

humor throughout

the

laugh-compelling.
The
contrasted spectacle of one friend calling on another to cheer him up and
speaking of nothing but funerals and
undertakers gives it a funny twist before the dialog fairly starts.
Both the
male characters are very well taken.
A girl is there for a dance to Mr.
Mack's bagpipe playing, and very good
playing by the way. A stronger finish
may be found, but this sketch is like
many others, there are so many laughs
during the running, it is laughed out
at the end. The Mack piece will make
a

is

good comedy big time

item.

Bime.

Blanche Parquette Co.

(7).

Girl Act.

20 Mins.; Full Stage.

Harlem O. H.
Twenty minutes clipped from a burlesque show of the type in vogue on
the old Western Wheel. A flip comedian, a

six

prima donna and a chorus of
The opening by the girls

girls.

brings to mind the work of the English "ponies" of about ten years ago.
Then the comedian and the prima appear, indulge in several minutes of
talk

after

which the prima envelopes

herself in the spotlight and inflicts a
song. Song over, and back comes the

comic, also the chorus and "Sea shells"
is put on.
Each of the six girls has a

chance at the number with the result
that there are the usual laughs. After
this a little more talk and then the
closing number, the best thing in the
act.
The prima donna isn't unpleasing
in appearance, reminding one a bit of
Lillian Russell, because she is a blonde,
but she should break herself of gestures. The comedian might either keep
his hat on or get a toupee that matches
his remaining hair. The act is a flash,
but that is all, for the very small

axes,

If

Mr. Mack, an elderly Irish-

that

merely occupy the position
fill.

that

that last night while speaking
O'Brien, O'Bfcen told him his
friend hadn't long to live, so he called
to make him feel good before passing
away. To prove it he started to smoke,
bringing several pipes out of his pocket,
laying all but one in a cup and saying
they might come in handy (for a wake).

juggled.

act could

it

bouses.

r

The

juggle

six

in

pair
all.

the

the

moving

came under the control of the Vitagraph Co. Sandwiched in between a
single 'reel comedy and a three-part
dramatic film, it saved a show that
without it would have been impossible.
"What the Moon Saw" ought to reach
vaudeville.
"Big time" has need of
such material. It stands up well among
the best half dozen sketches the variS.
ety entertainment has ever seen.
Rankin Drew, son of Sidney, wrote it.
The playlet is a bit of stage legerdemain proving that the imagination of
the playwright is quicker than the eye
Surprise follows surof the auditor.
prise in bewildering succession; the
audience is craftily urged along to ex-

pect one thing, and presto! something

Moment
happens.
after moment the action trembles on
the dizzy edge of bloodshed and is
then magically turned to light comedy.
For the climax a situation
of utmost dramatic intensity is cunningly prepared and for the second
time expected • violence is turned off
with a startling bit of trickwork and
the whole thing capped with a neat
line.
Mrs. Smith agrees to see the
man she loves at midnight in her
apartment while her husband is away
on a business trip. She leaves the parlor door unlatched and goes into the
Two men enter
adjoining bedroom.
The one adthe darkened room.
dressed as "Fred" (Mr. Drew) is
slightly drunk. From the talk it is apparent that he is Smith. The other is
his friend, whom he has just prevented
unexpected

from

faithless wife.

killing his

They

morals of the case, the
room remaining dark lest the wife be
awakened.
Fred persuades the other
that he should let his eloping wife
work out her own punishment, quoting
Kipling's line, "Make 'im take 'er and
keep 'er. That's Hell for 'em both."
Fred departs. Into the darkened room
He
strides the figure of another man.
goes to the door of Mrs. Smith's bedroom, opens it and enters it with
"Hello, darling."
Mrs. Smith replies
in kind.
Fred draws a revolver and
Will
approaches the bedroom door.
he kill them, is the question. Suddendiscuss

well.

Act

the

from the bedroom come loud voices
which make it apparent that a man
and wife are in angry argument. Fred
stops amazed; switches on the lights
and discovers that he is in the wrong
flat.
He snaps off the light and is just
ly

manner

of

Tndian clubs.
They also exchange
clubs while each is mounted on a huge,
white ball. Good for the pop houses,

out,

opens

again to explode.
truder's

arm and

Fred takes the
leads

in-

him out with
wrong flat,

the speech "You're in the
too, old

best

man."

style.

Mr. Drew played

The

others

in his

(members

of

the Vitagraph Players) were mediocre.
If

you

don't

advertise In VARIETY
advsrtlso at all.

Bandbox (Dec

Thing,"

Little

"The Song of Songs," Eltinge (Dec.

picture

it

quite

York.

22).
first

when the unlatched
again and Mrs. Smith's
For an
secret lover stands revealed.
instant
the
whole mine threatens

swing sharp pointed

after

than

is

works) given at the Vitagraph since

door

looks
flashy through
the
use
of
rhinestones on most of the articles

The

Moon Saw"

(other

playlet

tip-toeing

Littlejohns.

Juggling.
9 Mins.; Three (Interior).
Union Square.

Man and woman

"Poor

the

22).

strongly

with

side of her in the Fox trot, this step
bringing the trio some applause. But
no one would venture to say Mrs. Alsop
will attain the title of "professional
dancer." nor be known as a "singer,"
regardless of what her intimate friends
may have led her to believe from parlor exhibitions.
If she goes on in vaudeville, it must be for the fun of it or
the bet. since if she married a billionaire and only left him, there is no reason why she should need the money unless Mrs. Alsop selected a motorman
for a lawyer.
Meanwhile it must be
apparent to herself and her friends that
by remaining in vaudeville, she will

good

in

calls

piece

vaudeville,

players

upon his dearest friend, to
cheer him up *.i his illness. Mr. Mack's
idea of good cheer is to inform his
man,

It's this

rather difficult to decide and as
into

principal

"What

of Lafitfasmata

Now

(Drawing room).

Vitagraph.

another

friend

a

sketch.

provoking

two

the

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK
Attractions in

Two

38 Mint.;

13).

Charles

Play-

let).

plot upholding this

played

the

laltlal Pr*e«aftatio»

Special Set (Interior).

Columbia (Dec.

Drew and Co. (5).
Moon Saw" (Corned*

Sidney

(2).

don't

Herself
(Lydia
Lopokova),
Playhouse (Dec. 23).
"Hello Broadway"
(George Cohan
revue), Astor (Dec. 25).
"Tonight's The Night," Shubert (Dec.
"Just

24).

'The Lie" (Margaret

Illington), Har-

(Dec. 24).

ris

"Lady Luxury," Casino (Dec.
Zerah

25).

II.

Lightning Calculator.
14 Mins.; One.

Hammerstein's.

Zerah

II.

is

a

young English boy,

announced on the program as 16 years
old.
Dressed in an Eton suit, he
doesn't appear

much more than

that.

His few quick mathematical examples

were

performed

Monday

evening,

at

with

Hammerstein's

accompanying

laughter, brought about through his an-

nouncer asking the audience to submit
Joe Wood, the agent,
from a front seat, wanted to know if
14 glasses of beer were equal to a
souse, how many drunks were conthe examples.

tained in a barrel of 740 glasses? The
lad quickly answered 52 6-7 drinks, but^

Joe would prol«'>ly have waived the
fractional part if the remainder were

A

stranger propounded this:
sentenced to one year for
stealing $75,555, how much per hour
of the sentence would he work out of
the amount. In about two seconds the
boy answer 18.62^4. The stranger reassured.

If

man

a

answer was wrong, when the
announcer slowly worked the problem
out on a large sheet of paper attached
to a board. The boy was right. Then
Walter Rosenberg, in his stentorian
vqice, asked if a fish had 400 scales,
how much would it weigh. A young

plied the

fellow called for a reply to the quangasoline a Ford machine would

tity of

use in 800 miles if consuming a gallon
every 32 miles, and the amount it
would be at 16 cents a gallon. The
boy answered, and the announcer
asked the youth in front if that were
correct. He said he didn't know as he
didn't own a Ford machine.
While it
is possible some of the examples could
be "planted" the boy is a lightning
calculator, and the showing at Hammerstein's suggest the possible comedy

through "plants" if necessary. Should
the audience catch the spirit as the

Hammersteiners did, that would be unnecessary. Zerah II. will puzzle in local
territories and as a quick mathematician, runs ahead of the others through
his youth.
But he might have a lecturer

who

is

more

of a

showman

than

and the process of
working out each complicated examhis

present

one,

ple should be dropped.

much

time.

The

It

requires too

prison example was

and most difficult. It conclushowed to the audience the boy
could figure. The act is worth book-

the

first

sively

ing.

Bime.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Sarah Padden and Co.

"The

Mrs. Bud Fisher.
Songs.

Juliette Dika.

Shepherd

Little

Bargain

of

Row" (Comedy Drama).

Songs.

30 Mine.; Pull Stage (Interior).

Alhambra.

Columbia, Davenport,

you don't succeed at first try,
try again is the motto that Juliette
Dika has adopted regarding herself as
a vaudeville single and at last she
seems to have evolved a single turn in
which she will be acceptable. There
is no gainsaying that Mile. Dika is a
stunning appearing woman and can
wear a certain type of clothes. She

la.

Davenport,

If

la.,

Dec.

16.

Sarah Padden made her vaudeville
debut here Sunday in a condensed
piece of the above title, containing all
the meat of the original in the vaudeville version, giving Miss Padden full
opportunity for comedy and pathos.
She secured many curtains. William
Justin McCarthy takes good care of

proved

way back

this

in the

days of

12 Mins.; Full Stage.

"The Queen of the Moulin Rouge" and
now she has worked up enough voice
to put over a number of songs, and
managed fairly well with the Alhambra
audience Monday night. Her opening
number has evidently been written
especially for her.
The tempo is a

Hammerstein's.

little

second

the

principal

Frank

Doyle,

Miriam
and Frank

role.

McNellis

Gallagher are the others in the cast.

Royal Juggling Gaacoignes

(2).

An

English turn, with the man, who
affects the red nose comedy make up
with a painted blotch over one eye,
doing all of the juggling. He is very
expert at this, using mostly light articles, and the juggling itself contains
sufficient

comedy

for the

man

to forget

English patter while over here, if
he can not Americanize it.
Monday
night, for the convenience of the stage

his

crew, the act closed in "one," the

man

scoring there with an acrobatic dog,
he finishing the turn by seating the
young woman upon a chair, balancing
both from his forehead.
Previously

he had balanced a dozen chairs on one,
in the same position.
This last trick
should have opened the turn, the dog

matter put in anywhere, and the other
trick also interpolated into the act
proper, if it is to be used, with the man
closing with his best comedy juggling,
that of catching the vegetables upon

do better for the act
around here, where they would prefer
to laugh at the finish.
It's a very good
comedy juggling act, and will become
better after the principal grows more
accustomed to this country. At Hammerstein's in the "No. 4" position, the
turn got over easily and could have
stood a later spot
Sime.
a knife.

It will

Leonardi.
Musician.

Mine.; One.

11

Alhambra.
Leonardi
a chap

a nice appearing sort of
equally well on

is

too fast for the lyric to get
its full value because of the

bit

over for

French accent, but with the

singer's

number of physical contortions its meaning is conveyed.
Her
second number was "Isle D'Amour"
sung in French which got it over. Her
third selection was "But He Could
Love" and here again the singer's body

aid

of a

contortions and a slight touch of suggestiveness carried the song. For the
close she is doing "Beautiful Eggs"
which while a little passe is particularly suited to her style of delivery
and as she made an audience number of

by passing out a number of counterhen fruit it went over nicely. For
an encore "Tipperary" was offered in
French and this brought a big return.
it

feit

and

He

guitar.

is,

however,

With
Phasma
the

the

and

The

is

latter

followed by a

won

sufficient

applause to have him return and play
the guitar Hawaiian fashion. His first
selection

was "Where the River Shanwhich lends itself very

non Flows"

well to the instrument, but the rag with

which he followed
the

mark and

weak

of

dancing"

"fire

views

aid

thrown

are

gowns and

new

line.

on

the

effects in

Colored
dancer's

at all times the effect is a

The

pleasing one.

"Volcano"

stereopticon

the

in

best

which the

is

called the

fire effects

are

very pretty. The surprise finish where
the dancer removes his wig and dress
and takes his bow will always bring
the applause.
Phasma was the Great
Martin but since changing his name he
has elaborated on his act to such an
extent that he should receive some of
the big time.

Moris

Sisters.

close.

let

If

fell short of hitting
the act down to a

the

player will

work

up a little confidence in himself and his
work and not be afraid of his audience
he will do nicely for an early spot on
big time bills.
Evening clothes or a
dinner coat might also help.

that Bob Russak had his admirers of
"Tip Top Tipperary Mary" in evening

marching

clothes

up

and

down

the

choruses of the song,
while Herbert Clare nicely presided at
the concert grand throughout the turn,
working in a Shapiro medley meanwhile, as Mrs. Fisher changed gowns,
and she changed for each^ of the four
songs.
The other two were "Let's
Help Each Other Along" (opening)
and "If I Only Had a Beautiful Baby
Like You." Miss Welch was always
a good looking girl upon the stage,
and her absence from it has not taken
her back as a "single." There is hardly
any doubt but that as "Mrs. Bud
Fisher" she is a desirable card on a

aisles singing the

vaudeville

Lady

bill.

Sime.

Alice's Pets.

the

her the applause hit. The other girl
has a comedy dance in which she displays contorting ability. At the finish,
doing a double number, the girls got
over very big with the audience. All
they need is some one to take their act
in hand and lay out a routine that will
move along smoothly and they will
be fit for faster company.
If

you

advtrtJM Im
•dvortiM at all

don't

VARIETY

don't

A

a comedian and 10 little girls in
the chorus make up the company. The
act is opened with the principal girl
seated at the window of a house represented by a drop.
She is reading
girl,

sonality and, as her specialty proves,
unique ability, has perfected somewhat
of a novelty for vaudeville in the assemblage of a large group of trained
rodents who do the usual, such as
walking tight ropes in various fashions, play with cats, etc. The opening
shows a beautiful white cat of the Angora specie flanked by a dog and
a black rat. The cats do little, the bulk

work falling to the smaller
The finish shows a tread-

mill in the rear, behind the back drop

opening, the cat chasing several rats
with the dog in turn pursuing the cat.
It's a novel windup to a novel turn.
Closing the Colonial show Lady Alice
seemed capable of holding them in and
the women seemed to enjoy the spectacle as well as their escorts. Wynn.

Songs.
10 Mins.; One.
Union Square.

woman.

dream

and

that follows

falls
is

The

asleep.

the action of the

which takes place on a very well
Three numbers are
done, each led by a different girl, the
principal and two choristers.
These
numbers are lively and well staged.

The

part that needs freshening

comedy.

The comedian

is

is

the

a clever ec-

dancer but his attempts at
"gagging" are wasted. The principal
girl looks and sings well.
The chorus
is composed of good looking and hard
working girls. The finish could be improved by the girl of the dream going
back to her original position.
Now
the act is let down at the finish through
the lack of a good situation, which
might be provided in this way. The
act will always do well where "girl
centric

acts" are popular.

Ethel Kane.
Songs.
16 Min.; One.
American Roof.
Ethel Kane

is

Those are

a

looker and has

the

This girl has a number of regupublished numbers, a couple really
new. She opens in the centre of the
stage coming through a purple drop.
Her first song is "Last Night Was the
End of the World," and although a
rather old number, she started off with
Next is "Pauline," and
it
very big.
this did not impress, the drummer's
traps going from start to finish. Ethel
devotes too much time to this song
which has been heard around a good
bit of late anyway. Third is a new one,
"If I Had a Beautiful Baby Like You,"
a sure winner in the way Miss Kane
puts it over and as a catchy little numThe fourth number is
ber it is fine.
"Cheer Up" that tells you to be op"Tipperary" is the closer and
timistic.
was rather forced on the audience
Monday night but they liked it. The
dressing of this single is something
the small time can boast of and if
'The Skirt" catches the American this
week she may be baffled describing
Ethel
this young woman's clothes.
Kane is going to do nicely as a single
ville.

lar

when
up.

she has her song routine shaped

•

Lila Barbour.
Songs.
Pantages, Spokane.

Dorman and Wilson.

Man and

pirate stories

two assets that
are going to keep her going in vaude-

creatures.

girls were the hit of the
Harlem opera house the
first half of the week.
They open with
a rather slow acrobatic waltz which
does not get them started. This is followed by the plumper of the two offering a hard shoe dance which earned

at

headlin-

week and

same time getting into shape for
a run on the bigger time.
principal

clothes.

one can consistently reconcile the
gloomy idea of a herd of trained
rodents performing under the immediate guidance
of an exceptionally
stunning woman of the prima donna
type, the Lady Alice specialty will immediately suggest a very entertaining
feature, but to many women the very
presence of a rat spells disaster. Lady
Alice, a woman of unusual charm, per-

the

is

at the

set-up ship scene.

of

These two

This musical production
ing at the Broadway this

piece,

flowers which Mrs. Fisher
surrounded hersell with, and before

rather

displays a few

cial Set).

Broadway.

Then came

If

Broadway.

25 Mine.; One; Full Stage {24) (Spe-

those famous comedy newspaper
characters appeared at the finale, to
take a bow with his wife, who kissed
him sweetly as they were exiting.
of

Colonial.

bill

first

program

der her wedded name, which did not
injure her any, as witness the applause
when singing 'That's Art" with its reference to "Mutt and Jeff." The drawer

Serpentine Dancer.
15 Mine.; Full Stage (Special Set).

Clad in blue coat and white flannels
he offers his violin playing at the opening of the turn. A semi-classical num-

comes

the

to vaudeville, again as a "single," un-

13 Mins.; Full Stage.

Dancers.
10 Mine.; One.
Harlem O. H.

rag medley.

On

Phasma.

devoid of personality and that is what
counts in a great measure when one is
doing the ordinary musical routine.

ber

evening.

"Mr. Arthur Hammerstein presented"
the former Pauline Welch, who returns

Animal Act.

who performs

the violin

Hammerstein's.
Hammerstein's ran Mrs. Bud Fisher's new act through like a production

Monday

Pirate."

Musical Comedy.

Two.

21 Mins.;

One.

18 Mine.;

"The Dream

19

Spokane, Dec.
Lila Barbour

Former

plays

Songs
piano and joins in singing.
mostly of the "duo conversational"
sameness that
stripe giving act a
doesn't help. Small time at best.

is

16.

a local society girl

making her first appearance. She expects to go over the Pantages circuit.
What she needs just now to get ahead
is stage poise and self-confidence, having appearance, voice and clothes.

SHOW REVIEWS
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Baa BOB

tea

PALACL
Not

a

house on cold Tuesday
the Palace, blanche Ring

big

evening at

week of a
bill that doesn't get over much at any
time, excepting when Frank Keenan
and his company of two men play
"Vindication."
The audience obliged
Mr. Keenan to respond with a speech.
is

the headline feature this

Annette Kellermann is held over for
her second week, closing the performance in a handsome set surrounding
the tank, into which she dives as of
yore. Miss Kellermann has lost none of
the beauty of figure that made her so
distinctive

when

first

Cursing is not for vaudeville matinees.
Fine actor that Mr.
Keenan is, he is excellently supported
by Mac. M. Barnes as the governor.
The story tells of an old confederate
soldier appealing to the governor to
have his son shot instead of hung for
Mr. Keenan is the soldier.
murder.
His plea wins a respite for the boy.
the script).

playing

vaude-

and has a new dive or two.
One of the acts that fell below natural expectation was Doyle and Dixon,
opening after intermission.
These
boys acquired their sudden popularity
at the Winter Garden through dancing.
They appear to have forgotten that,
now going in more for recitative songs
and pantomimic comedy. Their first
number hardly brought any return, and
the second a conversational version of
"Victrola," with pantomime, got little

Horace Wright

is

the third member,

Josie

the governor's secretary.

Gordon and Rica opened the show.
Laddie Cliff was placed next to closing, following the Ring act, which
speaks aloud for the managerial opinion

the

of

Sime.

boy.

ville,

more. It was not until the real dancing the applause came strongly enou'gh
to denote the Palace audience appreciated them. It looks as though Doyle
and Dixon should frame another turn
for vaudeville, one that would permit
them to dance at the opening, and
then keep it up.

•

Several .acts fared badly in the way
of plaudits, starting with Jarrow in
"No. 2" spot. The Palace is a pretty
classy place for some of Jarrow's remarks. He caught a laugh here and
there, but simmered away at the finish.
Chretienne
and
Louisettc
(billed
sometimes as "The Two Hollanders")
did little better, although trying their
hardest.
This couple have returned
with what they went away with. Perhaps they haven't played the Palace
beiore, but they don't look as good
now as when first over, and the moving picture opening failed to start anything.
The Palace may be beyond

them

also.

the finish,

They

did their best with

rag

medley, something

a

that Clark and Verdi likewise used (as
Italians)

in

the

following

position.

Often the dialog of the two Italian
comedians got a little, but it was never
hearty nor did they do nearly as well
as they have often
done in other
houses. Clark and Verdi and Conroy
and Lemaire are using the same line.
Miss Ring's "Oh Papa" musical
comedy condensation has four people
beside herself and runs over 30 minutes.
It is fortunate to have Miss Ring
with her reputation for vaudeville in
it.
There is hardly anything else.
Several vaudeville tricks have been
utilized
and Miss Ring sings two
songs, one "Tipperary."
It could not
but be noted that the singer walked
out of a hotel suite through the first
entrance upon finishing, returning the
same way for an encore. "Dear Old
Pet" was the other song that meant
nothing more than a lyric to fit a sit-

uation.

"Vindication" was played by Mr.
Keenan in vaudeville about three years
ago.
The sketch can stand by itself,

and does not need the fiery oath (for
the stage) Mr. Keenan uses (it is in

fooling,
besides which he
turned out a couple of first grade palming tricks.
Next to closing were Van
and Schenck with songs and onehanded piano playing. The comedian
does an excellent unannounced imitation of Bert Williams, having a crack
song to do it with, but is using his best
verse of it first.
Mrs. Bud Fisher and Mildred and

Moore's

HAMMERSTEIN'S.

A

week with a freaky tinge
should draw extra business for Hambill

this

from the particuupon the strength of which Mrs.
Alsop (New Acts) was booked.

merstein's, especially
lar set

E. B.

She represented the freakiest portion
of Hammerstein's all over the house
Monday. The other museum number
is Zerah II (New Acts).
The remainder of the show ran to
regular vaudeville, with a couple of novelty turns closing the performance. The
first of these was "The Edge of the

World," a picturesque novelty containing highly colored moving displays
against a sheet, that please and puzzle.
The turn has such good value Loney
Haskell deemed it necessary to apologize to the audience for the position
given and to request the house to wait,
which the audience did. The wait was
worth while. Some chemical process is
utilized, and the effect is wholly new,
even for a picture film, which this is

not
The

other

novelty

was

a

good

"Weekly."

Pathe did something this
week with its special, reproducing
scenes of the Edison fire last Thursday,
also trying a little politics with a boom
for
the
American Ambassador to
France. It flopped. Unless the Hearst-

Selig

Weekly

commences

to

offer

something modern in the way of "pictured news," it might as well leave that
field to Pathe alone. It looks as though
the Pathe men travel on the 20th century and the Hearst Selig photographers use a hand-car.

Another act very much up to date

was Bert Levy,

the sketcher. He drew,
with the aid of his unique apparatus,
heads of Lord Roberts, King Albert,
Kaiser Wilhelm and President Wilson.
Excellent they were of the subjects,
and Mr. Levy scored correspondingly.

Gould and Belle Ashlyn did very
well following the freak headliner. Miss
Ashlyn sang a new song, "The Moving
Picture Hero." Jack Gardner furnished
a corking good comedy turn in his
"Cm-se You, Jack Dalton," film. The
picture has been timed to Mr. Gardner's dialog.
It's funny in conception
and the pictured meller travesty sent
Mr. Gardner over very big.
Genaro
and Bailey, on just ahead, have a new
opening with dialog, also a drop, closing with their former cake-walk hit.
E. J. Moore, a talking magician, was
on too early for full results, but
brought considerable laughter with his
talk and style of working.
He uses a
messenger boy "plant" who at least
looks the part, and the audience liked
Billy

Hayward,

New

Sime.

Acts.

AMERICAN ROOF.
Splendid

Monday

attendance
night and the

on

the

Roof

show was a big
success. The weather was rather cold,
but the Roof was just the right temperature and the audience was full of
enthusiasm from start to finish. The
show ran very long, a two-reel epiThis new
sode of "Zudora" closing.
has done a big flop and few of
patrons bother to wait for it.
The hit of the bill went to Eddie
Foyer.
He did not get them to any
extent with the comedy at opening,
but when he started reciting they
could have held him there all night.
His early comedy work resembles too
much of the same kind of material
used before. The hash house talk has
been done to death in burlesque. "A
Night in the Park" in the headline
spot came next in the hit column.
This act has Ruth Lockwood, Ted

ing's Circus.
in fine

COLONIAL
on paper, but eventually developed a
song-heavy, seven of the nine acts
present employing the orchestra, the
two exceptions coming at either end
of the bill in the Three Bonomor
Arabs and Lady Alice's Pets (New
Acts), the latter in closing spot. The
entire interior of the program represented a succession of numbers, without any direct conflict, but nevertheless a constructive fault that became apparent to even the uninitiated.
bit

Monday evening performance
brought a change in the running or-

The
der,

to

The act pleased very well,
the four boys doing some barber shop
get over.

harmony that was liked.
Something occurred Monday night
en the Roof that was the biggest kind
of a surprise. It was a great bunch of
American Beauties going over the footlights.
The lucky one on this occasion
was Ethel Kane (New Acts). Second
spot and getting roses is pretty good
for
a young woman.
This show
opened with Gray and Peters with their
bicycle routine.
The Roof stage may
have injured their work.
Something
did.
Ernest Pantzer and Co. with acrobatics were "No. 3," and put over a
good hit. The little dwarf is bound
to get the laughs, but he gets but few
chances. The tumbling and hand balancing work is done with the snap necessary for this kind of act. Hugh Norton and Co. (New Acts) closed the
first half.

Laurie and Aleen opened after the
picture that was used during
intermission. This couple found the going rather hard at the start, through
their position, but picked up as they
went on. The finish was hurt through
the kidding with the sign. This business is useless, and without it Monday
night the couple would have been good
for a couple more bows.
Johnson and D*an had the next to
closing spot and, considering the lateness (on until after eleven), the colored couple put over a good hit. They
certainly are as classy a pair of dark
entertainers as ever played vaudeville.
Miss Dean is dressing in the best of
taste, her clothes showing up most of
the women on the small time these

comedy

The show

closed with

Gobert Bell-

moving Lambert and

down

ball

next to closing spot, with Doc
O'Neill shoved up ahead of intermission.
Clark and Hamilton closed the

first

part

The Bonomor Trio gave
delightful

the

start,

the

bill

tumbling

a

and

whirlwind work of the "straight" men
effstanding the

short

member,

who,

third

things,
It's

a

comedy

among

of

the

other

introduced the baloon stunt.
great opening turn, neverthe-

and with some up-to-date comedy
would classify with the best.
Julia Curtis passed the danger mark

less,

safely

with her

singing imitations, a

sort of novelty in

its

way, for which

she deserves due credit.
Miss Curtis
doesn't show any exceptional taste in
stage dressing, the pink gown worn

Monday evening

failing

to help appearances.

her

in

The

any way

finale gave

an

opportunity to display what
the specialty carries and Miss
Curtis, with a strenuous effort, managed to bring out enough applause to
ability

warrant her presence in the spot.
Doc O'Neill has bolstered up his
monolog with some laughable "nut"
stuff and succeeded in keeping the
comedy section quite up to expectations.
O'Neill has a good delivery,
gets a number over well and edged
into the Colonial schedule very nicely.
Clark and Hamilton were in the
lead from beginning to finish, the antics of Clark carrying the laughs at
every point. The piece has all the ear-

marks

of

a

desirable

vaudeville prothe couple have eliminated much of the former burlesque
material that gave the turn the semblance of age. The Jap number with
duction,

and

accompanying changes, utilized for
finale, brought them over with a
bang and until Lambert and Ball came
its

the

view the English pair had practino opposition.
The Three Leightons with a new
member replacing "Rags" have finally
replaced their familiar former turn
with a likeable sequel, this in "one"
which allows for more comedy scope.
The new dancer seems to resemble
his predecessor in appearance, build
and routine, but lacks the ability,
although he eked out sufficient applause from his solo to warrant an ento

cally

The blackface man and his
working partner retain all their personality and carried the act through

core.

with

days.

them

satisfied

The Colonial collection for the current week looked exceptionally good

the

Banks and the Mecca Quartet. Ruth
a worker, and if she should form a
partnership with the fat boy of the
quartet they could do something as a
two-act.
Each has the personality to

act held

with the entertainment.

serial

is

The animal

and the house was well

little effort.

Evelyn

Nesbit

and

Jack

Clifford

SHOW REVIEWS
were undoubtedly responsible for the
near capacity gathering against the
extreme cold weather predominating,
and with their finish dance walked off
Miss Nesbit has
to solid applause.

worked her

gradually

away

specialty

from the "freak" classification and
seems capable of holding a position on
practically any bill where a turn of
her kind can consistently fit.
Bradley and Norris haVe a novelty
biin their offering, the man's expert
cycle

work coming

as a surprise, fol-

lowing the double singing endeavors
which seemed to hold up well, despite
a trace of

weakness to

The

his voice.

the best section, well conwith an appropriate number
and should win them favor anywhere.
Wynn.

encore

is

structed

PROSPECT.
ably affected the Prospect attendance,

although the unusual capacity of the

house necessitates a great gathering for

The elements without

carried no apparent bearing on the en-

thusiasm within and the show, while
not exactly of wonderful measure, went

along

in

smooth

called

hits,

from

style

The program

ish.

start to fin-

carried several so-

every one legitimate and

deserved, the applause honors going to
The Magleys and Bert Errol and the

comedy receptions being

Mme. Doria and

There was a jammed house at the AlSome club
hambra Monday night.
had purchased a block of seats and

her canine sketch
an opener, the novelty
of the turn combined with its general
excellence winning merit for the principal.
It's
somewhat different from

This, coupled with
packed the lower
floor of the house long before the curThe show was just a
tain went up.

the stereotyped dog act, carries a short
but interesting theme and is exceptionally well constructed and played.
Because of this the Prospect audience

that
fair entertainment with nothing
Irene
until
particularly
stood out
Franklin and Burton Green got to the
audience after the intermission. Miss
Franklin got a reception that would
have gladdened the heart of any artist
and throughout her turn there was fre-

warmed up sufficiently to send them
away to a reasonable hand.
Ellen Orr and Harry De Costa, the
latter accompanying on the piano, held

some of the boxes.

the regular audience

quent applause which culminated in a
near riot at the finish. The show was
stopped completely and the little auburned haired comedienne had to make
a speech before the program could be
resumed. She held the stage 32 minutes.

Raymond and Caverly who

followed
Franklin had the audience at
All of their regular
mercy.
their
"gags" got over and a number of
Miss

locals inserted for the especial benefit

were a riot.
Opening the show Jessie and Henry

of the visiting club

Bijouve offered a neat skating routine
that won applause. They were followed by Leonardi (New Acts) who had a
violin and guitar specialty.

Joe Boganny's Lunatic Bakers had
the third spot and were a laugh from
the start.
The boxing bout at the
finish was a scream with those in front
Juliette Dika (New Acts) appeared in
gowns and offered songs.
Closing the first part Allan Dinehart
assisted by Marie Louise Dyer, did

"The Meanest Man in the World." The
playing has been speeded up since first

shown

at the Colonial, but

still

there

is

something lacking to put the act over
at

the finish.

Opening the second part
and

Sister

offered

their

Fritz

Bruch
and

violin

Why

the brother is featured in the billing and the only notice
that the girl gets is "sister" is a mys-

'cello routine.

She works much harder than the
boy and should be given all credit.
The Fridkowsky Troupe of Russian
singers and dancers closed the show.
Their singing in Russian, employed to
tery.

open the act, is uninteresting, firstly,
because there are but few who understand it, and secondly, because it is
not exceedingly harmonious. The dancing

is of the rapid Russian type and
brought frequent applause. The act is
dressed gorgeously.

utilized for

second space with a mild singing
introducing a

number

skit,

of "impressions,"

"Prima Donna"
number from "The Enchantress." This
earned the couple some reward, but at
best Miss Orr will find the big time
somewhat difficult with such progresthe best being of the

sive competition in

abundance.

The Magleys were
down from opening

evidently moved
third position
and with an excellent repertoire of fast
dances had their own way from the
start.

to

This couple possesses

sentials

of

their

calling

all

the es-

and on ther

Prospect performance bid well to outlive the present crop of dancers that
seem to have invaded vaudeville on little
more than nerve. The Magleys have a
finish that will carry them along anywhere.

The Courtney
a

hit,

Errol
for

his

but a

little

Sisters

has grooved a distinct
female characterization,

producing endeavors running second only to his excellent falsetto. Errol makes no attempt to deceive the
audience as to sex, but manages to
make a firm impression as to his artistic
His impression of Marguerite
ability.
singing the Jewel number from "Faust"
is probably the best thing Errol has
his

For a

ever attempted.

finish

sure

is

it

keep its sponsor in the running on
He scored emphatically.
any bill.
Wynn.
to

rather evenly

Flannagan and Edwards, Fanny Brice and Fred Ardath's

was

Bert

mark

UNION SQUARE.

between

divided

rural skit, the latter in closing position.

ALHAMBRA.

list of comedy numbers, which
seem well adapted to her style.

with her

Tuesday's extreme cold weather prob-

a fair showing.

21

were likewise

more judgment

in the

arrangement of their repertoire would
eradicate the presence of the existing

roughness.
"Carolina" was rendered
with telephones, for some reason or
other, there being no evident excuse
for the "prop," and for a closer the
girls picked "Be My Little Bumble
Bee," a song that has long since gone
its vaudeville way.
Their encore pulled
them over to the expected height, however, and suggests that a little progressiveness would keep this sister act well
up with the rest of big time's doubles.
Miles and Ray closed the first intermission period with "An Innocent
Bystander," the offering running strictly true to form, although on second
sight one must speculate on the wisdom of the present finish. While the
Prospect audience is far from a rural
classification, they seemed to stumble
on the final adjustment, although the
skit proper went big throughout.
Flannagan and Edwards found things
made to order for their comedy vehicle
and reached the encore and speech
period without much effort.
Fannie
Brice likewise had little trouble in scoring a favorable impression, particularly

was

Everything

Tuesday

night.

downward

slide

the

against

show

,The mercury did a
that

sent

piercing

sweeping back
and forth through the Union Square
theatre which the management fought
blasts of a northeaster

The furnace was
valiantly to subdue.
working and there was some heat in
the radiators, but it was not sufficient
to warm up the audience. Furthermore
the show was not the kind to thaw
out any audience and there was not a
corporal's guard left when the professional tryouts

The

came on around

10.30.

did not run smoothly

bill

and

with only one of the acts showing any
big time earmarks the results were all
that could be expected in the first al-

most-zero weather.
They have what

announced as

is

every Tuesday
and Friday." If the turns on view
this past Tuesday may be accepted
as a criterion what patronage is left of
the Union Square is bound to seek other

amusement

Among

refuges.

the "tryouts"

well Blake Russell.
this

man on

was one Dar-

Who

ever sicked

the vaudeville stage prob-

ably thought he

Jefferson had but a fair house

Tuesday

night, with the audience

more

was on
Tuesday evening they gave away a
husband at this house, but on this occasion, for a little variety, a wife was

than ordinarily enthusiastic.

It

The comedy from this, though
was good for a big laugh

given.

rather rough,

and the plant selected from the men
handled his part very well, as did the
woman he selected. It looked as if
there was going to be a riot when the
master of ceremonies asked if there
were any volunteers, after he had called
off numbers, none of which materialized, with the result that about 25 of
the Fourteenth street male would-beweds made a mad rush for the stage
but were kept off by scientific handling
by those

in

charge.

The show was headed by

the Danc-

Kennedys and the Lauder Singing
Pictures. Two men with bag pipes and
kilts held forth in the lobby and made
enough noise to let the neighborhood
know that there was something going
ing

The

pictures got something at the
but that was all. The Kennedys
started with a round of applause and
finished very strong. The dancers have
the steps and the speed they like down
there and the whirling made a big im-

on.

start,

pression.

Nevarre opened the show with

his

The man showed a
and made a nice opening

slack wire work.

tryouts

"professional

JEFFERSON.
The

was putting over a

good routine

The Lauder pictures followed.
turn.
The Two Lakes did well enough in the
The man with his Irish
third spot.
comedy was able to gather a few
laughs. The female end looks nice and
handles her numbers in a good way,
good bit out of each song.
Franklin Gale and Co. got over nicely
with a dramatic sketch that has a num-

getting a

ber

of

The

laughs.

tickling

not especially

the

of

practical joke.

man's

feet

The Littlejohns and Dorman and
Nelson (New Acts) were followed by
Cooper, the colored ventriloquist, who
pleased with his voice-throwing stunt
More speed would
in the barbershop.
help.
After a Mary Pickford reprint
that w as neither interesting nor funny,
a pantomime act billed as Klein and
Erlanger, worked along some old lines.
It's a family affair with two kids showing up at the finish in clown makeup.
Edna Richardson did fairly well, considering the time, the place and the
weather. Miss Richardson dresses well
and her popular song medley should
find favor.
The Manuel-Alexander Co.
sounds like a new name, but the act
is one that has played around here for

but

made them howl down town.

some

time.

The German

character re-

it

The

is

artistic,

players handle the dialog
with a snap that helps greatly.
Scott and Wilson opened after the
husband-giving-away, and as their work
was done from the audience they did
not have a hard time to keep the people
amused. Sch can's "Rough House Kids"
This act is very old, but it
did big.
must be said in its favor they keep up
with song numbers.
Hilton and Roberts were next to
closing and did as well as could be
three

asked pretty late. A good part of the
house filed out after the matrimonial
This couple have the appearaffair.
ance and clothes to get over. Kaiser's
Terriers showed canine intelligence in
the closing spot.

mains the same, but there are new peo-

DOING BUSINESS FOR "PAN."

two roles. The latter
more effective work than

ple in the other

are doing far
the

former players.

small time.
Adelaide

A

Hermann and

good

act

Co., headlin-

and proved the
thing on the program.
In succession followed Marshall, Dean and

ing,

San Francisco, Dec.

Though opening with a bad

for

mystified, pleased

best

Reeves and Osborn's dogs, both under
New Acts. Of the tryouts little Miss
Virnie danced effectively, but too long.
This young woman has talent.
The
Crescent Quartet showed too late to
hnve a chance.

16.

cold at

Pantages with her big "girl act,"
Frances Clare raised the gross receipts
for the week over that of the preceding weekly period in the local vaudeville theatre.

The Frances Clare-Guy Rawson

turn

have been increasing the
business all along the Pantages chain
thus far traveled, also James J. Corbett, who is another headliner on that

is

said

time.

to

MOVING PICTURES
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PICTU RE "TRUSTACASE," IN
Now

"Moving Picture Trust"

Suit to Dissolve

Before Court

Briefs Submitted in Philadelphia.

for Decision.

State-

ment Made That General Film Co. Stockholder
Received 1,600 Per Cent Return on $10,000
Investment.
Philadelphia, Dec.

16.

After four days of argument before

Judge Dickinson
dissolve

to

suit

in

the United States

Court here, the government's

District

the so-called motion

Sherman

picture trust under the

law

trust

now under

is

Court and a verdict

tion of the

anti-

the considera-

be expected within a short time.

may
At

the conclusion of the argument printed
briefs

were

sides

and

filed

these

by attorneys for both

now

are

being re-

viewed by the Court.
In arguing for the defense Charles
S.

Kingsley, counsel

for

Motion

the

Picture Patents Co., claimed that self

preservation and not a desire to form
a

monopoly

caused

among

the

various

plained

of.

It

there

was no

was

the

agreements

concerns
also

com-

argued that

interstate trade such as

would bring the alleged

trust

under the

Sherman Law.
The Motion Picture Patents Co. was
formed, the lawyer said, to hold pat-

them

ents, issue
art, issue

accept

to

tor the practice of the

licenses to practitioners

from

royalties

and

licenses.

There was no purpose of a conspiracy
to

monopolize or restrain the trade, he

The

said.

consolidation of the patents

and inventions was to advance the art,
and eliminate infringement and consequent litigation.

The conditions were

such, he said,

that in order to insure a revenue

the different patents

it

from

it

adopted. The only practical means of
insuring protection and obtaining revenue under the patents was to control

them by

this method.
Mr. Kingsley said the necessity of

protecting the rights of the exhibitors
was also recognized. If one exhibitor
extensively adveitised he would on a
certain date exhibit a picture which

had made a

with the public, it was
pot fair that his competitor across the
street should be able to arrange for
hit

same

the

you

don't

advertise In VARIETY
advertise at all.

don't

01 the

same

picture by

exhibitor.

"Well, Mr. Kingsley," interrupted
Judge Dickinson, "does not your argu-

ment bring it down
whether you do not
commerce in one way

question

the

to

stifle

interstate

order to boost
it in another?
In other words, taking
your own explanation regarding the
advantage taken by one exhibitor of
the advertisement of his rival: if you
advertise to show a certain him and I
secure the same film and divert the
crowd to my show, is it not an interference with interstate commerce when

you enter

me

vent

in

agreements whicn picfrom engaging in this cominto

petition?"

Mr. Kingsley argued that while it
might appear so at first glance, it was
not so in experience, as under those
circumstances the one exhibitor got
the business and his competitor got
nothing.
Whereas if they both were
obliged

exhibit

to

pictures

different

crowd

would be divided in its
choice of the two attractions, or, as
was true in many cases, they would
the

patronize

both

The

shows.

effect,

was to stimulate business.
"Yes, but not competition," suggested the judge.
Mr. Kingsley argued that it did not
destroy competition except to prevent
therefore,

from becoming destructive of the

it

business.

There
prices

was

a

the

in

of

fixing

minimum
Mr.
was done

Edison

licenses,

Kingsley admitted, but this
the suggestion of the licensees, to
prevent the possibility of Edison, as
a competing producer, from cutting
prices, and also to compel competition
at

in the quality

and the subjects

in

mov-

ing pictures.

Mr. Kingsley argued that there was
no violation of interstate commerce, as
the

picture

business,

from

a

legal

standpoint, could not be construed as

an

article

of

commerce.

The inven-

tions were copyrighted under the

Fedand were the exclusive use of the patentee until he had
by some act relinquished proprietorship, and gave them into public domain. The defendants had not by any
eral

laws, he

said,

specific or implied action released the

patents from their possession by which
the public could claim them an article
of free trade, he said.

Melville Church, a

lawyer,
If

in

and repetitions

was recognized

would be necessary to have interlocking restrictions.
These companies were not dealing with any ordinary commercial article, but with
patent rights which could only be made
valuable by the adoption of some efftctive means of preventing infringement.
It was therefore to stimulate
business and not to stifle it that the
different patent rights were consolidated by interlocking agreements and
the system of leases and royalties
that

same picture a
advance. If that condition
was permitted to continue it
meant the ruination of the business.
Measures also had to be adopted to
prevent the conflicting of programs
exhibition of the

the

day or two

followed

New York

Mr.

PROTESTS

argument on the exclusive right of the

GOVERNMENT ARGUMENT ON

patent
Kingsley, and

took up the thread of his colleague's

defendants to their patents.
He argued that the contract with the government on copyrights was inviolable,
and that the defendants were at liberty
to apply their patents as suited their
wisdom. In the present case, the patentees were making a legal and proper
use of their inventions and were not in
any way violating the Sherman AntiTrust law.
In the hope that the case could be
completed Thursday a night session
of the Court was held but it was found
necessary to continue over into Friday.
At the night session former
Congressman Reuben O. Moon of
this city concluded the arguments for
the Motion Picture Patents Co.
In opening his argument Mr. Moon,
like the other attorneys for the defense, spoke of the disorganized condition of the trade before the formation of the Motion Picture Patents
Co. in 1908.
At that time producers,

exchange dealers and exhibitors were
rot legally engaged in the business,
he asserted, as everyone of them was
infringing on patents belonging to
In ten years, before the organization of the Patents Company, he
were
infringement
suits
said,
110
others.

brought by the
pressing
turers

the

and in
manufac-

rival interests,

cases

were almost

several

financially

ruined.

At Friday morning's session Special
Assistant Attorney General Grosvenor
brought the arguments to a close. He
laid special
emphasis on the great
profits

the

made by

With competitors

out of the way, he said, the General
Film Co. conducted such an enormous
business that in its first year of existence it disbursed over $2,000,000 from
profits, paid large dividends on stock,
and at least one of the organizers of
the company netted 1,600 per cent, on
his investment.
The company's operations could be
realized, the lawyer said, when in 18
months of 116 of its competiting exchanges' only one survived, 68 having
been absorbed by it and the rest
forced out of business by the unreasonable and illegal restrictions in its
license agreements.
Of the disbursements, Mr. Grosvenor said, more than
$1,000,000 was used in buying up competing exchanges.
Another million
was distributed among manufacturers,
exchange dealers and exhibitors who
had invested in the company. It was
just as much the purpose of the company to prevent competition as it was
to protect patents and patent rights.
By its license agreements the film
company tried to control every element of the art, he said, and its severity in dealing with licensees who committed infractions of the contracts was
aptly demonstrated in the case of
Louis M. Swaab, an exchange dealer
of

this

city.

It

cost

Swaab $100

to

release a film order ten minutes before the time fixed in the schedule of
the license agreement.

Mr. Grosvenor urged that the government had proved that every act
of the defendants since amalgamating
their interests was intended to obtain
a monopoly and restrain trade.
If

you

don't

advertise in VARIETY
advertise at all.

don't

TAX.
16.

Declaring that his picture house

is

not a theatre, H. F. Goldacker has pro-

payment

tested

of

a special war tax

and raised a question of nation-wide
importance

to

owners

similar

of

houses.

Mr.

Goldacker contends he

gaged

:a

en-

giving public exhibitions of
pictures in a building having no stage,
He claims,
pit,
boxes or gallery.
therefore, that he is liable only to section 8 of the special war tax law.
He demands a refund of the amount
he has paid to Internal Revenue Collector Cole, claiming it was wrongfully collected.
In protesting to the
collector he declares the cashier of the
office had no authority to refuse payment on the statement presented to
the cashier, as it was a correct account
of Mr. Goldacker's business as defined
in

He

by law.

also claims that he

was

make a statement under oath
which he knew was incorrect, paying
forced to

taxes under said statement under pressure, as he was not and is not conducting a theatre.

He

contends that Webster's diction-

ary and all the other authorities define
a theatre as "a house for the exhibition
dramatic performances, such as
of

comedies and farces in a
comprehending the stage,
boxes, galleries and balconies."

tragedies,

playhouse
pit,

MICA EXTENDING.

the defendants since

consolidation.

WAR

Syracuse, Dec.

The

Tri-State

Feature

Film

Co.,

with offices in Philadelphia, Baltimore

and

Wilkes-Barre,

week signed

this

contracts with the Mica Film Corporation for the Kriterion service.

Tri-State

is

composed

of

The

David Keen,

Lee Sonneborn, Andrew G. Steen and
M. J. Sonneborn, all veterans in filmdom.
A. M. Kennedy, head of the Kriterhas taken general charge of the
Santa Barbara Co., which is to contribute to the Kriterion program and
entirely reorganized it. He also is suion,

pervising the distribution of franchises

manufacturers who will become
with the service.

tc the
allied

CALIFORNIA'S DENIAL.
The

California

(Eastern
nial its

Office)

Motion Picture Co.
makes emphatic de-

withdrawal from the Alco pro-

gram was caused by

that

concern's

declining to handle the feature, "Mrs.

Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch."
"On the contrary," declares a statement from the California Co., "the
picture was withdrawn by us from the
Alco program because we sought and
obtained cancellation of our contract
with the Alco Film Corporation for
sufficient

reasons.

"Even after this cancellation was
announced to the officers of the Alco
Film Corporation, the latter endeavored to persuade us to release 'Mrs.
Wiggs on the Alco program.
" 'Mrs. Wiggs' and further productions made by the California Motion
Picture Co. will be released through
the World Film Corporation."
1
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STRAND'S OPPOSITION OUTLINED.

THANHOUSER REWRITING
"ZUDORA" NOT PLEASING
Have Informed Manufacturer Unless 6th
Episode Improves Further Releases will be Refused.
Same Concern Made Half Million with First
Continuous Feature.

Exhibitors Said to

the sixth episode

Commencing with

$100, $50

and $25 are also offered the

the latest Thanhouser
instructions have been issued at
the New Rochelle plant to rewrite the
In the revision considerable
scenario.
change will be made in the characters

branches making the best record each
week.
Employees of the home office not
provided for otherwise will receive a
division of 2 per cent, of the gross ex-

outlined, accord-

cess in gross collections established for

"Zudora,"

of

serial,

and story as at

first

the

ing to report.

The Thanhouser people were

noti-

said, that un-

by exhibitors, it is
the weekly installments of the picture were bettered, further service beyond the fifth episode would be deThis, together with the apparclined.

fied

less

have

ent faults in the serial, is said to

commence

tically

"Zudora"

nearly $500,000

Charles

J.

have netted

to

changes were

"The

This hapthe

president,

its

was

Hite,

title

its first serial,

Mystery-."

death, according

of the

The same

said

on

Dollar

when

pened

picture, after

had been made for

series.

may be retained.
Thanhouser is
Million

new

a

a large investment
the

to prac-

decision

the

brought about

to

made

Thanhouser

story,

the
in

the

plant,

with corre-

spondingly conflicting results.

WORLD'S PROFIT-SHARING.
Manager

Lewis J. Selznick of the World Film
Corporation this week made public the
details of a profit-sharing plan by which

employees

all

will

participate

participate

manager

in

the

do

profit-sharing

plan.

in

the

success of the concern.
The schedule of bonuses is based on
a division of the U. S. and Canada into
divisions, the divisions into branches
and the branches into its individual
spesalesmen and office employees.
cial division is made for the home offinancial

A

LICHTMAN WITH WORLD.
who recently sold out
holdings in the Alco, this week
He
joined the World Film forces.
takes charge of a new department, becoming manager of special attractions.
The first of these is "Your Girl and
Mine," a Woman's Suffrage subject, exploited through a unique selling idea by
Al Lichtman,

his

which the Cause participates

in its prof-

its.

TO BOOST
The wholesale

the

scenarios

special

written

community.

each

ploit

It

is

ex-

to

being

urged that the publicity secured to the
towns selected will have .an advertising value and the pictures will be, in
themselves, valuable as an educational
feature.

W. Mahan,

Imperial,

is

fices.

A minimum

gross amount of business is established for each division
and branch and the bonuses are paid on
earnings in excess of this minimum.
Division managers will receive 5 per

100 CITIES.

city boosting plan in-

augurated by tlie Imperial Motion Picture Co. under the title of "Maiden
America" contemplates the filming of
industrial and civic scenes in 100 cities
of the United States, the list having
already been selected.
The films will be released in a series,
the number not yet having been announced. A little girl will figure in

J.

general manager of the
directing the enterprise.

LEDERER HAS "THE FIGHT.'

»t

The George W. Lederer Stage Film
New York corporation, has completed as its first feature film "The

Co., a

will

minimum.)
set

aside

The branch managers
10

per

cent,

of

their

premiums to which the corporation will
add a like amount and the total will
be divided among the branch employees'
once every three months.
Salesmen will receive from 4 per
cent, on contracts they make for "Class
A" pictures to 12 per cent, on contracts for "Class C" pictures. The percentages are based on gross cash collections on each salesman's business
and the total paid after deduction of his
salary and expenses.
Special prizes of

duced
five

last

acts,

year

made

in

New

York.

into a screen

"The players as much as possible address spoken lines to each other," said
Lederer, describing what he called an
innovation in the feature, "and we have
reduced sub-titles to a minimum by
permitting the audience as far as posto read
characters."
sible

the

moving

lips

of the

Margaret Wycherly lias the leading
John E. Kellard has
an important part. Others are Kathrole in the film.

crinc

La

Salle,

Tim

Cronin,

Strowbridge (now in "Daddy
Legs") and Edna Hibbard.

This frontage

but 30 feet, just sufficient for an entrance on the main
The property also inthoroughfare.
cludes an "L" into 48th street, where it
has a frontage on the north side of 119
feet including 215 to 225 West 48th
is

street.

The

enterprise

it

in

still

its

early

according to report, the promotors having taken an option on part
of the property which expires Jan. 1.
The Broadway frontage involved is
now occupied by small stores.
stages,

Guide, the
real estate authority of the metropolis,
makes the project the text of lengthy
editorial comment in which it points out
that the constant increase of expensive
theatre operations is advancing appropriate land values enormously. It also
points out that "Probably theatres will
pay very much better as soon as the
new subway gets into operation. Improved means of communication will
do more for the business of providing

amusements in Manhattan than it will
do for any other class of business. It
should eventually result in the substantial increase in prices throughout the
whole amusement district."
Commenting on the general trend of

show business the editorial says:
"There can be but little doubt that
the huge number of places of amusement is, in itself, an impediment to increasing public patronage. When there
were not more than a dozen first class
theatres in the city, a person who was
interested in the drama could follow
them with discrimination and could pick
out the plays, which were worth going

Charles

Long-

don't

advertise in VARIETY
advertise at all.

don't

P. A. Powers, as president of the
United Film Service, in an interview
this week, made plain his position
against the movement to advance picture
theatre admission prices, and
against "the misguided ambition of the

man who seeks to place the motion
picture on a plane with theatrical productions."
Mr. Powers contends that the higher
scale will drive back the amusement*
seeker of restricted means to the gallery (of the legitimate theatres) from
which the picture shows drew their
original
patronage.
The interview
contains an argument also for a return
to single reels* with only an occasional
big feature.

ROLFE-FISKE ALLIANCE.
B. A. Rolfe, the contributor to the

Alco program,
Francisco,

left

there

week

for

San

superintend

the

this

to

completion of the studio and plant at
Hollywood, announcing before his de-

New York that he had
formed an alliance with Harrison Grey
Fiske, the legitimate producer under
which the Rolfe Co, will command the
dramatic works owned by Mr. Fiske.
The arrangement also contemplates
a film production in which Minnie
Madden Fiske will be featured in one
of her former stage successes.
parture from

KIND WORDS FOR HUBBY.
Los Angeles, Dec.

16.

Peggy

Blevins, 22 years old, a former
leading woman with the Selig Co. at
Prescott, Ariz., defendant in a divorce

action brought here by Carroll W.
Davis, a wealthy cattle man, startled
the court room by praising her hus-

The

band.

couple's friends hope for

a reconciliation.

.

-

Mabel Lloyd, a cabaret dinger, and
Hubert Gerald Quin, director for a picture company, were married here this
week.

and now, that there are between
30 and 40 theatres at which expensive
entertainments are being offered, the
labor of picking out preferred plays is
excessive.

"A confused impression is made upon
customers of the theatres who do not
go as often as they used to go, and
v/hose preference, when they do go, is
more likely to be determined by acci-

and any play which does arouse
interest
draws such large
crowds that anybody who wishes to see
it from a good seat is obliged to pay
popular

an additional sum to a ticket agency.
Theatres are built in such large quantities, not because they are immediately
profitable, but because managers need
them in order to make productions in
New York, which may subsequently be
remunerative on the road."
Ruth

Elder

has

retired

from

the

Than-

houser organization.

Maude Fealy has
from

retired

the

Joined the Balboa, having

Thanhouser

company

last

Saturday.
n.

you

POWERS FOR NICKEL SCALE.

to see;

Rolfe

A.

formerly
If

understood to

tion,

by Herbert Hall Winslow and personally staged by Mr. Lederer.

the

is

be the proposition backed by Lewis C.
Van Riper of Chicago, to start an opposition to the Strand, (pictures).
The location ii on the west side of
Broadway 93 feet north of 48th street.

version

$100 of excess to $25 for each
$100 of excess beyond the tenth unit
of $100.
(This would mean a premium
of $137.50 on an increase of $1,000 over
the first

This

others, owners.

It is in

Fight," the Bayard Veiller drama, pro-

such excess.

othce and theatre building at Broadway
and 48th street by Thomas W. Lamb,
the architect for Leonard L. Hill and

The managers of the
dental reasons.
theatres are alleged to spend much larger sums in advertising to attract atten-

Branch managers
will receive premiums based on each
$100 of excess ranging from $2.50 for
cent, of

a 20-story

filed for

The New York Record and

his

many

operation

Vice-president and General

not

general

officers of the corporation

late

With

living.

The

branches.

•

and other

Plans have been

Durkln
Cal.

has

sinned

James

Durkln,

dlrrctor for the Thanhouser.
Mr.
leave Immediately for Hollywood,

will

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
By GUY PRICB.
Eddie Abeles Is back in Loa Angeles after
hurried trip east.

Blanche Sweet

la

appearing in her

Lure with the Lasky Co.
Virginia."

It

first pis-

! "The Warrens

of

Morgan Wallace, now

In New York. Is said
be contemplating returning to pictures on

to

the Coaat.

J. P. McOowan, the director, Is still In the
hospital as a result or his fall from a telepole, and his physician fears hs may
be paralysed.
Plucky fellow, though ; hs directs bis pictures from an Invalid chair.

xraph

Dorothy Oiah la back at work ageln after
her run-in with an automobile.

They

are

giving

Bpottlswoods

Altken,

Mutual director, the sobriquet of "the perfect" father since hi* baby won Drat prise at
h recent baby show In Paaadena, Cal.

th<>

Many stars will be featured at a big New
Year'a Evo ball to be held in Los Angeles.
Duatin Farnum plans to have a "Back East"
Christmas even If he is In California.
He
will take a party of friends to the summit of
snow-capped Mt. Wilson for the holiday.

Lorena Foster has returned from Santa
hnrbara, where she was featured by the Santa
She will join a Loa Angeles
Co.

Harbara
studio.

la said to be having the time of
She says she likes
In Loa Angeles.
work, the sunshiny climate and the
company of a host of good friends abe has
made since entering the film field.

Elsie Janls

her

life

picture

If

you

don't

m

advertise
advertise at

VARIETY
all.

don't

;
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NEW INCORPORATIONS.

ABOLISHING CENSOR BOARD.

Albany, N. Y., Dec.
Associated Theatrical Maaagcre,

16.

Cincinnati, Dec. 16.

lac.,

of New York City. Capital, $10,000. Ernest J. Carpenter, Louis W. Qreiner, Augustine P. Bairanco.
Flctlea Plctarea, of New York City.
Capital, $25,000. Louis J. Vance, Benjahouse, San Francisco,
former home of the Metropolitan Opera Co.,
Is playing World feature Alms, booking them
In for a week each and billing as for a road
The American, Salt Lake (caattraction.
pacity, 3,500) Is another World capture.

Ths

opera

Tlyoll

The Alliance executive headquarters In the
Leavitt building, West 40th street, are being
extended

take

to

practically

In

the

entire

11th floor.
Kline, widely known advance and circus agent, is now connected with the Pittsburgh office of the World Film Corporation. •

Dave

(Warner's Fea-

The United Film Service

will soon release the first of the
films, having to do with New

tures, Inc.)

Rose

Jack

Rose asserts the pictures
York's underworld.
disclose much "Inside stuff" of gangdom.

Warfleld, formerly leading ingenue
& A. and who played opposite Robert
Edeson in Belasco's "The Girl 1 Left Behind

Irene
with 8.

Me," was engaged this week to support Orrln
Johnson in "Satan Sanderson," the next release of the B. A. Rolfs Co., through the Alco
program.

The Photoplayera' Weekly Is an interesting
publication Issued in Los Angeles concerning
screen players.
The edition of Dec. 5 contains
several
entertaining
Interviews with
Coast camera actors and directors.

A canvas of the large cities of the United
States will be made by a general committee
to select the Maid of America, the principal
figure In the Warner Feature, Inc., serial.
Big corporations everywhere have promised
their co-operation to the Made in America
publicity campaign which the feature 1b to
further.

Elsie Jsnla

was married

last

week. But only

Courtenay Foote was the brideIn pictures.
groom In the Bos worth, Inc., feature "The
Caprices of Kitty." the first Paramount release in whioh Miss Janls figures.

Owen Moore has been engaged by Bosworth
play opposite Elsie Janls in "Betty In
Search of a Thrill."

to

Betty Nansen, tragedienne and leading woof the Royal theatre, Copenhagen, and
one of the world's leading interpreters of
Shakespeare's and Ibsen's women characters,
She Is enwill arrive In New York Dec. 22.
gaged to act before the camera in a series of
serious photoplays for the William Fox Productions extraordinary*

man

Harry GTrlbbon, principal comedian of the
Morosco Stock Co., Los Angeles, Cal., has
signed a two-year contract with Keystone.

A realignment of the new World Film Corporation selling force brings George J. Belhoff
from Philadelphia to the Indianapolis branch:
W. W. Kulp takes charge of the Cleveland
branch ; B. H. Stabler, Atlanta, and C. L.
McVey in charge In Kansas City and the
Southwest.
Western Import Co., returned a few days ago from London.
"The film business," be said, "has not
suffered In England In proportion to other

Roy N. Altken, manager

of the

It Is better than before the war.
film Is barred from exportation and
a great opportunity for the Amerimaker to break Into the South American

Indeed,

lines.

European

Edward O'Conner,
son,
old

field."

William E. Whlston has resigned from the
George Klelne New York office to represent
the Box Office Attraction Co., Inc., with headquarters In Syracuse.
Charles Van Houten, carpenter- In-chief
the Thanhouser, has left that company.

for five years with EdiDick Lee, another

next week.

The Gem

picture

theatre

at

Mt.

Sterling,

Ky., formerly owned by a company and managed by D. D. Smith, has been sold to H. R.
Callway, who took over the management this
week.

The Kentucky Good Roads motion picture
exhibit, which will be shown In the Kentucky

building

sition,

was run

the Panama-Pacific expothe first time last week
Frankfort, Ky.
One of the
views shows Gov. McCreary leading the workera in work on a state road.
the

at

at

off for

Grand,

Harry Pollard, of the American, has started
work on a four-reeler.
William Carroll, a character actor from the
legitimate, Is a new acquisition to the Coast
picture forces.

"As a Man Thlnketh" Is a Beauty comedy.
Frank Cooley In the principal role.

Richard Stanton not only heads the cast in

"A

Political

A

Feud" but also

is

forthcoming Thomas H.

directing It

Ince

release Is

"In the Land of the Otter," which
taken on the Mexican border.

Is

being

the report from the Coast that Incehas been made a postofflce and Is now
•'officially recognized" as such in Washington.
It's

vllle

at

Howell Hansel, director of "The Million
Dollar Mystery." has been assigned to the position of director in chief at the Thanhouser,
filling the berth recently vacated by the retirement of Lloyd Lonergan.

Arthur James, of the Mutual, is oat with
a press 6tory that Marguerite Snow is going
to wear "Made in America" clothes not only
In the pictures but on the streets.

"A Denver Romance" has

the Mayor of
Denver as a feature for a portion of the picture.

Frad Mace may become a member of the

company

at the Peerless.

Oscar Nagl«. boss carpenter at the Peerless studios, finished there on Saturday.
Will 8. Davis of the Life Photo Corporation Is directing "The Avalanche" at the Ruby
Studio. The production will be completed this
In the cast there are Catherine CounWilliam H. Tooker, Sue Balford. Claire
Mesero, Carolyn French, Vivian Tobln, Edward Roseman. Fraunie Franholts and D. J.
Flanagan. John Arnold Is turning the crank.

week.
ties,

O.

A. C.

Thomas Hill, an aviator, was killed at
Venice (Cal.) while looping the loop before
the camera, the machine toppling the blrdman
to the ground.
William B. Hart In the western picture,
ttfe Sage Brush Country," uses the same

"In

old six-shooters Jesse James brandished during his palmy days. Hart is said to be their
present owner.

Lund has returned from Havana.
casting for "The ButterIs to produce for the World

Film. He will do all of the Interiors at the
Fort Lee studios of the company and start for
Florida shortly after New Year's to complete
Barbara Tennant will
the exterior scenes.
be starred In the production.

W.

Mlddleton, directing "Wildfire," In
which Lillian Russell is to be starred, left for
Lakewood, N. J., Monday with a company of
eight for a number of exteriors.
J.

Maurice Tourneur, who Is directing the production of "Alias Jlmmle Valentine" for the
World Film, began taking scenes of the feaRobert
ture at the Peerless studio Thursday.
Warwick Is playing the lead.

Sam Ryan, who has cast for the trainer In
He
"Wildfire," Is HI with plura pneumonia.
has been replaced In the cast and all of the
early scenes In which he appeared will be retaken.

The Atlas Motion Picture Co. has incorporated for $20,000 and opened offices In DeCharles Rose, Frank Schaffer and Percy
Upton are the principal stockholders.

Is

representing the DramaHe
northern New York.

flrope Company In
will open an office In Buffalo.

Myrtle Stedman

Is

playing In two Bosworth

With Elsie Janls,
feature* at the same time.
under direction of Phillips Smalley, she enacts
a heavy role, while under guidance of Lois

Weber Rhe plays an Ingenue
lyn Arbuckle company.

role in the

Mack-

N.

Capital,

Y.

L ml ted Program FUaa Serrlsc, of New
York City. Capital, $50,000. Joseph A.
McKlnney, Orrln S. Coan, of New York,
and J. A, Schuchert of Buffalo.
Artrccord Coraoratloa, of New York
City.
Capital, $500.
To manufacture
sound producing; records. Harry Von
Tilser, H. Harold Qumm, of New York,
and John T. Norris, Jr., Brooklyn.
Port Rleaaaoad Theatre Co- of Port
Richmond, N. Y. Capital, $1,000. Vaudeville and pictures.
Thos. F. McMahon,
Anna T. Heimberg, Arthur Stegmann, of

New York

City.

Ceatral Theatre Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.
$1,000.
General
amusement.
Emanuel Newman. Wm. R. Jackson, Wm.
A. Thue.
Flash Amswesseat Co., lac, of Tonawanda, N. Y. Capital, $6,000. General
Capital,

amusement.

Ralph

Brown,

8.

Wm.

C.

Hubman, Chas. J. Knoell.
Made la U. 8. A. Iadastrlal FUaa Exhlhlts, of New York City. Capital, $60.000.
Richard W. Mensles, Brooklyn, N.
Y.; Harry Leaser, Bronx; Frederick Williams, New York City.
F. L. FerffwsoaVa Theatrical Baterr s*?^ of New Tork Clt y- Capital. $10.?
i
000. Photo play producing. Frederick L.
Ferguson, Cordelia Ferguson, Reuben J.
Wlttsteln. of

New York

City.

Seeaarlo Authors' League, of New York
(No capital). To protect picture
copyright laws. H. B. Hunphy, of Carbondale, N. Y.; Marie I* Hudson, Catherine Cosgrlff. Harry H. Klrby, James C.
Corbett, Raymond S. Clarke, of New
York City, and Virginia Wilson, of
Brooklyn, N. Y.
^.?jeiri !? Meyerholf. lac., of New York
City. Capital. $5,000. Booking circuses
and carnivals. Henry Meyerhoff, Victor
D Levitt, Morris Taxler, of New York
City.

my*

Moderm Files Laboratorleav
of
ew * Y.ork Clty Capital, $10,000. lacsGeneral
Jl
theatrical
and motion picture manufacture.
Isaac
Picker,
Morris Medove,
Bronx; Halley Tarr, of New York City.
Georgetown, Del., Dec. Id,
r.K .*
w
Charters have
been filed at the State Department, at Dover, Del., for the creation of the
following corporations:
Tempo Film Corporation, Wilmington, Del.;
capital.
ie00.00O.
W. O. Taylor, M. ll
Rogers, Barry W. Davis, all of Wilmington.
Popp Motion Picture Co.. Wilmington.
Del.;

capital,

Lane,

James

$10,000.

W.

Baulsbury,

Popper™.

C.

of

all

Del.

Wilmington.
^^

Masterpen Motion Picture Corporation. New
York City
capltal stock. $500,000.
Frank
v T.
HendHck, John
McGTovern, Harry K. Kant,
;

Studios' Corporation, New York; capital.
$250,000. General theatrical business. Joseph
Curtln, 8. A. Anderson, New York.

National

Photo-Play
Co.,
Philadelphia;
F. R. Hansell, Philadelphia
B. Martin. 8. C. Seymour, Camden, N.J.
K. Screen Co., Dover Del. : capital. $00,000
William Boyd, W. P. P. Lofland, wTl.
N. Lofland, all of Dover, Del.
New Weyburp. Inc., N. Y. ; capital, $26,000.
Theatrical.
Sidney
A.
Anderson.
H.
O.
Coughlan, of New York.
Theatres and properties known as the F. F.
Proctor Companies, of New York were filed
last month as follows:
p £J* roctor ' Broad street, Elisabeth; cap..
capital, $100,000.
S.

-

$100,000.
F.
Newark; capital,

F. Proctor. Market street,
$100,000.
F. F. Proctor,
Jersey street. Newark; capital, $100,000.
F.
P. Proctor. Park place, Newark ; capital, $20,000.
F. F. Proctor, Plalnfleld Theatre Company capital, $20,000. F. F. Proctor, Lyric,
Newark; capital, $20,000. F. F. Proctor, Market street, Newark; capital, $20,000.
;

An important meeting

of the Detroit branch
Picture Exhibitors' League of
America was held at the club rooms In the
Equity
building
last
week to take up
the matter of how many reels should be
Hhown by exhibitors. Members of the association have an understanding to show only
three reels for five cents and five reels for ten
cents, but of late there have been a number
of theatres on Gratiot avenue combating to
see who could give the most reels for five
cents.
One theatre started to give five and
others on the street offered seven and eight for
a nickel.
The exhibitors' league has asked
the film exchanges to co-operate with them In
forcing these east side theatres to live up to
the three-and-flve-reel understanding.

of

the Motion

W. L Morris
opened

picture

of Netswak, Kan., has recently

theatres

awaka and Corning, Kan.

In

Muscotah,

Net-

The Photoplay Authors' League of Los AnCal., Is endeavoring to suppress the
fake picture schools by asking trade papers
and others to refrain from using any advertising from any of those schools.
geles,

Frank Perley

hurst,

Kipp, Samuel W. Tannlnbaum and Chas.
Sch warts.

ital,

He has commenced
which he

Co., of Cedar
Abraham
$5,000.

O H.

troit

fly,"

Bernard McKenna.

Stein,

Cedarkarst Aasaaeaaeat

The Grand. Columbus,

O., will be entirely
renovated shortly and will Install a picture
policy.
After the expiration of the present
lease next year the Dusenbury Bros, will take
the house playing their shows there, having
secured the house for thirty years.

CASTING FOR KINETO.
Tom Terriss has picked his cast

first Kinetophote production, "A
Man's Shadow": Anne Luther, Lionel

Pope, Rienzi de Cordova, Alfred

Hem-

Palmer, Walter Kingsford,

William Lowin, Cornish Buck, Katheryn Adams and Millie Liston. Millie
Terriss, Mr. Terriss's
also have a part.

Edwin August
ford as

leading

will

daughter

will

his

first

Others

will

in

be Clara Hillier, Edward J. Peil, Hal
August, Thomas J. O'Keefe, Virginia
Russell and Emmet Whitney.
The
is

Hunt

drafted by ex-Mayor

who

Ohio Board

existence

of

will introduce

it

of

has

been

of this

city,

before the legis-

lature in January.
The bill will provide for the abolition of the present

board and establish censoring by conv
missions at large

in the

various

cities

of the state.

The National Board of Censors is
much interested in the

said to be very

and

is giving it hearty support.
J.
Binder, director of Finance and
Publicity, and Orrin J. Cooke, Secretary of the National Board, were in the

bill

W.

city

week

last

a conference with

for

the ex-Mayor.
It

National Board

stated the

is

of

Censors pass on 95 per cent of the films
and that the local commissions appointed by the various mayors would prevent the remaining five per cent which
are usually objectionable, from being
shown.

MINISTER QUITS CENSORING.
Spokane, Dec.

The Rev. William

16.

Hindley, mayor
of Spokane and ex-officio theatre censor, has resigned from his municipal
post to return to the pulpit. He goes
to the pastorate of the Central Congregational church of Winnipeg at a big
J.

salary.

The mayor - clergyman - censor was
known through the Northwest

widely

for his rulings in regard to what is
permissible in entertainment One of
these was a ban on all pictures dealing

any manner with the European war,
which was in force two months, but
later was withdrawn.
Commissioner C. M. Fassett has become mayor and to Samuel Glasgow, a
retired miller, elected commissioner of
public affairs to fill the vacancy on the
city council, has been allotted the censorship job. He has begun work with
a declaration that the good sense of
theatre managers themselves is the
in

best censor.

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY.
Alec. Lorimore has organized Bishop, Pessers
Lorimore in New York

&

American branch of BishopPessers Co., Ltd., London, handling
European films in this country and
South America and arranging for the
exhibition abroad through the London
headquarters of American product.
The Lorimore establishment will
to act as

of the National
Picture Bureau, of
which he is president. Its first promoting enterprise will be the marketing under a two-year contract of "The

Movement Motion

Making

of a Scout," a boy scout spe-

produced by the Weddipict Co.,
under the auspices of the Boy Scout
cial

headquarters in this country. This will
be released through the World Film
Corp.

have Bliss Mil-

woman

Kinetophote production.

title

out

handle the flotation

for

his

ing, Alfred

to legislate the

bill

Censors

-

Dorothy Glsh, run down by an auto at Hollywood, Cal., will not be able to work in pictures for several weeks. She Is out of danger
but her side remains quite sore.
Miss Glsh
had a toe cut off in the accident

this offers

can

finishes

member, leaves at the same Urns.

min H.

A

being kept secret.

Savoy Reserving Boxes.

The Savoy, New York,

is not to be
screen slide is flashed afternoon and night announcing that the
boxes are now being reserved for New
Year's Eve.

outdone.

A

—

A

;
;

;;

FILM REVIEWS
DRAWING LESS THAN RENT.

RAILROAD FILM.

Next week will be the last of the
try by the Universal to do business
with feature

films

New York

the

at

theatre. The U concern took the house
over for four weeks, paying a fixed

rental of $1,750 weekly for it, it is said,
and has been doing an average weekly
business of around $1,500 since taking

Railroad

Awakening,"

being

railroad

None of the Broadway houses turned
over for feature pictures during De-

ciated with them.

The Harris with

the

film closed the first week.

Pope Pius

The "Belgian War Pictures" got a fair
start, but dropped off almost immediately, having nothing but the title,
and the Casino ran along fairly, catch-

some

ing

attention

week

last

with

"The Land of the Head Hunters."

COLLECTIONS TAKEN UP.
Hartford, Conn., Dec.

16.

Three picture theaters are running
Sunday evening shows at which collections are taken for the benefit of the
state law forbids
poor of the city.

A

charging of admission. The largthus far taken
est single collection
amounted to $200. At another house
$140 was received, and the theatre took

the

men and

characters
those asso-

man whose
father was killed through his own carelessness, resulting in the widow dying
in want.
The son enters the employ
"Steve"

a

is

railroad

of the road, is repulsed by the girl he
admires because of being a chancetaker and his regeneration is being
brought about following an accident
due to his carelessness.
The drama is being presented in a
car fitted up as a theatre and is being

transported to all
ployes congregate.

where em-

points

It is said that ar-

rangements for showing the picture
have been made by the Lackawanna,
Burlington and Santa Fe roads. The
film

also loaned to affiliated roads.

is

the

$70 for expenses.
In some cases,

payments of money
have been made by the managers dicharity.

for

applicants

the

to

rect

has arisen, charging
the collectors with being too enthusi-

Some

criticism

"False Colors."
This four-reeler deals
mainly with a story of the stage, but It departs here and there and in all parts the production is fine.
It deals with Lloyd Phillips,
an actor, whose wife died the night he scored
a terrific hit in a new play.
A daughter
was born to the wife the night she passed
away.
Phillips retires from the stage, leaving the baby with the house-keeper and his
wife.
A dresser in the theatre where Mr.
and Mrs. Phillips (she was also of the stage)
played was an ardent admirer of the husband
and collected all press notices and newspaper
pictures of him.
The actor leaves home immediately after his wife's death, without looking at the child (whom he hates).
He goes
to a lonely island, giving up the stage for

here are having exhib-

by Marcus A. Dow, general safety
agent of the New York Central lines,
with safety as its theme. It is used in
an educational campaign. The title is
all

House

Upstairs
Fire Chief B.

YOUR GIRL AND

Dec

16.

this one out eviwith the object of attracting all the
members of the National American Woman's
Suffrage Association.
At the Casino this
week the film is being shown for the benefit
It is a drama in six parts
of that order.
and deals with conditions as the author would

A. £. Brown, proprietor of the Crescent theatre in North Cayuga street,

up his house.

Chief Reilley

want people

moment

says that the location of a theatre on
is a violation of the state

New York

laws.

astic.

KATHLYN WILLIAMS FREED.
Los Angeles, Dec. 16.
Kathlyn Williams, the moving picture star, was today granted a decree
of divorce from Frank R. Allen, a for-

RELEASED NEXT WEEK
MANUFACTURERS
GENERAL
Kalem
;....

S

Essanay

is

sent

be returned filled out with
the following data, having to do with
trade conditions in the cities where
the branches are located:
Number of bankruptcies in your district; number of shops, mills, stores
and factories to close; number of va-

on principal

streets;

what

contemplate improvements;
assets and previous business of men

theaters

entering picture business; what industries announce salary increase or decrease? What is condition of unem-

g«
Frontier

8-

Kleine
Mclies

TABS ON TRADE.

cant stores

S

Edison

Kl
Mel
Attb

Ml

last

a

Princess

Pr

J
UI
Ster

Komic

Ko

16.

downtown

more

picture

in a

number

houses.

some time past women and

girls

For
have

complained men were annoying them
in the houses and often times becoming "a

little

rough."

M

Mutual

G S

Sterling

Don

Be

Beauty

Apo

Apollo

R

Royal
Lion

Ln

H

Hepworth

The

subject is in one reel of about 1,000 feet unless otherwise noted.

21— MONDAY.

DEC.

MUTUAL— The Sower Reaps, 2-reel dr, A;
Keystone title not announced Our Mutual Oirl,
No. 49, Rel.
GENERAL F—A Matter of Court, and The
Dentist's Janitor, split-reel com, B
Their
Cheap Vacation, com, 8-A ; The Mayor's Secretary, 2-reel dr, K; The Adventure of the
Wrong Santa Claus (Twelfth of the "Octavlus"
Amateur Detective Series), com, E; The Beloved Adventurer, Serlea No. 15, "In Port o*
Dreams," dr, L; Pathe's Dally News, No. 87.
Pthe; Till Death Us Do Part, 2-reel dr, and
Pictorial,
Hearst-Selig News
No. 85, 8;
Arthur Truman's Ward, dr, V.
UNIVERSAL— In Sunny Spain, com-dr, I
Terence O'Rourke Gentleman Adventurer
"The King and The Man." 2-reel dr, Vlv
Carmen'B Romance, com, Ster.

The Fortunes of Margaret, 2-reel dr, Belr;
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 146, U.

;

—

22—TUESDAY.

DEC.

MUTUAL— Under
The

Better

Way,

False Colors. 2-reel dr. T
MaJ
Brass Buttons,

dr,

;

com, Be.

;

Governor's Order, 2-reel dr, V Olive Is Dismissed, dr, E The Volunteer Burglar, dr, 8-A.
UNIVERSAL—The Call of the Waves. 2-reel
For
dr, G S
Vivian's Beauty Test, com, C
I
Have Tolled, dr, N.
;

23—WEDNESDAY.

DEC.

MUTUAL— The
dr,

A Lucky

Br

;

Passing of

Two Gun

The Tin Can Shack,

;

Keystone

Last of the Line, 2-reel dr,
not announced
Mutual

title

;

Weekly, No. 104, M.

GENERAL P— The

Suffering of Susan, comdr, B; A Soldier of Peace, 2-reel dr, L.
Hearst-Selig News Pictorial, No. 86, 8; The
Knight Before Christmas, com-dr, V Slippery
Slim Gets Square, w-com, S-A
A High Old
Time, com, Ml.
;

;

UNIVERSAL—The
Rx

2-reel dr,

;

Big Sister's Christmas,
Innocent Dad, Com, Ster.

DEC. 25—FRIDAY.
the Sage Brush Country. 2K B; When Fate Rebelled, dr, Pr
Bobby's Medal, dr, Rel.
GENERAL F— The Way Home, dr, B; The
Reformation of Ham, com, K
Lure of the

MUTUAL— In

reel

A

K

F—

;

;

;

;

"The Husband who Showed Up and did His

Duty," com, S-A.

UNIVERSAL— Love

and

Spirits,

com.

J;

true.
The writer goes as far as to make
wonderful new laws that could only be remedied according to him (or her) by the granting of suffrage %to the woman.
The story
dealB with an heiress who marries a brute.
The program describes this man as "not the
stereotyped villain," but he does nothing the
brotherhood of bad men have not done in
the average "meller."
In the picture-story
state there is a law making the wife liable
for her husband's debts, and he has plenty
of these.
From the wedding day onwards the
bride has her troubles with her nasty aoused
spouse.
Every few moments a vision la affected and a young girl is brought into the
picture as "Votes for Women."
To anyone
in the story having troubles the vision appears
and says
"It would not be so If you could
get the state to accept me."
Besides mistreating the missus the bad man baa an untidy past
He throws down his sweetheart
(there Is also a child) to marry the heiress.
To this girl who is struggling through lite
on anything from two to three dollars a week
by sewing, the vision also appears and asks
her to help in the fight for "Votes for Women." The story goes on to explain whet
rights the husband has over his wife and
oven after he is stabbed by the other woman
he manages to will his children away from
his wife to his father. The father then takes
up the villain and continues it with much
vigor.
Perhaps this Is the departure from
Events move quickly
the usual melodrama.
and many exciting things happen. The tenement in which the other woman lived Is destroyed by fire and her son killed, the mother
attempts to kidnap her own child and la arrested and finally ends up by marrying the
Probably
Lieutenant-Governor of the state.
the most notable of characters ln the feature
She
is the wife's aunt, an ardent suffragist.
This
is noted for her kindness to the poor.
attempt to Interest the public ln Women's
Suffrage Is rather weak, owing mostly to Its
There Is also a grave mistake
probability.
The picture-story is supposed
ln the detail.
The wife lookr
to cover a period of 20 years.
younger at the finish when she weds the Lieutenant-Governor than when the story opened.
There seems a good chance, however, to work
up local Interest In the feature among the
Suffragette element, who should welcome a
treaty of this sort on their eause.
:

THE FLOWER OF FAITH.
This Is a drama written by Will M. Hough,
formerly one of the librettists of the numerous musical attractions produced at the
La Salle Opera House in Chicago. It concerns the love story of Rosa Allison, a lover
of roses, Howard Payne, a young farmer, who
afterwards becomes rich through mining, and
several "wicked" men of the city who try
to pounce upon the young loveliness of the g'rl
from the country rose garden. Howard Payne
and Rose Allison love each other innocently,
but Rose has a dream ln which a fairy appears to tell her she will have sorrow as well
as Joy from her rosea. She determines to seek
the great city, as so many girls have done
before her. There she learns stenography and
She evinces her
tets a place with a broker.
The broker gives her one
ove for roses.
from a large cluster on his desk. In comes
his jealous wife, who sees the rose and demands the stenographer be sent away. All
this time Howard Payne, back on the farm, has
heard no word from his fiancee, although there
seems to be no reason why she should not
write.
He goes west and becomes a prospecRoss goes as a model to a prominent
tor.
artist, who paints her portrait and calls it
"The Rose." Hs tries to make love to her
She resents
after the portrait la painted.
and flees, ln the meantime, Howard has be-

come rich. He returns, takes his mothsr to
Hs sees
the city where he buys a mansion.
"The Rose," buys It and hangs it In his drawing room. Meanwhile Rose Is wandering about
the city. She is tempted by a rose in front of
At
a florist's shop, steals It and is arreatsd.
her trial a man takes pity on her plight and
has her released. He Invites her to a dinner,
and there her protector. In a quarrel, is shot.
The scandal, with names and all, comes out
Ross Is driven to desperin the newspapers.
ation after this and goes to the river to hide
She Is rescued by
herself under the waters.
a Salvation lassie and joins the army afterward in gratitude. Passing the Howard
Payne mansion, she Is attracted by roses In
She wanders In, and from
the conservatory.
there she enters the mansion where she sees
her portrait. She is discovered there by her
former sweetheart. The photography Is good
and the story, while its plot is complicated,
holds the Interest to the snd.

dr,

;

Green Table, dr, L; Doc Yak and Santa Claus.
com, S
Sweeney's Christmas Bird, com, V
The Premature Compromise, 2-reel dr, E Any
;

Woman's

Choice, 2-reel dr, S-A.
UNIVERSAL— Who Stole the

Bridegroom,
Hunting in Crazyland, com, and The
com, N
Japanese Silk Industry, educ, split-reel, P;
The Accusation, 2-reel dr, Vic.
;

DEC.

—

26—SATURDAY.

MUTUAL The Exposure, 2-reel dr, Rel
Keystone title not announced
Her Mother's
Voice, com, R.
GENERAL F— His Unwitting Conquest, dr,
B; The Escape on the Limited (The Hazards
of "Helen Series"), dr, K; Brannlgan's Band,
and A Troublesome Cat, split-reel com, L;
The Champion Bear Slayer, com, S; An Affair
The Man Who
for the Police, 2-reel com, V
Vanished, dr, E; Broncho Billy and the Sher;

Hicks,
dr,

Disappointment, dr, Rel.
The Fatal Opal, 2-reel dr.
GENERAL
The Single Act, 2-reel dr, L; One Traveler
The Professor's Romance,
Returns, dr, B
'Twas the Night Before Christmas.
com, V
The Tip of the Dark Continent, and South
Africa and Its Vicinity educ, E
The Fable
of

MUTUAL— The
Dora

;

GENERAL F— On the Heights, 2-reel dr, B
The Winning Whiskers, com, K His Suicide,
com, L; Wade Brent Pays, dr, S; By the

2-reel

24—THURSDAY.

DEC.

;

swoop

Saturday on the "Movie Mashers"

arresting a score or
of

made

T
K B

Victor

;

Rochester, N. Y., Dec.
police of this city

Rel

Domino

;

The

Mai

Thanhouser
Kay-Bee

Rx

•

"MOVIE MASHERS" RAIDED.

Reliance
Majestic

Frnt
Vic

;

ployed?

P

:

Gold Seal
Joker
Universal Ike

Col

Key

Eclr

,

A

C

American
Keystone

N

Eclair

G

Gaumont

I

B101

Powers

Pthe

inc.)

VIZ.*

MUTUAL

UNIVERSAL

Imp

Bison
Chrystal
Nestor

L

Lubin
Pathe
Selig

Walter Hoff Seely, president of the
Alco, this week instituted a novel system for keeping close track of general
business
conditions
throughout the
country as an aid to the distributing

To every exchange manager

V
B
K

Vitagraph
Biograph

Ambrosio
Columbus
Mina

a chart to

(Dec. 19 to Dec. 26,

INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS,

mer stock actor at the Burbank. They
were married March 4, 1913. Miss Allen, who has a nine-year-old son by a
former marriage, charged desertion.

business of his concern.

in

to believe exist at the present
a state In the Union not named

(though the views were evidently taken around
City).
The film draws a picture
of the poor down-trodden woman who certainly would have a tough time if It all were

a third floor
fire

MINE.

The World Film has put

dently

Reilley has ordered

J.

ever
Eighteen years elapse.
The housekeeper and his wife instead of properly using
the money sent them by Phillips for the care
of his child, spend it on their son, who turns
out a bad man. The girl runs away because
of her treatment by the house-keeper, who
has let the old house go to ruin. The father
finally decides to come to his child, and the
son of the house-keeper frames up a scheme
whereby he marries the daughter of the dresser (who knew the Phillips) and tries to pass
her off to Phillips as his (Phillips) daughter,
in order to get some money.
The plot fails
and the wife returns to her mother, who, by
this time, has Phillips' daughter staying with
her.
Dixie Phillips, on account of her father's popularity, gets a part in the theatre
where her father became famous. She, too,
becomes a favorite there.
Father tries to
make up with his daughter, who will not
forgive him for the neglect of the past years.
The reconciliation comes later when the
daughter of the dresser calls ou the actor
In his Island home and delivers the press
book given to her by her mother (who died)
The acting in the picture is
to give to him.
excellent, special credit belonging to Phillips
Smalley and Courtenay Foote.

Closed.

Ithaca,

to close

In the

film,

men

"Steve's

cember has done anything to speak

Bogworth has a powerful melodrama

16.

ited for their benefit a picture written

possession.

of since opening.

FALSE COLORS.

Pittsburgh, Dec.

25

;

iff's Office,

dr, S-A.

UNIVERSAL— Christmas

Festivities,

J ; Frontier title not announced
the Range, 3-reel w-dr, B101.

com.

The Law of

MRS. BLACkTiS BACK.
Mrs.

Black

Prof.

Newton Black

Tom Larkey
Emily Mason
Jack Dangerfleld
Major Tborne
Bramley Bush
Priscilla Black

May Irwin
Charles Lane
Wellington A. Play ter
Clara Blandlck
Elmer Booth
James Hester
Chadwlck
Marie Pavis

Cyril

Though released through the Paramount
the

Famous Players a few weeks

for

ago, "Mrs.

I.iack Is Back" with May Irwin, Is showing
for the first time In New York at the Strand
The delayed exhibition is probthis week.
ably owing to the first run privilege the
Strand holds for the Paramount features, as

the Strand is a full -week stand, and the Paramount releases twice weekly. The Irwin picture accomplishes what it set out for, comedy, and that should be sufficient for any
multiple so aimed. The story is the extended
film version of the play Miss Irwin starred ln
on ;he speaking stage. While the ground work
of the piece has been employed innumerable
times for farces, especially in vaudeville, to
see It stretched out before the camera for
several thousand feet brings an actuality to

FILM REVIEWS

26

that becomes quite entcrtulning. Mrs. Black
a widow with a growu up son. She meeta
and marrlca l'rof. Newton iilack, a studious

It
It

person, who guehsos her ugc ut '-J, lnuteud of
'!<» curry out the deat the 40 that suo lu.
ception even alter uiurriugu. Mi s. lilack describes her son as "Jackie," about nix yours of
age. The plot leads up to a series of attempts
to preserve the age uecret of Mrs. Uluuk,
culminating
when "Little Juckie" returns
home, In love with the Professor's daughter by
his first wife.
The scenes ure mostly laid,
from appearances, around and upon Irwin Isle,
MIbs Irwin's summer home on the St. Lawrence River.
The dock ut Cluylou Is also
pictured, and the one try at a thrill, a rescue
from drowning by Miss Irwin, appeared to

have been taken In shallow water about «*>u
feet off the shore of her Island.
The picture
la nicely produced, and holds other laughs than
those contributed by the star comedienne.
Several of the players, by a suggestive move
or glance, in reality very goou pautomine,
started a strong giggle before tne Strand
audience.
The direction of the entire tiim
displays good Judgment, excepting the "departure for England" of two of the principal
characters. A strong comedy moment is wnen
Miss Irwin, weighing 17U, goes to a physical
Instructor to reduce. After strenuous exercise
in an endeavor to bring her wuist Hue to the
measurement of a pretty girlish dress she
has seen. Miss Irwin hops the scales agalu
to find she is 187. Miss Irwin Is not exceptional
as a subject for the camera, but plays extremely well before it, and dominates the
feature so thoroughly no one else culls for
particular attention unless it be Mr. Lane,
who had a strong grasp upon his role. "Mrs.

Black

Back"

is real fun on the sheet, aud
be produced for a continuous
no criticism that may be passed
upon it. Good comedies are too rare, and this
Famous. Player feature Is a good clean
laugh getter.
Sime.

is

when that can

film,

there

is

UNDERNEATH THE PAINT.
"Underneath

the Paint" is a three-part
of stage life," with Helen Gardner. It
discloses by long odds quite the worst thing
the Broadway Star Feature Co. has done to
date.
It Is full of bad acting, unspeakably
bad taste, poor direction, bungling narration
and other crudities too numerous to mention.
How it ever got past the projecting room exhibition Is a mystery that might be made into
a reel or two next time the Vltagraph feels the
Inspiration to travesty "behind the scenes in
the movies" as it did in "Flora Fourfluah."
To go into the story in detail would be a
waste of space. Enough to say it has to do
with an aspiring actress who haa failed because "she waa not willing to pay the price
demanded by managers" (honest, that's the
caption).
She is befrlonded by the son of a
"theatrical
magnate,"
Arthur Kellogg by
name. His father In an effort to discourage
the match plots to disgrace the actress and

"drama

makes Arthur think he has involved the
a

rushes to her aid.
As ha reaches home
to the dead Giorgio and gasps,
Durglura attacked me.
i killed one of
them." The father, thereupon, meekly admits
to burglary and is led away while Rose is
permitted to return to her lite of happiness In
all security.
There are several clever bits
of suspense in the telling of the story and as
was observed before the playing is excellent.

"Two

his

as yTsow.
The World Flim Corporation privately Sunday showed a sample print of "As Ye Bow,"
featuring Alice Brady.
It is explained some
of the scenes will be cut down before tne
In this story by the Rev. John
release date.
Snyder, a series of falls for liquor with a
faial
ending are seen. If the Rev. gentleman
was of up-to-date New York he mignt have
called his work "As Ye Souse." Nevertheless
a magnlncent production is the work of Frank
Crane and there la enough of heart Interest
throughout to hold any picture audience. A
son of the Cape Cod region carea not for
the village life and beats it to the big city.

should prove an attraction.
The scenery
throughout Is beautiful and much care has
been taken in the production.
Perhaps the
most striking view waa of the wreck on the
rocks, a realistic scene.
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LOST InToNDON.

A

three- reeler (Warners Features) that has
all of the essentials that go toward making an
Interesting picture.
There is a well sustained
story with sufficient love interest, and the production throughout has been directed with an
eye toward anowlng all the points of interest
of London. The
was made abroad, easily
detected, as the English have not as yet advanced as far aa this side in handling double
exposures and they make use of their mirrors
on scenes in a matter that is effective, while
over here mirrors are usually clouded so aa not
to detract from the story.
There are points
in this particular film tnat would have been
more effectively put across if they had been
placed in the foreground, but these are not
so marked aa to detract trom the value. The
story deals with a little kiddle who is the
daughter of an English nobleman. The girl
cannot be over four years of age. She evades
her nurse in the para surrounulng the family
manalon and wanuers about the city. A street
urchin finds and brings her to his folks, who
are of tne rum besotted coster type.
They
adopt the little one Informally. After a number of years she is seen with the rest of the
flower glris that surround the statute in the
center of Piccadilly Circus, with her basket
of
blooms, while her "brother" sells his
"papee" nearby. The parents treat both chil-

While tnere he goes on the usual downward
path mapped out for young fellows who stray,
out he strikes it pretty lucky by first becoming the chauffeur of a wealtny man and tnen
by marrying the daughter, of course, the oniy
cnild.
The elopement taxes place the same
day the father dies from heart disease. After
a child is born, the wife awakens to the fact
The
that her chauffeur spouse is a soubo.

Now York)

4%

way he

treats that wife of his is truly dreadShe, finally sickened by his constant
carousing, tlgntens the bank roll and refuses
more money for liquor after she puts the ban
on the stun* being brought into tne mansion.
The husband plans revenge. He kidnaps his
child, steala some money and runs away.
leaves the child on his mother's door-step
The mother of the
in the Cape Cod village.
child comes to the same village and house tor
a rest after worrying for her young one. The
scoundrel then snips on a fisning vessel and
booze is left out of the story for awhile. Tne
wue, believing her husband dead, falls In
love with her husband's brother, a minister.
On the day of the wedding a vessel goes on the
rocks and the village liteooat brigade is called
out, the minister going along with the rescue
party. Only one man is saved from this wreck
that broke up the wedding party before the
marriage could be performed. The survivor is

own

He

dren with Impartial harshness and finally when
the father attempts to beat the girl, the boy
him down. He is arrested. The girl

strikes
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GERTIE.
Wlnsor McCsy did a vaudeville act in
which he Introduced a film made from drawings of his own, his comedy idea of what the
Dlnosauros looked like.
At that time Mr.
McCay talked to the animal on the screen and
It apparently obeyed his every wish, performing many impossible feats.
In the film released for picture houses a story is told of

how Mr. McCay, while motoring with George
McManus (another cartoonist) and a party of
friends, stopped off at the American Museum
Natural History through an accident to
the car. McCay bets McManus he could draw
the Dlnosaurus and make it move. The party
is next seen at a dinner after McCay has
drawn 11,000 sketches of the Dlnosauros,
of

which he proposes

to

turn into a film.

The

main part

of the picture Is then shown.
It
the antics of the pre-hlstoric pet.
Instead
of Mr. McCay speaking to the animal, captions order the big beast around.
There is
plenty of comedy throughout the picture, now
controlled by the Box Office Attraction Co.,
and the production will always be remarked
upon as exceptionally clever.
is

OUT OF THE PAST.
A two-part drama shown this week at the
Vltagraph theatre Involving wholesale bloodshed, murder and miscellaneous crime.
Its
best feature is the capital acting of several
Eulalla Jensen, as the Italian-Ameritypes.
can girl, looked the part to the life and played
William
with a good deal of Intelligence.

Dunn, Edward Elkas and J. Herbert Frank
were most convincing as Italians. The story
Rose Is the wife of Giovanni, and repulses the
Through drink and
advances of Giorgio.
gambling Giorgio brings about the downfall of
Giovanni. In a quarrel between the two Rose
She
stabs her husband to death and flees.
escapes detection and In a new life finds happiness In the love of an American whom she
weds. Then Giorgio seeks her out and under
threat of telling her new husband of her past
life, attempts to extort money from her. Rose's
father Is party to this scheme. They come to
Rose's luxurious home during the absence of
the husband, but a quarrel arises between
Giorgio and Rose's father and Rose shoots
During the general fight Rose's husGiorgio.
band calls on the telephone and. being suddenly cut off, learns that she Is being attacked.
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will better appreciate what
is after a personal visit to our Banking Offices. Service book on request.

"Our Service"

makes ber escape and goes

to the home of an
who has wanted her to pose for him.
takes her in and falls in love with her, although the girl's real sister haa set her cap
for him.
After the painting is completed the
girl makes her way into vaudeville and becornea a distinct sensation aa a dancer.
The
artist finds her and the two become engaged.
The girl's supposed brother also discovers who
she is. He has succeeded in business and takes
her to dinner.
They are seen by the girl's
rival and she informs the artist anonymously
and he breaks off the affair. The girl tries
to obtain an interview with him, but la refused and aa in a daze she starts homeward,
is run down by an automobile, injured and
taken to a hospital, where her father is head
surgeon. He recognises his child from a peculiar scar and there is a reconciliation.
It
is a good feature for the regular picture house.

artist

He
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THE WOMAN HE WRONGED.

Rough

Quite new
Faulty
Fascinating

Slow
Revenge story
Old comedy idea
Plckford reprint
Sea story

666.

George Kleine's five-part picture version of
the successful farce "Officer 666" waa shown
to an Invited audience at the Candler Tuesday. It haa the usual defects of the plcturixed
stage piece, but it has the overcoming virtue
that it does deliver laughs. There la a quantity of slap-stick, roughhouse comedy, probably Introduced in the camera version, but
much of the play's capital laughing material
gets over effectively.
For example the attempts of the hand-cuffed Englishman to kiss
and embrace his sweetheart, encumbered as
he was with the manacles and bothered by the
aigrette in the girl's hat were extremely funny.
This was a bit of natural screen comedy,
self-explanatory and apparent
Much of the
other fun had to be made plain by means of
title
lines.
It was
noticeable that more
laughs came from the titles than from the
action.
Howard Estabrook, as Travers Gladwin, was featured.
The reat of the cast remained nameless, In the absence of programs.
They did most acceptably. The melodramatic
situations skillfully devised for the stage version remain effective on the screen.
There Is
plenty of action and the surprises disclosed
by the constant shift of fortune between Gladwin, the millionaire, and Al. Wilson, the pieture thief, kept Interest at tiptoe.
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thur seeks her Just as she Is making her big
stage success and they are reconciled. A dissolving view shows them locked in each other's
arms.
The last reel must have been edited
with a meat axe.
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girl

Thereupon Arthur, announcing
that he Is "going to Hell," starts upon a long
debauch. The conscience-stricken father commits suicide in his office with a good deal of
realism. Then a belated note the actress had
written to Arthur 1b delivered to him.
Arin

the husband. He la brought to his home where
he explains to his wife the child adopted by
mother Is their own darling. The wife
tries again to be a wife to the bad man but
liquor once more wins and he still la insistent
in his demands for money.
Finally he meets
an old city friend, now a tramp, and when he
refuses to recognize this particular person
there la a fight on the rocks. Both are killed.
Then the minister and the wife take the final
curtain, bending over the remains. The playing of Waiter Flahper aa the bad drunken
man la convincing at all times. Alice Brady
in
the star
role
wears some beautiful
costumes.
The picture is in nve reels and

He

Hose points

Woman He Wronged"

is

a

five-reel

melodramatic foreign feature. It is of French
making, without special class In production or
acting.
The story has a young count as the
leading character.
He wrongs the daughter
of a poor miller and later marries a noblewoman of another country- His wife goes to
the native land of her husband. At the time
the pair return the different countries in
Europe begin war and the wife's country Is
against that of her husband. Two spies from
the home of her father have headquarters near
her new home.
While riding one day she
comes upon one of the men, an old sweetheart.
He tells her his mission and she agrees to
help.
They have several secret meetings and
she finally, while disguised as a gypsy, secures
secret papers from a young officer and takes
them to the spy. The miller's daughter sees
there Is something wrong In the mill, where
the spies have their headquarters, and goes
to learn what It is.
She discovers the countess and a spy pondering over some plans takeu
from the soldier. She rushes to the nearest fort,
tells what she has learned and a detachment
is sent.
It ends with the spies and the countess blown up on a ship,
and the count
marrying the miller's daughter. The picture
has two melodramatic Incidents, both in the
last reel.
The best is the burning of an old
mill, handled well by the director.
The other
Is the blowing up of a ship, supposed to be
out in the bay. It is mostly left to the imagination and misses on that account.
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this

not received) for $5 yearly, or

this

Parillo A Frabito Keith's Providence
Penderson Bros Grand Pittsburgh
Peres Lupita Keith'. Providence

Keith's Philadelphia

Juliet

Next Week (December 21)
in

Orpheum Winnipeg

Jordan A Doherty Bijou Battle Creek
Joeefssohn John Iceland Cltma Co Pantages
Calgary

Where Players May Be Located
sppeanng

BOGGS JOHNS

T.

Olympic Trio Tampa Tampa Fla
O'Neil Doc Prospect Bklyn

J

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT
be lilted

of Sixes" Co.

Coddles

tima, $11.

and address, permanent, routa or whara playing, with ramlttanca, to

may

NICHOLSON

-

En Route

"A Paii

Stafford A Co Variety N Y
Hsywsrds The White Rat. N V
Hermann Adelaide Bushwick Bklyn

Jack & Foris Orpheum Salt Lake
Johnstons Musical Empire Edinburgh Scotland

Players

NORTON

Hay ward
delay.

VARIETY, Now York.
(If routa,

ROSE A CURTIS

($2 time.).

In bold faca type,

Sand

No

forwarding.

May ba changed waakly.
ONE UNE, ft YEARLY

Direction,

PAUL

MISS

HYMACK

MR.

Address Department

Nlblo A Spenser 363 12th St Bklyn
Nlchol Sisters care Delmar 1493 Bwsy
Noble A Brooke Tivoli Sydney Australia
Nonette Orpheum HirmiiiKhnm
Norcross & llohlswortli Poll's Hartford
North Frank Co Orpheunt Lincoln

N Y

4 Vsriety

VARIETY'S

"At Mlssltt Junction"

It can't

(Dec. 21)

A Merry Xmai and Prosperous
New Year to All My Friends

NYC

N Y

Australian Variety

4

Week

Brooklyn, Next

Majestic fhir.-iK"

Neptune's Garden Maryland Halt irn«.r«Nestor Ned A Sweethearts Loew Circuit

N Y

Trrry Frank Koyal N Y
Texico Variety N Y
Three Types Orpheum Lincoln

Timberg Merman Keith'. Cincinnati
Travilla Bros Orpheum Lo. Angeles
Trix Helen Dominion Ottawa
Valli Muriel
Billy B

Van

A

Arthur Variety

Van Harbor N

H

H Y

Hope Vernon
U. B. O. and Orpheum Time

Direction,

FfttNKEANS

Vlolln.ky Orpheum Portland Ore
Von Hoff George Variety New York

DOROTHY

ALBERT

VON TILZER
Next Week (Dec.

21)

Direction.

and

NORD

Bushwick, Brooklyn

MAX HART

f

,•

VARIETY

28
-*-

SB3i

£k.

Jfft

M M .M

M. .iSt ft

£fc£

JIl St. J£ 9ii

M.

Mptvune
is

anotner connecting link between the

Exhibitor ind

the

Paramount National Advertising campaign.

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE

sure to

is

bring additional

*«?.«**•

patrons to Paramount theatres.

Hundreds

thousands of homes

of

Tost and

have both the Saturday

will

PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE.

Can they

readers will surely look up Paramount Pictures.

Paramount

find

Pictures at

These

your theatre?

sa-i

fanimount

<*r

ONEMMDUDWrm V^X

wktfoktieth

M

HM.M.
W

VAUDEVILLE
Direction, MORRIS

Booked Solid

fc

'

4k

FE1L

Co 4018 Michigan Ave Chicago
Edward care Cooper 141* Bway

NYC

BURLESQUE ROUTES

1
M

(Week

Dec. 21 and 28.)

Al Reeves 21 Star Cleveland 28 Olympic Cincinnati.

American Beauties 21 Empire Philadelphia 28
Palace Baltimore.

Auto Qlrls 21 Garden Buffalo 28 Star Toronto.
Beauty Parade 21 Empire Toledo 28 Star A
Garter Chicago.
Beauty Youth A Folly 21 Academy of Music
Norfolk 28-30 L O 31-Jan 2 Grand Trenton.
Behman Show 21 Empire Brooklyn 28 L O 4
Westminster Providence.
Ben Welch Show 21 Gayety Detroit 28 Gayety
Toronto.
Big Jubilee 21 Columbia Chicago 28 Engle-

wood Chicago.
Big Revue 21 Star Toronto 28 Savoy Hamilton
Ont.

Big Sensation 21 Academy Jersey City 28-30
Majestic Perth Am boy 31-Jan 2 Family
Cheater
Bohemians 21 Olympic New York 28 Academy
Jerspy City.
Bon Tons 21 Casino Philadelphia 28 Empire
Hoboken.
Bowery Durlesquers 21 Englewood Chicago 28

Gayety Detroit.

Broadway Girls
tury Kansas

21

Standard St Louis 28 Cen-

City.

Cabaret Girls 21 Grand
ter Worcester
-Jan
Cherry Blossoms 21 L
BlnKhamton 31-Jan
."51

nectady.
rity Belles

21

of

Boston 28-30 Worces2 Empire Holyoke.
O 28-30 Stone O H
2 Van
Culler Sche-

New Nixon
Music

Atlantic
Norfolk.

City

28

Pltv Sports 21-23 Stone O H Bln*hamton 2426 Van Culler Schenectady 28 Corinthian
Rochester.

HllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU:

Fay Foster Co 21 Haymarket Chicago 28 Stan-

I

dard St Louis.
Follies of Day 21
Buffalo.
Follies of 1020 21

|

Gayety Toronto 28 Gayety

Howard Boston 28 Grand

Boston.
of Pleasure 21 Standard Cincinnati
28 Empire Cleveland.
French Models 21 Buckingham Louisville 28
Standard Cincinnati.
Gaiety Girls 21 Casino Brooklyn 28 Music Hall
New York.
Garden of Girls 21 Gayety Baltimore 28 New
Nixon Atlantic City.
Gay New Yorkers 21 Gayety Washington 28
Gayety Pittsburgh.
Gay White Way 21 L O 28 Westminster Provldenco
Gay Widows 21 Gayety Brooklyn 28-30 L O
31-Jan 2 Park Bridgeport.
Ginger Girls 21 Music Hall New York 28 Ca-

Follies

H M

street

j.

Chicago.

Williams & Wolfus Orpheum San Francisco
Wills & Hassan Grand Syracuse

Academy

-

W9& M S B ^ ft. g

Casino Boston 28-30 Grand
Hartford 31-Jan 2 Empire Albany.
Crackerjacks .21
Savoy Hamilton Ont 28
Cadillac Detroit
Dreamlands 21 Gayety Milwaukee 28 Columbia

WILLIE WESTON
IN

flfr

College Girls 21

& Vivian 9 W. 98th St N Y
Cullen Orpheum Denver
We it on & Clare Orpheum St Paul
Weiton & Leon Orpheum Memphis
Walton

Ward &

Zaaell
Zeeller

V

HEW YDRK.N.Y.

Wi&

sino Philadelphia.
Girls from Happyland

21-23 Empire Albany
24-26 Grand Hartford 28 Gayety Boston
Girls from Joyland 21-23 L O 24-26 Park
Bridgeport 28-30 Jacques
H Waterbury
31-Jan 2 Gllmore Springfield.
Girls from Follies 21 Star Brooklyn 28 Trocadero Philadelphia.
Girls of Moulin Rouge 21 Gayety Buffalo 2830 Bastable Syracuse 31-Jan 2 Lumberg
Utlca.

Globe Trotters 21 Gayety Pittsburgh 28 Star
Cleveland.

Golden Crook 21 Olympic Cincinnati 28

Em-

pire Toledo.

Gypsy Maids 21 Gayety Kansas City 28 Gayety Omaha.
Happy Widows 21 L O 28 Gayety Minneapolis.
Hastlng'g Big Show 21 Gayety Montreal 28-30
Empire Albany 31-Jan 2 Grand Hartford
HellqJ»arls 21 Cadillac Detroit 28 Haymarket
Chicago.

Heart Charmers 21 L O 28 Gayety Chloago.
High Life Girls 21 Victoria Pittsburgh 28 Penn
Circuit

Alliance

"Feature* of Quality"

§

Passing Review of
1914 21-23 Worcester
Worcester 24-26 Empire Holyoke 28 Murray
Hill New York.
Robinson's Carnation Beauties 21 Orpheum
Paterson 28 Casino Brooklyn.
Roseland Girls 21 Star St Paul 28 Gayety
Milwaukee.
Rosey Posey Girls 21 Gayety Minneapolis 28
Star St Paul.
September Morning Glories 21 Gayety Chicago
28 Columbia Indianapolis.
Social Maids 21 Gayety Boston 28 Columbia
New York.
Star A Garter 21 Palace Baltimore 28 Gayety
Washington.
8y dell's London Belles 21 Westminster Providence 28 Casino Boston.
Tango Girls 21 Penn Circuit 28 Olympic New
York.
Tango Queens 21 Corinthian Rochester 28

Garden Buffalo.
Taxi Girls 21 Columbia Indianapolis 28 Buckingham Louisville.
Tempters The 21 Troeadero Philadelphia 28 L
O Jan 4-6 Stone O H Blnghamton 7-0 Van
Culler Schenectady.
Trahsatlantiques 21 Empire Cleveland 28 Victoria Pittsburgh.
Trocaderos 21-23 L O 24-26 Empire Plttsfleld
28 Empire Newark.
Watson's Sisters Show 21 Star A Garter Chicago 28 -Princess St Louis.
Watson's Big Show 21 Empire Newark 28
Empire Philadelphia.
Winning Widows 21 Princess St Louis 28 Gayety Kansas City.
Zallah's Own Show

24-26 Grand

Trenton 28

Gayety Brooklyn.

Where C

follows name, letter is in
Variety's Chicago office.
Where S F follows name, letter is in
Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed!.
* P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.

Graycla

Adams Doc

Adams Gus
Adams Sam

B
Bailey Leo (C)
Baker Jesse E
Banard Bert

Bancroft C James
Barnes A Robinson
(C)
Barton Geo L
Baum A Clayton
Beaumont Arnold
Beeson Lulu
Bennett Al
Bennett Sedal (P)

Benson Ermine
Bergman John
Bernle Mrs Louis
Bertram Louise
Besson

Violet

Blcknell

A Glbney

Birch A Birch
Blrchland Jack
Bonel Paul
Booth Alma
Bothmer Mrs Al
Bowsen Chas (C)

Boylan Rose A Arthur
Boyne Hasel
Brlckbert Carl
Biisco Emmet (C)

Brown Ada
Brown Charley
Brown Wm (C)
Brutenback Ed (C)

Connor

Mrs Geo 8

(C)

Condon A Doyle
Connelly Laura
Corry Miss

O C

Cox Mildred
Creamer Blllie
Creighton F (SF)
Crockett Thos J
Crouch Clayton
Curwen J Patrick
Curzon Sisters

A

Cuthbert

Dahlberg

Darley Brian
Davenport Pearl
Davis Viola

(C)

Day Geo
Dayton Lewis

De Alma Geo
Deane Sabel

De
De
De
De

Grossart Francis
Ino Georgia
Lai re May

Mar Paul

Dettmar

Family

(C)

De Varo Chas
James 8
De Wolfe Mrs Olive
Devlin

Doherty Bell
Doncort Jack
Donnellya The
Dooley Billy (C^
Drapers The
Drucker Jack (C)

Dunmore Eileen
Dushan Peggy

Du Von

(C)

Sisters

Burke Sue
Burnette Billy

Burns Sadie
Burton Richard
Bevon R C

Eden berg Chas (C)
Edge Jim
Edwards Gus
James H (C)
Ellsworth Eugene
Blwyn David
Emerson Mrs E
Elfers

Cameron Grace (C)
Cappelen Mrs A
Cavanaugh A Shaw
Chang C F

Chester Lew
Chleu Han Ping
Choos Geo
Christy Miss Dixie
(C)
Church Grace E (C)
Clark A Turner
Clark Rose

demons James
Clifford Frank
"lift Llllle

Boston.
Orientals 21-23

Acton

W

Emery Mr Ray
Eno Jack
Ensor

Wm

(C)

Charblno Bros (C)
Chetham Walter A
Chester B Fred

LETTERS

4 Gayety Minneapolis.
Lovemakers 21 Empire Hoboken 28 Empire

Malestlc Perth Amboy 24-26
Famllv Chester 28 Gayety Baltimore.
Prize Winners 21-23 Grand Hartford 24-26
Empire Albany 28 Miner's Bronx New York.

[

nillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllR

Honeymoon Girls 21-23 Bastable Syracuse 2426 Lumberg Utlca 28 Gayety Montreal.
Liberty Girls 21 Gayety Omaha 28 L O Jan
Brooklyn.
Marlon's Own Show 21 Miner's Bronx New
York 28-30 L O 31-Jan 2 Empire Plttsfleld.
Million Dollar Dolls 21 Columbia New York
28 Orpheum Paterson.
Mlprhlef Makers 21 Murray Hill New York
28 Star Brooklyn.
Monte Carlo Girls 21-23 Jacques O H Waterbury 21-20 Gllmore Springfield 28 Howard

Program

Hyman

Adler

Anderson Howard
Anson A E
Armento Angelo (C)
Austin John
Avery Bert

(C)

Addis Margie

H

Cllne
Collins
Collins

Dunstan
Joe (C)

Fanton Edw.

Farnum John
Faust Victor (C)

Fay Mrs Eva
Ferguson Edward
Flechtl Elsie
Fiechtl Anna

Fielding Arthur

Fine Jack
Fisher Philip J
Flske A Fallon
FlUgerald Harry
Fltsglbbon
Fltagibbon

Edward
Ned

VARIETY

bUW

PARAMOUNT
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PICTURES

'rstf'f*

PRESENTS

DUSTIN

FARNUM
THE FOREMOST AMERICAN FAVORITE
PLAYING Hid ORIGINAL STELLAR ROLE

INAPICTURIZATION OFTHE
SOUTHERN ROMANTIC DRAMA

CACjeo
ay
BOOTH TARKIN6T0N »

HAW LEON WILSON
CNT WITH

THE LIEBLER CO

Ji9$e lm$kt pume rur%
220 W 485i NEW YORK CITY
SAMUEL GOLDFISH

jesse LiASKy

CCCIL&DtMILLE

PSISIOKNT

0MCCT9* URCRM.

I

11UHMI

Fltzslmmons Mrs J

Hlllman Chas

Florence Mabel
Florence Ruth
Flynn Earl
Forrester Chas
Forrester A Lloyd
(C)
France Floyd
Frazee Frank
Frailer Ray

Hlllyer Evelyn
Hlnes Flossie

F

Holton Geo (C)
Horter Katherlne (C)

Howard Ed
Howard Miss
Howell Mildred
Hughes John J
Hugent Harry
Huston Alois
Hume Harry
Hutchcraft Edna

Oal Carl (C)
Gates Earl

Graham

(C)
AM(SF)

Clara

Oeorgeson

Harry

Oennalne Miss Florrle

from

Gordon
Gordon

Wm

Innes
Irving Mrs Emily

Goorley A Keenan
Grant Henry Clay
Gray Miss Clarice (C)
Green A E
Greene
P
Oregorle A Elmlna

W

L

Griffith
Griffith

Fred
Fred

Gaerro

A Carmen

M

(C)

Guise Johnnie (P)

Hals J 8
Halfner Walter

Howard

H»H Wlllard L
Hallla

Jackson Gaynelle M
Jackson Geo (C)
Jackson Harry A Kate
Jaeger Miss M

Jameson Kathryn
Jermon Irene
Johnson Jesse P

Dan (C)
Mary

Gorman Jack
Gorman Misses

Hall

Jordon Leslie (C)
Joseffson John (C)

Kaufman A

Lillian

Keefe Walter
Keller Margorle
Kelly Eddie (C)
Kelly Eddie
Kelso A Lelghton
Kempton Geo (O)
Kennedy Jaok
King Clara
King Mrs J A
King Joe
Knight Bill (P)
Kornan Fred
Kyle Ingram (G)

Miss

Hally
Halstead R (SF)
Hanlon A CI Iffton
Hardin Arthur (C)
Hargser Pearl (C)
Harper Miss Pearls
(C)
Harris Dob (C)
Harris Kitty
Harris Mrs
J

M

Hms Chuck
Hawley C F A Co
Hayashl Frank (C)
Hsarn Julia (C)
neclow Chas (C)
Henderson C (C)

Hennlngan

Paul Steve

Loader Rose
London Louis
Long Mrs P

P eaters YetU
Penny A Pitman
Perlman Mr B

Lorraine Fred S
Lorain Oscar

Phillips Abram
Phillips Al
T lerce A Knoll
y letro

Loudon Janet (C)
Lowe Harry B
Lynch A Boyne
Lyons A Cullum

Plnkham

Mack Marvin (C)
MacLennen Kenneth
MacMlllan Violet
Malloy Miriam
Marion Dal

Coreece

(C)

Hennlng John
Hennlng Winnie
Hershklnd FrlU

C
H gglns I
H gbby Emll
Udretb Robert (C)

La Blanc Leo
Lalnt Geo (C)

La Kola Mrs Harry
Lancaster Ina
Lane Henrietta
Lange Nick

Lans Ons
La Ross Ned
Latell Edwin
Lavan Al
LaVlne Arthur
Lawerance Miss
Layden Harry
Leazrau P F
Le Brun C A Lou
Lee Jessie (C)
Lee Kenneth (P)
Le Mar Ada
Leonard Mrs Frank
Leonard Mrs Ora
Levering C Wilbur
Lewis Al

Wm

ALCO FILM CORPORATION
PRESENTS

Co

Porte Blanche (P)
Porter Ed
Prince John
Prultt Bill (C)
Puget Geo B

The Stage's Most Entertaining Comedienne

Quinn Chaa
Quirk Billy

Marks Clarence

Allle

Harry (C)
Milwaukee
Glendower A Manion
Oluckstone Harry (P)

Olrard
Girl

Pape Tharesa
Parry Bertram

Lewis J Borden
Lewis A Ward
Livingston Grace

M

Ingraham Mitchell

(C)
Gilbert

BBBBHIB

Mann Billy
Manne A Belle

MARIE DRESSLER

Martin Miss Sheets

Martyn A Florence
Matthew Shayne A Co
(C)

Pacey Edward
Rainey Jim
Rafaelere

Wm

Mr

Maxlmus Mr

Rand

McAlplne Olga
McConnell Lulu

Raymond Miss O

MoDonald Frank
McOlennan Kenneth
McGlone Felix
Mearx Leona
Megher Jack (C)
Melvern Bsbs

W

Merkel

IN

Rayno Mrs Al
Red Raven Trio
Reese Lola (C)
Regan Hazel (C),
Relter

-V

Harry

Montambo Nap
More Tees (C)

Richardson Constance
Stewart
P'rhardson Leander
Kiley Ona (C)
Ritchie Adele
Rockwell Louise (C)
Roehm Will (C)
Roesener Geo

Morln Miss Zena

Rolland Geo

Sisters
Merrill Pearl

Mersereaux Miss
Miller Edgar
Miller Elsie
Mills Lillian

Morrell

M

L

Faye

Maude (C)

Mott A Maxfleld
Mudge Marton (C)

N

Nash Julia (P)

Nawn Tom (C)
Nelonson Rlnold
Nichols-Nelson Tr
Nicholson Alex J R
Nile Grace
Nofr*s

O'Brien Jack
Oelschlegel Chas

Orth

Eva (SF)

Lew

Laughs and Roars

ROMANCE"

Romalne Julia

Roman H
Romany Paul

Rooney Julia
Rose Lou
Roth Dave (C)

Release Dec. 21

Roy A Francis (C)
Russell A Hayes
Russell Robt H (C)
Russel A Moore
Rubbo Lorlse

8
Sampter Martin
Savoy Lucille (C)
Scott Marie King
Scott Marie King (C)
Scott A Keane
Seymour Mr
Shattuck Truly
Sheehan Earl (C)
°*ierman Sarah (C)
sigier

Palm»r Oanten
rand's Dog*

of

"TILLIES PUNCTURED
On

Robt C

Norbert
sire L 8
^'.oal

the Alco Program

Distributors throughout America

Wm

Norrls Mrs C I
Norton Dixie
Norton Ned Clothe

Ollvotl

A Wholesale Comedy

Remy Jack
Rice Edw B

ALCO FILM CORPORATION
218

West 42d

Street,

New York

Walter Hoff Seely, President

City

VARIETY
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SPAN

TIf B

y3

OF-

IMPERIAL

Lip E

ANIMATED SONGS
Moving Plcturea that move

to the rhythi

of song.

Booked through
United Booking Office F. F. Dept.,
Palace Theatre Building or
Imperial M. P. Co. of New York, Inc.
it

D

THE PRICE HE PAID"

Great

1

S-Part

Feature based on
Poem by

Via

Famous

the

Ella Wheeler Wilcox
Write

the

to

Exchange

(Warner's)
nearest you.

United

Kriterion

Amusement Producing Co.

11

iws as "The Pictures Beautiful,"

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

Sutton Vane's Great Melodrama

(5 parts)

(5 parts)

WITH

A KINETOPHOTE PRODUCTION THAT TELLS

DONT DELAY

GET

!

IT

ALL

NOW

IT

Co., 162

Tremont

Rhode Island and Connecti-

cut—All New England.
Eastern Booking Offices,

1237

Vine

Building, Chicago,

St.,

Illinois

Philadelphia, Pa.

Southern New
Jersey, Virginia, Delaware and District
of Columbia.
(Pittsburgh
Booking
Offices
Eastern
Branch, 43 Wabash Building).
Western Pennsylvania and West Vir-

W

111.

and Wisconsin.

K. C. Booking Co., Incorporated.

State of OHIO.
Dallas Film Co., Dallas Texas.
Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
«<

West

46th St.,

New York

NEW YORK STATE

through on a clear track and

West Frank
Wheeler Naomi
Whitbeck Miss F E
Whitney H S
Wilkes Ruth (C)
Williams Tom Co
Twins

W

Frank L
Waldo Grace
Walters Sol ma A Co
Watson Bobby
Watson Harry

Wood
Wood
Wood

Britt
Nellie
01 He

Y

Yeoman Geo
Yorkes Max

Zazelle Elraa
Zlra Lillian

126-132

Smlletta 3

Wm

Smythe
H
Sparrow Richard A

REELS
of FILMS with
1,000

NEW YORK

Stewart

Mr

Summers A Oonalez

Edwin

Louis
Hildegard
Stross A Becker
Stuart Mr

Cal

Tempole Bob
Tendehoa
Tonny Theo (C)
(C) Terris Mrs Tom

(C)
Sylva Geo
Sylvester Harry

St Felix Sisters
Stoeffler Isabella
Stoeffler

Stone

—

it?

a secret

—there

is

a second

section of this train follow-

ing

behind and this

right

train

going to stop at

is

"Decision

You

on.

Hop

Junction."
will

have plenty of

Why

when

travel

on a

just as in-

is

it

expensive to travel on an ex-

BOOKING CO.

INCORPORATED
West 46th Street

Stevens

(C)

who have

Are you on
But don't answer here

been convinced.

Jersey,

Telephone: *6072 Bryant

Smith Irene A Bobby
Smith E M (C)
Smith Thomas

crowded to capacity

with those people

local

ALL BOOKING THE EXCLUSIVE PROGRAMME OF

K. C.

gone

in the right direction.

It is just

company.

Z

Weber Mrs Ethel
Weber Great

City.

and Southern New

(C)

Youmans Ephralm

Watts Carrie

126-132

headed

is

Woods David J.
Woods Ed
Worth Charlotte
Worth Sisters (C)
Wright A Rich
Wyatt Harry

Wakefield

Denver, Colorado, and Los Angeles. {403Marsh Strong Building) California.
California, Oregon. Washington, New
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
Mexico.
Colorado, Nevada, Arizona and Utah.

(Cleveland
Offices
Booking
Eastern
Branch, 722 Columbia Building)

Wells Corlnne (C)
Werner Gu&tav
West Duelah

Wilson Ethel
Wilson James (C)
Wilson A Pearson

Vale Eetsy (C)

section of the Kri-

first

terion Special has just

Willis

Van Hoven Frank
Victor The Great
Vlerra Geo
VonDell Mrs Florence
Von Dell Harry

404

ginia

The

Weener Walter
Weigand Violet

Williamson J Douglas

Pacific Coast Feature Service, 117-119 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
With Branches in Salt Lake City, Utah;
Portland, Oregon; Seattle, Washington;

Pennsylvania,

Eastern

Stafford

U
Uozumi K (C)
Uyeda Kame (C)

!

Co., Loeb Arcade
Building
Minneapolis. Minn.
North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin.
K. C. Booking Co., Incorporated, Mailer's

New Hampshire, Vermont, Mas

sachusetts,

A

Trotter
(C)

Midwest Feature Film

Boston, Mais.

St.

Thurston
Thurston LeBlle
Tolans Musical (C)
Toner Tommy
Trix Alma (P)

Turner Edith

THROUGH (THESE EXCHANGES:
American Feature Film

Tlnsman Lawrence
Theayers The

Thompson Walker

BARRYMORE

LIONEL
Maine,

Route

H. M. Horkheimer, Pros, and Gen. Mgr.
E. D. Horkheimer, Sec. and Trees.
Manufacturers of Dramatic Feature Films

Tetserwarl

(P)
(C)
Taliaferro Miss

Kame

much

POSTERS

You have been held up at

this

Junction long enough.

You

at

for this

very

don't stop to

$3.00

get there

quicker.

know you have been

(C)

Thomas Ray (C)
Tilford Lew

I

And you

press.

so

EACH

drop

waiting

train.

buy

Now

tickets, just

and we
you a pass to take

in the station

will give

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllll

WORLD FILM

VITAGRAPH

KALEM

CORPORATION
William A. Brady Picture Plays
Present

CINES
IMP

Presents for the benefit of

Co., Inc.,

WILTON LACKAYE

PATHE

THE NATIONAL AMERICAN WOMAN
SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION
The Dramatic Photoplay

"Your
In

Girl

In 7

Acts

and Mine"

which such Broadway favorites as

Wyndham, Katharine Kaelred, and
Sydney Booth, are seen in addition
to Dr. Anna Howard Shaw

Olive

Suffrage organizations throughout the
nation are selling tickets and your audience Is ready whenever you announce

In

By

"THE
PIT"
Frank
WITH

the late

Norris,

KANE AND MILTON

GAIL

SILLS

Dec. 28 through the
Attractions Dept.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COMMUNICATE
AT ONCE WITH THE NEAREST BRANCH OF THE

World Film Corporation
J.

SELZNICK.
West 4«th

138

38

RELIANCE
NESTOR
SOLAX
CRYSTAL
VICTOR

photography.

K. B.

HEPWORTH

BRONCHO

BARKER

Don't Hesitate

Act
and many exclusive subjects.
first

served.

popular

Write

money

for

makers

Keystones and Plckford

Vlce-Pres. and Gen.
Street,

Mt

r.

New York

branches throughout the United States and Canada

Now

First come,

lists.

The most

are

admittedly

films.

them with posters at from

We

$28

Posters one, three and six-sheets.

to

offer
$38.

Exclu-

Kriterion

sive features always for sale.

this feature.

Released

Released December 28

LEWIS

you to Co-operative Land
where everything is bright
with good stories and good

Special

Independent Film
Brokers
802 Vine

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Service
JSi)

th Floor

1600 Broadway

New York

City

-

V

IETY

THE
TIME

THIS

IS

a call can

made

for the
;

9th Anniversary

Number

OF

Out

Copy should

in

New York

reach the

Dec. 24

New

York
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o o ONE
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$1 DAY

Ith Ave.), N. Y. City
Stone's Throw from Broadway
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$1

ROOM

TWO IN
5
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"IT
DAY ROOM

CLEANEST

PLAN

NEW BUILDING

150 Furnished Apartments
HENRI COURT
Tel.

New

Bryant

41th ST.
8560-8561

fireproof

754 and 751 Ith

building,

Tel.

just completed, with handsomely furnished three and

telephone,

vate bath,
tricity.

RATES:

$12

AVE

Bryant

,

SIS and 331

at 47th St.

Prielec-

UP WEEKLY

W

Bryant

Tel.

3431

and

four-room apartments, thoroughly furnished for housePrivate baths.

keeping.
$8.00

UP WEEKLY

ARTHUR

UNDER ilANAGEMENT OF THE OWNER

West

252-254

38th

7th Avenue,

St., off

$2.50 to $5.00
1M

eon, hatha

scrupulously

on every

steam heat,

114-116

$4.50 Weekly

electric Uglht

WEST

CORNNEW

47TH STREET,

(Just off

MUSIC ROOM FOR U SE OF GUESTS

Faniiafod ApaUtnMnts

Tel. 1890

Phono Bryant

Goo. P. Schneider, Prop.

1044

Three and Four Reese ftportsusnis $• to
Largo reeeme faiTand up

Bryant

2M W. 41ST STREET
Hotel for gentl

ft

COMPLETE HOU8RKREPINQ

W. 48TH ST-

310

FURNISHED i\Pi\RTMENTS
Housekeeping
complete
323 West 43rd Street, NEW YORK CITY
Clean and Airy
...•_«. —
Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession

Steam Hoot

$8

L[MARKW
NEW

WEST

Rooms

49TH

With Private Bath,
Bedroom and Bath, $150

for 2 persons, $1.00.

Parlor

PUT THIS

COME AND SEE ME.

IN

NEW YORK
$2r

ReheRTBal Room*.

ND

CORRESPONDENCE

YORK

ST.,

NEW YORK

VAUDEVILLE'S SWEETEST TENOR

Up

SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL RATES
220

YORK

All

InaJIMOEY IR

for

Private Bath, 3-4 rooms.

CONVINCE

YOU

Broadway)

JO

Telephone Bryant 2M7

and gas

A CALL
WILL

Beet location in town.
Kitchenette apartments; Single and double rooms, witb bath
Attractive prices to the profession.

NEW YORK

Weekly

floor,

FIREPROOF

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

excep-

three

clean

tionally*

NEW YORK CITY
ABSOLUTELY

Prices, $3.50, $4.00,

ST

4ld

Sole Proprietress

4293-6131

and

Comfortable

Decidedly clean, four and
five-room apartments with
private baths, carefully furnished.
$lt.M up

four-room apartments complete for housekeeping.

THE CLAMAN

THE ANNEX

W.

and VARIETY.

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM SHOWER BATHS
EVERYTHING NEW

Steam Heated, Centrally Located in the Theatrical District in the City of
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession.
112, S14 and 111

Offices

With Hot and Cold
QA
DAomc
OHI\OOIT1S Running Water

TOWN

IN

Now

hi

TWO BLOCKS WEST OF BROADWAY

Telephone
1862 Bryant

SINNOTT. Manager

T.

stop at

Northwest Cor. 42d Strait and 9th Avenue

Big Reductions to Weekly Guests
Every room hat hot and cold running water, electric light and
long distance telephone.
EUROPEAN
Phono 1S2B Greeley

to

DANI
HOTEL FOR GENTLEMEN

Broadway and

Fireproof Building.

7117 Bryant
Acknowledged ea the host

place

York City.
One block from Booking

PAULINE COOKE,

Hotel Plymouth
38th St. (Between

99

Unlets otkrwise noted, the

$1.50

reportt are for the CBrretrt week.

CHICAGO
"*^**V***

YOUR DATE BOOK

VARIETY S CHICAGO OFFICE:
MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING
'

44

CLAR1DGE APARTMENTS

22t

WEST

StTH STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY
Walter Stanton has closed a season with the
and la "roosting" In Chicago for a while.

fairs

Catering to Vaudeville's Blue List

House

Schilling
107-lOt

Wost

41th Street

Phone Greeley

FURNISHED ROOMS
240 West Mth St.
New York City

MR.

HOURS.

MEAL SERVICE AT ALL

Private Baths.

Music Room for
10S0J Bryant

"Under Cover," now at Cohan's Grand, will
play holiday week In Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Light Housekeeping

Reasonable Rates

NEW YORK
American plan.

344

AND MRS. ED KENNARD

at Jollet,

The Colonial
If

you

don't

advertise in VARIETY
advertise at all.

don't

'Phono

Rehearsals.

Primroses "Don't Lie
close

Your Wife"

will

Is

the

name

of a

new theater

Farmersburg, Ind.

In

111-111 Weat

4Kb St

Lunch 40c.
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BEST"

TURNING THEM AWAY NIGHTLY

Lady"

at Powers'.

will

open at Cohan's Grand Dec.

"My Lady'H

will

Dress," by

reopen

Dec.

24 with

Edward Knoblauch.

Bloom

of the Interstate returned free

New York Monday where she had

C. S.
offices.

J.

Murdock spent Sunday

Humphrey

star,

will

open at the Princess, Dec.

27.

Abe Frank has severed his connection with
Rector's cafe.
.Joe

main

Sullivan has gone to

New York

to

re-

for a week.

Charles E. Slddons has been engaged to play
lending roles with the stock company at the

Warrington.

to

In

town

wltl

of the local United Booklai

Loew's Empress at Columbus, O., has
It is a new house and has
been open about three weeks.
Into pictures.

"Our Children," with Henry Kolker as the

been

look for acts.

John

"On Trial"

The Blackstone

Ne"

William Harris, Jr., and Paul Dicker nsTe
been In town looking over "The Mlsfesdlfll
Cella

27.

AN ITALIAN DINNER YOU WON'T FORGET

with

to

Dec. 20.

"Abe" Attell, former lightweight champion,
Is now on the stage, Is being sued by bis
wife for divorce.

who

goee
only

Mort Singer, Marcus Helman and Sam Ksbl
took a trip to Davenport early this week to
look over conditions.
"Across the Border," a war play by Feulal
Dlx, is announced for the Fine Arts theitf*
Feb. 22.

The New Dome theater has opened
Ind., to play combination shows

ton,

nights only.

in Clin-

SundaJ

1

:

VARIETY
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liandis Court
West 43rd

| 241-243-245-247

Street (at

The newest thing
In the theatrical district,

new

ARCHER AND

20TH STREETS

FREE USE OF ALHAMBRA HIPPODROME STAGE FOR REHEARSAL

UP.

THEATRE AND HOTEL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

PURPOSES.

|

E
with E

fire-proofed buildings, equipped with

every modern device consisting of one and three-room suites

AND

I

apartments

=

HOTE,L CARLE/TON
STATE,

|

in housekeeping furnished

ACTS COMING TO CHICAGO STOP AT
$400

Times Sq.) |

NEW YORK CITY

1
§

1^-

—

Phone— Bryant 4M1

33

S7 00 WEEK
BATH
ROOMS WITHTHEPRIVATE
NEW, MODERN
PROOF

NORMANDIEV^***V^^V|
H
PFTTPAf^O
FIRE

IN

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

417-19

WfTHIW THttt

ILO0M OF TIN LaMOT DOWN-TOW TMMTMt

New Richmond
Dark

405 N.

St.,

Modern Throughout

Hotel

ILL.
Special Rates to tha Profeaslon

F. H.

E kitchenettes and private baths.

(Formerly of tha

These apartments are beautifully decorated, sumptuously fur- E
E nished and arranged for privacy to satisfy the most critical.

CHICAGO,

LONG,

St.

Prop.
Charles Hotel, St. Louia)

SHERMAN'S HOTEL

Dad's Theatrical Hotel

Formerly

"A

PHILADELPHIA

COOKE'S HOTEL

Theatrical Hotel of the Bettor Class"
Walnut Street above Eighth

Philadelphia

Opposite Casino Theatre

Rates $10.00 to $14.00 Weekly

I

CAFE CABARET EVERY NIGHT
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I

WELLINGTON HOTEL
Wabash Ave. and Jackson

Blvd.

CHICAGO

HOTELVAN CORTLANDT
WEST

142-146

NEW YORK

49TH STREET

JUST EAST OF

BROADWAY
large, light v airy

and

well furnished.

use of bath $150 and up. Rooms -with bath $2 and up.
Parlor bedroom and bath $3 and up, for one or two persons.

Rooms with

Formerly

350

E. E.

Walk

At the outlying ho vises this week the followHap Ward and Lucy Daly, "A Fool and
His Money." Victoria "The Rosary," Crown
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine," Imperial
and Rose Melville at the National.
ing:

;

Fred Herendeen, one of the authors of "The
Elopers," is In New York where be Is making
arrangements to present a new show, as yet
without a name.
Hugo Frey and George B.
Stoddard are associated with him In the ven-

Cowan and May Howard, two chorus

George Lee has arrived In town with his
formerly Ted Dennett. Their marriage
of a romance begun when both
of the players were with the Marx Brothers

Rlngllng Brothers this summer, will be
vance

Ludlow, engenue with the western
"Hen Pecked Henry" company, suffered an attack of appendicitis while on the road In Iowa
and was rushed to a hospital at Preston, a
Junction point, where she was operated on
Dec. 11. She Is not pxpected to recover.

Charles J. Dwyer, one of the new proprietors of the Fountain Inn, and brother of
Ada Dwyer, is the father of a son, born Doc.

The new Morrison Hotel was opened SaturThe cabaret will be opened thin
week. The old part of the hotel to the west
will be raced shortly, which will put the Boston Oyster House, a landmark, out of com;

Mr. Dwyer was formerly on the stage and
played In several productions with J. H.
Stoddard,
among them being "The Lons

series

of

the Evaneton

benefit
theatre.

performances begin at
Evanston, Dec. 17, for

CHRISTMAS
Exclusive
NECKWEAR
GLOVES
HOSIERY

SHIRTS

UNDERWEAR FANCY VESTS
PAJAMAS
SWEATERS
BATH ROBES DRESS SETS

Special Price Inducements to

THE PROFESSION

Ask

the First Actor

You

Meet.

"MY POLICY"
"Every

Article

You

MUST

Please,

or

Return

1582

Buy Here
You MUST

It."
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dramatist, Is confined
^pltal with an attack of
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Incent Is under the rare
t.irrk -*lth an attack of walking
r:\ui. of the Grant Hotel is at
r-'-jfops,
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BROADWAY

724-26 7th Ave.

Opposite Strand Theatre

NEW YORK

Strike."

rh

A

LAST CALL

will
will

10.

Tom Kuma, Japanese Juggler Roach and
Crawford, Ringing and dancing team, and the
Three Van Statts, who sing, dance and offer
Instrumental music, were all cancelled Monday
morning nt the Colonial by Adolph Llnlck,
who was "sitting in" to watch the show.

The girls called up newspapers and
announced that the company was giving its
final performance Saturday night, and in this
way created much excitement

fares.

that appeals to tha well
dressed man

Boyle Woolfolk's new tab. "Nobody Home,"

mission.

show.

Twenty ballet girls, who have been with the
Century Opera company at the Auditorium,
created considerable stir last Saturday when
they demanded Pullmans on their way back to
New York. Their contracta had expired and
they Insisted they be given luxurious return
trips.
The management, however, averred
that all the contracts called for waa plain

in ad-

day night.

was the result

some time

And everything

Halton Powell will loin his eastern company
"Hen Pecked Henry" at Galesburg,
Christmas day. He will be out with the show
sixty days. Harry Scott, press agent with the

open In Gary Dec. .11. Harry Shannon
Mabel Walzer, late of the
be featured.
Minstrel Kiddies, will be In the cast, and
among others are Robert Earl (Earl & Jennings), Pat Barrett, Jacqullne Tallman and
Florence and Irene Relchardt, last of "One
Girl in a Million."

bride,

WEEKLY RATES

Catsklll mountains to remain for
under the advice of Dr. Tborek.

playing

Clara

Irene

NOW

Ethel Robinson has
the Firemen's Fund.
charge of the show. Four performances will
be given, one each on Thursday and Friday
and two on Saturday.

ture.

girls who live at the Jackson Hotel, were fined
last Saturday for alleged shoplifting In one of
the big department stores.
They paid $1 each
Into the city's exchequer.

OVERCOATS
Formerly $35 to $50
and even more

Proprietor

AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS

HOTEL

Prospect Avenue
Cleveland
S Minutes* Walk from Theatres

BEFORE

WINTER

POPULAR PRICE RESTAURANT

HOLLINGSWORTH,

A.

Prop, and Mgr.
Headquarters
to All Theatres

A BIG STORY
TOLD IN FEW
WORDS

new
York
STREET,

to 30 Theatres

CHAS.

CAMPBELL,

Theatrical

14TH
N. 14TH
12TH ST.

Ten Minutes' Walk

KING EDWARD

145-155 WEST 47TH
Just off Broadway.
"The Very Heart of New York"
Absolutely Fireproof
Rooms, ZSe Private Baths
EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE
Rooms (Running Water) $1.00 and Upward. Room and Bath, $1.50

Five Minutes'

MO.

REGENT HOTEL, 100 N.
HOTEL, 101
METROPOLE HOTEL, SOf N.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

in

A. RILEY, Manager

the hospital being treated for an attack of
appendicitis.
Joe Buckley, who haa been at
the hospital for some weeks, haa gone to the

VICTORIA HOTEL

1024

SPECIAL

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION.

NEW

J.

ST. LOUIS,

A home-like transient and family
Telephone in every room.
hotel.
Moderate Prices
Restaurant and Grill equal to any

The TALGARTH

Rates to the Profession

NEW REGENT

Centrally located, good service, absolutely fireproof.

Rooms

Al^l^i

N. B.— Don't

fail

announcement.

my

customers.

CITY

to see next week's
An appreciation to

1578-80

569

BROADWAY

SEVENTH AVE.
MELROSE AVE.

716-718

VARIETY

.u

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN!
I

wish to

call

your especial attention to the next act,

"THE EDGE OF THE WORLD"
I

sincerely believe

the

it

to be

without doubt the most beautiful production ever presented in vaudeville. The further it goes
recommend that you remain to the finish. You will be well
this great novelty becomes.

more fascinating and gorgeous

1

rewarded.

This

is

the statement

made by

L.OIN
Manager

of

Hammer stein's

Victoria Theatre to the audience at the

two Monday performances (Dec.

14)

concerning

"THE EDGE OF THE WORLD"
BOOKED PERSONALLY IN LONDON FOR THE KEITH THEATRES BY EDW. DARLING.
A positive creation of weird and strange phenomena of living and combating colors, which never appear in the
same

fantastic formations

Produced by M.

and shades a second time during any performance.

TEUBER

All business communications to

HAMMERSTEIN'S VICTORI

E.

ROUSBY

Dec. 14-21 (two weeks)

Held over for next week after the

first

Hammersteln's show Monday

HARWOOD

ALICE

(FORMERLY ALICE LAWLOR, OF CHARLES

IN ORIGINAL
By

B.

LAWLOR AND DAUGHTERS)

SONGS

DON VALENTINE HARWOOD

Will show her

new

single act at the

BROADWAY THEATRE, NEW YORK
NEXT WEEK
MANAGEMENT OF

DON VALENTINE HARWOOD

(Dec. 21)

Direction of

WALTER HAST

—

—

—

VARIETY
Opened at

HAMMERSTEIN'S THIS WEEK

(Dec. 14) and

met with

Terrific Success

THE ROYAL JUGGLERS
GASGOIGNES
First

Appearance in America

Booked by Alonzo

Sole Representative and Manager,

1482 Broadway,

Both were in the electric lights and
both had equal billing.
These acts, Hyams
and Mclntyre and Donlln and McHale, made
good. The song and dance fans were on hand
lor the lormer and the ball fans for the latter.
Hyams and Mclntyre have been seen
here recently and did not have anything new
to offer.
They opened rather slowly, but by
the time they reached their dance burlesque,
tuey were a real hit.
Donlln and McHale
ottered a good line of talk.
The show opened
at a very slow tempo.
Les Salvaggls, two
girls who dance after the acrobatic style,
made several changes and worked hard, but
were received with no enthusiasm.
Byrd
Crowell sang four songs, using "Annie Laurie" for one, and was received with some
warmth, although It took Claud and Fannie
Usher to start the show on Its real gait They
close.

PRESENTS

"The Count^The Maid"
A MUSICAL COMEDY
Libretto by Walter

ONE ACT
WALTER L. ROSENBERG

IN

MacNamara
Music end Lyric by

WITH

VICTOR KAHN

HERBERT BROSKE
BLANCHE BOONE
IRENE MOORE
AND COMPANY OF 11 PEOPLE
H.

Continuous Laughs
Clever Comedians
Melodious Music

Pretty Girls
Magnificent Costumes
Beautiful Scenery
Excellent Singers

Glancing into the future the following atloom
Pavlowa and her company,
Dec. 20; "My Lady's Dress,"
Blackstone, Dec. 24; "At the Ball," American
Music Hall. Deo. 24; "The New Henrietta,"
Cort, Dec. 27 ; "Our Children," Princess, Dec.
21
"On Trial," Cohan's, Dec. 27 ; "The Whirl
of the World," Garrick, Dec. 27; "The Passing Show of 1914," Jan. 10; "A Perfect Lady,"
Illinois,
Jan. 10; "The Dummy," Power's,
Jan. 10; DeWolf Hopper in comic opera repertoire, Auditorium, Jan. 18, and "Sari," at the
Illinois, Jan. 24.
tractions

:

Auditorium,

;

A

minstrel show was given at the Auditorium last Sunday afternoon under the auspices of the Chicago Examiner, the proceeds
of which will go to the Christmas fund for
poor children.
The sum of $8,000 was obtained.
Robert M. Sweitser acted as inter-

and men prominent in

locutor

political

life

were end men.
Robert Fitxslmmons and his
ton boxed, and there were several boxing
matches between professionals and amateurs
that created a lot of fun.
Dr. John CF. Message was referee for the fights.
Over 2,000
tickets were sold, and the receipts were augmented by the sale of flowers and programs.

The huge vaudeville entertainment given at
Cohan's Grand Friday afternoon, Dec. 11, waa
from every viewpoint
The total
were $3,286.31.
The entertainment
consisted of 20 acts and comprised the best
known vaudeville artists and legitimate players in the city.
Harry J. Ridings personally
superintended the show.
Lee Harrison was
general stage director, Edward Shayne, stage
manager, and James Hemschel, musical director.
Seats sold at $2.50 and the house was
Jammed to the doors by an audience that was
successful
receipts

wl M
dev.

with enthusiasm.
The proceeds will be
to giving 3,235 Christmas dinners to
deserving families.
.

.

AUDITORIUM

(Bernard Ulrich, mgr.).—
Century company in grand opera repertoire
doing excellent business.

BLACKSTONE (Edwin

Wappler, mgr.).—
Ann Murdock in "The Beautiful Adventure,"
not meeting with any success.
COHANS GRAND (Harry Rlddings, mgr.).
—"Under Cover," nearing the close of its successful engagement.
CORT (U. J. Herrmann, mgr.).— "A Pair
of Sixes," getting generous returns.
FINE ARTS (Albert Perry, mgr.).— Universal feature films.

GARRICK (John

J.

Osrrlty,

mgr.).— "Peg

My Meart,"

getting good box office returns
run of six months.
LA SALLE (Joseph Brsnsky, mgr.). "The
Candy Shop," growing In popularity each

o*

—

after a

week.

OLYMPIC
Potash
a

little

(George C. Warren, mgr.).
& Perlmutter," receipts falling away
after a phenomenal run.

ILLINOIS (Augustus Pitou, JU\, mgr.).—
"Follies," packing the house and
doing tremendous business.
POWERS' (Harry J. Powers, mgr.).— "The
Misleading Lady," catching on nicely.
PRINCESS (Sam P. Gerson, mgr. ) .—"Kitty
MacKay," a Scotch play that has been playing

Ziegfeld's

to tidy

returns.

—

LITTLE (Maurice Browne, mgr.). "The
Philanderer," appealing to the highbrows.
MAJESTIC (Lyman B. Glover, mgr.; agent,
Trlxle Friganza seemed a trifle
peeved Monday afternoon. She wore a frown,
among other things, when she bounced onto
the stage and did not seem quite at ease until sue got Into the broad travesty of dancing towards the end of her act where she succeeded in tuckering out two husky youths
she carries with her. The cause of her irritation may have been that she had to follow
a horse act, or It may have been becauss
Charles Olcott, earlier in the game, had sung
one of her songs.
She got a good deal of
laughter as her reward of merit, however, and
was applauded warmly. Dogs opened the entertainment.
They were put through their
paces by Mons. and Mme. Alf. W. Loyal, and
did some tricks that were really new.
One
dog, in particular, did some somersaults in
high jumps that stirred the house.
Toney
and Norman followed with comedy singing and
talking.
Toney Is tall, lank and thin. Much
of the fun in the act grows out of this fact.
He has a grotesque dance that gets him atEva Taylor A Co. offer a sketch
tention.
called "Taking a Chance." It has several surprises.
Mack and Orth have a style of their
own, and their rapid fire talk, with its odd
quirks and turns, is a sure fire for laughs.
They won easily.
Gus Edwards' "Matinee
Girls," featuring Charlie Olcott, did not have
such an easy time of it, and yet the show is
big and has many excellent features.
There
are several talented people in the cast who
do good work, and they deserved better treatment than they received. Mr. Olcott did his
piano specialty in his usual style, winning
Nellie V. Nichols followed the big
applause.
act with her character songs, scoring a genuine hit in her Italian characterization.
She
was received heartily.
Bagonghl, an equestrian of diminutive proportions, who rides a
horse at the end of a rope hanging from the
girders, got a good many laughs out of his
novel act.
There was much bustle and stir
in the act and it went over.
Gormley and
Orpheum).

—

Caffery, two acrobats who work after the accepted manner, closed. They have a few tricks
out of the ordinary, and the one who works
straight can twist about in the air like s
corkscrew being thrown out of a window. The
clown has a few laughs in his bag of tricks.
Show ran close onto 5 o'clock.
PALACE (Harry Singer, mgr.; agent, Orpheum). Two teams vied for honors In the
and were about neck and neck at the
bill

—

Diamond

and

Brennan

COLONIAL (Norman

vehicle

Boys

cal turn.

McVICKERS

O.

(J.

Burch, mgr.;

L

J.

4

S.).— Show opened by Mueller Brothers, who
sing a good repertoire well.
They have a
purple plush curtain which lends tone to their
act and an easy and Ingratiating style. They
had to respond to two encores. Anderson and
Burt offer a semi-sketch called "Home Sweet
Home."
It calls
for numerous legitimate
laughs. Frevoll, shsdowgraphtst was on next
He has supple hands, good ideas of picturing
and works fast. Some of his ideas drew spontaneous applause.
Golet Storts A La Fayette, three men who sing, do so with energy
and some tsste. Appearing in white from hats
to shoes, they turn to evening dress and offer
piano and banjo music as well as a good line
of songs.
Act neatly dressed snd has class.
Reddington and Grant, billed as bounding
tramps, do not depend wholly on their tramp
togs for comedy. They work a line of bounding that is meritorious, and yet is full of
comedy and they were one of the hits of the
bill.
Bessie Le Count was another hit
Hsr
repertoire of character songs went very well,
indeed, and she closed with a smart recitation
that gave her an excellent finish. The "Haunted Hill" episode of "Zudora" was an interesting part of the show, and the Chicago
Herald movies gave a local touch that was
appreciated by the audience.

fol-

;

Mack

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
PANTAGES' THEATRE BLDG.
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ORPHEUM.— Montgomery

Taylor and Brown, a man and a woman, have
a good line of talk and put their songs over
neatly.
The woman has talent as a "nut"
comedienne.
The Gevene Troupe of wire
walkers feature the cake walk, and work fast
There are six in the company and they use
two wires. Blcknell and Glbney have a fair
sketch in "The Small Town Johnny," which
gets a good many laughs. Hartley and Pecan,
a song, and dance team, have a fair repertoire
and pass.
GREAT NORTHERN HIP. (Fret Eberts,
mgr.
Andy Talbot; agent W. V. M. A.).
entertainment without showing anyG\)od

and

Moore,

hit

Everett's Monkey circus, opened splendidly.
Imhoff, Conn and Co. did not show.
Their
place was taken by Minnie Allen, who scored.

William and Wolfus, went big. Alfred BerBarry and Wolford, hit Johnny
Johnston (holdover)
appreciated.
Princess
Radjah (holdover), closing spot, repeated suc-

gen, liked.

cessfully.

EMPRESS.— Wilson Brothers, hit Cameron,
McDevitt and Co., good.
Hsssan Ben All's
Hooloos, closing position, successful.
Bally
Stembler, liked.
Holmes snd Riley, passed.
Golden and West, opening, did well. A quinmale voices, members In sailor outfits,
were added and the act got over nicely. The
B'ngers carried special scenic accessories.
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.). Talmaliosco Co. in "Magic" (second and last week).
COLUMBIA (Gottlob, Marx * Co., mgrs.).—
David Wsrfield "Auctioneer" Co. (second and

tet of

The

Chamberllns, man and woman, rope-throwers
Tbelr act
and whip-manipulators, opened.
ran smoothly and elicited applause in several
places.
Neatly dressed and nicely put up.
Went very well at opening show Monday night
McNish and McNish, in second spot, told some
clever jokes, and offered acrobatic dancing.
The elder man performed some odd antics
with s broom that got him a host of laughs.
De Marco's animals consists msinly of monks
trained to ride bikes. This they do unusually
Their routine is out of the ordinary.
well.
Knapp, and Cornelia, two young men, who sing,
dance and do acrobatic stuff, all almost equally
well.
Tbey were one of the genuine successes
The Three White Kuhns followof the bill.
ing, fell into an easy spot, snd with their
lively songs and their fast and rattling string
music got by without a hitch.
Antrim and
Vale were also in the running, and without
The young woman has a demure way
effort.
Their line of talk
with her which goes well.
was s bit sophisticated, but not tainted. The
Four Vanis, three women and a man, wirewalkers, brought the entertainment to a peThey walk well. House full.
riod
WILSON (Mitch Licalzi, mgr.; agent. W. V.
M. A.). Extreme cold weather proved detrimental to the box office at the Wilson Avenue
Monday night. Probably fifty people in the

—

last

week).

GAIETY

(Tom

mgr.).— "Stubborn

O'Day,

Cinderella" (first week).
ALCAZAR (Belasco A

Mutt snd Jeff"

WIGWAM

(first

Mayer,
week).

PRINCESS

(Bert

agent, Levey).

Levey,
—Vaudeville.

mgrs.).

mgr.).— Musical

(Jos.
Bauer,
vaudeville.

comedy and

and mgr.;

lessee

REPUBLIC (Ward

Morris, mgr.; agent
V. A.).— Vaudeville

S.

is

W.

Bothewell Browne's musical comedy company
the principal attraction at the Republic.

Busln

4s

continues to hold up good at ths
W. 8. V. A.'s latest venture.

Liberty, the

The snnual Poultry Show
swsy at the Auditorium.

—

While conditions are
the

theatrical

situation

still

Is

now

in

d

co

deploraple hers,

Comedy Dramatic

Playlet

'Human Driftwood"
Big Hit at tha

THIS WEEK

full

shows indications of

Improving.

Presenting a

Melbourne MacDowell

Dream."

Soldier's

The Skatells, novelty roller-skate artists,
were handicapped by the small stage,
but their dancing on the rollers sent them
over well. Gertrude Van Dyke and Brother,
scored big. Hopkins snd Axtell in their laughable travesty, "Traveling," held the spot next
to closing.
The Majestic Musical Four give
the show a good finish in their novelty musi-

show Monday morning as

thing of sensational or startling nature.

"A

called

seen.

B. Field, mgr. J. L. A
headlining, closed the first
is the custom in
this house.
By the time he came on, the house
was packed and he was received with warmth.
He sang Irish songs with his usual unction
and went over big. Tom Kuma, a Japanese
juggler, opened the show.
He left the bill.
Roach and Crawford, a singing and dancing
team on in second place, also went out. Three
Vsn Statts, who talked, sang and offered 'cello
music, also were out after one show. Then
came Jack Straus. He was one of the big
hits of the bill.
His character work got him
big applause.
The Masiroff Troupe of Russian dancers went very well.
They need better wardrobe to bring them up to the standard, but otherwise they are commendable.

—Andrew

(Dec. 21)

City

might put more life In their work. It is a
good line of work and a few new stunts are

lowed Hyams and Mclntyre, no easy place,
but they dragged triumph out of their predicament and went over with a rush. Ryan and
Tierney were a reasonable hit.
The billing
may have been wrong. Llplnski's dogs closed,
and the act held the people In the house until
the final curtain. This act is unique In many
particulars, and has many points of keen interest
The act went over big and brought
the show to a bright close.
S.).

New York

house at opening performance. Mason, Wilbur
and Gordon, novelty acrobats, have a good

offered their familiar sketch, "The Straight
Path," which has laughs and pathos about
equally divided.
Mildred Ann Cannon and
Paul De Cardo, billed for closing, were put
in flfth spot, where they were fairly pleasing,
and yet Miss Cannon insisted on announcing
each one, so in this way the audiences was
not left in doubt one bit as to what was being done on the stage.
The repertoire was
somewhat away from the ordinary, but not of
such a startling nature as to leave any vivid
recollections.

Monday

for Pol i Time, starting

WILLIE EDELSTEN,

BROADWAY
(Dec. 14)

;
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i
Broadway and 47th

Street,

•ILLY WATSON'S

"BIG GIRLIE SHOW"

New York

%*tfMOU»S"

BARCLAY

B.

FREDERIC M. McCLOY,

In

VARIETY.

Dave Gordon

WATSONS "ORIENTALS"
QOOP-LOOKINQ GIRLS ALWAYS

WANT

inrr

N

"Barclay's peculiar mannerisms are obviously unstudied, and his apparently natural
idiosyncrasies are singularly refreshing in these days of monotonous sameness/*

TW BILLY WATSON
COL

BURLESQUE
A RIOT IN BURLESQUE

JACOBS & JERMON'S
Columbia Theatre Building

IN

Presents

"GIRLS OF THE GAY WHITE WAY"

and LAKE'S
STEWART
SIMMONDS,
w
a

MOLLIE WILLIAMS

AUTOGIRLS CO. Offer
MADELINE WEBB
HARRY M. STEWART FRANCIS ELLIOTT
BILLY HALLMAN
CAROL SCHRODER
JAS. J. LAKE
TEDDY SIMMONDS
SALLY STEWART
HARRY SEYMOUR
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT. 1914-15

"The Only Female Star in Burlesque9'
Fred McCloy
GOOD NEWS FROM THE FRONT

BERT BAKER
IN

Hot Dog! Hot Dog! Hot Dog!
WHAT

AN ENTIRELY NEW PRODUCTION AND BOOK.
NEXT SEASON.

IS ITT

A BRAND NEW IDEA

IN

BURLESQUE

Barney Gerard's "Follies of the Day"
WITH SAM SIDMAN AND GERTRUDE HAYES

Harry K. Morton

MaeHolden

Babe La Tour

THE ELECTRIC SPARK
With

RISH COMEDIAN

With "GOLDEN CROOK"
Management,

JACOBS & JERMON

"THE GAYETY GIRLS"

NOW AND ALWAYS

Zella Russell
LEADS
Featured with

GUS FAY'S "GAYETY GIRLS"

Gladys Sears
"TANGO

Ml

Featured

with

with

NK
MAUDI

German Comedian, "Prize Winners" Co.

EDNA RAYMOND

Fitzgerald

NELLIE FLOREDE
"GOLDEN CROOK"

"AUTO GIRLS"-HH-1S

Harry Seymour
NOT STAR-A
A
"AUTO

COMET

CIRLS"-lfll4-lS

The German Theatre Co. presented a Gerversion of "The Strollers" Tuesday evenDec.

Fay Barnes, known on the stage as one of
Masquerla sisters, was secretly married
Ecklund (non-professional) Dec.

6.

The Monte Carter "tab" musical comedy
company has been booked by Bert Levey to
play an Indefinite season at the Liberty in
Vallejo.

The best week's business of the season was
done at the Alcazar by "Damaged Goods." It
said the week's gross registered above
Is
The Kolb and Dill Co. In "The Olrl In the
Train" broke the Jump between here and Los
Angeles by playing a couple of one-night
stands along the route.

The management

7.

fied

"Not

a

Moving

Picture

latest line used In all the

advertising.

Theatre" Is the
Columbia theatre's

the

orchestra

i

F-IIMIM
WALDRON

•'AMERICAN BEAUTIES" CO.

man
ing,

Making 'em laugh without an effort
AL. REEVES' BEAUTY SHOW

•O^jeenRosejrfjtheJRosebuj^j^r^^

$55,000 at a 75 cent top scale.

During the past two weeks several turns and
sketches have been booked on Orpheum time
from this end.

"Happy Widows'* j

CO.

the

to /Robert

MANAGEMENT

Management CHARLES H.

Prima Donna, "Prize Winners" Co.

("Blutch") Cooper

NOVEL CREATION"

14-15.

FENNESSY A HERK

ALWAYS WORKING

LEO HOYT

"ROSELAND GIRLS"

"A

Season

CO.

MARGIE CATLIN
SAMMY WRIGHT

Featured with

la

DAVE MARION'S OWN

"HONEYMOON GIRLS"

"BEHMAN SHOW"

BILLY WATSON'S "BIG SHOW"

Francis Elliott

Woman

-u.™* of ins-

Anna-ARMSTRONG.and ODELL-Tommy

LON HASCALL
Manager)
SIMON LEGREE

Featured with

E.

Leading

GIRLS'' CO.

(Stage

Management James

WIS"
(Columbia Circuit)

Author and Producer of Same
Management, Theatrical Operation Co.
Permanent Address, 73S Winthrop Ave.,
Beachmont Mass.

Johnnie Jess

Lillian

"REVIEW OF

Dixon-*

THE ORIGINAL GERMAN

LEW KELLY

Personal Direction.
Henry P. Dixon

HARRY IHickey] LE VAN
CI
A IDs? lal? s7TOe?
LLAIKL
III!/ V 111 L*

of the Columbia has notiservices will be disIts

pensed with during the two week Warfleld
engagement Drama without music is something new in this city.

"Butterfly Isle" was presented before a food
sized audience at the Savoy Monday night,
Dec. 7, by the San Francisco Center of the
Red Cross.
The proceeds went to the war
sufferers.

ATLANTA.
By R. H. MeCAW.
FORSYTHB (Hugh Cardosa, mgr.
U. B. O.).

—Liana

;

agent,

Carrera, goes big; Nouette,

warmly received Rlcharda A Kyle, applause
Bayonne, Whipple A Houston, success Kramer
;

While playing at Pantages last week one of
the Five Mowatts contracted blood poisoning
of the hand causing the turn to retire from
the bill. While waiting for the disabled member to recover other members of the act are
filling In a little time for the W. S. V. A.,
doing a four people turn.
Last week H. L. Estes, a realty dealer, awore
out a warrant for the arrest of one Meyer
Cohan on the charge of passing a $4,000 check
without sufficient funds on deposit to cover
it.
From all accounts, Cohen agreed to purchase the Washington Square theatre for $8,000 and tendered the check aa the Initial payment.
In his complaint Estes declares the
check was not honored. The matter will be
threshed out In court

;

A Morton, laughs
elty Clintons,

do

ing

Stock,

;

Mallla
nicely.

A

Bart, please

;

Nov-

—

Wells, mgr.). Emma Bunt"Teas of Storm Country." Ant

LYRIC (Jake

houses; next week, "Mamselle."

ATLANTA. — Maude Adams, heavy

business;

"Seven Keys to Baldpate," 17-10; good advance; "Potash and Perlmutter" to follow.
(7RAND (Arthur Hyman, mgr.). Feature
Alms doing only fair.

—

F. W. Sailer has bought the Dreamland, a
vaudeville and picture theatre In High Point,
N. C.

B. C. Snodgrass has Just completed a new
theatre In Scottaboro, Ala., seating 1,000. It
will play traveling musical tabs.
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Charles Horwitz

WARDROBE
TRUNKS

Author of tho host comedy acta la veudeville.
Ask tho Flvo SuuVe, Mr. and Mrs, Mark Murphy, Lollo Davie A Co, Qulnlaa and Richards,
Yrdelr Emmett * Co, Tom WlUlasns at Co,
and hundrodo of others.

Leatheroid/

Broadway (Room

S# Greeley

LMILLER,

IIS),

Now York

1S54 Broadway,

Mar.u
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-

STRONG
DURABLE
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Shoes.

CLOG.

Ballet

R. LYNCH
Theatrical DopL
Solo Makers and
Distributors

CHA3.

and

Acrobatic
Shoes a Spe-

cialty.

made

All work
at short

notice.

Catalog 4

W. 45th St., New York City
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Phone, Bryant
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MODERN METHODS

IBftk the Art

Man

"Matte* Up"
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MUSIC ARRANGED

DENTIST, Strand Theatre BMg.

PIANO

ORCHESTRA

Song e taken down from

A REAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT
IMPORTED PEARL NECKLACES

office

where
you

will give

voice. Old orrewritten.
nice,
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you can talk to a man who
Juet what you went.
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Costumes and Millinery
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CHARLES HORWITZ
14C2

Phone

FRANK HAYDEN

SPECIAL

MASK

TftAOt

Suite

Genuine Pearls—
uenuine
rear is—in necklace, witn
with Solid Uold
Gold Ussp.
Gss
You can not duplicate this for 3 times tnis
price. See one end you'll order another.
SEND AT OUR RlSKt On approval, through
any Express Cos or direct to you. Send S eta. In stampa and we send It on approval by
express. If ordering direct, piece SS.es la envelope, end eend NOW.
MONEY BACK IF NOT
SATISFIED. We ere reeponelble. MAHARANEE PEARL CO„ Coneuaaere Bldfc Chicago, HI.

A

NELSON

H.

Aster Theatre

411,

Bids;.,

WE

"I

Writs Acta that Cot the
Author tor Vaudeville Stars

L. A.

HANDY, mWi Ajeet

1*0 Broadway,

Now York

Room UM

LEON BEREZNIAK
TO THE PROFESSION

Its

W. Monroe

CHICAGO.

Street

ILL.

Superfluous
Frank King and Fred Oodding have formed

idly

a musical show, labeled "The Winning Girls."
It opened In Paducah, Ky., Dec. 14.

had

The Jewell-Kelly Stock has
Athens to the Majestic, Macon.
Clair Co
ts here.
stocks are finding the
pretty tough.

Some

8t

GUERRINI CO.

going

moved from
The Noveneof the small
In the stocks
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Toronto
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Office and Factory
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Reproduction
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Reproductions. Enlargements, All Kinds of
Mall orders promptly ettended
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— more
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PLUSH DROPS CHEAP

308 to 316 East 48th Street

electric aeedlca,
ao
eolutioa. oo burning

All Steel Core,

Now and

Lee Lash Studios

"o

StyIcs For Vaisdewllllam

Buffalo $».§•

UNCLE JOSH PIPKIN COMPANY

Hav

Removed Peraaaaeatly

Lehlgh\MI«3y Railroad

INFORMATION WANTED

SCENERY
DROP CURTAINS

and despite that war has
on other lines of

effect

DR.

Sptclal

Christmas

season, always something
big in the theatrical life of Australia, Is rap-

Abort

us,

depressing

business in Australia, preeent Indications are
thst this yesr's sesson, as fsr as the theatre
Is concerned, will be as highly successful a
Pantomimes, revuee and
one as lsst yesr.
passing shows fill the air and at every theatre
some new show or other Is being rehearsed.

Sydney. Nov. 21.

The

lta

Sydney will have lta pantomime at the
Adelphl, where "Babes In the Wood" will be
produced by the George Wllloughby manage-

AUSTRALIA.
By B. O. KNOX.

MANUFACTURERS OF

coming upon

SIEGEL
DR. JULIAN
STREET, NEW YORK CITY
204

WEST

42nd
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MOST DISTINGUISHED BALLAD SUCCESS

MEET ME TONIGHT

SINCE

FRANK TYLER DANIELS

Words by

Music by LEO

FRIEDMAN
Dance and Band Arrangement

Orchestrations in All Keys

BY THE SAME WRITERS

THE ONLY OFFICIAL MARY PICKFORD SONG

SWEETHEART

PARKE, DANIELS
:LS and FRIEDMAN,
146 West 45th St.

Prof.

DOERR

Mgr. EDDIE
WILBUR
Hodge

ARMAND «* REVERE
in

"DANCES OF

week.

New

Dorothy Harris, an American actress,
Daisy Jerome, who
will be the principal boy.
starred In the revue "Come Over Here" last
year, will give up the vaudeville engagements
to take part of the principal girl. The "dame"
comes to us from England in the person of

Dan Thomas.
As Is usual, Melbourne will see the Australian premiere of the J. C. Williamson pantomime this year "Cinderella." Minnie Love
has been engaged for the principal boy.

Dream

de

;

many

well

;

laughs

;

beautiful; Billie

Randy A

The

J. C.

Williamson attraction at Her Ma-

Sydney, will be the "Girl In the Film,"
will take possession of that playhouse

La Emma, daring.
FORD'S O. H. (Charles

has run

mgr.).— Rose

Gilbert and Sullivan season
sucessful course.

Those two American draws, "The Seven
Keys to Baldpate" and "Within the Law,"
seem to be hardy perennials In Australia.
Fred Nlblo and Josephine Cohan are still pulling big houses with the former at the Sydney
Criterion and the latter had a successful reMuriel
vival In Melbourne the other night
Starr is putting on all her successful pieces
in the Southern capital and Is enhancing the
good reputation she made there when she first
appeared in "Within the Law" many moons

Stahl
Lull In business.

In

"A

AUDITORIUM (Wedge wood
—Poll

Players

showing

;

Perfect

Dean,
Lady."

Yorkers."

holidays.

CASINO

(Charles Waldron, mgr.).— "MilDollar Dolls."
Excellent.
GAIETY
(George
Batcheller,
mgr.).—
"Prize Winners." Good.
GRAND OPERA (George E. Lothrop, mgr.).
lion

—"Passing Review

HOWARD

of 1914."
Fair.
E. Lothrop,

(George

mgr.).—

Girls,"

with Cora Livingston
Capacity on guaran-

"The Cabaret

heading the house

bill.

TREMONT TEMPLE.— Dltmar's

Book

of

and reptile pictures opening
Monday night and apparently scheduled for
a

insect

business.

big

mgr.).

Elton is excellent
Business dull,
even the regular patrons falling off.
COLONIAL (C. F. Lawrence, mgr.).—
"Billy the Kid." Not much doing here, either.
OAYETY (J. C. Sutherland, mgr.).— "City
Belles Burlesquers." Caters to large houses.

New

Ballauf,
mgr.).— "Qay
Just fair attendances.
L.

BUFFALO.
By ULYDU

F. RBI.
SHEA'S (Henry J. Carr, mgr. agent U. B.
O.).
Although tho coming of Christmas has
tended to slacken business somewhat, with the
two legit houses closed for the week, vaudeville went big.
Henry E. Dlxey, headlined this
week's bill with success Alan Brooks A Co.,
appeared as an extra attraction, and got over
with big hit; Connolly A Wenrlch, pleased;
Brltt Wood, good
The Linwoods, Trader A
;

—

;

;

ago.

Rochford, are clever Yvette, entertains The
Hedders, have a good novelty
La Toy Bros.,
favor
pictures close.
GAYETY (J. M. Ward, mgr. ) .—Burlesque
;

Rlckards management, personified by
Hugh D. Mcintosh, will try something new at
the Tlvoli, Sydney, next week when a "FolWhen in America,
lies" show will be staged.
Mr. Mcintosh engaged Jack Haskell to come
over to Sydney In order to give the public a
show on the lines of the American "Follies."
1
saw dress rehearsal yesterday and Mr.
Haskell has succeeded In doing something
with the local talent at his disposal greatly
stiffened as it Is with Isabelle d'Armond and
Monte Wolf from U. S. A., and Jack Cannot,
an English comedian, who has had considerable experience in local musical comedy. The
show may not be up to the standard of the
New York productions, but it is as fine as
anything so far seen here. "September Morn"
Is to be the first offering.

The

American acts continue to head all the vaubills.
At the Sydney Tlvoli (Rlckare Billy Noble and Jeanne Brooks,
wiio came on the Sonoma, Roberts and Lester, Mooney and Holbein and Mile. DavenOf the English acts
port's sculpture groups.
at this theatre the headliner is Florenc
Smlthson, a dainty musical comedy artls*.,
and J. W. Rlckaby, the clever comedian.

deville

ards)

.

At the Sydney National the American acts
and
Josephine
Gassman's
Picks
Include
"Napoleon," ape.
In Melbourne on the Rlckards' circuit are
Wright and Dietrich, Marco and Fanchon
Wolff, dancers, and Al Herman.
Madame
Schell and her lions are in the south with the

Fuller-Brennan people.
to America by the
Kelly and the Boundlnl Bros.

Returning

Tom

A new

arrival

who

Davles,

will

from
join

America
the

J.

C.

Sonoma

is

Dorothy
Williamson

is

firm.

BALTIMORE.
Dy

MARYLAND

—

J. E.
C.

(F.

DOOLEY.
Schanberger, mgr.; U.

Kitty Gordon, scores, first vaudeville
B. O.).
appearance here Fox 6 Dolly, pure fun and
Bonita & Murphy, entertaining
real dancing
E. F. Hawley & Co., thrills; Willie Weston,
Angelo Patrlcolo, holds audience enbig
Gleesons & Houlihan, pleasing Four
thralled
Rice, Sully & Scott, good.
Milanos, good
HIPPODROME (Charles E. Lewis, mgr.;
Loew). Joe Welch, funny; Law ton, clever;
Coy de Trlcksey, atTalbott, does well
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Charles H. Phelps, chief electrician of the
Maryland theatre, entertained a number of his
theatrical friends at his residence, 2134 West
North avenue, last Friday evening.
There
were representatives present from almost
every theatre in the city.

By

J.

GOOLTZ.

(Robert O. Larsen, mgr.; agt,
U. B. O). The supporting
bill
for
Ethel
Barry more and the Marvelous Manchurians
this week was not up to the high standard
of minor acts which has been established

—

The Barry more act went satisfactorily
and the Manchurians because of speed and

here.

novelty scored heavily.

The

rest of

the

bill

comprised the Kaufman Brothers, Adlcr and
Arllne, Wllla Holt Wakefield, Henshaw and

Avery and Frank Whitman, the LeFevre Duo

opening and Ramona Ortls closing.
PARK (Joseph Roth, mgr. Paramount
Service). Last week's opening was satisfactory despite the big field of movie houses In
this territory and the outlook seems good.
LOEWS ST. JAMES (William Lovey,
mgr.; agt, Loew). Small time and pictures.
Packed.
LOEW'S ORPHEUM (V.' J. Morris, mgr.;
agt. Loew). Vaudeville and pictures.
Ca-

—

;

—

—

pacity

week ends.

LOEW'S GLOBE (James Meagher, mgr.;
agt, Loew).

—(Al
Vaudeville.
Somerbee,

Fair.

BOWDOIN

U.

B.

O.).— Pictures.

—

;

Fair.

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE

still

draws

Girls,-'

the "Honeymoon
reports big business. Next,

With

good.

management

"Girls of the Moulin Rouge."

MAJESTIC (John

Laughlln, mgr.).— Playtime at popular prices, "Help
Wanted," drew big houses throughout the
week. A newspaper contest for girl stenographers of the city, offering free tickets for the
best criticisms, proved a big help as an advertising feature.
Next, "Damaged Goods."
OLYMPIC (Charles W. Densinger, mgr.;
agent, Sun). Centrally located in the heart
of the shopping district and providing an entertainment of rare variety, the usual good
attendances Is noticed at this theatre this
week. For the entertainment of the children.
Norrls' baboons and monkeys open ; Edward
Schuman & Madeline Franks. Buffalonlans,
follow In a new sketch entitled "Just Like a
first

—

Woman,"

Mona Gary Is a
clever comedienne; Frederick A Williams,
have a poor black face act
Lauder A Klsscoring

big

hit;

;

kadden, close in songs, dialogue and dance,
which should be elsewhere.
STRAND (Harold Edel, mgr.).— "Julius
Caesar," in picture, doing good.
HIPPODROME (Henry Marcus, mgr.).—
Marguerite Clark In "The Crucible," opens
first half; "False Colors," last half.
Business
fair.
28, William Farnum in "The Sign of the

GARDEN (W. F. Graham, mgr.).—Real Bohemian burlesque is found in the "Revue of
1915"
big houses have been drawn at every
performance
Christmas week, "Auto Girls."
REGENT (G. S. Schlesinger, mgr.).—A festival of song has been inaugurated as a drawing attraction for this upper Main street
movie house, "Cabaret Week" being the title
;

number of musical novelties to
"413" is the
during the week.
for the flrBt half
"The Master
Key" and "Manon Lascaut" for the last half.
Business but fair.
ACADEMY (Jules Michaels, mgr.; agent
Loew). "The Broadway Revue," headlines
vaudeville bill of unusual merit for this house;
allotted

be

(William H. Mc-

Donald, mgr.). Dark.
Available for highclass type of attraction on guarantee, according to report.
HOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— John
Drew in "The Prodigal Husband." Last
or aaW
COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— "The
Girl From Utah" on second week of run.
Good.
SHUBERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Mme.
Petrova in "Panthea" on second week.
Fair.
MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Guy
Bates Post in "Omar, the Tentmaker" on last
week but one. Fair.

TREMONT

;

;

Cross."

mgr.
agt, U. B.
O.). Small time vaudeville with big time
advertisingExcellent
BOSTON (Frank Ferguson, mgr.; agt, U.
B.
0.).— Belgian war pictures on second
week under guarantee policy. Good.
BIJOU (Harry Gustin, mgr.: agt, U. B.
O.).— Refined small time. Good.
NATIONAL (Charles Harris, mgr.; agt,

—

;

tures close.

"The Appeal," booked for the Teck this
week, canceled on Friday, 10.
The manage'
ment in attempting to engage an attraction
for the week endeavored to hold over the
"Passing Show," which attraction did a record
business here last week.
Principals of the
Winter Garden show objected, aa many had
made arrangements to spend the week at their
respective homes.
The house is consequently
dark. "The Story of the Rosary" will appear
week of

the

Herman

28.

Schults became organist of the
Shea Hippodrome orchestra on 14. Mr. 8ohultr
8hea
vaudeville house.
Joseph A. Ball now holds
E.

for years conducted the orchestra at the

(John B. Schoeffel,
"The Yellow Ticket" Poor.

mgr.).—

Ten, twenty and thirty cent prices were Inaugurated this week at the Lyric, the new
Lyric Stock opening with "Camilla.
Clifford
Stork and Mable Browne 11 are taking the
leads.
Matinees dally.
Julian Eltinge will appear at the Star In
"The Crinoline Girl" Christmas week. Mrs.
Patrick
Campbell,
in
"Pygmalion,"
New
Year's week. Other attractions following are:
"The Little Cafe," "The Misleading Lady,"
"The Prodigal Husband" and "A Perfect

Lady."

;

ing for the

BOSTON.
KEITH'S

•

PLAZA (Jacob Rosing, mgr.).— "Fall of
Antwerp," big sensation. German population
of Buffalo clamoring for admittance.
Realistic
Should do good on big time circuit.
Booth A Vellancal, fair; John O Brian, good
comedy Famous Russels, entertain ; Reeves A
Moore, pleased; Leonard A Smith, scored; pic-

that position.

Nowell,

Edmund

(W.

(John Craig, mgr.).—
"Secret Service" this week with "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs" billed for the

Nature

in
"Our Wives," splendid
Grace Huff, not at her best, whilo

PALACE

—

CASTLE SQUARE

Ford, mgr.).—

when the present
its

attraction oi Ui« Lyric "block
Melodramatic attractions will conhaving proven successful. Next, "The
Fatal Wedding."
Same cast which appeared
iu Brownell-Stork company retained by new

tinue,

tee.

E.

Evans' Minstrels, not drawlug well.
ACADEMY OF MUSIC (Tunis F.

which

the openiug

is

Company.

Stock.

Fields,

Minnie Palmer A Co., many
;
J. W. Wittman, good

humorous situations
jesty's,

mgr.).—"Peg"

Cort.

January at least
PLYMOUTH (Fred Wright, mgr.). Cyril
Maude in "Grumpy" holding up well In second month, with seats selNng three weeks In

of the Orient,"

Morse, elicits

advertising

145 No. Clark St.

management

"Eddy"

well into

Danse, artistic dancers;
real funny
Stravltx A
Strassner, good; "In Old Tyrol," scores; The
Oaks, original.
NEW (George Schneider, mgr.; agent, Ind.).

perform

newspaper

a

in

(John

on 15th week with Florence Martin will play

Swan A Bambard,

—"A

sunk

CORT

1830"

— Jardin

Will

money

tractive gowns ; Barton A Lovera, decided variety ; Bryan, Sumner A Co., funny ; Manhattan Trio, sing effectively.
VICTORIA (Pearce A Scheck, mgrs. ; agent,

N-N.).

—

D. Smith, mgr.).
William
to Happiness" on 15th
go out onto the one nights in
England to reap a harvest from the
(E.

"The Road

in

Inc.

CHICAGO:

campaign.

NOW AT THE NEW YORK ROOF
ment

N E"

I

Great Single, Double, Trio and Quartet Number

Superb Two-Stcp and Fox Trot

NEW YORK:

«*™"»°

DREAMS

PALACE

1

D

,N

td

a

featured

film

offering

;

—

Boardman. pleases; Isabella Miller A
"The New Boarder," a clever farce;
as "The Man About Town,"
has some good comedy Gibson & Ben, as the
Lillian

Co.,

In

Ray Snow, seen

"September Morn"

will

be the New Year
Following will

attraction at the Majestic,
appear: "Little Lost Sister,"

"Bringing

Up

"One Day" and

Father."

8am

Archer, doing stock In Cleveland,
the "Help Wanted" company In that
last Friday and is playing the part of
butler In the attraction appearing this

joined
city

the

week at the Majestic
Walter C. Moon is now managing the
"Happy Hour," an upper Main street movie
doing good
business with
pictures
The theatre has been completely remodeled and the 5 cent admission, regardless
of the program offered, assures good patronhouse,
alone.

age.

The Evans sisters, typical Irish colleens,
and the Three Saxons, filled In the Olympic
on Tuesday night taking the places of
Frederick and Williams and Lauder and Kls-

bill

kadden.

CINCINNATI.

By

HARRY

V. MARTIN.
(John Havlin and Theo. Aylward,
mgrs.; K. A E.). "The Passing of Hans Dippel"; 21, "Rose Stahl."
LYRIC (C. Hubert Hueck, mgr.; Shubert).
FriUi Scheff; 20, "The Stahl."
MUSIC HALL. Chicago Tribune European

GRAND

—

war

—

—

pictures.

KEITH'S (John

F. Royal, mgr.; U. B. O.).
Leonard A Russell, Stuart Barnes,
Rochester, 4 Marx Brothers, "Sergeant
Bagby," Shannon A Annis.
EMPRESS (George A. Bovyer, mgr.; Loew).
Ed Zoeller Trio, Oscar Lorraine, Barnes A
Robinson, Caesar Rivoll, Charles Eggleston A
Co., Schrodes A Chappelle.
WALNUT (George F Fish, mgr.; S-H.).—
"Bringing Up Father"; 20, Thurston.
OLYMPIC (Willis Jackson, mgr.; Columbia
No. 1).— "Beauty Parade," with John L. Sul-

—
Vondinoff,
Claire
—

livan.

STANDARD
bia No.

(Charles Arnold, mgr; Colum-

2).— "Cabaret

Girls."

;

scored
W. J. DuBolse,
good
is
Corelll
Carel, entertains ; Leo A
Chapman, seen here before, but carry away
usual applause.
"Temple Rogues" and "The
Armstrong Mystery" are the film offerings.

aristocratic

tramps,

CLEVELAND.

;

By CLYDE

;

Carnegie Alaska-Siberian pictures.
LYRIC (Joe W. Payton, mgr.).— "Camilla"

HI,

COLONIAL

B.

ELLIOTT.

—

(Robert McLaughlin, mgr.)
O'Brien Minstrels.
Good business.
OPERA HOUSE (George Gardiner, mgr.).
"Everywoman." Good production.

Neil

—

VARIETY

BERT ERROL
WITH A TETTRAZINI VOICE
Another Enormous Success This Season
BOOKED SOLID

TIME

U. B. O.

Week (Dec. 14), Prospect, Brooklyn
XMAS WEEK, COLONIAL, NEW YORK

This

American Representative

M.

European Representative

BENTHAM

S.

WILL COLLINS

Telephone Bryant #51

104-106

W. 40TH

ST.,

up.

$4.00

ptr week.

Housekeeping rooms,

OYSTERS

HIPPODROME

(Harry

Daniels,
headliner.
He

mgr.).—

U

going
big.
"A Twentieth Century Courtship," a
Cleveland film in which two local players
act is also a big hit.
Six Military Dancers,
good
Hanlon Bros., much applause Harry
and Eva Puck, entertaining; Smith, Cook and
Brandon,
applause;
Fisher
and
Greene,
is

;

;

laughs.

MILES

—

Dempsey, mgr.). Good
bill.
Owen McGiveney, fine
Edith Helena
and Domenlco Russo, applause
Dora Deane,
entertaining
Hlldegard Mason and George
Murray, laughs
Hanlon and Hanlon, fair
Aveling and Lloyd, funny.
PRISCILLA (Proctor Seas, mgr.).— Willard
Jarvis and Co., good
Abe Marks and Co.,
hit
Gypsv Melodle Trio, applause The Harvey Trio, applause
Burr and Rose, good
Mylle and Gold, applause.
(Charles

FAMILY (C. Harmon, mgr. agt., Sun).
Four Musical Kings
Brandon and Taylor
CycllngReynards Dooly Donovan.
GAYETY ( C. Cunningham, mgr. agt., C. T.
B. A.). Vaudeville and pictures.
MAJESTIC (J. E. Sullivan, mgr.).— "Roly
;

;

;

—

;

Poly Girls."

;

;

— Picnic
Lund, good

GORDON

SQUARE.

Days,

hit;

Bunnin, Hunter and
;
Happy Malapplause
Paul
Stevens, entertaining
Jones, Clifford and Brock, funny.
PROSPECT (George Lyons, mgr.).— "Fine
Feathers."
Big business.
METROPOLITAN (Fred Johnson, mgr.).—
Metropolitan stock in "The Fox." Good.
(Harry
Zucker,
mgr.).—
Holden players in "A Girl of the Streeta."
Big business.

ley,

;

GRAND

Rivors "

(C.

J.

mgr.).—"Lena

Kitti.

Oood

STAR (C. J. Klttz, mgr.).— "Golden Crook."
Very good show, and very good business.
EMPIRE (Bert McPhaiT, mgr.).— "High
Life Girls."
Big business.
Mrs. Carrie M. Seas, wife of Proctor Seas,
the Prlscilla theatre, has sued

manager

of
for divorce.

(O.

E.

Black, mgr.).— "French

KANSAS

y rviiill
ORPHEUM
;

;

;

;

mgr.).—
Lit-

Cafe."

LYCEUM
and

Co.

;

(Phil
business

Brown,

mgr.).—Thurston

very good.

KEITH'S
(Ned
Hastings.
mgr.).— agt.,
U. B. o.).
Pekln Mysteries; Harry Beresford and Co. ; Marshall Montgomery ; Coak-

—

ley,

Hanvey and Dunlevy Morar and Wiser
De Long Sisters Lee and CranEdgar Berger.
;

Milton and
ston

;

;

;

;

;

;

HIPPODROME

(Ben F. Starr, mgr.).— "A
Bohemia," good tab Metropole Four,

Night in

;

harmony

good
Richard
Reeves, applause 8 Zanzlbars, fast
Peck ft
Butler,
pleased
Bremens, skill
Edward
Whitney ft Co., good sketch Musical Lunds,
Nellie

;

ft

Effle,

;

;

;

;

;

;

excellent

—

GLOBE (W.

V. Newklrk, mgr.). Metropolitan Minstrels, very big Dyer A Leonard, did
well ; Mitchell ft Mitch, fine
Jeter A Rogers,
pleased ; Gilmore Corbln, laughs
Mondane
;

;

very

big.

SHUBERT (Earl Steward, mgr.). —Mclntyre
Heath In "The Ham Tree." Big crowds.
GRAND (A. Judah, mgr.).— "The Prince of
Pilsen."
Crowds.
AUDITORIUM (Miss Meta Miyer).— Stock.
"The Stranger."
GAYETY (Matt Smith, mgr.).— "The Liberty Girls."
CENTURY.—"The Heart Charmers."
CONVENTION HALL (Louise Shouse,

ft

Damon and Pythias; pictures.
ENGLISH'S (Ad. Miller, mgr.).— "The

tle

CITY.
u. cmauMe.
Lehman, mgr.).— The

;

14-17,

mgr, )

.

—

15,

Pavlowa.

Nellie Buros Joined the

pany

last

week

Suzann Carter com-

at Muskogee,

O.

;

mgr.; agt., U. B.
0.).
Jack and Jessie Gibson,
well received
Nina Esphey. hit Kelly. Plstel
and Co., laughs; Parke, Rome and Francis,
scored
Five Yoscarrys, excellent
Two Bartellis
Taylor and Arnold Holer and Boggs

—

(H. K.
First half:

Burton,

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mary Gray

;

Morallis Bros.

;

UNIQUE

Comedians have closed and most of
the members of the company are back In KanMiller's

mgr.; agt., Loew).
Crane in "The
Roy and Arthur
Three Donalds Edwin Clark

(Jack

Elliott,

—
K. Emmet and Viola
Strongest Tie," headliner
J.

;

Ogden Quartet
and Clarissa Rose.
;

W

NEW GRAND

Ward

with Lillian
and Eddie Swartz.

Fitzgerald,

METROPOLITAN

(L.

N.

Scott,

mgr.).—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

LYRIC (Dan

mgr.).

Flood,

"The Smugglers";

14,

— Stodk.

Edwin

Gsell and
follows.

Bailey.

BAINBRIDGE

THE RENDEZVOUS OF THE
THEATRICAL PROFESSION

La

Parisienne

ROTISSERIE
•Sfl

8th

Ave,

bet. efth

A

—

Roaat
Chicken,

Turkey,
Duck.

Bert

Swan and

ville

acts

and

alligators
pictures.

Cameron,

and other vaude-

AN SOW.
RTEA Pangel,
mgr.).—
(W.

HEILIO

O.ooee,
jueb.

Umb,
Pork,
Beet.
Veal.

G.

HIPPODROME.— Daisy

T.

41st Sts.

Hot

"The Common Law"

Balnbrldge,
Jr.,
mgr.). Balnbrldge Players In "All-of-a-Sudden Peggy," with Florence Stone and Raymond Wells In the leading roles. "The Blue
Bird" follows for the two holiday weeks.
Master Bonnie Ellis will be Tytyl and little
Miss Du Lac Mytyl. Florence Stone will play
Light, Louise Farnum will be Night, Raymond
Wells, the Dog, and Karl Ritter, the Cat.
Others In the cast will be John Dilllon, Joseph Hollcky, Edw.n Redding, Pete Raymond,
Roy Lloyd. Marie Gale, Erin Lacy, Ruth
Harding, Jane Elton and Marion Wells.
(A.

SERVED AND TAKEN OUT ALL DAY.
High Class
Dining

Rooms

PALM GARDEN

Pabst Beer on Draught
Open till 2 A. M.

Fine Music
RAZZETTI A CELLA,
—Kings

of the

Prone.

Roast Moats-

Originators In this style cooking

NO BRANCHES.
TELEPHONE. 4723 Bryant.
7-12,

"Disraeli."

BUILDING,

ICES
BROADWAY, NEW YORK
HI

1493

Week

"Are You a Mut?"

Huntington, mgr.).—
Oood
Huntington Players In "The Wolf."
performance with Charles Gunn, Ethel Gray
Terry, Duncan Penwarden, Carl Gerard, Henry

IVI

PUTNAM

"Snoozer," clever dog; Plsano ft Bingham,
The Cabagood Henry B. Toomer, pleased
ret Trio, hit
Alvln ft Kenny, fair.
PANTAGES (J. A. Johnson, mgr.; agent,
direct).— Week 7, Reed's Bulldogs, laughs;
Maurice Samuels,
Dunlay A Merrill fair
headliner Agnes Vonbracht, good voice NaOxford Trio, hit. Pictures.
dell A Kane, good

(Wright

PORTLAND, ORE.

Zenola, the girl with the diamond teeth, was
an added attraction with "The Heart Charmers" at the Century this week.

;

nights, opening Dec. 27.

SHUBERT

Billy

;

Solly

"Hanky Panky," with Al and Fanny Steadman. Wilamette Dodge, Ruth Harris, Helen
Hogan, Davy Jones, Lester
Paine, Bessie
Bernard, Ralph Edwards, Louis Archer and
Bert Weller.
Nat Goodwin In "Never Say
San Carlo
Die" follows for Christmas week.
Opera Company for three nights, opening Dec.
81. H. B. Warner In "Under Cover," for four

sas City.

NNOUNCE

Bryant 44M.

;

Girls

clever

;

;

land

Vlolinsky,

;

Van and Beaumont Sisters, headliners De
Haven ft Nice, fair; Brown ft Rochvllle, good.
EMPRESS ( W. H. Plrrong, mgr. agent,
Loew). Week 7. Amoros ft Mulvey, very good;
B.

;

MAX
(Suite 412)

;

:

novelty

Quintette,

agt-,

Sextet; Moore, Brownie
Roden
the bimbos.
(Roy C. Jones, mgr.).
Jessie
Le Burn
Antoinette
"California
Three Majesties
Keller and Tommy Weir
Al Abbott
Beeman and Anderson.
GAYETY (William Koenig, mgr.).— RoseV. A.). Bonnie
Christie
Ruth

;

;

7,

NEW PALACE
;"

Moderate

BAKER (Geo. L. Baker, mgr. ) .—Stock. 6-12,
"At Bay"; 13-10, "The RoBary."
ORPHEUM (T. R. Conlon, mgr. agent, U.
B. O.).— Week 6, The Dainty English Trio,
Splnette
pleased
Mildred Grover, very good

;

(Wm. H. Koch, mgr.;

—

and

MILES

;

LYRIC

;

Miller and Lyle, blackscored hit
face comedians, liked ; Blnns and Burt, good
The Carlos, good.

(Martin
Sunday bill was slackened slightly by the
absence of two acts.
Edwin Stevens & Tina
Marshall and Newhouse, Snyder & Co. were
delayed by the heavy snow.
Bertlsche, a
Juggler, and a film filled in quite satisfactorily.
Seven Colonial Belles, good musical
act
Joe & Lew Cooper, hit
Frederlcka
Slemons A Co., very good Mack A Walker,
big Lockett A Waldron, excellent.
EMPRESS (Cy Jacobs, mgr.).— Kitty Francis a Co., tab hit
Oddone, tuneful
Calts
Bros., pleased Wilson & Wilson, laughs Morris a Beasley, pretty act
Montrose A Sydell.
fine
Morton-Jewell Troupe, good.

Phillips,

INDIANAPOLIS.
By O. J. CALLAHAN.
SHUBERT MURAT (J. D. Barnes,

a Minneapolis girl, appeared as the Swedish
beauty Hermlne Shone and company in "The
Last of the Quakers," well received
Ismed,
Turkish pianist, pleased
Rae Eleanor Ball,
;

;

;

Thea Thompson,

fairly well carried through.

Prices

CHOPS

;

—

bill

violinist,

;

;

y

Fairly
(G. E. Raymond, mgr.).
headed b/ "The Beauties," with W.
J.
McCarthy, Mortimer Weldon, Eileen von
Biene and ten others.
Well costumed and

good

Cooking Unexcelled

STTEAKS

;

COLUMBIA
Model."

;

;

ORPHEUM

Pas try

NEVER CLOSED

MINNEAPOLIS.
O. W. Ml LBS

Bakery

Restaurant and French
BROAD
IOADWAY AND SIXTH AVE.

bet.

Quick and Clean Service— Delicious

$7.00

JIMSEY JORDAN, Mgr.
Sylvester Schaffer

44TH ST„

in

NEW YORK, Between Broadway and Sixth Ave.

European Plan, rooms $2.50 up per week. Doable rooms,
Steam Heat. Baths on every floor.

OTTO'S
WEST

MEET
AT

IN/IOIM

CITY

VARIETY
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DREANO
Man Who

IN

Dances on His Shoulders

World's Greatest Talkative

VERY

A HIT

HIDING

and
CO.

HARRY GIRARD
Offers

GOODWIN

AND

WILLIAM

PEARL and MEEHAN
PLEASANT MOMENTS

A WEAL ACT

O

CMRISTMA

VIOLET

"THE LUCK OF A TOTEM"

IVIIIMO

Woman

IN

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKED SOLID

NEW

K

MARIE KING SCOTT «J£ ££

Imitators

W.

English TAudeTllllan met an actor acquaintance who has been doubling as a lightweight
"And why
boxer, but growing stout lately.
aren't you working?" said the Englishman.
"Because I can't make 133 pounds/' returned
the fighting artist.

Then the Englishman ex-

claimed
things,

:

I

O.).

—There

direction, M. B.
Permanent Address,

Driscoll Apartments,

J.

BURNES.

T. Jordan, mgr. agt., U. B,
can be no doubt of the strong draw;

THE WORLD'S

Assisted by

ELSIE

Presenting the laughable pantomimic success,

"A

DOG OF FANTASY"
ALL NEW

MARINELLI

Geary and Jones

Streets,

San Francisco,

Cal.'

JUST CLOSED WITH THE HARRY LAUDER SHOW AS THE FEATURED VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTION
AFTER TWO SEASONS. SPENDING XMAS SEASON HOME.

8th

AMERICAN SEASON

YD
IN VAUDEVILLE
WEEKS
Representative.

DEC. 28--JAN.

4,

PAT CASEY

A.

PHILADELPHIA.
By JOHN

Acknowledged by press and public

Alfred Latell

Ivl.

"With the hlawsted war upsetting
should take half that"

KEITH'S (Harry

GREATEST ANIMAL ACTOR.
VOKES.

V*

ORPHEUM. SAN FRANCISCO
All Communications care

VARIETY, New York

2

;
;;

VARIETY
log powers of Eva Tanguay as an attraction in
Monday night a crowded houae at
vaudeville.
Keith's wae evidence of her unusual ability
Headlining an excepas a drawing card.
tionally strong bill, she more than made good
and had everything her own way In carryHer receping off the honors of the show.

Earlier on the proIn
gram Bert Fltsgibbons registered solid.
the opening spot were the Lelands, an entertaining feature, followed by Val Harris and
jack Msnlon, who bridged over the No. 2 spot
"Alice
a fair measure of success.
with
Teddy," a bear, proved a novelty and received
some laughs. McMabon, Diamond and Chaplow cleaned up In strong fashion with a scarecrow dancing number and the Russian dancing of Diamond Just before their close. Dorothy Kegel and Co., In "A Telephone Tangle."
iot their comedy conversation over In thorDunbar'a
Ralph
style.
enjoyable
oughly
Lane
Salon Singers were a musical treat.
and O'Donnell had a hard spot, closing the
how after Tanguay, and had to work against
a walkout in spite of which they gained big
tion

was overwhelming.

hsnd.

^

GLOBE (Eugene

B.
at

O.

).

—The

_

agt, U.
L. Perry, mgr.
house and show were both good
;

Four acts
the Globe Monday afternoon.
were solid hits and the other four rounded
The most sucoat the bill satisfactorily.
cessful were the Four Melodious Chaps, Oreat
Leon and Co.. Devlne and Williams and SylThis aggregation ran so close
via Loyal.
that It would be Impossible to pick a winner
Paul LaCrolx opened.
for the top honors.
Mac Francis, with Jimmy Jones at the piano,
2 position, selected ballads as her
la No.
principal numbers, singing four with as many
changes of costume and finishing with a
Williams and 8e"kind applause" number.
?al put over some nice stepping and quickly
ound appreciation and were followed by the
Four Melodious Chaps, who used two pianos
and sent their numbers across with a punch.
laughs.
gathered
Val Trainer and Helens
Oreat Leon and Co., In the next position.

had

sailing
mystified.

Sylvia Loyal and her Pierrot closed.
BROADWAY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.; agt., U.
B. O. ). Prosperous conditions are prevailing
at the Broadway.
Tuesday afternoon the audience filled the lower floor and the show
was made up of an excellent collection of
pop acts. The Mabel Fonda Troupe opened,
after the pictures, with a neat club Juggling
exhibition, followed by Walter Walters, who
put across a nice lot of ventriloquism and
was well received. Minola Hurst, assisted by
a midget, were In the next spot and they
scored a distinct hit, with an offering the
principal features of which were its novelty
and the singing of Miss Hurst George Nagel and Co. had the house laughing with
their skit, "Georgie. the Fixer.
but the
laughing hit of the show was made by Clark

lowed.

—

Mae Barker
and Hurley
Oold

;

half

NOW

IN

Vaudeville
VARIETY
CHICAGO

WALTER STANTON^
A.

QUIGG PRESENTS THE

ELECTRICAL

;

WILLIAM PENN.— "The Rose and the
Butterjy;" Mahoney and Tremont; Joe Cook;
Marjorle Dainton and Co.
Balo Brothers
Lupita Perea.
Charles A.
COLONIAL. Emmett's Dogs
Loder and Co. Dunn and Dean Laverne and
feature film, "Seats
Allyn
Harry Sterling
half
"Cheyenne
of
the Mighty;" second
Stross and
Days ;" Mercedes Bock and Co.
feathe Bluches
George Martin
Becker
ture film, "What A Woman Will Do."
ALLEGHENY.— Splits with the Colonial.
;

—

;

;

;

ROBINSON AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
ETHEL ROBINSON
SAMUEL L. TUCK
FELIX REICH

;

;

;

;

—

NIXON. Leon De Cordova and Co., In
"Big Jim Carrlgan ;" Oberlta and Her Girls
Guy Bartlett
Tllton
Ethel Dane and Co.
Trio Bobbin's Elephants feature film, "The
Three Musketeers."
KEYSTONE— Hildebrand and Long- Boy
Warren
Burnlaon and Taylor
Scout Trio
and Brock way Barlow's Circus Spencer and
;

;

Williams.

;

—

GRAND. "A Seminary Scandal;" Paull
Frank Terry
Tate and Tate
and Boyne
Wilson and LeNoir; Esau.
BROAD.— "Diplomacy" with a trio of stars.
William Gillette, Blanche Bates and Marie
Doro, drew slightly more than a three-quarters house Monday night, opening a two
weeks' engagement.
Next, Billy Burke In
"Jerry" for two weeks.
FORREST. Second and final week of
"Pinafore" began Monday, business being reported as satisfactory
21, "Ben Hur."
and
Perlmutter,"
OARRICK.— "Potash
;

AMALGAMATED
B.

—

artistic
Critic."

WALNUT.— "The
at popular prices.
ORPHEUM.— "The
"

.{•:•

KING

Traffic"

TROCADERO.— "Cherry
with

lesquers"

opened

Bur-

"The

Next.

Garden

Howe's
"American Beauties."
Millie De Leon
the "Merry Burlesquers."

—

DUMONT'S.— Stock

Girls,"

of

"Lovemakera."
Is

Harry

featured

KALEIKOA
HAWAIIAN

m ml

Solid

Loew

Circuit

The Cosmopolitan Club of New York will
a reception Dec 20 to Mr. and Mrs.
Leopold Stokowskl, the conductor of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, and his wife, who
on the concert stage as Olga
is known
give

tLSMN

Inc.
New York rep
New York City.
,

THE SOUTHERN STATES PRODUCING
If

you are Right. Work

Booked and Routed Excluelvely by

82

Weeke and

;

;

;

-Bennett Sisters, good Renshaw A Van Etta
pleased;
Yvonne,
(ex,tra),
usual;
Walter
Hrower, clever
Nowlln & St. Claire, hit
"Vaudeville In Monkeyland," scream.
:

;

HIS

"SHAMROCK GIRLS"
ABE THALHETMER

Atlanta, On.

THE NEW

ALOZ

H.

J.

Week

WEEKS

Write or Wire

Booking Agency

Orpheum Theatre Bldg.

MONTREAL.

FLATBUSH THEATRE
OIO. A. McDERMIT, Mgr.
BROOKLYN'S CLASSIEST VAUDEVILLE
HOUSE

P. Q.

2-SHOWS DAILY—
HARRIS

(C. R. Buchhelt. mgr.; agent, U.
O.).— Violin Beauties, headline, good; John
Wade, scored Oordon Brothers, hit Two
Dohertys, excellent Joe Morse, clever Fields

STANDARD ACTS ALWAYS

ft.

P.

;

;

Camm & Therra, laugh
Brothers, good
& Co., good. Best bill In weeks.
(

F.

;

KUMAR,

IsaUs*

Mac

FOR SALE

H. Tooker, mgr.;

Cameron & O'Connor, laugh Maurice Wood,
Henrietta
encored
Maye & Addis, pretty
Wilson & Co., novel.
NIXON (Thos. Kirk, mgr.).- Millie Burke
21,
in "Jerry" filled the theatre, murh liked.
;

;

JULES

;

;

—

O.).— Arthur Prince, headline hit;
Shaw, hampered by cold Froslni, very good
Flying Henrys, fast; Linton & Lawrence, fair;
Lucille & Cockle (parrot), clever; McConnell
Mosher, Hays & Mosher,
& Simpson, laugh
good Pealson & Goldle, very good.
MILES (Harry Woods, mgr.; agent, Loew).

Salary Every

GREENWOOD THEATRICAL AGENCY,

Howard Chase & Co., headagent, U. B. O.).
line; scored; "Mary Ellen," elephant, amused;
U. B.
Lillian

CO.

HEADQUARTERS! PHILADELPHIA, PA.
814-elf UPPINCOTT BLDG.
WANTED—PEOPLE IN ALL LINES FOR MUSICAL TABS

SHERIDAN SQUARE

PITTSBURGH.

Direction^

LTD,
AUSTRALIA
Capital

8696-8699 Brysnt.

;

Samaroff.

AND

New York

Governing Director

GENE HUGHES,

at

"THE IRISH SONGBIRDS"

"Freehem,"

Theatres

Tivoli

Manager of High-Class Vaudeville Attractions. Artists deelrln
write or wire. Suite 1M1-Z-4. PALACE THEATRE BLDO, 1M4 Broad

S to 7

water fountain Is among the
a new picture house which
has Just opened In the northeastern section
A name for the house will be
of this city.
selected by popular vote among the patrons.

WM. O'CLARE

Cable,

NEW

de-

;

Jack and Kittle Lee
South Sea Scenic Specialty Superba
Booked Solid. United Time

PUTNAM BUILDING, NEW YORK

Regtetsred Cable Addreeai
si -HUOHMAC," Sydney
OfBees TIVOLI THEA1
kTRE. SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFICES, tlTStrand Theatre Bldg.

Co.

By OEOROB H. 1 BLDBB.
GRAND (Harry Davis, mgr.; agent,

by

ta

I

Minstrels.

artistic

MUSICIAN
Booked

ftn Floor,

HUGH McINTOSH,

with

to receive the appointment as
motion picture censor in Camden when the
City Council reorganizes the first of the year.

An

MOSS CIRCUIT
PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT
PLIMMER CIRCUIT

Rickard's

upon

decorations

Manager

And AFFILIATED CIRCUIT*. INDIA and AFRICA

Frances tM. Williamson, whose borne Is In
this city, was married last Tuesday at HaMiss
gerstown, Md., to William M. Nichols.
Williamson is In vaudeville as a member of

Emmett-Green

Agency

Vaudeville

President and General

with

The Rev. Isaac W. Bagley has been

DAVID

S.

MOSS,

Phone, Bryant esl4

Phones:

"Omar" dancer.
EMPIRE. — Sam

cided

S.

Manager, Promoter and Producer of Vaudeville Acta

Monday

Blossom

dancer.

Mllo.

GAYETY.— "The
ARCH.

B

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Tempters."

Next.

Chicago, I1L

steamship arrangementa through

Freeman Bernstein

AMERICAN—

the

their

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
Offices: Columbia Theatre Pldg.-TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK—Telephone Bryant Mil

Prospects sre poor.
with
White Squaw,"
Delia Clarke, the author, playing the lead
at popular prices, opened Monday for the
week.
Next, "Little Lost Sister."
"For Her Children's Sake,"
stock.
21. "A Wife's Secret"
CASINO— "Star and Oarter" buslesque.
Next, "Bon Ton Girls."

Clybourn Ave.

Wante4

111.

Artists and Acts of every description suitable for vaudeville can obtain long engages
BOOKING DIRECT with ue. Send in your open time at once or call

average

third week.

Its

Second and final week of "The
Box," by John Galsworthy, scoring
success.
Next, Sheridan's "The

LITTLE.
Silver

171t

acta far ltis
Sensational Acts

Foy & Clark, William Ferry. Marie Fenton, Frozini, Wallie Fltsgibbons.
Franklin and Standard, Futurity Winner Co.. Bert French and Alice Eis, Mabel
Fonda Troupe, Friend and Downing, Radie Furman, Emma Francis and Arabs, Lillie Flexmore,
Frobel and Ruge, Francis and Francisco.
PAUL TAUSIG A SON, 1M E. 14th St, New York City
Telephone Stuyvesant 13SS
German Savings Bank Bldg.

;

is

CYCLIST

Europe make

of all performers going to
us. The following have:

95%

;

;

LYRIC— Third and final week of "High
"The Peasant Girl"
Jinks" began Monday.
with Emma Trentlnl opens Christmas eve.

WORLD'S FAMOUS

Seaeen.

;

;

houses In

HARADA

backing

Fair

;

;

capacity houses.
getting
ADELPHI. —"To-Day"

GEORGE

New

Consumers Building, Chicago,

fourth week,

VENUS-* CO

Tem-

Office

the Siddonas.

;

an

American Booking

All correspondence to National Amphitheatre. Sydney.
porarily closed, owing to War Conditions.

Duquesne Comedy Four Jack
Struck Kids;" Nark and

"Stage

—

W.

Vaudeville Circuit
(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)
BEN J. FULLER, Governing Director

Nils

:

CIRCUIT

J.

FULLER-BRENNAN

j

Second

VAUDEVILLE

JENNY WEBSTER, Prop.
1M North La Salle St.
FISHER, INC. Soattlei BERT LEVY CIRCUIT. San Frand
GEORGE H. WEBSTER. Ganaral Managar

EDWARD

witk

;

Florenzl.

;

;

Acta.

sailing » of beats for Australia for all first

Suite 2»

Affiliate*

:

Symonds;

Far Wast. Steady Consecutive

WEBSTER
THE
CHICAGO

Cabrey
KNICKERBOCKER.— First half
Williams and Co.
ArmTom Davis and Co. Ethel
;

la the

Can arrange from throe to Ave weeks between
class acta. Communicate by wire er letter.

closed.

lines,

Ernie
Brothers
strong and Ford

VAUDEVILLE

Work for Novelty Feature
EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BUHL. SAN FRANCISCO

The Beet Small Time

"The Merry Makers," a
and McCullough.
miniature musical comedy along familiar

;

SUCCESS
AT FAIRS

BIG

l_EV
OIRCUI

and had the house comDevlne and Williams fol-

easy

pletely

GREENWALL THEATRE

NEW ORLEANS

;

Mrs. Pat Campbell in "Pygmalion."
ALVIN (J. P. Reynolds, mar.) .-"A Pair of
Sixes" opened return engagement, the first
event of this kind this season, to capacity.

Theatre dark until 2r>, "Passing Show."
LYCEUM (Charles WII*on, mgr.).— "September Morn," flrBt time to full house. 21,
"Help Wanted."
SCHENLEY (Harry I, vis. m*r. stock).—
"Tess of the Storm Country" opened good. 21.
"He Fell In Love with His Wife."
CJAYRTY (Henry Kurtzmnn. mgr. ).— Reeves'
"Beauty Show" drew full house.

Apply ARTHUR B. LEOPOLD, Attorney
Malson Blanche Building, New Orleana

VICTORIA (George Gallagher,
Taylor's 'Tango Girls" drew well.
ACADEMY (Harry J. Smith,

mgr.).—
mgr.).—

"Frolicsome Lambs" drew well.

;

The Sheridan Square has devoted
children
there.

and

has a

Hundreds

man

acting

a

room

for

Santa Claus

of toys are used to entertain

youngsters while mothers take

in

the show.
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VARIETY

Featured at Hammerstein's This

Week (Dec.

1 4)

MRS.

Assisted

Allan Fagan

^

In Late Songs and

by

Austin Clark

Up-To-Date Dancing

A HEADLINE ACT FOR ANY

BILL

VARIETY
333

The situation la the front (of the houee) le
unchanged while the morale of the troops beyad the wire entanglemente (1 got my foot
#B tangled in one of them last night) Is very
unipty. The two eearchlighte on each side of
the engagement mlssod the cuss and all our
^.munition wont over their bands. The flyman'* got a hols in his patrol tank and no's
up in the air. Ws will advance onto
•till
Birmingham nsxt week from whence we shall
La»t wash at a matinee there were 141 wounded soldisrs In the audience, and there is always
a comedy sids in everything. Two wounded
Belgians sitting sids by sids, ons with his loft
arm In a sling and the other with his right.
When it came time to applaud one held out
kis left band for the other to applaud on. They
audience.
are s cheery bunch and
Thanks, Ed, for the mention.

SOME

Havsn'tssonaZspslUnystly Yours,

Virion, Perry and Wilber
VARIETY. LONDON.

FRANCES
CLARE

Imperial
Pekinese

snd

GUY RAWSON
with

Troupe

"Their Little Girl
jp

"Yesterdays"

A

GAVIN and PLATT

Six Cblasas Wonders.
Anna Held Jubilee Co.

M

N.

LONG TACK SAM
Solo

J.

SAM"GOOD
J. CURTIS
BYE BOYS"

VON HOFF

In

CHICAGO AGENTS

By Junto McCrso

.Direction.

NEVER HEARD OF

H

ALLEN MILLER and CO.
MUTUAL LOSS

M

KENNEDY and REEVES
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Sam

Direction.

a The Silent
Direction,

VENTRILOQUIST

Tramp

CIRCUIT
MARCUS LOEW Wast

fH«k/cOi.oO#5r

-

«4L.r.

nj

r u)i i.to*/

.

S^TJF^PLr, PBTRoit (Mawr

TRANSFIELD SISTERS

Per it)

"Fun

Touring Pantagee Circuit

In

AND

THEN SOME

BOOKED SOLID

OAVID BEEHLER,

RAY

Booked Solid Until

CIRCUIT

ARTHUR PRINCE

CUFF

NEWPORT

STIRK

"FUN IN A BARBER SHOP"

ACT INDIVIDUAL"

FRANK WHITMAN
'THE DANCING VIOLINIST'
KEITH'S. BOSTON
THIS WEEK (DEC
DIRECTION HARRY WEBER

AMERICA'S

PAINT-O-GRAPHISTS
FLAYING UNITED TIME

Direction,

ALF.

T.

OWN

PRODUCT

Fred Ward

Playing U. B. O.

Pereonal Management,

NICK HANLEY

ROSIE LLOYD

WILTON

LEON and CO."
PRESENT

BENTHAM

THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA
Direction,

THE LELANDS

S.

MARION WEEKS

Little

14).

R R EN

NORMAN JEFFERJES

Nan Halperin
M.

irN ET

World

CIRCUIT

HAL

Booked by

THE

in the

LOEW

1*17

WISHING EVERYBODY A LAUGHING XMAS

Bros,
LOEW

Ton Grsotsst Gymnasts

a Tsvem"

jj

Purcella

THE RECKLIESS

THE PELOTS

REFINED MUSICAL ARTISTS

FRANK

Frazer
growing BIGGER II

Weber, Dolan

.

^

Piece TV o*r

Detroit

Milss Theatre,

CIRCUIT

I

Original Songs and Dnncos

14),

LOEW

BOOKED SOLID

W A f? IS AcftifcrtrAU?iG«T;
3? Out A ft rTfl»?5M*L.L-

i

Week (Dec

Shapiro

GL*n to SfC Fifa*»« 9<rtAFmK o*
UAettgTV 0*<-K o*f 0*oAC>u*V.
LAJT S*<0 OPPlTA**. U/*S /*/
$(HAf*R »chow/ i*>M*r
Pice AOiuor.

MOON
This

and

tVTH'^ft, WrtVTlM£/*l
One, "DflMOW
utfX. Qii-iU.^ pr A TOW
ce*rr rtouser i<w /cokomo lmt uMix".

TWo 6uV5

ROSE Just Flnishod the

Bush
WORKING

TWO ftcr°«« FtlCW I THST 6TVCK*
5to* in fitanr om -rne A/fcui vfcjic.
THexrite Torso*? tfiGHT. "Look So,
WJHO'i TOPP/fi/G THF »n.L- HC**; S*lO

MAX HART

ABB

JOE

STILL

THEODORE TENNY

Barton
M

CIRCUIT.

Touring

S

FRANK BOHM

EMILY

Jerome
snd Carson
RICKARD'S
AUSTRALIA

O
R
O
U

and STICKNEY

BARNEY MYERS

FRANK

U

THOSE MUSICAL WIZARDS
SKIPPER,

VARIETY. Now York

Owner and Prop.

_

GEO.

AIM

Lately Featured with

All communications to

Pantages, Oakland
Next Week (Doc 21)
Pan ta gee, LosAngslss

TOURING
Clifton.

Shangtun Mystery

Youth

CHRIS O. BROWN
This Week (Dec. 14)

The PEACHES
Phone 13S1-M Passaic
7 Hawthorns Ave.,

Delightful Story of
Booked Solid
Direction

FIRE and

Touring

THIS

WEEK

(Dec

in

14),

American Vaudeville.

KEITH'S ROYAL,

WATER

NEW YORK

SENSATIONAL
SPECTACULAR

MYSTERY
Featuring and Breaking Box
Ofnre Records for the U. B. O.

VARIETY

=

WINSOR McCAY'S GREAT ACT
RELEASED MONDAY, DECEMBER 28TH

SHE EATS, DRINKS AND
BREATHES !. SHE LAUGHS
AND CRIES T- DANCES
THE TANGO,. ANSWERS
QUESTIONS AND OBEti
EVERY COMMAND !_
YET, SHE LIVED
MILLIONS OF YEARS
•

ACCORDING
SCIENCE
THIS

TO

BEFORE

MAN

IN-

HABITED THIS

EARTH AND
HAS NEVER

MONSTER

BEEN SEEN

ONCE RULED

SINCE!!

THIS PLANET.__

SKELETONS

NOW

UNEARTHED
MEASURING FROM
90ft. TO 160
BEING

IN

LENGTH—

AN ELEPHANT
SHOULD BE A
MOUSE BESIDE

-

GERTIE.

THE GREATEST ANIMAL ACT EWORLD !!
A GREAT FILM RELEASED THROUGH

BOX OFFICEWIRE,ATTRACTION
CO., WILLIAM
WRITE OR CALL NEAREST EXCHANGE
NEW YORK

CITY, N. Y.-12B W. 44th

734t.

WASHINGTON,

D.

C—MS

Ninth

St.,

St.

N.

Phone: Bryant

W. Phone: Main

142S.

BOSTON, MASS.— It- 12 Piedmont St. Phone Oxford 4*S6-t.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.—4M Eckel Theatre Bid,. Phone: Wart

ren

lit.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.-1M3 Vine St. Phone: Walnut 4S«3.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— 121 Fourth Ave. Phone: Court 1M2.

CLEVELAND, O.—tU

Columbia Bid*.

Central I2MR; Bells Main R77.
ST. LOUIS. MO.-M1 Olive St.
Klnloch: Delmar 4M3.

KANSAS

Phone: Cuyahoga
7fS;

MO.—#28 Main St. Phone: BeUt Main ltM
DALLAS, TEXAS.— INI Commerce St. Phone: South Western: Main 2tM.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— 107 Golden Gate Ave. Phone:
CITY,

Home: Main

48M Market.

72SS.

DENVER, COLO.— Ideal
Main

Phone: BeUt Llndel

FOX, President
Bldg., 17th

and Champa

Ste.

Phon*

S471.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Jeweler's Exchange
North Western Nicollet: 24M.

CHICAGO, ILL.—314

Mailer's

Bldg.,

S

S.

Phone i Centra! 17M.

SEATTLE, WASH.—1214 Third Ave. Phone:

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.— Mclntyre

Bldg.

Bldg.

Pho»>

Wabash A*
_
Elliott 10*

9th Anniversary

Number

Price

Ten Cents

•
:

..*-'

r>

*•'

t)be Girl

T

Who Made
T

A

Vaudeville

Famous

FANGUAY

VARIETY

MOOT

BOOKING!
BEGINNING JANUARY
*

FIRST,

WILL GIVE

MY PERSONAL ATTENTION TO MY
BOOKING AGENCY

/

MANAGERS AND ARTISTS
IF

VOL ARK INTERESTED

COMMUNICATE
NEW YORK THEATRE BUILDING

Number

Ninth Anniversary

^ _

XXXVII. No.

Vol.

BREAK

NEW YORK

4.

IN

CITY, FRIDAY,

U. B. O.'S

MUTUAL CO. HEALED;

PRICE
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The Empress,

supplied with

tractions through the
to a couple of

at-

Loew agency up

weeks ago,

will

become a

United Booking Offices'
string Jan. 4, through a deal consumlink

Move

Sennett and Ince Companies to Willatt Studios in
Fort Lee, Shifting Much of Stocks and Factory

Will

from
With

the

announcement

this

New York Motion

the

that

week

Picture

Co. had acquired the two Doc. Willatt
studios in Fort Lee, and would
part of
there,

the

its
it

first

Pacific Coast plant

move

and force

became known generally
time, that

for

what had threat-

Pacific Coast.

'

the.

in "\he line-up of

The company

will continue to hold
ranch land in the west
The New York will continue its production of film in California until
spring, although with a slightly revised list of principal actors.
Notable
among the changes is the forthcoming
departure from the Keystone ranks of
Charles Chaplin, the principal comedian,
who goes to the Essanay, a member of
the General Film Co., and aligned with
the Patents Co. licensees, one of the
Mutual's two principal competitors.
title

Mutual program had

been

defi-

nitely averted.
It is

understood the N. Y. M. P. Co.,

made up
Ad.

Kessel,

Jr.,

plans to establish

when

Bauman and
had made tentative
a program of its own

of Christopher

certain differences arose with the

Mutual.
settled

solidly

These differences have been
and the New York Co. is fixed
in the fold of the Mutual again.

said to hold an interest in the

New

York concern.
Messrs.

Kessel

and

Bauman

will

New York

leave

early in January for
Santa Monica, Cal., where the firm
owns 21,000 acres of ranch land, an
elaborate studio and laboratory equip-

ment. They will make an inspection
of the organization and will then pick
the actors, directors and mechanical
force which is to be brought east to
operate from the newly acquired Fort

Lee establishment.
In

all

probability

Thomas H. Ince

and Max Sennett (the latter being
head of the organization which turns
out the Keystone brand) will be in the
number to travel to Nov.- York. The

to

its

Among

Harry Aitken, president of the Mutual,
is

of that plant, according

to present plan, will begin about April
1.

ened to be a change

activities

stone

the additions
acting
forces

to

the

are

KeyHarry

("Dutch") Ward, a burlesque comedian,
and a newcomer named "Billy" Walsh,
until lately a cabaret performer in a

Broadway establishment, and a
covery" of one of the New York
heads.
They will leave for the

"disCo.'s

coast

early next month.

Under a new regime the Keystone
brand will release two more comedies
per week and this may be added to.
Ford Sterling, who recently joined the
Universal directing forces, will likely
return to the New York staff.
Billy
Ritchie recently joined the Keystone

company.

The New York Company

controls

New York Co. has eight or nine directors working on the cons'.
Some will

Kay-Bee, Domino, Broncho and
Keystone brands, the last named being
one of the most valuable trade marlfs.

remain

in,

tfrere ;

together wirh

9

sufficient

the

frlrodom.

mated in this city last week by John J.
Murdock.
The house is owned by local capital.
Recently arrangements were made
for the erection of a

stock organization- to continue turning
out pictures.
The largert part of the mechanical
department will be moved east and the
factory work will be done almost entirely in the Fort Lee Laboratories.

The

of the

new

theatre in

Grand Rapids, the builders being Davis
& Harris, of Pittsburgh, and Gillingham & Smith, of Grand Rapids. The
United people were scheduled for a
fifth interest in the project and plans
had been drawn and accepted when the
owners of the Empress made overtures
for a peace conference, which resulted
in the booking arrangement with the
U. B. O.
Gillingham

house, while the Empress will
present the better grade bills.

Before Fritzi Scheff came to this city
week in "Pretty Miss Smith," the
press agent put across a story of her
magnificent wardrobe that had to be
card indexed so Fritzi could readily locate her many gowns. It isn't on record that Henri Bendel, New York costurner, read the article, but he had
Fritzi's share of the box office receipts
at
at the Lyric attached
Saturday's
matinee, on his claim the prima donna
oves him $710.52 for gowns.
Through Attorneys Cobb, Howard
and Bailey, Bendel filed suit in the
Common Pleas Court y*. sterday morning, stating that Bendel iiad obtained
a judgment against Miss Scheff, or
rather Mrs. George Anderson, in the
New York courts. Mrs. Fritzi's ^ -res«
ent hubby is her leading man.

K. C. HIP CHANGE.
Kansas City, Dec.

The Hippodrome,

Rube

Goldberg,

F. L. Talbot's

22.

Kan-

Sunday night
Donegan, the local
manager, refused to act longer a^ trus-

sas City house, suspended

when Joseph

RUBE GOLDBERG, PLAYWRIGHT

FRITZI.

last

& Smith, who also own
the Orpheum, Grand Rapids, in transferring their booking franchise, retain
the privilege of playing pop vaudeville
in their

CENTS

Cincinnati, Dec. 22.

22.

its

10

COSTUMER ATTACHES

GRAND RAPIDS.

Grand Rapids, Dec.

M. P. CO. GETS HERE

N. Y.

DECEMBER

tee

R.

Hippodrome

for the

Amusement

vaudevillian and prominent Friar, has turned
to playwriting.
He is at present collaborating with Frank Tannehill on a
stage version of "I'm the Guy." The
piece will be produced next season.

headed by R. N. Childs, of St.
Louis, through the stockholders' failure
to furnish capital to operate the house
under the trusteeship.

"HANS DIPPLE" HAS PASSED.

the Affiliated Booking Offices ot Chicago, according to announcement.

cartoonist,

.Detroit, Dec. 22.
««»

'The Passing of Hans Dipple" closed
Saturday night. The company, including John Sainpolis, Sidney Shield and
Mildred Keith, have returned to New
York.
$2,000 Theatre Robbery.

Chicago, Dec.

22.

Robbers entered the Cort theatre
Sunday night and after binding and
gagging the watchman, blew open the
office safe and extracted over $2,000.
Before leaving, the thieves wrecked
the office and did considerable damage
"A Pair of
throughout the house.
Sixes"

js

the attraction there.

Co.,

The Hip

will

open Thursday night

under the control of George Fowler,
of Fargo, S. D., and Fred Lincoln, of

The Swofford Realty

Co.,

owner

of

contends that the Hippodrome Co. has forfeited its lease
through non-payment of rent, and has
given a lease to Fowler.
The acts and employees were paid
on the commonwealth plan from the
SevSaturday and Sunday receipts.
eral did not have sufficient funds to
leave town, but were assisted.
The St. Louis Hippodrome, formerly
a Talbot vaudeville house, recently
passed from his possession and is now
booked through the Loew Circuit. The
local Hip was in negotiation with Loew
for booking, but it fell through.
the property,

VARIETY

theatres and innumerable* picture
theatres that also demand their quota

magazines, and the majority of those
carry
extensive
reviews
regarding
Broadway openings and all have the
full cast that is presenting the piece in
Then along comet the
the big city.

of support from the entire population.

show

THE LEGITIMATE YEAR.
Year

and year out one has heard

in

the expression "This

the worst

is

Ma-

the old fable in

was like
which someone always

cried "Wolf!"

When

son ever

in

show

business."

It

the wolf really

appeared none of those who heard the
cry would believe the wolf was there.
So it was with the present season in
At the opening of it came
theatricals.
a few howls of calamity, but no one
paid any attention the producers least
of all and it was only after about two
months, strewn from end to end with

—

—

that

failures,

managers

realized

the

worst season was really staring them

in

ville

During the past few seasons there has
been an epidemic of theatre building.
And the greater number have made
money in the past. This season there
are but a megre half a dozen of the
big first-class theatres that are making
enough to pay the interest on the in-

vestment.
The reason for this is
York's playhouses that are
the White Light belt have
ported by the transients

that

New

One after another, shows came into
There
Broadway, opened and died.
were shows that on the strength of
their newspaper notices should have
taken the town by storm and carried
everything before them. Still-business
did not come to the box office. ManAt first they
agers began to worry.
undertook extensive newspaper campaigns in the dailies to polster up business, but it was only a vain effort and
throwing good money after bad.
There had never been a season that
had shown so many newspaper hits,
but likewise there had never been a
season that had shown so many failures

conditions.

Naturally,

the

slapped
towrj.

home town.

on the boards

.None

The
all

title

over

of the principals

is

is

the

men-

tioned, so he falls for the, "bunk," goes

stung and once bitTherefore, when the
managers started to flood the country
this season with one-night companies
of the various successes of last season
the so-calle.d "boob" stayed on the outto see the piece,
ten,

is

twice shy.

and

money remained

located in

side looking in

been sup-

on the outside with him.
This tendency on the part of the outof-town theatre-goer to remain away
from the theatre, unless he is assured

that

pass

through the city daily under normal

the face.

his

in

tightening

up of money and the resultant bad

busi-

that he

is

his

getting the real thing direct

ness conditions throughout the country
other than the big cities has cut down
the number of transients and therefore
the theatre has been one of the greatNext to the theatre the
est sufferers.
canhotels have been hardest hit.

from the Main Stem with all the
trimmings just as the New Yorker
got ft,, will tend toward lengthening
the life of plays for by refusing to patronize No. 2 and No. 3 shows, he will
force the manager to send him the

vas of the leading hotel managers in

original

A

production.

It

will

give

the

—

and the failures were shows that
would have in other years been hits
that would have made the producers

in the money market was
blamed upon it. The present condition was one that must have been
brewing for several months. Nevertheless, the condition was present and as
the greatest conflict of arms in the
history of the world was being waged
in Europe, this conflict must naturally

tightness

also

of

a

there

made

condition

The

season would have been bad, war or no
war.

1

In

New York

hattan)

there

City (Borough of Manare over three dozen

first-class theatres.
These houses can
accommodate approximately 54,000 persons a night. The greater city of New
York has a population of about five

million and a half, and the thirty-six

playhouses need exactly ten
per cent, of the entire population of the
whole greater city to attend the theatres nightly if they are to do business
that will permit them to pay expenses.
In addition to those theatres are more
than a dozen first-class vaudeville
bouses; almost 50 popular-priced vaudefirst-class

i*

All the managers have been rather
hard hit this year and there are but
two managements that may be pointed
cut as real winners on the season. They
are Charles B. Dillingham and Cohan
& Harris. Dillingham has produced but

two pieces

year,

this

have been the biggest
in New York.

both of which,
season

hits of the

Of the other managers nor one is
on the winning side of the ledger. Klaw
8c Erlanger have produced three or
four pieces.
None got over with a
bang. "The Dragon's Claw," in which
they were interested with Henry Miller, came a cropper at the New Amsterdam. However, Mr. Miller is recovering some of his losses through the
success of "Daddy Long-Legs" at th?
Gaiety.
Klaw & Erlanger were interested with Joseph Brooks in the production of "Cordelia Blossom" and
"Tipping the Winner," bofh failures.
"My Lady's Dress," another Brooks*
production, tipped as a surefire hit before it came into town, did not pull
the business expected. "Papa's Darling" was the only production Klaw &
Erlanger controlled outright. It opened at the Amsterdam, received fair
notices, but did not draw business and

Eltinge theatre, but business was
"The
not what it should have been.
High Cost of Loving" opened at the
Republic and fared but passing well.

the

OLIVE SKINNER
played ingenue roles with "The College Widow," " Baby Mine," "Mary Jane's Pa," "Prince
PiUen," "Three Twins," "In Old Kentucky" (three seasons) and with the following stock
companies:
Bush Temple, Chicago; Alcazar, San Francisco: Burbank, Los Angeles; Poli's
(Scranton and Baltimore), and Jessie Bonstelle's, BufSglo, N. Y.
of

Lew

New York

bought the production and continued
with it. John Mason's starring vehicle
under fhe Woods management this
season was "Big Jim Garrity," which
passed through a number of trials and

already alarming, but

to shoulder the entire blame.

doing-.

success with his productions this season.
"Innocent" opened the season at

Who

no reason why it/should be

is

bad business they have been

the

of

one of the Dillingham successes.
Charles Frohman has a winner in
"The Girl from Utah," which ran along
for months at the Knickerbocker and
played to weekly receipts of about
$14,000.
The Empire did not do so
well at the opening of the season. John
Drew opened the season there and although his play was voted the best he
has had for many seasons it did not
draw any too" well. The revival of
"Diplomacy" with its trio of stars,
Blanche Bates, William Gillette, Marie
Doroj drew some business to the
Drew
house after
succeeding
the
piece. "The Song of Songs" was a new
Frohman production of the season
which that manager has since disposed
of to A. H. Woods.
The latter manager has had but fair

With bad business in New York the
road began to reflect a like condition
and the reports that drifted into Broadway during October were most- discouraging.
"The South had been all
"New England was
shot to pieces."
All of the mills were shut
gone."
down. The middle west was also bad
and the northwest was mighty tight, because its neighbor, Canada, was devoting all of its attention to the war.
Then the war became an alibi for all
of the business ills the country was suffering from.
Wherever one went one
heard the war was responsible. The

There is no doubt the war abroad
added in a measure to the seriousness

"G" and "H" companies because

call in

was succeeded by "Watch Your Step,"

wealthy.

be to blame.

agers have discovered this this season
and -the majority have been forced to

City brought to
fact 'that the establishments

ning

light

the

were run-

50 per cent, behind in the
of patrons as compared to a
like period of time in former years.
fully

number

On

the road conditions are no better
than in New York. All of the booking
managers will vouch for this. Last season and the season before certain man-

agers

flooded

the

country

with

any

number of small companies playing
New York successes. Some of the
managers even went so far as almost to
use up all of the letters of the alphabet in designating their various companies playing one hit. Now the outof-town theatre goer is pretty wise and
he reads his papers regarding the theand its attractions, or the monthly

atre

author a better chance and will mak£
a little harder for the stock man-

it

agers.

For if the stock managers are
unable to get the hits after about two
seasons they will have to re-educate
their public to wait longer before they
can see the latest successes. This will
in turn help to send a number of stock
patrons to the regular houses and help
the touring manager's business.
The
sending out of numberless companies
of an attraction by the producing managers will work exactly in the opposite
direction.
The theatre patron in the
small town after being stung once will
not go to see an inferior company in
a play, but will wait until the piece is
produced by the local stock.

The man-

Anally

Fields,

the

was sent

star

of

the

piece,

to the store-house after

a short run at the

New York

where an attempt was made

theatre,

to inaugu-

new

policy with this production
of giving the New York public
a $2 cast in a melodrama at $1. "He
Comes Up Smiling" was the title of

rate a

—that

the piece in which Mr.

Woods

attempt-

ed to star Douglas Fairbanks.

It failed

and after several weeks was
sent to the store-house. "Kick In" is

to attract

Woods

production.
Co. have made a number of
productions and have two hits now
They are
running in New York.

another

Selwyn

&

(Continued on page
-©»

66.)
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the year is due to the -conditions, that
there is little market, and with the
"cut salary" edict, along with the gen-

THE VAUDEVILLE YEAR

about "low prices," the scarvaudeville will likely be more marked.
To
offset the dearth, "dancing acts" were
patronized by the managers, the best
eral scare

past year in vaudeville brought

The

m

salaries

a cut in

on the big time as

the greatest item of importance to
variety playeVs; brought

and

to the vaudeville public,

ment

all

mo-

of

little

is

have depleted the usual profits

nicely to

managers to a considerable ex-

of the

»

tent.

The war
the

warm weather
the

at

When

east.

and

Canada,

the

the opening of the

much

season did as

along

vaudeville

affected

border and in

for the houses in

summer

Indian

the

servations so often heard just cost the
vaudeville actors $1,000,000 this sea-

son

because they kept
from the only organization that could have done him
any good, the White Rats. "Slipping
the agent," "standing in" and "being
taken care of" availed nothing when
the | cut salary" came around. It was
the actor's own fault, and always will
be the actor's own fault until the actors get together and, stay together.
The small tim^might have saved
the situation for the big time acts, but
the smaU^ffme is being conducted on
in cut salaries,

the vaudeville actor

a strictly

continued with general complaints of

managers of the

business, the big time

east "cut salaries" of acts.

The

"cut" on

all

of the big time acts

was not accomplished on a percentage
A committee of managers
basis.
passed on turns played by the United
Booking offices or Orpheum Circuit,
and a decrease in salary graded to
Of the
the individual was made.
fit
large number that had the cut inflicted
not 3 per cent, of the whole absoluteCompromises were made
ly declined.

commercial

basis.

The

small

time and particularly the Loew Circuit
could use big time acts, but only wanted certain of them, those that had a

drawing power at the bbx
the three-a-day shows.

office

for

The

other acts
that meant merely entertainment on
the stage the Loew people said could
be duplicated by them in other turns
of less salary but of equal amusement
quality, as far as their audiences were
concerned. For the big time acts they

city of novelty in material for

known

of the professional ball

room

being given frequent engagements.
In their own cities and
where they had attracted a clientele to
the dancing cabarets they may have
been featured at, these dancfecs did
floor dancers

some business at first, and also in the
beginning when the mobs wanted to
see the new dances danced by those
they had heard so much about. The
thing was continued too long, however,
and these dancers pushed upon the
vaudeville public so often they commenced to keep away, instead of drawing, business.
The last of them appeared during November at the Palace,
New York, the first couple counting
themselves out forever, it seems, in
New York vaudeville while the second
couple were taken out of the bill, with
one unfulfilled week to their account, the management promising that
later,
rid
of them.
to
get
Be-

with a few, but the "cut" as a rule
stood.

The ease with which the big time
"got away" with the "cut salary" induced others to follow the action, un"cutting" became almost universal
til
outside of vaudeville. Legitimate players and burlesque people were "requested" to reduce salaries. Some of
'

legits

the

cut

numbers and
It

is

their

office

staffs,

in

in pay.

highly

probable

that

if

the

vaudeville artists of this country had
been properly organized, the "salary
cut" would have been reached, if put
In
through at all, in another way.
thorough organization the managers
would probably have communicated with
the players through their organization,
and taken steps to convince the actor
the cut was necessary for the preservation of the vaudeville

big time.

Not

variety players had tried organ-

somehow

never could remain by themselves. The
different societies permitted managers
and agents to join, immediately removing themselves from the strict category of an artist's organization, and
one society even went so far as- to al-

low prominent managers on its directorate.
The natural consequence followed.

When

the "salary cut" arrived, howthe acts that had been influential in strengthening
the managerial
position in their organizations, and the
ever,

"pet acts" suffered as well as the
To the discredit of all the vaudeville

rest.

and the non-thinkthey neglected the White Rats.

actors, the thinkers
ers,

That was the proper organization
them to join, rejoin or to become
ive

up.

in.

They knew

it,

Neglect and those

for
act-

but passed it
side ob-

little

vaudeville

vaudeville, if felt at all, will first be
observable at the Palace, New York.
This is the greatest vaudeville theatre
in America, if not the world.
Its continued policy of presenting a "big
show" is using up headliners At an
alarming rate. The Palace must keep
up its gait to keep up the attendance
and the prices ($2). It has grown to
be a show place of New York, but if
there is not an attractive feature at
the Palace, business drops there. This
means something in a theater that can
do $21,000 weekly and average a profit
of between $6,000 and $8,000.
Vaudeville in the east has had its
ups and down so far this season, but
seemed to take a steady hold shortly
before Thanksgiving and has been going along nicely since.
The middle-western time is hard to
follow.
The managers report poor
business while the reports otherwise
do not always agree. These middlewestern managers booking through the
Western Vaudeville Managers' Association of Chicago also cut salaries.
Other important time in the middlewest besides that booked by the United, is

pletely organized.

The

theatrical

And even

on the Loew

Circuit.

The £oew

western

being organized, however, the artists
witnessed what they had been warned
against in Variety- time and time
again, the absolute power of the vaudeville manager, without the artists com-

ization in various ways, but

got caught in between.
was opposition to
vaudeville.
In some places it was a
matter of the admission scale only.
S. Z. Poll ran two vaudeville houses
of the different grades in some of his
towns, with the small time making
more money than the large. The small
time did this because its prices were
lower, and its patrons told Mr. Poli
himself, when he asked, that they preferred his small time shows to the
large.
But they preferred the prices,
which simply resolves itself as far as
big time is concerned to big seating
capacity in towns that can stand it.
Where the program must be limited
to a capacity, at big time prices, the
big time house can not compete with
the small timer.
The absence of new material in
ly

HOMER

B.

MASON

and

MARGUERITE KEELER

In a scene from "MARRIED," their new one-act play.
Mr. Mason and Miss Kecler have always given vaudeville something worth while.
work in this new act, however, is considered better than any previous effort.

wanted, the

Loew

people did not offer

Their

inducement to play for them was a

twech singing and dancing, which have
had the call, the rest of vaudeville has
been neglected. This may^or may not
tell ia the end.
The showman never
bothers himself unduly over tomorrow
while the box office is open and busy
today. But one cause of the unsteadi-

consecutive long route with inexpensive jumps.
And the small time has
stuck to that line of action.
Some
big time turns developed quite some

ness of the vaudeville business could
perhaps be traced to the sameness of
the programs, at the prices charged on
the big time.

drawing power for the small time, and
these acts also seemed satisfied with
their change of playing base.
That vaudeville has failed to bring
forth any pronounced novelty during

the^managcrs have seen their profit
may be blamed most
upon opposition. There has been too
much to sec all over the country. With
dancing and pictures, everything strict-

any extravagant

salaries,

in

some

in-

stances less than the big time wanted
to^ay (before the cut) and in other
cases but the same amount as on the
other time. The small time said the

.

.

If

its

shrink,

houses,
formerly
SullivanConsidine's, have done nothing startling in a business way.
The Loew
houses in the east are the mainstay of
that circuit, and the western time has
not yet been 'definitely fixed for prosperity,
although the Loew people
claim to have a clean balance sheet
on the whole, if no profit of moment
has been turned in.
The other western houses, the Orpheums, big time, and Pantages, small
time, are still doing business, with
Pantages the easiest of the three opposition chains out that way. The reports
on the Pantages shows have been the
poorest of all, but in comparison the

Pantages houses are reported as the
ones in the west doing better
this season than last.
With the holidays passed, and the
expected change for the better in the

only

theatrical

situation

vaudeville

is

anxiously awaited,
expected to prosper as of

yore, but there still/remains a day of
settlement for vaudeville, when all
vaudeville will be put on a footing that
will bring the best to all concerned.

"OLD KENTUCKY."
A. W. Dingwall wilt open the 22nd
season of Charles T. Dazey's play, "In
Old Kentucky," in Terre Haurte, Ind.,
Christmas Day.

VARIETY \

THE PICTURE BUSINESS
The moving

picture

down.

settle

can't.

It

business won't
It has moved

moving too

now. So
much has happened in a year, and in
pictures so much does happen in a
A firm you didn't hear of yesyear.
terday is famous today, through a picAt least famous in
ture or pictures.
the trade, and the trade watches itself,
while the public watches pictures.
It isn't what pictures are going to
please the public. The manufacturers
know what pictures will please the
But how to keep the cost
public.
of production down, economize in the
too

fast,

is

fast

more cheaply, but again competition

—

the
intervene* the
competition
of
manufacturer for stars and plays. In
ciose association this would be regulated, and the salaries paid stars and

down

casts held

to a safe basis,

but

not at the present rush for both. While,
it is but a matter of time, according to
the feature film men, when "stars from
the legitimate" will be supplanted by
recognized picture players (and these
stars

may develop

well)

class as

not yet been
also expected picture

time

that

into that

has

many channels

reached.
It is
plays will be ultimately produced from
original manuscripts and not from es-

nues

tablished

that are now only aveextravagances, and see the
picture field brought together are the
important items confronting the makof

ers of the fflms.

The

field,

is

tures at least in part.

must

picture

find

A

good

really

market.
are closed

its

If

the

to the
usual trade paths
maker, and it is a real good picture, the
market will make itself because there is
sufficient demand to create one.
Behind this is the fact of an over-supply
of theaters, and the over-supply of
theaters brings the subject around to
the most interesting query the year
has produced for the feature film man-

ufacturer and

exhibitor

—how

are the

manufacturer and exhibitor to be protected for profit, with a satisfied clientele for the latter that will be retained,
to

the

profit

of

far

speaking
that

tured, but

it

is
is

successes.
stage
off can not be ven-

coming, and

it

means

a big field for the playright.

according to the
akin to the technical
side of the music publishing business.
All the publishers may combine, but
they can't stop a writer from turning
out a "hit," and if a song is a hit, the
public demands it.
So with the picpicture

picture men,

How

the

exhibitor,

for several reasons.

Since the feature film is here to remain, th» manufacturers are considering these points to the business. The
exhibitor is waiting for the survival of
the fittest among himself and competitors, and perhaps believing it is to be
the survival of the fittest among the

makers as
features

It's a matter of opinion how much
value there is in a "star's name" on a
picture.
It is the "picture."
Its title,

known, is worth something, but
as good a performance could be given
by a company of pure picture actors
as the best star who might be secured,
if

with the manufacturer still turning out
good a production.
There is a picture being made
with a star at the head of the cast
which gives the star $750 weekly salary while the film is being completed,
and guarantees the star 35 per cent of
the gross profit the film will make.
Any number of people believe that any
of the better known picture actresses,
or even an unknown could have played
this feature at a weekly salary not exceeding $300, without a sharing agreement, and given a better performance

as

well

well.

The manufacturers

who go through

economy

of engaging real

picture people at their salaries instead

nipulated."

feature

"promoted" and "ma-

All of these have not been

makers

film

solely,

nor have

paid dividends that could bear scrutiny in the manner the division of the
earnings was passed.
The future of both the daily release

all

seems secure. The
found its field, and
while that field may shift from time
to time, there will always be a demand
and feature

daily

will probably
become the
makers of the future. They may try
through an extended combination to
control the feature market by refusing

shelves, which represent money that
can not be realized upon for some time
to come.
T^his phase of the feature
business may drive away the great
amount of outside capital now invested,
in pictures, leaving the financing and

the

that have been

season
standard

duction would be materially cut down,
to begin with, and with other moneys
saved in the operation of the picture
concern, the guarantee from the service corporation for an initial return of
the investment would not be as large,

With

Some

this

cf "stars" at big figures, the cost of pro-

title.

reach solid bottom.
outside capital has received
dividends, but mostly from concerns
will

of

an exhibitor service, if the exhibitor
shows an outlaw film, but that day has
rot yet been reached.
Meanwhile the maker finds himself
progressing, forced to extremes in
production by his opposition, and alsd
learning he must make an uncommonly large investment if continuing in the
feature film business, through producing ahead, having finished films on the

without that star's name doing more
than to add "class" to the film when
shown, if the production holds up the

operation of a feature film concern to
When that happictuxe people only.
pens, the regular picture people will be
pleased.
It will evidence a settling
down of conditions that sooner or later

for

this

sort of picture.

film is here
it,

film

release has

some

all

The

feature

because all the people like
the time and others once

They want the story without padding or regard to the length
When the many Euroof the reels.
pean importations were thrown on the
in

a while.

American market

at

one time,

it

was

thought the public disliked them because of their length, but later this
was learned to have been an error,
that the foreigners were not liked because they had been grossly padded,
other than 'their poor direction and
production.

One

direct source of the popularity

picture of any kind that
has a connection with its low admission price is the duty done by it as a
time-killer.
No longer must the traveling man wait around a depot to catch
a train; he kills intervening time by

of the

moving

"seeing a picture."
see a picture.

The housewife can
need be no more

Home

(Continued on Page

7.)

and

through him, to the manufacturer?
Scarcely anyone having knowledge
of

present

the

situation

but

will

admit the service for feature pictures
today is too high, too high for the
conditions, caused by the over-supply
cf theaters, whicli prevents the exhibitor from raising his admissions to secure the business he must command
tn have a balance left after paying his
operating expenses. The service charge
is a considerable amount of it.
The
service corporations sooner or later
must cut their prices to the exhibitors.
That appears to be conceded.
But
before doing sd, they want to be assured of a continued profit of compar-

same amount as now

atively the

the

fig-

To

ured upon.
service

reach this end either
corporation must econo-

mize, the manufacturer spend less for
his
production,
or
the
exhibitor

simply
rate.

make a demand for a lesser
The latter is practically out of

the question, as the exhibitor must
secure his goods to attract customers
and with competition the exhibitor can
not be exacting.
It is the competing
exhibitor,

however,

who

is

the direct

present prices.
He
up the price of feature films.

cause

of

hibitor in one

fered a

forced

An

ex-

town who had been

of-

feature at a reasonable price

and delayed a day or two to accept,
found his competitor had secured the
same film for first run exhibition at
$100 more than the price offered him.

The competing exhibitor had set his
own figure!
yb? manufacturer wants to produce

WHEN THEY PLAYED MINOR

for

PARTS.

The picture shows a scene from "Madame Rex," a moving picture play written by Mary Pickford and directed by W. D. Griffith
the Biograph. The figure* in the foreground are those of Edwin August, the actor-director, now identified with the Kinetophote, and

Stephanie Longfellow, who starred in "Graustark."
The groups are here reproduced as a curiosity, because, although i t was taken only a few years ago, a dozen of the minor characters,
who may be identified in the background, have in the short space of time reached high places in filmdom.
Prom left to right: Jack Dillon, now a prominent leading man; Francis J. Grandon, who produced the "The Adventures of Kathlyn"

VARIETY

"This is the only life, I've tried them
In a sentence that sums up
"Night Life on Broadway" in the mind
of the confirmed Man About Town.
Call it the Main Stem, the Great
White Way, the Alley or anything else
that suits your fancy, but the fact remains Broadway is just Broadway after

all."

all

Broadway has always been

the center

worth while ever since that
memorable day the ancient forebears
of the foremost Knickerbocker families
of today were wont to bowl on the
of things*

green in that

little

Custom

faces the

triangular spot that
House on the lower

end of Manhattan Isle. Even as it was
a playground in those days so is
Broadway now the playground of the
entire nation, but with the slight difference we do not do our playing while

good

the

light 'of

Old Sol shines down

their

own

things

later

and wise ones
rendezvous. A few years
moved a little further

northward and 42nd street became the
"hangout."
Here stood the old Saranac (one
time the Rossmore), the Metropole
and the St. Cloud and everyone in
Broadway's Who's Who could be
found at some time during the day or
night at one of the two corners of
"Broadway and 42nd." A year or so
later someone started a night cabaret
in the room that now holds the bar
in Wallick's, and so Broadway slowly
moved onward and upward until now,
ah today well just take a look at the
old Main Stem f or yottfsel(.

—

It

one flood of

is

electrics

all

way northward from Times square
far

as

Both

eye can see.

the

the
as

sides

of the street are lined with cabarets,

stead Edison has given
Broadway a good substitute in the incandescent and 'neath the scintillating
rays of more than a million of the lit-

on

us.

In

its

bulbs the average New Yorker and
the visitor cast off the cares and woes
of the business day and in the garbled
words of the immortal punster, "Let
tle

goes the route religiously.

His or

her, as the case

be, race

with the cocktail hour, a rite
most ceremoniously observed along
Broadway. Then comes dinner and
perhaps after that a glance in at some
show, with a fairly early get-away to
one of the restaurants that have a
dancing adjunct Here there is a bite
to eat, a few drinks and then up and
away to some other place, for you're
not a regular unless you are seen everywhere and see everybody every
night
The usual route is Murray's, then the
Claridge, then the New York Roof,
after
that
Rector's and a taxi to
Churchill's, another to Reisenweber's
starts

and after the regular Jflpm closes one
goes upstairs to the 400 Club until 4
o'clock or so and then back down town
for a bit of breakfast at either Ciro's
or Jack's, usually the latter, and at
about 6 into bed to rest before another
round of pleasure the next night.
One varies the route, and occasionally jumps up as tar as
Healy's or

at 39th or 60th).

But

a fact
that one tires of this routine as a
steady diet and ever and again the
real places are given the once over

It is a long leap from the day that
Bowling Green was the gathering place
of the old Dutch dandies to the Broad-

Even as

may

the centuries

it

is also,

have passed since Broadway was a
trail
so has Broadway passed and
moved on, for no one marks time on
The one essential is
the Big Street.

and as a result there is a trip to Joel's,
Kennedy's or perhaps Joe Brown's or
Walter Sweeney's. And it is in the
latter quartet of resorts that one gets
the most action. These are the incu-

"speed."

bators of

A

peculiar trait about

Broadway

though this thoroughfare
the longest on Manhattan Isle it

that even

still

the shortest.

is,

Never at
tions.
4
more than 'one- piece of the thoroughfare that is the center of life, and
whether you're in Gait or Guelph in
the Canadian wilds, or in Rio or Cape
Town, when Broadway is mentioned,
the speaker only means that section
of

it

that

is

the center of "things" for

the nonce.

Just now the section that holds all
the action is the bit that lies between the Square and the Circle. The
Square is at 42nd street and the CirSure there are a few glimcle at 59th.

Iof

.

below the
Square, but they are but the dying
flares of burnt-out embers and the real

mers of

light that still flash

the "New Tenderloin."
the passing of the old Tenderloin, which ran from 29th street and
fire

lies in

With

had 42nd street as its northernmost
boundary, there has also come the passing of the Bohemia, the Berlin, the
Cairo, the Haymaficet, the Empire, the
White Elephant, the Dore, the Pekin
and the most famous old Tivoli. All
of these were the resorts of the spenders and the rounders 15 years ago and
they were the real home on Broadway
and its adjacent streets of the cabaret
and the Goddess Terpsichore.
In those days it was the old Xulic
Hotel at the corner of 35th street

(where Macy's

now

stands) that was

the gathering place of those

most prominent
big burg.

The

who were

in the night life of the

The "rubes" played

the other

dress clothes

where

nots,

Indefinite

Gardens, Palaises

Jardins,

all

of the spirits

is

much

on style and you do not have to wear

Suffragette in

"THE CANDY SHOP"
LaSatle O. H., Chicago

that

places, but while they are not so

BESSE FRANKLYN

is

a street of secone time is there

It is

entertainment

dished up at the better class of

finally

is

the

and what
and senses

are catered to.

before*

the

headwaiter

deign to look at you and bow,
there are the places where one finds
will

good fellowship and Bohemian-

the real

ism that so many of the visitors to the
big town seek unsuccessfully.

anyone had ventured ten years
would come

When the "Broadway thing" becomes
too monotonous, there are the road-

within the next decade when the soberest and most staid of New York's

houses to fall back upon, a nice long
in an open car on a crisp cold
evening, but once is generally enough
for quite a while, although some of the
road houses are the best of "hideaways" for that staid business man you
see only on Broadway with his family.
But it "gets 'em" all in time, some
way or another, and the boy and girl
at home, sleeping innocently and regularly, may be "doing the line" when
the regulars have long since gone, for
after all the regulars only believe they
are living, on the often heard Broadway proverb: "A short life and a merry one" and that other bright light

If

ago

to say that the time

business
of the

men would

be making a round
dance halls and cab-

New York

arets three or four nights a

week

ac-

companied by his wife and the family friends, he would have been hooted
at But it has come^to pass and almost any night in the week one can
go to almost any of the better class
of dance-restaurants and see fathers
and even grandfathers and grandmothers trotting and hesitating with the
best of the youngsters.

There
night
life

is

life,

still

another side

to

the

for to the real Broadwayite

does not begin

theaters have

let

until
after
the
out and the ordinary

folk are paying their supper checks at

ride

lure,

"It's

try

ing of going home.
der and her set this

To

there

many

really
in

this

start
set

it

is

the atmosphere clinging
about the forbidden and they also take

life

if

you

don't

is

big and the coun-

Broadway is always
welcome the successors of

bigger.

is

those

and there are so
really pays more

than one place to cater exclusively to
them and their wants. Of course there
are a number of folks in the business

New York

Still

place and think-

things

great

weaken."

some cabaret dining

the Salamanthe hour that

a

to

who

pass away.

"AdvertMB,"

Summer Show.
Chicago, Dec.

It

is

announced

tise" will

"It

be staged

at

Pays to AdverCohan's Grand

for

their parts in the night life of the big

pected to remain until the close of the
present season.

summer.

"On

Trial"

Professional Magicians' Mutual
Protective Association, an organization formed recently in New York,
which claims a membership of 60, has

The

addressed the following open letter to
the vaudeville agents and managers of
the United States:
"The Professional Magicians' Mutual
Protective Association was formed

Nov.

is

ex-

by a number of profes-

21, 1914,

magicians and illusionists, the
object being to create a variety in
magic acts, to make each as distinctively different in manner of presentasional

tion
is

and style as well as

possible to

in tricks, as

it

make them.

"Desiring your co-operation, we are
writing this letter to call your attention to the fact that hereafter all magic

and mystery acts
organization

may

identified with this
be relied upon to of-

fer
entirely different and exclusive
programs of this particular and always
pleasing form of entertainment."
The communication is signed by
George Reuschling (Rush Ling), president.
Joe Le Baron is secretary and

treasurer.

The objects and system of the P.
M. M. P. A. are set forth more in detail in a copy of Section 5 of the bylaws, attached to the letter:

"Each member will refrain from
knowingly using or causing to be used,
any stage business, act or setting, illuor

apparatus,

sion,

trick,

style of presentation, scene

billing,

or

or drama-

tic composition that is not his or her
property, without the written consent
of the owner, or license from the owner of same.

"Nor

shall

he

purchase

dealer or manufacturer or

from any
any other

person, any trick effect or apparatus
that has previously been purchased or

presented by another member of this
Society, as a portion of another member's act.

^

"For example: If a trick or effect is
advertised and sold by a dealer to a
of this Society, who has recorded same with the secretary of this

member

organization, no other member of this
organization shall purchase or include
same in his act. The above also apIf an old
plies to an original effect.
effect is resurrected or improved in
whole or in part by a member, the
same provision as previously stated applies."

THE PICTURE BUSINESS
(Continued from Page 6.)
lonesome now than she makes it. And
likewise the shopper or those having
There is always a
an appointment.
picture place somewhere around. The
Mutual's trademark, the clock, may
have had this in its conception, but
never expressed it in any way to indicate as

much.

The

delving by the daily release exchanges into the multiples, forced to
it
by the feature film manufacturers
outside their associations, and the release of two and three-reelers in connection with a daily service program,
are too well known to call for comment. They are the result of the trend

of
23.

set that like

the

UPLIFTING MAGIC

closing

drops into the Rose Gardens to shake
hands with Mine Host Eddie Pidgeon,
or even visiting Bustanoby's (either

joy reign unrefined."

way of today.

after

starts

hours, but their part is but a flash in
They are of the relay that
the pan.
works off and on while the "regular"

places, but the live ones

had

that only

street

NIGHT LIFE ON BROAWADY

the picture

times,

which

is

flying

manufacturer, exhibitor
and renter than for anyone else. The
wheel inside the business is going
around more quickly for the trade than
the picture wheel for the public.
faster for the

Mme.

VARIETY
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THE DANCE CRAZE.
The dancing
this

craze that has swept
country during the past two years

made heavy inroads upon theatrical reThe turning point toward the
wanin end was reached some time ago.

ceipts.

however, but simply through the multiplicity of the places that had sprung

Only

up.

quite recently did a decid-

general attendance occur,
and this made its appearance simul-

ed drop

in

taneously in the smaller dance places
and the elaborate establishments. Between the time this is being written
and its publication, there is a very
large possibility that one of the biggest small priced dance places in New
York, one that made its proprietor
at least 12,500 a week for a long while,

granted they are free to refrain from
spending, if they chose. But the free
entrance that calls for some class in
appearance of the dance enthusiasts
through the location of the dancing
cabaret carries with it an obligation
"to buy" that cannot be successfully
passed up by a man without seeing the
reproach in the glance of his waiter.
A round of mixed drinks for four people that would cost at a Broadway bar
perhaps 80 cents or a dollar will mount
up to 12.60 in a cabaret, with the
charged water instead of selzer usually
ordered.

seems never to have been figured
out by the men, excepting a few, that
champaign is the cheapest drink in a
It

or dancing hall if
the party is drinking liquor. A sensible girl would suggest to her escort to
buy her a pint of wine, and she would
"stall" over the pint an entire evening,
whereas a continuously ordering of
cabaret-restaurant

mixed drinks would have run the check
up to three times the amount the pint

Of course

cost.

the fellow's

inclina-

buy" usually entered into this
Sometimes after he
consideration.
had had a drink or two, they couldn't
come fast enough.
tion "to

But the big check in the cabarets
tumbled like the rest. One of the
best known cafe men along Broadway
in telling about the reduction in size of
the checks, pointed to a party of five
who were then leaving the place. The

HARRY

L.

NEWMAN.

"THE AMBASSADOR OF COMMERCE"
General Sales Manager and Promoter (or the

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER
ENTERPRISES
Wishes Every One in the World a Merry
Christmas and a Successful New Year

same party (three women and two
men) often called there, said the head
waiter, and seldom left without settling a bill that ran between $60 and
$100. This night, and for a month or
so before, the same party had never
spent more than $10 at any one time in
that dancing cabaret.

The
have discontinued its week day
probably opening only Saturdays and Sundays.
In the dance places where a small
fee was charged for admission and another for each dance, the fad merely
wore off.
To that class of people,
while
it
lasted
dancing resembled
more than anything else the hold roller skating once got on the public. Too

was felt all
Husbands ordered their wives,

will

or "dansants"
line.

much of the same thing killed both.
The restaurant-dancing cabarets in
New York became too expensive. It
was a heavy drain on the men who
frequented them often, and a still heavier tax on the husbands whose wives
with the professional dancers in

vied

the matter of dressing.
The crowd that dropped in up and

down

the

ly familiar

Broadway

line

became

fair-

with one another, by sight.

women were often distinguished by their d/rs§.
dress, The
ihe women's
dressing as a whole/ran
j/ran very similarly,
It is

a fact that

and with so many women of the same
types dancing continuously, it looked
like a

The
heavy.

family party travelling about.
expense of cabaret dancing

The investment

is

of the gaudily

lixtured resort, the cost of professional

dancers and entertainers, and the upkeep of the establishment mean an
ultra-high priced menu card. Where
an admission is charged at the gate,
the patrons appear to accept it for

and brothers told their sisters, to keep
away from "matinee dancing." It was
good advice, for the afternoon affair
was crudely handled. Women, especially

after

ing

cabaret.

matinees in the theatres,

most often in pairs. Always a crowd of male
idlers hung around these places, and if
the women didn't become acquainted
with some of them, it was no fault of

flocked to the dance places,

These

were alThey would

"girls"

ways the best dancers.

enter dancing contests with partners,
and several of them became profes-

One

these after-professeen in a dowdy dress
drinking asbinthe and smoking a cigar
She was about
at four in the morning.
20 years of age.
Absinthe is a pretty popular drink
among the younger girls who go to the
dance places. An auto accident some
sionals.

was

sionals

of

first

weeks ago that had* a serious ending
involved three ybung girls, and the
youngest had been an absinthe fiend
for some months.
The dance places draw their own peculiar crowds.
One Broadway restaurant-dancing cabaret has an heterogeneous attendance that takes in everybody
and every class. This place will endure after many others have passed
away. A couple of other Broadway re-

fully

draw from the classy sections
and one is almost certain successto pass through the depression.

The

third

sorts
only,

dancing cabaret

that

will

the cheap dance hall kind.
Remaining out of the craze will be just
about a sufficient public to support

survive

is

these three kinds in a city like New
York, although places like Bustanoby's
will always have a call as they did in
the early days of the dance. Outside
of the biggest cities where the authorities take no steps to stamp out "modern dancing" in public, the "inside

and their crowds
from profitable sup-

stuff" of these places

must

kill

them

off

port sooner or later.
The strict restaurant-cabaret that
depends upon its entertainers to draw

food customers has also felt the debut wholly through the guests of

cline,

the feederies

dancing
along the

effect of the afternoon

dancing,

unreal as it was funny. Also girls who
had previously been seen relishing a
glass of beer in some dump, became
very dressy after a few calls at a danc-

growing

tired of the

same

show. It is song and dance,
dance and song. But the restaurantcabarets will continue an entertainment feature, changing it as often as
their public demands, though it is a
style of

complex question to the restaurateur
to find something new his people will
take

to.

But

was a mad

its

train a collection of wrecks, of

the dance craze
whirl while at its height.
in

It

has

left

people and homes, that statistics can
never gather.

men or
women who

the

the attendants. Several
could take care of themselves really visited the dansants for
a cup of tea and to pass the time while
watching the dancers. Other women,
and these were in the majority,

dropped
it.

in

for

Mixed

in

Adlib

Con-

SHOP"
It Gets.

Slapped Together In Three Haircuts and

a

Shave By Arthur Hammereteln and
Loney Haskell.
Assisted by the Cast
PLOT.— Sully's Barber Shop is situated in
the Putnam Building (No charge for thU

—

principally
Is
patronized
by actora.
managers, booking agents, authors and pedlars.
Sully Is the butt of the gang. All day
long they get his goat.
He thinks he Is an
ad.)

actor.
The management of this theater Is
giving him a chance to prove whether be Is
a BAD ACTOR or a GOOD BARBER. Every
performance different stars will Introduce specialties.
We hope you will find this harmless
and amusing, and hope Sully does not lose
any customers.

Cast.

The Boss
Bootblack
I
Anarchist J
A Fresh Customer
Barber Shop Quartette.

(Himself)

Sully

Daye n
<»«»«>
Buster Keaton
.Russaks' Harmonists

.

A Con

Merchant
A Prospective Buyer

f
•{

Burglars
An Actor

I

An Author
Shadow

Geo. Lemalre
Frank Conway
Harry Fox
Tommy Gray

Rosle Dugan
„
n
Dave Ferguson
By Grace Drum

Manicurist
\

A Paul Swan Disciple}
EVA TANKWAY

Characters by United Booking Office Stock Co.,
Agents and Other Nuisances.

WAIT FOR THE GRAND FINALE.

The program

tells the entire

story of

Barber Shop," produced for the first time at Hammerstein's Monday.
It's a local event, and
Cabaret

"Sully's

drew

Monday

in all of the regulars

ternoon.

Sully, the barber,

is

af-

receiving

$100 for his appearance this week. He
drew his salary four times over Monday
alone.

Sully has accepted himself as an ac-

Sunday he notified his foreman
Hammerstein week the
foreman would have to take charge, as
the United Booking Offices would suretor.

that after the

ly

route

the "Sully" act.

the matinee

Monday

Following

Sully informed an

agent he was ready to accept time anywhere.
On the stage Monday afternoon Dave
Genaro started Sully, who is an excitable individual
(although through
"standing" for "the bunch," Sully was
enabled to open his second shop). Mr.
Genaro slapped Sully on the face and
head. Sully returned the slap with interest,
floor,

finally throwing Dave to the
George Le Maire in blackface

looked after Sully, to see he didn't become confused, nor lose any laughs.
Frank Conroy, also in blackface, worked in the act, a revision of an old afclosed the Hammerstein
night someone presented Sully with a basket full of bad
terpiece.

show.

It

Monday

fruit.

Harry Fox "pulled" a couple of nif"Buster" Keaton wanted a hair
cut with his hat on, Loney Haskell
asked Sully if he wanted to go out that
night with a chicken, and when Sully
replied in the affirmative, Loney handed him a prop bird. Tommy Gray had
some comedy talk with Rosie Dugan,
as the manicurist, and Dave Ferguson
did a "nance," making application for
Rosie's job.

ous among their own crowd. In one
dance place one afternoon a woman
of family, undoubtedly from Harlem,
sat at a table with one of the bestknown confidence men on Broadway.
He looked good, and she thought him
a banker, no doubt.
Numberless instances have been noted by the constant patron of the Broadway places,
of little weak looking "bums" (to let
them down lightly) suddenly developing into well-dressed young men, and
taking on a snobbishness that was as

—An

oootion,

"SULLY'S CABARET BARBER
The Further It Goes The Worse

ties,

excitement, and they
with these afternoon crowds were women from the
streets and crooks, the latter notori-

got

J-SULLrS" DRAMATIZED.
Pint Time on Any Stage

Grace

Someone by

the

name

of

Drum

thought she was imitating Eva Tanguay during the act, and

Bob Russak worked
izers to play

PARRILLO and FRABBITO.
The Italian Minstrels from Sunny Italy
U. B. O. and Orpheum Time. Booked Solid.

in his six

harmon-

barbers.

A sign just above the box office says,
"Free List Suspended." It didn't stop
the rush to see the cheapest headliner
Hammerstein's ever had.
Nearly all the principals in the act
are on the Hammerstein program this
week.
Sully muffed a few of his cues, but
otherwise did well. He was "natural."

M^^U^Mfa
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Merry Christmas.
not a Merry Christmas
for everyone, brighter prospect* are
looked forward to from now on. This
prediction by those who make it is
mostly based on the theory they could
not be much worse.

Though

it

Broadway. London had it for awhile,
and it is still holding on over there.
"Revues" calls for vaudevilhans.
It

*

Annual

is

would not be clubby

So let's
over the holidays anyway.

since the season opened.

get

it

affectionate love scene

the

time without expressing the \ compliments of the season, if not our regard
nor respect, to our contemporaries.
This takes in all of them, excepting the
moving picture papers. The theatrical
trade papers which tried by all the
means in their power for two years to
take advantage of a condition they had
helped to bring about, may well be satisfied that they only had "Nemsey and
Yllis" to answer for. These scavengers
of theatrical journalism would have
felt more bitterly had Varibtt, told a

few truths about them and their
cies.

The "Nemajy and

poli-

Yllis" incident

may be done

flat.

Dr. and Mrs. Max Thorex reached
Christmas, and are at the
Hotel Astor.

sheet.

New York

next,

Remember, when you were a kid,
what a great feeling came over you on
Christmas morning when you jumped
out of bed and found a lot of things
in your stocking?
You feel the same
way now when you call on your agent
and he tells you he has booked you a

Tour

week.

"The Mystic Bird" and Chris Richards have been engaged, for the Ldew

Mary Elizabeth

sails

July

6,

for Australia to play the Rickards
for

Hugh Mcintosh.

Corinne

Barker

has

joined

"The

Crinoline Girl," replacing Lotta Linthi-

cum

the cast.

in

Theodore Von Eltz has been engaged
by Winthrop

Ames

the juvenile
role in "Children of Earth."

about as easy for a character

It's

man

for

to tell his right salary as

a character

woman

to tell

it if

age.

One shudders

innumerable

the

at

modern dancers who begrudge Andre

Nemsey and Anita

Yllis that

route.

The

Mae Murray opens

San Souci

the

tour.

Elmer Booth has been engaged

"Me and

"sweet"
~

and the mistaken
are numbered among
the seven eternal sketch themes of the
familiar locket

for

illness.

in

the next Winter Garden production.

Blanche flail has gone into stock at
Bridgeport, playing leads.
represented
by the White Rats. Were the White
Audrey De Mar has left "The QuakRats as fully supported by the stars, and
»»
playing members of the vaudeville pro- yer Girl,
fession, it would accomplish as muc
perhaps more.
Alfred Cross is going to New Britain
to play leads in stock.
.

dealing with the "cut salary" proposition, a powerful argument for ths complete organization of the vaudeville actor was placed very simply, in three
lines.
It said the stage-hands and musicians were not cut in salary, when the
artists suffered, and stated these two
ends of the theatre were organized. To
offset

this

by argument of

—

Do you want

to make a New Year's
that means something to
you? Join the Rats. That should be
the resolve of every vaudeville player,
man or woman, not a member. The
actor can do nothing alone.
What

resolution

xvould

happen

if

Oh where, oh where
"school acts" gone?

have

those

The Marie Cahill-Richard Carle show
opens at Syracuse New Year's eve-

there should be an-

If

iron.

A

minister suggested that every theon
children
acting
having
Christmas Day should have a Christ-

He means well,
tree for them.
but he doesn't know about all the
school acts.

mas

What's the worst day in the year
an actor to hear some one singing "Home, Sweet Home?"

for

waiter's

Christmas Day

Omaha.

Raymond and Caverly have been engaged for Klaw & Erlanger's new revue.

{

Dorothy Dalton
of the

is

the

new

Keith stock,

leading
Portland,

Me.
If a 10-week
contract with 3-cut
periods included compiles a desirable
route,, how long is a short circuit?

And still another idea of class and
extravagance is the man (or woman)
with a Ford machine and a chauffeur.

is

New

Year's Eve.

Harry Morrison is now ahead of
"Twin Beds" for Selwyn & Co., having
recently left the advance of Barney
Gerard's "Follies of the

Day."

Selwyn organization opened
tic City Christmas day.

The

in Atlan-

Helen Hamilton, of rlamiltoti and
the salary cut didn't feize
is the song bird who warbler-himself
into chronic laryngitis for a silver loving cup at a publisher's contest

That "Experience is a good teacher"
was probably the idle thought of

Barnes, served papers on Haary K.
Hamilton, juvenile of the Emma Bunting stock, Atlanta, for divorce last
The Hamiltons have a child
week.
who is living with Mrs. Hamilton's
folks in Atlanta.

line

an actor who realized the possibilities
of ten per centing, and realizing, profited

thereby!

Marguerite Skirvin is now appearing
"The Passion Play of Washington
Square," formerly Izetta Jewel's act.
Harrison Ford and Louise Kent sup-

With

the

salary

cut,

the

several

amalgamations, the non-payment resolution of the music men and the European importations due to the war, the

American actor has a perfect right to
give the "bird" to all that bosh about
a vaudeville Santa Claus.

porting.

The 24-hour
Frances McHenry is the new leading woman in stock at Boyd's, Omaha.

woman

making so many

y

One chap

in

"scale,"

"wages," "skilled labor," etc., doesn't
alter the fact that the musicians and
stage-hands were not cut. What could
have happened to them without organization? That is the vital question that
should appeal to the vaudevillian, for he
or she has seen the result.

people's idea of popularity is

have the elevator man stop his car
at the
proper floor^ without being
—
prompted.
to

<

Joe and "Buster" Keaton will be

is

the Rati' page in a late issue of
Variett, when the unrtamed writer was

Photoplay Corporation.

Some
Carrie Reynolds has recovered from

hereafter.

On

The Lee Avenue, Brooklyn, formerly
a stock house, went info pictures Monday, the lessee being the Lee Avenue

Grant."

her recent

they're

the Czar keeps giving out all those Iron
Crosses, Russia will be running out of

A
.

week on

Germany

glorious art.

"In the Vanguard" closed after one

players,

vaudeville player

In

bullets they're running out of lead.

atre

The

The

The boys in the trenches may have
spent a bad Christmas Day, but think
of the people who had to do four
shows.

for

her right

identity climax

Christmas.

containing many stars in its
personnel. Though but lately formed,
with the object of promoting the interests of the actors it represents, the
Equity association is about to conclude
an equitable contract with legitimate
managers, for its members (and probably other legitimate players) to sign

By Thomas J. Gray.
Bet you thought the first paragraph
was going to say "A Merry Christmas."
Almost did, too.

with a theatrical trade

for-

attention of the vaudeville playing fraternity is called to the Actors'
Equity Association, a comparatively recently organized group of legitimate

TOMMY'S TATTLES.

on

succeeded by a healthy

is

skillet battle in

to pass this

composed the* smallest part of what

"Gloom" has pervaded nearly all
news reports of the theatrical business

Many an
the rostrum

Circuit.

-

SUBSCRIPTION

"\

wave along

It looks like a "revue"

ADVERTISEMENTS

panied

other "cut" Leave vaudeville? Everybody together? How would places outside be found for so many? Don't be
wild in your reasoning or actions.
Join the Rats those that draw a large
salary and those that draw a small, for
all were "cut" relatively, and the bigger acts naturally endured the greater
loss.
It's the big act that should rush
for the Rats.

—
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Irwin will reappear next week
in Chicago, playing a sketch called "She
She is to produce a
Just Wouldn't."
playlet "It Couldn't Be Done" at the
Standard, New York, today (Sat).

No one was injured when- the Ferrari
Lions "escaped" from the 86th Street
theatre last week. The lion shot was
valued at $100. It looked like a press
agency plant that ran away from its
promoters.

Madison Square

roller-skating
late last

grind at

week was won

by Freddie Martin, of Milwaukee, and
Frank Bacon, of Detroit, who established a new world's record of 293
miles.
Martin won a 24-hour individual race in Milwaukee last year. Eight
teams finished.

Announcement was made in New
York Sunday Otto H. Kahn, the bankvice-president and chairman of the
Century Board of Directors, had resigned from association with the organ-

er,

"Alvinos (brother and
requested to communicate
at once with Harry Marion, Agents &
Managers' Association, 1431 Broadway.
Hazel Dahl has joined "A Pair of

ization. He hac} contributed $75,000 to
the venture in the hope of establishing
permanently English opera on the

Sixes" company.

Directors.

The Musical

sister)

are

Mr. Kahn is also
American stage.
chairman of the Metropolitan Board of
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May

be a very Merry Christmas for each and every one of you,

it

although

Cftritftmaa

hardly possible to believe that every one will be happy,

is

it

because there

surely a vacant chair

is

ursome home,

and misfortune within another.

walls of another; illness within another

The above
if

my

poverty within the

no foubt, have brought great sorrow to many, but

causes,

my

indeed be very happy and

make

will

my good

and

sincere wishes for your happiness

and asking God to help you

the road a bit

earnest wish

toward you
easy, I will

you enjoy the happi-

that

is

will

more

ness with me.

This

Yuletide and

is

a time when each and every one of us

is

it

should realize what good will to

we would be
speed, even

know

some

one,

others happy

We

who some day may

least

from wrong, would

realise right

To know

would at

and lack of appreciation on the

in our hearts

big heart small.

more happy

and wish our fellowman God

our fellowman did not appreciate it

if

make a

How much

means.

all

cast hatred aside

no malice was

that

part of

not

we would

if

make

that one did one's best to

a knowledge that brings smiles and restful nights, while

is

hatred and selfishness bring naught but frowns and unrestfulness.

We

are

all

human, the same God created us

more fortunate than

God

to thank

others, so

is

money cannot

honest answer

to—What have

answer should

be, "I

now

help those
If the

many

a

man

I

loses his

man

enjoys

money or

the loss of hap-

how much

yourself this question, and give an

done to make others happy?

If

your

have done nothing," then look to the future, start

to do something worth while;

who want

and

buy.

the time to think over the past in regard to

Ask

be

fortunate

his help

generous, but as a rule the happiness a real

happiness you have given others.

in right

is true

the greatest sorrow, the loss of

is

Now

and to ask

us,

may

of us

less fortunate.

never loses by being kind.. It

money by being

Which

on

some

all,

who have been

to us

who have been

in helping others is a happiness

piness?

up

for the blessings bestowed

to give our help to those

A man

is

it

make some one happy and

to help the great majority.

bad in the world can be made

better, help them.

rewarded by possessing a clear conscience which

is

You

be

will

synonymous with hap-

piness and peace of mind.

"Are you happy, or have you peace of mind?"

If

you have been a

knocker you have proved you are discontented, and discontentment means
unhappinesa.

A

satisfied.

If

you are

selfish

you are unhappy because you are not

personal gain for one individual through selfishness

lasting, for to

be

selfish is sinful,

and sooner or

prick you, and again unhappiness creeps
needed:

most

we

we

are discontented and

Are you happy?
of

it

it,

we

we know no

not
wil!

we have

are broke.

is

love,

We

that which

we have

is

con-

have no real

real pleasure.

Are those around you happy?

your hearts please wish happiness to

is

your conscience

Happiness

in.

are wealthy,

we have pleasure—without

tentment,
love,

—with

in life

later

all

From

the depths

mankind, and you will be

taking a step toward real happiness.

From

the depth of

and a Happy

New

my

heart I wish you

all

a very Merry Christmas

Year.
Sincerely yours,

FRANK FOGARTY
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Th*; Spirit of Golden
By WILL

J.

COOKE

"The strongest bond of human sympathy, outside of the family
all nations, and tongues, and kindreds."

relation,

should be one uniting

all

working people, of

Thus spoke the immortal Abraham Lincoln,
There are few

unique and individual.
If the great

with

in history

He

whom

to

liberator of men,

compare Lincoln.

man

He was

of the people.

a unique figure.

His work was

saved the people from themselves.

family of actors and actresses of every branch of the theatrical profession would only
working people of alLnattons and tongues should be united, and apply this
what a great good could be accomplished.

believe as Lincoln did, that all
belief to their own profession,

The White Rats founded by

the beloved

has been trying to unite the players of the theatrical world and save them in spite of themselves.

Golden was the Lincoln of the theatrical world.
Like Lincoln he was praised, blamed and denounced; but no man today doubts the honesty of the heart
"We have seen many
of Golden and few doubt the wisdom of his acts. Time has vindicated his deeds.
counterfeits, but we are born believers in great men," says Emerson.

Golden was a great man and his spirit still lives within the White Rats. He believed in his fellow
players and knew eventually they would see the right. He knew the principles upon which the White Rats
is founded.
Deep in his heart he held noble ideals. The White Rats are still carrying on the work of
Golden. Like Golden they are being praised and denounced, but like Golden they believe and know
eventually that those who misunderstand them will realize that they are organized for good and that they
are doing great good for the entire profession.
In the name of Golden, the White Rats stretch forth their hands in friendship and brotherly love to
players of the amusement world and welcome them into their ranks to become members, to unite with
them in their efforts to make the profession of the player, a profession that will be respected by the entire
world.

all

"Know what you want
sunset will see you that

We

to do, hold the thought firmly, and do every
the goal," says Elbert Hubbard.

day what should be done, and every

much nearer

know what we want

to do,

we

are holding the thought firmly, doing every day what should be

done and every sunset brings us nearer the goal.
If

every intelligent man^nd womaki in the theatrical profession will join us in one loving band and
words of Golden, we will own ourselves, Our arts and all its enterprises.

help us, in the

Then only

will the

Then only

will there be

world esteem us for our true worth.
"

peace and happiness

among

us.
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Applications

White Rats Actors 9 Union and Associated Actresses of America

in the

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Movabtb 1900

IN

THE

^Jjtte Slats; dctortf' flftmon
Atfiltstrft nrttlj tljf

z
X
H

MAIN OFFICE:

227-231

Awrrtnui

ITrfcrrattira

THE WOMEN'S BRANCH OF

of Cabor

Past

Team Name

Present

»J

Style of Act

CO

H
CO
D
2
z
o
g
o
a*
CO

x

Name
I

in

any)

in

obtaining

sion for at least 12 months,

my

and that

that

I

am

an actor, that

I

am at

tertainment profession, and that I am of white parentage and
fit and proper person to be admitted and become a member
of the White Rats Actors' Union of America, and if elected I
promise to obey and abide by the rules, regulations and mandates of the Order of the White Rats Actors9 Union of America and its properly elected officers.

HEREBY AGREE,

if any of the above -statements,
proved to be incorrect, that I shall immediately and automatically cease to be a member of the
White Rats Actors' Union of America, and any sums I may
have paid into the said organization shall be forfeited.

I

2

Style of act

CITY,

and 730 Bryant

BOSTON

~

SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

Team

How long

have you been in the profession?

Name and

address of nearest relative

bu

present obtaining

a

my

4635, 46J6

livelihood in that profesI

a living exclusively from the dramatic, vaudeville, circus or en-

AND

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

in full

Permanent address

a

and Address of Nearest Relative

have been engaged

1SS3

BRANCH OFFICES:

Name

(Inc.)

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

££

good mental and physical condition ?

Union of America

Actors*

with the

Telephone!,

z
X
H

HEREBY SOLEMNLY AFFIRM

after

_ Affiliated

MAIN OFFICE:

Team Name

S

Are you

(if

_

Mr

Permanent Address.

2

The White Rats

WEST 46th ST., NEW YORK CITY

Application for Membership of

America

JUstfoctateti gctrestfe* of

at Am*rtra, Jnrarparatri

election, are

Signature of Applicant

WE DO HEREBY SOLEMNLY AFFIRM that to the best of
our knowledge and belief the above statements of the applicant are true, and that he is a proper person to be admitted
and become a member of the White Rats Actors' Union of
America.
Signature of Proposer

Date

REFERENCE

<v

H
CO
D
s
z
o
H
06
O
a*

I

HEREBY SOLEMNLY AFFIRM

I

have been engaged

that

I

am

an actress, that

in obtaining ray livelihood in that profes-

sion for at least twelve months,

and that

I

am

at present ob-

taining a living exclusively from the dramatic, vaudeville,
circus or entertainment profession, and that I am of white
parentage and a fit and proper person to be admitted and become a member of the Associated Actresses of America, and
if elected I promise to obey and abide by the rules, regulations
and mandates of the Order of the White Rats Actors' Union
of America and its properly elected officers.
«

CO

X
H

AND

I

HEREBY AGREE,

if

any of the above statements,

my election, are proved to be incorrect, that I shall immediately and automatically cease to be a member of the
Associated Actresses of America, and any sums I may have
paid into the said organization shall be forfeited.

after

Signature of Applicant

WE

DO HEREBY SOLEMNLY AFFIRM that to the best of
our knowledge and belief the above statements of the applicant are true, and that she is a proper person to be admitted
and become a member of the Associated Actresses of America.
Signature of Proposer
Signature of Seconder
(The proposer and seconder raav be either member, of th« White Rntn Actors' Union
of America in full benefit or members of the Associated Actresses of
America in full benefit.)

Initiation

Fee $25.00

Dues

$10.00 Yearly, payable semi-

annually in advance, April 1st and October 1st

INITIATION FEE,

The full amount of dues with the initiation fee may be sent in, BUT AT LEAST
91Mt ON ACCOUNT OF INITIATION FEE MUST ACCOMPANY THIS APPLICATION.

$25.00

of which $10.00 at least must accompany this application.

Amount Received

Amount

Received,

$,

$.

(irmrul Srrretary

Secretary

Date

Date,

191
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"WILLIE" HAMMERSTEIN
The

only man who ever did business here
has gone."

and "Doc" Steiner. .Houdini at
that time was playing a Roof engagement there. He and Willie entered
into an argument, Willie protesting it
was utterly impossible to make him
believe for an instant Houdini could
release himself or any other man from
any pair of handcuffs. Willie settled
it by saying he^would wager Houdini
$100 it could not be done, if Houdini
would allow him to select the handcuffs and the man.
The money was

merstein's "did business," it was Willie; when it did big business, it was

Willie asked Steiner to be the
man, and sent over to the 47th street
posted.

police station for a pair of handcuffs.

When "Doc"

had been handcuffed to

radiator in

the

the lobby,

the entire

crowd walked out, leaving him there.
That was but one of the thousand of
practical jokes William Hammerstein
"framed" for his own amusement, and
which more often amused those who
shared them. When Willie had a differ-

was

It

literally

true.

When Ham-

Willie—everything about and around
Hammerstein's Victoria theatre was
"Willie," ever since the first day it
played vaudeville, excepting for those
few months referred to when he left.
But business picked up again the very
day he returned.
fumed,
schemed,
framed,
Willie
fretted, planted and "got it over" so
often show people on Broadway never
doubted but that Hammerstein's would
have something to draw, their only
thought was what it would be and how
Willie would go about it.
No showman ever lived who apprethe

ciated

value

of

cables"

(his

favorite

publicity

for

his

tice

at

that time than

has a cable editor, and

daily

more
more importance, than

cables are given
tine

domestic news.

aware of

this.

attention,

also

the usual rou-

Willie

was well

Whenever he had an

importation, the cables first {old of it.
He started his publicity campaigns
this

Morris Gest went to Lu-

way.

located a Dutchman, his wife
and daughter, dressed them as Arabs,
paraded them to the Paris office of the
New York Herald, and thus started
zerne,

Abdul Kader and His Three Wives,

phone message came to the box office.
Could Doc Steiner be located; Willie
wanted him. Doc answered the phone.
Willie said he was lonesome and all
alone, wouldn't Doc come up for a
while.
Doc asked for the address, and
Willie gave him the same number on
291st street that he lived at on 91st
street.
After narrowly escaping arrest

lived there

in

every sense of that word. Perhaps
of it might be epitomized in what

his

father said, shortly after Willie's
death, and when theatrical business in
general was very slack.
Some one

asked

Oscar

Hammerstein

how

the

Victoria was doing.
"What could it
do?" answered Mr. Hammerstein; "the

is

it was a heavy
as his successors have discovBut at 9:30 each night Willie

home

left

the theatre, driving
For 13 years

in his car.

if the tail light
driving qff and
leaving him there.
Willie finisfc6d up
this by bundling out the party in the
car at Broadway and 99th street, tell'
ing them to take the street car back

out,

then

to the theatre.

humor was razor*
One evening he saw Joe Ray-

Willie's sense of

edged.

mond,
something
of
character
a
around the "square," enter the Victoria with a young woman.
After a
while Willie sent for Joe, spoke to him
in the lobby, meanwhile sending another fellow to ask the young woman
she wouldn't prefer an upper box.
Joe returned to the orchestra
floor and found
the girl gone, he
nearly tore down the roof, but no one
if

When

WILLIAM HAMMERSTEIN
A

snap shot, caught by one of the late Mr. Hammerstein's sons, and the only photograph

ever taken of the famous showman.

more than Willie Hammernor has there ever been a theatrical manager in any branch of the
profession who secured more of it
than Mr. Hammerstein.
His contemporaries said, "It breaks right for
Hammerstein's," but Willie was always

theatre
stein,

ther6,

at and after the break.
engagement of Evelyn
proof of that.
The man-

before,

Perhaps

his

Nesbit is
agers called Willie crazy to pay Miss
Nesbit $3,000 weekly. The Park theatre but a few weeks before she left
for London had refused to pay $400
for her.

Willie

commenced

to

informed him about the upper box.

Many

pinochle.

all

judgment was right

Hammerstein's highest profit in one
year was $250,000, and before "opposition" and other things
hit
Times
square, the house seldom fell below
$185,000 annual profit, once it got
started successfully under his management. The high mark on a week's net
was ,$8,000 on the Roof during the run
of "Salome."
Between packing the house and
joking, Willie found other recreation
in playing the horses, shooting craps,
playing poker or pinochle, with his
own particular crowd, anything in the
leisure hours up to 9:30 at night to
momentarily remove the strain of han-

had gone

sat

Another side of William Hammerwas his brilliancy as a showman

Willie's

probably best attested by the fact that

the darkest part to see

utes, will

stein

That

Another joke played on Doc Steiner
by Willie was taking him in his car
at the leaving hour, driving through
Central Park, having Doc get off in

have turned me down, and
nothing else to do. You're my
only pal. Sit here with me a few min-

services.

run-

lasco theatre.

friends

the day last June, when
Hammerstein's funeral was
held, the sobbing of Doc Steiner
was
so pathetic it affected every one
at the

Fighters,

he never saw but one act of a legitimate performance, that of "The Gin
of the Golden. West" in the old Be-

there's

on

all

Hammerstein

immediately, giving the correct address
the second time. When Doc entered the
Hammerstein home, he found Willie
seated in front of the fireplace, holding a carving knife in his hand.
Doc,
alarmed, inquired the cause.
"Well,
Hoc," said Willie, "what's the use, the
old man
has thrown me out, my

"Willie"

enough known.

infamous or famous women, they
meant to him only the box office.

ners,

directly

for him, Doc returned to "the
Corner" and got Willie on the phone
once more.
Willie abused him for
neglecting to keep his appointment;
said Doc must have misunderstood his
directions, and asked him to come up

Yet

well

ered.

and had

you, until I cut my throat?"
with W'llie for four hours,
pleading with him not to do anything
rash, until some friends called on
Willie
by appointment for a game of

Island" (Flos-

dling the Victoria, and

sent

Doc

From Coney

Girl

Crane) was another Hammerstein
headline, made by publicity, that Willie paid $50 weekly for, and after she
had finished her Roof run, Willie
booked her in other vaudeville theatres
at $500 weekly, pocketing the difference, having had her under contract.
Willie never spurned a "freak" attraction that had been advertised. He
took them as they came, if they were
sie

strain

for
burglarious entrance into some
house way uptown, when he insisted

Hammerstein

"The

*

Each

summer as the drawing attraction
Hammerstein's Roof at $20 a week.

tire

at

Thaw, person-

ally.

ence of opinion with his father (Oscar
Hammerstein) and left the management of the Victoria for a few months,
he joked from his home.
One day a

Mr.

never laughed," and sufficed for an en-

publicity

and when Miss Nesbit returned
to New York, the day before she
opened, her husband escaped from
Matteawan. That wasn't enough pubHe wanted Hammerlicity for Willie.
stein's in it, so he had Miss Nesbit
guarded from possible assassination,
with the result the Hammerstein attraction received more newspaper notrick)

usual crowd in Hammerstein's
Victoria theatre lobby.
Among them
the late "Willie" Hammerstein, Houdini

17

"work

an act that headlined an entire summer on Hammerstein's Roof at $125
a week.
Carmencita had been dead ten years
when Willie told Mr. Gest one night
to find a Carmencita in Europe.
Mr.
Gest took the boat the next day, the
cables told

and the
newspapers commented
upon the wonderful youth retained by

New

of his discovery,

York

the dancer

when she

featuring the

arrived over here,

Hammerstein shows

at

$200 a week.
"Sober Sue." a stupid
negress without sufficient intelligence,
to smile,

was

billed as

"The

girl

who

applications were

made

in the

lobby to Willie for "try-outs." He listened to them, and often derived much
fun thereby.
One night he was approached by an ordinary looking individual who said he had a stronger
voice than Caruso's and would like to
prove it to Mr. Hammerstein. Willie
asked him how strong was his voice.
The man replied he must have the
opportunity
it
couldn't be described
verbally.
Willie asked
him if he
could make himself heard across the
street.
The singer said he could make
his voice carry three blocks.
Willie
told him to go over to the Times
(Continued, on Page 64.)
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while the rest of the "extras" and the
nerveless star returned by trolley.
Upon arriving at the studio the director took the "extra" into the man-

A FILM DARE-DEVIL
By

Frederick Scott Probst

ager's office, saying,

"Dare-devil" is an elusive expression
it is applied to a great many forms
of employment along with the butcher,
baker and candlestick-maker.
However, of late a new risk has

and

come

into being in the

ment.

It

that

is

way

guy" who

devil; the "fall

of employfilm dare-

the

of

risks his life

may

get the credit.
Picture stars for the past few years
have become exceeding choice of their
that the star

classic features and are content to bolt
out of the picture, change clothes with
the dare-devil and let him dive through

Everything had progressed smoothThe savage lion had come roaring
down to the fair ground, spied the
piece of meat on the back of the dummy and leaped upon it. The terrified
"audience" had rushed out of the tent
entrance, the company had moved to
the sandy bank, the camera-man had
set up and all was in readiness for the
ly.

scene.

final

was

Mr.

"Sorry,

said,

Up

sick.

What am

I

all

This
with the

hill

one scene

for

where you

is

down

roll

lion."

"Who? Mel

down

Roll

a

with

hill

Oh! Nol Not me!"
The director looked him over a moment with a funny far-away smile and
a lionl

then looked over the "extras" he had.
Seeing one fellow about the same
height and build he called him over

and

said,

"How

make an extra
tra"

would

you

today?!'

fifty

like

The

to

"ex-

hicked up his trousers and said,

"Lead me to it!" "All right, you go
and
and change clothes with Mr.
come back here."
About ten minutes later back came
the "extra" all dolled up in the star's

HARTMAN

and

—

VARADY.

new glad rags just a trifle nervous
but with visions of unlimited eats to

EUROPEAN SENSATIONAL DANCERS
Champion long distance dancers of the world,
holding record of 16 hours continuous dancing.
Week Dec. 21 at Colonial, New York. Booked
olid. U. B. O. Direction, PAUL DURAND.
Wishing all a Merry Christmss snd a Happy
New Year.

come.

"Now," said the director, "bring out
the lion." Poor "Leo" was fast asleep
his

in

his tail

door;

glass

the

cross

wire

a

eight

hand over hand; roll down
with a lion, or drive the automobile over the cliff.
While they pose
on the northeast corner of Broadway
and 45th street and say, "Pretty rough
stories high,

a

hill

stuff

See

I

pulled in

kid

it,

—

I

my

last

'nth

reeler.'

was there forty ways

in

that role."

At

the

same time the

dare-devil has

collected his $50 and is home nursing
a collection of bruises and keeping his

mouth shut.
Once let it become known
star has some one "doubling"

that the

him

for

—and

that particular dare-devil gets

work

of that

"It
to

is

funny

specialize

One morning

no

studio.

how some
in

the

fellows

come

dare-devil

line.

company,

the

15

strong, had assembled in the wilds of

Wylesville to

animal

make

picture.

the

This

finish

company

an
used

of

two lions that looked exactly alike;
one so savage the trainer couldn't go
in the cage, and the other so old he
only had one front tooth and so tame

you had to twist

his tail to

make him

In fact he was fed on hamburger steak and milk. The only thing
get up.

that suggested lion about

him was the

noise and the smell.

The

word at
would be out

director had received

the studio that Mr.

in a little while and, to fill in the time,
he rehearsed the company in the final
scene, wherein the star is discovered
on the edge of the cliff; is leaped upon
by the lion and rolls to the bottom.

cage when the trainer grabbed
and hauled him out. He awoke

with a roar that made the "extra" feel
like taking to a tree, and tried to sneak
It required the
back into his cage.
combined efforts of four men and a
piece of blazing waste to get him on
When thrown down
the "location".
he went to sleep again. The director
said to the "extra," "You lay your
head under his neck, grab both hands
full of mane, roll him over and hold
on as long as you can. All set, ready!
One, two, three! Action! Camera!"
The "extra" took a long breath,
rolled over the lion and his career as
a "dare-devil" commenced.
The lion awoke with a terrific roar
and with a look on his face that plainly said: "What are you trying to do
to me now?" He tried to get back to
his cage. At the third turn be got one
of his fore-paws loose, pushed the "extra"

away from him

(incidently knock-

ing out all his front teeth and scratching the clothes off his back) and bolted into hid cage muttering and grumbling. ^The "extra" got up, felt himself, spat out four teeth and said to
the

director:

"Do

I

get

He

t^e

fifty?"

answered the director, "you
sure do! Get in the car and we will
j?et
back to. the studio.
That was
preat stuff. Did he hurt you?" "No—
not fifty dollars worth," remarked the
"Sure,"

best stuff

That night as he was "gumming"
supper the phone rang:

his

"This

is

the Screen Club, Mr.

Are you the man

talking.

that pulled

Mr.

today?"
"Yes, sir." "I have a stunt for you if
you can ride " As the dare-devil had
spent part of his life breaking horses,
that was easily answered.
"What I want is this," came the voice
over the wire.
"I want you to run
out of a house, vault on a bare-back
horse, take three fences, a ditch and
lion

stuff

for

—

jump on a moving
to show you on
train and I want you

a cattle guard and
train.

There

I

want

the roof of the
to dive from the roof into the Passiac
River.
I think you are the man I
want.
How much do you want for
it?"

After

a

satisfactory

financial

dare-devil, rode

era

with

down

to the studio in

with the director and the camin the company's machine,

man

ar-

rangement had been made the voice
said, "All right, meet the 8:30 boat to-

morrow morning."

At the

station the

dare-devil
and
the
director
met.
"Lord," said the director, "you sure are
a homely jasper, ain't you?" The daredevil admitted
he was not exactly
what might be termed an Adonis but
allowed he was there with the "sand,"

which was more important

They journeyed out

to the location,
the stunt without incident
(except that the water was most aw-

pulled

off

—

ful cold
it being February)
and the
dare-devil returned with a pocket full
of coin and a bad chill.

MAUDIE SMITH
The clever little artist who ii playing the
leading role with Will H. Armstrong and comknown character playlet, "THE
Bmy, well AN,"
was previously engaged with
the "Heartbreakera" company and other musical productions.
She is a clever actress,
graceful dancer and has a pleasing personality,
also a great foil for Mr. Armstrong.

AGGAGEM

Later at the Screen Club, word was
passed round among the picture di-

number had
was not over a

rectors that one of their
a "discovery,"

and

it

week afterward the former "extra"
was called upon to drive an automobile
containing six
into the water.

was doing

it

men

over a 30 foot cliff
Figuring the faster he
the safer he would be,
the road with the ma-

he tore down
chine roaring like a machine gun and
escaped with_a ducking.
From that time on he has been
called upon to do everything from a
dive through a plate glass window to
running a ship on the rocks and wrecking her.
Up to the present time he
has escaped with a few minor injuries.
Heigho! 'Tis a grand little old life.

BALLADE OF LOST STARS
(After Francois Villon.)

Maude Adams floods our stage with light.
The Banymores still hold their away,
While Drew and Warfield still shine bright
Along the star-besprinkled way.

Where Crane and Hopper

still are gay.
tease the smile or start the tear
In comedy or serious play
But where are the stars of yesteryear?

Who

With Nora Bayes we take delight,
And Billie Burke is like a fay;
The fame of Bernhardt still is white,
Although she's had a lengthened day
Through green and gold and grave and
Yet over all her light shines clear
With glowing and effulgent ray
But where are the stars of yesteryear?
Fair Marlowe's

won

And

Collier

And
And

Sothern's art

gray,

the upper height

charms our glooms away;
While Lauder's vogue has known no blight
is still

at bay,

Mrs. Fiske has known no stay
In limning life, from cheer to fear,
As onlv glowing genius may

But where are the

stars of yesteryear?

L'ENVOI.
changing clothes again

the star, the extra man, a full fledged
state

ever

I

got."

"extra."

After

to

make

name and phone
down hill with

rolled

was the

it

want you

,

replied the direct-

,"

may want you

"I

today.

cheer, and

but the wife
Feel rotten.
night.
,

to do first?"

"Well, Mr.
or,

the scene,

"I

a check for $50 and

note of his

special

number.
'Leo' and

that

Then the "star" rolled on
somewhat flushed with good

man

give this

O

Prince of footlights, while you sway

.Our souls

in

mimic

flaunt

and

fleer,

We cry aloud in dull dismay:
Where

are the stars of yesteryear?
Will Reed Dunroy,
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SPLITTING UP

3-ACT.

By JOHNNIE O'CONNOR.
Zachary, La., Nov.

18.

Dear Con:
I

suppose you'll be an awful sur-

guy

prised

down

but

have never wrote you at
I

me away

from

hear

to

in this little slab,

cause

I

wouldn't

except be-

all

want you to do me a

little

favor.

You

me

got

you rapped

frame for a cheap, slow
back to Broadway, but there wasn't a livin' chance.
I heard all about
that southern hospitality gab and believe me, Con, it goes for the book
on the extreme end. Those muzzlers
wouldn't separate from a dime if they
thought they'd see the Statue of Liberty do a Melrose fall.
Some o' the
tried to

I

ride

way

the

sore

pretty

my monacker

after

me and

I couldn't see that thirst
across a sandy circuit so I stuck

right fast to Canal street

like,

get sore I'm

I

some con-

get conscious-

I

write letters to a bloke

can't

what I'm sore on so

stopped writin',

I

but

you're

about

so I'm willin' to

gones

and

slip

only

the

let

you

fella

up

this little favor,

bygones be byan

ear-full

of

healthy scandal.
I guess you know about me and the
Cribbage Kid splittin' up and maybe
you got a lot o' bum steers on that
matter, so I'm gonna put you hep proper and ease you the right dope on the
whole thing. First of all, Con, you
know I'm a strictly business man
without no skrooples. I stood an awful lot o' rough stuff from Cribbage

right from the blow-off.
He was up
against the old bamboo and it looked
like a life habit, but I gradually weaned
him often the stuff and in another

month Fd

had him smokin' corn

a

husk and likin' it, but when we hit
New Orleans I had to take the final

and

finally

landed a job in a hash hut, slingin'
hoe cakes for seven suscans weekly

and

tips.

hates somethin' awful to go back

I

home what can do me

to the old racket, but

you know, Con,

man and I ain't got no
One day I jaunts down to

I'm a business

skrooples.
the depot to watch the snailers pullin'

out for the land o( three sure splits
a week, when who do I nail hoppin'
off a rattler, but Big Fleece McNutt.
And trailin' him was the swellest lookin' soubret that ever buck and winged

vamp.

to a

I'm

figurin'

the time

all

that he's toutin the skirts up in

Chi

regular graft, for he
always claimed a swell moll would bite
at a bum steer quicker than a half
(that

his

bein'

and I'm holdin'

witted hay-seed)

off

the greetin' afraid that his excess was
a boob and not wantin' to queer his

hands me a Gallagher on the back just
like he was expectin' me there to meet
him. Then he introduces me to the
squaw and before I could make a getaway he throws me in a hack and tells
the cabby to pull forte for the St.
the way over I gets my breath
and he explains that him and the broad
has been workin' together in vaude-

On

the

for

ville

mind

last

two months,

doin'

only
presentin' her, the skirt doin' all the
readin*. but Fleece is there with a good
business head and he horns in for a

a

readin'

interest

half

some

in

Fleece

act.

is

the act and through

he lands a

executive
time in the south, that bein' about the
only section where's there's no warrants or indictments chasin' him.
Well, Con, when me and the queen
get to the stable where Fleece is goin' to stop, I tells him I'm due for
another frolic in the kitchen, but he
pull

my

can't see

swell

a

him back

sets

count.

The day we land

to a flock o' puffers

he-

Chicago.

bumps

from 14th

in-

street

what was stranded down there since
races closed and inside o' three
weeks they had Cribbage usin' everything in the drug store except the
the

moth

He

presided over 18 jubilees inside o' three weeks and was
fadin' away to a whisper, livin' on
nothin' but bananas, cake and hop,
so I see it was useless and I threw
balls.

up the sponge and

quit.

just three iron

men

givin'

over his third heap

me

o'

brew and

tellin'

te'tory, when I see a coupla old
Pinks blow in and after givin'
us the once over, they come right
Fleece gives me
along and buy in.
the office to close up and throw the
key away and I'm there imitatin' a
Sphinx when the big one lets out his
"Hello, Fleece," he says, "whatwail.

his

time

ta

you think you're goin' to

down here?

Ain't

the

goin*

B.

ROGERS

and 'EARLE
"KING AND QUEEN"

pull

off

strong

DEWEY

S.

of

MUSICAL COMEDY TABLOID

a
it

good hardware model. And to make
more complete, I guess mebbe you

better grab the next train out.
Go
ahead now and punish that load o'
suds and while you're goin', take that
wall-eyed mut (meanin' me) along with

you."
Well, Con, you

know I'm a business
man and I ain't got no skrooples. I
knew if that Dick could get me into
his little oil room in headquarters,
he'd make me give him a couple interesting recitations on the high cost o'
livin', so I made a sweet but nevertheless effective exit. The mornin' pa-

up Cribbage and take a
behavior.

he's

If

lamp and

stick in

still

his

at

the

his hotel baggage,

there's nothin' doin', but
right,

flash

includin'

he's actin'

if

talk business with him. Just

I'll

bump into him and give
him a buzz about doublin' up with me
again and tell him what a sucker he
was to let a clever guy like me get
away from him and if he's agreeable
I'll let him come on and we'll revive
accidently

the old act

Drop me a
and send

line to the

above address

special delivery, for I'm a

it

know how

little

anxious to

item about Mr.
McNutt's sentence, the cops havin'
framed him on some kind of a phony

doin'

and

charge, and bein' a man of few words
and no skrooples, I looked up his mind
reader and to make a long story longer, we hooked up and I've been her

Turkey Creek, La., Nov. 30.
Dear Con:
Me and Cribbage was talkin' over
old times last night and he suggested
I ought to have wrote you about our
revival meetin'. He arrived safe, sound
and partly sober on the Armour special
and right away I took him up to the
flat
and introduced him to Melba
(that's the wife's monacker) and she
had a swell layout all waitin* for him.

pers carried a

manager ever

short

since.

Now

daily.

down we

PALLENBERG'S BEARS
SIMON AGENCY,

and drags me up to
on the top floor which

the joint the up and
crashes into the booze garage, the mind reader havin' hopped
up-town to get some air. We're sithigh
tin' down lappin' up a coupla
ones and Fleece was just knockin'

After

Rcprcientative,

little

alibi

stall

MABEL

and

play, but Fleece walks right over

Charles.

Merry Xmti and Happy New Year

she's tired o' readin' these concrete
minds, cause the work ts awful hard
and she says she'd rather go back to
the stock tabloids where all she has
to do is rehearse in the mornin's, do
three gambols daily and study durin'
the night. Besides it ain't so confinin'.
Now what I want you to do is look

Coast, but

and when

I

real-

back and besides

chemical kids grew game
enough to beat the Sunset for the

trip

guy and when

She

split up.

me

izes she's keepin'

stranded

the Cribbage Kid blew the big street,

scious

day and decides to

enough up north for you petty larceny
yeggs? The poines are dead down
here and they ain't allowin' any bookin', so the best thing you can do is
make a quick getaway and hike north
for I ain't made a pinch in a week and
Besides, I
you're sure some magnet.
got a new set o' wrist ornaments that
I'm anxious to try out and the more
I look at you the more you look like

comes the interestin' part, Con.
were floatin' around on half ra-

We
tions

for

awhile so

I

figures

it

best

one sock and
I
talks the dame into squawkin' the
She was
love, honor and obey thing.
formerly gammed up with a small time
equilibrist, but we gets a divorce fixed
by a lawyer in Chicago what does
business on a correspondence plan for
sixty bucks and the next day we're
married.
I never did a better thing
You know, Con,
in me whole life.
cofftt in the room and all that stuff.

keep

to

all

the

old

w

man

We

had a great little flat down in New
Orleans, you know one o' those combination things with the bed in the

Two

wall.

swell big

out

on the kitchen

eats

in.

No

keep milk and
in the air and

is

one thing and coffee
me and the
>man has a long talk the other

er too

old Java thing.

wife

is

rooms and a box
sill

keep the

to

ice bills or nothin'.

another, so

room

a business

is

SKULL.

The

and business
the

in

the kid

poppy.

Pal,

strictly

Anyhow, I'm
in

dough

Your

he's off the

if

all
it

thi_t stuff

We

out there

never spoils.
little housekeep-

a great

and maybe she

And

can't

the

cook that

way she can

(Continued on page

101.)
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CIRCUS FEATURES.
What

have at their

will the circuses

big novelty feature next teaion?

Will

they stick to the revival of the spectacular

nature

has ruled arenic

that

some years past? Or
new and extraordinarily

exhibitions for

some

will

novel feature be conceived between
now and spring for the "white tops" to
play up on the big bills?
Some say the bigger circus outfits
will frame some sort of war panorama

and feature
think this

but New York circusmen
hardly likely as the present

it,

is

feature which

New York Hippodrome

bears entirely upon war ideas and peace
As
settlements is failing to attract.
the

Hip

relies

much upon

very

tran-

or the visiting population and
this trade has not builded up any big
profits so far it does not appear to be
the logical thing for the circus manager to try it upon the countryside

sients

Perhaps peace
the

European

clarion

will be restored

upon

before

the

situation

of the

call

circus

is

sounded

English agent arrived here a few

An

months ago and

his description of his

circuses use any of the big spectacular
ideas next season/ it will have to be a

advent into an American small time
vaudeville booking office pretty well

pure "Made in America" product.
Not many years\aqo_the "Jojo," dogfaced boy, thkc^Sfgged curiosity or
"loop the loop" in any old kind of a
device on wheels or rollers that meant
danger was able to draw the crowds,
but those days are gone. What killed
the sideshow freak and hurt the big
circus feature was the ability of park
concession managers to offer either or
both every' time the ballyhoo whistle
was sounded.
If the man with new ideas hits upon
something that may look unusually
big and novel he can alight at San
Francisco and get more for it for the
Pacific-Panama Exposition than were
he to peddle it among the circuses.

explains the

An old circus man the other day remarked the day of the big spectacle is
maintained that when the
it meant many a
dollar at the ticket window, but that
now it means nothing. He says give
them a big, snappy show, funny clowns,

which
the English agent is placed, from the
American. This agent was dutnfouuded
upon reaching the booking man in this

was

ripe that

different

hanging on
lists

his

neck,

all

with

their

This agent stated he even
and

ready.

went so

in

light

or six other agents

office to find five

far as to take off his hat

try to be polite, as

was

his

own country.
The English agent, who

custom

in

his

in

many

cases has reaped a small fortune, cer-

up with

has to put

tainly

probably

indignities than a salesman in

more
other

It is

line.

any

rarely he leaves his

on a manager before first
ascertaining over the phone if that
individual will "please" see him. Or he
might have what is called a "booking
appointment," made a week in advance.

office to call

He

over.

idea

folfcs.
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However
lish

agent

in his
is

own

office the

Eng-

very exclusive, and at a

what is handed to him by the
managers generally falls upon the artIt is the judgment
ists who call there.
of many that there must be a deal of
good material missed, because an English agent sometimes refuses to see a
caller for some foolish reason or othAmerican acts especially complain
er.

rule

on

this score.

It

has been

known

in

many

managers around London to the
different halls in which they have acts
playing. London is a well spread town
and often 100 miles have to be made
The entertaining of manin a night.
agers i$*figured at all times in the busiOutside of these
ness of the agent.
nights of rushing around London, there
the trip around England upon which
the agent often takes the manager. It

is

always at the agent's expense,
though it is safe to say that he loses
nothing by it. The trip to Paris, Berlin and Vienna is also on the books
of the agent. The expense of a visit
of this kind upon which again the
agent "stands treat" is sometimes tremendous but the commissions of the
acts booked well recompenses for it.
is

Mr. Norworth

in
If

now appearing

is

in

London.

is not looked for.
dove of peace does light on

the spring, but this

the

Europe it may give some of the circuses
a chance fo offer some kind of "Universal Peace" pyrotechnics.
has been the reBig circus
curring cry of "novelty."
men have repeatedly remarked: "Give

Year after year

it

something new in circus life and we
Agents and emiswill do the rest."
saries have gone abroad summer after
summer in the hope ••;" nding something that wouM stand rWsus America on its head and eacli ycir they have
T\«re is little
returned empty handed
? broad this
chance of anybody roin
rivaling worth
winter lookir-j; for
3 about the
while, and if ;>> n e (.nm
*.n
\ould be the
w» n
only thing
ked city or
ruins of s me l>.i :1c »vi
a ly one of the
devastated it tlenel

us

:

•

»

;

1

1

!

'

'

1

f'

.

"

some daring horseback

tricks and popuband music and they will be well
entertained and well satisfied, providing that the town doesn't have a circus

lar

every other week during the season.
"Too much circus" won't hurt he
says, but give them too many circuses

and

it

will.

Last season was a tough, one and
most of the big tops struck some consecutive weeks' loss that put a big dent
the reserve fund. If things fail to
brighten between now and the arrival
of the spring it is almost a certainty
in

circus

owners and managers

will

jump

into a "retrenchment" policy with all

Meanwhile, the winter league
on for the "white top" men.
There will be nothing now but "talk"
until the wheels get in motion again
for the new season of circuses.
speed.

season

is

very

much

The

agent

in

England

compared

I

was

They

rep-

confess

I

afraid of them.

resented to me not only the supreme
power of the press, but also the mysterious strength that is inherent in
every form of honesty and the trade
press has always been honest 1
Today, after four years' constant
association with the editors and staffs
of the various trade papers, I am still
afraid of them. Not because their general attitude is belligerent or threatening, nor, frankly, is this timidity en-

—

couraged by some dark, guilty secret
imprisoned in the writer's heart which
mars the assurance and ease which
should be the result of so long and
continuous a friendship. Rather is it
engendered by the persistent dread
will get the best of them
I
or that they will get the best of me
for either situation is disastrous to the
press agent.
I honestly believe, too,
that the personnel of each trade paper

that

harbor the same fear.
always wanted to be the
I have
friend of the trade paper boys and
one or two girls and thoroughly ignoring commercial considerations, I

—

—

What

the

began,

journalists

agent immediately to open his arms to
him and give him an hour or so. He
either failed to see the agent at all at
the first call or had to wait in an outer
office for a considerable time.

agent of any standing possesses one.
These are used by the agents to carry

JACK NORWORTH

Famous Players.)
Four years ago, when my first acquaintance with motion picture trade

prize

Probably the most necessary article
connection with the agency business
Every
in England is a motor car.

started the world singing "Sitter Susie's Sewing Shirts (or Soldiers"

(General Press Representative for the

cases where an act just arrived
in England from the States expected an

in

Who

IMPRESSION OP JOURNALISTS.
BY B. P. 8CHULBBRO.

than

these friendships
the scrap books

all

more highly
I

never kept
is a far

written in the heart

is

greater document than the most inspired and the least edited press story.
(Soft music!)
When I was first assigned this space,
my first thought was one of sweet and
first opporthoughts of
I blush to
the trade paper fellows.

blissful

tunity

acceptance of the

my

write

to

think that

was

it

"come back"

how

real

my

intention

to

them; to show just
could be on paper; but

at

bright I
I reconsidered what type this
would require, I yielded to the more

when

pleasant and older temptation of making the story as long as possible instead.

I'm afraid of them. I'm
Fred Beecroft, because he's
frank,
rtn terrorized by Harry Enformidable conversation, which
nis'
can shoot straighter than a German
howitzer, and which comparison I'm
sure Harry will patriotically appreciI'm petrified by Wen Milligan's
ate.
steadfastness, and paralyzed by Jim
Hoffs silence. Mabel Condon's con-

But

still,

afraid of

fidence

is

as great a

weapon

for en-

forcing respect and humility as Vandivcrt's aggressions, and John Semmas powerful as McArthur's

with the American has rather an easy
time.
His day generally begins at 11,
with two hours for lunch a common
occurrence.
Saturdays he is finished

ler's faith is

Often he leaves town
Friday night and sometimes returns

protestations of undying affection and

at

1

o'clock.

Monday
Tuesday morning. Of

afternoon or
course this is
written as if a war had not happened,
and bearing this in mind it may be
said that on the average the English
agent has made more money than his
brother in America.
With the war
upon them and salaries of steady working acts cut, the decrease in the incomes of some of the English agents
must be appalling to them.
to

his

office

—

complacency.

Otto

Harras'

threats

are as intimidating as Arthur Leslie's
dignified

pleas,

and

Lesley

Mason's

devotion are perfectly disarming. And
Elizabeth Lonergan's anti-suffrage arguments simply scare me to death.
They've all got me bull-dozed, each
in his or her own patented way.
Yet they're a fine, cheery, sincere
little bunch, and I honestly, truthfully,
really love them all.
Now they've got
ir in writing, and can sue for breach of
promise, more space, or what not?
And this is the most space I ever got
from Variety.
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TOO MANY THEATRES?

CHICAGO CRITICS CRITICISED
Chicago, Dec. 21.
Chicago dramatic critics have been
They have not been as
voted fair.
facetious, as in some cities, nor as caus-

There are, among
them, however, one or two who are
phrase-makers, who would rather turn
out a fine phrase than convey Mie
truth, even if that phrase might do an
injury to a player or a play. But generally speaking, the men and women of
the dramatic press have trieJd to tell the
truth fearlessly, chopping here and
there, letting the chips fall where they
might. There is at least one construcas

tic

in

others.

whose wise
words have been heeded on many an
occasion, and they have been the means
of saving numerous attractions from
tive writer in the coterie,

signal success.

The Hattons (Frederick and Fanny)

and have bolstered up others.

failure

Dean of critics is Amy Leslie (Mrs.
Frank Buck), of the Daily News, who
knows many players. She has the history of the American stage pretty well
hand, and usually has something informing to say. She is a flowery writer,
and has a great command of English.
She has her friends and they are often
treated with much more kindness than
they deserve, but this may not be a fault
in

after

In recent months
these days.
Mr. Stevens has tempered his writings
quite considerably in accordance with
the policy of the Hearst papers, which
is to treat every one kindly.
Charles W. Collins, of the Evening
Post, is one of the most serious of the
local scribes and takes himself most
seriously.
He has studied the drama
from all sides, and when he writes he
brings the weight of scholarship to his
work. He has written, any number of
articles on the drama for magazines,
and is even the author of a book called
"Great Love Stories of the Stage,"
which has been variously praised and
as variously blamed. He has also dabbled in playwriting a bit, but without

Once

all.

in

and when

caustic,

comers into the dramatic
but met with success from the
Mr. Hatton was dramatic editor
start.
of the Evening Post, having been advanced from another position to fill
He,
the place Percy Hammond left.
with his wife, who comes from a talented family wrote, "Years of Discretion,"
are

recent

field,

Next

in

awhile she becomes
her pen is dipped

term of service

in

Chicago,

is

in a

the

attention

of

the

Tribune and he succeeded Burns Manon that paper. He has incurred the
enmity of numerous managers and has
had many a hard fight with producers
and those big in theatricals, but he is a
fearless writer and his paper backs
him up (which is a very important
tle

IDA GOLD.
THE WIDOW, In
"THE CANDY SHOP"

—

LaSalle O.

H..

Chicago

Indefinite

point).

O. L. Hall of the Daily Journal
of the fairest
all

is

one

and most constructive of

the Chicago dramatic experts.

He

aims to help, instead of hinder, and only
unclean plays ever feel the weight of
his anger.
He has the faculty of getting at the meat in a few words and has
a passion for facts. He has a "nose for
news," also, and his department is widely read by stage people. Several times
he has been called in by managers after
his criticisms appeared, and his advice
has been accepted in smoothing out
certain faults and reconstructing some
scenes and acts with beneficial results.
He is a compendium of facts concerning the stage and its people.

On

Examiner is Ashton Stevens,
who came from the Pacific Coast where
the

he had

made

a

name

for himself as a

writer on the stage.
He has a style
unique and writes entertainingly, al-

though his judgment is not always sure.
But what he writes is always read with
interest and he fills his office with considerable dignity.
His province seems
to be to write something that will be
read, rather than something that will be
of benefit to players, and this seems to
be what a great many newspapers de-

a ques-

class of entertainment

over-crowded with theatres.
The other side of any theatrical

fence says its field is over-built, but
the public isn't concerned in personal
grievances of theatrical managers and
the over-production of "houses" has
brought about a better play or bill on
the whole for the paying patron.
as

For several years "The Syndicate,"
the Klaw & Erlanger firm was

called, held the legitimate

show

busi-

"The
ness tightly within its grasp.
Syndicate" did many things. In print
it told the public what it was doing
drama and in private it told
managers what they would have to do
"The Syndicate"
get a route.
to

won

recognition for these
writers at one bound. Later they collaborated on another, "The Call of
Youth," which did not strike fire. When
James Keeley took over the Chicago
Herald James O'Donnell Bennett, the
big gun of the dramatic family of Chicago, went to Europe, and Keeley looked for a successor. He struck upon the
odd fancy of having two critics, and
a play that

called Mr. and Mrs. Hatton to the desk,
where they have done some very good

They

work.

good
is

in

are easy writers, finding

about everything on the stage.

The very latest
Fred McQuigg,

to arrive in the field
of the American,

who

but ree^njlystepped into the limelight.
Mr. McQuigg^is so new, it is difficult to
ascertain his place.
He writes under
the optimistic policy of the paper, however, and does not bear down at all in
the way of severity.
He sees everything through a rainbow, but that is due
to orders, probably.
His articles are
readable, and in due season he will probably be able to fill the shoes of Jack

who was

most famous critic
that ever held the desk on this paper.
There are several people in town who
have done excellent work as assistants
Lait,

the

new

of

terest.

the building

field

theatres did one thing of inmade the old-fashioned,
It

ramshackle,
whether an "up-stairs
house" or a shed resembling a theatre,

go

In vaudeville

into the discard.

opened the

field for

what

is

it

known

as

"small time," and in pictures it split up
the business so thoroughly that just
now the picture exhibitor making any
money out of showing moving pictures is a rarity.

Two

legitimate

circuits

that

stood

for years in the east, the Reis and the

Cahn

circuits, have passed away, the
Reis circuit unsuccessfully trying the
picture policy against other houses in

towns

its

that

were

more

modern.

Some

Texas Steer" on the road) and took
the Herald Square theatre. That was
the beginning of the Shuberts and the

years ago a story relates the suggestion was made to Mose Reis to incorporate his theatre for $500,000 and
sell the stock.
He spurned the proposition.
Within the past 18 months he
disposed of the leases of nearly his entire circuit to their present owners for
$10,000. The record for the Cafin cirBoth played
cuit is about the same.

ending of the monopolistic reign of

legitimate attractions and monopolized

for the

thought

its

position impregnable, until

Sammy

little

(after getting

&

Shubert came along
some money with "The

neighborhoods in their day.

their

Erlanger.

was much the same

in the legiti-

and

in

no

time at all there were moN theatres in'
this country it seemed than saloons
or drug stores.
How they built theatres is another
"Outside capital" is the real
matter.
reason. A man will take more chances
with money which doesn't belong to
him than money that does. When the
owner of a site or a realty operator
could present a glowing prospectus to

time press agent for one of the big
theatres.
In due time his brilliant
attracted

is

what

atres, pictures built theatres,

humble way on
the Evening Post, and was at the same

work

is

tion as to

be overstepped.
Vaudeville commenced building the-

of the Tribune, one
of the most finished writers of the
group. He is eminently a phrase-maker,
and he makes phrases that cut. He can
sum a whole show in one sentence, and
give the picture of a player in five

He began

atres in America, but there

the-

mate as in the other fields. They had
^>een held within a certain limitation
no one in show business thought could*

Hammond,

words.

many

It

in vitriol.

Percy

tion but that there are too

Klaw

so,

In the legitimate

There dpesn't seem to be any ques-

mand

an investor, then a theatre arose. The
owner of the property thought he was
fortunate to enter into a twenty-year
lease with the last year's rent deposited
The investor was taken
as a forfeit.

For the over-supply of theatres there
is no one to blame but the old time
managers. They took no precautions
to protect themselves. The old managers knew local banks and capitalists
were financing new theatres, but they
stood still, remarking they would find
Meanwhile
out the mistake in time.
the new theatres went up. A suggestion of educating the country in a publicity

movement

to

show

facts

and

fig-

was met by the argument that the
moment it was attempted to persuade
ures
the

local

money man not

to

invest,

was the time he would rush to do
believing the managers were trying
hold onto a gold mine. But a cam-

that
il,

to

paign of education could not possibly
have increased the number of theatres
built within the past four years.

around to another theatre to see the
crowd clamoring at the door for ad-

The promoter's prospectus appeared
money from stockings.
They gave figures on what a theatre
could do, when complete, figuring ca-

mission.

pacity,

in
resulted
over-production
mortgage giving concerns (banks, trust
and life insurance companies) putting

profit against all expenses.

The

theatres on the blacklist, until as an
example in New York at the present

witness the Loew Orpheum
theatre on 86th street, valued at $600,without a cent on mortgage
000,
against it, and Loew's Delancey Street
time,

valued

theatre,

tain

loans

nothing

would

at

in

$400,000

unencum-

could obon these properties but
comparison to what they

The Loew

bered.

Circuit

to the regular critics and among these
are Sheppard Butler, who formerly sat
in for James O'Donnell Bennett on the

Mollie

this

Morris^ (Margaret
of the w6fk on

and leaving a large balance of

was risking nothing.
theatre situation will require a

long time to adjust itself. There will
be little more theatre building, excepting in those towns where a large
capacity house appears to have a

chance of doing business. The store
show and the picture house have had
their day.

entire

leave

American now and then, and Guy F.
Lee, Sunday editor of the Tribune, has
also done yeoman service at times.

to

returns in the early days of the rush,
and it seemed at one time everybody
had gone daffy on theatre building.
Ir one medium-sized town out west a
vaudeville manager went ahead with
his theatre project, after having been
advised by wire another deal for the
same town hail been closed two weeks
before.
But this vaudeville manager
had local capital in his enterprise, and

Mann) does a greaKdeal
the News as aid to Amy

Leslie (she has
charge of the dramatic page);
Wallace E. Smith, one of the brightest
writers in the city, helps out on the

Added

were some acknowledged dividend

The

like.

Herald;

to have enticed

many

The

picture exhibitor will

theatres on the market for

other policies and the other policies
will also be weeded out with many a
sad theatre owner finding the last
yea/'s deposit did nothing more than

pay the

first

or second year's rent.
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Xmas and Happy New Year

" Merry

to All" from

Frances Clare
and

Guy Rawson
and

"Their

Little Girl Friends,"

Now

"OSWALD

Pantages Circuit

Playing

BROWN

in

Booked Solid

In Preparation Big Scenic Juvenile Act (14 People)

By Mr. Edwin Arden
npritfta*

)J

RDAYS"

"YESTE
2=" CHRIS 0.

„/«,

Mimmut%.^t
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"When You're In Town," ''When I'm
Alcne, I'm Lonesome," "Want to Be

IRVING BERLIN'S CAREER

"Alabam," "Everybody's
I Lost You," "Mysterious Rag," "He's A Devil," "Snookey
Ookums," "This Is the Life," "Michigan," -"Take a Little Tip From Father,"
"International Rag," and others that
in

Dixie,"

Doin'

When
Charles

the

first

night audience at the

Dillingham's

"Watch Your Step"
theatre,

New

production

at the

of

Amsterdam

Dec 8, saw a slight
man acknowledge the

York,

youthful looking

plaudits with a curtain speech after the
finale of the second act, they would

probably not have believed it had they
been told that this youth, who composed the music of "Watch Your
Step" and was then thanking the
throng in a "$2 Broadway house," had
lest than seven years before, unknown
and unheard' of, sung songs in a

"dump" on Chatham square.
Between the Bowery (of which
Chatham square is the lower end) and
the most expensive theatre in New
York (Amsterdam), a line of 50 hits
had marked Irving Berlin's song-writing record. That same night Mr. Berlin added seven more hits to his list,
having written that

many

gether on East 18th street, Irving having by this time secured an engage-

ment

at Kelly's

on 14th

Irving informed

street.

Max

he could write
songs himself, he didn't need those of
others, and persisted until Max asked
the publishing house (Harry Von Tilzer) he was then with to "give the kid
a chance at $20 a week." Von Tilzer*s
said they couldn't afford it, although
Winslow told Irving to write a song,
and finally placed "Wait, Wait] Wait"
with Von Tilzer, out of which Berlin
realized $200 in all.
Irving "free
lanced" for a while, getting $25 for
"Just Like A Rose," to which Al Pianodosa wrote the words.
About this time Mr. Winslow joined
the "Snyder firm" staff, and placed with

It,"

"When

escape memory.
Mr. Berlin's greatest popular song
hit,
"Alexander's Rag Time Band,"
was not an acknowledged success until
some time after it had been written.
Mr. Winslow was the only one around
the Snyder concern's quarters with
confidence in the possibilities of the
number. It had been tried by two or
three people in vaudeville, and they
had taken the song off as impossible.
Mr. Winslow never lost faith. Gordon

&

North were producing "The Merry
Whirl" as the show for the summer
run of 1911 at the Columbia, New

for the pro-

The first show Irving had ever writnumbers for, with the applause and
the remarks denoting that "Watch Your
ten

Step" would be the biggest success of
this New York theatrical season and
with a swarm of friends ready to acclaim him the popular song-writing
king of all years, this modest little fellow of 26, with an unlimited source of
Rag"),
originality
("International
walked out of the Amsterdam theatre
that evening with his immediate family
of mother and sisters, took them home,
and then repaired with his private
secretary, Cliff Hess, to his own apart-

out a protest, exhibited to his visitors
a collection of exquisite chinaware, and
"hoped the show would get over for
Mr. Dillingham's sake."
Irving Berlin's career dates from the

JOHN

the same capacity
Berlin called on
Winslow for new songs. Max gave
him one and told him to sing it that
night, when he would go down to the
"dump" with "a bunch," and if he
(Irving) did it all right, he (Max)
would get the crowd "to throw some
coin to him."
in

That evening when the Winslow
party arrived at the "dump" they found
Berlin singing a "blue" parody on the
original song.

This

is

something that

attracted Mr. Winslow's attention
to the youthful wonder.
Whenever
Irving got a new song, he would have
a parody, usually off-color, to sing infirst

stead of the written words. Mr. Winslow became attached to the bright little
fellow.
They occupied apartments to-

PEEBLES

barber

shop,

saying,

"My

gone to the country." Berlin
remarked that was a good idea for a
song, and before the shaving was completed on both, they had, while seated
barber chairs, written the first
verse and chorus.
Of later events in Mr. Berlin's life
the public is generally familiar, although the history of his famous
"Friars' song" is worth mentioning.
The Friars proposed a dinner at the
in the

NINE "KICK IN" COMPANIES.
Bookings are now being made for
nine "Kick In" companies for the road

VAL TRAINOR AND HELEN

discovered him on

firm.

C.

Presents
In "Kloroform, N. G."

square.

another

the

wife's

tunes.

Mr. Winslow, now
the professional manager for Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder, the music publishers,
for

into

of his
before delivered publicly as
the best thing he had ever done, Mr.
Berlin was wobbly on his feet up to
the moment he finished it.
Although Irving Berlin will reap
great fame and much fortune from
"Watch Your Step," this boy has
earned both. No one who saw him in
his home during the
hot summer
nights, laboriously working with the
assistance of Mr. Hess, until all hours
of the morning on the score of the Dillingham piece, could begrudge Irviag
a tithe of what his hard work has
brought him. And those who know
him well believe that his natural genius
for writing music and lyrics will lead
him into other fields in time, when he
shall have tired of the syncopated

night occurred in New York when the
one most responsible for it could not
be found after the performance at the
most famous Broadway restaurant, the
center of a large admiring crowd.
That same morning at three he sang
over the song hits of the piece with-

was then acting

by George Whiting (George Whiting
and Sadie Burt), while the men were
being shaved.
Mr. Whiting had just
He walked
left the New York Central.

Though pronounced by many

1

Chatham

Another song hit of Irving's, "My
Wife's Gone to the Country, Hurrah,
Hurrah," was written by him, assisted

friends

ment on West 71st street, there to remain without other company unt* a
couple of personal friends called upon
him at three in the morning. It v/.is
a shining example of Irving Berlin's
modesty. Seldom has a successful first

Max Winslow

ular.

Hotel Astor to Irving. In his customary way he fretted over what he should
do and that he might "flop." Irving
concluded to attempt a speech of
thanks against the fluent speakers of
the evening would be useless, and conceived the "song-speech" that he delivered before the "wisest" crowd in New
York, to the greatest reception ever
Mr.
given a Friars' guest of honor.
Berlin's "Friar-speech" was a marvel
of ingenuity and the melody contained,
more "tricks" of composition (according to Irving's own admission) than
any ten numbers he had ever written.

duction.

time

copies were sold over here. There is
no record of the European sales, where
"Alexander" afterward became at pop-

next season by the A. H. Woods office,
Victor Leighton booking them in the

"Will fit in any bill."—VARIETY.
Kindest Wishes to Everyone.

it

Irving's

biggest

"Durando,"
poem. Henry

flop,

originally written as a

Waterson, head of the W.
cern, suggested music be
The song was a big stage
no seller. Mr. Waterson
sonal

interest

in

B.

&

S.

con-

placed to
success, but
took a perIrving, and shortly

it.

commenced to
The boy turned out a new

after the "Berlin hits"

be sung.

song that caught on, whether
was a rag, rag ballad, Italian or
"Yiddish" number. He wrote them all.
Among his early song hits were "Mendelssohn's Spring Song," "Next To
Your Mother, Who Do You Love?"
"Kiss Me" (an immense hit, in the
writing of which Ted Snyder was concerned); "Sweet Italian Love," "Call
Me Up Some Rainy Afternoon," 'Wild
Cherry Rag," "Land of Harmony,"
style of
it

York. Max asked Ted Snyder to call
with him on Aaron Hoffman, who was
in charge of the production, and try
to induce Mr. Hoffman to give the
song a chance in the show. When the
couple reached the stage door a boy
got Winslow's name wrong, and Mr.
Hoffman sent out word he was too
busy. The next morning on the sub-

way Max met Aaron and

told him of
Hoffman explained,
and asked Max to come around that
afternoon.
The song went into the
show, and the verdict of the first night
crowd at the Columbia was that "Alexander" made "The Merry Whirl" that
season. The song didn't take hold at
once as a seller, although the melody
spread rapidly.
About August the

the "turn down."

sales shot up, until a total

M

2,000,000

same fashion the "Within the Law"
companies were handled, each playing
repeating dates in the territory allotted.

;

;;

;

;

—

—
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BOARDING HOUSES AND
By
I

VAN HOVEN

thought

little

that

(the

some day

I

would be writing about the boardingused to stop in, but here goes:
I was playing through the west and
middle west with medicine shows, one
nighters and cheap vaudeville shows.
With the medicine shows I generally
got $7 a week and board and room. I
was often property man, doing bits in
my specialty, or my many specialties'.
The "hotels" I got to were birds. I
never knew one waitress could wait
on so many people at one time. But
was show business and, I should
it

houses

worry

I

1

The
got into vaudeville.
time was all the way
from $17.50 for a team to $70. And
Van Hoven and Held never got
listen
And only a few weeks at $17.50.
$70.
(In most cases we didn't stay all
week.)
But the idea of the story is
finally

I

salary at that

—

hotels!

Adam Fetzers One-Ring
got $7 a week, ate on the lot
and slept in hotels. Fetzer allowed 25
cents a night for hotel rooms.
Some
showt Imagine me getting into a village at 5.30 a. m., hopping off the band
With

circus

the

I

Mad

Dippy,

25
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Magician).

cooking, good beds, lunch after the
show," and a lot more things that were
impossible to give for $4 and $4.50 a
week, but it was in the ad anyway. All
around these ads were many little notices made in pencil by the different
actors, who evidently did not like Mrs.
Smith. They read something like this:
"Terrible," "Flies in the Soup," "Do
Not Stop Here Unless You Have Got

The managerial end of the vaudeville
business in England is handled in offices mostly located in London.
Until
a few months ago when the London
Theatres of Varieties moved from Randvoll House (near Leicester Square) to
the Holborn Empire Building, all managers' offices were within less than a
quarter of a mile of each other.
In all but one of the circuits which
bookfrom London large staffs arevuaed
to assist managers in supplying mate-

Spending the
Get Pork

trolling Co. has probably the smallest

"Stop

this:

Your

Mrs.

at

Mother-in-Law

Smith's—home

Week xWith You," "You
Monday^ahd Every Day

Thereafter

Until

Friday^hen You Get Soup and

Fish,

Pork Goes on Again Saturday."

"Stop Here, She
If

You

the Manager's

is

Aunt

Being a nice young fellow, I used to
and generally went up to the main hotel at a dollar a smash, three meals and a room.
But when I did that, all the other actors got a little sore at me and thought
try to lay off these places,

was swell-headed. So, rather than
make enemies, I sometimes nearly always werit\{o Mrs. Smith's.
Finally I hopped on the Big Time,
and the rooms alone got to coming at
I

—

—

All of a sudden

$5 a week.

Boston.

Keith's,

The

The Variety Con-

halls.

j

staff.

In the Moss Empire offices (the
largest vaudeville circuit in England)

done by a commen.
They receive the agents in a body in the
committee room, and the acts have to
be passed by the quartet before bookbooking

the

mittee

You Get Canned."

Don't,

for the

rial

ing

is

is

four

of

After a turn

entered.

the "slip"

whose

is

booked,

handed to another man,

is

duty

sole

to route the acts

is

The

making

while

London

their

was sent to by some Big
Time friends, was a room and bath at

$7 a week. I knew I didn't belong in
there, but I was kind of forced into it.
I got to bathing up every
I stayed.
Long before the song "This Is
day.
the Life" came out, I was thinking it

FANNIE USHER
Of Claude and Fannie Usher, and Spareribi, in
their second season of

"THE STRANGE PATH"
wagon, getting a cup of coffee at the
cook tent, and then going up town to
square myself and the gang some
gang for a room. Sometimes we made
it,
but mostly No. So we saved the
quarter and flopped in a wagon underneath a horse blanket, for we always
left town about 3 a. m., made two and
three-hour jumps, so a room was not
much good to us anyway.
When I went on the Gus Sun Circuits at $25 a week and could get the

—

—

best in

some

—

town

little

for a dollar a day,

actor.

I

wrote to

I

all

was

my

on the hotel stationery
the lobby nearly all the

circus friends

and

sat

in

In most of the theatres there
were a lot of boarding house ads in all
the dressing rooms, near the stage
door and around the mail boxes. As
a general rule, the ladies who ran t'l'sr
boarding-houses were always n.M :c?!
Mrs. Smith, or Mrs. Rrown, or
i.
Clark nearly always Mrs. smith
c
ads nearly always read somethi»
r'-f»
time.

—

1

Next morning the same thing happeeved, but I realized that if you really love a woman,
you must let her have breakfast in the
room. I then originated the line I now
use in my act. "This cannot go on forever."
But I got the habit of "break-

got a

I

little

fasting up" in the

stuck to r

S"

m.i*.

lit tit

}

ilni '-:.

;

m:
.-

vscl;

i

.

v

room and

it

kind of

'

am buying
and a

iving

lot

insurance,

of

my money

other

a

little

and fixing

so that in case anything ever

ns to Big Time,

never have
co '• it k to Mrs. Smith's, where they
i.iv
<>'i
all the eggs you want
but
" dr-n't ever want more than one.

'i

.i-

!«»

I

will

•

—

•

sonally.

assistant bookers,

as to the pro-

Stoll houses for the

in all the

following weeks.
The big independent halls fn the
West End of London (Alhambra, Empire and Palace) are booked in their
respective buildings. Since the Empire
has been taken over by the Palace

who looks after the big revue
bookings, while an assistant places the
At the
preliminary vaudeville turns.
Palace building, besides transacting
business for that house, the Victoria
Palace booking is done, solely by one
man.

—

pened.

The Coliseum,

booked by Mr. Stoll perHe confers once weekly with

is

director

Bos-

consciousness.

man-

company some of the booking is done
The Alhambra has a managing
there.

ton.

—

country for material.

his

district

Their- duties are to scour the

grams

which,

two

ing assistants and
agers.

or three halls allied with this circuit,

circuit.

at a place I

But rooms and baths at $7 a week
cannot be had in every town. So I got
used to the bath, and had to have it. I
didn't let $1.50 sometimes not even
$2 stand in my way.
Well, I went on like this for a couple
of seasons and finally I met Annie
Kent. We got to liking each other and
I got a raise in salary for some weeks.
I then told her I could furnish a room
and bath every week. So when she
came back from the Orpheum Circuit
we got married and the first morning
when she ordered breakfast in the
room, I got kind of dizzy. I thought I
could see the poor Mad Magician's finish.
I went into a kind of trance and
I had a vision.
I saw the -band-wagon,
the old circus cook tent, and the coffee
and the tin cup without the milk, not
to speak of cream.
Then the waiter
rapped at the door. I came to a little.
When I got a sip of coffee I regained

bookings, while a booking manager has
charge of the outside halls of the circuit.
The salaries, however, in all
cases have to be passed by the board.
The Stoll Circuit since the break with
Moss Empires some years ago has
been under the personal direction of
Oswald Stoll. He employs two book-

London,

the

played
only thing left

in

ness than any of the English circuits.
Here also the "turn-system" prevails,
and the framing of bills in such a way
as to allow the artists to make their
time on the different programs is a
study in itself.
The Syndicate halls are now booked
from offices in the Alhambra building.
Here the board of directors of three
take care of the Oxford and Pavilion

Hippodrome,
though belonging to this company, is
hooked separately. Also there are two

over

I

over every minute that week

on the circuit but they must
be passed by the managing director.
This circuit in the past few years has
done more of a "Monday next" busiplace acts

The independent
managers

MERRY XMAS TO ALL
Walter

Clyde

HAGER

and

GOODWIN.

The Bally-hoo Boys with songs of their own
Hear their new one. "I'm the Man Who Put
the

Ham

Hamlet.

in

"Speed All the Time"
Under personal management FRANK
Big hit in New York

in

provincial

variety

most cases receive the

London agents in their own theaters,
but make frequent trips to London to
see new acts. The London independents work much the same way, having
certain nights when they are at home

BOHM.

to agents for the purpose of booking.

headquarters at the Moss office, book
independently in many cases.
The Variety Controlling Co. (the opposition to the Moss Empires) also
books from London, but its system is
quite different from Moss*.
One man

Mister Dramatic Agent,
In here to see 7011
the rounds, you know,
Because I've nothing else to do.
Who am IT Why, I'm an old time actorSome critics have said I'm no good
But actors have got to live, you know,
Tho' some managers don't think we should.

in
charge.
His title is Booking
Manager and his word in most cases
goes. There are two heads of this circuit, however, who sometimes book attractions on it themselves.
In addiis

tion to the

man

booking manager, another

selects the dates for the acts

who

have passed him. The agents do their
business with the booking manager at
his office in Randvoll House.

The two

big

opposition in

London

many

circuits are in

suburbs of
London. The London Theaters of Variety is a larger tour than the other,
known as The Syndicate. The L. T. V.
books 17 halls, while the Syndicate
controls

11,

of the

exclusive

of

the

new

Tivoli, rrow building.

The business of the L. T. V. is superintended by a managing director,
with one head booking manager who
has three assistants. The latter four

ONE LAST CHANCE.
Excuse

me

For coming

I've got to

make

I was a handsome young leading man,
Wore a moustache and had plenty of clothes

Once

Why

;

didn't get five hundred a week
a big star, the Lord only
knows.
'Way down on the New England circuit,
I've played for years and years
In comedy, melo-drama and tragedy,
I've had laughter, applause and cheers.
I

And become

—

Bouquets and roasts In the papers, too—
Yes, they came from near and far
They were enough to drive a fellow to drink,
with his vest up against the bar.

But these little set-backs didn't bother me,
For years I kept plugging along

Then managers began

And things began

to

me down,
go dead wrong.

to turn

nay, Mr. Agent, can't you put me on,
I've got to get Homethlng to do
Or I'll be turned out of my boarding house
Sometime I'll do ad much for you.

Now,

"Sorry, old chap, there's nothing doing.
But Just come around every day" ;
That's the same old story I've heard for weeks.
Can't you find anything elne to nay?
•

•

Oh,

If I

*.

»

•

•

rould only get on the road again,
character part to piny

A good

tramp and tramp, even on one-night
stands,
Jimt to have one more salary day 1
David R. Young.
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MIDDLE-WEST VAUDEVILLE
CHICAGO, DEC.

10.

for

A

general review of the current
vaudeville year in the middle-west, regardless of brevity, makes a dull, uninteresting story for everyone concerned, for that particular section of
the vaudeville map has unfortunately
experienced one reversal after another
until there is very little left beyond a
reasonable promise of better times.
The prevailing depression existent
throughout the entire country has undoubtedly had much to do with conditions, but the recent readjustment of
Chicago's booking business has done
more to decrease the importance of
that part of the country as a vaudeville

less struggle for the

booking suprem-

acy, of the middle-west.

The entrance

of the Affiliated BookCo. into the Chicago field was
another notable event of th'e past year,

ing

particularly since

it

marked the turn-

ing point in the business

careers of

number of prominent vaudeville men.
The affiliated had a mission to per-

a

form

and

immediately

assumed

in

the

field

ideal,

is

since

without restricting territorial lines to
contend with they have no big time
affiliations to respect and have practically the only logical stopping place

Its

place with businesslike activity.
Under the general guidance of Fred Lincoln, who was in a large way respon-

managers who

for the

many

vari-

ous and natural reasons cannot consistently comply with the franchise
requirements of the other worth-while
Chicago agencies.
The Pantages Agency is looked upon as a Chicago institution, although
the coast manager maintains a New
York office as well, Pantages himself
headquartering in Seattle. Very little
material is contracted for until Pantages personally confirms the engagement, generally through J. C. Matthews, which removes about every

from

sible for the construction of the Sul-

responsibility

livan-Considine circuit the new organization crept into the field on soft

The Pantages

his representatives.

Circuit issues a blanket

contract for the entire route, stipulat-

center than anything else.
From the artist's angle, the several

amalgamations of the various middlewestern agencies,, resulting in the

rather barren, materially reduced
procurable work and diminished
the opportunities to secure what available time is left For the agencies the
past year has distributed joy to a few
and gloom to many, while the ten perthe

have little left beyond their
book and a prayer. The managers
unanimously agree that the past year
is by far the worst of a decade's excenters

perience, but the aforementioned hard

times enters here as a handy excuse
with the European war doing overtime duty as an encore alibi.
Chicago's most important change of
the year was of course the LoewMiles-Jones, Linick & Schaeffer combine which automatically eliminated

from the field the agencies of Walter
Keefe and Frank Q. Doyle, bringing
all factors together into the former
It

also

re-

moved, among others, the bookings of

iness

interests

preservation.

for

the

sake of

With the three

self-

interests

working under one license, the booking horizon was somewhat cleared up
for the entangled principals, but the
prospects for the act at large, working
out of Chicago, were not perceptibly
Previously, keen competihad created a reasonable demand
to parallel the abundant supply of de-

improved.
tion

sirable

material,

but with

the

three-

eral

Chicago

in

its

A World Film
BERT LEVY, the

and had
up a formidable route before
Chicago was v aware of its presence.

pending upon the business

The

the applicant, together with the impor-

lined

nontalkative methods of Lincoln, has been
going along quietly since its inauguration, building up its booking department here and there until it has finally
Affiliated, following the usual

forced itself into a position where it
has to be recognized as an important
The recent materialization of
factor.

ing a salary cut in from one to four
towns, the number of cut weeks deability

of

tance of the attraction under consideration.
An opinion on the Pantages
contract was recently issued by the
general attorney of the White Rats
Actors' Union which makes any further
ous.

comment on the subject superfluThe Pantages Agency, or it might

Strangely enough the present European conflict affords a strik-

Pacific (Joast

already

cuit proper, despite the

ing simile to the vaudeville situation
in Chicago with Loew-Miles and Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer allied against the

Levey

influence

"The Matthews Office"
Matthews has wisely pro-

better be titled
(since

J.

C.

carefully.

of Claude

Humphrey

limited field thoroughly
Its

expansion during
its removal to

larger quarters.

feature that will have at principal players the couple pictured above,
well-known artist-entertainer, and VIVIAN MARTIN, the picture star.

shoes, incorporated over night

its

the past year has forced

fluctuate.

powerful small time organization regardless of contrary opinions.
And unless peace eventually intervenes the two will continue the end-

management

and

"AN EAST SIDE IDYLL"

an arrangement whereby the Affiliated
becomes the sole American representative of the Brennan-Fuller circuit in
Australia, gives the agency a splendid

ciation, a

Offices'

made very few changes

has covered

cornered amalgamation consummated,
the surviving competitors began campaigning for attractions on a systematized business basis and the market
value on vaudeville turns ceased to

Western Vaudeville Managers' Asso-

Booking

general staff during the season.
The Chicago United under the gen-

inevitable at the time, for the

pressure of heartless competition was
beginning to leave serious marks here
and there and the outstanding scattered circuits were forced to realize
the necessity of interlocking their bus-

pliment Matthews on his selection of
business associates, a judgment error
that has not served in any capacity to
popularize his office with the rank and
file of theatrical Chicagoans.
His unexplainable friendliness for a so-called
press agent whose "Dutch Lunch"
proclivities as well as his unethical
business methods has brought him to
a rather undesirable rating has not
helped Matthews either professionally
or otherwise.
The Western Vaudeville Managers'
Association, working under a harmonious co-operative system with the

tion"

&

S. theaters
the several local J. L.
from Chicago to the New York Loew
An affiliation of this kind
office.

seemed

this is because of faulty business methods or other administrative
circumstances lurking beneath the surface is problematical, but surely it is
not because of a lack Of ambition or
endeavor, for Matthews is continually
trying.
One cannot Consistently com-

branch, has gone ahead wonderfully in
the past year or two, its principal improvement being in the eradication of
With peace
all internal discontent.
established among its clients there is
little if any room for adverse comment.
The past season has unearthed comparative
few complaints from any
source and the outstanding problems
formerly existing have been satisfactorily cleared up.
Mort Singer speedily accumulated a knowledge of conditions and with a slow but systematic
application of business methods soon
had his organization working with
machine-like precision.
The appointment of Tom Carmody as booking
manager of the "Association" was a
popular move, and Carmody's retention
in that position is sufficient proof his
work has been up to expectations. He
has a large following, understands vaudeville from the ground up and is
thoroughly competent. The "Associa-

field

office.

Whether

United

elimination of a large portion of competition or "opposition" have left the

Sullivan-Considine

the several other offices in and around
Chicago seem to experience no diffiwhatever in landing houses.
culty

and

The George Webster Agency, opering almost exclusively in the north and
northwest, has successfully withstood
the invasion of competition and calls
for a classification with the Chicago
agency group. Webster has earned the
confidence of a string of managers who
would tolerate no other service and,
because of this, holds an impregnable
position in the middle-western booking
field.

The ten percenters have been the
proverbial "goats' of the season. The
recent edict of Aaron Jones, prohibiting the Chicago Loew office from ne-

identity)

gotiating with the outside men, threw
a
score
or
more perfectly good

outlet fox the attractions sent to the

personal
exploited
his
has for some unaccountable
reason never managed to line up a list

where connections ha\e

of attractive theatres outside the cir-

ten percenters on an idle market, and
those who are fortunate enough to

been made with the FisherLincoln has surrounded himself with an exceptionally capaMessrs.
ble and prominent staff in
Meyers, Goudron, Nash and-Kissick,
and with a season's experience the
coming year should find it well in the
foreground among the biggest of the
booking offices.
middle-west's
Its
circuits.

tected

of

the

accompanying

circuit's

connection.

Since Matthews assumed the Pantages
representation in the middle west, he
has moulded a semi-sensible organization out of a chaotic mass left by his
predecessor, but meanwhile has not
progressed to any extent in the booking line, and this despite the fact that

pocket an "Association" franchise have
suffered the inconvenience, financially

and otherwise, of the recent salary cut.
In fact, ten percenting in Chicago has
ceased to be a profitable joy cruise for
the principals.

The year in vaudeville Chicago can
he recorded in the theatrical history
with a wide black border.
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FEATURE FILMS
Here

the meat of the feature film
it was expressed a
few days ago by a veteran in the picture business:
"Frankly I'm an optimist, converted
by circumstances from the blackest
sort of pessimism. Two years ago I
believed the trade was suffering so
much from overproduction, that a
smash was bound to come within a few
months. Since then production has
doubled and doubled again; newcomers to the field have increased miraculously and they all seem to be making
is

trade situation as

money, each according to

"You

can't

his merits.

go behind the

The

facts.

everybody is prosperous
and that seems to me to be the unanswerable arguments. But paste this in
test

is

that

^your hat

many

— 1915

interests

will see the

pooling of

which are now

com-

in

petition."

Picture

men

acquainted

with

the

situation generally hold this view, with

only minor variations. Some say that
price cutting has put a crimp in profits
and will cut deeper before the three or
four big competitors will be forced to

some ground

of

compromise;

some

hold that a dozen or so of the little
producers are in danger of being
swamped in the competition of the big

programs which themselves threaten
to become unwieldy by reason of the
staggering costs they are piling on
themselves. But at this writing producers find a ready market for worthy
features and the people, a hundred
million of 'em from coast to coast, appear to be' attracted to screen shows
with keener and keener interest.
The appearance in feature picture
productions of the best actors on the
American stage has within the last
year extended vastly the number of
theatre-goers from among whom pictures draw their audiences^ This consideration of a wider audience has
probably had more to do with the prosperity of the camera exhibition than
any other. The appearance of able
players, of course, has been supplemented with better photoplays until
the partnership has resulted in legitimate stages frequently dark.

Scores of small towns throughout
the country have old established dramatic houses which are neglected,
while the line of waiting automobiles
stretching

trance

from the picture house en-

testifies

to

the

popularity

of

Film features of exceptional merit are being booked in
hundreds of combination houses in an
effort by their owners to keep abreast
that institution.

of

the

unmistakable

drift

of

public

preference.

Film producers see their opportunity
and are keen to make the most of it.

The

feature costing $15,000 is no exception in the leading programs. Cost

more and more being figured closeAdvance royalties for standard
pieces are no more being paid. Guaranteed payments are giving place to
is

ly.

percentage arrangements based on net
profits, and the enormous salaries reported a year ago are being supplanted
by smaller salaries and participation
in the net.

Contracts calling for $1,000 a week
a dramatic star, common a year
ago, are almost unheard of now. The

for

WATCHING PICTURES

largest sum paid a star recently was
$750 for four weeks for a woman legitimate star, who also receives 35 per
cent of the net profits. Such sharing
arrangement is becoming the rule. Film
impresarios contract with their wellknown dramatic players for a certain
number of weeks, usually three, four
or five. A clause in the agreement
gives the producer an option on the

player's

services

for

an

additional

period at the same relative rate should
further work on the picture be necessary. The point is that the large upset price for a dramatic star is no
longer the rule. A fair average would
probably be about $500 a week. One
well-known female star recently sent
a representative reconnoitering among
the feature film men with a proposition
to act before the camera for $10,000.
The filmers declined to nibble at the

To the average picture fan sitting
through a two or three-hour picture
show is a great pleasure, keeping them
amused. The ordinary person, not a
fanatic nor deeply in love with the
silent drama, will frankly enjoy the
majority of picture shows.
Pictures

shown

in

in the present times
theatres ranging from

and slapping the jficture on the
in any fashion, knowing that

less

screen

most

of the people are there to see the

are

animated part of the show.
The picture reviewer is one who day
in and day out sits through the melos
and comedies with the expressionless
face of a corpse, to wake at midnight

the

and

cheapest five cent arcade to the best
on Broadway. The exhibiting of the
pictures at the small place and the big
In the small
theatre varies greaty.

find "Poor Pauline" solving "The
Million Dollar Mystery" with the aid
of the champion fall-taker of the Keystone.
The reviewer does not mind

the theatre showing,

it is

com-

the film

\

bait.

Fixing of salaries on a saner basis
but one manifest; on of the general trend toward bu nesslike economy. Directors who have the name of
spending money lavishly find their
services at a discount in the open market.
Manufacturers no longer pick
is

directors

their

tation

of

solely

artistic

for

ability.

repude-

their

JOE

They

The head

of one feature concern has

enough money was being
wasted by directors in his studios in
small extravagances that did not represent any artistic, gain to almost
double the company's percentage of
figured that

profit.
He issued a string of orders
that startled the directors, but which

put his purchasing and operating costs
on a new basis of efficiency.

There was organized some six
months ago a feature concern backed
by substantial capital. Three features
were made, all of extraordinary artistic
merit, but before the first feature was
marketed and its profits counted, an
extravagant producing department had
tied up so much cash the entire enterprise was seriously embarrassed.

The

manufacturers recognize two
sorts of directors those who strive to
make features commercially profitable
and those who are victims of the
"artistic ideal" carried out to impossible degree, and with costs entirely
disregarded.
Studio work of high
quality can be accomplished at mod-

—

erate

costs,

strike

the

and

directors who
medium between

the

desirable

low costs and mediocre quality and
ruinous costs with imposing effects are
the men who are coming to the fore.

Widely differing views as to the best
number of reels to work out a feature
are coming down to the accepted
opinion that the fixed number idea is
erroneous.
Companies have been
*

formed to develon the two-reel
ture, the three-rt

reel

feature.

that

'eature or the six-

But they are no morr

Film producers
story

fea-

now

is

the

irrespective

of

see that

counts,

it

footage.
sive action.

D.

is

W.

toward more coheGriffiths is said

t'

have filmed more than 20,000 feet of
story and then edited it down to 4,000.

is

nothing on the

bill

be-

sides the photoplays with the big house

playing a couple of musical turns or
singing numbers.
The little place is
usually situated in the remote sections
of the city, with a small seating capacity as well as a poor projecting machine and a generally inferior grade of
film.
The small house with the small
admission is kept down to the lowest
possible expenses and in all probability the proprietor runs the picture machine, with the result the pictures are
put on by a novice
about projection and
that

stantly

he

who knows
is

not

is

little

worrying conthe

getting

proper returns at the door, likely causing him to run the picture fast in
order that he may get out of the booth
while he flashes the "One Minute,
Please" sign to do a

little

box

office

checking up.
The patrons in the
houses of this sort do not get their
money's worth, no matter how nominal
The
the price of admission may be.
pictures are slapped at them and if
there

is

any good

in

the

film,

it

is

hard to detect through faulty projection.
Often the films are old and in
poor condition.
These houses are
gradually closing, finding they can not
compete with the larger places that
show pictures in the right way.
The small time vaudeville house as
a place to witness pictures is not always advantageous to the person who
The
goes only to see the pictures.
house will probably have an audience
that came mostly to see the acts, and
accepts the picture as a matter of
cou s- on the small time bill. These
n mi' rs of the audience will chat
il-)!i
.it a merry gait during the film,

MAUD RONAIR
our 60th consecutive and successful week.

nt'n

who wishes to pet the story
The
without interruption.
of pictures in these houses is
.''-/ays of the best, the operator
iast,

(omhte
s!»
;•">!

iv

IRVING COOPER.

pany's projection room or studio that
the bugbear in his life. These rooms
are generally very small with no ventilation, excepting the door, always
closed when the picture starts. With a
poor picture, the conpern's press agent
These projection
passes out cigars.
room showings are decreasing in favor
ii

of private exhibitions in theatres, much
to the delight of the critics and to the

advantage of the picture.
The speed record for the showing of
feature pictures is probably held by
the 14th street nickelodeons where
quantity and not quality is the main
idea. The best speed record is a fourIt
reel melo drama in 30 minutes.
should have run 55 or 60 minutes. The

manager doing this should be censored
the same as any offender of the law,
the pictures shown at this speed being
far from good for the eyes of any individual

sitting

through

The

them.

censors for pictures or local Board of
Health might investigate to locate the
places that run off films at a high rate
of speed.

Poor projection has spoiled many a
that had redeeming features.

picture

"Small timer"

as

is

getting bigger.

Good comedy in pictures is
good comedy on the stage.
Well

are

A

still

disguised
playing at

burlesque

as rare

shows

$2.

bad season seems to bring out

more bad

plays.

The producer with a bank
longer a producer.

roll is

no

no consideration to the picture

rivir
»

The tendency

and
Now in

Direction,

house there

have a "commercial" mind.

WARD

Extend the season's greetings to everyone.

mand more and more that the men
who direct their film enterprises shall

•**'.•:

A new

act

for

vaudeville

is

like

a

pearl in an oyster.

.

ies

letting his

work get

care-

It's an ignorant office boy who can't
write a report on a small time bill.
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PARKS— THEN AND NOW
By

29

conditions

Peculiar

George Goett

have

prevailed

the one-night-stand regions of the

in

There has been much
wailing and gnashing
of the teeth in some quarters, and
some little satisfaction expressed in
other directions. James W. Wingfield,
at the head of the Central States circuit, who has his finger on the pulse

middle west.
(Mr, Goett

is

general manager for the

cent, in the past five years, a state of

John W, Gorman Park Circuit which

affairs that

controls eighteen summjer parks.)

ture houses running full blast winter

Park devotees are cognizant there
has been a great change in park conditions throughout the United States,
and particularly the New England
country.
For the past two years the parks
have had the shortest seasons in any
previous span of park years and it was
wholly due to bad weather. With the
Weather Man against the parks and
he has been a busy actor even west of
the Mississippi, and also made his
hand felt in the middle west, particu-

—

and

has

come through

summer and

comes time

because

the pic-

when

it

for the parks to open, the

masses haven't any more dimes to
spare on street car rides and park con-

been one of
spects in

it

doesn't look any too promising for
park men in future years. Just

the

imagine operating parks for a six
weeks' season where heretofore one of
16 was generally the rule. Last season
the time started about July 15 and was
through by Sept. 1. In other years the
seasons ran anyway from Memorial

If it is warm and balmy the
water gets them in droves. At Revere
Beach, for instance, last summer the
bathing receipts were 50 per cent. less.
The winter cabaret shows and dancing halls galore have eased up the
summer demand for dancing and as a
consequence the park dance hall attendance has suffered.
The roller
skating pavilion is no longer the big

tractions.

novelty and despite
tractions,

prizes,

for the rollers has

many

etc.,

the

alluring at-

popularity

waned from

a park

standpoint.

With the weather

and counter-

off

attractions stronger than eyer the park

managers have not retrenched nor reduced running expenses. It has been
just the reverse, expenses have increased, there have been more free
amusements attached at an additional
expense, the cost of park theatre productions has gone up and in the dance
halls there has been from three to five
men added to the orchestras. Added
to

this

is

billboards,

is

devised to attract.

—

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois there
was the inevitable result, no business.
The park weather up to July 1 was
"winter

weather."

Here the
newspapers and hand bills

the advertising.

are to be considered, not to mention
the numerous novelties that must be

larly

And

following

This coming summer may see a big
change. Park men always hope but if
there is any repetition of last year,
even the most intrepid, fearless park
manager will not have the heart to
open up for many moons afterward.

it

came long, uninterrupted rainy spells
which weakened the heart of the
strongest park manager and enveloped
him in a foggy grouch that did not
disappear with the arrival of a nice
sunshiny period.
Looking over the books of the park
departments one can readily be shown
where in 14 weeks last season there
were
clear
three
only
(average)
That
days out of
seven.
every

of conditions, says that the season has

With the bad weather the biggest
and park business
discouragement
slumping gradually from year to year,

If it's nice there are big returns from
the launches, rowboats and water at-

JACK and FORIS
NOVELTY-COMEDY-ORIGINAL
At present on Orpheum Circuit.
Exclusive Manager, PAUL DURAND.

and

cessions.

Day to Sept. 7.
Bad weather always hits the parks
having lakes and swimming beaches.

Our Name,

weeping

A WIDE ACQUAINTANCE.
"Well, yes, I reckon that you might say,
I'm well acquainted along Broadway;
I'm an Intimate friend of Billy Brady

And old John Drew,
Joe Weber, too.
And many another famous laddie.
I've shaken tabasco
With Dave Belasco
And other showmen
Like Charlie Prohman
George M. Cohan and all his bunch
I frequently meet at the Lamb's for lunch,
And Davie Warfleld's my bosom friend
And many an hour in talk we spend.
And as for the actresses on the square
Take it from me. Old Top, I'm there;

—

hate to brag, but I'm all the rage
With the stellar ladles upon the stage
Excuse me now, but I've got to hustle
I've a call to make on Lillian Russell,
And Mary Ryan's expecting me
And I must look in on Orace George for tea,
These social engagements make one fly.
So I must be trotting along good bye !"

worst

the

many

years.

some reways

in

In other

has been fairly good. He explains
it is the old story of good attracThe meritorious ones have
tions.
done well, and the mediocre and the
it

that

had ones have suffered.

Shows with standard

stars have ob-

tained receipts about equal to last year.

Melodramas have

and have

fallen flat

not fared at all. Mr. Wingfield is of
the opinion that the people are get-

enough melodrama in pictures,
want something different when
they go to the high priced theatre.
Musical comedies have done especially
well, with recognized names, or shows
ting

and

t»

New York and
the

hit
is

have been extensively advertised
Chicago before they

at

in

grass

tall

One

trails.

oddity

towns which were good

that

last

Factory
season are not this year.
towns, usually good for almost any
old show, have been poor, as the
people have not been working, but

towns situated
farming districts have

those

the

in

been

large

surpris-

Chicago sent out from 30 to 40 pieces
to play contiguous territory. A majorThe supity of these have come in.
ply has been shows with big stars and
Chicago
the small Chicago show.
shows, with the exception of "September Morn" and "One Girl in a MilThese two,
lion," have not fared well.
however, have been doing more than
Satisfactory business.

Such stars as Billie Burke, Raymond
Hitchcock and others have done normal business. "The Prince of Pilsen,"
old as the hills, has been one of the big
Repertoire companies have
surprises.
also found favor.
A better line of attractions has been
booked for January and February of
this year than in many seasons. Mclntyre and Heath, "High Jinks," "The
"Under
Warfield,
David
Firefly,"
Cover," "The Candy Shop" and the
like, have been scheduled.
Mr. Wingfield attributes what slump
there has been in business to the war
in Europe and to weather conditions.
early

and the
There

fall

later

was as hot as summer
weeks have been open.

is
a slight trend upward,
with indications of much more satisfactory results with the new year.

ness has fallen off from 40 to 60 per

year of strenuous effort in behalf
first theatrical hospital in the
world has quickly rolled by. A great
deal has been accomplished. Scores of
players have left, I am proud to say,
with blessings upon their lips.
Those who are blessed with worldly
goods may get good physicians, proper
nursing and desired environment anywhere. But, how about the performer
who is "down and out?" How about,
the stranded chorus girl?
And, how
about the theatrical man generally,
whom reverses have put against the
wall and has sickness added to his
miseries?
These are questions that should concern every man and woman through
whose veins courses red blood nurtured
by the milk of human kindness. A hospital where players when indigent, may
the

humane care and skillful attena necessity and should receive
the undivided support of every one connected with the amusement world.
I have inaugurated a plan whereby my
dreams seem nearer realization as the
days roll by. The men who compose
our Board and who have shown their
willingness to co-operate, bringing this
essential enterprise to a successful issue, are men of integrity, men of experience whose motives are as pure as
they are free from any taint of selfishness.
have the grounds for the new
receive

tion

is

We

we have several thousand doldeposited with the Chicago Title
and Trust Company, we have a splendid
staff of co-workers and we ask the cooperation of all those whose sympathies
must be with a cause so worthy and
lars

humane.
In the last four years in the neigh-

borhood of four thousand cases were
treated at the American Hospital and

more than an equal number
self

that

and associates, and
it would take only

if

we

five

ammy-

reflect

thousand

persons to purchase a hospital bond
for ten dollars ($10) apiece to enable
us to start the building this very day,

one often wonders about the apparent tardiness.

Yet, there are extenu-

ating circumstances.
the

lack

The hard

of proper publicity

times,

and the

obstacles all play
a role.
however, are being overcome
gradually, one by one.
Those whose means do not permit
them to add much to the cause, should
add little. There is a satisfaction in
doing good, and in this movement
theatrical people can do no better than
show the spirit and enthusiasm
to
which it so richly deserves.

previous

These,

Women
The

in

burlesque are changing.

favorites for years are living, but

not playing. It's
people a chance.

giving

the

young

a salary this season has been
with the manager as an invest-

ment
"Cut acts" are figuring upon a double
the difference between what they
expected and what they got.
loss,

The
while

lights

many

of
of

Broadway
shows

the

still

blaze

are

only

flickering.

Dancers are easily satisfied. Maybe
is the reason dancing became so

t*v«?

Last

:-

ilar.

year's

like a reserve

of

wardrobe has looked
fund this season.

Professional dancers live for the joy
working. Dancing is their only

t f)

Ptrtnn Jiruley.

of

bulatory cases taken care of by

Many

—

Then he bustled off to his lonely room
And sat and sulked In the deepest gloom
And said to himself, with a troubled frown,
wii
"I wish there was someone I kn> w In

Hospital,

A

of

left

I

weather record is sufficient to knock
any park manager's plan sky high.
Last season park managers lost
money.
The biggest alibi was the
weather. Admitting that the elements
whanged away disastrously at the park
receipts it is also true the park busi-

(Surgeon-in-Chief American
Chicago.)

building,

ingly good.

The

THE THEATRICAL HOSPITAL
BY DR. MAX THOREK.

pleasure.
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MID-WINTER NIGHT'S DREAM
By Bdmund GilUngham.
It was a bitter night.
The weather
had suddenly turned cold and the snow
that had fallen all day in big, soft
flakes, now lay on the pavements, an
uneven mass of ice. The wind in hurricane blasts, swept through Times
Square. Rummy Mac withdrew deeper

doorway

the

into

of the Longacre
chattered to himself,

Building, as he

"Suffering cats, where can I go?" For
half an hour he shivered and shook
there, once in a while venturing out
to the edge of the entrance, to look

with hungry eyes, up and down and
across the almost deserted haunt of
thespians.
"Not a soul, not a single
solitary

individual

know by

sight,"

Mackerel,
night,
in

it

that

he muttered.

can't carry the

I

would

weather

soul,

kill

anyone

I

even

"Holy

banner toto be out

like this."

As
the toast of the lobster palaces.
her vogue increased, so had she grown
cold toward him, the stepping-stone to
her success. From chilliness, her manner toward him had turned to scorn,
and the worse she treated him, the
more abject he became in his devotion
of his romance was
Merry Milkmaid" had
ended its long run and he was standing outside the stage door of the "Temple de Folies," waiting in hope she
would return to their apartment with
him. There with the Johnnies he stood,
for his pride could not be humbled so
low as to permit any fellow workman
to her.

't he finish

"The

swift.

witness his possible humiliation at
her hands. After an interminable wait,
she finally appeared. He started forward, but without a sign of recognition she swept past him, half intoxicattc

Finally as if resolved on something hopeless, he gathered himself
and with his hands sunk deep into his
trousers pockets, his shoulders humped

up to

his

he painfully started
time to time he
"Well, they can't do any
ears,

down town.

From

growled,
more than throw me out."
It would
hardly seem possible in
looking at the unkempt wreck, shuffling along, that only five years before,
he, Ed McLane, was recognized, not
only in New York, but throughout the
whole country and Canada, as the most

Nothing seemed too big for him to
His creations were the
wonder of the public, and the pride of
with and under
had been consulted on such

sides affably

mired even
and success.

his confreres, who adthey envied his talents

by
if

What strange fate had cast her
across his path, he wondered, as he
continued his peregrinations down Seventh avenue. Fool, fool, that he had
been to allow himself to become enamored of that woman! He might have
known she wouldn't be true to him.
She herself had said she would not tie
herself down to any one man for a
king's ransom.
Yet he had permitted
ordinarily the most practical
and intelligent of men to fall head over

himself,

heels in love with her.

Gradually at
her
fine clothes and improved appearance,
he became fascinated with her charms,
until at last he was her slave.
He neglected his work that he might be in
attendance upon her constantly.
From an obscure chorus girl, thanks
first,

then as his

money brought

his money and knowledge of the
business she had blossomed out to be

to

Maude

Marie

HECLOW
Two Dainty

and

DUVALL

Singers and Dancers

ing him with the scent of the perfume
she used and an instant later was
greeted by a tall blond man, who assisted her into a luxurious limousine.
How he reached home and what had
transpired since then had been one
ugly dream.
He had tried to drown
his thoughts and had partially succeeded, for from that date until the present
time he had not drawn a sober breath.
So well known and so popular was he,
that it took him longer than ft does
the average man to reach the gutter.
But he was there now, he thought,
and no mistake. Not a sou, not a pica-

yune had he, and if none of the many
places, where he had spent his time
and money would shelter him; to the
settlement lodging house for his, and
tomorrow he would beg enough to get
enough )dope to make him forget forever and for all time.

As he reached this decision, he
turned west into one of the cross
streets,
near the Pennsylvania Station.
"I'll

tackle

Cowslip

Murphy

first,"

he thought, "he'll give me a drink anyway, I haven't been near him for over
two weeks and he's not so hard as

some. H

upper floors of Abie's Trans-

Company's

fer

building.

Just as Rummy Mac, his head almost
buried between his shoulders, reached
the main entrance of the Transfer
Company's edifice, the door was rolled
back and a double team that had been
waiting at the curb, harnessed to a big
The horses
ruck, started to enter.
were almost on top of him before the
driver saw him. With a yell, he pulled

ment Mac was on the

The team with the big truck was
swallowed up in the darkness of the
stable, while Mac stood and shivered.
In a few minutes the driver returned.
"Now, what is it Mac you haven't got
down to carrying the banner, have you?
My God, and to think what you

street.

Ninth avenue next, a little further
up town; but at the first place on the
thoroughfare, which he entered, a wet
bar rag hit him full in the face, before
he had got half way across the floor.
Realizing if he tarried, worse treatment would be meted out to him; he
stood not on the order of his going,
but sought the street as fast as his
habitually dazed condition would allow

"For the love of Mike,
him.
Mac, what are you doing? Wait till I
drive in and I'll be out and talk to
nized

you."

—

were!"

MacLane heard him

in silence, and
head affirmatively.
"Too bad, too bad, and you couldn't
have come a worse night. I haven't

nodded

his

watchman, either. Well,
you stay out a night like

a cent, or the

A minute or so he stood, deciding
which way to go, and then slowly and
painfully
At
continued
westward.
Tenth avenue he turned up town for
a block or two, and then with falter-

this.

another groggery.
The place was filled with a crowd of
rough characters and evidently someone had plenty of money, for they

night anyhow."
Saying which, the good fellow took
poor Mac's arm, for the wretched being was swaying as if about to fall, and
As they mounted the
led him inside.

entered

steps

half seas over. As
closed the door, a yell went up

"Rummy

Mac, now

have some

we'll

fun."

handiwork was packed

his

storehouses all over the city,
after having lived a brief life of splendor behind the footlights. He might
have peopled a second Ark with the
animals he had made, for animals had
been his specialty. His salary, too, was
large; far beyond the union scale.
In his prosperous days, as he passed
Raddells or any other rendezvous of
stage hands, he would be greeted on all

reaching

in the

is

the heavy team back on their haunches
and swore volubly.
Mac looked up, and the driver recog-

ot

him. He
occasions as the Hudson-Fulton Cele-

and

said,

most bland man-

menced trudging wearily along. At
38th street he turned west.
Now on West 38th street, between
Tenth and Eleventh avenues, a number of theatrical firms have their storehouses. One of the largest in the city

ner possible, "Now that'll be about all,
we don't supply towels here, for you
to take a bath, so drink that and be
on your merry way." With tears in
his eyes from his libation, the remnant
tried to sputter his thanks. Cowslip
wiping the bar interrupted. In a mo-

Mac

men who worked

in

Murphy

for the bottle, in the

were most of them

his employers, as well as the boast of

away

the glass,

tilled

ing

undertake.

bration,

nance, as well as from his well groomed
and sleek appearance, was on duty. He
took one look at the poor shivering
wretch before him, and then silently
and without a change of expression,
placed a bottle of whiskey and two
glasses on the bar.
As MacLane with shaking hand
poured himself a drink that almost

him.

resourceful and skilful property-maker
in the theatrical business.
His fame as
a modeler had even reached London.

the

he reached Eighth avenue he
Cowslip was peculiar. If he
was in good humor, well and good, but
He entered
if
not, nix on anything.
the corner saloon; Cowslip, so called
from his round and benign countepaused.

A thick set, burly fellow approached
him; "Have a drink Mac," he cried,
laying a heavy hand on Ed's shoulder.
Mac signified assent by a nod, and the
big fellow ordered "a drink of booze
tor our actor friend here."
Mac had
scarcely finished his potation, when a
murmur arose, "A song, give us a
song. Do a stunt, Rummy!
Hey, do

and various

that imitation of Warfield,"

MacLane turned his
eyes upon the crowd, he made

similar requests.

glassy

one or two
gave it up.

efforts

"Boys," he
to

oblige

strength

said,

you,

to

do

it

to

"I'm
but I

sing and then

all

in,

I'd like

haven't

tonight."

The

"Now

God, you'd freeze to death!

see

if

get

him

I

to let

I'll

heart and
you bunk inside, for the

can't soften

Jimmys

the watchman came forward
with his lantern, and Mac's companion
addressed him.
"Say, Jerry, you remember Mac,
MacLane? Now for the love of Mike,
take a chance for once in this case and
let him stay here out of the cold."
"The watchman hesitated; but observing the blood on Mac's face and
shirt, said, "What, did you get beat up,
too? Well, I will take a chance, but
it
I'm caught, good night to me and
my job. Here, wash the blood off of
your face, while I get a blanket."
Mac went to a sink in the rear and
removed the traces of his recent maulincline,

ing.

The

driver said,

"Good

night,"

and departed and by the time the
watchman had returned, carrying a
large horse blanket, the derelict's face

big

was cleaner than it had been
days.
Only his nose and

hoarse whis-

do something for that
drink, or out you go, and out you go
quick."
The poor wreck put up his
hands and^stazte^ie^plead, then something hit him and the next he knew, he
was lying on the sidewalk, the blood
was streaming from his nose, and a
gash in his lip.

per,

can't let

the

drunken tough, in an ugly mood, put
his hand under Mac's chin and turning
his face around, said, in a

we

you'll

Slowly and with keen distress he regained his feet.
For several minutes
he stood there, while he tried- to collect his thoughts.
A convulsive shiver
shook him, and he muttered, "Oh,
Hell, it might as well be tonight as
tomorrow, and drowning, they say is a
painless death."
Once more he com-

in several
lips

were

puffed.

"Now

here," said Jerry, "you
and go up stairs and hide
yourself away wid the boxes and crates
on the third floor, and I will call you in

take

the

see

this

mornin'."

Mac took

the heavy blanket, and
slowly with trembling steps, climbed
the stairs, flight after flight, until thoroughly winded- he finally reached the
floor designated by the watchman.
All round him were stacked boxes
and crates of all sizes and shapes. Feeling his way in the semi-darkness, he
found at last a box resembling in its*
contour a large coffin.
However, it
just

answered the purpose and so
(Continued on page 31.)

ar-
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ranging the horse blanket on top of

and

up for a pillow,
he lay down on his improvised couch
and pulling the blanket around him in
a few minutes, so completely exhausted
was he, he was sound asleep.
How long he had been sleeping he
could not tell, but gradually he became aware of a creaking and rumbling noise.
He raised his head and
his. eyes almost
started from their
it,

rolling his coat

sockets as he beheld the lid of a box
in close proximity to him, slowly rise
and from its depth, emerge a lion; a
lion of the most ferocious aspect. For
a moment the property man was paralyzed with fright, then, as he realized
the impossibility of it, he groaned,

"God, I've got 'em again." Slowly, but
with stately grace, the lion lifted himself clear of the box, sprang lightly
to the floor. Mac continued to stare
at the lord of the forest, and then
suddenly whispered to himself, "My
hon, why I'd know that lion anywhere!
That's the lion I made for 'the Roger
Bros, in Central Park/"
Meanwhile other boxes and crates
were being opened and from them
came one after another a horse, a dog,
and animals of all descriptions, and all

making

open space, almost dipoor MacLane, who
by this time was rendered speechless
with amazement, and could only stare,
for an

rectly in front of

unable to utter a sound.
As the various animals grouped
themselves in a semi-circle, with the
lion in the center, Mac heard a bumping and scraping and presently a full
grown crocodile appeared from around
the corner, leading to the stairs.
By one's and two's they came. A
camel, an ostrich, a pig and several
more, until the space in front of the
terrified man was filled with a jostling

crowd of
glue,

The

beasts,

last

to

bloodthirsty villain, in the second act
so that he actually ran away. And to
think we animals should be relegated
to the oblivion of a rusty storehouse,

when the season is ended, while the
human performer is feted and petted
and made much of."
"It's

said

terrible,"

the

Crocodile,

"what we have to endure.
For instance, one night in Fort Wayne, my
crate became coated with ice in the
alley where it had been placed. After
the show I was put away in it, hauled
to and loaded into a hot baggage car.
When they unpacked me, in the next
town, my head fell completely off. I
leave it to you, my dear comrades,
how I suffered. It took every minute
of the time up to overture to fasten
my head on again and it was a close

And that is not all. The
man who worked me was the assistant
property man; now he was a clever
shave at that.

but addicted to
strong drink. About once in every two
or three weeks, he would get a jag on
and then how I would tremble and
worry, for fear he would take me over
the footlights into the orchestra pit."
"That reminds me," said the Elephant, "some time after Mr. Hopper
had discarded me and the rest of the
production, we were doing one night
stands with a repertoire company.
little

fellow

all

right,

While Mr. Hopper had the company.

to his senses and we went off the
stage to be greeted by the irate stage

him

manager."
"Oh, why be so pessimistic," yapped
a small voice. Mac looked and finally
located the speaker in the person of
a minutive pug dog. "For two long
seasons," it continued, "I had the best
of care and always traveled first class.
You see it happened in this way: In

company was

the

a

little girl

who

did

and who was captivated
with me at first sight. Nothing would
do, but that she should have me, in
place of the dolly she had left at home.
So barring the time at night the property man claimed me to do my bit in
the 'Princess of Trebizone' I was with
parts

child

my

little

mistress, stopping at the best

was always kept neat and

hotels and

arrive

The

fastened

grip

tious

me

screw to the floor by

with a stage
tail, as he

my

was

Although the
setting the scene.
pain was excruciating I dared not utter a sound. When it came time for me
to go on I tugged and struggled, but
in vain. At last with a violent wrench
I tore myself loose, but in doing so
I pulled up the screw that held a stage
brace, which supported a heavy piece
of scenery and as I made my entrance
there was a deafening crash and down
on the stage piled a great mass of
broken timber and torn canvas. They
had to ring down the curtain of course
and it was more than half an hour before the show could proceed."

the Beauty have done if
there had been no beast?
there

Why

wouldn't have been any performance,
that

is

They might

all.

tried to play

as well have
Hamlet, with Hamlet left

out."

"Yes,"

replied

Elephant,

the

"the

program announced DeWolf Hopper in
'Wang,' but it never said a word about
me. Yet when we made our entrance
together in the great ensemble in the
first act, I and not Mr. Hopper received
the

plaudits of admiring thousands.
Never had such a wonderful piece of
stage property been created.
The

movements

realistic

of

my

trunk,

my

my ears, were sources of unbounded admiration and enjoyment."
eyes,

"Here,

"What

I

here,"

would

cried
like

the
to

ask

crocodile,
is

what

at the descendant

if by prearrangement, the entire assemblage
rushed upon the decrepit old horse
and in less time than it takes to tell it
they had battered him into a limp
Their angry . passions thus
mass.
aroused, a general and heated argument followed and eventually it became a riot. The lion quit its post
and engaged in a terrific combat with
A zebra and a donkeythe crocodile.
endeavored to kick each other's ribs
loose, while the elephant, lifting one

Pandemonium broke

loose and poor

Mac who had been a most interested
listener and who had entirely forgotten his previous fears now began to
tremble in

anticipation

of

an attack

upon himself. The melee was at its
height and some of the smaller animals practically hors de combat, when
suddenly a chanticleer's call, heralding
the approach of day, rose high and
shrill above the tumult of the affray.
Instantly every beast and bird stood
For perhaps
as if of graven stone.
thirty seconds, they remained motionless and then silently the meeting dispersed. Those animals that had come
from other storehouses, quietly wended their way to the stairs, while those
that had their habitat in the Able Co.'s

became a blur
mind and he relapsed into un-

ually the recent events

consciousness.

How long he slept thus peacefully,
he does not know, but he was awakened some time later by the watchman
shaking him and saying, "Hey, Mac,
time to get up and see what Bill, the
driver, sent you by his brother a half
He says he don't forget how
caser.
you helped him when he was down
and out, and for you to get a bite to
eat and come up to his house; here's

Mac's surprise at

What would

words

First

commenced

of Pegasus and suddenly, as

in his

for his bulk.

hearing the beasts talk soon gave place
to interest in their conversation.
"We will resume," said the lion, "the
discussion we had at our last meeting,
as to why the human actors ignore us,
who in many cases, fill more important
parts in some productions than they do
themselves.
What would the show
amount to with us left out of the bill?

to shout harsh

finish.

For a few minutes Mac lay and
thought of the ttrange happenings of
which he had been a witness, but grad-

gave a muffled roar and
a loud stage whisper called the as-

semblage to order.

arose, then they

building noiselessly retired to the seclusion of their boxes and crates.

plete, the lion
in

not allowed to

murmur

ened to annihilate them unless they
agreed with him.

now being com-

tout ensemble

a

He was

at a time, several of the beasts, threat-

made of linen,
mache and wood.
was an immense

make room

"

whole

"I shall never forget," said a large
dog, "how one night in St. Joe a face-

elephant that caused considerable trouble as the rest of the animals all had
to shift to

ing considered egotistical that I am
undoubtedly the most famous and
best known property animal in this

clean."

all

papier

wire,

would have prevented Captain Hook in
Peter Pan from climbing back on
board his vessel, after they had thrown
him overboard, if I had not swallowed
him alive. And did I not scare the
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the address."

AUBREY

RICHE

Estelle.
Mae
and
Songs, dances, novel and exclusive.
Acknowledged by managers, agents and public the
most artistic comediennes playing big time vaudeville. Offering their up-to-theminute Venetian feature, an exacting elegance in black and white.
Direction M. S. BENTHAM. Staged by AD NEWBURGER.
daintiest,

always had the same legs; but when
was let out on royalty, in every town
we played I had a different set of
Well, on one particular occalegs.
sion I had for my forelegs a young
lad who had never been behind the
I

I

footlights

before.

Believe

or

it

not,

covered as he was, in looking
through the gauze peephole in my
chest, he saw his folks and friends in
the audience, and, forgetting that they
could not see him, he became obstinate
or stage frightened and at our rue to
exit, he refused to move and there we
stood, while the whole show was held
up, until finally the hindlcgs by -.por-roughi
ous language and punches,
but

x

1

"As chairman of this meeting,"
roared the lion, "I demand that we
cease digressing and get back to our
original subject.
In 'Evangeline* did
not the Heifer play as important a
part as most of the humans?"
The horse gave a loud neigh. "I
neigh," said he, "an affirmative, paraOf course
doxical as it may seem.
you all know that I, far beyond anyone here, attained fame and glory as
the nbhorse in 'Eight Bells.'
I've
tr.i.L

1

t.nu
1

ii.

that in

could

'

i

d to the coast

,'

.-."

tl

i

tion
!c

I

some

put

me

and back so many
property
together without

cities the

from the company's man.

may

say without fear of be-

Mac arose with stiff joints and accompanied the watchman down stairs,
where he again bathed his face before
starting out.
It

would be too long a story

how Mac

to

tell

after a short struggle with

himself partook of coffee and food instead of whiskey and how he went to
Bill's, the driver's house, where he was

taken in, decently clothed and fed and
cared for until he regained some of
his strength.
How with the help of
Bill and his wife he overcame his failemployment and
ing, while seeking
afterward, too, how he, step by step,

remounted the ladder, until now Ed
Mac Lane is again recognized as a
master

in his line.

He

often thinks of

works on some ferocious animal and smiles and wonders

his

dream

as he

too will attend the meetings in
it
Abie's and listen to and relate experiences of the road.
if
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STARTING STOCKS

THEATRICAL HOTELS
as one instinctively

Just

book-keepers when

thinks of

fixtures are

office

mentioned, so do visions of footlights,
Pullmans, changeful hamlets'

scenery,

and theatrical hotels loom up on the
mental

whom you
mits

when

vision

to

the

person

to

have been introduced, ad-

you

connection

a

with

the

stage.

In

olden
right

olden

the

days,
to

the

days,

actor

liking

his

at

good old

the

was
the

"inned"
theatrical

without

hotel

eating

there.

So

must

takes

for

it

temperament;

temper

advance

men

the advance

soubrets;

first

leading

lead

and see to

aright,

it

ladies

that all linen

is

run on room release days.

Some

landlords place the names of
on towels. Time was
this acted as a barrier to towels
hotels

their

when

walking out. Nowadays it is merely
done for advertising purposes, the
towel-kleptomania, having to take away an ad with his looty
booty. It seems the only remedy for
preventing towel defalcation is to
chain 'em, which might interfere with
watchful washing.
Theatrical hotels are family hotels.
People live in them as one hig family.
Everybody takes interest in the affairs
of everybody.
Theatrical hotels are
not littered with help. The chambermaids are not so plentiful as in the
non-professional places, which is a disactor,

in

his

one may sleep long
without being glared at when emerging from one's room. There is also a
corresponding decrease in bellboys.
In the ordinary hotel you 'phone for
a boy and he may come the same day.
It's all very different at a theatrical
hotel. If you desire a boy make an
appointment for him.
tinct asset in that

HARRY HALL
Stage Director, LONDON HIPPODROME.
Producer of numbers in the present Rerue,
"BUSINESS AS USUAL," wishes to extend to
his friends in America s cordial Holiday Greeting.

boarding house, usually manned by
some woman whose husband was a
bally ballyhoo, or trying, or crying to
be.
Many tales are told of the fowltipped chicken soup, of prunes pruned,

never-changing pie, sham pillows, shredded hash, and the hall bedrooms where
authors of theatrical stories insist on
incarcerating
their
heroines
before
they "arrive."
Fixed fiction owes
much to these places, but fixed fiction
is fixed.
The world moves. So does
In quite a manner to debeing passe, he now passes up
the theatrical boarding house. Today
he puts up at a theatrical hotel, and
does not put up any more for putting
up there than he put up for the b. h.
the actor.

note

The most

thing about a'
trunk room. The
architect, in planning the building,
provides a trunk room in measurement
corresponding with the number of
guests it is supposed to house. But

Theatrical hotels aim

to

vary,

but

takenly

that

Any union

actors

hotel

do

keeper

not
will

eat.

show

statements of his larder to prove

is its

most proprietors seem

to evince a penchant for collecting trunks, and the
trunk room grows to such proportions
that gradually it takes up
ip an entire
floor.
If you are unable to pay yiu'r
bill for a week, the landlord
srd will taxe
your trunk. With four trunks, maybe
four weeks. The landlords seem to
have the theory some day there will
be a premium on old trunks.

O.

its

miss the mark. They are inserted in
close proximity to the playhouse, a
carfareless proceeding, but are easily
discerned
by
the
rocking
chairs
abounding on and abutting the front
sidewalk. It is on these chairs they
revere each other by word of mouth,
or in silent reverie await the din of the
dinner bell. Somebody has said mis-

singular

theatrical hotel

M. Samuel.

NO COMPARISON.
"I fought with Grant," the old
"Against the rebel South,

man

said,

I've charged against a hall of lead,
I've faced the cannon's mouth,
I

I

was at Missionary Ridge
And now. If life seems slow,
tumble off the Brooklyn Bridge
Say once a month or so.

"Things here at home are very tame

And

so, In foreign lands,

hunt and kill the biggest game
WitJ> nothing but my hands,
And when the sport of hunting wanes
I win no small renown
By hiring broken aeroplanes
And flying upside down."
I

its

utter untruthfulness.

"Ah

Theatrical hotels advertise European
and American plan. The terms, however, are synonymous of the same
thing room and board.
Ordinarily,
the European plan is a boardless room,

"You're quite a man, no doubt,
But there are things you haven't tried

—

seldom does one stop at a theatrical

yes." his listener replied,

And never

start a stock

upon a shoestring but

company

a hundred to

it's

one that without a fairly competent
company and good plays failure will
Starting

result.

and keeping

it

a

company

stock

two

afloat are

different

There is a vast difference between a
traveling stock and a permanent house
One can organize a traveling
stock.

You're not so much compared to
For though your life Is rough,
I'm with a picture company

me

That features 'Action Stuff!'"
Berton Bralty.

cost

than

a

A

traveling stock can operate with
the playing quota requiring less salaries than the

permanent company and

can also use a line of plays at

less roy-

There are traveling stocks that
Broadway pieces and pay Broadway royalties but most of them in the

alty.

use

production end use three or four pieces
that do not command the royalty payments others require.
In permanent stock the bills change
each week. In some towns there is a

week

This requires weekly
rehearsals for a new play during the
running of another piece.
A stage
director is engaged and in the permanent stocks he is generally of good
experience and receives a substantial
bill.

With

salary.

stage director

a traveling stock the
not so important. His

is

company

starts

changes.

The

and

bill

for a

makes
week

few
is

se-

sometimes a change each night.
The six shows are carefully rehearsed
and then require no further study.
With the permanent stock a scene
painter and corps of assistants are
hired for a season; There are also the
carpenter and his assistants.
These
two stage departmental staffs work in
unison in painting scenery and building sets from week to week for the
lected,

new

productions.

A

traveling rep car-

much

scenery for each piece in
the repertoire, and neither paints nor
builds up as it goes along. Some companies have their scenic equipment
touched up en route but the scenic end
is not as expensive for a season as
compared with the permanent stock.
Permanent stocks pay higher salaries and in the long run put out more
money for pieces as they will play
more plays in a season than a traveling outfit.
A traveling stock though
has railway ransportation to meet and
in long jumps this is an item.
ries

so

entailed

when a big production

by the wayside.
There have been any number of shoestring stocks, permanent and other-

wise, with a disastrous ending proving

more embarrassing

to the players than

anyone else,
Almost anyone can lease a house and
announce stock as the policy. This
person then visits any of the New
York theatrical employment agencies
and sets up an office for the time being.

company.

The agents look over

their alpha-

and send out cards to so
many leading men, women, soubrettes,
betical files

ingenues, characters, second business
players and so on. They in turn report, often summoned by the telephone
or messenger. Post cards are the most
popular form of notifying an actor or
actress that he or she is wanted to
call at a certain time.
In a short while the people are under contract and in no time have re-

ported for rehearsal. Few new bills
are on the tapis for the opening weeks
and in many cases the stock people

engaged have played the bill at some
previous stand. So it takes but a few
days for a first class stock company to
open in a first class play.
There is the royalty to be considered
and in most instances a 'cash part payment must accompany the order and
the remainder be paid upon the arrival
of the play via the old
O. D. way.
Companies in some of the big cities
in past seasons have given big legitimate stars as high as $350 a week for
a several weeks' starring engagement
to head their house stock.
This "extra" is added to the regular weekly
draft for stage direction, scenery, players, house expenses and royalties not to
mention the billing and newspaper advertising.
In employing high salaried
leads the wardrobe is furnished by the
players except in* costume plays and
these of course are supplied by the
stock management.
Some stocks have been formed season after season by the same managers and a majority are still operating. The profits are not as big as in
other seasons but there has been
enough remuneration to keep them

C

everlastingly at

it.

Stocks have been started on the road
with a $500 bankroll. A stock- man remarked the other day he could carry
a competent company and put on good
shows for $1,000 a week.
With the permanent stock managers
a thousand a week wouldn't mean much
especially in cities close to

New York

where the top royalty price is demanded for plays and the people expect to
see a $2 company play at $2 piece
popular prices.
If

a

at

permanent manager plans to

stay a solid year, if weather conditions
permit, naturally he goes in for a bigper outlay and with competition invariably keener in the bigger city districts,

will, old scout,

it at a
permanent

repertoire outfit and maintain

much lower

split

umns

in the legitimate falls

to

things.
.

gratuitous fare in order to fare well in securing part of the
income of the incoming company; sob

with

Anyone can

the

granted that
when you state a preference for the
European plan it is merely a ruse to
appear stylish.
Landlords of these caravanseries
grow old before their time. They
proprietor

he must pet stock people with
stock plays with the

reputations and

Broadway

label.

Stocks come and go in the cities
without the losses going into the col-

HARRY ELLSWORTH
AND COMPANY*
Playing "THE SILK STOCKING"
S'All Right, Fill 'em up again
Greetings to All

—
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PICTURE PRESS AGENTS

THE REAL PRESS AGENT.
By Fred Schader

The development
Within the

last five years there

has

been considerable change in the personnel of that body of

showmen who

are designated as "press agents."

For

this there are a multitude of reasons.

and foremost is that managers will no longer tolerate the "hail
fellow, well met" type of agent who
was wont to spend the greater part

The

first

another
line where the salesman is supposed
to go along and sell his goods on nothing more than a gift of conversation
that

is

isn't

laid before the public either

word of mouth or

cold type.

in

by

Nor

is

the commercial salesman supposed

to

go along day after day and

new

a

variety of film press agent, a

and man of business as
compared to the "squib writing" pub-

man who

ran the manufacturer's

campaign

publicity

in the earlier

days

of the industry.

The

mahogany, relating funny stories
to newspaper men and by the purchasing of large quantities of alcohol man-

old time press agent ground out

They sought

publications

to "gold

conceived to be, have changed entirely
and no longer is the man who gets
the biggest amount of space in the pa-

pany's leading men, accidents in taking pictures and an endless variety of

lesults.

has necessarily weeded
out a large number of incompetents.
But those remaining are known to be
the top notch men of their chosen profession, and as a whole the most underpaid men of all the branches of theatrical craft. There is not another profession in the world where the same
amount of energy, aggressiveness and
application that a press agent expends
in behalf of his employer, would not

With

Merry Xmas.

And Hi*

Eccentric Hats

THE JUGOLER
Now touring the LOEW TIME

after a suc-

trip in England and South America.
Booked solid.
Under personal direction of IRVING COOPER

of the "circus agent" is past
and gone 'forever. With the passing
of theatricals in general from its infancy to the staid maturity of commer-

cessful

has sprung into existence a different type of press agent and
in latter years he has been designated
And business
ai "business manager."

any commercial
salesman command if he could go to
a merchant or manufacturer and state
that he was capable of selling on the
average of $1,000 worth of goods daily
without carrying a sample line. Just
imagine $350,000 in sales annually

there

is the title that fits in fact.
generally the whole works of
usually
the production and on him
rests the burden of success or failure
production he is reprethe
that

manager

He

is

senting achieves.

Whenever

a

show

because the agent is
not worthy of his hire, but if the show
is a success it is because the show is
falls

down

it

is

a good one. That at least is the manHowever, the reverse
ager's version.
is often the truth, for many a show
has been turned from a failure into a

success by the efforts of a clever pubYet there is not a single
licity man.

manager

in

the

producing field who
and give the devil his

Just as a matter of supposition, what
sort of a salary could

you think that his salary would
be more than $100 a week? And yet
there are men in the theatrical profession who do just this and there
isn't a manager who would think that
they should receive more than $100 a
week on a bet, because it is the show
that is "pulling them in," not the
agent. If that be so, why do they give
up even the hundred to an^agent? Why
not send out the show with an office

don't

boy to carry "copy" and

let

it

go

at

in this entire

man

nized to the extent of his true worth.

will

admit this

There

is

not another line of business
country where the sales-

so universally blamed for f^
ure and so seldom credited with his
when success* is achieved. Let a play be
a hit
the manager will go back stage
is

—

and pat all his actors on the back and
perhaps hand some a raise in salary
but does the agent ever get any of
the pats or the raises?

In trying to place the theatricals on
and cents business basis the

a dollar

manager has entirely overlooked his
If the manager ever stopped to
realize that his agent is to him just
what the traveling salesman is to the
merchant, he would naturally form a

agent.

higher opinion of the

members

of this

Even kingdoms and empires have had
js worth and the conflict
raging infEurope has but further
Each of
brought his value to light.

v

represented by
its press bureau and while they dignify this particular work with some
disguising title it is nevertheless nothing but press work, and the men who
are turning out the material are press
the warring nations

agents

The

is

the fullest sense.
power of the press

the later

growth of the indusand impor-

closed just before Thanksgiving.
In order of business the Columbia
runs ahead, the Star & Garter, second,
and the Englewood, third. In fact, the

to a place of dignity

his activities, and probably for this reason he is chosen rather for his knowledge of the film business itself than
because of his training in the newspaper craft.
First of all he is the writer of advertising copy and the contractor for advertising space in the trade journals.
In this duty he handles considerable

in

many

ways is a wonderful thing, but it has
been abused in as many ways through
(Continued on page 106.)

his discretion

depends an important source of the
manufacturer's outlay; he controls a
big item of the fixed charges of doing
business.

Trade journal advertising

but a

is

branch of the general business of exploiting pictures by means of printer's
ink. There.are the posters to be made
up and the endless variations of advertising novelties.
If the picture, by
reason of some defect in subject or
studio detail

is

somewhat below stanis called upon to

dard, the press agent

He

means
is

cialist

vice

sales expert

fixed the

—and

amount

expended in that
campaign.
He may
upon to decide on the
er the film shall be
be

of

on his ad-

money

particular

even

be

to

sales

called

question whethmarketed under
the name of the program under which
it is released, or sold to another pro-

gram for what can be secured,
maker pocketing a loss rather than

this section of the

show

has been warm all the
season which had not been conducive
to big attendance.
William Roche, Chicago representative of the Eastern Wheel, in speaking
of conditions in Chicago, says: "We
have no complaint to make except that
weather conditions have been bad. I
have found that Chicago demands
bright, clean burlesque shows.
They
want real burlesque and not musical
business, as

The managers must

comedy.

know

it

learn to

between a clean
and a smutty show, and when they do
they will demand what the public
wants.
A smutty show may please a
few drunks down in front, but will ofthe

difrerence

parts of the house.

"Here

at

the Columbia,

we have

a

large attendance of women,
are all of the better sort.

and they
There is
never a show but that the mezzanine
floor has a big showing of women, and
many occupy seats on the main floor."

The picture camera has shown many
actors things they never expected to

en-

see.

to point out that the picture ;>ress

are too much .•«:.•tiki
could do better an
publicity work if he were able :-,
,magent's

drawback to

the

danger the reputation of his brand.
These details are quoted here merely

•

Columbia it said to be the banner
house on the circuit and has had a most
prosperous season under the management of William Roche, who succeeded
E. H. Wood.
At the Star & Garter,
Paul Roberts succeeded Dick Rider.
The weather has been the greatest

fend 500 or 600 sober people in other

for pushing the sale.

called in as an advertising spe-

—a

is

tered.

in

Upon

sums of money.

devise

that.

However, there is a definite trend in
the commercial world, in business other than theatricals, where the value of
the press agent is becoming recog-

due.

became dark after six weeks. The
Englewood deserted the Progressives
for Columbia Circuit shows, the Haymarket took over the shows from the
Empire, and the latter went into drama.
The Casino had a precarious season, and
it

tance in the amusement field, the new
type of press agent has become an administrative officer\of the manufacturer.
The dissemination of the news of
his concern is but one department of

LEW PALMORE

ploye.

cialism

Hall offering the Progressive brand, but
things did not go very well there and

matter of reciprocity.

em-

The day

changed variously since the opening of
the season. Things opened fairly well
with a new house, the American Music

contracts called for the publication of
a certain amount of the material as a

try

IN CHICAGO.

Chicago, Dec. 23.
Burlesque in Chicago has had its ups
and downs, and the map has been

This material, together with bushels
of gushing praise of the particular
company's actresses, actors and product came to the editor's desk and at a
matter of routine went into the waste
paper basket, except when advertising

last fact

bring a far bigger return to the

BURLESQUE

com-

their

business of the manufacturer.

licity

similar trifling affairs.

The
pers the king pin of his kind.
real press agent of today is the one
who can actually show his worth to the
by monetary

by

mobiles just bought

tributing nothing otherwise to the pub-

little

fads of leading ladies, the $4,000 auto-

office

handled

brick"

exploiting the

into

age to get his stuff over.
Another reason is that the duties
of press agent as they are popularly

This

and these for the most part are
by trained newspaper men,
paid entirely for that purpose and con-

terests

faked and few having any real news
value.

makers

with a special campaign a big film
manufacturer recently retained the
services of one of the biggest publicity
men in the business. Several of the
big programs issue "house organs,"
publications dealing with their own in-

reams and reams of small items many

ished

box

this direction.

cessful feature

real executive

licity

One

of the most sucin the field recently signed a publicity man trained
solely to that work and in connection

of the costly fea-

ture picture has brought to the front

sell bills

of goods ranging from $800 to $2,000
without a single fall down.

time leaning against the pol-

his

of

There

particular craft.

A man can act while he
woman while she looks good.

lives

—

interests

He

-J

'

centrate his attention on that

number
still

of house managers
be travelling men.

<\r;\ r»

The advance man

ment.

There seems

Any
should

to

be a

mo »tn;ent

in

is

seldom ahead

of the show, excepting distance.
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that are considered anything
bonanza. Far from it A few
towns have taken to stock but those
few are showing such little remuneraright

STOCKS.
In putting stock under the microscope one will find that it has done
unusually well during the past year.
This is especially^-ue in certain sections of the counwy that have turned
in profit season after season with never-failing regularity.
In some localities repeated efforts to put over stock
have proved futile yet in those same
sections stock bobs up now and then
with the chances that other managers
may try time and again in the future
with the same old fervid desire of being among those finally able to make
it

*

pay.

No matter how many times one
(knowing every inch of the stock field
throughout the United States and Canada) talks his head off, advising this
manager or that against installing a
company
ing

in

certain territory, predict-

what they say

is

sure

financial

disaster yet right into that very sec-

goes Mr. Stock Manager
opens up a new company. Once
while the wiseacres have their
ories exploded high with a big
ner being turned where many
fallen down before with a similar

and

tion

.

in a

the-

win-

had
ven-

In the northwest there are several sections where stock has fizzled out alm**t altogether yet in other centers

has been a moneymaker. No matwhat happens Minnesota, Michigan,
Ohio and Illinois have stocks that operate every season without any great
it

ter

There have been changes of
managers and house lessees to be sure
but in some instances the changes
losses.

have been all for the better.
Stock in Canada in years gone by
has proven as a whole a moneymaker
yet the war hit Canadian theatricals a
body blow from which it will take a
Canada
long, long time to recover.
has more stocks in summer and while
the war may prevent many from playing the Canadian territory it's a certainty there will be some sort of stock
permanently in the bigger
playing
cities.

The
ticular

Not many weeks ago a New York
man sized up a certain town in New

but

Jersey as

ripe

for

stock.

When

he

made public his intention of opening
a company in this particular spot his
intimate

theatrical

friends

'

ing a bigger and older piece that hit
the manager's pocket harder.
From the Coast come reports that
stock is still doing a nice, conservative
business in certain theaters that have
long been established stock centers.

ture.

now

like a

New England in par*
have been deluged with stock

east and

now

right

there

are

a

number

on the season.
Granted that none has become rich,
yet there are several making a little
money and paying salaries regularly.
flourishing and ahead

looked at

You have

Now

him

in amazement.
"Man, are you
crazy? That place has been done to
death with stock. There isn't a chance
of you making it pay."
But he went
in and in less than a month had a nice
little profit to his credit in the bank.
A veteran stock man stood the other
day in the midst of stock managers
and producers and quietly told them
that he had been operating from one
to four companies of stock in the New
Kngland region, but that of late he
was barely getting out even in two
towns where in other years he had
pulled down big profits. Yet this same
man said he was going to stick until
the times showed better promise in the
commercial interests outside of the
theaters. He avers the people are retrenching on their amusements for a

see

tion that managers would sell for a
song and welcome the getaway with
open arms. Southern stocks that are
doing anything may be counted on one

says that this former road stock favorite will find that he has long been

New

forgotten.

stock favorites have
all the play of

sprung up and taken

Stock comes up strong where manhave tried every other policy
under the sun and failed to make the
house pay and for a time some of the
managers see success with a capital S.
Yet all of a sudden out drops the bottom of the stock venture and he bePerhaps his
gins to wonder why.
leads have gotten themselves in wrong
someway; maybe poor plays in succession or changes in his company
have been responsible. At any event
agers

the returns are off.
In some localities where prominent

stock managers have opened companies and closed them as suddenly it
has been found the company was not
only mediocre and below the standard

but that the stage direction

mentably

was

la-

off.

If several stock managers were prevented altogether from organizing or
attempting to operate in any section
the stock world would be a big gainer

These same managers are

thereby.

have stranded a company
here and a company there yet they
have gone right out without batting
an eyelid and repeated it.
Stock is a pretty funny bedfellow.

known

to

NOBLE

and

BROOKS.

Taken on the steamer "Sonoma" before

sailing

for their Australian tour.

away from

popularity

the former lead-

The

er.

He

seen me put 'em to sleep in the prize ring
me wake em up in Vaudeville doing Mono! ogue— (Bat).

old boy does not believe
intends to disprove it if he can.

Stock

in

New York

a stock market.

One

fluctuates

year

it

is

it.

like

good

and another it's away off. Some years
about a half dozen New York and
Brooklyn theaters acquire the stock
habit, try it and then find that they
have more on their hands than they
can take care

of.

At present several houses in Greater New York are making money but
not of sufficient proportions to have
any of the banks staying open nights
to keep track of the deposits.
There
are more behind on the season than
are ahead.

During the

fall

Variety published

several stock stories to the effect the
presentation in pictures of recognized
stock success had hurt stock in gen-

and

in one story it was recorded
stock managers were mighty
glad to play the same pieces that had

eral

certain

been done

saying that it
a greater intheir stock companies.
in

pictures,

meant bigger houses and
terest in

Pictures may have hurt stock but
only in those sections where general
depression and consequent retrenchment made pictures the choice. There
are
neighborhoods where stock is

drawing

in the face of close

and multi-

plied film activity.
Direction J AS.

On

top of the fact that the east and
southeast have their own companies in
operation, both winter and summer
traveling stocks the past season have

good pick-

J.

McKOVVEN

One manager goes

into

a

One

town

that

looks absolutely certain of proving a
ten-strike, opens big and in less than
Anotha month is forced to give up.
er manager goes into other territory
that looks impossible opens poorly

and "At Bay" were used as illustraThe former
tions by this manager.
had had a successful and recent well
proclaimed existence on Broadway.
The cast was exceedingly small and
the scenic investiture and costuming

found

confine their activities to the west and
middlewest have jumped into the east
with the results so gratifying that they

long season.

Besides
the small cast and the piece's recent
success in New York made it far more
important and less expensive than tak-

are going to stick in that territory for

and for years had been opening, closing and reopening stocks in New York
and vicinity with little success announced to friends he was going back

called for little expenditures.

recoup.

hand.

few months anyway.
In the group was a playwright whose
pieces, once a success, have passed
away.
He asked the New England
manager to take a certain play and
produce it in one of his Atlantic seaboard towns. The manager declined,
saying the piece was too old and furthermore that it would cost him nearly
$1,500 to produce it, the costumes being one of the most important items

The author pointed
to be considered.
out where it had done a remarkably big
business in smaller places but to this
the manager replied he had to give
his houses plays hot from Broadway
or close up shop.
Pieces like "Bought and Paid For"

—

the road—and try to
Yet another stock manager

to his old love

this

section

pretty

—

ing.

At

least

some time

When
are

five

stocks that invariably

to come.

the south

precious

is

considered there

few points down

there

and then climbs

to a fat profit

and

a

Only recently a stock manager that
his fame and fortune on the road

made

thing a stock manager has. It
hope.
He may have a half dozen
stock failures through no fault or incapacity of management, yet he comes
is

back and tries again. He believes
sooner or later he is going to put it
right

over.

And

there

is

also consolation in

the fact that operating stock

is not as
expensive a hobby as promoting or
producing a big production.

Variety of late has received a number of statements from small traveling
stocks and each made the positive
statement that it was making good
money. So there you are!
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WALTER ROSENBERG

The Real Condition of the Motion Picture Business Expressed by a Man

Who
The motion

Pays for Film Service

picture business started

way as far back as 1905.
Honky tonky management was all that

in

a peculiar

was necessary, or a well illuminated
exterior of bright lights with the words
"Motion Picture" or "Photo Plays" in
EveryEnglish, German or French.
body flocked in, particularly on account of the small price of admission
(at that time it was Ave cents or in
some better equipped stores, ten
cents).

In

1905,

1906 and

1907

in All Sised Houses.

day by day, owing to the extreme opposition in the manufacturing of the
films, and the over-abundance of picture
theatres.
The manufacturers
are also assisting in

driving a great
out of the business by their
indifference in treating with the efforts of the exhibitor to do business
with them. There was a time, three
years ago, when the film companies
solicited the patronage of the customer,
the same as the milk man would go

many men

there were

approximately Ave pictures released
per day, with a few foreign releases
imported by various film concerns who
brought the negatives to this country,
duplicate copies and leased
them at a nominal rental, but in 1914
the General Film Company is releas-

printed

Mutual, seven, and the Universal. Ave.
The films of the above concerns are
leased on a rental basis at the price
of $7.50 per day, the price scaling

it no doubi in the writer's mind
eventually in larger cities, one
very large auditorium seating approximately 2,000 or 2,500 people will be

In spite of many failures, business
depression and the general impression
this year is about the worst in the last

able to operate successfully at 25 cents
top price, but never in. excess of that.
The exhibitors' business having been

decade from the theatrical viewpoint,
the fact remains that several firms are
making big profits on the season.

started at the low price of five cents,

The biggest unquestionably is A. H.
Woods, who it is understood, has

one may readily see it will be very
hard to impress upon the theatre-going
picture
performance
a
public
that
once sold for five cents must command
more than 25 cents to show a profit.
This has also been proven with the
exhibiting of touring reels, the writer
being thoroughly familiar with the
release

every big

of

film,

including

Annette Kellermann,
"Quo Vadis," "Pompeii" and "Cabiria"
and finds that in very few instances
have these productions been exhibited
successfully where the price of admission was over 25 cents.
The writer predicts that nothing in
the way of motion pictures will ever

"Traffic in Souls,"

be successfully sold for more money
than that.
The general condition of the film
business
among exchanges around
Greater New York and in other towns
is in such poor condition at present
that all the new accounts taken on in

The

ing 12 individual subjects per day.

that

There

THE EXHIBITOR'S VIEW
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down

the

according to the age, and eventually
leased at the low rate of 50 cents per
day per reel.
The above is mentioned merely as an
illustration of how the films are ex-

exchanges must

film

either

pay

cash or bring certified checks. ' This
simply tends to demonstrate that collections from the exhibitors have been
so unsatisfactory the film exchanges
can no longer take the risk of supplying service to the theatres unless the
service is prepaid. This applies to both

SEASON'S WINNERS SO FAIL

cleaned up on an average of $12,000
a week, including his New York

shows and the flock of road companies
he has out.
Next, the firm of Cohan & Harris
is believed to be the biggest winner,
having turned in profit with three

Two of
these in particular have been big win-

shows of the current season.
ners.

Oliver Morosco has registered unusually big takings on his "Peg O*

My

Heart" shows.

&

Selwyn

Co. have
come out on the right side of the
ledger so far, although several plays
that fell by the wayside will cut down
their percentage on the year's countup.

Slowly forging to the front la
Charles Dillingham, who has been returning immense profit on the "Chin
Chin" show and

now

is

harvesting big

"Watch Your Step.*
Others may come out on the

gains on

right

by the end of the
season, but the accredited big moneymakers are the above.
Flo Ziegfeld has done very big with
his "Follies," while David Belasco will
side of the ledger

also share profitably

in

some

of his

(Belasco) productions.

and single reel productions.
or two of the larger manufacturers of feature reels, The Paramount,
Alco, etc., have attempted to make the
exhibitors pay for four weeks' service
in advance.
This idea is not meeting
with great success, owing to the irregularity
of the "money getters"
which either firm is releasing. The biggest demand at the present time for
any particular class of releases by the
the feature

One

PAUL GILMORE
The well known, high-class dramatic star, has
taken to vaudeville for a rest. He has been
producing, acting and managing his own plays
for years. His n A Friend in Need/' by H. S.
Sheldon, has made a big hit in vaudeville. It
is 90 per cent, comedy, with a strong dramatic
foundation. Something entirely different from
anything seen in vaudeville.
Mr. Gilmore is personally appearing in this
sketch, for which he carries a beautiful production of scenery and light effects.
It is Mr.
Gilmore's intention to produce sketches and
appear in them himself in and about New York;
after which he intends to put other stars in his
parts and send them on tour over the different
circuits. Mr. Gilmore is so well known all over
the country that he should be a valuable asset
to New York vaudeville in drawing out-of-town
patronage.
Mr. Gilmore's office address

is

Room

214, 1549

Broadway

general

public

is

for

GREAT WHITE WAT.
For some the country's glamor

Where the
Por
I

On

The

outlet of the single reeVis being

restricted

more

and

more

for

this

very reason.
It is well known that
seven-tenths of the picture exhibitors

—

There

are absolutely unsuccessful.

more new money put

-^

of the picture business than

Two

years ago it was absolutely necessary to
advertise in the
local papers, pushing and boosting in
reference to the age of the film, and
showing how recently it had been released by the manufacturer. This phase
of the picture business has been entirely eliminated during the past twelve
months.
hibited.

A good

has not been shown
>n the immediate territory or in the
city
retains
its
regardless
value
of whether it has reached the age of
twelve months.
The success of the exhibitor
ilie
pkture business is narrowing down
film

if it

i

i

commercial

line in

is

into this branch

any other

the United States.

"slap-stick,"

Way

Who

I

The

them to the public

the theatre

The moment

this is

done

in

the writer predicts the picture business will receive its death blow. While
in

certain

localities

one

is

able to

charge 15 cents for a picture program
consisting of six reels, in most small

towns the only reason it ever was a
suc< tss, was because it was ten cents,
and only for that reason.

article

that

On

the lights are
the (Treat

in this

money, and

looks as though they will so continue until the exhibitor can buy the
it

four,

five

and

six-reel subjects at

Then
make money, but

the rate of $10 or $15 per day.

he will be able to
not until then.

gray.

all

a-twlnkle

White

Way
By day

I

labor under
Duty's stern command
By night I'm prince of Wonder
In a Fairy Land
For I hear the Joy belle tinkle

That

When

I

It's time to play,
the lights are all a-twlnkle

On the

(Treat

White

Wayl
Berton Bfaley.

TRYING

"REP."

Lynchburg, Va., Dec.

The Academy
to

fill

23.

trying a new policy,
in open time. The Clara Turner
is

Company, playing repertoire,
commence with a matinee Xmas

Stock

seven-tenths of the pic-

ture exhibitors are losing

big,

doll care,

at this

by absolutely.
The writer mentioned before

America,

I

every wrinkle

practically a necessity

that the exhibitor should raise his price.

publications,

to offer

my

These features have become

weekly magazines,
etc., and also pounding it into their
own literature which they distribute,

daily

When

or $50 per day for any
In paying this price
for a feature and attempting to sell it
for 10 or even 15 cents, the exhibitor
is aware before he starts he will lose

cheap
price, as it is suicide to ask for more,
since the public will not pay more, and
at any theatre where the exhibitor has
tried to get more, the public has passed

various manufacturers are continually howling by writing articles for

have slain

forget

And my hair grown

$40, $45

is

I

Oh the stream of life you swim in
On that thoroughfare,
With the laughing men and women

individual feature.

it

Way

White

the entire picture exbusiness in a few words, it
may be said that with reference to the
prices paid for service, it is practically an impossibility for the exhibitor to

*o strong

a-twlnkle

the labor and the hurry
Of the day Is done
Then the word le, "I should worry !"
And the night spells fan.
And my face begins to crinkle,
And my heart la gay
When the lights are all s-twlnkle
On the (Treat

summing up

money.

all

When

satisfaction as this brand.

pay

the lights are
the (Treat

White

hibitors'

out and solicit business from the local
grocer, but this is not done now.

whirl,

hear the Joybells tinkle
That It's time for play

When

"rought-house comedy," the Keystone
having met with the greatest success in
this particular line, nobody being able
to compete or produce anything that
gives within fifty per cent, as much
In

brooklets pari.
the city's clamor

me

And the rash and

will

Day and continue indefinitely.
The Turner company has just

finish-

ed several week's run at Providence.
Its removal here completes stock In
all of the Jake Wells' southern houses
where that policy has been Installed
this season through a dearth of legit
attractions.
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CO-OPERATIVE AGREEMENT

WOMEN'S CLOTHES

(Copy of agreement entered into between London Music Hall managers and
in England, following the war, under which the artists participate in a
percentage of the gross receipts, in lieu of their contracted or customary

By THE SKIRT
The

artists

salary.)

London, Dec.

10.

BY ARRANGEMENT WITH THE
VARIETY ARTISTES' FEDERATION.
SLIDING SCALE SCHEME FOR LONDON
(APPLICABLE TO THE HALLS CONTROLLED BY THE LONDON
THEATRES OF VARIETIES, LTD., AND OTHER HALLS
SIMILARLY SITUATED.)
EXPIRES SATURDAY, JANUARY 30TH, 1915.
1.
A deduction of one-half per cent ta» r be made from the gross door receipts (Including
transfers) weekly, and forwarded to the Co-t,i.*ratlve Adjustment Fund.
Any single performer contracted at a saiury of £5 or less, shall be psld In fall ; and
2.
no such act contracted for more than £5 shall be paid less than £5.
Any act consisting of more than one person contracted at a salary of £8 or less, shall
8.
and no such act contracted at a salary of more than £8 shall be paid less
be paid In full
;

than

£8.

be paid less than

;

but no suoh aot shall

GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Into operation
1. Thla Scheme shall come
for the week commencing Monday, November
9 1914. and ahall continue In force for a
period of twelve weeks.
2. All managements desirous of adopting this
scheme shall make application In writing to
the Variety Artistes' Federation, sUtlng the
name of the hall (or halls) concerned. All
such applications must be received on or before November 18, 1914. and after that date
no new applications shall be entertained.
8. In the case of recognised circuits or tours
where a number of halls are hooked In conJunction, and are under the control of one
head office, then either all the halls so concerned shall bo placed under the same scheme
or none at all.
4. All halls once entered under the scheme
shsll remain permanently on the list for the
full period of twelve weeks, with the alternative only that any management desiring to
withdraw from the scheme prior to the ezplrstlon of twelve weeks may do so, providing that each and every hall under their con-

In writlns to the effect that hla engagement
will be subject to the conditions of the scheme,

whatsoever. A hsll, however, shall not be
considered withdrawn In the event of drama
being played for the week, or If the company
be taken over by an individual artiste, or a
combination, paying the other artistes on the

with the exception of the week commencing
November 18, when the best possible notice
shsll be given.
9. The artistes shall he called upon only to
pay agent's commission on salary actually
received, and the managements shsll indemnify the artistes agalnat any further claims.
In the event of any such claims being made
by any agent or agents.
10. In anv circumstances whatever, an artiste, dissatisfied with the salary paid to him,
shall be entitled to sign "on account," or only
for the money absolutely received. The name
of any management refusing to permit sn artiste so to sign shall be Immediately removed
from the co-operative list
11. Full salaries shall be paid at all halls
(whether In London or the provinces) where
any one of the new schemes Is not In operation. The strongest support will be given to
anv member whose salary Is reduced by any
scheme not sanctioned by the Variety Artistes'
Federation.
13.
A Joint Committee consisting of three
managers and three members of the Variety
Artistes' Federation shall be called at any
time to decide on any dispute which may arise
out of the new co-operative scheme, and the
decision of such committee shsll be final ; the
three managerial representatives shall be se-

programme

lected

withdrawn simultaneously, snd that It
no such hall or
any circumstances

be clearly understood that
halls shall be reinstated in

5.

full salaries.

An agreement

to abide by the conditions

*

from

The

Entertainments

Protective

Associa-

scheme shsll be signed by each management concerned, and shall be deposited

The Independent Variety Theatres Asso-

with the Variety Artistes' Federation.
6. A copy of the conditions of the scheme
signed on behalf of the Variety Artistes' Federation shall be provided by the Variety Artistes' Federation, and shall be exhibited permanently at the stage door, or on the official
notice board at each and every music hall
placed under the scheme, so that no artiste
shall be under anv misapprehension as to the
position of the hall In question.
7. In order to meet claims for adjustment
of salary made by members who, as proprietors of small acts, troupes, etc., may suffer
through any excessive reduction of salary In
comparison with their standing expenses, a deduction at the rate of ten shillings in every
one hundred pounds (£100) shsll be made

(London).
Entertainments Proprieand Managers' Association.
In the event of the Variety Artistes' Federation giving notice that a meeting of the Joint
Committee of Reference Is desired, should the
management, not have appointed their representatives within three days of such notice,
the V. A. F. shsll have the power to select
at Its discretion three managers to act on the
Joint Committee of Reference.
18. This scheme shsll not In any way Interfere
with contracts whereby Individual
artistes, companies or combinations take over
the rest of the programme at sixty per cent.
or Any other percentage, but In such casee the
artistes so taken over shall be guaranteed full

from the cross receipts, prior to division between the management and the artistes at each
hall weekly, and such amount shall be sent by

salaries.

of the

management
ment Fund.
the

to

the Co-operative

Adjust-

appearanre.
artiste, prior to hl«
fl. Each
ahull he alTen at lpsst one full wrek's notice

tion.

ciation

The Provincial
tors'

response

to

through Variety, by
prisoner

the

in

the

appeal

Sam Moore,

Atlanta

No
made
a life

penitentiary,

for a guitar as a Christmas gift, Jos.

Hamil, of the Lyric Music Co.,

New

Square,

1

J.

Union

Vork, called at Variety's

Monday morning and
brand new instrument with

office

delivered a
a full

com-

adding that as soon as this guitar has
served its useful purpose, another one
be waiting.

The

gift

Variety

in

was shipped to Moore by
time to make his holiday

dinner a tuneful one.

Vaudeville must dress, as "the act"

by

its

the feminine vaudevillians
paiirs

is

Some of
devote much

dressing.

to bringing their acts

up to a

higher standard. They have found that
takes money to dress an act in this
day of gorgeous costuming.
If women for street wear and in the
ballroom dress well, women of the
stage must go them one better. The
legitimate stage has always led the
fashions, but vaudeville it giving it a
it

close run.

stage

their clothes.

women

Women

known by
go to theatres

are

The

trouble with the average vaudeshe doesn't display
enough individuality in dressing. She
is content to go into a ready-to-wear
ville artiste is that

shop and choose what she considers
pretty, only to find a dozen others
wearing the same dresses.

The most strikingly dressed woman on the American stage, who is in
vaudeville, it Valeska Suratt, followed
by Grace Leigh. Miss Suratt and Miss
Leigh go out for the uncommon. Their
clothes are mostly designed by themselves and carried out by a clever modiste.
That it the point. Find a modiste who devotes her time to stagecraft.

Alice Lloyd, finding English clothes
suit
an American audience,
sought an American dressmaker. Result, Mist Lloyd now dresses in the
best of taste.
Irene Franklin is another artist who is going in for

didn't

The Dolly Sisters are two
good stage dressers. The gowns are
bright and dainty and sjiow variety.
That is another good point. Has a
woman enough clothes to play a circuit
of theatres around New York?
Almost all the women playing the several
"clothes."

New York

big time vaudeville houses

go the round without change
robe.

This

is

in

ward-

a mistake.

Handsome wraps have played an important part in this stage season, and
much money has been spent on this
detail of costuming.
The day of changing costumes for
each song has passed. The audience

at Olympia.
ou»l* «e Vambtt.)

London, Dec. 22.
Troupe failed to
appear, though booked for the Christmas circus at the Olympia, Liverpool.

The

is

the contract

never confirmed by the

even for eccentric stuff. A little
touch and a frock can give the eccen-

song requires.
Looking back, it hat been a great

tricity the

seaton for crystal frocks. Colort have
run to the pale shades. With the return of full skirts, the gorgeous petticoats of former days will again be in
evidence.

The one thing it to be original. Wear
something different
Don't ttint in
your stage dressing. Too much depends upon it.
And see that your
clothes are clean and hang well. Eva
Tanguay is an individual dresser and
always looks as though she came from
a band box.
Miss Tanguay shows in
her dressing an originality found in
few women of the stage.
Mrs. Vernon Castle is another who
deserves credit for her stage costumes.
Mrs. Castle wears clothes different
from all others, and to Mrs. Cattle
other professional dancers thould give
thanks for having such a dresser to
copy, for copy they surely have.

The men in vaudeville are now dressing better than in former seasons.
Carter de Haven and his wife are a
well-dressed pair. Wellington Cross
(Cross and Josephine) is a careful
dresser and looks the gentleman. There
are others who dress well, but not
enough. All men should dress well; it
is so easy for a man.
A good tailor, a
careful barber are really all he needs.
While speaking so freely about having an assortment of "clothes" for the
women, the money or salary point of
that has not been forgotten.
But
"clothes" as an investment for an act
must be considered the same at the
cost of the production for vaudeville
There are so many angles, however,
to this the artist or artiste must work
it out for himself or herself, although I
do want to say that where there is a
husband, and he is stinting his wife
upon her stage clothes in the same act
with him, he is making a mistake.

A

few weeks ago I saw a show at
Columbia, mentioning a poorly
dressed woman in it.
She protested
the gowns worn by her were furnished
by the show's management.
If this
was so, the woman should have declined to accept them.
the

of

his

productions with poor

Nor can

out

The

a vaudeville turn

individual

a

way

to dress, with-

enormous

dress

is

the

expense.
thing,

it

occurs to me.
Every one need not
run to a Broadway or Fifth avenue
shop or dressmaker. There are others,
and if the girl has the idea, the modiste can carry it out.
This also has
another advantage; the dressmaker

year.

OLD-NEW SHOWS.

(8 P0oial (table as

22.

shown in the West End theatres of
London this week, consisting mostly of
pantomimes and revivals.

being
should

suffice,

There must be
adding an

was

Seventeen new productions are being

it

frock

chance that either.

act.

Vamsit.)
London, Dec.

change

One handsome

dressing.

Ovjfcig to this there will be no American circus act at the big building this

17

restless while a

made.

"class"

Siegrist-Silbon

The reason given

grows

The producer most extravagant
on "clothes" furnished his chorus people is Flo Ziegfeld.
But he could not
afford to chance the ruination of the

Americans

(ftaeetof

plement of attachments, strings, picks,

will

Miss

14. Any Act contracted for a salary of £10
per week, or less, shall be permitted to appear
within the barred area elrtt weeks prior to
Its appearance at any hall at which it mar
be contracted.

GUITAR FOR PRISONER.
In

in vaudeville.

for fashion hints.

£9.

All salaries of £00 and over to be reduced by twenty-five per cent.; and no such
f
i
act shall be paid less than £40
\
In the case of sketches. Troupes, etc., where the Proprietor of the act engages other
5.
artistes, the actual salaries of the artistes so engaged In auch Sketches, Troupes, etc., shall be
guaranteed, and only the difference between such salaries and the contracted salary of the act
shall be subject to a reduction ; the reduction In question to be made at the rate applicable
to the full contracted salary of the act
No reduction la salary shall be made In connection with any contract entered Into on
8.
or after Monday, November 9th, 1914. In such cases full contract salary ahall be paid.
(c)

trol Is

women

partly judged

Some

All other salaries:
Over £0 and under £10 shall be reduced by ten per cent
(a)
(o)
Of £10 and under £30 shall be reduced by twenty per cent

4.

past season has been a dressy

one for the

"OSWALD"
Wishes all those who have fed him a very
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
"Oswald" is running the Gay Rawson Frances
Clare act, "Yesterdaya,"

away from Broadway

doesn't know so
stage people she can spread
your idea about universally, as seems
often to have been done.

many

,

BURLESQUE
The

past year in burlesque

was

prin-

notable for the extraordinary
activities of the Columbia Amusement
When it is remembered that as
Co.
cipally

recently as 14 years ago a handful of
men broke away from a powerful or-

ganization

dominated

absolutely

that

the burlesque business in this country,

and against which opposition of any
kind seemed hopeless, prevailing conditions in this held are absolutely

amazing.

The Empire

by men
and hav-

Circuit, operated

of great wealth

and

ability

ing possession of a solid chain of theatres and domination over nine-tenths

had a fighting chance.
selves

Progressives,

the

Calling themthey picked

theatres here and there and organized
companies. With an interesting display
of courage began the new opposition.
The Columbia people serene in their
commanding position, sat back and con-

newcomers to quiet and amused observa-

fined their activities against the

They

discovered, after the lapse
of several weeks, that the youngsters
were actually cutting into their business at various points. Then they got
tion.

busy.
At the end of that season, or
about seven months ago, the Progressives collapsed like a pricked bubble.

of all classes of burlesque players, re-

An immense amount

garded that handful

necessary to the accomplishment of
this, but the executives of the Columbia Amusement Co. had always thrived
on hard work.
So the end of this
brief campaign found them all without
or financial disa sign of physical

of

secessionists

much

as the mighty Niagara catwould look upon a spray from an
atomizer. Steadily and unerringly this

very

aract

group of determined men forged ahead.
One by one theatres were acquired and
leading actors, discerning the trend of
threw off their shackles and en-

of

work

was

turbance.

B* Frederick

m.

D0LLA1 DOLLS.

MILLION

A

work

Dollar Dolls." If the specialties that
are done were presented in an olio entirely apart from the two acts the show

cessful as Mr. Nelson is in the performance of the character assigned to
him, he makes an even greater hit in
his singing specialty.
His rendition of
"Come Back to Me" at the opening of
the second scene of the first part scored
tremendously, and this was immediately followed by a duet with Miss Talbot
that was deservedly rewarded with
many hearty encores. Mr. Nelson's
value to this performance cannot be
measured by ordinary words of praise.
It is as pronounced as is the work of
the stars of the organization them*

would be typical of the kind that would
remove burlesque from any semblance
of the musical comedy form of entertainment and fully accomplish the
much needed individuality. Here is a
refutation of the arguments persisted in
by a majority of burlesque producers
that an effective olio would entail an
imprudent expenditure.
There are at least four specialties
introduced in this performance that
could be arranged for an olio without
in the least

detracting from the attract-

two

But this is
merely a matter of arrangement and
suggested only for the purpose of taking the show out of the straight twoiveness of the

acts.

act class.

immediately
The
battle with increasing interest.
young Columbias advanced step by
step, gaining ground everywhere. They

work. At times it was found necessary to depart from fixed purposes that
had always formed the basis of their
general scheme of operation, such as

excellent all through, the musical

own council and refrained
bombastic announcements, thus
mystifying their opponents as to their
But when, two years
real condition.

permitting certain shows to give a certain type of performance in certain
theatres, but this attitude was negative
During all of
rather than quiescent.
the manouevring the separate managements have stood loyally at the
back of the directors, assisting in the
consummation of their plans without
a thought of possible personal consequences. They have made their shows
than burbetter in every particular
lesque shows had ever been, and they
have convinced the public of the verity

tered the ranks captained

by the

in-

dependents.

Those

and outside the circles
concerned watched the

inside

kept their

from

the company was incorporated,
they bought the Empire theatre, Albany, thereby giving the other side its
first inkling of financial strength, the

after

transaction hit the enemy's camp like
a shell from a 42-centimeter gun. Fol-

lowing

this,

two seasons

later,

they

closed long term leases for the Standard,

New

Cincinnati,

and the Murray

Hill,

York.

of the

These achievements were regarded
with alarm by the opposition, but
actual
was projected
consternation
when, with a bound, contracts were
closed for the building of the beautiful
Gayety theatre in Baltimore. At this
point Niagara gasped in horror at the

atomizer whose spray had grown to
something like overwhelming proportions and this impression was strengthened a year hence when two additional

theatres

were erected.

As though to give the older concern
time to catch its breath, visible activities ceased until the lapse of another
two years. Then as a forceful reminder of continued progress fine theatre
structures were erected in Kansas City
and Louisville.
But the surprise of

came

the next
season in the construction of the twin

Columbia theatres,
Chicago.

By

this

all

in

New York

time

the

and

Empire

pronounced indications of
All but the bodyblow had been administered and this
Circuit gave

serious wabbling.

came shortly

after with the building of

Detroit, the Gayety in
and the Gayety, Buffalo.
The complete eclipse of the Empire
Circuit (or Western Wheel) was then
only a matter of arranging details, and
the

Gayety,

Cincinnati,

in

Today

business

1913, or 13 years years after incor-

poration, the

Columbia was alone

in its

supremacy.

Some of the men, constituting the old
group, harbored the idea that they still

Columbia Amusement

Co.'s oft-

repeated promise of clean, wholesome
entertainment.
Credit for all of these achievements
is due to those intrepid, tireless, intelligent, "on the square" men who have
continued to guide the destinies of this
great corporation, practically from its
very beginning up to the present day.
They are J. Herbert Mack, Samuel A.
Scribner, Rude. K. Hynicka, Charles

H. Waldron, and John G. Jermon.
To name all those who have been
steadfast

in

their

leaders, both in

allegiance

to

the stage, would require'* a page.
their

these

management and upon

names are recorded

But

in letters of

gold in the archives of the great corporation, and the record will stand an
imperishable monument to each one's
unfaltering fidelity to the task of making burlesque worthy.
Adherence to

The performance in its entirety is
one of the best that has been seen on
The comedy is
the Columbia stage.
num-

bers are spirited and uncommonly well
presented, the scenery is beautiful in
harmonious coloring and impressive in
its design and immensity, and the costumes, of which there is a prodigal display, are of attractively original modeling and brilliant, tasteful color-blending.
The cast from top to bottom is
exceptionally well-balanced, every one
of the principals having plenty of good
material to work with and taking full
advantage of every opportunity.
Credit for the production is given in
the program to Dan Dody. Heretofore,
Mr. Dody's activities have been confined to the arrangement of musical
numbers only. In this instance, however, he is made responsible for the entire stage management, and the skill he
has displayed, even to the minutest details, takes him out of the ranks of
mere producers of numbers and qualifies him for classification among the
foremost all-round producers.
T

cannot

dove-tailed

recall a more perfectly
show or one whose arrange-

ment of scenes and musical

features
the Million Dollar
Dolls. Speed never slackens from start
to finish, and the spectators are kept
constantly interested, entertained and

excels

amused.

those

of

Sam Lewis and Sam Dody,

fect

He

booked to open as a
vaudeville act on that day, at the Albambra, New York.
Tommy has been booked before,
several times, but always postponed for
some reason, which he easily explains.
is

Burlesque has few such beautiful and
Florence Belmont and
Florence Talbot who share equal prominence in the principal feminine parts of
this show.
Refinement and charming
grace distinguish their appearance and
movements, and they both sing delightfully. May Mack, the soubret, is youthgifted girls as

and desirably roguish. She
and dances uncommonly well, and Frank Ward and Talbot
Kenny measure up with the
petite

ful,

acceptably

sings

others in efficiency. With the possible
exception of one other cast that has
appeared at the Columbia this season,
there is not another assemblage of
principals comparable with this in allround cleverness. They all give the
impression of having been selected with
a view to securing types in accordance

with the present day idea of choosing
players in the distribution of parts.
Supplementing all this, there is a
chorus that fully reaches the standard
of high-class musical comedy.
The

twenty young women are far beyond
the average in appearance and in vocal
ability, and their action is entirely unlike

the stereotyped

are conspicuous in the

movements that
work of a large

majority of burlesque choruses. In its
endeavor to present to the public delectable and genuinely meritorious burlesque without encroaching a single
step beyond the musical comedy line,
the Theatrical Operating Co. has in
this show made an exceedingly valuable
contribution
to
the
Columbia
Amusement Co.'s general plan. With
more shows like "The Million Dollar
Dolls" the public would accept burlesque with unmixed delight.

CHICAGO OPENINQ8.

knowledge of the requirements of

the sort of

show

that patrons of bur-

lesque enjoy and this essential

is

TOMMY

4.

selves.

individually and as a team, display per-

augmented by pronounced abilities as per
the same lines that have marked the
formers. Their talents as entertainers
progress of this institution from its
include acting of a high order of exinception is ample assurance of its percellence, and they sing and dance with
petuation among the worthy pursuits
wholly, delightful results. This is the
of the stage in America.
first time these men have appeared at
the Columbia, and by their work in
-this performance, they have placed
GRAY AN ACTOR?
Tommy Gray, the long-hand writ- themselves solidly in the front rank of
ing humorist, is trying hard to be an
Columbia favorites.
actor.
Tommy thinks he will succeed
Not less pronounced is the success
Jan.

gyrations never before shown in the
of any performer. Originality in
everything that he does distinguishes
Mr. Nelson's efforts even to his seedy
though not unkempt make-up.
Suc-

combination of class and rattling
good, lively burlesque distinguishes the
show that is this week being given at
the Columbia theatre by "The Million

there is not a more perfect
organization in the world.
With 81 theatres and 73 shows, the
Columbia system moves like clock-

affairs,

37

McCloy

achieved by Eddie Nelson. This young
man brings to his work an individuality all his own.
Tn the performance of
the vernacularly called "Nut," he is distinctly original.
Without uttering a
word, he creates incessant laughter by

Chicago, Dec.

Two

23.

theatres will be lighted Christ-

mas Eve.

The Blackstone

will reopen
Lady's Dress" and the
American Music Hall with "At the
Ball."
Other openings scheduled are
"The Dummy," Powers', Jan 3; Rose
Stahl in "A Perfect Lady," Illinois,
Jan 10, and "Across the Border," Fine
Arts, Feb. 22.
Shows that have been running since
the beginning of the season which will

with

"My

town this week are "Peg o' My
Heart," Garrick; "Under Cover," Cohan's Grand; "A Pair of Sixes," the
Cort, and "Kitty MacKay," Princess.

leave

If

you don't mdvrtl—

In

don't «dv«rtito

VARIETY,

'

VARIETY
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BILLS

(December 28)
Lmi Shawn

la Vaaderille Theatre*, Plajiaf Tkraa or

Clark * Hamilton
Faante Btice
Scenee from Opera
Harenan's Anlmala

Moore 4 Tatea
Marlon Murray Co
Gregory Treupe

Welmera 4 Maaae

ROYAL (ubo)
Franklin 4 Orean
Chip 4 Marble
Lyone Yoseo
The Veterana

ORPHBUM

Bddle Howard
Vinton 4 Buster

Kramer 4 Morten
Blooaalajrtea, iu.

McMahon Diamond 4 C

Rayno'a Doge

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Ryan 4 Lee
Alan Brooke Co

fill)

HAMMERSTBIN'B
Anna

(ubo)
Hold's Daughter

Lambert 4 Ball
4 Pink

CHS

Laddie

Van Brothers

Diamond 4 Beatrice

4

Oliver

French Twine

PALACE

(orph)

Bra Tanguay
Maaon 4 Keeler
Llplnakl'a Doge
The Caatllllana
Harry Carroll

4

Adler

Lucy

(Two

Arllne

Olllet
to nil)

Btwaklya

PR08PBCT

(ubo)

Howard 4 McCane
Blckel 4 Wataon
"Telephone Tangle**
Adelaide Hermann Co
Felix

Hopkins Sisters
Luplta Perea
Henry Dlxey

4 Barry

81a

Conlln Steel 8
Harrta 4 Manlon
Harry B Lester

Sprague 4 McNeeoe

4 Bntertalnere

"Lawn

Ho rat Co

Bwor 4 Mack
Bert Merkett

(ubo)

Norman 4

Claire

"Bachelor Dinner"
2d half
J F SulllTan Co

Brooke 4 Bowea
Spanish Ooadlnla

SHBA'S (ubo)
Trlxle Frlgansa
Gardiner

Trio

Roxy LaRooca
George Brown Co
Fisher 4 Green
Hawthorne 4 Inglle
Alpine Troupe

Co

Milton Pollock

Bwtta

BMPRB88

(loew)

Parlae
TroToIlo

Moore 4 Elliott
Bell Boy Trio
Gasch 81aters
B. OL

.

VICTORIA

(ubo)

Saran-

with

(Splits

nah)
1st half

Clark 4 Verdi

La Crandall

Derkln'a Anlmala

Chain 4 Templeton

Orr 4 DeCoata
Fiidkoweky Troupe

Bungalow Girl
Abou Ben Hamld

(ubo)

Frank Keenan Co
Emma Carua
Jack Wtlaon

Flanagan 4 Bdwde
Claudius

4

Scarlet

Sally Flelda

Cbretlenne 4 Louleet
Rose Velera Sextet
Alleati
ORPHBUM (Ubo)
(Split* with Beaton)
1st half

Walters

A

V

August* O

Xoece

ORPHBUM

(ubo)

Altoona, Pa.
(Split*

with Johns-

town)
1st half

Pope Keene 4 J
(Others to

fill)

Atlaata, Oa.

FORSYTH
Borettl

4

(ubo)
Antoinette

Roach 4 McCurdy
John 4 Emma Ray
FpUgal 4 Jonee
Corradlnl's Anlmala
(Others to

Cateaa*

PALACE

(orph)

Houdlnl
Blossom Seeley
Ridley 4 Fleming
Bert Leslie Co
Bowers
4 C
Marie Fenton
Leo Carrlllo

W

Kramer 4 Patterson
Edwin George

MAJESTIC (orph)
May Irwin Co
Alexander 4 Jarrott
Ethel Green

Co

BulllTan

fill)

M

Montgomery

Homer Ml lee Co
Two Carltone
Muler 4 Stanley
Finn 4 Finn
Mabelle 4 Ballet

ACADEMY

(wra)

Eldora Co
Generleve Victoria

Mortimer

Lillian

Mr 4 Mrs Tuoby
Montamba 4 Welle
2d half
"Follies of

Broadway"

GAIETY (wra)
George Moore
Billy 4 Bdltb Adams
"Corse You Jack Dal-

Harry Breen
Comfort a King
Lohse ft Stirling
Brunnelle Glrla
Turelli

Wesley Beale
2d half
Alex

fill)

•flltaer*.

BADCOPK

Moat.
(loew)

Roy 4 Arthur
Onden Quartet
Tower 4 Darrell
J

K Emmett

Clark 4 Rose
3 Donale

Co

Grace

Rysa

DeWlnters
Co

Rlebfleld

Harry Thomson
Cycling McNutts

Rice Elmer 4

(One to

ORPHBUM

KEITH'S (ubo)

Mr ft Mrs McOreerey
The Kramers
Primrose 4

Toner

ft

Norman

Alf Holt
Ford 4 Hewitt
Pekln Mysteries
(Others to 811)

(Others to 811)

Hartford, Coi
POU'S (ubo)
Brooks 4 Bowea
Baraban 4 Groha
(Others to 811)
PALACE (ubo)
1st half

McCarthy 4 Carson
Gallertnl Four

W

B

Whittle

Brooks 4 Bowen

"Water

Lllltee"

2d half

Argyr Ward

B

M

ft

Keller

"Water

Lllllea"
811)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Marx Bros Co
Dogs
Herman Tlmberg
Flying Henrys
Joe Jeckson
Jsne Connelly Co

Llbby 4 Barton
Cleo Oaecolgne
Cerro
Eadle 4 Rameden
Dotratt.

TBMPLE

(ubo)

Ioleen Sisters
Brttt Wood

Jack Kennedy Co
Harriet Burt

W

C

Trerltt's

(Others to 811)

Jaekaaarlllc, Fla.

ORPHBUM

(ubo)

(Open Sun Mat)
Al Rouget 4 Part
Annie Abbott

Howard 4 Syman
Jacob'e Dogs

Fields

McCloud 4 Cpar
"Bong Rome**

fQne to

Kaaaaa Otty

ORPHBUM

ORPHBUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Relsner 4 Oorea
Harry Teuda
Stan Stanley 8
Merrill 4 Otto

Chae Ahearn Co
Ismed
(One to 811)

NEW GRAND (wra)
Frawler 4 Hunt
Dlehl 4 Carson
Harry Gilbert
Banda Roma
2d half

Smith 4 Pullman
Mattle eboate Co
Ernie Forest
Larlne Clmeron 3

Bdmoatoa, Cam.

PANT AGES (m)
Golden Russian Tr
Tong War Sketch

Hermlne Shone Co
Kingston 4 Ebner
White 4 Jason
Rube Dickinson
Frank North Co
"Bride Shop"
Alco Trio

EMPRE88
Geo 4

PJaatoa. Pa.
(ubo)
with Allentown)

AVEL O H

(Splits

Lewis 4 Morton
Gillette A Monroe
Lencton Lucler Co
Carano Duo

Hlauart. lad.
(wra)

ORPHBUM

Morris Cronln Co
Jos Jefferson Co
Miller 4 Vincent
Ward 4 Cullen

ORPHBUM
Dorothy Toye
Oenerlere Warner Co
Asshl Quartet
El Rey Sisters
"Red Heads"
Chas Howard Co

EMPRES8

(loew)

4 Weet

Golden

Stambler

Sallle

Nardlnl
Pederson Bros
Cooper 4 Smith
Frraaarllla. lad.
GRAND (ubo)

NEW

Murray

Storm
Pearl 4 Roth
Foror 4 Waters
Flying Kays
ft

2d half
Msjestlc Musical 4
Mullany Plnegree Oo

Broe

Holmes 4 Riley
Cameron DeVltt Co
Slayman

All

Arabs

PANTAOES (m)
Staley

Blrbeck Co

Loalerflle

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Two Pucke
Vandlnoff 4 Louie
C 4 F Usher
Stuart Barnes
Ray Dooley 8

The Brads
Nora Bayee
Mullen

(One

ft

to

MUarcs

UNIQUE (loew)
Darld Kallkoa
Hartley 4 Pecan
Marshall P Wilder
"Grey of Dawn"
Reckless Trio

(wra)

Dancing ryrella
Joe Roberta Co
Marehall 4 Cumbey
Standard Broe

ORPHBUM (ubo)
Flo Irwin Co
Connolly 4
Okabe Jape
8 Lelghtons
Baby Helen
Hanlon Broe
LaHoen 4 Dupreece

W

Moor 4 Maxfleld
Haw Harea.
POLI'8 (ubo)

Coogan

Weaapale

Lyceum Show
Frank Terry

COLONIAL

Elephants

full wk)
Doc O'Neill
D'Aroy 4 Hire
Warren 4 Broekway
PtJtabaava

Onalp (both

HARRIS

(ubo)

Hugh Cameron Co
Capt Auger
Gordon 4 Klnley
C Chaloner Co
Mildred 4 Ruth
Gibson 4 Dyeon
SadlS Fondeller
GRAND (ubo)

Milwaukee
Bddle Foy Family
The Langdons
Holme'e Anlmala

Chas Thompson
Rebla
Madden 4 FlUpatrtck Mr 4 Mrs J Barry
Morriaey 4 Haekett
Costa Troupe
Spanlah Oaudlns
Fred V Bowers Co
(Two to 811)
Chaa F Semon
2d half
Auetrallan McLeans
Kaiser's Dogs
Wallensteln 4 Freeby
De fcelloe 8
(One to 811)
Mr 4 Mrs Cappelln
EMPRESS (loew)

Co

Warner 4 Corbott
Nip 4 Tuck
"Bower of Melody"
Princeton 4 Yale

Eddie Roes
(One to 811)

ORPHBUM

Melnotte Twins
Aerial LaValle

H Croesman Co
Billy MeDermott
Rooney 4 Bent
Young 4 Jacobs
Kremallne 4 Darrae
Weeton 4 Leon
Frank Wilson
Nortel*. Va.

ACADEMY

(ubo)

PANTAOES (m)
Imperial Opera Co
Haley 4 Haley
4 Herman

Bherr

Four De Hooka
Sherbourne 4 Monty

KEITH'S

Note change of house Meyakoe Trio
with Rich-

(Splits

mond)

5 Annapolla Boys
Toby Claude Co
BJIiasasadU Va.

to 811)

ORPHBUM
(Open Sun Mat)
Montgomery 4 Moore

4

Joe Cook

Howard 4 Syman
The Oaudemlthe

Jewell Comedy 4
"Colonial Bays"

A Monkey

(ubo)

Moore 4 Young
Gonroy 4 LeMalre

Kelso Boys

(Two

Bentley
Circus

Williams 4 Wolfua
Cartmell 4 Walker
Alfred Berger

4 Kane
Trio

Dunlay 4 Merrill
Agnes VonBrachdt
Reed's Dogs

LYRIC

(ubo)
with Norfolk)
half
Oleesons 4 Houlihan
J K McCurdy Co
Nonette
"Prince Chae"
(Splits

(loew)

Darle 4 Matthews
Hoyt 4 Warden
Mcintosh 4 Malda

(One to

811)

TEMPLE

(ubo)

Mr 4 Mrs Wilde
Donsghue 4 Stewart

Rook Inland, IU.
EMPIRE (wra)

ORPHBUM

(28-20)
Princess Rajah

Johnny Johnston Co
Splnette Quintet

Minnie Allen
Ororer 4 Richards

Brown 4 Rochelle

(ubo)

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Amoros 4 Mulrey
Meredith 4 Snooser
Ptsano 4 Bingham

Loretto Twins

Frank Mullane
Sonaya
(Two to 811)

"Sidelights"

Cabaret 8
Alrln 4 Kenny

Peoria, in.
(wra)

ORPHEVM

(Open Sun Mat)

1st half

ft

BMPRB88

Burnbam 4 Trwln
Hunting 4 Francis
Hubert Dyer Co

B

fill)

(loew)

(Open Sun Mat)
Dixon 4 Dixon
Mellor 4 DePaula
Chaa L Fletcher

"WlBe"
Nichols Sisters

Wanda

PANTAOES (m)
(Open Bun Mat)
Mayer Dlrlng Girls
Strenuous Daisy
Laurie Ordway
Barla 4 Walker

DeWItt Young 4

Al Rorer ft Sister
will Oakland Co
B*»n

De**ley

John Oelger

Go

EMPRESS (loew)
Canarls 4 Cleo
Bill Roblneon
Bobbe 4 Dale
Srengnll

Tom Mahoney
BrgotU's

Lilliputians

PRINCB88 (wra)
Smith 4 Pullman
Mattle Choate Co
Ernie Forest
Larlne Clmeron 8
2d half
Frawler 4 Hunt
Dlehl 4 Carson

Harry Gilbert
Banda Roma
Syraeaao, N. Y.

GRAND

Sis

Baa Jaae CaL

(orph)
(1-2)
(Same bill as at Sacramento this Issue)

Ga.

BIJOU

(ubo)
with Charles-

ton)
let halt

4 Ryan

Red Raven 8
The Bart'ene
(Two to nin

(ubo)

4 Models

Conror

VICTORY

(Splits

juggling DeLiale
Stuart Black Co
Crawford 4 Broderldt
"Oldo Tlme.Hallow'n"

1st half

The Volunteers
Cameron Glrla
Val Tralnor
Lucille 4 Parrot

Twiato

LaToy Bros

PANTAOB8 (m)
DeLuxe Girls
James J Corbott
Skipper Kennedy 4 R
Tranafleld Bisters
Baltus Bros

(ubo)

POU'S (ubo)
Norelty Clintons

(Open Sunday)
Granto 4 Maud
Gllmore 4 Castle

Klmberly 4 Mohr
"Buyer Fr Pttebgh"

Rosella

4 West

Ball

Chick Sales
Roslo Lloyd

B 4

Seattle

ORPHBUM.

Frank Fogarty
Bruce Duffett Co
Grace Wilson
Max 4 Mabel Ford
Maxlne Bros 4 Bob
Flying Martins
(Others to fill)

Anna Chandler
Eleanor Habor Co
Else Ruegger

McRae 4 Clegg
(loew)

(Open 8un Mat)
Lee Caaadoa
Sisters

Bl Clore

James Grady Co
Bampeon 4 Douglas
Russell e Minstrels

PANTAOES (m)

Talpen Chinese Tr
Fred Dupres

Guy Woodward Co
Paine 4 Neebltt
Guadeloupe

Slaaz City

ORPHBUM

(Open Bun Mat)
Lockett 4 Waldron
Joe 4 Lew Cooper
5 Metsettla
Loughlln's Dogs
Ashley 4 Canleld

Kalmar 4 Brown
Creasy 4 Dayne
to 811)

a**
ORPHBUM
1

(loew)

Joe Kelsey

LaVler

Brown 4 Jackson
"Lore In 8anltarium"
(Open Sun Mat)
"Water Lilies"
Harry Olrard Co
Hamilton 4 Barnes
Qulnn Bros 4 Marlon
Hllllar

Sprfaaflold, Mass.
POLI'S (ubo)
1st half

Ward

Arthur

De Bell os 8
r Sulllran Co
Josle Heather Co
J

Eddie Rose
Noisy Students
2d half

Tareat*
SHEA'S (ubo)
Willie Broe
Julius Curtis

Adelaide 4 Hughes
Mlssee Campbell
Dooley 4 Sales
Farrell Taylor 8
Sid Baxter
Australian Woodchprs

Tom

HUDSON (ubo)
B F Howley Co

W

E Whittle
Morrlssey 4 Haokett
"Bachelor Dinner"

COLUMBIA (orph)
Olng Ling Poo
Grace La Rue
4 Ferart

Dolan 4 Lenhar
H Wakefield

W
M

ft

B Hart

Burkhardt 4 White
Miller

4 Lylos

YOSBM1TB
(Same

(orph)
(80-81)
ae at Sac-

bill

ramento thla Issue)

J*

5 Martella
"Society Buds"
La Oracloea

Marie MacFarland
(Others to

fill)

LOBWr8

Joyce 4 Weet
Valentine Vox
Bush 4 Shapiro

When

It

Strikes

Home

Sophie Tucker
6 Ollrers

PANTAOES (m)
Jlu Jltsu Troupe
Wright 4 Lane
Danny Simmons
Ted 4 Uno Bradley
Jules Marceau Co

Vlaaasfaw B. C.
PANTAOES (m)
Whirlwind Beauties
Cora Simpson Co

Reml 4 Ballengert
O'Neal 4 Walmsley
Baker Troupe

Waaklaatoa.
KEITH'S (ubo)
Hymack
Doyle 4 Dixon

Mr 4 Mrs C DeHareu
J 4 W Hennlngs

Valerie Bergere Co
The Astalres
Walter C Kelly
Sal n Singers

(One

to

fill)

Wlaalpog

ORPHBUM

Madden 4 Fltspatriok
Gallerlnl 4

Lewis Co

Uataa BUIL *•

Chas Thompson

Natalie

Foster

4 Rosella
4 Bart
O.

(Open Bun Mat)
Els 4 French
Lew Hawkins
Four Danubee

Ward

M

Malla

KEITH'S (ubo)

Doris's Dogs

EMPRESS

/

Tasaaa, Bla.

TAMPA

Salt Lake-

ORPHBUM

Hopkins A Axtell
Santley ft Norton

to

to 811)

EMPRESS

Ottawa. Can.

(One

DeHaren 4 Nice

(Open Bun Mat)
Purcella Broe
Holmes 4 Holllston

(One

J C Nugent Co
8 Lyres

4 Cor

Imhoff Conn
Vlellnsky

Bessie Clayton Co
Schooler 4 Dickinson

Saewaasoata

Cross A Josephine

Co

Pellletler

B Van Co

Billy

(One

2d half

(Open 8un Mat)
Martin Van Bergen
Mack ft Walker
C Gllllngwater Co
Rae Samuels
Prelle's Dogs
Adair ft Adair

Crelghton Bros
Will Rogers

Pierre

Leroy Lytton Co
Edward Marshall
Arnaut Bros

Beeman 4 Anderson
Bernard A Harrington Myles McCarthy Co
Fred Hlllebrand
Crighteon Broe A B
NIchole Nelson Tr
(Two to 811)

DOMINION

Nine White Huaaara
LaFranoe 4 DeVoe

1st

Burgbadl

ORPHBUM

n

Girl from

ORPHBUM

Diamond

Brennan

(ubo)

1st half

let half

Hlckey Bros
Louise Oslloway Co
(Two to 8N)

ft Mclntyre
"Matinee Girls"
Clara Inge

Fran*

PaaL

ORPHBUM

(Open Sun Mat)
Horellk Troupe
Wbarry Lewie ft
Claire Rawson Co
Bdwln 8torens Co
Creole Orchestra
Harlland 4 Thornton
Arthur WhIUaw
MoConnall 4 Nlemeyer Hines * Fox
Ida Dlrinoff
Great Harrahs
Act Beautiful
(One to 811)
>RPHBUM
EMPRESS (loew)
(Open Bun Mat)

Innes

Hyams

ft

H

St.

Baa Deeaa

(Others to 811)

2d half
Harris A Gold
Martini A Maximilian

ORPHBUM

I it tug

NIXON (ubo)
Lunette Blatera
Yvette
O'Donnell Co
C

Robin's

H

4 Whltn
PANTAOlS

Black

Alloa Lloyd

Beale

Treat's

Big

California

fill)

Leaner

MeCormlck 4
Hoey 4 Lee

Oamhn
ORPHEVM

Trorato

Edgar A Ely Co
wulnn 4 Mitchell
Jode Lanlgan
Three Kratone

(ubo)

ORPHBUM

(Open Bun Mat)
8 American Dancers
Alexander 4 Scott
Weaton 4 Clara
Chaa Kellog

NEW GRAND

(ubo)

Melody 8

Claude Golden

Meeban's Dogs
Eugene Trio

4

Friend

to 811)

Mlaaeaaalla

Nadell
Oxford

ORPHBUM

Chlng Ling Lee Tr
2d half

Pa.

(Two

OLOBB

Gordon Bldrtd Co

Wormwood'e Anlmala
Llaeela

Stantone

Wilson Bros

Harry Beresford Co
Van HoTen

He She 4 Piano

Blnna 4 Burt

Barry 4 Wolford
Dainty English 8
PANTAOES (m)
(Open 8un Mat)
Meurlce Samuels Co

Eugene Emmett Co

Minn Espey
LeRoy 4 Cab 111
Stone 4 Hayes

Oames 4 Brown

Keno 4 Mayne
Fred Seaman

Bebastlsn
(loew)

Garden

Bogart 4 Nelson
Hippodrome 4

Bertie Fowler

Dunlap 4 Vlrdln
Gordon Broe

Lilly

Btandlah

Howard 4 Chaae
"Dream Orient"

1st half

fill)

Geo Nag el Co
Jessie

Josle Heather

ladlaaaaaUa.

Chief Caupollcan
Bertlsh

Tflri«\

Tom

Spencer 4 Williams
Nan Halperin
Kitty Gordon Co
Keane 4 Window

(Open Sun Mat)
"The Beautlee"

COLONIAL

fill)

Hajrrleaarej, Pa.
ORPHBUM (ubo)

(Three to

Thomae

Lelle Paris Co
Jean Challone

Blanche Rlnsr Co
(Others to

(loew)

4 Lucy Baker
Rags Lelghton 4 R

Ethel

Maxim's Models
Horer 4 Boggs
Gordon 9 ft Kangaroo

ton"

MARYLAND (ubo)
Rochet's Monkeys

Gertrude Hoffman Co

McCarthy 4 Carson.

Cherbert'e Manchur*na

Bert Brroll

Ann Tanker Co
Jack 4 Forte

EMPRESS

Dogs

B 4 M Keller
Mr 4 Mrs Cappelln

Bert Pltsalbbons

BUSHWtCK

Young

Is

ORPHBUM

Party**

Kalaer's

ORPHBUM (ubo)
Annette Kellfrmann
Brandon

2d half
Nathano Breo
Mile Marion
Hurst Watts 4 Hurst

When Lore

4 L

Johnson Howard

;

Adams 4 Gobi

Lew Dockstader

1st half

Flanagan 4 Bdwarde
Chaa 4 Fanny Van
Burne 4 Fulton
Grace DeMar
Indiana Troupe
Suaette

LYRIC (wra)
(ubo)

(wra)

2d half

let half

KEITHS

(Others to 8U)
llaaesaaad, lad.

"The Squawman"

DaarlUo, lad.

Does

Zertho'a

L

(orph)

Donlln 4 McHalp
Allan Dinehoart Co

Fredrlka Slemona Oo

Mack 4 Orth

ORPHBUM

Plelot

Shaw

Lillian

(ubo)

4 Sooneld
Haner 4 Long

Caffray

Harry DeCoe
The Grasers

DeRoasl's Cats
Gardner 4 Nlcolal
Field WlneBlll 4 G

4 Rugel

Sylreeter Schaeffer

Co

Marie Dorr
Berlin Madcaps
Three Johns

(ubo)

BUI Prultt
McDerltt Kelly 4

P4LJ8

Kajayma

Oeli

KEITH'S

"All ror Kins'*

Bridgep ort, Cams

Charlie Caae
Helen Trlx

Bounding Pattersons
Coakley Hanrey 4 D
(One to 811)

Karl
Dale 4 Boyle

Mario 4 Duffy

Blxley

Rochester

Claire

(ubo)

Wallace* Weston

"Green Beetle"

Dooley

2d half

Great Howard

Burr 4 Hope

COLUMBIA

Moran 4 Welser

Juliet

Caetnoa
(•there to

(ubo)

Hap
Lee 4 Craneton

Lltte

1st half

Ideal

Hasel Cox

KEITH'S

Bordon 4 Shannon
Klutlng's Anlmala
Rooney A Bowman

Arthur Prince
Nat Wills

MAJB8TIP (wra)
Tabloid

Jarrow

Bd Morton
Roberta 4 Verera

(ubo)

Gordon 4 Rica
Ward Baker
"School Playground"
Trana Atlantlo 8
Leonard 4 Rueaell

4

Haydn Burton 4

GRAND

Ryan A Tleraey
Oormley

MAJB8T1C

Daily

nouses open for the week witt Monday snetiasee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
Theatres Hated ss "Orphenm" without any farther distinguishing deecriptloa are oa the
Orphcusa Circuit. Theatres with "Loew" feUowlag name are oa the Loew Circuit.
Agencies bookiag the bouses ere aeted by single aaaie or Initials, each as •*Orph/* Orphenm
arcaTt-"U. B. O./^Uaited Bookiag Oftccc^'W. V. A..- Weetera Vaudeville Managers* Assodatioa (Chicago)—1 '?." Paatagcs CI remit-•'later," lateratate Qrcuit (bookiaa through W. V. A.).
-"M," James Tl Matthewa (Cbicage).-"B B O." Broadway Bookiag Omce.-*1Pr,*» Proctor Qrcuit.
(All

Now Yark
ALHAMBRA (ubo)

8 Hall

Billy

NEXT WEEK

Chas Orapewln Co
Newbouse Snyder Co
Rae Eleanor Ball
Reynolds A Donegan
Brenner 4 Wheeler
Mr 4 Mrs D Crane
Milt Collins

STRAND

Wm

(wra)

DeHollls Co

Nick Santora Co
Bensee 4 Balrd
Imperial Japfl

PANTAOES (m)
Lander Sterens Co
Cheyenne Minstrels
Knapp A Cornelia
Leon a Ouerney
Gllmore A Ramlnoff
Corr Thomas Trio

VARIETY

Earl Fox

Sam Morten

Haskell

Fred Brown

~
Bert FiUf ibbon»

Ballard

McDonald

Steve White

E.

Junle McCree

Harry Hewitt

James KJrkwood

Harry Myers

Eddie Carr

Joe

Tommy

James Keane

Joe Fields

Mack

**«-*«.
Bert D. Harris

O'Dell

Frank Tinney

Chas. CartmsU

AD Star Actors
WHO INDORSE EM-

W

PHATICALLY-THE
SUPERIORITY OF

SUoTTm—

Kfalf

Bag f ot
Irving

Lew Hearn

Cummin g s

IU, tUrrJ.

mm

John Powers

Francis Dooley

Glen White

Tom McMann

F. J. Bates

Ernest True*

Ed Lynn

Edw. Mackey

Abe Reynolds
Paul Morton

John Harding

Allen Hale

Geo. Terwilllf er

Guy Rawson

Wm.

Jack Mack

Hmrry

Burns

Will H. Sloan

Lew

Kelly

MACK'S

El Cleve

Bob Nolan

Andy Tombes

e^u,*

Famous Clothes
1582-1584
Willie

Weston

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Bert Kennsy
Billy

Carl McBrlde

Qutrk

John Bunny

Tommy

Ben Wilson

Toner

Wm.

H. Tooker

Nat Lewis

Edwin Carsws

H. Catalino
Earl Cavanaufh

Teft Johnson

Mule Lindsman

James Morton
Arthur Pickens

Solly

Brow

Gene Jorge

Stuart Holmee

Larrle Clifford

Lee Berth

J©hn""cilnton

E.

Hartman

•&*

Boota

Will

Ford Sterltaf

VARIETY
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HOW ADVERTISING SELLS PICTURES

FILM BUSINESS IN ENGLAND

By CHARLES

By STANLEY W. BISHOP
(Of Bishop, Pessers & Co., Ltd., London).
When

London, Dec. 10.
our thoughts should be of the

succulent turkey, the luscious plum
pudding, and all the fun and frivolities
the greatest festivity the year provides, it is hard to turn one's thoughts
to the stern realities of business life
and more so to the horrors of war.

The

bombshell
European war
nation in every walk
country, and fears and
description were rife
first

tion of

When

the "smoke," as

of the declara-

caused consterof

this

in

life

doubts of every

on

sides.

all

away, and we

were, cleared
were able to see things

more

many doubts were

it

"Tommies" were made con-

British

military matters.

The majority

The

many

afoot,

fears allayed.

trade

film

ever-alert

the

on the job with

movie man was

his camera, recording

events that will pass

down

to history

As a natural consequence,
soon as the results of his labors

their

WAR

recovered from the
Imfirst shock with wonderful speed.
mediately warlike preparations were

clearly,

They imparted

knowledge to brothers and sisters and
friends, and before long gallant deeaa
began to pale
of fighting and
and bring forth laughter instead of
And so the cheap and trashy
cheers.
War Picture is dying a natural and
well-merited death, mourned by no one
except perhaps
manufacturer.

the

over-enterprising

of

good, rollicking comedy, and thrilling
dramas; they are heartily sick of having War! WAR! WAR! served out to
them morning, noon and night. This
a good thing for American manuwho, being non-partisan and
able to provide stories that appeal to
is

as

facturers,

the taste of the British public, are getting a big share of the business.

And what

of

the

immediate future

and after? The "movies" will continue
come what may, and
to
attract,
comprise the major
programs in British theWhy? Simply because they are

American
portion
atres.

making

films will

of

films the British public can un-

and because Conderstand and
tinental manufacturers have been practically "put out of business" by the
war and will find it an almost impossible task to get back the position in
the London film market which they
like,

held before

"soft,"

my company an audience. If
he does that and views what the Balboa Company has to offer, I know that
I have received ample returns from

will vanish.

vertise,

you think the picture business is
and you are merely a man with
a lot of money, but no experience, step
in and see how quickly your bank roll
If

D.

A newcomer to the field of filmdom
Thomas, manager of the Mica Film

is

W.

D.

Co., dis-

tributors of the Kriterion program. Mr. Thomas
comes from the commercial world, having been
advertising and sales manager of the U. S.
Linen Co., Chicago.

were in circulation, the masses, money
or no money, could not stem their appetite for sensation nor their curiosity
to see what was actually happening.
The newspapers told them many
things they could not believe; at the
picture theatres were recorded actual

events they could believe, thereby once
again demonstrating the immense educational value of pictures.

The South African war

more

did

to

bring the cinematograph to' the front
It
in this country than anything else.
started the ball rolling and the present terrible upheaval will surely give
it

further impetus.

Following

War
turers

the

Pictures,

success

British

were not slow to

sibilities

of

patriotic

film

Topical

of

manufac-

realize the pos-

dramas.

Many

terests.

WAR TAX
New

York

CLOSING THEATRES.
show

managers and
booking agencies are receiving numerous complaints against the war tax on
the one-night stand theatres and in
some cases wires are coming in cancelling dates already booked through
the house managers closing rather
than play and meet the tax payment.
Less than a fortnight ago a few theatres uttered a long wail by letter, but
paid the tax. A few others closed up,
while last week brought the cancellations by wire.

From

the middlewest has

come

the

hardest kick. In Iowa some managers
say there isn't a chance of paying the
$100 tax as the times are too hard,
business is away off and there are

few
precious
anything.

road

shows

drawing

were quickly on the market and their
Then the
success was instantaneous.
rush commenced to make more, and

One New York manager, who has
two shows out west, got a wire from

yet more, and detail and plot soon suf-

gagement but asking the show owner
to pay his theatre tax.

fered.

the

in

when any
game and

then could spend the rest of his

counting

The

profits, that

picture business

ness and a

big

progressed.

It

life

time has passed.
is

business,

has

a fine busi-

but

it

developed

point where experience

is

has
to

a

necessary

places

tive of

my

And

advertising.

the

more

I

ad-

and keep on advertising, the

more surely
will

will Balboas succeed. They
soon begin enjoying the cumula-

tive effects of advertising.

Those who

have not given Balboas much thought
will begin to sit up and take notice.
They will learn through trade paper
channels, for instance, that Charles
Pathe has purchased a large number
of Balboa dramas. They will discover,

who occupy high
must summon other energies

their aid.
And one of the potent
factors in present day motion picture
success is advertising.
to

In the few brief years of its life
cinematography has outstripped other
forms of amusement in the application

up-to-date advertising princi-

of

tremendous truth that advertising will establish a brand of pictures in public esteem, has not been

ples, but the

The consumpmotion pictures, like the consumption of newspapers, is so rapid
that there is no time in which to exploit any particular picture, but it is
possible to advertise and create a gensufficiently recognized.

tion of

demand for productions bearing
trade-mark that signifies quality.
This function may belong to daily,
weekly and monthly publications, but
there is a distinct and very important
function that can only be performed
by publications of the class that
Variktu represents.

eral

a

it.

In short, the war and all its accompanying miseries and possible prolongation, notwithstanding, has not dimmed the horizon of the future of the
film business, which holds out promise
for both British and American film in-

THOMAS.

ever was a time

If there

one could embark

advertise

I

W.

Co., of

where even those

the picture loving
public as before the war, is asking for

for all time.

MORTIMER PECK

Manager of the Balboa Amusement Producing

Long Beach, CaL)

spicuous in deeds of heroism of the
superhuman type, until the public began to tire. Thousands upon thoussands of men joined the colors and became acquainted for the first time with
what is, and what is not, correct in

dis-

pelled and

(Assistant General

Big Rapids, Mich., confirming the en-

products

in

want to

find

Balboa company's
trade papers because I
a market that will be
the

waiting for them when they are finwant to build up a demand for
them in the minds of those who operate national exchanges.
The price of
negative ranges from II to $3 per foot.
At the intermediate value a two-reel
feature
represents $3,000,
a threeished

—

and a four-reeler $6,000.
do not expect a flood of purchasing
orders with checks inclosed, which is
reeler $4,500
I

the

sort

look

for,

of

some advertisers
do plan to make the

results

but

I

selling of Balboas easier.

the soil in

Advertising

neighborhood of
42d street and Broadway. It acquaints
a field of buyers with Balboa qualities.
It reminds them that the Balboa company is a live concern with the blood
of enterprise pulsating through its
tills

veins.

They

the

figure that a picture

man-

ufacturer
who advertises possesses
pictures that he isn't afraid to show.
They reason that goods which are

good enough to advertise are good
enough to buy.

—

Advertising begets confidence the
kind of confidence that influences a

man

to pay

down

his

money.

a

purchaser and arouse

willingness to give

in his

in

mind

the representa-

H.

PECK.
Film Co. is
and they will

time, that the Eclectic

to release these features

want some of them for their own use.
As a matter of fact the Balboa company has sold the entire output of
its plant for months to come, but that
does not mean that the Balboa company will cease advertising. On the
contrary a vigorous campaign will be
continued throughout the year and the
>ear to follow.
And with Lieutenant Advertising on
the job to help, I have no doubt about
a prosperous future for the Balboa
Co.

"MATERNITY" FOR PRINCESS.
There has been an unusual amount
of secrecy connected with the rehears-

"Maternity" which have
been in progress for the last two
weeks. Richard Bennett has been conducting them while he was playing at

als of Brieux's

the

Hudson

Goods."

theatre

in

the
will go into the Princess.
It

is

said

"Damaged
production

What will become of the Princess
Players in the event of the Bennett
piece going into the little playhouse
has not been determined.

FOX RETAKES WATERBURY.
Waterbury, Conn., Dec. 22.
vacated by the Loew
Circuit a week or so ago, has been released by William Fox, who first occu-

The

I know that no man will pay for
pictures he has not seen, so I aim to
discover the whereabouts of the pos-

sible

C

theatre

it.
The Fox people will take possession after the first of the year, with
no decision yet reached upon policy.

pied
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WITH THE WOMEN
By Th«
Jack Cunningham this week put one over.
He arranged a series of lectures on Dickens

and his works to be delivered by Tom Terries,
the English actor, who is filming a feature
for the Klnetophote, to the school children of
New Rochelle. The lectures on Dickens'
Christmas stories are given before 1,000 school
children.

Arthur N. Smallwood, president of the
Smallwood Film Corporation, la developing a
lighting device by which he hopes to make
possible to take Interior scenes in actual
He already has what he believes
a practical portable lighting system which
can be packed In two suit cases and proves
adequate for the needa of the camera. Scouts
are employed to discover appropriate settings
and arrange for their use instead of stage carpenters and painters to build them.
It

settings.
la

A

Invitation showing will be given
"The Eternal City," made by the Famous
Players Co., featuring Pauline Frederick, at
the Lyceum theater to-morrow (Sunday) evening at 8.15.
special

The United Film Service has established a
branch in Toledo in charge of Bert Dlener.
This makes 48 exchanges on the United list

One "Elaine Dodge" In an open letter printaa an advertisement in the New York
World Monday, appeals to the people of New
Terk to protect her from "unseen and unknown enemies." It's the new Pathe Serial,
ed

"The Exploits of Elaine," of course.

Suit has been instituted in the United States
District Court In New Yor* on benalf of Sir

Aruiur Yving finero demanulng SlU.UOO damages lor alleged copyrignt lntriugeuient arising
out of the unauthorized filming of "The Sec-

unu

Tanqueray."

>ir».

Louis Gasnier, of the Pathe, sailed on the
Patria for Italy Dec. 10. He will remain at
the rathe Italian atuuioa several inontka to
give tne producers their instruction In the
likes and dislikes of American picture audiences.

Arthur Roussel, former vice-president of
Pathe Freres, died at his home In West New
York, N. J., Dec. 14, after a long illnesa. He
waa 34 years old and leavea a widow and a
son.

The Smallwood Film Corporation, allied
with the United Film Service, well send a comA
to Los Angelea within a few daya.
studio has been aecured and two-reel comedies
will be put on, featuring Ethel (Jrandln. Ray
C. Smallwood and John Brownell will accom-

picture

publicity

men.

has

gons to court in an effort to recover 1200,000
from the estate of hla grandmother.
When
the latter, the late Baroness de Bazus, widow
of the late magaslne publisher, Frank Leslie,
died, an estate worth about $2,000,000 was
lsft in trust with Mrs. Carrie Chapman to be
used In the cause of woman's suffrage.
Leslie contends that the old woman never meant
that any of his money should be bequeathed

woman 'a

to

discards a cloak of white velvet fur
trimmed revealing an accordion plaited

pany the company.

dress of white trimmed

sas,

for

exchange for educational subjects
month by the University of Kan1b said to have been deluged with requests
service from school superintendents all

over the state.
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DECEMBER 31—THURSDAY.

a Woman Walts, 2- reel dr,
not announced; Our Mutual

House

of Silence dr,

B;

The Black Sheep, 2- reel dr, K
Mr. Daly's
Wedding Day, com, E Sweedie Collects for
Charity, com, S-A; Patsy at School (1st of
Patsy Bollver series), com, L; Pathe's Daily
News, No. 89, Pathe; The Flower of Faith, 2reel dr, and Hearst-Sellg News Pictorial, No.
87, S; The Product, dr, V.
;

;

UNIVERSAL— The

dr,

I; ••Virtuoso,"
venge, com, Ster.

Submarine

dr,

Spy,

GENERAL F—The
The

Lesson

of

MaJ

;

Olive's Opportunities" series), dr,
of the Woman, dr. S-A; Love,

dr,

of

E; The
Oil

and

K; A Cowboy Pastime, com, L;

^actUB Jake,

Heart-Breaker, w-com, S

Plot, 2-reel dr,

;

The

V.

UNIVERSAL— A

Study in Scarlet, 2-reel dr,
8; The Fat Girl's Romance, com, C; When

G

It s

One

of

Your Own,

dr, N.

sage, dr, Rel.

GENERAL F— The

Courtship of the Cooks,
Dinky Little Dramas of a Non-

Two

nd com 8 " A The Derelict, 2-reel
£!
Tne 'ntrlguers, 2-reel dr, L; Psthe's
vr
News,
No. 91), Pathe; The Old Letter,
ln « Dad 8 Consent, com, V.
iTS.\£°.T£
NI VE
Tbe
vma *°
Post-Master,
n«m JT wlth
£?^.Ln »n
Inch of His Life, 2-reel dr,
»«?•'
;T
Kclr;
Universalis Animated Weekly, No. 147
*l

T[f

PB

»

'

:

:

n-'ii
Daily

'

-

'

1

In London, playing In
O'
HEART"

"PEG
By J.

;

;

Hearst-Sellg News .Pictorial, No.
com. Ml
88 8; Love Will Out, com-dr, V.
UNIVERSAL— Winning the Prise, com-dr,
Love and
Hounded, 2-reel melo-dr, Rz
I
Water, com, Ster.

MY

Hartley Manners

;

;

;

JANUARY 1—FRIDAY.
MUTUAL—The

Spark,

Deadly

B; When Fate Rebelled,

dr,

2-reel,

dr.

Pr; Shop the

Sentinel, dr, T.

GENERAL F—The

Efficiency Squad, and
Diogenes Weekly, No. 4-11-44, split- reel com,
B Young Mrs. Wlnthrop, 2-reel dr. E ; The
Shanty at Trembling Hill, 2-reel dr, 8-A ; GetA ; A Clean Slate,
ting Father's Goat, com,
Auntie's Pordr, L ; Wipe Yer Feet, com, 8
trait, com, and Rattlesnakes, educ, split-reel,
V.

Melbourne MacDonald (also there)

is

too good an actor to waste his time
with his present sketch, "Human Driftwood." The three people concerned in
it, talk, talk, talk, and never reach anywhere. The woman is heavily upholstered in brown velvet.

"Danse des Arts with Orchid" the
goes up on a dimly-lighted

as

curtain

revealing eight girls with very
drapery and hugh butterfly wings.
Each girl does a few steps and then
comes down to the footlights, disclosstage,

little

ing

some

"shapes.

»»

;

K

;

UNIVERSAL— Pruning the Movies,
Mount St. Bernard Switzerland,
split-reel, N
The Beautiful Unknown,

com,

and

;

dr,

There may be some excuse for William Faversham wearing a wrist watch,

3-reel

most English men do, but when
comes to tying pumps a la Tango,

for

educ,

Vic.

DECEMBER 30—WEDNESDAY.

MUTUAL—The Face on the Celling, 2-reel,
«r; The Unseen Vengeance, dr, A; The Mes-

com, E;

LAURET E TAYLOR.

F—

K

Love Knows No

Crimson Moth, 2-reel
the Flames (Sixth

Way

Grease, com,

Desert, 2-reel dr,
not announced ; Mutual

ln the

title

Two Strays Souls, dr, B;
GENERAL
Fate and
Snakevllle's Rising Sons, com, 8-A
The Siege of Liege,
Fugitive, 2-reel dr, L

2-reel

Elopement, 2-reel dr. T;
dr,

Law, dr, Be.

B;

Keystone

;

Vic; The Chief's Re-

DECEMBER 29—TUESDAY.

MUTUAL— Lucys
The Baby's Ride,

MUTUAL— Flower

Dom

Weekly No. 105 M.

No. 60. Rel.

GENERAL F— The

unless otherwise noted.

1,000 feet

DECEMBER 28—MONDAY.

MUTUAL— When
Girl,

The one fellow in
the act isn't quite classy enough. Billed
ed in black lynx.

brilliants.

G
A

C

B101

Uepworth

title

made

Dec 26, inc.)

to

Royal
Lion

A; Keystone

is

directing.

is

WEEK (Dec 19

Sterling

is in

change

Frederick Scott Probst has been engaged to
play comedy leads with the Crystal.

Col

The aubject

A

Lillian Russell Is in Savannah completing
her "Wild Fire" picture with the World'?
stock company, directed by O. A. C. Lund.

Joker
Universal Ike

Mi

first.

"Money."

Mel

Amb

Ambrosio
Columbus
Mins

ows appear

to dresses of purple charmeuse, band-

The World Film has engaged Howard Estawho will appear in "The Butterfly."
The same company has engaged to handle

Frontier *
Victor
Gold Seal

Kl

Kleine
Melies

vet jackets with small toques, the wid-

brook,

Rex

S-A

sssnay

Hutchinson has a rather silly sketch.
girl in it wore an overt rimmed
taffeta and satin dress. "The Winning
Widows" are a goodly bunch of femininity.
They are tall and run to the
brunette type. In black skirts and vel-

The

president of the Camera
Club, is to retire from the position of grinding the camera for other directors and become
a director in his own right. As soon aa the
production of "The Gilded Fool" is completed
he will begin directing dramas for the Box
Office Attractions.

Eclair

E

fii son

The American the last half of the
week was provided with a good bill.
The acts ran smoothly.
William

Kugler,

Powers

S

beautiful fox furs.

Two features of the Box Office Attractions
Co. were started at the Pathe Studio on Monday. They are "The Children of the Ohetto,"
which is being produced under the direction of
Frank Powell, and "The Glided Fool." which

Bison
Chrystsl
Nestor

L

Selig

some

of the Aloo to present Mrs. Flske
a photoplay has fallen through.

MANUFACTURERS INDICATED BY ABBREVIATIONS. VIZ.I
MUTUAL
GENERAL
UNIVERSAL
I
Gsumont
Vitsgrsph
V
Imp
Biogrsph

in

She

black satin with long net tunic

The plan
In

rlghtn.

The film
started last

is

also has

young fellow who is really funny. Julia
Rooney (on the same bill) has put together a pleasing act She sings and
does some high kicking. Miss Rooney

pany

Frank

Arthur Leslie,

At the Broadway theatre last Thursday was an act called "Captain Kidd,
It eoniisti of
Jr." ("The Dream").
nine girls and a comedian. The girls
are very small and young.
The girl
who does "Capt Kidd" is a pretty brunette with a marvelous contralto voice
The girls all dance and sing well. The
air of youthfulness about the sketch
is what appeals.
The comedian is a

Skirt

it

JANUARY

MUTUAL—A
;

2—SATURDAY.

Banakle Maiden,
not announced

title

GENERAL F— All

2-reel
;

dr,

Putting

It

for the Boy, dr. B
Uncle
Trusty, dr, E Broncho Billy and the Escaped
The 0*lrl Telegrapher's Peril
Bandit, dr S-A
(Eighth of the "Hazards of Helen" series), dr
K: He Gsve Him a Million, and What He
Lassoing a Lion,
Forgot, split-reel com, L
dr, S
In the Latin Quarter, 2-reel dr, V.
;

;

;

UNIVERSAL— A

Mixed

Up

Honeymoon,

com, J
Frontier title not announced
Jungle Wilds. 2-reel dr, B101.
;

;

In

during

J.

Ryan, a stock actor and a
Academy of Music oast

of the
its

stock run,

has

filed

suit

Manager John Zanft of the
Academy, asking for two week's salary,
amounting to $120.

very emotional. Her arms
Mile. Dorziat wears

Zanft abolished the stock
the Academy, he retained
Ryan for a so-called indefinite period
to appear in one act playlets at $60
weekly. Ryan did well the first week,
but the producer objected to his presHence the litigation.
ence thereafter.

is

Dorziat

is

are never quiet.

;

•

member

going the limit.
Mr. Faversham does this in "The Hawk," and it
quite surprised me.
Mile. Gabrielle
that

Rel Keystone
Over, com, R.

ACTOR 8UB8 ZANFT.
James

some
first

beautiful clothes in the play.

dress

is

Her

black satin, banded with

In the second act she wears a
evening dress, flounced and
caught up in the back. Her last gown
jet.

crystal

against

When

policy

at
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HER DUPLICATE HUSBAND.
A

picture

made by

the

Ideal

and

leased

It
has a meller tinge,
through Warner's.
with a fight on a convict ship, and the burning of a house, as the big climaxes of the

three-part feature. Where shown It was operated so slowly the him appeared to be about
five parts long.
A man Is branded a murale is sent
derer when another is guilty,
along with a big batch of convicts who break
from their cages on the boat and overpower
the captain and sailors and take charge. Jean
Brant, the Innocent, is placed in command of
the Bayard. A rescue is effected of the Count
Touchay, who has forsaken his wife and child

and run away with an actress. On board Is a
celled Kanak, wbo has tbe power of
changing men so they look like somebody else.
The Count dies but leaves a promissory note

man

for a

million

forms

Brant

francs behind.
the living

Into

Kanak
Image

transthe

of

Count. The bogus count goes back and when
he wins the good graces of his wife a fire
ends the picture. Brant's male companion,

who

acted aa his secretary, losing his life in
an effort to save his friend. The picture is
ordinary and contains lees thrills than some
of the two-part releases. Looks typically foreign and is of the inconsistent kind that
swamped these shores some seasons ago. Will
the attention in the cosmopolitan nelghKtrhoods
where they are not so particular
about the more pretentious and more finished
American features.

and her friend's wife out of the way during
that long time she took committing the burglary.

THE THREE" OF

US.

Mabel Taliaferro
Crelghton Hale
Maater 8tuart

Rhy MaoChesney
Clem
Sonny

Bdwln Carewe
Steve Towney
Irving Cu minings
Louis Beresford
Madame Claire
Maggie. ^
Harry Smith
Mr Blx
Msyms Kelso
Mrs. Blx
The film version of "The Three of Us" haa
been made by B. A. Rolfe and Is released by
The picture plsv Is in five
the Alco Corp.
reels snd hss aa the star Mabel Taliaferro.
Tbe Rolfe forces trsveled to Wllkee-Barre,
.

Pa., for all the exterior scenes, the local color
called for In the picture being found In that
Miss Taliaferro plays a young girl
vicinity.

(not making much money
young brothers. She meets
Intends to marry
him but her final choice is a young miner who
makes a rich strike. The picture was directed
by John Noble and the direction haa been well
done. The settings of some of the cabin scenes

who has

a

mine

for her) and two
s wealthy young

man and

when the story

are much too rich, especlslly
ssys it Is hard times In the village. Mlaa
Taliaferro charmed with her playing In every
scene. Her mobile features suit the screen to
good advantage. Others handled their parts
A flve-reeler with plenty of
satisfactorily.
action.

THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY.
four-part melodramatic thriller made In
Germany, before the war started. It la a fanciful and as far-fetched as any dime novel tale
Old Cap Collier ever starred In, but It has
lots of punch and action and that la what la
wanted by the exhibitor that has a little 0-10
house catering to a cosmopolitan clientele. The
feature has a flashy and lurid Una of paper
bound to bring them In and once that Is acoompllahed, the greater part of the battle la
won. But to go beyond that the film entertains the type of an audience frequenting the
cheap picture house. The story has an underlying romanoe that gives cause for the strong
arm events that follow. A young bank messenger Is a favorite of the higher officiate. He
falls in love with the daughter of one and
the girl reciprocates, much to the annoyance
of a member of the board of directors of the
bank.
Although very much older than the
girl, he la In love with her.
The young man
la

promoted to confidential measenger and

Is

entrusted with a large sum of money, to be
delivered to a depositor In a distant town.
The unsuccessful suitor for the girl's favor
conspires with a number of high class crooks
to have the boy robbed In such a manner he
will be suspected.
The measenger takes a
train, carrying with him a bag with the
money. The thieves have engaged the compartment adjoining, and while the train la in
transit the woman crook of the trio saws a
hole In the wall dividing the two sections and
extracts the bag, empties and replsoes It.
Then the real thrill. One of the men of the
band is in the third car forward. He makes
his wsy over the top of the moving train to
where the woman accomplice is and transfers
a bag In which the loot has been placed, to hla
compartment. The messenger arrives at his
destination and delivers the empty bag; Is
suspected of hsvlng committed the crime and
arrested.
The thieves In the meantime learn
there Is to be a large ahipment of bullion
made on a train returning to the city from
whence they hall. One crook arranges for passage on the aame train. The bullion is loaded
in a large esse, guarded by soldiers, who sit
on top of It During the night, while the train
Is moving, the crook makes his way to ths
brake beams under the money car and, by
sawing through tbe flooring and the bottom
of the chest, reaches the money bags and
drops them out along the ties. When he has
emptied the treasure, he makea his escape
and, with his two accomplices, who have followed In a motor, picks up the loot. They return to the city. On the second robbery being
discovered the suspected clerk Is turned loose
and sets off on the trail of the robbers. He Is
Instrumental In running them down and wins
the girl, while his rival is sent to Jail. The
characters In the film story are well acted, the
ftlcture Is well directed, and the photography
• good.

THE THIEF.
"The Thief" Is a five-part feature bearing
Box Office Attractions trademark with

the

Dorothy Donnelly In the title role. Playing
the husband Is Richard Buhler, also drafted
from the legitimate. The picture holds Interest but not In the Intense, breathless manner
may expect. The picture makers stuck too
closely to the play version snd thereby lost
some golden opportunities.
On tbe production the film flashes class one minute and then
Jumps back to the studio environment that
flourished when pictures were In their bsby
stage.
It's the same of the photography. Now

one

and then the camera does some fine work and
In other scenes the negative development was
Indistinct.
There are also moments
when the picture drags and flounders around,

dim and

the thieving part of the film slipping a few
cogs when it should be of the calibre that
quickens the pulse and leads up gradually
to
come later.
The
tho big climax
to
scene between the husband and wife when he
It lackrealizes and she confesses was tame.
ed the natural and Mine Donnelly did not work
It up as she could snd should have done before
There Is entirely too much full
the camera.
Sometimes this brings
and half-dissolving.
out the visualisation effectively and again It
does not It would not require much of a detective to learn or apprehend the thief according to the studio setting of tbe two rooms
and hallway wherein the woman skipped from
one to another In robbing her friend's allowance hoard.
Not once did the picture show
the wife making sure that the path was clear

THE SIGN OF THE CROSS.
Marcus Superbus
Mercla, maid
Nero

Wllllsm Parnum
Roslna Henley
Sheridan Block

Morgan Thorpe
Oray Terry

Favlus
Berenice

Ethel

Poppaea

Llla Barclay
Olorginl Majeronl

Tlgelllnus

Ogden Child
Ethel Phillips
Charles B. Veraer
Rlensl de Cordova

Stephanus
Dacla
Olabrlo

Phllodemus

"The Sign of the Cross," well remembered
from a few years ago as a legitimate dramatic
success, hss been put Into picture form by the
Famous Players and released as one of the
The
Christmas pictures of the Paramount
Slcture was chosen as the attraction at the
Wllllsm Fsruum Is the
trend this week.
lesding plsyer, with Roslna Henley playing
Mr. Fsrnum Is Marcos Superbus, a
opposite.
Miss Henley as Mercls Is of
noble Roman.
the small group of Christians who try to
make Rome their home before that country
The various forms
has been Christianized.
of torture that these people neve to go through
and the courage which they have and their beChristianity bs well as his love
In
lief
for the young Christian girl make Marcus
turn from his country snd take up Christianity only to die In the lions' den with
other people who did not believe as Nero
Farnum Is the type and bis work wss
did.
Miss Henlev was rsther slender
fascinating.
Olorginl
but acted with remarkable power.
Malerlonl In a heavy part was capable of
many hisses. The picture Is
securing
well casted and the playing end was well
taken care of. The production could not be
called exactly costly compared with other
features of this tyne. Only two big scenes that
The first was the banquet
look expensive.
scene and the second the usual lion pit or
arena scene. The latter has the animals doing
the big finish, and left a good Impression.
The film Is Interesting snd the sctlon Is well
divided throughout the five reels. The Sunday
afternoon audience at the Strand applauded
generously.

husband and progress as from
that promising beginning to international Intrigue Involving the shelling of a foreign warship by the big ooast defense guns at Sandy
Hook. The feature haa a plentltude of thrills,
capital acting throughout particularly on the
part of Mme. Petrova, who to disclosed aa a
cinema artist of a good deal of power, and
finally a quantity of highly effective studio
work.
Stella (Mme. Petrova) repulses the
attentions of the governor (the titles call the
principality "Butrurla," to be on the safe side
of neutrality, presumably, but the Russia of
the setting is unmistakable), and he causes
the murder of her husband and kidnapping of

tion of Stella's

Then he throws her

her child.

steal plans of fortifications.

Edward

8.

Curtis,

pro-

The aborigine of
like historical topics.
the North Pacific is depicted In all of his
Every participant In the picture Is
customs.
The film was
a genuine American Indian.

who

taken somewhere on the northwest coast of the
United States and a prettier spot for the subThere Is
ject could not have been selected.
a piece of water shown (n several parts of
the film that must be an Inland lake and
through the stillness of the water some wondrous tableaux are shown. Of course tn the
story the Indian does not make a very convincing actor, but when given something his
ancestors were wont to do, he becomes adept.
tale deals with the son of a chief starting
out In life as a man. The Impression gained
Is that every young brave has to go through
the same routine as this so called Motana,
the son of a great chief, Kenada. Motana In
his quest for manhood, first succumbs to a
maiden's charms which Interferes with acquiring the power from the Oods which he Is
after.
He then seeks the power In real rest
and also will test his strength by hunting the
This part Is truly
sea lion and the whale.
On a rock of tremendous slse
remarkable.
are a thousand or more sea lions, and their

The

A whale Is also
antics will always interest.
Inshown, rather uncommon on the screen.
dian warfare Is reproduced and none of the
horrible details are left out. though the massacres are all done In semi-darkness and what
resemble the heads of the Indians are freely
handled. The only drawback to the feature Is
The
the Inattention at times paid to detail.
photography Is superb, and with aid of sun and
moonlit waters, many beautiful views are
The story resemWos the tales told
shown.
by Rider Haggard when he writes of the life
of the African native.

THE TIGRESS.
"The Tigress" is a four-reeler. made by the
Ponulnr Plays and Players Co.. snd released a
fow days ago In the Alco program. Olga Petrnva Is featured In the melodrama, making
hor screen d«*but. The subject Is highly meloIt starts with the military execudramatic.

Stella at the last

minute learns that ths robbed diplomat Is the
ssvlor of her child and schemes at risk of
her life to return to him the stolon papers.
Ths spies are about to deliver them to an
"Butrlurlan" warship, thsn off 8andy Hook.
Stella. returns the papers to the diplomat but
the warship enters New York harbor and the
spies deliver to her commsnder other stolen
Amertcsn wsr plans. 8 tells discloses the plot
to the diplomat who has the warship held up
at the point of the Sandy Hook guns and
forces the spies to deliver bsck the stolen
plena
Tbe warship (really It Is only a
torpedo boat destroyer, but the titles insist on
"battleship") tries to run out of the harbor.
Big coast guns are shown In actual
operalton and neatly dove-tailed Into the narrative to work up a highly effective climax.
The warship la also used In several extremely
beautiful marine views with excepttonelly fine
photographic and light effects. The lights are
skilfully handled throughout
This is partlcularly true in the prison scenes.
The
tricky use of massed shadows and a curious
yellow tone to the figures go a long way to
secure the "creepy" atmosphere the director
slmed at
Tbe figures move about In a
shadowy wsy except when they come Into the
foreground, when their feces snd figures grip
attention by the way they stand out
This
part of the picture Is grim snd a little defresslng. but from first to lsst sctlon never
or sn Instsnt Isgs snd Interest Is nailed until the finish.
The story Is unusually clear for
a plcturlsed play.

"ARE THEY BORN OR MADE?"
The Warners Features Co.

pretty well an-

swers the titled question In this four-part film,
written by Jaek Rose of Becker case fame.
It desls with the Ister life of a gang- leader
In which there Is a pretty love storyThe
gsngster Is first seen upon his vacation In
a smsll fishing town. He rescues the girl In
the story snd marries her later, running
away to New York with her without her
knowing what business her hubby Is In. Outside of being s gang leader he la a saloon
keeper.
The story when switched to New
York gives sn Idea of the Inner workings
of political bosses In the underworld.
Andy,
as the gangster Is celled, Is employed by Hofsn the- political leader of one party to aid
lm at the primaries while another gangster, Martin, is hired by the party of which
Dobbs Is the lesder. The Hogan side triumphs
sfter some poll workings are shown by the
rival gangs.
The cast of the picture Is not
disclosed, but the msn who plsys Andy the
crook deserves much credit
-

LAND OF THEHEAD HUNTERS.
Tn this four-reeler

ducer and author of the story, presents an
educational exhibition that should Interest all

Into prison.

She escapes by taking the place of a dead
prison nurse and when the supposed body Is
csst Into the sea from the prison wall swims
until she Is picked up by a vessel bound for
Swesrlng vengeance against all
the U. 8.
mankind, she Joins a band of International
spies.
Meanwhile the abandoned child has
been adopted by two American youths, thsn
studying In Europe. One of them becomes an
American dlplomst and from htm ths spies

SPRINGTIME.
Val De Vallette
Raoul De Vlllette
Richard Steele
Father O'Mara

William H. Teoker
Frank Holland
Charles Trsvers
B. J. Flanagan
Bert Gardner

Gilbert Steele

Wolf
Crawley
Madeline De Valette

Edward F. Roseman
Warner P. Richmond
Florence Nash
Adele Rey

L'Acadienne
Marguerite
Sue Balfour
Louise
Armln Tooker
Springtime Is a flve-reeler made by the Life
Photo Film Corp. and released through the
Alco Corp. It Is based on the plsy of the esms
name by Booth Tarklngton. The picture taking
was done In New Orleens snd 8t. Augustine.
The big name In this feature Is Florence Nash,
who plsys Madeline, a young girl In love with
the son of s msn who Is trying to got her
home and belongings from her fsther. The
man she wss to hsve wed was her own cousin.
She became Infatuated with the other man with
the result her cousin marries snotber girl snd
Madeline marries the man she loves. Ths cast
has been well chosen.
Miss Nash acts her
part sweetly but looks a trifle older than the
girl should be.
Good Judgment in the selection of ext*"iors but some of the Interiors do
not rig'
ly belong In t<e picture.
As a
five-reel
this picture will do, slthough the
sctlon la
ot overbrlsk at times snd ths story
Is

some*

at

drawn

out.

THE SACRIFICE OF PAULINE.
Not

a

bad Idea, but spoiled by over-acting.

The scene

of

this

four-reeler

(I.

8.

P.

B.)

supposed to be laid In New York, reaemblee
Paris very much. The actors sre of ths foreign type. The story could have easily been
put Int on*, rorl.
a mother, who Is s trusted
servant of rich family, has s son, a noted
gang leader and thief. He demands money of
his mother, and states he will be bsck thst
night to get It.
He comes bsck and forces
his way Into the kitchen, rushes past his
mother and, after a struggle with the mistress
of the house, kills her and escapes with the
money he has taken. The mother takes the
blame for the murder. The mistress, however,
i

before dying, writes a few words, telling of
When the police arrive the mother
the son.
refuses to talk. She Is sentenced to 15 years
as an accomplice, the murderer getting away.

Eight years slapse. The mother Is pardoned
while the son has become s successful crook
and mingles with society. The plot gets thicksr.
He tries and succeeds In getting the husband of the women he murdered to force his
On ths
daughter to consent to marry him.
dsy of the wedding the murderer's mothsr.
who has obtained employment in a florist shop,
delivers the bride's bouquet and recognises
hsr son.
She stops the marriage and It Is
postponed for a month. He Is pretty nervous
shout his mother being alive. He calls on hsr
but Is followed by tbe girl he Is engaged to
and the man she really loves. They are susElclous of this smooth crook, hence the sleuth
uslness. They overhear the conversation between the two, In which the mother recslls
her son's orlme. In the end the lovers enter
the room and force a confession out of the
murderer in writing, sfter which he lesves
them to commit suicide In a convenient stream.

SAINTS AND THEIR SORROWS.
A

four part Apex, Scenes and people of
foreign location. Young squire trifles with lovs
of fair maiden and then casts her aside. Girl
and baby Ister make futile appeal to him.
The former are picked up on the wayside by
a preacher. This mlnlstsr has his own defined
Ideas of the goepel which has certain members
In his flock turning up their noses at his
sermons.
Ths girl-mother snd offspring are
taken care of In the minister's home. He also
ssnds the former to oollege.
Meanwhlls ths
minister usee physical strength in subduing
the town bully and wins everybody over. The
girl falls in love with a young man at school.
An Injury to hsr boy hsstens her return home
Her father breaks a leg and sends for his
daughter.
She attends Elm and while there
the oollege sweetheart comes on to find out
why she hss not returned to school. The
preacher from a distance learns the truth.
The woman of his dreams loves another. Ths
preacher then swallows his heartaches and
ties the bond that makes the girl and the oollege boy man and wife.
The preacher Is
splendidly played and stands out The story
Is excellently told and Is conslstenly treaded
together.
It will hold Interest anywhere.
A
portion could advantageously be lopped off.

THE CRUCIBLE.
The

of Mark Lee Luther's
novel In
five
psrts,
featuring
Marguerite
Clark, waa released In ths Paramount program Dec. 14 by the Famous Players com{>any.
In building a screen scenario from ths
ong story the adapter has mads his action
Jerky. It is clear enough, but In the effort to
follow the Independent adventures of half a
dosen principal characters there are sudden
lesps from one scene snd set of characters
to another scene and entirely different set of
characters that startle and pussle any but ths
most alert minded. Another defect Is that the
story does not progress easily.
It moves forwsrd by fits and starts of separate incidents
rsther thsn by smooth cumulstlve progress.
There is no orderly arrangements of the narratlve and one Is constantly bothered by putslement only momentary pusslement but In
final effect moot exhausting.
One result Is
that the picture (although it runs less than 90
minutes) seems extremely long. It could be
cut down. A scene that occurs at random Is
the one following the eecape of Jean from
the Refuge.
This shows the matron writing
a telegram to Jean's mother, the receipt of the
dispatch and half dosen minor blta in connection with the telegram.
The whole telegram Incident hanga suspended In the air. It
has no Independent Interest and does not affect
the story, action or characters at all. It could
be cut In toto. Other minor elisions might bs
mentioned. The story of the persecuted little
girl is super-sentimental.
The agonies pile
up endlessly. Perhaps In a novel It was possible to make It all convincing. On the camera
although
It Is not
Miss Clark makes a most
appealing Jean, and her youth and frailty give
many of the scenes a tender touch of sympathy. The settings are good, aeveral bits of
natural scenery being exquisitely blended Into
the film.
plcturlsatlon

THE SONG OF THE SOUL
"The Song of the Soul"

Is a Klelne threereel foreign feature, the story of which Is
rather time worn and not especially well produced In this Instance. A girl pianist Is the
sole support of her sickly mother.
The girl
loeee her position In a conservatory and Is
She wandera around the
greatly depreesed.
town and finally meets a young composer.
He makee himself very agreeable and the two
are often together.
The man haa an opera
he le unable to flnlah and the girl composes
the lsst part It Is a great success. Msn and

girl contemplate matrimony.
The old mother
finally dies snd the two young people are left

The composer mskes
together In the world.
a good deal on his first opera end he and his
wife are very hsppy. The wife Is 111 on one
They go to the seashore. While
occasion.
there the husband meets with an adventuress,
and the wife dies of a broken heart The picture has some good points but as with the
majority of the foreign pictures It Is inconsistent Tbe story should havs ended with the
After that It grew
dying of the mother.
An Inconsistency was a letter that
boring.
was flashed on the screen with 1913 as tbe
year, and a few minutes later another flashed
said to hsvs been two years Ister, bearing the
same date. This may have been the fault of
the transitions. Ths acting was fairly done.
Ths wlfs and the adventuress looked too much
alike.

VARIETY
would naturally expect, and that a
good attraction can command patron-

FRISCO—THIS YEAR AND NEXT
San Francisco, Dec. 20.
universal opinion of those who
are directly interested in theatricals
along the Pacific coast, is that the cur-

stead of figuring on a picture to fit
Levey wisely gauged
his vaudeville show according to the
size and importance of his feature. To-

rent season has been an exceptionally
bad one from every standpoint, the one

day the Princess

The

surviving factor being the picture exhibitor and in a great many instances
comeven that branch has suffered.
bination of causes is offered as an excuse. The European was is considered
a prime factor in the "hard times"

A

argument, but a conservative manager
probably solved the problem when he
estimated that the large majority of
sons are holding onto their
money for the Panama-Pacific Exposition, meanwhile foregoing their usual
native

Then,

luxuries.

the abolition of

too,

San Francisco's famous or infamous
Barbary Coast, followed by the arrival of a brand new "lid" that has
enveloped the city

totally

has had

The

its

own

effect

in

general

on business.
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his vaudeville bill,

is a steady consistent
winner, playing to family audiences
that seems to take the Princess as a

daily habit

Two of the local musical comedy
stock companies are getting by nicely,
one playing at "pop" rates in the outlying district, the other handled by two
well-known comedians playing in a
downtown house. But with the dramatic stock houses it's a different
story. The Alcazar, perhaps the most
unique organization in the country, has
It
suffered considerably this season.
has always carried an excellent company, and has been noted for its excellent selection of productions.
This
season business fell off and continued
the wrong way until the management
decided to lay off the regular company

age here, regardless of conditions. No
better proof can be offered than the
return engagement of "The Bird of
Paradise," which played to a week's
gross amounting to more than $13,000
at $1.50 top scale against an $8,000
week last year at $2.00 top. If the attraction comes in with a certified stamp
of quality on it, the money will be
forthcoming.
The big feature film houses are doing well and their business has remained firm throughout the season. A
film occasionally comes along with a
remarkable draught, but on the whole
the business has remained generally
good.
The moving pictures seem to
have caught on permanently here and
the future holds splendid promises for
the film investors.

The

big thing around San Francisco
the theatrical possibilities contained
in the coming exposition.
The field Is
crowded with speculators, investors
and the many other grade of money experts that follow the crowd, every one
particularly sure of a fortune to be

is

vaudeville business has fallen off

the most prominent instance being the Orpheum, San FranDuring the
cisco's largest theatre.

is

open on time.
it

will

It also indi-

be a success.

Other indications are that everybody
show business figures on doing

the fair while

is

it

in progress.

Un-

doubtedly during that period San Francisco will flourish commercially, theatrically and otherwise, but those who
figure on coming here and grabbing
good things should not be over-posi-

past season business has hardly been
up to the usual standard of the house.
Formerly one would have to reserve
Sunday tickets four or five days in advance, while now one can easily be
accommodated for the Sabbath night
performance as late as Sunday even-

The Orpheum

tion will

cates that
in the

perceptibly,

ing.

should be with thousands of visitors
due to pour into the city from all
parts of the country. Those engaged
in the hotel, rooming house, etc., business are sure to make their "pile" and
those who control theatres that are
centrally located should do well. Practically all these houses have completed
preparations for the fair and those theatrical men who expect to locate a
house here at that time will be sadly
mistaken.
The Savoy and American,
dark for some time past, have made
final preparations to reopen and may
import some eastern productions for
the exposition crowds.
It is impossible to predict at this
time what influence the Exposition will
have on the vaudeville situation.
Men who dabble in theatricals and
movies that plan on coming here and
grabbing a nickelodeon during the fair
may as well lose that idea, for a picture
house of this sort that is doing well
won't be for sale, if well located. Everything at present indicates the Exposi-

tive.

ever

Some
is

will strike

left

now

it

Whatgood in-

lucky.

requires a

vestment to start with and there

is

some good reason for it being open,
after the most astute showmen in the

the best estab-

and a household worjl practically throughout the

lished house in the city

country have passed
plies strictly to the

it

up.

This ap-

amusement

field.

state.

Pantages and the Loew houses have
been doing fairly well, at least well
enough to spread an optimistic atmosphere among the management's
staff and if one can figure on box office
appearances there seems every
reason to believe that business has been
fully up to their expectations, consid-

SH!

PRESS AGENTRT7

Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, who is here
with the "Pygmalion" company, has received word from England that her
husband, George Cornwallis West, who
was reported to have been held for
treason, or executed as a spy, is safe in
England.
He writes he is doing recruiting work.

ering the prevailing circumstances.
The "pop" priced combination theatres in the outlying districts have had
to hustle this year to show figures on
The
the profit side of their ledgers.

West was

in

Antwerp and was

re-

year did not prove as effective this
season. In the past it was customary

ported to have been shot by the Germans on a charge of espionage. Later
it was reported he was accused of treason by the British, because his sister
is the Duchess of Pless, and is of Ger-

to feature the vaudeville attractions in

man

methods

utilized to

draw business

last

preference to the films engaged, but
this year the moving picture portion
of the program is decidedly emphasized
in the billing, while the vaudeville program is referred to as a side issue.
The present tendency among these
managers seems to be that an increase
in the film section and a decrease in
the vaudeville attractions will prove
more to the satisfaction of their clients
than the former way. Some of these
houses formerly offering six acts and
pictures, generally one or two tworeelers, are now playing three of four
acts with a feature picture of five, six
or seven reels featuring the program
in conjunction with a large quantity
of films of minor importance. That this
is profitable lies in the story of the
Princess,
generally recognized as a
white elephant when Bert Levey took
it over.
Levey studied out the situation and decided to run big feature
films with vaudeville to fill in.
In'

royal blood.

PREACHER-ACTOR IN ROW.

ANDREW

J.

COBE.

General manager of the ALLIANCE FILM CORPORATION, a program distributing multiplef
tUi ,
tfie United Statei and Canada.
"The producers who contribute to the Alliance."
.
aid Mr. 2
Cobe, "are making only high grade, artistic photoplays, adapted from the works of
recognized authors. Some of America's foremost players are appearing in them.
"In the coming year we will not deviate from our policy of extending every aid of service
and artistic product to the exhibitor."
re

m

'L S?

Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
Rev. Alfred N. Kelly, pastor of the
"Free Lunch" church and a former
actor, caused the arrest of the woman
secretary of his church a few days
ago on a charge of assault and battery.
He denies there was any impropriety in his relations with her.

Government agents have been making
and play road attractions.
the year

it

company"

will return, b,

is

expectt

possible an entirely
be inaugurated.

Early

ithat
^

- it

ne*«r

in

the old
is

barely

policy

will

the attractions played.

demonstrated

are that

it

more tban

at

doesn't pay
tw«,

week

companies do not dra

According to the
officials, most of the concessions have
been disposed of. Most^pf the attractions at the fair have bfen arranged
for.

Business
at
the
two legitimate
houses has varied according to the respective merits and drawing powers of
facts

made from

<

.

The

principal

these

theatres

like

the

fair.

Most of the enterprises that look
money-making ventures are well

under way or
to open.

all

ready for the grounds

Those who have weathered

the storm of the present hard times
aro not going to let go of their projects

o play a show
that "No. 2"

unless they get a fabulous price.

as well as one

ing year

The commercial outlook
is

for the

com-

exceedingly bright and

it

inquiries into the case.

Kelly traveled through Ohio as
added feature of "In Old Kentucky."
Shubert, Utica, Pop.
Utica, Dec. 23.
The Shubert, formerly Wilmer
Vincent's big time vaudeville house
here, has been leased by the Phoenix
Amusement Co. of New York, and will
play pop vaudeville, with Harry Hearn

&

house manager.
house is here.

Another small time

—
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MUSIC HALL AUDIENCES

THE FEIST SYSTEM

By ANDRE CHARLOT
A

six-minute chat with Leo Feist,
founder and manipulator of the Feist
Music Publishing Co., and its numerous subsidiary business links, is quite
as instructive as a ten-day grind in
the office of an efficiency expert. This,
of course, provided the guest can twist
the conversation around a business
angle, particularly around the angle of
the Feist business.

Dealing with a reluctant talker, an
interview with Leo Feist is about as
simple a proposition as a trip across
the English Channel in a leaky barrel
The important position in the world of
music publishing occupied by the Leo
Feist concern is in no manner due to
a lucky streak of fortune, but on the
contrary, to a carefully worked out
plan of business procedure, formulated
years ago and carefully adhered to since.
The average singer of songs hasn't
the remotest idea of the massive business machinery around which the
modern music publishing profession
revolves, nor probably does he ever
waste a thought on the essential methods of procedure required to bring a
popular number from the writer's copy
to a lead sheet If conditions made it
consistent for every Feist client to
journey through the Feist song "factory" it would develop into the most
educational jaunt imaginable. The professional parlors on West 44th Street,
represent only the show-rooms of the
finished product without a trace of
confusion, but a hop, skip and jump
through the headquarters down on
40th street, where Mr. Feist and his
hundreds of employees labor around
the lyrics and melodies, would give
the visitor a keen insight on the necessities of music publishing as a business.
Leo Feist started in business as a
publisher
instrumental
music,
of
waltzes, marches, etc., over a score of
years ago and at that time published
popular music as a side issue, merely
to keep it in stock and have his establishment complete.
short time later
he added a standard catalog of teaching material, which gradually developed

A

into

one of the big features of the con-

cern and

ment of

still

its

commands

own.

Feist

had

small

monopoly

a big departFive years ago, when

accumulated

practically

on

this

a

particular

branch of his industry, he decided that
a change in the music business was
due and set about to prepare his organization, not to offstand the threatened
change, but to take advantage of it and
utilize it for financial gain.
The public became song mad and Feist, with
the other established concerns at that
time, went into the popular end, partially because it meant big money, but
principally because it meant eventual
extinction if he didn't Feist, however,
didn't go in on a speculative scale, but
made it a permanent proposition and
invested a good many dollars.

—

As

the popular music began to make
Feist decided to separate his

itself felt,

professional studios from his main establishment and looked around for a

capable man to handle this new dePhil Kornheiser, who had
partment.
been in the Feist business family for
many years, was chosen. Although

comparatively young in years, Kornheiser possesses particular ability in
the professional line and hat figured
prominently not only in the launching,
but in the selecting of a large number
of Feist hits.
Kprnheiser was forced
practically to live the life of a performer in his new position and gradulearned their wants and their
moods. As professional manager, it is
up to Kornheiser to put the final O. K.
on every number that goes into the
Feist popular catalog, for Kornheiser
is monarch of all he surveys, just as
is every other department manager of
ally

the Feist concern.
It is not uncommon for the Feist
writers to turn in as many as 50 numbers before one is selected for publication.

Many

a singing turn

in vaudeville

owes

its

department

Feist professional
of

the

biggest

now prosperous
existence to the

vaudeville

Some

features of

the
season
had
the
"inspiration"
planted in one of the rehearsal rooms
of the Feist parlors and with the aid
of the Feist professional department,

which

seems

have

to

innumerable

strings at its finger tips, received their

vaudeville start. Some of the singles,
doubles, trios and quartets that have

earned

niche

a

teamed up

fame
and gen-

vaudeville

in

in the Feist offices,

erally at the suggestion of Kornheiser,

who seems to possess an uncanny inhuman nature.
And many of the present day writers
of popular music who can lay claim to
sight into

a reputation

owe

in

their

particular line

their professional existence to the

same Leo
aide, held

Feist,

who through

them on the

staff

his chief

expectantly

waiting for the inspiration that leads
to a hit and a big seller.
The Feist writers probably compose
the best, as a group, of any publishing
house in the country with an aggregate

would measure
With Messrs.
Monaco, McCarthy, Fisher, Wenrich,
Piantadosi, Johnson, Bryant and Glogan, the professional end is carefully
line-up

high

of "hits" that

in

selling

value.

protected,

particularly at the present
time with such numbers as "Tulip and
Rose," a sensational present-day hit,
"There's a Little Spark of Love," "I
Want To Go To Tokio," "The Violin
My Great Grandaddy Made," "I've
Loved You Since You Were a Baby,"
"Bum Diddle Dee Urn Dum" and
"Why Don't They Do It Now," the

latter

all

just about

sure-fire

numbers that are

seeing daylight

This aggregation comprises a number of new songs that promise to outbid some of the past Feist hits for
vaudeville favor, most having still to
make their way across the footlights.
And behind this bunch comes another
still greater, according to the contenan invincible
tions
of Ktrnheiser,
optimist, that will follow the present
catalog as the current one is following
its predecessor.

The "Why Don't They Do It Now"
number is the first one contributed by
Monaco since his signature was attached to a Feist contract and was introduced at the Winter Garden by Al
Jolson but a week ago.

London, Dec 20.
"Music Hall Audiences"—it would be
as easy for a psychologist to write a
short article on the subject, "woman,"
or for a doctor to give a brief com-

prehensive essay on "disease."
There is no such thing as "The Muthere are Music
sic Hall Audience"
Hall Audiences and again other and
again others and again others.

—

—

—

—

A

music hall manager must treat his
audiences as a conscientious physician
treats his patients he must constant-

—

ly take

ing

—

notes of their symptoms taktemperature, feeling their

their

pulse.
It is obvious the difference between
an American and an English audience
must be very great— but why there
should be almost as great a difference
between the patrons of one variety
house and another that may be situated
only a few hundred yards away is a

—

difficult to answer
but it is
In New York, for instance, Hammerstein's and the Palace are only a
stone's throw from one another and
the atmosphere of both houses is absolutely different it is the same all the
world over and the only similarity

problem
so.

—

there

may

is

between music

so express

it,

halls

is,

if

difference

the

one
in

atmosphere between them.
There are also certain artists clever,
talented and endowed with a personal
magnetism which "fetches" an au-

—

dience, who while they will score a
great personal triumph at one hall, if
they should appear elsewhere, will fail
to produce anything like the effect they
generally secure, and this is one of the

most interesting questions

for a variety

believe the policy of

management

which makes for lasting success is to
be found less in the engagement of already popular and expensive stars,
than in the formation of a good standing company that forms an ensemble.
A star has generally won popularity in
one particular direction and, knowing
that certain methods and tricks have
pleased the public in the past, is often
or
afraid to attempt anything new
original, and so a manager finds himself in the position of being obliged
to present to the public what is practically the same show under another
name and other costumes whereas the
younger members of a company are
only too pleased to attempt anything
new. There is nothing more interesting to a manager than to watch the
career of a young artist and the increasing hold that he or she attains

—

on

their public.

been born at that par-

sense)

ticular house.
It is the fashion to say often that
such theatre has a "smart" audience
such other a "popular" one but my
theory is that any show should be so
constructed as to appeal to every class
of audience from the occupants of the
most expensive private box to the boy

—

—

in the six

penny

to say

is

but

it

gallery.

don't

I

mean

easy to obtain this result,
can and should be done.
it

Perhaps one of the most astonishing changes that has ever come over
music hall audiences was that which
took place at the beginning of the war.

At

first it

patriotic

was necessary

—symbolic

note

to strike the
tableaux and

anthems were responded to
every night with the greatest enthusiasm, but after the first great burst was
over and the Allies settled down to the
serious business of war, one could feel
very strongly that what the public required was a rest from all the serious
war problems, and that when an audience entered a theatre what it required was the lightest and gayest
style of entertainment.
One felt that
people did not want to think and that
what they sought was purely an hour
or so of distraction free from any but
the merest allusion to the lighter side of
the war.
One of the great characteristics of an
English audience is its desire to laugh
a joke becomes almost a physical
necessity to an Englishman in times of
stress and I must say that the results
at the Alhambra have fully justified
national

—

this opinion.

On

the other hand, the theatrical po-

sition

manager.
I

atrical

in

Paris today

ferent one.

My own

a totally dif-

is

country does not

seem

to have the. power of reaction
(speaking from a theatrical point of

view).

Undoubtedly

it

is

difficult

for

English people to realize the gloom
which envelopes Paris today. The theatres have been closed for many weeks
and the absence of any form of entertainment must certainly react upon
the spirits of the inhabitants of a great
city.

In the presence of this and also of
the fact that the closing of the theatres
deprives many hundreds of people of
their

means of

livelihood

it

difficult

is

to understand the action of the

government which, instead of

French

facilitat-

ing the reopening of places of entertainment, seized the moment to impose
a further heavy tax on theatrical man-

agers which has practically prevented
theatrical enterprise to any important
extent in Paris.

In the days of the old stock theatres

England, there always were local
who had won their spurs in
the particular company of which they
were members and who had gradually
endeared themselves to the hearts of
their audiences and I have many times
during the anguish of a "first night"
derived the greatest comfort from the
which has
feeling of the affection
grown up between the patrons of the
Alhambra and some of the members
of the company who had (in a the-

RECOVERS COMMISSION.

in

favorites

London, Dec. 23.
Hartley Milburn, the London agent,
has recovered judgment for $1,500
against Eli Hudson, Olga and

Elgar,

commissions due on engagements.
This musical act was first brought together and introduced to the halls by
Milburn, but "jumped" him for Jack
Goodson, another agent.
Milburn had a sole agency agreement
for

with the

act.
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DILLINGHAM AND VAUDEVILLE
To one manager, more

than any
other, it due the intimacy that haa developed in recent years between vaudeIt is alville and musical comedy.
most needless to say the manager is
Charles Dillingham. Recognized, as he
is, as the leading producer of musical

comedy

in this country,

to note,

and to have

his

it

is

gratifying

own acknowl-

edgment, that considerable of his success in this field is due to the drafts
Some
he has made from vaudeville.
idea of the faith he has in vaudeville
talent transferred to the musical comedy stage can be had from a glance

two great successes
New York "Chin
Chin," at the Globe, and "Watch
Your Step," at the New Amsterdam.
The stars of "Chin Chin" are Montgomery and Stone, who were given
at the casts of his

now

running

—

in

their first opportunity outside of vaud-

by Mr. Dillingham twelve years
Others in this company are
Charles T. Aldrich, Belle Story, Zelma
Rawlston, the Breen Family and the

eville

ago.

Six
It

Brown
was

Brothers.
a vaudeville

at

theatre

in

saw Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Castle dancing. He made
a contract with them, and with Frank
Tinney they are now starring in "Watch
Your Step." This company, too, has
several artists whose names are well
known in vaudeville, Harry Kelly, Elizabeth Murray, Brice and King (who
Paris Mr. Dillingham first

appeared together in a production
Mr. Dillingham's "The Slim Prinand
Fisher, .Halligan
Sallie
cess;"
first

in

Sykes, and Harry Ellis.
The music of "Watch Your Step" is
by Irving Berlin, with whom Mr. Dil-

lingham made a contract for his
score after hearing

him sing

his

first

own

songs one afternoon at Hammerstein's.
At the time Mr. Dillingham took
Montgomery and Stone from vaudeville he was one of Charles Frohman's
managers, and, in engaging a company
to support Edna May, Mr. Dillingham
saw the opportunity to place vaudeville
people where their specialties
properly introduced would help the
play.
It was at Miner's Bowery theatre one Sunday night he first saw
"The Boys"—as they are called by
their friends
bilities.

—and

realized their possi-

They were then among

the

people in vaudeville,
receiving about $300 a week. He told
them he could only pay them $200 to
go into a play, but that if they made a
hit there would be no limit to what
they could earn within a few seasons.
The proposition ol giving up $300 to
take $200 at first did not seem like
good business to the "Boys," and Mr.
Dillingham said: "Think it over tonight and come back in the morning."
They thought it over and saw their
chance. The result was that the first
year of "The Red Mill" in which they
were starred by Mr. Dillingham they
received besides their salaries (which
had grown steadily year by year to
"four figures") the sum of $50,000 each
as their share of the profits.
It is a
coincidence that in the same Edna
highest

salaried

May company

INOS!

Mr. Dilling-

son, after twelve years, to

play in preparation), first attracted his
when she was appearing on
the roof of the New York theatre. He
told her mother then he wanted Elsie
for a play, and the season after she appeared as a star under his direction
and has been with him ever since.
Anne Caldwell, who was one of the
best known soubrets in vaudeville, was
commissioned by Mr. Dillingham to

attention

first

Oht What • Song!

Wolfie wrote another hit!

'

WEEP NO MORE MY LADY
(Let
You sang

the "Robert E.

Me

See Your Smile)
Me Love

and "You Made

i"

You."

boys who wrote

Well,

them, wrote this one.

write a play for him, and she has been

%

Her
"The Lady of

successful as an author ever since.
best

known

pieces are

both

the Slipper" and "Chin Chin,"
written for Mr. Dillingham.

The list of people from vaudeville
who have starred under the Dillingham management is a long one and
includes Blanche Ring, Bessie McCoy,
Frank Lalor, Louise Dresser, Lucy
Weston, Lydia Lopokowa, Nat Wills,
and Rock and Fulton. Walter Kelly,

May Be
(Its

Gilbert's

New

He

Boy."

played a policeman.

same company Eva Tanguay
number with Frank Daniels,
"Sweet
Mamie O'Hooley."
Bayes signed her

first

contract to play

ists

CHRIS SMITH and JAMES BURR1S have

Dillingham

in

plays is imposing: Isabel D'Armond,
Al Hart, D. L. Don, Daly and Healy,

Beaumont

Sisters,

Bride, the Original

and

Mc-

Ballet,

Ber-

Coakley

Pony

will flock in for this knock-#u"t!

Madcaps, English Rosebuds, Marvelous Millers, Methven Sisters, Joseph
Sparks, Bertram (known in London as
the King's Magician), Mc Bride and
Cavanagh, Ward Brothers, Rice and
Weimers, Quakers Sisters, Molly King,

another hit In their latest novelty creation

AT THE FOX-TROT BALL
Going bigger every day—a double knockout—Song and Fen-Trot

BALLIN' THE JACK
Frank Sturgis' Timely song with a

stirring appeal to the groat historic personage

JOAN OF ARC

Dil-

of vaudeville art-

who have appeared

Oh, how the spotlight act.

FIFTY-FIFTY

Frank

managed by Mr.

list

Come Sometime)

to

Another landslide by the writers of "Ballin' the Jack'

l

» 1 1

:

^

hi

<

\i

i

in*

.

Here Are the Most Popular Dance Hits in America
TROTS, TANGOS, MAXIXES
HESITATIONS

House.
a partial

Be a Year

Nora

lingham, were the Abott Sisters, who
used to come on with mandolins and
sing "A Hot Time in the Old Town
Tonight."
Now Bessie Abott sings
"Juliet" at the
Metropolitan Opera

Even

Bound

Year's Ballad.

entitled

Daniels company, but she was taken ill
that season and could not fulfill it.
Maurice, the dancer, was in the Dillingham production of "Over the
River" and got his present partner,
Florence Walton, from that company.
W. C. Fields was a member of
"Watch Your Step," and was a big hit
in the play but the extreme length of
the original performance necessitated
cutting somewhere and he had to drop
out, but it was not his fault
Mr. Dillingham saw Bertram Wallis play in a
sketch entitled "The Three Musketeers," and brought him to this country to be leading man for Lulu Glaser.
He afterwards became one of the big
matinee idols of London, and starred
in two productions at the Prince of
Wales theatre. In a company with AlChevalier,

Day— May

In the
did a

a part with Mr. Dillingham in a

bert

a

THE SAME OLD TOWN

the "Virginia Judge," got his first part
in a Dillingham
show, "The Office

FOX TROTS

'Love's Melody
Parfum D' Amour

Jack

Ballin' the

By Heck
Meedowbrook
Reuben
Old Folks' Rag
Chevy Chase

•Nights of Gladness
•Fascinating Night
•LlUc Domino

Sugar

•Sari

'Castle

Lump

Sweetie Dear

•Love's

Walk

Castle Homos
Tickle Toe.

'Illusion

Own Sweet Song

Rag

•Hatasaa (from Opera Sari)
Enticement Tango
•Marigny (Poesle Compere)
•Lu Lu Fade
•Polka Bresllionne

lin

Bliss

Milford (now a star

in

moving

Rogers and Mcintosh, Reed
Sisters, Dave Abrahams, Bennett and
Decker, song and dance men (Bennett

Vocal numbers above mentioned sent free on receipt of late program.
copy; Orchestretione, let. each.

Otherwise,

Jc.

per

Dance numbers above mentioned for Piano Solo, excepting those marked * seat en receipt
any 12 for a Dollar. Pieces marked * are 2Sc. each. Orchestrations (11 parte*
Piano and 'Cello) of Dence Numbers, ISc. each; ("Fascinating Night." "Sari" and "Lilac
Domino" are 31c. each for 19 parts. Piano and 'Cello).

of lsc. each,

pictures),

afterward became stage manager at the
Winter Garden and Decker leading

that Montgomery and
appeared out of vaudeville
man for May Robson), Toots Paka and
there were Harry Kelly and Charles
her Hawaiian dancers, Monroe and
Aldrich, both of whom return this sea(Continued on page 47.)

Stone

MAY the NEW YEAR BE ONE SWEET*™

ham's management.
Elsie J an is, another of Mr. Dillingham's stars (for whom he has a new

JOS. W.
WEST
I.

38th
WOI.I

i

CO
&
STERN
NEW YORK CUV
STREET
GILBERT,

Professional

M«n« K"-'
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Libby

tjN Y

Barton Orpheum Dea Moines

ft

Lowes Two Variety

NY

Manny

Variety

ft Roberta
ft Hunter 25

Mardo

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT
Where Player* May Be Located

Mayo

ft

Addas Variety
adao Variety N
hense

Itft

Gardiner Trio Shea's Buffalo

Adair Jk Adair Orpheum Omaha
Aaenee
Variety N Y
Alco Trio Orpheum Kansas City
Alexander ft Scott Orpheum Minneapolis

ImACs

JACK

ALPINE TROUPE
Nest Weak

Direction,

tM.8. BKNTHAM
Alpine Troupe Shea'a Buffalo
Arnaut Bros Temple Rochester
Asahi 5 Orpheum Los Angeles
Ashley ft Canfield Orpheum Sioux City

Gordon
Gordon
Gran to

N Y
Bemnie's Don ft Moakeys Variety N Y
Bemoan Duchess Variety N Y
mi Mm W Berasteia 14M Bway NYC
Beware Pred V ft Ce Variety N Y
Crowferw Variety

ft
ft
ft

1 Mat

174

Maude Tampa Tampa

Mayama

4 Variety

MR.

Ji

Ioleen Sisters
Irwin Flo Co

Cantwell ft Walker Orpheum Oakland
Carr Nat 10 Wellington S* London £ng
Caupolican Chief Orpheum Des Moines

N

J

MARY

MARBLE
THE LAND OF DYKES"
and

JOHN W. DUNNE, Mar

King Maryland Baltimore
Connolly ft Wenrich Orpheum Montreal
Caarey ft LaMaira care Shuberts
Caek Jaa Variety N Y
Cooper ft Smith Colonial Erie
CarraeHnl F care Tausig 104 E 14th St N
Costa Troupe Orpheum Portland Ore
ft Josephine Variety N
Curtis Julia Shea's Toronto

DAVIS and

Y C

W

ft Leighten 167
45th St N Y
Kennedy Jack Co Temple Detroit
Kenling Edgar Louis Variety N Y

Charles

Y

MATHEWS

D'Arrltte Jeemetta Montreal Indef

Wllllama Variety

N Y

JIM

L
La Ceuat Beeale care Bohm 1547 Bway
La Croix Paul Fountain Pk Louisville
Langdons The Grand Pittsburgh
LaToy Bros Grand Syracuse

Roma

&

jan.

Variety London
El Rey Sisters Orpheum Los Angeles

Mra Hugh

WW

46th St

N Y

De

Variety

Dogs Keith's Indianapolis

"A Pair of Sixes" Co.
BOGGS JOHNS

Valli Muriel ft Arthur Variety
Billy B Van Harbor

N H

Van

NY

Hope Vernon
U. B. O. end Orphsnm Tlsao
Direction, FRANK EVANS

Nosses Musical Grand Grand Forks
Novelty Clinton's Poli's Scranton
Nugent J C Co Dominion Ottawa

Vlollneky Orpheum San Francisco
Van Haft George Variety New York

Oakland Will Co Orpheum Salt Lake
Okabe Japs Orpheum Montreal
Orr & De Costa Orpheum Brooklyn

VON TILZER

ALBERT

DOROTHY

W

Ceeaedy,

"SPEAKING TO FATHER"

ft

ft

WILLIE WESTON
IN VAUDEVILLE
Boohed Solid

Prelle's

Dogs Orpheum Omaha

Primrose 4 Keith

s

NORD

MAX HART

W

ILTON AeVaPOLLOCK
la Geo.

and

Vivian 9 W. »th St N Y
Bundy Orpheum Kansas City
Weston ft Clare Orpheum Minneapolis

Walton
Wells

Direction,

MORRIS

ft

•— "—H"M

Zaxell

San Francisco

Co'

4018

Michigan Ave Chicago
Cooper 1418 Bway

NY

Leslie Bert ft

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

NYC

Furnished Apartments
EDWARD

E.

BURTIS, Mgr.

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

Empire, stratford, lond

776-78-80 Eighth Avenue
Between 47th and 48th Streets

Co Orpheum Montreal

Bushwick Brooklyn

Fags*

ft

Pielda

Teddy Variety

Byreei care Cooper 1416

NY

Bway

NYC

I

CIRCUIT

Lewis

Tom Co

and Phone In
Each Apartment

Private Bath

Shea's Toronto

AND SEVEN LITTLE FOY1
IN

VAUDEVILLE

Frank J Herbert Vitagraph Studio Bklya
Frey Henry 1777 Madison Ave N Y C

NEW YORK

Blanche
Leslie
LOEW
Original "Rathskeller Trio"

Care

VARIETY, New York

e

FEIL

White ft Jason Orpheum Kansas City
Whiting ft Burt Keith's Philadelphia
Williams & Wolfus Orpheum Oakland
Willie Bros Shea's Toronto

Cincinnati

* The Edmonds

N Y

Y

"Telephone Tangle" Prospect Brooklyn
Tejdco Variety N Y
Toye Dorothy Orpheum Portland Ore
Trainor Val Grand Syracuse

554
Tel. Bryant <( 555
78S3

Keith's Boston
Cranston Keith's Cleveland

4,

ft

Co.

FRANK LE DENT
on

Mary
ft

NICHOLSON

-

LOCW CIRCUIT
Direction. FRANK BOHM
Lee

Yorfc

Forest Variety N Y
Skatelle Bert ft Hanoi Variety N Y
Stafford ft Stone Echo Farm Nauriet N Y
Stanley Aileen Variety N Y
Stanley Forrest Burbank Los Angeles
Stanton Walter Variety N Y
St Blase Carletta Variety N Y
Seanaena Laann 12LS Elder Ave N Y
Stretan Mclatyra ft Sutton 904 Palace Bldg N

Sherman

Trevitt's

N Y

Kramers The Keith's Cincinnati

"Lawn Party"

Mr

NORTON

i
Bitty Variety
RelUjr Chortle Variety

Vaudeville Stock Sketch Artiste
Care VARIETY, San Francisco

Lauri

Shea/*

Trovato Orpheum Los Angeles

Lamb's Manikins

Dickinson Rube Orpheum Kansas City
Dooley Ray 3 Keith's Louisville
Dooley & Sales Shea's Toronto
Doyle & Dixon Keith's Washington

The Candy
EN ROUTE

PAUL

Harry

— _^
Thornton

SYBIL

DIAMOND and BRENNAN
"Nlftjnoneenae"

Erroll Bert

North Frank Co Orpheum Kansas City

Co Orpheum San Francisco
Pemlerson Bros Colonial Erie

C

FULTON

Virginia

King

DeCoe Harry Orpheum Minneapolis
De Felice Carlotta Variety N Y
De Lone; Mai die Variety N Y

Emaaett

NYC

Pruit Bill Keith's Columbus
Pucks The Keith's Louisville

Kelso

MAUD

Pelletier Pierre

ft Foris Orpheum Denver
Jack
ackson Joe Keith's Indianapolis
ehnstons Musical Empire Sunderland Eng
Jordan ft Doaerty Variety N Y
Joeefaaohn John Iceland Gllma Co Variety N Y
Juliet Keith'a Boston

Touring Loew Circuit

Elisabeth

Nardini Colonial Erie
Nestor Ned ft Sweetaearte Lsiw Clraait
Nlhle ft Spanner 363 Uth St Bklya
Nichols Nellie Keith's Philadelphia
Nickel Staters care Delmar 1493 Bway
Neale ft Rraaka Tivoli Sydney Australia

Temple Detroit

Orpheum Montreal

N Y

and

Direction,

Kalmar & Brown Orpheum Sioux City
Kammerer ft Howland Rehoboth Mass
Kelly Walter C Keith's Washington

Xmas Week, Empress, Loe Angeles

ft

CURTIS

.

ft

Cross

ft

Hayward Stafford ft Co Variety N Y
Haywarda The White Rata N Y
Hermann Adelaide Reyal Bronx N Y

VAUDEVILLE

Ce Darn 9 Riverside Ave Newark

ROSE

Variety

Featured la

HYMACK

"At MlssUt

JBarrpmore

Devine

B,

T.

N Y

Direction.

Comfort

U.

N Y

4 Australian Variety

Hamilton Jean Touring England
Harrah Great Savoy San Diego
Hart Maria ft Billy Columbia St Louis
Havtlane The Variety N Y

Ctf)Cl

In

? MYSTIC BIRD?

Omaha

Elgin Variety New York
Rica Orpheum Birmingham

Ward

Hiii

SAVOY
and BRENNAN
SHOW GIRL AND THE JOHNNIE

HARRY WEBER

Gray Trie Variety N Y
Graxera The Orpheum Minneapolis
Greee Earl J MariaaUf Str Btagea-Rheia Germ
Quanta Laura Variety "
Qygi Ota Variety N T

Hagaas

NYC

St

NY

N Y^C
L I

In

EARLY
MuaiUITHAM

and

ft

VARIETY, Now

ft

BYAL

CHIP

Slat St

Neat Weak (Dae »), Kelth'a, Lowell

NYC

IN

W

Y

JOHN-KNIGHT
R. GORDON
AND DAY"

Crooker Orpheum Circuit
•are Taaaig 1*4 £ 14th St N Y C
may Variety N Y
Variety N Y
Variety N Y
Basse Miss care Cooper 1416 Bway

Bowers Walters

HARRY WEEER

Gibson Hardy Variety N Y
Glenn Carrie Variety N Y
Godfrey ft Henderson Variety N
Gillingwater Claude Co Orpheum
Gilmore ft Castle Tampa Tampa

(Dee, a), Keith's Philadelphia

ft

GARDNER

E.

110

Seatj

Co.

Rochea's Monkey Music Hall 2 Malde
Gardens Maiden Bag
Roehm's Athletic Girls Variety Chicago

Middleton ft Baellmeyar Freeport
Morris ft BeasUy Leew Circuit

"CURSE YOU, JACK DALTON"

la

N Y
Y

ire Blag
Bl
CeieaaoU Theatre

Sq London

CYCLIST
JAN, WINTEROARTEN, BERLIN

M

In M

10 LeJceeter

W.THEE.ORIGINAL
Ritchie aid
TRAMP

MATTHEWS SHAYNE
ROCK
DRRAMLAND
"

N Y

I

mm

Next Week (December 28)

Variety

N Y

Newatead Ave St Louis

Ronalr

Players may be listed la this department weekly, either at the theatres they are
appearing in or at a permanent or temporary addreas (which will be inserted when route
ia not received) (or $3 yearly, or if name is in bold type, |10 yearly.
All are eligible to
this department.

..,..

N

Bkaanj

MARCONI BROS.

3

NY
WVariety
46th St N Y

N

Ltttlejohns The Variety
Y
Lohse ft Sterling Maryland Baltimore
Loughlin's Dogs Orpheum Sidux City

Office

776

EIGHTH AVENUE

C

—
VARIETY
Clancy Has Four Left.
The James Clancy Agency has

DILLINGHAM AND VAUDEVILLE.
(Continued from page 45.)
Mack, Florence Morrison, Valerio Sextette, Texas Guinan, Clara Belle Jerome, Violet Holls, Johnny Ford, Ryan
and White, Dolly Sisters, Ed. Begley,
Juliette

Dika,

Harry Clarke, La No-

four

of S. Z. Poli's small time theatres left

Poli

agency to book. These are the
small houses at Bridgeport and

New

Haven, and

in the

Poli's at

Waterbury

47

VAUDEVILLE AT DUQUE8NE?

PILCER'8 3-ACT.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 23.
It is rumored the exclusive Duquesne
will play vaudeville.
It has been un-

London, Dec. 22.
Reece (of the Will Collins
office) has joined Harry Pilcer and
Teddie Gerrard in vaudeville, to open
Percy

dergoing alterations, and has been dark
some weeks.

for

at the

London

Pavilion Jan.

4.

and Worcester.

Campbell Donald, Constantine
Hengler Sisters, Alexander
Annabelte
Pilcer,
Harry
Volinine,
Whitford, Barnes and Crawford, Tom
Dingle, Sam Collins, Maude Lambert
and Arthur Hill.

vita,

Sisters,

Notice To Artists

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
To All My Friends and Enemies

Max

This

Rogers

is

to notify acts that

commencing Janu-

ary 4th, 1915, the

Cabaret Agency

1« West

4Sth St.

New York

City

Regina D. Lorentz

EUGENE

•The Girl from Yenkere"
Wishes Her Friends the Same

RUTH

KELLY
and FERN
THOS.
FITZPATRICK
Direction,

I

Empress Theater
Grand Rapids, Mich.

J.

N OS!

booked by the

will be exclusively

United Booking Offices
Acts desiring to play
U. B. O.

this

house apply to the

offices for time.

EMPRESS THEATER

ROSSDELL SINGERS

Grand Rapids.

Happy Tom O'Day
By BYRON GAY, Composer

of "Little

Ford Rambled,"

THE
W.

Address
2MV& SO.

etc.

from

PILGRIM MFG.

CHARACTER ACTOR

QUINCKE &

A.

SPRING

AMERICA'S FOREMOST

JULIAN ELTINGE

HIT

1915

Another "Casey Jones"—Only Better
Five Other New Song. Just Out

ST.,

I

A Utter

CO.,

CO.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Wish Everybody What
and

I

I

Wish Mys.ll-

Don't Hate Myself

JflMES

M9DIS9N

CO.,

35 E. 28th St, City.

Gentlemen:
After having used a number of hair re-

movers for

my

arms and

chest,

the best thing I have tried.
also thinks so. EL
help to woman-kind.

RADO

EL RADO

is

The

Crinoline Girl
should be a great

Jcj^ig^Y
—

A manly man one minute the most beautiful of girls the next. El Rado, the Matchless Liquid Hair
Remover, plays an important part in the transformation. Could there be surer, more conclusive test
of its efficiency?
El Rado is exceptionally convenient for professional people no mixing of powders
or mussing with pastes. The liquid saturates the hair, dissolves it, and in a few moments it is gone.
Buy a bottle of El Rado today your money back if you are njcHrtrntirdy satisfied. Price 50c and $1.00
per bottle at all leading drug and department stores in the United States and Canada, or direct from
Valuable information sent on request. Sold at all
the Pilgrim Mfg. Co., 35 E. 28th St., New York.

—

—

drug and department stores.

*

Some

of

My "Customers"

NAT M. WILLS. AL JOLSON^ JOE
WELCH. BEN WELCH. ROONEY &
BENT, MORTON & GLASS, GENARO &
BAILEY. HOWARD A HOWARD,
HUNTING & FRANCIS. CANTOR A
LEE. DIAMOND & BRENNAN, AN
DREW MACK. FRED DUPREZ, MARSHALL P. WILDER, NAT CARR,
VIOLET BLACK, JOHNNY S: EMMA
RAY. KATE ELINORE, EX- MAYOR
LEW SHANK, ETC.

SOMETHING NEW

DentEnamel
For Beautifying the Teeth
Different than ordinary tooth paste or powder; rubbed on dry, DentEnamel produce!
a marvelous lustre and brilliancy. Guaranteed
harmless. By mail, postpaid, $1.00. Sample free.

CONKLING MFG.
122-A Genesee St.

CO.
Utfca, N. Y.

VARIETY
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Begin 1915 With Appearance in Your Favor and See the Difference
Your Appearance Should Be An Asset
It Pays.
In

no other profession

is

"Good Looks" so valuable or advantageous.
harmony with the rest of your face.

It is

positively within your reach to have Features that are

of normal size, regular and in

AN ACTOR OR ACTRESS SHOULD ALWAYS WEAR A PLEASANT FACE
We

can tighten the loose, flabby skin about the eyes, chin and neck and before the ears.
the face look old, ugly or unpleasant.

Remove

the Wrinkles, Frowns, Crowsfeet

and excessive nose-to-mouth furrows that make

WE CAN MAKE YOU R FACE
N. B.—Facial Improvements, changee and Do;
It or write TO-DAY. Tho groat troubU with

itological
at actors

and actreeeee

Is

AS IT SHOULD BE

he done without Interfering with your work or allowing at any time. Call and eee about
they put everything off too lemg. Ife a habit. Don'tdo It. Call or write TO-DAY.
thoy

FACE AND FEATURES
Dermatology

ESTABLISHED
Call, write or *phon«
for full Infoi

takoa If

"Lifting

a

face,

and

y

All

Branches

ffoflshls advic*. PeeJtlvo, substantial result*. Call, write
Hours, I A. hi. until • P. ht. Dally, or by appointment.

40 West 34th

off

to
at

All

Methods

1895
or 'phona for information.

Street, N. Y.

MME. GRAVETTAIRVING
LAVONDRE
& CO.
COOPER
Direction,

^iiiiiiiii*iiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiifiiMii(iiiaiiiitiiaiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiitiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiHiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii»^

GUS

_

F"

THE KAISER OF BURLESQUE

with

|

A
Always on the Firing Line

!

"THE GAYETY GIRLS"

|
1

^iiiiiiiitiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiititiiiiiiiaiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniini^
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16 Consecutive Years
Of Record Breaking Business

CHAS.

Emily Darrell

K.

CHAMPLIN

wishes herself and

everybody a Cerry

Mxmas

Recognized as the Leading Popular Priced

Traveling Organization of the World

OD

HOLIDAY GREETINGS TO ALL MY FRIENDS

LILLA BRENNAN
WISHES

YOU

A MERRY XMAS and
A HAPPY NEW YEAR

IM
ELECTRICAL ACCORDIONIST

Originator of Accordion with Bell Accompaniment.

LOEW

WEBER
DOLAN
AND

FRAZER

WISH
EVERYBODY
A MERRY
CHRISTMAS

AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Patent Secured

CIRCUIT

Theatres Film and
Accessory Co., Inc.

All

Main

Office:

New
Owners
in

of the

New York
M.

F.

12$

4eth St.
Y.

State and Northern

TOBIAS,

Buffalo

West

York, N.

ALLIANCE FILM EXCHANGES
Office:

Pres.
18

New

Jersey

and Gen. M K r.
0iapin Block

VARIETY
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Season's Greetings

Mile. Natalie
and

M. Ferrari
MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

BOB MATTHEWS
AL. SHAYNE «f CO
tc
This

Week

(Dec. 21),

DREAMLAND

IN

99

Orpheum, Brooklyn

807-808 Columbia Theatre Bldg.SI^?^

AND

IONS
47TH STREET
Tel. 4M5 Bryant

HOFFMAN

ANNOUNCE THE PRODUCTION OF TEN NEW AND NOVEL ACTS FROM THE PEN OF

-

IM

AND OTHER WELL-KNOWN WRITERS
Would

New

like to

Ideas for

hear from Authors with

VAUDEVILLE.

Com-

municate with AL. LEWIS, Production

Department.

and Staged in a First Class Manner
GORDON, Booking Representative

All Acts Cast

MAX

Managing Vaudeville Tours

of

LEW DOCKSTADER, BOBBY

BILLY WATSON AND

CO.,

NORTH, MILT COLLINS

HEARN AND ELEY.

and Others

(Sliding)

JUST LAUNCHED
CESS,
of

5,

in

with

HARRY FERN

GREAT SUCand Company

"VETERANS."

This week. Headlining Poll's, Hartford
Next week, Keith's Royal, Now York

VARIETY
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RIIM
PRESENTS

GRACIOSA
THE PERFECT WOMAN
In "VISIONS
CARLOAD OF SCENERY

LA GRACIOSA IN ONE OF
HER AST PRODUCTIONS

Direction,

WM.

M.

OF FAIRYLAND"

PLAYING

LYKENS

NINE GORGEOUS SCENES
U. B. O.

UNION HILL NEXT

How La

TIME

WEEK

(Dec. 28)

Billed at

Graclosa

Was

Hammcrsteln's

•PALACE OF THE BRONX"

1600 Seats

Fireproof
1

Block South of Tremont Ave.

176th Street and Southern Boulevard,

Bronx,

New York

City

PLAYING 6 STAR ACTS
And Latest Photoplays

Grand Opening Sunday, Dec. 20

Now

BOOKING DIRECT

H

P.

Organized and Established Since 1849

After thoroughly trying out for the pest 42 years,
audience, high or low, with up-to-date goods.

Played to S. R. O., and then some

JOS

HAP WARD

M

K

am now

capable of entertaining any

on the Loew time and making a big impression and under the command of a live

manager

FRANK BOHM

General Manager
SENSATIONAL ELASTIC DANCERS

Merry Christmas

to all

my

forgetting

Friends and

Our Big

White Rats, not

Chief,

FRANK FOGARTY

MARCELL and BELL
Care of Joe Pincus, Casey Agency,

New York

City

VARIETY
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HOLIDAY GREETINGS
from

Kelly-Pistel

Company

Presenting

"ALASKA OR BUST"
(In the

west and not busted)

XMAS GREETINGS

mp Gibson
In Songs, Patter,

Comedy and

Acrobatic Dancing

Permanent Address, 153 W. 100th

Street,

New York

City.

^Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllfllllllllllllllllttllllllllllllllflllf!

IVI

CARL
|

Are Offering for the

BYAL - EARLY

New Year

a

New Act by Jean Havez

Direction,

DORA
M.

S.

BENTHAM

I
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70th

Week

in the

"CANDY SHOP"

and

still

going

William Rock and Maude Fulton
Extend

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

to friends

and public

VARIETY

5Z

Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency
40 \A/ E E K S
B. S.

MOSS,

President and General Manager

Some

Xmu

Tree!

It Lasts All
Year! Everybody

Grab Off a present!
Big timers and Small
timers.
Big managers
and small managers. 1,784
acts played the combined circuit
last year, Including repeats. Every
well-known performer knows where the

We

towns and houses are.
don't make a
habit of publishing the locations because we
don't care Jo have to fight excess competition.
added nine towns to the routes within the last
three months.
expect to add nine more within the
next three months.
play anything and anybody with a

We

We
We

punch. Novelty Is our middle name. Theatre patrons who
used to believe that Broadway was the only place one could find
New York are among our patrons now at the
Hamilton, Jefferson, Mth Street, McKlnley Square and Plaxa theatres in
New York. In certain sections of Pennsylvania and New York State we are
held in an esteem locally that approximates the standing of the Palace and Hammerstein's in Manhattan. There's no limit to what we will pay fora limited number
of weeks for big acts in houses where we have the capacity. We are not afraid to take
a chance with something merely because it is new. We play more big acts on our combined
time In the east. Including New York City, than any other affiliation promoting varieties of the
first class in the same sections. For the profit of artists and owners of theatres east of Chicago
who may be seeking booking combinations we would suggest Immediate correspondence. We have
at present the fastest growing organisation of all the newer consolidations, and we are as ambitious as
Caesar plus Napoleon. We rarely play more than three shows per day in many of our houses and extra big
acts or stars encumbered with heavy acce esoriee are only asked to play two times per. We have a specially
attractive grab-bag, chock full of acts of all sorts for the opening weeks of the New Year, but we can use
as many more, providing they have novelty, authority and quality. Acts and performers with comic angles without
vulgarity, and dramatic acts and players, as well as unique conceits and novelties with a sensation can invariably get
immediate booking with us for not less than 29 weeks with uninterrupted repeats for the same period. We aim in our policies
to furnish super attractive stage diversion of a vaudeville character to the) Intelligent adult and the fun-loving juvenile. In
composing our programs we always keep in mind the fact that in all our houses all the time we are not appealing at any time to any
single member of a home, but always to THE WHOLE FAMILY. Because of the expansion of our business we have just been forced to
take an extra floor of offices. If you are interested in any angle of what we are doing let us hear from you. P. S.— We have St European
acts due in January.
ultra fine vaudeville in

Write,

Wire,
'Phone,
Cable
or Call

OOKING

Artists and Acts of every description suitable for vaudeville can obtain long

B. S.

MOSS CIRCUIT
PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT
PLIMMER CIRCUIT

engagements by

BOOKING DIRECT

with us.

Send

in

TRYOUTS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR ACTS UNKNOWN TO US
fth and 7th Floors, Columbia Theatre Bldg.—TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK—Teleph one Bryant

Offices:

ROME
FRANK

call

M4S

EMILY

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

A™D

Just returned from a successful to ur of

your open time at once or

RICHARD S' AUSTRALIAN CIRCUIT

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

0'IMEIL.L. SI
THAT NOVELTY SINGING AND DANCING TRIO

|

Playing

Loew

Direction,

Circuit

BILLY ATWELL

|
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MARI
Who Can

Comedienne

~

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllll

TOM

Waters

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Sing

Direction,

GENE HUGHES

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIlllL^
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FELIX

Haney

YES—WE ARE TAKING A CHANCE!!

%

Opening Xmas Day, Dec. 25, 1914, with our own Road §
Show. The (ream of the World's Best in Vaudeville. S

JOY!

PEACE AND GOOD WILL TO ALL

\

VARIETY

Good Luck
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World

to the

JOLSON
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

aaaaaaaanaaaaaaa

BROWN

CHAMBERLAIN
(AGENCY)

Bryant 4326

725 Aeolian Hall,

New York

SOLE MANAGER AND REPRESENTATIVE FOR
CONWAY TEARLE
ALICE GALE
MARY NASH

ALICE BRADY
GRACE ELLISTON

TYLER BROOKE

Mr. Brown

is

FRANCES NEILSON
JOSE COLLINS
CATHERINE GREY

the exclusive representative for

all

ZOE BARNETT
ELLIOTT DEXTER
MARTIN BROWN

of the above and a

FRANCES McHENRY

CARRIE REYNOLDS
SYBILLA POPE

MARJORIE RAMBEAU
CHARLES CLEAR
VIRGINIA MILLIMAN

number of other musical comedy and dramatic

ROSZIKA DOLLY
PELL TRENTON
CORINNE BARKER
artists of note.

GREETINGS

OUR
FROM

MARX BROTHERS
AND COMPANY

Playing

Orpheum and

U. B. O. Ti

MANAGEMENT

MINNIE PALMER

REPRESENTATIVE

HARRY WEBER

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
A HIT ON
ANY BILL

Direction,

Leon's Models de Luxe

ROSE & CURTIS

VARIETY
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FROM

SEASON'S GREETINGS

buy

IRENE

Specialty Dancers
Spending

Xmu

Week

NEW YORK

PALACE THEATRE,
Direction,

M.

S.

at

BENTHAM

European Representative,

PERCY RlESS

(Will Collins

*

Co.)

New York

Berlin

RACHMANN
Sole

NOW

IN

Manager

Phone Bryant 4752

of

NOW

AMERICA

IN

GERMANY

OTTO REUTTER
HENRICH PRANG
HARTSTEIN

ALTHOFF SISTERS
HORLICK'S ENSEMBLES
GOBERT BELLING

SYLVESTER SCHAFFER
SINGER'S MIDGETS
CONSTANTINO BERNARDI

152W.49thSt.

SCHWARZ COMPANY

JEAN GILBERT
PAUL LINCKE

LUDWIG MERTENS
ROBERT STEIDL

THOSE TWO COLORED
FASHION PLATES
TOURING THE LOEW CIRCUIT

GRENLEE DRAYTON
i

Past Season, Winter garten, Berlin, and Orpheum, Budapest, Austria- Hungary
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HAPPY NEW YEAR

MERRY XMAS

TWO BLACK FACE COMEDIANS
Our Success
Playing Orpheum Time

Originality
5

J. R.

SHANNON
for

n

is

Wrltinf Another Scream

Next Season

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

for

Some

Us

mi inn

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ALWAYS SMILING

mi

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

mini

iiiiiiiii

mi

mi

ALWAYS WORKING

GREETINGS

rvi

HARRY WEBER

ARY ©RAV

1
1

"THE WALTZ GIRL"

LEE TONG FOO

|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini??

1

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
'THE CHINESE HARRY LAUDER"
SINGING COMEDIAN

Direction,

CONEY HOLMES,

Chicago

VARIETY
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MOSE GUMBLE

JEROME

H. RE MICK
President

Merry

Xmas
and

Happy

|
|

I

New

F.

Mgr. Professional Dept.

E.

BELCHER

Secretary.

Xmas and New Year

Greeting to All of
Friends for the Coming Year

99

to all
my friends

ON THE 5.1

AUGUST
DREYER
154

NASSAU

|

GREAT NOVELTY SONG!

Year

Counsellor at

Our |

£
i

NEXT TRAIN LEAVES

Law
ST.

NEW YORK
ITS NO JUICE-ITS NO JUICE

I-Iayii*v
tldlljr

P
I

German Comedian
Nolartri
l^CIOUIl
FEATURED WITH THE

•

Moulin Rouge"

"Girls of the

NEW YEAR"

WISHES ALL "A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY

MwfiowBt

SIXTH YEAR

of

HURTIC A SEAMON

ISHIKAWA BROTHERS
Japan's Greatest

Wish

all

friends

Hand

A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

Permanent address, 7300

S.

ANOTHER

Equilibrists

Sangamon St* Chicago,

111.

"CASEY JONES"
BY

ND RSON
ERNEST

MARJORIE

LOEW

BOOKED SOLID

Direction,

Ob
On
On

|
3
3
i

the S.1S. Hear the whlatlea blowing.
the LIS. Your IngeraoU
alow.
the I.U. Down the trade ahe'a going.
Bang! Gone the gat* on the 1.15.

U

Copyright,

1914,

THE FAMOUS
INTERNATIONAL DANSEUSE

by

JEROME

H.

REMICK &

CO.

PUBLISHED BY

limited number of vaudeville engagements.
LIKE TO
from a capable, experienced assiatant (French preferred) to
contract American time.

rout* for America to play

WOULD
help

CHORUS:

CIRCUIT

FRANK BOHM.

JANE NERTY
En

Murphy and Marshall

BUR

and

fill

HEAR

Addreaa THOS.

BRADY, Room

S*S

Gaiety Theatre Building,

New York

City

JEROME

H.

NEW YORK

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

FRANKLYN
WALLACE
KALMAR & PUCK

216

W.

REMICK & CO
BOSTON

46th St.

228

Tremont

DETROIT
St.

W.

137

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Market

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

906

St.

Fort St.

Prof. Mg'r.,

nlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllR

DEALY and KRAMER
BOOKED SOLID UNITED TIME.

THANKS

**L'*»*

TO.-A-OEN

Two Colored Fellers with Colored Names

IRVING JONES
BOOKED SOUP

and
S

ROY JOHNSON

FAR AS

WE KNOW

V\RIET Y
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IIVI

I

Las Canciones Mas Encantadoras.

MUSICAL BYRONS

La Musica Mat Dulce

IV

VOCALISTS AND INSTRUMENTALISTS
Presenting

A PRENTENTIOUS MUSICAL NOVELTY

Featuring

"THE BYRONDOLIN"

Four persons performing upon one instrument, singing and dancing simultaneously.
A FEATURE FOR ANY BILL
14 years

FRANK BOHM,

same personnel

CROSSHAIR SW MftfO Ml

1

Agent

1 fltt

BARNEY FAGAN
HENRIETTA BYRON
—

Merry Christmas Happy New Year
BOOKED
1st

SOLID.

—UNITED TIME

Open Week, May

1st

ELIZABETH MEYERS
Happy New Year

to All

SAN FRANCISCO,

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

My Friends

Indefinite

Grace

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
FROM

EUGENE EMMETT

De Mar

"THE LYRICAL STAR"

IN

THEIR

TRANSPARENT
PAINTING NOVELTY
ABE THALHEIMER, Putnam

K

A
ARLTON
and

IVlifforo
Building,

New

Next Week (Doc.

PRESENTING
A REVELATION
IN ART

York, has Just arranged Forty

Weeks

28),

Hammerstein's

Direction,

Week

Jan.

4,

Keith's Prospect, Brooklyn

HARRY WEBER

for us.

THE SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL

HOPE VERNON
Booked Solid

Direction,

FRANK EVANS

U. B. O. and

Orpheum

ARIETY
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

Writer of
"Hats Off to You, Mr. Wilson," "Just Around the Corner from Broadway," and Eva Tanguay's New Songs,
also Gus Edwards' "Song Revue" (1914), and for Lillian Shaw, Gertrude Barnes (new act), among others.

THEATRE

45th Street and Broadway,

New York

LOOK
Acme Special
The Greatest Value Ever Offered
to the Theatrical Profession
Hard Vulcanized Fibre Wardrobe Trunk.
tkU Trunk.
Hat a Full Set of Hangers and several
Size,
45
Full
Compartment Drawers.
22 inches wide and 21 inches deep.
All riveted, not a nail used in

inches high,

THIS TRUNK CANNOT BE DUPLICATED UNDER

$30.00

JOHN CUTTY
THE VERSATILE MUSICIAN

^

RICE. $ 8.7S

Good

I

for

any country, any spot and any theatre
in the

ACNE LEATHER AND TRUNK WORKS
&

163

165

North State

St.,

Chicago,

Masonic Temple

world

Bldg.,

Illinois

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

The

ENTERPRISES, Inc. J^i^T r
WOOD
CONSECUTIVE WEEKS FOR REAL MATERIAL
CAN SECURE
Bu
v

ng

40

NAT

NINE STAGE STRUCK
KIDS
NOW PLAYING LOEW

WITH CHARLEY WOOD

CIRCUIT

"AMERICA'S YOUNGEST SONG WRITER"

„

BOOKED

NETTIE

SOLID,

CIRCUIT

"VERSATILE VAUDEVILLIANS"

HOKEY POKEY
KIDS
NINE
KRAZY
NOW
LOEW
BOOKED

14

HYDENOW and WILLIAMS

JACK

1

PLAYING FOX CIRCUIT
"THOSE TWO RED HEADS"
PLAYING

ACTS PRODUCED, BOOKED & MANAGED.
COMMUNICATE WITH US AT ONCE.

Saint Paul Hotel

WITH LILIAN

CIRCUIT

NEW

tOTH S T.

JOE

WOOD

HERBERT HAYMAN
OFFICE

MANAGER

AND COLU MBUS AVE.

with

RATES

150

$2

and

op.

WOOD

NEWjYORK CITY

1M Rooms, use

Bedroom and Bath,

LEO

MGR. PRODUCING DEPT-

HOTEL TAFT

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION.

CIRCUIT

POLI CIRCUIT

Tan-story building, absolutely fireproof.
All baths with shower attachment.
TeleIn every room.
One block from Central Park Subway, 8th and 9th Ave. L Stations. Same distance
from Century, Colonial, Circle and Park Theatres.

Suites, Parlor,

LOEW

RUSSELL and MOORE
MILITARY MAIDS
NOW PLAYING
GRAVES

BOOKING MANAGER

phone

of bath, $1 per day.

SOLID.

CIRCUIT
PLAYING
"THE JOLLY TWO"
LOTTA

CHAS.

DENOWVON LOEW
SISTERS

in

-

A COMPANY OF

COLEMANLOEWGOETZ

SOL FIELDS

and

Rooms, private bath, $1.50 per day
By the week, $«-$• and $14 and up.
Telephone 230S Columbus

Rooms Sac— 7Sc with use
private
double.

bath

of

$1.M daily

bat hi
single

and
or

38th St. and 6th Ave.

New York

Rates to the profession— 13,
weekly, single or double.

Phone Greeley ISM

$4,

$S

and

U

VARIETY
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FRANK SMITHSON
Producing

"GIRL OF GIRLS" and Annette

Kellermann's

"THE NAUTCH GIRL"

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

Address, Great Neck, L.

NEW

LEWIS BERNIE'S

I.

OFFERING

'THE BONNIE SEXTETTE"
A

Spectacular. Musical

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY

NEW YEAR TO ALL AMERICAN AND AUSTRALIAN

Permanent Address: 4715

This

Week

(Dec. 21) Palace,

The Wizard

Organization of Merit

Forestville Ave., Chicago,

New York

FRIENDS

111.

Another Decided, Artistic Sensation

OUIROGA

of the Violin.

The Kin^

In Vaudeville.

Direction,

M

rvi

of

them

RINELLI

all.

The Master

of Art.

VARIETY
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GENE

SENNETT'S

Compliments
of the Season

Entertainers in the Bronx

Charles Bradbury
Popular Singer of Popular Songs

William Fox

Bob Lynch
Bronx Favorite Tenor

William Fox Circuit of Theatres

Joe Gallagher

Office Attraction Company
Greater N. Y. Film Rental Co.

Box

The Man with the Funny Facso

Frankie Fay

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Queen of Ragtime

130 West 46th

St.,

:

New York

City

Morton

ill

I'm Pur*

LOOS BROTHERS
& COMPANY

Ralph Howard
The

Comedian

Versatile English

George Wink

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Old Mill Cafe

Yodler and Whistler

259

West 42nd

Makers

Famous

Guaranteed All Havana

St.

Also Makers of the
Loos Bros. Latest Hit Cigar

(Opposite American Music Hall)

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF

Chester Alexander

of the

JULES LUMBARD CIGAR

5c.

A COPY

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Parody King

Mead

Freddie
Pianist

GREETINGS

BOB WARO
(Of the

ULIS BROS.
Direction,

New York

MAX ROGERS

Bros.)

WHO RECENTLY COMPLETED A

FROM

Blanche Latell

YEAR'S RUN AT THE

WINTER GARDEN

Always Working
Fleischmann's Cafe, Bronx,

Ward

Merry Christmas to All

A

Bohemian Rendezvous Where Professionals
Are Always Welcome

OJO

HUGO JANSEN'S

Featured with

"FASHION SHOP."

AND

(hmsw

THE SEASON'S GREETINGS

Management Claude end Gordon Bo stock

THE HAYWARDS
A

Novelty in Music with "Gayety

9 9

King Bros.
Remarkable Herculean

Comedy
0OOKPD
ftfig

U7VT7U

FtdRUPfif

Athletes

Direction,

JOE RAYMOND

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ALICE KAUSER
(Some Dancer)

Happy New Year

—On

to All

the

Harry Carroll

Plays
14*2

My

Pals

PACIFIC COAST

1

Pantagee Circuit Soon

fljJMMWW

DAVE JOHNSON

^

In Vaudeville.

Direction, IVI

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

Cable Address:

Linadore,

Now York

VARIETY

Vaudeville Cut
Outfit
\X7 HEN

you send photos ahead

for lobby display, send along

Newspaper Halftones for advance
newspaper notices.

WE
$£.00
«J-=
p
$ 7«50

I

=

FURNISH THESE NEWSPAPER HALFTONES
l

1

*

1

$1 O-50

l£i=:

Single Column Cut and 2 Duplicates
Double Column Cut and 2 Duplicates
Single Column Cut and 6 Duplicates
Double Column Cut and C Duplicates
l

1

Column Cut and 12 Duplicates
Double Column Cut and 12 Duplicates

Single

ENGRAVING©
PHOTO ENGRAVERS

DESIGNERS
ELECIROTYPERS

IRENE WARFIELU

IRENE WAREIEI.D

A BRIGHT AND MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
Is the Sincere

Mr.

Wish

of

Mrs.
The Society Dancers Supreme

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
•

^

WELLS and BUNDY

YOU HAVE SEEN VAUDEVILLE

IN

Tom

America. Race Track Favorite.

Our Guardian,

SAM DU VRIES

EVERY LAND

BUT

Have You Seen

Vaudeville in Monkeyland ?
Playing the

LOEW CIRCUIT EAST AND WEST for 50 Consecutive

OHIEF JULE DELMAR

Weeks

Responsible

VARIETY
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World Film Corporation
OF THE
ANNOUNCE THE CREATION

Special Attractions Department
under the personal supervision of "Al" Lichtman, formerly business manager of Famous
Players, and Vice-President, General Manager and Organizer of the Alco Film Corporation.

A

big money making innovation for Moving Picture exhibitors. Only features of extraordinary strength backed up by a mission will be handled in this department.

The

first

release

from

this

department

is

"YOURTheGIRL AND MINE"
YOU —

Great Suffrage Picture
SELLING TICKETS
500,000

WOMEN

For
Suffrage organizations all over the country are selling admission tickets that
are acceptable at all theatres showing the picture. These tickets will be redeemed by us
at 75% of face value
the balance going to the Suffrage cause.

HERE

—
A GREAT POWERFUL SELLING IDEA

IS

bringing new people and new money into your theatre.
Other surprisingly strong features are now in work for
announced as completed.

this

department and

will be

For further information communicate with

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
34

130 West 46th Street, New York City
Branches throughout the United States and Canada

William A. Brady Picture Plays, Inc
PRESENT

Wilton

A Lackaye
IN

"THE PIT"
By
With GAIL

the late Frank Norris

KANE

and

MILTON SILLS

Released December 28
117

1J

T**1

World rllm

/^

*

LorpOratlOll,

LEWIS

130

J.

SELZNICK,

BRANCHES ALL OVER THE UNITED STATES

llilllllllillllllll'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

Vict-President and General

West 46th

Street,

Manager

New York

VARIETY
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Anna Armstrong
ARMSTRONG AND ODELL. wltk Dm Marion's Own Co.
oo o molo —porsonator, and tho ooljr womu with

of

jroars

boo boos

l

MISS VESTA TILLEY
ethars uslaa; the

una

to unpersonata hor In har choroctor
of

Anna—ARMSTRONG

.

flftean
Idontlfied for flftooa

personal parmlaaion from
Do not ba misled by any

ODELL—Tom

and

XMAS GREETINGS TO ALL

MADGE

MAITLAND

P.

Booked Solid

Thanks

to

jos.

schenck

EDWARD OWINGS TOWNE
AUTHOR AND PRODUCER,

"Other People's Money"
(4

roars "Big

"Easy Money

.

7718

TELEPHONE
ID! MELROSE

BRYANT

ProoanU

Gerald Griffin and Co.

.

Time"—3rd year

In

En*land)

George Richards and Co. (2d Year)

"A Lady Killer"
"Easy Money"
TELEPHONE

.

(In preparation)

&

Co.

New York

City

(Western) Douglas A. Flint

FENIMORE TOWNE **£s&PBroadway Theatre Bldg.

(Bryant urn)

3—MASQUERIA SISTERS—
Cabarottlnff

HA BERDA SHER

PORTOLA-LOUVRE, SAN FRANCISCO

"THE SHOPS ACCOMMODATING"
Open Evenings

157S-UM

BROADWAY

7U-71S 7th

—
2

THE RENDEZVOUS OF

December 24th, im4 5

"THEATRICALS' BEST"

•ft

AVENUE

MELROSE AVENUE

Next to Bronx Theatre

new york

v

5 To My Friends :I am now in my new shop Nob.
1578-1580 Broadway through to Nob. 716-718
Seventh Avenue where you will find new
environments, new ideas, new style, but the
same old methods that made the old shop so
popular and the same "old" Nat Lewis.
While 1 have gone further up
the way, I am not going further up, in the
way of prices. To give a little better value
than seems beooming-to see how muoh goodness
I oan put into eaoh article, and not how
muoh profit I oan take out, has always been
MY POLICY, and I propose to stick to same as
long as I lend my name to this establishment.
Wishing one and all the Compliments of the Season, I remain,
Merrily yours,

If

Isn't

a Criterion of Good Food Ask the Following:

Dr. Harry Hjman, Cross and Josephine, Lew Golder, P.
Alonzo, Walter Gamble, John Conway, Harry Cooper,
Maurice Abrahams, Fred. C. Hackett, Ruth Mitchell,

Frank Schaeffer.

DINNER

LUNCH, 4SC

WITH WINE.

GI0LIT0
108-110

West

WEEK

DAYS,

60C.

HOLIDAYS AND
SUNDAYS, 6SC.

49th St.

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

JIMMIE
With

LEE

P.

MONACO

LEO

E.

FEIST

NUCKENFUSS
ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVE

Can Handle a Few More

Desirable Acta

Exclualveljr with the U. B. O. and
nllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllin

Writs or

Room

Call.

Breakway Barlows

11*4

Orphoum

Circuit

PALACE THEATRE BLDO,

NEW YORK

MERRY XMAS and
HAPPY
NEW
YEAR
ALWAY
THANK YOU
BUSY,

Dtroctkm.

ETHEL ROBINSON,
•II

Consumers' Building, Chicago

VARIETY
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WILLIE SOLAR
INTERNATIONAL COMEDIAN, who RETURNED TO AMERICA,
St. Petersburg, Italy, Africa, India, Constantinople,

CROWNED

New York

HEADS OF EUROPE, and now

having played Berlin, Hamburg, Vienna, Budapest, Copenhagen,
Athens, Bui garia, Roumanla, England, after having appeared before the
BALD HE ADS AT SHANLEY'S, the world famous restaurant.

before the

London Address,
Care V. B. O., 26 Charing Cross, Road

Address,

Shanley's.

GREETINGS FROM

mi

ROSE

ARTHUR BOYLAN

(Lillian Russell's Favorite Dancers)

Now

in 7th

Month

at

SHANLEY'S

uiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

CUNNINGHAM

and

CLEMENTS

|

2nd Year at Shanley's

|

j

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

|

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

idn^aP^-^l

MARTIN
SHANLEY

INOIR

P^K"¥»P»

NA K

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
Direction, JAS. E.

PLUNKETT

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

Mr. *** Mrs. Vernon Castle
A W

•

11 MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW

Henry s Lizell
<e u>iej

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

Now

Playing

YEAR

Loew Time
Direction, B. A.

MYERS

VARIETY
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WILLIAM HAMMERSTEIN
(Continued from page

14.)

across the street) and
When he
sing as loudly as he could.
could hear him he would wave his
hand. The fellow walked over to the
Times building (the noisiest corner in
New York at night), singing at the
top of his voice for over half an hour,
without a sign from Willie. The man
finally returned to the lobby for a decision and Willie inquired if his voice
had gone back on him.
When the B. 1\ Keith Palace thebuilding

(just

SHANLEYS
—
Broadway

sition

to 44th Street

to

erior Six -Course
The

For four months
up each- day,
getting the matinee and evening re-

ness was that night.

Rosenberg

Mr.

43rd

New

York, first opened in. oppoHammerstein's, Willie was
curious as to the actual business done
there.
He told Walter Rosenberg one
evening to call up the Palace box ofimitate Martin Beck's voice as
fice,
nearly as possible, and ask how busi-

atre,

REEL COMEDY!

Luncheon, 75c. (Music)

called

Delightfully

ceipts.

Different

Willie also engineered the settlement
by which the Palace played vaudeville
any obstacle
encountering
without
Hammerstein's might have placed in its
way. Hammerstein's Victoria theatre
held the United Booking Office vaudeville

Restaurant

Cabaret Extraordinaire
Twenty Acts Every Evening

booking franchise for the Times

7 to

1

This practically gave
square district.
to it the exclusive right to book big
time acts in that section. The Palace
was being built, with no announcement made as to policy. Vaudeville
was suspected; in fact, it was a certainty for several reasons,

all

He took his
New York's two

of

which

Willie knew.

U. B. O.

franchise to

best legal

The two opinions

counsellors.

MARCO TWINS

Branch at Broadway 29 - 30th Street

In

An

Original Series

—OF—

agreed.

advised just where he
In
decided to stand pat.
course of time he was approached regarding the Palace playing vaudeville
and how the Hammersteins looked at
it.
Although his father left everything

was

Willie

stood, and

to

The Famous

Willie

in

transaction,

this

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!

Nat D. Ayer

Willie

used his father for the purpose of
pressing the amount, also the settlement. Willie's first figure was $450,000
for the Palace privilege in face of the
This
was
Hammerstein franchise.
gradually reduced, and finally settled
upon the morning of the day the Palace opened with vaudeville, at $250,000,

I

I

FILMED
FANTASIES
The Acme

and

In

Each Individual Reel

—OF—

Hammersteins in two installments. It was just $250,000 more than
Willie Hammerstein ever expected, on
his own admission. The Palace people,
however, did not want legal proceedings, and felt Hammerstein's was entitled to some reimbursement for the
intrusion;
also,
Willie
himself was
paid the

much

liked

1000 Feet of

MARCO TWINS

aret Moffat

Are Known and

RECOGNIZED
Through the Entire World

by the big managers, and

—AS|

Before Willie's death Loney Haskell
had become his assistant, and is now

manager

of

the

rected by Arthur
father.

a

house,

which

Hammerstein

is

di-

|

Playing

in

England

SEWELL COLLINS

in

a

Sketch

by

KINGS OF COMEDY
|

And

"

and NAT. D.

AYER

|

for his

Mr. Haskell has won fame as
at Hammerstein's; he has

impromptu

end,

is

rapidly

If

in

you

his departed brother.

don't advertise in
don't advertise

Films, Entitled

and

Attractive Paper

EXHIBITORS-

EXCHANGES—
For

Further

Particulars

Address

acquiring

the vaudeville spirit so thoroughly im-

bedded

New

SPECIAL
Introducing Nat. Ayer*s Latest Compositions, "Normandy, Take Me
Out To^Nlght," "My Heart Has Got a Longing For You." and
featuring his Biggest Success

wit that helps the

"freak acts" Hammerstein's still uses
on occasion, while Arthur, who is a
thorough showman from the legitimate

production

the

NIGHTMARES "

Embrace Their Funniest
Most Original Ideas

lecturer

a fund of

Fun

The Famous

there had been a change as well by
this time in the controlling interest of
the Palace company.

of

UNIQUE BUFFOONERY
—AND—
GROTESQUE COMEDY

"I

Wish You'd Keep Out of

My

Dreams"

A. M.

EISNER

508 Mailers Bldg., Chicago
Illinois

VARIETY,
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A

GREETINGS

HAPPY
SAME THING

Regular jluthor
WROTE ALL THE MATERIAL AND SCENES USED BY

Frank Tinney in "Watch Your Step
SKETCHES—SONGS—MONOLOGUES
*

Leave

it

to

*

Trixie Friganza, Bert Williams, Blossom Seeley, Emma
Carus, Belle Blanche, T. Roy Barnes and Bessie Crawford, Reinie Davies, Bonita and Geo. P. Murphy, Lew and
Mollie Hunting, Stuart Barnes, Cartmell and Harris,

McCormack and Irving, Lou Anger, Morris and Allen,
Walter James, Farber Girls, Lewis and Dody, Mae West,
Francis and Palmer, Polly Prim, Rhoda and Crompton,
Alice Hanson, Jimmy Rosen and Co., Leona Stephens,
Miller and Mack, Blanche Colvin, Maley and Woods,
Daisey Leon, Noble and Brooks, Morris Golden, Grace De
Winters, Brown and Jackson, Chas. and Adelaide Wilson,
and over Three Hundred other artists are using successful
"Gray Matter."

Werber and Luescher,

Gus Edwards

B. E. Forrester's

Inc.,

Present

"Kid Kabaret"

"American

Charles -McNaughton and Co.

"The Fourth Degree"

With Skeets Gallagher

Beauties"

in

"For the Lord's Sake"

Police Travesty

Book and Lyrics

TOMMY GRAY
SUITE

804

PALACE THEATRE

BLDG., 1564

BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

ACTOR
(It's

the

Same

N. Y.

Clarence Gaskill
At the Piano

Feller)

Opens

at B. F. Keith's

Alhambra Theatre

Direction of H. (Honest)

Jan. 4th, 1915

BART McHUGH

VARIETY
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THE LEGITIMATE STAGE
(Continued from page

fall

The Hippodrome with "The

off.

Wars

4.)

of the

World" has been one of

their big losers.

•'Twin Beds" and "Under Cover."

mentioning

these

shows

as

hits

In

one

means

that they are attracting a steady
patronage, and while not turning people away are not losing money for the
"The Salamander," proproducers.
duced at the Harris by this manage-

ment, failed, and after a little more
"Rolling
than a week was shelved.
Stones," "The Lie" and "The Spotlight," a new play by James Forbes,
have been in preparation by this office

and one and perhaps two may have
been produced by the time this article
published.

is

& Harris have had three plays
running on Broadway since the early
Two have been
part of the season.
pronounced hits—"On Trial" and "It
Pays to Advertise." The former, which
these managers produce in conjunction
with Arthur Hopkins, proved to be the
dramatic sensation of the early season because of its novelty in construction, and has been doing a very big
business. The latter has been drawing
Cohan

money

The

also.

third piece

is

"The

Miracle Man," the attraction at the
Astor theatre. Great things were expected

of

this

brought into

before it was
York and while do-

piece

New

ing a fair business it is not living up
to expectations.
The Estate of Henry B. Harris was
originally the sponsor for the produc-

"Twin Beds," but sold its interest in the production to Selwyn &
Co. The only other production done
this year by the former was "A Perfect
Lady," in which Rose Stahl was
The play was unmercifully
starred.
"panned" by the critics in New York,
but, nevertheless, seems to be a good

tion of

piece of road property, and

on tour.
H. H.

is

at present

to

a

has

Frazee

One of
Woman,"

these,

lasted

means
but two weeks

"What

It

was followed by "So
Much For So Much," by Willard Mack

in

New

York.

with Marjorie
role.

It

Rambeau

Following

this

in the leading

he placed "Se-

cret Strings" into rehearsal with

Lou-

"Are You My
Tellegen as the star.
Wife." bv Max Marcin, and "A Bag
Full of Trouble" are two farces that
he now has in preparation. Mr. Frazee
announced privately about a month ago
that he was through with serious dramatic productions forever and in the
future he would devote all his time to
producing

William
"Life"

Fields made one production of
own, "Suzi," and bought a production from A. H. Woods this season.
is- only a fair sized hit.
Henry
W. Savage again proved himself one
of the most farsighted producing man-

"Suzi"

agers in the business this year.
He
announced early in this season that
he would not make any new productions and stuck to it, therefore he must
be counted one of the winners on the

JackLait
Wishes Holiday Happiness to the World
and Desires Here to Publicly Thank

season.

Winthrop Ames had Grace George
on tour under his management early
in the season.
At the Little Theater
he produced "A Pair of Silk StockEarly in
ings," which is doing nicely.
the season he produced, in conjunction
with the Shuberts and W. A. Brady,
"Evidence," which ran for several
weeks at the Booth and later moved
Lyric theater where it closed.
He has "Children of the Earth" in
preparation in which he intends star*

OLIVER MOROSCO,
opening January

as

ring Herbert Kelcy and Effie Shannon.

Liebler and

Company have made one

great big production this year.

It

"The Garden of Paradise" at the Park
Other than that this management has been confining itself almost
Mrs. Patrick Campbell in
first opened at the Park,
then moved to the Liberty and later to
Wallack's. Phyllis Neilson-Terry in a
revival of "The Twelfth Night" (also
a Liebler star and production) followed Mrs. Campbell into the Liberty.
They also presented Madam Nazimova
in "That Sort" at the Harris and "The

"Pygmalion"

Highway

The

of Life" at Wallack's.

former piece met with but

fair

success

Roadshow,

MISS
is

is

A. Brady's production of
not the success that was ex-

This manaecr has not made
other productions so far this
season in which he was interested in
alone, althouch he has been interested
financially with the Shuberts in several
pected.

many

ventures.

The Shuberts havincr been playing in
notorious bad luck this season as far
as their productions are concerned.
Thev have not succeeded thus far in
placiner a single real hit over. The annual fall Winter Garden production did
big business at the beginning of the
season but as soon as other musical
shows got into town receipts began

to

"Alma's

in his

Georgie Cooper and
"Lead Kindly Light."

Co., headlining the

Pantages

Mor-

direction in 1915.

ris'

"HELP WANTED"

companies, Eastern and Western, piling up profits and

royalties.

"THE RED BOOK,"
by
under

which in January inaugurates a series of fiction
dramatized later and produced by The Liebler
of. "Thumbs Down."

stories

Lait, to be

Co.,

title

H. ST. JAMES
In "THE COME ON"
Direction of FRANK 30HM

W.

Greetings

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
Western States Vaudeville Association
ELLA HERBERT WESTON. Gn.

Starr.

4th Floor Humboldt

Comstock and Gest have

Bank

Bid*.,

M»T.

SAN FRANCISCO, CaL

series of

at the

During the early part of November
managers were discuss-

the producing

ing

the

advisability

of

closing

all

month

December preceding Christmas.
This was modified somewhat later but

of

number of managers laid off for two
weeks prior to the holiday rather than
take advantage of the half salary

a

week before Christmas.
Anotherj project which was under consideration between Klaw and Erlanger
and the Shuberts was the advisability
clause for the

of closing all their attractions and
house for about six months, but this
fell through.
The majority of road attractions
have had rather hard sledding of it thus

from present indiwould seem as though business was going to improve the country
far this season, but

cations

it

A

over.

canvas of 40

cities all

over the

made by Variety during the
middle of November, was very encouraging and showed that general
country,

business

which

conditions

will

were

necessarily

improving,

mean

atrical business will also

Booth.

their productions for the entire

farces.

Co., ably playing his

NAT C GOODWIN, who will soon star in a new Lait comedy-drama.
EVELYN NESBIT, who will play in a drama by Lait under William

David Belasco has made but one production thus far this season. It is "The
Phantom Rival/' which is one of the
hits of the season.
He has two new
pieces in preparation} one of which is
to be a new starring vehicle for Franthe second
one act plays now on view at
the Princess. The first set were panned
and the second were prepared in a hurry, the house remaining dark in the
meantime.
Together with William
Elliott
they have produced "Experience" which is the current attraction

he has just concluded a notable tour

EMMA CARUS, who will soon star in his newest comedy and who
now employing his material in vaudeville.

while the latter was a failure. Their
big winner has been Cyril Maude on

cis

whom

Harry Lauder.

LANDERS STEVENS,

exclusively to presenting English stars
in revivals.

with

of Mr.

Return," in leading vaudeville theatres.

is

theater.

Manager

MISS KITTY GORDON, Harrison Hunter and

the

to

producer of his "Help Wanted," and "The Bohemian,"
at Los Angeles.

4,

WILLIAM MORRIS,

tour.

been unusually
He has several
active this season.
companies of "A Pair of Sixes" on
tour and has made several new productions.

Lew

his

that the-

improve.

The South has
up,

already begun to pick
and although there are but few

shows playing the territory they are all
getting good money.
The northwest
has not begun to flourish as yet, but
there is an improvement under way
New England has
that is noticeable.
picked up and all of the producers say
that with the arrival of the holidays
New York will pick up again and the
country will be good from end to end.
There are no less than a dozen productions being held back until the new
year is here and with producers in
general in an optimistic frame of mind
regarding the future, the season assumes a roseate hue for the actor
The actor has had to suffer
again.

GREETINGS OF THE SEASON
TO ALL MY FRIENDS

with the manager, and throughout the
profession salaries have been cut right

LITTLE LORD ROBERTS

and

left.
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WISHES ALL HIS ATTRACTIONS

IVI

I

AND

YEAR

IMENA/

Also Everybody In and Out of the Theatrical Business
The Sweetest Play

JULIAN ELTINGE
IN

Cf

LEW

FIELDS

"HE COMES

IN

THE

CRINOLINE GIRL

99

The Greatest Comedy Ever Written

"POTASH
AND

"THE HIGH COST
OF LOVING"

UP SMILING"
Reopens

The Great Russian Play

A

"THE YELLOW

PERLMUTTER"

TICKET"

4 Companies

4 Companies

"KICK
IN"

in

February

ELTINGE THEATRE

AT THE

Opens

in

February

"HER
REPUTATION"

BLOCK"
REPUBLIC THEATRE

WANT

MONEY"

NOW

"THE AUCTION

MAN"

A New Comedy

OF SONGS"

"THE GUILTY

Novel Play

AT THE

"I
ELTINGE THEATRE

February

ELTINGE THEATRE

"THE SONG

AT THE REPUBLIC THEATRE
BALANCE OF THE SEASON

in

"INNOCENT"

The Best Drama Ever Written

Opens

of the Season

Opens

in

January

BRONX
OPERA HOUSE
CONJUNCTION WITH MESSRS. COHAN A HARRIS

IN

"""^F

V\RIE1 Y
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Waterbury Brothers

and

"BACK FROM A TOUR WHICH CIRCLED THE GLOBE." THEIR CLASSY COMEDY MUSICAL ACT RECEIVED THE SAME APPRECIATIVE RECEPTION ON
THE MCKARDS' AUSTRALIAN TOUR AND THE SANDMAN CIRCUIT IN INDIA AS HAS BEEN ACCORDED THEM IN ALL THE LEADING VAUDEVILLE HOUSES
IN AMERICA FOR MANY YEARS.
,

Now

Playing the

LOEW

CIRCUIT

FRANK BOHM

ion,

WAR

BACK FROM ENGLAND

YULETIDE GREETINGS

SAM PEARL
Who
Make

We

would

like to

H

DAVE ROTH

and

One-Lung Fiddles Talk

ask our friends to kindly refrain from popularising our opening- while

Booked
Eastern Rep.,

the

IS

Solid.

we

are not looking

The Answer Below

BIERBAUER & STOKER

Western Rep.,

EDW. HAYMAN

TO EVERYBODY—MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

An£elo Armenta Brother
THE FASTEST TUMBLERS IN THE WORLD

KENNEDY

s
Direction—THE SIMON

AGENCY,Chicago,

111.

KRAM

and

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Direction,

JAMES PLUNKETT

HOLIDAY GREETINGS TO ALL
MUSKEGON'S CHAMPION PINOCHLE PLAYER
a -Mn C*C\ Booked Solid. W. V. M. A.
j\mu
Direction, CONEY HOLMES
^\^J 9

JOE ROBERTS

MANN

MA

AND

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

Now

ALFRED GERRARD

KNA

LOEW TIME

MERRY XMAS TO ALL
Leading Juvenile "CANDY SHOP"
Chicago
Indefinite
LaSalle O. H.

ORNA

A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

AND

Playing

I

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

BOOKED SOLID-BEGINNING THE NEW YEAR
),

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Foster
Wishes Everybody a Merry Xmas and Happy

New Year

CASAD, IRWIN and CASAD
"EVERYDAY LIFE ON A RAILROAD"

Direction,

SAM BAERWITZ

VARIETY
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MERRY, MERRY CHRISTMAS

OL

HAPPIEST

R GROU

I

Songs that made Dec. 25 and Jan.

If

1

NEW YEAR

holidays this year

You Are Not Singing Them, You Can't Be Happy

VERY BO

IM

C

CAROLINA

.

Responsible parties:

A SONG THAT SHOULD BE

IN

GRANT CLARK

EVERY STOCKING.

and

9

JEAN SCHWARTZ

NO FIREPLACE COMPLETE WITHOUT

IT

PUT THE STATE ON THE MAP--

1

WANT TO GO BACK TO

"I

MICHIGAN"
YOU KNOW ALL ABOUT THIS ONE.

By IRVING BERLIN
AND THAT DOUBLE VERSION! WE HAD TO REFUSE

IT

TO THE GOVERNOR BECAUSE HE'S SINGLE

THE SUNNY SYNCOPATION

A RAGPICKER
LOVING YOU IMONA/"
"WINTER NIGH
99

HE'S

f

Ragged by

SANTA CLAUS'

IRVING BERLIN

OWN SELECTION—AS THE

BEST PRESENT ON THE MUSIC MARKET

THE YULETIDE WALLOP

€€
I

Done by TED SNYDER. BERT KALMAR and EDGAR LESLIE
THE BESTEST FOR YOURSELF OR YOURSELVES, FOR THE DOUBLE VERSION ALONE WILL START OFF THE NEW YEAR RIGHT

THE NOVELTY NUMBER OF THIS YEAR AND NEXT

99

Turned out by

FITS

THE SINGER AND THE WLATHER.

CANT STOP
u

Cr

•

it

BERLIN'S PRETTIEST

IT

ney Melody" "Along

By JOE

SINGLE OR DOUBLE,

and JEAN SCHWARTZ
CORKING LYRIC AND MELODY.
MAKES YOU A COMEDY ACT UNASSISTED

GRANT CLARK

IT

GOODWIN

NEVER FAILS

and

RAY GOETZ

Came Ruth

WHAT WILL THE HOLIDAYS BE WITHOUT

9!

THIS ONE?

SNYDER
WATERSON, BERLINandand
Broadway, NEW YORK
Strand Theatre Building
CHICAGO
Monroe and State Streets

47th Street

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA
923 Walnut Street

MAX WINSLOW,

Professional

Department

220

Tremont

Street

VARIETY
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v,
3=S

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
JOSEPH

LILLIAN

P.

IN
Direction,

AND
THOS.

J.

FITZGERALD

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

MERRY XMAS

RICE «* COHEN

Florence Morrison

A Merry Xmas and Happy

O.

H„ CHICAGO

Indefinite

"The Dog Scene"
WITH

HARRY KELLY

Outlaw"

Irish

"The Candy Shop"
LA SALLE

Neto Year To All

CLAUDIE TRACEY
"The

PLAYING HER ORIGINAL ROLE WITH

In

Booked Solid W. V. M. A.

Was

"WATCH YOUR STEP"

Written by Harry Kelly

UNION

HENRY

BIXLEY and FINK
MERRY YULETIDE GREETINGS

Next Week (Dec.

28),

HammerstehVs

Direction, JAS. E.

PLUNKETT

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

EW
ONG
IFE

W

OLFE

ILBERT

ISHES

LAD
REETINGS

ELL

TOOTS

E. L.

WARREN

AND

FRANCIS

"The Surprise Parties"
Direction,

STOKER & BIERBAUER

MERRY XMAS

The 3 Rubes
H

A SENSATION

PHENOMENAL EQUILIBRISTS

IN

Bowers, Walters
Crooker
The Success

3

Continents.

H. B. Marinelli

Thomas

FitZpatrick,

Representative

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

PERCH BALANCING

Booked Solid

of

aid

A

Management

Y
PAUL DURAND

VARIETY
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CONEY HOLMES

presents
FLORENCE

EARLE

A
N

D
..

A WEE BIT

SCOTCH

O'

PLAYING FOR W.

fP

V. M. A,

FOR TIME, TERMS AND ALL PROPOSITIONS REGARDING

VAUDEVILLE
CIRCUIT
MICHIGAN
AND ALL OTHER THEATRES OWNED AND OPERATED BY

W.

BUTTERFIELD

S.

Booked by and

Affiliated

with the U. B. O. and

WRITE OR WIRE MAIN OFFICE,

12th

W. V. M.

A.

NOW LOCATED

FLOOR, MAJESTIC THEATRE BLDG.

-

THE GREATEST NOVELTY

Mile. Lucille

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

THE WORLD

IN

and Cockie

("COCKIE," the Human Bird)
Tremendous Success

at Colonial

and Palace Theatres,

New York

BLANCHE

BOB

ARC HER - BELFORD
presenting

(Bob Archer, the Original Bozo)

"A JANITOR'S TROUBLES"
Direction,

\A/ 1 L- L- 1

A

IVI

EI.

9
Lancashire m

Representative Comedian
ALL COMMUNICATIONS DIRECT

Hindley House, Hindley Green, near Wigan, Lancashire, England

VARIETY
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This

Is

Our

First

"Ad"

in

Any Paper

PLEASE LOOK
Spending our

first

Absolute Family
Protection

Christmas

in vaudeville at

Keith's

A

Alhambra

New York this week

will

(Dec. 21)

TRUST FUND

of any amount you

advance on

6%%

sum, and

this

guarantee your family an annual income of

12%

annually

in

such

amount of the trust fund, payable in monthly
commencing one month after your death
for a period of years, and on the expiration of that time
the capital will be paid in cash and so provide your children either with a dowry or sufficient capital to go into
installments,

Ellen Orr

business.

In addition to this income,

10%

of the trust fund will

be paid immediately on your death to defray necessary

and

expenses and provide for ready cash.

be deducted from the trust fund.

Harry DeCosta
to All,

desire can

of the

PLEASE SEE US!

Merry Xmas

may

be created by you on the payment of about

and a Happy

New

This

10% wul not

This trust fund will

make it impossible for your widow or beneficiary to
make poor investments and thereby become financially
embarrassed.

The Trustee

an old-established Company with over
of assets and over six million dollars
of undivided dividends and surplus.

Year.

is

fifty million dollars

For further information write to
LEATH THEATRICAL CO.
WELLS AMUSEMENT CO.
GEORGIA THEATRE CO.
BIJOU COMPANY
THEATRES OPERATING CORP.
W. A. M. AMUSEMENT CORP.

Richmond, Va.

Nashville, Tenn.

Norfolk, Va.

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Lynchburg, Va.
Atlanta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga.
Savannah, Ga.
Macon, Ga.

1600 Broadway

Mobile, Ala.

Montgomery,

Ala.

Evansville, Ind.

WELLS

BOHM & SON, Inc.

J ULIUS

Birmingham, Ala.

TeL Bryant

8667-8.

SOUTHERN

THEATRES

gllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

THE HESS COMPANY

I

New York

Extend the Compliments of the Season and Best Wishes for the
New Year

Offices

Suite 316

Building, 1493

Broadway

Phone 761 Bryant

=

account

I
S

Manufacturers of High-Grade Make-Up
CD
17 17 MEMORANDUM DATE BOOK AND "
r
IV Hi
Hi BOOK, "THE ART OF 'MAKING UP'

=
=

Announcing No Advance

Putnam

|
\

in Prices to you on their products,
of
Revenue Tax

War

nlllllllMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlllllllliliiiin

GREETINGS
Cftrtetmas Greeting*

GRACE

GUS

JAKE WELLS LEB0Y™KAHN
Songwriting for

JEROME

H.

REMICK &

CO.

Chicago

VARIETY
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RANK BOHM

IM

DEIRO
THE MASTER OF THE PIANO ACCORDION

MAE
WEST
"THE ORIGINAL BRINKLEY GIRL"
Engaged Jointly as Headline Features
49

WEEKS' TOUR

LOEW

CIRCUIT

SEASON 1916-17
MUSICAL COMEDY
THE INCOMPARABLE

A STYLE ALL HER OWN

IN HIS LINE

WISHING THE ENTIRE WORLD A MERRY XMAS AND A HAPPY

WILLIAM

NEW YEAR

DAPHIN

AND
"A Lady,

ion,

A

Lover, and a

Lamp"

JENI

L

S

AFTER A COMPLETE REARRANGEMENT OF THE BUSHWICK

BILL,

WEEK OF

DEC.

7

LADY ALICES PETS
.

.

.

.

THE ARISTOCRACY OF AMERICAN ANIMALDOM
were changed from closing the show to closing intermission—A PHENOMENAL POSITION FOR AN ANIMAL ACT
Just Finishing Six Successful Weeks in the B. F. KEITH'S GREATER NEW YORK THEATRES
ALHAMBRA THIS WEEK (Dec. 21)
Direction,

ROSE

&

CURTI

rrrr
iaaQaBaaaaBB3BBBaBB[
MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL FRIENDS

\AAAAAlM

1EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEBEEEEEEEEEI

1EEEEEEEEE

VARIETY
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MERRY XMAS

Harry Tate's Companies
GORDON BOSTOCK,

"Motoring"—"Fishing"—"Golfing"

Representative

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
a

n
d

A Merry Christmas and

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

New

Happy

Year

ANNA

IRVING NL

CHANDLER
A Sensational Success on the
Orpheum

ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVE

New York

1416 Broadway,
Phone Bryant

City

Direction,

Circuit

Rose

&

Curtis

4211

William Friend

* Amy

Lesser

"TH E BUTLER AND THE MAID

ND SEASON'S GREETING
£.•111111

tllllj
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WISHES
XMAS AND SANE NEW YE
IM

-llllllllllllllllll
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I
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I

I

IMG

CHARLES CROSS and BETSY MOONEY
I
1

——

*;.•

I
I
s
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MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

I

I

Regular Singers of Regular Songs

VARIETY
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Compliments of the Season

Alice Lloyd
Celebrating Her 8th Successful American Tour

Direction,

PAT CASEY.

Communications, Variety,

Merry Xmas and Happy New Year

I

New York

to All

TOM McNAUGHTON
PRINCIPAL COMEDIAN

Lew

Fields'

of

Comic Opera "Suzi" Company
80 People Without Me

XMAS SEASON, ADELPHI THEATRE, PHILADELPHIA
Address

all

communications, Lambs' Club,

New

York

VARIETY
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HERE WE ARE AGAIN
MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

TWO
CARLTONS

Reeves

Billie
The

Represented by

STOKER & BIERBAUER

Renamed by

HUGH

Original "Drunk"

McINTOSH "THE PRIME MINISTER OF INEBRIATION"

D.

Just Returned from Vienna

A

Merry Xmas and
Happy New Year to All

MERRY CHRISTMAS

The Lester Trio

Laddie

In

MYSTERY"
Direction,

Cliff

SEASON'S GREETINGS
.

Permanent Address,
Friars' Club.

THE BATH ROOM

New York

F.

FRANK BOHM

HAWLEY

Opened Ninth Season Palace Music

Hall, Chicago.

Haying Played Same Sketch Around Entire World

Now

Playing U. B. O.

EDWARD

XMAS GREETINGS

S.

KELLER,

Representative

DOROTHY MEUTHER
Vaudeville's

Daintiest Dainty

Maid

Dudley Douglas
FEATURED WITH

"LOVE IN A SANITARIUM"

Joe Kramer
it

A

and

Time— Proctor

Circuit Dec. ZSth

Personal Direction,

LEE

P.

MUCKENFUSS

SUCCESS
AT FAIRS

BIG

NOW

WALTER

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
TO ALL

TOURING

LOEW

CIRCUIT

»

Visit of the

Playing United

Co.

STANTOft,

IN

Vaudeville
VARIETY
CHICAGO

TOM DAVIES
his own sketch
FULLY PROTECTED

in.

£1111111111111111

„

CHECKMATED "

IlilllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIlllllllllllIU

ARGOi
ISABELLE PATRICOLA

PREMIER HARPIST

|

THANKS TO ALL CHICAGO AGENTS

=
E

FOR MY BOOKINGS
ESPECIALLY

WISHES ALL A

J.

MATTHEWS

COMMENCING
PAtyTAGES TOUR DEC.

Merry Xmas and Happy New Year

C.

14

AT WINNIPEG

=
E
E

Direction,

=

KING LEE KRAUS

\

SiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiig
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MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM THE AUSTRALIAN BLOODHOUNDS

THE PRIMROSE FOUR
BOB WEBB—CHAS. REINHART—THOS. MURPHY—BOB GIBNER

ONE THOUSAND POUNDS OF HARMONY
Booked Solid U. B. O. Time.
Australian and

Representative

World Tour

to Follow

,

Booked by

HUGH

D.

MAX HAYES
McINTOSH.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Kramer * Patterson

LARK TRIO

Playing

VERONA HUSMANN—JACK BARTON— HAZEL WILSON
Direction,

Booked by

CONEY HOLMES

SEASON'S OR

Orpheum

Circuit

STOKER & BIERBAUCR

INOS

IN/1

)

Drop

in

and See

Me

at F.

A.

MILLS,

My

Publisher,

171

W. 48th

St.,

New York

City

SEASON'S GREETINGS

n— KOLB HARLAND
8

.

****

PAUL LA CROIX
"The Mad Hatter," Assisted by Dorothy Dixon

Presenting their satire

Orpheum

Circuit

"EVOLUTION"

Direction,

Representatives,

ROSE & CURTIS

OURO

GENE HUGHES

THOSE FOOLISH FRENCH TRICKSTERS

Address 252

W.

SI
IN

FEATS OF MAGIC AND ILLUSION

38th Street,

Ambler
America's Fore

YULETIDE
GREETINGS
Direction,

most

Equilibrists

TO ALL

OUR FRIENDS
CONEY HOLMES

New York

VARIETY
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XMAS GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

GEORGE KINKAID DAVIS
AND

HIS

KINKAID
Lang May Yer Lung Reek
:<•:•

KED SOLID

STRAND THEATRE
MARK STRAND THEATRE

11 Principals

BROADWAY
AND
47TH STREET

CO, Owmti and Operators

THE WORLD'S PREMIER PHOTO PLAY HOUSE DEVOTED
EXCLUSIVELY TO THE HIGHEST GRADE PHOTO PLAYS
COMBINED WITH A LARGE CONCERT ORCHESTRA, MAMMOTH
ORGAN AND VOCAL SOLOISTS.
WEEK OF DECEMBER »

C

8ION

IN

OP"

WEEK DEC r-MARY
continuous from noon to tut

Prices 19-15-2$

m.

CIRCUIT

CORNALLAS

SIX

PHENOMENAL ACROBATS

ft

B. A.

PICKFORD, IN "CINDERELLA"

p.

LOEW

RNUM

NA/IL-L.I AIVI
cc

on

—No Chorus

MYERS,

Representative

and 50c

A STANDARD ACT OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT
GEORGE

MABEL

FITZGERALD AND ASHTON
PRANKS

ENTIRE DIALOGUE

PIANO

AND SONGS DONE
IN THE LANGUAGE
OF THE UNITED STATES

PATTER AND
PEPPERY PARLANCE

Booked Solid

THE MEMBERS OF THE

MIJARES

Pekin

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

MANOLO
W.

V. M. A.

IRVING COOPER

Direction,

TIME

GUADALUPE

WISH EVERYBODY

A

Merry Xmas and Happy

New
Playing

Year

UNITED TIME

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

SEASON'S GREETINGS
Merry Xtnas and Happy

New Year

AND

A VERY MERRY XM AS TO ALL!

1M UN A SC El A LL

/'Beauty, Youth and FoUf

MAX YORK
One

»>

Plajrlnff

HIS CANINE PUPILS

of the Funniest

United Tim*

Dog Acts

in

Management,

Vaudeville

PAUL DURAND

VARIETY

ARTHUR
ARTHUR

°»*

Formerly BEDIM and

Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year
WITH FONDEST GREETINGS TO JEAN

ROSE TROUPE
THE

RISING GENERATION

BEDINI

YULETIDE GREETINGS
RAYMOND

INEZ

PAINE

NESBITT

and

NATURAL AND UNASSUMING ARTISTS

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

PtnUfei Tour

SIGNOR

The Great
IN

Pianist

VAUDEVILLE

Stcinway Piano Used

Angelo Patricolo

ALF. T.
Palace Theatre

HARRISON BROCKBANK
With an All-Star Cast
A Broadway Production

SEASON'S GREETINGS

A

fcfc

The Drummer
An

Artistic

Triumph

FOR

Bldtf..

As

WILTON
New York

NAPOLEON
In

of the 76th"

Business Representative.

M.

NEW

S.

BENTHAM

A
MURRAY

JOE

AND
HOW IS

EVERY THING BY YOU?

B. K.?

BY US ITS

B. K.

TOO

VARIETY

BO

WE WISH YOU THE SAME

GEORGE

P.

AND
"ADMIRING AND ADMIRED"
By Tommy Gray and

The Acme

A Strictly
A Comedy

Geo. P.

Murphy

Direction,

JOHN

of Achievement
High CUee Offering

EDW.

S.

KELLER

BUDD

SHIRLEY

BYAM YORK FAYE

Playlet

With Singing
and
A Dance Finish

BELASCO'S

ATTRACTIONS

Chas.

SEASON

1114-15

Roy and Anna Harrah
Society Skaters

Pleasing and Classy

WARFIELD

Merry

YORK TRIO

FRANCES
STARR

•SONGS

AND STEPS"

Xmas and
Happy

New

Year

to all

Maxwell

LEO
DITRICHSTEIN

Holden

BEUSCO THEATRE

Comedy

In

"NURSING A

Shadow-

NEW YORK

graphist

HUSBAND"

(Originator of

Colored
This Act Has Made a Positive and
Emphatic Hit Wherever it has played

Jas. B.

McKowen

JAMESANDGRADY
COMPANY

Representative

Playing
)

The Perfume

of

BOSTON, MASS.

This

Columbia Theatre. N. Y.
ads by

71

Professional Pictures for
Professional People

By JIMMIE BARRY

Stage Costumes for Sale

PERFUMED DISINFECTANT
at the

GUS WHITE

"THE TOLL BRIDGE"

Flowers

AL-LVIU
AIR PURIFIER
Used

Hand

Shadows)

SOLHYMES New
Maiden Lane

season's elaborate models, short and
Selling away below cost.
length.
A
chance to replenish your wardrobe at slight
expense.
Call or write immediately for first
choice.

;mklc

Broadway Theatrical Costuming Co.
York

Tel. 3440

Bryant

ISO

West

CHARLES THOMSON
Merry Xmas and a Happy
to All

My

JOHN

C.

PEEBLES
New York

Palace Theatre Bldg.,
41th St.

New Year

Friends

Juggling on the U. B. O. Time and booked
solid, season 1914-15, under the direction of

ROY CLAIR
Musical Comedy Producer

BABE BARKER
Ingenues

Address Care

VARIETY, San

Francisco

VARIETY
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AMERICA'S MOST NOVEL AND ARTISTIC TERPSICHOREAN

Willet

The

Vars

15

Dancing Master, THOS.

Years

MAD A I

s

ulUlVnL •

Mae

DANCING ON THE KEITH'S CIRCUIT

SPECIALTY AND NOVELTY DANCERS
Dancing Together

WHIRLWINDS

J.

FITZPATRICK

Dancing was coffee with flavor tuprtm
prams,
Tha Danclnf La Vara would furnish tha crsam
If

i

WHITE
FRANK BOHM

IN

A New

Direction,

Stock of Syncopated

Frank "Bohm
presents

PLAYING

40

Caesar Rivoli

GOOD WISHES TO ALL
WEEKS EAST AND WEST ON THE MARCUS LOEW CIRCUIT

WALTER CATLETT
(Comedian)

Management

Burbank Theatre
Los Angeles

OLIVER MOROSCO
INDEFINITE

D

•THE TALL TALE TELLER"

BOOKED SOLID

OPEN NEXT WEEK

International Musicians
VIOLIN, CELLO, VOICE

AND PIANO

A Study in Royal Blue and White
Just Completed a World's
Permanent Address: Care
Walter

n and Marie Annis, of Walter Shannon and Marie Annls

of

Tour

STOKER & BIERBAUER, Palace

New York

City,

Our Exclusive Agents

Theatre Bid,.

VARIETY

Hardy
To-day
COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON TO ALL OUR FRIENDS, INCLUDING
JULIAN ELTINGE

CIRT ALBERTSON

FRANKLYN ARDELL
JAMES BYRNES
ALEXANDER AND SCOTT
BESTRY AND BISSETT
ALAN BROOKS
HARRY BENHAM
HINES AND FOX

LEW

BRICE
BERNIVICI BROS.
FRANKLYN BATIE

BOBBY BARRY
ERNEST BALL
BOYLE AND BRAZIL

WALTER VAN BRUNT
WILLIAM CRAWFORD
DUNHAM & FREEMAN
STEPP, GOODRICH AND KING
DAN CASLAR
HARRY CARROLL
LARRY CEBBALOS
CORCORAN AND DINGLE
WILLIAM CHANDLER
TACK CURTIS
E. ELWARD
ED. FLANAGAN
TAMES MEEHAN
DOYLE AND DIXON
DeHAVEN AND NICE

CHAS. INNES

JACK PIERRE

MAX GORDON
FRED HILDEBRAND
BILLY HALUGAN

JOHNNY JOHNSTON
SIDNEY JARVIS
ARTHUR KLEIN
JOE KENO
WILLIAM GARWOOD
CHAS. KING
JACK MANION
KIMBERLY AND MOHR
HENRY MARSHALL
BERT MERKAT
ARTIE M EH LINGER

STRAND THEATRE BUILDING,
ailllniimmmtwiiiiiiiiMiiiiii iiiiinnnnmiiiiiitiHii iniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii

1583

AL JOLSON
MACK AND WALKER
ANDREW BRANIGAN
DANNY MORRISON
JIM McCORMACK
FRANK McDERMOTT

JACK LEWIS

IMMY SPOTTSWOOD
AND TUREK
ARTHUR UTTRY
HARRY THIGHE
JAMES TONEY
VIC STONE
BILLY VANDEVEER
JOE VERDI
CARL WAXELBAUM
HENRY WATTERSON
{OE WELCH
fAX WINSLOW
AL WHITE
AL WOODS
IHARP

CHAS. McCLINTOCK
SIDNEY PHILLIPS

RYAN AND TIERNEY
JEAN REVERE
GEORGE REED
MAX SILVER
FRANK STAFFORD
HARRY STEPHENS

Broadway (Room

316),

HARRY FOX
WOHLMAN AND ABRAHAMS
HARRY CULLEN
BYAL AND EARLY
DOUGLAS STEVENSON
SMITH AND BOYLE
JEAN SCHWARTZ
O'CONNOR AND CAMERON
HARRY KELLY
HURST BROTHERS
TACK GARDNER
LLOYD AND BRITT
W. BRADLEY
GRANT CLARK
HARRY CASEY

New York

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiL

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AJ£D HAPPY NEW YEAR

!

THE FIVE ORIGINAL

An

Offering Unique in Its Class

ADOLPH YOSCARY,
nm'ii

iiim

i

inn

i

in

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiii

i

Manager

|
i
i
Comedy

Dispensers of

Permanent Address, Victor House, Chicago.

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiii

imii

Dick Henry
AND

Carrie Adelaide
Till

June—W. V. M.

A. Direction,

AARON KESSLER

YULETIDE GREETINGS
RALPH

KATHARINE

K.IGGS

and

WI
TCHIE
D
K
S.

Direction,

IVI
MERRY XMAS TO ALL

Just Completed 20

Weeks on

the

a

iiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir;

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

Booked Solid

|

Orpheum

Circuit

VARIETY

XMAS GREETINGS

Maurice
Jack Curtis
INTERNATIONAL VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS
IN AFFILIATION

WOLLHEIM, LTD.

WITH

« charing

LONDON

cross road

BROADWAY, Palace Theatre Bldg., NEW YORK

1564

Phone Bryant 5261

A few

OKABE JAPS
ANNETTE KELLERMAN GIRLIES
STALEY and BIRBECK
CONOLLY SISTERS
LEON'S MODELS DE LUXE
NEWHOUSE, SNYDER and CO.
WILLIE SOLAR
SLIVERS

AUSTRALIAN McLEANS
JANE COURTHOPE and CO.
QUEENIE DUNEDIN
PAUL LA CROIX

WORK

and
and

PLAY
CONRAD

DU CALION
OTTO BROS.
WEBER and WILSON
RIGOLETTO BROS.
PEKIN MYSTERIES

New York

of Our Vaudeville Headliners

ADELINE GENEE
AMELIA SUMMERVILLE
MME. OTERO
ARTHUR PRINCE
RICHARD BENNETT
HELEN TRIX

DANIELS

Cable, "Curtrose,"

ANNETTE KELLERMANN
ADELE BLOOD
VESTA VICTORIA
ANNA CHANDLER
THE 2 HOLLANDERS
CHRETIENNE and LUISETTE

HYMACK
LUCY GILLETT

AKURMAN
HOWARD and CO.

HILL and
ED.

ARTHUR HUSTON and ZINKA PANNA
TOM DINGLE and JACK CORCORAN
FAMILY
REBLA

FILLIS

LADY ALICE'S PETS
MYRTLE and JIM DUNEDIN
FIELD BROS
DANCING MARS
LAYPO and BENJAMIN
CONOLLY and NAULTY
BERT HANLON
MIMIC FOUR
OLGA and SIDNEY
LIPINSKI'S 40 DOG COMEDIANS
VIOLIN BEAUTIES

GENE MULLER TRIO

VARIETY
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ENVIED, ADMIRED, IMITATED, BUT NEVER EQUALLED
SEASON'S GREETINGS

TO ALL
aoi

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

MAJESTIC
Shop
Clothes
INCORPORATED
Room

Tom
Of

3

900,

Majestic Theatre Bldg,

KING OF SLANG
DETROIT "NEWS"
TEMPLE-VAUDEVILLE

Two

old favorites, one of them in a new
environment, and a newcomer, who will be
an old favorite after this week, feature
excellent variety at the Temple.
Bert
Leslie is one of the familiar visitors to the
theatre and always a welcome visitor. His
sketch this year takes Hogan, the painter,
to London..
As usual, it is chiefly noteworthy because it serves to introduce a

Salutes you and presents the compliments of the
season for

CHICAGO

BERT LESLIE

Ed. Weiskopf

Hickey

Manager

Hlckcy Bros

of brand new slang phrases which
another six months will be in everybody's vocabulary.
Several musical comedies and dozens of vaudeville acts would
lose much of their wit if Bert Leslie could
nail down his stuff.
One of the best ones
was used in "Watch Your Step" last week.
You got to be pretty good when they all
steal your stuff.
And they all steal Bert's.

score
in

P. S.

Frank James and the Dalton Boys were mild purloiners

to

AL JOLSON.

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

JIMMIE
and
MYRTLE

UNELDIN

Direction,

CHARLES

A

OU

M.

I

S.

BENTHAM

Presents

PRELLE'S
Miniature Circus
THE ONLY ORIGINAL
DOG ACT OF THIS KIND
IN THE WORLD, INTRODUCING
"THE ROBBERY OF THE OVERLAND MAIL'

L

NOW PLAYING
Circuit

Orpheum
Direction,

Paul Duraiid

Under Management

of Chas. B.

Dillingham

VARIETY

SEASON'S OREZETIIMOS

ASSISTED BY MR. WILLIAM
Offering the Season's

-.

E.

!

COLE AND HER COMPANY

Most Unique Novelty

FANCY PHANTOMS
Triumph

Booked

as

A Genuine

Pretty Girls, Clever Boys.

Six Talented People.

Added Attraction on the Marcus Loew

and West (One

Solid, East

II

Circuit.

Full Year).

FRANK BOHM

Direction,

GUS SUN BOOKING EXCHANGE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
CHICAGO—MAJESTIC THEATRE BLDG.
PITTSBURGH—2tS SCHMIDT BLDC
NEW YORK—UNITED BOOKING OFFICE.
CLEVELAND— PRISCILLA BLDG,

Nn

1EICHNKS

Theatres With the Assured Seal of Success

SUN VAUDEVILLE
C. B.

"DAD" HALL'S

KEITH'S
V. O.

Family
Theatre

Dixie

Theatre

are receiving regular ship-

GRAF

BROS., 812 Broadway,
WHOLESALE AGENTS

New York

Cook Opera House

ROCHESTER.
The Standard
Vaudeville House

SANDUSKY. OHIO

N. Y.

A. A. Fenny venv,
Gen. MRr.
J H. W. Fennyvessy,
Res.

"The best one night
stand

ft).

Ohio* r

Sunday Vaudeville

Mgr.

Sun Theatre

Sun Theatre

SPRINGFIELD,

PORTSMOUTH,

O.

Monarch

Comedy

O.

sssneeaejB»nsnnBeBBeB»BnaaBBnaBBaBBBer

Orpheum Theatre

Alhambra Theatre
MARION,

Nelson H. Von Gvernee, Mgr.

Four

LIMA* O.

O.

Ada Meade Theatre

Dreamland

Emperors of Song

MARYSVILLEE,
E. N. Guckert,

O.
Manager

of

Guiding Star,

Compliments of the Season to All

PAUL GOUDRON
lata to be

on

page with the boys

Comedy

CHAS. ROBLES
ARTHUR THORNTON
BETTER THAN EVER

JOE LESTER

Too

we

Grease Paints. Powders and
Rouges.
You should have no trouble to get a supply from your dealer.
If you can't— write us direct.

WOODWARD'S

Sandusky

formerly

Theatre

(9mfcrrGui}
In spite of the War
ments of Imported

MEET ME
AT

OTTO'S
WEST

IS)

Quick and Ciena Service

OYSTERS

44TH

AL.

GREENE

JOE RAYMOND

Restaurant and French
BROADWAY AND SIXTH AVE.

Bakery

ST., bet.

Delicious

Pastry

Cooking UnexceUed

STEAKS

NEVER CLOSED

Prices

CHOPS

Moderate

VARIETY
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Keith
E. F.

ALBE.E,

f

Circuit

General Manager
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-
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Can
Desirements in these
'
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Keith's Palace
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The Orpheum
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H

Circuit

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
A .A
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
A\A
A\A

Theatres

AA

a\a

A

MARTIN BECK

General Manager

A

AA

a\a
\A.A

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^l^^^^

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1^^^

YOU Can Book Direct by Addressing S. K. Hodgdon, Booking Manager of the United, and
W. Vincent, Booking Manager of the Orpheum Circuit
.

A\A

AA

\AA
AA

Aa

AA
A} A
AA
AA
A\A

A*
AA

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^I^^^^^^^T^

Building

=

=

New York

City

AA
AA
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

COMPANY

AFFILIATED BOOKING
TO
Mi

and

We

Artist*

Can Supply You the Best

RACTIONS

V A U D VI
Sole
F.

BOOKING MANAGERS
NASH
A- E. MEYERS

LINCOLN
President

YOUTH PHOTO PLAY

Agents

J. J.

N.

HIBBIN, Manager Cabaret and Club Department

E. H.

^~.

J. KISSICK
S"'- Tr"-

_.

.

«

CO. Feature Fi

RECTOR BLDG., CHICAGO,

Offices, 4th Floor,

111.

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

GREETINGS

GEORGE SCHINDLER

MURRAY

HUGO

MORRIS & FEIL
Palace Theatre Building.

The World's Greatest Mouth-Organ Player
ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT EQUAL

New York

Berlin, Wintergarten.

London, Empire Moss Tour.

Paris, Follies Bergere

Return engagement over the Orpheum Circuit

V
Y
OIRCUI
VAUDEVILLE

INBEPENDENT
The Beet Snull Tlase

Far West. Steady ConsecutWe Worh

hi the

for Novelty Feature

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG, SAN FRANCISCO

from three to Ave weeks between sailings of boata for Australia for
class acta. CeemssuaJeate by wire or letter.
•

all first

Wishing You a Merry Christmas

EDGAR ALLAN WOOLF
THE

FULLER-BRENNAN

VaodeviDe Circuit
(AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)
BEN J. FULLER, Governing Director

All correspondence to Nationsl Amphitheatre,
owing to War Conditions.

Sydney.

American Booking

Office

Tem-

porarily closed,

AMALGAMATED
B. S.

RnnifTNtn
msistvirivj

B. s

-

WEBSTER

ROBINSON
AMUSEMENTNow CORPORATION
ETHEL ROBINSON
SAMUEL

L.

Manager

GENE HUGHES,
of High-Class

Manager, Promoter and Producer of Vaudeville Acts
5th Floor,

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

PUTNAM BUILDING, NEW YORK

Cable, "Freeborn."

Now Yorh

Phone, Bryant M14

Rickard's

Tivoli

Theatres

LTD,
AUSTRALIA
Capital f1,2Se,tM

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS, INDIA and AFRICA
Combined

Capital, $3,ttM**

HUGH McINTOSH,

Governing Director
"HUCHMAC," Sydney

Regtstsred Cable Address!

H.

TIVOLI THEATRE. SYDNEY-AUSTRALIA
YORK OFFICES, 112 Strand Theatre Bldg.

WEEKS

ALOZ

Booking Agency
Orpheum Theatre Bldg.

MONTREAL,

P. Q.

Park and

Inc.

Artists desiring

New York

re D

nM .t.H M

THE NEW

FLATBUSH THEATRE
QCO. A. McDERMIT, Mgr.
BROOKLYN'S CLASSIEST VAUDEVILLE
HOUSE

2—SHOWS DAILY—
STANDARD ACTS ALWAYS
JULES PKLMAH, ImUo« |a|r«Mlaflff

JfOJBLA^^
S"

POWDER-ROUQE

and CREAM
HsTe been used by the

sion

for 50 years.
Best
they are the best now.

Send

Office:

Write or Wire

J.

1115

Sensational Acts Wanted
Chicago, III.

plimmer circuit

Freeman Bernstein

S to 7

Vaudeville Attractions.

PRUDENTIAL CIRCUIT

TRYOUTS can be arranged for acts unknown to us
Columbia Theatre Bldg.-TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK-Tolephono Bryant «44f

NEW

Fair Season.

Consumers Building,

Vaudeville Agency

MOSS1CIRCUIT

Officest

Head

booking acts for

TUCK

FELIX REICH

MOSS, President and General Manager

CIRCUIT

-f** ™*£aaffi^j&wrK *&-

Artists and Acts of every description suitable for vaudeville can obtain long engagements by
BOOKING DIRECT with us. Send in your open time at once or call

Harry

VAUDEVILLE

OUfl.

profes-

then—

for free sasaples

Una. 117 V. 1M

it.,

lee Tut

MEYERS MAKE-UP

FOR SALE
GREENWALL THEATRE
NEW ORLEANS

"A MERRY CHRISTMAS" snd
"A HAPPY NEW YEAR"

Apply ARTHUR B. LEOPOLD, Attorney
Maison Blanche Building, New Orleans

Grand Rapids. Mich.
Always Glad to Hear from say Friends

HARVEY
ARLINGTON
"That Successful Manager"

Now With The

Gilllgham-Snith Enterprises

HARRY WEBER
Manager

of

HARRY COOPER

.

>
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WhenM war was declared one pro. says to anI know thaso Revues would bring on
something."

FRANCES
CLARE

other,

a while the people only bought
standing room, for the orchestra played so many
National Anthems It wasn't much use buying a
seat. About half our meals in the cafe's were
eaten standing up. During the soup It was a

Than

for

Imperial

Pekinese
Troupe

end

GUY RAWSON

long stretch.

with

"Their Little Girl
Friends"

President Wilson's speech has clicked over
here.

That Xmas

Ship was the best bit of press
work the U. S has done since the war started.

Gained considerable advantage on the St-St
week. Salary and a half made them pretty
mad.
Pluggingalongly Yours
last

"Yestenkyt"
A

VARIETY. LONDON.

Booked

GAVIN and PLATT
Clifton.

Six Chinese Wonders.
Anna Held Jubilee Co.

Direction

All

—^^——^—_^_^a——
N.

J.

Solo

comBualcatione to

Owner and Prop.

VARIETY. New York

SAM"GOOD
J. CURTIS
BYE BOYS"

VON HOFF

GEO.

.Mystery

Lately Fenturod with

LONO TACK SAM

Next Week (Dec. 28)
Pantages, Sen Diego

TOURING
Phone Ufl-M Passaic
7 Hawthorne Ave-

Solid

CHRIS O. BROWN
Thie Week (Dec. 21)
Pantages, Loe Angelas

The PEACHES

Virdon, Perry aid Wilber

Shangtun

Delightful Story of Youth

In

ALLEN MILLER

By

Direction,

X

AND COMPANY
ALL

M

THOSE MUSICAL WIZARDS

A

M.

C.

and H. N. Y.

2

J.

ARM
KENNEDY

REEVES
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
PANTAGES CIRCUIT

KIPPER,

Sam
"Th«

aid STICKNEY

and

Direction,

Silent
Direction,

FRANK
Touring RICKARD'S CIRCUIT.

Bush

HAPPY NEW YEAR

vJHO'i Topp/a/G

ce*rr

ROSE-

r>tO/""»

THW

uj<-»x-

House

i*i

Bill. HB.irg' Saio

koko^o l«t

ujetK".

/

Pl*£<

fKAJtJcotofesr
AtP. T7u>lCT-<W

HOV

tt*

All Ht ma$ Prrcsgwr* c ax* rue
TEMPtr, PCTT?oit: (**m* o*c ».i)

THE RECKUESS

LOEW West
CIRCUIT
MARCUS
Just

TRANSFIELD SISTERS
REFINED MUSICAL ARTISTS

Finished the

Touring Pantages Circuit

Mgr.,

MAX

ROGERS.

A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL
HAL
CLIFF

Purcella
The Junmie
BOOKED SOLID

Bros.

"

Cnra

off

I

LVI

NEWPORT and STIRK

Valentine Twins"

LOEW

CIRCUIT

ARTHURJ PRINCE
With

The Greetest Gymnasts In the World
LOEW CIRCUIT
Booked Solid Until IflT

Jeck and Kittle Lee
South Sea Scenic Specialty Superb*
Booked Solid. United Time

HIRSCH-TRIO
BUI Dreyfus
Piano

"

VARIETY, Ntw York

KNOCKABOUTS
Yes I

WILLIAM

PEARL and MEEHAN
PLEASANT MOMENTS

IN

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKED SOLID

lnr.

PAINT-O-CRAPHISTS
PLAVINO UNITIO TIMK

Direction,

ALF.

T.

still

doing the same act

S.

BENTHAM

OWN

PRODUCT

THE MINIATURE PRIMA DONNA
Fred Ward

Playing U. B. O.

Personal Management,

NICK HANLEY

ROSIE LLOYD

WILTON

LEON and CO."
PRESENT

are

MARION WEEKS

Little

V. M. A.

THE LELANDS

M.

AMERICA'S

Direction,

)a n et

Wo

Nan Halperin
Direction,

VIOLET

v a r r en

CIRCUIT

5H.UC& pt a tb*i

/

Hlrsch— Banjo

LOEW

TMC STICK*

Original Song* and Dances

Violin— Irv.

Shapiro

Gt«o to s*6 F»a*»k 9<t*AFm* o»
ua»rri£TV back an BGoAOumv.
LAST 5<*W OF fit A UK u/rtfi i*J
PiaftOu-iV. StHAfER «Chowx uhct
WAft 15 AcQt(MT AUHOtiT.
^BuJARO rTfll?5MAUL.

MOON
AT THE DOLPHIN

and

BOOKED SOLID
TUO 1 tTC"**

Two Guvs

Arthur Fasig

ABE

JOE

S

AUSTRALIA

5to^ ih neo/xr om tm* A/eu/vfe/v*.
THCATte TUKSOfKY /VlOMT. "LOO* Bo,

Tramp"

Drums

EMILY

Jerome end Carson

VENTRILOQUIST

MAX HART

Ll'l

BARNEY MYERS

FRANK ROHM

THEODORE TERRY

Barton

Junle McCree

FIRE and

Touring in American Vaudeville.

NEXT WEEK

(Dec

28)

POLFS, SCRANTON, PA.

WATER

SENSATIONAL
SPECTACULAR

MYSTERY
Featuring and Breaking Boi
Oflhcc Records lor the U. B. O.

VARIETY

yo
II

ffTTfc

njfajl

EVELYN NESBIT
AND

JACK CLIFFORD
Direction, H. B.

M ARINELLI
Acknowledged by press and public

Alfred Latell
direction, M. O.
Permanent Address,

Driscoll Apartments,

GREATEST ANIMAL ACTOR.
VOKES.

THE WORLD'S

Assisted by

ELSIE

Presenting the laughable pantomimic success,

"A DOG OF FANTASY"
ALL NEW

MARINELLI

Geary and Jones

Streets,

San Francisco,

Cal.

JUST CLOSED WITH THE HARRY LAUDER SHOW AS THE FEATURED VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTION
AFTER TWO SEASONS. SPENDING XMAS SEASON HOME.
W.

A.

QUIGG PRESENTS THE

ELECTRICAL

DAVID

and

HAWAIIAN
MUSICIAN
Jft

t^k-w-

51
V
fl

ft

W

V

^

FISKE
Praeant

I

MMM MMM

Booked Solid
Loew Circuit

GEORGE

HARADA
WORLD'S FAMOUS

" SEVEN

VENUS"' CO
Stoker

&

WHITE
BLACKBIRDS"
ON THE OLD PLANTATION

MYRTLE

CYCLIST
1718

^T

Happy New Year

FREEMAN

KALEIKOA

/M\
MM

Merry Christmas

Season's Greetings

JULIA 'CURTISS

Clybourn At*.
Chicago,

111.

The

Girl

Playing

GUS SUN TIME

PAUL

HETTIE

Hjsndas Trio

With Many Voices"

8th

AMERICAN SEASON

ALICE LLOYD
i

IN VAUDEVILLE
WEEKS
Representative.

DEC. 28--JAN.

4,

ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO

PAT CASEY

All Communications care

VARIETY, New York
Telephone Bryant 8375

KEEFE,LANGTON - WHEELER
Working, thank you.

,

LEW GOLDER

i

S. J. KRI
lMONDS
and jewel

Room

317-318

BOUGHT, SOLD AND APPRAISED

REMOUNTING AND REPAIRING.
GAIETY BLDG..

1547

BROADWAY,

PLATINUM WORK A SPECIALTY
NEW YORK

Cor. 48th St.,

VARIETY
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYBODY

THE WISH OF

IS

FRANCES

JOSEPH

LAURIE
"The

Little

Gems

ND
of Vaudeville"

Weeks

70 Consecutive
Thank, to

ED SMALL

AILEEN

who have Just Finished

for

(Our Sponsor) end

Marcus Loew
JACK GOLDBERG.

Everyone admits that the LOEW CIRCUIT plays the best acts in vaudeville and we are proud to say that we made good in any position given us
whether opening or next to closing. We take this opportunity to thank the LOEW PEOPLE for the treatment we received on the time, from the
BOOKING OFFICE to the "Boys back stage."

We

are

still

LOEW

playing the

We

CIRCUIT.

But Who's Afraid of "SIME" ?

DAVE

Everybody, Especially

MARCUS LOEW

TASMANIAN
ty /^\ T T

T^ T

"XT

and

Yard

it

will cost

money.

A Good Notice ?

? ?

GERTRUDE

VAN DIEMAN
Merry Xmas to

All

THE

PARKER
A

says

JULE DELMAR

AND

a

"SIME"

He Always Gives Us

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS FROM

NOWLiN
To

could say a lot more but

of Music"

BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER

Direction,

LEW GOLDER

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Better

Than Ever

Ask Our "Keeper"—M.

ITS StTH
Booked by

GIRLS

"The Million Dollar Quartette"

BENTHAM.

"BETWEEN TRAINS"
NOW PLAYING

FOUR

S.

JULE DELMAR on
Thanks

to all

the

Managers and

WEEK

LOEW

Officials for

CIRCUIT

square and courteous treatment.

THOMAS MARTIN,

Manager.

VARIETY
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1
I
I
I

|

A COMEDY^^
SENSATIONAL
TRIUMPH.
INTERESTING
PUZZLING
ENTERTAINING

WARD SISTERS

DOLL GIRL OF VAUDEVILLE

Offering the
She weighs 98

lbs.

Yet no man can

lift

her.

Defying

all

MERRY XMAS

.

Chick Sale
JESSIE

IN

I
1

is
not the old
Doll"
but an act that has

times

the laws of gravity.

Interspersed
with Artistie Dancing.

1
m

"THE COUNTRY SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENT," EXTENDS

SEASON'S GREETING
BOOKED SOLID OVER THE

EDW.

S.

U. B. O.

KELLER,

TIME UNTIL JUNE
Representative

"THE MANICURE SHOP"

14TH,

If IS

Mtrry Chriatmas

K & E

MERRY XMAS

MINDELL KINGSTON

and

Playfag Retura Dates Orphean Circuit

EL CLEVE
FROM

I

"MECHANICAL
act,

MORRIS « JACK BEASLEY
in

GREETINGS

This

IN

VAUDEVILLE

GEORGE
EBNER
WILTON

Direction,

ALF

XYLOPHONE
MERRY XMAS AND A
NEW YEAR

and His

GID

FRANK BOHM

(That's the Answer)

Touring Pant**** Circuit

EVANS SISTER
and

«<

Time.

CARRELL

220 So. State

Chicago

St.,

PS

I

CRUMBLEY
THEB1MBOS
Repeating Their European Success on the

Direction, C. L.

Always Railroading

CLI

Conductor, B. A.

MYERS

Booked Solid W. V. M. A.
Eastern Representative,

MORRIS & FEIL

Western Representative, JAS.

McKOWEN

(LIPINSKTS DOGS)
HAPPY NEW YEAR

Count Beaumont
AND

IM
Originators of

Our

Style of Act.
Direction, I FR

SEASON'S GREETINGS
The Great Magician

LO U

^

I

Re-engaged on Loew Eastern and Western Circuit

V

|

IM

VARIETY
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COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

.

Direction

IRVING

COOPER

SIDNEY

NOVELTY EQUILIBRISTS

PHILLIPS
is

now

selling

an

UP-TO-DATE LINE OF SONGS

LOEW &

.
A Snappy

AleJv

The

Booked Solid over Loew

CO.

Direction.

FRANK BOHM

Salesman for an A-No.-l concern.

REFERENCES
The Orpheum Company
The Keith Manufacturing Company

XMAS GREETINGS
FROM

CUTTERS TO THE TRADE

THOSE FUNNY FELLOWS

NORMAN WILBER
Carries the Samples

DESIGNER

FRANK BOHM
OFFICE AND FACTORY Putnam Bldg.,

P.S.

Circuit

for

NIP

AND

TUCK

The Acrobat and Contortionist

NEW YORK

MERRY XMAS

Direction

FRANK BOHM

LEW

!M.

Booked Solid

GOLDBERG

ARTIST-REPRESENTATIVE
BOOKING WITH

Compliments of the season

\Af

.

V.

IN/I.

A.

and

U.

910 Fort Dearborn Bldg., Chicago,

Hammerstein's
Victoria

111.

THE PROFESSION will be glad to learn that am still in the land of the living.
all for A MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY, PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
I

Best wishes to

Yours

GEORGE SILVER
26

NORTH DEARBORN

ST. (Near Madison)

"A Gentlemen's Bar where

42nd

CHICAGO.

ILL.

the Real Fellows Gather"

S I EG EL
JULIAN
DR.WEST
STREET, NEW YORK CITY
204

AND THE

MARINE BUFFET

Official Dentist to the

WHITE RATS

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION

V

Phone— Bryant

4441

YANDIS COURT
West 43rd

241-247

CITY

in housekeeping apartments

FURNISHED COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING
Located

in the

heart of the theatrical district.

ings just completed with every

modern

DANI
HOTEL FOR GENTLEMEN
Northwest Cor. 42d Street and 9th Avenue
TWO BLOCKS WERT OF BROADWAY

NEW YORK
The newest thing

Broadway)

Street (Just off

IETY

New

fireproof build-

Telephone
1862 Bryant

NEW BUILDING

84 RoomsTnn^-^r
ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS

device, consisting of one, two,

three and four-room steam-heated apartments, with kitchenette and

NEW
YORK CITY
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

IN EVERY. ROOM

TELEPHONE

private batfiT

Prices, $3.50, $4.00,

Rates $10.00 to $14.00 Weekly

142-146

WEST

BROADWAY
Telephone

in

A home-like transient and family
every room.

Restaurant and Grill equal to any

Rooms

and

of bath $1.50

SPECIAL RATES TO THE PROFESSION.

A

Fireproof BuDdlo,

ONE

wall furnished.

and up. Rooms with bath $2 and
Parlor bedroom and bath $3 and up, for one or two persona.

Rooms with use

N«r

Moderate Prices

largo, light, airy

$1 DAY

up.

IN

ROOM

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS

VICTORIA HOTEL
Formerly

KING EDWARD

J5«

Rooms,

NEW
YORK
STREET,

14S-1S5 WEST 47TH
Juat off Broadway.
"The Very Heart of New York"
Absolutely Fireproof
2S0 Private Baths
EVERY MODERN CONVENIENCE
Rooms (Running Water) $1 00 and Upward. Room and Bath, $1 SS

Five Minutes'

Walk

PRICE RESTAURANT

to 3S Theatres
POPULAR
A. HOLLINGSWORTH, Proprietor

AN IDEAL HOTEL FOR PROFESSIONALS

CORNE
NEW

WEST 47TH STREET,
(Just off

HENRI COURT

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
323 Wegt 43^ Street, NEW YORK CITY

ligat

aad

SINNOTT.

Tel.

UP WEEKLY

$12

252-254

Telephone Bryant

Bryant

$lt.St

Tel.

m W. 4U

Bryant

IT.

4293-6131

Comfortable and exeep*
clean
three
and
four-room apartments, thoroughly furnished for housekeeping. Private baths.
tionally

up

$8.00

UP WEEKLY

ARTHUR

UNDER MANAGEMENT OF THE OWNER

West

NEW

YORK
38th St., off 7th Avenue,
$2.50 to $5.00 Weekly
L electric liaht and
en every Boor, s
MUSIC ROOM FOR USE OI
OF GUESTS

2347

TeL

and Rooms
rooms $4.00 and up
Three and Four Room Apartments

2S8

tree

$S to $8

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310

Iff ass

3431

Furnished Apartments

v ...$l Up

T EWEST
l_T IV! ARK \A/ E
NEW YORK
49TH

THE CLAMAN

7M Its AVE., si 47tfc It

niahed.

Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession

SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL RATES

W. 48TH

ST.,

NEW YORK

JOEL1890

Bryant

W. 41ST STREET

NTl/l/ VfiPei
Vnil
*&¥¥

Hotel for gentlemen.

$2 up a

All Conveniences.
Rehearsal Rooms.

ST.,

With Private Bath,
Bedroom and Bath, $230

for 2 persona, $1.00.

Parlor

COME AND SEE ME.

BILLY

building,

H

com,i.t. tejtajMbMpi..

Rooms

fireproof

7S4 ass

tricity.

YORK

Gee. P. Schneider, Prop.

220

T.

TOWN

Decidedly clean, four
five-room apartmeate with
private hatha, carefully fur-

Broadway)

Steam Heat

PLAN

just completed, with handsomely furnished three and
four-room apartments complete for housekeeping. Private bath, telephone, elec-

RATES:

1*44

Private Bath, 1-4 rooms.

IN

IN

*P*DAY ROOM

THE ANNEX

lit I1« tea 111 W. 41th ST.
Tel. Bryant 8560-8561

Best location in town.
Kitchenette apartments; Single and double rooms, with bath
Attractive prices to the profession.
Phone Bryant

TWO

£.|50

Steam Heated, Centrally Located in the Theatrical District in the City of
NEW YORK. For the Comfort and Convenience of the Profession.

New

CHAS.

114-116

CLEANEST

Y. City

Tkl*w fro™ Brexrnr

150 Furnished Apartments

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

IN

Stoa.'.

Bif Reductions to Weekly Gueets
Every room has hot and cold running water, electric
loaf distance telephone.
Phone 1S2S Greeley
EUROPEAN

NEW

CONVINCE
YOU

Broadway and tin Ave.), B.

llth St. (Between

Centrally located, good service, absolutely fireproof.
hotel.

CALL
WILL

fA

Hotel Plymouth

NEW YORK

49TH STREET

$4.50 Weekly

CAFE AND RESTAURANT

HOTELYAN CORTLANDT
JUST EAST OF

SHOWER BATHS

EVERYTHING NEW

CLARIDGE APARTMENTS

PUT THIS

IN

$1.50

ACTS COMING TO CHICAGO STOP AT

YOUR DATE BOOK

..
22S

WEST

StTH STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

HOTE,L CARLE,TON
M.ef

STATE, ARCHER AND 20TH STREETS
FREE USE OF ALHAMBRA HIPPODROME STAGE FOR REHEARSAL
PURPOSES. THEATRE AND HOTEL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

AND

UP.

VARIETY
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Fred and Adele Astaire
in

New

Songs and Smart Dances

Direction,

Max

Week December

ft
Bath and Every

E.

Hayes

28th, Keith's, Washington

THE ST HILDA "
A
7
yA

Thane TM7 Bryant
Acknowledged an the beet

place to etan
rorh City.

One black from

Offices

NOW AT

67

W. 44th STREET

PAULINE COOKE,

405 N. Clark

St.,

CHICAGO,

Modern Throughout
F. H. LONG, Prop.
(Formerly of the St. Charles Hotel,

Catering to VaudevilWe Blua

Ave.

Jackson Blvd.

41th Straat

Rates to the Profession

MEAL SERVICE AT ALL

Private Bathe.

Reheareale.

N«w

Hag

and VARIETY.

Hotel

ILL.
Special Rates to the Profession

St. Louis)

LUt

HOTEL
Schilling House WELLINGTON
Wabash
and
lfMaf Waat
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
HOURS.

hi

Sole Proprietress

New Richmond
Amarican plan.

at

Music Room for
lttt Bryant

J.

'Phone

A. RILEY, Manager

SHERMAN'S HOTEL
Formerly

"A

COOKE'S HOTEL

Theatrical Hotel of the Better Class"
Walnut Straat above Eighth

Opposite Casino Theatre

Phiimdel

CAFE CABARET EVERY NIGHT

The TALGARTH
1124

HOTEL

Prospect Avenue
Cleveland
S Minutes' Walk from Theatre*

SPECIAL WEEKLY. RATES

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

REGENT HOTEL, IN N.
HOTEL, ltl
METROPOLE HOTEL, Mt N.

14TH
N. 14TH
12TH ST.
CAMPBELLVProp. and Mgr.

NEW REGENT
E. E.

Theatrical

Headquarters
to All Theatres

Ten Minutes' Walk

Dad's Theatrical Hotel
PHILADELPHIA

TO

Buch

Amicus-lnimicus
BERT WILCOX
NEIL PRATT

1I14-1S

WADSWORTH
THEATRE

NEW YORK

•Do you get us?

a

CITY

E

Bros.

THAT RAVING NUT »

NEIL
McKINLEY
Wishes Happiness

to All

7TH YEAR UNDER DIRECTION OF

FRANK BOHM
"THE HUNGARIAN BARON"

a

SHIP

AHOY BOYS"

VALDO

and

Company

EXPONENTS OF HILARITY

Bright Originalities Nonchalantly Offered with
Excruciating Effect

VARIETY
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Th e

onaon

lppoarome

LONDON, ENGLAND

London's Great Revue and Variety Theatre
The Premier Variety Theatre

Where Reputations Are Made.
The

Houm Which

Broke All Record*

in the

it

Months

Run

Months Consecutive
And Now "BUSINESS AS USUAL"
Stated by the Press to

ALBERT

P.

Run

Consecutive

IO

!"

f

Apply

3

ItVIE !"

9

of Europe

History of English Variety Theatres With

ECLIPSE ALL PREVIOUS PRODUCTIONS AT THIS THEATRE

De COURVILLE, Hippodrome, London, England
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THE SEASON'S COMPLIMENTS

|

Elizabeth

I

|

M. Murray

With Charles Dillingham's

"WATCH YOUR STEP"
New Amsterdam

Theatre,

New York

Siiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

THE

Stair

and

Havlin

DRAMATIC AGENCY AND PLAY BUREAU
Knickerbocker Theatre Building

INC

Circuit of

Combination Theatres
Popular Prices

at

Large High Grade Theatres in All Important Cities— the
United State* and Canada

GEORGE

H. NICOLAI, Manager
New ,York
Broadway,
1493

1400 Broadway
Suite 53I-»-4«

IN

BiRO'S.

OLD SONGS AND DANCES
Direction

ROSE & CURTIS

::

::

New York
Telephone 2M-7S Greeley

PLAYS

PLAYERS

For sale or lease to Stock
Repertoire and Producing

Reliable, experienced people secured
for ail branches of the

Managers

Profession

AMONG THE VARIOUS COMPANIES ENGAGED THIS SEASON ARE THE FOLLOWING:
Gotham Theatre, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Wadsworth Theatre, New York City
Broadway Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Cleveland Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
Metropolitan Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.

Orpheum Theatre, Montreal, Can.

FIELD

::

His Majesty's Theatre, Montreal, Can.
Willard Theatre, Chicago, 111.
Percy Haswell Co., New Orleans, La.
Emma Bunting Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Lyceum Theatre, Duluth, Minn.
Baker Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Shubert Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Grand Opera House, Canton, O.
Dominion Theatre, Ottawa, Can.
Shubert Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Orpheum Theatre, Nashville, Tenn.

Bronx Theatre, New York

City.

Colonial Theatre. Lawrence, Mass.

Park Theatre, Taunton, Mass.
American Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Auditorium Theatre, Lynn, Mass.
Grand Theatre, Calgary, Alberts.
Arthur Chatterton Co.
Bijou Theatre, Fall River, Mass.
"Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage Patch" Co
Broadway Theatre, Springfield, Mass.
Dominion Theatre, Winnipeg, Man.
Merrimac Square Theatre, Lowell, M ans.
Lee Ave. Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Park Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio
Temple Theatre, Hamilton, Ont.
Orpheum Theatre, Newark, N. J.
Keith's Theatre, Portland, Me.

Nance O'Nell, stock afar engagement, Springfield, Mass.
Nance O'Nell, stock star engagement, Vancouver, B. C.
Lawrence D'Orsay, stock star engagement, Vancouver, B.

C.

I
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FRANK

GRE60RY
After a tour of eight years
Europe, just closed an engagement of 12 weeks at the
in

New York
It

Hippodrome.

Pays to be Original

Thanks to Messrs. Shubert
for their handsome contract,
also to Messrs. Voegtlin and
Wilson, also Mr. Stuart, for
their
kindly assistance toact sucwards making
cessful.

my

Personal Representative, ED. S.

KELLER

\A/
AND TO THE DOZENS OF OTHER FRIENDS AND BOOSTERS WHO HAVE BEEN
LOYAL THROUGH OUR FIGHT FOR THE RECOGNITION WHICH WE KNEW
WAS SO WELL DESERVED AND WHICH HAS BEEN ATTAINED, WE WISH

&

CJjeerful,

iWerrp Cfjrtetma* anb

&

Happp, prosperous jSeto gear

HARRY FABER JEAN WATERS
•••••••-•-(

NOW MAKING FOURTH CONSECUTIVE TOUR OF THE PANTAGES
"THAT MERRIE COMMEDIENNE"

LAURIE

CIRCUIT

Hans Bartsch

ORDWAY

EXTENDS TO ALL FRIENDS

MANAGEMENT

ROBINSON AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
CONSUMERS BUILDING, CHICAGO
•

-•••

#-•

REPRESENTING

Foreign Authors,
Dramatists,

Composers and

PERSONAL DIRECTION

FELIX REICH
•

••

•

GEO. M. COHAN
Theatre Bldg., 1482-90 Broadway

••

NEW YORK

,

VARIETY
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Charles Horwitz
of the boat comedy acts In vaudeville.
Sully*, Mr. end Mrs. Mark MurCo., Quinlan and Richards,
rdeir Emmett A Co.,
Williams
Coand hundreds of others.

Author

Ask the Five

A

?hy, Leila Davis

THE BIG LITTLE FELLOW

A

Tom

CHARLES HORWITZ
Broadway (Room

14*2

Phone
I.

8* Greeley

MILLER, 1554 Broadway,

TaL

hel

-7

o

f

and

CLOG.

and

Shoe a
cialty.

EDDIE NELSON

Ballet

Acrobatic
Spea
All

work
short

at

notice.

Write

Catalog

for

Ready

You Forjst

We

Say

Consider

to

ions

1915-16

for

Yet

It

LETER HEADS
Envelopes. Free Samples,
15c. Book of Herald Cute. Sc

Tickets,

Contracts,

ON

WARDROBE TRUNKS

Theatrical

made

Last

N

47th tts.
Manufacturer

Shoes.

N.Y

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Phone, Bryant UTS

"THE MILLION DOLLAR DOLLS"

and

•ot. 4tth

Boots

202
W.23BST

INC

Costumes and Millinery
56 W. 45th St., New York City

WITH

New York

SIS),

FRANK HAYDEN

STAGE MONEY,

E.

HEMMENDINGER

CTOStff '^BguSSK^?. CHICAGO

PHONE 971 JOHN
45

JOHN

ST.,

TO
THE

KHon

DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES
REMOUNTING. Cash or Credit

NEW YORK CITY

MARY

j

Al

McSHAN

J.

GO \A/ N S
AFTERNOON AND EVENING

A

Nirnber

af

Imported

Models

229 West 42 d

SLIGHTLY WORN AND NEW.
SPECIAL RATE TO PROFESSION

Opp.

El t Inge

Theatre

ESTABLISHED

WARDROBE TRUNKS
3

Men's or Woman'a.

sizes.

Cretonne and Plain Linings.
5- Year Guarantee
Special discount to profession
oa

NEWTON a

Hud

SON, Cortland, M. Y.
Hat Wa Can Make It"

"If If a a

St.,

Tel. 2478

39

gradaa.

1

M. Fluegelman

Bryant

YEARS

Manufacturer of

THEATRICAL HATS
for stage purpoaea turaod out at abort aotica.

Main

•M

Office

Phono
111 ith

22S

Slat St.

St 3d

Ave- near

ltth St.

UNEXCELLED AND COMMODIOUS
*V |\J
afadH
^*A
WWM
f^i
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR ALL
Reasonable Tama
22nd
HOSPITAL
STREET
VETERINARY
THE

for illustrated Catalogue V.

Mail Orders Carefully Filled.

Asssl
for Particulars

S0S-SI0

You Want Anything Quick—
W. B. LINDSAY, E. P. A- Bryant
4212

1

A. J. SIMMONS, A. G. P. A.
Ticket Office. B'way A 42nd St- New York

=

The Modern Dances

any

— more

than ever make necessary the removing of objectionable hair by women who take
pride in their appearance.

that holds all

makes of blades

A high-grade
dry razor Hoi

X-BAZIN
DEPILATORY POWDER
has been used by Isdiet of refinement for
e?er 75 yesrg. It will not harm the tendereat
akin and is positively guaranteed by at.
told by all Drug gltti and Depart*
merit Storea eTerywhere for 50c
or you may obtain generous ssav
pie by sending 10c in ataapa.

—

No

Hav

in a

correct

ftifttr't

Aj.it

Now York

323

LEON BEREZNIAK
Lawyer

W. M<

lot

TO THE PROFESSION

c

CHICAGO.

Sjj

2
=
5
5
S
2
S
blade with it successfully the first 2
time, and in only TEN SECONDS. 2

This 26-Piece Set
Complete. ... $2 .00

A Complete Outfit £7. |

CASE.

Thia aplendid outfit aent prepaid for only $1.00— the price
usually charged for one dozen blades
Money back if you are not aatiafied.
it!

!

or

PMle employed.

method

HANDSOME PLUSH-LINED

Think of

solution, bo burning
KQuidi, no powder

Low

Painless

and
Harmless.

parable results
attained by out

a

Room

consists of a high-grade dry razor hone,
5% x 2 inches (the kind stores often ask $1.00 for), with a genuine horsehide strop fastened to one side, and an ingenious rubberoid blade manipulator, capable of holding any single or double-edge safety razor blade, all

<l«trie needles, do

In com

embodies

HANDY,

THE FOYER SHARPENER

Removed Persaa B#n ,|
r

Au^.
^»~^

L. A.

1*3 Broadway,

sharpening principle not found in
any other sharpener on the market.
Barbers employ the same
principle
in
sharpening openblade razors, except no skill is
required to use a Foyer Sharpener.
Anybody can sharpen a

S

'A genuine
aonthidt Strop

HALL 4k RUCKEL
«7 Waakiaflea St. N.T.Oty

It

aooond-nnnd. nil oolorn nnd
Write nr
S44 W. 46th St., Wow York.

toman | anaat nnlL

M I Write Acta that Gat the Bookings"
Author for Vaudeville Stars

I

THE FOYER SHARPENER will keep your old blades in perfect shav- =
ing condition indefinitely. It HONES as well as STROPS any safety Razor E
blade.

New York

LADD SMITH.

SAFETY RAZOR BLADES! (
A simple Holder

UNCLE JOSH PIPKIN COMPANY

Now and

DON'T BUY

Toronto Slt.SS
Rochester S7.N
Chicago fl9.lt
Buffalo $8.M
All Steel Cars, Lowest Fares, Special
Baggage Service

Superfluous

34th St.

PLUSH DROPS CHEAP

for Rehearsals— Safe, Sanitary, Comfortable Quartere
Eaat 23rd St.. New York City; Pbone Gramercy 17

JIIIMIMIIIIIMMMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIl

If

2M W.
Bryant

AddronaAnancy, Bon «t, VARIETY,

Phone

Ample Space
Special Service For Vaudevillians

'Phone

4m

INFORMATION WANTED

42d St, near Times Se>

Weat

Send

Ave- near

Breach

and Factory

8th Ave., nr. aid St.

Quantity Prices to Agents, Mail Order and Punch
Board Concerns. Send $1.00 for sample.

every
caie, no matter ho*
complicated
in

DR.

J.

M.

[A. D.

MARTON.

Cfceariet,
I47I-7S

Bway.

FOYER &

Dickey Building,

|

Rogers

26 piece, fancy pattern, silver plated
flatware, consisting of 6 medium knives. 6
forks, 6 teaspoons, 6 tablespoons,

CO.!

CHICAGO

medium
1

a

|

N

I

ORCHESTRA

PIANO

Songa taken down from
chestrations

voice.

A

Old or-

rewritten.
nice,
quiet
office where you can talk to a man who
will give you juat what you want.

W.
Suite

H.

WE

NELSON

401, Aator Theatre
IS31 Broadway

Bldg-

CALL

1S07

Weight

5

lbs.

$2.ae

Orders sent by Parcels Post or Kxpress.
do NOT pay charges.

We

RSOIM

SPECIALIZE IN DYED SCENERY FOR VAUDEVILLE PEOPLE
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO.
PHONE, SUPERIOR

lining.

Juat the thing for Premiums, Lucky Number Contests, Country Stores. Send for
our illustrated catalogue of goods suitable
for above.

n)lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||M||||||||||||HH||||in

MUSIC ARRANGED

sugar shell, and 1 butter knife. Put up in
green silk cloth-covered chest, with

drawer and white
Complete

LEON WILDER & SONS
1852

I

New York

83 Bowery

«—

"

—
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THE

PAT CASEY
AGENCY
1493

BROADWAY

PUTNAM BUILDING

NEW YORK
With

the Following Staff:

MR. M. McNULTY
MR. A. K. NADEL
MR. FRED BRANT

MISS JENIE JACOBS

MR. JOE PINCUS
MR. E. TRUFFURT
MR. CHAS. DAVIS
>

Acts desiring the most competent representation

communicate

PAT CASEY
NEW YORK
TIMES SQUARE,

VARIETY

HELEN
The Pianosongwhistleress
in Vaudeville

WRITES, COMPOSES

AND
HER
Many

thanks to

MR.

SINGS

OWN

SONGS

LONEY HASKELL

for first

Direction

presents

PIERRE PELLETIER
AND COMPANY

"THE

10:40

IN

WEST"

By HAROLD SELMAN

A

Thrilling

Comedy and Dramatic

Playlet of

New York Underworld

young actor of virility and ability, plays the detective role with
convincing realism and the two young women who play the roles of the blackmailers are
also exceptionally clever. The piece depicts the efforts of two feminine crooks to make
Pierre

York showing

RQSE & CURTIS

MERRY XMAS TO ALL

Merry Xmas

PAUL DURAND

New

VAUDEVILLE'S FUNNY KNOCKABOUT COMEDIANS

Mennetti
and Sidelli

Pelletier, a

a "get-away"
of $2,000 from

on the train for the west leaving at 10:40 after they have pulled off a robbery
an old man whom one of them has been inveigling into a compromising correspondence which she proposes to use in a blackmailing scheme. "The 10:40 West" is
full of tense situations, effective lines and clever acting.

Sudden changes, counterplot, comedy and
enough intensity to keep the drama going
for 10 years.- Carlton W. Miles, Minneapolis

ile

Envoys From Funland

MERRY XMAS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

"Journal."

Too much comedy

for an underworld act
but to please majority of theatre Roers
it's
happy fault. - New Orleans "Pica
a

-

yunc"

PELLETIER
At "Detective Kent"

ORPHEUM

Some

Act!

Some

Acting!

Some Realism!

U. B. O.

Meyako Sisters
KEITH'S BOSTON
THIS WEEK

VARIETY
SPLITTING UP A 3-ACT

Urania, La., Dec.

(Continued from page 20.)
You know,
bruise an egg is brutaL
Con, I've seen a lot o' those dames
stallin' around a gas range, but my
Melba can make 'em all do a marathon
outa the kitchen. They's nothin* like
You
a handy woman around a flat
know, kid, the old Dutch lunch thing
at night with the makin's in a big cut
glass bowl and the bottled beer out
on the window. And in the mornin'
the French

rolls

and coffee right in

bed.

But

want to

I

tell

you the big news

about our openin'. I frames for a three
day date in a town called Slaughter,
La., playing on a percentage scheme.
When we make the burg the old guy
what ran the shop asked Cribbage for
our photos. The kid gave him a stall
about forgettin* them at the depot and
hikes up the street to a tin type galHe comes back with three or
lery.
four cromos and came near startin'
a riot. When the old bird asked him

what they were for Cribbage says,
"Them's our mug plates, only they was

The

took when we
old jasper flew straight up in the air.
It seems Cribbage picked out pictures
of the mayor, the contable and the city

was a

little

older."

preacher.

But you know, Con, I'm a business
strictly without skrooples of no
kind and I gave the old boy a line o*
gab that overcome the fumble and we
I'm not
started off like a young riot.
goin* to lie nor nothin', but we got
more flowers and telegrams than Jake
Sternad ever collected at any one openin* and they tell me this guy Sternad
it one of our best little grand openers.

we was

That night

the

the talk o'

head guys what
Melba made in the lobby took us up to
we was
his house and talk about beer
washin' ourselves in the old brew and

One

town.

o'

the

—

all

bottled, too.

dough on
had some
up nasty.
crash and
split up at

We

didn't

Cribbage and Melba had a
looked like a three way

it

the finish.

You know Cribbage
without showin*

stuff

say

It

make much

the date, but we certainly
But the party broke
fun.

myself, I

can't drink
it

and

know how

if

much
I

do

to drink.

a little noisy like when she
gets her beer on and between the two
But I'm there
I had a helluva time.
with the business instincks, Con, and
I got no skrooples, so I diplomatted
Melba was arguin* about the
it over.
war and said all young men ought to
join the army if we ever got mussy
with Mexico. Then when I said Cribbage wanted to join once to break his
habit, she said he couldn't because he
That always
didn't have any teeth.
digs Cribbage and he roared back that
he didn't want to join the army to bite
the enemies, he wanted to shoot them.

Melba

is

They're been arguin' back and forth
ever since and last night she told me
to take my choice between her and

Cribbage and said if we didn't split
write that lawyer guy in Chicago and go back to her single. You
know. Con, if Melba blew me I'd have
she'd

up the old home

and that
goes agin' the grain, but I'm a business man and I ain't got any skrooples,
and my career must gotta be considered, eh?

to give

Yours

life

SKULL.

13.

MISS

Dear Con:
Things is gettin' worse and worser
with me, Cribbage and the old woman,
and it looks like somethin' will have
to be done, so I thought I'drop you
a line and get your advice and at the
same time have you tip me off on conditions up north.
What I want you
to do is look around and see what they
want.
I'm in a position to offer a
two-men act or a man and woman act
or a good single, but you know I'm a
business man strictly, Con, and I want
to get the right steer before I go makin'

any

Hattie Wilhat

of Continued Success

The Laughing Hit

4

of

WILHAT
TROUPE

Two Continents

Won-By-A-Leg

wild leaps.

4

its

Xmas
Greetings
What the Chicago
Rep. of VARIETY
thinks of our acts

McVICKER'S-One
of

like a necktie."

Well, Con, what she said to Cribbage
painful.
They argued almost all
night long, but they musta made up
before mornin* because when I woke
up in the rocker where they argued

hits

formers. This troupe
is one of the best of
kind
its
on
the
boards, and it has

a guy like that hangin' around espewhere you're hooked up with a
swell dame like my Melba and they's
got to be somethin' done. The other
night he comes home roarin' about the
salary cut. Said he read in some paper
that they was cuttin' everyone fifty

It seems Cribbage told her he figured it up in algebra and she thought
he was talkin' about some town. She
made a crack about the poor street
car service in Algebra and then he
told her she was a delayed blonde that
got a pass for the laundry when she
should have taken a transfer for the
kindergarten. I should have butted in
right there, but you know, Con, I'm a
strictly business man without no skrooples, so I let them battle it out.
She
hopped up and grabbin* the new perculator that I got with coupons. She
says, "Looka here you parlaid home
wrecker, I don't understand why this
chump husband o' mine allows you to
dirty up our welcome mat, but bein'
you're here, I'm goin' to tear off a
year or two of gab myself for a change
and if you'll unload some o' that excelsior outa your ears, which seems
to be swellin' up your sky piece, I'll
give you a little gospel truth and if
you like it. and I reckon you will, mebbe you'll think o' your place when your
addressin' a perfect lady and when I
get through, grab yourself a flyin'
start, for I'm goin* to wrap this skillet
around your throat and make it fit

biggest

program was
that made by the
Wilhat Troupe of
bike riders and per-

disgustin' to have

bucks and was tryin' to figure what his
bit would be if they started clippin'
our weekly take. He figured up that
we'd have to pay the managers four
dollars a week besides our fares and
livin' expenses if they cut us.
The
wife got her Dutch up and lit into him
for an awful call.

the

of the

elements of comedy

cially

was

SEVEN YEARS

OF

Cribbage and Melba is battlin' like
a coupla wildcats and I'm getting sick
of it. And to make it worse, I've got
a hunch that Cribbage is layin' on his
hip again, although so far he hasn't
pulled any ideas on me. And what's
worse he's liquorin* up every night and
gettin' to be a regular souse.
He's
got a new drink called a Bulgarian
Bracer and its a darb. When a bartender mixes it he puts everything in
the glass but the license and three of
them would make a female impersonator yearn for a finish fight with Jack
Johnson.

You know, Con,

man

101

that puts it in a
class by itself. The
act was a riot all the

way

through,
and
of the livethings in the
entertainment.- -Reed.

BILLING ON

was one

THE MOSS EMPIRES.
ENGLAND

liest

me

to sleep, they was both wrestlin'
with a coupla empty beer bottles and
both dead to the world. That was a
week ago and ever since things has
been goin' along a little smoother, but
I'm lookin' for the finale anytime, so
rush me a letter on conditions up
home. I'd like to come up livin' with
the wife and workin' with Cribbage,
but I'm a business man, Con, and absolutely skroopleless and
I'll
come
ready to fill the market want either
way.
Yours,
SKULL.

New

BILLING ON THE STOLL TOUR,

ENGLAND

Orleans, La., Dec. 21.

Dear Con:
got your letter addressed to OakLa., with the information that
any kind of doubles could get plenty
of work, but I was sure sorry to hear
the town was jammed full of singles.
I'm blowin' this burg on the boat tomorrow for New York and if they
don't pick up much cotton on the way
I

dale,

I'll

make

it

by March.

I'm cured. The other night that hop
head Cribbage went out for a pint
with my Melba.
She took all my
dough and he took my spats and cane.
I heard today he was goin' to feature
her in a new act where she does a
dance on a revolvin' beer keg.
He
wrote a bartender friend of mine from
Chicago and the letter was written on
that lawyer guy's stationery.
But as I always said, that's the way
o' the world and besides I'm a business man and I ain't got no skrooples,
Yours,
eh, Con?

SKULL.

After

England

playingfor

IS

the

above

circuits

la

months, wo returned to

this

country to open our season Sept.

21st

at

•till

playing the United time under the

guuunc.

Keith's

of

Philadelphia.

ALF.

T.

Wo

WILTON.
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Season s Greetings from the Employes of the W.V.M.A. and U.B.O., Chicago

KERRY

BURT W. CORTELYOU

MEAGHER

C.

Assistant General Manager,

THOS.

J.

W.

Representative Allardt Circuit

V. M. A.

CARMODY

CHAS.

J.

FREEMAN
Booking Representative, F

Booking Manager, W. V. M. A.

THOS

Booking Representative,

W.

V.

M. A.

W.

V.

M. A.

W.

V. M. A.

EDWARD SHAYNE
Booking Representative,

HARRY

A.

GLEN

C.
C.

BURT

CROWL
Booking Representative, U. B. O.

WALTER

C.

TENWICK
Booking Representative, U. B. O.

EARL SANDERS
Publicity Dept.

S.

VAN
Manager Cabaret

Dept.,

W.

V.

M. A.

SAM THALL

Booking Representative, U. B. O.

CHAS.

Booking Representative, Gus Sun.

GEO.

BAILEY
Booking Representative,

H.

TOM POWELL

BURCHILL

J.

A

Tabloid Department,

WALTER

A.

W.

V. M. A.

DOWNIE
Tabloid Department,

W.

V. M. A.

W.

V. M. A.

W.

V. M. A.

RICHARD HOFFMAN
Cabaret Department,

EDWARD MARSH
Manager Fair

Dept.,

CHAS M. MARSH
Gen. Traveling Rep., Fair Dept.

VARIETY

GEO. W.

and CHRIS.

M

PRESENTING

"The Bell-Boy and The Porter"

Now

in

"HOTEL GOSSIP"

Playing Keith's Circuit

WE

Direction Mr.

ARTHUR

WISH EVERYBODY IN THE WORLD
A MERRY XMAS AND A HAPPY
NEW YEAR
KLEIN *» -» "• "•" - "d ^,^ hr»ft ** "d *• - hM *

^

HAPPY NEW YEAR

MERRY XMAS

GEO.

L.

l

ARCHER presents

KING -BAILEY
and the

"Four Chocolate Drops"
They

are

some

Chocolate

Drops— not

edible, but delicious— a troop of lively, giggly
coons (?) with heaps o' songs ana tunny

dialogue and dancing.— Eleanor, N. Y. Eva.

World.

Few

if

any can beat "the Chocolate Brops."

-Variety.

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
FOSTER

FORD

and
Hello,

Direction,

Dallas, Texas.

DURAN

MAX HART

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

AU

Booking Manager of High-Class Vaudeville Acts

Artists looking for a competent representative- should apply.

Suite 1005

Palace Theatre Bldg.,
NEW Acta

Special attention given to

NEW YORK

VARIETY
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GEORGE

WH

There's a Reason for the Following
Consecutive Engagements

WITH CHAS. B. DILLINGHAM ("THE ECHO")
WITH SHUBERT'S FIRST WINTER GARDEN SHOW
If12 WITH ZIEGFELD'S "FOLLIES OF 1111"
1112-13 WITH OLYMPIA REVUE AT THE OLYMPIA THEATRE,
PARIS, FRANCE
HIS WITH SHUBERT'S "WHIRL OF SOCIETY," WINTER GARDEN
1313-14 WITH COHAN AND HARRIS' "THE RED WIDOW"
1114 WITH
"THE PLEASURE SEEKERS" AT THE WINTER
GARDEN
»14-15 WITH UNITED BOOKING OFFICES AND ORPHEUM CIRltlt-ll

1111-12

CUITS

WEEK

THIS

(DEC.

21),

LINCOLN. NEBR.

NEXT WEEK (DEC. 27), ORPHEUM, OMAHA
JAN. 3, ORPHEUM, DES MOINES
WEEK JAN. HTH-PALACE THEATRE, CHICAGO,

A

ILL.

Merry Christmas and Prosperous
New Year To You

Permanent Address,

St.

Margaret Hotel, 127

W. 47th

St.,

N. Y. City

HlllllllllllllllllllllllllilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiHHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillllt

THE BEST SHIPPING POINT

IN

NEW YORK
1

CAREY
Xprints/
\litho/
\ N.Y /

OLIVER MOROSCO'S ATTRACTIONS
FRITZI SCHEFF

§

in "Pretty

Mr,. Smith" on tour.

I "BIRD OF PARADISE"—Fifth Season on tour.
I
| "PEG O* MY HEART'—By J. Hartley Manners. Florence Martin, Boston, Mass.
§
HEART'— Peggy O'Neill, Chicago.
1 "PEG O'
i
HEART*—Elsa Ryan, Principal Eastern
| "PEG O*

MY
MY

Cities.

s «PEG

MY HEART'— Blanche Hall, Principal South-

O'
ern Cities.

MY HEART'—Dorothy Mackaye, Principal
Western Cities.
"PEG O' MY HEART'—Doris Moore, Principal Cities of
"PEG
97-99-101-103 Horatio St.
THONE

411

E

O*

the Middle West.

.JSftftKL,

"PEG

CHELSEA

FENCES CRY FOR

f

O'

MY HEART"— Rea

Martin, Principal Cities of

the Southwest.

"PEG O'

MY HEART'— Marion Dentler— Canadian Ter-

ritory.

= a

HELP WANTED"—By Jack Lait.

Henry Kolker

in

"HIS SON," by Louis K. Anspacher.
IN PREPARATION:

=

5 "MADCAP THERESE"—A Big

1

5

|
=

I
=ri

Musical Comedy.
Book and
Lyrics by Leopold Krenn and Julius von Ludassy. Music by
Johann Strauss. Arranged by Otto Romisch.
'THE WITNESS CHAIR"— By Harriet Ford and Edward Poole,
authors of "The Dummy."

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1 1 1 1

i > i

1 1 1 1

i

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 j 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (

,—

VARIETY

Vaudeville Theatres
(The Biggest and Best Small Time

in the

West)

CAN OFFER.

Consecutive Work
to Feature and NoVeltv Jicts

Address:

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

VARIETY
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Along with MerrieSong on the Loew Western Time

How

Have you been working

do you do?

As

THE REAL PRESS AGENT.
When

commercialism.
first

came

the press agent

into the field his duties

confined to
connection with

entirely

the

theater

were
and

the newspapers.
however, the press agents'
sphere of duty has gradually widened
until now, successfully to fill the post
of press agent with a theatrical organits

Since,

man

combine

the

brain of a diplomat, the executive

pow-

ization

er of a

a

must

financier

and the imagination

of one of the "best selling" novelists.

No longer can the press agent grind
out his copy on any old sort of a story
and expect it to be printed. He has
to scheme and plan for weeks on one
story, to plant it in all detail to pass
This is due to the
fact that in almost every city and town
there is an understanding between city
editors that press agents are to get
just so much space and no more. This
space is just about enough for the
most perfunctory notice of an attraction.
But if the agent cares or is permitted to spend money with the papers he can arrange to have all sorts
of stories and pictures printed for his
show.
This is a condition particularly true
in New York.
The business departments of the daily papers have long
looked on the theater as easy plucking
and the amusement rate for advertising
lias always been the highest with the

a city editor's desk.

greater

number

return

for

his

money

theatrical

and there is not a chance for the press
agent in his old capacity.
Therefore
he has had to open up a new field
whereby he can pull money into the
box office and with this necessity confronting him the former "good fellow"
lias developed into a business man of
and those who could
march of progress had to drop by the wayside.
quality,

not keep up with the

Bestest for the

New

Year

and do things that

ger,

his

nized

in

the profit side of the led-

value

came

be

to

the commercial

recog-

At pres-

field.

ent there are hundreds of press agents
lending their efforts to the winning of

commercial

success- in

fields as public-

PAISY DOYLE

promoters, yet their real duties are
generally disguised with the title of
secretary of some sort or another.
One of the strangest freaks of the
ity

game is that so few of the
press agents have gone into the
picture field. This business, so closely
allied to the theater, would seem to
be one of the natural fields of endeavor
for the regular publicity corps, but for
theatrical

real

some unfathomable reason

there

scarcely

theatrical

agents

dozen

a

former

Merry Christmas"

are

the picture end.

in

7 o All

Of course when

pictures were in
were very few peothe legitimate end of the the-

their infancy there

ple

in

profession
who
took
the
"movies" seriously. But as the years
passed and the bigger managers of
the legitimate have fallen into line
and entered the feature production
field
it
seems almost inconceivable

My Friends

atrical

that

there are not
of press agents in

However
way, and

this

a greater

and You Too,

IDA DUNN

number

it.

is

explainable

in

a

probably understood to a
certain extent by those familiar with
the upshoot of the picture business. It
is

a condition also where there
be a survival of the fittest among
the many over-night heads of the press
bureaux the picture people called into
life, and there will be also a demand
sooner or later for the experienced of-

likely

will

the

manager got nothing except what his
press agent could slip by the desk
when tliey weren't looking. This has
been almost entirely done away with

sterling

showed on

is

of the publications. In

The

season?

the press agent began to develop

his business sense

(Continued from page 33.)

this

fice

MORRIS &

FEIL, Agents

and road theatrical agent from the
branch of the show busi-

legitimate
ness.

Meanwhile

the

agent

along
desk when
it
is
located f.»r a run, worrying his
head off "putting stories over" and in
999 times out of 1.000, having someone

ahead of

his

show or

plods

at his

else steal the credit for the idea, while
his

salary

is

A

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
To My Friends and Variety

Western Manager for

always held down.

BERT

LEO FEIST

C LA IRE

O'ROURKEand ATKINSON
I

VARIETY

"MerryXmas
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and Happy New Year"

from

The

SIMON AGENCY
€*

Most Popular Agency

in the

West
Dearborn Bldg.

Booking Exclusively

Ft.

With
W. V. M. A. and U. B. O.

W. Monroe St
CHICAGO, ILL.
105

L

®&®®@®@®®®®&i3&@®;3&@@@i3®

FRANCES
Broadway
New York

1562

/

a»:3ft<

HAPPY NEW TEAR

Gowns

Hats

Tailored Suits
ISiSii®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®

VARIETY

REPRESENTING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

412

Putnam

RACKETT
IAN

HOOVER
uo
MARKEY
IN
Merry Christinas

Building,

New York

Bryant 62

CECIL

LEAN

THE VARIETIES
and Happy

New Year

to

Everybody

PERMANENT ADDRESS, VARIETY, NEW YORK

Merry Xmas

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
to All

Two -Years With VALESKA SURATT

Now

Leading

Man With

the

"CANDY SHOP"

La Salle O. H.

Chicago

Indefinite

VARIETY
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and

Happy

New

Year

BOOKING THEATRES

MANAGING ACTS

Established 18 Years

New York

VARIETY

BORNHAUPT
INTERNATIONAL VAUDEVILLE PROMOTER

Room
Palace

303

Theatre

Building

New York
wishes

all his

friends

A HAPPIER NEW YEAR

Representing

WILL COLLINS
Vaudeville Agents and Producers

Broadmead House, Panton

St.,

Haymarket, London,

S.

W.

THE PEPPER TWINS wish all their friends
A Merry Christmas and A Prosperous New Year.

FRANK

HAYDEN
(INCORPORATED)

BENJ. O. DAVIS,

Pres.

Costumes and
Millinery
56 West 45th
THAT wins
Working

steady, thanks to the

UNITED BOOKING OFFICES

IN

"&toeef

St.,

ffltvvv

New York

Xma*

to

City

!3U

VARIETY

REMEMBER ME?
(STILL)

MAX WINSLOW
(NEVER QUIET)

/

(You know the firm)

IT IS

(And

SAM LEVY

Wishes You the Same)

UNNECESSARY TO WARN YOU OF IMITATIONS — THEY'RE HARMLESS
The Epoch-Making and Record- Breaking March Song

DIRECT FROM THE FIRING LINE

Success

LONG, LONG

"IT'S

99

WAY TO TIPPERARY

THE MARCHING SONG OF THE ALLIES
A

Delightful Irish Ditty that

APPELL

For

All

Other Countries:

B.

is

NOT

War

OO.,

St

FELDMAN A

a

Song.

Ltd.,

CO., 2 and 3 Arthur Street,

It's

41

Written and composed by
this Country NOW.

Sweeping

E.

34th Street,

LONDON, ENGLAND.

JACK JUDGE end HARRY WILLIAMS.
ARE YOU SINGING IT?

NEW YORK
347

Yong e

Street,

TORONTO

1
"And there shell be pence end plenty on
when managers will love the actors

earth,

and actors

will love the

managers and both

shall love the agents.

Why

Not ?

ARCHIE COLBY
Writer of

ORIGINAL LAUGHS Only

Ask BERT LESLIE. INEZ MACAULEY ("The Girt from Child's"). ROLAND WEST.
CHAS. DELAND, SCHRODES AND CHAPPELLE, JAS. B. CARSON, WARD DEWOLF.
HARRY SULLIVAN, WM. K. SAXTON, and others I have written for. Not forgetting
the audiences.

No better evidence can be given that the theatrical
profession is free from prejudice and personal animosity
on account of the great conflict which is stirring Europe,
than by publishing a list of the following acts stopping
here.

LA REINE

and CO.,

Act

English

BROS., Sharpshooters

Greeks

Electrical

CHAS. MACK, Musician

GORGALAS

FREDERICKS,

Violinist

DARSEY and GREY, Singers
LA BERG, Juggler
MAURICE ROSEN, Singer
CHIEF TENDEHOE, Singer
GEO. LAUDER, Ventriloquist
FERRARO'S, Singers

Irish

German
Scotch
French
Russian
Indian
Austrian
Italian

STATIONED AT

Geo. M. Cohan Theatre Bldg,,^ms,

New York City

DAD'S.' fTHE ATRIC ALfHOTEL, Philadelphia, Pa.

VARIETY
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B. A. ROLFE

ETHEL MAE BARKER
"Kubelik in Petticoats"

Vaudeville Producer

BOOKED SOLID

OF

Headline Acts
C. B.

Thanks

to Mr. JOS.

M.

SCHENCK

MADDOCK

General Manager
1493

BROADWAY

-

NEW YORK

CITY

Happy New Year

Merry Xmas

A NOVELTY

The Musical MacLarens

In Music, Singing and Dancing
DIRECTION

MORRIS & FEIL
To Agents

and Managers
Ethel

Mae

Miss Barker's music is of the
piquant order and she is using a
wide range of selections in order
that her specialty may prove de-

Barker.

Violiniste.

A

Merry Christmas and Happy

New

Year

12 Min*.; One.

Columbia (Nov.

29).

A

petite little Miss who deals
almost exclusively in classics and

EdloellerTrio
Novelty Acrobats

who handled the most difficult
spot of the Columbia bill with no
evidence of nervousness nor extra
effort, corralling one of the hits.
She doesn't sing, confining her
time to four selections on the violin and at the completion of her
specialty she looked sufficiently
strong to hold down almost any
position in any kind of a house.
With proper handling Miss Barker

BOOKED SOLID ON

LOEW EASTERN AND WESTERN CIRCUIT

will eventually

reach her goal, for
she carries all the requirements
appearance, ability, personality

and

Direction,

IRVING COOPER,

1416 B'way, N. Y.

all.

WYNN.

lightful to all classes of music
lovers; to those who prefer the
light, catchy style of music as well
as those who prefer the heavier
classics. At the age of ten years
Miss Barker directed a symphony
orchestra.
year later she conducted one of the best organizations in the middle west.
Then
she was induced to enter vaudeville and her act proved a wonderful success.
Miss Barker makes
a striking appearance. She plays
with rare grace, her execution is

A

wonderful, her tone is round and
full and her display of technique
is remarkable.
Miss Barker is the
youngest artist ever headlined on
the Keith and Orpheum circuits.

VARIETY
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Armand Wright
and

JL f&erry

Christmas

Henrietta

Lane

in

"A Terpsichorean Cocktail"
Booked

Solid

Happy
NeW Year
Ji

VARIETY
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Makes Theatres Successful
Phone Bryant 7400

1440 Broadway, New York

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^T^^^^^^^^^^^^r
i

MA

EUGENE

HOWARD
"

WILLIE

and

DC 1T1TDVC fW
FEATURES
Or

WHIRL OF THE WORLD

HOWARD
CO."

(WINTER GARDEN

CO.)

Season's Greetings

VARIETY

David Beehler
ARTIST REPRESENTATIVE
105 West Monroe

CHICAGO

Street,

Acts Going East or West Having Open Time Communicate

The New York Home

The Place

of the

to Stop

Playing

Profession

When

hew York

TIMES SQUARE

HOTEL
206 West

Forty-third Street

Half a Block from Broadway and 42d Street

Boyle
Woolfolk
INCORPORATED
PIONEER AND LARGEST PRODUCER OF TABLOID MUSICAL COMEDY

IN

THE

COUNTRY

CHICAGO

Majestic Theatre Bldg.
Private Exchange, Randolph

HAPPY NEW YEAR

MERRY XMAS

Handsomely Furnished Outside Rooms from
One Dollar a day up, with use of bath. Room
and Bath from One Dollar and a Half up.
The same rate when occupied by two persons.
Unexcelled Restaurant at Moderate Prices

At Once

Jj&t&m

foCmmi

Under Personal Management

M.

NEWGOLD, 206

West 43d St.

Direction,

FRANK BOHM

THE THREE WISE MEN FROM THE EAST

Frear - - Baooett - - Frear
IN

"BASE BALL PECULIARITIES"
Our Guiding
MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
("FUN IN A RESTAURANT")

IMZ TRI
Direction

HARRY SPINGOLD

Stars:

GENE HUGHES— Eastern
Western—JOHNNY SIMONS

VARIETY
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BE.RT

Joseph Hart's Attractions
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

TOM LEWIS

and CO.
"A Regular Business Man"
By John Stokes
(Vaudeville

CO.

and

"Brother Fans"
By Tom Barry

Engagements)

LaMONT
AND HIS

COWBOYS

HARRY BERESFORD

HUGH HERBERT and CO.

and CO.

"Sons of Abraham"

"Twenty Odd Years"
By Tom Barry

By Hugh Herbert and

Wish

EVA TAYLOR

DOROTHY REGEL

Time

Playing Keith Eastern

Geo. V. Hobart

all

a Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year

and CO.

"Taking a Chance"

and CO.

XMAS GREETINGS

By Lawrence Grattan

"A Telephone Tangle"
*

EDWARD FARRELL

SIDNEY

MASON

and

and CO.

MARIE VAUGHAN

"After the Wedding"
By Lawrenc* Grattaa

"Don't Do That"
By Jeanette Nordenshield

"THE GREEN BEETLE"

"THE
RAINBOW COCKTAIL"

By John

Willard

By Hassard Short
and Kenneth and Roy Webb

With Louis Casavant

"SILK

Composing Music

HAT HARRY"

By Tom Barry— Founded on Tad's

for the

Leading Artists and Managers

in the

World, Including

GABY DESLYS AND HARRY PILCER, ADELAIDE AND HUGHES, CROSS AND
JOSEPHINE, BERNARD GRANVILLE, EVA TANGUAY. NORA BAYES. LASKY'S
"TRAINED NURSES," "RED HEADS," "THE BEAUTIES," RALPH HERZ.
BELLE BLANCHE, JOSE COLLINS

Cartoons.

RAY CONLIN
Direction,

MORRIS & FEIL

Presents

MODERN METHODS

PROFESSIONAL RATES

EDW. FARRELL

DR.

HARRY HYMAN,

DENTIST, Strand Theatre Bldg.

In

"AFTER THE WEDDING"

WARDROBE
TRUNKS

ALMA BRADLEY
"AFTER THE WEDDING

PROFESSIONAL
99

ALSO

and IVY

BENTON

LIGHT
STRONG

DURABLE
R. LYNCH
Theatrical Dept.
Sole Maker* and
Distributors

CHAS.

LEATHEROID MFG. CO.

SPECIAL

MARK

Leatneroi d/
REGISTMDi«r«;«l
U. S. P»t OBc*

In

CAMERON CLEMONS

TftADC

trunks

XX TRUNKS
SAVE
EXCESS

BAGGAGE
W. 16th St
New York

43-45-47

Telephone C177 Chelsea
Factories:

EENNEkUMI. MAINE

VARIETY
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Merry Christmas
and

Happy
To

all

New

Year

of the profession

Marcus

oew

Circuit

•

VARIETY

GALVIN PRODUCING COMPANYi
ACTS

and

TABLOIDS

for

VAUDEVILLE
GREETING
202 Delaware Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
THOMAS H. EALAND
GENERAL MANAGER

JOHNNY GALVIN

Jack Ryan

and

ELLA GALVIN

Harry Tierney

POPULAR SONG WRITERS AND COMPOSERS

WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
Direction of

M.

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

ANDY RICE

S.

and

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

BENTHAM
OUR BEST WISHES
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

RICE AND OLD SHOES
LOEW CIRCUIT

Six Olivers
BOOKED
SOLID

VARIETY
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MERRY CHRISTMAS

THIS

IS

A PICTURE OF THE

Sherman
House

Where
Now

Past season with
Playing U. B. O. Tims

Barnum &

IN
Bailey Circus
Direction,

Sherman

PAUL DURAND

and

Of "The Jay

De Forest

Circus Co."

HARRY WEBER PRESENTS
ST.-

H
A

A

M

Invites

P
P

E

R
R

Y
X

M

E

This

SPECIAL RATES FOR
Also Have 7

Y

NEW

YOU

Y

SHOW FOLKS

FURNISHED

COTTAGES
$1

Summer

from

Day Up

Fishing, Boating, Bathing. High
in the Catskill Mountains

Up

A

A

R

S

Blackface

WILL BUILD YOU A 5-ROOM COTTAGE
AND GIVE YOU A LOT 50x100, 300 FT.
FROM LAKE, FOR $750. CAN YOU BEAT
I

IT?

Address

DAN SHERMAN

Eddie Ross Sherman Lake
AND

HIS AFRICAN

HARP

DAVENPORT CENTER,

N. Y.

99

A

VARIETY
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BESSIE CLIFFORD
"COME INSIDE" REVUE
STARRING IN THE

RETURNING TO AMERICA

IN

MAY TO APPEAR

IN

MUSICAL COMEDY.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii

AddreM

All

KARL
102 Charing

Communications to
F.

MY FRIENDS
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
WISHING ALL

HOOPER,

Crow Road, W.

C

LONDON.

A A AAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAA At A A A

AAAAAAAAAAA A A AAA A A A

MAY

EDDIE

ERNIE i ERNIE
"THE MERRY MONOPED
AND

THE GERMAN GIRL"
H
A
P
P
Y

M
E

R
R
Y

N
E

W

X

M
A

Y

S

E
A

R
3 FEET OF COMEDY
NOVELTY SINGING AND DANCING ACT

BOOKED SOLID U. B. O and
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

ARNACT BROS.
Direction

PAT CASEY AGENCY

Booked Solid

VARIETY

The

Season's Greetings from

The Sensational Box Office Attraction of the World
THE INTERNATIONAL STAR

MLLE.

GABY DESLYS
NOW APPEARING
LONDON,
enormous

at

the

PALACE THEATRE,

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

to a

than

success

during

OFFICE BREAKING RECORD

Acknowledged the
Ever

in

her

previous

in the

Biggest

of

more

BOX

same house.

Drawing Card

America

THE FAVORITE IN PARIS
And

notwithstanding the fact of being the highest sala-

ried

artiste,

it

is

almost impossible to secure Mile.

Deslys' services, she being booked solid

and

in

demand

for years to come.

EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTED BY

H. B.

MARINELLI
IN

ALL COUNTRIES

VARIETY

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

The Webster Vaudeville
106 N. LaSalle

MRS. JENNY WEBSTER,

St.,

111.

GEO. H. WEBSTER,

Proprietor
Affiliated

ED. FISHER,

CHICAGO,

Circuit
General Manager

With

BERT LEVEY,

Seattle

San Francisco

giiiiiiiiiNniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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IB

A

Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year

to All
HAPPILY YOURS

DEVINE
WILLIAMS
Santa Claus,

|

Frank Fogarfy

I

"THE DUBLIN MINSTREL"

|
I

a

Mtxtp Xmas
Co m\)itt *at* anb mi Jf rienb*

HARRY WEBER.
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiT
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5

=
|

"®f)e author Comebtan"

§

3

I
S
S

.

C. Nugent

|

=

In

Vaudeville's Cleverest

Comedy

jj

"Ciie Regular"

1
A laugh

in

In a class

Each

I

each line and a memory that lingers."— "Mirror."
by himself."- VARIETY.

line is a scientific study."

Zit.

A delightful comedian."— "Clipper."
A gem."-N. Y. "Globe."

_

|
S

Wonderfully human."— San Francisco "Call."
Nugent is a rare artist— more— an unquestioned genius."- Chicago "American."
unique character of the modern theatre."— Robert Grau.

J. C.

A

Next Week, (Dec. 28) Dominion, Ottawa
Hammerstein's, New York, Week Feb. 4

5 Direction Jo Paige Smith, 526 Putnam Bldg.,

5
=
™
™
2
~
S
S
=
=

New York 5

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIlg

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

TOOTS PAKA

~

WISHES

PEACE
HAPPINESS
GOOD HEALTH
GOOD BUSINESS
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
A HAPPY NEW YEAR

To the Entire World

ALSO

A FEW NEW COMEDY ACTS

IN

ONE

VARIETY
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SAMMY WATSON

The

Original and Only

Farmyard Circus

U
(E

U
I
>
Ot

U
>

2

Id

<

(0

PI

0)

r
H
<

III

0)

<
VARIETY, New

Permanent Address,

York, or 333

St.

Paul Avenue, Jersey City, N.

Direction,

America's Foremost Instrumentalists

The Most Widely Copied Act

of

Our Kind

in the

JAS.

J.

PLUNKETT.

World.

Originator of playing xylophone with four and «ix mallets at one time, no slow songs, hut RACY RAG TIME. As Miss PARSHLEV also plays with
Plenty of press notices for years hack to prove above assertion.
four, we now have TEN' mallets going at one time, equal to live players.

XYLOPHONE

ARTISTS, ATTENTION. BE ORIGINAL. Don't copy and

TRUTH.

steal other people's ideas, as first class

LEWIS

BEST WISHES FOR A MERRY XMAS AND

A

Merry Xmas and Happy

Managers
F.

KNOW THE

PARSHLEY.

New

Year to All

HAPPY NEW YEAR

MAURICE ABRAHAMS
and AL WOHLMAN

BREEN FAMILY
Direction, H. B.

MARINELLI

!

VARIETY
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WISHING ALL OUR FRIENDS A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY

NEW YEAR

Three
Introducing

Marconi
Bros.
ME
NA/IR

t€

The Greatest Act
Direction,

»F

of Its

HARRY WEBER

CHAS.

D.

Kind

in

America

Western Representative,

WEBER

CONEY HOLMES

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
To

WISHING ALL A

all

my

Friends,

and others

MERRY XMAS
Touring Orpheum Circuit

Direction,

HARRY WEBER

HARRY GIRARD
Offers

and
CO.

ED.

"THE LUCK OF A TOTEM"

IN/1 1

NO

K

MARIE KING SCOTT „JS H

VINTON

^BUSTER

A RIAL ACT

M

Hoosier Imitators
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIir

1

XMAS GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

|

Bickel "^Watson

I

Edna Northlane

I

In Vaudeville

I

Merry Xmas

^ Jack Ward
The Impromptu Duo

Direction,

Harry "Weber

|

Direction,

HARRY WEBER

|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini?

MERRY

ISTM

CONEY HOLMES
»

7th Floor, Mentor Bldg., S. E. Cor. State and Monroe,

CHICAGO

White's Circus

VARIETY

Merry Xmas and Happy

I'll

have a

lot of

Direction,

MERRY XMAS

and

New

New Year

to

Everybody

Stuff for Pirates next Season

MORRIS &

FEIL

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL FRIENDS FROM

EDWARD

HELENE

Some Boy

TOURING ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

-VINCENT

—Some

Girl

—Some

Songs

management

HARRY FITZGERALD

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

ROBERT — CARLIN
Gallager and Carlin

JAMES

JESSIE

Stirling
Dainty

ion,

"Before the Mast"

-*

Chapman

Singer* of Scotch Songs'*

STOKER & BIERBAUER

VARIETY
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I8TIVI

Vaudeville's T^eal Minstrel NoVelty

Poli

Uime

Now

Direction,

HA9JK.Y

SHEA

Harry Fox
H-r

.4.W

^^^^^^|

and

1

Yansci Dolly
Greetings

To

All

1

VARIETY

XMAS GREETINGS
JAMES
an

JACK
d
cc

inj

e:\az

chau

99

AN INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS

Booked

Solid

Direction

HARRY WEBER

VARIETY

THE PART
THAT LOOKS
AND

ATOPLINER MAKES GOOD THE

MANAGEMENT

12 Min. of Flying Banjos

M.

S.

POSITION

DISTINCT NOVELTIES

2! N ON

BENTHAM

8 Min. of

Grand Operatic Review
FEATURING

Mi

IV1ISS Kl

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

Aileen Stanley
Just Completed

Now

Orpheum Tour

Playing U. B. O. Time

Direction,

HARRY WEBER

A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

Principal

Comedian With

"CANDY SHOP"
»4

i.f

LaSalle O. H.

Chicago

Indefinite

VARIETY

GREETINGS
After Creating and Producing in the English Music Halls, the
Revue, entitled

FIRST

Successful Touring

At the Palace Theatre, London And Playing 92 Weeks

AND

NA/IL.L-IAM

MELODY MAN)
the Season— November

(THE

Opened

the

NOVELTY of

" "

'TITE RE
By WILLIAM

23, 1914, entitled
ff

SMYTHE

AT B. F. KEITH'S COLONIAL THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY
Mim Claude's Company includes Mr. W. A. Whiticar, Miss Kittie Bryan,
Mr. Charles Yorkshire.

THEY SAID:—

TOBY CLAUDE'S DELIGHTFUL NOVELTY
We want to congratulate Toby Claude,

NEW YORK-

COLONIAL,
not

Toby Claude

only for contributing a delightful little specialty,
"La Petite Revuette," but for hitting upon a
Miss Claude will be refresh and novel idea.
called as a sprightly figure in musical comedy.
She is just as vivacious and chic and if anything,
Her Revuette is going to
more charming.
be popular. It deserves success.

and
Smythe.
The offering

.

.

present
.

.

in a

Review

artistically

of her successes past
arranged by William

.

is

extremely novel. Miss Claude is
W. A. Whitticar,

ably assisted by Mr. Smythe.

Miss Kittie Bryan and Charles Yorkshire.
Twenty-one minutes; four calls.— Budd, "The

.

Billboard."

COLONIAL—
Toby Claude, assisted by a company including
William Smythe, W. A. Whitticar, Kittie Bryan
and Chas. Yorkshire, is presenting "La Petite
Revuette," successes past and present, here this
week, and on Monday night it was enthusiastically enjoyed. ... It has all been nicely laid
out by Mr. Smythe, and Miss Claude should continue to enjoy the success she attained here in
her effort to give "new stuff" to vaudeville.—
Tod, New York "Clipper."

Much of the credit, of course, should go to
William Smythe, who appears in two of the
songs with Miss Claude and sings quite agreeMr. Smythe conceived the episodic speably.
He carried
cialty and wrote the little Revue.
out his idea admirably in every way. ... As
for Miss Claude, she personifies our ideal souJames 5mith, New York
brette.— Frederick
"Dramatic Mirror."

Petite

from England,
having quite an original
vehicle.
During Toby's stay in England, every
idea gone before had been utilized by every short
Toby, "however, has
Revue produced there.
Kone them one better in this way and put something new over. William Smythe, who plays in
1'he turn is real
the act, produced it.
Little Toby Claude
Parisian Revue style.
has picked a very useful vehicle, besides a clever
.-VARIETY.
helper in William Smythe.

Toby Claude,

deserves

much

returned

lately

.

.

.

A New

Act for

(SMITH and BOYLE;

communications,

M.

S.

.

.

"shooed" back to U.

.

.

.

is

S.

A.

We've got

to save a few for little Toby
Claude. This petite young lady is "shooed" back
home after five years in Europe,
some
charming frocks displayed Miss Claude to advantage in French and English numbers, and as
excellent a character make-up as vaudeville has
ever seen made the well-known "Tipperary" a
brand new song. Miss Claude, past and present,
is an artist that America is glad to welcome
home.— Nellie Revell, "Morning Telegraph."
.

.

.

.

Toby Claude

after several seasons in Europe.

credit for

BENTHAM,

JAMES SMITH
(3

RASCALS) Soon

and

.

.

WALTER KAUFMAN.

to bo Produced by

WILLIAM SMYTHE

Palace Theatre Building,

New York,

N. Y,

VARIETY
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THE SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM

Direction,

HERE'S A COPY OF A

BONAFIDE LETTER
THAT CAME UNSOLICITED TO MY DESK LAST
HAD NEVER
FEBRUARY FROM A 6ENTLEMAN
WATSON AND
HIS ENDORSEMENT OF
COHAN AND THEIR ENTERTAINMENT. COMING AS
IT DID FROM A HAN WHO ROUGHT AND PAID FOR
HIS TICKET SHOULD RE CONSIDERED AS MIGHTY
WEIGHTY—IT'S STRONGER THAN ANYTHING I
COULD WRITE, AND I CONSIDER THIS SHOW ONE
OF THE VERY REST ON THE RIG COLUHRIA CIRI

EDW.

S.

KELLER

HERE IS WHAT MR. E. L. JOHNSON OF
THE GAYETY, OMAHA, THINKS OF US.
AS DOES EVERY OTHER REAL BURLESQUE MANAGER.

MET.

CUIT.
I'LL

SHOW "DOUBTING THOMASES" THE

ORIG-

INAL LETTER IF THEY WANT TO SEE IT—OR.
BETTER STILL. 'PHONE OR CALL ON MR. PUTMAN.
E. L JOHNSON. Mr- Gayfty.

Mr.

E.

Dear

Johnson.

L.

Omaha. Neb.. Fab. 20. 1914.
Manager Gayety Theatre. City

Sir-

After teeing ytir show last night, ai I do eaih week.
fait ashamed to leave withoat leaving another
The aerson that
seventy-five cents at the tax oface
Coos aat get $1.50 worth of enjoyment oat of tail
week's aid amt have a had eaaa of indigestion
lots of good shawl
and others not
Van have given
I

really

u

hat of all of them, this one. "The Happy
Widows." with Watson and Cohan. Ii the REAL show
thoaght yoa might aat ha displeased with a word
I

so

good

of

appreciation.

Yoars far Good. Clean Shawi,
(Signed) F. A. PUTMAN.

Manager of Alto Delivery
1715 Dooglas St 'Phono Doag. 3496.

Service.

NOTE—WATSON AND COHAN'S VEHICLE

THIS
IDENTICALLY THE SAME ROOK THAT
MADE SO FAVORARLE AN IMPRESSION HERE LAST
FERRUARY.

SEASON

IS

JOSEPH

K«

WATSON
COHAN
AND

WILL

H.

CONCEDED BY EVERYBODY TO BE THE
BEST TEAM OF LAUGHMAKERS
IN BURLESQUE

LONGACRE THEATRE BUILDING

MR. GEO. PRIMROSE SAID:

"YOU ARE AS A TEAM IN JEWISH

WHAT McINTYRE AND HEATH ARE

IN

NEW YORK

BLACK FACE.

WITH

"Happy Widows" Co.

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

BRENT HAYES
Maater of Banjo

En Route

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Direction,

STOKER & BIERBAUER

LiLOV©
CUB TQNKVHT
Q<mO*£ TOMQRItOir*)

THE ANKtOUS
HOWDS HW/77/VO
^fSO.dttTAV

VARIETY

Cohan and

COMMENCING

COHAN & HARRIS

FRUXmas

ASTOR
*«•*._

B'WAY AND 45TH

Harris' Attractions in

.

"It Pays to Advertise"

FIRST TIME ON ANY STAGE
COHAN & HARRIS WILL PRESENT

With

NEW

By ROI COOPER

Broadway"

"Hello!

MEGRUE

and

WALTER HACKETT

Biggest Laughing Hit of the Season

HAN

YORK'S FAVORITE COMEDIANS

IVI

\A/IV1

CANDLER THEATRE,

I

OTHER AMERICANS
The play is said to be

ALL STAR CAST AND

NOTE:

100

ELMER

A MUSICAL CRAZY-QUILT
IN

XR^SS^.

THE FUNNIEST FARCE EVER WRITTEN

Dec. 25

ST.

COHAN THEATRE

GEO. M.

Night)

New York

TWO

SIDES

U

AND FOUR-

TEEN PATCHES THREADED
TOGETHER WITH WORDS
AND MUSIC BY MR COHAN
FIRST MATINEE SATURDAY, DEC.

26

L.

w"«
Broadway
J-

St.

REIZENSTEIN'S DRAMATIC TRIUMPH

ON TRIAL
The Biggest Hit

Box Office Opens Tues. Morning

42nd

in Twenty-five

»

Years

GREETINGS TO ALL

AND
THE ITALIAN COMEDIANS

FIRST

AND ONLY ACT OF

ITS

KIND

Direction,

GENE HUGHES

THE NAME THAT WILL ALWAYS LIVE

MANUEL ROM
Of Minstrel and Phonograph Fame

— Will

have

in his

IN

company next season

TWIN BOYS

ROM AIN
.

HIS

INSTRUMENTAL—SINGING-DANCING

THOMAS

RAYMOND

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

AN

RIC MUSICIA

IVI

AY

VARIETY

LONG TACK SAM
MANAGER AND PROPRIETOR OF THE FAMOUS

SHANGTUN

MERRY

MYSTERY

XMAS

IMPERIAL

HAPPY

PEKINESE

NEW YEAR

TROUPE

TO ALL
IMPERIAL PEKINESE TROUPE

LONG TACK SAM

POLDI LONG

SHANGTUN MYSTERY
Elaborately Dressed in Exclusive and Exquisite Oriental Creations.

The Most Pretentious Production

in Vaudeville

VARIETY

Best of Everything for

Xmas

tMntf

You

anb Mtxt J^eto Bear

& Sn

Waterson, Berlin

A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
•«n

vera

WORLD'S
GREATEST

BOOMERANG
THROWERS
BOOKED SOLID W.
Direction

V.

VAN

M. A.

SIMON 'AGENCY

and

XMAS GREETINGS TO EVERYBODY

Henry

Gladys

AND

man

VARIETY

JUST FINISHED VERY SUCCESSFUL RE-ENGAGEMENT OVER

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

HILDA THOMAS
\

ND

A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

Bankoff

Girlie

Of "THE PASSING

NoW

SHOW

1914"

In Vaudeville

Making Almost Good
Direction,

Holiday Greetings to the Bunch

Jenie Jacobs

Al Canfield
Touring the Orpheum Circuit
MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO FRIENDS AND ENEMIES

PRESS OPINIONS OF

Manhattan Trio
ARMAND—HARVEY—BARABEE

\VARIETY
At Hammcntein't
It is

some appearance when these

BILLBOARD

three

boys, graded in size (although their evening dress coats

are

of the same length) strut
upon the stage, and start to sing.
all

Sime

The

classiest trio seen in

seasons.
fully

MORNING TELEGRAPH

CLIPPER
many

Their voices are wonder-

A

singing trio that will hold

own on any

its

Scored a tremendous
merstein's

time.

week

hit at

Ham-

of Oct. 5th.

harmonious.

Wishing All Our Friends

A Merry Xmas

MMWMMMMMMC

Direction

FRANK BOHM

VARIETY
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CHARLES DILLINGHAM
PRESENTS
The Best Show

New York

in

The Best Show

AT THE

AT THE

NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE

GLOBE THEATRE

MONTGOMERY
la the

u

"WATCH YOUR STEP"
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY IRVING BERLIN AND BOOK BY

STONE

and
Now

FRANK

VERNON CASTLE

TINNEY

Month

CHIN-CHIN

V

AND COMPANY OF

By

H. B.

Mr. and Mrs.

ALL-SEASON SUCCESS

la Ita Third Record-Brealdag

1M,

SMITH

INCLUDING

Elizabeth Murray, Brice and King, Sallie Fisher,
Harry Kelly and Other Stars

ANNE CALDWELL and R. H. BURNSIDE
MUSIC BY IVAN CARYLL

Staged by R. H.

BURNSIDE
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Greetings

FROM

ATTRACTIONS
SEASON

Town

in

1914-1915

PRINCE

THE SEASON'S LAUGHING FESTIVAL

"TWIN BEDS"
By Margaret Mayo and

Salisbury Field

NOW PLAYING FULTON THEATRE
With

a

remarkable cast of comedians, including Madge Kennedy, Ray Cos. Paul Ker, John
Weetley, Georgia Lawrence, John Cumberland and Mabel Acker
The Biggest Laugh ing Hit since Margaret May o'a "BABY MINE."

MARGARET ILLINGTON
"THE
In

Henry Arthur Jones' New Play
OPENS XMAS EVE. HARRIS

TH EATRE

JOS.

SULLIVAN

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinir;

"UNDER COVER"
of the Year
York, with William Courtenay.
At Cohan's Grand Opera House, Chicago, with H. B. Warner
Special Company on Tour.

being presented at the Cort Theatre,

DIRECTION

LIE"

By Roi Cooper Megrue. The Dramatic Success

Now

NAPOLEON

New

A MERRY XMAS
I-

A New Comedy

"ROLLING STONES"
by Edgar Selwyn, Author of "The Country Boy" and "Nearly Married."

"IN

THE LIMELIGHT"

A new comedy

by James Forbes, author of "The Chorus Lady."

WITH DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
OPENS NEW YEAR'S EVE, HUDSON THEATRE

By Bayard

And

"WITHIN THE LAW"
Now

Veiller.

in conjunction

in its

with A. H. Woods, SELWYN A
be worth while to

"KICK. IN"

At the

Third Sensational Successful Year

COMPANY

R«P ublic

suggest that

it

would

and

HAPPY

NEW YEAR TO ALL
ROM

VICTOR

HOUSE
WILLIAM HERAS
Of the Heras Family, Proprietor

Theatre

7-9 East Grand Ave., Chicago,

111.

VARIETY

137

THE SEASON'S VERY BEST TO YOU

HOWARD

JOE

AND

MABEL McCANE
Times Are Bad— BUT

THE ORIGINAL

LOCKHART
JOSEPH LEDDY

The Midway
Hippodrome
Formerly Cottage Grove Empress, Chicago,

W.

AND

111.

IN

Them Away

ing

»

"A Brave Attempt at Suicide

Abe Cohen
"The First Man

to

Make

It

Merry Christmas and Happy
Are the Wishes

JUST FINISHED PANT AGES CIRCUIT

Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year
To All Our Friends
Direction. KING LEE KRAUS

Pay'

GEO. H. WEBSTER, Booking

A

Representative

New

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

Year to All

of

JOHN HIGGINS

•THE CYCLONE OF THE AIR"

RANK

Booked Up Solid

for

On*

F.

Year,

Loew Time, Thanks

VI, Some

to

Champion Juniper of the World

Class Agent

THIRD TOUR ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

MME. DOREE

Presents

The Imperial All-Star Opera Co.
"GREAT MOMENTS FROM GRAND OPERA"

Pichianni Troupe

IN

Address

STOKER & BIERBAUER,

Palace Theatre Bldg.,

New York

WORLD'S CLEVEREST CHILD ARTISTE

Prima Donna

BABY HELEN
Monologist

Yodler

MINIATURE
AMERICA'S YOUNGEST VAUDEVILLE STAR
SINGING F ABOVE HIGH C
IN

Direction,

NORMAN JEFFERIES

Management,

MABEL DALY

,

VARIETY
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St.

512-522 N. Clark Street
COR. W. GRAND AVE.

Regis Hotel
Formerly

CHICAGO

PALACE HOTEL

New

Chicago Home for Professional Folk
OPENED DECEMBER 15, 1914
Every Modern Convenience

150 Outside Rooms.

WONDERFULLY LOW RATES CONSIDERING THE
PLEASING ACCOMMODATIONS
Room
Room

with detached bath,
with detached bath,

Room
Room

with private both, SINGLE
with private bath, DOUBLE

Suite with private bath, 3
Suite with private bath, 4

SINGLE

DOUBLE

$8.00 per

6.00 to

10.00 per

week
week

$8.00 to $10.00 per

week

10.00 to

PERSONS
PERSONS.

12.00 per week-

$18.00 per
.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Cafe, Dairy

$5.00 to

.

.

$20.00 per

week
week

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Lunch and Barber Shop

in

Connection

FOUR MINUTES TO ALL THEATRES

EVERYTHING ARRANGED AND FITTED FOR YOUR INDIVIDUAL COMFORT
A MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

DIXON and DIXON
The European Musical Clowns

NOW PLAYING A FORTY WEEKS* ENGAGEMENT ON LOEW

Direction,

IRVING COOPER,

TWO

1416 Broadway,

New York

BLACK

ALWAYS WORKING
JUST

EAST AND WESTERN CIRCUIT

GIRLS

WHITE

(NOVELTY GYMNASTS)

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
LOEWS EASTERN and WESTERN CIRCUITS

WISH ALL THEIR FRIENDS
Booked Solid on

Personal Direction,

IRVING COOPER,

1416 Broadway,

New York

A VAUDEVILLE MATTER

Jungman Family

I

ask no deposit from recognised artists. If my material
Just send It back. My prices are high, but so are

If it Is not,

me

for

it.

results.

Poet Laureate of Vaudeville
Anything that can be used

I have rewritten many acts
1 can write.
Reference—Nat Wills, Yvette, Clara Morton,

In Vaudeville

that the other fellow got the deposit
Joe Welch and Odiva's Seals.

Frank Bohm

food you pay

HARRY BREEN

Tight Wire Performers

Direction.

is

my

for.

HARRY BREEN R~- pN £\Er
Ztt&* THOMAS FITZPATRICK

Addresi

•"•

,

,r

'

B ""

W

i

s

h

i

n g

and a

Everybody

Prosperous

New

Merry Xmas

Year

JOE JACKSON
ON

IN

Okabe Family

UNRI

I

ROSE & CURTIS

Playing U. B. O. Time

RETURNING TO VAUDEVILLE WITH A

NEW OFFERING

u

"Five Feet of Comic Opera"
Direction,

Five Feet of. Novelty"

HARRY WEBER

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

i

PRESENT

LUCY GILLETT
"The Lady From Delft"
Ths Biggest Surprise

This

(Dec. 21)
Keith's, Boston

Ne? t

Booked Solid
Palace,

McMahon
In Their

in Vaudeville

Week

FROM

TIM

Week

(Dec. 28)

New York

and

EDYTH

Chappelle

Own Comedy

Success

w
Missed the Train
"Why HubbyTWENTY
50

LAUGHS

IN

MINUTES

IN

Port Monmouth. N.

"ONE"

J.

VARIETY

We

€>he

have a Contract to Supply
the Whole Chain of

1

Keith Theatres
WITH

USHERS' UNIFORMS
Including the Shoes
WITH

O'SULLIVAN HEELS
Of Live Rubber

IN

Heels already attached without extra
"O'Sullivanized" shoes are ideal
on and off the
for the "profession"'

cost.

Behind

—

stage.

Third

&

Market

Louisville, Ky.

The Leading Uniform House
Write

Grand Stand
A

Direction,

PETE MACK

I

JAMES

B.
Ft.

THE GREAT
GEORGETTYS
Sole Agent, H. B.

Unique Act of

Its

MARINELLI,

Kind

Human

of

Dearborn Bldg.,

CHICAGO

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL FRIENDS

Ltd.

—Originators

of the South

Estimates

YULETIDE GREETINGS TO ALL

Revelation in Mental Telegraphy

Booked Solid

for

the

Juggling

THE

3

SHENTONS
VARIETY, New York

Address

Great Success Everywhere

Merry Xmas and Happy

New

XMAS GREETINGS
Year to All

THORNTON-CORLEW
Direction,

IRVING COOPER

Merry Xmas and Happy

New

Year to All

l-ZIIM
Direction of

FRANK BOHM

Direction,

MAX HART

.

VARIETY

MADISON and DEARBORN STREETS

"In the Heart
"
of Chicago
Christmas Cheer

and New Year's
Greetings to a

our Friends and

Acquaintances.
LEONARD NICKS,

Proprietor

GEORGE ROBERTS,

and Manager

Assistant

Managor

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

Swede" Hall £ Jennie Colborn

Billy

-Orpheum and U. B. O.

Booked

HARRY FITZGERALD

Sole
^i
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t^f

GREETINGS

CHRISTMAS
From

that Little

IRISH Lady,

Xmas

GRACIE

EMMETT
In that

Greetings

Bobby North

Uninterrupted laughing Success

"Mrs. Murphy's Second Husband"
Now

in its 15th Successful Year.

A.

BOOKM)

SOi ID until ..me with

THALHEIMER,

MARCUS LOEW

*—

Direction,
.

— IIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIMIIIIIII

MAX GORDON

Mllllllllllllll
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SYMOND
JACK
MALVERN COMIQUES DOING
Loew
NICELY Now
GREETINGS FROM

Playing

11^

VARIETY
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HAPPY HEW YEAR

MERRY CHRISTMAS

MORTON

Personal Direction

JEHIE JACOBS

(/ Still

Believe I

PAT CASEY

AGEHCY

Can Play Pinochle)

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO

EVERYONE

THE GODDESS OF LIGHT
BOOKED SOLID

U. B. O.

Direction,

STOP

CHAS.

N

S.

TIME

WILSHIN

LOOK

LISTEN

AIM

D

\A/

PRESENT THEIR NEW SHAKESPEAREAN TRAVESTY

ii

IM

CAESAR MARKS ANTON

Written and Produced by

CLAYTON AND DREW

9!

Copyright Class D. XXC, No. Mt27

A MERRY tfMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

ND

Booked

RIDKOW
Solid,

U. B. O. Time

NEW YEAR

ROU
Direction,

PAUL DURAND

VARIETY
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YULETIDE GREETINGS
TO THE PROFESSION

EDGAR ALLEN— M.
432-4

S.

EPSTTN
New York

Putnam Building

City

Compliments of the Season

A MERRY XMAS
^
AND
HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL MY FRIENDS
•

MAUD

LAMBERT and BALL

McDermott

Billy

ERNEST

•

•

THE ONLY SURVIVOR OF COXEY'S ARMY

Direction,

CLAUDE W. BOSTOCK

Personal Direction, JENIE

MERRY XMAS TO EVERYBODY

j

JACOBS

presenting the famous
|

WilliamHallidaycV.
^m

*

FRANK

A.

A.

KEENEY,

BNIGHAMTON,

KEENEY'S METROPOLIS
BRONX,

NEW YORK

General Manager.

NEW THEATRE

NEWARK,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

N.

J.

KEENEY'S

Third Avenue Theatre,
NEW YORK CITY

Theatre,

CITY

KEENEY'S

CITY

NEW THEATRE

LONG ISLAND

GENERAL OFFICES,
OWENS,

KEENEY'S

Theatre

N. Y.

Open Time
C.

Owner and Manager

KEENEY'S

NEW THEATRE

NEW YORK

RAY

Sole

Armory Theatre

N. Y.

KEENEY'S

WWWW

KEENEY'S

NEW THEATRE
BROOKLYN,

^JI^

ton

KEENEY ENTERPRISES
FRANK

KEENEY'S

Ro

for

Suite 311,

CITY, L.

I.,

N. Y.

Big Headline Acts.

PUTNAM

BUILDING,

N. Y.

CITY
Phone M78-7I Bryant

.

VARIETY
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VARIETY

With

my

very best withes to everyone

IRVING BERLIN

Christmas,

1914.

145

I

VARIETY
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MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

Belle Blanche
Direction,

COHAN & HARRIS

MLLE.

EVELYNS
Trained Wild Animals

HARRY LUKEN

Owner and Manager, Luken Gymnasium, Reading,

Pa.

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

FRANK

DHON
THE MUSICAL "JACK IN THE BOX"
BOOKED SOLID

Direction,

HARRY W. SPINGOLD

Q.

DOYLE

A MERRY CHRISTMAS and HAPPY NEW YEAR
BILLY
JENNIE
|\/| ^^ ^^ F^ |£
WITH MENLO MOORE'S "ENCHANTED FOREST*

HENDERSON SIVII
n
"Ten Dark Knights
PRESENTS THE

FEATURING

JOHN RUCKER,

'The Alabama Blossom"

Direction of

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL MY FRIENDS

FRANK BOHM

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
HARRY

ADLER
Offer "A

NEW

IDEA"

from

^ ARLINE
ANNA

Direction, «J

El

N

VARIETY
r
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THROUGH THE BURLESQUE SECTION
OF THE ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

|

THIS

|

|

ANONYMOUS ADVERTISER

|

|

EXTENDS
THE

|

SEASON'S GREETINGS

|

|

TO

1

|

VARIETY

|

|

|
I

ITS

AND
THOUSANDS OF READERS

|

|

|
I
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REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS AND COMPANIES IN BURLESQUE

JACOBS & JERMON'S
Columbia Theatre Building

Broadway and 47th

"BIG GIRLIE SHOW"

New York

WATSON'S

Hot Dog! Hot Dog! Hot Dog!

"ORIENTALS"

WANT QOOP-LOOKIMO QIRLS

^0% NOVU»MKNT

"AUTOGIRLS" CO. Offer
MADELINE WEBB
HARRY M. STEWART FRANCIS ELLIOTT
BILLY HALLMAN
JAS. J. LAKE
CAROL SCHRODER
TEDDY SIMMONDS
HARRY SEYMOUR
SALLY STEWART
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT, ISM-IS

WATSON

Tttar BILLY
liUY WATSON'S
A
COL

Street,

SIMMONDS, STEWART and LAKE'S

WHAT

IS ITT

A BRAND NEW IDEA

ALWAYS

IN

,

BURLESQUE

Barney Gerard's "Follies of the Day"
WITH SAM SIDMAN AND GERTRUDE HAYES

MOLLIE WILLIAMS

Babe La Tour

"The Only Female Star in Burlesque"
Fred McCloy

Presents

BERT BAKER
AN ENTIRELY NEW PRODUCTION AND BOOK.
NEXT SEASON.

Harry K.Morton
IRISH

13

"THE BIG REVIEW OF

SAMMY WRIGHT
AIM K F"l

THE ELECTRIC SPARK
With

tent

Zella Russell
LEADS

Gladys Sears

GUS FAY'S "GAYETY GIRLS"

^Queen^Rc

"TANGO GIRLS" CO.

"PROF. DOPE"

Lillian

HI

Featured

with

"ROSELAND GIRLS"
(

M Blutch M

Maniac 'em laugh without an effort
AL. REEVES' BEAUTY SHOW

IM IM

WALDRON

I
"AMERICAN BEAUTIES'* CO.
of the

Roeehud Garden of Girls,**—McCloy

in Variety

Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year
To Our Friends and Enemies

A

S
E

"HONEYMOON GIRLS"

LON HASCALL
Manager)

SIMON LEGREE

(Stage

LEHMAN SHOW

LEWIS

Featured with

E.

^wi&

|
1

Author and Producer of Sam*
Management, Theatrical Operation Co.
Permanent Address, 7» Winthrop Ave,
BeachmoBl Mass.

Fitzgerald

Management James

H.

<H

ajMIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMI^

THE ORIGINAL GERMAN

LEW KELLY

u

IVI

CHARLES

ltlS"

F
.

ALWAYS WORKIIMI

THE GAYETY GIRLS"

Featured wltk

JACOBS A JERMON

MARGIE CATLIN

Mae Holden

COMEDIAN

Management,

IM

GOOD NEWS FROM THE FRONT

IN

"GOLDEN CROOK"

With

)

LEO HOYT

and

DODY

German Comedian, "Prise Winners" Co.

Francis Elliott
In

"A NOVEL CREATION**

-AUTO CIRLS"-ltl4-l»

Prima Donna, "Print Winners** Co.

Harry
Seymour
NOT A ST AR-A
COMET

"AUTO GIRLS"—1114-1*

uiiiiiiii

iiiiiiii

>

(

EDNA RAYMOND

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

"GOLDEN CROOK"

iiiiiiuiii

CO.

miiiiiiiiiimiiii

This Season in Burlesque

§

NELUE FLOtEDE

|

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii?

i
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I

NO
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iiiiniii

ic

I

ELEY ANDfMcCLOUD
1

Original Barbery Coast Dancers

niiim

THE SENSATIONAL RIOT

iiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiii

ii

inn

with

"THE GAYETY GIRLS"

§
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Boston's
J
|

Burlesque Theatre de Luxe

noX

|i

CHARLES

I

I

WALDRON'S

H.

CASINO
Charles H. Waldron's Touring

I
uo i*unjyXH !q
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Merry Xmas

A Happy NewYear to All

SAM HOWE

THAN EVLR

This will be the Banner Season, financially or otherwise, in

AND

Watson's thirty three years' experience.

" Love

Listen, Folks!

We

PIERCE, Manager

AND

GIRLIE SHOW
Billy "Original"

S.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

HIS BIG

Brighter funnier

Company

NEW YORK OFFICE:
Columbia Theatre Building

GENERAL OFFICES:

WATSON

go along, do the best we can; make no parades; have no "pluggers" in the audience have no one to "kid" us— to make us think we have
a good show; We want no Credit (all of our bills are paid) and We make
no Curtain Speeches. We don't worry how the Local Manager likes our
show. We know that it's nearly as good as the others— and we leave it
just

;

HIS

Makers' Co."

COUNTESS ROSSI
ADELAIDE ADAIR

FRED NOLAN
WILLIAM FRICK

VERA DESMOND

WALTER WEBBER
ALBERT MARKS

BESSE ROSA

to the Audience.

In Conclusion

We

wish to state that:

show beats us in a certain house; sometimes We beat them;
the Long Run, it is a well-known fact THAT We get Ours!

Sometimes

BUT,

in

a

martorie adams
florence adams
florence leslie
rose redgate
bonnie Mcdonald
carrie arlington

P. S.

They are waiting

for

MY

show West

ELSIE WTLNER

ANNA THORNQUEST
NETTIE CLAYTON
BETTIE EVANS

MAY McCORMACK
MONA LORRAINE

LOTTIE JOYCE
EDNA ROBERTS
ELSIE WILSON
IRENE PIERCE
EDNA ROSS
ALICE SEARLES

of Washington, D. C.

N. B.

Next Season: Back

in

the Alley

CA
\*
dxYlVl

1

Respectfully yours

MERRY
XMAS

Philip

Krausmey er

HAPPY
NEW YEAR

W

EXTENDS GREETINGS
XJl^AXri?
Cj
YYVJ
TO EVERYBODY

MEMORIAM TO BOB SCOTT, MY BELOVED AND LIFE-LONG PARTNER AND
DEAR FRIEND, WHO PASSED AWAY FROM THIS EARTH ON DECEMBER 10. IN
PORTLAND, MAINE
IN

I

Co.'s Theatres Exclusively

Waldron's Casino, Boston, Mass.

MAGNET THAT CAN DRAW ANYWHERE!"

BILLY (Original)

Amusement

FRANK

^i

I

THE TROCADEROS
Playing Columbia

oao so wo
"A

(

9II|i

jnox »i »q«a

UOtCjOQ JJUWJ j

|

|
r^
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GUS KAHN

ABE FEINBERG

&&&**tCo. liVC

MANAGER

BUSINESS MANAGER

PRESENTS

The Girly-Whirly

Show "MARRIED FOR A DAY"

Burlesque

M

ON THE

AND

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
SEASON

1914

a

and 1915

WITH THE FOLLOWING

CIRCUS-LIFE"
CAST:
Chas.

Bertha Gibson mubret

^$*** *!*l%s

Marie Elmer

prima donna

Ruth Everett
*•
mmi
it
He. Faustina

original mechanical doll

M

premier dancer

Louise Street

A study in black

CHAS*

^TVj*

Max

.

^

M. Baker
Field.

o Chat* Cole

FRANKLYN

NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE
1402 Broadway, New York City
Room 427

Geo. Betts

prw,

D^^^

America's sweetest yodler

PRINCIPAL COMEDIAN

GERMAN COMEDIAN
STRAIGHT

MAN

LIGHT COMEDIAN

^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

•

MERRY XMAS

THE FAMOUS

u

and

PROSPEROUS

NEW YEAR to All

Cracker Jacks"
WISH THEIR MANY FRIENDS

A

Merry Xmas and a Happy

HARRY COOPER
JACK DEMPSEY

TEDDY DUPONT
BARBOUR

JNO.

CHAS. AITKEN,

New

Year

SEYMOUR, DEMPSEY AND SEYMOUR
PETE DWYER
ALANSON CASSIDY
CECIL DUNHAM
JOE SEYDES
GERTIE DE VERE
But.

Mt

r.

CHAS. FALKE, Mgr.

"ROSEY POSEY GIRLS"
CLARK AMUSEMENT CO. (Inc.)

P. S.

Permanent Address: 1402 Broadway,

New York (Rooms

820-821)

Olympic Theatre

HOME

BURLESQUE

|

VARIETY

HENRY C. JACOBS
JOHN G. JERMON
AND

The Hosts

of

Merrymakers

IN

Their Various Organizations

Extend Holiday
Greetings
Columbia Theatre Building, Broadway, New York

151
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THIRD ANNUAL TOUR

GORDON
OF THE GAY WHITE WAY"

DAV
"GIRLS

WITH SUCH FAMOUS PLAYERS AS

NNI

MAUDE

ROCKWELL

\Af

IM

J

"THE KIND OF SHOW THAT PATRONS OF BURLESQUE EXPECT AND DESIRE."
— FREDK. McCLOY, in VARIETY

=
^Tl

KER

IVI

S

DAN

JOHNNIE

IN
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Best Withes for a Better New Year to All the
Burlesque Folks

Season's Greetings to Enemies and Friends

JAKE GOLDEN BERG

Miss Maude Rockwell
CO-STAR, "GIRLS OF

and "The Gay New Yorkers" Co.

MERRY XMAS TO ALL

BILLY SPENCER
WATSON'S "ORIENTAL BURLESQUERS"
1
1

!

Merry Christmas and Happy

New

I

wish you

all

A

"MONTE CARLO GIRLS

Merry Xmas and Happy

Z3JS& 1 3

!

AND

AR

from

11

New

CO.

1
1

Year

the, Follies

CHAS. ROBINSON

STROUSE & FRANKLIN

S

Walt.

M.

Leslie

» "MACKEY"

HARRY STEPPE
fl/l

of Burlesque

Comedian

-YOURS IN AGENTRY"

ZOL ZINE MIT GLICK

"MEET ME AT

1

TO EVERYBODY

BLANCHE ROSE

Direction

would wish for myself.

The Lighting Bug
Principal

and

Girls

I

Year

JOHNNIE W. JESS

"The

what

1114-191S

HarryWelsh

Featured With

Some Show

THE GAY WHITE WAY"

SEASON

1

THE ORIGINAL "GROGAN"

n

SHOW

Merry Xmas and Happy

mffi

WI^ER^cSdEn'co!

New

Year to All

JUST ABOVE THE columb a "
1

MERRY XMAS TO ALL

Cor. 48th St. and 7thJAve.
THE REGULAR GATHERING PLACE OF ALL BURLESQUE PEOPLE
Beautifully and Perfectly Appointed Cafe and "Back Room." Best of Everything' to Eat,
Prompt and Polite Service.
JOHN MARTIN, Prop.
Drink and Smoke.

"THE GIRL

1

MARGARET SHERIDAN

WHO CAN

SING" Playing Character Parts

With WATSON'S "ORIENTALS"

|

VARIETY
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ISM

To Our Friends : JOY AND PROSPERITY
To Our Enemies:
THE SAME
HARRY LE VAN
Wantarastle

CLAIRE DEVINE

HELEN PATSY DELANEY

DORIS CHERRIE

JAMES GAYLER

LETTIE BOLLES

JAMES CALLAHAN
-

GRETTA

HELEN

LOU REALS

KELLY

and

B.

DAY

Members

HENRY

DIXON PRODUCING

P.
it

F?E\/IE\A/

131

NOT ONE NUMBER OF MINE HAD TO BE CHANCED AFTER THE SEASON STARTED

41S,

Wishes

Phone Bryant

BLUTCH COOPER'S

lM

Gay Morning

and

SCANLON'S

Two Shows,

"Winners,"

ever you want to find him, ask

Rush Jermon, Room 405 Columbia Theatre Building

Same address

EVERYBODY SATISFIED
to produce the

shows that

GO OVER

>

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
kk

If

Glories and Others

EVERY SHOW A SUCCESS
The Producer that KNOWS HOW

Manager

His Friends

A Merry Xmas and Happy New Year

Four Shows, DINKIN'S

BARNEY GERARD, MOORE

PATTON,

All

COLUMBIA THEATRE BUILDING

THIS SEASON'S PRODUCTIONS

R. E.

»

DAN DODY

RAYMOND B. PEREZ
ROOM

CO.. Inc

Thanks

from

—

in

the

same place

to everybody for past favors

JACOBS AND JERMON'S

CITY SPORTS

11

FRED STRAUSS,
Business Manager

HARRY KOLER—JUNE MILLS—ABE LEAVITT— ARTHUR YOUNG— FANNY VEDDER— BILLY
CURLEY McGOWEN- ARCHIE McCANN-JOE BAKER — MARIAN CAMPBELL— LIZZIE ROGERS
(GAS HOUSE GANG)
—NAN CARLTON— MABEL KELLY— HOPE SAWYER-EILEEN BURKE

INNIS

!
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MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO

Come and

NEW

COLUMBIA,
And Any Old Day

Lew

Us

See

After that

Kelly ("Prof. Dope") "Nobody

'Till

ALL!

at the

YORK,

MAY

17

the Opening of Next Season
9

Home' and

the Great

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY

Behman Organization

NEW YEAR TO ALL

From

Charlie Robinson -* His Family
"CARNATION BEAUTIES" COMPANY

MERRY X-MAS
DAINTY

HAPPY NEW YEAR
i

Eva

*r2

Mull

a FOLLIES

OF

1920"

COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT CO. CIRCUIT

.

Forrester
AND MEMBERS OF

HIS

"AMERICAN BEAUTIES" COMPANY
Extend Season's Greetings

MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

Medlin — Clark
—
Townes
NK BOHM
Direction,

I

GREETINGS TO ALL FROM

TOM McKENNA

JACK

J.

and

(Micky)

BATES

VIOLET HILSON

McCABE

CLYDE

MONA

RAYMOND

AND

$10,000

BEAUTY

WHAT IT IS:
M
of
PLEASURE
"FOLLIES
"Rube" Bernstein's
ALL HELPING TO MAKE

EiffhUan regular

Burlesque's

^

Best

girl*,

all

capable of doing something and

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

I
1

all

getting an opportunity to do

it.

Second Class in Routing

Offering

A

Merry Christmas and a
I\. HaDDV New Year From

|X£

^Jl 1

First Class in Rating

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1

A Merry Xmas and Happy
AMerrySnasaadHappy

W

Jfc

| |
I

1

New Year

L£

|
|

1

FROM

DONB.

HARRY SHEPPELL
MARTIN GUILD
ARTHUR PUTNAM
AL TURPIE
JAMES HAZELTON
MILLIE LOVERAGE

BARCLAY
Featured with

"PRIZE WINNERS*'

Originality Did It

The Surprise
«
=

of the

Columbia Circuit No.

1

am,

^

—

s

=

I
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MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

CONNORS
JIMMY HURTIG
& SEAMON
Management,

With

"The Cherry Blossoms"

GEO-

L.

WAGNER

If

you

don't

"In Dutch"

"Girb from the Follies"
—nMiiuiiiiii

inn

mini

inn

tiiiiniii

iiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiini

advertise

in

VARIETY,

don't ndvortlM

iiiiF

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiim

I

|

I

WISH YOU ALL A SHOWER OF GOOD THINGS!

TTTa A "VTTr

|

T"n\ 7*

FRANK FINNEY
T1T"V T'V

Under Three Management*

|

Twelve Years a Standard Star in Burlesque!

nimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiM

LOUIS ROBIE, SID EUSON and CHAS.

H.

WALDRON

!

S
|

V\RIETY
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MERRY XMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM

Glines

-a

Lalor

a

ft

i
Formerly

"THE GAY MORNING GLORIES"

LALOR,

JACK GLINES, Manager

Business Manage

Ladies of the Merry Merry
JEAN RYAN,
ARTHUR CONNOLLY, FRANK WESSON, J. G. GIBSON, LOWELL RICH, HARRY WELLS, GEORGE WELLS ADELE RANNEY,
HUYLER, EVA
FLORENCE HUNTER, HELEN ARMSTRONG, ANNA KIRK, SKEETS MARTIN, DOLLY MORTON, LOTTIE WILLIAMS, GRACE WATSON,
FLO
LEWIS, BEE DARLING, LILLIAN TOWNSEND. ROSE CLAYTON, DAISY WELLS, ALICE RICH, EDNA LESLIE, BLANCHE
.

I

McCORMACK, BELLE DESMOND, LILLIAN RAMER,

Dick Burke, Carpenter; Joe Brennan, Props; Jack McEUigott, Electrician

NOTE—We

play the Murray Hill Jan. 4th and Week, under

James

title

"Gay Morning

Glories."

EILEEN SHIRDIN
PHIL W. PETERS

X. Francis

AND

LEADING JUVENILE
With CHARLES ROBINSON

With Hartung'. Bi, Show.

GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS.

XMAS OR
MORTON

IN

FROM

HARRY

K.

ZELLA RUSSELL
LEADS

"The Funniest

of All Irish

Comedians"

Featured with "Gayety Girls"

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
From Your Old Friend

\A/HI
Merry Xmas and Happy

New Year

to All

STROUSJL
AND

A Merry Xmas and Happy New Year to All

FRANKLIN

FEENEY and KNOLL
WITH CHAS. ROBINSON

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL

MALLIA

and

•-

Just returned from a world girdling tour extending over three and
a half years, working
best theatres throughout the world. Always featured, always a big success.

Now

playing for

UNITED, and

GUS

JOE

a riot everywhere.

BART
99

ALL

the time, and playing only the biggest and

Representative, JAS. E.

PLUNKETT.

VARIETY
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"Tb«r» is wnutiontl box office interest in Three Weeks'."— Variety. "Vivid In interest and fives bo
"Applause lasted several minutes."
"Will sweep the country."— Evening Mall.
offense."— N. Y. Herald.
"Awakened a furor of interest."— Motion Picture News.
"Estimated Cost of
orning Telegraph.
"One of the most attractive pictures shown In Nsw
producing this picture is $53,SSS."— Dramatic Mirror.
York la a loaf, long time."—Clipper. "A wonderful picture."—N. Y. Star. Etc, etc, etc.

M

PASSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF CENSORSHIP!
HURRY UP CALL RENTAL*
LAST CALL, $TATE RIGHT*
NOTHING SUCCEED* LIKE *UCCE**
GOOD BYE TO OPTION*
THE FUROR PHOTO-PLAY *EN*ATION
B. S. Moss* Exquisite Production of

DRAMA

ELINOR GLYN'S EPOCH MAKING LOVE

IN

IV

Only Authorized Version.

All Infringements Prosecuted.

$68,503.00 Sold from First Advertisement

SOLD

Chicago and State of Illinois
with Middle Western States
BOUGHT BY

Gf\l T\

OV-JLiLJ

JONES, LINICK

SAN FRANCISCO AND
ALL CALIFORNIA FOR
BOUGHT BY SIDNEY HARRIS, SAN FRANCISCO,

C*f\l FX

OV/LLJ

$20,000

* SCHAEFFER

(t»1
«J>

I

A
AAA
U,UUU

CAL.

NEW YORK CITY AND
NEW YORK STATE FOR

(hia
<J>

AAA

1 &)\j\JY)

BOUGHT BY THE AMALGAMATED PHOTO FEATURE BOOKING CORPORATION. NEW YORK
(1 PRINT ONLY FOR EACH STATE. EXTRA PRINTS $SM ADDITIONAL.)

BIDS

Holding for $2,500. PennsylHolding for $3,000. New Jersey, $1,500.
vania, $4,000. Holding for $5,000. Ten Southern States, including Texas,
$8,000. Holding Tor $12,000, or selling separately at $800 to $1,500 each.
Offers invited for other States not named above.

Will Ourselves Take 50 Per Cent. Interest in Any of This Territory With Experienced, Live Business Getters.
Will Turn Over to All States Buyers Thousands of Dollars in Rental Offers Already Received After Film Is Exhausted As
Show Feature.

FIRST RELEASES IN
Beautiful Line of Illuminated Art Posters.

NEW YORK DECEMBER

24 Sheets 2 kinds; 6 Sheets

An

Exhibition

17

2 kinds; 3 Sheets 2 kinds;

1

Sheet 3 kinds.

ALSO ANIMATED TWO-TONE ADVANCE PICTORIAL HERALDS

PHONE I

WRITE ! !

B. S.

WIRE 1

MOSS

RELIABLE FEATURE FILM CORPORATION
Offices,

Columbia Theatre Building,

Amalgamated Vaudeville Booking

Circuit

Broadway and 47th

Street,

New York

VARIETY
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PRESENTS

Imperial
MABEL

TALIAFERRO
IN

Animated Songs
Motion Pictures That Move to the Rhythm of

Song

"TheHiree of Us"
BY

NOW BOOKING THROUGH THE
U. B. O.

Rachel Cruthers

GET
United

Booking

Co.,

Inc.,

Of

Office

TOUCH WITH YOUR NEAREST EXCHANGE
Feature

Broadway,

1564

EXCHANGES

Picture

Dallas Film Co., Suite 212,
ing, Dallas, Texas.

New York

Andrews

Build-

City.

"RIP

VAN

Mr.

W.

C. Wesley Fraser, Boston United
Booking Offices, 162 Tremont Street.
Boston, Mass.

Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Mr.

Mr. Chas. J. Kraut, Philadelphia Booking
Exchange, 606 Keith Theatre Building,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WINKLE"

Mr. A. W. Cross, Hudson Feature Film
Co., 517-8 Lyceum Theatre Building,

Mr.

C. R. Coulter, Coulter's Exclusive Productions, 150 W. Park Street, Port-

Mr. M. E. Comerford, Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association, 406

land, Oregon.

Lackawanna

Ave., Scranton, Pa.

Mr. Harry Dull, care of Mozart Theatre,
Los Angeles, Cal.

THOMAS

W. A. Calkins, Feature Film Playing
Attraction Co., 418 Flat Iron Building,
Omaha, Neb.

Mr. H. N. Brice, Faultless Feature Film
Co., Suite 30 Hulbert Block, cor. 6th
and Vine Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WITH

A. Mack, Peerless Feature Film Co.,
Cahill Buildiag, South Salina

New

Nat A. Magner Co., Fourth
Building, San Francisco,

Wells, Granby
Norfolk, Va.

Jake

Theatre

Building,

Floor, Pacific

Gus Sun Booking

Cal.

Office, Springfield, Ohio.

ALSO BOOKING

JEFFERSON

ORRIN

A Nation"

Ireland
IN

•

PARTS

Produced in Ireland with Irish Actors and Actresses

JOHNSON
(his first

appearance

on the screen)

New

Attendance Records Created at the
SHUBERT, 44TH

ST.

THEATRE,

NEW YORK

CRESCENT THEATRE, BROOKLYN,
IN

N. Y.

CHESTNUT STREET OPERA HOUSE, PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

NATIONAL THEATRE, BOSTON, MASS.

"Satan Sanderson"
BY
Hallie Erminie Rivers

ALCO PROGRAM
Produced by

THE ROLFE PHOTO

1493

PLAYS,Inc

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

United Booking Office Feature
Picture

Company,

Inc.

Suite 707-7M, Palace Theatre Bldg.

1564 Broadway

NEW YORK

CITY

V\RIETY
LIFE

PHOTO FILM CORPORATION
PRESENTS

Booth Tarkington's Sweety Sad Story

WITH

FLORENCE NASH
--

And a

Select Cast of Players

A

A

picturesque photo-play tale
With Vivid Heart Interest

Five-Part Production of
the Enchanting Sort.

RELEASED DECEMBER
Coming,

JANE COWL

28

in "

ALCO PROGRAM

on the

THE GARDEN OF

LIES

yy

Exchanges Throughout America

ALCO
2 8

CORPORATION

FIL

\hf. 4;

f

WALTER HOFF SEELY.

Trinity ''Triumphs
Progressive productions that will

show

the world

what real motion pictures mean

PrasMaot

'TIS

|^

I

A MYSTERIOUS THING

Better Write

Now

Book

It

Later

EDWIN AUGUST

Beulah in Six Reels
Dramatization of Augusta J. Evens' world-famous American novel, fa which the great
Henry B. Walthall will be featured. Beulah will he a fitting aequence to St- Elmo, the
smasher of higheet box office records in all sections of the United States.

12 Vital Questions of Lite
Twelve 2 and S reel features, each a separate and distinct entertainment in theme in
treatment, in which Miss Ruth Roland, the famous "Kalem Girl," will bo starred. Most
wonderful dramatic achievements in the history of cinematography.

Matter Actor of the Films
is

KIN
AND

producing IT for the

going to be the best box-office attraction ever put out. It will mystify you; it will mystify your audience.
IF your competitor gets it for your district it is all off. Nothing can stop him.
it is

ASK ABOUT

IT

NOW

Ill-Starred Babbie in 4 Reels
Picturiration of Will H. Whalen's heart story of the anthracite coal regions, featuring
Jackie Saunders, the fascinating "Balboa Girt"

FEATURE

WATCH FOR OTHER SENSATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

Balboa
H. M.

In corpor

Amusement Producing Company

HORKHEIMER.

Pres.

and Gen. Mgr.

1

D.

HORKHEIMER,

Sec.

and Trees.
Telephone 'M72 Bryant

"Makers o the Picturts Beautiful"
1

STUDIOS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

LONG BEACH. CALIFORNIA
"ON

eooKINo

PRODUCTIONS

ated

New York

City

lZo-132

Weet

afth Street

VARIETY
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Feitirci of Qulity

with CARLYLE BLACKWELL
"THE LAST CHAPTER"
By RICHARD HARDING DAVIS
with MAX FIGMAN and LOLITA ROBERTSON
"THE TRUTH WAGON"
From Um pUy
HAYDEN TALBOT
with J. FARRELL McDONALD and VIVIAN REED
"THE LAST EGYPTIAN"
From
FRANK BAUM
with MRS. THOMAS WHIFFEN
"HEARTS AND FLOWERS"
From
aama bun
with CARLYLE BLACKWELL
"THE MAN WHO COULD NOT LOSE"
B WCHARD HARDING DAVIS
with MAX FIGMAN and LOLITA ROBERTSON
"THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER"
From
EDWARD EGGLESTON
with OCTAVIA HANDWORTH
"WHEN FATE LEADS TRUMP" From
JOHN HYMER
with CARLYLE BLACKWELL
"THE KEY TO YESTERDAY" From
CHARLES NEVILL BUCK
with OCTAVIA HANDWORTH
"THE PATH FORBIDDEN"
From
JOHN HYMER
with ESTHA WILLIAMS
"AT THE OLD CROSS ROADS"
From ARTHUR
AISTON'S
by

tha book by L.

tko calabratod play of tb«

9'

*

'

tko croat Amartcao atory by

the novel by

the novel by

the novel by

C

A. A. Weilland, Mgr.
115 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, Kentucky and West Virginia. (Kentucky exhibitors
served from Cincinnati office.)
ALL THEATRES FILM AND ACCESSORY CO, INC., Owners of Alliance Exchanaee.
New York State. Buffalo office, 18 Chapin Block; New York City office, 126 West
46th St.; M. F. Tobias. Gen. Mgr.
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Eastern Feature Film Co., Inc.. 57 Church
New Enaland.
St., Boston, Mass.
ALLIANCE FEATURE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Mecca Feature Film Co., 130
West 46th St. Northern New Jersey.

ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE,

_

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO, Vine and 13th Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. Southern
New Jersey, Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia and
Virginia.

CASINO FEATURE FILM CO- Dime Savings Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
ALLIANCE FILM CO. OF TEXAS, 1905*4 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas.

Michigan.
Texas, Okla-

homa, Louisiana, Arkansas.

HYBAR FILM CORP,

Forsythe Building, Atlanta, Ga.
Tennessee, Florida, North and South Carolina.

Gaorgia, Alabama, Mississippi,

IAIMO

IL-IVIS

famoua play

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CO,

64

West Randolph St, Chicago,

111.

Illinois

A. MAGNER CO, Pacific Bldg, San Francisco, Cal.; 218 Superba Theatre Bldg,
Los Angeles, Cal. California, Nevada and Aiiaona.
DES MOINES FILM SUPPLY CO, 218 Utica Bldg, Des Moines, la. Iowa.
MONARCH FEATURE FILM CO, 12th and Wyandotte Sts, Kansas City, Mo.
Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
ZENITH FEATURE FILM CO, Lyceum Bldg., Duluth, Minn. Minnesota, North and
South Dakota and Wisconsin. Milwaukee Office, 407 Manhattan Building.
ALLIANCE FILM SERVICE, controlled by Noted Players Feature Film Co, 613 New
Birks Bldg, Montreal. Jss. D. Goldie, Gen. Mgr. Cana

ALLIANCE PROGRAMME FEATURE SERVICE.

Exchanges located at 710 Northwestern Bank Bldg.. Portland, Ore.; 1214 Third Ave, Seattle, Wash.; 809 Trent St,
Spokane, Wash* 27 N. Park St, Butte, Mont.; 607 Ideal Bldg, Denver, Col. Supplying States of Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and
New Mexico.

COR

IONK

Ol

v^J-

I&HOUNT

£H

HENRYWSAVAGE
(In association with the famous Players Film Co.)

Offers

Greetings

DWAR

We

could use up a
great deal of space telling you of the cardinal
features of the Sim-

BELES
4

plex Projector

But why should we?
Naturally, any man-

\

i

asking any owner

ufacturer is biased in
favor of his own product.
Therefore, we
ask you to convince
j yourself that the Simplex is supreme by
of a Simplex machine his verdict.

Each Simplex is a Silent Salesman
Think that over and after you ha>ve had a Merry
Xmas, which is our wish, write for Catalogue A.
MADE AND GUARANTEED BY

Tffl PREaSION

MACHINE CoJnC.

317 East 34 th: St-

NewYork

and

Indiana.

NAT

%\

**

THE

A mystery farce with as many laughs
as the title, in which the star impersonates six entirely distinct characters.
IN

FOUR PARTS- RELEASED DEC.3Ist.
JbvduceJ Ay Me

B&M9SB
HABBSIUIGP
ADOLPH XUKORnPrwidW,
DANIEL nt0HMAN.MM0*6 Director IDWIN • POVTIltM**.!

Executive Offices.

213-229 W.26th STREET,

NEW YORK.

—
VARIETY
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PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
NOW BOOKING

•THE WALLS OF JERICHO/ by Alfred Sutro, with EDMUND BREESE and an all-star cast. This production
was produced by JAMES K. HACKETT at the Hackett
Theatre, New York, and ran 550 performances.
"THE THIEF," by Henri Bernstein, with DOROTHY DON9

NELLY,

creator of "Madame X," as produced by Charles
at the Lyceum Theatre, New York, with Margaret Illington and Kyrle Bellew. Played to capacity for
two years.

RESOLVED

Frohman

by C. Haddon Chambers, with CHARLES
RICHMAN and Catherine Countiss, as produced by Daniel

'THE IDLER,"

Frohman with an

New

all-star cast at the

Lyceum

Theatre,

York.

"SAMSON," by

Henri Bernstein (not the biblical play) with
as produced by Charles Frohman
at the Criterion Theatre, New York.
FOOL THERE WAS," by Porter Emerson Browne, with
Edward Jose and Theda Bara, as produced at the Liberty
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